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INTRODUCINGTHEALL-NEWMERCURYSABLEWAGON
It used to be some stretch of the imagination to think a station wagon could ever dehver the ride, handhng and comfort of

a sedan. But now its as simple as imagining yourself in the all-new 1996 Mercury Sable wagon. Sable wagon has a lot in

common with Sable sedan— the incredible feeling of solidity, the rewarding and precise road manners and an engine that

goes 100,000 miles between scheduled tune-ups." But Sablewagon adds a few rwists of its own, like an available rear-facing

ImaginatiQr

Mercury SableLS Wagon
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third seat, a lockable storage area and 81.8 cubic feet of cargo room within its handsomely styled shape. If youve never

considered owning a wagon but you always find yourself in need of more space, call 1 800 446-8888 to learn more about

Sabk:wagon(oTcnte.rhttp://uiww.Mc'rciiryL'ch!clcs.com for Internet access). OrvisitaMercury l\A^f*T"r^l 1 Y\7
dealer One test drive and you might find it easier than you think to imagine yourself in

the all-new Mercury Sable wagon. 'ihljir rn'ruiitl driving u'ndmmi inlh routine jlmd/fihcr chmgcf

IMAGINE YOURSELF
IN A MERCURY

n



j|j\mericanJ^ of Natural History

l^ites You to Aciept a Preferred Credit Card.

Receive a Low 7.9% Annual Percentage Rate
(APR) for a Limited Time^ and No Annual Fee.

The American Museum of Natural History, in association with MBNA
America® Bank, is proud to offer you the exclusive AMNH Gold MasterCard®

and AMNH Lion Visa® card.-AMERKWMUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

Tliese credit cards have a unique feature ... for every card issued and for every

purchase made with an 7\MNH credit card, the Museum receives a royalty

payment from MBNA. The royalties come

directly from MBNA, at no cost to any friend

of the Museum.

Now. whenever our friends use their AMNH credit cards to make a purchase, they

will be helping to support the Museum's research and educational programs.

Apply today and join over 20.000 friends who carry the AMNH credit card and

have helped raise over $1,000,000 for the Museum.

Thafs what the Museum gets.

Here's what you get.

• No Annual Fee

• Low Introductory 7.9% APR
Make purchases, transfer the balances from your high-interest credit lines, or take a cash advance at the introductory rate.*

• 24-Hour Customer Satisfaction

MBNA America Customer Satisfaction representatives are available 24 hours a day to serve you.

• Higher Lines of Credit

YourAMNH credit card offers higher lines of credit— up to S50.000 with the Gold MasterCard card.

• Exclusive TVavel Benefits**

GoIdPassage- Travel Services, Common Carrier Travel Accident Insurance, and Supplemental Rental Car Collision Coverage.

Apply for your AMNH Gold MasterCard® or AMNH Lion Visa® card today.

Help us continue our research and educational programs.

Call 1-800-847-7378. Please mention AMNH and Priority Code IMNB.

"The current .APR for purchases and cash advances is 7.9% through j"Our first six sialemeni closing dales, commencing the month after \our accoiml is opened. How ever, ifwe do not receive j'our minimum
monthly paymenl by the close of the firetftill billing cycle following its Payment Due Dale, then on the first day of the next billing c\cle.\our APR for new and outstanding purchases and cash advances
balances will t'e calculated in accordance with th? Vaiiable-Raie Information disclosures accompanying wur credit card. The current indexed APR for purchases and cash advances is 1 6.65%. which may
var^'. Transaction fee for bank and ATM cash ad\^:: ;es: 2^c ofeach cash advance (S2 minimum. S25 maximum). Transaction fee for Premium Access Checks^ or Preferred Access Checks' cash advances:

l%of each cash advance (S2 minimum, SlOmaxif.um). The Transaction feesforthepurchaseof wire transfers, money orders, bets, lotien. tickets and casino gamins chips: 2^c ofeach such purchase (S2
minimum. S25 maximum). *Cash advances cannot .-:- used lo pay off or pay dowTi any NffiNA^ account. **Certain restrictions apply lo these and other benefits described in the benefits brochures sent to you
shortly after yo':r account is opened. The informatjon is accurate as of 12/95. For more current informafion. please call 1-800-847-7376. MBNA. MBNA America. GoIdPassage. Premium Access Checks and
Prsferred .Access Checks are fedenilly registered ser\ :e marks forMBNA America Bank. N.A.. MasterCard is a federally register^l ser\'ice mark of MasterCard hitemational Inc., used pursuant to hcense.
Visa is a federal)) registered ser\'ice mark of Visa USA Inc.. used pursuant to license.

©1995 MBNA America Bank. Nj\.
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LEXERS I

A Term of Endearment

Having grown up in the Aliwal North

area of South Africa, I found John

Phillips's article about leguaans (or "likke-

wane," as we called them) most interest-

ing ("Rhythms of a Desert Lizard," Octo-

ber 1995). Let me, however, correct one

thing, lest Americans think that Afrikan-

ers were harsh in nicknaming Englishman

Brown "Gogga." The word does not trans-

late into "vermin," as indicated by

Phillips. It simply means "bug" or "insect"

and is very much a term of endearment,

quite often used by parents in addressing

their offspring—much in the way we
might use "pumpkin" here in the States.

LES DE VE.LIERS

New Canaan, Connecticut

On the Side of the Angels

Stephen Jay Gould (who, as far as I am
concemed, can write no wrong) may have

made a slight editorial error when dis-

cussing the irony of "logically fallacious

and morally dubious claims" being ad-

vanced by "decent folks" in "support of

good arguments" ("This View of Life,"

November 1995). Gould writes that al-

though Huxley used such claims, he nev-

ertheless "stood on the side of the angels"

in trying to document the continuity of

human beings with the "lower" primates.

There is a double irony here (which

Gould may well have intended), for that

figure of speech is said to have originated

as a disclaimer of any

human relationship to

the apes. The statesman

Benjamin Disraeli, in an

address to the Oxford

Diocesan Conference on

November 25, 1864,

asked rhetorically: "Is

man an ape or an angel?

I, my lord, am on the side

of the angels. I repudiate

with indignation and ab-

horrence those newfan-

gled theories."

S.^M HiNTON

La Jolla, California

Not the One and Only
With reference to

Melvin Van Peebles's re-

view of the Margaret

Mead Film Festival

("Rascals, Survivors, Dreamers," October

1995), I would like to point out that the

Mead event is not the only anthropological

film festival in the United States, as stated

in the article. The Society for Visual An-

thropology's Film and Video Festival cel-

ebrated its tenth anniversaiy in Washing-

ton, D.C., this past November. The festival

is held annually at the meetings of the

American Anthropological Association.

Najwa Adra
Westbury, New York

Quarantine Remembered

I appreciated Pascal Imperato's book re-

view of Hives of Sickness ("Pathogens

New and Old," November 1995). My fa-

ther, Charles Reed, was one of the chil-

dren with polio in the 1916 epidemic. No
one in his small town in Kentucky knew

what to do for him, and at age nine he was

sent to live in a hospital in Saint Louis,

where he remained for two years. Bed rest

and electric shock to the legs were the only

treatments available.

When my father was finally considered

"well," he was sent home on crutches, tak-

ing with him the diphtheria and scarlet

fever that he had caught in the hospital. He
infected his parents and all his brothers

and sisters. No one would come into the

quarantined house. Groceries were left at

the door. My father put laundry on the

porch to be boiled, and when his baby sis-

ter died, he had to put her outside, too. The

Polio epidemic. New York 1916
From A Summer Plague: Polio and Its Survivors, by Tony Gould, Yale University Press. Range/Betlmann: UPI

undertaker, fearful of what had no cure,

came only when the body was frozen.

Today, with antibiotics and immuniza-

tions, most families have the miracle of all

their children living to adulthood. A look

back, as in a book like this, is a smart step

before looking forward to our new chal-

lenges in health care.

Fran Reed

Hoboken, New Jersey

Blood Relations

Bill Amos's article "Blood Relations"

(November 1995) was informative and

sensitive. I have long felt torn between the

desire to see various animals protected and

the knowledge that people must often

make use of these animals for their own
survival. Thus, I understand the impor-

tance of the whale hunts to the Faeroese.

However, if it is true that pilot whale

pods represent single families, then the

grind method is particularly disturbing,

since it wipes out a whole family and its

genes at once.

Allison L. C. de Cerreno

Broitxville, New York

Ecosystems Elucidated

Jessica Maxwell's article "Swimming
with Salmon" (September 1995) captured

the many nuances of the salmon problems

in the Pacific Northwest. As an environ-

mental manager aiming to understand

how oceanic and atmospheric changes af-

fect our coastal ecosys-

tems, I have referred

many people, scientists

and lay readers alike, to

the article for its clear

description of compli-

cated questions. The

photographs by Natalie

Fobes were also superb.

The one of the bald eagle

eating the dead salmon

raised at least one more

question: what happens

in coastal watersheds

now that salmon are

scarce and their car-

casses are no longer re-

turned to the food web?

Robert Bailey

Oregon Coastal

Management Program

Portland, Oregon
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Family Adventures
Wildlife of the

Galapagos
Aboard the M.V. Santa Cruz

July 2-12, 1996

Visiting the volcanic Galapagos Islands is like stepping into a

primeval world of towering volcanoes, crater lakes, stunning

lava foiTTiations and an incredible abun-

dance of flora and fauna—it is an ideal

place to give children a first-hand ap-

preciation for the fascinating process of

evolution.

During this adventure, we will snorkel

and swim in crystal clear waters with

sea lions, colorful fish and sea turtles. We
will walk among islands that teem with

giant tortoises, land iguanas, marine iguanas and a wide vari-

ety of birds. And we will explore Quito, Ecuador, which was

once the northern capital of the Inca Empire. Join us for an

unforgettable natural history family adventure among the

Galapagos Islands—a true living laboratory of evolution.

From $3,450 for adults and from $2,500 for children.

East African Safari

Kenya and Tanzania

August 9-24, 1996

There is no experience in the world quite like traveling into

the African bush and sleeping under canvas. East Africa's fa-

mous herds of game in the Masai Mara are spectac-

ular and accessible; the views from escarp-

ments embracing the Great Rift Valley are

sublime; the Northern Frontier District

shimmers with magical light at dusk and

the scenery in the Ngorongoro Crater is

incomparable.

This is an excellent opportunity

for families to explore the African

bush, learning about the animals

that dwell here and the geologic forces that shaped this mag-

nificent land. Join us as we search for lion, buffalo, leopard,

elephant, rhino, zebra, wildebeest, giraffe, cheetah and a wide

variety of other mammals and birds in their native habitats.

From approximately $4,675 for adults and

.\nit'i-i(';tn

Miiscdiii of

N;llllL-ill

IvsciS Ilistoiy

])is('(iv('r\- Tours

$3,125 for children.

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or in New York State (212) 769-5700
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Famine's Ghost
In Ireland, people still talk of the "hungn" grass.'" the sod that

covers the forgotten \ictims of the Great Potato Famine of 150

years ago. Those \\ ho tread on this grass are supposed to feel

the wrenching hunger of those who perished. In rough, remote

places, ripples in the ground betray ov'ererown "lazy beds.''

where the poorest of the poor h\ed by coaxing lumper potatoes

to grow in ston_\" little fields, some on steep slopes that came to

a sudden halt at sea chffs. Farmers stUl know the whereabouts

of ""scalps." the crude shelters built into ditches where

A special section on the Great Irish Famine, with articles by

Douglas C. Daly and Christine Kinealy, begins on page 24.

thousands tried to survive after being tumed out of their homes

and fields for nonpayment of rent

Then there are the famine pits. Many, if not most, of the

towns in western Ireland resorted to burv"ing their dead in mass

graves during the famine. Some were consecrated long

aftervv ard. but most remain unmarked. At times they are

unearthed by researchers or b_v the elements. Near Louisburgh

in Counrv Mayo, the sea often pulls out the bones of the manv-

famine dead v\ ho had been simplv- covered vv ith stones at an

ancient monastic settlement near the shore.

These reminders, plus innumerable family histories, have

bred an intimacy with suffering and a compulsion to help

reheve it. "Deeply rooted in the Irish psyche is the memory of

the famine." says Don MuUan. former director of the advocacy

group Action from Ireland. A\'hen we look at pictures of

people starving, we know we are looking at ourselves just a few

short generations ago."

Mullan has urged people to use the sesquicentennial of

Ireland's Great Hunger not as a convenient excuse for self-pity

or blame but rather as a chance to see paraOels in the present

and to intermpt the march toward avoidable famine in today's

poor countries. Xineteenth-centun' scientists eventuaUv- agreed

that the fungus Phytophthora infestans caused the late blight of

the potato in Ireland, but it was injustice that caused the famine.

MuUan says bluntlv'. "If we really care about those w ho died,

we must be concerned about those who hunger today."

The prohfic and nutritious potato reboimded from the late

blight that struck a centurv' and a half ago. and once again

milhons of poor people in many countries depend heavily on it.

But the potato is so problem-prone that it requires the

application of more pesticides and fungicides than does any

other food crop. In the developing world, which can least afford

it. more than S300 million is spent annuallv on spraying

potatoes. The ver>' success of the fungicide metalaxyl in

controlling late blight may have hindered research on the

development of potato varieties naturallv" resistant to the

disease.

Again a narrow economic and genetic base is being

decimated bv' late bUght. ITie fungus, which never w ent away,

has resurged with a vengeance in new metalaxyl-resistant

forms that threaten to cause not only economic hardship but

also hunger once again. In financial terms, the damage is being

calculated in the hundreds of millions of dollars: the amount of

suffering in poor countries will depend as much on the

virulence of unfairness as on the virulence of the disease.

Doiielas C. Dah

Sheep anddryirt^pciJi. Ci'i.i.ti'.u-d. la.
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AUTHORS

The B. A. Kmkoff Curator of

.-Vmazonian Botany at the New York

Botanical Garden. Douglas C. Daly

[ "The Leaf That Launched a Thousand

Ships" ( first became interested in the

Great Irish Famine \\ hen he learned

about the culprit, a potato fungus, in an

undergraduate mycology course at

Hanard. As his curatorial tide suggests,

he has since become a speciahst in the

botany of .Amazonian .America, but he

has also done fieldwork in the Caribbean

and in the rain forests of Australia.

English-bom historian Christine

Kinealy ("How Pohtics Fed the Famine")

is the descendant of Irish immigrants. A
feUow at the Universit}' of Liverpool, she

was educated at Trinit\" College. Dublin.

Her work on Ireland's Great Famine arose

out of an interest in how go\emments

respond to their poor, and her first booL
This Great Calamity: Tlie Irish Famine

1845-52 (Boulder. Roberts Rinehart

1995t. concentrates on the British

government's response to the disaster

She is currendy researching international

aid to Ireland durina the famine.

Margaret F. Kinnaird r"Indonesia's

Hombill Ha\"en") has studied manatees in

Florida, birds in the Galapagos and

Kenya, and birds and primates in

Indonesia. A conservation ecologist for

the Vvildlife Conser\"ation Society since

1990. she is now smd\Tng the effects of

forest fragmentation on birds and

mammals on Indonesian islands and is

woiiing on a book about the natural

history of Sulawesi.

Photographer-vsTiter Charles Lindsay

("The Green Turtles Sacrifice") is a San

Francisco nati\e who has recently moved

to New York Cm: but whose work takes

him to remote destinations. His most

recent work involves emironmental

subjects in Indonesia. India, and

elsewhere in .Asia, and he has "specific

curiosit}" and concem about that point

where cultures deal with nature." One
result is Turtle Islands: Balinese Ritual

and the Green Turtle, written in collabo-

ration with Lyall Watson and published in

December 1995 by Takarajima Books.

Wenhua Lu and James "Skip" LazeU

("\b}"age of the Beetle") are a husband-

and-wife team of naturahsts v.ho spend

much of their time in South China, the

West Indies, the East Indies, and the

Hav.aiian Islands. Lu. a nati%"e of

Guangzhou. China. recei\'ed her iNI.S. in

entomolog}' from South China

-Agricultural L'iii\-er5it}' and her doctorate

from the Universit}' of Rhode Island. Her

major research concerns the evolution

and biogeography of beedes. Lazelle.

president of the Conser.'ation .Agenc}\ a

wildlife rese : . / ..uiization. also

eamed his d^viLTa'-e from the L'ni\"ersit\"

of Rhode Island. .A biogeographer and

evolutionary biologist, he is on the staff"

of the department of herpetolog}' at

Harvard's Museum of Comparative

Zoology and is also a staff mammalogist

at Yale's Peabody Museum. For further

reading, they recommend Potato Beetles.

by Richard L. Jacques, Jr. (Gaines\T]le:

SandhiU Crane. 1988).

A \"ear ago this month, astrophysicist

\eO de Grasse Tyson inaugurated his

monthly "Universe" essays with a

description of one of his many visits to

Chile's Cerro Tololo Observatorv' (where

he is pictured below i. Bom and raised in

New York Cit\^ and educated in its pubhc

schools. Tyson has been hooked on the

universe since the skth grade, when he

looked at the moon through a pair of

binoculars. Now acting director of the

.American Museum-Hayden Planetarium

and a research

scientist at

Princeton. Tyson

describes his

main research

interests as "star

formation in

dwarf gala-xies.

supernovas, and

the chemical

evolution of the

Milky ^^"a^-'s

galactic bulge."

T}"son spends his

rare spare time

enjo}ing such earthl}" pleasures as music

iblues. Broadwa}'. and opera) and

coUectins fine •^.ines.

Michael and Patricia Fogden
I "PoUiv, og Ponage" i eamed their Ph.D.'s

in zoolog}" from O.xford Universit}.' and

London University, respectively.

Beginning in 1968. they started working

togedier in the field on a nimiber of

scientific programs, first in Uganda and

then Mexico. In I
°^^ the}" resigned their

positions to be^onic freelance

photographers and writers, specializing in

natural history. .Although most of their

photography (like this month's "iS^atural

Moment") has captured life in New
World rain forests, the Fogdens ha\'e been

working increasingly in deserts. They are

jtost back from several months in Namibia

and South .Africa, w here the}' have been

photographing elephants, ihinos, and the

spectacular flowering of desert plants

after rains.
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OF LIFE

riumph of the Root-Heads
We undervalue an organism—and misread evolution—when we consider only adult anatomy

by Stephen Joy Gould

I am not much of a betting man. For me,

a Man o' War is an old British fighting

ship, and a Native Dancer inhabits Tahiti,

wears grass skirts, and gyrates on the

beach for Fletcher Christian and Captain

Bhgh in various Hollywood versions of

Mutiny on the Bounty. Nonetheless, if I

had to put up or shut up, I would make an

unconventional wager on the controver-

sial subject of progress in evolution.

In our culture's focal misunderstanding

of evolution, most people assume that

trends to increasing complexity through

time must impart a primary and pre-

dictable direction to the history of life. But

Darwinian natural selection only yields

adaptation to changing local environ-

ments, and better function in an immediate

habitat might just as well be achieved by

greater simphcity in form and behavior as

by ever increasing complexity. Thus, one

might predict that cases of evolutionary

simplification will be just about as com-

mon as increases in complexity.

But I would be tempted to bet on cul-

ture "s underdog and to suspect that cases

of simplification might actually hold a

smaU, overall edge. I hazard this uncon-

ventional proposition because a common
life style assumed by tens to hundreds of

thousands of animal species—namely,

parasitism—usually involves evolutionary

simplification of adult form in comparison

with free-living ancestors. Since I know of

no comparable phenomenon that could

supply a countervailing bias for complex-

ity, a compendium of all cases might pro-

duce a majority for simplification—as nat-

ural selection in free-living forms imparts

no bias in either direction, while para-

sitism gives a clear edge to simphfication.

I regard this argument as impeccable

—

in its own restricted way. But nature

scorns sach crimping limits imposed by

frailties of human cognition upon her

wonderful and multifarious variety. This

argument about parasites works only

ir-i

Yves Delage's originalfigure ofa root-

head J<:entwgon, or "dart lan'a''

injecting precursors of its adult stage into

tlie body ofa crab.
Archives de Zoologie Experimentale.

Deuxieme Serie. Tome II, 1884

under the aegis of another bias almost as

serious as our equation of evolution with

progress: our prejudice for regarding adult

anatomy as the organism, and our failure

to consider entire life cycles and complex-

ities of physiological function.

Consider one of the standard laments,

or stories of wonder, in conventional tales

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and tl}e history of science atHanwd
University. He is also Fredericic P. Rose

Honoraiy Curator in Invertebrates at tlie

American Museum ofNatural Histon'-

of natural history—the mayfly that Uves

but a single day (a sadness even recorded

in the technical name of its biological

group—the Ephemoptera). Yes, the adult

fly may enjoy only one moment in the sun,

but we should recognize that the larvae, or

juvenile stages, live and develop for

months. Larvae are not mere preparations

for a brief adulthood. We might better read

the entire life cycle as a division of labor,

with larvae as feeding and growing stages,

and the adult as a short-lived reproductive

machine. In this sense, we could well view

the adult fly's day as the larva's clever and

transient device for making a new genera-

tion of truly fundamental feeders—the in-

sect equivalent of Butler's famous quip

that "a hen is only an egg's way of making

another egg."

This essay treats the most celebrated

story of extreme simplification in an adult

parasite—in the interests of illuminating,

reconciling, and perhaps even resolving

two major biases that have so hindered our

understanding of namral history: the mis-

equation of evolution with progress, and

the undervaluing of an organism by con-

sidering only its adult form and not the en-

tire life cycle.

The adult of Sacculina. the standard

representative of a larger group of some
200 species, the Rhizocephala, could

hardly be more different from its bamacle

ancestors—or more simplified in anatomy

and appearance. The two names accu-

rately record this dramatic evolutionary

change—for Sacculina is a Latin "httle

sac," while Rhizocephala is a Greek "root-

head." As we shall see, the rhizocephalans

are clearly barnacles by ancestry, but the

adult preserves not a hint of this crus-

tacean past. Rhizocephalans are parasites

upon other crustaceans, and nearly all in-

fest decapods (crabs and their relatives).

The adult consists of two parts with names

that (in a refreshing change from usual

practice) almost count as vernacular,

I

I
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rather than jargon. From the outside, a

human observer sees only a formless sac

(called the externa) attached to the under-

side of the crab's abdomen. The sac is lit-

tle more than a reproductive device, con-

taining the ovary and a passageway for the

introduction of males and their sperm. The

externa contains no other differentiated

parts—no appendages, no sense organs,

no digestive tract, and no sign of segmen-

tation at all. The fertilized eggs develop

within the externa (which then operates as

a brood pouch).

But how can the extema function with-

out any evident source of nutrition? Closer

examination reveals a stalk that pierces the

crab's abdomen and connects the extema

to an elaborate network of roots (called the

interna). These roots may pervade the en-

tire body of the crab. They penetrate

through the hemocoelic spaces (the

analogs of blood vessels) and infest many

of the crab's internal organs. They provide

nutrition to the parasite by absorption

from the crab's vital fluids. In some spe-

cies, roots are restricted to the abdomen,

but in Sacciilina they may run through the

entire body, right to the ends of the ap-

pendages. (This system is not so grisly

—

in inappropriate human terms—as first

glance might suggest. The parasite does

not devour the host but rather maintains

the crab as a life support system.) The

name SaccuUna (for the most common
genus) honors the extema, while the des-

ignation of the entire group—Rhizo-

cephala, or root-head—recognizes the in-

terna.

These barnacle parasites have been

known to zoologists since the 1780s (al-

though the first recorder, correctly observ-

ing the release of crustacean larvae from

the extema, misinterpreted the sac as an

organ of the crab, induced by the parasite

much as some insect larvae can comman-

deer a plant to grow a protective gall).

Ever since this early discovery, rhizo-

cephalans have played a classic role in nat-

ural history as the standard example of

maximal degeneration in parasites. Many
of the foremost zoologists of Darwin's

generation highlighted Sacciilina as one of

evolution's primary mai'vels.

The German biologist Fritz Miiller

wrote a famous book in 1864 that pro-

vided Darwin with crucial early support.

Miiller's book deals almost entirely with

the anatomy of crustaceans, but bears the

general title Fiir Dai-win (For Darwin).

Miiller cited Sacciilina. and its undoubted

relationship with free-living barnacles, as

a primary example of "retrogressive meta-

morphosis" in evolution. He referred to

this genus as "these ne plus ultras in the

series of retrogressively metamorphosed

Crustacea," and he wrote of their limited

activity:

The only manifestations of life which per-

sist ... are powerful contractions of the

roots and an alternate expansion and con-

traction of the body, in consequence of

which water flows into the brood-cavity,

and is again expelled through a wide orifice.

Sir Edwin Ray Lankester (1847-1929),

later director of the Natural History Divi-

sion of the British Museum, published a

famous essay in 1880 entitled Degenera-

E. Ray Lankester s figure of the

"degenerate" adult Sacculina, showing

the externa (sac) and interna (roots).

From Degeneration: A Chapter in Darwinism

{London: Macmillan and Co-. 1880)

tion: A Chapter in Damnism. He defined

degeneration as "a loss of organization

making the descendant far simpler or

lower in structure than its ancestor," and

he used Sacciilina as a primaiy example.

Lankester described the barnacle parasite

as "a mere sac, absorbing nourishment and

laying eggs."

Yves^Delage (1854-1920), one of

France's finest natural historians and a pa-

triotic Lamarckian, pubhshed a major em-

pirical smdy on Sacculina in 1884. He re-

ferred to the genus as "this singular

parasite, reduced to a sac containing the

genital organs." "Sacculina." he added,

"seems to be one of those beings made to

chill adventurous imaginations" {fails

pour refroidir les imaginations aven-

tureuses).

Thus, all major authors and experts

used the Rhizocephala as primary illustra-

tions of degeneration in the evolution of

parasites (or, at least, of simplification, if

we wish to avoid the taint of moral oppro-

brium). I will not challenge this assertion

for a restricted view of the adult as an ex-

ternal sac attached to internal roots. But I

do wish to oppose the myopia of such a re-

striction. From a properly expanded view-

point—and for three major reasons that I

shall discuss in sequence—rhizocephalans

are remarkably intricate creatures, as

bizarre in then elaborate uniquenesses as

any creature on earth. In this expanded

perspective, however, they remain as won-

derfully provocative as ever—as superbly

illustrative of the meaning of evolution as

when Europe's greatest zoologists falsely

appointed them to the role of chief exem-

plar for Darwinian degeneration.

1. The full life cycle of the Rhizocephala.

How did we ever discern the bamacle an-

cestry of Sacculina? We could now gain

this information by sequencing DNA, but

how did early-nineteenth-century zoolo-

gists correctly identify the affinities of the

rhizocephalans, when studies of the adult

extema and interna could not provide the

slightest clue?

Observations of the complex life cycle

in female rhizocephalans solved this zoo-

logical puzzle. (1 shall discuss the growth

of males later, as my third argument.) The

first two phases differ very little from the

ontogeny of ordinar)' barnacles, and tliere-

fore seal the identification. The larvae exit

from the extema's brood pouch as a con-

ventional dispersal stage, common in

many crustaceans, called the nauplius.

The rhizocephalan nauplius passes

through as many as four instars (molting

stages) and. except for the absence of all

feeding structures, looks like an ordinary

crustacean nauplius, right down to the

11
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most distinctive feature of a single median

eye.

I am tr\ mg to suppress my' usual lateral

excursions in this essay—if only because I

find the main line of the story so excit-

ing—but I cannot resist one digression for

its striking illustration of science's human

face. Yves Delage"s 1884 monograph on

Sacculina. undoubtedh' the most impor-

tant early study of rhizocephalans. runs to

more than 300 pages of primarily dry

anatomical description, devoted

mainh- to these earl\- stages of the

hfe cycle. But at se\eral points, he

vents his anger at a German col-

league. R. Kossmann. Delage took

particular delight in exposing

Kossmann 's error of identifying

two larval eyes. Early in his mono-

graph, this French patriot admits

the source of his venom and con-

sequent pleasure in Kossmann's

mistakes. Kossmann had previ-

ously skewered a Frenchman, a

certain Monsieur Hesse, for his er-

rors in interpreting the life cj'cle of

Sacculina. Delage took offense for

two reasons. First of all. poor

Hesse was a dedicated amateur

who only took up the study of ma-

rine zoology in retirement, "at an

age when so man\' others, in Ger-

many as elsewhere, are only seek-

ing to enjoy the inacti\ity of re-

pose merited by their long

ser\'ice."' Kossmann should have

been more generous. But second,

and impossible to forgive. Koss-

mann had explicitly attacked

Hesse as a Frenchman, in clear vi-

olation of the norms of science as

a cooperative and international en-

terprise. Delage then speculated

about Kossmanns motives and re-

called his own bitter feelings at the defeat

of his country in the Franco-Prussian War

of 1870-71:'

\\Tiat I cannot excuse is that this gentleman

[Kossmann] expressed pleasure in seeing a

scientist fall into error because that scientist

is a Frenchman. This illustrates the work-

ings of a narrow mind, and such thinking

w ill quickly destroy the characteristic nobil-

itv' of scientific discussion. But Mr. Koss-

mann has an excuse. Note that he wrote in

1872. at a moment when Germany was still

tipsy from its recent military successes, and

he just didn't have enough fortitude to resist

the temptation to gi\'e the proxerbial kick in

the rear to the defeated.

The one-e\ed nauplius only identifies

rhizocephalans as crustaceans, but the

next phase, the c}prid lar\'a. is unique to
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barnacles and thus specifies the ancestry

of the root-heads. If the nauplius acts as a

waterbome dispersal phase, the subse-

quent cyprid explores the substrate by

crawling about on a pair of frontal ap-

pendages called antennules. securing a

good spot for attachment, and then secret-

ing cement for permanent fastening. This

cement fixes most barnacles to rocks, but

some species attach to whales or mrtles.

and one species sinks deep into whale skin

The complex life cycle ofa root-head: Recent

experiments liave re\-ealed that the kentrogon injects the

host crab with a motile, worm-shaped body that later

splits up into se\-eral independently moving cells.

Beth Beyertiolm: with permission from Nature, vol. 377, 14 September 1995.

© Macmlllan Msgazines. Ltd.

to live as a near parasite. Thus, we can eas-

ily' envisage the evolutionary transitions

from fastening to rock to external attach-

ment upon another animal to intemal bur-

row ing for protection and finally to true in-

ternal parasitism. In any case, the

rhizocephalan cyprid functions like its

bamacle counterpart and searches for an

appropriate site of attachment upon a crus-

tacean host. (Favored sites xan' from spe-

cies to species; some settle on the gills,

others on the limbs.)

We now reach the crux of the argument

b\' encountering the curious uniquenesses

of rhizocephalans as defined by newly

evoh'ed stages in an intricate life cycle.

How does the cyprid. now attached to an

extemal part of the host, manage to get in-

side the hosts body to become an adult

root-head? The rhizocephalan life cycle

proceeds from taxonomic generality to

uniqueness. The initial nauphus identified

the creature as a crustacean; the subse-

quent cyprid illustrates bamacle affinities

within the Cmstacea. The next phase be-

longs to root-heads alone.

The female cyprid. now attached to the

host by its antennules. metamorphoses to a

phase unique to the rhizocephalan life

cycle, as discovered by Delage in

1884 and named the kentrogon

(meaning "dart larA'a'"). The ken-

trogon is smaller and simpler than

the cyprid, but develops one cru-

cial and special organ—Delages

"dart" (now generally called an in-

jection stylet). The kentrogon's

dart functions as a hypodermic

needle to inject the precursors of

the adult stage into the body of the

host!

This delivery system for the

adult's primordium shows great

diversity across the 200 or so spe-

cies of rhizocephalans. In one

group, the kentrogon cements its

entire ventral surface to the host.

The dart then pierces the host

through this ventral surface, re-

quiring a passage through three

layers—the kentrogon's cuticle,

the attaching cement, and the

host's cuticle. In another group,

the kentrogon's ventral surface

does not cement, and antennules

continue to function as attach-

ments to the host. In these forms,

including the genus Sacculina it-

self, the injecting dart goes right

through one of the antennules. and

thence into the body of the host! A
third group skips the kentrogon

stage enrirely; the cyprid's antennule pen-

etrates the host and transfers the primor-

dial cells of file adult parasite. Yves De-

lage. who discovered the kentrogon and its

injecting device in 1884. was amazed. He

wrote:

All these facts are so remarkable, so unex-

pected, so strange compared with anything

known either in barnacles or anywhere in

the entire animal kingdom, that readers will

excuse me for providing such a thorough

facmal documentation.

But the next observation is more re-

markable still—^the highpoint (for me at

least) of rhizocephalan oddity, and a near

invitation to disbelief (if the data were not

so firm). What constitutes the primordium

of the adult parasite? What can be injected

I



through the narrow opening of the dart's

hypodermic device?

Delage, who discovered the mecha-

nism, concluded that several cells, main-

taining some organization as precursors to

different tissues of the adult, entered the

host. He could hardly come to grips with

the concept of this much reduction sepa-

rating larval and adult life. Imagine going

through such complexity as nauplius,

cyprid, and kentrogon—and then paring

yourself down to just a few cells in a quick

and hazardous transition to the adult stage.

What a minimal bridge at such a crucial

transition! "The Sacculina" Delage

wrote, "has been led to make something of

a tabula rasa of its immediate past." De-

lage then groped for analogies:

All can be explained by the necessity for the

parasite to make itself very small in order to

pass more easily through the narrow canal,

whose dimensions are set by the orifice of

the dart. [The transferred cells] are in the

same condition as an aeronaut, whose bal-

loon has lost part of its gas, and who, need-

ing to rise again at all cost, lightens his load

by throwing out everything not absolutely

indispensable to the integrity of his ma-
chine.

Well, Monsieur Delage, the actual situ-

ation is even more extreme than you

thought. You were quite right: many spe-

cies do transfer several cells through the

dart. But other species have achieved the

ultimate reduction to a single cell. The dart

injects 7;/5f one cell into the host's interior,

and the two parts of the life cycle maintain

their indispensable continuity by an ab-

solutely minimal connection—as though,

within the rhizocephalan life cycle, nature

has inserted a stage analogous to the fertil-

ized egg that establishes minimal connec-

tion between generations in ordinary sex-

ual organisms.

The evidence for transfer of a single cell

in two species has been provided in recent

articles by our leading contemporaiy stu-

dent of rhizocephalans, Jens T. H0eg of

the zoological institute of the University

of Copenhagen. (I read about a dozen of

H0eg's fascinating papers in preparing this

essay, and thank him for so much infoima-

tion and stimulation.) In a 1985 article on

the species Lernaeodiscus porcellanae,

published in Acta Zoologica, H0eg docu-

mented the settlement of cyprids, fonna-

tion of kentrogons, and injection of only a

single cell, recognizable within the kentro-

gon, into the host. H0eg writes of the ten-

uous bridge within the kentrogon: "Be-

cause of its size and apparent lack of

specialization the invasion cell stands out

conspicuously against the surrounding ep-

ithelial, nerve and gland cells."

I was inspired to write this essay by a

report on an even more remarkable dis-

covery in the September 14, 1995, issue of

Nature: "A New Motile, Multicellular

Stage Involved in Host Invasion by Para-

sitic Barnacles (Rhizocephala)," by Hen-

rik Glenner and Jens T. H0eg. The authors

found that the kentrogon of Loxothylacus

panopaei injects a previously unknown

structure into the host: a wormlike body

containing several cells enclosed in an

acellular sheath. This "worm" breaks up

within the host's body, and the individual

cells, about twenty-five in number, then

disperse separately "by alternating flexure

and rotating movements." Apparently,

each cell maintains the potential to de-

velop into an adult parasite, although only

one usually succeeds (a few crabs develop

muhiple externa with independent root

systems inside the body).

This minimal transition helps to explain

why the adult root-head shows no sign of

barnacle affinities. If the adult parasite de-

velops anew from a single transferred cell,

then all architectural constraints of build-

ing an adult from parts of a taxonomically

recognizable larva have been shed. In any

case, the primordial cell or cells then mi-

grate from the site of injection through the

circulatory spaces of the host, find a site

for settlement, build an internal root sys-

tem, and finally emerge through the host's

abdomen as a new structure bearing the

charming name of "virgin extema."

Take all this—nauplius; cyprid; kentro-

gon; injected passage into the host's body,

sometimes by a single cell; migration to a

pemianent site; growth of the rooted in-

terna; and emergence of the extema. Stack

up these stages against our own lives, even

through all the Sturm und Drang of our

teenage years, and which life cycle would

you label as more complex?

2. Manipulating and commandeering the

host. The adult parasite may look like a

rooted blob, but just as the most unprepos-

sessing humans often hide immense
power beneath their ordinary appearance

(as many a Hollywood toughie has discov-

ered to his great sorrow), beware of equat-

ing ugly wartiness with benign simplicity.

The adult rhizocephalan parasite has more

tricks up its nonexistent sleeve than ex-

tema appearance would suggest.

Consider the following problem in

logic as an indication of the physiological

and behavioral sophistication that must be

possessed by the adult parasite. We know

that crabs fight back when the cyprid lar-

vae try to settle, for potential hosts use

their cleaning and grooming behaviors to

remove the settling cyprids—and the great

majority of potential parasites are thereby

destroyed. In fact, the rapid transformation

of exploring cyprid to cementing kentro-

gon (accomplished within ten minutes in

some species), the low and hunkenng
shape of the kentrogon, and its firm ce-

mentation to the host in many species have

all been inteipreted—quite correctly in my
view—as active adaptations by the para-

site to vigorous counterattacks by poten-

tial hosts.

But when the virgin externa pokes

through the abdomen and lies flush against

the crab's underside, all "fight" has evapo-

rated from the host. The crab still pos-

sesses an active cleaning response, but

makes no attempt to remove the extema.

Why not? What has happened to the crab?

In a remarkable paper published in 1981

in the Journal of Crustacean Biology, au-

thors Larry E. Ritchie and Jens T. H0eg
answer these questions in their study of

the root-head Lernaeodiscus porcellanae:

The parasite returns to the surface as the ex-

tema. What keeps the host from recognizing

it as foreign or "parasite"" and destroying it,

since the cleaning behavior is still avail-

able? When an extema appears on the sur-

face of the host, it must either be in a posi-

tion or of a form that cannot be removed by
the host, or it must be perceived as "self'

and not harmed in any way.

Since the extema could presumably be

reached and removed, the second and

more interesting alternative probably ap-

plies. In other words, the parasite has

somehow evolved to turn off the host's de-

fenses, presumably by disarming the

crab's immune response with some chem-

ical trickery that fools the host into accept-

ing the parasite as part of itself The au-

thors continue:

The evolution of host control, probably

through some form of homional action, rep-

resents the ultimate counterdefensive adap-

tation of the Rhizocephala, for it nullifies

the host's defense system. . . . Once host

control is achieved, the host is in the ab-

solute service of the parasite.

The phrase "absolute service" may
sound extreme, but a compendium of par-

asitic devices for usuipation. takeover, and

domination of the host can elicit only an

eerie feeling of almost macabre respect for

the unparalleled thoroughness (and clever-

ness) of parasitic management.

First of all. the adult parasite castrates

the host, not by directly eating the gonadal

I
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tissue (as in most cases of "parasitic cas-

tration," a common phenomenon in this

grisly world), but by some unknown
mechanism probably involving the pene-

tration of the intemas roots around and

into the crab's nervous system. In Sac-

culina (but not in most other rhizocepha-

lans). the parasite also cuts off the hosts

molting cycle, and the crab never again

sheds its outer shell (an obvious benefit to

the extema. which can easily be dislodged

by such molting).

Leniaeodisais porcellanae turns con-

trol of the host into a fine art. After castra-

tion by the parasite, male crabs develop fe-

male characteristics in both anatomy and

behavior, while females become even

more feminized. The emerging extema

then takes the same form and position as

the crab's own egg mass (in normally de-

veloping, uncastrated females)—attached

to the imderside of the abdomen. The

crabs—both males and females—then

treat the extema as their own brood. In

other words, the parasite usurps all the

complex care normally invested in the

crab"s owti progenj'. Crabs ventilate the

extema by waving their abdomens: fhey

actively (and carefuUyj groom the extema

with their cleaning limbs. Moreover,

Ritchie and Hoeg proved that this behav-

ior may be indispensable for the extema's

sun ival—for when they remo\'ed the

cleaning limbs from a parasitized crab,

"the extema soon became fouled and

necrotic." Finall\". the "simple" root-head

even fools the crab into regarding the re-

lease of lan'ae from the extema as the dis-

charge of her own fertilized eggs! Ritchie

and Hoeg write:

When it is time for the parasite to release its

larvae, the host assists by performing cus-

tomarj' spawning behavior. Normally cryp-

tic, [the crab] climbs out from under the

rock, elevates the body on tiptoes, and then

lowers and raises the abdomen in a waving

action. Simultaneous^, the parasite expels

its nauplii into the current generated by the

host

In short, rhizocephalans are the cuckoos

of the marine invertebrate world—laying

their eggs in another species's "nest."

mimicking the host's own eggs (similarit)'

of the extema to the crab's egg mass), and

then eliciting parental care from the host.

But rhizocephalans are e\ en more thor-

ough, for they alwaj's castrate their host.

while only some cuckoos kill the legiti-

mate nestlings of their foster parents.

In short, the root-head turns the crab

into a Darwinian cipher, a feeding ma-

chine woiking entirely in the parasite's

ser\'ice. The castrated crab can make no

contribution to its own evolutionary' his-

ton': its "Darwinian fimess" has become

flat zero. AU feeding and growth are now

in the evolutionar\ interest of the root-

head, which continues to reproduce at a

prodigious rate, entirely at the crab's ex-

pense, as the intema's roots drain the

crab's nutrition. But ever so carefully, for

the parasite must maintain the crab in con-

stant and perfect ser\'imde—not draining

the host enough to kill the golden goose,

but not letting the crab do an>Thing for its

own Darwinian benefit

The root-head can maintain this deli-

cate balance for a long time. Ritchie and

Hoeg kept infested crabs in the laboratoiy

The "roots" ofthe adidt Sacculina

penade the body ofa crab, nourishing

the parasite and castrating—but not

killing—the host.

Nancy J- Hs^'sr, trom Im'anabrzlBS. tfy R, C. Brusca and G. J.

Brusca (SinausT Associates- 1 990)

for two years—^with the parasites showing

no iU effects and reproducing all the time.

Moreover, the root-head can produce

prodigious niunbers of lan'ae—all sup-

ported by the crab's feeding. (The crab

may have no perception of its e\olutionaiy

phght. for the host treats the extema as its

own egg sac.) In a 1984 article on Sac-

culina carcini. Jorgen Liitzen fotmd that a

single externa, during a breeding season

lasting from nud-July to October, can pro-

duce up to six batches of eggs, with an av-

erage of 200.000 per clutch^for a total of

more than one miUion eggs per season.

Complex indeed—and devilishly effec-

tive. If I were a conscious rhizocephalan. I

would adopt as a motto: Don't call me a

simple sac with roots.

3. What about males? Orfunher complex-

ity in the root-head life cycle? The first
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two categories of complexity discuss only

the female root-head. Delage and all the

early students of rhizocephalans regarded

the externa as a hermaphrodite, with both

male and female organs. But the externa is

entirely female. Male rhizocephalans were

not well documented until the 1960s,

when a group of Japanese zoologists fi-

nally worked out the full sexual system of

rhizocephalans and recognized the true

nature of males.

The male life cycle differs in a striking

way from the development of females

—

another testimony to rhizocephalan com-

plexity when we consider full biology

rather than adult anatomy alone. The begin-

ning stages of nauplius and cyprid are sim-

ilar for both sexes. But whereas the female

cyprid settles on a crab to begin a stage of

internal p)enetration, the male cyprid alights

instead on the female extema. In Sacculina

and close relatives, the virgin extema con-

tains no opening. But this initial extema

soon molts to a second stage containing an

orifice known as the mantle aperture. This

opening leads into two passageways

known as cell receptacles.

Successful male cyprids settle on the

extema's aperture. A unique male stage,

called the trichogon, then forms within the

cyprid. The trichogon, clearly the homo-

logue of the female kentrogon but much
simpler in form, has no muscles, ap-

pendages, nervous tissue, or sense organs.

It looks like a small mass of undifferenti-

ated cells surrounded by a cuticle covered

with small spines (trichogon means "hairy

larva"). The trichogon passes through the

antennule of the cyprid, into the aperture

of the extema, and down the passageway

of the cell receptacle. (Two trichogons

may successfully enter the extema, one in

each receptacle.) The trichogon sloughs

the spiny cuticle and lodges as a small

group of cells at the end of the passage-

way. (Other rhizocephalans form no tri-

chogon; the male cell mass must then be

injected through the cyprid antennule right

into the body of the extema.) These tiny

male cell masses become sources for the

production of sperm.

These facts may not warm the hearts of

superannuated macho blusterers among
humans, but male root-heads end up as

tiny dwarfs, injected into the body of a

vastly larger female and finally coming to

rest as a small mass of loosely connected

cells deep inside the extema. Biologists

refer to such males as hyperparasites—for

they are parasitic upon a parasite. The fe-

male parasitizes a crab, but the tiny male

depends entirely upon the female for nour-

ishment. The male cells, enclosed forever

deep within the body of a relatively enor-

mous and protective female (an odd kind

of Freudian fantasy even for human males,

I suppose), then spend their days differen-

tiating sperm in synchrony with egg pro-

duction by the extema. In summary, the

intricate and different life cycles of both

male and female root-heads, and the great

behavioral sophistication shown by the fe-

male in reconfiguring a host crab as a sup-

port system, all underscore the myopia of

our conventional wisdom in regarding rhi-

zocephalans as degenerate parasites be-

The root-head

turns the crab into

o feeding

moohine working

entirely in the

parasite's

evolutionary

interest.

cause the adult anatomy of intemal roots

and external sac seems so simple.

This reassessment of root-heads forces

me to revise my initial take on the lessons

of parasites for correcting the bias of

equating evolution with progress—for I

can no longer hold that parasitic degenera-

tion argues for a slight majority of simph-

fication over complexification among evo-

lutionary trends. But this correction leads

to an even better argument against pre-

dictable progress—one that also takes us

back to the roots of our intellectual her-

itage in Darwin's ideas.

In Degeneration: A Chapter in Darwin-

ism, Lankester correctly identified belief

in progress as the principal inference

falsely drawn from Darwin's theory of nat-

ural selection:

Naturalists have hitherto assumed that the

process of natural selection and survival of

the fittest has invariably acted so as either to

improve and elaborate the structure of all

the organisms subject to it, or else has left

them unchanged, exactly fitted to their con-

ditions, maintained as it were in a state of

balance. It has been held that there have

been some six or seven great lines of de-

scent . . . and that along each of these lines

there has been always and continuously a

progress—a change in the direction of

greater elaboration.

Lankester then cited supposed cases of

degeneration, including root-heads as a

primary example, to prove that natural .se-

lection does not guarantee such progress.

"Degeneration," he wrote, "may be de-

fined as a gradual change of structure in

which the organism becomes adapted to

less varied and less complex conditions of

life." Lankester, in other words, remains

true to Darwin's deeper principle that nat-

ural selection leads only to local adapta-

tion, not to global progress. He correctly

states that simplified conditions of life

might lead, by natural selection, to less

complex anatomies—and that these sim-

plified descendants would be just as well

adapted to their habitats as more complex

ancestors were to previously more elabo-

rate modes of life. But Lankester erred in

regarding root-heads as degenerate forms

properly responding to simplified condi-

tions. An enlarged view of the entire root-

head life cycle reveals great complexity

and corresponding adaptation through

several intricate phases of growth. The

simple adult sac of the female extema tells

but a tiny part of the entire elaborate tale.

Rhizocephalans, instead, provide a su-

perb example of Darwin's genuine prin-

ciple—the production of appropriate local

adaptation by natural selection. Rhizo-

tephalans are phenomenally well suited to

their complex conditions of life. But in

evolving thek unique specializations, rhi-

zocephalans did not become better (or

worse) than any close relative. Are root-

heads better than barnacles because they

live on crabs rather than rocks? Are they

worse then barnacles because the adult fe-

male looks like a bag rather than a set

of gills enclosed in a complex shell? Is a

crab better than a barnacle? Do we prefer

sea horses over marlins, bats over aard-

varks? Such questions are foolish and di-

versionary.

Natural selection can only adapt each

creature to its own local conditions—and

such a mechanism therefore cannot ser\'e

as a rarionale for our oldest and most per-

nicious prejudice of progress. Rhizo-

cephalans derail the bias of progress not

because they are degenerate but because

they are so well adapted and uniquely spe-

cialized to their own intricate series of life-

time environments—and how could we

possibly rank all the disparate unique-

nesses of the animal kingdom as cosmi-

cally better or worse? Ma\' this aid to our

poor benighted intellects—;ind not only

their undoubted success in commandeer-

ing crabs for Darwinian advantage—rep-

resent the triumph of the root-heads. D
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! AT THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORYI

The Museum on Wheels
by Tung F Cheng

In 1922, a Museum messenger used this motorcycle to deliver slides and specimens to city schools.
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From time to time, a thirty-four-foot

green Winnebago witfi "Tlie Moveable Mu-
seum" written on its sides paries in front of

the 77th Street entrance to the American

Museum of Natural History. The sight is un-

usual, for the vehicle normally moves from

school to school in New York's five bor-

oughs, where as many as one hundred stu-

dents, in groups of about fifteen, tour its

240-foot mini-exhibition space during a sin-

gle stop. The converted RV is in such de-

mand that when a central reservation book-

ing system opened last September, within

two days the schedule was filled through

February. On weekends, the Moveable Mu-
seum goes to shelters, street fairs, and com-

I munity parks and has so far logged more
than 15,000 miles with no breakdowns, no

mishaps, and only a few scratches.

Since the Moveable Museum's launching

in 1993, about 20,000 city residents a year

have seen its exhibitions, which have dealt

with global warming and the environment,

the science of water. New York City archi-

tecture, and the science of perception. The
American Museum and six other cultural'

institutions in the area make up the Move-
able Museum Partnership. The New York

City Council provides much of the funding.

In its current exhibition. "Clothing = Cli-

mate -I- Culture," five dioramas display

Bedouin, West African, Inuit, and Andean
clothing, as well as the space suits worn by

astronauts. Visitors may feel the difference

between seal and polar bear fur. examine

the loose-fitting layers of Bedouin cloth that

protect the body from both heat and cold,

and learn how a salmon-skin-covered Inuit

boot provides waterproofing in a polar cli-

mate. The space, which is wheelchair acces-

sible, also features a microscope, an interac-

tive computer station, and a video display.

The Moveable Museum is only the latest

example of the American Museum's out-

reach to the Greater New York community.

In 1903, the Education Department's ex-

hibit division prepared twenty cabinets, dis-

playing common species of birds, for loan

to schools. By 1906, the department's

school loan division was circulating 400
such cabinets—containing not only birds

but also insects, mollusks, crabs, starfish,

worms, corals, sponges, minerals, and na-

tive woods. Thousands of children from 300
schools saw the collections in that year. In

1907 an electric-powered delivery wagon
distributed the collections—which now in-

cluded cultural artifacts—to various branch

libraries in addition to schools. By 1913 cir-

culating materials included exhibitions on

public health topics, and by 1915 lantern

slides were available for loan.

During World War I. the program was
curtailed drastically when most of the dri-

vers were called up for military service, but

picked up again after the war. Motorcycles

with sidecars were used to make the school

deliveries of cabinets and miniature diora-

mas. In the 1930s and 1940s, a fleet of six

vehicles distributed natural history collec-

tions, lantern slides, and films to hundreds

of thousands of pupils a year.

After the Japanese attack on Pearl Har-

bor. New York City schools were temporar-

ily forbidden to take children on outside ex-

cursions, including Museum visits, until the

city was able to work out effective air-raid

warning and safety programs. As a conse-

quence, the circulation program became
more necessary than ever.

Although the Museum continued to lend

materials to schools, the program was grad-

ually scaled back until it was finally termi-

nated about 1980 because of lack of funds.

With the introduction of the Moveable Mu-
seum, the American Museum has revived

its tradition of service to the community.

Tung F. Cheng is the coordinator of the

Moveable Museum.

January Events
Lectures, art demonstrations, films,

workshops, and music and dance presenta-

tions will be offered throughout January as

part of the Education Department's year-

long series "Multicultural Mosaic: Tradi-

tions of a Diverse Society." The depart-

ment's other year-long series. "Divine
Magic," continues with the film Angels:

Messengers of the Gods on Tuesday, Janu-

ary 16, at 7:00 p.m.. followed by a discus-

sion by writer Rosemary Ellen Guiley. Pro-

grams in both series are free with admission

to the Museum. Call (212) 769-5315 for a

complete schedule.

Sidney S. Horenstein. geologist and coor-

dinator of the Museum's public programs on
the environment, will give a survey course

in basic geology. The series of three evening

lectures will be given twice—on three con-

secutive Tuesdays, beginning January 16,

and on three consecutive Thursdays, begin-

ning January 18. All lectures will start at

7:00 P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater, and the

series fee is $35. Call (212) 769-5310 for

more information.

Astrophysicist Bohdan Faczynski. of

Princeton University, will talk about "The
Search for Dark Matter with Gravitational

Micro-lensing" on Monday, January 22.

The lecture, part of the Hayden Planetar-

ium's "Frontiers in Astronomy and Astro-

physics" series, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the

Sky Theater. Tickets are $8 (S6 for mem-
bers). Discounted tickets for the spring lec-

ture series. February through Mav. are also

available. Call (212) 769-5900 for informa-

tion about the Planetarium's retrospective

space art exhibition; the Sky Show "Cosmic
Mind Bogglers: A Tour of Astronomical

Extremes"; and upcoming lectures.

Membership Programs
Director-screenwriter Dean Curtis

Bearclaw will introduce the screening of his

documentary film. Warrior Chiefs ofa New
Age. on Thursday, January 25, at 7:00 RM.

The Yueh Lung Shadow Theatre, practic-

ing the 2.000-year-old art of Chinese

shadow puppetry, will pert'orm on Saturday,

January 27, at 1 1:00 a.m. and 1:00 RM.

On Wednesday. January 31. at 7:00 RM..

paleontologist Edwin H. Colbert will talk

about a Triassic dinosaur uncovered in New
Mexico in 1947. Colbert, curator emeritus

at the Museum, is the author of the recently

published Little Dinosaurs ofGhost Ranch.

All membership programs will be held in

the Kaufmann Theater. For details, call

(212)769-5606.

The American Museum of Natural History

is located on Central Park West at 79th

Street in New York City. For more informa-

tion about the Museum's hours and admis-

sion fees, call (212) 769-5100.
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A MA^ER OF TASTE
I

Seeking the Truffe
France's black diamond ofthe kitchen can now be mined on American soil

by Robb Walsh

Smoke curled invitingly

from the chimney of the thir-

teenth-centuPy- farmhouse. 1

pictured the huge stone hearth

inside and wished I were still

standing in front of the fire

sipping red wine. Instead. I

was on m}' knees in a grove of

oak trees a few hundred yards

aw^ay. my hands stuffed hard

in my pockets, trying to ig-

nore the January cold.

We were waiting for a fly.

My host—we'll call him

Pierre—is one of the owners

of this family farm in the

Perigord region of France.

Pierre volunteered to show

me how he finds truffles dur-

ing the prime midwinter truf-

fle season. "How many truf-

fles have you found so far this

winter?" I asked him as we
waited. Pierre put his fore-

finger to his lips.

"We do not talk about such

things." my translator, an-

other local farmer, explained.

Neither man would allow his

real name to be pubhshed.

They warned me that disas-

trous consequences befall

farmers foolish enough to

speak pubhcly about truffles around here.

There are some 200 species of the

below-ground fruiting ascomycetes com-

monly known as truffles, and gourmets

have shown an interest in quite a few of

them. We don"t know what kind of truffles

the Roman culinar\' genius Apicius used

when he created his truffle recipes. Plin)^

and Juvenal spoke of African truffles,

which were probabh' the desert truffle still

found in Libya. But the favorite truffle of

French gourmets is the one that Brillat-

Savarin called "the black diamond of the

kitchen," the black Perigord truffle. Tuber

melanosporum.

Perigord imffiev sniffs his freshly unearthed pri:

Photographs by Robfa Walsh

Although these truffles were hunted

with muzzled pigs in France as far back as

the fifteenth centun,", it wasn't until the

middle of the nineteentii centur\' that black

Perigord truffles reached the peak of their

glon.. According to many reports, their

numbers have been in serious decline ever

since. Raymond Sokolov speculated on

the suspicious nature of this shortage fi\e

\ears ago in these pages ("An Embarrass-

ment of Riches." Februar)- 1991). While

truffles ha\'e remained among the highest-

priced foodstuffs in the world, hanesi fig-

ures have faUen from about a thousand

tons at the tum of the centurv to bareh'

twentv tons a year currently.

Sokolov guessed that the

French were manipulating the

market to keep prices high.

And he dreamed of a day

when promising experiments

in truffle cultivation would

make truffles cheap and plen-

tiful ail over the world.

In 1993. I managed to

worm my wa}' into the under-

ground culture of the Perig-

ord truffiers (truffle hunters)

and returned with some in-

sight into the statistics. Fur-

thermore. 1 recently recei\'ed

an update on experimental

truffle plantations in the

United States. So for those

still obsessed with the ques-

tions "Where have all the

truffles gone?" and "Where is

my next truffle coming
from?" here is the truth about

la Truffe.

To understand the reported

figures on the modem-day
truffle hanest. you have to

take into accoimt the secre-

tive traditions of French tnif-

e. fle hunters. Foraging for truf-

fles requires no capital, no

land, and no more equipment

now than a trained dog. Although there are

indisputabh' fewer duffles now than dur-

ing die he\"da\- of truffle hunting in die

nineteenth centiuy, there are still fifteen to

twent}' thousand n-itffiers in France. While

the scrupulous truffier might ask the

owner of a farm or estate for permission to

hunt truffles on the grounds for a spht of

the take, it has alwa)s been more prof-

itable for the truffier to simph' slip into the

woods and hunt truffles on the sly.

To my American eye. a Frenchman

walking a dog on a countr}' road in the

\\ inter t\\ihght is a charming tableau. But

to the eve of a Perisord farmer a winter

20 N.«TJRAL History 1/96
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dog walker is nothing short of nefarious.

Dogs long ago replaced pigs as truffle

hunters" assistants. To lead the dog to a

truffle bed. the truffle hunter scouts groves

of oak and filbert trees for the teire bridee.

or "scorched earth." that is a result of the

special relationship between the truffle

and the other plant life around it.

The truffle is a mxcorrhizal fungus that

forms a symbiotic relationship with its

host tree. Each truffle species has its own
preferences in hosts: the black Perigord

truffle grows primarih' on oaks and fil-

berts. The fungal colon\' diat produces the

truffle lives in the soil around the roots of

the trees. It absorbs moismre and nutri-

ents, including immobile phosphorus in

the soil, which it transfers to the hosts

roots. In return, the tree provides the fun-

gus with carbohydrates. The truffle itsetfis

the fruiting body of the soO fungus. Its

powerful fragrance acts as a lure to small

mammals, \\hich eat the truffle and propa-

gate the fungus through their droppings.

The same fungus that aids the host tree

produces herbicidal compounds that kill

the grass and other \egetation in the area

direcd\' abo\'e it. A patch of "scorched

earth" in the middle of a grove of oaks or

filbert trees wUl quickly lead a miffier and

his dog to the truffles that lie below.

You can teU when a cattle rusder has

struck because your catde are missing, but

you can"t know whether a truffle rusder

has trespassed onto your propeny with a

flashhght and a trained dog in the middle

of the night. That's one reason Pierre

won"t let me mention where this truffle

patch is located or teU me how man}" tmf-

fles he has found here. Suspicious of

tniffiers. Pierre won"t e\ en hire them to

help with his hanest.

Pierre bragged that he didn't need a

triiffier and his dog to find truffles an\"way.

He demonstrated his o\\ n technique b>-

walking through the scorched earth,

sweeping a leaf\' branch in front of him

imtil he caught sight of a fly. He directed

us to kneel quieth' on the spot and wait for

its return. .After t\\ ent} minutes of shi\er-

ing. I finally saw the fly light on a clod and

disappear underground. The \'ellow-and-

black. wasplike truffle fl}" la\'s its eggs in

mature truffles, and in the process it can

lead a patient farmer to the prize.

Pierre dug into the ground with a htde

wooden tool on the spot where the fly had

disappeared. He carefully sniffed each

handfiil of earth as he dug. "As you get

closer, the dirt smells more and more like

truffles," he said. I started digging dirt out

of the hole and sniflflna it myself. Ten min-

utes later we were standing in front of the

fireplace with dirt on our noses admiring a

ten-gram truffle (about one-third of an

ounce) and drinking wine. That night. 1

joined Pierre for dinner, w hich included an

immense quannt}' of goose confit. but no

black tmffles.

Like the miffiers. the farmers regard

truffles as a luxuiy for the rich: they eat

only the broken pieces and impertect truf-

fles the\' can"t sell. To set a taste of the

Kangourou, a retired ti-uffle-huiitiiig pig

truffles we hunted. I had to don a coat and

tie and visit local restaurants, where I

gorged on truffle salads, tmffled eggs and

truffled meats. I could easily detect the

aroma of tmffles in these dishes, hut the

fla\"or was a bit of a myster}". Some sa}'

that tmffles have no flavor at all.

French gastronomes ha\e always in-

sisted that tmffles must be eaten in great

quantities for the fla\or to be really appre-

ciated. So one day. I bought a chestnut-

sized specimen for about twents" dollars

and carried it to a restaurant in Perigeaux.

where I persuaded the chef to cook it for

me whole. 1 ate chunks of it b}' itself, and

then tried some with a linle bread and

cheese. The more 1 ate. the more the fla\"or

accumulated on my palate. It was an amal-

gam of earth}- mushroom, sweet cocoa,

and herb fla\'ors. but in the end it didn't

taste like an}thing else in the world. I have

craved black truffles ever since.

That craving proved hard to satisfy after

1 returned home. The w holesale price for a

kilo ( 2.2 pounds i of black Perigord tmffles

in the United States currenti} ranges from

the indecent sum of S550 to the astronom-

ical high of S750. Perigord black tmffles

are native primarily to Greece. Italy.

France, and Spain. For more than a cen-

tun". entrepreneurs ha\e tried methods of

culti\ating the precious fungus elsewhere.

but ha\'e met w ith littie success.

About twent}' years ago. there appeared

to be a breakthrough. .\n intensi\e stud}'

of tmffles b}' Gerard Che\ aher and his

colleagues at the Plant Pathology Station

of the French National Institute of Agro-

nomics in Clemiont-Ferrand concluded

that tree roots could be inoculated with

tmffle spores. Che\'alier's team even de-

vised a practical technique that could

make tmfficulture a reaht}".

In the late 1980s, inoculated saplings

were planted in Italy. New Zealand, and

the United States. .As Ra}Tnond Sokolo\'

reported in his article fi\"e }ears ago. an

.American plantation in Dripping Springs.

Texas, was expected to produce truffles b}'

1991. In gleeful anticipation. Sokolo\' fan-

tasized about soon being able to buy

cheap. .American-grown black Perigord

tmffles at his comer convenience store.

Five years after the projected har\est

date, there are still no cheap tmffles. The

Dripping Springs plantation, which is

about r\\ ent}' miles from m}' .Austin home,

was a failure. 1 was about to dismiss the

whole American tmffle-growing business

as another get-rich-quick scheme gone

awr\". until 1 phoned Jim Trappe. a mycol-

ogist at Oregon State Universit}' and a

leading authorit}' on tmffle taxonom}. I

asked Trappe if tmffles w ould e\'er be cul-

tivated in tlie United States.

Trappe cahnl}' rephed w ith the news

that .American gourmets ha\e long waited

to hear: tmffles are already being grown in

the United States.

Last w inter, a North Carolina farmer

named Franklin Garland harxested a com-

mercial quantit}' of black Perigord tmffles.

and a few other .American faimers are re-

porting similar results. Trappe had person-

ally verified the Tuber j?ieIaiiospontm

specimens when he visited Garland's truf-

fle orchard. The size of the hardest was

modest, only ten pounds. But Garland

says he sold his tmffles for S350 a pound.

Sokolo\' won't find cheap tmffles at the

comer store an}time soon. Until the har-

vest gets a little bigger. I'm afraid we're

stuck with French prices. .And I can't help

but wonder if. along with the prices.
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American growers will also inherit the se-

crecy and suspicion of the French truffle

culture.

Truffle rustling aside, I knew that there

was another, more personal reason the

French fanners were so unwilling to dis-

cuss their truffle harvests. That reason was

taxes. "Tourists go to the truffle markets in

Europe expecting to see truffles," scoffed

Rosario Safina, of Urbani Truffles in Long

Island City, New York, the nation's oldest

truffle importer. "But all they see are a

bunch of guys standing around smoking

cigarettes. Nobody's going to put their

truffles out on display in a public market."

"Why?" I asked.

"Because then they'd have to pay taxes

on them," he laughed. The value added tax

runs as high as 19.5 percent, and then

there's income tax on top of that, Safina

said. There is no doubt that the French

truffle harvest has declined since the late

1800s and early 1900s as a result of envi-

ronmental and wartime disruptions. But

not so coincidentally, the French personal

income tax legislation was imposed in

1917. Part of the reason the reported truf-

fle figures have looked so bad ever since is

that the underground fungus long ago be-

came a part of the underground economy.

In the abstract, it's easy to fault the

French for the legendary skullduggery and

apparent price manipulation of this luxury

commodity. And it's easy to forget that the

175-year-old trade is still primarily run by

small-time foragers who sell their truffles

to the rich, a basketful at a time. After

hanging around with Pierre and the

tnijfiers, it's hard for me to believe that

Americans would behave much differ-

ently under the circumstances.

We'll soon have a chance to find out.

Franklin Garland's North Carolina truffle

orchard is a small one, but it's only the tip

of the iceberg. Besides selling truffles.

Garland and the other orchard owners ex-

pect to do a booming business selling in-

oculated saplings to anybody who wants

to buy them.

While cheap truffles at the comer con-

venience store remain a distant dream,

planting your own truffle orchard has now

become a possibility. But if, a few years

from now. your orchard produced more

tmffles than you could eat and you sold a

few to a restaurant, would you declare the

income on your tax fomi? And how long

would it take for you to become suspicious

of your dog-walking neighbors?

Culinary adventurer Rohh Walsh writes

aboutfoodfor the Austin Chronicle.
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By the time the famme was over, a iiiilUon Irish had tU^

One hundredfifty years ago, a disease ofpotatoes

precipitated Ireland's Great Hunger

The Leaf That
Launched a
Thousand Ships

An Emigrant Ship,

Dublin Bay, Sunset
Painting by Edwin Hayes (1819-1904)

National Gallery of Ireland

by Douglas C. Daly
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[id a million and a half had emigrated in small ships.

ll
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Bernard O 'Regan, who died this past June at

the age of ninety-eight, knew some of those who
survived the Irish potato famine of 150 years

ago. He recalled when he was nine watching

Tom Guerin struggling up the road on misshapen

legs to visit the O'Regan house near Skibbereen,

County Cork. Young Bemard hid behind the ash

tree at the head of the lane because children

weren't supposed to see such unpleasant things.

Sixty years before, when Tom was a small boy,

the hunger in his family had reached the point

where his mother took him for dead, and she had

broken his fragile legs when she tried to fit him

into the only box she had in which to bury him.

The box was placed in a mass grave, where

Tom's moans had saved him.

For Bemard O'Regan, Tom Guerin was just

one ghostly reminder of what the Irish call An
Gorta Mor. the Great Hunger of 1845-52. By
the time it was over, a million had died and a mil-

lion and a half had emigrated in wave after wave

of small ships. The famine was brought on by

"late blight," a disease of potatoes that swept

across Ireland like a scythe. It combined with

desperate social and economic conditions to pro-

duce a tenible convulsion of suffering.

The potato comes from the Andes, where tra-

ditional farmers cultivate several thousand dis-

tinct varieties. A single field may be planted with

as many as forty of them. The potato was intro-

duced to Europe in about 1565, and there are re-

ports that Sir Walter Raleigh planted them on his

properties in western Ireland as early as the

1580s. At first, the Irish used the potato more as

a backup for grains, but toward the end of the

seventeenth century, it had become an important

winter food. By the mid-eighteenth century it

was a general field crop and provided the staple

diet of small fanners during most of the year.

The potato was better adapted than other sta-

ple crops to the cool, wet conditions in Ireland,

making it more productive and more reliable.

Goninuia Island.

Conneniara. County Galwax

Pliotot^iaphs

bv Macduff
Evcitoii
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For many of those on the edge 1 50 years ago, what it boe

no capital best feed his family on a speck of bad land hell

Grains suffered too often from lodging (lying

flat, which hinders growth), failure to ripen, low

yields, preharvest sprouting, and high moisture

content, which can lead to molding in storage.

The grain crop especially suffered in quantity

and quality in wet seasons. In contrast, potato

plants yielded abundantly in wet years. One acre

of poor ground could yield six tons of potatoes.

The "lazy bed" mode of cultivation, in which

rows of seed potatoes were placed on the ground

and covered with manure, seaweed, and soil dug

from trenches along the rows, protected the tu-

bers from excess moisture.

In 1848, just after the worst year of the

famine, a Scotsman named Bain asserted:

Whatever may be the misfortunes of Ireland, the

potato is not implicated. It, on the contrary, has

nioi-e than done its duty, in giving them bones and

sinew cheap There is no other crop equal to the

potato in the power of sustaining Hfe and health.

Writing with terrible prescience, however, a

visitor to Ireland observed in 1822,

Potatoes are the grand nutrient principle and sup-

port of existence, and without this valuable veg-

etable, hundreds must daily fall into the grave. It

forms the great barrier to the ravages of hunger,

and indeed constitutes almost the only one.

In the words of the late Austin Bourke, a for-

midable authority on the history of late blight

and the famine, there was a "sinister trend to-

ward monoculture." Potatoes made up 60 per-

cent of the food supply for a population of about

8.1 million, with some 3.3 million Irish relying

on it almost exclusively. In agricultural areas, the

average per capita consumption of potatoes was

a ton a year, or more than five pounds a day, and

as much as fourteen pounds a day for adult

males. Many laborers were paid in potatoes or in

the use of land to grow them.

Ireland's overdependence on the potato was

not the resuh of some exaggerated cultural pref-

erence. For many of those on the edge 150 years

ago, what it boiled down to was how could a

debt-laden peasant with no capital best feed his

family on a speck of bad land he didn't own, and

there was only one answer.

Irish farmers did develop some 200 potato

26 Natural History 1/96



1 dowii to was how could a debt-laden peasant with
hit own, and there was only one answer: the potato.

v^

cultivars (commercial varieties). But by the

1840s, there was a rapid "degeneration" of culti-

vars, probably due to a buildup of what plant

pathologists call the virus load, or the accumula-

tion of viral diseases in the clones. Most peasants

in the regions hardest hit by the famine grew a

single potato cultivar, the lumper, poor successor

to the black, apple, and cup cultivars. It was uni-

versally detested as a "watery" tuber that report-

edly even livestock avoided when there was an

alternative; but in the wet, rocky soils of westem

Ireland it was at the time the most productive

cultivar available and did the best job of filling a

lot of hungry stomachs.

Late blight, the disease that devastated the

Irish potato, is caused by a fungus, Phytophthora

infestans. whose spores germinate on the leaves

and stems of the potato plant, as well as in the

soil. The damage done by the disease usually be-

comes obvious relatively late in the growing sea-

son, hence the name. Dark spots signal the initial

infection, when the fungus's invasive, threadlike

hyphae have penetrated the host plant's epider-

mis. After the hyphae have spread systemically

throughout the host, in wet conditions a downy
growth appears on the affected leaves. After the

fungus emerges from the stomates, or leaf pores,

it develops sporangia, which then release count-

less, asexually produced zoospores. The leaves

and stems decay, and the plant dies. Often the

outside of the tubers become discolored and the

inside is affected by a dark, corky rot. A modem
mycologist once described the discolored

patches as resembling "contused flesh."

Mycologist E. C. Large, author of The Ad-

vance of the Fungi (1940), wrote empathetically

of the blight-infected potato plant:

If a man could imagine his own plight, with

growths of some weird and colourless seaweed is-

suing from his mouth and nostrils, from roots

which were destroying and choking both his di-

gestive system and his lungs, he would have a very

crude and fabulous, but perhaps instructive idea.

Late blight almost certainly came from the

central highlands of Mexico, where the Toluca

Valley is not only the center of the genetic diver-

sity of the fungus but also the only place where

sexually reproducing populations were origi-

Coimty Kern in the

southwest ofIreland \
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The Mexican fiuigus and the .\ndean tnbei that was so^i

tune m the northeastern United States.

Dingle Peninsula.

Count\ Ken-y

nally found. The potato {Solaniim tuberosum ) is

not native there, but late blight afflicts a number

of related Mexican plants in the same genus, and

clearly they and the fungus have been evolving

in opposition for a long time. The Mexican fun-

gus and the Andean tuber that was so totally un-

prepared to resist it came together for the first

time in the northeastem United States, possibly

introduced there via a collector's Mexican

Solanum specimen. It was first observed in

potato crops near Philadelphia about 1843. By

1845. late blight had spread to almost all of

northeastem North America, and that summer it

made its appearance in westem Europe.

The Europeans were no strangers to diseases

of the potato. The "curl" of potatoes had reduced

yields in the 1 760s. and the far more destructive

"taint." or "dn.- rot." had caused hardship in Ire-

land and Scotland from 1832 to 1836 and then

on the Continent up to 1841. The first, curl, was

a virus, and the second, taint, was a fungus now

called Fusahwu. but at that time, hardh' anyone

understood what caused disease in plants or ani-

mals. Many European countries were already

engaged in the regular exchange and importation

of potato N'arieties. often with the purpose of re-

placing the "degenerate" ones that were failing,

and this interchange was stepped up in response

to the need for \arieties resistant to dr\- rot. Al-

though well intentioned. in this case the practice

led to disaster.

At one point, someone imported potatoes in-

fected with late blight. They could have been one

of a number of official or extraofficial shipments

to se\'eral ports of entry, but one stoty is com-

pelling. In a move to make the potato crop

healthier, the provincial government of West

Randers funded importation of fresh potato vari-

eties from North and South America, and these

were the subject of field trials in 1843-5: late

bhght was first reported there, in the Courtrai

area of Belgium, in the last week of June 1845.

The summer in the Low Countries had started

beautifully, but then, as Austin Bourke's archival

research revealed.

shallow thunden,' depressions penetrated into the

continent and gave rise to a recurrent wind pattern

which fa\'oured the transport of spores eastwards

as well as westwards in moist sunless weather.

A contemporary observer noted that what

began as perfect haymaking w^eather gave way

in Juh to more than three weeks of "one contin-

ued gloom, the sun scarcely ever visible during

the time, with a succession of most chilUng rains

and some fog."

Each fungal lesion on each leaf could generate

300,000 offspring every five days, and each of

those, 300.000 more in turn. Late bhght could

destro}' a potato field in a few da}'s. By mid-July,

late blight was all over Flanders and neighboring

parts of the Netherlands and France. By mid-

August it was around Paris, the lower Rhineland.

northwestem France, the Channel Islands, and

southern England.

On August 23. 1845. a week after the first

sighting of the fungus in England, the eminent

botanist John Lindle}' began an editor's note in

the widely read Gardeners' Chronicle andAgri-
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hi

tally unprepared to resivSt it came together for the first

i

cultural Gazette with the ominous report that "A
fatal malady has broken out amongst the potato

crop. On all sides we hear of the destruction."

Three weelcs later, he added.

We stop the Press, with very great regret, to an-

nounce that the Potato Muirain [pestilence] has

unequivocally declared itself in Ireland . . . where

will Ireland be, in the event of a universal potato

rot?

Shortly thereafter, Lindley was appointed to a

three-man commission to study and report on the

disease in Ireland. After visiting Ireland and

spending a month sifting through all the avail-

able information and a number of hypotheses

about the origin of the problem, the commission

concluded that the potato murrain had been

caused by the unusual weather. They also

warned of massive food shortages in Ireland.

As it tumed out. the disease proved less dev-

astating to Ireland in 1845 than predicted. In Bel-

gium, Holland, and northeastern France, the

potato plants" foliage had been destroyed in most

cases while the tubers were no bigger than mar-

bles; but the disease arrived later in Ireland,

which in 1845 salvaged about 60 percent of what

was going to be a bumper crop. Moreover, the tu-

bers stored that fall were not affected as much as

Lindley had expected.

People were optimistic when the summer of

1846 got off to a good start, but the bad weather

returned, and this time the blight in Ireland

started in the west in August and spread east and

northeast with tremendous speed—fifty miles a

week according to some estimates. Thus Lind-

. ^H* t/A<,^^inf j^(i.T*rT^ ._ _ ^I^^,^g*gyy» '-j>'.^~^*' ^..^^.^^ "^^s^J^i-v^^^Or^
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ley's predictions were borne out one year late.

In 1847 (stUl known in Ireland as Black '47)

and 1848, the weather and blight of 1846 re-

peated themselves. Ln Kenmare, County Kerry, a

market town at the head of a tidal river in the

west of Ireland, the parish priest. Father John

O'Sullivan, wrote on July 16, 1848,

We were all in the greatest spirits at the approach

of plenty, but blight has made its appearance. On
the morning of the 13th, to the astonishment of

everyone, the potato fields that had, on the previ-

ous evening, presented an appearance that was cal-

culated to gladden the hearts of the most indiffer-

ent, appeared blasted, withered, blackened and, as

it were, sprinkled with vitriol, and the whole coun-

try has in consequence been thrown into dismay

and confusion.

The scale of the suffering, especially in such a

small country, is difficult to imagine. Tens of

thousands died as they tried to emigrate—either

on the "coffin ships" that carried them or in quar-

antine thereafter—but the great majority of the

victims of the Great Hunger are buried in un-

marked graves all over the island: thirty dead for

every square mile.

Terrible smells pervaded the countryside.

Lindley remarked that the decaying plants emit-

ted a "peculiar and rather offensive odour." Fa-

ther Mathew, a well-known observer of the

famine, passed "one wide waste of putrefying

vegetation" between Dublin and Cork on August

7, 1 846. There were also the smells of death, of

unburied bodies, of the sick and starving

crammed into the workhouses, uncared for and

unable to care for themselves. Most who died

were weakened by hunger and then killed by

what was collectively known as famine fever

—

On the eve of the famine, the

teeming poor in the west of

Ireland subsisted by planting

potatoes in even the poorest

land. This led to the

stereotype of the Irish

"bogtrotters'.'

Collection of Nick Robinson
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"On the morning of the 13th, to the astonishment of evi

eAening, presented an appearance that was calcnlated tol

blasted, withered, blackened and, as it were, sprinkled ^|

A newspaper illustration

captures the niiseiy ofBrian

Conor ofKilrush. County

Clare, one ofthe tens of

thousands who were evicted

during thefamine. He sits

beside his scalp, the rough

shelter that the dispossessed

made in ditches.

Illustrated London News

Sky Road, Clifden,

County Galway

actually louse-borne relapsing fever and espe-

cially louse-borne typhus, whose victims give

off a characteristic, awful smell in the last stages

before they die.

Within weeks of the outbreak in 1845, a flood

of newspaper articles, privately published pam-

phlets, reports, and scientific papers offered ex-

planations for the plant disease and proposed so-

lutions to it. Some were crackpot even by the

standards of the day, some were reasonable, and

some were even correct. But the science of plant

pathology didn't yet exist, and the germ theory

of Pasteur was still a quarter-cenmry away. The

causes suggested for the disease included a poi-

sonous miasma home on the air. industrial pollu-

tion, volcanic exhalations, gases from the re-

cently introduced sulfur matches, electricity in

the atmosphere, the use of guano as a fertilizer,

an aerial taint originating from outer space, or, to

use a phrase adopted by Austin Bourke as the

title of his superb book on the famine, "the visi-

tation of God." One scientist insisted that it was

a "simple eremacausis or excolation in conse-

quence of a deficiency of vital energy in the

plant."

A simpler explanation, and one proposed al-

most immediately by a number of scientists and

amateur mycologists in Belgium, was that the

disease was caused by the fungus that everyone

had observed in association with the ailing

potato plants. Once the blight had reached Eng-

land, they were joined in this conclusion by the

Reverend Miles J. Berkeley, who went on to be-

come the father of plant pathology. Soon, how-

ever, all but a stubborn few were obliged to re-

cant or remain silent as a more numerous and

more influential group espoused a different the-

ory. This group held that the disease was due to

the inability of potato plants to eliminate excess

water in their normal fashion under extreme con-

ditions, so the plants developed a kind of dropsy

and died from wet putrefaction. In other words, it

was the weather, and the fungus was only an op-

portunist on the enfeebled plants.

John Lindley was fairer and more evenhanded

than many of those committed to the weather

theory. He gave editorial space in the Gardeners'

Chronicle to various viewpoints and recommen-

dations, regardless of his own opinion. Still, his

word carried a lot of weight, and he was part of

the scientific commission appointed to investi-

gate the blight in Ireland. The solutions it pro-

posed could only be as sound as the principles on

which they were based. They focused on storage

of healthy tubers and uses of diseased ones, leav-

ing the foUage to catch and cast spores all over.

Scottish-bom David Moore, the curator of the

Glasnevin Botanic Gardens in Dublin and the

first to confirm the arrival of late blight in Ire-

land, was also the first person to note that late

blight attacked tomatoes and other relatives of

the potato. For a time, Moore concurred with the

weather theory, but after numerous observations

and experiments, as well as communications

with the Reverend Mr. Berkeley in England, he

went against the tide and converted to the fungal

theory by late July 1846. His wife, Isabella, died

in 1847 of famine fever. For scientists in Ireland,

the debate over the merits of the weather theory

and the fungal theory was no mere academic ex-

ercise.

Another who understood the nature of the dis-

.jpfe»i
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one, the potato fields that liad, on the previons

adden the he€irts of the most in(hfferent, appeared
li vitriol."

i

ease was Dr. Thomas Taylor, a physician who
was also a professional botanist. Bom in 1786,

on a boat on the Ganges River, he was the son of

an Irish military officer and an Indian noble-

woman. He spoke only Hindustani until he was

seven years old, when he was sent to school in

Ireland. After earning his M.D. in 1814, Taylor

practiced medicine in Dublin for several years

and then taught natural history at the Royal Cork

Institution, but his first love was the study of

mosses, lichens, and other organisms that repro-

duce by spores.

In 1 830-3 1 Taylor "retired" to his family's es-

tate at Dunkerron near Kenmare, where he was

able to pursue his research while supporting

himself as "physician, magistrate, and farmer."

When late blight struck Kenmare in the fall of

1845, Taylor examined a number of diseased

potatoes. He soon reached the unpopular conclu-

sion that the fungus was the cause of the disease.

On February 5, 1846, he wrote to his friend

William Jackson Hooker, who had become the

first director of the Royal Botanic Gardens at

Kew (and who had once described Taylor as "a

corpulent and very heavy-looking man, yet by

no means wanting in good sense"):

I do not like to suppose that "certain atmospheric

causes" without clearly knowing what, occasioned

the disease. The atmosphere by its moisture, its

temperature, its purpose, its electricity, the vio-

lence of its winds may act—but it is unphilosoph-

ical to suppose that such have never before 1 845

Tlie BUglit Is Back
Today the potato—one of the four major

food crops in the world, along with rice,

wheat, and maize—has once again become

a staple for populations on the edge. In an

eerie repetition of history, new strains of

late blight, the fungal disease that destroyed

Ireland's potato crops in the 1840s, are

sweeping through potato fields in much of

Europe and North America and parts of

South America, Africa, Asia, and the Mid-

dle East. Losses in the United States alone

totaled $100 million in 1994, plus as much
again in additional costs for efforts to sup-

press the disease. Just as before, scientists

are sending one another samples and trying

to figure out what is happening.

For a hundred years after late blight ap-

peared in Europe, important phases of the

life cycle of the fungus {Phytophthora infes-

tans) that caused it remained partly

shrouded in mystery because all known
populations reproduced asexually. The spe-

cies' sexual stage had eluded observation.

Then, in the early 1950s, John Nieder-

hauser, a Rockefeller Foundation scientist

working in Mexico with the Ministry of

Agriculture, discovered the fungus's ances-

tral home. When he introduced potatoes

into the Toluca Valley, in the central high-

lands of Mexico, and grew them during the

rainy season, the plants were slaughtered by

late blight. He found that the fungus repro-

duced both asexually and sexually there.

and he discovered the two mating types

(called A 1 and A2) that enable the fungus to

round out its life cycle with sexual produc-

tion of oospores. Both types produce male

and female organs, but in order for sexual

reproduction to take place, the male ga-

metes of one type must contact female ga-

metes of the other type.

Sexual reproduction is what concerns

plant pathologists most, for two reasons.

First, sex is a tremendously efficient mecha-

nism for generating new genotypes. Sec-

ond, unlike the zoospores that the fungus's

sporangia produce asexually, the oospores

that result from sexual reproduction can sur-

vive outside a host for many months in the

temperate zone. Cornell University plant

pathologist William Fry and his colleague

Stephen B. Goodwin emphasize that "mi-

grations have brought Al and A2 mating

types together, and the resultant sexual re-

production has probably altered late blight

management forever."

The fungus population in the Toluca Val-

ley contains countless genotypes, but Fry

and Goodwin have determined that until re-

cenfly, a single clonal lineage, of Al strain,

has dominated most populations of P. infes-

tans worldwide. They conclude that only a

single genetic individual was transported

from the United States to Europe, and sub-

sequently to the rest of the world, in the

nineteenth century. Twenty years ago, how-

ever, this genetic bottleneck was broken

wide open, when 25,000 tons of potatoes

were exported to Europe from Mexico. The

Cornell pathologists believe these potatoes

were infected with numerous genetic strains

of late blight because the new wave is more

diverse genetically. The new strains of the

fungi are aggressive, displacing old popula-

tions of P. infestans in many areas. And
most alarming, many are showing resis-

tance to metalaxyl, to date the most effec-

tive weapon in the agrochemical arsenal

and one that many farmers are depending

on to arrest raging new epidemics. In some

regions, fungicide resistance has resulted

from the introduction of resistant geno-

types, but in others it may have developed

locally through natural selection.

Europe is the source of most of the

world's commercial seed potatoes, so the

disease has spread rapidly, with new strains

documented in many countries. A deadly

milestone was reached in Europe in the late

1980s, when scientists detected the first evi-

dence of sexual reproduction of the fungus

outside of Mexico. During 1992-93, a sig-

nificant increase in the frequency of A2 and

of new genes in A 1 in North America led

pathologists to conclude that there had been

a massive immigration of P. iiifeskins from

northwestern Mexico. In three blighted

fields in British Columbia, the fungus ap-

peared to be reproducing sexually. By 1994.

A2 strains had made their way to Bolivia,

raising the possibility that late blight may

soon threaten invaluable genetic resources

in the potato's Andean homeland.

—

D. C. D.
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Most who died were weakened by hunger

and then killed b\ what was eollectivelv krrown

as famine fever—louse-borne relapsing fever

and espeeiallv louse-borne t\q)hus,

Adiose Aietims give off a eharaeteristie, awfid smell

m the last stages before thev die.

Lambay Island,

County Dublin

Dr. Thomas Taylor's 1846

drawing ofa blight-infested

potato leaf, Farlow

Herbarium, Hanwd
University
Douglas C Daly

produced similar effects and only developed them
now. For undoubtedly the disease is new to the

Potatoe.

Taylor was already the attending physician at

the Kenmare Workhouse, and when epidemics

followed close on the starvation, he began treat-

ing the victims of fever. On May 8, 1847, he

wrote to Hooker:

Our distress in this district is great indeed. I am
within bound when I suppose that on the River

Kenmare, at present 100 die daily, painfully, of

fever and dysentery, but which would not have the

same force but for the previous starvation. At the

Poor House, I attend daily 220 in the epidemic. I

am unassisted. More than 40 medical officers of

Union Works Houses have perished of fever

caught in the discharge of their duties. Assuredly,

my turn cannot be very distant.

It wasn't. Taylor died, apparently from one of

the famine fevers, on February 4, 1848. There is

a sad irony in the Latin motto on the Taylor coat

of arms, which translated means "victorious over

the winds."

As Taylor surmised, a fungus had indeed

caused the disease of the potato in freland, but it

wasn't until 1861 that Anton de Bary of Freiburg

published the experiments that showed the

growth patterns of Phytophthora infestans and

established its guiU. The copper sulfate-based

Bordeaux mixture for spraying mildewed
grapevines was discovered basically by accident

in the early 1880s, but it was another ten years

before copper sulfate mixtures were in general

use to spray against late bhght in Ireland. By
then the damage was done.

Some time after Taylor died, his lands were

lost, the woods were cut down, and the family

dispersed. The Taylor family tomb is in the wet,

waist-high grass of the old abandoned Protestant

cemetery east of Kenmare, but most of the epi-

taphs on the headstones there have been erased

by the rain, the sea breezes, and Taylor's beloved

mosses and lichens.

In 1974, Donald Pfister, recently arrived at

Harvard to teach and research mycology, came

across a large, thin sheet of paper as he was ac-

quainting himself with some of the miscella-

neous collections of dried specimens in the Far-

low Herbarium. The handwritten caption read

"Botiytis infestans on potatoe leaf," and the little

drawing below showed the fungus and its spore

cases emerging from the underside of a leaf, as it

had appeared under a microscope in 1846. The

caption and the drawing were by Dr. Thomas
Taylor, whose herbarium was acquired by Har-

vard in the 1940s.

There was a small packet glued to the sheet

above Taylor's drawing. Pfister unfolded the

edges and opened it to find a shriveled potato

leaf that still bore the ugly mark of the fungus.

There may be a few more of these disfigured

scraps tucked away in the dusty archives of some

European herbaria. They are the leaves that

launched a thousand ships. D
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How
Politics

Fed
the
Famine
bv Christine Kiiiealv

No one knows precisely how many people

died in Ireland's Great Famine of 1845-52, but

in a population of more than eight million

people, the death count reached at least one mil-

lion. Another million and a half emigrated. This

occurred within the jurisdiction of the richest and

most industrially advanced empire in the world.

According to one report.

Most of the dead were buried in fields or along the

roads. The corpse was frequently wrapped with

straw ropes and buried in this way without a cof-

fin. .. . Tombstones were not erected as it was dif-

ficult to find men with the strength to make the

graves Bodies actually lay unburied by hedges

for rats soon devoured the flesh and only the skele-

ton remained.

The potato blight was an ecological disaster

that shuck Ireland at a particularly vulnerable

time. But what transformed the blight into a

famine was the failure of the British govem-

ment—and landlords and merchants—to meet

the challenge and implement effective action.

People died from a variety of causes, rela-

tively few from actual starvation. Most were

felled by relapsing fever, typhus, dysentery, and

cholera—their vulnerability to these diseases ex-

acerbated by hunger, inadequate shelter, over-

crowding in workhouses, and hard labor on re-

lief schemes.

Potatoes—grown mostly in the south and

west of the country, and far less in the richer and

more industrially developed east—played a

unique part in the Irish economy. People from all

social groups ate them, but the poor ate them al-

most exclusively. Close to half the population ate

little except potatoes and buttermilk—a diet that,

although monotonous, was highly nutritious. By

the 1 840s, Ireland had one of the healthiest pop-

ulations in Europe. Potatoes were also fed to cat-

tle, horses, and other farm animals. High-quality

grains were also gi^own and, on the eve of the

famine, the country was exporting sufficient

grain to England to feed two million people.

Ireland's own population had been rising

rapidly, from two million in 1750 to more than

four milhon in 1791. By 1841 it was more than

eight million, one of the fastest-growing in Eu-

rope. Britain, which had finally absorbed Ireland

in 1800 after centuries of repeatedly attempting

to subjugate the small neighboring island,

wanted to restructure and modernize Irish agri-

culture. Irish estates—extensively subdivided

into small plots—were considered to be in need

of consolidation as a way of increasing output

and ending poor people's dependence on pota-

toes. Although monoculture was recognized as a

problem, the potato itsetf was considered prob-

lematic. The easy cultivation of this "lazy crop"

was blamed for the supposed indolence of the

Irish people. In the end, the agent that would rad-

ically transform Ireland's landholding system

was Phytophthora infestans, the "late blight"

that reached the country in the summer of 1845.

When the potato crop failed that year, the

British government under the premiership of Sir

Robert Peel, reacted swiftly. He introduced relief

measures, including the purchase of £100,000

worth of Indian com in America for resale in Ire-

land, financial support for local relief commit-

tees, and creation of public works schemes in

which people were paid to build roads, walls,

piers, and bridges. These measures were effec-

tive, and no lives were lost in 1 845-46. But the

bUght returned in the autumn of 1846 and this

time was far more widespread.

Peel's Tory (Conservative) government fell

that summer. For the remainder of the famine

years, the United Kingdom was ruled by a Whig

(Liberal) government led by John Russell. The

Whig government chose public works as the

main means of relief and also reduced Britain's

relative financial conttibution toward local re-

lief. This threw a greater burden on Ireland's

landlords and private charities and, because of

the greater need, made relief more difficult for

people to obtain.

The consequences of the Wliig policies were

disastrous. The new public works schemes were

inefficient and inadequate: bound up in a laby-

rinthine bureaucracy, they were slow to material-

ize. When they did, the wages they paid were

vei-y poor and very late. On top of that, the severe

weather—heavy snow replacing the usually

"soft" Irish winter—crushed an already weak-

ened people. Irish police estimated that in the

winter of 1846-47 half a million died. In the
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The Act of Union of J800

between Britain and Ireland

was anticipated with

cynicism even in London.

Time proved the arrangement

to he profoundly unequal, to

Ireland's loss.

Collection ot Nick Robinson
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early months of 1847 reports of dogs eating dead

bodies became commonplace. This season of

mass death became known as Black '47.

Wholesale want was made worse by the gov-

ernment's decision to allow merchants to con-

tinue exporting food from Ireland, and not to im-

been intended only as a temporary expedient.

That autumn, key government members de-

clared the famine to be "over" and that if any fur-

ther assistance proved to be necessary, it was to

be paid for by hish taxpayers—a popular posi-

tion in Britain, which was itselfm a financial cri-

*..-:.
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This English cartoon

illiisti-ates the anger of the

stoning thousands that

food—including some

healthy, blight-fi-ee seed

potatoes—continued to be

exportedfrom Ireland during

thefamine.
Glin Castle. County Limerick

port food itself—a move made largely to ap-

pease grain merchants in both England and Ire-

land, a powerful political lobby. Throughout the

rest of Europe, governments were closing their

ports to prevent the export of precious grain.

John O'Hagan, who lived through the famine

and later became chairman of the Irish Land

Commission, articulated a view common among
his countrypeople, that they had been sacrificed

for commerce:

Take it from us, every grain.

We were made for you to drain;

Black stan'ation let us feel.

England must not want a meal!

In the spring and summer of 1 847. the govem-
^1 established soup kitchens in many parts of

ti u.itr}'. the first time since 1845 that it tack-

leo du, problem of hunger directly. Although

some of che soup was httle more than flavored

^ iter, the death rate declined. The soup kitchens

:r"ionhtrated the govemment's ability to pro-

v^ comprehensive and cheap aid. but they had

sis. Giving more money to Irish reUef, wrote a

contributor to the Times of London would be "as

ineffecUial as to throw a sackful of gold into one

of their plentiful bogs."

Kinder observers bore witness in vain. Mrs.

Asenath Nicholson, an American evangefist and

writer who visited Ireland during the famine, de-

scribed the horrors she saw:

In every cabin we visited, some were so weak that

they could never stand nor sit, and when we en-

tered they saluted us, by crawling on all fours to-

ward us, and trj'ing to give some token of wel-

come.

The success of firee-trade radicals within the

Whig part}' in the 1847 general election further

undermined the position of those government

members who supported relief for Ireland. Rus-

sell interpreted the election results as a criticism

of his govemment's policies. "We have in the

opinion of Great Britain done too much for Ire-

land, and have lost elections for doing so. In Ire-

land, the reverse," he said. Lord Clarendon, the

' \L History 1/9^



Lord Lieutenant in Ireland, wrote to Russell:

Esquimaux and New Zealanders are more thrifty

and industrious than these people who deserve to

be left to their fate instead of the hardworking

people of England being taxed for their support,

but can we do so? . . . We shall equally be blamed

for keeping them alive or letting them die, and we
have only to select between the censure of the

Economists or the Philanthropists. Which do you

prefer?

The government knew that depending on

local Irish taxation to finance any future relief ef-

forts would lead to suffering, but such a solution

was generally regarded as acceptable and even

necessary. Charles Wood, the chancellor of the

Exchequer, wrote that "except through a purga-

tory of misery and starvation, I cannot see how

Ireland is to emerge into a state of anything ap-

proaching quiet or prosperity."

The new rules guaranteed misery. Only

people who occupied less than a quarter of an

acre of land were now eligible for relief, where

previously there had been no such stricture. Ten-

ants had to give up their scraps of land and enter

harsh workhouses in order to qualify for relief.

This, together with punitive levels of taxation,

contributed to an increase in evictions by land-

lords and in the surrender of lands. Between

1849 and 1854 at least a quarter of a million

people were formally evicted. Thousands more

were thrown out without official sanction.

Homelessness became as much of a problem as

hunger. The reappearance of the Wight in 1848

and again in 1849, along with the arrival of

cholera, caused the death rate to surge. In some

parts of the counti-y, the winter of 1849 was as

dark with death as Black '47 had been.

Many of the bereaved and the dispossessed

saw flight as their only salvation. Emigration

was not a new phenomenon for Ireland, which

before the famine akeady had one of the highest

levels in Europe. But famine emigration was dif-

ferent. Previously it had been an escape route for

people with some capital and expectations. Now
it encompassed people from even the poorest so-

cial groups, and it was carried out in a mood of

desperation and hysteria. People were willing to

risk an autumn or winter sea crossing aboard the

notorious "coffin ships" in an attempt to be any-

where but Ireland.

Throughout the famine, many British relief

officials were highly critical of the government.

Edward Twistleton, the chief poor law commis-

sioner, who resigned in 1849, refused to compro-

mise his belief that suffering and death could

have been prevented. He emphasized "the com-

paratively trifling sum with which it is possible

for this country to spare itself the deep disgrace

of permitting any of our miserable fellow sub-

jects. ... to die of starvation." In 1850 a British

pai^liamentary committee of enquiry concluded.

"A neglect of public duty has occun-ed and has

occasioned a state of things disgraceful to a civi-

lized age and country, for which some authority

ought to be held responsible, and would have

long since been held responsible, had these

things occurred in any union in England." But

"these things" did not occur in England and, de-

spite the Act of Union of 1800, the relationship

between the two countries was profoundly un-

equal.

In 1850 some parts of Ireland got a respite as

the famine's toll in death and disease began to

decline—although not in the southwest, where

the blight struck again in 1 85 1 . Even when good

harvests returned, the famine's effects reverber-

ated. The population continued to fall and by

1900, it was down to about four million, approx-

imately half of its prefamine level. This was

largely due to a combination of later and fewer

maiTiages, as well as unremitting, large-scale

emigration.

The famine also changed the structure of land-

holding in Ireland. The poorest had been evicted.

The Illustrated London News

published numerous eviction

scenes duirng thefamine.

This one was in Kihush,

County Clare, in 1848. The

thatched roofwas torn down

to render the house

uninhabitable, a common

practice.
Illustrated London News

but at the opposite end of the social scale, many

landlords were financially ruined, cmshed by the

burden of falling income from rents and spiral-

ing taxation to pay for poor relief. Miiny were

forced to sell out. But the new landlords were no

more popular with their tenants, and the agricul-

tural sector in postfamine IreUuid experienced

conflicts between tenant and landlord, as well as

between fanner and landless laborer The coun-

try would reap a bitter political harvest.

"The Famine yielded like the ice of the north-

em seas," novelist Edith Martin wrote. "It riin

like melted snow into the veins of Ireland for

many years afterwards."
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bv Weiihua Lii and James Lazell

How did an innocuous Mexican weed-eating beetle become an
agricultural scourge ofglobal proportions?

ontrary to popular belief,

potato beetles had nothing

,
to do with Ireland's Great

Potato Famine in the

nineteenth century, which

was caused by a fungus. The potato bee-

tle's romance with the potato is an interest-

ing case of rapid and recent evolution,

whose genetic mechanisms are just be-

coming known. A unique sequence of

events that involved conquistadors, cow-

boys, cattle, bison, and trans-Atlantic sail-

ing ships brought the insect and tuber to-

gether in the American Midwest about

1 820. The consequences of that momen-

tous meeting have been investigated by

naturalists, historians, and, most recently,

geneticists.

When the Spaniards first conquered the

Mexican plateau and introduced domesti-

cated cattle there about four centuries ago,

an obscure leaf beetle, less than half an

inch long and with ten dark stripes, fed un-

noticed upon a common weed with spiny

seedcases, or burs. It did not attack potato

plants, for none grew there; the tubers

could not thrive in the Mexican climate

without modem agricultural techniques.

But the beetle, one of about twenty re-

lated Mexican species of the genus Lep-



tinotarsa, lived on the burweed Solaimm

rostratitm. a member of the genus that in-

cludes potatoes. Most of these beetle pop-

ulations remain in Mexico today. During

wet seasons, the females cement their eggs

to burweed leaves, which ultimately serve

as larders for the hatching larvae. Usually

they lay about twenty eggs, although indi-

viduals have been known to lay as many as

five hundred at a time. The adults' bright

colors warn birds and lizards to avoid eat-

ing them: when bitten, the insects emit a

foul liquid. Their larvae are usually bright

yellow and blend in well with the bur-

weed's yellow blossoms.

The voyage of the beetle started about

1680, when Mexican vaqueros began

driving herds of cattle

northward for sale in

Texas. Clinging to the

animals' coats, burs of S.

rostratum came with

them. Often, the plants

germinated around cor-

rals and stock pens.

Once the burweed be-

came established in cen-

tral Texas, the seeds

could also hitch rides on

migrating bison. The

burs stuck even more

firmly to the bison's

dense, woolly coat.

The potato—the third

player in the drama

—

had yet to arrive. When
Francisco Pizarro "dis-

covered" Peru in 1531,

he found that the Incas

cultivated an edible,

highly transportable

tuber, Solamim tubero-

sum, on the Andean

slopes. After receiving

permission from the king

of Spain, he returned to

Peru in 1533. looted the

city of Cajamarca. killed

the Inca emperor,

claimed the country for

Spain, and used pototoes

to feed his Inca slaves

and prisoners.

The history of the

potato is murky for most

of the sixteenth century.

A French herbalist named Clusius re-

ported receiving two tubers in 1588, and a

brief description was published by Caspar

Bauhin in 1596. Not until 1597, however,

was S. tuberosum clearly described and

depicted in the Herball of British botanist

John Gerard. Many history books repeat

the story that Sir Francis Drake or Sir Wal-

ter Raleigh (or both) introduced potatoes

to Europe as a food crop in about 1580. An

old Irish folksong recounts

The brave Walter Raleigh,

Queen Bess's own knight

Brought here from Virginia

The root of delight

By him it was planted

At Youghal so gay;

An' sure Munster praties [potatoes]

Are famed to this day.

But historians have found many incon-

sistencies in the popular legends about

Drake and Raleigh. As early as the 1570s,

^^^|.
^^^.n
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Varieties ofLeptinotarsa beetles, including red and yellow laiTae, as

illustrated in the classic 1906 study by Willliam Lawrence Tower

for instance, Spanish-grown potatoes were

listed regulariy on a hospital's grocery lists

in Seville, Spain, where they were already

a kitchen staple. Girolamo (Hieronymus)

Cardano. an Italian botanist and physician,

visited Scotland in 1552 and may have

transported S. tuberosum there. We do

know that the tuber was introduced to Ire-

land in 1586, and that over the next two

centuries it became well established in the

British Isles. By 1719, seed stock was ex-

ported back to the New Worid from Ire-

land and was commercially grown in Lon-

donderry, New Hampshire—the first

record of an "Irish" potato in America. (In

the historical literature, the "true" potato S.

tuberosum has often been confused with

Ipomoea batatas, the sweet potato of the

morning glory family. Gerard called this

plant Batata virginiana. "potato of Vir-

ginia," but no evidence exists that it was

being grown there.)

Meanwhile, the beetle was making its

way northward from the

American Southwest,

reaching the Great Plains

by 1819. There, it was

first written up in the sci-

entific literature by

Philadelphia naturalist

Thomas Say, who was

part of an expedition ex-

ploring the western

wilderness, including the

Rocky Mountains. Say

collected ten-lined bee-

tles when he camped on

the Missouri River at the

Nebraska-Iowa border.

Although beetles, bur-

weeds, and potatoes had

akeady arrived in the re-

gion, the beetles had not

yet switched from bur-

weeds to potato vines.

Forty years later, they

had jumped from bur-

weeds to potato plants,

and after 1859, the beetle

population exploded. By

1872, beetles along

America's northeastern

coast were likened to a

biblical plague. Mer-

chant ships battened

their hatches against the

swarming insects; a New
York Central train was

stopped on its track; va-

cationers fled their cot-

tages as windrows of rot-

ting beetle carcasses

polluted beaches. In New England, the in-

sects wreaked havoc on potato crops.

Known as Iowa or Colorado potato bee-

tles, they crossed the Atlantic to England

by 1875. Over the next century they

spread throughout Europe and into Asia.

!
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About the turn of the century, entomol-

ogist Wilham Lawrence Tower, at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, established scientifi-

cally that the beetle's origin was indeed

Mexico, not Colorado or Iowa, as many

naturalists then thought. Tower came to

believe that the potato beetle, with its

newly developed preference for potato

plants, was a variety that had recently

evolved. While Mexican populations con-

tained mostly yellow larvae, he found one

variety at Toluca that produced many red

larvae—thought today to be a recurring

mutation—which he considered a "newly

developing species."

For the next eighty years, little work

was done on potato beetle evolution.

Then, about fifteen years ago. Ting H.

Hsiao, a geneticist at Utah State Univer-

sity in Logan, began to investigate the in-

sects' heredity. He discovered that all ten-

lined populations looked chromosomally

similar, but in the potato eaters a piece of

the second pair of chromosomes had

shifted. This reversal of the positions of

the genes—known as an inversion—was

inherited by aU subsequent generations of

beetles. Hsiao, however, could not associ-

ate this chromosomal difference with

potato-eating behavior.

Later, working with biochemist J. W.

Jacobson, Hsiao compared genetic simi-

larities between several populations of

beetles gathered from all over North

America, including Mexico. They ex-

tracted enzymes (isozymes) produced by

the beetles' genes and ran electric currents

through them, a technique that displays

biochemical differences. The result: a

measurable but small difference between

the Mexican population and all others.

Only one gene locus differed. No one yet

knows if this gene is on the inverted chro-

mosome or whether it is the one that en-

abled the beetle to jump to potatoes.

Later mitochondrial DNA analysis by

entomologist Geoffrey Zehnder, and his

team at the University of Nebraska at Lin-

coln, confirmed that Mexican lineages of

ten-lined beetles were ancient, while all

the potato eaters are of recent origin.

In the early 1990s, entomologists Wen-

hua Lu and Patrick Logan, at the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island, began experimenting

with the food preferences of beetle popu-

lations. Feeding behavior, they found, was

heritable. Before crossbreeding, only

about 30 percent of the Mexican stock

would eat potato plants, while 100 percent

of the Rhode Island population did so.

When they crossbred ten-lined beetles

from Morelos, Mexico, with the potato-

eating variety collected in Kingston,

Rhode Island, however, the first genera-

tion of hybrid larvae were all red, as their

Rhode Island parents had been, but in the

second generation, larval color varied

—

with nine reds for every seven yellows.

Those beetles that were red as larvae were

generally potato eaters; the reason for this

correlation between feeding behavior and

larval color is still not known.

Lu and Logan, however, were able to

use larval color as a genetic marker be-

tween the two populations; they compared

the hybrids for their genetic propensity to

eat potato plants. Between 60 and 80 per-

cent of hybrid larvae would feed on pota-

toes, which means that potato eating was

affected by a dominant allele or alleles de-

rived from Rhode Island parents. This ge-

netic dominance partly accounts for the

rapid, worldwide spread of the potato-eat-

ing variety.

As larvae from the hybrid beetles ma-

tured, other sorts of genetic patterns be-

came evident: egg-laying ability is as her-

itable as feeding preferences or larval

color. Adult hybrid females in the first

generation would feed or lay eggs on ei-

ther burweed or potato plants. However,

when second generation adult females

were given only potato plants to eat, for

every nine that were able to lay eggs,

seven could not. The latter group laid eggs

after consuming only one hearty meal of

wild Mexican burweed. Since reproduc-

tive ability was affected only by what the

females ate as adults, Lu and Logan be-

lieve that specific chemicals in burweed

may trigger normal egg laying. They have

concluded that egg-laying ability seems

best explained as the result of two genes,

each of which affects the expression of the

other—the same pattern of heredity that

determines larval color.

No one yet knows how many of the

genes necessaiy to produce potato eaters

were already present in the Mexican bee-

tle population in 1819, forty years before

the infamous "potato beetle" emerged as a

major pest. Nor do we know whether or

how many mutations may have made the

change possible. But genetic differences

between ancestral Mexican beetles and the

potato-eating variety appear to be rela-

tively few. The two populations can still

crossbreed and are, therefore, subspecies

or geographic races, rather than full-blown

species. Thus, a very minor genetic differ-

ence enabled some beetles to switch plant

hosts. But the beetle population explosion

that followed had a major impact on our

agriculture and history. D
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Indonesia's
Hornbill
Haven
On cm islandfast losing itsforests, a threatened bird depends on a bounty offigs

by Margaret F. Kinnaird

Just east of Borneo lies the orchid-shaped is-

land of Sulawesi. Like many tropical regions of

Southeast Asia, this once lush Indonesian island,

formerh' known as the Celebes, has lost most of

its original forests. Ninet}' percent of the richest

lowland forest has been converted to agriculture,

making Sulawesi's remaining natural areas

among the most threatened ecosystems on the

earth. The rain-forest-dwelling fauna in jeopardy

include nati\e hombills. birds named for the

huge casques atop their bills.

In Indonesia, several hornbill species are at

risk: in the Philippines, some island populations

ha\'e alread\^ disappeared. On Sulawesi's north-

ernmost tip. the Tangkoko-Dua Sudara Nature

Reser\'e remains, for now. an oasis. While the

surrounding Wiau forest has been whittled away

in just the past ten years, the more inaccessible

slopes of the Tangkoko \'olcano. rising from the

Sulawesi Sea to an ele\'ation of 3.400 feet, are

stiU hea\'il}' forested. Within that forest li\'es the

highest density of hombills ever recorded.

When I arri\'ed in 1992. the red-knobbed

Tlie hornbill flew to a dead

tree, inserted liis enomioiis

bill, knob and all. into a hole

and began siuldng. As he

pidled away, holding a

biilikiit red fig, I conld just

discern ihe peering eye of liis

mate inside the hole.
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hombills of Tangkoko had never been studied in

the wild, and scientists knew virtually nothing

about their ecology. Even the famed naturalist

Alfred Russel Wallace, who documented the

habits of many animals from this region in his

1869 book. The Malay Archipelago, devoted

only one paragraph to these conspicuous birds.

Within the hombill family, twenty-three species

inhabit the savannas and forests of Africa, while

twent}-seven more species are found in Asia,

most in tropical rain forest. A mere four species

of hombills. including red knobs, are found to

the east of the biogeographical boundary be-

tween Borneo and Sulawesi known as Wallace's

line. To the west of this line Uve typical Eurasian

flora and fauna; to the east is found a quite dif-

ferent Australasian array of species.

The Tangkoko red knobs are among the

largest of the hombills. weighing in at more than

fi\'e pounds. Extremely vocal, they produce a va-

riet}' of honks, croaks, squawks, and barks, the

loudest of which can be heard more than 300

yards away. Many a traveler, present and past,

has referred to them as "flying dogs."

M>- first census showed that the north side of

the Tangkoko volcano supports as many as 200

hombills per square mile, almost four times the

density of all seven hombill species on the

neighboring island of Bomeo and six times the

density of forest hombills in Uganda. About one-

quarter of these tumed out to be birds that nested

in the immediate area; the others were nonbreed-

ing residents and transients. One possible expla-

nation for these unexpected numbers was that

the birds were crowding into the area as they fled

from the continued destmction of the surround-

ing forest. But because abundant hombills were

reported in this area in the late 1970s, before the

neighboring forests were destroyed. I thought

that a second possibihty for the concentration of

red knobs was more likely.

In Tangkoko. red knobs can satisf\' their vora-

cious appetite for fleshy fmits, particularly the
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Red-knobbed hornbills nest

in high tree cavities, above,

which they- seal, leaving

only a slitforfood deliveij

to thefemale and young

inside. Ensconced in her

nest, afemale builds the

seaL right, using her

excrement as a paste.

tigs that abound on the volcanic slopes. To find

out if this was what attracted them to Tangkoko,

I monitored monthly fruit production and corre-

sponding hombill numbers, but even a casual

walk up the volcano was convincing. In

Tangkoko. strangler figs weave their roots

around canopy trees, often engulfing their hosts.

Clusters of figs droop from branches or protrude

like cauliflower heads directly from trunks.

Some are the size of peas: others as big as plums.

Colors range from blood red and day-glow or-

ange to lime green. The thick, sweet aroma of

rotting figs permeates the air. Of the fort)'-odd

species of figs growing in Tangkoko. more than

thirt}' contribute to the hornbills" cornucopia.

I found that red knobs rehsh figs year-round,

with the biggest and reddest fruits being their fa-

vorites. But during the breeding season, figs are

vital to the birds and are the most important item

in the red knob diet. From courtship, when males

entice females with presentations of cherr>'-red

figs, to the final stage of nesting, figs are the pri-

mar>- source of nourishment and are delivered to

the nest ca\'it}' by the male bird.

I first wimessed this one morning while I was

engaged in the tedious and potentially neck-

breaking task of estimating numbers of fruits at

the top of a 120-foot tree. I was distracted by a

loud honk and a deep, jetlike swoosh of wings

above my head. I dropped my data book and

grabbed my binoculars. Sitting a mere fifteen

feet above me was a large hombill— identifiable

as a male by his large, red knob—his oversized

yellow bill swaying from side to side. The hom-

bill flew to a dead tree, inserted his enormous

bill, knob and all. into a large hole and began

shaking. As he pulled away, holding a brilliant

red fig in his bill. I reahzed the hole was closed

except for a narrow sht: behind this slit. I could

just discem the peering eye of a bird inside. Un-

w ittingly. 1 had found the first of many red-

knobbed hombill nests. The male had been shak-

ing as he coughed up figs, which he had carried

in his throat pouch and delivered to his incarcer-

ated mate in the nest.

Hornbills are unique in their nest sealing be-

havior. All species of hombills nest in tree cavi-

ties or rock crevices, and apart from two species

of ground hombills. all seal the nest entrance,

leaving a narrow sht through which the confined

female and her chicks—a single chick in the case

of red knobs—recei\'e food from the male. The

cavit}' seal is usually made up of mud delivered

by the male, but the female often applies finish-

ing touches with her own excrement. I found that

the Tangkoko red knobs seal their nest only with

fecal material: fig seeds are the cement that holds

the digested mash together. This is possibly a

local adaptation to Tangkoko's sandy, volcanic

soil, which ne\'er becomes muddy even during

the rainiest months.

Nest sealino is believed to have evolved as a
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form of nest defense against predators. Alterna-

tively, such behavior may be crucial for protec-

tion against other intruding hombills. In Uganda,

where nest sites appear to be limited, competi-

tion between black-and-white casqued hombills

for cavities is so great that intruders sometimes

evict resident pairs in intense battles that can re-

suh in the death of the nesting pair's chick.

The drama is not so great in Sulawesi. Char-

acteristic of the region east of Wallace's line, Su-

lawesi is largely lacking in mammals, particu-

larly small predatory carnivores such as cats.

Only two species of birds of prey powerful

enough to take a hombill chick inhabit the is-

land; these appear to specialize in capturing ro-

dents and have never been seen near a nest.

Snakes and black "apes" (actually crested black

macaques) are more likely hombill predators. By

positioning the nest some ninety feet up straight-

boled trees, hombills likely deter a bulky climber

such as a reticulated python, and a female hom-

bilFs beak can be a formidable weapon even

against a large macaque. I have witnessed these

inquisitive, near-tailless macaques peering into

hombill nests only to be quickly rebuffed by a

swift stab from a female's bill. Harassment by

other hombills is rare in Tangkoko and results in

little more than honks and brays by the resident

male or a chase of one hundred yards or less.

Why then, do red knobs seal their nests? A
likely explanation is that nest sealing is a

holdover from earlier times. The red knob's an-

cestors presumably originated west of Wallace's

hne in nearby Borneo, with its full complement

of predators. Protection against them would have

been critical for nesting success. In the nearly

predator-free paradise of Sulawesi, red knobs

may still seal their nests simply because it is not

taxing to do so and entails no disadvantage. But

it may also serve to enforce fidelity.

The sealed-in nests of hombills have been de-

scribed as the ultimate in male chauvinism. Like

a Cmsader marching off to war with the key to

his wife's chastity belt, a male bird cloisters his

female, forcing her to depend on him for sur-

vival. It has even been reported that the female is

not strong enough to escape without her mate's

help. In reality, the female incarcerates herself,

often contributing her own excrement to build

the cell door, and when the time is right, she frees

herself. The female, not the male, appears to

have the upper hand, employing the "bon-bon

strategy"—she lounges in the cavity and de-

pends on the male to fetch her figgy treats. By

closing herself in, she exacts her male's dedica-

tion and procures a commitment from him to

provide for his offspring. Because the male must

do all the shopping, he has no time to maintain

two households, and the female therefore can be

certain of his fidelity.

The period of female confinement in hombills

is highly variable, lasting as long as 142 days in

Tlic female hoinhill depends

on the male to feteh her

figgx treats. As he has no

tune to maintain two

households, the female ean

be certain of Iris fidelity.

Tangkoko-Dua \ ;

Sudara Reserve.

Philippines

Borneo Sul^j

Pacific-

Ocean

New Guinea

Java
\ Timor

Indian Sun,ba
Ocean Australia

Hornbills and Native Culture

Hombills still play a role in Southeast Asian cultures, although traditions

have changed with the times. In Borneo, members of hill tribes once regarded

the Kenyalang, an icon in the image of the rhinoceros hombill, as the deliverer

of souls to the upper world. Among the Iban people of western Borneo, a spe-

cial week-long Kenyalang ceremony is celebrated at irregular intervals of five

to seven years. The ceremony, which includes dancing, drinking, and parading

speciaUy carved images of hombills around the longhouse, starts only after a

signal has been delivered in a dream to several people.

Today, although these beliefs are held by fewer Bomeans. the elegant, fluid

movements of the Kenyalang dance are still practiced by the younger genera-

tions, and animist images of the Kenyalang can be seen adorning church walls.

Unfortunately, such traditional ceremonies as the Kenyalang dance take a toll

on the living birds. Female Kenyalang dancers of Malaysia carry up to ten hom-

bill tail feathers in each hand. Supplying a full complement of twent>- dancers

can thus cost up to eighty hombills.

On the island of Sumba, just south of Sulawesi, people historically ate the

meat of the endemic Sumba hombill as a remedy for rheumatism and asthma.

Today this hombill is no longer hunted for its flesh. Because of its monogamous

habits, it is respected as a symbol of fidelity and has been adopted as a mascot

in western Sumba.

In Sulawesi, the feathers and casques of red-knobbed hombills traditionally

decorated headdresses and bairel-shaped drums that were beaten during the

Cakalele, a feverish dance that prepared Minahasan waixiors for banle. The

large, red casques were believed to impart power and insure a warrior's in^'in-

cibility. Today the casques are considered signs of peace. The Cakalele has be-

come highly stylized and is performed as a greering ceremony for important

visitors iind officials.

—

M. F. K.
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A male red knob glides

oyer theforest canopy,

above. The birds'

unmelodious honks and

barks have earned them

the epithet "flying

dogs'.' Opposite page:

A hornbill in the

Tangkoko resen'e

perches 130feet above

theforestfloor

the black-and-white casqued hombill of Uganda

and as Uttle as 50 days for the Tockiis hombills of

southern Africa. In most species, the female

breaks out before the chick fledges: then helps

her mate meet the chicks ever increasing de-

mands for food. In other species, such as the

bushy-crested hombill of Southeast Asia, the fe-

male seems fully accommodated to her sentence,

emerging only when the chick is ready to fledge.

The red-knobbed hombill's confinement lasts

some ninety days. Although she reheves some of

the demands on her mate by emerging before

fledging and foraging on her own, the female red

knob is not especially helpful in providing food

for her offspring, and generally contributes less

than 5 percent of her nestling's food. Several

times I have seen a female steal from her mate's

cache as he attempted to pass it to the chick.

Male hombills can be impressive providers.

Like many other fruit-eating hombiUs. the red

knob often collects a pouchful of items before

By dispersing seeds, the

hombills cultivate their o\w\

lush garden in Tangkoko.

rnfortniiately, they can t keep

price mth fires and axes, as

hmiiaiis steadilv encroach

upon the birds' small realm.

delivering a load to the nest. From behind blinds

constructed of giant pahn fronds, I frequently

watched as males arrived looking as though they

suffered from goiters, their throat pouches

stretched taut with immense fruit loads and an

occasional squirming insect. By counting the

number of fruits delivered at a feeding and mul-

tiplying by the mean weights of the fruits, I cal-

culated that loads as heavy as a pound were

being airlifted by the male, a ballast of nearly 20

percent of his body weight.

The abundance of figs in Tangkoko largely

supports the high hombill densities. The density

does fluctuate, however. Painstaking monthly

counts of fruiting trees show that as more figs

fruit, more hombills gather to partake of the

bounty. Unlike many trees, figs may fruit at any

time of the year and thus are a reliable resource,

particularly when other fruits are out of season.

Hombills do eat other fruits with gusto, but

bumper crops of sugary berries or oily avocado-

like drupes, unlike figs, have no impact on the

number of hombills in the area.

As hombills devour figs, they ingest the tiny

seeds and later defecate them unharmed. In

crooks and branches high in the canopy and on

the lip of many nest cavities, fig tree seedlings

sprout in abundance. The larger seeds of fmits

such as nutmegs and wild mangoes are spit out,

often more than an hour after the fmit is har-

vested. By that time, a hombfll can have traveled

a mile or two from the parent tree and deposited

the seed in a spot where it can more likely ger-

minate free of competition. The relationship of

hombills and fmits is thus reciprocal; the red

knobs are critical agents of seed dispersal, culti-

vating their own lush garden in Tangkoko.

The forest regeneration fostered by these birds

cannot, unfortunately, keep pace with fires and

axes, as humans steadily encroach upon the

bhds' small realm. Most hombill populations,

which inhabit endangered ecosystems, are in de-

cline. The reasons are complex, but the root of

the problem is loss of critical habitat. In such

places as Sulawesi, timber revenues may supply

more than 95 percent of the provincial govern-

ment's income. More commonly, burgeoning

human populations satisfy flieir agriculuiral re-

quirements by felling or severely degrading pris-

tine forest. As forest loss proceeds, parks and na-

ture reserves become isolated islands of forest

and, consequently, support smaller and more

relict populations of plants and animals. These

isolated reserves are prone to catastrophes such

as drought, fire, and volcanism or the slow, re-

lentless onslaught of humankind. Because red-

knobbed hombills are losing habitat within, as

well as outside, protected areas, their future,

even in Tangkoko. is uncertain. If Sulawesi con-

tinues to lose forest at the present rate, the ma-

jestic hombills that bark over the Tangkoko

canopy wiU be only a memory. n
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yI southern Bali, ancient rituals create a modern shortage

Text and photographs by Charles I iiidsay

r ..,:. ^^. ,1 zn
Indonesia, whose beaches are ancestral nesting

' grounds for green turtles, is now one of the most

populous nations on earth. Stretching from the Indian

Ocean to the Pacific, it is an archipelago of several

thousand islands rimmed by endless beaches,

uninhabited and inhabited, black and white. In the

middle lies Bali , a land of myriad festivals that call

for blood sacrifices. Green turtles have become the

\ most valuable offering. In Balinese myth, a turtle is

the foundation of the universe. Unfortunately, the

:: mythical turtle is likely to outlast the living one.

t^
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m "mmtm^

two green mnies n

other after mating.



Irsflippers tied, a turtle is

carried across the beach

from afishing boat to a

holding cage, above. Other

tiinles await slaughter, right,

in kitciiens at Tanjung

Benoa. in southern Bali.

Opposite page: All through

the night, turtle meat is

prepared in mairy waysfor a

village celebration.

Ill soiitliem

Belli, tiulles

tue Sciciificed

during major

festh tils aiid

for rites of

passage.

The turtle merchants are based in Tanjung

Benoa. a southern port. Taking orders in ad\'ance

in person or by telegram, they arrange for the tur-

tle deliveries to precede the important festi\e

days of the Hindu calendar. The green turde pop-

ulation that once nested on Bah itself has been

extirpated, so the merchants must outfit crew s of

hunters with boats and gear and dispatch them to

the far reaches of the Indonesian archipelago.

The mixed crew s are fishermen from Sulawesi.

the Moluku Islands. Lombok. Sumbawa. Flores.

Timor. Tanimhar. and hian Ja}'a. On the fisher-

men's return. \he merchants talh" the Ii\ing tur-

tles, and the purchase price is balanced against

the fishermen's debt for using the boat. .Although

the fishermen's net income is measer. the \ alue

of their cargo is high, and they must venture far-

ther from home as mrtle populations diminish.

(Found worldwide in tropical seas, the green tur-

tle is considered an endangered species h\ the

International Union for the Consenation of Na-

ture. Destruction of nesting grounds and rising

demand for turtle meat and eggs are considered

major factors in the species' decline. ) The farther

the hunters go, the more mrtles die on the retum

trip. As many as 50 percent die coming from

Irian Ja}"a. ten days' travel from the east.

In Tanjung Benoa. h\e turtles are sorted by

size and penned on the tidal flats just behind the

merchants' quarters. .A.t high tide, they swim in a

shifting film of sewage and oU. .At low tide, they

lie gasping on the sand as they are checked ON'er

by prospecti\"e buyers. The large ones sur\'i\e al-

most indefinitely this way. while the small turtles

perish and are butchered at nearb\' food stalls.

Tourists straddling a long rubber "banana

boat" are towed through the harbor. They are

then led to a "turtle consenation center" to take

pictures of one another sitting on large greens,

passing by the merchants' caged turtles as

though blind to aU but the brochure images that

lured them to Bah in the first place.

Each morning I rise earl} and begin the da\'

hanging around the turtle merchants. They sen'e

spic>' turtle, prepared se\eral ways, with rice. It

is colored green b} the fat for which the green

turtle is named, ^^'e learned to read the standard

Balinese-Hindu calendar and now know when

auspicious festi\"e da\s occur, thus predicting the

da\ s w hen the turtles w ill be purchased.

Village representatives arrive with middlemen

to arrange deals in ad\ance of a festival. .A chalk-

board records the sales. I ask about the nature of

the festi\al—it is a rite of passage for some of

the \'illage's children—and for permission to at-

tend. The mnles wUl be loaded the following af-

temoon. I prepare my cameras and wait.

.As I dri\e behind the middleman's pickup

through the traffic and confusion of Denpasar.

Bali's capital cit>-. I pass resort signs on the road

to the countr}'side. This is one of Indonesia's

most prosperous areas, with sateOite dishes on

man\' rooftops, dehvering CNN and MT\'. .As I

follow, ttirtle urine drips from the truck's bed

onto the hot asphalt.

.After asking directions, we head down a dirt

road into a small, well-kept \illage. \\'e stop at

the banjar. the community" 's administrati\'e cen-

ter and meeting place. The dri\"er introduces me
and sa\s I'd like to sta\- and photograph the fes-

ti\al. The response is one of welcome. No
tourists come here. My host is concemed about

where I'll stay without a hotel nearby and is

pleased when I sa}' that since he won't be sleep-

ing this e\ening. neither will I. Balinese are

supremely hospitable and \o\t to share their fes-

ti\ ities. Proud to ha\e a foreigner attend, the

crow d 2i\'es me coftee and show s me around.
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To mv
Baliiiese

hosts,

reiiicaiiiation

is tliis tiutle's

destination.

During Nangluk Merana, a

festival intended to keep

calamity at bay. families

collect holy water on the

beach atLebih, below.

Segehans, small offerings to

the gods, ancestors, and evil

spirits, are placed next to a

sacrificial turtle, right.

Three large turtles are unloaded from the

truck. In a symboUc welcoming, the shells are

marked with white crosses. This is a major pur-

chase for the community, which turns over

550,000 rupiah (about $275) to the driver. The

latter bids me luck and drives away.

Turtles are slaughtered in southern Bali dur-

ing major festivals and for rites of passage. The

latter occur for a child who reaches three

months, for teeth filing (a coming of age), for

marriage, and when the ashes of cremation are

dispersed, hi this village, prayers are being held

by the sea for thirteen children who have re-

cently reached one hundred and five days of age.

The families have arranged to share the rituals

and the costs of the celebration through the com-

munity administration. I watch as women carry

tall offerings on their heads to the house of one

of the wealthier parents, who is acting as host.

The night before the main festival day, thirty

men gather at the banjar to discuss local issues

and socialize. The turtles are laid upside down

on a platform under fluorescent lights. Without

killing the animal first, two men cut at the margin

of a turtle's yellow underside. The turtle's head

retracts, but its flippers have been tied together

so that it cannot thrash. The men lift the hard

belly cover, exposing muscles and organs, in-

cluding a prominent beating heart. They scoop

out the blood, forcing the ladle down into the

beast. The jugular veins are cut, perhaps to drain

more blood. The heart pumps on long after it has

been removed, hence the pervasive and ancient

belief in the fortitude of turtles. To my hosts,

reincarnation is this turtle's destination.

A localized blackout occurs. Cigarettes glow

like fireflies, the pot boils, and the glow of Den-

pasar illuminates the sky to the east. The banjar

headman prepares offerings: thirteen packets of

minced turtle organs, one for each child. We

leave by flashlight as he places the packets at the

"spirit house" at Ore comer of the yard.

Cooking continues through the night, as mul-

tiple dishes are prepared for the next day's many
guests. Strong coffee is served at regular inter-

vals. With dawn everyone dresses traditionally in

a fine shirt, sarong, sash, and headband.

1 continue my own ritual, retuming before the

morning is over to the turtle dealers, clarifying

what I've leamed from the village priests, and

waiting for other festivals. I try not to be judg-
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mental, but I've learned that the turtle merchant

eats pig on special occasions, as do most Bali-

nese in the north, which makes me think domes-

tic animals could fulfill most uses of the turtle.

Mass turtle slaughter seems an ancient custom in

Bali. In fact it is not. The practice has developed

over the last hundred years. Turtle meat has be-

come a luxury item to honor guests with, and the

animals' decimation is a modem problem, accel-

erated by a growing population.

My friend Bapa Kerig tells tells me that in

about 1958 he witnessed a variation of the ritual

for a child reaching three months of age. The fa-

ther had read in some obscure religious text that

a child should ride a live turtle three times

around the Jaganata Temple in Denpasar The

man rented live turtles for his children and then

returned them after the ceremony.

Bapa Kerig thought this was strange, but an

elderiy priest confirmed that blood sacrifice was

not the only option. In the old days, turtles were

sometimes set free as part of rituals. D

K



Discovery

A
Pert of Call

by Daniel Stiles

"Things are changing too fast, Bwana

Danieli. The old life is being lost because

of too many tourists and too much poli-

tics," lamented Sheik Omari Ahmad. We
were sipping coffee on the roof of his

eighteenth-century coral-stone house in

Lamu, the port town of Lamu Island off

the coast of Kenya. To the east, over some

rooftops, I could glimpse a few small

dhows—their lateen sails full and strain-

ing—chasing whitecaps in a cerulean sea.

Omari belongs to the patrician elite of

Swahili society, that synthesis of African

and Arabian culture that evolved on

Africa's east coast, from Somalia to Mo-

zambique and the Comoros Islands.

Omari traces his ancestry to Sultan Husain

bin Ah of Shiraz, in Persia (now Iran).

Legend has it that the sultan's seven sons

left Shiraz a thousand years ago to found

the major Swahih trading cities.

"Everything has to change," I replied

lamely. "It's the way of the world."

When I first visited Lamu (population

8,000) in 1976, 1 thought that I had mirac-

ulously entered a century long past—I was

sure that Sinbad the Sailor had moored his

dhow in the port. Donkeys carried loads

through the town's narrow lanes. The only

motor vehicle was the district commis-

sioner's Land-Rover, which carried him
the few hundred yards along the water-

front between his home and office. There

was no television. Often there was no elec-

tricity or running water due to the poor

.aS£.^'««!i-.J!SC_M_

Merchanrs and buyersfivm various cultural backgrounds mingle in a Lamu Island marketplace.
'li photographs by Wendy Stone; Gamma Liaison
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maintenance of existing facilities. The

Swahili women were veiled head to toe in

black satin, revealing only their eyes, lined

with kohl. Every morning at about 4:30

and again at dawn, muezzins called the

Muslim faithful to prayer from more than

twenty mosques. That and the cocks crow-

ing and people shouting made sleeping

late impossible.

Many things were the same today (the

muezzins with their amplified loudspeak-

ers were even louder). But now the skyline

was pierced by television aerials and by

nontraditional house additions, built on

the roofs to cope with a growing popula-

tion of about 1 2,000. The town has begun

to sprawl onto the sand dunes beyond the

fourteenth-century pillar tomb that used to

mark the town limits. And while in the

past, nothing seemed to perturb the tran-

quil people, not even water and power

cuts, now Muslim fundamentalism and re-

cently introduced multiparty democracy

in Kenya were stirring up emotions.

The IPK, the banned Islamic Party of

Kenya, was trying to gain power with

Muslims and politicize the Swahili.

Coastal Muslims had long felt that they

were being forgotten by the largely Chris-

tian national government in Nairobi. They

wanted more recognition and more say in

their own affairs. A movement had started

in Kenya to create a federal system with a

number of semiautonomous states. The

Swahili, together with other minority eth-

nic groups, were its strongest supporters.

Identifying with southern Arabia and

the Persian Gulf, the Swahili consider

themselves a distinct people, with a cul-

ture different from that of the upcountry

Africans. But many Swahili cannot be dis-

tinguished physically from their neigh-

bors, and even though about 20 percent of

their vocabulary comes from Arabic, their

grammar is entirely Bantu. Yet many of

the elite look partly or entirely like Arabs,

and some families still have links with

Yemen or Oman. In fact, many Swahili do

not even want to be called Swahili and pre-

fer to be called either Shirazi, indicating a

Gulf origin, or Arab. This has added to the

tension between the coastal people and

hinterland Africans.

Swahili history is tied to the region's

natural resources and trade. The mainland

forests produced a wealth of desired prod-

ucts, such as ivory, rhinoceros horns, leop-

ard skins, ostrich feathers, timber, aro-

matic gums and resins, gum copal, wild

rubber, amber, beeswax, and civet. The

sea yielded mother-of-pearl, tortoise shell,

ambergris, and heche-de-mer, the sea slug

prized by the Chinese for its vitalizing

powers. Coastal mangroves provided the

straight, hard poles that were so important

in the construction of Arabian and Persian

houses in the deserts of the Middle East.

Even today mangrove poles are a main ex-

port from Lamu, but the other products are

no longer traded.

Sheikh Omari Ahmad's ancestors be-

came rich through the export trade they

controlled from Lamu's port. In exchange,

they imported fine cloth, ceramics, carved

chests, carpets, iron tools and weapons,

beads, grain, cooking oil, molas.ses. and

spices from China, India, and western

Asia. The Swahili ports were also conduits

for spices from Indonesia, and precious

stones, silk, wildlife products, ceramics,

lac (a shellac), and indigo from India and

China on their way to the Mediterranean.

Between October and March, merchants

came to the East African coast from the

north and east with the northern kaskazi

winds. The journey back to Arabia, Persia,

and India began with the kusi monsoon be-

tween April and September. Until the

twelfth century, Indonesians sailed up the

coast from the south, using Madagascar as

a base. The Swahili took Sofala in

Mozambique from them in the twelfth

century, gaining control of the lucrative

gold exports from the mines in what is

now Zimbabwe.

Pehpliis of the Eiythrean Sea, a geo-

graphical work written by an anonymous

Greek merchant in the first century a.d.,

describes many pre-Islamic trading sta-

tions along the East African coast; thus we
know that the maritime trade had ancient

roots. Over the centuries, the Swahili civi-

lization developed as the Arabian and

African peoples interacted, particularly

after the founding of Islam. Archeological

evidence suggests that this started in the

eighth or ninth century. The earliest

coastal settlements known aie at Manda

and Shanga, just opposite Lamu, on Pate

and Manda Islands. The Arab geographers

al-Masudi, al-Idrisi, and Ibn Battuta. writ-

ing between the tenth and fourteenth cen-

turies A.D., described the population of the

Zinj coast, as it was then called, as a com-

bination of pagan African and Muslim

Arab. Overtime the Swahili became com-

pletely Muslim and developed their own

unique style of architecture and poetry.

When Vasco da Gama rounded the

Cape of Good Hope and sailed up the East

African coast in 1498, he was most im-

pressed with the Swahili city-states of

Kilwa, Mombasa. Malindi, and Lamu.

There were decorated palaces, great

mosques, and multistoried houses, and the

Swahili sultans minted their own coins.

The Portuguese were later to conquer

these and other Swahili towns, but they
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were constantly at war in one place or an-

other trying to keep the populace under

control. The sultan of Oman, allied with

the Swahili, finally defeated the Por-

tuguese at Fort Jesus in Mombasa in 1698,

sounding the death knell for Portuguese

power in East Africa.

Through all of this, Omari's ancestors

survived by making and changing al-

liances as the situation demanded. With

constant jockeying for power to control

land, people, and resources, the politics of

the Swahili coast between the twelfth and

nineteenth centuries resembled those of

the ancient Greek city-states.

Lamu remains the most traditional

Swahili city in appearance and life style.

The next most traditional, Zanzibar, is

more cosmopolitan and strongly reflects

its Omani and Indian heritage. But the

trade that stimulated the development of

the Swahili civilization no longer exists.

Today control of resources is largely cen-

tered in Nairobi with the national govern-

ment. Major imports are now vehicles,

machinery, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,

and food (Kenya does not produce enough

food to feed itself). Exports are not the nat-

ural forest and marine products of the

Swahili but coffee, tea, and other upcoun-

try agricultural products.

The dhow ports are nearly deserted, ex-

cept for the occasional vessel that follows

the coast making port calls. Swahili ja-

hazis and mashuas—small fishing and

transport boats—are still common in

Lamu and Zanzibar, but the large ocean-

going vessels are gone. In the early 1970s

some 300 dhows came to Lamu each year

from abroad. Now there are none, al-

though sailing booms, sambuks, zarooks,

katias, manjis, and other vessels still ply

the seas of Ai-abia and India.

1 thanked Omari for the coffee and took

my leave. It was late afternoon, and I

wanted to stroll through town before the

start of the night's festivities. Once a year

the people celebrate the Maulidi al Nebi,

the birthday of the Prophet Muhammad, in

grand style. The dancing, prayers, and

processions last for several days. People

cor?ie by dhow, launch, a.ad aiiplane from
;iil ove;- East Africa, and even ixom Saudi

Arabia, Om^an, Yemen, and Pakistan. That
is why I, too, had come.

Lamu is divided mto two main parts,

the stone northem section where Omari

and the other eUte live and the southern

section, with mud and thatch huts occu-

pied by the bulk of the population. But

now the area to the west, on the sand

dunes, is being expanded with modern

cinder block. I descended a narrow lane

bordered by an open gutter until I reached

the main street. It was filled with veiled

women and their children out shopping

after the midday rest. I had to dodge don-

keys carrying cement bags and sand

bound for construction sites in the west

end, and wooden pushcarts laden with

crates of soft drinks. The smells of coffee,

incense, spices, and roasting meat came

from the open shops and cafes lining the

street. Indian and Arabic music lilted

through the air.

I came to the large square in front of the

old fort—now a museum—and watched

some old men playing checkers with bot-

tle caps in the shade of fig and mango

trees. Then I heard drums beating and

women singing down by the waterfront,

only about a hundred feet away. A motor

launch had arrived, probably from Pate or

Faza, bringing people for the night's

Maulidi celebrations.

My name was called, and I turned and

saw Katana Jimbi, an old friend who was

in charge of the fort museum. This was a

lucky break. I asked if he had some spare

time to watch the dances with me. I had al-

ways wanted someone who could explain

them to accompany me. Omari couldn't

because he was going to participate in the

dances.

"Sure, I have a bit of time," Katana

replied amiably. Katana was a Giriama, a

member of a tribe that lived along the

coast farther south on the mainland. He
was dedicated to the preservation of the

many Swahili ruins that were in danger of

destruction by encroaching vegetation and

agriculture. Ancient towns, mosques, and

tombs all along the Kenyan coast needed

attention if they weren't to disappear.

Katana had overseen the restoration of the

old fort, which had been a rundown prison

when I first went to Lamu. Now it was a

lovely museum and restaurant.

We joined others converging on the

Riyadha Mosque, in front of which the

dances were to take place in a sandy, open

area. The feet and hands of many of the

women were beautifully decorated with

intricate designs in red henna, and when

they coyly let drop the satin veils from

their faces I could see that they were wear-

ing their finest gold earrings, nose studs,

and makeup. Maulidi was like Christmas:

it was a time to celebrate.

Large rectangular areas were roped off,

each containing the representatives of dif-

ferent villages from the islands of the

archipelago. On the far side the women

A dhow race off the village ofShela on Lamu Island
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were restricted to one roped-off area from

which men were excluded. Older men,

dressed in white and holding up sticks

with curved handles, stood in straight rows

like soldiers awaiting inspection. Others

wearing sunglasses walked along the

lines, straightening the sticks, smoothing

out the men's gowns, and whispering en-

couragement.

Eventually the drums and tambourines

started to sound, and the rows of men
swayed and chanted. Champions took up

long, curved swords and danced into the

ring. Two men faced off and began to

jump and whirl, swinging their swords at

each other in mock combat to the beat of

the drums. The crowd roared its approval

at particularly good moves.

"This dance is called the Chama,"

shouted Katana over the din. "The older

man is from Matondoni, and he is consid-

ered the best Chama dancer on Lamu. The

younger man is from Pate, and he is chal-

lenging. The men in lines are doing the

Goma, a completely different style of

dance, requiring discipline and control

rather than the acrobatics of the Chama."

In another partitioned area, two

younger men began to go at each other

with four-foot-long sticks. They swung as

hard as they could while dancing in a cir-

cle, their sticks meeting with resounding

clacks. Each man stayed in the ring only a

minute or two and then was replaced by

another from the surrounding crowd.

Some swung with real ferocity, and I

hoped that things wouldn't get out of hand.

"That's the Kirumbizi," said Katana,

seeing my gaze go over to where the dance

was being performed. "Men dance it to

take out their frustrations on one another,

rather than getting into real tights. It's a

good system, and keeps down serious

fighting and injury. They aim to hit only

the sticks, not each other."

It was dusk now, and the area in front of

the Riyadha Mosque was packed with

people. Dust swirled through the air from

the dancing and the shuffling throng.

Many of the men in the Goma lines now
had Kenyan shilling notes, given to them

by appreciative onlookers, sticking out

from their skullcaps.

"You see those older men in the robes

sitting in front of the mosque?" asked

Katana.

I looked over and saw a group of digni-
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Lamu Island

Exploring Lamu
Lamu Museum is a good starting point for a

tour of the city's "Stone Town" section, where

houses and hotels face the water's edge. The

museum is part of the National Museums of

Kenya; its renovation, which began in the

1980s, was organized by Richard Leakey, then

director of the national system. Located on

Kenyatta Road, the museum features informa-

tive exhibits on Swahili culture, manages a re-

stored eighteenth-century Swahili house, and

sponsors archeological excavations on Pate, a

nearby island with a Swahili heritage. The mu-

seum also plays a central role in preserving old

Lamu—including the repair of the sea wall.

To get more of a feel for Lamu's past, one

can walk to the village of Matondoni, where

boatwrights still gather jungle crook, the natu-

rally curved limbs of mangroves, to build

dhow hulls. An easy trip by dhow over to

Manda Island takes you to the mins of Takwa,

near Ras Kitau. There is also a daily boat ride

to Siyu, a small tishing village where a well-

preserved fort boasts Omiini-style walls.

The best time to visit Lamu is either be-

tween December and March or from July to

October, and the best way to get there is by

small plane, with regularly scheduled flights

from Nairobi or the coastal town of Malindi.

Aiiplanes land on Manda Island, and ferries

take you from there to Lamu. (You can also ap-

proach the archipelago by taking a bus along

the coast, from Mombasa or Malindi; but the

ride is uncomfortable and there is some risk of

being confronted by Somali bandits.) Lamu it-

self is safe, and accommodations can be had in

the various hotels and guest houses in Lamu

city or in the nearby beachside village of Shela.

The archipelago—long a winter holiday desti-

nation for the well-heeled—also has its share

of luxury resoits.

Books and pamphlets on Swaliili culture are

readily available at Lamu Museum and in local

bookstores. To read up on the subject in the

United States, Daniel Stiles recommends East

Africa and the Orient: Cultural Syntheses in

Pre-Colonial Times, edited by H. Neville

Chittick and Robert I. Rotberg (Holmes and

Meier, 1975).
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fied elders wearing beautifully embroi-

dered ceremonial robes and turbans. They

sat in a row, and people came up in a con-

tinuous line to kiss theh" hands and receive

a few words of blessing.

"They are sherifs, descendants of the

Prophet Muhammad. They are very

revered and learned men. They have come

from the Sudan, Egypt, and Arabia to pay

their respects to Al-Habib Salih. He
started the Maulidi celebrations in their

current form about eighty years ago. He

came to Lamu from the Comoros and

started a religious college. He introduced

music and dancing to Islamic celebrations,

which at iirst was considered profane.

Later it was accepted, as you can see."

Katana smiled. "Tomorrow, a ceremony

will be held at Al-Habib Salih 's grave."

After watching another hour of dancing

and seeing another dance called the Uta, in

which men dance with leg rattles, I said

goodbye to Katana and went to my fa-

vorite restaurant along the waterfront, just

a simple hut with palm-frond walls and

roof. It was filled with tourists, mostly

young backpackers who stayed in the

many cheap hotels of the old town. I was

renting a traditional Lamu house owned

by an English expatriate. Many of the old

houses had been bought by foreigners and

restored. The local people, whether out of

poverty or indifference, were letting the

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Swa-

hili houses decay into ruins. While I was

eating, a noisy procession went by.

Women held up cow horns and beat them

with sticks; men played nasal-sounding

reed homs.

The next morning at dawn I set off on

foot for Shela, a quaint village perched on

a hill overlooking the southern entrance to

the straits separating Lamu and Manda Is-

lands. There was no permanent path for

the entire three-mile distance, as high tide

covered the lower parts of the walk twice

daily. It was now low tide, so I would have

no trouble. Palm trees, mangroves, and

flat-topped acacias offered shade along the

way. Even the early morning sun was

strong here at sea level, only two degrees

south of the equator,

I passed a huge sand dune that marked

the origma.1 site of the town. One could al-

ways find bits of blue Chinese ceramics,

yeUow-and-black pieces from Persia, and

local reddish pottery shards eroding out of

Two men peiform the Kirumbizi stick dance. Music and dance were considered

profane when they were introduced about eighty years ago, but are now
majorfeatures ofMaulidi, the celebration ofMuhammad's birthday.

the sands. Sometimes glass and bones

could also be seen. Farther along, the

gleaming white-and-blue village of Shela

on its promontory gave the appearance of

a fairy kingdom. Beached dhows lay along

the curving waterfront, and fishermen sat

in their shade repairing sails and nets.

I was heading for the beach, which

stretched endlessly south from the Peponi

Hotel. The beach was flat, wide, and

white, one of the finest in Kenya. A chain

of gigantic sand dunes rose in back of it,

with small pockets of stunted doum palms

offering shade in the occasional hoUow.

The hollows also offered a hiding place for

the "dune thieves," boys who could run

out and snatch things while tourists were

swimming or walking.

After a long walk and swim, I decided

to retum, as the wind had strengthened and

was blowing bits of sand into my skin like

tiny darts. As I approached the hotel some
local fishermen ran up offering me a dhow
ride back to Lamu. They wore torn T-

shirts and wide-brimmed straw hats.

These were Bajunis, Swahilis specializing

in fishing and farming. Many used to five

in southem Somalia and the offshore is-

lands before the political troubles there.

Since the tide was rising, and the sun

searing, I decided to accept flie ride, and

after negotiating the price, I waded out and

joined three tourists in the twenty-five-

foot-long craft. This type of dhow, called a

jahazi, was built in the village of Maton-

doni on the other side of the island, using

the same methods and tools used five hun-

dred years ago. The one crew member

pulled on a thick rope and hoisted the

heavy boom and cotton sheet of the lateen

sail, while the captain steered into a reach

that took us north toward Lamu town.

Manda, only 300 yards to the east and cov-

ered with thom bush, looked deserted. Ac-

mally, few people lived on the island be-

cause of a lack of water.

The wind continued to rise and the

dhow bucked and swayed dangerously

through the heavy chop. The crewman

gave tin cans to all of us and we bailed fu-

riously as water seeped through the creak-

ing floorboards. The dhow crashed

thi^ough the water, and I was amazed that it

didn't disintegrate from the strain. I think

we made the trip from Shela in record

time, and all of us were soaked through

and laughing when we reached Lamu.

Anthropologist Daniel Stiles is a consul-

tant for the United Nations Environment

Program and a research associatefor the

British Institute in East Africa.
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Bright Orion

by Joe Rao

On clear, cold January evenings, the

imposing spectacle of Orion the Hunter,

high astride the southern meridian, is hard

to miss. Even city dwellers handicapped

by light-polluted skies can make out the

constellation's seven brightest stars. For

anyone with a budding interest in sky gaz-

ing, Orion is the best to place to start.

Orion's two most luminous stars, Betel-

geuse and Rigel, are stellar opposites.

Betelgeuse, in the upper left comer of the

rectangle marking the hunter's body, is a

cool, red supergiant. Rigel, at the lower

right, is another supergiant, but in this case

a hot, blue-white star. The contrast be-

tween Betelgeuse's ruddy hue and the

electric blue tint of Rigel is obvious even

to the untrained eye.

Betelgeuse, the closer of the two, lies

some 520 light-years from us and is the

only star (other than our sun) that has been

imaged in any detail. Instead of having a

sharp, distinct edge like the sun's, Betel-

geuse has a hazy, distended sphere of gas

that envelops its denser core. It pulsates,

but so irregularly that no one can predict

when it will expand or contract. During

these changes, the huge star's diameter os-

cillates from 550 to 920 times that of our

sun.

Orion the Hunter, fivm a seventeenth-centwy

illustration by astronomer Johannes Hevelius

Rigel is much farther away than Betel-

geuse, its light taking some 900 years to

reach us. Although only about one-tenth

the diameter of the red giant, it is one of

the most luminous stars in our galaxy,

emitting roughly 57,000 times more light

than our sun. Unlike Betelgeuse, which is

nearing the end of its existence, Rigel is

just reaching its prime.

The trio of stars forming Orion's belt

(from left to right, Alnitak, Alnilam, and

Mintaka) lie roughly 1,500 light-years

from us. Like Rigel, they are young, blue-

white stars, furiously fusing lightweight

elements into heavier ones. Such massive,

bright blue stars live for a few tens of mil-

lions of years before they consume all

their nuclear fuel and explode as super-

novas. Our extremely average sun, by con-

trast, has an expected lifetime of ten bil-

lion years; then it will develop into a red

giant.

Betelgeuse, Rigel, and the belt stars are

alluring, but the real attraction of Orion for

most stargazers is its Great Nebula, a

fuzzy-looking "star" in the sword hanging

from the hunter's belt. Located more than

1,600 light-years away, the nebula is

roughly thirty light-years in diameter—or

more than 20,000 times the diameter of

the entire solar system. Because of its

great size, it is visible to the naked eye in

semidark suburban skies. Good binoculars

reveal more of this object's beauty, includ-

ing its distinctive greenish hue. To truly

appreciate Orion, however, you

need a small telescope. The
nebula consists of huge

amounts of the raw materials

from which stars form—mainly

hydrogen and helium gas. In-

side the cloud, some of the

Milky Way's newest stars are

being born: the tight quartet

known as the Trapezium is per-

haps only 25,000 years old.

The Planets in January

Mercury may be visible

early in the month, low in the

southwest at sunset, but there-

after it moves too close to the

sun to be seen. On the 18th. the

planet reaches inferior conjunc-

tion, passing between the earth

and the sun, and enters the

morning sky. During the last

several days of the month, eariy risers may
catch a glimpse of Mercury rising out of

the southeast about an hour before sunup.

Venus stands about 25° above the

southwestern horizon at sundown on the

1 St, and by the end of the month it remains

up for about three hours after sunset. On
the evening of the 22d, it lies somewhat

above, and well to the left (east) of, a

young crescent moon. Already dazzling at

magnitude ^.0, Venus will grow brighter

as winter progresses.

Mars is finally leaving the evening sky,

having faded to a tenth of the brilliance it

had at opposition eleven months ago. Set-

ting low in the southwestern sky, the

planet will soon disappear into the twilight

glow.

Jupiter begins to emerge from the sun's

glare about New Year's Day. By mid-

month it rises about one and a half hours

before the sun and can be seen—with dif-

ficulty—low in the southeast, just before

sunrise. On the morning of the 1 8th, look

for it well below the waning crescent

moon. Throughout 1996, Jupiter resides in

Sagittarius. Watch its motion relative to

the bright stars that form the teapot-shaped

pattern of this constellation.

Saturn appears as a yellowish white,

first-magnitude object against the faint

stars of Aquarius. It sets in the

west-southwest about 10:30 p.m. on the

1st but closer to 8:30 p.m. by month's end.

On the evening of the 23d, Saturn will be

off to the left (east) of the crescent moon.

Note how Saturn draws noticeably closer

to brilliant Venus during the final week of

January. The northern (unilluminated)

side of the ring system is tilted ever so

slightly toward the earth. Thus, if you train

a telescope on Saturn, all you will see of

the rings is a thin, dark line bisecting the

planet.

The Moon is full on the 5th at 3:50 p.m.,

EST. Last quarter is on the 13th at 3:45

P.M., EST; new moon occurs on the 20th at

7:50 A.M., EST; and first quarter is on the

27th at 6:13 A.M., EST.

Earth anives at perihelion, its closest

approach to the sun, at 2:00 a.m., EST, on

the 4th. when it will be approximately

9 1 ,396,800 miles from the star.

Meteorologist Joe Rao is a guest lecturer

at the American Muscum-Haydcn Plane-

tarium.
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Haleahala*

Naui, Hawaii

by Robeii H. NoKlenbrecii

Two volcanic domes joined by an isth-

mus, Maui is practically two separate is-

lands; and in fact its western and eastern

halves are different geological ages. West

Maui emerged in the Hawaiian Archipel-

ago about 1.3 million years ago and has

had more time to erode. Its highest peak,

Puu Kukui, rises to 5,778 feet. East Maui's

dome, known as Haleakala, reaches its

high point at 10.023-foot Red Hill. Be-

cause Haleakala is so high, its windward

side intercepts much of the moisture

brought by the trade winds blowing from

the east—with more than 350 inches of

rain each year. The leeward side, however,

is relatively dry. Ancient volcanic erup-

tions formed East Maui between 860,000

and 440,000 years ago; Haleakala erupted

as recently as about 1790 and is consid-

ered dormant rather than extinct.

While the island's resorts are concen-

trated on West Maui, great natural attrac-

tions await visitors who venture eastward

to Haleakala National Park, some of

whose 28,665 acres were set aside as early

as 1916. The summit of Haleakala is eas-

ily reached by a highway southeast of the

village of Pukalani. For several miles, the

highway passes through areas where only

a few native shrubs and grasses persist.

The land was denuded of its original veg-

etation by grazing cattle, so most of the

plants that one sees are imported non-

natives such as eucalyptus, jacaranda, silk

oak, lantana, and kikuyu grass.

Native species are more prominent be-

yond the park entrance station, at about

6,800 feet. But higher up on the mountain,

the vegetation becomes increasingly

sparse because of the diy terrain, and more

bare lava is exposed. The most common
plants are a woody geranium with silvery

Eas'! Maui is an ancient volcanic dome,

but the 3,000-foot-deep depression

apparent in this aerial view is an

erosionalfeature, not a caldera.

leaves; mamane, a short tree with yellow,

sweet-pea-shaped flowers; ohelo, a type of

blueberry; pukiawe, a slender shrub with

clusters of fleshy red, pink, or white fruits;

a shrubby catchfly, related to carnations,

whose flowers have five greenish purple

petals that mm maroon as they age; and

kupaoa, a member of the aster family. Ku-

paoa {Dubautia meniiesii) is a short plant

with stiff woody stems whose leaves smell

like balsam when crushed. Hundreds of

small, yellow-orange flower heads de-

velop in drooping clusters that sprout from

the base of some of the upper leaves.

All the species in this arid terrain have

leaves that are adapted to conserve mois-

ture. Silvery hairs cover the leaf surface of

the geranium; mamane's leaves are di-

vided into many segments, reducing sur-

face area; a waxy coat protects the blue-

berry's small, leathery leaves; the stiff,

needlelike leaves of the catchfly have little

surface area; and the dense crowding of

the leaves of pukiawe and kupaoa keeps

water loss to a minimum.

Two short spurs off the highway lead to

breathtaking views across a gap two-and-

one-half miles wide and three thousand

feet deep, a feature that looks like a

caldera but that was actually created by

erosion. This region and the ridges border-

ing it are desertlike, consisting of dry

cliffs, lava flows, and ash and cinder

slopes. The second overlook, Kalahaku,

affords a close-up view of one of Hawaii's

unique species, ahinahina, or silversword;

a few examples grow behind a fence near

the parking area. The fence, originally

built to protect the plants from feral goats,

now discourages people from digging up

the plants or trampling their shallow roots.

Silversword {Argyroxiphium sand-

wichense) grows only on top of Haleakala

and on Mauna Kea, on the big island of

Hawaii. It is a rounded plant two to three

feet in diameter, consisting of a cluster of

dozens of stiff, sword-shaped leaves that

appear silvery because of the silky hairs

that cover them. After growing for five to

twenty years or more, the silversword

blooms. A thick stem rises up to six feet

above the leaves and puts forth as many as

600 purple-red flower heads. After flower-

ing and producing its seeds, the plant usu-

ally dies.

Four other species, all unique to the

Hawaiian Islands, belong to the same

genus as the silversword. Two—one that

grows in bogs in West Maui and the other

in bogs and wet forests on the big island

—

also have silvery leaves. The two others

lack the silky hairs on the leaves and are

known as greenswords. One is apparently

extinct; the other may still be found in the

wet forests of East Maui.
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The highway continues to a visitor cen-

ter near Red Hill, Haleakala's summit,

from which hikers can take a trail that

leads eastward seven miles through the

arid, calderalike zone. The trail then con-

tinues southward down the mountain.

Along the way, and especially where the

trail continues down the mountain, hikers

will encounter fragments of a dry forest

that may once have covered much of the

south slopes but that has been destroyed

by grazing animals, including goats. Most

of the trees in the dry forest rarely grow

taller than twenty-five feet, and many are

much shorter. Scattered beneath the small

trees and shrubs are a few grasses, sedges,

wildflowers, and even ferns.

Botanists have recorded more than fifty

kinds of trees and shrubs in the dry forest,

most of them native and several of them

now rare. They include the gnarly Notlw-

cestntm latifolium. a type of nightshade

with leaves clustered at the tips of the

branches; papala kepau (Pisoiiia hniuoni-

ona), with its huge leaves; halapepe. a lily-

like plant related to agaves, which has

slender, woody stems bearing tufts of
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grasslike leaves at their ends; and iliahi, or

Hawaiian sandalwood, which has green-

ish white, tubular, leather}' flowers and

black, fleshy fruits. Several kinds of dn'-

forest trees are more closely related to

small wildflowers than to any of the trees

in the continental United States. Mamake.
for instance, is a type of nettle; papala, a

member of the pigweed family: aweoweo.
a woody goosefoot; and akoko, a species

in the spurge family.

The dense vegetation cloaking Maui's

windward side could not offer a greater

contrast with the dry forest of the western

slopes. To sample this wet. montane
woodland requires a separate day trip

along the scenic highway that follows the

rocky, often precipitous northem and east-

em coasts. Twisting its way through dense

•. ui V j>,uor infomiation write:

Sti;;«r#atender.t

Fisleakaja National Park

P.O. Box 369

Makavvao, Maui, Hawaii 96768
(808)572-9306

Silversword, known locally as ahinahina,

sometimes growsfor more than PA'enty

years before blooming, blooms only once,

and then usuallx dies.

rain forests of native and nonnative plants,

the road crosses numerous narrow bridges

where it may be necessary to yield to on-

coming traffic. There are few opportuni-

ties to stop and explore, but one place to

see montane rain forest plants is between

Kailua and Keanae, where the road

crosses Waikamoi Stream.

Among the plants of special interest are

a species of Cyanea and a species of Cler-

montia—^both tree lobelias whose slender,

woody stems bear clusters of leaves at

their tips. The easiest way to tell the two

apart is by inspecting the petals of their

four-inch-long, greenish white flowers:

those ofCyanea are cleft only to their mid-

dle, while those of Clermontia are divided

almost to their base. Also along the stream

are manono, a member of the coffee fam-

ily that bears dark blue fruits; Coprosma
ochracea, of the same family, with bright

orange, juicy fruits; and puahanui, a hand-

some shrub related to hydrangea. Fifteen-

foot tree fems are also plentiful.

Nine miles south of Hana, a village near

the eastern tip of Maui, is the visitor's cen-

ter for the Kipahulu district of Haleakala

National Park. Nearby, the rocky Palikea

Stream flows down through a series of

pools and into the ocean. A trail leading up

the mountain from the visitor's center

passes beside the pools. Many of the

plants along the trail are nonnative, but

there are several nice specimens of the na-

tive hala, a type of screw pine that resem-

bles a pahn.

About a mile upstream, the trail stops

following Palikea Stream and instead fol-

lows a tributary, Pipiwai Stream. A half

rrdle farther on, it ends at Waimoku Falls,

which has a spectacular 400-foot drop.

Beyond that, the upper part of Kipahulu

VaUey has been set aside as a scientific re-

serve. Only managers and researchers are

permitted to enter this restricted area,

home to some of Maui's most endangered

plants and birds. Among the rare birds is

the Maui nukopuu, a four-inch-long, yel-

low and olive green honeycreeper. One of

the rare plants, the orange-flowering

Haleakala lobelia, has survived the inva-

sion of nonnative grasses and feral pigs

because it can live on steep, nearly inac-

cessible rocky walls.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

U. S. nationalforests and otherparklands.
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Recommended travel and
readingfrom the authors of

this monthsfeatures

lreland*s Famine
(Story page 24)

In the United States, as well as in Ire-

land, a variety of commemorative events

will mark the 150th anniversary of the

Great Irish Famine. Beginning in 1995

and continuing to the year 2000, organiza-

tions in cities around the country will be

erecting memorials, conducting sympo-

siums and lectures, and holding commem-
orative events. These events are often

announced in local newspapers, Irish-

American publications, and newsletters of

Irish societies and associations.

Ireland itself has the ultimate memorial

to those who died—the Famine Museum,

opened in May 1994, in Strokestown,

County Roscommon. Here in the stable

yards of Strokestown Park, the multi-

media museum offers a unique experience

of this tragic period of Irish history.

From the main street of the town, one

passes through a Georgian Gothic triple

arch, then along a wooded drive toward an

imposing mansion, built in the 1730s by

the Mahon family. Strokestown Park is a

strangely fitting site for the Famine Mu-

Stwkestown Park House
Famine Museum

seum. Major Denis Mahon, the landlord of

the "big house" in the 1 840s, was respon-

sible for the eviction and forced emigra-

tion of thousands of destitute, hungry ten-

ants. He was assassinated by them in

1847. Conflicting accounts of his murder,

delivered over a background of whispers,

can be heard in one room of the museum.

Other rooms are devoted to the potato, its

introduction and blight; political history,

highlighted by panels of eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century newspaper cartoons

and photographs; and hunger in the worid

today. Town documents and Mahon fam-

ily papers exhibited throughout the mu-

seum illuminate the social and economic

conditions that led to the famine. Stroke-

stown Park House itself, a fine example of

an early-eighteenth-century gentleman

farmer's country estate, is open to visitors

from May through October

Strokestown, ninety miles from Dublin,

can easily be reached by car (it is advis-

able to make rental arrangements from the

United States). Alternatively, a train runs

from Dublin to Longford, a town fourteen

miles from Strokestown by bus. Not far

from Strokestown are many other places

of interest, among them Boyle Abbey and

Roscommon Castle. But historic sites are

not the only attractions of the area. Just

east of the town of Boyle is Lough Key

Forest Park, one of the most picturesque

forest parks in Ireland. Here, mixed wood-

land and a lake with a number of islands

provide habitats for a diversity of wildlife.

In summer, cuckoos, terns, willow war-

blers, and blackcaps are among the birds

that join the resident population. The

park's many amenities and recreation fa-

cilities invite a stay of days or weeks.

There are caravan and camping grounds,

woodland trails, guided tours, boats for

hire, and lake cruises on a river bus.

Four excellent books on the Irish

famine are Cecil Woodham-Smith's The

Great Hunger: Ireland 1845-1849 (Pen-

guin Books, 1991), The Visitation of

God'? The Potato and the Great Irish

Famine, by Austin Bourke, edited by

Jacqueline Hill and Comiac 6 Grada (Lil-

liput Press. 1993), Christine Kinealy's

This Great Calamity: The Irish Famine

1845-52 (Roberts Rinehart, 1995), and

Robert James Scally's The End of the Hid-

den Ireland: Rebellion. Famine and Emi-

gration (Oxford University Press, 1995).

TangSfoko Reserve:

Sulawesi
(Story page 40)

Tangkoko-Dua Sudara Nature Reserve,

on the island of Sulawesi, in Indonesia,

covers an area of only 2 1 ,900 acres. Its

roughly 4,420-foot rise from sea level pro-

vides opportunities to trek from beach,

through gently sloping lowland forests, to

cloud forests on the edges of volcano

calderas. In these diverse habitats one may
encounter more than 150 of Sulawesi's es-

timated 328 bird species. More than 30

percent of these species are endemic to the

island.

One of the highlights of any visit to

Tangkoko is the opportunity to observe

crested black macques, which spend much

of their time on the forest floor and are ha-

bituated to human presence. Even the ca-

sual visitor may witness a range of social

interactions from fighting to grooming to

play to copulation. At dawn, tarsiers begin

their ear-piercing duets and bats swoop

about. Cuscus, tree-dwelling marsupials

can also be observed as they move through

the canopy in slow motion.

Tangkoko is less than three hours from

Manado, the provincial capital. From
there, travelers may take small buses or

jeeps over a winding mountain road to

Batuputih, a village situated on the west-

em boundary of the reserve. Three guest

houses in Batuputih offer clean accommo-

dations and a good sampling of the local

fare. The reserve may also be reached by

sea from Manado or the port of Bitung.

Boats and jeeps are available for hire from

Manado.

For the most rewarding experience,

Margaret Kinnaird suggests traveling in

groups of no more than four and spending

two to three days in the area. Tlie best time

to visit is during the dry season, which

runs from April to October July and Au-

gust are the hottest and most crowded

months.

To learn more about this area and its

wildlife, readers can consult Alan Kemps
The Hornhills (Oxford University Press.

1994). The Malay Archipelago, written by

Alfred Russel Wallace in 1869 (Oxford

University Press. 1990). and The Ecology

of Sulawesi, by A. Whitten. M. Mustafa,

and G. Henderson (Singapore: Periplus

Editions, 1987).
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Peter Moller and His

Talking Fish

On the second floor of the American

Museum of Natural History, a long, wind-

ing corridor leads to the Department of

Ichthyology and a laboratory full of tanks

stocked with eels, catfish, and elephant-

nosed fish. All are electric. Peter Moller, a

trim man in his early fifties, moves swiftly

about the room, almost as if he were being

propelled by the electric fish he has been

studying for twenty-five years.

He dips a pair of electrodes into a tank

containing a black ghost eel from South

America and listens to the static emanat-

ing from a cheap, white plastic speaker.

The five-inch fish, which undulates as

mysteriously as ectoplasm, generates a

high-pitched, piercing hum.

Next, Moller drops the electrodes into a

large tank housing a school of ungainly,

six-inch-long, black-brown elephant-nosed

fish with forked tails and trunklike flaps

drooping from their

snouts. The cacoph-

ony that fills the room

sounds as if someone

had dropped an elec-

tric heater into the

tank. The explosion

of sound from the am-

plifier means nothing

to me but is full of

meaning for Moller.

"You can hear several

fish talking," he says.

"I can discriminate

two different voices.

Now a third chimes

in." I am reminded of

ihe fictional Dr.

Dooliitle, of Pud-

dleby-on-the-Marsh,

who—lacking Mol-
ler's electrodes

—

eavesdropped on fish

by Henry S. R Cooper Jr

by dipping one ear into an aquarium.

These talkative fish did not fit the com-

mon perception of the deadly electric eel,

but as Moller explained, there are two

groups of "aquatic electricians": weakly

and strongly discharging ones. He hap-

pened to be particularly well versed in the

subject, he said, having spent five years

writing Electric Fishes: Histoiy and Be-

havior (Chapman and Hall). The strongly

discharging freshwater eels and catfish are

high-voltage, and hence high-profile, crea-

tures who use their 500-odd volts to smn

their prey. (To achieve a similar effect, tor-

pedo rays, which are marine animals, use

a strong current of several amps instead of

high voltage, which would be easily short-

circuited in the highly conductive saltwa-

ter.) Reportedly (but not in reality, accord-

ing to Moller), electric eels can fell an ox.

The strong discharaers have been known

Lifting their shelterJivm the aquarium, Peter Moller reveals a
school ofelectric elephant-nosedfish.

since antiquity—although the ancients did

not know about electricity. Five-thousand-

year-old hieroglyphics in Egyptian tombs

identify the catfish as the "protector of

fishes," presumably because fishermen,

netting a rich haul from the Nile that in-

cluded the odd catfish or two, would feel a

mysterious emanation when they touched

their catch; the jolt would cause them to

release the entire netful.

Unlike the strong dischargers, the

weakly discharging ones are scarcely

known at all. Charles Darwin knew of a

weakly discharging skate that seemed to

short-circuit the theory of evolution. In a

chapter in The Origin ofSpecies in which

he dealt with some unresolved questions,

he asked why it was that the weak dis-

charges had evolved at all. And where

were all the intermediate strengths? And
what was theu^ use?

Equipment sensi-

tive enough to mea-

sure the exceedingly

weak discharges was

not invented until the

tum of the century. In

the 1950s, British sci-

entist Hans W. Liss-

mann proposed that

these discharges

might have some sort

of sensory role. If so,

he postulated, the fish

must have organs

sensitive to electric

currents. This proved

to be the case—in-

deed, the organs had

been discovered fifty

years earlier by a

German scientist who
had not known their

significance. Now
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called electroreceptors. they had e\ol\ ed

all over the body from mechanorecep-

tors—organs that allow a fish to sense me-

chanical distrubances in the water.

"So here, in the nvendeth cenmr>'. we

have a new sense, an electric sense."

Moller told me when 1 saw him in early

July. 'Whene\'er a pulse is emitted, the

fish is surrounded b\' an electric field.

Each rime the fish pulses, there is a field:

when it stops, the field is gone. Why does

the fish do this? Imagine an object near the

fish. Each time the fish pulses, the object

will distort the field. It changes the way the

current flows through the fish's bod)': it

creates a sort of electric shadow on the an-

imaFs body surface, w hich is packed with

electroreceptors. The fish will "see" an

image and discriminate what it is by its

size, shape, movement, and electrical

properties." Almost all electric fish are

nocturnal, which makes the e\olution of

an electric sense reasonable.

The electric sense would also help fish

orient themsehes—a subject of particular

interest to Moller. In the mid-1960s, as a

graduate student at the Free Universit}' of

West Berlin, he smdied orientarion in spi-

ders with zoologist Peter Gomer. One day

a French scientist. Thomas Szabo. of the

Centre National de la Recherche Scien-

rifique. visited the spider laboratorj' in

Berlin and told Moller about his own work

involving the abilit}' of electric fish to per-

ceive discharges from other fish—he. in

fact, had discovered the physiological

bases of the electroreceptors in African

weakly discharging fish. He invited

Moller "s collaboration on a stud\- of how
electroreceptors were invohed in social

beha\ior.

Now. in New York. Moller and his sm-

dents work on the behavioral significance

of electroreceptors and social beha\'ior.

"We know electric fish have the capacity

for interaction, for communication."
Moller said. "And now the storj^ realh'

gets exciting. How do fish go about signal-

ing and communicating? And what do

they say to one another? That's what my
smdents and I have been studying for the

last twent}'-five years."

Much of Moller 's fieldwork has been

done in Africa on elephant-nosed fish and

their relatives, and although he has never

been to South America, his laboratory is

fail of fish firom both continents. (The

electrical sense appears to have evolved

separately in Africa and in South America
aiter the}' spUt apart. Moller explains that

the relationships evident in the vertebrate

family tree shew that ancestral vertebrates

e\olved an electric sense early on, and that

onh' some primitive fish lineages sur\'iv-

ing toda)'—such as lampreys, sharks, and

sttirgeons—retained this abilit)'. In mod-

em fish, the teleosts. the electric sense has

e\ ohed again in se\'eral species indepen-

denth' on the two continents.

)

"In the field. we"re interested in such

things as the fishes' distribution, abun-

dance, and beha\'ior. both territorial and

social." he said. "During the da)', we la)'

out our electrodes and set up a central sta-

tion with oscilloscopes, speakers, tape

recorders, and acoustic fish monitors.

Then, at night, we look at the electric traf-

fic pouring through our electrodes. We see

the pulses var)' in shape and size—elec-

tric-wa\'e form is a good indicator of t)'pes

of fish. In several species, different pulses

"We know that

these fish

use electrie

signals te

communicate,
but what ore

they saying?"

also signal male or female. So the different

wave forms ma)' sen'e to keep different

species apart or attract the other sex.

"What we want to do is to ask certain

questions. For example, what are the

meanings of the pulses? Over the elec-

d-odes. there is a terrific cacophony. How
do the fish tell one another apart? I think

they can recognize signals of indi\idual

fish—just as we can make out a familiar

voice or hear our own name mentioned

across the room over the chatter of a cock-

tail part)'. How do they do it? We cannot

answer these questions in the field. So dur-

ing the da)' we catch some of the fish with

the help of local fishermen, put them in

plastic bags filled with oxygenated water,

and bring them back to the laboratory in

New York. We also buy some fish from

importers here."

Listening to the elephant-nosed fish,

Moller translated the seemingly random

signals for me. "Soon you realize fish can

change the rh)'thm of their pulses. The)'

can discharge faster. .And the tac-tac-tac

will vary. When you study the interactions

of two fish, as I'm doing now. after a while

you see thai what sounds like an incoher-

ent pattern is no longer chaotic but pre-

dictable. As one fish increases its rate, the

other one slows down. Then the quiet fish

will start speaking in a different rhythm,

and the first one will stop, as though to

hear him better.

"What are the\' talking about? Here in

m)' lab, we look at fish in different situa-

tions. We study them at rest and when they

are interacting with one another. We tn,' to

record their different patterns and then

play them back to other fish to see how
they react—an old ethological trick, used

successful!)' with birds and many other

species. And we get quite sophisticated:

We have the fish decide whether a pattern

is attracti\'e or repellent."

He took me to a long, narrow tank,

where he explained an experiment that he

is working on with a French colleague,

Jacques Serrier (of the Centte National de

la Recherche Scientifique). A hollow tile

similar to a section of drain pipe, which

the noctumal fish often use during the day

for shelter, was at one end; a second, mov-

able hollow tile was suspended from a

track above the tank. "The idea is to move

the fish in the suspended shelter closer to.

or farther from, the fish in the stationary

shelter." Moller said. "Close up. one fish

will stop discharging. Is he making him-

self invisible? Or is he fistening closely to

the other fish? Both theories may be cor-

rect. We've leamed that fish can commu-
nicate at a distance ten times that from

which they can locate each other. So you

have to be vet)' close to locate another fish

with your own field. If )'0u are communi-

cating, and I am locating you. your com-

munication can disturb my electrical field.

So while Fm doing this. I can block out

your chatter. There's a neat neural cir-

cuit—discovered by Curtis Bell, a col-

league in Portland. Oregon—that does

this."

Sometimes Moller or Serrier will re-

place the fish in the movable tile (an ele-

phant-nosed fish or another African weak

discharger called a baby whale) with a

dumm)' fish that pulses out some of the

signals the scientists want to decipher. "In

the stationar)' tile. I put a fish I know—one

whose pattern is familiar. His tac-tac-tacs

are so fast the)' come in bursts: we call him

a bursting fish. He loves to burst. Then, I

drive the dummy fish, emitting its signal,

toward the bursting fish. When the

dumm\' enters the live fish's communica-

tions ranae. it will answer with a burst. I
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move the dummy away. I can teach the

live fish to change its signal if it wants to

see more of the dummy. It no longer

bursts, and the dummy comes closer. If it

doesn't like the dummy's pattern, the live

fish can go on bursting and drive the

dummy away again. Then maybe we'll

change the dummy's tune; if the live fish

likes it, it will change its tune to bring the

dummy closer. In this way, we can begin

to know what the dummy is saying."

One intriguing puzzle is that the fish in

the tanks never talk sex. Fish caught in the

wild lose their ability to signal their sex in

captivity. Robert Landsman, a graduate

student in Moller's lab, was assigned to

the problem and discovered that they also

lose sex hormones in their blood. Many
wild animals become less sexually active

in captivity, and the same is true of people

under stress. "This shows that fish are

people, too," Moller said—a sentiment

worthy of Dr. Doolittle. Moller and his

students want to find out which stresses in

the seemingly placid environs of a fish

tank can cause sexual dysfunction.

Moller is now trying to crack the code

of the strongly discharging fish. Most of

the sensory and linguistic work has been

done with the weak dischargers, perhaps

because there is less danger of electrocut-

ing lab assistants. The weak dischargers

In strong

dischargers,

the whole fish is

one big power
plant used to

stun prey,

generate their signals from modified mus-

cle tissue, usually near the tail or (in a va-

riety called star gazers) from tissue near

the eyes. "With the strong dischargers, the

whole fish is one big power plant," Moller

said. "In the eel and many others, the head

is positive, the tail is negative."

Only if people grab the fish by its head

with one hand and its tail with the other

are they apt to get a sizable shock—in

which case the whole body becomes part

of the electric circuit. Some distance from

the fish, a person would feel only a slight

tingle because the electric field diminishes

in force with the inverse cube of dis-

tance—which is why Moller is skeptical

of accounts of electric eels stunning oxen.

The primary puipose of the strong dis-

charges, of course, is to stun prey. Electric

catfish—gray-brown, bewhiskered fish

that grow to a length of three feet in Africa

(although Moller's are under one foot)

—

lack the ability to discharge weakly. These

protectors of fishes give off a few strong

pulses during the day, but after nightfall,

their volleys last longer and are at a higher

frequency—500 cycles per second. If

Moller drops a goldfish into the tank, the

volleys last longer yet, until the prey is

stunned into edible quiescence. In the

wild, catfish are eclectic eaters; after a

night of high-voltage activity, their stom-

achs reveal a good cross section of the

river, with one major exception: strongly

discharging electric catfish stay away

from their weakly discharging relatives.

While working on her Ph.D. thesis, one of

Moller's former students, Catherine

Rankin, found that they switch off their

power plant in the presence of other elec-

tric catfish, possibly because they smell

them. Two catfish, even if they are rivals

for the same territory, will not shock each

other, although they might lock on to each

others' mouths and wrestle.

The catfish apparently also use their

strong discharges in communication—or

at least they have the capacity to do so.

This was discovered by John Van Wetter-

ing, a student in the laboratory who has

been playing back the strong pulses into

the tank to see if the catfish can discrimi-

nate between the length and strength of a

volley of discharges. They can. "So they

are able to signal, although we don't know
that they actually do signal," he said.

Unlike the catfish, electric eels have the

ability to emit both strong and weak dis-

charges; very likely they locate their prey

with the low discharge, then zap it with the

strong one. Presumably they do a bit of

talking as they eat
—

"pass the hol-

landaise," that sort of thing. Moller has a

couple of baby eels in one of his tanks: el-

egant black fish about six inches long, they

undulate gracefully across the tank. They

will grow to be six-footers. Moller showed

me a photograph of a colleague holding a

full-grown one by its head and its tail.

"The eel is dead," Moller said. "If it were

alive, he would never dare do that."

Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr.. wrote about scien-

tists for The New Yorker for twenty-five

years and is the author of eight hooks on

space exploration.
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UNIVERSE

beina uense
by Neil de Grasse lyson

When I was in the fifth grade, a mis-

chievous classmate asked me the question.

"Which weighs more, a ton of feathers or

a ton of lead?" No, I was not fooled, but

little did I know how useful a critical un-

derstanding of densit}' \\ ould be to life and

the universe. The most conimon definition

of densit}' is the ratio of an object's mass to

ite volume. But other i>pes of densities

exist: the number of people per square

mile on an exotic island such as Manhat-

tan, for example, or the resistance of

somebody's brain to common sense.

The range of measured densities w ithin

our universe is staggeringly large, span-

ning more than 40 powers of ten. The

highest densities are found inside pulsars.

where neutrons are so tightly packed that

one thimbleful would weigh about as

much as a herd of fifty' million elephants.

Wlien a rabbit disappears into "thin air" at

a magic show, nobod}' tells you that thin

air already contains about fift>' septillion

(50.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000)

atoms per cubic meter The best laboratory

vacuum chambers can pump dowTi to as

few as ten billion atoms per cubic meter.

Interplanetan' space is as low as ten nul-

Uon atoms per cubic meter, w hile interstel-

lar space is as low as 500.000 atoms per

cubic meter. The award for nothingness.

however, must be gi\'en to the space be-

tween gala.xies, where it is difficult to lind

more than about one atom for every cubic

meter.

If one were to classUy' cosmic objects

by densit\' alone, sahent features would

reveal themselves with remarkable clarit}'.

For example, dense, compact objects such

as pulsars and white dwarf stars have a

high force of gravit}' at their surfaces and

readily ac-rrcte matter by attracting it toi-

let-bowi-stYle in die form of a fiinnehng

disk. .4no-;- e: --siiiple comes from the

propers -
teilar gas. Everywhere

we look ;: :. :.lk}' Way, and in other

spiral galaxies, ^j; clouds with the great-

est densitj' are sites where stars are freshly

minted. Our detailed imderstanding of the

star formation process remains incom-

plete, but understandably, nearly all theo-

ries of star formation include exphcit ref-

erence to the changing gas densit}' as

clouds collapse to form stars.

Often in astroph}sics. especially in the

planetary sciences, one can infer the gross

composition of an asteroid or a moon sim-

ply b\' kno^\ ing its densit}. How? Many
common ingredients in the solar system

ha\'e densities that are distinct from one

another Using the densit}' of Uquid water

as a measuring unit. ice. ammonia,

methane, and carbon dioxide (common in-

gredients in comets ) all have a density of

less than 1: rocky material, which is com-

mon among the inner planets and aster-

oids, has densities beuveen 2 and 5: iron,

nickel, and several other metals that are

common in the cores of planets, and also

in asteroids, have densities above 8. Ob-

jects with average densities between these

broad groups are nomially interpreted as

ha\'ing a mixmre of these common ingre-

dients. For Earth we can do a httie better:

the varying speeds of post-earthquake

sound waves through Earth's interior are

directly related to the van ing densit}' of

Earth from its center to the surface. The

best avaOable seismic data give a core

density of about 12. dropping to a crustal

densit}' of about 3. On average, the densit}'

of the entire Earth is about 5.5

Densit}'. mass, and \'olume (size) come
together in a single equation, so if you

measure or infer any two of the quantities,

you can compute the third. For the re-

cently announced disco\en" of a planet or-

biting around the simlike. naked-eye star

51 Pegasus, mass could be computed di-

rectl}' from the data. .'Vn assumption about

whether the planet is gaseous or rocky al-

lows a basic estimate of the planet's size.

Often when people claim that one sub-

stance is hea\'ier than another ihe implicit

comparison is one of densirx. not w eight.

For example, the simple yet technically

meaningless statement "lead weighs more

than feathers" would be understood b}'

near!}' ex'enbod}' to be realh' a question of

densit}'. But this imphcit imderstanding

fails in some notable cases. Heav}' cream

is Ughter (less dense) than skim milk, and

all seagoing \'essels. including the 70.0(X)-

ton Queen Elizabeth II. are Ughter (less

dense ) than water If these statements were i

false, then cream and ocean liners would !

sink to the bottom of the hquids upon

w hich they float

Cnhei densit}' tidbits:

Hot air rises not simply because it is hot

but because it is less dense than the sur-

rounding air. It would be just as correct to

say that the cool, denser air sinks—aU

convection in the universe is based on this

simple principle. '

Sohd water (commonly known as ice)

is less dense than liquid water If the re-

verse were true, then in the winter, large

lakes and rivers could freeze completely

from the bottom to the top. killing all fish.

(On the subject of dead fish, those found

belly-up in your fish tank are. of course,

temporarily less dense than their live

counterparts.

)

The a\erage densit}' of the Sun is about

the same as that ofhuman beings, which is

about the same as that of liquid water

Unlike any otiier planet in the solar sys-

tem. Saturn has an a%'erage densit}' less

than that of water In other words, a scoop

of Samm would float in your bathtub.

Knowing this. I ha\'e always wanted for

my bathtub entertainment a rubber Samm
instead of a rubber ducky.

If } ou feed a black hole, its event hori-

zon (that boundar}' beyond which light

caimot escape ) grows in direct proportion

to its mass which means that as a black

hole's mass increases, the a\erage densit}

within its event horizon actually de-

creases. Meanwhile, as far as we can tell

from our equations, the material content of

a black hole has collapsed to a single point

of infinite density at its center
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II

And behold the greatest mystery of

them all: an unopened can of Diet Pepsi

floats in water while an unopened can of

regular Pepsi sinks.

If you were to double the number of

marbles in a box, the density of the mar-

bles would remain the same because both

their mass and volume would double. But

there are objects in the universe whose

density relative to mass and volume yields

counterintuitive results. If your box con-

tained soft, fluffy down, and you doubled

the number of feathers, then the ones on

the bottom would become flattened. You

would have doubled the mass but not the

volume, which leaves you with a net in-

crease in density. All squishible things

under the influence of their own weight

will behave this way. Earths atmosphere

is no exception: we find about half of all its

molecules packed into the lowest three

miles above Earth's surface. To as-

tronomers. Earth "s atmosphere has a bad

influence on the quality of data, which is

why you often hear about astronomers es-

caping to mountaintops to conduct re-

search.

Earth's atmosphere ends where it

blends indistinguishably with the very low

density gas in interplanetary space. Nor-

mally, this blending happens several thou-

sand miles above Earth's surface. Note

that the space shuttle and other satellites

that orbit Earth within only a few hundred

miles eventually fall out of orbit from the

residual atmospheric air resistance if they

don't receive periodic boosts. During peak

solar activity, however (every eleven

years). Earth's upper atmosphere receives

more high-energy solar radiation, forcing

it to heat and expand. During this period,

the atmosphere can expand a thousand

miles farther into space, causing satellite

orbits to decay faster than usual.

The famous Hubble constant, a mea-

sured quantity that today remains uncer-

tain by about 30 percent, tells us how fast

the universe is now expanding. But it can

also be used to derive a "critical" mass

density of the universe. If the actual den-

sity of the universe is below the critical

value, then the universe will continue to

expand forever. If we are above the critical

density, then the collective mass of the

universe will have sufficient gravitational

pull to evenmally halt the expansion and

force a recollapse.

There are attractive theoretical reasons

(some would call them biases) to assume

that the density of the universe actually

equals critical value. But nearly all obser-

vations and measurements that have been

conducted on the cosmic mass density

have consistently derived values less than

about one-fifth of the critical mass. Using

the current best estimate of the Hubble

constant, critical density for the universe is

about 0.00000000000000000000001 (one

ten-sextillionth) gram per cubic meter,

which gets you six hydrogen atoms—give

or take a few. In galactic terms, the critical

density would be reached if there were a

Milky Way-sized galaxy for every three

million cubic light-years in the entire uni-

verse. While many regions of the universe

achieve this density of matter, the data

imply that most regions fall well below it.

Yes, it looks like we are in a one-way uni-

verse.

The notion of a recollapsing, cyclical

universe has aesthetic appeal because it re-

moves the unsettling idea of a single be-

ginning of, and a long boring end to, the

universe. For this and other reasons, astro-

physicists have been motivated to conduct

surveys that might discover underlumi-

nous galaxies. After a recent successful

search led by Chris Impey, of the Univer-

sity of Arizona, a press release described

the results of the study: "The Universe is

Awash in Dim Galaxies."

A swift calculation shows, however,

that since nearly all of these extra systems

are very small, if you add up all their

masses, they make only a trifling contribu-

tion to the total mass density of the uni-

verse. In other words, being awash in dim

galaxies has little significance to the fate

of the universe. Some who dabble in meta-

physics have hypothesized that outside the

universe, where there is no space, there is

not nothing. We might call this hypothe-

sized, zero-density place, nothing-nothing,

except that we are certain to find multi-

tudes of unretrieved rabbits.

Neil de Grasse Tyson Is an astrophysicist

with a joint appointment at the American

Museiim-Hayden Planetarium and

Princeton Universitx.
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let available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202

Lexington Ave, Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN ART, WILDLIFE PRINTS. Write Victory

International, DNH, 135 Bon Homme Ave., Hacken-

sack, NJ 07601

CELTIC HARPS - Handcrafted since 1984, 10 year

warranty. Beautiful sound, feel and look in your

choice of woods. 6 models startins; at $525. For free

color catalog and video call. (800) %9-4277.

NAVAJO, ZUNl — OLD PAWN jewelry — sand-

paintings, kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian

Treasures, Box 32214-NH, Tucson, AZ 85751-2214.

Books/Publications

DO YOU FiAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. CaU Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Company
with 75-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publishing." CaU 1-800-695-9599.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Harmum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, c3K

73402-1505

r Bargain Books

n

I

Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks, i

I remainders. Thousands of books, from I

I

yesterday's best sellers to rare, unusual, i

I fascinating titles. Nature. Birds & Animals. I

I

Travel, the Arts. Photography. Biography. I

I Hlstory_and more. Write for FREE CATALOG. '

I

Hamilton box 15-243, Falls village CT 06031
I

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 50 years expe-

rience will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. River-

cross Publishing Inc. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street,

New York, NY 10022,

Education

BERMUDA NATURE WRITING March 18-22nd

Woods Hole Workshops 7 Lawnwood Place

Charlesto^^'n, MA 02129 (617) 242-3752.

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 71 lan-

guages as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes /textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free cata-

log. Call Audio Language Inshtute, 1-800-722-6394.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION /Forestry / Ecology
Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erahire. RC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NNA124.

Employment Opportunities

Al JOBS. To $1000 daily! CK'erseas. Stateside. Free

List! Zink\-o, Box 790, Richland, MI 49083-0790.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble prod-

ucts at home. Call toU free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly
bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV, RO. Box 547158, Surfside,

EL 33154 (305) 866-0084

' Environmental Careers ^

Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers,Two issues

each montfi list opportunities nationwide A 6 issue trial

subscription is only S19.50 Subscribe todayl

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, Rt 2 Box 16, Warrens, Wl 54666

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Calco Publishing (Dept. C-

842), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
employment! Send SASE to MWEO-4R, 4872S Forest

Hill, Evergreen, CO 80439, 1(303)670-5996

I

The tinkers' market, Istanbul. Turkey
Jirn Hubbard
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Financial

ET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

'isiness. Grants/loans to $800,000. Free recorded

hessage: (707) 449-8600.(LAl)

Indonesia

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

I binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

I
U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon

I

Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

WestCoxsackie, NY 12192 (518)731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or ex-

isting home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Rentals

k ARIZONA! PRIVATE WILDLIFE SANCTUARY
1 lodging. Six guests maximum. Guides a\'ailable hik-

t ing, bird watching, history /culture. (520) 455-5522.

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE BOUND RIVER EXPEDITIONS. 2-5

Day wilderness journeys in Colorado/Utah since

1963. Informative Brochure (800) 423-4668.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Ama-
zon! Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilder-

ness. Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail

and snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice

yachts, Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest

expeditions alive with dazzling birds and tropical

wildlife. Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed

departures. Free Brochures! Special Interest Tours.

Call (800) 525-6772.

ADVENTURES ESI AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-

babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

rilla h-acking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Is-

rael, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

ALASKAN WILDERNESS SAILING AND KAYAK-
ing. Natru-alist-guided trips fi'om our basecamp fac-

ing Prince William Soimd's Columbia Glacier. 22nd

Season. P.O. Box 1313-NH, Valdez, AK 99686. (907)

835-5175.

AMAZON
Scientists guide small groups on

expedition into primitive tropical forests
'

to observe magnificent flora and fauna,
Diflerenl levels of difficulty. Private expeditions

'

also offered. References, FREE CATALOG
Ecotour Expeditions, P.O. Box 381066
Cambridge, MA 02238 • 1-800-688-1822

,\lso trips to; Ih.iibnd,

I

Burma, Vietnam, Laos,

Cambodia. Papua New
(iumea

:eM9
Call for Catalog!

800-642-2742

ALASKA, SIBERIA: Truly unicjue 7-17 day small

group journeys, from wilderness kayaking, dog sled-

ding, and rafting, to lodge based sightseeing tours.

Advenhire Alaska, color brochure: (800) 3(o-7057.

AMAZONL\ EXPEDFTIONS. The Amazon's lead-

ing company for expedition travel, since 1981. Indi-

x'idual attention. Regional references available. 1-

800-262-9669

AUSTRALL\/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:—
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and
Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

CANADIAN WILDERNESS ECOTOURS LTD: Re-

connecting culture, spirit, and ecology! Escape with

our wildlife research scientists for elegant and engag-

ing natural historv tours into western Canadian
wildlands. (800) 507-2209.

CAYMAN ISLANDS: THE BEACH k BEYOND. Is-

land discovery guidebook for walkers, hikers, bikers,

kayakers, naturalists, other outdoor enthusiasts, ac-

tive and adventure travellers. With points of interest,

maps and routes, flora and fauna, clubs and contacts,

background and travel information. $19.95 includes

S/H. CC/Checks. Martha Smith, PO Box 323-Dll,

Peapack, N] 07977. (908) 234-1948.

COSTA RICA, KENYA/ Tanazania, Ecuador/ Gala-

pagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania, In-

donesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey, South

Africa, Vietnam and many more. Small group holi-

days to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call for

full color brochure. AdvenUires Abroad 1-800-665-

3998.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the Cahfomia Native. Call 1-800-

926-1140 for free newsletter.

ENCOUNTERS WITH WILD DOLPHINS IN
Florida: Come and swim in the company of wild dol-

phins. Experience magical beaut)' in perfect safety

with our experienced guides. Education about dol-

phins, marine life and environment. Beautiful

ecoventure and vacation. Ask for detailed brochure

k \-ideo. Call Wildlife Odyssey: 1-800-207-2780.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Collev, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116

GALAPAGOS!
COSTA RICA!

AFRICA!
AMAZON! 1

ln-tlcptlin;i(urcluiir,s, .Small gruups, Extcllennalut, V,
taaGEHS P.O. Bo.\ 91>NH. Iih:ic3. NY 148S1. 1-800-633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural historv and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthlv deparhires/ 12 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, h-eks, wildlife,

overland advenhires. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford CT 06901. (800)225-2380, 24

hours.

ISRAEL ARAVA FLYWAY SPRING 1996. Migratory

(& resident birds. Natural History of Desert Environ-

ment. Diverse habitats. Eilat, Arava k Negev. Kib-

butz Lotan hospitality. One week tours February thru

May $540 include room, board, k guiding. Info:

Lotan Global Flyway D.N. Cheval Eilot, Israel 88855

Fax 972*7*356827 Phone 972*7*356968.

Remoie Pork Lodges in the Shodow of Mr, McKnIey

DENALI
NATIONAL PARK

WILDERNESS CENTERS

Hiking, Wildlife.

Natural History,

Norttiem Studies

Credit Courses

DENALI NATL PARK. AK 99755 907-683-2290

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, elephant

seals, dolphins; island, lagoon exploration; superb

bird photography. 8/10 day expeditions December-

April. Pacific Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838

Garrison Street, San Diego, California 92106 (619)

726-2228; (619) 224-4965.

MONTANA DINOSAURS! Timescale Adventures

offers hands on field seminars. Subjects include Pale-

ontology, Geology and the Montana Gold Rush. For

information call 1-800-238-6873.

Costa Rica-Belize-Africd-Galapagos
Natural History Trips worldwide since 1982

First CLiss Yarht Cniises, Tented Safaris. Naturalist Guides

800351-5041
GEO

EXPEDITIONS
P.O. Box 3656.C12

SoQora. CA 95370

SAFARIS SO GOOD! Small groups and private

arrangements for discerning travelers. Expert lead-

ers, luxury camps, superb vvildlife, cultural contact,

unusual itineraries to Africa's finest destinations.

Mountain Travel-Sobek: 800-227-2384 or

lnfo@mtsobek.com.

SOUTH k CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland k nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalavan Travel. 1-

800-225-2380.

Video

8x10 glossy from your home videotape.

S20 For free information send SASE to CCG, Box 234,

E.NorthportN.Y, 11731

Rates and Style Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classi-

fied is $440 per inch. Advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agencv or cash dis-

counts. ."Advertisements are accepted at NATURAL
HISTORY'S discretion. Send check or monev order

to: The Market/NATUR,AL HISTORY Magazine.

Cenfral Park West at 79th St., New York, Nr\' 10024.

Direct any written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or

Jean-Christophe Fradet at the abo\'e address. Please

include your personal address and telephone num-
ber., issue preferred, and suggested categor\^
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The best CD-ROMsfor Januai-y

by David McDonough

ea r

Now that \\"e'\e tinished exchanging all

the gifts from people who ob\'iousl\' don't

know and understand us. it's time to settle

in for the long winter months. Gone are

the days when we could be satisfied with a

crackling fire, some warm cocoa, and a

cop>- of Carl Sagan's latest. We are in the

interactive era, and we require a CD-ROM
player to get us through until the thaw.

Here is some help: a fist of the best CD-
ROMs for science mavens.

If you've e\"er wanted to sit with the

amazing ph\sicist Stephen Hawking and

listen to him explain his ideas, now's \'0ur

chance, with A Brief History of Time: An
Interactive Adventure (created by Jim

Mer\'is and Robit Hairman). You may
have read the book version, but if. like me.

you understood onl\' even- fifteenth w ord.

be of good cheen This CD-ROM is not in-

timidating. The readable text is accompa-

nied by an agreeable mixture of graphics,

voice-overs, and animation. You begin by

entering Haw king's room and roaming

around the chamber. As you do. icons Ught

up. each leading to an "adventure" from

the book. Or you may click on to the hon-

eycomb chart on the wail and move to a

screen that leads to indi-

vidual chapters.

My favorite ad\'enture

is through the door to the

Hawking Craft, where

Hawking himself at-

tempts to explain the his-

tor\' and future of that

most unfathomable of

subjects, the black hole.

Being able to Usten to

Hawking 's voice is in

itself a marvel of tech-

nolog}'. Although a pro-

gressive motor neuron

disease makes Hawking
una'ole to speak, a syn-

thetic version of the

p'nysicist's voice ha?

been generated on com-

puter for this CD-ROM.

Crunch Media, in association with Sci-

entific ,Ainerican and W. H. Freeman

and Co. Hybrid disk compatible with

both Macintosh and Windows. S49.95.

1-800-777-0444

Cinema Volta: Weird Science and
Childhood Memory, by James Petrillo.

could be described as the electronic equi\'-

alent of performance art. ( Cinema \blta

was the name of an Italian mo\'ie theater

owned b}" the wxiter James Jo>ce. ) Petrillo

categorizes himself as a "practicing fine

artist." and he makes the best most origi-

nal uses of this medium r\"e e\'er seen.

Petrillo looks at technologv' b\" examin-

ing the li\'es of some of its nineteenth^en-

tuiy pioneers: Thomas Edison, .Alexander

Graham Bell. Samuel Morse. Nikola

Tesla. and .AJessandro \blta. As the piece

unfolds, he uses the CD-ROM to make us

aware of how their fives, the Uves of oth-

ers, and ultimateh' our own fives ha\'e in-

terconnected with their in\"entions.

Tlie Vovager Co. 1 Bridge St.. Ir\ing-

ton, NY. 10533. Hvbrid disk. S39.95.

1-800A46-2001tweb site:

http:llwww.Yoyagerco. com

Sudibranchia on CD-ROM.from the series "/ej :-'/;_ :. . Coiistean's World'.'

ones t/fTcfcr tm Sez: dysi Reess: tntsfact'.^ L-ic-

Earth Explorer is an interacti\'e tour of

the world's environment a look at even'

topic from the sal\"ation of \\ etlands to de-

bates on the best sources of energ}' for the

t\vent\'-first centun. The CD-ROM con-

tains -143 articles, illustrated with photos,

graphics, \ideo. and quotes. Twent}"-one

"data sets'" present information about the

natural world through graphs and maps,

and U\ent}-one "hot topics" games pre-

sent both sides of controversial en\"iron-

mental issues in an interacti\e game for-

mat .All the information is cross-linked,

w hich means that \ ou can "surf" from data

set to hot topic and back again.

Earth Explorer is pleasant but not star-

tling. Its %alue Ues in its scope—and al-

though it is ad\'ertised as being for ages

ten and above, it seems more appropriate

for a student on assignment.

Claris Home Learning. Enteractive,

Inc. Macintosh and Wmdows. S56.

1-800-152-9999

Cities Under the Sea: Coral Reefs is the

first of four titles in the series "Jean-

Michel Cousteau's \V'orld." which ex-

plores diverse and endangered habitats on

land and under the sea.

Cities Under the Sea

transports >ou to a vir-

Uial reef and allows you

to pilot a submarine to

\'arious underwater labs

(with the help of a per-

sonal diving assistant).

Each lab illusttates a dif-

ferent theme: Change

and Evolution. Living

Communities, and Cy-

cles, for example. Well

researched, this CD-
ROM uses thousands of

photos. houLTS of video,

more than 70.000 words

of text, outstanding

graphics, and 3-D ani-

mation. This disk can be

enjoNed on several lev-
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els. The serious student can dive deeply

into each topic, while the amateur can

come up for air whenever necessary.

Enteractive. Inc. Windows onlx.

: $49.95. 1-800-452-9999

Based on an Academy Award-nomi-

nated documentary by Al Reinert (who,

not coincidentally, co-wrote the screen-

play for Apollo 13), For All Mankind

traces the history of American-manned

space missions from Apollo 1 through

I Apollo 17. Interviews with astronauts, de-

signers, and scientists are accompanied by

annotated transcripts. Biographies of

everyone who flew on an Apollo mission

are provided. Footage from actual NASA
films, extensive maps and diagrams, and

an appropriately spacey musical score by

Brian Eno all add up to a great ride with

America's last cowboys.

The Vovager Co. Hxhrid disk, $39.95.

1-800^46-2001

In Last Chance To See. Douglas

Adams, author of The Hitchhiker's Guide

to the Galaxy, and zoologist Mark Car-

wardine join forces to take a look at en-

dangered species on earth. Last Chance To

See features Adams's famously skewed

view of humankind, and his treatment of

his surroundings makes this disk work.

The photographs—all 800 of them—are

fine, but the real discovery here is listening

to Adams read the entire text aloud. I

mean, how can you resist a CD-ROM with

chapter headings like "Here Be Chickens"

and "Leopardskin Pillbox Hat"? It's a sort

of Monty-Python-meets-Jane-Goodall

riff. Even as you click merrily and madly

away, you are learning about such serious

issues as how world population growth is

pressuring the natural worid.

Serious Productions. Distributed by

the Voyager Co. Macintosh and Win-

dows, $49.95.1-800-446-2001

In Sharks, we are given the chance to

find out if these predators are really as ter-

rifying as they seem (the answer is yes.

they are). You can leam as much as, or

more than, you ever wanted to know about

such topics as: "The Shark Body" (which

includes an intriguing section on the

shark's sensory and even extrasensory per-

ception): "A Shark's Life" (see the section

entitled "Fine Dining"): and my favorite,

"People and Sharks" (featuring a section

that finally gets right down to it
—

"Shark

Attacks"). You can also listen to experts

tackle some difficult questions about these

toothy terrors or play Shark Tag—prob-

ably the only time you can lose a game

with sharks and still emerge intact.

The Discoveiy Channel. Macintosh

and Windows. $39.95.

1-800-762-2189

In Stephen Jay Gould on Evolution, part

of the "First Person Series," you get the in-

formal version of the eminent evolution-

ary biolgoist—probably the best purveyor

of scientific information to the general

pubUc since Lewis Thomas.

The disk includes one of Gould's lec-

tures on Darwin (you can find three impor-

tant riddles and a complete text and movie

version), essays on evolution, and some

valuable insights into Charles Darwin in

the form of letters, an essay on the Origin

of Species, and the complete text of The

Voyage of the Beagle. The footnotes are

especially well done, and another nice fea-

ture is the Notebook, which allows you to

easily add your own notes in the margins,

copy the text, and print.

The Voyager Co. I Thirteen-WNET.

Macintosh onl\. $39.95.

1-800-446-2001

The Human Body is a multimedia look

around our insides, anthropocentrically

described as "the most compUcated and

perfect mechanism in the universe." Let's

say you're a pancreas freak. Click on to

the list of cards and go straight to that

organ to see photographs (many taken

from microscopes and endoscopes), illus-

trations (including twelve drawings by

Leonardo da Vinci), video, and anima-

tions. Or plow through the 200 pages of

hypertext and emerge with a really com-

plete picture of what's going on in the pan-

creas. The Human Body is as close as

you'll ever get to finding out what makes

you tick. Even your best friends will prob-

ably never let you get this close in real life,

so why not take the interactive route?

E.M.M.E. Interactive. Windows only,

$44.95.(203)406-4041

David McDonough is a fieelance writer

and reviewer His family says he is user-

fi'iendly.

Travel with Scholars

AUSTRALIA
with

Frank

Talbot

Explore Australia's natural

and cultural landscapes
from the aboriginal homelands to the

Great Barrier Reef with eminent marine

biologist Frank Talbot, former director of

the Smithsonian Instimtion's National

Museum of Natural History.

Other 1996 Travel/Study Destinations

O.xford. Paris, Venice, London, Ireland,

Oaxaca, South of France, California,

New Orleans, Southeast Asia

CALL, WRITE, or FAX for a Brochure

(510) 642-4111, ext. 10
Marketing DepL lOB, UC Extension,

1995 University Ave., Berkeley CA 94720-7020

Fax: (510) 642-0374

UC Berkeley Extension

AMAZON RIVER
Special Kve omv utth this .id

$100 off/Person
(Ad must .ACCOMP.^\y REGISTR.\nO\ fOKiVf).

Travel on the best trip on the

Amazon River from Peru
^ through Colombia to Brazil and

back with biologist .Adam Kent of the
University of Florida. Onl\ 16 cabins
av ailable, each with a priv ate bath, twin beds,

and air conditioning. See pink dolphins,

tropical butterflies, and exotic flora and
fauna of the rainforest. Only $1995 from
Miami (Excellent airfare

add-on rates available
from other IS cities) + S29
IS departure tax includes
international airfare,

meals, entrance fees, side
^

trips, and more. Three
full meals a day are serv ed buffet

style. Explore the tropical
rainforest, native villages, and
exotic wildlife of the .\ma/onl
Ciisco & Maclm Picchii i.xleiisiuii

available. This trip is open to the

public. Departs Saturday April
,

6, 1996 and returns the followii

Saturday.

INTERNATIONAL jot RNKVS.

1-800-622-6525

AMAZON RIVER
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he UeDths uminated
by Cindy Lee Van Dover

"But do tbey turn pink when they're

cooked?'" people ask when I try to de-

scribe the gray-beige shrimp living at hot

springs deep in the Adantic OceaiL It is a

reasonable enough question, since the

shrimp are perilously near plumes of

blacL 660^ F water—^"black smokers"

—

pouring out of sulfide chimneys on the sea

floor. The shrimp are protected from the

caldron, though, because heat escaping

frtMn the earths interior quickly dissipates

in the surrounding, colder seawater.Afew

inches above the orifice, the temperature

of the plume is a comfortable 68^ F and

within about three feet it is a cold 36° F.

Peter Rona. a geologist with the Na-

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration laboratory in Miami, discovered

hot springs in the Adantic in 1985 and col-

lected shrimp for biologists to examine.

Two new species were named: Rimicans

exoculata and R. chacel. Both are mem-
bers of a family of shrimp that are known
from Pacific hydrothermal vents.

The Pacific shrimp are ordinary scav-

engers. Uving among groups of other ani-

mals at deep, warm water (up to 68° Fl

springs. The Atlantic branch of the family

isfermore remarkable. Scientists have ob-

served spectacular crowds of these

shrimp, more than 200 per square foot

completely obscuring the surface beneath

Ibem. Tbey don't just sit quied}'. but con-

standy move about in a way that prompted

John Edmond. an M.I.T. geochemist who
has visited the Adantic hot springs in die

deep-sea submersible Akin, to describe

tbem in his broad Scottish brogue as "dis-

gustingly like maggots swarming on a

hunk of rotten meat"
At two of the Atlantic hot springs,

shrimp e.xclusively dominate the fauna.

Tbey gather iiieir food by mining the sul-

fide sirfi^c ; of ffie black smokers on which
tbey five and feeding c-r. filamentous bac-

teria thai foul ifceir moutfaparts. On the tips

of tbeir lcg> are strong, filelike spines that

may be r. ; : ;
;- r^iiping die sulfides. Their

front paLr ;gs located ver\' near the

moudx-have ; _- >:iaped claws that look

well designed for picking up small bits of

loosened sulfides: an associated brushlike

appendage may sweep the sidfides out of

the claws and into the mouth. In post-

mortem dissections of collected speci-

mens. I found e\ er\' stomach packed

solidly with bacteria-laden sulfide miner-

als.

In smdjing photographs and videotapes

of the shrimp to leam about their behavior.

I noticed a pair of bright reflective spots on

Ibeir backs. TTie spots were not obvious in

die preser\'ed specimens I had in my lab.

but when I looked carefiilly I discovered

that they corresponded to the paired lobes

of a ver>' large and unusual organ just be-

neath the thin, transparent carapace. Each

lobe was coimecled to the shrimp "s brains

by a network of ner\'es. Although an

image-forming de\ice was evident. I still

guessed that these reflective spots corre-

sponded to eyes of a sort never encoim-

tered before. My guess was hardly proof,

as my coUeagues were quick to point out.

so I set out to find exddence that they were

indeed some sort of eyes in this otherwise

eyeless shrimp.

Ete Szuis. a sensory physiologist at the

Marine Biological Laboraton' in Woods
Hole, was willing to perform a biochemi-

cal assay to determine the presence of

Ught-sensitive pigment In the extracted

material. Szuts found a substance that ab-

sorbed the long-wavelength, blue-green

part of the spectrum; on bleaching, it ab-

sorbed e\ en shorter wavelengths. The ab-

sorption spectra of the shrimp pigment

closely matched diose of rhodopsin. the

pigment found in the eyes of both verte-

brates and in^'^Ttebrates.

WTiat are the shrimp looking at? With-

out lenses, they cannot be seeing an

image. Based on its structure, we think the

lobed organ is well adapted for detecting

very low levels of fight What sources of

dim liglit are there ir. the deep sea? These

From 77jf Oaopus's Garden copxTigJa E 1996 Giidy L^e
Van Dwet Bhsraacms ccsn-ridii © l5\- Karen Jaoijsea
Rajrimed by psmusaoo of Addisoo-Westey Pnblisiimg

Cranpeny fcic .AB riste reserv cd.

shrimp five 1 1 .800 feet below the surface,

far beyond the reach of stmfight. From
AJvin. the only fight to be glimpsed at

these depths is the occasional eerie, blue-

green flash from a biolimiinescent animal,

and normal shrimp eyes can detect this

t}pe of fight.

Could there be fight associated with the

jets of 660° F water from the sulfide chim-

neys on which R. e.xoculara fives? We
know that hot things glow with thermal ra-

diation, a phenomenon known as black

body radiation. Are black smokers hot

enough to emit fight \isible to the shrimp?

If so. the fight could serve as a beacon

drawing shrimp to feeding areas or deter-

ring them from too close an encounter

with water hot enough to cook tiiem in-

stanfly.

Testing this hvpofliesis meant returning

to Mid-.\tlantic Ridge \ents in the sub-

mersible AMn. carefuUy measuring fight

levels and wavelengths at the chimneys,

smdjing the shrimp's behavior in response

to experimental fight stimufi. and conduct-

ing shipboard physiological experimenta-

tion. This work has yet to be done.

Logic led us to befie\e that our hypo-

thetical fight at \fid-.A^tlanric Ridge \ ents

could be a universal phenomenon at high-

temperature vents in the deep sea. Uni\ er-

sity of Washington geologist and \olca-

nologist John Delaney invited me to be the

biologist on an Ahm dive series to hy-

drothermal \ ent sites on the Endeavour

Segment of the Juan de Fuca Ridge, off

Vancouver. I accepted inunediatety, as De-

laney was to use an electronic digital cam-

era on the cruise to create a digital mosaic

of sea-floor images in the \icinit\ of the

vents. High-tech digital cameras are used

extensively in astronomy to capture dim

fight from distant galaxies. There is a sat-

isfS'ing, if somewhat pre-Copemican.

sxmmeny in turning to the same technol-

ogy.^ in oceanography to capture fight emis-

sions fueled by the core of our own planet

Once on the Atlantis II (mother ship for

die Ahiu). I proposed aiming the Alvin's

camera at a black smoker orifice, extin-
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guishing the submersible's lights, and let-

ting the camera record the ambient light. It

wasn't until the very last dive (of a nine-

teen-dive series) that Alvin was lifted off

the deck carrying the camera. I remained

on the Atlantis. Inside the Alvin were De-

laney; Dudley Foster, chief pilot and expe-

dition leader; and Milt Smith, an expert in

(remote sensing at the University of Wash-

ington.

I haunted the ship's lab where commu-
nications with the submersible took place

every half hour. In response to our brief

queries about their status, the crew replied

with a "busy" signal in Morse code. At the

end of the dive, with the submersible well

into its hour-long ascent, I gave up on

learning anything about the success of the

experiment and left the room. On retum-

ing, I was handed a note by Pat Hickey, the

dive's surface controller. It was a message

finally relayed from the submersible, a

message with only two words: "Vents

glow."

After the Alvin was stowed on deck, we
gathered around the computer workstation

as Smith called up images of the glow. I

expected to see some ambiguous hint of a

fuzz. But what came up on the screen, in-

stead, was a dramatic, unequivocal glow

with a sharply defined edge at the interface

between the sulfide chimney and the jet of

hot water. Less than an inch above this in-

terface, the glow became diffuse, disap-

pearing altogether within about four

inches. The same phenomenon was docu-

mented at two different chimneys within

the same vent field.

The discovery of this glow at high-tem-

perature vents opens up a whole new area

of research. At the moment, the glow is an

intriguing and aesthetically pleasing phe-

nomenon. Its importance will be judged

by what we will leam in the future about

the mechanisms of its production and its

biological consequences not only for At-

lantic shrimp but also for other organisms

of the hydrothermal vents,

Cindy Lee Van Dover is an associate pro-

fessor of oceanography at the University

of Alaska at Fairbanks and a visiting in-

vestigator at the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution. She is aformerpilot of
Alvin, a deep-sea submersible used to ex-

plore the ocean.

Two views of the Atlantic deep-sea shrimp. Rimicaris exoculata. Lobes ofan "eye"

organ are visible beneath the transparent carapace in the view at left.
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THE NATURAL MOMENT

D,o iwog
Portaae
Sticking to their father like leeches, two tadpoles get a

ride to a bigger and better pool. A species of poison frog

found in the Amazon rain forest, Dendwbates reticiilatits

faces little danger from predators as it transports its

offspring through the leafy undergrowth; its bright colors

warn potential attackers of the noxious alkaloids secreted

by its skin glands.

The males are territorial and keep tabs on the eggs they

fertilize. Because the two to four eggs in a clutch are

deposited on land, the attentive parent moistens them if

necessary with water stored in a body cavity. When the

tadpoles emerge, they wriggle aboard the adult for a lift to

the nearest protected pool of water, usually located in the

cupped leaves of a bromeliad. The legless tadpoles adhere

because of the surface tension between the mucus on the

adult's back and the tadpoles' concave bellies. The

tadpoles seem large only because the adult is so tiny, its

body measuring about half an inch in length.

This remarkable behavior probably evolved in stages to

insure the survival of the young. At first, eggs may have

been deposited on land to safeguard them from aquatic

predators. This led to the need to monitor the developing

eggs and move the hatching tadpoles to water. Females of

another species, D. piimilio. have evolved an additional

trick; they return regularly to the site where they left their

young and deposit unfertilized eggs, which the tadpoles

promptly consume.

—

Robert Anderson

Photograph by
Miohoel and Potrioio Fogden
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)CIENCE

oen-ond-Sh
Case

Tlie universe isiit really missing atiything

by Roger L Welsch

I have been stewing for schdc time over

scientists' bewildermeni about an a{q>arent

deficiency in the amount of matter in tfae

univeise. As I imdeistand it, according to

tbeir inventoiy, scientists think tfaeie is

suf^wsed to be this much stuff, but ihey

can find only that much stuff. Evidently

they think there will be hell to pay at the

next cosmic audit if they can"t come up
with the receipt

I just don't understand why they are all

bent out ofshape overthis. Itwouldn't sur-

prise me to find out that 90 percent of the

material of the universe is missing. Fm
sure 99.9 percent ofmy things are missing.

Things are constantly dis^^)eaiing fiom
my life. In my house, ballpoint pais are as

scarce as mayflies when the trout are bit-

ing. I cany a box of two dozen ba^oint
pens into the house every two w^ks. I

don't e\'en check anjinore to see if there

are pens in the desk OHnpartment we re-

ser\e for pens. There never are. Log
chains disajqjear here too, and staplers and
scissors. Friends who owe me money dis-

appear. I once lost a pecan pie in our
kitchen and never found it. We moved
years later and I was sure I would find it

then, but I didn't- It just disappeared.

So many people have d^t with the

phecomeson :f siiising single socks that

\tit issue is a ciiche. (My favorite explana-
^

"

- " Ere^a B<w?:boc-'!c"s„ that fet socks

'--'s '*?'.h Jeses."; I have saved aM

:ks that bave saown up
; ji ten years. I "navec't the

it them, but diev fill a two-

bushel potato sack and wei^ fifity-sevai

pounds.

Joim Paiker, a professor emeritus ofge-

ology, wrote me from Michigan not Icmg

ago to tell me about (me of his experi-

ences:

My coffee cup, whidi is usually neaiby on
the kitcheu table, was there (xte minute and
disa{^>eared the ne.\t. I puzzled over this at

lioigtfa, unlil it came to me that here was in-

disputable evidence of proton decay. The
only thing that seemed surprising was that

Ibe spcxitaneous decay of a zillion protms,
simultaneously, hadn't been accranpanied

by scintillating flashes, crackling sounds, an
eerie glow, a whimper, or a bang. But there

had been nothing. Then, just as I was ex-

plaining my theory of protcn decay to my
wife, she cqioied the microwave for scnne

reason and discovered my haU-hiU mug in-

side.

This has happened to all of us. No
flashes, crackles, glows, whimpers, or

bangs. Things just disa{q>ear, sometimes

to reaj^)ear elsewhere. This latter olser\'a-

hoa is most significant For example, my
single sock collection does not consist

«ily ofleft-overs from pairs I (Mice owned.

No, there are socks I have never seen be-

fore and wouldn't wear, not even in my
wildest nHHnaifs of disregard for fashion,

conventiML and oMimwn decency. They
sjwing up indq^odoitly in the laundry or

my sock drawer. Socks disq^iear in one
household only to a|q>ear at another. Simi-

lariy. sometMie finds my log chains rusting

in his basemait and cannot for the life of
him figure out where they came frran.

So there you have it—the material of

this universe is not missing. It is in a state

of constant transition from being to not

being andb^k. It's like the transporters on

the starship Enterprise: things are broken

down into molecules here and reappear

there.

Moreover, forms shift as easily as loca-

tions. Ballpoint pens disappear in Dan-

nebrog, Nebraska, only to be reconstituted

as dust kitties in Pomona, California.

Mendicant friends are not dead but

reemerge as congressmen in Washington.

Kate Moss's metabolism fritzes off 1 1 .98

pounds worth of calories, which flit about

the imiverse in a noncorporeal form for a

while—^thereby becoming some of the

missing matter scientists have been con-

cemed about My body, ever read>' to help

a fair damsel, picks them right up and

packs them between my muscular frame

and my skirt

You get a bowl of tapioca when you

can't get to a toilet to dispose of it appro-

priately, so 3'ou eal a pound or two of it

You look into the custard cup and are sur-

prised to find that there is just as much
tapioca there as before. You eat another six

pwunds. but there it all still is. Lost materi-

als of the universe are re-fonning them-

selves again, right under your nose!

And where did all that stuff come from

that blew out of Mount Pinatubo?

Yep . . . my pecan pie.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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Explore the World...

With the

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
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CRUISES

Patagonia to Peru

March 19- April 4, 1996

From $6,670

Singapore to Bombay
March 30 - April 18. 1996

From $6,990 from New York

i

'Wonders of the Amazon
April 11-22, 1996

From $3,625

Ancient Coast of Turkey

May 27 - June 9. 1996

From $4,895

Rome to Athens

June 6-18, 1996

From $4,980 from New York

Alaska's Coastal

Wilderness

June 23-30. 1996

From $3,002

'Round Britain

June 26 - July 10, 1996

From $6,480

Bridging the Bering Strait

June 29 - July 1 1 . 1996

From $4,745

The American Museum ofNatural History has

sponsored thousands of scientific expeditions in

an effort to untangle the world's greatest myster-

ies. It is this urge to discover and understand that

inspires Discovery Tours. Join our world-

renowned scientists on an adventure of discovery!

Wildlife of the Galapagos:

A Family Adventure

July 2-12. 1996

From $3,970 for adults

and $2,840 for children.

Scandinavia and the Baltic

July 14-27. 1996

From $4,195

The Northwest Passage

July 20 - August 5. 1996

From: $11,980

Romantic Waterways:

Vienna to Frankfurt

September 14-21,1996

From $3,780

Passage to Suez

October 2-14. 1996

From $4,595 from New York

Ancient Egypt and the Nile

October 14-30. 1996

From $6,240 from New York

TRAIN TRIPS

Copper Canyon

March 2-10. )996

$2,490

National Parks of the West

May 19-28. 1996

From $3,990

Royal Scotsman:

England and Scotland

May 20 - June 1 , 1996

$8,380

The Amber Route of Europe

May 24 -June 3. 1996

$7,990

Beijing to Moscow
June 13-28. 1996

From $6,980

Southern Africa:

An Historic Safari

September 1996

$12J40 from New York

Istanbul to Damascus

October 8-24. 1996

From $6,590

LAND PROGRAMS

Natural Wonders and

Wildlife of Venezuela

March 21 -April 3. 1996

$4,551 from Miami

Islands of Indonesia

April 14 -May 1.1996

$5,730from Los Angeles

New York City Weekend
April 25-29. 1996

$1,100

Origins of Man:
South Africa & Botswana

May 3-19. 1996

$5,625

Cornwall Walk
May 6-15. 1996

$3,650 from New York

Botswana: Desert & Delta

August 31 -Sept. 16.1996

$6,990

Himalayan Kingdoms:

Nepal and Bhutan

September 10-27, 1996

$TBA

Morocco

Sept. 28 - October 12, 1996

$4,750 fi-om New York

Peru Expedition

October 1996

Appro.x. $3,990

FIELD TRIPS

Archeology and Rock Art

of the San Juan River

May 10-15. 1996

$945

Digging for Dinosaur

Fossils in the Rockies

,//(/.v 6-13. 1996

$1,195

For a complete listing of

destinations, contact the

Discovery Tours office.

American Museum of Natural History/Discovery Tours Central Park West at 79th St. New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York or Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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Black Feather Wilderness Adventures -

1960 Scott St.(N), Ottawa, ON KIZ 8L8

Tel: I-800-5RIVER5 Fax: 613-722-0245.

Hike Auyuittuq or Ellesmere National Park,

sea kayak at Pond Inlet, canoe the Hood or

Burnside Rivers. Free catalogue.

Auyuittuq Lodge - Bo.x 53(N), Pangnirtung,

NT XOA ORG Tel: 819-473-8955

Fax: 819-473-8611. In scenic Pangnirtung,

entrance to Auyuittuq National Park.

Frontiers North - 77A Bronx Ave.(N),

Winnipeg, MB R2K4E9 Tel: 1-800-663-9832

or 204-949-2050 Fax: 204-663-6375.

Wildlile viewing - Polar bears at Sila Lodge.

Inuit cultural program in Baker Lake.

Excellent hiking and photo opportunities.

Canada North Outfitting - Box 3100(N),

Almonte, ON KOA lAO Tel: 613-256-4057

F.lx: 61,3-?,'.; '.' T>ur5 throughout Baffin

Ri-.-;iM,i ^^c^idi ' 'i')^:!;..ieJ charters to

' iesmcre Island
'

: ;
'

I"' -n-e.

-'.-bi ; ;" ;
. .. i;iJ.67S-5i76.

."!: !',- !.-.Uiid sea kayalung and trekking

:|iciiitions. Professionally guided since 1986.

K-': catalogue.

Arctic Odysseys - 2000 McGilvra Blvd. E.

(N), Seatde, WA 98112 Tel: 206-325-1977

Fax: 206-726-8488. Pioneered Arctic group

travel. North Pole, Baffin/Ellesmere Islands,

Polar bear, dogsled, skiing, cultural and

wildlife tours.

Whitewolf Adventure Expeditions -

1355 Citadel Dr.(N), Suite 41, Port

Coquitlam, BC V3C 5X6 Tel: I-800-66I-6659

Fax: 604-944-3131 e-mail: wwolf @ cdx.net

Guided natural history/photography

expeditions by canoe and raft. Nahanni,

Coppermine, Burnside and Horton Rivers.

NorthWinds Arctic Adventures - Box 820(N),

Iqaluit, NT XOA OHO Tel: 1-800-549-0551 or

819-979-0551 Fax: 819-979-0573

e-mail: plandry@nunanet.com

All inclusive programs: Dogsledding, hiking,

wildlife viewing, and naturalist tours.

For information on other Northwest

Territories adventures and your copy of

the Explorers' Guide, call 1-800-661-0788,

or write: Department of Economic

Development and Tourism, Suite 26,

riovernment of the Northwest Territories,

Box 1320, Yellowknife. NT,

Canada X1A2L9.

With sunrise in

early May and

sunset by late

August, that

leaves you four

months. Sure it's

a long day, but the season's short,

so you're well advised to plan

ahead — and book early.

For sea-kayaking off Baffin or

Ellesmere Island. Hiking

adventures in our spectacular

parks. Dogsled treks on the

icefloes or cruises on the

legendary Northwest Passage.

And nature observation of every

description — from Polar bears,

Beluga Whales and Walrus to

herds of Muskox and Caribou,

thundering across the tundra.

Let us be your guides in "Our

Land" w^e call Nunavut, the

ecistern half of the Northwest ^
Territories. Life like

^ ,„„ . ^ ^ vou ve never seen

A cn.d. ^ ^^-^ ii before, and

I u.„.ds»,„ ^ / one phenomenal

^^^*~*\ ^^y *** remember.
isif

di
CANADA'S Northwest Territories

Within reach, yet beyond belief
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UTILITY.

HMFCAR.
ALL

ADVENTURE.

let'sface it. Your average car can only take you

sofar A sport-utility, on the other hand, can

takeyou — andyour worldly possessions — pretty

much any placeyou want to go. That is, ifyou

don 't mind a trip rougher than a ride in a

kangaroo 's pouch. That's why we created the

amazing 1996 Subaru Outback'. This sturdy

hybrid combines the ruggedness and versatility

ofa sport-utility with the riding comfort and

fuel economy ofa passenger car. For starters,

you get the Subaru All-Wheel Driving System,

which includes the sure-footed traction ofour

V
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full-time Subaru All-Wheel Drive, the superior

stability ofan optional 2. 5-liter, 155-hp hori-

zontally opposed engine, and the smooth ride

ofan optimally tuned suspension. Simply put,

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK t

Subaru
Outback

jeep Grand

Cherokee

Ford

Explorer

Chevrolet

Blazer

Honda

Passport

Fuel Economy (mpg) -20|26 15/20 15/20 16/21 15/IS

Front Headroom 40.2" 38.9" 39.9" 39.6" 38.0'

Front Legroom 43.3" 40.9" 42.4" 42. S" 42.5"

1996 EPA estimate. Subaru Outback 4EAT. City 20/Hwy 26. Usefor
comparison only. Your actual mileage may vary.

it's a system that continuously monitors chang-

ing road and weather conditions, automatically

transferring powerfrom the wheels that slip to

the wheels that grip. With it, even the most

adventuresome spirit can conquer a winding

mountain pass. And the most safety-minded soul

can regain the upper hand against wet roads,

crippling potholes — even skittish squirrels.

i \ You'll also be relieved to know that

the Outback comes equipped with a

"""^

combination ofsafetyfeatures not

found on most sport-utility vehicles. Like dual

air bags." Side-impact panels. Crumple zones.

And 4-channelABS that'll stopyou surer than

a hungry croc outfor a midnight snack. So if

you want a vehicle with more cargo space than

a Honda Tassportj morefront headroom than

a Jeep Cherokee, and the ground clearance ofa

Ford Explorer" without

its fuel consumption,

just give us a call at

1-800-WANT-AWD.

Or drop byyour local

Subaru dealerand take %

a test-drive in the all new

All-Wheel Drive Outback. The world'sfirst sport-

utility wagon. And letyour adventure begin.

JheBeau^ofAlI-WheelDrive:
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Don't make
your travel

plans 'til

you've seen
ours.

^
Compare other travel plans to a

Saga Holidays tour or cruise and discover what
our customers have known for forty years—
Saga Holidays offers the best travel values in

the world. As the largest provider of travel to

people over 50, we have the experience and
the buying power to give you more of the

destinations you want, for less.

Travel with us and you'll make
another nice discovery as well— all the

details of even the most complicated itin-

erary are handled for you. Flights, hotels,

baggage handling, knowledgeable guides

at your destination, medical insurance— it's

all included and it's all taken care of. Freeing you to

concentrate on what's really important: your vacation. So send for a

free subscription to the Saga Holidays Travel Planner today and you can also

plan on receiving up to $200 in travel savings.

Call 1-800-291-0786 ext. 300
NATl



An Evolutionary Leap
The theory ot punctuated equihbrium, proposed in 1972

by American Museum of Natural History paleontologist

NOes Eldredge and our columnist Stephen Jay Gould,

states that evolution does not occur gradually as Danvin

imagined, but rather that long periods of relative stability'

are punctuated by episodes of change. So it has been with ^1
this magazine ever since its inception in 1900 as 77;c

American Museum Journal. Now read by 525,000 sub-

scribers each month, Natural Histor]''s intent remains the

same; to take readers on great journeys of scientific and cultural discovery

The changed appearance we introduce with this issue—designed by consultant

Roland Schenk—\vill make the experience of discovery at once more lively and

more intimate. In a world in which \drtual realit^' is in the ascendant. Natural His-

tory will continue to pro\'ide a connection with the real world—^its nature and its

people—through the work of scientists, journalists, and photographers.

Longtime readers of the magazine will notice that one thing is unchanged:

the names on the masthead remain pretty much the same as they have been for

the past ten years. The knowledge and dedication of this board of editors and

staff make it possible to take this evolutionary leap without losing touch with

our long and successful past.

Publisher Linda Cherry and I hope you'll look at this issue of Natural Historj'

as an invitation: In four years we will celebrate our 100th year of pubUcation.

Join us now and get an early jump on the millennium.

—

Bruce Stutz
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know you'll love our coffee.

know you'll love the free coffeemaker.

just don't know what color your kitchen is.

Let us welcome you to Gevalia® Kaffe with a beautiful, free

coffeemaker in your choice of green, white or black.

AN OLD-FASHIONED COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

It all began in 1853, in the tiny port of

Gavle, Sweden. Here, Victor Th. Engwall

established an import company dedicated to

bringing the finest coffee in the world to his

fellow Swedes—Europe's most passionate

coffee lovers.

Over the years, Engwall's descendants
]4&-Ji.^ngi'«u. became obsessed with creating the perfect

cup of coffee. Using the world's most prized Arabica beans, gener-

ations of Engwalls diligently roasted and blended, tasted and

tested. When King Gustav V visited Gavle and sampled Gevalia,

he was so delighted he appointed Gevalia coffee purveyor to the

Swedish Royal Court. An honor

we still hold to this day

SHARE IN A
SWEDISH OBSESSION

Now you can have the rich,

distinctive taste of Gevalia

conveniently delivered

from our Swedish

roastery right to your

home. Gevalia comes

vacuum-sealed in half-pour

foil pouches to preserve freshness,

and is available in Traditional Roast Regular or Naturally

Decaffeinated, whole bean or ground.

A TRULY REMARKABLE WELCOME GIFT

To make our offer even more enticing, we're

delighted to include a beautiftjl, 1-4 cup Automatic

Drip Coffeemaker with your Trial Shipment. This

European-style coffeemaker features an exclusive

aroma lock system and High-Extraction filter cone

that ensures you'll capture the full richness of your

Gevalia Kaffe. This elegant, high-quality coffeemaker

(retail value $39.95) available in green, white or black,

is our gift with no further obligation.

To enjoy Gevalia Kaffe and receive your beautiful,

free coffeemaker, call us at 1-800-678-2687, or send

in the coupon below.

COMPLETE AND MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
GEVALIA KAFFE IMPORT SERVICE, P.O. BOX 1 1424. DES MOINES, IOWA 50336-1424

I t X6S« I'm searching for a great cup of coffee and would like to iry

one pounclof Gevalia" Kaffe fot $10, including shipping and handling, and

teceive with it the Automatic Drip Coffeemaket (retail value $39.95) in

gteen, white ot black, as a ttee gift.

Please send Gevalia Kaffe-two 1/2 lb. packages of the typefs} indi-

cated below-with the undetstanding that I will continue to teceive

shipments of Gevalia appioximately every six weeks, plus a special hol-

iday shipment. 1 understand that I may cancel this atrangement at any

time aftet receiving my introductory shipment without obligation to

accept further shipments. The Automatic Dfip Coffeemaker is mine to

keep regardless of my decision.

Check Coffeemaker colon D Green (EG) D White (WH) D Black (ELI

Check One: A O One lb. Traditional Roast Regular

B n Oile lb. Traditional Roast Decaffeinated

C n 1/2 Ih. Traditional Regular &. 1/2 lb. Decaffeinated

Check One: D Whole Bean (1) D Ground (2)

Charge my: D MasterCard DVISA D American Bqjress D Discover Card

Card Number: - Exp. Date— /

n Enclosed is my check payable to Gevalia Kaffe for $10.00.

CODE: 961102

-Zip.

Phone (

_

HOW THIS SERVICE WORKS: 1 . You must be pleased wJlh Gevalia Kaffe or you may cancel and keep Ihe free Coffeemaker. 2. If pleased, do nothing and a ship-

ment of four 1/2 lb. packages (2 lbs. total) of the type(s) you selected will be shipped to you approximately one month later, You will then receive the same shipment

once every 6 weeks. Once eligible, each year you will also receive a special holiday shipment of Gevalia Kafle. You will be notified in advance wilh details of Ihis spe-

cial shipment and its seasonal pnce; you may cancel any shipment you do not wish lo receive. 3. You will be billed only S4.95 per ^.'2 lb. package ol Gevalia Kaffe

Regular and $5.75 per package for Decaffeinaled (pnces slightly higher lor Canadian residents), plus an added shipping and handling charge. Coffee pnces are sub-

ject to change, 4. You may pay upon receipt of each shipment or be billed on your credit card. S. You may change the frequency, quantities or types ol Ge/alia Kaffe

you receive, or cancel the arrangement at any time. Shipments may be returned at our expense. 6. Offer is subject to change and is open to residents ol the

U.S.. US, Virgin Islands. Puerto Rico and Canada, and is only valid for NEW MEMBERS of the Gevalia Kaffe program. Limit one membership per household.

©1996Viclor Ih. Engwall & Co.
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Bernd Heinrich ("When the Bough Bends") has

written for Natural History on insect thermoregula-

tion, squirrels, songbirds in winter, ravens, tundra

nests, and, in this issue, trees and ice. A professor of

biology at the University of Vermont, Heinrich

enjoys spending his winters in the Maine woods.

After five summers in

the Chilean desert,

Carlos Martinez del

Rio ("Murder by

Mistletoe") says he has

uncovered "just the tip

of the iceberg" in the

complex associations of

the region's unusual

mistletoe. An assistant

professor of zoology

and physiology at the

University of Wyoming

in Laramie, Martinez

also studies how birds

digest food, his favorite

avian subjects being

hummingbirds and

cedar waxwings.A na-

tive of Mexico City,

Martinez now lives

with his family in

Centennial,Wyoining,

pop Illation 100.

A curator of anthropol-

ogy at the American

Museum, Enid

Schildkrout

("Kingdom of Gold")

has been doing field-

work in Afirica since the

1960s. In 1984 she su-

pervised the American

Museum's installation of

the British Museum's

exhibition Asniite:

Kingdom of Gold and

was curator of, and

coauthor of the catalog

for, the American

Museum's 1990 exhibi-

tion African Reflections:

Artfrom Northeastern

Zaire. She is the author

of People of the Zongo:

Tlie Transformation of

Ethnic Identities in

Ghana.

The work of photographer Gary Braasch

("Murder by Misdetoe") focuses on people and the

environment and. as in his Chilean scenes in this

issue, the interactions of plants and animals. In his

photographs, Braasch, who hves on the Oregon

coast, has documented the life and the loss of

forests in the Pacific Northwest. His work has ap-

peared in Lfe, Audubon, the New York Times

Magazine, and Discover.

Frank Fournier

("Kingdom of Gold")

began his career as a

photographer in 1976,

following years of med-

ical training. He has re-

ceived awards fi^om the

World Press Photo

Foundation for his cov-

erage of genocide in

Rwanda, AIDS, the

Nevada Ruiz volcano

disaster in Colombia,

and the stock market

crash of October 1987.

In 1991, an exhibition

of his documentation of

the lives of Romanian

babies afflicted by the

AIDS virus premiered

at the Musee d'Elysee

in Switzerland.A regu-

lar contributor to Life,

Fournier has also pub-

lished in Europe.

A professional photog-

rapher for fifi:een years,

Yuzo Nakagawa

("Sapsicle") finds abun-

dant subjects in the nat-

ural areas at the foot of

Mount Fuji in Japan.

There he studies and

photographs the smaE

creatures of the region,

including wild mice,

bats, and birds. He cap-

tured the long-tailed tit

in this month's "Natural

Moment" with a Nikon

801 camera and

Nikkor lens.
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In 1978, Brent S. Stewart ("Uncommon

Commuters") began an investigation into the po-

tential effects of sonic booms fi^om space shuttles

and other military space vehicles on the seals of

Cahfornia's Channel Islands. He has been stud^dng

the behavior and population ecology ot seals ever

since, conducting fieldwork in Antarctica, Russia,

Greenland, Iceland, and the Bering Sea. His presen

research also includes a study of whale sharks in thi

waters off" Mexico.A senior research biologist at

Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute, Stewart is

also attending the Boalt Hall School of Law at the

University of California, Berkeley.
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: region, iiOelta Willis ("Naturally Inspired") became intrigued by the shapes of trees

nitt. while photographing baobabs and acacias in East Afirica. She was introduced

He cap- to the work of physicist Claus Mattheck at a conference on natural structures

A in Stuttgart in 1992 and explored the relationship between natural forms and

human design in Tlie Sand Dollar and the Slide Rule: Drawing Blueprints from

Nature (Addison-Wesley, 1995). She has also written extensively about human

evolution in Afirica and is the author of Tlie Hominid Gang: Behind the Scenes

in Search of Human Origins (New York: Viking Penguin, 1989).

Surveying bats in Great

Basin National Park,

Peter V. Bradley

("Nevada's Night

Fliers") counted ten

different species and

fell in love with this

often despised group ot

mammals. Bradley, who
lives near Nevada's

Ruby Mountains,

earned his M.S. in

wildlife ecology from

the University of

Nevada at Reno in

1986. He is currently a

wildlife biologist with

the Nevada Division

of Wildlife.

As an undergraduate math major, Karl J. Niklas

("How to Build a Tree") got hooked on botany at

the City University of New York in the 1960s. A
former curator at the New York Botanical Garden,

he is now a professor ot botany at Cornell

University and editor-in-chief ot the American

Journal of Botany. He wrote Plant Biomechanics and

Plant Allometry (both published by the University

of Chicago Press) and has just completed a new

book on plant evolution.
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BOTH
FOR $29
BRILLIANT

UNCIRCULATED

Get an incredible TWO-FOR-
ONE OFFER: introductory
deal on guaranteed Brilliant

Uncirculated 1878-1921 Morgan
and 1921-1935 Peace silver

dollars. Everyone should own
these magnificent U.S. Mint silver

classics from America's great past.

Both time-honored Liberty silver

dollars come in original MINT-
STATE QUALITY, with gleaming
luster and absolutely no trace of

wear. We guarantee you'll be
delighted! Pair: $29 (#19494).

Save More — 3 Pairs, $84. Add
just $2 for postage and handling.

30-Day Home Examination:
Money-Back Guarantee. To
order by credit card, call the toll-

free number below. Or send a

check or money order to:

International Coins & Currency
62 Ridge St., Box 218, Dept. 3383

MontpeUer.VT 05601

1-800-4514463
Serving collectors

for 21 years 3383





Inte world of knit shirts,

Peru maybe the next Shangri-la.
Introducing the

new Lands'End Interlochen!

1 -^•

3"-

Ifyou look in an atlas - even

a good sized atlas - you may
have trouble finding the Piura

Valley of Peru.

It's on the left shoulder of

South America, 3° below the

Equator, and miles from any-

where.

It's even miles from any-

where in Peru.

You wouldn't expect a

place so remote to produce
a shirt as civilized as our new
Interlochen.

But credit where it's due:

without the cotton grown here -

and the people who pick, knit

and stitch it - our new Lands'

End shirt wouldn't exist.

Some cotton, some pickin'

Cotton has a long history in

„ Peru.

In fact, Peruvian farmers

were growing it before Peru
had a history.

But the cotton in this

shirt is a pima cotton-a
variety that began its

career in Arizona. Its long

staples, or fibers, produce
a finer, silkier yarn.

Well, when Peruvian

farmers took home
a few seeds and planted

them, something miraculous

happened.
Maybe it was the hot, dry

climate, maybe the rich soil.

But something in the Piura

Valley made the staples grow
even longer and silkier (Local

farmers said it was "soft as an
angel's hair.")

It would be sinful to pick such
cotton by machine. A machine
can't tell which cotton bolls are

ripe; it plucks everything, ready

or not.

So, our Peruvian friends pick

their pima by hand.

everything else about it

Including the price: only $23.

You could pay twice that - or

more - for a knit nowhere near
as nice.

If you want to see it in full,

rich color, take a look in our

Liinds' End catalog

Wliich also contains lots of

Hand picked Peruvian puna -

plucked when it's good and ready

Then, they spin it, and knit

it into a 40 singles, 6.2 oz.

fabric: almost a full ounce
richer than our old

Interlochen.

They have no word
for"hurry."

Time is plentiful in Peru. And
our shirtmakers use a lot of it

making this shirt.

First, they place the fabric on
long tables; and if ifs striped,

they carefully pin it down before

cutting. (Some shirtmakers

skip this step: it shows later in

ill-matched goods.)

Then, in workrooms surpris-

ingly modern for this neck of the

woods, our Peruvian fiiends

patiently stitch.

TTiey double-needle the seams,

to lie flatter and look dressier

They add a "tree-top vent' at

the bottom, where the sides

come together (Don't know why
its called tree-top. But it looks

neater - and won't unravel.)

And the neck tape, made of

the same soft fabric as the shii't

feels as comfortable as - well, as

other classic, well made cloth-

ing, for men, women and
children.

It's well worth a little explo-

ration. © 1996 Lands-End. Inc.
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For our free catalog,

call any time

1-800-356-4444
Please mention ad SL

Name

Address

-

-j^L.

City-

state

-

Zip.

( )

Day/Night

Phone ' ' (circle one)

Mail to: 1 Lands' End Lane, Dodge\ille. Wl 53595

E-Mail: cataIogs-sl@landsend.com



10 Letters

Four levels of
satisfaction

1 enjoy reading Natural History

each month, yet never expected

to find a package hke "Natural-

born Mothers" (December

1995) in your magazine. I am

dehghted with it.

I am a mother, a science

writer, a feminist, and a scien-

tist. Sarah BlafFer Hrdy's article,

and the sidebars that accompa-

nied it, satisfied me on each of

these various levels.

Yvonne Carts-Poii>ell

Belmont, Massachusetts

Back to the future?
According to the caption be-

neath the photo of a model of

an australopithecine couple

("Portraits of Prehistory," De-

cember 1995), Australopithecus

afarensis lived 1 .7 milhon years

ago, while Homo ergaster hved

2 miUion years later, or 300,000

years in the fliture. Golly, I was

always taught that we can't pre-

dict fiiture evolution!

Michael Seaman

New Haven, Connecticut

You were properly taught. Other

readers also spotted the mistake, for

which we apologize. John Holmes's

australopithecine sculptures are based

on fossils up to 3.5 million years

old—about the time of thefamous

LaetoUfootprints—while Homo
ergaster dates to about 1. 7 million

years ago, or close to

2 million years later—Eds.

Brand X ant farms
Howard Topoff s review of

Uncle Milton's Ant Farm

("Natural Selections," Decem-

\-or 1995) indicates that the

:' :!ry was introduced m 1954.

Unci? iv^iitoii may have info-

ucecl i: tiisn. but he inerelv

.'.nvcnted ivj: wheel.

Whea I wxs a kid m .ie

' yJOs, my parents bougiit r.ie j

generic anc farm, wliich was

John Holmes's models of an Australopithecus afarensis couple, in the

American Museum's Hall ofHuman Biology and Evohition

supplied with a full deck, queen

included. The colony labored

mightily and burgeoned, with

the eventual demise occurring

several months later, probably

from overcrowding.

Then, out to the yard with a

trowel. What else is new?

William D. Winter, Jr

Dedharn, Massachusetts

Pilot -whale hunt
Bill Amos concludes "Blood

Relations" (November 1995)

with ambivalence: "My pro-

found behef that kilhng whales

is wrong under any circum-

stances was shaken." He does

not discuss in his article whether

more or fewer pilot whales are

being hunted annually, nor is

there mention of whether over-

all numbers of whales are in-

creasing, staying the same, or

decreasing.

Charles Goodman

Olympic Valley, California

Tlie International Wlialing Com-

mission (IWC) estimates the long-

fnned pilot whale population

oj the northeastern North Atlantic

at 778,000. Catch size of the

Faeroesefishery can vary greatly

from year to year, depending on

hoiv close to shore the pods come

and how successful the Faeroese are

at driving the whales onto the beach

for harvesting. The 1991 report by

the Scientific Committee of the

IWC indicates that such shore-

based hunts do not have

any serious impact on pilot whale

mnnbers.—Eds.

Unassigned
discovery
Henry Cooper's article "Peter

Moller and His Talking Fish"

(January 1996) states that

Robert Landsman, a former

graduate student of mine, was

assigned to investigate why

African elephant-nosed fish lose

their ability to signal their sex in

captivity. In fact. Landsman was

the one who discovered the

phenomenon.

Peter Moller

American Museum

New York, New York

Credit "where due
In his report ot a major discov-

ery ("The EarUest Asians Yet,"

December 1995), Russell Cio-

chon mentioned the contribu-

tions of Walter Granger but

failed to credit N.C. Nelson, a

former curator at the American

Museum of Natural History, for

his pioneering archeological re-

search along the Yangtze River

from November 1925 through

March of 1926.

Granger did play an impor-

tant role in AMNH expeditions

along the Yangtze. His research,

however, was based on the pur-

chase of "dragon bones" from

local peasants, who had for years!

been digging them out ofUme-

stone pits and selling them to

local pharmacists. Nelson, on

the other hand, researched the '

caves along the Yangtze in

hopes of finding "a cavern con-

taining perhaps the whole story

of the Old Man of Asia" and his

disappointment at finding only a

few NeoHthic sites was evident

in his summary of his explo-

rations, published in "Archeo-

logical Renaissance in the

Yangtze River Gorges" in Roy

Chapman Andrews's Tlie New

Conquest ofAsia (1932).

[W]e examined 367 caves and

shelters, of which 139, or 38

percent, were, or had lately been,

inhabited. . . . Tlie residts, sofa,

as evidence of Palaeolithic man

was concerned, proved, contrary

to Hngering ex-pectation, ab-

solutely negative; and ofNe-

olithic man, we obtained in the .

caves only faint traces.

In all probabihty, Nelson car-|

ried out prehminary excavation;'

at caves only fifteen or twenty

miles from Longgupo.

I am sure that Nelson, if he

were alive today, would feel

both vindicated and disap-

pointed about the discovery at

Longgupo—vindicated that his

original hunch had been correc

and disappointed that he had

not found the cave.
,

Homer Williams i

New York, New York
\
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Nature Walks and Wildlife Viewing Grasslands and Badlands Wilderness Rafting

A great voice sings across the
corridors of time.

Saskatcl^ewan

Take a timeless journey through

6,000 years of Northern Plains

Indian history in Saskatchewan,

vacation heartland of Canada's

^vest. It's •where great value

combined with current U.S./

Canada exchange rates make

your vacation dollar travel even

further.
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Natural Selections Naturae Histoo

ons Are Us
Dragons; A Natural Histore by Karl Shuker.

Simon and Sdtiister, $22.50; 120 pp., ilhis.

By Richard Ellis

Review ^'^ know; alas, that there are

no such things as fire-breath-

ii:g. viixigcj reptiles, and no need to invoke

intrepid Saint Georges to rescue maidens

om them. But Kad Shuker believes that

- Jsens are not obsolete, so he wrote Drag-

o.- .'i Nauir-K History, a coUeccion ofdragon

nom 31 over the world, set offwith an

laipressive assortment of illustrations.

Shuker. who describes himself as a "dracon-

: rites that his book "takes as its

theme the great variety and classification of

dragon tv-pes, delineating their evolutionary?

transformation from simple, serpentine

forms to much more complex specialized

beasts."

In "Serpent Dragons," the first of his five

chapters, Shuker tells us about those that

evolved from snakes: the Lambton worm (a

monstrous, aquatic fifteenth-centur\' worm
that purportedly terrorized a village in

Durham, England) and Jormungander, the

Midgard serpent (a mythological Norse crea-

ture ultimately slain by Thor) and the giant

leech of North America (a fort\--foot, dug-

Uke beast that figured in Passamaquoddy and

Cherokee traditions). "Semi-Dragons,"

which fall somewhere between classics 'hi

dragons and serpents, are represented by th

lindorm; Fafiiir (made famous in Wagner

Ring of the \'iebehingen): the w\-vem; the se

dragon of Ass\Tia; and the elusive tatzel

worm. Then w« haxje "Classical Dragons^

including the fire-breathing beasts depictei sji

in so many Western paintings. Paolo Uc

cello's version is a rather strange-lookiit

two-le^ed beast with the hind legs of

t\Tannosaur, no forelegs whatsoever, ani

leather\" wings adorned with what appear t< si

be insignia fix)m World War I biplanes

A "Sk\- Dragon" spends most of its tim-

in the air and therefore must hsve wings

The Aztec god Quetzalcoad, the Plum©

1
\



iigold and enamel corsage ornament impiivd

ly the ni)ie-headed Lernaeaii hydra

erpent, is the quintessential sky dragon,

ther species seem to have wings but do not

ly. Shuker places various wingless Japanese

nd Chinese dragons in this category be-

ause, as he explains, they can fly anyway.

His final category is "Neo-Dragons," a

i;rab bag that includes the African crowing

•rested cobra, the many-headed hydra in its

'arious guises throughout folk history, and

he Loch Ness monster, classified as a "long-

lecked sea lizard."

Although he includes some of the im-

igery of heraldry, Shuker largely ignores this

Mragon-rich subject. He does not mention,

I

or example, the twelfth-century work Phys-

ologus (translated by T. H. White as Tlie Book

^\0fx\lf Beasts), an important source of the reli-

(1k
jjious and secular iconography ot the Middle

['Ages. It describes

S

ive tad-
DRACO the Dragon, the higgest of all

serpents, in fact, of all liulng things on

earth. . . . The Devil, who is the most

enormous of all reptiles, is like this dragon.

He is said to have a crest or croivn because

he is like the King of Pride, and his

strength is not in his teeth but in his tail

because he beguiles those whom he draws in

by deceit, their strength being destroyed.

Shuker only mentions in passing Edward

pijiijtjTopsell's 1607 Historic of Foiire-Footed Beastes,

?iolo U(]

;e-loo&Fj

legs
of

)tm,
)»'

tappfH"

jjes.

of its*

Depiction of the W'antlcy dragon of Elizabethan England

a rich source of Elizabethan England's atti-

tudes toward real and imaginary animals. It is

not clear whether Topsell—or any of his

contemporaries, for that matter—believed

that dragons (or manticores, gorgons, uni-

corns, or any other creatures whose exis-

tence has stiU not been verified) actually e.x-

isted, since sixteenth-century zoology

seamlessly combined superstition and fact,

myth and observation. To people largely re-

stricted to the towns in which they had been

born, fabulous creatures were certainly pos-

sible, as confirmed by the first European ap-

pearance of a giratfe or a rhinoceros.

Aside from the charming iconography and

the art historical references, what do dragons

have to do with us? Where are today's drag-

ons? I went to the Internet, checked one

web crawler for "dragon," and found 104

entries. Not too much about Saint George; a

whole lot of stuffabout Dungeons and Drag-

ons, the computer game ("links to all the

Multi-User Dungeons and Dragons sites you

can find in Singapore"); artists who like to

draw dragons ("3-D computer dragons.

Aliens, Whales, all hand-modeled tfom the

weird and twisted mind of Andrew Denton

rendered in Imagine and Light\vave 3D");

figurines; comic books; Dragon's Eye Soft-

ware; "some useful and interesting links

about China"; "Anne McCaffrey's Drag-

onriders of Pern"; the Barcelona Dragons ot
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the World Football League; Dragon-boat

rowing; and the "SunDragon solar car team."

Dragons appear to be alive and well—at least

in cyberspace.

We needed dragons five hundred years

ago, and we need them still. Regardless of

the form they take, dragons seem destined to

be an important part of our collective un-

conscious. As Harvard biologist E. O. Wil-

son writes in "The Serpent," a chapter in

the book Biophilia, "The snake and the ser-

pent, flesh and blood reptile and demonic

dream image, reveal the complexity of our

relation to nature and the fascination and

beauty inherent in all forms of organisms.

Even the deadliest and most repugnant crea-

tures bring an endowment of magic to the

human mind."

The "real" animals held to be responsible

for some of the dragon or sea serpent stories,

such as the crocodile, the Komodo dragon,

the African rock python, and the oarfish, re-

ceive only perfunctory discussions. Shuker

does not even mention that Draco is now the

generic name of a family of "flying" agamid

Hzards found in Southeast Asia and Indone-

sia. Somewhat surprisingly, a page is devoted

to a discussion of the protowhales known as

zeuglodonts, where the author writes that

"while true snakes can only flex their bodies

into horizontal coils, zeuglodonts could un-

dulate vertically, so corresponding not only

with many lake and sea monsters, reported in

modern times, but also with legends of

aquatic serpent dragons."

Despite corroborated evidence that the

famous Loch Ness monster's "surgeon s pho-

tograph" was a hoax (the nephew of the man

who faked it confessed on his deathbed that

he had been part of the 1934 conspiracy),

monster-hunters continue to diligently pa-

trol the shores of the loch. "Nessie" is one of

the contemporary "dragons" in this book.

The International Society of Cryptozoology

flourishes. Dragons and other monsters have

acquired an importance that extends far be-

yond their identification with real animals.

Something in us requires natural mystery

along with our natural history.

Richard Ellis is an illustrator and writer special-

izing in marine natural histoiy. His books in-

clude Men and Whales, ivAonsters of the Sea,

and theforthcoming Deep Adantic: Life,

Death, and Exploration in the Abyss.
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Rain of Iron and Ice
ByJohn S. Lewis (Helix Books/Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1996, $20)

A planetary scientist analyzes the iniphcations of comet impacts for life on earth.

The Three Big Bangs
By Philip M. Dauber and Richard A. Midler (Helix Books /Addison-Wesley Publisliing

Company, 1996, $25)

The coUision of comet Shoemaker-Levy with Jupiter convinced these astronomers

that three such cosmic, cataclysmic events paved the way for human life.
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A writer's panorama of the ecology and human history of this vast western desert.

Lucy's Bones, Sacred Stones, and Einstein's Brain
By Harvey Rachlin (Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1996, $25)

Vignettes about some famous finds.

The Time Before History
By Colin Tudgc (Scribner, 1996, $27.50)

Essayist Tudge traces the impact of human evolution on our planet and predicts

catastrophic social and ecological consequences if population growth is not

controlled.

How Life Begins
By Christopher Vaughan (Times Books /Random House, 1996, $32)

A biomedical writer examines the nine months of life in the womb.

Braving the Elements
By David Laskin (Doubleday, 1996, $23.95)

Laskin tracks the vagaries of climate from Paleo-Indian times to the present.

Of Tigers and Men
By Richard Ives (Doubleday/Nan A. Talese, 1996, $24.95)

Ives, who has worked as a trekking guide in Southeast Asia, explores India's

dwindling forest and jungle habitats and concludes that India's tigers will be

extinct in another twenty-five years.

Swamp Screamer
By Charles Fergus (North Point Press/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1996, $23)

A natural history of the fifty surviving Florida panthers.

Handmade Wilderness
By Don Schueler (Houghton Mifflin Co., 1996, $21.95)

What begins in 1968 as an eighty-acre spot of "the least worst land" in

Mississippi's backwoods evolves through the labors of two friends into a

200-acre wildlife refuge.
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The first inhabitants of

North America migrated over

the Bering Strait hind Bridge

10,000 to 15,000 years ago.

abitants of the continent for more than 10,000

years, the Indians of North America hved in

complete harmony with their environment, viewing

nature as an iimate part of their spirit and soul.

Now, in three remarkable books, the centuries-old

story of the native American— their history,

culture, myths, and deep bond with nature—
unfolds before your eyes.

Atlas of the NoiHi American Indian

Carl Waldman

In the year 1000 A.D., a time when much of the

world stilled toiled in the twilight of the Dark

Ages, a North American people, the Tbltecs, were

wrapped in a joyous embrace with nature. They

were developing improved strains of maize, squash,

and com. Crafting fine objects in gold and sihier

And erecting elaborate colonnaded halls. These

are just some of the many remarkable facts you'll

find in this fascinating reference. Over 100

handsomely illustrated historical, military, cultural,

and period maps show you tribal locations,

migrations, land cessions, and key battles. A
comprehensive appendbt provides an at-a-glance

chronology of Indian history.

Publisher's Price: $30.00

Encyclopedia of Native

American Tribes

Carl Waldman

At the height of their stewardship

over North America, more than

150 Indian nations thrWed from

the frozen tundras of Alaska to the

steamyjungles of the Yucatan. Here,

Spectacular earthen mounds marked

Indian burial sites and housed

religious temples

fc

NEWBRIDGE
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LIBRARY OF
NORTH

AMERICAN
INDIANS
for only$295

A $92.95 VALUE!
As your introduction to the Natural Science Book Club.

You simply agree to buy 3 more books — at significant

savings — within the next 12 months.

in one volume, the strikingly diverse ways of

life of all these tribes emerge. You'll find

alphabetically organized summaries of every

tribe and people, from the Algonquian to the

Zuni. You'll also find descriptions of Indian life

in 12 m^or cultural areas, from the Subarctic

to the Southwest. Throughout, you'll gain

insight into tribal languages, means of

subsistence, religion, and crafts. Over 250

color illustrations paint a vivid picture of

Indian life through the years.

Publisher's Price: $35.00

Voices of the Winds

Margot Edmonds and Ella E. Clark

Whether Aleut or Navaho, Cheyenne or

Cherokee, all Indians believe that everything

in nature possesses a secret life within. And in

this memorable book, you'll find revealed

native Americans' myths and legends— a

treasure trove of oral history

ft-om more than 60 tribes. In

simple, lyrical language, tribal

storytellers weave scores of

fascinating tales into a

compelling tapestry

chronicling creation, the

origin of fire, the beauty of the

environment, and mystical

truths. Nowhere else will you

find such an evocative

depiction of tribal tradition

and Indian culture, spirit, and wisdom.

Publisher's Price: $27.95

nolo in Molly Braui

The three-volume Library of North American

Indians provides an extraordinary, sweeping look

at the first inhabitants and long-time caretakers

of our continent— all for just $2.95. To receive

your collection, simply fill in the coupon and mail

it today

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS In addition to getting

the LIBRARY OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS for

only $2.95 when you join, you keep saving substan-

tially with discounts of up to 50% off the publishers'

prices on books you choose to purchase. • Also, you

can participate in our Bonus Book Plan after

purchasing just one regular selection at the

discounted member's price. • Moreover, our books

are always identical to the publishers' editions.

You'll never receive an "economy edition" with

inferior paper and bindings from us. • At 3-4 week

intervals (15 times per year), you will receive the

Natural Science Book Club News, describing the

coming Main Selection and Alternate Selections,

together vnth a dated reply card. • In addition, up

to three times a year, you may receive offers of

Special Selections which will be made available to

a group of select members. • If you want the Main

Selection, do nothing, and it will be sent to you

automatically. • If you prefer another selection, or

no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the

card and return it by the date specified. • You will

have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late

mail deUvery of the News, you should receive a book

you do not want, we guarantee return postage.

©Newbridge Communications, Inc.,

a K-III Education Co.
— —

—

1
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PO Box 6022, Delran, NJ 08075-9665

Please accept ray application for trial raembership

and send me the LIBRARY OF NORTH AMERICAN
INDIANS (00085) billing me only $2.95, plus shipping

and handling. I agree to purchase at le,ist three

additional selections over the next 12 months. As a

member, 1 can save up to 50% off the publishers' prices.

My membership is cancelable any time after 1 buy these

three additional books. A shipping and handling charge

is added to all shipments.

No-Risk Guarantee: If 1 am not satisfied— for any

reason— I may return the LIBRARY OF NORTH
AMERICAN INDIANS within 10 days. My membership

^vill be canceled, and I will owe nothing.

Name_

Address_

Oity

-Apt.

-.Zip_Slate.

(Books purchased for professional purposes may be a

tax-deductible expense. Prices are slightly higher
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The Variety of Supernatural Experience
//; his new book, The Demon-

Haunted World, astronomer Carl

Sagan decries—and tries to

understand—the persistence of

pseudoscientific thinking in an

ostensibly scientific age. UFOology

and belief in alien abductions,

Sagan argues, are only the most

recent manifestation of a need to

"wrap up the old gods and demons 1

scientific raiment.

"

Excerpt In 1645 a Cornish

teen-ager, Anne Jef-

feries, was found groggy, crumpled

on the floor of her home. Much

later, she recalled being attacked by

half a dozen little men, carried par-

alyzed to a castle in the air, seduced,

and returned home. She called the

Uttle men fairies, who returned to

terrify and torment her. (For many

pious Christians, as for the inquisi-

tors of Joan of Arc, fairies were

demons, plain and simple.) The

next year she was arrested for

witchcraft.

Fairies traditionally have magical

powers and can cause paralysis by the merest

touch. The ordinary passage of time is

slowed in fairyland. Fairies are reproduc-

tively impaired, so they have sex with hu-

mans and carry off babies from their cra-

dles—sometimes leaving a fairy substitute, a

"changeling." Now it seems a fair question:

If Anne Jefferies had grown up in a culture

touting aliens rather than fairies, and UFOs
rather than casdes in the air, would her story

have been distinguishable in any significant

respect fi-om the ones "abductees" tell?

In his 1982 book. The Terror That Comes in

the Night, David Hufford describes an execu-

tive in his mid-thirties who recalled a sum-

mer spent as a teen-ager in his aunt's house.

One night, he saw mysterious lights moving

;n the harbor. Afterward, he fell asleep. From

n;s bed he then witnessed a white, glowing

h^Lre climoing the stairs. She entered his

room, paused, aiid then said—andcHmacti-

caijy, it seems to me—"That is the

linoleum." Some nights the figure was an old

^4 space alien meets Ross Perot.

woman; other nights, an elephant. Some-

times the young man was convinced the en-

tire busmess was a dream; other times he was

certain he was awake. He was pressed down

into his bed, paralyzed, unable to move or

cry out. His heart was pounding. He was

short of breath. Similar events occurred on

many consecutive nights. What was happen-

ing here? These events took place before

alien abductions were widely described. If

the young man had known about alien ab-

ductions, would his old woman have had a

larger head and bigger eyes?

In a famous passage in Tlie Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire. Edward Gibbon de-

scribed the practice of superstition "so con-

genial to the multitude";

If they areforcibly awakened, they still

regret the loss of their pleasing vision. Tlieir

love of the marvellous and supernatural,

their curiosity with regard tofuture events,

and their strong propensity to extend their

hopes and fears beyond the limits

of the visible world, were the

principal causes which favored the

establishment of Polytheism. So

urgent on the vulgar is the

necessity of believing, that thefall

ofany system of mythology ivill

most probably be succeeded by the

introduction ofsome other

mode ofsuperstition.

Put aside Gibbon's social snob-

bery: the devil tormented th(

upper classes too, and even a king-

James I, England's first Stuar

monarch—wrote a credulous anc

superstitious book on demon

{Daemonologie, 1597). He also wa'

the patron of the great Englisl:

translation of the Bible that stil

bears his name. It was King James

opinion that tobacco was thf

"devil's weed," and a number o

witches were exposed through thei;

addiction to this drug. But by 1628

James had become a thoroughgoing

skeptic—mainly because adoles-

cents had been found faking de

monic possession, in which state they hac

accused innocent people of witchcraft. Ifwt

reckon that even a Uttle of the rampant gulli-

bility he attributes to late classical times is lef

over in ours, should we not expect some-

thing like demons to find a mche in the pop-

ular culture of the present?

Of course, as enthusiasts for extraterres-

trial visitations are quick to remind me

there's another interpretation of these histor-

ical parallels: Aliens, they say, have alway

been visiting us, poking at us, impregnatinf

us. In earlier times we recognized them x

gods, demons, fairies, or spirits; only now del

we understand that it's aliens who've beer

diddHng us all these mUlennia. But then why

are there virtually no reports offlying saucer

prior to 1947?

Excerptedfrom The Demon-Haunted World:

Science as a Candle in the Dark,

by Carl Sagan. Published by Random House

in January 1996.



Now. . . learn both ways to—

Write for Publication!
If you want to write like a published

author, begin at the beginning. Start

with the same basic elements of fiction

and nonfiction used by successful writ-

ers, and once you master these basics

you can pursue any writing niche that

interests you.

You've already seen enough, done
enough, experienced enough relationships,

and accumulated enough special knowl-
edge and facts to fill a five-foot shelf.

But what you may be lacking are the

practical training and professional tech-

niques you need to get it all down on paper

and put it across to

the toughest of all

readers: the editors

and publishers who
decide what will

appear in print.

Where do you turn
for help?

Many aspiring writ-

ers "go it alone"
because they don't

know where to turn

for help, or because

the only help avail-

able is in a distant

classroom or lecture

hall. What most
unpublished writers

need is "a class of

one"—personal, one-

on-one instruction

from a qualified pro-

fessional who knows
how to break into

print— someone
who 's done it and been trained to teacli you
how to do it!

Your personal instructor works with
you one-on-one

The challenge was taken up by a group of
writers and editors whose personal
instruction, by correspondence, over the

last 25 years has produced thousands of
new authors. The program they devel-
oped. Breaking into Print'', combines the

two most basic forms of creative writing:

fiction and nonfiction. Instead of one sep-

arate course in fiction and another in non-
fiction. Breaking into Print combines both
in one course! Then, when you're ready,

you may choose any writing niche that

interests you and we'll teach you how to

market to it. You save time, save money,
and enhance your prospects for getting

published.

It's a flexible program for busy adults:

You work at home—on your schedule. You
set the pace that's comfortable for you, and
your personal instructor—a widely pub-
lished author of short stories, books, or arti-

Learn both ways
There are two main roads to publication:

fiction and nonfiction.

You can take a course in fiction and learn

how to write short stories.

Then you can take a course in nonfiction

and learn how to write articles.

Or, you can take our combined
fiction/nonfiction course, Breaking into

Print^, and learn how to write both articles

and short stories.

You save time, save money, and enhance

your prospects for getting published.

Then, if you wish, you may specialize in

any writing niche you choose and learn

how to market your writing.

It's a better way to learn, yes—but you

have to qualify for this program. To find out

how, read on.

cles, or an experienced editor—fits his or

her schedule to yours.

We help you to find your own
individual writing niche

Breaking into Print not only teaches you
how to write articles and short stories—it

also offers you special instruction in the

fiction or nonfiction niche that suits your

individual goals and interests. It might be
mystery, religion, romance, adventure,

family, or any other niche—or you may
decide to stay with the basic fiction/nonfic-

tion program.

Whatever your decision may be, your

instructor will stick

with you until you
graduate, and show
you how to market
your finished work
to your chosen edi-

torial niche.

This one-on-one

pairing of an aspir-

ing writer with a pro-

fessional offers you
a quality and intensi-

ty of training in writ-

ing—and marketing

your writing—that's

simply unavailable

in most colleges and

universities.

Breaking inlo Prim is recommended for college

credits by the Connecticut Board for State Academic Awards

and approved by the Connecticut Commissioner ofEducation.

You must qualify

for this program

But first, you must
pass our Writing
Aptitude Test and
demonstrate real

writing potential. If

you have the aptitude to qualify, you'll get

our commitment in writing:

Your personal instructor will

—

Teach you how to write both articles and

short stories in one course;

Help you to find your writing niche;

Show you how to market your writing.

By the time you graduate, you will

have written at least two manuscripts that

are ready to submit to an editor or pub-
lisher.

Of course, not everyone gets published;

we simply promise you the best training

available.

"I just can't say enough about
the quality of instruction"

Students enrolled in Breaking into Print

find that the program is truly a superior

way to learn.

"I just can't say enough... about the qual-

ity of instruction," writes Gerald Bennett,

Lynchburg, VA. "My ambition to write is

being realized, and the tangible proof is in

three published articles, with two others

actively under consideration."

A "new" method
An important feature of any writing pro-

gram designed for today's adults is flexibili-

ty—not one tied to a fixed classroom routine,

but a program that fits their schedules.

Students must also be free to work at their

own pace. Yet, their personal writing

instructor must always be available to

them—responsive and supportive.

These are the hallmarks of Breaking into

Print, a correspondence learning program

offered by Long Ridge Writers Group*.

Correspondence study—established at

Yale and the University of Chicago over 100

years ago—is today's "new" method of learn-

ing. It's the way more than 3,000,000 busy

adults are learning new skills right now!

SOURCES: U.S. DEPT. OF EDUCATION AND DISTANCE
EDUCATION AND TRAINING COUNCIL. WASH., DC

"Over the years, I have taken writing

classes at local colleges and they were very

good," writes June Freitas. Salem, OR. "But

my Long Ridge instructor was of more prac-

tical help and inspiration than all the [other]

courses combined."

Free Writing Aptitude Test
and Program Outline

To identify adults who are qualified for

Breaking inlo Print, we offer a free Writ-

ing Aptitude Test. To receive your copy,

plus a free program outline, mail the

coupon below.

When you return your test, our staff

will evaluate it at no cost to you. If you
qualify you'll be eligible to enroll. But
that's entirely your decision.

There is no

obligation.

'The leslimonials in this ad were provided volimtarily. willmil remuneration, by Long Ridge Writers Group students, from 1990 to 1995.

Get both FREE!

Breaking
into

Print

PROGRAM
OUTUNE

Writing

Aptitude^

Test"/^

Long Ridge Writers Group
91 Long Ridge Road
West Redding, CT 06896-0802

Yes, please send me your Writing Aptitude

Test with a brochure describing your com-
bined fiction/nonfiction program.

I understand that if I pass, I may
enroll—but I am under no obligation, and

no salesperson will visit me.

Mr. Mrs. Ms. Miss

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) P9218

PRINT NAME CLEARLY

STREET APT.

CITY

STATE ZIP
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The Inside Story
By Howard Topoff

^'D - R 0"M Much to his fathers dismay,

Charles Darwin dropped out

of medical school, repulsed by the sight of

blood and guts during surger\' without anes-

thesia. If your curiosity about the human

body is also tempered by a certain queasiness,

say hello to A.D.A.M. (Animated Dissection

ofAnatomy for Medicine), a multimedia ex-

perience that lets the entire family discover

the secrets of the human body.

The "guts" of A.D.A.M. is the Family

Album, in which Adam and Eve use ani-

mated video, text, and articulate narration to

guide us on a system-by-system voyage into

the body. The module on reproduction

—

there are twelve modules in all—is done ex-

pUcidy and tastefiiUy. The cardio\'ascular s)'s-

tem illustrates blood flow through a normal

heart, and wrhat happens to cardiac muscle

during a heart attack. The h-mphatic s\-stem

explains breast cancer and concludes with a

tutorial for self examination. And the respi-

ratory system, in addition to depicting the

basics of ox\'gen exchange, provides a vivid

iUustration of choking: a piece of celerj-,

which ordinarily slides uneventfiilly down

the esophagus, lodges in Adam's trachea. A
fast-acting &iend uses the Heimlich maneu-

ver to oust the monel, which Adam spits out

as a green, semiliquid that splatters the inside

of the computer screen. I thought it was

pretty disgusting. My eleven-year-old

daughter's reaction? Cool!

A.D.A.M.s curriculum is diverse enough

to capture the interest and curiosity of

people differing widely in age and hormonal

state. My daughter grabbed the mouse and

immediately cUcked on "'Conception and

Pregnancy." I had somewhat different con-

cerns and headed straight for "Enlarged

Prostate Gland."

Rounding out AJD-A,M. is an artistically

exquisite section on anatomy, a 275-wotd

glossars" of biological terms, and six jigsaw

puzzles in which you rearrange body organs

to form functional systems. Even if you're

not in medical school, rely on A.D.A.M. to

pro\ide hours of solid education and great

fim to boot.

A.D.A.M. Software, Inc.

1600 River Edge Parkway (Suite 800)

Adanta, GA 30328. $40.

Howard Topoff is a professor ofpsychology at

CUWs Hunter College and a research associate

ill the American Museum's Department of

Entomology.

Loggmg-on to

the Next Frontier

By Robert Anderson

n a t U r eTlT^ Like ever)T:hing else

JHi on the Internet, nat-

ural-history-related web sites are multiphing

exponentially-. Some of the best sites I have

come across w«re created {not surprisingjv)

by people who were wired up years before

the rest ofus—the astronomers and planetary-

scientists who have been beaming data and

images from their global netv\-otk ofobser\a-

tories and far-flimg space probes for decades.

After I overheard someone discussing the

spectacular new images from the repaired

Hubble space telescope, I turned to the

computer (http://w-ww^stsci.edu/EPA/Pic-

tures.html) to get a glimpse of the three star-

fonning pillars of M16, the Eagle Nebula.

Checking ever\- few- days for new images. I

saw four stars surrounded by protoplanetars'

disks in the Orion Nebula. Looking at the

disks was like peering back 4.5 biUion years

to the formation ofour owti solar s\fstem.

For discoveries a bit closer to home, wy

The Nine Planets (http://www.bg\tf.hu./

planet/nineplanecs.html); to follow- the latest

developments of the spacecraft Galileo as it

orbits Jupiter, see http://wwn-jpl.nasa.gov

/gahleo. The site http://encke.jpl.nasa.gov

gi\'es you the information needed to spot

comets. Eight that are currendy visible are

listed: but since I Kve in ligjit-polluted mid-

towTQ Manhattan, the w^eb is probabh' the

best place for me to see them.

Robert Anderson is an editor at

Natural Histor%-.
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T., he American Museum ofNatural

History has sponsored thousands of scientific

expeditions in an effort to untangle the

world's greatest mysteries. It is this urge to

discover and understand that inspires

Discovery Tours, the Museum's educational

travel department.

Join our world-renowned scientists on

an adventure of discovery.

Discovery Tours

rican



CRUISES
We use a range of vessels,

including icebreakers, expedition

ships, and deluxe yachts, to bring

Museum travelers the most

unusual cruises available. Each is

designed exclusively for the

American Museum of Natural

History, and a stimulating

enrichment program is led by a

distinguished team ofMuseum

and guest lecturers.

Patagonia to Peru

March 19 -April 4, 1996

From S6,670

Singapore to Bombay

March30-Aprill9, 1996

From $6, 1 95 from New York

Wonders of tlie Amazon

April 11 -22, 1996

From $3,625

Ancient Coast of Turkey

May 27 -June 9, 1996

From S4,895

Rome to Atiiens

June6-18, 1996

From S4,980 from New York

Alasl<a's Coastal Wilderness

June 23 -30, 1996

From S3,002

'Round Britain

June26-July 10, 1996

From $5,480

Bridging the Bering Strait

June 29 -July 11,1996

From $4,745

Wildlife of the Galapagos:

A Family Adventure

July 2 -12. 1996

From $3,970 for adults

and $2,840 for children

Scandinavia and the Baltic

July 14-27, 1996

From $4,195

The Northwest Passage

July 20 -August 5, 1996

From $11,980

Romantic Waterways:

Vienna to Frankfurt

September 14-21, 1996

From $3,780

Passage to Suez

October 2 -14, 1996

From $4,595 from New York

Ancient Egypt and the Nile

October 14-30, 1996

From $6,240 from New York

TRAIN TRIPS
Aboard our privately-chartered

trains, travelers are able to explore

remote areas often inaccessible by

other modes of fransportation. We
traverse some of the world's most

legendary rail routes aboard trains

equipped with very comfortable

facilities.

Copper Canyon

March 2 -10, 1996

$2,490

National Parks of the West

May 19-28, 1996

From $3,990

Royal Scotsman:

England and Scotland

May20-June 1,1996

$8,380

The Amber Route of Europe

May 24 -June 3. 1996

$7,990

Beijing to Moscow
June 13 -28. 1996

From $6,980

Southern Africa:

An Historic Safari

August 31 - September 17, 1996

$12,140 from New York

Istanbul to Damascus

September 18 - October 4, 1996

From $6,590

LAND PROGRAMS
Far from the standard tourist track,

our land tours are designed to

provide a small group of travelers

with an in -depth and enriching

experience. Study leaders are

selected for their extensive know-

ledge ofthe destinations and their

desire to share this knowledge with

Museum travelers.

Natural Wonders and

Wildlife of Venezuela

March 21 -April 3, 1996

$4,551 from Miami

New York City Weekend

April 25 -29, 1996

$1,100

Origins of Man:

South Africa and Botswana

May 3 -19, 1996

$5,625

Cornwall Walk

May6-15, 1996

$3,650 from New York

Botswana: Desert and Delta

August 31 -Sept. 16.1996

$6,990

Himalayan Kingdoms:

Nepal and Bhutan

September 10-27, 1996

Price to be announced

Morocco

September 28 - October 12. 1996

$4,750 from New York

Peru Expedition

October 12-26, 1996

Approx. $3,990

FIELD TRIPS
For those in search of more

outdoor-oriented educational

programs, our field trips offer

somewhat more rigorous journeys

in renowned natural settings.

Traveling into wilderness areas

with expert study leaders,

participants enjoy splendid

surroundings and hands-on

experiences.

Archaeology and Rock Art

of the San Juan River

May 10-15, 1996

$945

Digging for Dinosaur Fossils

In the Rockies

July6-13, 1996

$1,195

df Natural History
For a complete list of destinations, contact the Discovery Tours Office. ^

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024 Tol^free: 80O462-8687 New York: 212-769^700
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This View of Life;

What separated Darwin's

xanscendent greatness from

anies Dwielit Dana's

On a Toothed Bird's

Place in Nature

We do not usually

surrender the intellectual

system of a lifetime for one

bit of information that

does not fit

By Stephen Jay Gould

I have long considered Abraham Lincoln

to be Charles Darwin's American soul-

mate—for they were born on the same day

of February 12, 1809. But perhaps the ac-

cidents ofjoint beginnings should not de-

fine a concept of such intimacy. If soul-

mates must be linked more tightly by their

' active choices, then Darwin's American

alter ego can only be his fellow scientist

James Dwight Dana (1813-1895)—geolo-

gist, biologist, longtime professor at Yale,

and surely America's preeminent indige-

nous natural historian of the nineteenth

century. (Louis Agassiz, the other obvious

contender, was born in Switzerland and

did his important scientific work in Eu-

rope before coming to Harvard University

in the late 1840s.)

Dana and Darwin never met person-

ally—although they both expressed a

warm desire to do so in their numerous

letters. But their careers and interests ran

in intricate, almost eerily parallel courses.

(I suppose that true soulmates should

match their lives by completely indepen-

dent choices.)

Both men had their scientific baptism in

a long sea voyage around the world—Dar-

win on the Beagle from 1831 to 1836, and

Dana on the Wilkes Expedition of

1838—1842, young America's greatest in-

ternational scientific journey, dispatched

primarily to assess the whaling prospects of

southern oceans. Both men then built

their scientific careers on the same two

subjects, inspired by their travels.

Darwin's first scientific book, published

in 1842, presented a correct theory on the

origin of coral reefs and atolls by subsi-

dence of a central island, with continued

upgrowth of living coral at the edges.

Dana also became fascinated with corals

when he visited Pacific reefs. In 1839,

while ashore in Sydney, Dana chanced

, upon a description of Darwin's ideas in a

local newspaper. With this inspiration,

Dana produced the other major nine-

Stepbenjay Gould reaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Uiiiivr-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.

teenth-century work on coral reefs

—

Corals and Coral Islands, substantially sup-

porting Darwin's "subsidence theory" but

based on far more extensive observations

than Darwin had been able to make. In the

preface to the second edition of his coral

reet book, Darwin wrote:

The first edition of this book appeared in

1842, and since then only one important

work on the same subject has appeared,

namely . . . by Professor Dana. . . . It has

also afforded me the highest satisfaction to

find that he accepts the fimdamerital propo-

sition that lagoon-islands or atolls, and bar-

rier-reefs, have beenformed during periods

of subsidence.

Both Darwin and Dana did their major

technical work in zoologv' on the taxon-

omy of the same group ot organisms—the

crustacean arthropods. Darwin published

four volumes between 1851 and 1854 on

the oddest of Crustacea, the barnacles.

Dana spent fourteen years of research and

study on specimens collected by the

Wilkes Expedition and pubhshed his finest

work in 1852—t\vo volumes on the tax-

onomy of crustaceans. In fact, Darwin's

barnacles inspired their first personal con-

tact m 1849, when Darwin wrote to ask if

he might borrow specimens coUected by
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Dana's expedition (thus, the striking simi-

larity- ot their careers had developed with-

out any direct mutual encouragement).

Darwin wrote, rather tormaUy:

/ hope {hilt you will forgive the liberty I

take in addressina you . . . in order to beg,

if it lies in your power, assistance. . . . It is

wy earnest imsh to make my monograph as

perfect as I can. Can you lend me any spe-

cies collected during your great expedition?

Dana replied, warmlv but sadlv, that he

would be personally delighted to do so,

but had neither possession nor authority

over the specimens. Darwin understood

and wrote Dana a long letter ot praise for

his work, noting: "You cannot imagine

how- much gratihed I ha\-e been that you

have to a certain extent agreed with my
coral island notions."

A warm epistolary friendship ensued,

Darwin WTOte three years later, in 1852:

You ask whether I shall ever come to the

United States. I can assure you that no tour

whatei'er could be halfso interesting to me,

but with my largefamily I do not suppose

that I shall ever leave home. It would be a

real pleasure for me to make your personal

acquaintance.

(Darwin knew himself well. After saihng

around the world and returning to Eng-

land, Darwin never again left his island

home; he never e\en crossed the EngUsh

Channel!)

The next vear. Darwin enthused over

Dana's recently published volumes on

Crustacea:

Ifyou had done nothing else whatever, it

would have been a magnum opus for life.

Forgive my presuming to estimate your

labors, but when I think that this work has

followed your Corals and your GeologN; I

aw really lost in astonishment at what you

have done in mental labor And then, be-

sides the labor, so much originality in all

your works!

Despite this effusion of warmth and

mutual support, Dana and Dar\\in in-

evitably parted company on the great issue

that would define their time (and ours).

I
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Atlanta Housewife Investigated And

Almost Arrested For Losing 73 Pounds

Did you ever notice that when you're fat,

people actually stare at you while you

eat. It's as if they want to tap you on the

shoulder and say, "If you wouldn't eat that

stuff, you wouldn't be so fat!"

Hello. My name is Kate Maldoney. You

don't know me from Adam. But I'm a real

person. I hve near Sandy Springs, Georgia.

And, up until two years ago, I was the fat

lady that eveiyone was staring at.

I was too tired to go out with my friends at

night. I was even embarrassed to go out on

weekends by myself I waddled when I

walked. I sweat when I ate. I wore anything

loose that would hang straight down and

wouldn't cling. I couldn't even cross my legs. I

wasn't just "overweight." I was fat. I was 5'4"

and weighed 202 pounds.

I went to my doctor for help. But I wasn't

optimistic. During the past seven years I had

tried 16 different diets. One by one. And I

failed at all of them,

My doctor listened to me very carefully and

then recommended an entirely different pro-

gram. This wasn't a "diet." It was a unique

new weight-loss progi'am researched by a

team of bariatric physicians — specialists

who treat the severely obese. The program

itself was developed by Dr. James Cooper of

Atlanta, Georgia.

I started the program on May 17th. Within

the first four days, I only lost three pounds.

So I was disappointed. But during the three

weeks that followed, my weight began to

drop. Rapidly. Within the next 196 days, I

went from 202 pounds to 129 pounds.

The reason the program worked was

simple: I was always eating.

I could eat six times every day. So I never

felt deprived. Never hungry. I could snack in

the afternoon. Snack before dinner. I could

even snack at night while I was watching TV.

How can you eat so much and still lose

weight?

The secret is not in the amount of food you

eat. It's in the prescribed combination of foods

you eat in each 24-hour period. Nutritionally

dense portions of special fiber, unrefined car-

bohydrates, and certain proteins that gener-

ate a calorie-burning process that continues

all day long ... a complete 24-hour fat-reduc-

tion cycle.

Metabolism is evened out, so fat is burned

away around the clock. Not just in unhealthy

spurts like many diets. That's why it lets you

shed pounds so easily. Without hunger. With-

out nervousness.

By Kathleen Ann Maldoney

And it's all good wholesome food. No

weird stuff You'll enjoy a variety of meats,

chicken, fish, vegetables, potatoes, pasta,

sauces — plus your favorite snacks. Lots of

snacks.

This new program must be the best kept

secret in America. Because, up until now,

it's only been available to doctors. No one

else. In fact, the Clinic-30 Program has been

used by 142 doctors in the U.S. and Canada

to treat more than 9,820 patients, So it's

doctor-tested. And proven. This is the first

time it's been available to the public.

There are other benefits too ...

• There are no amphetamines. No drugs of

any kind.

• No pills. No powders. No chalky-tasting

drinks to mix. Everything's at your local

supermarket. No special foods to buy.

• There's no strenuous exercise program.

• You don't count calories. Just follow the

program. It's easy.

• It's low in sodium, so you don't hold

water.

• You eat the foods you really enjoy. Great

variety. Great taste.

• You can dine out.

• There's no ketosis. No bad breath odor.

But here's the best part ...

Once you lose the weight, you can keep it

off. Permanently! Because you're not hungry

all the time.

Let's face it. We all have "eating Ufe-

styles." Our eating habits usually include

three meals a day. Plus two or three snacks.

We all love snacks. Especially at night.

But most diets force us to change all that.

And that's why they fail!

The Clinic-30 Program lets you continue

your normal eating lifestyle. You can eat six

times a day. You can snack when you wish.

So, when you lose the weight, you can keep

it off. For good. Because no one's forcing you

to change.

Here are some other patients from Geor-

gia who entered Dr, Cooper's Clinic-30 Pro-

gram with me ,..

• Reverend Donald F, is a 42-year-old

minister who went from 227 to 179 in just

four months.

"In spite of church suppers, I've lost al-

most 50 pounds in four months and I'm not

having a rebound gain."

• Renate M. was a G.I. bride from Ger-

many who went from 212 to 140.2 in 8'/2

months.

"/ believe I was a participant in every

weight-reducing plan there ever was. Then,

about two years ago, I started the Clinic-30

Program. And I haven't regained a pound."

And then there's me. About 4 months ago

I was stopped by a policeman for not using

my turning signal. When he looked at my
driver's license he claimed it wasn't mine.

He said it had someone else's picture on it.

After he called for a computer check, he

came back to the car smiling, "You must

have lost a lot of weight. This picture doesn't

even look like you." I agreed. In a way, it

was one of the nicest "warnings" I'd ever re-

ceived.

Obviously, Fm excited about the pro-

gram. This is the first time it's been

available outside of a chnical setting. Dr.

Cooper has asked Green Tree Press, Inc. to

distribute it.

We'll be happy to send you the program to

examine for 31 days. Show it to your doctor.

Try it. There's no obligation. In fact, your

check won't be cashed for 31 days. You may

even postdate it 31 days in advance if you

wish.

Choose a day and start the progi'am. If

you don't begin losing weight within five

days — and continue losing weight — we'll

promptly return your original uncashed

check. No delays. No excuses.

Or keep it longer. Try it for six months.

Even then, if you're not continuing to lose

weight on a regular basis, you'll receive a

full refund. Promptly, And without question.

This is the fairest way we know to prove to

you how well this new progi'am works.

To order, just send your name, address

and postdated check for $12,95 (plus $3.00

shipping/handling) to The Chnic-30 Pro-

gram, c/o Green Tree Press, Inc., Dept, 936,

3603 West 12th Street, Erie, PA 16505,

AN IMPORTANT REMINDER
As your weight begins to drop, do not al-

:ow yourself to become too thin.

It's also very important to consult your

physician before commencing any weight-

loss program. Show him this program.

And be sure to see him periodically if you

intend to take off large amounts of weight.

Green Tree Press is a member of tlie Erie.

Pennsyhania Chamber of Commerce, Bank and

business references are a\ ailable upon request-

1996 Green Tree Press, Inc.
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the nuinero iiiio, the big enchilada—evolu-

tion itself. As I shall document later, Dana

did eventually succumb to the inevitable in

the mid- 1870s, but his late support for

evolution always remained stricdy limited,

clearly begrudging, and only admitted as a

necessary device to save as much as pos-

sible of his unaltered worldview. Dana re-

mained a staunch, if always cordial, oppo-

nent of evolution throughout the great

debates of the 1860s, the defining decade

after Darwin published the Origin of Species

m 1859.

Dar\vin sent Dana a copy of the first

edition, but Dana's health had broken, and

he did not read the book until 1863.

Nonetheless, Dana could not avoid the

issue when publishing the first edition of

his most famous work in 1862—the Maii-

ual of Geology. 'While stating his opposition

in the book, Dana also thought that he

owed his epistolary friend a personal ex-

planation. So he wrote to Darwin on Feb-

ruary 5, 1863: "1 hope that ere this you

have the copy of the Geology (and without

any charge of expense, as was my inten-

tion), I have still to report your book un-

read; tor my head has all it can now do in

my college duties,"

Dana then spelled out his major objec-

tions, all paleontological, in a series of

three points. Dana's arguments sho^v that

his opposition rested upon a personal def-

inition ot evolution as a necessarily pro-

gressive and gradual process—that is, tor

evolution to be true in Dana's judgment,

the history of life would have to proceed

by slow and steady transformation from

simple to complex forms in each hneage,

Dana then listed his objections:

/, Tlie absence, in the great majority of

cases, of those transitions by small differences

required by such a theory.

2. Tliefact of the commencement of types in

some cases by their higher groups of species

instead of the lower

3. Tlie fact that with the transitions in the

strata and formations, the exterminations of

species often cut the threads ofgenera, fami-

lies, and tribes . . . and yet the threads have

been started again in new species.

These are all traditional objections

—

lack of transitional forms, first seolosical

appearance of advanced rather than primi-

tive members ot a hneage, and mass ex-

tinctions—and Darwm rebutted them all

(not entirely successfully as later history

would show) by arguing that a woefijUy

imperfect fossil record would render a

gradual and progressive history of hfe in

this deceptive manner. Dar^vin did feel

that he owed Dana a personal reply and

wrote back with his usual rationale on

Februars' 20, 1863, just two weeks after

Dana had dated his letter—not bad for sea

transport of mail during the Ci\'il "War:

With respect to the change of species, Ifully

admit your objections are perfectly valid. I

have noticed them. . . . I admit the same

if the geological record is not excessively

impeifect.

Then, in the only hint of rancor that I

have ever detected in their correspon-

dence, Darwin upbraids Dana for stating

these objections without reading his

book—although he quickly backs off into

his usual geniality, and also assures his

friend that he only felt aggrieved because

Dana's opinion carried so much weight:

.45 my book has been lately somewhat at-

tended to [lovely British understatement],

perhaps it would have been better if when

you condemned all such views, you had

stated that you had not been able yet to read

it. But pray do not suppose that I think for

one instant that, with your strong and

slowly acquired convictions and immense

knowledge, you could have been converted.

Tlie utmost that I could have hoped would

have been that you might possibly have been

here or there staggered.

The personal and intellectual drama of

Darwin and Dana provides the main sub-

ject for this essay, but 1 also \\Tite to illus-

trate a broader theme in the hves of schol-

ars and the nature ot science: the

integrative power ot \\-orldviews (the posi-

tive side), and their hold as conceptual

locks upon major innovation (the negative

side). 1 will argue that Dana was not be-

nighted, stupid, or particularly stubborn,

leather, he maintained a consistent, well-

articulated, and clearly coherent theor\' of

God and Ufe—a worldview that just didn't
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contain any logical space for a Darwinian

concept ot naturalistic evolution. One
does not (and probably should not) surren-

der the system ot a lifetime for one appar-

ently errant bit of information.

The issue of when to hold firm as sug-

gestions of factual collapse accumulate

—

and when to plunge with abandon into

the breach—defines the most interesting

and important dilemma of intellectual au-

tobiography, for this question defines the

borderline between competence and ge-

nius, or between sensibiUty and crankiness.

In some crucial sense, the geniuses of his-

tory are people who know when to

plunge and how to create the instruments

of successful assault and replacement. But

remember that probably 99 percent of per-

sonal plunges wiU fling potential heroes

into whirlpools of error and erasure from

history.

Still, the message of these failures must

not inspire calls for sticking Avith the tried

and true at all costs—or else the earth

would still occupy the center of a small

universe and people would still be the

manufactured incarnations of a divinely

defined perfection. Most people, includ-

ing the most pohshed intellectuals of every

generation, never dare to take the

plunge—and their reward is another form

of erasure from history. (I have just finished

Umberto Eco's remarkable new novel, TIte

Island of the Day Before—set in the 1640s at

the crux of conflict between expiring

Neoplatonism and the new mechanical

view of the universe. We revere the

plungers Descartes and Newton; who, but

a few professional scholars, has ever heard

of their contemporary Athanasius Kircher,

the phenomenal Jesuit scholar and last of

the great Neoplatonists? But the old

guard's species of erasure has personal ad-

vantages; a million anonymous "heretics"

were burned at the stake; Kircher died

peacefully in bed.) This phenomenon of

psychology and society produced the old

cliche, usually attributed to the nine-

teenth-century German physicist Ernst

Mach, that new theories only triumph

fuUy when the old guard dies off.

Dana's conservative, and ultimately su-

perseded, worldview rested upon two cen-

tral convictions that made Darwinian evo-

lution impossible (not so much factually

wrong as literally inconceivable within the

system). First, Dana was as pure a Platonist

as nineteenth-century biology could

muster. He based his zoological ideas

firmly on the old concept of "type"—an

idealized form for each group of animals,

with variation among individuals of a spe-

cies as accidental departures from ideal

propriet)', and variation among species as

organized sequences ofincarnated "laws of

form," expressing the thoughts and plans

of divinity. (Agassiz, Dana's equally Pla-

tonic colleague, often argued that taxon-

omy is the highest science—for each spe-

cies is a divine idea made flesh, and the

arrangement of species—which taxonomy

seeks to discover—therefore expresses the

structure ot divine thought. By under-

standing the system of order among spe-

cies, we therefore achieve our closest in-

sight into the character of God's mind.)

Second, Dana viewed the entire geolog-

ical history of the earth and life as one

long, coherent, and heroic story with a

moral—a tale of inexorable progress, ex-

pressed in both physical and biological his-

tory, and leading, inevitably and purpose-

fully, to God's final goal of a species with

sufficient consciousness to glorify His

name and works. The physical earth, ac-

cording to Dana, developed through time

with the same gradualistic progress that

defined Mfe's history. By following three

major trends—the emergence of more

land from the sea, the progressive purifica-

tion of the atmosphere, and increased

global cooling with consequent increase in

chmatic di\-ersity by formation of zones

from poles to tropics—the earth became

more and more suited to the successively

higher forms of life that God created in

each new episode of progress. For inhabi-

tants of the land are generally "higher"

than denizens of the sea; pure air inspires

healthy complexity (shthering reptiles in

murky swamps versus sinewy mammals on

bright plains); cooler climates require such

advances as warm-blooded metabolism.

Dana wrote in his Manual of Geology:

Thus the prevalence oj waters involved infe-

riority of species. The increase of land, the

gradual purification of the atmosphere, and

the cooling of the globe, prepared the wayfor

the higher species.

Lest anyone be tempted to read the se-

quence of successive creations, each with ,

increasing excellence, in an evolutionary

manner a la Darwin, Dana always took

pains to state that such a history could only

record the direct actions of a loving God
with a goal in mind. Dana wrote in 1856: •

Tlie whole plan of creation liad evideiit ref-

erence to Man as the end and crown of the

animal kingdom, and to the present cool

condition of the globe as, therefore, its most i

exalted state. It is hence obvious that pro-

gression in the earthfrom a warmer to a

cooler condition necessarily involved progres-

sion from the lower to the higher races. . . .

Tlie earlier races were of lower types, not be-

cause the Creative Hand was weak, butfor

the reason that the times, that is the temper-

ature and condition of the globe, ivere just

fitted, in each case, for the races produced,

and the progress of the plan of creation, cor-

respondingly, required it. . . . Tlie develop-

ment of the plan of creation . . . was in ac-

cordance with the law of . . . progressfrom

the simple to the complex, from comprehen-

sive unity to multiplicity through successive

individualizations.

Dana buttressed each of these two con-

trolling ideas with a definite biological

theory of his own construction. In at-

tempting to explain why and how the his-

tory of life should feature a vector of

progress as the fundamental thrust of cre-

ated change through time, Dana invented

an influential notion that he named

"cephalization," or increasing domination

of the head. Crustaceans are segmented

animals, and their classification does de-

pend largely upon the form and number of

appendages on the head segments. (In an-

cestral arthropods, each body segment pre-

sumably bore a pair of legs. In later evolu-

tion, these appendages often become

concentrated and specialized. Many paired

;

organs of crustaceans and other inodern '

arthropods—antennae, mouthparts, swim-

ming paddles, claspers used as external

genitalia—are modified legs. Insect and

crustacean mouthparts, especially when

greatly magnified in TV nature specials,

look especially weird and, to use the mod-

ern vernacular, yucky, because we cor-

(Plcase turn to page 88)
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A funny thing happened on

the way to the powwow

By Roger L. Welsch

I never miss the annual Omaha tribal pow-

wow, always held the weekend before the

August full moon. I use the occasion to

stuff myself with fry bread and corn soup,

talk with friends and relatives, catch up on

tribal news, listen to good music, and

watch stirring dances. Although I am by

training a folklorist and anthropologist, at

powwow time I try to avoid anything that

smacks of professional observation. This is

time off, and anyway, it would be a breach

of the confidence ofmy Omaha friends to

"observe" them. But it's hard to be in a

Native American setting and stay stupid.

Some things are too hard to ignore.

My favorite—and most uncomfort-

able—moments are when a clown dancer

appears in the powwow arena. It doesn't

happen every year. You never know when

this fellow is going to show up, which

probably says something about him right

off the bat. But when he does show up, a

roar of continuous laughter goes up from

all the Native Americans. As always,

laughter signals something serious, worth

paying attention to.

The clown dancer bursts on the scene,

usually stumbling into the dance arena not

through the traditional, prescribed open-

ing to the east but from among the dancers

and viewers seated around the arena.

Chaos reigns as he stumbles over benches,

audience members, lawn chairs, and

dancers on his way into the arena.

His dance is, er, distinctive. His sense of

rhythm is horrid, but even worse, he

dances counterclockwise around the cen-

tral drum, directly against the flow of all

the other dancers. This is not only disrup-

tive and clumsy, it is unheard of: besides

being bad manners, it is considered very

bad luck for everyone in attendance.

clown
Among the Omaha it is very important

that everything end with the last beat ot a

song. I sat at the Omaha drum for many

years learning songs, but finally gave up

not only because the repertoire was clearly

beyond my abihties but also because I be-

came a nervous wreck from the fear of

striking the drum one beat after the final

thump, a humiliation for which my Ger-

man upbringing had not equipped me. In

competition, an Omaha dancer, no matter

how skillful, is ehminated from the contest

if he or she dances one step after the final

note of the song. The clown dancer dances

not just one step after the last beat of the

song, but four, five, ten steps. He is lost in

the music in his own head and preoccu-

pied with checking the time on a large

alarm clock in his hand.

BetAveen dances he talks loudly with

others, even while tribal elders are address-

ing the cro\vd, a violation of tribal cour-

tesy. Even worse, he throws his arms

around the shoulders of visitors and tribal

members, even women, a dreadful breach

of ethics in a community where a woman
trying to get through a clogged aisle will

leave and find a male relative to tap the

shoulder of the man obstructing her pas-

sage rather than touch him herself.

There is no convention or courtesy the

clown dancer does not ignore, no taboo he

doesn't breach. He tinds ways of offending

others and embarrassing himself that you'd

have to go out ofyour way to think up. He
does nothing right. Nothing.

There is no confusing the clown dancer

with fancy dancers, jingle dancers, or tra-

ditional dancers in the arena. He is dressed

in an ancient, oversize, double-breasted

suit, clearly purchased at a Goodwill or

Salvation Army clothing store or rescued

from the back of some closet. He is wear-

ing a garish necktie, oxford shoes, and a

homburg. A white linen flour sack pulled

over his head hides his face, and on the

sack are painted bright blue eyes and red

hps, a startling contrast with the dark skins

of the dancers around him. (I use the male

pronoun, but in keeping with his hopeless

perversity, this "man" is often, I have

learned, a woman.)

In his hand, instead of a staff or dance ax

or feather fan, the clown dancer carries the

alarm clock, attached to his waist or vest

with a stout rope or chain. As he "dances,"

he refers again and again to his clock,

meanwhile colliding with other dancers,

bumping singers at the drum, and stepping

on the feet of visitors and dancers seated

around the arena.

The message is clear (except maybe to

some European American visitors): the

clown dancer is the white man. This is me
and my people as Native American "an-

thropologists" see us. They are good at it

because they have so many opportunities

to see the white man at work and play. I

have to travel 175 miles to visit my Omaha

friends and relatives. 1 am on the reserva-

tion a few times a year, a day or two at a

time. I witness and learn Omaha ways, but

the process is slow and incomplete.

Omahas live constantly in contact with

the white man's world. They can't escape

it for long, even when they want to. They

see mainstream American culture every

day, every hour. They know it well

enough to offer up a good imitation ot it.

At community festivals—regional, eth-

nic, historical, whatever—people project

an image of themselves as they wish to be

seen, as they for the moment see them-

selves. Occasionally, as in the Omaha
clown dancer, they also capture others as

.

they see them, providing perhaps the ulti-

mate lesson gained in anthropology—

a

chance for the observer to be the ob-

served. In a valley of the Omaha reserva-

tion near the Missouri River north of the

cir^' of Omaha, far away from my own

home, I learn not nearly as much about

the Omahas as I learn about myself

Folklorist Roger L. Webch lives on a treefarm

ill Daiinebrog, Nebraska.
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

From renditions of the sun, moon, and

planets to portrayals of galaxies and the

distant universe, astronomical art at New
York City's Hayden Planetarium has al-

ways captured the most exciting science of

the time.

One might ask why the field of astron-

omy, perhaps the most photogenic of the

physical sciences, should ever allow its sub-

ject matter to be interpreted (some would

say contammated) by the hand of an artist?

At the planetarium, exhibits and sky shows

typically track the edge of scientific dis-

covery. Since science at the edge is nearly

always characterized by poor or insuffi-

cient data, a scientifically literate planetar-

ium artist plays an indispensable role.

Useful astronomical art also provides a

point of view in space or time that is not

otherwise possible from Earth. In the ef-

fort to supply such a perspective, the artist

might knowingly distort size and distance

to achieve a greater educational or exposi-

tory goal or, with the introduction of

high-speed computer graphics, manipulate

images or give visual form to mathematical

data. Any failure of art to convey science

accurately is almost always traceable to the

limits of scientific understanding that ex-

isted at the time. The works of astronomi-

cal art on these pages come from the

archives of the Hayden Planetarium and

are among the eighty paintings on display

through December 1996.

Neil de Grasse Tyson is an astrophysicist

with a joint appointment at the Hayden

Planetarium and Princeton University.

Eclipse of the Sun by the Moon, 1902, Ehhu Vedder (1836-1923), Oil on canvas.

Vedder's angel, apparently endowed with a knowledge of the laws of physics, knows

exactly what the Moon needs to do to create an eclipse. The angel's sketch accurately

shows the Moon's path through space as Earth and the Moon orbit the Sun together.

Traced from "above" the solar system, the Moon appears to move in gentle loops that

look Uke the petals of a flower. Note that in 1902, the year of the painting (one year

before the Wright brothers flew their first airplane), few people had ever seen the tops

of clouds. The artist depicted the top of a cumulus cloud as best he could, but without

the knowledge of pufiy detail that we now take for granted.

EUhu Vedder was a figure painter, illustrator, and poet who was notedfor the unique brand of

fantasy in his work. Eclipse of the Sun by the Moon is one offive paintings on astronomical

subjects that he created at the turn of the century.

Interpretations oftheCO
Phenomena at the limits of oi
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AiiroM Borcalis: Saint Dawson m Mi.liii'.^lit, 1910, Leonard Davis (1864-1938) Oil on masomte.

Painted on a cold North American arctic night—well before the development of color

photography and before most humans had ever seen or heard of the northern lights

—

this study, one of several in a series created by Davis, is part of a veritable travelogue of

atmospheric phenomena. The artist captures a sense of the rapidly changing patterns for

which the northern lights, also known as the aurora boreahs, are famous.

Leonard Davis was a landscape and atmospheric effects painter. He worked extensively in Canada,

Alaska, and on the West Coast and bequeathed hundreds ofpaintings to the American Museum.

Celestial Sphere, 1934, Paul Manship (1886-1966)

Bronze relief on marble base.

The sculptor depicted all eighty-eight constellations in figures

that show the influence of art deco. The assortment includes one

insect, five mythical-magical creatures, three boat parts, two

crowns, a flat-topped mountain, somebody's hair, and a river.

Constellations clearly have no scientific significance, but they are

a useful map to locate stars and galaxies on the sky Ifmodern-day

Americans were to label the constellations with their own cultural

icons, Elvis would doubtless replace Orion.

All// Mauship's works can befound in the Metropolitan Museum ofArt,

Manhattan's Central Park, and elsewhere in New York City.

mos
jofoiiiderstandingbecome the stuffof artists' visions
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Mars As Seen from Irs Outer Moon Deimos,

1930. Ho\\ard RusseU Butler

(1856-1934). Oil on Canvas.

In 1930, the prevailing image of Mars was

dominated by the notions of astronomer

Percival Lowell, perhaps best known for

launching the search that led to the dis-

cover\^ of Pluto. Lowell made many

sketches ofMars, including regions of

heavy vegetation and interconnecting

canals—^presumably the handiwork of Hv-

ing, working Martians. Trusting the fa-

mous astronomer, Butler portrayed these

imagined features in his painting.

Howard RusseU Butler studied physics as a

college student and was adviser to the Museum's

Astronomy Hallfrom 1925 to 1934.

Solar System, ca. 1960,

Hebnut Wimmer
(b. 1925). Tempera on

paper. Depicting the solar

system has always posed a

challenge to Olustrators. In

this now-famous painting,

the artist forfeits accuracy

of scale to show all the

planets. Wimmer painted

the solar system \veU before

space missions to the outer

planets had taken place, so

he knew nothing of such

later discoveries as rings

around Jupiter, Uranus, and

Neptune.

Black Hole. 1972,

Helmut Wimmer
Tempera on paper.

In one of the earHest (and possi-

bly most famous) renderings of a

black hole, a grid of space-time

cur\-es down into the high-grav-

ir\" center ot the hole. In the

painting's bottom right-hand

corner a bloated red giant stars

material is being stripped offbe-

fore it spirals in toward the black

hole s center.

Helmut Wimmer was the resident

artist at the Planetarium from 1954

to 1987. His painting style influ-

enced a generation of space artists.
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It s like having gravy
on your tlC^ only worse, when

Shawn Dalcour's car was sideswiped by a taxi on his

way to pick up a client, his immediate concern was

appearances. \bu see, Shawn's a salesman. Taking a

prospective customer to lunch in a smashed up car just

wouldn't cut it. Shawn called Garry Mitchell,

his Allstate Agent, who ^E reminded him that his

coverage provided for a MK rental car in the event

of just such a mishap. Shawn then drove the car to

a body shop, where he was met by someone from the

rental car agency. Within the span of an hour, he

was on his way to his appointment, his professional

image not the least bit tarnished. For Shawn—

Being in good hands is the only place to be:

Both of Shawn Dalcour's cars are insured through Allstate Agent Garry Mitchell of Hillside. Illinois.

Garry's the spitting image of his father, who had Shawn's business prior to his retirement.

mm.
"Vbu'reingoodl 1996 Allstate Insurance Company, Northbrook, Illinois. Coverage is subject to policy t
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Ghana recycles its heritage: Castles, kings, and vanishing forests showcase f i

From the tower window of what was once the Dutch

governors private bedroom in Elmina Castle, perched

over Ghana's coast, I see children playing ball on the

beach, brightly painted canoes, tall palm trees blowing in

the sea breeze. But the distant ocean horizon provokes

grim thoughts of the world beyond, which has swallowed

Africa's treasures for the past five hundred years: first gold

and spices, then ivory and slaves, and now the continent's

forests, cash crops, and minerals. In another corner of the

sunlit room, the tour guide tells us about the trapdoor on

the floor of the balcony outside, from which stairs lead

down to a court\'ard. Below ground is a windowless dun-

geon, originally built to store gold and spices but later

used as a holding pen where captives awaited the Euro-

pean ships that would take them on the journey of no re-

turn. The governor would have the female slaves brought

up into the courrj-ard and then choose one, who would

mount the stairs and enter his private quarters.

The Portuguese started building the castle at Elmina in

1482, soon after they began trading along the west coast of

Africa. Columbus visited it at about this time, a decade

before his first transatlantic voyage. Elmina was the first of

what became a series of more than sixty European forts,

lodges, and castles along the 300 miles of Ghana's rocky

coastline. Rebuilt and expanded over the centuries, the

castle was taken from the Portuguese by the Dutch in

1637 and ceded to the EngHsh in 1872.

The transatlantic slave trade began in earnest during

the seventeenth century, when sugar plantations trans-

formed the New World economy In the early years of the

trade, most slaves came from farther south, from the

Congo and Angola. But before long, many slaves were

being shipped from what became known as the Gold

Coast (primarily the coast of Ghana), with 800,000 cap-

tives officially recorded in the eighteenth century. In

Africa as a whole, between ten and twelve million people

were sent to the Americas, with 20 percent of the human
cargo dying on the way Elinina Casde is now being re-

stored as a monument to this tragedy.

Along with nearby Fort Saint Jago and Cape Coast

Castle, Elmina Casde has been named a World Heritage

By Enid Schildkrout
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turies of West African history.

Site by UNESCO. The United Nations Development

Project and the United States Agency for International

Development are supporting an integrated development

project that includes the restoration of such forts and cas-

tles, the establishment of museums, the construction of

hotels and tourist facUities, and the promotion of the

nearby Kakum National Park, with Africa's first forest

canopy walkway. While these enterprises are going for-

ward in Ghana's Central region, people in other parts of

the country are also trying to come to terms with, and

cash in on, the rising tourist traffic. In Kumasi, the capital

of the Ashanti Region, a new palace museum opened this

year as part of the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration of

Otumfiio Opoku Ware II's accession to the Golden Stool,

that is, to the office ofAsantehene, or king of Asante.

Tourists drawn to Ghana's historical landmarks come

with diverse preconceptions and expectations. For African

Americans, the castles and forts are horrifyang reminders

of their ancestors' wrenching separation from their fami-

hes, culture, and dignity in Africa. Some of these visitors

say that any attempt at restoring or reflirbishmg the casdes

amounts to historical whitewashing. They feel that the

j dank and wretched dungeons, with narrow crevices

!r through which shackled slaves were pushed onto the ships

» and stacked up Hke inanimate cargo, should be reverently

kept as memorials. For them, the dungeon rooms are

shrines to the dead, places in which to hold candle-lit ser-

\ices and performances to commemorate a bitter history.

No one disputes that the "slave trail," as the conglom-

eration of tourist sites stretching from Senegal to Benin is

called, is a memorial to the unimaginable suffering of cap-

ture, deadly transadantic voyage, and the horrors of plan-

tation slavery. The museum e.xhibit at Cape Coast Casde,

tor example, developed in consultation with the Smith-

Cest Africa, from the Vallard Atlas, ca. 1547. Drawn 'upside-

s-own," as if viewed from Europe, the map includes a depiction

of the trading fortress of Sao Jorge da Mina (Elmina) on what

was then called the Gold Coast.

I

\

^

Photographs by Frank Fournier
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For some, the castles on the coast memorialize the horrors of the slave trade.

sonian Institution, devotes

considerable attention to the

diaspora in North America.

But for the local guides,

other aspects of Ghanaian

history- are also important:

the trade in gold and spices

before slave trading, the ar-

chitecture ot the buildings

and their more recent uses as

government headquarters,

and the Uves ofinhabitants in

the surrounding communi-

ties. Some Ghanaians teel

that since these are the first

museums to attract major in-

ternational funding, the ex-

hibitions should showcase

Ghanaian culture, not just a

chapter ofhistory- thev might

want to forget.

Slavers' is not a simple

subject for Ghanaians. The

practice was widespread in

Africa long before the

transadantic trade and lasted

in some places until this cen-

tur\f. The labor of captives

was an important part of the

agricultural economy and a

b^-product of wars inherent

in the process of state forma-

tion. In the Americas. Euro-

peans transformed slavery

\\ith ne\\" kinds ot exploita-

tion, but the Africans who remained behind were not all

\ictims. at least not in the same way as were the slaves

across the ocean. African chiefs and merchants collected

rents from Europeans for centuries, and some became

wealthy as they traded slaves and other commodities for

guns, iron bars, and manufactured goods from Europe.

A Sihvr lidnlee

Everyone at the palace is nervous chat the refijrbished res-

idence ofAgyeman Prempe I and Osei Ag\'eman Prempe

II, the predecessors of the reigning Asantehene, ^^ill not

be ready for its scheduled opening as a museum. The Lon-

don-made fiberglass mannequins of these two former

rolers and of the current king were delayed in airports and

customs for more than a week. I see them sitting in sepa-

rate rooms on the first floor, surrounded by mementos of

their reigns, family photographs, and paintings. Palace

dressers will soon adorn them with silk cloth, sandals, and

gold jewelry. Upstairs, mannequins of two prominent

The Portuguese began

building Elmina Castle,

top, in 1482. Above:

Seated beside the

Golden Stool,

Asantehene Otumfuo

Opoku Ware II marks

the Silver Jubilee of his

reign. Opposite page:

An attendant's staff,

topped by a golden

hand holding an

egg, symbolizes the

ruler's care, prudence,

and patience.

turn-of-the-centur)- Asante

women—Asantehemaa Yaa

Kyaa (the Asante queen

mother) and Yaa Asantewa

(the queen mother of Ejisu,

one of the Asante states)

—

also await finishing touches.

Meanwhile, royal tamilv

members and palace officials

stop by to inspect the figures,

checking to see that the hke-

iiess of the present king is

good enough.

After visiting the torts

iud castles on the coast, most

tourists travel inland to Ku-

masi. Ghana's second largest

cit^; hoping to glimpse the

reigning Asantehene, one of

the most powerfiil ofAfricas

modern-dav kings. It they

are lucky, they arrive during

the r\\"o-day adiie festival, the

"washing" of the ancestral

stools, held e\'ers' tort\"-r\\'0

days. The rehgious part ot

this ceremony, in which sac-

rifices are made to the black-

ened stools of former rulers,

is not pubHc. but there is a

ceremonv in which strangers

are welcomed. Sometimes

visitors get to meet Otum-

fuo Opoku Ware II. a cordial

and stately monarch who.

before he became Asantehene. was a surveyor, lawyer,

minister of communications, and diplomat.

An especially elaborate adae ceremony was held this

past August 13, because 1995 was the year of the Asante-

hene s Silver Jubilee. On this occasion numerous chiets

and dignitaries convened to greet the king. The SilverJu-

bilee celebrations included many other events, among

them a mass in Saint C^.'prian s Anglican church, a festival

for traditional priests, special prayers at Kumasis central

mosque, an art exhibition, a banquet, and the opening ot

the new palace museum.

Having worked on the plan for the museum the pre-

\-ious year, and ha\ing hosted the Asantehene and his en-

tourage when he visited New York in 1984. I was one ot

many guests imdted to attend the festi\dties. The museum

opening was set for the day before the public adae cere-

mony. During the final week of preparations, as I helped

line exhibit cases and dust tinlding chandeUers, I watched

Asante citizens and foreien \isitors bring gifb of rams.
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The Golden Stool has become a symbol of the Asante nation, of the resistance:!

cows, and cases of drinks

into the palace grounds.

Although Ghana has

been a modern state since

1957, when it became the

first African colony to gain

independence, the Asante-

hene is accorded status as a

traditional ruler. ConsoU-

dated in the second half of

the seventeenth centur\', the

Asante confederacy com-

prised a number of related

peoples and surrounding

groups, and at its height in

the nineteenth centur^' its

influence extended over

much of what is now the

Ghanaian interioi; as well as

neighboring parts of Togo

and the Ivory Coast. This

'"kingdom of gold" derived

much of its wealth from the

region's rich gold deposits

(see "The Golden Ax of As-

ante," by Malcolm D.

McLeod, Natural Hisiory,

October 1984).

The Asante confederacy,'

remained independent until

1896, when the Asantehene

Agyeman Prempe I was de-

posed and exiled by the

British. The museum build-

ing was originally built as a residence for the monarch

when he returned in 1924 as a private citizen. To the As-

ante ofKumasi, however, it was built as a palace; to them,

the Asante confederacy may have been ecUpsed, but it

had never died. A few years after his return the British

recognized Ag^^eman Prempe I as Kumasihene, or chiefof

Kumasi. His successor, Osei Agx-eman Prempe II, who
took office in 1931, presided over the official restoration

ofthe Asante confederacs' in 1935. He was one ofa num-

ber ot traditional rulers who exercised local government

functions within the British colony.

Kumasi, the traditional capital of the Asante, is a vi-

brant multiethnic mis with about 800,000 residents and

rnousands of \Tsitors who come in daily from all over

West Africa to trade in its enormous central market. An
exphcit sign that the reigning Asantehene, like his fore-

bears, values this cultural and rehgious diversity was evi-

dent during the recent festivities. At a reception for tradi-

tional priests, guardians of the spirits of Ghana's ancient

religions, the king wore a cloth covered with Arabic wnit-

Ivory trumpets, top,

announce that the king

has cleansed t/ie

ancestral stools,

seeking blessings from

the ancestors. Above:

The Golden Stool is

carried in a procession

at the king's Silver

Jubilee. Below: A

celebrant wears a stars-

and-stripes shirt

ing—painted incantations

from the Koran, the many

names of Allah, and Islamic

magic squares. This gar-

ment, draped in the Asante

style over his left shoulder,

did not resemble the tailored

gowns embroidered with Is-

lamic motife worn by West

-African Muslims (for the As-

antehene is not himself a

Mushm), but expressed the

longstanding relationship of

respect, economic coopera-

tion, and pohtical accommo-

dation that the Asante have

had 'with non-Asante.

Since at least the eight-

eenth century, a Muslim

conm-iunit\- has been an im-

portant part of Kumasi's reli-

gious and economic life. Its

leader formerlv served as the

kings doctor and adviser,

while the imam, or prayer

leader, assisted at court and

ser\'ed as palace scribe. The

.Asantehene sdH has an imam

among his palace officials

and many Asante people are

-Muslims. Kumasi is a com-

plex mix, however, and not

all Muslims are Asante: be-

tween the palace and the

market, there is an area called the zongo, or "strangers'

quarter." where manv non-Asante Muslims live. These

people are Hausas, Mossis, Yorubas, Dagombas, Wangaras,

and others, some ofwhose ancestors came to Kumasi with

trans-Saharan caravans bringing catde, cloth, salt, and

even slaves to trade for gold, kola nuts, arms, and other

products from the forest and the Adantic coast. When the

Asantehene makes a pubhc appearance, as he did during

the Silver Jubilee, the songo communin,; along with Fante,

Ewe. Ga. and other people from southern Ghana, as well

as visitors from Europe and America, come in large num-

bers to pay their respects.

The gracious English colonial house that has been

converted into a museum is just one building in Manh\-ia

Palace, a complex of residences, ceremonial halls, and ot-

hces. The fiimishings are as they were in 1970, when the

present Asantehene biult a new residence next door.

Draperies, silver tea sets, and European fijrniture dating

from the 1920s to the 1950s fill the lower rooms. Exhibit

cases have been installed upstafrs to display royal regaba.

^



sta^ct onial imperialism, and of the persistence of chieftaincy in Ghana today.

Two thousand VIPs were

invited to the museum's

opening ceremony, held out-

doors on the lawn. The

Ghana symphony orchestra

played, and speeches were

made about Ghana's rich

heritage and the value of

having a museum in which

to display it. Artifacts from

the secret stores in the palace

treasury—golden sandals,

royal boxes, swords, bells,

and drums—were placed in

the museum cases during the

official opening ceremonies.

But once the Asantehene and

a select group of guests had

toured the building, the ob-

jects were removed, most to

be used in the Asantehene's

procession the next day. The

palace treasurers entrusted

with the safekeeping of the

regalia were not about to re-

linquish them for permanent

display; replicas have been

commissioned for that pur-

pose. The most important

object in the treasury, the

Golden Stool, would never

be displayed in a museum be-

cause it is so special.

African American tour-

ists say that a visit to the Ashanti Region is about "recon-

ciliation," about healing wounds and revisiting ancestral

roots, about the continuity of the African spirit in the di-

aspora. Asante admit, even if they rarely discuss it, that the

greatness of their kingdom cannot be explained without

acknowledging the slave trade, because the power of the

kingship included the power to wage war, seize and sell

captives, and execute criminals. But there are many stories

that explain the origin of any civilization, and for the As-

ante the most miportant story is not that of slavery but the

story of the Golden Stool.

Tradition has it that the Golden Stool came from the sky

in 1701, when the Asante of Kumasi defeated some of their

neighbors and consoUdated the formerly separate polities

under their king, Osei Tutu. A legendaiy priest, Akomfo

Anotche, had announced to Osei Tutu that he was com-

missioned by God to summon a stool from heaven that

would contani the spirit of the nation. Following a crucial

victory, a thunderous black cloud appeared, from which the

priest drew down a wooden stool covered in repousse sheet

A curator at La Maison

des Esclaves on

Senegal's Guree Island,

above, tells museum

visitors how rebellious

West African captives

were tortured during

the slave trade. Below:

A view from a dungeon

in Elmina Castle.

t*

gold. The stool rested on

Osei Tutu's knees and was

never to touch the earth, nor

was it to be sat upon, not

even by an Asante king. If the

Golden Stool was ever cap-

tured, the priest proclaimed,

the nation would perish.

The Asante remained

powerful long after Euro-

peans first estabhshed a colo-

nial presence on the Gold

Coast. Only after the aboli-

tion of the slave trade did

Europeans attempt to con-

trol the interior. New sup-

plies of minerals and timber,

and eventually cash crops,

such as cotton, cocoa, and

rubber—as well as African

markets for European-made

goods—were needed to fiiel

the growing industrial econ-

omy of Europe. To Euro-

peans of the time, commerce

and Christianity went to-

gether and were both the

basis of civUization and the

excuse for colonization.

( ^ T ^wiH: wwwwwww '" Ghana, the British ob-

' 'lfW^MS'\l^^^ tamed control over the coast

by entering into a treaty

with the Asante in 1831, but

for the economy to really

develop they had to venture inland. In 1874 they marched

against the Asante and burned the capital, Kumasi. But

they met with formidable opposition because the Asante

possessed arms and ammunition that had been supplied to

them throughout the slave-trading period, including sur-

plus from the Napoleonic wars. The British entered the

capital again in 1896. Although the Asante did not oppose

them, believing a treaty had been assured, the British cap-

tured the king, Ag\'eman Prempe I, imprisoned him at

Elmina, and then exiled him to the Seychelles Islands.

Because it represented so much to the Asante, the

Golden Stool was the one object the British colonial ad-

ministration especially coveted. In 1900, in a fatuous dis-

play of arrogance and ignorance, the British go\-ernor,

Hodgson, demanded that the Asante hand over the

Golden Stool so that he could sit on it. just as Queen Vic-

toria sat on the throne of England. This insult prompted

the Asante to attack, even with their Asantehene in exile.

They were led by Yaa Asantewa, the queen mother of

Ejisu. After a year-long battle, with about 1,000 dead on
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Muslim communities add to the rich ethnic mix in Kumasi, the Asante capital.

the Asante side and 700 on

the British side, Yaa Asan-

tewa and about fifteen other

military' leaders were cap-

tured and sent tojoin the As-

antehene in exile.

Once the Asante terri-

tory was declared a British

possession, the Golden Stool

was buried for safekeeping. It

resurfaced in 1921, when it

was accidentally uncovered

by some workers who were

building a new road. Thieves

then stole the stool and

stripped off some of its gold.

When the scandal became

public, many Asante dormed

mourning cloth. The culprits

were tried, fined, and con-

demned to death by the As-

ante chiefe (the British gov-

ernor subsequently com-

muted the death sentence to

banishment). Soon after this

incident, the Asante were al-

lowed to restore their na-

tional symbol and, eventu-

ally, the monarchy itself.

Surrounded by m\th and his-

tory, the Golden Stool has

become not only a symbol of

the Asante nation but also a

svTnbol of resistance to colo-

niahsm and of the persistence of chieftaincy in Ghana.

After relations benveen the Asante and the British im-

proved in the 1920s, the Asante offered a silver stool to a

member of the British royal family. Princess Mary, Vis-

countess Lascelles, on the occasion ofher wedding. It was

not, of course, an ancestral stool—many stools are not

—

but it was a significant souvenir, given the Asante 's refiisal

to relinquish the Golden Stool two decades earUer.

AH important officeholders in the Asante confederacy^

had stools, which when they died were used in the wash-

ing of the corpse and then blackened with a mixture of

soot, raw egg, and sheep blood and fat. Libations and sac-

rifices to these stools summon the ancestors and insure the

well-being ofthe living. The Asantehene is responsible for

making offerings to the ancestral stools ofthe royal lineage

and the Golden Stool.

The public part of the adae ceremony usually takes

place in a palace courrsard, but because so many people

were imdted for the SilverJubilee, the event was moved to

the football stadium. Tickets were issued, and the seating

TTie Asantehene wears

a cloth covered with

painted incantations in

Arabic from the Koran.

Muslims have had a

special place in Asante

society since

at least the seventeenth

century. Opposite page:

A young woman

studies the Koran

in one ofKumasi's

many Arabic schools.

arrangements were meticu-

lous. The president of

Ghana, Fit. Lt. J.J. Rawl-

mgs, arrived by hmousine

and was seated in the middle

of one long side of the sta-

dium, opposite the Asante-

hene. Sections were assigned

to the Asantehene's fanuly,

foreign ambassadors, digni-

taries from other African

countries, and government

officials. All of the Asante

chiefs, fi'om those who oc-

cupied stools within the

palace, to those who ruled

over distant towns ^\^thin the

Ashanti Region, alreadv

knew where to sit according

to their rank, without refer-

ring to the seating chart.

Even the Asante cominunit\-

trom the United States had a

designated area.

Drums and the soimds of

Ivors- trumpets announced

the arrival of the Asantehene

and his large entourage.

Borne on a palanquin and

sheltered beneath large state

umbreOas, the king entered

the stadiimi to the cheen of

perhaps 100,000 people.

Carried on a special chair

beneath its own umbrella, the Golden Stool made a rare

public appearance, perhaps the last this millennium

TTie Endangered Forest

Suspended on a swa\ing walkway that is attached to the

treetops by cables, I peer dovsTi through the fohage for a

glimpse of the forest floor. The height ofthe canopy is less

firightening than it might be because I cannot see the

ground. The forest is layered with three levels of trees, the

tallest of which reaches 200 feet, towering above a dense

layer of shrubs. This does not conform to my image of a

"real" forest, tall trees shading out the undergrowth. But

in Ghana, all ofthat forest is already gone. Even the guide-

book says that the only tall trees lefi: are those that "have

Uttle economic value"—at least for everything but

tourism. Our guide is wonderfiil: he encourages titmd

tourists as they make their way, one by one, along the

swaging walkways, and he talks about the medicinal prop-

erties of the plants. '"That one," he says "is called DoUy

Parton. It is used to enhance a woman's breasts." Other
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Timber, cocoa, and the new trend for ecotourism help fuel Ghana's economy.
plants are used tor healing

wounds, encouraging lacta-

tion, easing muscle strains,

curing stomach ailments, re-

ducing fevers, and fighting

infections.

If the Golden Stool rep-

resents one aspect of Ghana's

rich cultural heritage, the re-

cently erected canopy walk-

way in the Kakum National

Park celebrates part of

Ghana's natural heritage

—

the tropical, semideciduous

forest that once covered

more than half of the coun-

try. The 400-foot suspended

walkway consists of seven

bridges between 150-foot-

high aerial platforms. From

the walkway one sees butter-

flies and birds, lush fohage.

and at the edge of the forest,

cultivated fields.

Only a half-hour drive

from Elmina, the canopy

walkway helps make the rain

forest an attractive addition

to the itinerary of visitors

following the so-called slave

trail. Since April 1995, when

the walkway opened, atten-

dance has steadily increased.

Twent)' thousand visitors are

expected in 1996—not only foreigners but also Ghana-

ians, including school groups. Many local people have yet

to figure out exactly who the tourists are or how to make

the most of their presence. Some people describe tourists

as "Portuguese," although the Portuguese haven't been a

presence in Ghana for centuries. And a visitor from Eu-

rope or America, whether black or white, is referred to as

bniiii, HteraUy "white person."

Kakum National Park, along with adjacent Assin At-

tandaso Resource Reserve, which together total 140

square miles, was a managed forest in British colonial

times, used for selective logging. Unlike most of Ghana's

forest, Kakum was spared total destruction (although it

was not untouched) and was finally designated a preserve

in 1 99 1 . Now that it is a national park, endangered forest

elephants ha\^e been brought in. So far, there are about

250, and the local people do not think much of them.

Local villagers also resent the loss of their hunting

grounds, their supply of raffia and other fibers, and most

important, their medicinal herbs. Ghanaians who hve near

Above: A forest canopy

walkway, Africa's first,

draws tourists to

Kakum National Park.

Opposite page: At the

Kumasi market, a

man sells herbs and

forest plants, which

Ghanaians prize

as medicines.

Kakum formerly had access

to these resources, from

which they derived signifi-

cant, although small, in-

comes. They could get per-

mits from the forestry

department to hunt duiker

and other species of antelope,

forest pigs, large guinea-pig-

hke rodents called grass cut-

ters, pangohns, porcupines,

flying squirrels, and mon-

keys. They har\'ested mush-

rooms, oil palm fruits, and

valuable plant medicines that

are still used by priests and

traditional healers. (As re-

search into the healing prop-

erties of the remaining forest

plants creeps slowly along

with little funding, people

who turn to Western medi-

cine often unknowingly buy

counterfeit prescription

drugs from Asia.)

The canopy walkway of-

fers a reminder of what

Ghana has lost during the

most recent phase in its eco-

nomic history, when the for-

est was sacrificed in the name

of an export cash economy

based on timber and cocoa.

Ironically, cocoa has not

fared well, owing to periodic diseases of the crop and fluc-

tuations of the market price. Timber exports, in contrast,

continue to soar. Not only is there a huge legal industry

but there is also illegal harvesting. I read on the back page

of the Glhviaian Times, August 11, 1995, that fort\'-two

trucks, each carrying three illegally cut giant trees, were

seized in one day.

People did use and cut the forest as agriculture spread

during the past thousand years, but with lower population

densities and the traditional practice of sliifting cultivation,

regeneration w-as possible. Tall trees were rarely cut. and

hunting grounds and sacred gro\'es were spared. The for-

est had deep meaning for many Ghanaians, \\-ho beUeved

that spirits inhabited trees, streams, and rocky outcrops.

Not only did these beUefs pro\ade spiritual guidance to

people who hved around the forest but they also once

helped to protect this fragile resource.

When the forests are cut down and burned for inten-

sive agriculture or placed off hmits in parks, this heritage

is lost. Nowadays one has to read the observations of Capt.

)
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Natural History 2/96

Recycling the debris of the industrial world is big business throughout Africa,

R. S. Rattray, an anthropo-

logically trained colonial ad-

ministrator, to learn about

how a wood carver would

sacrifice an egg or a chicken

to the soul of a particular

tree before he could cut it

down to carve a stool.

Today's carvers have trouble

finding the woods they need.

Industry and Ingenuity

Alongside the road in

Suame, a northern suburb of

Kumasi that I've been visit-

I ing since the 1960s, I see old

cars, refrigerators, radiators,

and rubber tires. Ghana is

part of the industrial world,

and many of the country's

most creative artisans aren't

working with "natural" re-

sources. In a sprawling space

of more than eighty acres

—

named Suame Magazine be-

cause it was once the site of a

gun and ammunition store-

house—some 40,000 peo-

ple, mostly men, take apart

industrial debris and use it to

create and repair useful

products, including cars and

trucks, corn-grinding ma-

chines, spare parts, axes and

hoes, concrete mixers, safes, keys, animal traps, iron gates,

conga drums, children's swing sets, and kerosene lamps.

One workshop owner, Baba Mohammed, tells me that

officials from the World Bank and the International Mon-

etary Fund have been to Suame Magazine and have given

significant help to Ghana, "but the loans don't get down

to the people who need them. Actually we don't want

money," he continues. "If we could just get credit in the

form of materials, that would help." Among other things,

the Suame Magazine producers make giant flat-bed trail-

ers, bigger and cheaper than any that could be purchased

from abroad, which are used to transport both legally and

illegally harvested timber. Just as European guns were used

to capture African people, today the junk of the Western

world is used to make these huge trucks that remove the

African trees.

Many of the workers in Suame Magazine are from the

north, from the same places that formerly supplied slaves

and then cocoa laborers. Today they work for long hours

just to get by, side by side with people from the Ashanti
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Old car bodies and

rubber tires are used as

raw material for all

kinds of products, from

rakes and shoes to

trucks that carry logs

from Ghana's few

remaining forests to

the lumber mills.

Region and other parts of

Ghana. They are united by

their complementary skills

and by a certain amount of

bitterness about how hard

they work for so litrie. They

value the technical assistance

they get from Kumasi's Uni-

versity of Science and Tech-

nology but wish for loans

and credit from banks and

government agencies.

This is Africa's "infor-

mal" economy at its most

creative and determined,

with people recycling the

vast amounts of industrial

trash—including cars, trucks,

refrigerators, and broken,

obsolete machinery—that,

along with tons of clothes,

outdated medicines, and sur-

plus foods, is dumped on

Africa and the rest of the

third world. (Some of this

material is gathered abroad in

the name of charity, but ulti-

mately all is paid for with

scarce foreign exchange.) In

addition to the people em-

ployed in Suame Magazine,

thousands of others work in

the Kumasi central market,

recycling, in assembly-lme

fashion, sandals and buckets from old tires, jewelry from

old bottles and plastics, key chains from film canisters, tin

trunks and cooking pots from scrap metal, and usable

clothes from old castaways. Tourists who come to buy the

whimsical toys and ingenious suitcases made from soda

cans and discarded copper telephone wire rarely norice

the timber-devouring trailers made from old scrap c;u:s.

Just as the recycling of industrial waste is filled with

ironies and contradictions, so is the recychng of Ghana's

heritage. When foreign visitors come looking for memo-

rials and fantasy landscapes, they find that the forts and

castles that once funneled human beings onto slave ships

tell the story of the African diaspora but neglect much of

Ghanaian history The forest canopy w.ilkway serves eco-

tourism and perhaps encourages em'ironmental preserva-

tion, but conflicts with the day-to-day needs of the local

farmers and the interests oftimber exporters. Yet the mag-

nificent regalia of the Asantehene, symbolizing Ghana's

glorious golden age, is still too vital to the ritual of mod-

ern kingship to place in a museum.
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Biomecharii

When plants evolved woody tissue, they rose to ever greater heights.

The Crystal Palace, designed in 1850 by the English ar-

chitect Joseph Paxton to house showpieces of Victorian

technology, was 1,848 feet long and 408 feet wide. It sup-

ported 293,655 panes ot glass, and over the 140 days of its

original use, it sheltered 6,063,986 people, or roughly

one-third the total population of the United Kingdom at

the time. In his diary, the historian and statesman Thomas

Babington Macaulay called the Cr^'stal Palace "a most

gorgeous site; vast; graceful; beyond the dreams of the

Arabian romances." A detail that Macaulay failed to re-

mark upon was that the great dome, or transept, of the

Crystal Palace was framed in wood painted to look Hke

steel merely to allay public fear that so vast and important

an edifice could be held aloft by so "flimsy" a material as

wood. Yet in relation to its density, wood is stiffer and

stronger, both in bending and twisting, than concrete, cast

iron, aluminum alloy, or steel.

Plant-building materials are impressive. Cellulose, in

its ability to withstand tension, is stiffer and stronger than

nylon, silk, chitm, collagen, tendon, or bone. Yet, cellu-

lose, the main component ot plant cell walls, is less than

one-fourth the density of any of these natural and syn-

thetic materials. For these reasons, the wooden transept of

the Crystal Palace was far safer than even Paxton may liave

guessed.

Like many savvy architects before and after his time,

Paxton was well aware of a simple yet elegant design

canon, discovered by plants miUions of years ago—the

principle of minimum weight. Because even,' material

used to stiffen or support a structure also adds to the total

load the structure must bear, adding height unavoidably

means trading off between a material's strength and its

weight. The principle of minimum weight goes a long

way toward explaining why Earth's tallest and most mas-

sive organisms are trees. (Even the largest Uving animal,

the blue whale, rarely exceeds 1 1 feet in length and 1 80

tons in weight, while CaUfornia's behemoth General

Sherman sequoia is more than 270 feet high and is esti-

mated to weigh at least 2,500 tons.)

In building the Crystal Palace transept, Joseph Paxton

undoubtedly eschewed steel in favor ofwood not only be-

cause wood is proportionately stiffer tor its weight but also

because it was one-seventieth the cost of the best available

steel in his day—a point doubdess appreciated by Queen

Victoria and many of her penurious subjects. In fact, trees

themselves are miserlv in their use of resources for growth.

Strength of

character

That trees can

reach the size

of the General

Sherman

sequoia,

opposite, is

due in part to

the remarl<able

mechanical

properties of

wood.

Support system

Wood frames

bore the

enormous

weight of the

glass panes in

the transept of

Victorian

England's

Crystal Palace.



m e c n a n i c s"

By drawing on the free and virtually unlimited energ\' of

the sun. trees, like all plants, synthesize their cell walls

from carbon dioxide and water, two raw materials that are

simultaneously abundant and inexpensive to garner. In

contrast, nitrogen, which plants must unlock from other

compounds, comes at a greater metaboUc cost because its

absorption employ's special proteins in membranes. Nitro-

gen is therefore reserved for constructing the hving proto-

plasts of cells. Importantly, "cheap building materials"

does not mean "short-Uved structures." The Crystal

Palace, dismanded for conmiercial reasons within the year

of its construction, was mechanically robust and poten-

tially long-hved. (The building was later reconstructed

and stood until it was destroyed bv fire in 1936.) By the

same token, if left undisturbed, trees will stand for many

decades after their death.

Given the remarkable properties of wood, it should

come as no surprise that the abUity to manufacture this tis-

sue has evolved independendy manv times in the long his-

tory of plant life. The Anthophyta (the flowering plants,

including hardwood trees such as oaks and maples) and the

Coniferophyta (including cone-bearing, evergreen gym-

nosperms) are two w-hoUy different lineages, each derived

from a different, and now extinct, ancestor.

What we call trees—woody, tall, central-stemmed

plants—evolved in both groups, but their different ances-

tr\' is e\ident in their wood anatomies. Oak wood, for ex-

ample, has long, cylindrical vessels; pine lacks them. A
vessel consists of a series of tubular cell walls, stacked end

to end. The walls between the adjoining cells are digested

by the Hving cells before they die. When fiiUy formed and

dead, each vessel essentially acts as an extremely long cap-

illary tube through which water can flow freely from one

cell to the ne.xt along the length of the stem. Although

composed ot single cells, usuaUv thought of as extremely

small in diameter, the vessels of oak wood are broad

enough to be seen with the naked eye.

Pine W'Ood, in contrast, conducts water through tra-

cheids, spindle-shaped, thick-walled cells that, like vessel

cells, die at maturirv'. However, the tracheid wall is perfo-

rated with numerous htde holes through which water can

percolate from one cell to another.

Oak and pine are alike, however, in the way they pro-

duce wood. All the wood inside a flowering or cone-bear-

ing tree is derived from a single layer of actively di\iding

cells called the vascular cambium. These cells, know n as

initials, di\ide to produce new cells on the inside and out-

side ot the layer. The cells produced on the inside develop

Convergent evolution of wood and other stiff tissues

Oak and Pine Cycad

Wood

Vascular cambium

(wood-creating tissue)

Primaiy xylem

(woodiike ^

' Leaf case

Flowering trees

and conifers

evolved from two

different plant

lineages, but

both produce

wood in a similar

fashion.

Wood, the main constituent of pine and oak trunks,

emanates from the inside of the vascular cambium, a

single layer of actively dividing cells.

Gymnosperms

with a fossil

record dating

back 250 million

years, cycads

have multiple,

concentric

vascular cambia.

Cycad's produce small quantities of loose-textured

wood. The rather weak stems must be structurally

reinforced by an external armor of leaf bases.

Tree ccafuEio.i, An cs»j' on Adapraiion (Unh'eisily oi Cnicago Prsss. in prBss). Tree sections by hSanin Heggland. after K. NiKlas



nto wood; those on the outside become the phloem, the

iap-conducting tissue of plants.

Subtle differences in anatomy also show that wood

;volved in yet another way in the cycads, an extremely an-

cient group ot gymnosperms with a fossil record datmg as

far back as 250 iTdllion years ago. Cycads bear their seeds

on leaves held aloft on largely unbranched stems that pro-

duce Hmited amounts of a very "loose-textured" wood.

Indeed, most of the bulk of a cycad stem is composed of

living, thin-walled cells very much like those found in a

raw potato. The rather weak stems of cycads must be

tructurally reinforced by an external armor of leaf bases.

Unlike pines and oaks, cycads do not have a single, wood-

producing cambium layer. Multiple, concentrically ar-

ranged vascular cambia each produce a limited amount of

soft wood. When seen in cross section, the resultant stem

anatomy looks very much Uke that of a beet, which also

has multiple tissue-producing cells. Although most living

cycads are fairly short in stature, some species reach

iheights rivaling the tallest oaks and pines. In this group are

the Cuban cycad, Microcycas cahcoma, which can be more

iithan twenty-five feet tall, and Mactozamia hopei, a native of

Queensland, Australia, which can reach fifty-five feet.

Present-day plants represent only the tip of a complex

LeDidodendron

An extinct,

treelike plant

known from

Carboniferous

Period fossils,

Lepidodendron

grew more than

120 feet tall.

A vascular cambium produced a high proportion of

1
wood in the Lepidodendron stem, but a layer of bark

also helped support the tree.

evolutionary iceberg submerged in an ocean of geological

time. The fossil record shows, for instance, that the ances-

tors of today's horsetails and lycopods also "invented"

wood and built huge trees out of this material. Todays re-

maining horsetail plants—all in the single genus Eqnise-

luiii—lack wood; but during the Carboniferous Period,

the horsetail Calainltcs reached heights in excess of eighty

feet. Its contemporary, the treehke lycopod Lepidodendron,

elevated its canopy ofbranches and spore-bearing leaves at

least 114 feet above ground by virtue of a woody trunk.

One of the curious features shared by both types of extinct

tree was a vascular cambium that produced substantial

amounts of wood in stems, but that did not produce new

phloem cells.

Cahmites looked much hke the living horsetails.

Those who have seen the latter in wet meadows and along

roadsides know that they send out horizontal, ground-

hugging, rootlike stems that can be scores of yards m
length. One can only wonder at the lengths of the huge

rhizomes that anchored Calamites to the ground. (Inter-

connected by these subterranean roots, hundreds of

Calamites trees actually made up single organisms, possibly

the largest living things in Earth's history!) Sadly, Lepido-

dendron has no analogue among the living lycopods. All in

Calamites

An extinct woody

tree related to

the present-day,

horsetail plant,

Calantites

reached 80 feet

in height.

o

Huge, below-ground rhizomes connected the multiple

stems of Calamites plants and provided them with

additional anchorage.



the group are extinct, but they have left their mark. Their

bark is the major constituent of the Carboniferous coal

deposits that faded Victorian, as well as modem, industry'.

attesting to their once great number and geographic

range.

If we are ^Hlling to relax the stipulation that "trees"

must have woody stems, we can add to the number of

plant groups that have evolved the tree-growth habit

—

sending up an extremely taU stem, or trunk. True. wx)od is

the stiffest tissue known (in relation to its densit\') but

other plant tissues are nearly as efficacious in pro\iding

mechanical support w^hile conferring minimal weight.

One such tissue is called sclerench\Tna, which typically

consists of thick-walled, dead cells. Unlike wood, how-

ever, sclerenchyma develops directly from cells produced

by the growing tips ofplant stems and roots, not from the

cambia. Still, sclerenchjina, w'hich is found in pakn trees

(as well as the outermost skin of onions), is almost as stiff

and light as wood.

Some plants use li\Tng and dead organs to mechani-

cally support stems. These devices enable arborescent

palms such as Irianea and tree ferns such as Cyathea, which

lack wood, to reach heights ofsevent}' feet. The "trunks"

of palms are held aloft by means of numerous girdling

strands of vascular tissue whose sclerench^tnatous cell

walls get thicker and stiffer as they grow older. In pahns,

reinforcement is also provided by clasping leafbases at the

top of a stem that is anchored at its base by a profijsion of

ver\? stiff, adventitious toots. In tree ferns, "trunks" are

supported by a mande of wiry, external, adventitious

roots, sometimes teachir^ nearly to the canopy ot the tree.

This support "strategy" has evolved more than once

among the ferns, a group ofnonseed plants that procreate

xiz spores and trace their immediate evolurionarv" origins

to various ancestors.

Clearly there are many ways to "build a tree," but all

share the same frmdamental tactic: deploying the stiffest

and hghtest available plant materials near the outside of

vertical stems. The mechanical fijrces generated within a

vertical stem as it bends under its own w^eigjit, or as it

twists in the wind, are most intensejust beneath the stems

surface. Thus, placing the strongest and stiffest available

materials around or under the svtrfaces of\^rtical stems is

ideal fair dealing with the dfoaimc mechanical forces trees

typically experience during their lifetimes. In the final

anah^is, the sa\ing "all roads lead to Rome" is as true for

plant evolution, w-hich has taken different but convergent

roads to building a tree, as it is for daily human afiairs. D

Tree Fern

Treelike plants

of the tropics

and subtropics,

the ferns date

from the

Jurassic Period

to the present.

W^

Tree ferns lack wood fajt are propped up by an external,

coneiike mantle of wiry adventitious roots. Some tree

ferns can reach a height of seventy feet.

Palm

Palms are

held aloft by

numerous

girdling strands

of vascular

tissue running

just beneath

the stem.

Because of the external roots at their bases and

clasping leaf bases at the top of the stem, palms are

stiff enough to stand, yet flexible enough to sviiay.
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Biomechanics

Scientists and engineers refine their designs based on structures found in nature.

Engineers refined an or-

tliopedic bone screw by

analyzing the distribution

of stresses along the

screw shaft. Graphs (cen-

ter) chart the intensity of

the stress. Color com-

puter images (bottom)

contrast the stress on

the unreinforced screw

(left) and on an

improved model that

was reinforced based

on the way trees repair

themselves. Red indi-

cates areas most

vulnerable to fatigue.

Yellow and green mark

areas of less stress.

Orthopaedic bone screw

V. MIses stresses along contour s
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V. Miscs-slrcss distribution

Trees produce "reaction

wood" to cope with

areas of high stress. The

"reaction wood" grows

around obstacles and

acts to distribute the

stress in a uniform way.

a t u r a 1 1 y

< By Delta Willis

In the early 1980s, Claus Mattheck was in a car accident

that left him with a shattered left leg. Doctors secured the

broken bones with stainless steel nails, but Mattheck, a

physicist who works in fracture mechanics, knew that in

the past such nails occasionally had broken, as had some

screws used for spinal implants. To find a way to make

stronger screws and nails, he turned to a computer pro-

gram that he and his colleague Andreas Baumgartner, at

the Karlsruhe Research Center in Germany, had de-

signed. The program came out of their work in bio-

mimetics, a growing interdisciplinary field that brings to-

gether biologists, engineers, physicists, architects, and

other specialists to study how human technology can be

improved by copying designs from nature.

Drawing blueprints firom nature is not new: two thou-

sand years ago the Chinese tried to manufacture artificial

silk. The Greeks used sea urchins as models for an element

of their Doric columns. In the fifteenth century, Leonardo

da Vinci designed ships' huUs based on the movement of

fish in water and flying machines patterned on birds in

flight. But modern technology, including the scanning

electron microscope, allows detailed explorations of things

that Leonardo could not see.

Trees, with their remarkable combination of strength

inspired
and flexibility, are models of excellent design. D'Arcy

J^^
Thompson, the Scottish biologist who penned the 1917

classic Oil Givii'tli and Fonii, noted

Since the weight of a fruit increases as tiie cube of its linear

dimensions, while the strength of the stalk inaeases as the

square, it follows that the stalk must needs grow out of

apparent due proportion to the fruit: or, altcniatipel)'. that taU

trees should not bear largefruit on slender branches, and that

melons and pumpkins must lie on tlie ground. . . . In the

tree, moreover, anchoring rootsform powerful wind-struts,

and are most developed opposite to the direction of the

prevailing winds;for the lifetime of a tree is affected by the

frequency of storms, and its strength is related to the wind-

pressure which it must needs withstand.

The whole design of a tree limb employs the yin and

yang of good engineering—tension and compression, or

pull and push. This aUovvs sapUngs to become vertical

again after being buried by snow. (When wind blows on a

tree, the windward side of the tree is in tension and the

leeward side is in compression.) In broadleaved trees, the

upper side of a limb normally grows faster than the lower

side, and the cells on the upper side shrink longitudinally.

When a branch bends under a load of snow, the cells on

Claus Mattheck,

of the Karlsruhe

Research Center in

Germany, takes long

walks in the woods

to study the "body

language" of trees.

V
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Biomechanics

"Trees are smart," says Claus Mattheck. "They use the strongest wood vi

The fractal patterns

of branching trees

and tidal channels

are also found in

the fine connections

of our nerve cells

and vascular sys-

tems. These den-

dritic networks are

being studied

by biomimeticists

for principles of

efficient flow.

Buttress fCHTnafxxi in roots ofi^ tatefaty anchored

- "Wv

i

Natural buttresses

on trees act like

ropes stabilizing

tent poles. Charting

stresses on such

structures, engi-

neers refine artifi-

cial supports. Col-

ored images, bot-

tom, show how

stress (red) is mini-

mized in the classic
I

buttress (right) and

maximized In an un-

reinforced laterally

anchored column.

the tree limb's upper side shrink to allow^ for recovery.

Grass employs the same method of recover^' when tram-

pled. As James E. Gordon—retired professor of materials

science at the University- ofReading in England and a fa-

ther ofmodem biomimetics—ii\TX)te, "Almost invariably,

li\Tng things are so successftd in sohong . . . structural

problems that we do not notice how" they do it. For noth-

ing attracts less curiosity than total success."

While botanists tend to appreciate the arrangement of

parts, biomimeticists focus on successtiil patterns in na-

ture. One result is the fashionable regard for the branching

pattern knovsTi as firactals—the bifiircation and repetition

that occurs in trees, tributaries, and our own lungs. What

w-orks in one place can w'ork in another.

Nobod\- knows bener than Claus Mattheck the ad-

vances in design that have been made possible by bio-

mimetics. He learned that trees grow in way^ that mini-

mize stress and that tend to distribute stress uniformly.

Mattheck takes long walks in the woods in search of trees

that are crooked, uprooted, or bent out ofshape. One that

was more or less in the shape of a question mark first

sparked his interest in the "body language'' of trees.

Mattheck and Baumgaitner de\Tsed a computer-aided

optimization program (CAO) that allows users to improve

all sorts ofdesigns based on the way trees and bones repai

themselves—remo\ing the "unloaded," or unnecessar\

parts fix)m blueprints and reinforcing areas vnlnerable tc

fracture. It has been used to improve artificial joints, elec

trie razors, automobile parts, washing machines, rubbe

bearings, and chain links. Mattheck made one tiny addi

tion to the base of spinal screw threads to mimic the \vx

a tree limb is reinforced at the trunk. The program alsc

pinpointed where w"aste could be trimmed from th<

screws, which when modified were Ughter and more re-

sistant to fatigue.

Everv- tree is shaped by the loads it must carr\-. Hov

trees manage those loads is a quesrion that continues tc

tease scientists, as much as it did the shipwrights of ok

who searched for the perfect ship's mast. Part of a tree

abilit\- to adapt to its loads hes in the cambium, the growth

layer that makes new cellsjust beneath the bark. The cam-

bium can actually sense areas of stress

—

i wound, for ex-

ample—and then produce more wood at that point, untl

the stress is relie\^d. Mattheck's CAO program works ir

the same way to show where the weak points on blue-

prints should be buttressed.

Nearly 90 percent ofwood cells are arranged in a hon-

ej'comb partem. This pattern occurs repeatedly in nature
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Nature produces

composite materials

that, like wood, are

light, flexible, and

strong. Above: The

use of synthetic com-

posites gave the de-

signers of a sled for

the United States

team in the 1988

Winter Olympics more

options in shaping

the sled and distrib-

uting its weight.

Below, right: Some

biomimeticists are

developing "smart"

materials with em-

bedded sensors

that will be able to

detect changes in the

environment and

react, even changing

shape if necessary.

Layered aircraft

"skin" incorporates

sensors responsive to

temperature, strain,

and battle damage.
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aidboneiitp Jmd results in lightweight strength. Few materials are as

or ramecBii ough as cellulose, the main constituent of wood, whose

itrength derives from its abihty to store energy Hke a

'pring. Lorna Gibson, a professor of engineering at Mass-

ichusetts Institute of Technology, emphasizes that wood's

'ery combination of composite and cellular microstruc-

I
mimic tilt I ures gives it its mechanical efficiency:

lIDgMli

Wood's exceptional performance in bending reflects thefact

that the trunk and branches of a tree are often loaded in

bending: the trunk by the wind and the branches by their

own weight. It arises from the honeycomb-like structure of

the wood cells as well as the great stiffness and strength of the

cellulose fibers.

James Gordon pointed out that "cellulose cannot be

considered as either weak or brittle yet it is chemically a

\ffliiiid.fe'' f'^S^r, being made by stringing glucose molecules to-

ijtnoiiiii'' '^ether." He considered cellulose to be "a tensile material

j^wi)' without peer."

jjljonlbji While Mattheck has been investigating wood, other

f.icientists have been working on different materials. For

jjjafe he past decade the United States Air Force Office of Sci-

|,,jiiiiii6i|!5ntific Research has been working on the application of

Above: Ceramic composites

are key to developing the Na-

tional Aerospace Plane, which

could reach speeds of 9,000

miles per hour.

biomimetics to aerospace materials, studying, for example,

how the strong, tough, and lightweight structural proper-

ties of insect exoskeletons and abalone shells could be

copied in composite materials.

Composite materials that mimic natural materials have

been used for Olympic bobsleds and high-performance

skis. Kevlar, a descendant of nylon whose molecular struc-

ture is like that of silk, is used in buDet-proof vests. A
strong but light, energy-efficient composite of graphite

fibers in epoxy was used in the I oyrt^er airplane that circled

the globe in 1986 without refuehng.

The possibilities seem endless in trees alone. They in-

fluence life more than any other plant, replenish the air we

breathe, and supply food and pharmaceutical wealth. Even

dead wood finds utility', providing resonance for a viohn

sonata, polished grain and burl of incontestable beaut\',

and the paper on which these words are printed.

Glaus Mattheck says, "Trees are smart structures. They

grow wood in a load-adapted way; they use the strongest

wood where the highest internal stresses are. They also

optimize their external shape." Today, as they delve into

the natural world for efficient form and function, scientists

and engineers look upon trees with growing regard, and

are returning to the woods for more ideas. D
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When the bough bends )'

A January thaw is not always a wel-
^

come event in Maine, where I spend f

the winter. If the thaw is accompa- |

med by rain, the woods and roads are |

soon covered by sheets of ice, and |

people lie low. We wait for the rain to

turn back into snow, as it generously

does. The storm onJanuary 22, 1995,

was by no means as bad as it gets, but

I found it particularly annoying. Dur-

ing the night, freezing rain had col-

lected in thick, icy encrustations on

the wire screening of my research

aviary, which collapsed under the

weight. In the morning, ice hung like

crystal from all the trees—a pretty

sight, except that several limbs ot my

favorite white birch next to the cabin

were danghng limply, having snapped

from their loads of ice. Six-inch-thick

gray birch trees were bent over dou-

ble, their tops touching the ground.

But perhaps more surprising,

most of my trees remained intact.

Unlike my aviary, a temporary con-

struction ofwood and wire, the forest

still stood. As I surveyed the icy trees,

I began to see them as examples of

superior design shaped by evolution;

any inferior tree models have long

since been obHterated from this land-

scape by the climate.

Still, some trees do occasionally sustain damage. The

conditions of this ice storm were just severe enough to

show up the weaker parts in tree design and to highhght

the strengths. I recalled one ice storm about ten years ear-

her that had left the ground in the mature hardwood

forests a huge tangle of broken limbs. Gray birches had

been broken or had their tips bent all the way to the

ground. The white birches, with stronger trunks, had had

great limbs torn oft. But I couldn't remember ever seeing

a limb ot a tir or a spruce tree shorn oS^ and moreover,

those trees always remain erect. Near my cabin in this lat-

est storm, only the white and gray birches were atfected;

t.ne red and sugar maples, American ashes, beeches, and

•, .lov,' birches—all fairly young trees—seemed not to

have been damaged at all.

Several days later, when i wandered in a relatively ma-

ture forest nearby at Perry Hill, I discovered much more

destruction. Many mature, seed-bearing oak trees,

beeches, maples, white birches, and thick-trunked yellow

birches had toppled over, and the ground was Httered with

fresh branches. The thick hmbs of large pines had also

snapped off. So, while most of the trees were clearly

a|^<

Tannenbaum

A balsam fir stands up

to the elements.

Conical shape and

tiers of flexible limbs,

which act like folding

umbrellas, help firs

and other coniferous

trees bear up under

loads of ice and snow.

By Bernd Heinrich

"working" just fine in this particuj

storm, the gray birches near my cal

and the mature hardwoods at Pe;

HiU reminded me that I should

take design for granted.

I wondered what principles were;:

work here. The first of many variab;

was the amount of ice the limbs hi

collected. A look out the window su-

gested that the birches had collectei

lot more ice than the other hardwoO'

so I set out to see if this was the c;

With bush cutters, I carefully snippi

off five three- to four-foot-lo

branches of five difierent species

young hardwood trees, includi

white birch. Careful not to knock

any ice, I weighed all twenty-five ic

laden branches with a spring balance

the kind fishermen use to weigh thi|

catch—then spread them all out on t|

floor of the cabin. By late afternoi

the ice had melted, the cabin floor

awash, and I weighed them again.

As I had suspected, the bir.

branches collected much more i

than did the branches of the other tr

species, dramatically so. On averag

birch branches weighed eight tim

more with their ice load than witho

it. American ash had the lowest ratio

ice weight to branch weight, whs

sugar maple, red maple, and apple twigs had an mterm

diate ratio.

Ash trees have the fewest nvigs, which may explain,

part, why they collect the least ice. White birches, whii

collect more ice, have bushier and more numerous twi^.

Moreover, when birch twigs are partly ice-laden, th'

tend to droop outward, away from the stem of the tt6

Surface tension holds water droplets on the tAvigs long?'

and the slow flow down the twig allows a thm fJm of i'

to form. In contrast, the relatively stiff, horizontal twii;

of for example, apple trees generally hold little ice. Tl

water simply drips oft.

The overall architecture of the tree is also importai

Ash, maple, and poplar trees (especially younger ones) a

shaped roughly hke candelabra, and this largely vertio

arrangement of twigs has two effects with respect to iC'

First, the more a twig points straight up, the less surface

presents to falling rain, and the less water it can intercep

This can be seen in the straight, upward-pointing twigs •

the American ash. Second, any water that the branches c

intercept runs inward toward the trunk (rather than ou

ward as on the gray birch) and freezes where it can do tl
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The aftermath of an ice storm highlights

^PHt iist harm. The trunks of most young

iples. ashes, and poplars were thickly

ated with ice. Possibly this ice even

Iped stiffen, rather than weaken,

sm, as it would if it were collected on

^pteiiBe outside of branches (as in gray

"yw rch). In this particular ice storm, none

the candelabrum-shaped trees

owed any sign of being burdened by

(oIh ice load, nor did they accumulate

iuch snow later on. This may also help

:plain why mature trees with large

reading crowns suffer torn limbs more

iten than do thinner, but more

)inted, young trees.

Shedding leaves serves a variety of

notions, such as enabling a tree to

nserve water. But this deciduous

bit can also be seen as something of

ad hoc solution that allows a maple

birch to survive Maine winters.

round-hugging shrubs of the far

orth, such as Labrador tea, bog rosemary, and winter-

ij]iii.J|reen, keep their leaves all winter, proving that winter and

BS

"lysiii[

-foot-

: specii

ii

)tiiod

ity-fire

;!»

KJj

I out 01

spliii

the liiilaves are not always incompatible, but tall temperate-

motei )ne trees need a line of defense against ice and snow. Last

oiheti iinter in New York City, for instance, ice and snow

apped the limbs of ornamental hoUy trees, native to

.ore southerly regions, that had broad, evergreen leaves.

.e two northern native hollies found in Maine—winter-

;rry and mountain hoUy—shed their leaves and re-

tained undamaged.

The conifers are marvels of arboreal compromise,

/hile most retain their leaves—needles—in winter, these

•nd to be erect, stiff, and spiky, and collect less ice than

D broad leaves. (Balsam fir, with needles that point out

terally from the twig in a rough sheet, is an exception.)

his dual capacity of conifers to retain their leaves and still

led ice and snow may be due to their overall shape and

rength of Umb.

.; I
An inveterate tree climber since my childhood, I feel

j,jin(.||iJalified to comment on the strength of tree hmbs. Neo-

,.(
Jfhytes who have cHmbed with me to the top of a 100-foot

'd spruce have watched aghast as I've hung by one hand

om, or jumped up and down on, a slender, inch-thick

\e spruce limb. Jumping on a white pine limb of the

"lie thickness would be dangerous. But this northern

me sheds a proportion of its leaves in the fall, and what it

icks in limb strength, it usually makes up in limb thick-

ess. The limbs of tamarack (larch) are brittle and down-

ight treacherous. I have no doubt that if tamarack limbs

ould accumulate as much ice and snow as spruce and fir

nibs do, they would regularly be stripped off the tree. Of
ourse, they almost never are; tamarack is the only north-

Sturm und Drang

The weight of ice and

snow that collects on

the twigs and slender

branches of birches

often bends the trees

groundward, top.

Deciduous trees avoid

even greater loading

by shedding their

leaves before winter.

Adapted to northern

climates, conifers keep

their leaves in the

modified form of short,

spiky needles, which

collect less ice than

would broad leaves.

the architecture of trees.

ern conifer that is fully deciduous. It

sheds its needles in winter.

The main feature that protects

spruce and fir, and to some extent

pine, is the very feature that we cher-

ish in them as Christmas trees: their

conical shape. Each spring, the trees

sprout a single, straight shoot from the

top; at the same time, a whorl of three

to sLx branches grows off horizontally,

and already existing lower branches

stretch even farther to the sides. These

umbrellahke tiers of branches, each

slighter larger than the one above it,

correspond to the age of the tree.

Conifers do coDect snow and ice.

and the flow of water is indeed out-

ward, not inward as in the young can-

delabrum-shaped hardwoods. Here a

new design kicks in and rescues the

tree: because they are both highly

flexible and tough, the horizontal

branches don't break, they bend. As the Umbs begin to

hang, they support their immense burden not because they

are holding it literally up in the air (as one might hold a

bag of cement over one's head) but because they are

merely being pulled. That is, they support their load by

tensile strength. The "end loading" of the conifer branches

is therefore not a liabihty but an asset. When encumbered

by ice and snow, the upper whorls ofbranches press down

and are supported by the lower branches, until a stable

cone, or tepeelike structure, is produced.

Pushed inward against the trunk with their weight on

the ends, conifer boughs act like a collapsing umbrella;

they intercept less precipitation. (In spruces, the same

principle is applied on a small scale to the individual

branches.) This is a most desirable trait for a tree in Maine.

The more load the trees takes on, the more snow shdes off,

just as it shdes offmy steep cabin roof or off a tepee. All in

all, the conifer design is totally opposite that of, say, an ash.

But both work superbly.

The poet Robert Frost was no stranger to the beauties

of the forest or of New England winters. This winter,

when I take measure of my trees. I'll recall his poem

"Birches":

When I see birches bend to kft iiiid right

Across the Hues ofstraigliter darker trees,

I hkc to think some boy's been swinging them.

Bui Sit'i}igi}ig doesn't bend them down to stay

As ice storms do. . . . they are bowed

So hir for long, they neivr right tlicmsehes:

Yon may see their trunks arching in the woods

years afteni'ard. . . .

^
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nique among mammals, northern elephant seals make two migrations a year.

fi
bull northern elephant seal, looking lean

Ifter the rigors of the breeding season,

tlives in a keip forest off southern

California. After breeding, the seals head

Jiorth to offshore foraging grounds. During

:heir months at sea, they are subnnerged

about 90 percent of the time, surfacing to

Dreathe briefly between long, deep dives.

In April and May, thousands of

juvenile and adult female

elephant seals come ashore on

the sandy beaches of San

Miguel, one of southern

California's Channel Islands.

After molting, the seals head

out to sea for their second

migration of the year. A few

weeks later, the beaches are

packed again, this time with

molting bulls.

Every December, northern elephant seals begin appearing

with surprising suddenness on sandy island beaches off

southern California and Mexico's Baja peninsula. The

males arrive first and compete for dominance. The fe-

males show up a little later and soon give birth to young

conceived the year before. Three weeks later, they are

ready to mate again.

By late January, the coastlines of San Miguel, San

Nicolas, Santa Rosa, and some of the other islands seem to

strain more against the sheer weight of elephant seals than

against the fierce Pacific storm surf. Last winter, I esti-

mated that nearly 35,000 seals, including pups (totaling

some 35 to 40 million pounds), were piled onto the

beaches of San Miguel Island, one ofsouthern California's

Channel Islands.

By early March, the seals are gone, disappearing like

the giant burrowing sand worms on science fiction writer

Frank Herbert's dune planet of Arrakis. The females are

the first to leave, abruptly abandoning their pups. They

are followed by the adult males and then, about a month

later, by the pups.

In spring and summer, the seals return, this time for

their annual molt. Adult females come back in April and

May, the males in July and August. (Many pups remain at

sea until the following spring.) After a month, the seals re-

peat their vanishing act. Slipping into the water and out ot

sight, they leave behind nothing but patches of sloughed

skin and hair as proof ot their visit.

Where they go and what they do between these well-

documented visits has been unknown. Roger Hill and

Robert DeLong and I decided to develop a computer-

controlled recording instrument that would reveal the be-

havior and whereabouts of the seals the entire rime they

were not basking on the beaches.

DeLong and George Antonelis, of the U. S. National

Marine Fisheries Service; Gerald Koovman, from the

^
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Northern elephant seals spend eight to ten months a year at sea, hiill

Scripps Institution of Oceanography; and Burney Le

Boeuf, Dan Costa, and students from the University of

CaHfornia at Santa Cruz, had estabhshed that elephant

seals dive deep—to 2,000 feet or a litde over sixty times

surface atmospheric pressure. Roger armored our instru-

ments to withstand pressures more than twice that level.

Our first efforts revealed that the seals regularly dive

deeper than 2,500 feet, and one buU went to 5,150 feet.

Our recordings indicated that the seals began diving as

soon as they returned to the sea. They dived continuously,

for twenty to forty minutes at a time, seldom taking more

than three minute breaks at the surface to breathe. Over

four months, each seal made about 7,000 dives and was

submerged about 90 percent of the time.

For ideas on how to track the seals, we turned to the

work of Nathaniel Bowditch, an eighteenth-century

wmnderkind. His passion and genius for mathematics and

astronomy facilitated, in part, the ocean supremacy of

Yankee seamen during the clipper ship era by providing a

relatively simple and reUable method of nautical naviga-

tion. The development of that method no doubt also has-

tened the destruction of the world's seal herds by helping

sealers return reliably and quickly to remote island rook-

eries each year.

In Bowditch's time, navigation at sea was done pri-

marily by a combination of dead reckoning and para 1

sailing. Bowditch's contributions included correcti;

more than 8,000 errors in the standard navigational texti

use at the time. He also derived tables and formulas :

computing longitude and latitude that could be used |f

just about anyone.

Bowditch's work helped navigators determine whi.;

they were and how to get where they wanted to go. O,:

challenge was different: once the seals returned to t;

beach, we had to figure out where they had been. Tow;l

that end, Roger made further changes in the recording i-

struments, adding temperature and Ught sensors, the lat

to measure sunhght intensity whenever a seal was at V.

surface. With the information from the light sensor, •"

could estimate time of sunset, sunrise, and noon, as weUi

day length. Our hope was that this information, in coi-

bination with tables Bowditch developed of the timing
'

celestial events, would enable us to pinpoint the se£

whereabouts.

Near the end of the 1989 breeding season. Bob D-

Long and I headed to San Miguel Island with the moc-

fied instruments and federal permits to attach them

eight adult males. (My previous studies had shown tl:

adults were more Ukely to survive and return than juv-

niles.) After gingerly making our way among the wary ^•

Male elephant seals

engage in fierce,

often bloody fights

to estabish

dominance and thus

determine which

bulls have access to

females. Although

sexually mature by

age five, most males

won't breed for

several more years,

by which time they

may weigh some

3,500 pounds.
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*t n beaches only to give birth, nurse their young, mate, and molt.

Its, we selected our eight, sedated them, and glued the

istruments to the sparse hairs on their back. Within a day

!" two, the seals had departed.

Our anxious hopes to see at least one of the bulls again

1 summer turned to elation when not one but six reap-

L-ared in July, five with usable diving and light-level data.

he data showed that the seals had not dawdled: all five

id begun traveling north as soon as they entered the

.Iter. Covering about sixty nautical miles a day and trav-

ling alone, each arrived about forty-five days later at a

liferent spot in the northern Gulf of Alaska or in waters

I ear the Aleutian Islands. After thirty-five days, they

eaded back to San Miguel to molt.

Since 1989, we have momtored the movements of

lore than 100 adult males and females. We have found

lat these seals make not one, but two migrations a year

etween the Channel Islands and distant, offshore forag-

ig areas. No other vertebrate is known to undertake such

double migration.

The first migration starts at the end of the breeding

--ason. Departing in early to mid-February, females travel

) the North Pacific, some 2,000 miles off the coast of

Vashington State, before returning home to molt. The

jund trip covers about 4,000 nautical miles and lasts an

verage of seventy-three days. The males' journey, begin-

ning in late February to early March, takes them about

1,700 miles north of the females. By the time the males

return to San Miguel to molt, they have been away some

120 days and have traveled at least 7,400 miles. (Weaned

pups leave for their first trip in March and April, but as yet

we know little about their travels.)

After about a month on the beach fasting and molting,

the seals embark on the second migration. Females swim

off by the end of May and travel north to approximately

the same areas they visited in the spring. This time, the fe-

males remain at sea for about 234 days and cover at least

7,600 nautical miles before returning to San Miguel to

give birth and mate again. The males' postmolt migration

begins in late August and early September and takes them

6,000 to 7,000 nautical miles m about 126 days.

Elephant seals are not the only mammals to accumu-

late such impressive mileage: some gray whales may swim

more than 10,000 miles during their annual migration

from the breeding lagoons in Baja to foraging areas in the

Bering Sea. But the total distances that northern elephant

seals cover in their double migrations—nearly 12,000

miles for the females, and more than 13,000 for the

males—place them near the top of any list of long-dis-

tance mammalian travelers. (Birds, of course, are the

world's champion migrators; arctic terns may cover

Ir

if

Bull elephant seals

may be one and a

half times as long

and seven times as

heavy as an adult

female. Here, a

large male mates

with a female as she

is nudged by her

nearly weaned pup,

conceived the year

before. The female

will leave the

breeding beach just

a few days after

mating, abruptly

abandoning her pup.

Below: A bull opens

his mouth in a

subdued threat,

perhaps directed at

a young male

interloper.
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Their lengthy double migrations place northern elephant seals nea

15,000 miles a year in their round-trip journey betsveen

antarctic pack ice and arctic breeding grounds.)

Our data suggest that individuals adhere to roughly

the same routes and destinations in successive migrations,

but migratory paths vary from seal to seal. Males and fe-

males share a migratory corridor along the coasts of Cali-

fornia and Oregon, but because the males migrate much

farther north and at different times, the sexes are essen-

tially segregated during their travels.

Why do the seals engage in such lengthy migrations?

Our best answer at this point is that they go in search ot

productive foraging grounds. The seals must certainly be

hungr\' bv the rime they go to sea. While ashore, the seals

fast, losing 40 percent of their body mass.

The seals' main prey are pelagic, deep-water squid.

Manv of the ocean currents through which the seals mi-

grate, as well as the water masses bordering the currents,

are rich in nutrients and are important foraging areas for

other marme mammals and seabirds. However, we have

yet to learn very much about what lives in the midwaters

where the elephant seals forage, although trawls and sub-

mersibles have turned up a variet)' of squid and biolumi-

nescent fish.

We also know frustratingly Httle about how elephant

seals navigate during their migrations. Orientation by the

'^ \

cw ^ 1;
GulfofAlaska ^1
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earth's magnetic fields is perhaps the most plausible set

nario. As yet, however, no sensory mechanism for mat

neric-field detection has been contirmed in any verte

brate, so we can go htde beyond just-so stories. '

Scientists might lose some sleep pondering these que:

tions, but the elephant seals Ukely won't. Diving and m
gration records collected so far have given no evidence i

sleeping seals, although just what might constitute sleep i

this species is also uncertain. Recent studies suggest th^

behavioral and electrophysiological aspects of sleep ca

become disassociated. For example, one type of sleep h;

been recorded in birds that appear awake to observers. I

some dolphins and seals, deep sleep occurs in one hemi

sphere of the brain at a time. In terrestrial mammals, slee

time seems to correlate inversely to body mass—cow-

horses, elephants, and giraffes sleep only a few hours a da^

If that relationship holds true for marine mammals, the

elephant seals may not need much sleep and may get \\ h;

they require in periodic catnaps.

However they na\dgate, with or without sleep, thei

far-ranging, deep-diving habits may have helped the ele

phant seals survive intensive harvesting in the nineteeni

centurv. Today, the seals' population is burgeoning, a wel

come, and all too rare, occasion for optimism at a tim

when manv large mammals are in decline.

PACIFIC OCEAN
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Tr.i four maps at right show the routes

of northern elephant seals that migrate

between San Miguel Island and the

eastern North Pacific. Every year the

seals undertake two round trips, the

first after the winter breeding season;

the second several months later, after

molting. Males and females are largely

segregated during the migrations. Female migration, postmolt (June-January)



f any list of long distance travelers.

Top light: A titaiiiiiin tube holds iLioidmg iu\tiHincuts designed to

track seals at sea. After weigliiiig a seal, researchers glue the tube

onto its back, top left. Identifying letters and numbers are also

bleached onto the animal's side.

To the Brink and Back

Seal bones in midden heaps

(trash dumps) left behind by

the Chumash Indians—who
hunted seals on San Miguel

and San Nicolas Islands—pro-

vide evidence that northern

elephant seals have been re-

turning to the beaches of

southern Cahfornia's Channel

Islands for at least 12,000 years.

One hundred years ago, how-

ever, these ancient patterns

were in peril. At that time,

sealers, sea otter hunters, and

whalers had hunted elephant

seals close to extinction.

Science took a toll, too. Sci-

entists knew Httle about ele-

phant seals, and as C. H.

Townsend (sent in 1 892 by the

U. S. National Museum to col-

lect any he could find) said,

killing the seals for science was

viewed "as the only alternative to

their slaughter by sealers." By

1900, the species was down to

perhaps one hundred animals.

Fortunately for the seals, the

scientific appetite for specimens

lessened, and in 1922 Mexico

banned the kiUing of elephant

seals on their last known

refuge—Isla de Guadalupe, about

120 nautical miles off Baja CaU-

fornia. The seals responded well

to that eleventh-hour protection.

Within a couple of decades, they

were colonizing islands in the

waters off southern California.

The recovery continues: On San

Miguel Island, for example, seal

numbers have been increasing 10

to 14 percent every year for the

past five decades. Today, the spe-

cies stands strong at about

150,000 animals.—B. 5. S.

la migration, postmolt (August-December;

At the end of the two-month

breeding season, bulls are exhausted.

Fighting for the right to mate is

stressful. In addition, males eat

nothing while they are on shore. They

may lose nearly half their body mass

before the time comes to slip back

into the sea and dive for squid.
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Groves of colum-

nar cactus grace

the sunny north

slopes of Fray

Jorge National

Park in Chile.

Adapted to the

desert and armed

with spines, the

cactuses are still

prey to an Insidi-

ous plant parasite

that can turn the

groves into cactus

:
graveyards.

1
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Alien garland

Despite its bristly

defense, an

Echinopsis cactus i

prey to tlie quintral

a mistletoe that

parasitizes columna

cactuses. The

flourish of red

flowers belongs not

to the cactus but to

the quintral, which

feeds on the fleshy

inner tissues of its

host. During the

austral winter, tiny,

leafless quintral

branches emerge

from within the

cactus's skin and

put forth the

attractive blossoms.



Fruits of success

Each quintral fruit

contains a single seed

able to germinate in

arid conditions. Lured

by the juicy berries,

Chilean mockingbirds,

ortencas, become the

agents of seed dispersal.

*

a 1990, 1 took a short trip to a beautiful little national

ark in northern Chile called Fray Jorge. The park's

iventy thousand acres encompass expanses of seniiarid

crub, fog-dependent elfin forests that straddle the coastal

lills, and steep slopes covered by tall, columnar cactuses.

aving grown up in northern Mexico, I was quite famil-

ir with cactuses and was struck by a peculiar feature of

hose in Fray Jorge. Many of them were covered by masses

f blossoms—not the few pale-but-showy flowers typical

f columnar cactuses but numerous red, tubular blooms

inlike any cactus flowers 1 had ever seen. Rodrigo Medel,

Chilean ecologist who accompanied me to Fray Jorge,

old me that the red blossoms belonged to a mistletoe

ailed Tiisterix apliylliis, also known as quintral.

Mistletoes are parasites that depend to varying degrees

»n the resources of a host plant for survival; quintral has

peciaUzed in parasitizing cactuses. The quintral blossoms

saw were growing from short, apparently leafless

(ranches that protruded directly from the cactus columns.

}

>l

Quintral's next generation In the aftermath of a qumtral berry

meal, a tenca plants a seed. Passing intact through the bird's

digestive tract and voided atop a cactus, the seed will often stick

to a cactus spine. Even while dangling in such an inhospitable

environment, the seed will germinate immediately.

A quick investigation showed that these branches were

only a tiny part of the plant. Unlike most mistletoes,

which live primarily outside their tree hosts, quintral has a

large ginger-root-like structure that grows inside succu-

lent cactus stems. Chilean mockingbirds, boisterous song-

birds known locally as tencas, were avidly eating the pale

pink, chickpea-sized quintral fruit.

When I returned to university life back in the United

States, I found myself thinking about the interplay of the

cactus, the quintral, and the birds, so I decided to go back

to Chile to conduct a more formal study. I have found the

life of the parasite to be satisfyingly complex: Although it

damages its host, and frequently leaves dead branches and

sometimes even bare, white cactus skeletons in its wake,

quintral is an important source of food for birds.

During the austral winter, when few other flowers are

in bloom, a species of hummingbird known descriptively

as the green-backed firecrown depends on the nectar pro-

duced by quintral flowers. (The columnar cactuses do not

^
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Sweet resource

A green-backed

firecrown feeds on the

nectar of quintral

flowers. Far from being

deterred by cactus

spines, these death-

defying hummingbirds

dart and weave among

the bristles to sip from

hard-to-reach blooms

and use their strong

feet to grasp and perch

on spines. Quintral is

one of the few sources

of nectar during the

austral winter. Staking

out miniature feeding

territories among the

red, tubular flowers, the

firecrowns occasionally

pollinate the quintral

in the process.

start to flower until the austral spring, about October, after

the quintral has finished producing fruit.) Heavily para-

sitized stands of cactus ring with the high-pitched war

calls of firecrowns as the birds raid the quintral flowers and

fight for feeding territories. The sheer numbers of fire-

crowns and their intense fluttering thwarted our early at-

tempts to determine how quintral flowers are pollinated.

For pollination experiments, we needed "virgin" flowers,

whose stigmas had not yet received pollen. My colleague

Arturo Silva spent an enormous amount of time finding

and marking flowers that were about to open and then

rncnitoring them frequently, so he could hand-pollinate

them as soon as they were ready. If he became even mo-
mentarily distracted, hummingbirds would beat him to

the flowers, even to blooms surrounded by extremely long

and sharp cactus spines.

After a quintral flower is pollinated, its petals drop and
a globose red berry containing a single seed develops. As
the berries ripen, they turn from a solid red to a pale.

translucent pink. Austral blackbirds, common in Chi;

congregate in noisy gangs on cactuses laden with quint)

fruit. They pluck a berry, nressily mash the peel, suck til

sweet juice, then drop the seed to the ground, leavinal

jumble of peel parts and seeds at the base of the cactus|r

Because quintral seeds are soft and delicate, mashing
'

blackbirds often damages them.

Tencas are more dependent on quintral fruit than ;

the larcenous blackbirds. After swallowing the fru|

whole, they defecate intact, viable seeds. We carried oi

our investigations of quintral seed dispersal with relatij

ease: tencas are large and fairly easy to mark and obsenfj

the seeds are large and easy to spot, and their suitable gdl

mination sites are columnar cactuses, an evident feature i

the desert landscape. We concluded that tencas are the scj

dispersers of quintral seeds. From the cactus's point

view, however, tencas are disease vectors. By depositil

the seeds on or near cactuses, the birds are transmitting

infection—the parasitic quintral— from plant to plant.

The presence of cactus spines can demand acrobalj

antics from avid fruit eaters such as tencas. Those that lai|

on a spine or a short quintral branch have to maintain

precarious balance while plucking ripe fruit. These ml

neuvers require much wing flapping and the use of the tJ

as a prop. The spines seems to exact a toU in plumage wd

and tear. Lenny Cannes, a graduate student at Princetq

University who has studied these mockingbirds, has fouti

that the feathers of captured quintral-feeding tencas

unusually worn and ragged.

Tencas defend territories singly, in pairs and, mol

rarely, in trios. In these territories, they broadcast a mi|

tare of whistles, warbles, cackles, and snippets of oth]

birds' songs from their favorite perches—tall, heavil

quintral-infected or dead cactuses. Under these percha

we often found tangled masses of germinating quinti|

seeds. Tencas avoid perching on cactuses that are health

spiny, and lacking quintral fruit. Infected cactuses are pri

ferred not only because they have berries but also becaul

their branches are less spiny or even dead. A consequent

of the perching preferences ot tencas is that new infectioa

are rare and reinfections are common.

A seed deposited on a cactus by a tenca is usually sul

pended from a cactus spine or lodged m the midst of

clump of spines. There it is subjected to desiccating dese

winds and to temperatures that range from freezing

night to 100° F in the day. Despite these rugged cond

tions, most seeds thus deposited germinate immediatell

(Indeed, they can germinate in conrplete darkness as wa

as complete dryness, as we discovered when we inadvel

tently left seeds in our jeep's glove compartment for a fe|

weeks.) Like the seeds of many other misdetoe specie

quintral seeds are coated with a mucilaginous substana

that allows them to cling tenaciously to fingers, mstri.|

nients, and clothes, as well as to cactus spines.
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Mistletoes are varied and wide-

spread plants. The quintral of

the Chilean desert, which para-
|

sitizes cactuses, and the dwarf
|

mistletoes of North America,
|

. which live on conifers, draw al- |

most all of their nutrients from
|

their hosts. In contrast, the ma- |

jority of mistletoes are shrubby

green plants that tap into the

host tree or shrub for water and

(
minerals but use their own

; leaves to photosynthesize most

other nutrients.

No matter the habitat,

mistletoes parasitize and can

harm their hosts, but they form

close associations with local

bird species. These birds often

pollinate the flowers of the

misdetoe and disperse the seeds

after feeding on the fruits. The

mistletoe's tendency to sprout

from bird droppings may well

have given this plant its name;

Anglo-Saxon misteltan is a com-

pound of mistel, meaning

"dung," and tan, or "twig." As a

rule, foresters and orchard

keepers abhor mistletoes,

whereas bird lovers appreciate

them as a rich avian resource.

Ancient Associations

ie peitl

ig fit

ireU

Represeiitatwih of matletoe leavesframe the upper poitwii of stylized

human heads on a fifth-century B.C. Cehk stone pillar.

Mistletoe has long played a role

in Roman, Celtic, and Ger-

manic mythology. Druids are

said to have worshiped in groves

and to have invested mistletoe

with supernatural powers, par-

ticularly if it grew on their most

sacred of trees, the oak. James

Frazer, in The Golden Bough, his

classic volume on myth and

magic, equates the Golden

Bough of mythology with

mistletoe, noting "the rich

golden yellow ... a bough of

misdetoe assumes when it has

been cut and kept for some

months; the bright tint is not

confined to the leaves, but

spreads to the stalks as well, so

that the whole branch appears

to be indeed a Golden Bough."

In The White Goddess, British

writer Robert Graves remarks

that mistletoe, considered by

the church as pagan and forbid-

den as church decoration, was

associated by the ancient Celts

with midwinter: "the exchange

of kisses forbidden at all other

seasons is still permitted under

its bough, if it has berries on

it."—C. M. d. R. aiidf R.

The only nonsticky part of a germinating seed is a

itepi
brotruding knob called a radicle. This structure sprouts a

Isdljea,
|hick thread that grows one or two millimeters a day After

few weeks of such growth, the radicle thread weaves its

>vay through a maze of spines. Only a few of the seedUngs

iucceed in reaching the outer skin of the cactus and caus-

jj„Xj jng an infection. The quintral seeds' extremely long radi-

al d
Jes are unusual among mistietoes and may have evolved in

^jii^js
lesponse to the long spines of the cactus host. Most

nistletoe seeds are deposited directly on tree branches and

jj^tj,
liave no need to negotiate a labyrmth of spines. Two other

'jijiili
Chilean species of Tristerix mistletoes parasitize trees and

^,1 -.hrubs rather than cactuses and have radicles much shorter

^han those of their desert cousin.

Once the tip of the radicle makes contact with the

epidermis of a host, it swells and forms a suckerlike struc-

.ure called a haustorium. James Mauseth, a botanist at the

Jniversity of Texas, has shown that quintral haustoria

sroduce several one-cell-wide filaments that enter the

iifoiil'

oesi

ssiib

fii,
in*

pores of the cactus. After the filaments have successfully

penetrated the host, the seed and radicle wither and fall,

and the quintral proceeds to invade most of the host's tis-

sues. It appears to proHferate particularly in the phloem,

the tissue that conducts sugars from the photosynthetic

surface of the cactus to the roots. Hidden within its host,

the parasite grows for perhaps several years, after which

the quintral tissues closest to the surface develop into

buds. These emerge and turn into small branches that bear

the red, tubular flowers that provide winter nectar for

hungry hummingbirds.

Long spines are just one characteristic that sets cactuses

apart from the more typically parasitized tree or shrub.

Cactuses difier from most misdetoe hosts not only in form

but also in physiology. Most mistletoes live outside their

hosts and tap into their host's water supply by making

contact with the x7lem, the water-transporting system of

a tree or shrub. Unlike these woody plants, cactuses are

succulents, or water-conserving plants, whose juicy.

i
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spongy tissues and sugar-conducting phloem

offer an inviting hideout for a desert quintral.

Most trees and shrubs take up atmos-

pheric carbon dioxide during the day, but

cactuses open their stomata—the cells that

allow entrance of carbon dioxide—at night

and close them during the day. This reduces

evaporative water loss for the cactus and

makes the composition of the carbon atoms

within its tissues—its isotopic "signature"

—

different from those of other plants. We used

this unique signature to determine how de-

pendent the quintral was on the nutrients of

its cactus hosts. Most mistletoes obtain water

and minerals and a lesser amount of carbon

from their hosts. We suspected that the quin-

tral was obtaining a much greater amount of

organic substances from cactuses.

Marion Hourdequin, an undergraduate

student at Princeton University, analyzed the

tissues of both cactus and quintral and found

a close correspondence between the compo-

sition of parasite and host. Either quintral was

obtaining most of its carbon, and hence its

energy, from cactuses or, unlike other mistle-

toes, quintral itselfhad evolved nocturnal car-

bon dioxide uptake. To test these hypotheses,

Hourdequin and Chilean plant physiologist

Francisco Squeo conducted further experi-

ments to measure the mistletoe's rate of car-

bon dioxide production. Their results sug-

gested that quintral does open its stomata

during the day, but that its rate of photosyn-

thesis is extremely low. While quintral retains

some ability to photosynthesize, it appears to

be unique among mistletoes in that it obtains

most of its organic substances—carbon-con-

taining compounds—from its cactus hosts.

Mistletoes vary in the degree to which they

draw sustenance from their host plants, and

thus far, quintral appears to be the most para-

sitic of all mistletoes.

Traditionally, parasitologists have as-

sumed that parasite-host interactions evolve

to produce more benign parasites. Following

this view, it is tempting to interpret the quin-

tral's leaflessness and diminished photosyn-

thesis as having evolved to minimize damage

to the cactuses. Yet the quintral is anything

but benign. Infected cactuses yield fewer of

their own spiny fruits than do healthy cac-

tuses. In some cactus species, quintral forms

swoUen, tumorlike masses that give cactuses

with advanced infection abnormally dis-

tended branches. These branches often d

and drop off after the quintral reproduce'

We have found that cactus branches supporil

ing a flowering and fruiting quintral lo<

water at high rates, and such dehydratio

probably plays an important role in branc

death. Water balance is vital for a cactus, an

if this balance is upset, the results can be de

astating. In heavily infected cactus grove

sun-bleached cactus skeletons and brancht

with brown, dead patches are an eerie re

minder of the quintral's virulence. Recentl

evolutionary biologists have recognized th;

parasites do not necessarily evolve int

kinder, gentler forms over time, but remail

or become more deadly, a view exemplifie

by the quintral {see "On Darwin, Snow, an

Deadly Diseases," by Paul W Ewald, Natun

History, ]une 1994).

Quintral's low-level photosynthesis an

its reduced form—living a largely rootUk

existence inside a cactus column and, one ^

emergent, bearing no leaves—pose twi

questions. Why has this plant become mini

malist in form and so injurious to its hosts'

Because the quintral can effortlessly tap th'

water and resources of the cactus, it has n(

need to put forth leaves or photosynthesiz'

its own nutrients. The external tissues of th'

quintral contain only the most basic ele

ments needed for successful reproductioi

and dispersal. The way the tencas disperse

the seeds—usually from their perches on al

ready infected cactuses—may contribute tc

the vu-ulence of quintral, as multiple infec

tions afflict the same cactus. If compedns

quintral parasites occupy the same host, then

is little to gain from using the host's resource

wisely and sparingly.

I suspect that rural Chileans have lonj

recognized the quintral's dual role as botl

scourge and benefactor. In the seventeentl

century, a wealthy Chilean noblewoman

Doiia Catalina de los Rios, became notori-

ous for her iU treatment of slaves and hei

habit of preserving the secrecy of her affair;

by murdering her lovers. When older, tc

make amends for the habits of her youth

Doiia CataUna became a devout Christiar;

and gave lavishly to the church. She hac

been a beauty with a mane of flaming rec

hair, and the people called her la Quintrala.

The natural history of this mistletoe suggests,

that the name was fitting. D'
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Above: From the

summit of Wlieeler

Peak, a 13,063-/001-

high mass of erosion-

resistant quartzite, the

Snake Range can be

seen rising from tiie

desert. Cavesfoun.d in

the range's Umestone

and marbleformations

sheher a number of bat

colonies. A horde of

B)-a~Hi:iu free-tailed

-i'uj citdc a cave

entrance, right.
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[[^Bthe Great Basin,

^^illions of bats cling to

eir vulnerable hideaways

' Peter V. Bradley

began as the almost inaudible

tter of one pair oi: leathery

ngs, but within minutes the

und had grown to a deafening

ar. A living tornado ot Brazil-

free-tailed bats had risen

>m the depths of the cavern

;o a large, domed room near

e entrance, where they spi-

ed in a holding pattern, never

ice colhding with one an-

her. When a critical mass was

ached, they began to peel off

the outer edge of the funnel

3ud and disappear through the

large cave entrance. In bursts of

more than a thousand bats per

minute down to trickles of

thirty per minute, the colony ot

50.000 to 80.000 individuals

(estimates vary greatly because

of the difficulty of counting

small animals zipping by in such

large numbers) emptied into the

night sky for nearly three hours.

Before dawn, this cloud of

mammals would relieve the val-

ley below of approximately

300 million night-flying

insects—mosquitoes, gnats,

moths, the works.

Limestone and marble

Free-taU Cave—as 1 will call it

to protect it from being ruined

with garish, multicolored light-

ing, sidewalks, elevators, and

underground snack bars—is just

one ot many roosts used by the

bat community living in the

limestone, marble, and quartzite

clitls of Nevada's Snake Range.

The limestone originated in the

shallow seas of 600 million years

ago, when the shells ot marine

animals accumulated in thick

layers and were gradually com-

pressed. Extreme heat and pres-

sure then transformed some of

the Umestone into marble. Over

a period ot millions of years, the

layers were uphfted, and mildly

acidic groundwater dissolved the

limestone and marble along

fractures, creating myriad caves.

Today, the cave-permeated

cliffs, some as high as 7,000 feet,

extend tor miles above the adja-

cent valley floors. Much of this

prime bat territory lies within

Great Basin National Park (the

nation's newest), near Nevada's

border with Utah. In addition

to its wilderness areas, the park

is known for its ancient groves

of brisdecone pine (one tree was

found to be nearly 5,000 years

old) and for Lehman Caves,

which extends a quarter mile

into the mountains.

A diverse community

Surveying the park and its envi-

rons for Nevada's Division of

Wildlife, I have so far found

eleven bat species making their

home here. There are pallid,

hoary, silver-haired, big-eared,

big brown, and western pip-

istreUe bats (all representing dif-

ferent genera), as well as long-

legged, httle brown,

small-footed, California, and

long-eared bats (which are all in

the genus Myctis).

The park, despite its diverse

k lasin and Range

Nevada Utah

All Ears

Great Basin

National Parl<
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bat fauna is home only to insec-

ti\^rous, species—^as is true in

most of the rest of the United

States. On the country's south-

em borders, however, nectar-

eating species abound. These

bats are solely responsible for

the pollination and seed disper-

sal of oi^an pipe and saguaro

cactuses, as well as many other

types ofplants, including several

species of agave.

Migrants and hibernators

D.;r:::g the colder months,

V. ben insects are scarce in the

parL some bats, such as

Townsends big-eared bats, hi-

bernate in the caves; others mi-

grate to warmer climes, some

sharing the range of the nectar-

eaters. The BrazUian free-tailed

bat has strong flight muscles,

long, narrow wings, a stream-

lined face suited to high speed,

and the phwcal endurance

needed to migrate. The silver-

haired, hoary, and long-le^ed

Alyotis bats share these features

and may migrate as well. Spring

brings a flush ofinsects. The

migrants return, the hibernators

emerge, and the Great Basin bat

fauna is once again complete.

One of the best places to sur-

vey the bats following this re-

unification is near one of the

park's rare watering holes. The

Snake Range—^with more than

a dozen mountains above

11,000 feet—regularly extracts

considerable moisture from

passing clouds in the form of

winter snow. When spring ax-

ri\'es, most of this water soaks

into the permeable rock, leaving

the park nearly as dry as the rest

of the Great Basin. Some

groimdw^ater collects along fis-

sures and fault lines and resur-

faces at a few isolated springs.

The bats sometimes travel nules

fiiom their day roosts to drink

and feed at the springs.

Bats have been persecuted

for as long as anyone can re-

member, and despite their rela-

tive isolation, populations in the

Snake Range are no exception.

As recendy as 1993, men were

seen shooting high-powered

rifles into Free-tail Cave.

Given that bats use their sensi-

tive ears to navigate and track

their prey by echolocation, this

senseless act may well have

"blinded,'" at least temporarily

the entire roost.

Evidence of decline

The cave sustained more per-

manent damage in 1926, when

"phosphate miners" (the Bureau

ofLand Management's term for

bat-excrement diners) blasted

an entrance ttmnel direcdy into

the roosting chamber in Free-

tail Cave. Today, cold, ammo-

nia-laden air often pours fi-om

the new opening. What effect

the blasting had on the bats is

uncertain, but it seems likely

that the temperature in the cave

is no longer suitable for firee-

tailed bat reproduction. In the

1940s, cavers estimated that a

quarter miUion to a half millic

bats used the cave, numbers i

valing those of Carlsbad Cave

in New Mexico. And in the

1960s, there was evidence of;

reproducing colony of female

These days, however, nets

erected across a portion of the

cave's natural entrance trap on

nonreproductive adults.

While most limestone re-

gions are dotted with caves, th

caves in and around the Great

Basin National Park pro\'ide tl

bats with a range of critical

habitats: warm maternit\' rocs:

are found near the lower slope

and caverns with temperatures

only sHghdy above fi-eezing.

used for riding out the winter,

are found at higher elevations.

At 10:30 on one black Au-

gust night, our surv^ey team

staked out a maternity cave

housing a small colony of pale

TowTisend's big-eared bats.

Limestone Vault Voracious Insectivore

Another member qt the park's flying mammal fauna, a hoary bai, bares

its needle-sharp teeth. Perfea for snatching insects in midair, suchjangs

have undoubtedlyfueled popular misconceptions about bats.

Brighrly lit Lchm.m C.-,vcs. r. si,i_-. ,pite its name, extends a
quarter mile into the limestone at tlie base of the Snake Range.
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liide the cave entrance, we

set up a harp trap (rvvo

p'jlel walls of monofilament

li i, spaced at one-inch

rvals and held taut by a

d frame).

ling up stakes

|.ting for the first unlucky fe-

e to land in the trap, I

ught of the sensitivity of

ie bats to human disturbance

:he Midwest, an entire ma-
proii

lity colony of Townsend's

-ears, banded by well-mean-

biologists interested in

K% dying movements and roost

'(fH
;lity, picked up their naked,

k, newborn pups, which

ighed almost half as much as

MKfl^mselves, and moved to an al-

ate roost site a quarter mile

|ay from human interference,

.quipped with night-vision

es and an infrared Ught

rce, we watched as the bats

ited by in the eerie, artificial

en glow. Emerging from the

cave, the bats circled the en-

trance and flew back inside.

Some repeated this ten to fifteen

times before finally exiting into

the night to dine on moths and

other winged insects. Their

flight appeared effortless, lofty,

wispy compared with some of

the more businesslike flight pat-

terns of other bat genera.

Most of the bats detected the

trap and fluttered past into the

blackness. But some, navigating

defdy through the first bank of

monofilaments, fluttered into

the second bank and fell into

the large white canvas holding

bag. Within half an hour we

had caught all the bats we

needed and dismantled the net.

One haggard, stift-winged fe-

male appeared in the catch. Her

teeth were worn down almost

to the gums, and her wings had

numerous holes and were

scarred along the edges. I esti-

mated her age at about twenty-

seven and wondered what her

years of experience could have

told us about the habits of her

species. I let her crawl up my
bare hand and flutter free. We
selected ten younger females,

gently measured and weighed

them, and fitted radio transmit-

ters (weighing only two-thirds

of a gram) to their backs. Ten

minutes later they, too, were re-

leased into the warm night air.

Working mothers

During the two weeks in mid-

August that we tracked these fe-

males, they revealed their

nightly haunts. Alter leaving

their day roost, they flew

straight to the nearest watering

hole, drank their fiU in minutes,

and headed for the canopies of

pinyon pine, Utah juniper,

mountain mahogany, and white

fir, where they hunted moths

for hours. Surprisingly, not one

ot the marked females was ever

detected in the thousands of

acres of sagebrush and grassland

histlccoiic piiici. ill ivhich hats also iwist, oimc the park's iiioiiiilaiii slopes dt cicvdiloiis

ctu'ceii 9.500 and 1 1.000 feet. Individual trees may live for thousands of years.

adjacent to their maternity'

roosts. We also found that the

bats returned to feed night after

night in individual territories. A
few females even had night

roosts in other caves near these

territories, which they used

prior to returning to their ma-

ternity roosts at dawn. Most had

left behind fuUy developed

young in the maternity cave and

had switched from a schedule of

four breast feedings per night to

two: one prior to departure and

one on return to the roost after

foraging. Their young were

nearly ready for flight and were

being gradually weaned from

their mothers' care and readied

for life in the harsh environment

of the Great Basin National

Park, their permanent residence.

Cristi Baldino, an ecologist

employed by the National Park

Service and the area's most elo-

quent spokesperson for bat con-

servation, understands the

Close Company

.4 densely packed eoloiiy of adult

and immature Brazilian free-

tailed hats clings to a cave roof.

':,i
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stresses placed on the park's hi-

bernating bats.

At a campfire presentarion,

Baldino points out that in Janu-

ar\- temperatures here can plum-

met to —25° F, making it one of

the coldest spots in the state.

Blizzards driven by gale-force

winds can drop t^'o feet ot crys-

tal powder per hour. "What on

earth is a nine-gram bat that

doesn't migrate to do?"' Baldino

asks rhetorically, staring into the

eyes ofan attentive camper.

"These na\"igators of our sum-

mer skies spend the winter

months in a state of true hiber-

nation deep within the cold air

sinks of Great Basin National

Park's limestone caverns. Their

body temperature drops to 44°

F, conser\'ing their limited fat

stores for the long winter haul."

Their need to hibernate is

what makes these bats most wd-

nerable to disturbance. Accord-

ing to Baldino, even a small

group of spelunkers entering

Tight Grasp

All <.mina.tiire Bmziiuin tree-

tailed bat uses its thumbs to cling

to its mother's back. Usually

producing only one young per

year, this bat species, like most

others, cannot rapidly repopulate

a roost once it is disturbed.

one of the park's caves in mid-

winter can be disastrous. The

yeUow light fiom headlamps

flashing across the walls of a cave

is enough to cause the bats to

unfurl their enormous ears—the

teUtale sign that they have been

roused from torpor. By the time

the bats settle back into their hi-

bernation, they have lost 30

percent of their body fat—from

one seemingly minor disturb-

ance. It their fat stores run out

before spring, the\-'ve nm
out of options.

Curbing vandals

The human impact on big-

eared bat colonies has been

calamitous. Population declines

in Calitbmia. Oregon, Wash-

ington, and Idaho tell the sad

tale. That is why, with help

from park management. Baldino

has been able to secure seasonal

closures on known Corynotiiinus

hibernation roosts.

Vandalism and pesticide

spraving in the surrounding vA-

On tiie Fly

leys also threaten the park's bats.

Baldino cites one cherr)'

grower, who, after hearing how

many insects bats consume, sur-

rounded his orchards with bat

roost boxes. The bugs \'anished,

eliminating the need for pesti-

cides. She w^as more pessimistic

about curbing the senseless de-

struction by cave vandals.

On another windless summer

night observing the bats pour-

ing fiom Free-tail Cave, I con-

sidered that this colony might

be the largest concentration of

mammals in the Great Basin,

excluding of course, the humans

in Reno and Salt Lake Cit^".

Landfills, sewage treatment

planes, oil refineries, factories,

highwa\-s. and housing develop-

ments spread out in concentric

circles fi»ni these cities, reach-

ing farther and farther into the

surroimding deserts and moun-

tains. The bats seem tidy and

economical in comparison.

Their pile of excrement, sis feet

deep, fony feet wide, and thirty

feet long, sits directly beneath

their roosting dome. Infirm
deformed, and aging bats fall

into this same pile, all to be

neatly recycled by scavengers on

the cave floor.

Ultimate liardsliips

In :h. r". .::;::^ ; .^-^-:. I

watch as an American kestrel

waits patiently on the rocks

above the cave entrance for a

chance to grab a fiirry meal on

the wing. I counted seven

swoops, but the raptor only

managed to terminate the flight

ofone unlucky Brazilian free-

tail before darkness descended

—

not a significant drain on a pop-

ulation that took hours to

empt\' into the moonless night-

Left alone, the bats have en-

dured nature s hardships for

thousands ofyears. The ques-

tion is, can the\- endure us? D

Before heading ,"; for insecis, a i. lyotis skims across a pool, drinking its fill ofwater.

«l
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AMBER: Window to the Past

The most comprehensive exhibition

about amber ever mounted brings

together the worlds of science

and art. The exhibition

features fossil specimens and

decorative objects from

around the world. Never

before has such a diverse

selection of amber pieces

been on view, and —
due to the fragility of many

of the works — it is unlikely that such

expansive collection will be assembled

an

again

AmericanMiisemn
of Natural History
Central Park ^^^st at 79th Street, New York Citj^

For information, call 212-769-5100
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HIS LAND/HAWA

i.H a w a i i Vole a n o e s

.National Park

Robert H. Mohlenbrock

ingest of the 131 islands,

fs, and shoals that make up

Hawaiian archipelago, the

Island of Hawaii has been

least worn down over time

therefore boasts the state s

hest mountains. Mauna Kea,

3,796 feet above sea level, is

state's tallest peak, with

iw on its summit for much of

winter; Mauna Loa is almost

ligh, reaching 13,677 feet.

The Big Island is also the

)st volcanically active in the

hipelago. It is formed of five

lad volcanic domes. Kohala,

the windward northwest

ew Land

il: A tiny piikiaiiv plant—
distant relative of the

leberq'—sprouts from lam on

laiina Uhi Crater

bore: The striated pattern of

is type of flow, known as

ihoclwe, results when thin

va slowly cools.

coast, is the oldest and the only

one considered extinct. Hualalai

has been dormant only since

1801. During the last week in

March 1984, both Mauna Loa

and Kilauea were in simultane-

ous eruption. Mauna Kea's last

eruption, which lasted for

twenty-one days, produced

enough lava to cover more than

18,000 square miles. From vents

on the volcano's slopes at 9,400

feet, lava poured at the rate of

one miUion cubic yards per

hour and flowed for a distance

of sixteen miles.

Recognition of the geologi-

cal significance of the island, as

well as its biological diversity,

resulted in the establishment of

The Fire This Time

the 359-square-mile Hawaiian

Volcanoes National Park. Parts

ofMauna Loa and Kilauea He

within the park boundaries, but

volcanoes are not the whole

story. The park's disparate habi-

tats—ranging firom sea level to

above the tree line, from rain

forest to desert, from fresh lava

flows to relatively ancient

soils—support a diverse flora

and fauna. In addition, humans

have altered the landscape by

bringing in countless nonnative

species of plants and several

nonnative animals.

As Kilauea's eruptions con-

tinue today, lava flows down its

eastern flanks and enters the Pa-

cific Ocean, creating a stupen-

dous mushroom-shaped cloud

of steam. You can drive on

Chain of Craters Road only

until you reach the place where

past lava flows have covered it;

then you must walk about one-

fourth of a mile to witness the

lava as it enters the water. The

lava buildup has added more

than 400 acres of land to the is-

land since the 1980s.

Driving the park roads and

hiking the trails, one sees

calderas, rift zones, numerous

lava flows (both old and new),

smooth pahoehoe lava, rough

lava, lava tubes, steam vents, and

sulfur banks.

On the coast of the Big Island, lara from Kilauea erupts oiu of the surf.



To get a sense of the area's bi-

ological diversity, plan for a long

day trip to Hawaii Volcanoes

National Park. One interesting

phenomenon is the growth ot

vegetation on fresh lava flows.

This can be observed in a num-

ber of places, but it is nicely in-

terpreted along Devastation

Trail. At first, only algae and

lichens find a foothold in the

crevices of lava where a little

shade may exist and where

water and windblown particles

gradually accumulate. Algae

usually estabhsh themselves

within the first three months.

Then mosses (most often mem-

bers of the genus Cainpyloptis)

come in, followed by sword

ferns and a few grasses.

Within four years of a lava

flow, young trees of ohia

lehua may be seen growing

from the cracks in the lava. If

moisture is abundant, the ohia

lehua trees may develop into a

''-' :'< 'i'V'isn

forest that could become a ma-

ture rain forest in four hundred

years, according to research bi-

ologist Charles P. Stone.

Among the earhest animals to

colonize a lava flow, sometimes

even before the algae arrive, are

a wingless cricket, a bhnd wolf

spider, and a tiny hemopteran

insect called a plant hopper.

Long lava flows can be seen

throughout the park and are

particularly evident along the

Chain of Craters Road. Once

you have descended from the

mountam to sea level along this

road, look back toward the

mountain to see broad black

flows of lava separated by strings

of green vegetation. In these

areas, called kipukas, the flows

are older, and soil has built up

to support a variety of trees,

shrubs, and wUdflowers.

The most accessible and fa-

mous kipuka in Hawaii Volca-

noes National Park is Kipuka

Puaula, also known as Bird

Park, reached by a short trail off

Mauna Loa Strip Road. After

centuries of weathering, Kipuka

Puaula's soil is deep and rich

compared with the surrounding

lava. There is a mile-long loop

trail through the kipuka, but

vandals have removed some of

the numbered stakes.

Much of the kipuka consists

of a forest of tall ohia lehua

trees, those pioneers at fresh lava

flows. Here, in the rich soil of

the kipuka, some of the speci-

mens of the ohia lehua are more

than one hundred feet tall. Oc-

casional koa trees, a type of aca-

cia valued for its extremely

beautiful wood, are also present.

One koa tree, at the end of a

spur on the main trail, has a

trunk diameter of more than

seven teet.

The trail goes over small

ridges and into shallow valleys,

with slight elevational differ-

ences responsible for the chang-

ing plant communities. Lar

soapberry trees sometimes ;ich

the heights of the ohia lehi in

the upper canopy. The naidifc

layer beneath the canopy is'''

much more diverse; the mci

common trees there are mai

maki, papala kepau, maniar

and kolea.

Mamaki is a small tree inie

nettle family, whose membu in

the contiguous forty-eight

United States usually are nc-

woody and do not grow ini;

trees. Clusters of tiny greeni

flowers are crowded where ch

leaf stalk joins the stem. Thi

narrow, tubular white flowe of

the papala kepau tree are shed

Uke the flowers of a four-

o'clock, to which it is relate

The fruits of this species are

covered by a sticky glue, cald

bird Ume, which the natives

used to smear on tree branc s

to trap birds, which were thi

killed for their bright feathe.

This practice is one reason ttt

Biodiversity

—LOlogitully d I'ciit, H-iwtii Volcanoes National Park runs the gamut

from desert to lush kipuka, above. Here, moisture-loping hapuu tree

ferns and ohia lehua trees line the Kilauea Iki trail.

The Big Island of

Hawaii is the

archipelago's youngest

geologically and most

active vokanically.

Volcanoes National Park

HAW/!:

^ Mauna Loa

Kilauea Caldera

Niihau A, Molokai
Honolulu *»-_ ,. .

Lanai»>Maui
u.,. Kahoolawe r

A Maura Loa

13,677'

Kipuka Puaula"

Kilauea Caldera
'^

Hawaii Volcail

National Par'''

Olaa

Forest

_ -Thurston Lava Tube

Devastation Trail

\.
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-'5ci e of Hawaii's more colorful

""''*b' s are either extinct or near-

II extinction.

> member of the legume

l' ily, maniane produces bright

y -iw flowers with rich nectar

'*^i; serves as a food for the apa-

'" nutp e and iiwi, two honeycreep-

L- that still can be seen flitting

ut in the kipuka. Kolea is in

il tropical myrsine family and

h deep green, magnohalike

li es crowded at the tips of the

' iches. The bright pink

- V ng leaves help to identify

Jivlifitl species.

simli i-ew nonwoody plants grow

iitttrbthe forest floor, except for

: s le grasses. One exception is

I -sive carpets of a native

:..:;..:p)eromia that looks very simi-

leasiiljto peperomias that we grow

dutailioors in the northern United

fiiam^tes. Known as alaala wai nui

xbadlHawaii, it also grows as an

wereifphyte on the trunks of trees.

itfeAi

rei>OD: (

Patches of rain forest occupy

niches in the wetter parts of

Hawaii Volcanoes National

Park. The largest, called the

Olaa Forest, is in a noncontigu-

ous section north of the main

part of the park and is not read-

ily accessible to the general visi-

tor. To get a ghmpse of rain for-

est, however, you can take the

short trail to the Thurston Lava

Tube. The rain forests receive

up to one hundred inches of

rain each year and never experi-

ence a dry season.

The dominant tree in the rain

forest is ohia lehua, but a con-

siderable number of other spe-

cies make up the midcanopy.

Some of these are olapa, kawau,

and pilo. Olapa, related to the

Httle medicinal wildflower

known as ginseng, is readily rec-

ognized by its leaves, which are

divided into three, four, or five

large leaflets that flutter in the

Hghtest breeze like those of a

quaking aspen.

Kawau, also known as

Hawaiian hoUy, is a true holly

whose round, black berries

—

purple on the inside—are re-

ported to be an important food

source for the Hawaiian thrush.

Pilo is a small tree with red-

orange fruits containing two

seeds that resemble coffee beans.

It is no coincidence that pilo

belongs to the coffee family.

A complete contrast to the

rain forest is the Kau Desert in

the shadow of Mauna Loa in the

southwest quadrant of the park.

Not only does the Kau receive

very little moisture, but sul-

furous fumes, toxic to most

plants, float into the desert from

nearby Halemaumau Crater in

Kilauea Caldera. This extremely

harsh environment supports

very Uttle Hfe, although the ever

present ohia lehua grows here,

avoiding the effects of the sulfur

dioxide by closing up the

minute openings (stomates) on

its leaves.

Here and there in the Kau

Desert are occasional plants of

pukiawe, ohelo (a type of blue-

berry), cape gooseberry, and

blackberry, all of which provide

food for the endangered nene,

or Hawaiian goose. One reason

the nene holds on here is that

the harsh conditions have kept

away the mongoose, which

preys on the bird's eggs.

For visitor information, write:

Supervisor

Hawaii Volcanoes National Park

RO. Box 52,

Hawaii National Park,

Hawaii 96718

(808-967-7184)

Robert H. Mohknbrock, professor

emeritus ofplant biology at South-

ern Illinois Uuipersity, Carbondale,

explores the biological and geological

highlights of the U. S. national

forests and other parklands.

loling Off Irresistible Force Pioneer Species

flow altering the sea at

•ilightfrom Pun Oo vent,

vnoamoa coastline, in Volcanoes

ational Park

i

A stunted oliM Iciiiia tiec in the

Kilauea Iki Crater

1 he Sidllcrcd ivniiiiiis of trees altcsl to the poirer of a I'-J?^^ Lu\i flou:
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Ve^^^ ant Performanc

By Joe Rao

Every eight years, the steep

angle of the ecliptic (the plane

of the solar system) from the

western horizon conspires with

an eastern elongation of Venus

to loft the planet into the late

night sky. This winter, Venus

wQl be extraordinarily bright; it

will rise much higher in the sky

and will be visible much later in

the evening than usual.

Now is a great time to start

watching Venus, since you can

follow some interesting changes

in its appearance in the coming

months. A telescope will reveal

how the planet seems to swell as

it nears Earth, gaining on us in

its smaller, faster orbit around

the sun.

By April 1, the date of its

greatest eastern elongation,

Venus will be 46° from the sun.

Many astronomy books tell us

Venus Revealed Surface details of the gas-sliwiidcd planet emerge in

tliis false-color image, generated by radar data from the now defunct

Magellan spacecraft. A dense carbon dioxide atmosphere envelops Venus,

making it appear nearly featureless to earthbound observers.

that Venus cannot stray far mi

the sun and that you can ntjir

see it at the stroke of midni'it.

But by about the third wee'of

April, it will be setting just ter

inidnight, local daylight tin

for observers near the westti^.

margins of their time zones]

By May, Venus will seei

teen times brighter than Sii

the brightest star. Venus owjits

brilliance (second only to tj

of the moon in the night sk! to

its cloak of thick clouds, cos

sisting chiefly of highly reflei-

tive sulfuric acid droplets. lil

deed the planet is bright enijgh

(when no moon or bright '

lights interfere) to cast shadqfs

on the ground. ,;

Venus will be most brilliat

in early June when it is midky

between greatest elongationnd

conjunction with the sun. Ati

this burst of glory, it will ;

quickly slide into the solar gte.

The Planets in February

Mercury is best seen early this month when it rises in twilight in

the south-southeast nearly one and a half hours before sunup.

Mercury reaches greatest elongation, 25.9°, west of the sun on the

11th. Thereafter, it rapidly becomes difficult to spot for observers in

midnorthern latitudes. It closes m on the sun and moves southward

across the ecliptic, which at this time of the year hes low along the

eastern morning horizon. Although stiU 22° from the sun at

month's end, Mercury wiU rise barely forty minutes before sunrise

as seen at latitude 40° north. On the morning of the 17th, a very

tlain crescent moon wUl be well to the left (east) of Mercury and

difficult CO see.

iVias'S is too deeply immersed in the evening rwiUght to be

observable this month even with binoculars.

Venus wiU rendezvous with Saturn on February 2, the two planets

coming within almost 1° of each other. At magnitude -4.1, Venus

will appear more than a hundred times brighter than its yellow

neighbor. Then, on the 21st, a crescent moon will sit somewhat
below and to the right of Venus, making an eye-catching scene.

Jupiter IS in Sagittarius, north of the pattern of stars known as the
Teapot. It rises shortly before the sun, placing it very low in the

south-southeast at sunrise. Look for Jupiter well below an old

crescent moon on the morning of the 15th.

Saturn, shining like a yellowish white, first-magnitude "star," h

low in the western sky and begins the month near briUiant Veni ii

sets about 8:30 p.m. on the 1st, but about ninety minutes eariier ;

the 28th. On the 1 1th, its ring system is tilted edgewise to our 1:.'

of sight for the third time since last spring. Because the rings areiSS

than a thousand feet thick, they are invisible from Earth even wi',

the largest telescopes. Saturn will be well below and to the left c

the crescent moon on the evening of the 20th.

The IVIoon is full on the 4th
;

at 10:57 a.m., EST; last quartJis

on the 12th at 3:37 A.M., EST

new phase is on the

18th at 6:30 P.M., EST;

and first quarter is on the 26tlkt

12:52 A.M., EST.

MeteorologistJoe Rao is a guest

lecturer at the American

Museum-Hayden Planetarium.
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|i/l embers' Market
free information from the advertisers listed below(, simply circle the corresponding numbers on the attached postage-paid card and drop it in,

' US mailbox. If the card is missing, mail your request to Natural History Members' Market, P.O. Box 11591 Riverton, NJ 08076-1591.

: Alaska Wildland

I ventures

[!e 28-page catalog. Seven

imgn-iij twelve day natural history

': jfaris with special accom-

I )clations at lodges located

tti: iiide parks and w/ildlife

1

I uges. 20th Year! Call

; 10-334-8730.

; American Museum of

iivitiNtural History Discovery

iiiijy'i'Urs

oiAi',«itarctica, Galapagos, Baja,

:
I' mtral America, Caribbean,

oi«-i ipua New Guinea, Islands

nsi«f:'|the Indian Ocean, Polyne-

^Va, North Pole, Eastern Eu-

MsHjpe, China, Africa, Chile

"lid India.

I;
Arizona

"'^""'1 help plan your Arizona

'">"'']venture, you'll appreciate

^^ir colorful 96-page traveler
wJI

mold

"ffl, I'

ochure, accommodations

'•[rectory and calendar of
"

'ents. All free. Call 1-800-

42-8257.

ii. Britisli Tourist

uthority.

ritain - Your Vacation Plan-

j,^'i^3r, all you really need to

,^'^!an your trip to England,

acotland and Wales.
loon*

,^j;4- Carrowmore, Ireland

evflii
Jolunteer archaeology at

Jarrowmore, Ireland.

lis*

12. Lands' End

Lands' End sells traditionally

styled clothing for men,

women and children-includ-

ing their new Interlochen

knit shirt. For a free catalog,

call 1-800-356-4444.

13. Melanesian Tourist

Services

Experience Papua New

Guinea with the country's

most established ground op-

erator. MV Melanesian Dis-

coverer-Sepik River and Tro-

briand Island expeditions.

Customized land arrange-

ments.

14. Nikon

If photography is your pas-

sion, learn more about it at

Nikon School. Call (516)

547-8666 or fax (516) 547-

0309 for exact dates and

times.

15. Saga Holidays

The world leader in mature

travel, providing domestic

and international travel

products. Send for your free

Saga Holidays Travel Plan-

ner.

16. Saskatchewan

Vacation Heartland of

Canada's West. Wilderness

rafting and canoeing, camp-

ing, nature walks and wild-

life viewing, 100,000 lakes.

Free travel planner. Call toll-

free 1-800-667-7191.

6. Columbia University

Knowledge is its own re-

ward. Columbia University's

interdisciplinary Liberal

Studies M.A. Programs in

American, Ancient, East

Asian, Islamic, Jewish, Me-

dieval, Modern European

and South Asian Studies en-

courage learning for its own

sake. (212) 854-9383.

7. Galapagos Network

Discover an exhilarating ad-

venture in the Galapagos Is-

lands aboard a 20-passen-

ger motor-yacht or 48-

passenger expedition ship.

8. Gevalia Kaffe

Premium coffees, in a vari-

ety of roasts and blends, de-

livered fresh from our

Swedish roastery to your

home.

9. Greece

Unspoiled beauty, endless

adventure, 5,000 years of

history and culture, birth-

place of western civilization,

cradle of democracy.

10. Inclinator

"Elevette" - The custom

built residence elevator of-

fers the ultimate in home

luxury and convenience.

Send for free descriptive lit-

erature.

11. International Journeys

Holland Tulip Festival. April

29 - May 6, 1996. For

$2195, travel with an expert

to northern Europe and

enjoy the famous flower fes-

tival and sites of the Nether-

lands.
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17. Sea Air Holidays, Ltd.

Sea Air Holidays invites you

to visit Ecuador and the en-

chanted Galapagos Islands.

The only all deluxe land and

cruise program to Ecuador

and the Galapagos Islands.

18. Subaru of America

Subaru Out-back. The

world's first sport utility

wagon. Visit your Subaru

dealer for a test-drive, or call i

1-800-WANT-AWD.

19. TIAA CREF

Financial services especially

for people in education and

research. For your free per-

sonal investing kit call 1-

800-226-0147.

20. Tough Traveler®

KidSYSTEMS™

Child Carrier Backpacks!

Children can be carried

comfortably-neighborhood

walks to travels around the

world! Sold in Outdoor

Stores, Children's Stores

and Mail Order 1-800-Go-

Tough.

21. TravlTips Association

Unusual cruises; freighters,

yachts, expeditions. Deluxe

accommodations, fine food,

reasonable rates. Member-

ship includes magazine and

free reference edition. Toll

free in U.S.: (800) 872-

8584.

._



GHANA /CALIFORNIA /CHILE/NEVADA

T r a V e I and R e a d i n

Kingdom of Gold

page 36

Accra, Ghana's capital and one

of Africa's most vibrant cities, is

the logical place to start a tour

of the country. In town there

are open air markets tor food

and everyday items, a crafts

market \vith tourist wares, and a

flourishing art center. Nearby is

a new performance center for

Ghanaian drama, music, and

dance. The National Museum

gives a good introduction to the

diversity of the country, with

exhibits featuring textiles, pot-

tery, sculpture, and inetalwork.

If you hire a car, with or

TOthout a driver, you can either

proceed west toward the coastal

forts and castles, including

Eknina, with stops at beaches

and fishing villages along the

way, or north 150 rmles to Ku-

masi. Only fifteen rrdles from

Eknina Casde is Kakum Na-

tional Forest, which features a

canopy walkway.

Kumasi has a cultural center

and a spectacular central market,

where people can be seen work-

ing at their crafts and seUing just

about everything. In the center

of town, the fort buUt by the

British at the rime of the con-

quest has been converted into

an interesting miUtary museum.

The north gives the traveler a

different experience from the

south—the landscape is dry and

open, and the traditional archi-

tecture changes from place to

place. In some areas, the women

paint geometric designs on the

mud brick houses. You can

make Tamale your base and

from there explore the country's

Northern and Upper regions.

For more about Ghana, read

Jlie Arts of Ghana, by Herbert

M. Cole and Doran H. Ross

(Los Angeles: Museum of Cul-

tural History, 1977), Tlie Asaiite,

by M. D. McLeod (London:

British Museum Publications,

1981), and Asante in the Nine-

teenth Century, by Ivor WOks

(Cambridge University Press,

paperback, 1989).

Uncommon Commuters

page 58

San Miguel Island, off the coast

of southern California, is one of

five islands that make up Chan-

Culpeo foxes, common in Fmy Jorge park, are relatively ram

nel Islands National Park, cre-

ated in 1980.

Most of the year, San Miguel

is shrouded in fog, and strong

northwest winds batter the is-

land relentlessly. The weather

and hmited transportation op-

portunities make for few visitors

on San Miguel, but one can get

there by boat from the main-

land. Once on the island, you

can hike the seven miles to

Point Bennett to look for ele-

phant seals and California sea

Hons. Camping is available in

summer by permit from Na-

tional Park Headquarters in

Ventura, and organizations in

Ventura and Santa Barbara

sponsor charters and day trips.

It's wise to make reservations

well in advance.

Murder by Mistletoe

page 64

Fray Jorge National Park is lo-

cated in north-central Chile,

270 miles north of Santiago and

36 miles south of La Serena.

The only way to get into the

park is by car. A steep but driv-

able road cUmbs to the top of

the coastal range, from which

you can see both the Pacific

Ocean to the west and the

Andes to the east.

The park has an unusual di-

versity of habitats, ranging from

the very dry (thorny scrub and

cactus groves) to the very wet

(foggy elfin forests); as a result.

It is a great place to botanize. A
large stretch ot rocky coast in

the lower western foothills is ac-

cessible only to adventurous

hikers, but (according to author

Carlos Martinez del Rio)

"'worth every blister" because

the landscape along the way is

so bizarre and splendid.

Although the austral sunien

(December through March an

be unbearably hot and dust fell

and spring are delightful; e:ept

for a few cold and blustery qfs,

so is winter.

The park guards are kno
^

edgeable about the plants aiij

animals there and are happyj

provide information. Camf

faculties are available. To le;

more, contact the Corporai

Nacional Forestal (CONAI

Cordobez 281, La Serena, i\

(telephone 56-21-5073).

Nevada's Night Fliers

page 12

Located near the Nevada-

border, Great Basin Nation^

Park is off the tourist track It

well worth a day visit. At th

visitor center, you can arranr

to tour Lehman Caves or ta

the Wheeler Peak Scenic D 'e

to the foot of the mountain ill

other park roads are unpavei

and infrequently traveled, sc

you want to venture farther,e

sure to get maps, advice, ancn-

formation on current road al

weather conditions. If you pii

to stay longer (the park has in

campgrounds), you might Wit

to cUmb Wheeler Peak to se

Nevada's only glacier.

Although the bat caves ar

not accessible to visitors,

Lehman Caves (actually a sir e

cavern) is representative of tl

park's caves. It extends a qua.'r

mile into the Hmestone and

marble that flank the base of le

southern Snake Range. Besiis

the fanuliar cave formations

(stalactites, stalagmites,

columns), you v^dU see some;

rare formations known as
j

shields, parachutes, anthodite'

and "cave popcorn."
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Wherever you
go in Arizona,

you feel

right at home.
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ARIZONA
GRAND CANYON STATE

For a free Arizona Travel Packet,

call 1 -SOO-SAQ-SQS?, ext.NH02.
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Travel by Freighter f
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Cruise to Europe, South America. Africa,
Australia & NZ—even around the world

—

aboard a cargo ship. Since 1967, we've as-
sisted those who enjoy this unhurried, com-
fortable and reasonably priced mode of ocean
travel. Membership in TravLlips Cruise &
Freighter Association offers you:
1) Subscription to TravLtips. Bi-monthly
publication features news, articles by fellow
members, advice, current rates on freighters.
2) Roam The World By Freighter. This
reference edition brings you up-to-date with
the year's best articles on freighter travel.

3) Personalized Reservations Department,
exclusively for TravLtips members.
4) TravLtips Travel Voucher. $25 coupon
valid toward any cruise booked through
TravLtips Reservations Department.
5) Exclusive invitations mailed to members:
freighters, expedition ships and cruise-
liners. ..at special member rates.

6) Our Guarantee. Membership fee re-

funded in full if not completely satisfied.

Enroll now! Send check, money order or call

Toll Free. ..credit card orders accepted.
$20-1 year, $30-2 years ($7 US exIra.Canadaj

jy.Trdv;LtiPSl±^
PUBLISHED SINCE 1967

TravLtips Cruise & Freighter Travel Assn.
P.O.Box 580218-B5 Flushing. NY 11358

Toll Free (800) 872-8584

CANADA

Journey v/ith us to Churchill,

Manitoba to view & photograph
the Great White Bears, close-up,

in a Tundra Buggy* or our Tundra
Bunkhouse Lodge. Oct. tours from

jfPfV0l/jf/m For a free brochure call

^INTERNATIONAL 1 -800-368-0077

PO Box 1637; Vashon, WA 98070 NH09

ALASKA

ALASKA
Our ZOth. Irfert*-.'

Natural History Safaris

• Denali National Park

• Kenai Fjords / Glaciers

• Wrangell-St Elias NaVt Park

• Kenai National Wildlife Refuge ^

• Backcountry Lodges

ECUADOR

GALAPAGOS
Discover the magic of the Galapagos
aboard one of our expedition vessels.

©SLii64@OS 1 -800-633-7972

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Papua New Guinea

Discover
Papua New Guinea

Expiditionary cmises aboard the deluxe Melonesion

Discoverer. Explore remote villages along the Sepik

River and the enchanting Trobriond Islands.

Overland Adventures • Scuba Diving • Flying Safaris

Melaneslan Tourist Services
You could Just visit PNG. or you can live ill*

302 West Grand Ave., Ste 10 B
El Segundo, CA 90245

(3 1 0) 785.0370 FAX; (31 0) 785-03 1

4

Papua New Guinea

HOLLAND TULIP FESTIVAL

HoUand
TiiUp Festival

.join flower expert Johann Salk on a (rip to these

famous spring festivities. See Amsterdam. Ilic wondrous
windmills.lhe countryside of the NctherlandslHolland).

museums, and tulips of every size and color in bloom.

Departs April 2Xth(Sunday ), 1996 and returns the

following Sunday. Only $2195 from New York. $2295

from Chicago, and $2395 from L.A.. Seattle or San
Fransciscu(with excellent add-ons from other l_iSA

cities). The price includes Isl class lodging, all

(ransporlation. all transfers, all entrance fees, 2 meals

each day, and international airfare. 4 BILLJON flowers

and plants are sold here annually, and the Joyous

celebrations and wonderful people make it truly the trip

of a lifetime. Also enjoy the QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY . a

national celebration of festivities and markets

throughout Holland A 'T ^ *•" April 30lh. Visit

the sreat museums. MS.f W^\ ^^^ largest flower

auction in the _ , world. the

famous "(Jarden ^^ of Holland"
along the River ^^__>fl|MH||r \echt. stately

mansions, and I h e ^B^^1 1^^^^ historic castles.^N^ll^'
I

Limited to 24 participants

$2195 from N.Y., $2295 from Chicago,

$2395 from L.A., S.F., or Seattle (excellent

add-ons from other USA cities).

International Journeys, Inc.

1-800-622-6525

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY

No bad
travel

pictures.
In just one 8-hour day you"l! learn

everything from composition to

the latest exposure techniques. And
you'll even get lunch along with the

157-page Nikon School Handhook-all

for 90 dollars. During 1996 we'll be in

Atlanta. Boston. Chicago. Dallas.

Houston. Miami. New York City.

Philadelphia, Portland, San Diego.

San Francisco, Seattle and

Washington, D.C. Please call

(516) 547-8666 or fax (516) 547-0309

for e.xact dates and times.

TVKrhlik&nSdio?/

J1W5 Nikon Inc.
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A.\iBER-\a;SEUM & Collector grade. All sizes and

colore. Unique amber Jewell^'. Educational kits-avail-

able. Ambei World (718) 38S-1185.

CEinC R\RPS-Handcrafted since 1984, 10 year

warrant}-. Beautiful sound, feel and look in 5'our

choice of woods. 6 models starting at S575. For free

color catalog and ^ideo call (800) 9694277.

FOSSIL REPLICAS of Dinosaur bone fragments.

59.00 Postpaid Cash, Check, Money Order A/O,
Postal Box 3432 Federal Way, W?A 98063-S432

NAVAJO, ZUNI — OLD PAVN'N jeweby — sand-

paintings, kachinas. VNTiolesale catalog S3.00. In-

dian Treasures, Box 32214-NH, Tucson, AZ 85751-

2214.

BOOKS/PUBUC.\TIONS

OLT-OF-FREvf BOOKS on Geolog\', Archaeology,',

Natural Histon' and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PL^LISH UTTH RLTLEDGE BOOKS Become a

published ^\Titer bv joining our qualit\' publishing

plan. We ^viH create, advertise, and market your

book. Peisonalized service. Send for a free brochure

todav. Rutiedge Books, Dept, NH Box 315, Bethel,

CT 06801.

PL^BUSH YOLTl BOOK! All subjects in\'ited. Attrac-

tive books, publicity; advertising, quaUty sendee,

covering 5 decades of satisfied authore. Send for fact

filled booklet and Free manuscript evaluation. Carl-

ton Press, Dept NHB, 11 W. 32nd St, New York, NY
10001.

\\'EXLPL'BLJSHY0LT?B00K: Our 50 years expe-

rience will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. River-

cross Publishing Inc. Dept KH, 127 East 59th Street,

New York, NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Qemente,
CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976.

Computer Software

"ri'll keep your mlnd from rustlng!"
Three-0, a PC-DOS game for 2, lets vou make big

scores with small numbers. No violence, ghosts or

monsters. EGA or VGA required. SatisfacHon

guaranteed. S23.95PP, check or M.O., demo S2 or

send SASE for details. DeQueen SofUvare, 616 W.
DeQueen Ave., DeQueen, AR 71832. (501) 642-

8947

Education

BERMLTDA NATU'RE V\TimXG March 18-22nd.

Woods Hole Workshops, 7 Lawn^vood Place,

Charlestou'n, \L\ 02129 (617) 242-375Z

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 71 lan-

guages as VS. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes/textbook Nearly 50^'o savings! Free cat-

alog. Call Audio Language Institute, l-SOO-722-

6394.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestr^'/Ecologv
Careers. Professional level home study for coii-

cemed indi\-iduals. Exdting careers in the outdoors.
Free Uterature. P.C.D.L, Atlanta, Georma. (800)362-
7070 Dept NNB124.

E.\iPLOY.\iENT Opportunities

Al JOBS To SIOOO dailv! CK'erseas. Stateside. Free

List: Zink\-o, Box 790, Richland, MI 49083-0790.

ASSEMBLE CRAFT PRODUCTS at home! Easy

work! Excellent extra income! Program Guaranteed!

CaU now: l-SOO-377-6000, ext 8800.

EAS\'WORK! EXCELLENT" PAY! Assemble prod-

ucts at home. Call toU free 1-800467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENrVIRONTMENTTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly
bulletin lists en\ironmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV, P.O. Box 547158, Surfside,

R 33154 (305) 866-0084

GET RAID FOR READING BOOKS! SlOO per book.

Send name, address to Calco Publishing (Dept C-

842), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

MOU^NT.AIN WTST ENATRON'MENTAL OPTIONS
employment! Send SASE to M\\T0-4R, 4872S Forest

Hill, Evergreen, CO 80439, 1(303)670-5996

Financial

LET THE GO\'ERNME\T" FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to 5800,000. Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600.(LAl)

MERCHAiNDISE/GlFTS

UNUSUAL, NATUTl-AL, FACETED Gemstones each

1-10 plus carats. 520-580 each. With newsletters. Gem
of the Month Qub. For Free brochure call 1-800-891-

1939.

V\TIERR''ER YOU GO, CFTRON^LLA Soap repels

mosquitoes, insects. 54, 3/510.00 ppd. Check, V/M,
North Country, Mapleplains,MN 55359-9552.

MlSCELL^ANXOUS

1001 FREE THINGS, Imagine getting a priceless col-

lection of books, magazines, information kits, world-

wide travel and camping guides plus products. (Craft,

hobby, health, indoor, outdoor etc). All free. Just ask

for them from major companies, en\Tronmental and

wildlife organizations, government.. You'll get all this

and more from the 1996 edition of "1001 Free Things."

And its only 54.00. One of the most valuable books

youTl ever own. For your copy send 54.00 to Walter

Hardy, RO. Box 541N; New York, NY 10018.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Na\y collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," pubhshed in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Int, 331 Mansion St,

WestCoxsackie,N"Y' 12192(518)731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GO\"ERXMEXT PA'^ for your new or ex-

isting home. Ch'er 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Rentals

arizona! prn'ate wildlife sanctuary
lodging. Six guests maximum. Guides available hik-

ing, bird watching, history/culture. (520) 455-5522

H.W.^, PRIVATE Beach front home on K
North Shore. 1 (800) 367-5025. Mr Rice.

Tours/Trips

ADVENTUT^E BOUNT) RI\'ER EXPEDr^O^
Day wUdemess journeys in Colorado/Utah

1963. Informative Brochure (800) 423-4668.

AD\'ENTTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildl^
faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabjit

South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe,

zon! Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle «1^,
ness. Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swir^.

and snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Cite

yachts, Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainjst

expeditions alive with dazzling birds and tn«al

wildlife. Small groups, expert guides, guaraaj

departures. Free Brochures! Special Interest "ns;.

Call (800) 525-6772. 4

PERSPECTIVES ON EAST AFRI 1
JOIN JANE GOODALL. MARY LEAKEY,

FOUR OTHER OF EAST AFRICA S HOST RENOWNED RESEARCH

ON A SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND SAFARI PROGRAH

AUGUST 1 996

fililf[nfssTr(ifel'800-368-m4i404

I
ADX'ENTTJRES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Econo]

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

babwe, Bots^vana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro dimh
rilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egyjt
rael, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color cataji

Himalayan travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN AD\'ENTURES: vd-

life/gorilla safaris to East and Southern Africa. 'so

Egypt India, Burma, Around the World trips etc vt

12* year. Call Wanderlust Adventures at (800)2-

1592."

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Soulm

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris,!!

49,MtIremper,NY' 12457 1-800-724-1221.

A HERPETOLOGICAL/Natural History e>o-

ration of the islands of Me.\ico's Sea of Cortez. iv

13-20, 5825.00 all inclusive from San Felipe. Brod^

(619) 630-3058.

A JUNIOR NATURALIST TOUR-Educational i-

ent/Child Eco-Adventure in Puerto Rico June id

August 1996. Brochure: (619) 630-3058.

Take your body on a journey-

that will exercise your mind.

Easv-ooing walkino, cultural and

natural history trips offer:

" expert local naturalist and historian auidc^

• charmina and historic inns and lodges

small groups of interesting fellow travelers

For a free color catalog call toll-tree:

1 -800-200-3887
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' GALAPAGOS
|lu, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

luralist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

B3n any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

lies. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550
'

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

l\SKA'S NATURAL HISTORY and beauty is

B.ing to be experienced by you. Otters, seals, ea-

i, puffins, seabird rookeries, amazing tide pools,

Ing, kayaking, fishing for salmon, halibut and

1 1. Naturalist guides. Exquisite log lodge and cozy

|ns in peaceh.ll ocean and mountain setting. Fine

|i. 12 guests. $1950/5 days. Brown bear viewing

|;e also, 6 guests, $2250/5 days. Kachemak Bay

Idemess Lodge, Box 956, Homer AK 99603. (907)

fc910, fax (907) 235-89n.

I
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\SKAN WILDERNESS SAILING AND KAYAK-
Naturalist-guided trips from our basecamp fac-

Prince William Sound's Columbia Glacier 22nd

wn, P.O. Box 1313-NH, Valdez, AK 99686. (907)

5175.

VSKA, SIBERIA: Truly lu^que 7-17 day small

ijp journeys, from wilderness kayaking, dog sled-

y, and rafting, to lodge based sightseeing tours,

/enture Alaska, color brochure: (800) 365-7057.

)sta Rica -Belize- Africa -Galapaoos

'UfiSL HISTOBY

FS Worldwide

ICE 1982

i. Box 3655-C13

NORA, CA 95370

GEO
EXPEDITIONS
FiiljiH Your Dredim

Df'Adfi-iiUtir

:

PS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

derate optional length Day hiking. Free brochure.— i;6) 867-3771. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
=«'li« Iffside Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609,
Sifc

MAGICAL ADVENTURE RAFTING Idaho's

ddle Fork Salmon or Snake River Family Focus

)S a speciality. Since 1979. Free brochure: ROW 1-

1451-6034.

__ ^

1AZ0NL\ EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's lead-

j
i; company for expedition travel, since 1981. Indi-

1. 'lual attention. Regional references available. (800)

!-9669

nZONA! "Apacheria Borderlands." Hiking, Bird

itching. History, Culture. Six guests maximum.
I vate wildlife sanchiary lodging. (520) 455-5522.

DARWIN GALAPAGOS CRUISE
Follow Charles Darwin's route on a special 1

1

day GALAPAGOS TRAVEL Expedition, led by
tiistorian / cinematographer Greg Estes.

P.O. Box 1220 • San Juan Baulisia, CA 95045 • (800)969-9014

JSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:—
iture. Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
mping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

5W Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
ack; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great
wier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
nta Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

BARGE FRANCE ON A SELF-DRIVE BARGE and

explore on your own. Free Brochures: Row 1-800-

451-6034.

CANADL\N WILDERNESS ECOTOURS LTD: Re-

connecting culhare, spirit, and ecology! Escape with

our wildlife research scientists for elegant and engag-

ing natural history tours into western Canadian
wildlands. (800) 507-2209.

Irian Jaya
AlfLi Inps lu: (Jlhtr pdrts ol

Indonesia, Thailand, Malay

Burma, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia
Papua New Guinea

Call FOR Catalog; 800-642-2742

CAYMAN ISLANDS: THE BEACH & BEYOND. Is-

land discovery guidebook for walkers, hikers, bikers,

kayakers, naturalists, other outdoor enthusiasts, ac-

tive and adventure hravellers. With points of interest,

maps and routes, flora and fauna, clubs and contacts,

background and toavel information. $19.95 includes

S/H. CC/Checks. Martha Smith, PO Box 323-Dll,

Peapack, N] 07977. (908) 234-1948.

COSTA RICA, KENYA/ Tanazania, Ecuador/ Gala-

pagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania, In-

donesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Tirrkey, South

Africa, Vietnam and many more. Small group holi-

days to many coimtries. Suitable for all ages. Call for

full color brochure. Advenhires Abroad 1-800-665-

3998.

Remote Park lodges in the Shactow of Mf. IvtcKinley

DENALI
NATIONAL PARK

WILDERNESS CENTERS

Hiking, Wildlife,

Natural History.

Northern Studies

Credit Courses

DENALI NATL PARK, AK 99755 907-683-2290

COSTA RICA TROPICAL PARADISE-Corcovado
Private Beach, Birding, Dolphins, Snorkeling, Kayak-

ing, Incredible Wildlife. Virgin Jungle/River/Botani-

cal Tours. Oregon 503-690-7750.

CRUISE TURKEY Twelve-day yacht tours of history

and hedonism for twelve curious people along

Turkey's Aegean coast. Free brochure: Row 1-800-

451-6034.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. CaU 1-800-

926-1140 for free newsletter.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116

ENCOUNTERS WITH WILD DOLPHINS IN
Florida: Come and swim in the company of wild dol-

phins. Experience magical beauty in perfect safet\'

with our experienced guides. Education about dol-

phins, marine life, and environment. Beautiful

ecovenhjre and vacation. Ask for detailed brochure

& \'ideo. Call wildlife Odyssey: 1-800-207-2780.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalavan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

THE INCASW
JOIN SEVEN OF THE WORLD'S LEADING iNCA EXPERTS
A SYf.1P0SIUM a TOUR PROGRAM IN THE ANDES

CUZCO, PERU JULY 1 996|

Mimm
^_^^ L.UZC(

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, elephant

seals, dolphins; island, lagoon exploration; superb

bird photography. 8/10 day expeditions December-

April. Pacific Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838

Garrison Street, San Diego, California 92106 (619)

726-2228; (619) 224-4965.

KENYA, TANZANLA, UGANDA, AND ETFDOPIA
- for discerning travellers. Custom designed safari

tours for those seeking personal attention and qual-

ity. Planning, operation for any size party. Contact

Bill Dixson, Bruce Safaris/Discover Africa, Box
40662, Nairobi, Kenya. Fax:(254-2) 223647. Tel:(254-2)

339094. Member ASTA.

GALAPAGOS!
COSTA RICA!

AFRICA!
AMAZON! I

In-depih nature lours. Small groups, Evtelleni laluc. MM/. ,

taaCEHS P.O. Bo.\915-NH, Uhaca. NY HSSl. 1-800-633-0299

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: CK'erland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-

800-225-2380.

WALK THRU HELLS CANYON along tlie Snake

River with friendly, nahiralist guides. Rafts carry all

gear, luxury camp and healthv food. See Indian rock

art and wildlife. Free brochure. ROW: 1-800-451-

6034.

I CAPRICORN'S -

SPECIALS
A CULTURE, RAINFORESTS & CAVES, FISHING, REEF

DIVING, SIRDWATCHINC & TIKAL OPTION,

800-426-6544
CAPRICORN LEISURE CORP.

Haven Ave, Pon Washingion, N> 1 1050

AmerlcanAirlines* AA \
Video

8x10 GLOSSY FROM YOUR HOME VIDEOT.APE.

$20 For free information send SASE to CCG, Box 234,

E.NortliportN.Y, 11731

Rates and Styie Information

S4.05 per word: 16 ivord minimum. Display classified

is $440 per inch. Ad\-ertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agenc\' or cash discounts.

Advertisements are accepted at NATUR.AL HIS-

TORY'S discretion. Send check or monev order to: The

Market/NATUR,AL HISTORY Magazine. Central

Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any

written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or Jean-Christophe

Fradet at the abo\-e address. Please include your per-

sonal address and telephone number., issue preferred,

and suggested categor)'.
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(Continuedfrom page 28)

rectly perceive them as a bunch ot little

legs waving about—and legs just don't

protrude from mouths on a "proper" ver-

tebrate model.) Dana, under the control-

ling influence of his progressivist world-

view, therefore chose to arrange the

diversity of modern crustaceans in se-

quences of primitive to advanced based

upon the complexits' and domination of

the head and its appendages. He then ex-

tended this principle to all of animal hie.

Dana first published his theory of

cephalization in the mid-1850s, before

learning of Darwin's ideas. But he wrote

his four major articles on the subject be-

nveen 1863 and 1866 (all pubhshed in the

Aiiieiiccin Journal of Science, a periodical

edited by Dana).

I fmd the theory of cephaHzation won-

derfully tascinating and a bit mad. It the

editor of this magazine would grant me

the entire issue, I would gladly discuss each

of Dana's sixteen criteria (many with sev-

eral subdivisions) for the supposedly ob-

jective measure of precise degrees in or-

ganic "highness" and "lowness" based on

the character of the head and its relative

domination of the body. I would also

demonstrate the selt-serving (tor his

worldview; not his persona) and "fluid"

nature of these criteria—scarcely objective

and ob\dously constructed in order to val-

idate Dana's a priori desires, and almost

wantonly fiidged or changed whenever an

apparent exception arose.

For example, one criterion states that

progress can be measured by position of

the head and brain along the body axis

—

the farther forward the better. Thus, Dana

regards whales as "low" mammals because

they have so much mouth and snout in

front of the brain. But as soon as Dana gets

stuck because a group he wants to regard

as primitive happens to have a brain right

;

;• "'
. he just shifts criteria. For e.x-

ainple, he wants to place milhpedes and

centipedes belo\v insects, but these many-

legged arthropods have a head and brain

right at the front end. So he pronounces

this particular head as weak, although lo-

cated in the "right" place—as measured by
its minimal domination over the rest of the
body, as "lowly" legs proliferate behind.

Dana writes: "The head is here stricdy at

the anterior extremit\'; but the cephalic

force has so feeble control, that the joints

multiply behind." Dana even adrmts, in

several passages, the inconsistency of his

criteria but then argues that such com-

plexity requires even more subtle interpre-

tations, and ever more experienced inter-

preters hke himself to make the system

work!

Each of Dana's papers attempts a sum-

mary definition of cephalization as the

dominant motor of hfe's progressive his-

tory. His last fling on the subject, a final ar-

ticle in 1876 after a ten-year hiatus, ofliers

this account:

In the low, there is, usually, large size and

strength behind, an elongation of the whole

structure, and a low degree of compactness in

the parts before and behind; in the high,

there is a relatively shorter and more com-

pacted structure, a more forward distribution

of the muscularforces or arrangements, and

a better head; and the progress in grade . . .

is progress along linesfrom theformer condi-

tion toward the latter, that is, progress in the

strength, perfection and dominance of the

anterior or cephalic extremity; in a word, it

is progress in cephaUzation.

Although Dana may have developed

this concept from his work on Crustacea,

and although he claimed an objective sta-

tus for his theory', any thorough reading

wU reveal (although 1 do not doubt that

Dana had deluded himself into regarding

cephahzation as nature's objective truth)

that Dana cobbled this theory together in

order to proclaim the message that con-

trolled his worldview: the centrality and

domination of human hfe in the cosmos.

Why choose cephaHzation as the criterion

of progress, except as a way of exalting a

man's big head, located right at the top,

and with the anterior limbs freed from the

lowly task of locomotion and dedicated

instead to the head's service (as I t\'pe this

essay with my fingers, but only curl my
toes uselessly under my chair)? Dana

wrote:

Wliile all other Mammals have both the

anterior and posterior limbs as organs of

locomotion, in Man the anterior are trans-

ferredfrom the locomotive to the cephaUc

series. Tliey serve the purposes of the ltd,

and are not for locomotion. Tlie cephalic

tion of the body—that is, the subordinan

of its members and structure to head ns(-

so variously exemplified in the animal k^

dom, here reaches its extreme limit. Ma '

in this, stands alone anjong Maiiiiiials.

To buttress his second key notion of *

ated type, Dana developed an idiosyncic

taxonomy within a popular pre-Darwiju

genre that evolution soon rendered ii>

herent—a numerological system, wi j

fixed number ot subgroups in each h^

group. He favored either two or four

groups as the key to correct classificatii

Historians of taxonomy have ofteoi

gued—quite falsely—that, ironically,

development of evolution inspired

change in the structure of classificatioi

the order that had once been attribute'ffl

God could easily be shifted to evoluin

without any alteration ot content. Fn

this claim, we are supposed to draw w

message that theories are mental const^ i

tions sitting Ughtly upon nature—orii

put the point another way, that nature's /-

idem factuality must be rendered in

same manner by any chosen mode o:

planation. In either formulation, the fe

of theorv, or worldvicAv, becomes s

moted and the proper balance betweeni^

side theory and outside nature gets i-'

totted by deemphasizing the inteial

aspect of an intricate and equal pairing

But this common claim is not t:e

Evolution made a world of difl'erenccn

classification. The major groups may 1*6

retained their definitions (arthropods

arthropods, and vertebrates are vertebKSr

whether created by God or developecv

evolution), but a hundred other signifidt

details had to change because the geoH-

try of evolution departs fundamenty

from the structure of created systems, fi-

merological schemes like Dana's dis-

peared forever as soon as Darwinism -

umphed—and, ironically, most practicg

taxonomists don't even know that sih

systems ever existed (and therefore faio

appreciate the power of evolution to a't

the practice of their profession) becae

numerolog)r suffered such a complete ii

sudden death. IfGod made all species, ;d

their order reflects the nature of s

>n4.
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u i;ht, then why not search for an ar-

,11 ,
numerological system that might

n )dy divine wisdom? But if organisms

II ed together by genealogy on an evo-

ut nary tree ofUte, then success or failure

c ines a question of contingent history,

II 10 rationale for fixed numbers of sub-

re ps within each group can possibly be

w .cd.

hen Dana worked by twos, he di-

u' i each group into a "typical" class

\c ling the essence, and a "hemitypic"

I.' specifying a departure. Thus, for ex-

11 e, he regards terrestriality as typical

I v'ertebrates (don't ask me why, for

IN s came first—but do suspect an a priori

I'lessity to define the group that contains

lii'iiians as typical). The twofold division

::. >i ertebrates therefore contrasts Tetra-

iDcli (all terrestrial forms) as typical, with

nh'iL's (fishes) as hemitypic.

li I 'hen Dana worked by fours, he speci-

iii three degrees of typicality in descend-

; 11' order—alphatypic, betatypic, and

iTf^ainatypic—with a fourth group as a

;-ri. departure named "degenerative." In

iBLh! version, mammals are alphatypic (for

'd tiding tall), birds betatypic (lovely crea-

;
uis, but not on defining terra ftrma), rep-

;
1 gammatypic (as slitherers on the

:!:,M ind), and fishes degenerative (as hving

«, n, le "wrong" place for vertebrates).

1 a revealing article, entitled

oughts on Species" (including miner-

il ical as well as biological entities) and

II lished in 1857 as Darwin was compos-

1 his magnum opus, Dana defended his

1 icrological system as embodying an

I hangeable, Platonic, and universal

1 h:

!!
ixcd lumihas, tlcfiiiltc in value ami defiant

_, ( all destroying powers, are well known to

'uiriKterisc naturefivm its basement to its

'I'-stone. . . . The universe is not only

iiscd on mathematics, but on finite deternii-

ate numbers in the very nature of all its cl-

inentalforces.

'ana even argued that the soul requires

fi d numbers, both to avoid despondency
!> lerceiving order and to adore God even

I'^re. (This passage also expresses Dana's

Utility to any notion of graded evolu-

ti lary transition between groups):
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Were these units capable of blending with

one another indefinitely, they would no

longer be units, and species could not be rec-

ognized. Tlie system of life would be a

maze of complexities; and whatever its

grandeur to a being that could comprehend

the infinite, it would be unintelligible chaos

to man. Tlie very beauties that might charm

the soul would tend to engender hopeless de-

spair in the thoughtful mind, instead of

supplying his aspirations with eternal and

ever-expanding truth. It would be to man

the temple of naturefused over its whole

surface and through its structure, without a

line the mind could measure or comprehend.

Darwin's candid reaction to Dana's two

theories of cephalization and nunierologi-

cal taxonomy beautifully illustrates the un-

bridgeable discordance between their

worldviews. On February 17, 186.3, in the

interval between Dana's key letter on evo-

lution and Darwin's emotional reply, Dar-

win also wrote to his guru and confidant

Charles Lyell about his unhappiness with

Dana's paper on classification of mammals

by principles of cephalization and nu-

merological order. Darwin nails Dana for

constructing a system whose absurdity

would be apparent to anyone not firmly

committed to ranking humans as the

crown of creation. Dana's whole scheme,

Darwin correctly notes, is one long, forced

rationale for human centrahty:

TTje same post that brought the enclosed

brought Dana's pamphlet on the same sub-

ject. Tlie whole seems to me utterly wild. If

there had not been theforegone wish to sep-

arate men, I can never believe that Dana or

any one would have relied on so small a

distinction as grown men not usingfore-

limbsfor locomotion, seeing that monkeys

use their limbs in all other respectsfor the

same purpose as man. To carry on analo-

gous principles . . . from Crustacea to the

classification ofmammals seems to me mad-

ness. Vi%o would dream of making afunda-

mental distinction in birds, from fore-limbs

not being used at all in some birds, or used

asfins in the penguin, andforflight in

other birds?

(In another example of how theory
controls the arrangement of nature, Dana

used fimctional status of the forelimb as

the key character for making major taxo-

nomic divisions among birds because,

under his theory ofcephahzation, the head

controls the use of forelimbs and their sta-

tus therefore defines degree of domination

by the head. Darwin, in the last sentence

of his letter to LyeU, regards such a scheme

as absurd because different uses of fore-

Hmbs, in his evolutionary version of life,

are immediate adaptations to varying

modes of hfe, not fundamental divisions

on the genealogical tree of birds.)

As a chief ingredient in the mythology

of science, the gathering of objective facts

controls a history of conceptual change

—

as logical and self-effacing scientists bow

before the dictates of nature and willingly

change their views to accord with our

growing empirical knowledge. The para-

digm for such an idealistic notion remains

Huxley's famous remark about "a beautiful

theory, killed by a nasty, ugly little fact."

But single facts almost never slay world-

views, at least not right away (and properly

so, for the majority of deeply anomalous

observations turn out to be wrong; every

datum for the revolution of the earth can

be paired with a hundred claimed observa-

tions for cold fusion, perpetual motion, or

the transmutation of gold).

Rather, anomalous facts are simply in-

corporated into existing theories, often

with a bit of forced stretching to be sure,

but usually with decent fit because most

worldviews contain considerable fiexibihty

(how else could they last so long or be so

hard to overthrow). The best test case for

the power of worldviews to order and in-

terpret facts—and, therefore, for the fasci-

nating and intricate interaction of theory

and data in science—arises when someone

discovers an absolutely pristine and unan-

ticipated bit of information. Fortunately, I

practice a profession—paleontology—that

is maximally supplied with superb test

cases, for nothing can be quite so out-of-

the-blue as a newly discovered fossil.

Therefore, if we take a discovery that, in

modern hindsight, points unambiguously

toward the validity of a new worldview,

we achieve our ideal test case: If everyone

bows to the fact and accepts the imphed

reconstruction of nature, then Huxley's

dictum triumphs. But if most of the old

guard manages to embrace the new t

comfortably enough within its conv.

tional worldview, then major changes

f

theory in science require a more compjt

push involving social conte.xt as well';

factual impetus.

In the early 1860s, as Darwin andDn

debated evolution in their letters, the It

possible example of a pristine and unani

ipated fact burst upon the scene—the {

covery of Archaeopteryx, not only the o

est bird but also, apparently, so beautifl

intermediate between reptiles and bird'i

its retention of teeth, reduced coating-

feathers, and basically reptihan anatoi

Score one knockout blow for evolution

Darwin, of course, read the discovery'^

exactly this sensible light. He wrote

Dana on January 7, 1863:

The fossil bird with the long tail and fing

to its wings. . . is by far the greatest prod:

of recent times. Tliis is a great casefor mt

as no group was so isolated as birds; and

shows how little we knew what lived dun

former times.

But wait. The old fighter rises at I

count of nine, he circles back, he fair

the bell rings. He rests and recoups a

comes out fighting for the next round.

November, 1863, Dana pubhshed his re|

to Archaeopteryx in an article entitled "(

Parallel Relations of the Classes of Ver

brates, and on Some Characteristics oft

Reptilian Birds." Archaeopteryx, he pi

claimed, provides no evidence for evol

tion, but becomes instead the best possil

discovery for validating his own creatior

numerology of classification based •

cephalization!

Since we are primates, and primates

;

visual animals, we often epitomize c

worldviews in iconographic form. A

nothing can be quite so powerful as a p;

ture for summarizing and sohdifying

view of hfe. In his article, Dana presei

the classification of vertebrates as a pictu

and thereby upholds a crucial role for /

chaeopteryx in completing the geometry

divine numerology. As his diagram shov

Dana wishes to classify each of the thi

terrestrial classes—mammals, birds, ai

reptiles—into his customary twofold di^^

sion of typical and hemitypic. In each ca

«l
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hemitypic group should point toward

interior class below. Mammals, ot'

c rse, are on top. Ordinary placentals

M the typical group, while marsupials

1 the egg-laying monotremes (duck-

I -d platypus and echidna) build the

liirypic group below. He calls these

Mitypic mammals "ooticoids"—and

|- ' clearly point to birds and reptiles in

1 r laying of eggs.

i^eptiles
also come in twos: the typical

ces, turtles, Hzards, and others of that

and the hemitypic frogs and salaman-

i i among the amphibians. (We now
' sify amphibians as a separate class, but

. )nomists ofDana's day often put all ter-

rt rial coldblooded creatures together.) As

h litypic egg-laying mammals pointed to

tl reptilian class below, so also do hemi-

f ic amphibians point to the fishes below

ii heir initial aquatic phase of tadpole life,

iut what about birds? Now Dana en-

c inters a problem, and a threat to the nu-

ll rical beauty of his system. Flying birds

J clearly typical, but what birds can be

c ed hemitypic? Hemitypes must point

t the class below—in this case, to fishes.

( le might label flightless ostriches and

c us as heirdtypic, but in what possible

\ y can these creatures be pointing to

t les? On the contrary, their terrestrial life

^ ins to point upward to mammals (or at

I St sideward to reptiles) and therefore

t eatens the entire system. Imagine, then,

I na's delight in the discovery of Ar-

' 'copteryx—for he could argue that its re-

iition of teeth leads downward to the

I mitypic shark, which, as Mack the

I lite so pointedly noted, has "pretty teeth

|»r, and he shows them pearly white."

^ost gleefully, Dana therefore portrayed

maeopteryx, the supposed and final mes-

nger of evolutionary truth, as the salva-

in of liis own numerological system of

nation, {or AirlhU'optciyx—"erpetoids" in

ma's terminology—stands forth as the

issing hemitypic bird, and Dana's system

comes healed and whole. He wrote:

The discouerj' of the RcptiUan Birds has

brought the general law to view, that,

among thefour classes of Vertebrates, ordi-

narily received, each, excepting the lowest,

consists of first a grand typical division, em-

bracing the majority of its species, and sec-

Cross Asia Minor
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ondly, an iiifehor or hemitypic division, in-

termediate between the typical and tlie class

or classes below.

Dana actually drew two arguments

against evolution from his new icon ofver-

tebrate classification. First, as noted above,

Archaeopteryx completed a numerical

geometry' that could only arise by divine

intent and imposition. Secondly, the orga-

nization of fishes provides a further anti-

Darwinian argument. Typical fishes are

teleosts, the bony fishes that include al-

most all modern species. But fishes also in-

clude two hemits'pic di\dsions—with the

crucial difference that fish hemit^'pes point

upward toward the higher terrestrial verte-

brates rather than downward. The hemi-

t^fpic sliarks point to the hemitypic Ar-

chaeopteryx and then up to t^fpical birds;

and the hemitN'pic lungfishes point up to

the hemit\'pic amphibians and thence to

the t\-pical reptiles.

The whole system is therefore rounded

and complete within itself. The upper di-

\asions point down through their hemi-

typic groups; while the lower divisions

point up through their own hemitypes.

What else but a static and created order

could be so self-contained and self-defin-

ing? Dana concludes, with expHcit refuta-

tion of Darwdn;

It is plainfrom the preceding that the sub-

kingdom of Vertebrates, instead of tailing off

into the Invertebrates, has well-pronounced

limits below, and is complete within itself.

. . . We find in the facts no supportfor the

Dani'inian hypothesis with regard to the

origin of the system of life.

This may be madness, as Darwin might

have said, but it is surely Di\dne madness.

Historians, like most decent people,

tend to be patriotic. Dana was America's

best, and who wants to saddle him with

the reputation of an old fogey and holdout

against the truth of evolution? Several

scholarly articles have therefore focused

upon Dana's belated, strictly minimal, and

reluctant "conversion" to evolution—as

first stated in the 1874 edition of his Man-
ual of Geology and, two years later, in his

last paper on cephahzation. Rather defen-

sively, Dana then held (in the 1876 article

on cephahzation) that evolution may

become the preferred mode of change,

that progress by cephahzation still

the result. Dana seems to be saying soi

thing hke; "I was right about what h

pens, but perhaps not about how it h-

pens. What happens is more importt

anyway. Pattern reveals divine inte;

mechanism is only a means to an end.' i

his o\vn words:

Wliatever the types ofstructure in course

development, there was also a general siih

dination in the changes to the principle oj

cephahzation. . . . Tliese views may hoi

whatever be the true method of evolution

.

Tlie method by repeated creations through

communications of Divine power to natuft ->^

should he subordinated, as much as any i|

other, to molecular law and all laws of »

growth; for molecular law is the profound

expression of the Divine will. . . . But tj

present state of scienceJavors the I'iew of

progress through the derivation ofspecies

pom species, with few occasions for Diviit

intervention. If then there has been derii

tion ofspeciesfrom species, we may beliet

that all actual struggles and rivalries amoftss

animals, leading to a "survival of the

fittest," must tend, as in Man, to progi

in cephahzation. 9--^

But we should not cite such grudg||ti

passages as Dana's last hurrah and ultiiriB»H

redemption—though traditional interp

rations have followed this route. Suchi

approach does great disser\dce to Daii

powerfiil intellect, and perpetuates a s'

doctrine of vahdation by redemption!

late conversion to a current truth. D:|l3!

made his minimal move toward evoluofc:

in order to preserve as much as possibkfjbO

his crumbling system, not as a zealcwlti

born-again crusader who has fmaUy J

the light. By owning evolution as a me('

anism. Dana could preserve his dee)'

convictions about progress by cephali'

tion. Dana's last hurrah for evolution w;i

Httle blip, not the definition of his scii

tific hfe. We should honor and respect

for the power of his lifelong \-iew. ably £'

honorably defended over decades, thovi

now judged wanting. Surely, in sciencet

is no sin to be \ATong for good reasons.

Ifwe dismiss those scientists now judti



*fi«|g, only valuing them ifthey saw a late

iFcIbHI we will miss a grand opportunity to

ini^Hss one of the most elusive and por-

us questions in scholarly life. What is

jiature of genius? Why do some bril-

people make revolutions and others

|ii the dust of concepts whose time had

a to pass in their own day? What is

;rucial difference between Darwin's

;endent greatness and Dana's merely

ary greatness? (Ordinary greatness is

,n oxymoronic concept, but a detini-

[of old guards from Kircher to Dana.)

lo not know the answer to this ques-

bf questions, but we can surely specify

ingredient. Somehow, for some rea-

)f psyche or quirk of mind, some im-

of social life or some drive of tem-

ment, Darwin was driven to

enge, to be fearless in bringing down

l4
litire intellectual universe, to be joyful

ying out each thrilling and lovely bit

arniture in a reconstructed world.

1, for other properties of the same at-

ites, could not, or dared not, abandon

traditional hope and succor of cen-

s: "Rock of Ages, cleft for me,/Let

te lide myself in thee."

onsider, in closing, how the two men
ed Plato, the greatest of all intellectual

Dana just revered his name and his

:ept of a permanent realm of ideahzed

;ction. Darwin delighted in chaUeng-

the master; in showing how simply,

how elegantly, the new evolutionary

/ could interpret and explain some of

great mysteries and arcana of the ages.

one comment, privately penned in

of Darwin's youthful notebooks, after

leturned to London on the Beagle, may

ure the fundamental difference be-

2n Darwin's flexibility and Dana's im-

pility. With one line, Darwin cuts

iUgh two thousand years of traditional

(rpretation for ninate concepts of the

an brain. They are not, he nearly

Its for joy. manifestations of Platonic

al ilutes transmitted from the ideal realm

o irchetypes, but simple inheritances

ti 11 our past:

'Idlo sayi ill Phaedo that our "iieccsiaiy

icas" arise from the preexistence of the

Mil, and are not derivable from experience,

lead monkeysfor preexistence!
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Photograph by Yuzo Nakagawa

In a midair maneuver, a long-

taUed tit intercepts a nascent

droplet. This bird and its ten

flockmates. year-round resi-

dents in Japan, live in a forest

at the foot ofMount Fuji.

Ever\- day, they follow a regu-

lar foraging route, prving in-

sects and spiders and an occa-

sional larva fix)m the recesses in

tree bark. The maple trees in

the flock's small w.lnter terri-

tor\- are favorite stops. By the

end of Februarv; the sap is ris-

ing and just begi nning to

ooze from woodpecker-

excavated tree holes and to fla-

vor icicles that form near these

natural taps. Both sources are

prized by the tits, but the con-

densed sap at the tip of the

icicle is the sweetest. And

while long-tailed tits are good

hoverers, some may be more

adept than others at feeding on

the wing. At nine o'clock on a

late February" morning, the sun

was just beginning to loosen

the ice and frozen sap, when

the photographer captured the

aerial precision of one bird

that was rewarded with a taste

of spring.

—

Judy Rice







he ancient allure of^
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er
By David A. Griinaldi

Stone Age peoples were no doubt captivated

by amber's smoothness, warm color and feel,

translucence, and resinous fragrance when

burned, as well as by the curious insects

trapped within it and its abihty to attract bits

of chaff and straw (because of its static

charge). NeoUthic people carved amber into

figures and symbols, which were worn as

special charms.

Its oldest and most contmuous use has

been for adornment, yet amber is not a semi-

precious stone or even a mineral; it is tree

resin in fossilized form. Unhke other fossUs,

which are usually mineral replacements of

the original structure, amber is entirely or-

ganic; over millions of years, its composition

changes little from that of the resin that

formed it.

Amber is found in hundreds ot sites

around the world, but the largest quantities

come from 40-million-year-old deposits in

the eastern Baltic region and from 25- to 30-

million-year-old deposits in the Dominican

Republic and Mexico. The deposits are al-

most always found in sediments that tormed

the bottom of ancient lagoons or river deltas.

Aboi'c left: A dainsclfly

aiimppcd ill 25-iinUion-ycar-old

Doiiiiiiicaii amber

Facing page: Carving of a man

(ca. A.D. 900-1000)

found in Denmark

Left: \btitv axes carved from

Baltic amber by a Neolithic

people (ca. 2000 B.C.)
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Amber Dexterous
The Amber Room in Rus-

sia's Tsarskoye-Selo Palace

outside of Saint Petersburg

was a grand chamber made

up of twelve intricately

carved, amber mosaic wall

panels. Originally created

between 1701 and 1709 for

the Prussian king Frederick

I and given away by his son

to Peter the Great in 1716,

the amber panels were in-

stalled in the Tsarskoye-Selo

Palace in 1755. Two cen-

turies later, when the Nazis

occupied the area surround-

ing Leningrad (Saint Peters-

burg) in 1941, the room was

dismantled, and an estimated

six tons of amber paneling

(valued at more than $150

milUon) were shipped off to

Germany. They were never

seen again.

Since 1979, a small group

of Russian craftspeople have

been trying to re-create the

room, guided by a single

color photograph (right),

some black-and-white pho-

tographs, fragments of

amber paneling, and a few

drawings. To date, about a

quarter of the project has

been completed.

When two panels from

A group of artisans workfever-

ishly to re-create one of

Russia's royal treasures—
afanciful chamber paneled with

richly carved amber.

By Alec Madoff

the Amber Room, as well as

twenty-two amber objects

from the Tsarskoye-Selo

Palace, were made available

for the American Museum's

exhibition "Amber; Win-

dow to the Past," designers

Gene Bergmann and Ger-

hard Schlanzky and prepara-

tor Laura Friedman and I

met in Saint Petersburg for a

few days to determine,

among other things, how

best to display them. On our

first day at the palace, we

documented the objects in a

distant storage wing; then

headed for the Amber

Room, our feet strapped

into big slippers made of

carpeting to protect the

hardwood floors en route.

Once there, we measured,

filmed, and photographed

"our" two panels to be able

to quickly reassemble and

instaD them upon their ar-

rival, slated to occur a few

days before the exhibition

opening in early February.

The next day we were in-

vited to visit the artisans in

their cubicle-like work-

shops. We watched baseball-

sized chunks of raw amber

being sliced into one-

eighth-inch pieces on a spe-

cial machine that resembled

a small table saw. Various

types of amber were used:

clear or translucent amber;

foamy amber, caused by a

firoth of large bubbles; bone

amber, marked by micro-

scopic bubbles that give it a

white to yellowish opaque,

ivorylike color; and bastard

amber, clouded by milky

swirls and the most common

of the opaque varieties.

A number of the workers

were grinding and polishing

the pieces with Dremel

tools—long, flexible shafts

attached to a motor. Work-

ing firom detailed, full-sized,

painted renderings of the

original panels, they cut out

each shape of the mosaic.

Once cut out and highly

poHshed on special buffing

wheels, the pieces joined

thousands of others in a per-

fectly aligned, elaborately

carved jigsaw puzzle. Floral

This is probably because the density of solid

amber is just slightly less than that of water,

so it is buoyant and is easily carried down-

stream and cast up as beach drift along sea-

coasts or in the shaUows of a river delta. Over

time, sediments gradually bury the resin.

Baltic amber, or "gold of the North," was

collected, carved, and traded throughout

Europe and Asia Minor. Baltic amber beads

found in Mycenaean tombs of the Middle
Bronze Age indicate its value in Greece and

Asia Minor about 1500 B.C. Other finds in

Greece, Crete, the Ionian Islands, Palestine,

and Egypt also indicate widespread trade in

the material (a recent study even suggests

that a number of objects from the tomb of

Tutankhamen are of Baltic amber). Between

900 and 200 B.C., the Etruscans used amber

extensively in jeweli-y and decorative objects,

and the Romans revived the trade that had

lapsed in the Greek period.

In the fourth century B.C., Aristode rec-

ognized that amber was petrified tree g,a

The Roman historian Tacitus wrote in

98 that beyond the land of the Goths (a

manic people from lands bordering liei

Roman Empire's northern frontier) Kved'ie

Aestii people, who gathered amber (wl:h

he called "exuded metal") that had la

washed up by the Baltic Sea. Tacitus wasie

first to conjecture that the amber forests \re

remote from where the amber was found;!-

though he did not understand that the anjer

\^
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unimaginably ancient and the forests that

produced it were extinct.

bout 90 percent of Baltic amber has a

concentration of succinic acid, leading

>ecuIation about the kind of tree or trees

might have exuded the local amber. Pine

; in the genus Pscudolarix (found today

• in Asia, Australia, and Chile), produce

rinic acid, and 40-million-year-old

dolarix cones that have been found in the

adian Arctic's Axel Heiburg Island sup-

port the idea that this tree may have once

grown in the northernmost latitudes. Do-

minican and Mexican amber was produced

by a species of Hyz/io/dcu tree that is now ex-

tinct. Some close relatives, however, still

grow and produce resin in Central and South

America and in the Caribbean.

Most recently amber is attracting attention

because of the window it provides into the

past. Modern technology has revealed that

the tiny organisms embalmed in amber have

scrollwork, heraldic symbols,

busts, or royal crests were

worked into the design. On

the clear amber sections,

images were etched from

the reverse side, and in some

instances, gold foil was

placed underneath to illumi-

nate the design.

By the time we boarded

our flight back to New

York, we had exact dimen-

sions for each object's "foot-

print," so that we could pre-

pare the mounts for the

display space. Even more

important, we had been able

to observe the amber-carv-

ing process and could pre-

pare a workspace in the ex-

hibition area for the two

Russian artisans who will be

at the Museum for the first

few weeks after the exhibi-

tion opens. They will be

cutting, pohshing, and tit-

ting together a segment of a

new panel, so visitors wiU

have an opportunity to see

the intricate craftsmanship

involved in re-creating the

Amber Room.

Alec Madoffis n prcpiimtor

ill the Miisciiiii's Exiiibiiioii

Dep<vtiiuiit.

been preserved to a remarkable degree. Soft

tissues (such as muscles) and even cells, cellu-

lar details, and DNA are preserved—intor-

mation unobtainable from ,iny other tossil ot

like age.

Dawid A. Grimaldi is chairman and associate

curator of the Miisciiin's Department oj Entomol-

Oii)'. He is also cuiator-iii-charsc of the amber ex-

hibition and the author ofAmber: Window to

the Past (Abraws/AMh'H).
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February Events
February 1

A new film, Stoniichasers, opens in the

IMAX theater. It will explore the extremes

of weather, from hurricanes to monsoons to

tornadoes. Daily showtimes are 10:30 A.M.

and 1:30 and 4:30 P.M. Stoniichasers may also

be seen as part of the double feature on Fri-

day and Saturday evenings at 6:00 and 7:30

P.M. Continuing IMAX films are Destiny in

Space and Titanica. CaU (212) 769-5200 for

more information.

February 5
Jacklyn Green, the team leader of NASA's

initiative to promote quickly developed, in-

expensive space missions—called the New
Millennium Program—will give a slide-il-

lustrated talk about space exploration in the

twenty-first century. The lecture, which is

part of the "Frontiers in Astronomy and As-

trophysics" series, will begin at 7:30 pm. in

the Sky Theater. Tickets are $8 (S6 for

members). Discounted tickets for the spring

lecture series are also available. For intorma-

tion about the Sky Show "Cosmic Mind

Bogglers: A Tour of Astronomical Ex-

tremes" and all other Hayden Planetarium

events, caU (212) 769-5100.

February 6
As part of "Divine Magic: Lecture and Per-

formance Series," the film Magic oftlie Mum-

mies will be shown at 7:00 RM. Before the

screening, Egyptologist Bob Brier will talk

about the making of the film. CaU (212)

769-5315 tor information.

February 9
In conjunction with the newly opened exhi-

bition "Ainber: Window to the Past," David

Grimaldi, chairman of, and associate curator

\i-i, die Department ofEntomology, will talk

about the making ofthe exhibition at 7:00

P.M. CaU (212) 769-5606 for information.

February 1

5

James Lovell, commander o{ Apollo 13 and

author of Lost Moon, wiU speak about his

experiences in the space program at 7:30

P.M. For information, call (212) 769-5606.

The Garden Cafe will be open bet'

5:00 and 7:00 RM. with a prix fixe :

CaU (212) 874-3131 for reservations.

February 23

Chinese carp scnlpted in Burmese amber

Powwows around the country celebrati

tive American traditions, which ch|

with the times and strengthen ties

and among different groups. An exhi]

of about fifty photographs entided
"'

wow Now" will open in Akeley GaUer^"!!

run through Sunday, May 26.
j

I

Throughout February,
the Museum wiU celebrate Black Hi|ty

Month by presenting the cultural tradi'^

of the African diaspora through lectjs,

films, and music and dance programs, pi

Ladji Camara and Les BaUets Africainslil

present a Guinean folkloric dance pro^ji

on Wednesday February 28, at 8:00 uk

the Main Auditorium. The program, pa^f

the series "Multicultural Mosaic: Tradiiios

of a Diverse Society," is free with admiiiD

to the Museum. For information, caU (;i

769-5315. ;

Tliese events take place at the American Mh

senrn of Natural History, Central Park Wes

79th Street in New York City For more inji

mation about the Museum's hours and admi'

sionfees, call (212) 769-5100.

A modelfin the i

sided, free-stand'

diorama in the

anjher exhibitioi,

A Museum tean

spent two weeks

in Costa Rica

collecting materic

for the reconstruif

of this Tertiary
\

Period, amber-
\

producingfiorest i

Hymenaea trees\



When Mrs. Garrison Teaches

Tolerance, Her Students

Really Eat It Ur

The seventh graders in Barbara

Garrison's EngUsh class learn a lesson in

tolerance by joining in celebrations from

around the world. Chinese New Year

brings Good Luck Candy and lotus seeds.

Burning incense marks the start of Ramadan, the Islamic

Holy Month. At Kwanzaa time, an African-American festival,

traditional foods are sampled, like "Hopping John" and ground

nut soup. Mrs. Garrison hopes this taste of world culture will help her students become more

respectful of other ways of life.

For opening the minds (and mouths) of young people, and for confronting prejudices where

they start. State Farm is pleased to present the Good Neighbor Award to Barbara Garrison of San

Diego's Mar Vista Middle School,

along with $5,000 to the

educational institu-

tion of her choice.

STATE FARM

INSURANCE

Good
Neighbor
Award
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
H>-.mc Offices: Bloaminiiinn, Illinois

The Good Neighbor Award
was developed in cooperation

with the National Council
u( Teachers of EngUsh.
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On the white expanse of

Antarctica's Filchner Ice Shelf,

glaciologist Dr. Monica Kristensen

watches as members of her team

remove a ten-meter core sample from

the ice. "By studying the different

layers, we can see how the climate

has varied and carbon dioxide

levels ha\'e changed o\'er the past

few hundred years," she says.

The global warming trend

caused by a rise in carbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases is among
Dr. Kristensen's most pressing

concerns. Many scientists fear

that the increases in temperature

brought about by such a rise

will eventually cause the polar ice

caps to start melting, raising sea

levels everywhere.

"It's difficult to get the public

to focus on

something

that may not

become a

problem for

a few hundred

years," she says.

"So my mission

right now" is

to increase

public awareness. People

need to realize that the polar

regions are an important

part of the earth's climate

svbteni. What
happens there will

affect all of us."

Her research

often takes her

Natural history
AM. MUS. NAT. HIST. LIBRARY
Received oni 01-26-96

Ref 5. 06 (74. 7) Ml

^^The earth's climate is like a

giant puzzle, and the polar

regions hold many of the clues/'
Dt. Monica Kristensen

to desolate stretches of the Antarctic,

where she must remain for months at

a time. Says Dr. Kristensen, "Because

It takes more than 150
operations to create the rugged

Oyster case which is sculpted

from solid stainless steel.

ISktgold or platinum-

»^^-*ir-'

D0'-7.2*F ni72"-J4.4'F Hii.oT^

Predicted increase in July temperatures after atmospheric

CO; concentrations double- Calculations based on

existing trends indicate this will happen bv the year 2030.

the conditions here are harsh, my
equipment has to be •'i !/'•

as tough and reliable W
asmyRolex." ROLEX

Rolex Oysur Perpetual Lady Date Chronometer in stainless steel with matching Oyster bracelet-
WriUfor brochure- RolexWauh L.S.A., Inc-, Dept. 980. Rolex Building. 665 Fifth.Avenue. KewYork, S.Y 10022-5383.

Rolex. '9, Oyster Perpetual. Lady Date and OysUr are trademarks-
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The QosestYou Can GetTo
Heaven While Still On Earth

From the cloud-shrouded peaks of

the Himalayas to the pink city of

Jaipur, from thousands of ancient tem-

ples to the singular majesty of the Taj Mahal,

India awakens the senses, quiets the mind and

energizes the soul. So find out how the country Mark
Twain called "paradise on earth" offers you the best of the

ancient world and the twentieth century. Especially now:

Air India's brand new fleet of Boeing 747-400s^«ill whisk

you to our world in the greatest of comfort and speed.

For your free India Travel Guide call your local travel

agent or the Government of India Tourist

Office: New York (212) 586-4901, Los Angeles

(213) 380-8855, Toronto (416) 962-3787. And
discover the journey of perpetual wonder.

Call one of the numbers above or write to:

MSI, 25-1 5 50th Street,

Dept. NH396, Woodside, NY 11377

India»»
THE JEWELOFASIA
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s Sights Unseen
Last July, the U.S. Navy declassified satellite data

providing complete views of the world's ocean

basins. The new maps are helping to answer basic

questions about how our planet's surface was created.

Christopher Siiiall and Dm'id SaiidwcU

4 The Making of a

Marathon Mutt
Alaskan huskies emerged from the genetic melting

pot of northern breeds. While the Iditarod race

in which they run—which begins this month

in Anchorage—remains controversial, there is

no question that these dogs possess an unmatched

physical and mental toughness. Mark Derr
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6 Book Review: Up from the Ashes

Timothy Flannery

8 Excerpt: Simian Sympathy Fmns de Waal
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1

nature.net: Robert Anderson

12 The Living Museum: My Father's Butterfly

^j Alex Shotmiatoff

A Natural History Exclusive Book Excerpt

2 Hormonal Sabotage
After amassing thousands of pages of research

on abnormalities in growth, development, sexuality,

and fertility among both wildlife and humans,

researcher Theo Colborn became convinced that

synthetic compounds found in pesticides and

industrial chemicals were capable of upsetting the

body's delicate hormonal balance.

from Our Stolen Future, by Theo Colborn, John

Peterson Myers, and Dianne Dumanoski

16 Journal: Phantom Robert Boyle

Cover: Alaskan huskies

commonly have mismatched

eyes. Although officially

mongrels, the dogs have roots

in arctic prehistory.
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JoAnti Bitrkholder

her chapter on pesticides and

Silent Spring Continued
"Our fate is connected with the animals;' warned Rachel Carson m her 1962

book Silent Spring. In this issue we present stories involving two scientists

JoAnn Burkholder ("Phantom," page 16) and Theo Colborn ("Hormonal Sab-

otage," page 42)—who have heeded Carson's admonition and. like her, worked

tirelessly to bring their findings into the pubUc forum.

Burkholder, an aquatic biologist at North Carolina State University, might

have gone on to other studies after her discovery that a new species of fish-

killing dinoflageUate was living in coastal wa-

ters and able to thrive in estuaries contami-

nated by sewage and farm runoff. But when

she realized that this microscopic organism

could pose a threat to human, as well as estu-

arine, health, she risked her reputation and

the wrath of state regulators to make the pub-

Uc aware of the immediate danger in increas-

ingly polluted coastal waters.

In her new book. Our Stolen Future (writ-

ten with Dianne Dumanoski and John Peter-

son Myers), Colborn, a senior scientist at the

World WUdhfe Fund in Washington, D.C.,

has picked up where Rachel Carson left off.

As coauthor Dumanoski points out, Carson

focused on cancer in "Fable for Tomorrow,'

human health in Silent Spring. Imagimng a future silenced by reproductive fail-

ures, Carson wrote: "On the farms the hens brooded, but no chicks hatched.

The farmers complained that they were unable to raise any pigs—the litters

were small and the young survived only a few days." Carson, writes Du-

manoski, did not pursue the clues that pesticides might impair reproduction by

disrupting hormones. Colborn did. Analyzing and synthesizing evidence scat-

tered through thousands of papers, Colborn began to see the connections

among disparate studies—from reports of reproductive failures in minks fed a

diet of Great Lakes fish to declining sperm counts m human males.

CoauthorJohn Peterson Myers, for-

mer senior vice president for science at

the National Audubon Society and

now director of the W Alton Jones

Foundation, added his concerns over

breeding failures among birds. The re-

sult is the discovery of the underlying

causes of the reproductive failures in

wildlife that so alarmed Carson three

decades ago.

When I met Theo Colborn at a

meeting of the Pew Foundation fel-

lows last fall in Maine, she and Myers

jln , I
// were in the midst of making the final

changes in the galleys of their book,

which is excerpted in this issue. Their concerns were not pubhcity or media

coverage. What they talked about was science: did new studies shed new Hght

on what was in the book or change their conclusions? For these scientists, sci-

ence was not just a way to describe the nature of phenomena, it was a way of

looking at the world. They had results, they made conclusions, and then they

took action.

—

Bruce Stutz
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Breathing

a little easier.

Air. It fills every breath

of every creature. That's why
people have dedicated more

than twenty years to developing

some of the world's most

environmentally responsible

gasolines. Helping lead the

way to cleaner air. For today

and tomorrow.

Do people clearly protect

one thing we all share?

People Do.

Chevron

fe. ,,^i^*":;'~\;i

-ai*-^
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The Crime of Mendes

da Costa

In "The Anatomy Lesson"

(December 1995), Stephen Jay

Gould notes to his regret that

he was unable to find much

biographical information on

Mendes da Costa and wonders

what charges led to his impris-

onment. A 1977 article by

P. J. P. Whitehead in the Bul-

letin of the British Museum (Nat-

ural History) answers this ques-

tion. Whitehead determined

that Mendes da Costa had em-

bezzled more than 100 sub-

scriptions, reaching the then

enormous sum of /^.\A92,

firom the Royal Societs' of

London. As he was the soci-

ety's clerk, librarian, and

keeper, Mendes da Costa had

ample opportunity to commit

such a crime. Therefore it was

his mendacity and not, as sup-

posed by Gould, "history's sad

pattern of scapegoatingjews

and other outsiders" that led

to his imprisonment.

Needless to say, the forego-

ing does not detract from the

value of Mendes da Costa's

work, but it does serve to

round out the picture that

Gould has careflilly presented.

Alan R. Kahat

National Museum of Natural

History, Washington, D.C.

Stephen Jay Gould replies:

/ ufrote in my original article that

"I may well have missed some sec-

ondary' sources"—and, as Kabat

notes, indeed I did. Miitehead's

zXce'Jent work is, apparently, this

(ei:uiry 'i c-nly article on Mendes

da Costa (for Whitehead also

laments the absence of any histori-

cal notefor this most interesting

man). Whitehead wrote his article

to address a subject not treated in

my essay (the authorship and con-

tent ofMendes da Costa's malaco-

logical hooks), but I certainly ac-

cept his evidetKe that Mendes da

Can anyone rival the scuety of a Ficmh truffle hunter?

Costa was guilty as charged. (I

didn 't attempt to exonerate him in

my essay, but merely wondered out

loud about the case.) But the ac-

tual story leaves me more confused

than ever about a key fact that

both Wliitehead and I docu-

mented (and that left li'liitehead

similarly puzzled): why did

Mendes da Costa retain so many

friends and so nntch support

within the scientific community

after his releasefrom prison? (Tliis

easy rehabilitation inspired my in-

correct conjecture about his inno-

cence.) I claim no greatfamiliarity

ivith eighteenth-century English

cultu.re, but I would not have

imagined that generosity and for-

giveness particularly characterized

upper-crust society of the time.

Were people more inclined to for-

give andforget after a man served

his "time" in prison? WereJews

then so rare in Britain that

Mendes da Costa's intriguing ex-

oticism overcame the malodor of

his misdeeds? Or was Mendes da

Costa just such a congenial and

learned man—as his letters cer-

tainly suggest—that he inspired a

degree offorgiveness unusual at

any time? I would be pleased to

hear from historia}is and other ex-

perts on this issue that so stroigly

puzzled both Wliitehead and me.

Top Secret

I especially enjoyed the article

on the French tniffiers Qanuan,'

1996). Perhaps the desire to

escape taxes adds to these truf-

fle hunters' secrecy, but I

know some hunters of morels

(a dehcacy almost equallv

prized by chefs in this coun-

try) who are no less protective

of their territories.

Once a man showed me

two bushel baskets, filled ti

the brim with some of the

best-looking morels I had 'er

seen. I reacted: "Wow!

Where 'd you find 'em?" It,'as

the wrong thing to say. He
gave me an icy stare. "Gotm
here in Michigan," he said

Two years later, when k
wife told me the man had

died, I asked her if she or ce

of their sons would be har st-

ing his patch now.

"Oh, no," she said. "ErM

never told anyone where it

was, not even his family"

Doug Fulton

Tucson, Arizona

Time and

Tidal Forces

I enjoyed NeO de Grasse

Tyson's "Universe" essay

"Tide and Time" (Novem r

1995). I was confiised. hov

e\'er, by Tyson's statement at

doubling the Moon's distai;

fi:om Earth would decreases

tidal force on Earth by a fa or

of eight. Usually gravitatiol

forces decrease with the sq a

rather than the cube of the,

distance. Is there somethin;

unique about tidal forces tl:

causes distance to have a mre

pronounced effect on theit'

power?

Wayne A. ]'an Voorhies

Tucson, Arizona

Neil de Grasse Tyson replii

Tidalforces are computed fron 'n

rate of change ofgravity overc

distance. It's easy to show witl

calculus, and perhaps even eas<

fo state, that the closer you mi'

toward a source ofgravity, the

faster the gravity changes. Mai'-

matically speaking, the rate oj

change ofa quantity that decrees

as the square of the distance (sh

as gravity) will always decreasi^

the cube of the distance.



Contributors

'orld Wildlife Fund

ientist Theo Colborn

Hormonal Sabotage")

ined forces with John

eterson (Pete) Myers

hile on a two-year sab-

itical at the W. Alton

nes Foundation, where

ologist Myers had re-

ntly come on board as

rector. Their coUabo-

."ion led to "The

I ingspread Statement,"

onsensus of promi-

"if Int scientists whose re-

i«i |irch substantiated the

ft' i'vironmental threat

sed by hormone-

• -rupting chemicals. In

'93, Colborn invited

ston Ghhc environ-

; .'iital writer Dianne

( manoski to help her

M'. |d Myers realize a

Si) ^ig-planned book pro-

lovKi t. Although Du-

iM iMioski had never writ-

:««A a book before, she

s(fe:i:epted without hesita-

ecKiitin: "It was hke Rachel

l)yii<|rson asking me to

inK\lite the next Silent

k<^'ing." Despite coming

iiK f 111 different pursuits

iwtiidii specialties, the three

oRfcH'e worked exception-

Hiiaj' well together, which

,ntli(it|y attribute to their

sred goal of commu-
,,, 1 .iting something of

ij'iound importance to

t! public.

In his teens, Roger Eriks-

son ("When Nature

Calls") developed an ap-

preciation for wildlife

while banding birds for

the Fish and Wildlife

Service. Today most of

the photographs he takes

are of birds near his

home in rural Michigan,

hut he photographed the

Sally Lightfoot crab for

this month's "Natural

Moment" in the Galapa-

gos, using a Canon A2E
with a 35-350 mm L

zoom lens and Fuji

Velvia film.

IVIark Derr ("The Making of a Marathon Mutt") is

the author of three books, two on Florida and one

on Davy Crockett. He is currently working on a

new book entitled Just Dogs: Annals of the Dog-

Human Relationship. In the March 1995 issue of the

Atlantic Monthly, Derr published an article on the Id-

itarod Trail Sled Dog Race and the aninial-weltarc

controversy surrounding it.

Christopher Small

("Sights Unseen") re-

ceived his Ph.D. from

Scripps Institution of

Oceanography in 1993

and is currently a geo-

physicist at the Lamont-

Doherty Earth Observa-

tory at Columbia

University. When he is

not at sea conducting

geophysical surveys in

the Southern Ocean, he

lives in New York City.

David Sandwell, who
coauthored the article, is

an associate professor at

Scripps who has played

a major role in getting

the Geosat ocean-floor

data declassified.

A writer, naturalist, and

collector of butterflies in

his fimily's tradition,

Alex Shoumatoff ("My

Father's Butterfly") lives

in New York State's

Adirondack Mountains.

He is currently a con-

tributing editor to Vanity

Fair magazine. His tenth

book, Legends cj the

Desert, will be published

by Knopf next winter.

Robert H. Boyle ("Phan-

tom") lives in Cold

Spring, New York,

where he serves as presi-

dent of the Hudson

Riverkeeper Fund. He
was a senior writer for

Sports Illustrated for three

decades and is currendy

revising his 1969 book,

Tlic Hudson River: A
Natural and Unnatural

History.

Gillian King ("When the Desert Wis Green )

attributes her fascination with dicynodouLs to

Oxford teacher Tom Kemp. Currendy on the

faculty at Cambridge University, King was

formerly head of the division of earth sciences at

the South African Museum in Cape Town, near

the world's best dicynodont hunting grounds. "I

love fossOs as beautiftil objects." says King, "but also

as a context for talking to people about things

other than my research—museums, the

environment, and themselves."
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up From the Ashes
Krakatau: The Destrucrion and Reassem-

bly of an Island Ecosystem, by Ian Thorn-

ton. Haivard University Press, $39.95; 320

pp., illtis.

By Timothy Flaiiiieiy

Review I stiU remember the horror

and fascmation 1 felt when, at

age mne, I read about the August 1883

eruption of Indonesia's Krakatau volcano.

Those memories came flooding back

when I opened Ian Thornton s compelling

book on the destruction and reassembly of

the island. The Krakatau explosion

—

10,000 times as powerfiil as the Hiroshima

bomb—generated air waves that traveled

around the world four times. The loudest

sound ever heard, it was mistaken for a dis-

tant cannon by people in central Australia

and Ceylon, yet an eerie silence enveloped

those near the epicenter, as clouds ot dust

absorbed all sound.

Most terrifying to me as a child was the

idea of the great tsunami, a wave as high as

a seven-story building, that advanced on

the coasts of the Sunda Strait at the speed

of an express train. Although it was mid-

morning, vast clouds of ejecta blotted out

the sun. The darkness was to last for fifty-

six hours. At least 35,000 people, en-

veloped in total darkness and near-total si-

lence, were swept to their death. Human
skeletons, carried on vast rafts of pumice,

washed ashore on Africa's east coast a year

later.

"Two-thirds of Krakatau Island, origi-

nally 11 kilometers [6.6 miles] long and

clothed in tropical rain forest, disap-

peared," author Ian Thornton writes.

Tlie southern half of what had been its

southern volcano, Rakata, was left standing.

The Rakata remnant and its two dose

neighbors, Sertiing and Panjang, were

enlarged by a cover of ash at temperatures of

hundreds of degrees centigrade to depths of

tens of meters. It is thought that not a

plant, not a blade ofgrass, not afly

suriHved after the thick blanket of hot ash

had settled on the three islands.

Nine months after the eruption, the

only sign of hfe obser^'ed by a visitor was a

"solitary very small spider; this strange pi-

oneer of revival was in the process of spin-

ning its web!"

Three years after the eruption, ferns had

colonized the island, a few species dom

nating the flora. Paleobotanists, who stuc

the earth in the period of the first fe

thousand years foOowing the great extinc

tion of the Cretaceous era have found th

Enipticnsfrom Krakatan's submarine caldcraformed the island cfAnak Krakatau CKrakatau's
child"), foreground. How plants colonize bare lavaflows, right, may reveal similar processes that
followed the Cretaceous and other great extinctions.
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ingle fern species seemed to dominate

restrial plant communities at that time

I. Could Krakatau have something to

ch us about this most fascinating of pre-

;oric catastrophes?

Thornton, a zoologist at La Trobe Uni-

sity, in Bundoora, Australia, has earned

lecial place in the study of the recolo-

idon ofKrakatau by plants and animals,

ce the mid-1980s, he and his team have

been studying the Krakatau biota and have

made many original contributions, of

which this book is not the least. Thornton

brings to the project a long history of re-

search into ecological questions relevant to

the Krakatau story (he has devoted the past

forty years of his life to studies in ecology,

especially those involving competition be-

tween invertebrates). This long experience

shines through in this, his latest work.

As a fellow Australian, I was struck by

his documentation of the relatively large

number of early colonizers that are ofAus-

tralian origin. Krakatau is well within Asia,

lying some 750 miles west of Wallace's

Line—a zoogeographic boundary running

between Bali and Lombok, west of which

plant and animal hfe originating from the

Australian region are usually not abundant.

Yet the nitrogen-fixing casuarinas, which

are undoubtedly ofAustrahan origin, were

among the first trees to colonize there.

Such typically Australian birds as white

eyes (Zostewps), whistlers {PachyceplKila)

and wood-swallows (Artamus), were early

arrivals, while a monitor (a member of the

lizard family Varanidae, which are abun-

dant in Australia) was one of the very first

colonists. One wonders whether adapta-

tion to the nutrient-poor, dry, relatively

open environments which typify AustraHa

have somehow preadapted various species

to colonization of even more barren areas

such as cooling ash beds and lava flows.

The study of Krakatau certainly has

much to teach us about life on the world's

islands. The nomadic and more widely

ranging fruit bats arrived there in advance

of insectivorous bats and still make up a

greater proportion ot the fauna. This mir-

rors precisely what I found when studying

the bats of the islands of the southwest Pa-

cific. Fruit bats make up between 50 and

100 percent of the bat fauna of the oceanic

islands (as compared to less than 30 percent

on New Guinea, Australia, and mainland

Southeast Asia).

The numerous problems faced by colo-

nizing species are succinctly put in this

book particularly in the chapter deaUng

with the establishment of figs. Almost all

of the world's 800 to 900 fig species have

their own unique wasp poUinator species.

The dynamics of fig fruiting therefore re-

quire that a substantial population of trees

must lie within the reach of wasps before

successful seeding can take place. The

story of how the trees meet these condi-

tions is a fascinating one.

Equally intriguing, if a trifle unsatisfy-

ing, is the story of why dioecious figs

(which have functionally male and female

trees) have fared so well in comparison

with monoecious ones (which have male

and female flowers on the same tree). As

Thornton points out, one would expect

that monoecious trees would be better

colonizers, given that they can potentially

produce twice the amount of fruit that

dioecious species can. Dioecious species

are thought to have been successfiil be-

cause they fare better in seasonal environ-

ments, such as Krakatau's. But why, one is

left wondering, has not a monoecious spe-

cies of fig adapted to highly seasonal envi-

ronments (alternating between rainy and

dry seasons), and thus had the best of both

worlds?

Until I read this book, I was largely un-

aware of the enormous contribution to

zoogeography made by Dutch scientists

such as Karl WUlem Dammerman, whose

1948 monograph culminated two decades

of study of Krakatau's zoology. One of the

joys of the volume is the appended section,

"Biographical Notes," which gives brief

biographies of the more important scien-

tific players in the documentation and

analysis ot Krakatau's evolving biota.

For more than a hundred years, scien-

tists have passed on the baton of Krakatau

research to new generations of scientists.

From the irritable, deskbound polemicist

to the tenacious fieldworker, each has had

a part to play. But no one person has been

able to answer the larger questions in a

lifetime, because the reconstruction of the

island biota proceeds over a much longer

time scale. This book provides a wonderful

compendium of past and present research

and presents ideas as to fijture efforts.

Tiinotliy Flannery is principal researdi scientist

at the Australian Museum in Sydney and au-

thor of the recently published book The Future

Eaters.
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Simian Sympathy
Iti Good Natured: The Origins of Right

and Wrong in Humans and Other Ani-

mals, ethologiit-primatoloaist Fraiis de Waal,

who works at the Yerkes Regional Primate

Research Center in Atlanta, Georgia, explores

the extent to which requisites of morality can

be recognized in other animab, particularly in

primates.

The sociobiological idiom

Ss almost derisive in its

characterization of animals. Outsiders ma\

be shocked to learn that current scientific

literature routinely depicts animals as

"suckers," "grudgers," and "cheaters" who

act "spitefiilly," "greedily," and "murder-

ously." If animals do show tolerance or al-

truism, these terms are often placed in

quotation marks lest their author be

judged hopelessly romantic or naive. Posi-

tive inclinations tend to receive negative

labels. Preferential treatment of relatives.

for instance, instead of being called "love

for kin," is sometimes referred to as

"nepotism."

As noted by economist Robert Frank

(referring to a problem common to the

behavioral sciences):

Tlieflint-eyed researcherfears no greater

humiliation than to have called some action

altruistic, only to have a more sophisticated

colleague later demonstrate that it was self-

serving. Thisfear surely helps accountfor

the extraordinary volume of ink behavioral

scientists have spent trying to unearth selfish

•ecmingly self-sacrificing acts.

As a .student of chimpanzee beha\dor, 1

myself have encountered resistance to the

label "reconciliation" for firiendly reunions

between former adversaries. Actually, I

should not have used the word "friendly"

either, "atFiliative" being the accepted eu-
phemism. More than once I was asked
whether the term "reconciliation" was not
overly anthropomorphic. Whereas terms
related to aggression, \-iolence, and com-

Arc close relationships between unrelated primates friendships"? Biologists using such terms iiu

court ridiculefrom colleagues.

petition never posed the sUghtest problem,

I was supposed to switch to dehumanized

language as soon as the affectionate after-

math of a fight was the issue. A reconcilia-

tion sealed with a kiss became a "post-

conflict interaction involving mouth-

to-mouth contact."

Primatologist Barbara Smuts ran into

the same resistance when she chose

"friendship" as an ob\-ious label for inti-

mate relationships between adult male and

female baboons. "Can animals really have

friends?" was the question of colleagues

who, without blinking, accepted that ani-

mals have rivals. Given this double stan-

dard, I predict that the word "bonding"

will soon become taboo as well, even

though it was initially coined by etholo-

gists as a neutral reference to emotional at-

tachment. Ironically, the term has since

entered common EngHsh with preciselv

the meaning it tried to circumvent, as in

"mother-child bond" and "male bond-

ing." It is rapidly becoming too loaded t

students of animal behavior.

Animals, particularly those close to i

display an enormous spectrum of em

tions and different kinds of relationships,

is only fair to reflect this fact in a bro

array of terms. If animals can have en

mies, they can have friends; if they c

cheat, they can be honest; and if they c;-

be spitefijl. they can also be kind and altr-

istic. Semantic distinctions between aninl

and human beha\dor often obscure fiinc-

mental similarities; a discussion ofmoral'

wiU be pointless if we allow our langua.i

to be distorted by a denial of benign m-

tives and emotions in animals.

An intriguing expression of emoti i

occurred once when, in the middle oft;

day, our entire chimpanzee colony une-

pectedly gathered around an older, hig-

ranking female named Mai. All the afi

were silent, staring closely at Mai's behir.

some of them carefiilly poking a finger:
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The Thread of Life
By Susan Aldridge (Cambridge University Press, 1996, $24.95)

Biochemist Aldridge tells the still unfolding story ofDNA—"the stuff that genes

are made of."

and then smeUing their fingers. Mai was

inding half upright with her legs slightly

lart, holding one hand between her legs.

emarkably, an attentive older female,

imed Atlanta, began to mimic Mai by

ipping her hand between her own legs in

.actly the same fashion.

After approximately ten minutes, Mai

ised, squatted more deeply, and passed a

by, catching it in both hands. The crowd

rred, and Atlanta, Mai's best friend,

lerged with a scream, looking around

d embracing a couple of other chim-

nzees next to her, one ofwhom uttered

hrill bark. Mai then went to a corner to

an the baby and consumed the after-

th with gusto. The next day Atlanta de-

ided Mai fiercely in a fight, and during

c following weeks she frequently

Domed Mai, staring at and gently touch-

: ; Mai's healthy new son.

'This was the first time I had witnessed a

1 impanzee birth. But I have seen several

I icaque births, and the big difference is

1 It other macaques do not approach the

I ither and there is no obvious excite-

I 'lit or curiosity about the delivery.

f icaques are extremely attracted to new-

1 ms, but positive interest occurs only

.
:\' the amniotic sac has been removed

•' i the infant has been cleaned. Our
t nipanzees responded much eariier; they

s nied as much taken with the process as

\ h its outcome. It is entirely possible that

t emotional reacdon ofAdanta (who has

1^
i quite a few infants of her own) re-

fited empathy—that is, identification

\' h, and understanding of what was hap-

P ling to her friend.

^ieedless to say, empathy and sympathy
;i pillars of human morality.

t rrpted froiii Good Matured: The Origins

••' Right and Wrong in Humans and
* ler Animals, by Frans dc IVnul, to be pub-

'' (/ this iiioiitli /))' Harvard University Press.

! m996 by Fraiis B. M. de Waal. All rights

K'-ped. Reprinted by permission.

The Sixth Extinction
By Richard Leakey and Roger Leivin (Doubleday, 1995, $24.95)

Leakey and Lewin discuss five catastrophic mass extinctions in Earth's history

—

and predict a sixth.

Aging and Old Age
By Richard A. Posner (Tlie University of Chicago Press, 1995, $29.95)

Age discrimination, assisted suicide, and other issues related to our aging society

are explored from legal, pohtical, and social angles.

The Earth Dwellers
By Erich Hoyt (Simon and Schuster, 1996, $24.00)

Hoyt follows myrmecologists E. O. Wilson and WiOiam Brown, Jr., into the field

and reports on their studies of ant social behavior.

The Enchanted Amazon Rain Forest
By NigelJ. H. Smith (University Press of Florida, 1996, $29.95)

In his chronicle of the river's people. Smith records the legends associated with

the area's flora and fauna.

The Value of Life
By Stephen R. Kellert (Island Press, 1996, $24.95)

KeUert argues that our well-being is threatened by a failure to recognize our

fundamental physical, emotional, and intellectual dependence on nature.

Coming ofAge with Elephants
ByJoyce Poole (Hyperion, 1996, $24.95)

This memoir describes Poole's fascination with elephants, which began at the age

of six in East Africa and deepened during her years studying elephants in Kenya.

American Plastic
ByJeffrey I. Meikle (Rutgers University Press, 1995, $49.95)

The invention of plastic, its part in consumer culture, and the environnient.il

problems it has generated are explored in this history.

The Next 500 Years
By Adrian Berry (IV H. Freeman and Co., 1996, $22.95)

"Man is made and remade by his tools," says "fiaturist" Berry, as he einisions

everything hom firming the sea to tapping water resources on asteroids.

The Sierra Club Desert Reader
Edited by Gregory McNamee (Sierra Books, 1995, $16.00)

This collection of writing about deserts features Marco Polo, Charles Darwin,

Theodore Roosevelt, Edith Wharton, Edgar Allan Poe, and Percy Bysshe Shelley.
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Legendary 1890-1911

Silver "Dragon" Dollars

Historic treasures
from the romantic silk-and-

spice "Chiiia Trade" era, these

magnificent silver "Dragon"
dollars were the last issued

under the Ch'ing dynasty in

the twilight of Imperial China.

Their high silver content

matched the largest silver trade

dollars of Western nations, and
their intricate Dragon design
symbolized bounty and China's

ancient culture. Only a tiny

fraction has survived China's

turbulent 20th century. Interna-

tional Coins & Currency, Inc.

is offering certified-authentic

1890-1911 silver "Dragon"
dollars of China for only $49
each, 5 for $225 or 10 for $395.

Order #6702. Each Fine quality

big 39mm coin contains 27 gms.
of .900 silver. There are slight

variations in the Dragon
design. Add $2 for postage.
Money-back guarantee—
3G-day home examination. To
order by credit card, call toll-

free at any time. Or send a
check or money order to:

International Coins& Currency
62 Ridge St., Box 218, Dept. 3395

Montpelier, Vermont 05601

1-800-451-4463
Serving collectors i

for 21 years 3395

Coffee Table World
By Howard Topoff

C D - R IVI Forget about mainframe

and laptop computers.

What the world desperately needs is a cof-

fee-table computer incorporating a built-

in, face-up monitor that swivels. Arriving

guests sit on the sofa, leisurely viewing the

latest CD-ROMs while you put the fin-

ishing touches on dinner. And my vote for

the first coffee-table CD-ROM goes to

National Geographic's Picture Atlas of the

World. With a cHck of the mouse, this elec-

tronic atlas is your guide to exploring vir-

tually every continent, ocean, and nation.

Pick a subject: the literacy rate of the Re-

public of Mali, the national flag of Liecht-

enstein, the metallic sounds of a steel drum

band in Tobago. This CD-ROM has just

about everything you would expect from

an outfit like the National Geographic So-

ciety: it's global, comprehensive, and

flaunts more than 1,200 exquisite pho-

tographs. The audio segments treat you to

samples of music from around the world

and to native speakers who greet you in

more than 100 languages.

Embedded in this vast multimedia data-

bank is some serious geographical sci-

ence—as seen, for example, in pictures de-

picting archeological sites—accompanied

by extensive text. The animation segment

Mapping Our World gives budding car-

tographers a lesson accurately projecting

lines of latitude and longitude from a

spherical globe onto a two-dimensional

map. (The commonly used Mercator pro-

jection, which exaggerates the sizes of

continents and smaller landmasses in polar

latitudes, still provokes school children to

ponder whether Greenland is really larger

than the United States.)

If you're first on your block to install

Picture Atlas of the World on a coffee-table

computer, be prepared for a slight adjust-

ment of your social schedule. With more

than 800 interactive political and physical

maps to peruse, your dinner guests would

do well to arrive no later than 1 1:00 A.M.

Howard Topoff is a professor of psychology at

CUNY's Hunter College and a research associ-

ate in the American Museum's Department of

Entomology.



Keeping an Eye
on Planet Earth

By Robert Anderson

nature.net The Internet offers a

multitude of new ways

to observe our planet, some ofthem in real

time. Earth Week (http://www.slip

.net/~earthenv/), a "diary of the planet,"

displays a map of the world with icons that

you can click on to learn more about cur-

rent volcanic eruptions, earthquakes,

floods, hurricanes, and assorted other nat-

ural and nianmade disasters.

For net browsers who want more details

on our planet's geologic inner workings, a

number of sites in the "shake and bake"

category highlight current events. Some

sites give information on earthquakes

shortly after they occur, but the one main-

tained by the United States Geologic Sur-

vey (http://quake.wr.usgs.gov/) also ofiers

some interesting news on efforts to de-

velop earthquake warning systems and to

assess earthquake hazards. Volcano World

(http://volcano.und.nodak.edu/vw.html)

is a great source for news about recent

eruptions as well as the histories of hun-

dreds of our planet's active volcanoes.

Travelers who like to see geology in action

might check here before planning their

next trip.

Another fun site (because you never

know what wiU be featured) is NASA's

Observatorium (http://observe.ivv.nasa

.gov/observe/ootd/prev/archive.html).

Every week it presents a new observation

about the earth—and occasionally the

sky—and hsts great sources for more infor-

mation on the weekly topic. Earth Viewer

(http://www.fourmilab.ch/earthview/v

planet.html) gives a perspective on our

planet from the the sun, moon, or various

artificial satellites at the time you log-on.

To see the latest images of the niidocean

ridges, including a movie that allows you

to "fly" over the ocean floor, try http://im-

ager.ldeo.columbia.edu/ridgembs/ne_pac

/html/home. html.

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural His-

tory.

Hand-Painted Papyrus Brings

The Splendor of Ancient

Egypt Into Your Home
These hand-painted renderings of ancient

Egyptian images will bring exciting, unique art

into your home. The richly detailed images are

hand drawn on natural papyrus. In a method that

replicates ancient papermaking, the papyrus is

made from hand laid strips of the papyrus plant

that is grown along the Nile River.

Each painting measures 13" x 17".

$39.00 For one

painting.

$69.00 For two

paintings.

$99.00 For all

three paintings.

(+ $5.00 per order

for shipping

and handling)

--?iv
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30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

Credit Card orders call 1-800-621-1497
(VISA. MC. AM.X) 24 hours. 7 days a week
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EAST AFRICA SAFARI

July 25 - August 9, 1996

There is no experience quite like sleeping under canvas in the African bush. And

there is no place like East Africa for magnificent herds of game and sublime scenery.

This summer, a Museum anthropologist will lead a safari—one specially designed to

meet the diverse needs of families—to the national parks of Kenya and Tanzania.

From the magical Ngorongoro Crater to the lush plains of the Maasai Mara. East

Africa is an ideal place to enjoy the continent's natural beauty and diversity and to

appreciate cultures other than our own.

Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum of Natural Histoiy
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

800-462-8687 or 212-769-5700

Call for a complete list of destinations.
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iMy father's

ttemy By Alex Shoimatqff

\

Nicholas Shoumatoj: the author's father, hunting Imtteiflics in Jamaica about
Top: The Shoumatojf's hairstreak, namedfor him.

'935.

The display case slid out easily from the tall

metal cabinet in the American Museum's

Department of Entomology, and there

they were—two small butterflies with

shiny azure wings. My father had caught

them on the island ofJamaica in 1933. Ten

years later, two of the departments taxon-

omists, William P. Comstock and E. Irving

Huntington, described a new subspecies

based on these butterflies and named it

Thecla celida shoumatoffi, or Shoumatoff's

hairstreak, after my father. Only fifteen

years old when he netted the specimens,

my father was spending a month on the is-

land, collecting butterflies and moths with

his uncle Audrey Avinoff. The director of

the Carnegie Museum of Natural History,

a trustee ofthe American Museum, and an

avid lepidopterist, Avinoffwas once a gen-

deman-in-waiting to Czar Nicholas. Be-

fore the revolution, he had amassed an

enormous collection of mainly Russian

and Central Asian butterflies—some
eighty thousand specimens. The collection

was impounded by the Bolsheviks and is

now at the Zoological Museum in Saint

Petersburg.

As Avinoff would later put it, Jamaica

had been "a dreamland of tropical splen-

dor" since his boyhood, when he vainly

scrutinized magazine illustrations of the is-

land with a magnifying glass, looking for

butterflies. Later, as an exile in the New
World, he made six trips to Jamaica be-

tween 1926 and 1940, five of them with

my father. The two caught more than

fourteen thousand "bots," as butterflies

and moths are known in Jamaican patois,

doubling the number of known species on

the island to more than a thousand. By day,

they dashed around with their tulle nets,

pith helmets wrapped in white pongee,

pockets bulging with cyanide jars, and
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canvas le^jngs to keep off chi^ers and

ticks. On overnights in the bush, they slept

on cots under canopies of mosquito net-

ting. Once a week, they wotild put in at

one of the better hotels.

One evening, with a deft presto, my dad

snagged a noctuid moth that had been

dive-bombing a bullet-headed Britisher,

and even'one in the dining room ap-

plauded. (The presto was my fathers term

for catching a butterfly in midair, as op-

posed to an adagio, which to him meant

sneaking up on resting quarry.)

Avinoffs fascination with butterflies

w=as not just scientific; he also made ex-

quisite, minute, true-to-Ufe w^tercolors of

them. Our house in Bedford, an hour

north of New York City, was filled with

his flower and butterfly paintings, and as a

boy in the fifties, I carried on the family

tradition by catching, mounting, and

painting local butterflies.

My father, an engineer, was president of

the New York Entomological Societ^T

which met at the American Museum. I re-

member being taken there, gaping at out-

rageously gaudy tropical butterflies, and

meeting C\Til F. dos Passos, a research as-

sociate and a cousin of the novelist John

Dos Passos. He w^as an authority on the

rules of zoologial nomenclature and wrote

many papers on the subject. C\"ril dos Pas-

sos died three months short of his hun-

dredth birthday in 1986.

Vladimir Nabokox?, another Russian

emigre butterfly lover, was a fi-equent \Tsi-

tor to the Museum, althougji I never met

him. He specialized in the blues, cousins

of the hairstreaks, and would come in to

study the specimens. (I have his 1949

monograph on the neotropical blues, in-

scribed to AvTnoff in CyriUic.) A Haitian

skipper was named for him. One of his

poems, "On Discovering a Butterfly,"

reads in part:

Ifound it and I named it, being versed

in taxoiwmic Latin; thus became

godfather to an insect and itsjirst

describer—and I want no otherfame.

Wide open on its pin (tSiough fast asleep),

and safefioni creeping relatives and rust,

in tlie secluded stronghold where we keep

type specimens it will transcend its dust.

Dark pictures, thrones, the stones that

pilgrims kiss,

poems that take a thousand years to die

but ape the immortality of this

red label on a little butterfly.

Bernard Heineman succeeded my fa-

ther as president ofthe Entomological So-

ciet\?. In 1972, he coauthored a sumptu-

ous, color-plated book, faniaica and Its

Butterflies, in which he mentions twenty-

one locahties for ShoumatoQ^s hairstreak.

Three years later, Norman D. Riley, in his

Field Guide to the Butterflies of tlie West In-

dies, described the butterfly as "rare and

local, chiefly met with in open upland

country." According to Kurt Johnson, a

systematist who is a research associate in

the Museums Department of Entomol-

ogy Shoumatoff's hairstreak is extremely

sedentarx^: "If its amniiing like the other

celidas, it rarely strays more than a few me-

ters from its food plant, but nothing is

known ofits specific natural history. Some

of these hairstreaks are so secretive, they

are only knowTi firom dead specimens col-

lected finm spider webs."

In 1971, when I was tw^enty-four, I

spent a month exploringJamaica. I kept an

eye out for Shoumatoff's hairstreaks, but

the onlv ones I saw were on pins in display

cases at the Jamaica Instimte in Kingston.

In the years that follov\"ed, I made dozens

of trips to the tropics.

Sometimes I would stop by the Ameri-

can Museum with butterflies I had caught.

The last time I did so, my tw'o sons and I

were on the w^y home fiTom Madagascar,

and we shov\?ed Fred Rindge, the curator

of Lepidoptera, a swallowtail with lumi-

nous green wing bars we had netted in a

guUy. It turned out to be a Papilio mau-

goura, a specimen now being made scarce

by habitat destruction.

Rindge retired in 1990, but he still

comes in four days a week finm his home

in NewJersey. When I dropped in one re-

cent morning, he w?as dissecting (under a

microscope) the genitalia of geometrid

moths, "the group I have specialized in for

lo these decades," he explained. The

geometrids, best knowTi in their larval

stage—^inchworms—^are one of the "big

three" famiUes of moths, with an esti-

mated t\vent\f thousand species. There are

about ten times more moths than there are

butterflies (the true butterflies, or PapU-

ionoidea, number about 14,500 species

w^orldwide), and the moths account for

most ofthe Museums roughly two million

specimens of Lepidoptera. The collection

is surpassed only by that ofthe British Mu-
seum (Namral History;') and is on a par

with those of the Carnegie Museum and

the Smithsonian Instimtion. The depart-

ment was thriving, Rindge told me. It has

seven curators now, more than ever before,

and has become a leading force in research.

I also met Jim Miller, the current cura-

tor ofLepidoptera. "My guys," as he called

the group he specializes in, "are day-fl\ing

noctuoids knowTi as Josia, which are in a

mimicr\' complex with metalmark butter-

fhes and tiger moths. You can find them all

on the same trail 6,000 feet up in the

Ecuadorean Andes." The Noctuoidea,

which comprise 70,000 species, are the

largest of the forty superfarruhes of Lepi-

doptera. Like Fred Rindge, A4iller was

hired for his moth expertise. "Moth s\'s-

tematics border on the intractable," he told

me. "The same moth that has one name in

our collection can have another in some

other museum's."

Shoumiatoff's hairstreak, I discovered^-

had been upgraded to a species since my
last \isit. It had started out in 1943 as a

subspecies whose only difference firom

Tlieda celida celida, a Cuban subspecies, ap-

peared to be a small, whoUy black railspot

on the underside of its hindwing, as op-

posed to the black-centered orange-and-

veUow' tailspot on T. c. celida. But Tiiecla

was a catchall genus and w-as eventually

broken up into more than a hundred gen-

era. In 1964, the subspecies shoumatqffi w-as

placed in a new" genus. Kesiostrymon. Then

in 1991, Kurt Johnson decided it was re-

ally a species of its own and reclassified it as

Nesiostr)'mon slioumatqffi.

By this time, many hairstreaks had been

discovered to mate by scent. Minor differ-

ences in wing theme, like the color of a

tailspot. were now seen as the random re-

sults of taxonomically unimportant ge-

netic drift. Examination of its genitalia re-

vealed shoumaroffi to be in fact much closer

to a mainland species, Nesiostr)'mon celona,

which ranges fi-om Mexico to Argentina

but is not easUv seen because it. too, is verv

1
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local and elusive. Previously, the butterflies

of the Antilles were thought to have been

dispersed from island to island by wind,

but now a portion of them, including per-

haps ihonmatqffi, are believed by biogeog-

raphers to have evolved from the original

stock after the islands broke off from the

Mesoamerican mainland, about sixty mil-

lion years ago.

j I called Tom Turner, an authority on

the butterflies of the Antilles, who works

in Clearwater, Florida. He told me that

slwiimatoffi is the third rarest hairstreak on

k Jamaica; the other two are only known

from a single specimen. "The last time I,

or to my knowledge anybody, caught one

was in 1975, and I've been looking for it

all the time. It lives in the wettest forest,

which gets two hundred inches of rain a

year. [My father, however, recalls that he

caught it in many different habitats on the

'island.] Its food plant is not known. With

its bright white underside, it appears to

flicker on and ofl^ as it skips through the

bush, so you can see it firom a long way off.

It looks like confetti blowing in the wind,

but a Uttle more motivated, if you know

i
what I mean."

Later on in that day that I spent in the

Museum's section on Lepidoptera, one of

Jim Miller's proteges, Cal Snyder, showed

me a tray of Papilio honenis. The largest

swallowtail in the New World, five inches

from wingtip to \vingtip, with yellow

bands and spatulate tail, it is found only on

Jamaica and is a famous rarity. (It is known

in the patois as Goula, my father's boy-

hood name, \A'hich means "little dove" in

Russian. AvinofT had shouted "Goula,

Goula," when he spotted one in Jamaica's

eastern Blue Mountains. Their guides

thought he was referring to the bot.) Sny-

der spends half the year in the field, col-

lecting in the neotropics. "Time is run-

ning out," he told me. "Taxa are vanishing

before our eyes. Many ofthe type locahties

of the thirties no longer exist." For the

moment, homerus, whose range is re-

stricted to the steepest, most pristine

slopes of the interior rain forest, is holding

its own, but Snyder was worried about it.

"In twenty years," he predicted grimly,

"these [museum specimens] could be the

last lioiiicrus" The same could soon be true

of Shoumatoft''s hairstreaks. D
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By Robert H. Boyle

"My river is dying," says Rick 13ove, a re-

tired Marine Corps colonel and attorney,

who is the river keeper tor the Neuse

River Foundation in New Bern, North

C'arolina. Algae blooms have long been

known to science, but in the past decade,

phytoplankton ecologists have character-

ized the increase in toxic algal blooms,

from Iceland to the Tasman Sea, as a

"global epidemic." More than fifty-five

species of dinoflageUates once thought to

be innocuous are now known to be poi-

sonous, but the recently discovered di-

noflagellate that has been ravaging the

Neuse, where it killed more than ten mil-

lion fish in the summer and fall of 1995, is

something else again.

This unusual one-celled dinoflagellate,

Pfiesteria piscicida, is not just a new species

in a new genus but represents an entirely

new family in the order Dinamoebales.

' Actually an animal and not an alga at all, it

is an "ambush-predator" that can paralyze

and kill fish and cause a host ofhuman ail-

ments—from grotesque sores to loss of

memory—before going into hiding.

It can kill in fresh water or ocean water

but is deadliest in "nutrient-enriched,"

that is, polluted, brackish water with a

salinity of fifteen parts per thousand, a lit-

de less than half the salinity of sea water.

After encysting in bottom sediments, P.

piscicida can undergo at least nineteen

stages when it chemically senses fish or

other prey. Ranging in size from 10 to 400

micrometers (thousands can fit on the pe-

riod at the end of this sentence), it looks

hi its killing stage, the two-tailed dinoflagellate

Pfiesteria piscicida releases a neurotoxin that

stuns fish before it eats into them.

Uke an amoeba in one-third of its stages

and a blob in several others. But in its

killing stage it is a two-tailed dinoflagellate

that releases a neurotoxin that stuns fish

before it eats into them. "It uses something

called a peduncle, a little organelle that

comes out fiom the front of the cell," says

JoAnn M. Burkholder, an aquatic ecolo-

gist and associate professor at North Car-

olina State University in Raleigh. "First

the peduncle looks tonguelike, but after a

while it becomes very large and develops

cytoplasm extensions. Then it literally at-

tacks a fish, burrows right into it and sucks

out the contents." The end result is that

the fish usually die with quarter-size sores

and/or a ravaged anus, a prime target. The

dying fish also cause the dinoflageUates,

which live only from twenty-tour to

thirty-six hours, to produce gametes, initi-

ating sexual reproduction. They then go

swiftly into hiding or camouflage them-

selves as colorless amoebas while continu-

ing to feed on the carcasses.

The hit-and-run tactics of this rapidly

transforming organism, plus its abihty to

masquerade as a plant by feeding on algae

and their chloroplasts, prompted Burk-

holder to dub it the "phantom" dinofla-

gellate. Thus far, scientists have found the

phantom only on the East Coast: in the

Albemarle-Pamlico Sound region; in the

Atlantic Ocean off WrightsviUe Beach,

North Carolina; in the Cape Fear and the

New Rivers in North Carolina; in

Delaware Bay; and in the estuary of the

Saint Johns River in Florida. At least one

other P/7«fcn'(3-like species has been found

in the Saint Johns estuary and the Indian

River in Florida, and in Pensacola Bay and

Mobile Bay on the Gulf Coast. But these

discoveries may be just the beginning.

Burkholder says that "toxic ambush-

predator dinoflageUates likely are wide-

spread in warm temperate/subtropical re-

gions, acting as significant but often unde-

tected sources of fish mortality and

disease."

Although the phantom has probably

been around for eons—dinoflageUates

originated 450 to 600 miUion years ago

—

knowledge of its existence came about

only recently. In the summer of 1988, Ed-

ward J. Noga, a fish pathologist at the Col-

lege ofVeterinary Medicine at North Car-

olina State, and Stephen Smith, a graduate

student, coUected brackish water and some

fish (juvenile menhaden and flounder)

from the Pamlico estuary for pathology

experiments. Several days later, to their as-

tonishment, Noga and Smith found aU the

fish in the lab dead or dying.

Something was kiUing them, but tests

for bacteria, fungi, heavy metals, and pes-

ticides aU proved negative. Smith scrubbed

the aquariums with soap and water, but in-

stead of refiUing them with Pamlico water

he added Instant Ocean salts to deionized

water. He put in new fish, but they too

died after exhibiting symptoms simUar to

the first batch. The dying fish appeared to

be neuroIogicaUy impaired; they were dis-

oriented and unable to hold position.

They darkened in color, a sign of stress,

and they often died near the aerators, as

though they needed oxygen. Many devel-

oped open, bleeding sores, but some died

so quickly they didn't develop the sores.

Despite repeated emptying, scrubbing,

and refiUing of the aquariums, the fish kept

dying. Whatever the cause, "it" was sriU

lurking. In fact, the phantoms were hiding

in the glass waUs. As the scientists were to

learn, it takes a lot to kiU them, especially

in the cyst stage. Twenty percent of the

phantom cysts can survive a bath in con-

^'"V/,^
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centrated sulfuric acid or s

ammonium hydroxide, |

thirty-five days of desicca- |

tion, or almost two years of =

dormancy. |

In frustration, Noga and |
Smith began hourly sam- '

pHng of the water. Through

a microscope, they observed

a small dinoflagellate with

two tails that appeared to be

abundant when fish were

dying but disappeared

shortly after the fish died.

They began to suspect that

this was the culprit.

In the winter of 1989,

after a number of algal spe-

cialists had rejected their re-

quest for help in identifying

the dinoflagellate, Noga and

Smith approached Burk-

holder. "They told me this

strange story about how it

seemed to be attacking

fish," she recalls. "I had

never heard of a dinoflagellate doing this. I

turned them down. My background was

in fresh water, I had done a lot with algae,

and I knew about dinoflagellates, but I had

never worked with them.

"Identification requires a lot of ex-

tremely fine tuning with a scanning elec-

tron microscope and a transmission elec-

tron microscope. If it's what we call an

armored dinoflagellate [which it turned

out to be], it has httle plates of cellulose

that are deposited just below three or four

membrane layers on the outside ofthe cell,

and those membranes obscure the plates of

cellulose to some extent.

"It's hard to see the plates, and you have

to slip the membranes off" to see them. Not

only that," Burkholder continued, "but

you then have to squash the cell just right.

One httle canal, the canal that's in the cen-

ter of the cell, can contain up to seventy of

those plates, and you have to obtain the

number, the exact shape, configuration,

and arrangement of the plates to say what

species it is. I am an ecologist, not a taxon-

omist. There was no wayl"

After Noga called back several times,

Burkholder agreed that she would study

the ecology of the dinoflagellate and send

The dinqflagellate Pfiesteria has been

impUcated infish kills along most of

the North Carolina coast. Tlte Neiise

Riverfish kill in September 1995,

top, left ten million dead. Center: A
menhaden killed by Pfiesteria.

Bottom: A dinoflagellateflesh wound

on a cleanup worker.

cultures and preserved specimens for iden-

tification to an acknowledged authority' in

the field, Karen A. Steidinger, of the

Florida Marine Research Institute in Saint
;

Petersburg. At first institute scientists were

skeptical that such a strange fish-kiUing di-

noflagellate existed; then they said they

found it impossible to culture the organ-

ism. Almost two years went by.

In October of 1991, Burkholder, only

days away from giving a report on the

phantom at the Fifth International Con-

ference on Toxic Marine Phytoplankton,

managed to get to Steidinger good scan-

mng electron micrographs that showed

teatures of the organism. Steidinger be-

came very interested and eventually iden-

tified the dinoflageOate as a new species in

a new genus representing a new family.

After discussions with Burkholder, she

agreed to name it Pfiesteria piscicida. The

specific name means "fish killer," while

the generic name honors the late Lois Pfi-

ester, a phycologist at the University' of

Oklahoma. One year later, Burkholder

and colleagues at North Carolina State re-

ported in Nature that a "nevi' phantom di-

noflagellate is the causative agent of major

estuarine fish kills."

Between October of 1991 and 1993,

Burkholder hnked the phantom to eigh-

teen fish kills that occurred in the Neuse

and Pamhco Rivers, which empty into

Albemarle-Pamlico Sound, the second

largest estuary on the United States main-

land. Seventy-five percent of the kills oc-

curred in nutrient-enriched waters, some

badly polluted. Killed were Atiantic men-

haden, southern flounder, spot, hog-

choker, white perch, catfish, striped mul-

let, striped bass, blue crab, American eel,

sheepshead, and Atlantic croaker. The

biggest kill occurred in the Neuse in the

fall of 1991 when an estimated one biUion

Atlantic menhaden died and had to be

bulldozed off" the beach.

Burkholder started her lab work in a

small room provided by Noga, but after

other researchers using the same room

complained ofstomach cramps, she moved

out. Finally, in April of 1993 she and her

assistant, Howard B. Glasgow, Jr., moved

into a new lab provided by the university.

There, neurotoxic aerosols from the phan-

tom escaped from the "hot zone" of the



lab through a faulty ventilating system into

the "cold zone," causing Burkholder and

Glasgow to suffer a multitude ot afflic-

tions, includmg respiratory distress with

asthmalike symptoms, severe stomach

cramping, nausea, eye irritation with uni-

form reddening and blurred vision (lasting

hours to days), locaHzed perspiring and er-

ratic heart beat (weeks), reversible short-

term memory loss (weeks), and reversible

cognitive impairment (weeks). Glasgow,

who was hit worse, also suffered from sud-

den rages.

"The worst for me was cognitive im-

pairment," says Burkholder. "I couldn't

read, I couldn't dial a phone, I couldn't

converse because I couldn't remember

what people had said at the beginning of a

sentence. For about eight days I couldn't

even form a sentence. Even now I know

I'm not what I used to be. I have to write

things down. I used to jog religiously.

Now every time I try, I wind up sick with

bronchitis or pneumonia." A paper by her

and colleagues on the adverse human

health effects is in press

at diejotinial of Toxicol-

ogy and Eiwiroiimental

Health. The lab was

closed for ahnost a year

and a half and only re-

opened in July 1995

after inspection by bio-

i logical warfare experts

from Fort Detrick, in

Frederick, Maryland.

This past summer

and fall, twenty million

fish, from menhaden

to striped bass, went belly up in the Neuse

At first, low levels of dissoh ed oxygen and

the phantom combined to cause the kiUs,

then, on its own, the phantom killed ten

million fish in September and October. At

the same time, a number of divers, fisher-

men, and marine contractors developed

sores similar to those on the fish.

Although the dinoflagellate's eff"ects on

humans outside ot a laboratory have not

yet been established, state health authori-

ties issued a warning telling people not to

swim in, fish in, or come in contact with a

thirty-five-square-mile section of the

Neuse, just before it empties into the

sound. It was the first warning of its kind

ever issued in the state. Is the dinoflagellate

thriving in increasingly polluted waters?

Since 1970, the population in the

Neuse subbasin area, twenty-one miles

from New Bern to Pamlico Sound, has

grown an estimated 74 percent. Now the

tenth most populous state in the nation.

North Carolina has been the envy of oth-

ers in its ability to attract retirees, many of

whom live in the coastal plain. Since 1950

there has been a 650 percent increase in

the amount of waste water being dis-

charged into the Neuse River watershed,

the most significant sources being runofi"

from agriculture and human waste-water

treatment plants.

In addition, in the last decade North

Carohnajumped from seventh place to just

behind number-one Iowa in the produc-

tion of hogs, seen as the replacement for

tobacco. Huge, stinking industrial farms

sprawhng across the coastal plain contain

seven nuUion pigs that excrete as much

urine and feces in one day as a city of

twenty million people. Last year the Jack-

Top: Wcllaiuis at the headiraicis oj

Middle Creek, a tributary of the

Neuse River, border a hogfarm.

Bottom: Algae bloom on the Trent

River, where excess nutrients have

become of increasing concern.

sonvilk Daily News in Onslow County re-

ported that Duplin County alone, which

has a human population of 40,000. pro-

duced 1.04 million hogs in 1993, a 265

percent jump in just four years. The hogs,

in turn, produced 1 .7 truUion tons of ex-

crement. Add that to the excrement pro-

duced by the count\''s 26.7 million chick-

ens and 12.5 miUion turkeys, and as the

paper said, "WeO, go ahead and roll up

your trousers."

Burkholder and her assistants followed a

spiU of hog waste down the New River

(thirty-five miles south of the Neuse) in

June 1995. Testing bottom sediments sev-

enteen miles downstream from the spiU

site in September, they found unsafe fecal

coliform levels as high as 160,000 colony-

forming units per 100 milliliters ot water

in the top centimeter ofsediment. She also

found the phantom Pfiesteria. In response

to the spin, state and Onslow County offi-

cials held a public meeting in Jacksonville

in October. Michael Moser, director of

the state's Division of Epidemiology dis-

missed the idea that there was a known

link between sediment bacteria levels and

human health hazards, while Preston

Howard, director of the state's Division of

Environmental Management, said his de-

partment wiU not sample the sediment.

Onslow County Commissioner Sam He-

witt then asked the state officials to silence

Burkholder and other scientists because "it

affects the economic and tourism trade."

Hewitt then added, "I'd like to take a rub-

ber hose to some of them."

"My data have been rigorously re-

viewed," says Burkholder. "They show

Pfiesterias roles in fish kiUs and disease as

well as human effects. They also describe

the role of nutrient o\'er-enrichment in

stimulating this dinoflagellate. Instead of

attempting to discredit the science, and

shoot the messengers, officials should rec-

ognize the real culprit—water quaUt)' deg-

radation."

Neuse River keeper Rick Dove put it

this way to members of his organization:

"While this season has been bad. next

sunmier wiU hkely be worse. The time has

come for us to demand that these trustees

acknowledge the serious nature ot the

Neuse's illness and take actions that wiU

lead to her complete restoration." D
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Our life on the earth's surface,

based on solar energy and photosynthesis,

may be the exception rather than the rule.

Old truths can be tyrannical,

while the world oflife

remains full of surprises

The old rules of childhood often continue

to dominate our lives. I know many adults

who simply cannot eat a cookie without

downing a glass ofmilk at the same time

—

although they would never dream of

drinking such a vile Uquid m any other

context. But Mom and Dad once insisted

that you needed the rmlk to digest the

cookie—or at least they wouldn't give you

the cookie unless you drank the milk.

Similarly, the old saws of our school days

continue to rule our thinking, thus ban-

ishing a critical approach to many impor-

tant subjects—for no tyranny quite

matches the pull of "what everybody

knows" but few can defend (we need not

bother with rationales for self-evident

truths). I especially remember two old

saws from my junior high school course in

general science. And so, with thanks to

Mrs. Anker, 1 repeat the catechism:

1. All energy for living communities comes

ultimately from the sun. Primary productiv-

ity, or the utilization of solar energy in

photosynthesis, tbrms the basis ot all food

chains on Earth. Mrs. Anker, and all sci-

ence teachers of my formative years, de-

lighted in providing the standard peda-

gogic exegesis: consider a living process

apparently most distant &om a solar source

and you will srill be able to trace all energy

to the sun. A worm at the bottom of the

ocean, living nules below the maximum

By Stephen Jay Gould

depth that light can penetrate, eats some

organic matter on the sea floor. This

worm food comes from the decayed body

of a large fish. This fish ate smaller fishes,

which fed on shrimp, which ate smaller

animals of the plankton, which devoured

single-celled creatures, which ingested

photosynthetic bacteria of the open

ocean, which derived their energy- from

the sun (and which may also have hved in

the house that Jack built, for all 1 know).

2. Tlie bulk of life's biomass resides in the

wood of trees in ourforests. The sum total of

Ufe must be awfully heavy, but where is the

bulk of weight concentrated? In other

words, what forms of Ufe dominate the

biomass, or total weight of life on earth?

Whales? Not likely, for although they are

very heavy, they are too rare. Bacteria?

Also not likely, for they exist by the gazU-

Uon per drop of water, but they are ex-

tremely Ught. Traditional wisdom has al-

ways proclaimed that the trees of our

forests—as both ubiquitous and heavy

—

must bear the bulk of life's biomass. Most

organic matter is wood.

I united these two old saws because

both are apparently wrong—and for the

same reason—according to discoveries of

the last two decades. We are perennial \'ic-

rims of biases imposed by parochiahsms of

our scale. We are five to sLx feet tall as

adults and hve somewhere near the bibli-

cally sanctioned threescore years and ten.

We often do not see, or cannot appreciate,

creatures and phenomena that exist at rad-

ically different scales. By any fair criterion,
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bacteria are—and al\vays have been—the

dominant form of Ufe on earth. But we

cannot see them (at least as indi\-iduals),

and they may live no longer than the time

you wdU need to read this essay. Imisible

and unknown bacteria may also disprove

both Mrs. Anker's old saws about solar e.x-

clusivity and woody domination.

In one of the great biological discover-

ies ot the late 1970s, marine scientists

tound rich taunas h^'ing amidst the hot

waters emanating ixom the earth "s interior

at deep-sea vents. These vent communities

included large relatives of creatures li^^ng

at much smaller sizes in standard en\iron-

ments. The biggest organism of all. a

worm ot uncertain taxonomic affinities

later named Riftia pachyptila, grew to sev-

eral feet in length but had no mouth, gut,

or anus—thus making identification diffi-

cult. (Most biologists now ally Riftia with

the small phylum of pogonophoran

worm5.) But why and how could these

faunas exist at such richness in such an ap-

parendy inhospitable place? On the stan-

dard \iew of Hmited nutrition on the sea

floor, what could be feeding all these crea-

tures? (All energ}- comes ixom the sun after

aU, and how much nutrition can get fi"om

the sunny surface of the sea to the deep

bottom?)

After a short period of puzzlement, bi-

ologists realized that local bacteria must be

forming the base of the food chain for

these rich vent taunas. Hot ^vaters emanat-

ing from the vents contained a multitude

of bacteria—some 500,000 to 5 miUion

cells per miMiter of emerging water {see

D. K. Karl, C. O. Wirsen, and H. W. Jan-

nasch's 1980 article, "Deep-Sea Primar\-

Production at the Galapagos Hydrother-

mal Vents," in Science, vol. 207). Many

vent organisms had evolved special adapta-

tions to har\'est and eat these bacteria by

filtration or grazing. Riftici again led the

parade of unusual solutions. Although de-

void of mouth, gut. or anus. Riftia does

grow a large and well-vascularized internal

organ named the trophosome. About 35

percent of the trophosome "s weight con-

sists of bacteria, at densities of about one

biUion bacterial cells per gram of tissue. In

this peculiar symbiosis, Riftia pro\ddes a

substrate for the bacteria, but also feeds

upon their enormous productivity.
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(Trophosome, a good name for this

unique organ, means "feeding body."')

But what could be nourishing such an

enormous biomass of bacteria so deep in

the ocean? Traditional wisdom required an

ultimate solar source, but how could

enough photosynthetically derived energy

be making its way to the deep bottom

around the rifts? Decayed organic matter

does precipitate down through the water

column, but not enough to serve as a basis

for so much bacterial nutrition.

The major source of energy for bacter-

ial metabolism turned out to be local as

well—for these bacteria oxidize the sulfur

compounds emerging in hot waters at the

rift, thus reducing carbon dioxide to or-

ganic carbon—a process called "chemo-

synthetic primary production" to contrast

with the usual photosynthetic primary

production in standard environments

powered by solar energy.

As scientists worked out the details of

these cycles, they realized that something

unique (or so it appeared at the time), and

t entirely unexpected, had been discovered.

The energy to power this ecosystem did

not come from the sun, either immedi-

ately or even ultimately. The energy came

from the earth—in the form of sulfur

compounds metabohzed by the bacteria.

In the words of Karl, Wirsen, and Jan-

nasch: "Energy in the form of geothermi-

cally reduced sulfur conapounds emitted

from the vents is liberated during oxida-

tion and used for the reduction of carbon

dioxide to organic matter by chemosyn-

thetic bacteria."

This ecosystem of oceanic vents worked

off a system of power opposite to the tra-

ditional source for life

—

dmi'iiward from

worms to bacteria to sulfur compounds to

energy inside the earth, rather than the

conventional upward path from worms to

precipitating organic matter to organisms

near the surface to photosynthetic crea-

tures at the base of the food chain and ul-

timately to solar energy above the earth.

So the first of Mrs. Anker's two saws is

wrong. Earthly hfe includes some ecosys-

tems entirely separate from the intercon-

nected set of communities dependent

upon a traditional source of solar energy.

But what shall we make of the second saw

about maximal biomass in wood? The

vent ecosystem rests upon a bacterial

base—and these bacteria use the earth's in-

ternal heat as their ultimate source of en-

ergy. Now the earth has a lot of outside

warmed by the sun, but it has an even

greater inside warmed by internal heat.

Can this internal heat also support bacter-

ial communities in other places on the sea

floor or perhaps even inside the earth it-

self? If so, an enormous realm for bacterial

biomass would be opened up—a realm

once viewed as sterile and therefore never

considered at all in traditional calculations

of bacterial abundances. Could the earth's

ubiquitous bacteria even challenge wood
as a repository of biomass?

During the past fifteen years, a remark-

able set of ever cascading discoveries has

apparently validated this initially odd con-

jecture that bacteria may live inside the

earth, in a far wider range of environments

than we had ever considered before—first

around deep-sea vents, then in oil reser-

voirs, and finally in ordinary interior rocks.

The vents that harbor the Galapagos

deep-sea faunas are small cracks and fis-

sures, with waters emerging at gentle tem-

peratures of40° to 70° E But another kind

of vent more closely expresses conditions

in the earth's interior, and seemed most

unsuitable as an abode for life—large con-

ical mounds (known as "smokers") up to

thirty feet in height, and spouting super-

heated waters at temperatures that can ex-

ceed 600° E Could bacteria also live in

this close approximation of Hell?

In the early 1980s, John Baross and his

colleagues found a bacterial biota in the

superheated waters of smokers. They cul-

tured bacteria collected from waters at

650° F and then grew vigorous communi-

ties in a laboratory with waters heated to

480° E at a pressure of 265 atmospheres.

Thus, bacteria can (and do) live at the high

temperatures (and pressures) of waters

flowing beneath the earth's surface.

Writing about Baross's work in a com-

mentary for Nature, Britain's leading jour-

nal of professional science, A. E. Walsby

commented in 1983: "I must admit that

my first reaction on reading the manu-

script of Baross and Deming, arriving as it

did on the eve of April Eool's Day, was one

of incredulin,'." Walsby began his comment

(Please turn to page 66)
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Bill Laswell makes music, not culture by MarkJacobson

the synthei
Bill Laswell, prominent producer of the

global synthesis of popular st^'les currently

referred to as "world music," expresses

deep admiration for people like the intre-

pid Fahnestock brothers. In the 1930s, the

American Museum of Natural History en-

gaged Bruce and Sheridan Fahnestock to

collect insect and bird specimens in the

South Pacific. Traveling aboard their 65-

foot schooner, the Fahnestocks also began

to document the indigenous music of the

area. Overcoming a shipwreck and near-

impossible sound conditions, the brothers

managed to make what are beUeved to be

the first recordings of Indonesian gamelan

ensembles, featuring gongs, bamboo xylo-

phones, and various other instruments.

They continued their project until 1942,

when Bruce Fahnestock was killed by an

American fighter plane that mistook his

ship for a Japanese vessel and destroyed it.

"That's incredible," says Laswell, stand-

ing in the no-friUs front room of his studio

on Greenpoint Avenue, a bustling thor-

oughfare in the Pohsh section of Brook-

lyn. "But things are different now. The

world is different. I'm not an ethnogra-

pher; I don't want to take this music, put a

frame around it, and stick it in a museum.

... I'm not saying indigenous music isn't

important and, wherever it stiU exists, that

it shouldn't be preserved as much as pos-

sible. It's just that I think ofmyself as a par-

ticipant. To me, what people call world

music right now, for better or worse, is a

kind of global street sound. An ongoing

thing. You can't stop that any place and

make sense of it, because it doesn't stop."

Collaboration between rock or jazz-

based musicians and performers from

other cultures is nothing new. Charlie

Parker worked v.ith Machito and other

Cuban jazz stars to create an entire genre

ot Afro-Cuban jazz. And who can forget

the bemused look on Ravi Shankar's face

as he watched George Harrison struggle to

control the sitar? But in the multicultural

eighties and nineties, there has been a

boomlet of what is often referred to as the

"cross-poUination" of global pop styles.

David Byrne, formerly of the Talking

Heads, has his own label, Luaka Bop,

which has produced several interesting

compilations ofprimarily South American

pop. The recent Telling Stories to the Sea—
a sampler of Portuguese language material

from Angola, Cape Verde, Sao Tome, and

Portugal—is especially good. While Byrne

performs on these records only occasion-

ally, other American pop stars have taken a

more active approach. Ry Cooder, the

guitarist, won a Grammy for Talking Tim-

buktu, his stunning collaboration with

Mall's formidable Ali Farke Toure. More

commercially imposing, and controversial

at the time, was Paul Simon's Graceland.

Years after the fall of apartheid. South

Africans are still arguing whether Simon's

work with the Zulu choral group Lady-

smith Black Mambazo and others was an

unforgivable violation of the cultural boy-

cott then in effect.

Of these globally expansive artists, how-

ever, none has worked as closely, consis-

tently, or successfriUy with as widely dis-

parate members of the world music

community as has Bill Laswell. A fascinat-

ing and underappreciated figure in late-

twentieth-century pop, this rhythm-and-

blues bassist from Michigan has been a

one-man cottage industry of polyglot hip-

sterism. Laswell first made a name for him-

self in New York's downtown avant-garde

scene, where he played with everyone

from hip-hop inventor Afrika Bambaataa

to Sex Pistol Johnny Rotten.

Bill Laswell broke through to commer-

cial visibHity in 1983 with his seminal pro-

duction of former Miles Davis pianist

Herbie Hancock's Future Shock, which in-

cluded the jazz fiision hit "Rockit." After

subsequent productions for people like

Whitney Houston and Mick Jagger,

Laswell appeared to be on his way to an

extremely comfortable career in the main-

stream record industry. While not shun-

Brinaing it all back home: Bill Liisii'ell mixes 'V .«

ning such high-profde work, LasweO. now

41, universahst in his passions and proHfic,

has continued what he calls "a life project"

of playing with, and producing commer-

cial recordings of, musicians from the var-

ious pop traditions throughout the world.

"Sometimes I go there, sometimes they

come here," he says. LasweU is dressed in

downtown all black, his habitual attire. On
the wall behind him are the covers of the

CDs recorded at the Greenpoint studio:

various discs by the Gambian kora player

Foday Musa Suso; "Shabeesation," a fabu-

lous record bv the Moroccan Aisha Kan-



izer

c" in liis Brooklyn recording studio.

disha's Jarring Effects; The Trance of Seven

Colors, a collaboration between jazz saxo-

phonist Pharaoh Sanders and Moroccan

Gnawa drummers and singers; CDs by

' Manu Dibango from Cameroon; Hooked

' Light Rays, a trance recording by Tibetan

monks; and many more.

Travel is key to Laswell's agenda. A man

. with many frequent-flier miles, he's jour-

neyed through the Asian steppe playing

with Mongolian groups and has gone to

China and Japan. While some people go

sightseeing, LasweU goes "soundseeing."

But even as he prepares to venture to the

Gambia, Senegal, and Guinea-Bissau to

play with and record local artists, he points

out that in some ways it doesn't even mat-

ter where the music is actually done.

"I'm not gomg to say the results are

going to be the same as they would be in

Brooklyn. But what we're doing is more ot

a two-way street. When you play with

someone, no matter what their back-

ground, if everyone is open, then you can

talk. We're making music, not culture. . . .

Someone like Suso, or Fela [Fela Aniku-

lapo Kuti, the activist Nigerian saxophon-

ist and singer], they're from Gambia,

Lagos, wherever, and I'm a bass player

from Michigan. That's not going to

change. You are who you are; that's what

makes it interesting. But when you sit

down to play together, the hope is that

you're going to end up some place totally

different. And that place belongs to us

alone, because we created it."

For La,swell, who says he has such a "bad

memory for details, places, and dates that I

forget what country I'm in," this locale

outside temporal definitions ot race, time,

and culture is where he wants to go. It is

the basis of his "nonanthropologist"
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stance. "I'm looking for the meeting

point. That's why we try to establish a

long-term musical relationship. I've been

playing with Foday Musa Suso for more

than ten years. That's a while. We've got

that personal history between us."

Deploring what he calls "one-shot jux-

tapositions—East-meets-West things,"

which are often too "polite, static, and

apologetic"—Laswell says that it's in the

"evolution" of repeated sessions that he

finds the rough-and-tumble international-

ism he seeks. Beyond that, he stands there,

flinty eyed, as you invoke issues that arise

when local, more "primitive" societies

coUide with the juggernaut of Western

ideas and mores—what critics Like anthro-

pologist Clifford Geertz refer to as "the

problem of culture." Not discounting the

potential dangers, LasweU, a wary, perhaps

even thorny individual, asserts that true

artistic dialogue, "when everyone is seri-

ous," militates against cultural domination.

Politics and social issues will always be

part ofwhat he does, LasweU says, because

the sort of global street music he and his

far-flung partners create is all about

"people talking about their lives . . .

today." For his part, Laswell eschews any

particular agenda beyond the playing.

"The idea is to come without those kind

of expectations. This is about the music."

In contemplating that music, one can-

not be deaf to the occasional complaint

lodged against Laswell's brand of restless

cosmopolitanism. One fan, while profess-

ing ultimate respect for Laswell's remark-

able proliferation of material ("material"

being the rubric under which Laswell

manages his rather diversified musical em-

pire), says there's a certain sameness to

many of the artist's more recent projects.

"He lays that dance/trance bass track over

everything so it's like the world according

to Bill; the Laswell-centric worlds of Bill."

Indeed, Laswell's omnipresent, hard-

blues-based "funk" predilections—he's

worked extensively with George CUnton,

Bootsy CoUins, and other members of P-

funk, the phantasmagorical 1970s soul

band, in addition to several rappers—are

more effective in certain settings than oth-

ers. Some collaborations, such as Sola, an

attempted marriage of Peking opera stylis-

tics with the angular notions of jazzmen



like Henry Threadgill, prompt the listener

to bolt across the room to shut them ofF.

On the other hand, when Laswell's

gritty sensibility connects with his seem-

ingly inexhaustible capacity to accommo-

date various influences, he becomes a for-

midable synthesizing force. One of his

greatest achievements is the 1 988 Hear No

Evil, which makes spectacular use of the

far-flung talents of Indian percussionist

Zakir Hussain, Puerto Rican sahaserio

Daniel Ponce, Korean drummer Aiyb

Dieng, and Indian violin player Shankar.

Under the aegis ot Laswell's Merlinlike

mixing and matching, what unfolds is not

unlike the soundtrack to a science-fiction

cowboy epic set somewhere in Asia, a sub-

continental country-and-western opus.

Perhaps even more thrilling is Laswell's

current work with the youthful, politically

active antifundamentalist Muslim group

' Aisha Kandisha's Jarring Effects. On
"Shabeesaticii " it is as if yearning Arabic

' drone and thrumming Detroit bass were

never fully whole until Laswell put them

together.

Laswell never assumes that every one of

I his bounteous projects is going to be a suc-

cess. "We're experimenting. If you knew

' what would work before you did it, why
I do it?" What concerns him more, as both

artist and businessman, is the manner in

' which "world" music, a term he finds op-

I pressively vague, is presented to the pubhc.

"The one-big-happy-family-ot-man

thing has massive conceptual problems,"

Laswell says, referring to the spate of re-

cent CD compilations such as Planet Drum

(supplying one drum cut from Haiti, fol-

lowed by one drum cut from Laos, and so

on, for hours). "It's fine that people

around the world play drums or accor-

dions, and we have that in common, but

you put so much of that together, one lit-

tle bit from here, another from there, it

doesn't mean anything anymore. The

other day I saw this world sampler CD
Planet Soup. There's a lot of great music

there, but the cover has these instruments

floating into a soup pot, like the more the

merrier. Geez. To me, the world's just a

little more comphcated than that."

Markjacobson, journalist, novelist, and screen-

writer, lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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ights Unseen
By Christopher Small and David Sandwell

While Venus, Mars, and the moon have all been

mapped in detail, much of the earth's surface has re-

mained largely unexplored, hidden beneath the deep

oceans. Survey ships have charted only about 7 percent

of the sea floor with sonar; and even weU-mapped areas

are based on widely spaced ship tracks. Mapmakers

have had to rely on intuition and imagination to fdl

gaps that often spanned several hundred miles.

Last July, however, the U. S. Navy declassified satel-

lite data, providing us with our first consistent view of

the world's ocean basins. This new way of seeing into

the depths is allowing us to chart many previously un-

known submarine features and helping us to better un-

derstand how the sea floor—some two-thirds of our

planet's surface—is formed at the midocean ridges.

This new look at the world's ocean basins was made

possible in 1985, when the Navy and The Johns Hop-

kins Applied Physics Laboratory launched Geosat, a

satellite carrying a radar altimeter designed to make

precise measurements of sea surface "topography,"

which roughly reflects niajor features on the ocean bot-

tom {see "Reading the Bumps," page 30).



' Scientists are getting tiieir first complete view of tlie midocean
ridges, where two-thirds of our planet's surface was created.

Although some of the high-resolution satellite data

covering the Southern Ocean around Antarctica were

released several years ago in response to petitions from

civilian scientists, most remained classified because of

their importance in submarine and ballistic missile nav-

igation. The Navy's release of all the data last summer

came a few months after the European Space Agency's

ERS-1 sateDite made similar measurements of the sea

surface, allowing the first unclassified, detailed view of

all the ocean basins.

The combined data from these satellites provide ex-

1 traordinary resolution of the gravity field over the

world's oceans. This flood of new information has al-

lowed us to address some fundamental questions about

the topography of the sea floor.

In the 1950s, when sonar surveys made the first

rapid and accurate measurements of ocean depths,

oceanographers were surprised by what they found; the

ocean floors they had imagined to be featureless plains

were instead some of the most rugged landscapes on

earth, including the planet's longest mountain range, a

continuous chain of undersea volcanoes girdhng the

globe like the seam on a baseball. All along this inid-

ocean ridge, the plates that make up the earth's surface

Created by

gravitational effects,

small variatior^s in the

height of the sea

surface, betray the

presence of mass/Ve

features on the ocean

floor. Warmer colors-

reds and yellows-

indicate areas of

higher gravity. This

new view of the ocean

bottom has more

than doubled the

number of known

submarine volcanoes

and has revealed the

precise location of

many poorly mapped

features. Obtained by

satellite over a period

of a year and a half,

the data from this

global survey would

have taken decades

to gather if

undertaken by ship.

.^..^^S^^-^
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As the fast- and slow-spreading midocean ridges produce crust, they fort

move apart, and molten rock flows forth from below to

fill the void. The volcanoes, and the sea floor they cre-

ate at these plate boundaries, assume very different

forms depending on the rate at which the plates spread.

Where the plates are slowly diverging—as in the

Atlantic Ocean, where they are spreading at the rate of

about twenty miles per million years—a steep-waUed

central vaUey runs along the axis of the ridge. The val-

ley can be as much as a mile deep from the ridge crest

to the floor, where new crust is generated. Broken up

into segments and following a jagged path, the central

valley is flanked by rugged terrain. Rapidly diverging

plates—such as those in the eastern Pacific Ocean that

are spreading more than 100 miles per million years

—

produce much smoother sea floor at a relatively unseg-

mented volcanic rise where the central valley has disap-

peared. (To put these spreading rates in perspective,

your fmgernaiLs, which grow about three inches per

year, would grow more than forty-seven miles in a mil-

Uon years—a rate intermediate between the fastest- and

slowest-spreading midocean ridges.)

Geologists have recognized these striking differ-

ences in midocean-ridge topography since the early

1970s, but they have never been able to adequately ex-

plain them. The transition from one ryp^ of terrain to

the other was assumed to occur gradually as spreading

rates increased. The nature of the transition, however,

remained mysterious largely because most of the mid-

Reading the Bumps

20,000

Hawaiian Seamounts

Satellites can map the ocean floor indirectly by mak-

ing precise measurements ofthe sea surface with mi-

crowave radar. Geophysicists can then infer the

topography of the ocean floor because the subtle

su'ells detected on the sea surface are influenced by

the gra\dtational attraction of features on the bot-

tom. The large mass of a mountain on the ocean

floor attracts extra water to its Niicinit)- and raises the

elevation ot the sea surface enough to be detectable

by satellite. For example, a 13,000-foot-high

seamount in a 16,000-foot-deep ocean basin creates

a gendy sloping 20-foot-high bump on the sea sur-

face above it. The diagram above, generated from

the satellite measurements ofthe sea surface over the

Hawaiian seamounts, shows how the bottom topog-

raphy, measured in thousands of feet, influences the

shape of the sea surface, measured in tens ot teet.

Gravit\--induced variations in sea-surface elevarion

can be distinguished from waves and tides by their

width and their tendencv to remain stationan,'.



rkedly different terrains. Exactly why this is so has remained a mystery.

'i-i

s In an area of the

f Indian Ocean largely

I
neglected by ship

I surveys, a satellite-

derived gravity map

reveals three

intersecting

midocean ridges.

South of

Madagascar, the

ridge with the deep,

highly segmented

central valley is

spreading about ten

miies per million

years-one of the

slowest rates on the

globe. Along the

other two ridges

(indicated by

arrows), spreading

rates are twenty

miles per million

years in the north

and nearly double

that in the south.
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S The fastest-

= spreading ridge in
E

5 t/ie wor/d, where the

I p/ates of the earth's

" crust are diverging

at about 100 miles

per million years,

lies west of South

America and is just

visible near the top

of this image. The

rise is easier to see

to the south as a

thin, vertical yellow

line (indicated by

arrows). Broken by a

few prominent

transform faults, the

rise Jogs several

hundred miles to the

west.
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Sonar surveys are tedious; to cover a small area, a ship must track ba>l

ocean ridges spreading at intermediate rates were lo-

cated in the remote Southern Ocean around Antarctica

and had remained virtually unexplored. The midocean

ridges in the Pacific and Atlantic have received the

most attention because they represent fast- and slow-

spreading centers—and because they are closer to the

American and European research institutions from

which many of the survey expeditions were launched.

Now that we have uniform satellite coverage, we

can see the entire ridge system and make direct com-

parisons between ridges that are slow, intermediate, or

fast spreading. What we have found (contrary to what

was previously believed) is that ridge topography does

not always change gradually as spreading rates increase.

As the motion of the diverging plates speeds up, the

deep central valleys of slow-spreading ridges become

gradually shallower, and the sea floor they produce be-

comes smoother. But then—rather abruptly at the rate

of about sixty miles per million years—the segmented

central valley disappears and is replaced by a more con-

tinuous rise, and the sea floor becomes noticeably

smoother. As the spreading rate continues to increase,

however, the topographies of the rise and the newly

created sea floor do not change significantly

The abrupt changes in topography that we have ob-

served at a number of places along the midocean ridge

system may result from some kind of mechanism that

kicks in at a certain spreading rate, changing the way

w

A map of a slow- i

spreading ridge in the :

Soutii Atlantic Ocean \

was created witli 3

sonar data collected 1

by ship (arrows show |

the direction of plate

motion). The

prominent horizontal

lines are large

transform fault and

fracture zones, which

offset the deep

central valley of the

north-south ridge.

Ship surveys reveal

considerably more

detail than satellite

gravity maps, but at a

much higher cost; this

map covers an area

roughly the size of

Washington State and

required about a

month of expensive

ship time.



ir forth for a month, a process sometimes called mowing the lawn.

che sea floor behaves. Volcanism and faulting of the

new crust may interact in a way that produces the

change. At slow-spreading ridges, eruptions occur

more sporadically than at fast-spreading ridges, where

new crust is being produced at a higher rate. And it is

during quiet periods between eruptions that faulting

breaks the rock and produces most of the rugged

topography. At intermediate rates, the alternating

processes of faulting and volcanism may reach a dy-

namic equilibrium, resulting in a smoother sea floor.

Exactly what triggers the abrupt transition remains

a mystery, but many believe that the temperature of the

new crust at the boundary where it meets the underly-

ing mantle is the most important factor. The tempera-

tures at fast-spreading ridges arc higlicr than they are at

slowly diverging plates, and this additional heat may

alter the thickness of the crust and the way it behaves.

Evidence supporting this idea can be found along the

Southeast Indian Ridge south of Australia, where the

plates are spreading at nearly the same, intermediate

rate aU along its length, but where both types of ridge

topographies are found. At the transitions from one

type to the other, small variations in mantle tempera-

ture may trigger the mechanism controlling the ridge

structure. More studies of the midocean ridges will be

necessary before we can understand the mechanism it-

self, but the new maps generated from satellite data will

tell us where to focus our research. D

A sonar survey

reveals a section of

the fast-spreading

East Pacific Rise

about the size of

West Virginia. The

narrow rise running

down the middle of

the image is

flanked by relatively

smooth sea floor

spreading away

from it (in the

direction indicated

by the arrows).

Guided by satellite

gravity maps, more

ship surveys will be

launched to explore

ridges spreading at

intermediate rates

in the Southern

Ocean.
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Bred for form and function and not good looks, the Alaskan husky

a k I n g

By Mark Derr

On a warm, overcast August evening ni Big Lake,

Alaska—a town so small it does not appear in my
atlas—Martin Baser looks at me after feeding the last of

his eighty huskies and asks, "Do you want to hear me
howl with them?" Almost before hearing my answer,

he tilts his head back and, starting low, raises his pitch

in a long howl. The dogs join in in twos and threes

until the entire yard is harmonized. After about a

minute, they quit abruptly, a full orchestral stop.

Buser's huskies howl after meals, at dusk, when ex-

cited, and whenever barking alone will not suffice. On

the trail, Buser—record-setting winner of the 1,159-

mile-long Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race in 1994, his

second wm in three years, and three-time recipient of

its award for humanitarianism—huddles and howls

with his dogs to build morale and team spirit.

During the course of a four-day visit, I watched

Buser train and care for his "houndy huskies," his dis-

tinctive line of Alaska sled dogs. In harness, they are a

line of fluid energy, reaching forward with their

forelegs, driving with their hindquarters.

By modern definition, the Alaskan husky is not an

official breed because there is neither a stud book (a



bngrel that has the drive and talent to put purebred dogs to shame.

A a r a t n n utt

closed registry "guaranteeing" pure bloodlines) nor a

written standard defining phenotype, or appearance.

Even many mushers and veterinarians call the Alaskan

huskies mutts. They have emerged from the genetic

melting pot of twentieth-century Alaska to put all offi-

cially recognized northern breeds—for example, the

malamute and Siberian husky—to shame in the world

of sled dog racing. They have run to records in sprints

of 30 miles or less; middle distance events of 90 to 400

miles; and ultramarathons of more than 1 ,000 miles.

Arleigh Reynolds, an assistant professor of clinical

sciences at the Cornell University College of Veteri-

Je(( Schulu, AlaskaStock Images

nary Medicine, has shown that Alaskan huskies possess

three times the oxygen-uptake capacity per unit of

body weight of the best human athletes. (Comparisons

with humans are used because, not surprisingly, more is

known about the physiology ofhuman atliletes.) While

other dogs, including Labrador retrievers, can match

that result when properly conditioned, none have yet

shown the combination of physical and mental tough-

ness possessed by the Alaskan husky.

The Alaskan husky is a generalist runner, reaching

about twenty-two miles per hour in a sprint of twenty

to thirty miles, cruising at ten to fifteen miles per hour



Alaskan l^suskies have greater oxygen-uptake capacity than human athletes.

over long distances. By s

comparison, a racing grey- I

hound will exceed forty
|

iniles per hour in a sprint S

(usually a quarter to three- |

quarters of a mile) . Nearly |

all the muscle fibers in a

greyhound's legs are fast

twitch—for producing en-

ergy anaerobically—com-

pared with 50 to 65 percent

for the huskies.

Dogs racing in an ultra-

marathon like the Iditarod

consume 10,000 to 11,000

calories a day, 65 percent of

them in animal fat, which

they metabolize quickly

into energy. New studies at

Harvard and Cornell Uni-

versities, as well as at the

Medical CoOege in Bern,

Switzerland, have shown

that a high-fat diet signifi-

cantly increases the number

of mitochondria—which

use oxygen to produce

adenosine triphosphate

(ATP), which, in turn,

fuels the muscle cells of

physically trained dogs.

Although Alaskan hus-

kies are officially mongrels,

everyone involved with sled-dog racing knows them

when they see them. Like the curs of the American

South—and unlike many purebred dogs, which are fre-

quently bred only for appearance—they are a type eas-

ily identified by function and overall form.

"An Alaskan husky," Buser says, "is any dog that

runs fast and pulls hard." It is also distinguished by its

good feet that withstand the cold, its competitiveness,

and its sociability, a necessity for teamwork. Distance

racers must have a good appetite, a strong cardiovascu-

lar system, and the stamina to trot or canter for long pe-

riods, then accelerate into a lope. Conversely, sprinters

must sustain their top speed for the whole race.

In appearance Alaskan huskies are balanced dogs, „

deep chested, with powerflil hindquarters and soHd f

shoulders. IVlost have the double coat distinctive to |

northern breeds, with rough guard hairs over a woolly I

undercoat. They may be solid or parti-colored in red, |

white, black, tan, gray, and shades between, with blue, f
brown, or pied eyes. Some are the classic husky type, I

with medium to long guard hairs, curled tails, and

Above: Distance

racers-equipped witli

protective booties -

must tiave strong

cardiovascular systems,

competitive drive, and

sociable personalities.

Below: Iditarod winner

Martin Buser defines

the Alaskan husl<y as

"any dog that runs fast

and pulls hard.

"

prick ears. Others are

"houndy," meaning they

have fuller, more rounded

muscles, a sloping croup

(rump), an angulate front,

sometimes thinner, shorter

coats, and flop ears. But

those are points on a con-

tinuum, not hard distinc-

tions. Their weight ranges

from forty to seventy

pounds, averaging forty-

five for females and fifty-

five for males.

The Alaskan husky is a

distinctly modern dog with

deep roots in arctic prehis-

^^^ tory. Stanley J. Olsen, an

f^ ,S ^^^fcr^ anthropologist at the Uni-
^^ ^^fc versity of Arizona and au-

thor of Origins of the Domes-

tic Dog (1985), posits that

northern North America

was one of several regions

where paleolithic hunter-

gatherers domesticated var-

ious subspecies of wolf

10,000 to 15,000 years ago

(the other regions being

northern Europe, the Near

East, and China). Specifi-

cally, he believes that short-

faced wolves, whose fossil

remains were found in Alaska during the early 1930s,

were the progenitors of the Eskimo dogs, or huskies.

Although we do not know when people began using

dogs as draft animals, archeologists speculate that the

forebears of the Eskimo, who appeared along the

Alaska coast 1 ,000 or more years ago, had sled dogs.

The gold rushes across Alaska and Canada's Yukon

Territory between 1880 and 1908 changed the country

and the dogs. The great Klondike strike on the head-

waters of the Yukon River in 1896 brought gold-

crazed men to Dawson, their sleds and carts hitched to

anything that moved—other men, horses, goats, dogs,

wolf hybrids, even turkeys—most of them ending up

dead in mountain ravines or rivers. Carnivores being

more easily maintained than herbivores in that environ-

ment, dogs quickly became the draft animal of choice.

Boatloads ofdogs came from the states—setters, coUies,

Saint Bernards, Newfoundlands, Airedales, buU terri-

ers, retrievers, spaniels, pointers, hounds, German

shepherds—many of them stolen. Although some

people took fine care of their animals, most followed a



Traversing Alaska from An-

chorage to Nome, the Idi-

tarod Trail Sled Dog Race is a

rugged test of humans and

animals. Whiteouts—fierce

blizzards with hurricane force

winds that turn snowflakes

into projectiles—snow drifts,

bitter cold, accidents, and in-

juries, as well as the responsi-

bility of caring for as many as

sixteen dogs, all contribute to

the challenge and the allure of

the race.

Unquestionably, the Idi-

tarod is the most famous sled

dog race in the world, the

mushing equivalent of bicy-

cling's Tour de France. But

the Iditarod is also one of the

world's most controversial

sporting events, a target in re-

cent years of animal-rights

groups, including the power-

ful Humane Society of the

United States, which charge

that dogs are being run to

death in the name of enter-

taimnent.

Although there is no

proof to support that charge,

each year of the race, dogs

The Controversial Iditarod

A team drops onto the frozen Happy River during ttie 1992 Iditarod. Ttie

1,000-plus-mile trip tates racers across wind-blown valleys, rugged

mountain passes, and along ttie coast of the Bering Sea.

have died from various

causes: moose attack, broken

necks, collisions with snow-

mobiles, heart faOure, and a

condition called sled-dog my-

opathy, involving a fatal

breakdown in muscle tissue.

In the early days of the race,

many mushers were careless,

but that is not true today.

Nearly everyone involved

sees the death of a dog as

tragic and tries to prevent it.

Partly in response to the

pressure, the Iditarod Trail

Committee has established

standards of dog care and put

in place a team of veterinari-

ans that checks each dog at

periodic intervals during the

race. While making the Idi-

tarod perhaps the best-super-

vised event in the sport ofsled

dog racing, the changes have

neither ended the deaths nor

mollified critics.

In the wave of negative

publicity, the Iditarod lost

some of its major sponsors,

including Timberland and

lams. But the Iditarod Trail

Committee enlisted local

sponsors and has been au-

thorized by the state ofAlaska

to conduct a fund-raising

sweepstakes.

The 1996 race is sched-

uled to start on March 2 amid

high hopes for a fast, safe run.

If their teams stay healthy and

the weather is good, Doug
Swingley and Martin Buser,

who finished first and second

respectively, in the 1995 Idi-

tarod, should engage in a

tight, weO contested race. Last

year some of Buser's best dogs

were at home. If they run this

year, I would place my money

on him to win in record time.

I also would predict that the

tide of publicity will turn in

favor of the Iditarod and its

dogs.—M. D.

basic dictum: Dogs that worked were well fed and bred;

those that faltered were killed or abandoned. Those

that survived the brutal conditions interbred with the

native dogs.

This mixed canine corps hauled everything from

mail to gold to people on sleds, toboggans, carts, and

railroad cars. Traffic jams in towns like Fairbanks

quickly became dog fights involving thirty or forty an-

imals and continuing until the drivers, or "dog punch-

ers," broke them up with whips and boots. Sometimes

the dogs attacked children. The dogs' howls and barks

filled the air; their excrement, the streets; their car-

casses, the rivers.

The newcomers and native Alaskans raced dogs for

fun and profit. The first organized contest was the 1908

All Alaska Sweepstakes, a 408-mile round trip firom

Nome to Candle. When a team of huskies from the

Chukchi Peninsula across the Bering Strait won the

following year, other mushers began importing them.

Many of those dogs were absorbed over the years into

the indigenous stock, but others were isolated and re-

Below: Doug Swingley,

who won the 1995

Iditarod in record time

(nine days, two hours,

and forty-three

minutes), receives a

kiss from his lead dog,

Elmer. Overleaf:

Competing in the 1989

Iditarod, a sled dog

team enters fiainy Pass

in the Alaska Range.

fined into the breed officially known today as the

Siberian husky. Similarly, the Alaskan malamute was

originally one coat style of the Eskimo dogs found

firom the Bering Sea to Greenland.

After a hiatus precipitated by the First World War,

when Alaska sled dogs served in the Alps, racing

—

mostly sprints—resumed in 1927. Johnny Allen, an

Athabascan Indian from the lower Yukon, dominated

the races with his own line of dogs, a mix between

wolves, huskies, and Irish setters. (At that time, the set-

ters were setting records in Idaho sled-dog sprints.) In

the late 1930s, Allen's dogs became the first to average

fifteen miles per hour for thirty miles.

During World War II, racing was again suspended

when the Army bought almost every available dog in

the territory. Starting in the late 1940s, a young Fair-

banks native, Gareth Wright, set out to re-create the

dogs of his hero, Johnny Alien; they had nearly disap-

peared during the war. Wright crossed the daughter of

a field-trial champion Irish setter with one of the last

dogs of Allen's line. Then he bred in a Siberian husky
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Popular and even scientific

lore holds that the husky is

closer to the wolf than any

other breed, but mushers

who have crossed their

huskies with wolves quickly

bred away from the wild

genes because they found the

hybrids unpredictable.

Specialists seeking to

compare dogs and wolves fre-

quently disregard the signifi-

cance of the relationship be-

tween human and dog. They

also tend to discount the abil-

ities of the dog, arguing that it

is a neotenic, or perpetually

juvenile, wolf in appearance

and behavior. Whether the

dog owes its evolution to pae-

domorphosis—early sexual

maturity and delayed devel-

opment resulting in retention

into adulthood of certain ju-

venile characteristics of the

wild progenitor (neoteny)

—

has yet to be proved. Even if it

is, that would simply mean

that altered timing of devel-

opment helps account for the

differences between dog and

wolf, which are generaDy of

degree, not kind.

Among working dogs,

those changes have led to spe-

cialized behaviors—swim-

The Dog-Wolf Connection

Despite their loolis, Alaslon husl<ies (these are en route to a race in a

multistory dog carrier) are no more closely related to wolves than are

other dogs. Genetically, the dog is a subspecies of the gray wolf.

ming, running, herding,

pointing game—which prob-

ably arise from combinations

of traits found in wolves. As

ethologist John P. Scott ob-

served nearly a half century

ago, dogs are specialists while

wolves tend to be generalists.

The most significant dif-

ference may be social. Wolves

exist in wolf society; dogs in

dog, that is, human society.

The wolf pack is an extended

family organized in an age-

based hierarchy, which is far

less rigid than many people

believe. The husky "yard"

and team operate under the

direction of the driver in a

more or less egalitarian fash-

ion. There are leaders on the

gangline or tow line and a

subtle sort of social order, as

well as strong friendships, but

hierarchies based on domi-

nance are discouraged, since

dogs fighting for position can

injure or kill each other.

Similarly, humans de-

cide—or try to—which dogs

Domesticated Na

will breed and when, and hu-

mans assume much of the re-

sponsibility for raising the

puppies. In fact, male dogs

(except the dingo, a feral dog

gone fully wild) are unique

among canids for their nonin-

volvement in nurturing and

educating their young. As a

general rule, wolves do not

inbreed in the wild. Humans,

on the other hand, encourage

the inbreeding of captive

wolves and of dogs.

Whatever comparisons

are made, a paradox remains.

The dog—whether a four-

pound Chihuahua or a 220-

pound mastiff—is genetically

a wolf, as Robert K. Wayne,

of the University of Califor-

nia at Los Angeles, has shown

using mitochondrial DNA
genotypes.

But no wolf will run like a

husky, and no one knows

quite why huskies run. They

appear to enjoy it, as a look at

a team being harnessed will

show. They bawl and bark,

straining to run. Greyhounds

chase a mechanical—or

real—rabbit; huskies pursue

nothing visible. They cannot

be compelled to run; they

must want to do it.

—

M. D.

for its small size and good feet. From those breedings

came his foundation dogs, Queenie and Satan, whose

offspring he dubbed Aurora huskies.

Periodically, Wright crossed in village dogs belong-

ing to racers along the Yukon, but he mainly engaged

in close line breeding (inbreeding)—mating siblings,

parents and offspring, grandparents to grand offspring,

and first cousins—to fix the traits he wanted. Native

dogs chosen for racing were light, leggy, and energetic,

whereas the ones deemed best for working trap lines or

hauling freight were placid, heavy, and strong.

The advent of the snowmobile in the 1 960s ren-

dered dog sleds obsolete as a form of transportation, so

the most desirable native dogs became those suitable for

racing; the larger dogs moved into the show ring or

hung on in isolated areas.

According to legend, targhee hounds from Idaho, a

Four-time winner of the

Iditarod in the late

1980s, Susan Butcher

brought not only

international attention

but also an emphasis

on dog care to the

race.

cross between staghounds and Irish setters, also figure

in the Aurora husky. Wright says, not so. Similarly, his

experiments with wolves and coyotes were failures, the

ottspring being "quitters" and "sneaky." In tact,

Wright lost Satan when a wolf killed him after they

mated. The wolt produced no puppies.

Wright's huskies became tanious in the tightknit

world of sled-dog racing, and he tmally began to sell

them. George Attla, a young Athabascan who became

the most successful sprint musher in history; crossed his

native Huslia village dogs vidth Wright's Auroras in

1972. "The Huslia dogs were strong and had more en-

durance," he says. "But Gareth had a faster dog than

anyone else. You can't escape Gareth 's breeding."

Doug Swingley, who won the 1995 Iditarod in

record time and has extensively researched Alaskan

husky pedigrees, agrees: "If you go back four or five
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Each foot of a dog completing the Iditarod may touch the ground 1.3 million times.

generations in any musher's
|

kennel, you come up with |

tlie same dogs—Wright's 1

and Attla's with village t

dogs." The village dogs i

came from a 100-mile

stretch along the Yukon

from Tanana to Galena,

with spurs off to places like

Huslia. On occasion,

salukis and other hounds

were crossed into particular

lines for speed. The result

was the Alaskan husky.

Like Wright, many

mushers engage in close

line breeding in an effort to

perpetuate the good quali-

ties of their best dogs and ^

eliminate the uncertainty off

outside bloodlines. They |

believe they can spot and I

weed out those canine ge- 1

netic ailments that are re-
=

cessive and often fixed

along with positive traits

through inbreeding. But

the best mushers recognize

that inbreeding is poten-

tially dangerous and conse- "

quently look to maintain

hybrid vigor—having dogs

from distantly related Unes, crossing in another breed Top: In the past, dogs

such as a border collie, or obtaining an old-style native were commonly used to

husky, which might not have much Aurora blood, from transport supplies,

a remote village on the Bering Sea. sometimes pulling

The pressure to produce superior dogs is intense, sleds, sometimes

Sprint mushers strive to have "a whole team of super serving as pack

animals," Atda says. Not fully mature until two years animals. Bottom: Dogs

old, sprint dogs are at their peak for about five years, of many types make up

Then, according to various descriptions, they burn out a sled dog team in the

or wise up, meaning they begin to hold something in 1908 All Alaska

reserve. Wright and Attla say they used to sell their Sweepstakes. Facing

older dogs and less than exemplary sprinters to "Iditar- page: At the finish of

oders" in the early years of that race, first run in 1973. the 1994 Iditarod, a

Much has changed since then. With her four victo- cfog naps while waiting

ries in the late 1980s, Susan Butcher brought to the Id- to be unhitched. The

itarod international visibility and an emphasis on dog dogs live outside, so

care, which in many quarters had been indifferent at sleeping on snow is no

best. With the success of his houndy huskies in 1 992 hardship.

and 1994, Martin Buser shifted the focus to speed and

the mental attitude of the dogs.

"It used to be that geographical divisions accounted

for differences between dogs," Buser says. "But now

there is so much traveling

and interbreeding that good

breeders are following nat-

ural selection at its finest.

People are breeding to their

likes and dislikes." Buser

wants happy, outgoing,

eager dogs with good loco-

motion, having calculated

that each foot of each dog

completing the journey

from Anchorage to Nome
will touch the ground 1.3

million times. Also, because

he believes that big dogs

often end up dropped, he

likes males and females of

equal size, about fifty-four

pounds—an idiosyncrasy

not shared by other mush-

ers. But like most successful

mushers today, Buser

prefers to have as many

trained leaders on his team

as possible, should one or

more falter.

A walk through Buser's

Happy Trails Kennel, nes-

tled in a region of lakes,

near the Little Susitna

River, with mountains

looming in the distance, re-

veals a range of personalities and phenotypes, from his

lop ear, short-coated houndy dogs to the more tradi-

tional husky look of leaders D2 and Dave. When the

time comes to run, even in front of the all-terrain ve-

hicle used for training during August, Buser's dogs are

ready and eager to log a few of their 2,000 annual

miles. Buser, who knows intimately the gait, habit, and

personality of each dog, issues commands in a normal

tone of voice. He stops when the dogs are performing

well to congratulate and pet each one. This positive re-

inforcement, representing a new wave among mushers,

pays off.

High-quality nutrition and veterinary care, good

breeding and upbringing have gready improved the

health of the Alaskan husky, providing the dogs with a

better Ufe than many house pets have and certainly bet-

ter than those of their forebears. Excellent Alaskan

huskies are now available to almost anyone with the

money to buy and maintain them. But money alone

cannot purchase victory. AH else being equal, the top

mushers in any race will be those who share a deep,

inarticulate bond with their dogs. D
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Synthetic chemicals in the environment may be wreaking havoc with tIJ

InJuly 1991, agroup ofscientists
—including Tlieo Colborn,

then a fellow at the W. Alton Jones Foundation, and John

Peterson (Pete) Myers, the foundation's director—gathered at

the Wingspread conference center near Racine, Wisconsin, to

discuss their concerns about hormone-disrupting chemicals in

the environment. They were disturbed by mounting evidence

that synthetic compounds found in pesticides and industrial

chemicals were wreaking havoc with endocrine systems.

The scientists shared information on a broad range of spe-

cies with problems that ranged from thyroid dysfunction, de-

creased fertility, and gross birth deformities to feminization of\

males, masculinization offemales, and compromised immune

systems. Many of the chemical compounds under discussion

had an affinityfor estrogen receptors in particular, and their ef-

fects on wildlife paralleled those seen in humans exposed to the

synthetic estrogen DES (diethylstilbestrol) . Although environ-
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Did the decline in the

percentage of

successful bald eagle

nests along Florida's

west coast nnean the

birds were sterile?

The late 1940s: Gulf Coast, Florida

Charles Broley began his study of Florida's bald eagles

in 1939 at the suggestion of the National Audubon So-

ciety. In the early 1940s, Broley followed 125 active

nests along the peninsula's west coast from Tampa to

Fort Myers and banded some 150 young eaglets each

year. In 1947 the picture suddenly changed. The num-

ber of eaglets began dropping sharply, and in the suc-

ceeding years, Broley witnessed bizarre behavior in

many of the eagle pairs. At nesting sites he had visited

for thirteen years, two-thirds of the adult birds ap-

peared indifferent to nesting, courtship, and mating. As

Broley continued his work through the niid- 1950s, he

became convinced that 80 percent of Florida's bald ea-

gles were sterile.

The late 1950s: England

Although otters were no longer as plentiful as in earlier

times, the traditional sport of otter hunting continued

relatively unchanged into the mid-twentieth century.

To the sounds of horns and baying hounds, hunters still

pursued their prey; by the end of the 1950s, however,

they began to have trouble finding otters to hunt.

When conservationists finally took note of the prob-

lem, some suspected the pesticide dieldrin, but later

work pointed to another synthetic chenrical.

From Our Stolen Future: How We Ale Ttireatenmg Out Fertility. Ii>telllgence, and Survlval-A Si^lenlllic Detective Story, by Theo Colborn. Dianne Dumanoski, and John Peterson Myers. Copyright © Theo Colborn, Dianne R



(iidocrine systems of humans and animals

nicntiil hormone disrupters were known mainly for their effects

on wildlife, the scientists at the Wingspread meeting concluded

that the substances had the potential to cause large-scale dys-

function in humans as well.

In Our Stolen Future, a new book excerpted here, Tlieo

Colborn and Pete Myers have joinedforces with environmen-

tal science writer Dianne Dumanoski to survey the problem.

Tltey have found that hormone-disrupting chemicals are ubiq-

uitous and that the pathologies they cause may result even

from extremely low levels of exposure. Although many syn-

thetic chemicals have been tested for carcinogenic effects, few

have been scrutinized for their impact on the human endocrine

system. As the authors ofOur Stolen Future observe, ifsuch

substances are causing wide-scale disruption of the hormones

that enable us to grow and reproduce, ive may be witnessing an

evolutionary tragedy in the making.—B. D. S.

Mink Reproduction

DDT-contamination level (parts per million)

The mid-1960s: Lake Michigan

The mink industry that had grown up around the

Great Lakes because of the ready supply of cheap fish

had begun to falter because of the animals' mystifying

reproductive problems. Females weren't producing

pups. Michigan State University researchers eventually

linked the reproductive failure to PCBs (polychlori-

nated biphenyls), a family of synthetic chemicals used

to insulate electrical equipment. Curiously, a decade

earlier, other mink herds in the Midwest had crashed

after the animals were fed scraps from chickens that had

been given the growth-promoting drug DES. Al-

though the symptoms were strikingly similar to those

1 Peterson Myers, 1996. Reprinted by arrangement with Dutton Signet, a division of Penguin Boolts USA, inc.
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Was DDT affecting sea

gull reproduction? Male

gull emoryos injected
,

with pesticides were

feminized, as were all

those receiving

estradiol, a natural

estrogen. > ;-4?;

of the Michigan incident, the second crash offish-fed

mink could not be linked to DES.

The early 1970s: Channel Islands,

Southern California

Working on San Nicolas Island in 1968, Ralph

Schreiber, of the Los Angeles County Natural History

Museum, spotted some gull nests with unusually large

numbers of eggs. Since gulls rarely incubate more than

three eggs at a time, Schreiber mimediately suspected

that more than one female was laying in these nests.

Four years later, George and Molly Hunt, of the Uni-

versity of California at Irvine, noticed the same phe-
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nomenon on Santa Barbara Island. They also saw thin-

ning eggshells in the gull colony, leading them to ex-

pect the birds were suffering from DDT exposure.

Over the next two decades, nesting female pairs would

be found among the herring gulls in the Great Lakes,

glaucous guUs in Puget Sound, and roseate terns off the

coast of Massachusetts. Were the females sharing nests

because of a shortage of males?

The 1980s: Lake Apopka, Florida

Surveys showed that in some Florida lakes, 90 percent

of aUigator eggs hatched, but at Lake Apopka the

hatching rate barely reached 18 percent. Even worse,

half of those that hatched died within ten days. Louis

GuiUette, a University of Florida reptile biologist, felt
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there was Htde question that the problems were linked

to a 1980 chemical spill, after which more than 90 per-

cent of the alligators disappeared. But why, after the
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s Structure of

iestradiol, above, is

basically the same

in all vertebrate

animals. Such

shared elements of

physiology may

explain why such

a broad range of

organisms are

similarly

vulnerable to

environmental

hormone

disrupters.

Crossing tlie tolerance ttireshold

On April 22, 1971, an unusual report appeared in the

New EnglandJournal ofMedicine. A team of doctors from

Massachusetts General Hospital had found clear-cell

cancer of the vagina—an extremely rare form of cancer

that almost never strikes women under fifty—in eight

patients, aged fifteen through twenty-two. The doctors

also found a common factor. Of the eight patients,

seven were daughters of women who had taken the

synthetic estrogen diethylstilbestrol (DES) during the

first three months of pregnancy.

Developed in 1938, DES was commonly prescribed

for women v/ith problem pregnancies in the belief that

insufficient estrogen levels caused miscarriages and pre-

mature births. In the decades that foUovv'ed, doctors

also began to recommend the drug for untroubled

pregnancies, as well as for a number of other conditions

ranging from acne to prostate cancer. College clinics

also doled out DES as a "morning after" contraceptive,

and farmers used tons of the substance in animal feed to

fatten livestock.

Regardless of the compelling association between

DES and vaginal cancer reported by the Massachusetts

General team, some in the medical and scientific com-

munities remained skeptical that a prenatal exposure to

DES could cause cancer. The issue was still unsetded

when John McLachlan, a young researcher who spe-

cialized in the transfer of drugs and other chemicals

into the uterus, arrived at the National Institute ofEn-

vironmental Health Sciences near Raleigh, North Car-



; waters were again clear, were researchers still finding

hatching problems, and why did at least 60 percent of

the males have abnormally tiny penises?

1990s: Copenhagen, Denmark

Over the years, Niels Skakkebaek, a reproductive re-

searcher at the University of Copenhagen, had seen

Itimore and more human sperm abnormalities, as well as

• a drop in the typical sperm count. At the same time,

Denmark's rate of testicular cancer had tripled. Skakke-

baek also noticed low sperm counts and unusual cells in

the testes of men who developed this type of cancer.

Were the findings connected? He and his colleagues

eventually reviewed sixty-one studies, most from the

United States and Europe, but also from Asia, South

Human Sperm Concentration
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Copepliagen, charted a

worldwide decline in

16% human sperm, counts.
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America, an(i Africa. They were stunned to find that

average human male sperm counts had dropped by al-

most 50 percent between 1938 and 1990. D
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Hormone mimics Organochlorines and other synthetic compounds

can also bind to cellular receptors and elicit hormonal responses

that may be stronger or weaker than those evoked naturally.

Hormone blocker Some compounds bind with cellular receptors

without detectable effects. By outcompetingthe natural hormone

for receptor sites, however, they suppress natural responses.

olina. In subsequent animal studies, McLachlan and his

colleagues demonstrated not only that female mice ex-

posed to DES in the womb eventually developed vagi-

nal adenocarcinoma but also that exposed males turned

up with congenital reproductive-system problems,

ranging from undescended testicles to abnormal sperm

to reduced fertility. DES had somehow interfered with

hormonal messages during the rodents' prenatal devel-

opment.

In the years that followed, ample evidence came to

light Unking DES not only to human vaginal cancer

but also to deformities of the reproductive tract. DES

daughters have higher than normal chances of miscar-

riage, ectopic pregnancy, and premature deUveiy

How do hormone mimics such as DES disrupt the

endocrine system? To act, a hormone must tmd—and

bind with—the appropriate receptors in and on cells.

Once joined to the receptor, hormones move into the

cell's nucleus, targeting genes that "turn on" the bio-

logical activity associated with the hormone. DES

binds to estrogen receptors, which are found inside

cells in many parts of the body, including the uterus, John McLachlan's

breasts, brain, and liver. The synthetic hormone has animal studies

two troublesome traits. First, it triggers certain parts of showed that DES

the reproductive system more effectively than does exposure in a

estradiol, one of the body's own estrogens. Perhaps prei;nant Jenialc

even more important, it manages to circumvent a often rcsnlicd in

mechanism that protects the fetus from the develop- reproductive tract

mentally disruptive effects of excessive estrogen expo- abiiorinahtics in her

sure. Normally, special maternal and fetal blood pro- offspring.
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teins soak up almost all excess circulating estrogen. But

they do not recognize DES. As a consequence, DES in

the fetal blood supply remains biologically active.

How many other human-made chemicals act in this

way is a major unanswered question. But evidence sug-

gests that, like DES, other compounds can also make

end runs around the body's defense mechanisms. If so,

the unborn—whether humans or other animals—are

vulnerable to disruption from many quarters.

To date, researchers have identified at least fifty-one

chemicals—many ofthem common—that disrupt hor-

mones in one way or another. Some mimic estrogen as

DES does, but others interfere with other parts of the

endocrine system, such as thyroid and testosterone me-

tabolism. The tally includes large chemical families

—

the 209 compounds classified as polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBs), the 75 dioxins, and the 135 furans

—

that have myriad, documented disruptive effects.

One hundred thousand synthetic chemicals are

now on the market around the world. Each year about

a thousand new substances are introduced, most of

them without adequate testing and review. Some that

Here, There, Everywhere
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TTieir breast-

cancer research

disrupted by a

mysterious

contaminant,

physicians Ana

Soto and Carlos

Sonnenschein

traced the problem

to equipment in

their laboratory.

Chasing the plastic Imposters

The threat ot hormone-disrupting chemicals has come

to light largely through a series of accidental discover-

ies and surprises, but none more bizarre than the inci-

dent that took place just after Christmas 1987 at Tufts

Medical School in Boston. For more than two decades,

physicians Ana Soto and Carlos Sonnenschein had

been exploring why cells multiply—a fundamental

question in biology, as well as one central to the mys-

tery of cancer, in which cells run amok. Rather than

looking for growth factors, however, the two were in

hot pursuit of an inhibitor. Assuming that proliferation

was the norm, they were trying to find what stops cell

growth by experimenting with a strain ot human breast

cancer cells that multiplies in the presence of estrogen.

By 1985, Sonnenschein and Soto had found that ifthey

removed the estrogen from blood serum through a spe-

cial charcoal-filtering process and then added the

serum to estrogen-sensitive breast cancer cells, the cells

would stop multiplying. Ivio years later, they were

struggling to isolate and purify the specific substance in

the serum that had given the stop signal.

Working with cells in tissue culture can be a tricky

business. There is only one way of doing things—im-

peccably. Any lapse in discipline—the least hint ot slop-

piness—can ruin weeks, months, even years of work.

To eliminate potential problems, Sonnenschein and

Soto took elaborate precautions and never had a prob-

lem—until that final week of 1987.

Sonnenschein had prepared a series of multiweUed

plastic plates, placing breast cancer cells in twelve small

cups and then adding varying levels of estrogen or of

the estrogen-free serum to the tiny cell colonies. Four

days later, the two scientists returned to the lab to see
,

how the cells had fared. According to the routine, they

would examine the cells under the microscope before

transferring them from the plates to special counting

vials for tallying by an electronic particle counter. Over

the years, they had done hundreds of variations of this

experiment.

Somehow the first plate didn't look right, so Son-

nenschein adjusted the microscope and looked again.
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have been found harmful have been withdrawn from

use in the United States, but according to U. S. cus-

toms export records, analyzed by the Foundation for

Advancements in Science and Education, in 1991 the

United States exported at least 4. 1 million pounds of

pesticides that have been banned, restricted, or volun-

tarily withdrawn from use domestically. Overall, ex-

ports included 40 million pounds of compounds

known to be endocrine disrupters.

Yearly, five billion pounds of pesticides are applied

worldwide, not only to agricultural fields but also in

t

parks, schools, restaurants, supermarkets, homes, and

gardens. Although synthetic chemicals now seem an

inextricable part of the fabric ofmodern life, they have

only come into use fairly recently.

Now scientists are finding evidence that hormone-

disrupting chemicals may have combined effects and

that seemingly insignihcant quantities of individual

chemicals can have a major cumulative effect. The

magnitude of this problem is still unknown, but those

who have watched the list of hormone disrupters grow

think the age of discovery is far from over. D

A. ^ W

( The whole plate—every single colony growing in the

I

specially modified blood serum—was as crowded as a

I subway train at rush hour. The estrogen-sensitive breast

cancer cells were not only multiplying, but they were

i doing so regardless of whether estrogen had been

added. In all their years of cell work, Soto and Sonnen-

scheiii had never seen anything like it. Something had

gone seriously wrong. It had to be some sort of estro-

gen contamination, because non-estrogen-sensitive

cells in other experiments were behaving as expected.

Carefully preparing another batch of plates with

breast cancer cells, the two scientists again saw gallop-

ing proliferation. It wasn't a fleeting event. The myste-

rious source of contamination had to be somewhere in

I the lab. To trace it would mean a tedious process of

elimination. It would be tour long, frustrating months

of checking and rechecking procedures and equipment

I before the two finally tracked down a source—and two

I whole years before they were able to put a name to the

chemical contaminant that was causing the cells to pro-

liferate. The source was the orange-capped Corning

centrifuge tubes that the researchers had always re-

! garded as benign and inert. But something in the tubes

appeared to be biologically active.

These findings prompted Sonnenschein and Soto

and other Tufts representatives to meet with Corning

officials on July 12, 1988. At that meeting, Soto and

Sonnenschein learned that Corning had recendy mod-

ified the composition of the plastic resin in the tubes to

make them less brittle. The company had not changed

the catalog number on the item, however. When Soto

asked about the chemical content of the new resin,

Corning declined to disclose the information on the

grounds that it was a "trade secret."

Worried about the possible broader imphcations of

their discovery, Sonnenschein and Soto determined to

purify the offending compound and to make a prelim-

inary identification using mass spectrometry analysis.

Finally, at the end of 1 989 they had a definitive answer:

the active component in the plastic was p-nonylphenol,

part of a family of synthetic chemicals known as

alkylphenols and commonly added to polystyrene and

polyvinyl chlorides (PVCs) to make them more stable

and less breakable. The plastic centrifuge tubes in

which Soto and Sonnenschein had stored serum had

been of polystyrene—a plastic that, depending on the

manufacturer, may or may not contain nonylphenol.

Searching the scientific literature, the investigators

found bits and pieces of information that only height-

ened their concern. One study reported that PVCs

containing alkylphenols were used in the food-proces-

sing and food-packaging industries. Another investiga-

tion found nonylphenol contamination in water that

had passed through PVC tubing. Soto and Sonnen-

schein even discovered that nonylphenol had been used

in synthesizing nonox'ynyl-9—a compound in contra-

ceptive cream. Yet another experiment demonstrated

that nonoxynyl-9 broke down into nonylphenol in lab-

oratory rats.

To ascertain whether p-nonylphenol acted like an

estrogen in living animals—not just in a lab dish—Soto

and Sonnenschein injected the substance into rats.
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They found that in female rats without ovaries, p-

nonylphenol caused the hning of the uterus to prohfer-

ate (as would have happened had the animals been

given natural estrogen)

.

The researchers also learned that alkylphenol poly-

ethoxylates (chemicals found in many detergents, pesti-

cides, and personal-care products) can break down into

nonylphenol and other chemicals that mimic estrogens

when they encounter bacteria in animals' bodies, in the

environment, or in sewage treatment plants. Although

alkylphenol polyethoxylates have been in wide use

since the 1940s, they came under scrutiny in the 1980s

because of their toxic effect on aquatic Ufe. By the late

1980s, several European countries had already banned

their use. In 1990, the United States was still using

more than 450 million pounds annually.

When Soto and Sonnenschein published their find-

ings in 1991, even veteran investigators of hormone-

disrupting chemicals were shaken. For years, the ongo-

ing discussion about possible human health risks from

synthetic chemicals had been based on the assumption

that most human exposure comes from chemical

residues, primarily pesticides, in food and water. Now

Soto and Sonnenschein had discovered hormone dis-

rupters where you would least expect them—in ubiq-

uitous products made from materials considered benign

and inert. Here was glaring evidence of our vast igno-

rance about the dangers in our everyday environment.

While Soto and Sonnenschein were chasing conta-

mination in their lab, a similar drama was unfolding at

the opposite end of the country, at Stanford University

School of Medicine in Palo Alto, California. In this

case, too, an estrogen-mimicking compound was

traced to plastic lab equipment—^but the culprit sub-

stance had not been linked with polystyrene products

or nonylphenol. The Stanford team found another es-

trogen mimic, bisphenol-A, leaching fi^om polycarbon-

ate, an entirely different kind of plastic. Polycarbonate

is used in the manufacture of lab flasks, as well as many

consumer products, such as the giant jugs used to bot-

tle drinking water.

Here again, the discovery was accidental and oc-

curred only because the scientists were conducting re-

search with estrogen-sensitive cells—in this case, yeast.

In the course of their experiments, the Stanford re-

searchers, headed by endocrinologist David Feldman,

Altered Destinies

Si
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Up against evolution

Because our knowledge of hormone receptors has

grown rapidly since they were first identified in the

mid-1960s, we are now beginning to understand why

synthetic chemicals have such dramatic effects across an

astonishing range of species. Classic accounts of evolu-

tion tend to emphasize innovation and change, but

there has also been a strong conservative streak in the

history of Hfe on Earth.

As scientists have explored hormone chemistry in

various animals, they have marveled at the lack of

change over millions of years of evolution. Whether in

a turtle, a mouse, or a human, the endocrine system

produces a chemically identical form of estrogen

—

estradiol—that binds to an estrogen receptor. The dis-

covery of similar estrogen receptors in animals as differ-

ent as turtles and humans argues for an endocrine

system that arose early in the evolution of vertebrates.

Although research has demonstrated that imposter

chemicals bind with the estrogen receptor, it has not

yet illuminated why the receptor readily accepts them.

The similar efl:ects of DDT and DES led scientists to

suspect a common structural feature, but to their be-

wilderment, they found that the receptor binds to

chemicals with strikingly different structures.

The problem is large, and it is by no means re-

stricted to environmental estrogens. Other classes of

chemicals affect different parts of the endocrine system,

such as thyroid- and testosterone-mediated processes.

Still others inhibit the body's ability to produce steroid

hormones in the first place.

The pressing question is whether humans are al-

ready suffering damage from half a century of exposure

to endocrine-system disrupters. Have these chemicals

already altered individual destinies by scrambUng the

chemical messages that guide development? Many of

those famihar with the scientific case beUeve the answer

is yes. But whether hormone-disrupting compounds

are also having a broad impact across the human popu-

lation is difficult to assess and even harder to prove.

This is so because of the nature of the contamination,

the transgenerational effects, and the long lag time be-

fore damage becomes evident.

The chemical age has created products, institutions,

and cultural attitudes that require synthetic chemicals

to sustain them. The task that confronts us over the

next half century is one of redesign. We must find safer

ways to meet human needs. As we work to create a fu-

ture where children can be born free of chemical con-

tamination, our scientific knowledge and technological

e.xpertise will be crucial. Nothing, however, will be

more important to human well-being and survival than

the wisdom to appreciate that however great our

knowledge, our ignorance is even greater. D



found a contaminant binding to a yeast protein. The

estrogen mimic proved to be the bisphenol-A in the lab

flasks they used to sterihze water.

In a 1993 paper, the Stanford team reported their

discovery and their discussions with the manufacturer

of the polycarbonate, GE Plastics Company. Appar-

ently aware that bisphenol-A leaches out, particularly if

"lexposed to high temperatures and caustic cleaners, the

company had developed a special washing regimen to

eliminate the problem. Stanford began working with

GE and soon discovered that the company's chemical

• assay could not detect bisphenol-A at levels below ten

parts per billion. Yet two to five parts per billion of

bisphenol-A was enough to prompt an estrogenic re-

sponse in cells in the laboratory. GE officials con-

tended, however, that polycarbonate containers are un-

llikely to leach bisphenol-A in normal use because they

would not be subject to the high temperatures required

for sterilization.

Spurred by the Tufts researchers' report of biologi-

cally active plastics, scientists at Spain's University of

Granada decided to investigate the plastic coatings that

manufacturers use to line metal cans. These often in-

conspicuous coatings are because of concerns that met-

als might contaminate the food or impart a metallic

taste. Such plastic linings are reportedly found in 85

percent of food cans in the United States and about 40

percent of those sold in Spain. The brother-and-sister

team of Maria-Fatima Olea, a food toxicologist, and

Nicolas Olea, a physician specializing in endocrine

cancers, analyzed twenty brands of canned foods pur-

chased in the two countries. They discovered bisphe-

nol-A (the same chemical that Stanford researchers had

found leaching from polycarbonate lab flasks) in stun-

ningly high concentrations in such canned foods as

corn, artichokes, and peas. Bisphenol-A contamination

was detected in about half the canned foods they ana-

lyzed. In some instances, the cans contained as much as

eighty parts per billion—twenty-seven times the

amount that the Stanford team reported was enough to

make breast cancer cells proliferate. Even though syn-

thetic estrogens are less active than natural hormones,

at such levels they may be contributing significantly to

human exposures. Biologically active plastics were

leaching from "metal" cans, where one would not ex-

pect to find plastic at all. D

arson Redux
Theo Colborn creates

her own legacy

When Theo Colborn arrived in

the District of Columbia in 1985,

a fifty-eight-year-old grand-

mother with a brand new Ph.D.

in zoology, she had no particular

interest in biological effects of

synthetic chemicals. She had been

a pharmacist in New Jersey and a

sheep rancher in Colorado before

she decided to fulfill a long-held

desire—to go to graduate school

to study ecology. Through a life-

long passion for watching birds,

she had been dra'wn into the

growing environmental move-

ment and had spent years working

as a volunteer on western water

issues. Although some male advis-

ers had been skeptical about in-

vesting energy in a fifty-some-

thing graduate student, Colborn

persisted and won a slot as a con-

gressional fellow at the Office of

Technology Assessment.

Colborn next joined a project

at the Conservation Foundation,

a nonprofit think tank in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, to assess the

health of the Great Lakes. Al-

though the lakes' waters had im-

proved markedly thanks to envi-

ronmental regulation, Colborn's

search through the scientific liter-

ature led her to believe that seri-

ous problems remained. Blinded

like others by a preoccupation

with cancer—which in the past

three decades has become syn-

onymous with the words "toxic

chemicals"—Colborn at first

missed important clues.

Gradually, however, she began

to see patterns emerging from the

studies. The animals with the

greatest problems proved to be

top predators, such as lake trout,

snapping turtles, and bald eagles.

And although adult animals often

appeared to be doing fine, their

offspring had myriad problems

—

primarily matters of derailed de-

velopment.

Colborn then began to inves-

tigate the human-made contami-

nants found in the tissues of trou-

bled wildlife. She found evidence

in the scientific literature to con-

firm her hunch that many of these

contaminants were disrupting

hormones that regulate the body's

vital processes and guide develop-

ment. Seven years later, Colborn

is still on the trail of hormonaUy

active chemicals, exploring the

implications of such contamina-

tion for wildlife and human

health.

—
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South Africa's Karoo yields

fossils of formidable plant

eaters

By Gillian King

A few years ago, paleontolo-

gists exploring the deserdike

Karoo region of South Africa

came upon some curious

coiled tubes in the area's 250-

miUion-year-old rocks. Some

r\\"ent\'-four inches in length

and six to eight inches in di-

am^eter, these fossilized

corkscrews led to enlarged

chambers within the rocks.

The most common fossil ani-

mal found in the area's rocks

—

and the right size to have oc-

cupied the corkscrews—^was

Diicwdon galeops. a far-distant

relative of mammals. Thanks

to its abundance in Karoo fos-

sils, this creature is one of the

best-known extinct verte-

brates. Diictodon adults were

the size of small dogs and had

rather long, slink\- bodies.

Thousands of specimens of

voung as we]l as adults and ot

rare body skeletons as well as

numerous skulls, have been

unearthed.

The corkscrews appear to

be the spiral entrances ofbur-

rows that led to the animals'

sleeping or brooding cham-

bers. Although we don't know

for certain whether Diictodon

e.xcavated the burrows or bor-

rowed them from other ani-

mals, scratch marks within the

burrows are consistent \\ith

the animal's using its blunt

claws and horny beak to dig

the spiral passages.

Diictodon belonged to a

group of animals known as di-

cynodonts. Unlike the pole-

cat-shaped Diictodon, most di-

cynodonts were squat,

barrel-bodied, lumbering

beasts that ranged from rat size

to hippo size. Their front legs

sprawled out from the chest,

while their back legs were

more upright and puUed in

partly under the body. Not

built for speed or agility, they

fm

Karoo, Cape Province

The stark Karoo

landscape is broken

only oaasionally by

the odd bush or sheep

or by flat-topped

hilb, known as

kopjes, where the

rocks have weathered

to reveal gray, green,

and purplish layers.
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were most likely capable of

powerful movements, such as

digging or burrowing.

In the prime of the dicyn-

odonts, other groups such as

manunals, birds, and dinosaurs

had not yet arisen. The fore-

bears of such reptUes as croco-

diles and lizards had appeared,

although not in large numbers.

Dicynodonts were members of

a larger group that had di-

verged much earlier from rep-

tile ancestors. Often referred

to by the unenlightening and

not very distinctive name

"mammaUike reptiles," these

creatures could not be classi-

fied with either the cold-

blooded, scaly-skinned reptiles

or with the warmblooded,

hairy mammals. Rather, they

were seen as bridging an evo-

lutionary gap between the two

major groups. One subgroup

of the so-caUed mammaUike

reptiles, the cynodonts, even-

tually gave rise to true mam-

mals. But most, including the

once-abundant, diverse, and

widespread dicynodonts, even-

tually became extinct, leaving

no direct line of descendants,

only fossils as evidence of their

existence.

Success story

By whatever criterion for

success one chooses—numbers

of individuals, diversity of spe-

cies, geographic range, or du-

ration through geological

time—the dicynodonts stand

out as one of the most success-

ful groups of animals that have

ever lived. The earliest dicyn-

odonts known are from re-

mains discovered in Russia and

South Africa and date back

some 260 million years, to the

middle of the Permian period.

At this stage, dicynodonts

were rare, but within the next

ten milKon years they became

coirunon enough to have left

the abundant remains found in

Karoo rocks and to have colo-

nized several continents.

The dicynodonts also have

the distinction of being the

first vertebrates to have be-

come diverse and efficient

herbivores. Before the advent

of dicynodonts, the most im-

portant plant eaters were in-

sects and other invertebrates.

South Africa during the

Permian offered the dicyn-

odonts a lush realm for feed-

ing, at least seasonally. Today

the arid Karoo landscape is

broken only occasionally by

the odd bush or the flat-

topped hills known as kopjes,

but some 250 million years

ago, the area was a vast plain

crisscrossed by rivers the size

of the Mississippi. The cUmate

was warm to hot, and dry pe-

riods were interrupted by sea-

sonal rainfall that caused flash

flooding. {Diktodon burrows,

dug into the banks of Karoo

rivers, would have been sub-

ject to intermittent inunda-

tion. This may account for the

abundance and fine preserva-

tion of fossils of this creature;

many may have perished

within the sediment-fdled

burrows.) Vegetation fringed

the great watercourses and

formed bamboolike stands in

the water itself. Grasses and

flowering plants had not yet

made an appearance on earth;

conifers, ferns, horsetails, and

now-extinct plants such as

seed-ferns dominated the

weU-watered habitat.

A competitive edge

Why had no previous verte-

brates taken advantage of this

green world by speciahzing in

herbivory? Some predecessors

and contemporaries of the di-

cynodonts, such as the sail-

fmned pelycosaurs, were in-

deed herbivores, but they

could only chop off pieces of

plants and bolt them down,

leaving the gut to salvage some

nutrients during digestion. Di-
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Fossilized remains oj two Diictodon. Fossil burrows and dicynodont hones are abundant in the Karoo.



cynodonts were the first land

vertebrates to evolve sliding

jaws for crushing plant tissue

and quickly extracting nutri-

ents. In short, they were able

to chew.

Surprisingly, despite their

jaw mechanism, most dicyn-

odonts were toothless, except

for two large, canineUke tusks

in the upper jaw. (These tusks

give dicynodonts their name,

which means "two doglike

teeth.") The tusks do not seem

to have been involved in food

shredding; that job was han-

dled by an extensive covering

of tough, horny material on

the jaws. This horn was often

built up into ridges and plat-

forms, rather hke the horn in

ijaws ofsome present-day tur-

tles, and provided a constantly

t renewed surface against which

plants could be pulverized.

Dicynodonts speeded up the

extraction of nutrients by

starting the process in the

mouth. This meant that they

Present-day grazers

could obtain more nutrients

from fewer plants; in a seasonal

environment like the Karoo,

this could have given them a

competitive edge.

Dicynodonts varied in their

ways of dealing with the plants

they fed upon. These varia-

tions on the successful feeding

theme led to the possibility of

diversification, and, indeed,

dicynodonts occupied a vari-

ety of niches in the ancient

Karoo, depending on whether

they were browsers or grazers,

choppers or grinders. Some

fed on roots, some on leaves,

some on fruiting bodies of

plants. Others may have sup-

plemented their plant diet

with an occasional insect.

Modern analogues

If we had to choose a mod-

ern-day counterpart to dicyn-

odonts, the best candidate

would be the rodents. Basi-

cally herbivorous and diverse,

they range greatly in size

while retaining the same gen-

eral skeletal framework, and

are abundant and widespread.

While the dicynodonts echo

these traits, they certainly did

not make their way around

their habitats with rodentlike

rapidity. Even the relatively

slender Diictodon was better

suited for tough work such as

burrowing.

We cannot tell whether Di-

ictodon, or indeed any dicyn-

odont, laid eggs or produced

hve young, or whether parents

looked after their offspring.

We do, however, have strong

evidence that males and fe-

males were distinguishable, or

sexually dimorphic. In a sam-

ple of hundreds o( Diictodon

skulls from one fossil locality,

almost equal numbers of skuUs

with tusks and skuUs without

them were found. Apparently

one sex—we can't be sure

which—had tusks, perhaps to

attract the opposite sex or to

brandish in contests for secur-

I

mg territory or mates.

Preliminary studies of Di-

ictodon jaws suggest that they

functioned rather hke wire-

cutters and would have been

appropriate for cutting up re-

sistant vegetation such as stems

or roots, possibly encountered

during the animals' subter-

ranean activities.

Survival tactics

Baby and juvenile Diictodon

skuUs have been found, the

smallest of which are less than

an inch long. As smallish her-

bivores with no obvious de-

fenses against the predators of

the day, individuals may well

have banded together in some

kind of loose herd to reduce

the chances of being caught

and possibly to protect their

young.

Some paleontologists have

suggested that some of the

later and much larger (hippo-

sized) dicynodonts also con-

. and the ungrazeable

.VcT rcldlcd to hut \;rcatly

resembling cactuses, euphorbias

contribute to the uniisuid plant Ufe

of Karoo National Park. Blach

eagles, wildcats, springbok,

gcinshoh. and rock hyraxcs are

among the park's denizens.

Mountain Zebra National Park in Cape Proinnce is home to herds of Cape Mountain zebras.



gregated in herds as they

roamed a landscape that was

becoming increasingly arid. If

plant life was diminished, di-

cynodonts might have had to

wander farther afield in search

of sufficient forage. Although

the adults might have been

large enough to be effectively

predator-proof on these jour-

neys, the young may have

been more vulnerable to at-

tacks from contemporars'

predators, probably the newly

emerging carnivorous dino-

saurs and their relatives.

Theme and variations

Many dicynodonts appear

to be variations on a basic

theme, while others depart

radically from the picture of a

generalized dicynodont such

as Diictodon. Cistecephalus, for

example, had a body only

about eight inches long. Both

its head and body were modi-

fied in ways that resemble

adaptations to digging seen in

present-day animals such as

moles. Its robust foreUmbs

could have produced a power-

ful digging stroke. Cistecephalus

had a sohd head with enor-

mous eye sockets, quite unlike

those of moles. Scientists have

therefore speculated that Ciste-

cephalus spent much of its time

above ground, rooting around

after dark, using its large eyes

to watch for predators.

At the end of the Permian,

about 255 million years ago, a

total of thirty-five dicynodont

genera are known to have ex-

isted. At the beginning of the

Triassic, about 245 million

years ago, the sole genus that

persisted was Lystrosaurus.

Dicynodont diversity had

diminished, but extraordinary

numbers of Lystrosaurus

roamed the earth. Their re-

mains have been found m
rocks worldwide. After the

heyday of Lystrosaurus, dic^oio-

donts never became common
again, and by the end of the

Triassic, 210 million years ago.

and the tameable

after 50 million years on earth,

they were gone.

Many theories have been

advanced to account for the

dicynodonts' extinction.

Competition with new. up-

and-coming animals—the

cynodonts; the weird, beaked

herbivores known as rhyn-

chosaurs; and early dino-

saurs—was a popular theory

until scientists noticed that the

rise of these groups did not

coincide with the fall of the

dicynodonts. Nor can a cata-

strophic event, such as a mete-

orite hitting the earth, be in-

voked to explain times ot

dicynodont crisis.

Dry demise

More likely, climatic

changes that increased aridity

also affected the vegetation on

which dicynodonts fed, thus

leading to their demise. As the

supercontinent Pangea drifted

northward toward the equator,

the climate in large areas be-

came more and more arid.

Some plants must have died

out, while others adapted to

dryness in ways that made

them less accessible or less

palatable to herbivores. Dicyn-

odonts would have had to

adapt or die. At the end of the

Permian, they managed to

adapt to enough new niches,

or to hold on to enough old

ones, so that the group sur-

vived into the Triassic. But fi-

nally, increasing aridity and

higher temperatures must have

undermined these creatures,

which had evolved tor success-

ful colonization ot tairly moist,

temperate niches.

After developing the appa-

ratus for efficient chewing,

these masters of plant eating in

the PeriTuan-Triassic world

died out when that world

changed. Of the so-called

mammallike reptOes, only di-

cynodonts' distant cousins, the

cynodonts, left descendants.

Today, mammalian grazers and

browsers carry on the great

tradition of herbivory. D

4 1 ^ ^ I I IS urc dotred with

desertworthy grasses and

punctuated by rugged

promontories.

Ostriches roam wild w Capt Pioi'uice and have also been successfullyfarmed in the Karoo area.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS

Waiting f o r H a I e - B q p p

I By Joe Rao

Speeding along at a million

miles a day, the newly discov-

ered comet Hale-Bopp is

hurtling toward the inner solar

system, where by next spring it

may become the brightest

comet in decades. The new

comet IS named for two Ameri-

can amateur astronomers who

first reported it last July 23. It

seemed unusually bright even

though it was some 650 million

miles from the Sun, suggesting

that it's either a whopper of a

comet or an ordinary one going

through a temporary outburst.

This is what comet Kohoutek

did in late 1973, prompting

many to prematurely label it the

comet of the century.

Kohoutek flopped because it

was a "virgin" comet, making

its first trip in from far beyond

the orbiting planets. The ices

covering the comet were rapidly

consumed as they approached

the relative warmth ot the inner

solar system and evaporated,

generating a cloud of highly re-

flective gas and dust, which

forms the halos and long tails

that make comets visible. By the

time Kohoutek was to make its

closest pass to the Sun, its icy

coating was spent.

Initial worries that Hale-

Bopp inight also fizzle have

been eased by a very taint blur

ot light found by an Australian

astronomer on a photographic

plate taken on April 27, 1993.

This eariier sighting has been

used to reconstruct the comet's

orbit, which has repeatedly car-

I The Planets in March

Mercury wiU not be visible this month. The innermost planet is

passing behind the Sun, reaching superior conjunction on the 28th.

Venus, which is approaching a favorable eastern elongation in

April, stands 40° above the southwestern horizon at sunset and sets

about four hours later. It grows more briUiant this month, reaching

magnitude -4.3 by the 31st. On the evening of the 22d, Venus will

be well above and to the right of a lovely crescent Moon. It will end

the month high in the west at sunset, only 2° below the Pleiades.

Mars, hidden by the Sun, wiH reach solar conjunction on the 4th.

Jupiter rises in the southeast three to four hours before sunup and

is still east of the meridian at dawn. On the 4th, it will lie 3.6°

north of the second-magnitude star Nunki, the brightest star in the

handle of the teapot-shaped constellation Sagittarius. On the

following morning, if you examine Jupiter with binoculars or a

telescope, you will see it passing very close to a fifth-magnitude star,

which appears like a bright new Galilean satellite. On the morning

of the 14th, a fat, waning crescent Moon will be sitting above and

well off to the left ofJupiter.

Saturn, like Mercury and Mars, is hidden by the Sun's glare,

arriving at its solar conjunction on March 17.

Seven days after the discovery of

comet Hale-Bopp, this image was

taken with the 90-inch telescope

at the Paloinar Observatory.

ried it into the inner solar sys-

tem every 3,000 years or so. Ac-

cording to Brian Marsden, an

astronomer at the Harvard-

Smithsonian Center for Astro-

physics, the new comet's orbit

will bring it closest to the Sun

on April 1, 1997. Ifit fails to

perform as expected and can't

be easily seen, it's a good bet

that it will be rechristened "the

April Fool's comet."

Hale-Bopp will make its clos-

est approach to Earth on March

23, 1997, at a distance of 123

million miles. Traveling in an

orbit perpendicular to the plane

of the solar system, it is tracing a

greatly elongated eUipse, which

is about 33 biUion miles from

the Sun at its farthest point. If,

as Marsden calculates, the comet

has made repeated visits to the

inner solar system, then most of

Hale-Bopp's ices have probably

already evaporated, and what as-

tronomers are now seeing may

really be a big and bright ob-

ject—maybe ten times larger

and one hundred times brighter

than HaUey's comet.

The Moon IS full on the 5th at 4:22 p.m., EST; last quarter is on the

12th at 12:14 P.M., EST; new phase is on the 19th at 5:44 a.m.,

EST; and first quarter is on the 26th at 8:30 pm., EST. On the

evening of the 24th, look for the orange-red star Aldebaran just

below and to the right of the fat crescent Moon.

Comet Hale-Bopp is currently visible only with a telescope from

the Southern Hemisphere or from lower northern latitudes. But as

it moves up from the south and over the north pole of the Sun next

spring, it will be in good position for Northern Hemisphere

viewers. If you have access to the World Wide Web, there are a

number of Hale-Bopp home pages that give more information; for

those interested in trying to spot it with a telescope, try the

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics' page (http://

cfa-www.harvard.edu/cfa/ps/Headlines.html) for the coordinates of

the comet's position on any given day. It it brightens as expected,

we wiU provide more information in a tliture issue.

The Vernal Equinox occurs on March 20, at 3:03 pm., EST, when

spring officially begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

MeteorologistJoe Rao is a guest lecturer at the America}! Miiscuin-

Hayden Planetarium.
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tBy Robert H. Mohlenbrock

[n two habitats 800 miles

apart, scientists have saved tvvo

closely related wildflowers

from extinction by suppressing

the growth of competing

plants and using fire to stimu-

late the germination of dor-

mant seeds. One of these sites

is Langham Island, which lies

about forty miles southwest of

Chicago in a rocky gorge ot

the Kankakee River. Built

lupon a bed of dolomite, the

northern, downstream end of

the island is a flat-topped up-

land, while the southern, up-

stream end consists of a low-

lying deposit of alluvial soil.

Trees cover most of the island's

twenty-four acres. During the

spring, the winter ice breaks

up on the river, and much of

it is forced through the wide

channel to the west of Lang-

ham Island, scouring the is-

land's bank and felling trees

that grow close to the edge.

The island's claim to botani-

cal fame traces back to the

morning ofJune 29, 1872,

when the Reverend EUsworth

Jerome HiU of Kankakee—

a

pubhc school teacher and avid

amateur botanist—rode on

horseback to the village of Al-

torf on the banks of the

Kankakee River and then

crossed by boat to Langham

Island. The island had most

recently been owned by a

Potawatomie who had grown

some crops there, but most of

it was in a natural state. When
HiU climbed ashore on what

he called the "gravelly island,"

he found a number of rare na-

tive plants, including leafy

prairie clover, buffalo clover,

and a white-flowered violet.

But HiU's greatest discovery

was a group of four- to eight-

foot-tall plants whose pinkish

flowers resembled those of

hollyhock, but were a little

smaller. As it turned out. Hill

had found a plant new to

botanical science. Like the

hollyhock, the new plant be-

longed to the mallow family,

and it most resembled a spe-

cies in the Rocky Mountains.

But the scientific identification

of the plant remained unde-

cided until 1906, when

botanist Edward Lee Greene,

of the Smithsonian Institution,

decided to distinguish it as a

species in the same genus as

the Rocky Mountain flower.

He named it llianma reinota

("remote" because ot its great

distance from the Rockies).

Today we know this plant as

the Kankakee mallow, and it

grows in the wild only on

Langham Island.

In 1912, botamst Earl E.

Sherff began making regular

observations of the Kankakee

mallow, and as late as 1 945 he

reported that farming had

ceased on the island and that

the mallow was flourishing in

River refuge

flic Kankakee iiialloit' of Illinois,

labot'c. Left: A juniper tree across

I the channel from Langham Island,

hhe mallow's last home in the

I wild.

The Peters Mountain mallow

resembles the Kankakee species,

hut lacks its scent.

Rock Creek is a tributary of the Kankakee River
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an abandoned field. In the

meantime, other botanists and

plant enthusiasts helped dis-

tribute Kankakee mallow

seeds, so that today the species

grows as an ornamental in sev-

eral parts of the country.

By 1983, however, the

number of Kankakee mallow

plants on Langham Island had

dwindled to 180, according to

botanist John Schwegman, of

the lUinois Department of

Conservation. One reason for

this decline was the wide-

spread increase of nonnative

shrubs that apparently cast too

much shade for the mallow to

thrive. The U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service hsted the

plant as a candidate for endan-

gered species designation and

appointed Schwegman to

study it.

Schwegman concluded that

in the wild, the plant grew

best in a somewhat open

canopy that was subjected to

periodic disturbances. He rec-

ommended eradicating the ex-

Langham Island, B^dieyl
Illinois Kankaki

otic shrubs and then burning

the area, hoping not only to

reduce shrub density and aOow

more sunlight to come in but

also to stimulate germination

of Kankakee mallow seeds that

were lying dormant in the soil.

This strategy was introduced

in 1985, with the first fire set

on April 3. By midyear, sixty-

four new seedlings were lo-

cated, all from germination of

dormant seeds. Following

continued management,

enough of the plants now

thrive that the Fish and Wild-

life Service has never had to

hst this species as endangered.

CoincidentaUy, 800 miles to

the east, a related story has un-

folded. On August 3, 1927,

several members of the West

Virginia University Botanical

Expedition, led by professors

P. D. Strausbaugh and Earl L.

Core, set out to look for plants

on Peters Mountain, Virginia,

Far-flung relations?

MICHIGAN

a few miles across the state

Une. About 500 feet above the

New River, at an elevation of

approximately 2,000 feet, the

group entered a dry, open for-

est dominated by rather

stunted post oaks and rock

chestnut oaks. Beneath the

trees were several bare patches

of sandstone. Where soil had

fdled pockets in the sandstone,

wildflowers grew.

One of the wildflowers that

the botanists discovered grew

about six feet taU and had

pinkish flowers that looked

hke small hoUyhock blooms.

About fifty of these plants

were scattered over a small

area, many growing m full

sunlight because the trees were

so sparse and stunted. Taking a

few specimens back to the lab-

oratory for identification,

Strausbaugh and Core learned

that their plant was nearly

identical to the Kankakee mal-

low. There were a few differ-

ences, however: the Illinois

plants were a little taller on av-

erage, and they had a slight

fragrance, which the Virginia

plants lacked. The two also

differed slightly in the shape of

their leaves. To this day

botanists cannot agree upon

the exact status of these two

plants, although the Fish and

Wildlife Service recognizes

them as two distinct species,

calling the Virginia plant the

Peters Mountain mallow.

In 1984, botanists checking

the status of the Peters Moun-

tain mallow found it faring

even more poorly than the

Kankakee mallow. They were

able to locate only five plants

and no young seedlings. A
hiking trail that had cut

through the colony had intro-

duced a coarse, weedy wild-

flower called Canadian leafcup,

which had overtaken the un-

derstory and outcompeted the

mallow. To try to protect the

remaining plants, in May 1986
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Langham Island

is now an

Illinois Nature

Preserve.

Narrows

Peters Mountain,

Virginia

100 Miles

A similar management strategy in two habitats—one hi

Illinois and one hi Virginia—has saved tn>o rare mallows.

..



he Fish and Wildlife Service

idded the Peters Mountain

nallow to the federal list of

.-ndangered species and au-

horized a plan to prevent its

.-xtinction. The Canadian

eafcup was eliminated and

jurns were carried out in

1992 and 1993 under the lead-

:rship of the Virginia Depart-

nent of Conservation and

(Recreation. As a result, some

500 new seedlings came up.

To insure protection of the

Kankakee mallow, Langham

llsland—which is part ot

Kankakee River State Park

—

(has been designated an Illinois

Nature Preserve. The Nature

Conservancy recently pur-

chased the land on which the

Peters Mountain mallow

grows (it was previously in

private hands even though it

falls within the boundaries of

[efferson National Forest).

/With both species apparently

/iew to the new

on their way to recovery,

botanists may now return to

the question of why these two

closely related plants grow in

the wild in only two widely

separated locations.

Robert H. Mobknhrock, professor

emeritus ofplant biology at

Southern Illinois University, Car-

bondale, explores the biological

anil geological highlights of the

U. S. nationalforests and other

parklands.

For visitor information write:

Illinois Department of

Conservation

524 S. 2d Street

Lincoln Tower Plaza

Springfield, Illinois 62701

(217) 782-6302

Virginia Field Office

The Nature Conservancy

1233-A Cedars Court

Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

(804) 295-6106

Sbadbusb blooms near the mallow site on Peters Mountain, ovcrloohiug

the New River.
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Troy's Embattled Gold
In April, the Great Treasure of Troy discovered by

Heinrich Schliemann is scheduled to go on display,

for the first time in fifty years, at Moscow's

Pushkin Museum. For a history of the controversial

collection. Natural History goes to the site
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On the first Saturday of every

March, the fifty to sixty dog

teams participating in the Idi-

tarod Trail Sled Dog Race

leave downtown Anchorage

on the ceremonial leg of their

race to Nome— 1 ,000 or so

miles and ten to seventeen

days away. The mushers follo'w

bike traOs, then Glen High-

way, to Eagle River, seventeen

miles north of Anchorage.

From there the dogs are

loaded onto trucks and driven

thirty-five miles to Wasilla for

a night's rest. The next morn-

ing the teams restart in Wasilla;

then the timed race begins.

From WasiUa the teams make

an hour's run to Knik, where

they leave the Alaska road sys-

tem for the challenges of the

trail. Ifyou rent a car, you can

catch the teams m Eagle

River, Wasilla, and Knik. For

close-up photographs, plan to

be at the Anchorage starting

chute three hours before start-

ing time, when it is open to

visitors.

There are other things to do

in the Anchorage-Wasilla area

while waiting for start day. In

town, the Anchorage Histori-

cal and Fine Arts Museum has

exhibits of Alaskan history and

culture. Less than an hour's

A sled tiog peers out of its traveling case.

drive south of the city on Se-

ward Highway is the Alyeska

ski area, a resort with a scemc

hft to a restaurant 2,000 feet

above the valley. An hour or

so beyond that is the Portage

Glacier, an ice flow five miles

long and a mile wide.

If you've always wanted to

ride on a dog sled or visit a

kennel, you can sign up for a

tour at the ski resort or in the

towns of Wasilla and Willow.

WasUla holds a festival before

the race, and the area has sev-

eral museums, including the

Iditarod Headquarters, which

features race videos and histor-

ical displays, and the Knik

Museum, which has a Canine

Hall of Fame.

Fewer visitors travel to

Nome, on the coast of the

Bering Sea, to see the mushers

arrive and to attend the awards

banquet. But for those who
want to, early reservations are

essential—accommodations

are at a premium. The exact

date depends, of course, on

when the first team arrives; by

banquet time, thirty or so

teams have passed under the

Iditarod finish-line arch.

For more information about

the Iditarod, write or call the

Iditarod Trail Committee, P.O.

Box 80800, WaslUa, AK
99687-0800, Tel. (907) 376-

5155 or Fax (907) 373-6998.

When the Desert Was Green

page 50

In the region of South Afi-ica

known as the Great Karoo are

kopjes (flat-topped hills) and

dry stream beds where fossil

dicynodonts have been found.

In the very center of the

country, the sparsely vegetated

Karoo is hot in the austral

summer and wet in the winter.

The scenery is dramatic, but

not varied, so the best way to

appreciate it might be in short

excursions from a Karoo town.

Group travel is recommended,

and a four-wheel-drive vehicle

is advisable.

From Beaufort West, a good

stopover town at the foot of

the Neweveld Mountains,

Karoo National Park is a short

drive. Estabhshed in 1979, the

park is home to more than

fifty species ofmammals. The

Springbok Hiking Trail leads

through a wide variety of

Karoo habitats and can be

covered in three days, with

overnight stays in huts along

the trail. A shorter nature walk

passes the in situ bones of the

dicynodonts. Fossil-looking is

fine, but tossil-hunting is ille-

gal without a permit.

GraaS"-Reinet is eastern

Karoo 's major town, founded

in 1786. More than 200 of its

buildings—flat-roofed Karoo

cottages, gabled Cape Dutch

houses, and ornate Victorian

villas—are national monu-

ments. The Karoo Nature Re-

serve is within walking dis-

tance, but the game-viewing

area is open only on weekends

and hoUdays. Visitors may not

leave their vehicles, and there

are no accommodations

within the reserve. To the east

is Mountain Zebra National

Park, estabhshed to insure the

survival of that rare animal.

For more on the Karoo,

read Fossils of the Karoo, by M.

A. Cluver (South African Mu-
seum, 1991).
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When a Stan
By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Cosmic discoven- can take many forms.

Sometimes we trip over the unexpected.

Sometimes, when looking for one thing

\ve discover something else. And some-

times we find what we are looking for be-

cause we had a good hunch it was there.

We know stars exist because we see

them. We know planets exist because we

happen to hve on one, and, of course, our

solar system contains eight others. But a

big gap in mass—more than a factor ofone

hundred—exists between Jupiter (the most

massive planet in the solar system) and the

least massive known star. Does the galaxy-

contain no orbs of intermediate mass, or

are we just ignorant?

Recendy, Tadashi Nakajima and others

from the Cahfornia Institute of Technol-

og%' and Johns Hopkins University discov-

ered an extremely dim object near the cool

red star GHese 229, which is about eigh-

teen hght-years away in the southern con-

stellation Lepus. The estimated mass fits

nicely within the planet—star gap: too

much mass to be a planet; not enough to

be a star. This object, and those yet to be

disco\'ered with similar mass, form a class

known as brown dwarfs. Rather than

being given a fresh ID, the brown dwarf

was labeled simply GHese 229B, which is

common practice when companions are

found among stars that are already cata-

logued.

Because it is 1/250,000 the luminosirs'

ot our Sun (itselfno beacon in our galaxy'),

the brown dwarf can be estimated to be

several percent of the Suns mass, so it is

between rwenr.' and fift^' times the mass of

Jupiter. An even better way to estimate the

brown dwarf's mass would be to track it in

space. The physical separation between

Gliese 229 and its companion amounts to

a mere four biUion miles, about the aver-

age distance between the Sun and Pluto.

This teUs us that, in just several years, the

Hubble space telescope

could follow Gliese §

229B for a sufficient in- I

ter\-al in its orbit to allow f

us to derive a more pre- S

cise mass. f

We have suspected all ^

along that brown dwarfs

were out there. One rea-

son for our confidence is

the fundamental theo-

rem in mathematics that

allows you to declare

that if you were once 3'

8" tall and are now 5' 8"

tall, then there was a

moment when you were

exactly 4' 8" tall (or any

other height in be-

tween). An extension of

this notion to the physi-

cal universe allows us to

suggest that if round

things come in low-mass

versions (such as planets)

and high-mass versions

(such as stars), then there

ought to be orbs at all masses in between,

provided a similar physical mechanism made

both. The same cosmic principle operates

in the kitchen: when you spiU milk on the

floor (you may, indeed, try this at home),

you don't just see big drops and little

drops; you also see a hiE range ofinterme-

diate sizes. The success of kitchen experi-

ments norwithstanding, the study of ex-

actly how giant gas clouds fragment into

cosmic orbs of all sizes is a major subfield

of astrophysical research.

I do not know when and where the

term brown dwarfhecame trendy among as-

tronomers, but the term was clearly biased

toward the comparative vocabulary' of as-

tronomers who study stars, because only

when placed next to a star could a brown

dwarf be called a dwarf. Had the vocabu-

lary of planetars' astronomers prevailed.

Taken in 1994 with the Palomar telescope, this image was thefirst \

to reveal a brown dwaif, nearly lost in the glare of its companion,

the star Gliese 229, about eighteen light-years from Earth.

then brown dwarfi might have been called

"fat giants."

You should also know that brown

dwarfs aren't really bro^^•n. At best, they

are deep, deep red. The hottest among

them wotild barely rival tomorrow's left-

over fireplace embers. The color of a

glo^\ing object is an exceDent indicator of

its temperature. While the universe can be
J

a colorfril place, a conspiracy of astrophys-

ical law and human physiolog)' forces us to(

perceive stars as glowing in only three'

basic colors or glowing in no color at all.'

In order of increasing surface temperature,

they go from invisible to red hot to white I

hot to blue hot.

The densest and hottest part of a col-

lapsing gas cloud is the center. The larger

the collapsing mass, the higher the pressure

and temperature in the core. Theoretical



is not born

i 1995 Hubble space telescope image shows the brown dwarf more

learly. It is the size ofJupiter, but with twenty to fifty times the

nass. Tiie streak is an optical artifact.

nodels of star formation show that at

ibout 1 50 billion billion billion kilograms

about 8 percent of the Sun's mass), a col-

apsing gas cloud will reach a high enough

iressure and temperature in its core to ini-

late and sustain the thermonuclear fusion

)f hydrogen into helium—a star is born.

At lesser masses, even if fusion starts, it

;annot be sustained, and you get a gaseous

;orpse—a star is not born. While the dis-

.niction between legitimate stars and

Drown dwarfs is clear, the distinction be-

^ween brown dwarfs and large gaseous

planets may be nothing more than seman-

rics. Some of the best evidence that Gliese

229B is indeed a brown dwarf comes from

the analyses of spectra, which revealed the

orb's chemical composition. The assort-

ment of molecules in the brown dwarf's

outer gaseous layers greatly resembles what

s is found in the atmos-

= phere of Jupiter. At the

i relatively low surface

I temperatures of brown

Q dwarfs and planets

I
(below about 1,000

I kelvins, or 1,300° F),

1 oxygen atoms, for ex-

ample, can combine

with hydrogen atoms to

make the familiar water

molecule (H/J). And
carbon atoms can com-

bine with hydrogen

atoms to make methane

(CH4)—perhaps better

known as the flammable

"natural" gas used in

household stoves.

To be fair to brown

dwarfs, those that are

newly formed are quite

hot in their center, and

they radiate their energy

into space. Over time

they cool significantly,

becoming much dim-

mer, and their detectability is severely

compromised. The best place to fish for

them is among stars that were born yester-

day (that is, only several hundred miUion

years ago), because the brown dwarfs in

those regions wiU be at their brightest.

When our solar system formed five bil-

lion years ago, planets likely condensed

from a rotating "circumstellar" disk of gas.

As the rotating proto-Sun contracted, it

spun faster under the same laws of physics

that describe why drawing both arms in-

ward wiU force an ice skater to spin faster.

While the skater's body parts will usually

hold together during the performance, a

rapidly rotating gas cloud will spin off

some of the material at its equator into a

disk. This basic scenario neatly explains

why all planets orbit in roughly the same

plane and direction and why they all move

in near circular orbits around the Sun.

For our solar system, the Sun captured

more than 99 percent ofthe available mass,

and the subsequently formed planets grew

to be no bigger than the amount of mate-

rial they swept clean from the gaseous disk.

This may place an upper limit on the

masses of planets as we know them. Con-

sider that (1) all the mass in all the known

asteroids of the asteroid belt and the entire

solar systems amounts to less than the mass

of Earth's Moon; (2) all the mass of all the

planets, except Jupiter, amounts to less

than the mass ofJupiter; (3) all the mass of

all the planets and all the asteroids does not

amount to a hill of beans compared with

one middle-size brown dwarf. Then how

do you make a brown dwarf? We may

need another mechanism.

If the formation of our solar system was

not peculiar, then a brown dwarfmay have

to form out of its own condensed ball of

gas rather than from the leftovers of a star.

Its mass would no longer be restricted, and

its orbit around a companion star need not

resemble a circle. A gap in the brown

dwarf^planet mass sequence would owe its

existence to an as yet unknown difference

in the two formation mechanisms. In any

case, if the surface temperature ofan orb of

gas falls below about 1,000 kelvins, we ex-

pect many similarities with gaseous planets

in molecule-forming abilirv'.

Clues to the early history of planet for-

mation from disks may or may not be

gleaned from the study of brown dwarfe.

The range in mass of cosmic orbs may in-

deed have genuine gaps. But other factual

information about objects in orbit around

stars—orbit shapes, chemical composition,

masses, sizes, relative distances

—

\\\\\ allow

us to know how and where we fit into the

cosmic garden ot planetary systems.

Neil dc Grassc Tyson is an astrophysicist with a

joint appointment at the Haydcn Planctarhmi

and at Princeton University.
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Tornado^y^-^t(^J^
Camcorders inherit

the wind

By Roger L.Welsch

This rime of the year, Linda plumps the

pillows, Antonia hauls in a new supply of

comfort toys, I install new batteries in the

radio in our tornado shelter, and we all

sleep in our best pajamas so the rescue

squad won't think us common when they

dig us out ot the rubble.

In former times, the Plains storm cellar

was outside the house rather than under

the stairs, and the first person entering the

shelter, no matter how imminent the dis-

aster, carried in the family ax. In those

days of slow'er communications, it was the

possible embarrassment of being found

dead in the cellar a week or so after the

tornado—safe from the storm but unable

to chop your way out through the house

that had unfortunately fallen onto the cel-

lar door—that promised posthu- .

mous humiUation. «

I've only seen one tornado. It |

was high in the sky over a f

Wyoming field where my Uncle
^.

Fred was picking corn. I ran to |

him, pointing to the sk\^ and veiling 5

that he'd better find shelter. He s

pointed to the unpicked cornfield

and continued along his way. I'm

not that sanguine. I fear twisters,

and every time I mention the

dreaded w^ord "tornado," I repeat

the mantra, "Only seen one. hope

never to see another." But I must

confess that fear is not my first reac-

tion when tornado season comes

around; it's fascination.

.My o^^Tl ambivalence surprises

me. \^Tiile wife Linda, daughter

Antonia. and black lab Luckv

cower under the stairs—the onh

sensible place to be when the sk\-

turns yellow, \\-inds stop dead, a

wall of black comes sweeping at astonish-

ing speed over the hill to the south^vest,

and the sirens in town scream their warn-

ing—I stand on the back porch, watching

the drama. Sometimes I manage to extract

myself firom the meteorologically mduced

trance and flee the hailstones and wind for

the safet\' of the shelter, insofar as Luck\'

has left any room. But more than hkely.

Linda comes to the door and says some-

thing diplomatic like, "Get in here, you

idiot. I'm not ready to be a widow. Yet."

I'd probably share Linda's concern about

my sanity but there are people even crazier

than me—people who drive frantically

around the countn'side looking for torna-

does. They call themselves "chasers," and

they even have a regular publication,

Storwtrack. While ever^'one else is fleeing

from storms, diving into shelters, showing

common sense, chasers drive in directions

that \\t11 put them in conjunction with

twdsters, all the while insisting that they are

not just thriU-seekers. Using maps, radios.

rj;

and scanners, they seek the ultimate exhil-

aration of seeing a tornado close at hand,

hearing its guttural growl, and best of all,

capturing it on videotape.

A few years ago, perhaps the only clear

image we had ot a tornado consisted of the

remarkably good screen effects ot the tor-

nado that swept Dorothy and Toto away

from Auntie Em's Kansas farm. Now, the

proliferation of privately owned video

cameras means that scarcely a tornado goes

by without an amateur cinematographer

capturing it on tape; it \\inds up on local

or national television—houses exploi

trees uprooted, roofi Hfnng, debris flying,

Hves destroyed. Shouldn't a sensitive guy

Hke me be appalled by such scenes? So

why do I yeU. "Linda, Linda, come look at

this! Wow! Antonia, look!" And we all

three stand there staring at the screen,

slack-jawed, utterly captivated by the sight

of devastation, always grateful the scene

happened somewhere else, and awestruck

by the power of this . . . this entirs.

I suspect that's part of the fasci-

nation: this power is not an idea or

syndrome or complex, but a thing.

I suppose a bHzzard is a "thing"

too, and so is a flood, but they're so

big that they're hard to conceptu-

ahze. Even though satellite pic-

tures now let us see hurricanes as

discrete spirals—growdng, Uving,

and dying—our limited vision,

and maybe our hmited minds, can

more easily grasp the unity of a

tornado. And its power. A blizzard

or flood can cause biUions ot dol-

lars of damage, and the winds of a

hurricane are fierce, but they lack

the tornado's concentration—the

200-mile-an-hour winds packed

into a quarter-mile wide, mile-

high funnel.

There is also the inevitable
^

capriciousness, even per\-ersity, of

tornadoes. You know the stories

—

this brick house destroved while !

il



he camper's tent only a, few feet away

tands undamaged, farm machinery car-

ied hundreds of yards and left as unidenti-

iable wads of scrap metal while a baby is

ipped from a shattered house and de-

)osited unharmed on a haystack hundreds

)f yards away.

Folklore is rife with such ironies. A
armer nails a bag of seed corn to his barn

jvall, hit later that day by a tornado; the

jag is ripped away, but the corn is left

langing there. Newly dug fence-post

doles are wrenched from the ground by a

lornado and rolled across a pasture fuU of

cactus, where they are torn up so badly

ihey won't hold dirt anymore. After a tor-

lado has passed, a farmer finds a rooster

irapped inside a crockery jug; when the

farmer breaks the jug, he solves the mys-

tery, finding that the handle is now also in-

ide the jug—the twister's suction appar-

ently turned the jug inside out, and the

anfortunate rooster, standing too near the

lUg, was enfolded inside.

One tale teUs of the farm couple asleep

jne night \¥hen a tornado sweeps through,

destroying their house and carrying them,

n their bed, a couple of hundred yards

lownwind, finally depositing them unin-

ured in a pasture alongside their cows.

rhe lady cries and screams and howls

while the farmer tries to comfort her: "It's

bkay, darling. The storm is passed. The

louse is gone but we're all right, and that's

what counts. Calm down. Don't be

ifiraid." Whereupon she responds, "No,

.10, I'm not afraid. I'm just so happy. This

IS the first time we've been out together in

months."

While that tale has a happy ending, Ne-

ibraskans tell cautionary stories about the

tornado of 1975 that swept through

Omaha on a weekday noon along busy

72d Street, site of many motels. This re-

sulted not only in immense physical dam-

age but also a lot of divorce court action,

when all sorts of folks had to explain just

how exactly they wound up in a state of

idishabille in a roofless motel room with a

secretary, boss, colleague, or associate,

their cars crushed in the parking lot.

I was curious for years that I encoun-

tered no references to tornadoes in Native

American lore, until an Omaha friend

pointed out to me that principal figures

throughout that tribe's mythology are the

mighty, fearsome, mysterious powers

known only as the Thunderers. Sounds

like tornadoes to me!

Apart from lore, we now can enjoy the

inevitable American commercial e.xploita-

tion of tornadoes, a force not even they

can resist. With the video Tornadoes! (Nor-

man Berger Productions)—sixty minutes

of explosive action, with dramatic back-

ground music and the resonant narration

of E. G. Marshall—you can witness the

fury and majesty of tornadoes in the safety

and comfort of your firont room—not un-

hke watching the comedy of Roseanne.

Or maybe like me you'U prefer Tornado

Video Classics (from The Tornado Project,

which incidentally also oifers a set of tor-

nado posters so stunning they put the only

possible wonders-of-nature poster rival,

Claudia Schiffer, to shame). I like it be-

cause it uses the even more resonant nat-

ural sounds and the much more dramatic

voices of the folks taping the twisters:

"Holy **•*!" "Oh, my God!!" "Look at

that ****ing thing!" Precisely the sort of

comment you'll use when you see the

tootage.

The Weather Channel has released its

own entry in the field, Tlie Enemy Wind.

For those who are embarrassed by the pe-

culiar nature of their curiosity, probably

still claiming they buy Playboy for the in-

terviews. Storm Spotter's Video Field Guide

(Dave Oliver Production) provides the

prurient with plenty of cover. The field

guide represents itself as a scientific index-

ing guide; the stunning tornado footage

that comes with it is, honest, simply a set

of meteorological examples. (What goose-

bumps?)

And I have it from an inside, reliable

source that a full-length, HoOywood-style

movie feature starring tornadoes is about

to be released. It only stands to reason: of

all the monsters conjured up by popular

and high culture, from Dr. Frankenstein's

monster to the Tyrannosaunis rex oiJurassic

Park, nothing comes close to the Thun-

derers. Just the same, they're the sort of

movie stars I'd as soon not meet.

Move over, Lucky.

Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree farm in Dan-

nebrog, Nebraska.
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(Continuedfrom page 23)

by noting that these deep-sea bacteria

grow at a heat exceeding the title of Ray

Bradbury's famous story Fahrenheit 451—
the temperature at which paper ignites

(and thought can therefore be more easily

controlled by destruction of radical htera-

ture). Pressure is the key to an otherwise

paradoxical situation. Life needs Uquidity

not necessarily coolness. At the enormous

pressures of the sea floor, water does not

boil at temperatures tolerated by these

bacteria. Baross and Deming end their ar-

ticle by noting:

Tliese resuhs substantiate the hypothesis

that microbial growth is Umited not by

temperatures but by the existence of liquid

water, assuming that all other conditions

necessaryfor life are provided. Tliis greatly

increases the number of environments and

conditions both on Earth and elsewhere in

the Universe where life can exist.

Then, in the early 1990s, several groups

of scientists found and cultured bacteria

from oil drilhngs and other environments

beneath oceans and continents—thus indi-

cating that bacteria may Uve generally in

the earth's interior, and not only in hmited

areas where superheated waters emerge at

the surface. These bacterial "homes" in-

cluded four oil reservoirs nearly tsvo miles

below the bed of the North Sea and below

the permafrost surface of Alaska's North

Slope; a Swedish borehole nearly four

miles deep; and tour wells about a mile

down in France's East Paris Basin. Water

migrates extensively through cracks and

joints in subsurface rocks, and even

through pore spaces between grains ofsed-

iments themselves (an important property

of rock, known as "porosity" and vital to

the oU industry as a natural mechanism for

concentratmg underground liquids—and,

as it now appears, bacteria as well). Thus,

although such data do not indicate global

pervasiveness or interconnectivity of sub-

surface bacterial biotas, we certainly must

entertain the proposirion that much of the

earth deep beneath our feet teems with

microbial hfe.

The most obvious and serious caution

in these data emerges from another general

property of bacteria: their almost ineradi-

cable ubiquity. How do we know that

these bacteria, cultured from waters col-

lected at depth, really live in these under-

ground environments? Perhaps they were

introduced into deeper waters by machin-

ery used to dig the oil weUs and bore

holes; perhaps (with even more trepida-

tion) they just represent contamination

from ubiquitous and ordinary bacteria of

our surface environments, stubbornly liv-

ing in laboratories despite all attempts to

carry out experiments in sterile condi-

tions. (A fascinating, and very long, book

could be \vritten about remarkable claims

for bacteria in odd places—on meteorites,

Uving in geological dormancy within 400-

million-year-old salt deposits—which

turned out to be ordinary surface contam-

inants. I well remember the first "proven"

extraterrestrial hfe on meteorites, later ex-

posed as ragweed pollen. Ah-choo!)

This well-known possibihty sends shiv-

ers down the spine ot any scientist. I am no

expert and cannot make any general state-

ment. I would not doubt (and neither do

the authors of these articles) that some re-

ports may be based on contamination. But

all known and possible precautions have

been taken, and best procedures for assur-

ing sterihty have been followed. Most per-

suasively, many of the bacteria isolated

from these deep environments are anaero-

bic hyperthermophiles (jargon for bacteria

living at very high temperatures in the ab-

sence of oxygen), which can thrive in sub-

terranean conditions and cannot be labo-

ratory contaminants because they die in

ordinary surface environments of "low"

temperature, pressure, and abundant oxy-

gen.

We might ask one frirther question that

would cinch the case for underground

ubiquity: moving away from the special-

ized environments of deep-sea vents and

oil reservoirs, do bacteria also live more

generally in ordinary rocks and sediments

(provided that some water seeps through

joints and pore spaces)? New data from the

mid-1990s seem to answer this most gen-

eral question in the affirmative as well.

In 1994, R.J. Parks and colleagues [Na-

ture, vol. 371) found abundant bacteria in

ordinary sediments of five Pacific Ocean

sites at depths up to 1,800 feet. Mean-
while, the United States Department of

Energy, under the leadership of Frank
j|

Wobber, had been digging deep wells to

monitor contamination of ground wateJ

from both inorganic and potentially miJ

crobial sources (done largely to learn ilit

bacteria might affect the storage of nucleaijj

wastes in deep repositories!). Wobber';*!

group, taking special pains to avoid the risk

of contamination from surface bacteria in-

troduced into the holes, found bacterial

populations in at least six sites, including a:

boring in Virginia at 9,180 feet under the

ground!

William
J.
Broad wrote an article on this,

work for the New York Times (October 4, 't'

1994) expressing justifiable excitement in

journahstic terms:

Fiction writers havefantasized about it.

Prominent scientists have theorized about it.

Experimentalists have delved into it.

Skeptics have ridiculed it. But for decades,

nobody has had substantial evidence one

way or another on the question of whether

the depths of the rocky earth harbor

anything that could be considered part of the

spectacle of life
—until now. . . . Swarms of

microbial life thrive deep within the planet.

In 1995. T. O. Stevens and J. P McKin-

ley then described rich bacterial commu-

nities Hving more than 3,000 feet below

the surface in rocks of the Columbia River

basalts, in the northwestern United States.

These bacteria seem to extract energy

from hydrogen produced in a reacrion be-

tween minerals of the basaltic rocks and

ground water seeping through. Thus, hke

the biotas of the deep-sea vents, these bac-

teria hve on energy from the earth's inte-

rior, entirely independent of the photo-

synthetic, and ultimately solar, base of all

conventional ecosystems. To confirm their

findings in the field, Stevens and McKin-

ley mixed crushed basalt with water free

from dissolved oxygen. This mixture did

generate hydrogen. They then sealed basalt

together with ground waters containing

the deep bacteria. In these laboratory con-

ditions, simularing the natural situation at

depth, the bacteria thrived for up to a year

(T. O. Stevens and J. R McKinley "Litho-

autotrophic Microbial Ecosystems in Deep

Basalt Aquifers," Science, 1995, vol. 270).

Jocelyn Kaiser, writing a comment for Sci-
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ncc magazine on the work of Stevens and

v/lcKinley, used a provocative title: "Can

)eep Bacteria Live on Nothing but Rocks

nd Water?" The answer seems to be

yes."

My coDeague Tom Gold, of Cornell

Jniversity, may be one of America's most

conoclastic scientists. (One prominent bi-

ilogist, who shall remain nameless, once

jid to me that Gold ought to be buried

leep withm the earth along with aU his

lutative bacteria.) But no one sells Gold

hort or refuses to take him seriously—for

le has been right far too often (ifwe don't

car a man, we don't threaten to bury him

live).

In a remarkable article entitled "The

)eep, Hot Biosphere" and published in

he prestigious Proceedings of the National

{aideniy of Sciences in 1992, Gold set out

he full case for the importance of bacter-

al biotas deep within the earth. Of all liv-

iig things that might expand the range of

[fe beyond conventional habitats ot land

nd oceans, bacteria are the obvious candi-

lates. They are small enough to fit nearly

nywhere, and their environmental range

asdy exceeds that of all other organisms.

3old writes: "Of all the forms of life that

\e now know, bacteria appear to represent

he one that can most readily utihze en-

rgy from a great variety of chemical

ources."

Gold then makes an estimate of possible

lacterial biomass, given the vast expansion

if range into rocks and fluids of the earth's

iiterior. His effort belongs to a genre that

ve call "back of the envelope" calculations

nd must be treated with appropriate cau-

ion. A large number of assumptions must

je made—how deep do bacteria live? at

Ivhat temperatures? how much of rock

TOlume consists of pore space where bac-

teria may live in percolating waters? how

many bacteria can these waters hold? Since

A^e do not know the actual values for any.

>f these key factors, we must make "most

xasonable" estimates. If actual values dif-

fer greatly from these estimates, then the

anal figure may be way off the mark.

Gold based his figure for total bacterial

jiomass on reasonable, even fairly conser-

vative, estimates for key factors—so ifmost

^•Qcks permeable by water do contain bac-

;eria, then his figure is probably in the
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right ballparli. (And if most appropriate

rocks don't contain bacteria, then he is

wrong.) Gold assumes an upper tempera-

ture range of 230° to 300° F and a depth

limit of three to six miles. (Ifbacteria actu-

ally live deeper, their biomass might be

much higher.) He calculates the mass of

water available for bacterial hfe by assum-

ing that about 3 percent of rock volume

consists of pore spaces. Finally, he esti-

mates that bacterial mass might equal

about 1 percent of the total mass of avail-

able underground water.

Putting all these estimates together.

Gold calculates a potential mass of under-

ground bacteria at 2 X lO''' tons. This fig-

ure, he writes, is equivalent to a layer five

feet thick spread out over the earth's entire

land surface—an amount ofbiomass. Gold

states, that would "indeed be more than

the existing surface flora and fauna." As a

cautious conclusion to his calculation of

underground bacterial biomass. Gold

writes:

We do not know at present how to make a

realistic estimate of the subterranean mass of

material now living, but all that can be said

is that one must consider it possible that it is

comparable to all the living mass at the

surface.

So Mrs. Anker's second saw may be

wrong as well. We have long accepted the

"evident" fact that most earthly biomass

Ues in the wood of our forest trees. Gold's

case for a potentially greater weight in un-

derground bacteria wUl, if validated, rep-

resent a major revision of conventional bi-

ology. But Gold takes his argument one

striking step further. We are now fairly

certain that ordinary hfe exists nowhere

else in our solar system—for no other

planetary surface maintains appropriate

conditions of temperature and liquid

water. Moreover, such earthly surface con-

ditions are probably rare in the universe,

making life an unusual cosmic phenome-

non. But the environment of the earth's

shallow interior—liquid flowing through

cracks and pore spaces in rocks—may be

quite common on other worlds, both in

our solar system and elsewhere. In fact.

Gold estimates that "there are at least ten

other planetary bodies [including several

moons of the giant planets] in our solai

system that would have had a simila:

chance for originating microbial life" be-

cause "the circumstances in the interior oi

most of the solid planetary bodies wUl not

be too different firom those at a depth of a

few kilometers in the Earth."

Finally, we may need to make a com-

plete reversal of our usual perspective and

consider the possibility that our conven-

tional surface hfe, based on photosynthesis,

might be a very peculiar, even bizarre,

manifestation of a common universal phe-

nomenon usually expressed by life at bac-

terial grade in the shallow interior of plan-

etary bodies. Gold concludes:

The surface life on the Earth, based on

photosynthesis, for its overall energy supply,

may be just one strange branch of life, an

adaptation specific to a planet

that happened to have such favorable

circumstances on its surface as would occur

only very rarely: a favorable atmosphere, a

suitable distancefrom an illuminating star, a

mix of water and rock surface, etc. The

deep, chemically supplied life, however, may

be very common in the universe.

i

i

i

t
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I didn't mean to upset you with all these

reversals of conventional wisdom, the

demise of Mrs. Anker's saws—life not

based on solar energy, bacteria potentially 1"

more weighty than trees. But, surely, we aU

realize in honest moments that bacteriaPii

rule the earth—so why deny them the

universe as well? They alone occupied half

the history of life; they are indestructible

and live everywhere that life can survive.

They were in the beginning, are now, and

ever shall be the dominant forms of life on

Earth—until the sun explodes and swal-

lows the whole planet. So don't fret; but,

above all, don't upset them! Just be calm,

go into the kitchen and take out an Oreo

cookie or even two. Don't you dare reach

into the refrigerator for that botde of milk!'

You really can ingest one without the fl

other. Call it liberation.

StephenJay Gould teaches biology, geology, and

the history ofscience at Harvard University. He

is also Frederick P. Rose Hotiorary Curator in]

Invertebrates at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History.
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Dept. NH, 81-57 Lefferts Boulevard, #586, Kew Gar-

dens, N.Y 11415. NYS residents add 33c tax.

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000. Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600.(LAl)

Merchandise/Gifts

WHEREVER YOU GO CITRONELLA Soap repels

mosquitoes, insects. $4. 3/$10.00 ppd. Check, V/M,
North Country, Mapleplains, MN 55359-9552.

rKITES
i FREE COLOR CATALOG
ICtioose from over 200 exciting kites.

A It « . .1 O ,^r^^^*im^ r^arinr

I
- Many unusual & innovative designs.

I Call or write for your catalog todayl

I
Into The Wind • (sooi S4i-03i4

|1408-N Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302 .

Music I
EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India, Africa, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our

new catalog of hraditional and modem CD's and

casettes is yours for the asking. Write; Music of the

World, PO. Box 3620, Chapel HiU, NC 27515 or call

(919) 932-9600.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy coUimaton Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or ex-

isting home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Rentals

arizona! private wildlife sanctuary
1

lodging. Six guests maximum. Guides available hik-

ing, bird watching, history /culture. (520) 455-5522.

Tours/Trips

adventure bound rtver expeditions. 2-5 i

Day wilderness journeys in Colorado/Utah since

1963. Informative Brochure (800) 423-4668.

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
j

South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Ama-

1

zon! Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilder-

ness. Fantastic flora & faima. Galapagos! Swim, sail

and snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice

yachts, Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest
|

expeditions alive with dazzling birds and tropical i
fj

wildlife. Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed
,
P

departures. Free Brochures! Special Interest Tours, i »

Call (800) 525-6772.
'
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CLASSIC JOURNEYS
Take your body on a journey

that will exercise your mind.

Easv-^oin£j walking, cultural and

natural history trips oiler:

expert local naturalist and historian guides

" charmina and historic inns and lodges
j

.imall groups of interesting fellow travelers
!

For a free color catalog call toll-lrce:

1 -800-200-3887

4MmJ.».±-MM.4I.IIL4-l.l.U.llJ.lll.l.iHI.Ji.l



PERSPECTIVES ON EAST AFRICA

JOIN JANE GOODALL, MARY LEAKEY. 8c

FOUR OTHER OF EAST AFRICA'S MOST RENOWNED RESEARCHERS

ON A SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND SAFARI PROGRAM

AUGUST 1996

filif[nPSSlra?Pl' 800-368-2794x404

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-

babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan

Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife/go-

rilla safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also Egypt,

India, Burma, Around the World trips etc. Our 12th year.

Call Wanderlust Advenhires at (800) 572-1592.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

ji49,Mt.Tremper,NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

ALASKA SIBERIA: Truly unique 7-17 day small

' group journeys, from wUdemess kayaking, dog sled-

,
I ding, and rafting, to lodge based sightseeing tours.

[.Adventure Alaska, color brochure: (800) 365-7057.

Costa Rica -Belize -Africa -Galapagos

Natural historv

TRIPS Worldwide

Since 1982

P.O. Box 3656-Ct3

SONORA, CA 95370

800351-5041

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

Fill/!// Your Dreanii

ofAdventure

ALASKA'S NATURAL HISTORY and beauty is

waiting to be experienced by you. Otters, seals, ea-

gles, puffins, seabird rookeries, amazing tide pools,

hiking, kayaking, fishing for saknon, halibut and

I trout. Naturalist guides. Exquisite log lodge and cozy

I cabins in peaceful ocean and mountain setting. Fine

food. 12 guests. $1950/5 days. Brown bear viewing

I lodge also, 6 guests, $2250/5 days. Kachemak Bay

Wilderness Lodge, Box 956, Homer AK 99603. (907)

235-8910, fax (907) 235-8911.

ALASKAN WILDERNESS SAILING AND KAYAK-
ling. Naturalist-guided trips from our basecamp fac-

ling Prince Wiliam Sound's Columbia Glacier. 22nd

Season. PO. Box 1313-NH, Valdez, AK 99686. (907)

835-5175.

GALAPAGOS!
COSTA RICA!

AFRICA
AMAZON! I

In^leplh nature lours. Small group,s. bcellcnl value. KM/- ,

IISAGERS P.O. Bo.x 91'S-NH, Ithaca, N'Y148Sl.l-800-63}-0299

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

' Moderate optional lengtl-i Day hiking. Free brochure.

! (216) 867-3771. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P

Cliffside Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's lead-

ing company for expedition traveL since 1981. Indi-

vidual attention. Regional references available. (800)

262-9669

AUSTRALL\/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS::—
Nahire, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other odventurers and our licensed

naturalist will soil by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

BARGE FRANCE ON A SELF-DRTVE BARGE and

explore on your own. Free Brochures: ROW 1-800-

451-6034.

BELIZE, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexican

Yucatan-pristine nature reserves, fascinating archae-

ological sites, spectacular beaches-hiking, camping,

caving, canoeing, Whitewater rafting, birdwatching,

horseback riding. Great Trips-Specialists in excep-

tional tropical paradise vacations: (800) 552-3419,

(218)847-4441.

CANADIAN WILDERNESS ECOTOURS LTD: Re-

comiecting culhire, spirit, and ecology! Escape with

our wildlife research scientists for elegant and engag-

ing natural history tours into western Canadian

wildlands. (800) 507-2209.

THE INCAJ
JOIN SEVEN OF THE WORLD'S LEADING INCA EXPERTS

A SYlvlPOSIUM a TOUR PROGRAM IN THE ANDES

[CUZCO, PERU JULY 1 996]

^lildfUlfSSlml' 800-308-2704 1(401

LAOS ;

CAMBODIA
IIndochina

A MAGICAL ADVENTURE RAFTING Idaho's

Middle Fork Salmon or Snake River. Family Focus

trips a speciality. Since 1979. Free brochure: ROW 1-

: 800451-6034.

ANASAZI TOURS-July 1996. El Morro, Canyon de

Chelly, Betatakin, Monument Valley, Hovenweep,

Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon, Bandelier 914-366-7834

CAYMAN ISLANDS: THE BEACH & BEYOND. Is-

land discovery guidebook for walkers, hikers, bikers,

kayakers, naturalists, other outdoor enthusiasts, ac-

tive and adventure travellers. With points of interest,

maps and routes, flora and fauna, clubs and contacts,

background and h-avel information. $19.95 includes

S/H. CC/Checks. Martha Smith, PO Box 323-Dll,

Peapack, N] 07977. (908) 234-1948.

COSTA RICA, KENYA,Tan2ania, Ecuador, Galapa-

gos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania, Indone-

sia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey, South

Africa, Vietnam and many more. Small group holi-

days to many counties. Suitable for all ages. Call for

full color brochure. Advenhires Abroad 1-800-665-

3998.

COSTA RICA TROPICAL PARADISE-Corcovado

Private Beach, Birding, Dolphins, Snorkeling, Kayak-

ing, Incredible Wildlife. Virgin Jungle/River/Botani-

cal Tours. Oregon 503-690-7750.

CRUISE TURKEY Twelve-day yacht tours of history

and hedonism for twelve curious people along

Turkey's Aegean coast. Free brochure: ROW 1-800-

451-6034.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-

926-1140 for free newsletter.

AUo trips to:

.liiand.

I Indonesia,

Malavsia, Burma,

I'apua New Guinea

Call for Cat.\loc.

800-642-2742

mn
ENCOUNTERS WITH WILD DOLPHINS IN

Florida; Come and swim in the company of wild dol-

phins. Experience magical beauty in perfect safety

with our experienced guides. Education about dol-

phins, marine life, and environment. Beautiful

ecoventure and vacation. Ask for detailed brochure

and video. Call Wildlife Odyssey: 1-800-207-2780.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph CoUev, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, RandaUstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/12 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014

Remote Par\( Lodges in Ihe Shadow of Mt. McKnley

DENALI
NATIONAL PARK

WILDERNESS CENTERS

Hiking, Wildlife,

Natural History,

Northern Studies

Credit Courses

DENALI NATL PARK, AK 99755 907-683-2290

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

INTIMATE, ADVENTUROUS TRAVEL to the best of

Alaska. Flightseeing, hiking, rafting. Bear viewing

and sea kayaking. 4 star cuisine k great itineraries. 7-

10 days. Achve, fanuly k senior options. 14 years ex-

perience. 1-800-544-2261

KENYA, TANZANIA, UGANDA, AND ETHIOPIA
— for discerning h-avellers. Custom designed safari

tours for those seeking personal attention and qual-

ity. Plai-ming, operation for any size party. Contact

Bill Dixson, Bruce Safaris/Discover Africa, Box

40662, Nairobi, Kenya. Fax:(254-2) 223647. Tel:(254-2)

339094. Member ASTA.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean

trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Tra\'el. 1-

800-225-2380.

WALK THRU HELLS CANYON along Uie Snake

River with friendly, nahiralist guides. Rafts canr)' all

gear, luxury camp and healthv food. See Indian rock

art and wildlife. Free brochure'. ROW: 1-800-451-6034.

Rates and Style Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Displa\^ classi-

fied is $440 per inch. Ad\-ertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not struchired for agency or cash dis-

counts. Ad\'ertisements are accepted at NATL'RAL

HISTORY'S discretion. Send check or monev order

to: The Market/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine.

Cenh-al Park West at 79th St., New York, NY' 10024.

Direct any written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or

Jean-Christophe Fradet at the above address.

i
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Photograph by Roger Eriksson

Our own anatomy is often a .

poor guide to the behaxdor of

other animals, particularly

those in other phyla. Clinging

to an intertidal outcrop of

basalt in the Galapagos, this

Sally Lightfoot crab {Grapsus

grapsiis) appears to be squirting

two jets of water from its

mouth. But those conversant

with crustacean body plans

know that the animal is merely

reheving itselt.

According to Tom and

Donna Wolcott, professors of

marine science at North Car-

ohna State University in

Raleigh, the crab is equipped

with two antenna! glands

—

equivalent to our kidneys and

bladder—so named because

their duct openings are adja-

cent to the animal's antennae.

These glands allow the crab to

adjust its fluid volume and also

to fine-tune the balance of

various ions circulating in the

its blood, expeUing some, such

as sulfate, and retaining others,

such as potassium. But unlike

analogous organs in land-

dweUing ardmals, the antenna!

glands do not remove waste

nitrogen. In crustaceans, that

job is handled by the gills,

where ammonia is diffused

across a thin membrane—an

adaptation well suited to

largely aquatic animals.

Whether the crab uses the

spray defensively is unlcnown,

but it often squirts when dis-

turbed—a behavior many ani-

mals have evolved. In this case,

however, the photographer

was observing the crab (one of

many scavenging and grazing

on algae in the intertidal zone)

from a distance ^vhen he hap-

pened to catch the action.

—Robert Anderson
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Flat-spired three-toothed land snail, West Virginia
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Democracy of

cann

'(4n exhibition ofphotographs by Susan

Middkton and David Liittschwaga;

mtitled "Witness: Endangered Species of

\orth America," will be in Gallery 77

irom March 22 until October 6, 1996.

By MarkJerome Walters

Dodo: Extinct, 1680s.

Great Auk: Extinct, 1840s.

Passenger Pigeon: Extinct, 1914.

Dusky Seaside Sparrow: Extinct, 1987.

The Greek scholar Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus said that history is philosophy

learned from examples. What does the pas-

senger pigeon say to us? What does the

great auk whisper? Can the dodo tell us

anything we do not already know? Perhaps

these extinct animals can help us consider

those still alive but threatened with extinc-

tion, such as the Florida key deer, the flat-

spired three-toothed land snail, or any of

the growing list of endangered species.

We now have an economic philosophy.

We have a philosophy of government. But

we have yet to develop a philosophy of car-

ing for nonhuman life. We have barely

learned to grieve. How do we chart a pos-

itive course from a history of annihilation?

Numbers alone are no assurance against

extinction. Abundance should not reduce

an animal's value in our eyes. Ten million

bison on a western plain are no less deserv-

Florida key deer

ing of our protective care than the last

twenty in a zoo.

Science can teach us cause and effect,

but only philosophy can teach the mean-

ing of kinship, that interconnectedness

means more than mere mutual depen-

dency. The extinction of the dusky seaside

sparrow teaches us that outward jour-

neys—even to the moon—can never take

us as far as inward ones; that searching is

different fi-om seeking; and that facts about

the universe are no substitute for a philos-

ophy of caring for life on earth. They all

teach us that to preserve animals we must

first preserve the multitude of habitats in

which they live.

Even when the battle to save an endan-

gered species is lost, poignant lessons

emerge. The litany of extinctions can

teach us how to feel about loss of species.

We mourn the death of an individual, but

no rituals mark the passing of a species.

Colorado State University philosopher

Holmes Rolston III wrote, "Extinction

kills essences beyond existences—the soul

as well as the body. To superkill a species is

to shut down a story of millennia and leave

no future possibilities."

If we are unaware of the examples that

matter most, how are we to find a philos-

ophy that matters at all? If Dionysius is

right, even as many species become en-

dangered, a philosophy of caring—learned

from the examples of loss—is still some-

thing we have every reason to hope tor.

For what is philosophy but lessons learned

the hard way?

Mark Icroiiic Walters is a veterinarian, a

teacher, and a writer. This essay has been

adapted from his article in the November/De-

cendtcr issue of Sanctuary, the journal oj the

Massachussetts Audubon Society.
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March Events
March 3

I

As part of the Education Departments I

year-long lecture and performance series |

"Di\ine Magic," the film Tlie Witch Hum I

\\"ill be sho\\Ti on Sunday at 2:00 p.m. Call

(212) 769-5315 for information.

March 4
As part of the ""Frontiers in Astronomy and

Astrophysics" series at the Planetarium.

John Huchra, professor of astronomy at

the Har\-ard-Smithsonian Center for As-

trophysics, wiU give a sHde-illustrated talk,

"The Age and Fate of the Universe," at

7:30 P..M. Tickets are S8 (S6 for members).

For information, call (212) 769-5900.

March 7, 14, 22, 28
In conjunction with the exhibition

"Amber: Window to the Past." a four-part

lecture series will explore the nature and

art of amber. The talks begin at 7:00 P.M.

in the Kaufinann Theater. Tickets for the

series are $25. A private \aewing ofthe ex-

hibition is scheduled for 5:45 P.-M. on

March 14 for ticket holders. For informa-

tion, call (212) 769-5310.

March 7, 14, 21, 28 and
April 1

1

WUdflowers of the northeastern United

States \\t11 be the subject of tive Thursday-

evening lectures to be given at 7:00 P.M. by

WOham SchiUer. lecturer in botany in the

Deparmient of Education. He will give

the same talks on five consecutive Monday
afternoons, starting on March 4 at 2:30

p..\i. For details, call (212) 769-5310.

March 7, 14,21, 28
The reUgions ofBrazil, the Caribbean, and

the United States \\tU be discussed on four

Thursday evenings at 7:00 P.M. Tickets are

$25 for the series. Call (212) 769-5310 for

information.

March 13
Naturalist Robert McCracken Peck, a fel-

low of Philadelphia's Academy of Natural

Sciences, wiU talk at 7:00 p.m. about his re-

cent trip to Mongolia, where he explored

Bluc-iailcd mole skiiik. :ciiti\il FLvidj

Lake Hovgol and the remote Darhaad

Basm. For details, call (212) 769-5606.

March 19 and 26
On t\vo Tuesday evenings at 7:00 P.M.,

Robert S. Grumet. a National Park Ser-

\'ice archeologist, wiU talk about early

contact between Native American, Euro-

pean, and African peoples in the north-

eastern United States. Tickets are SI 5. For

details, call (212) 769-5310.

March 20
The Planetarium \\"iU host "Poetry in

Pubhc Places: Poetry Under the Stars." at

7:30 P.M. in the Guggenheim Space The-

ater. Tickets are 88 (36 for members). Call

(212) 769-5900 for more details.

March 21
California Academy ofSciences photogra-

phers Susan Middleton and Da\-id Liitt-

sch^vager will discuss their three-year pro-

ject, "Witness: Endangered Species of

North America." The talk \\t11 take place

in the Main Auditorium at 7:00 P.M. An
exhibition of their photographs opens in

Ga]ler\- 77 on Friday, March 22. Call (212)

769-5606 for information.

March 23
.Morocco, a dancer and leading authorii

on ethnic dance forms, will perform tradi-

tional Middle Eastern and North Afiic

dances with her troupe, the Casbah Danci

Experience, at 2:00 P..M. in the Kautrn:

Theater. Call (212) 769-5606 for details.

March 24
At 3:00 P.M.. Kent R. Weeks, an Eg^'ptol-

ogist at the American University' in Cairo

wih discuss the recent discover\' and exca-i

vation of a royal burial site from the reign

ofRamses II, between 1279 and 1212 B.C.

Call (212) 769-5606 for information

March 27
Drawing from his recently published

book. The Keandertal Enigma, James:

Shreeve wall talk about these early human?

at 7:00 PM. in the Kaufinann Theater. Call!

(212) 769-5606 for information.

Throughout March,
which is International WomenS Historyt

Month, a variers" ot free programs will be

presented as part of the series "'Multicul-

tural Mosaic: Traditions of a Diverse Soci-

ety-." For a schedule, call (212) 769-5315.

For inlormation about the Planetarium's

Sky Show, ""Cosmic Mind Bogglers: A
Tour of Astronomical Extremes," and

other events, call (212) 769-5100. The Ed-

ucation Department will conduct work-

shops for adults and children on subjects

ranging from animal drawdng to forensic

science. Nature walks in Central Park, cul-

tural tours of New York Cit\- neighbor-

hoods, and trips to Cape May, Cape Cod,

and the Dela\\-are Valley are also sched-

uled. CaU (212) 769-5310 for a complete

Usting. The Museums IMAX Theater is

currendy featuring Stormcliasers, Destiny in

Space, and Titanica. Call (212) 769-5200

for show times. These events take place at

the American Museum ofNatural History,

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York Cit)'. For more information about

the Museum's hours and admission fees,

call (212) 769-5100.



Endangered Africa:

An Exploration by Private Jet of

Africa's Cultural and Wildlife Treasures

January 13 - February 4, 1997

The range and diversity of life on

the African continent is perhaps the

most extraordinary on earth.

Beginning with the American

Museum of Natural History's first

expedition to Africa in 1906, the

wildlife and cultures of this

mysterious continent have been

intensely studied by Museum
scientists. Nowhere else on earth

can one find the great herds of big

game roaming freely on the plains,

as they have for thousands of years,

or the many extraordinary cultures

that for centuries remained a secret

to the rest of the world.

Today, Africa's cultural and wildlife

treasures are in peril, and even with

encouraging efforts and advances

by many African leaders, protecting

all ofAfrica's living creatures

remains a struggle. Habitat

destruction and the consequent loss

of biodiversity remain the greatest

single threat to both indigenous

peoples and wildlife.

Tunisia • Etiiiopia • Victoria Falls • South Africa • Cameroon • Mali • Marrakech

Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum of
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

Toll-free: 800-462-8687 New York: 212-769-5700

Call for a complete list of destinations.

scientists

will lead our

expedition

aboard a private, _
specially outfitted,

"""^^

first-class Boeing 757. We
will touch down in some of Afi-ica's

most remote and diverse areas,

witnessing a remarkable range of

geography, cultures, and wildlife.

We will also examine current

conservation practices and explore

the complex problems and issues

with the inspiring leaders who are

committed to protecting Africa's

irreplaceable resources.



They say in thirty years

a ^urger & fries could cost $16,
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Solutions

To Last

a Lifetime.

^ vacation $12,500^

d a basic <pr $65,000.

No problem*

You'll eat in. You won't drive.

And you won't go anywhere.

Granted, sitting around

the fiouse may not be

your idea of the perfect

retirement. But what's your

choice when inflation is

slowly but surely eroding

the value of your nest egg?

Talk to TIAA-CREF. We

offer investment, insurance,

and personal savings

plans that can help you

outpace inflation and

build the rewarding future

you deserve. Maybe that's

why we've become the

largest retirement system

in the world. To hear more,

call 1 800 226-0147 for your

free Personal Investing Kit.

After aU, you've always

had places to go and

things to do. And why

should it be any different

when you retire?

TIAA-CREF. Financial

services exclusively for

people in education

and research.

im?3

Ensurins the future
for those who shape it.'"'
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INTRODUCINGTHEALL-NEWMERCUEYSABLEV^GON
It used to be some stretch of the imagination to think a station wagon could ever dehver the ride, handhng and comfort of

; ,

-

a sedan. But now it's as simple as imagining yourself in the all-new 1996 Mercury Sable wagon. Sable wagon has a lot in

common with Sable sedan— the incredible feeling of solidity the rewarding and precise road manners and an engine that ^

goes 100,000 miles between scheduled tune-ups.* But Sablewagon adds a few twists of its own, like an available rear-facing

Imaginatici



^^ third seat, a lockable storage area and 81.8 cubic feet of cargo room within its handsomely styled shape. If you've never

'»!: considered owning a wagon but you always find yourself in need ofmore space, call 1 800 446-8888 to learn more about

'"' Sab\c-wa.gon{orenKr http://www.Mercuryi'i;hicles.com for Internet access). Or visit a Mercury AAf^yf^ll Y\/
if* dealer One test drive and you might find it easier than you thmk to imagine yourself in ^, . „ „IMAGINE YOURSELF
'il,

I

the all-new Mercury Sable wagon. •Und,:r mmd dnmgcondumnmh rmme flmd,fkiT chmga IN A MERCURY
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Truth by Travel
"What killed good journalism " said one veteran journalist, "was the

invention of the telephone." His meaning, of course, was that one

could now get a story without ever having actually seen the place or

met the people involved. AH the discovers; histon,-. and nature shows

on tele\-ision, along with world\Mde computer connections, have

done the same to travel. People can now feel famiHar \\ith a great

many places they've never been to. While this kind of -virtual travel

does no harm, it can leave one woefiiUy undereducated with regard to

the basic nature of places and people. These days, by the time most

children are sLx, they have probably "seen" Hons felUng gazelles on the

Serengeti, herds of elephants on dusty African plains, Amazonian

tribes, and the tropical

Travel is fatal to prejudice,

bigotry, and narrow-

mindedness, and many oj our

people need it sorely on these

accounts. Broad, wholesome,

charitable views of men and

things cannot he acquired by

veoetatino in one little corner of

the earth all one's lifetime.

—Mark Twain, Tlie Innocents Abroad, 1869

rain forests of the world.

but few can name the

fish that hve in their

local stream or even the

birds that sing in their

backV'ard trees.

This issue of Xatiiral

History was put together

to inspire readers to go

out and explore for

themselves—to make a

getaway from the

virtual. We invite you

to see Troy through

Homeric eyes, Copan through its new Maya reconstructions, a fossil

dig as a family matter, a forest through the fiingi at its roots. We asked

even our regular contributors to take to the road. Stephen Jay Gould

took away a lesson from a trip to Costa Rica. Neil de Grasse Tyson

imagined a journey from the center of the Sun. Roger Welsch went

to Dayton, Tennessee, for the retrial of the centur\-. And cartoonist

Stan Mack, a new contributor to Xatural Histor)', took a geological

myster\- tour ofNew York Cit\'.

It was once impossible to travel without experiencing the nature of

a place—the dust of its roads, the breadth of its rivers. Now one has to

make the effort to get off the highway and out of the car. But the

effort, as I hope this issue shows, is worthwhile.

—

Bruce Stutz
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Sure, they want the business.

But not when they hear

ho^finicky we are about

everything that goes into a

Lands' End Buttondown.
'

From the fit and the fabric, to

the stitching of the buttonholes.

Before you buy anybody's

buttondown, just consider what

goes into ours:

A classic fit Some compa-

nies go overboard; they cut off-

the-shoulder, with big, blousey

armholes. When you put a jack-

et on, the fabric bunches up.

Our shoulders are a little

more relaxed than years gone by.

But the cut is still traditional.

So there's no bunching up -and

you look better

A longer sleeve placket. Tip to

cuff, ours is 6 ^4"- an inch (or

more) longer than others. This
— - - . .^ makes it easier

to lay out the sleeve for ironing,

adds to your comfort. Note the

It
extra button: an Old World touch.

Longer shirttails, which stay

tucked in. Some shirtmakers

abbreviate their tails to save on

fabric. Ours are longer

by 1" or more.

A deep chest pocket.

Holds eyeglasses or

pens securely, so they

won't fall out

I

A supple, natural roll collar.

Some shirtmakers line collars with

a cheap polyester. In washing,

it reacts differently than cotton,

producing crinkles.

Our collars have a natural lining

we discovered. It shrinks just

like cotton: your coUar stays

neater #

Buttons that defy even

a commercial laundry.

Our new buttons are made
of the same tough resin used

in bowling balls and boat hulls.

Grommets behind collar

buttons. Soft pads inside the shirt

to keep the buttons Irom ripping

through. Most manufacturers omit

grommets - buttons must fend for

themselves.

Each buttonhole has

i 120 lock stitches. Most

\ ;,

; shirtmakers use fewer

V stitches -90 to 100 stitches

per buttonhole. Ours hold

I up better : you have to

work to fray one.

- Strong, single-needle

stitching on shoulder and
armhole seams. The seams

lie flat feel smooth.

(Many manufacturers

can't do single-needle

work.)

Know what? We've

run out of space, and

still haven't covered

everything.

We've only found

two manufacturers

who can build shirts

* our way But when
you put on our

Buttondown - and see

how you look - you'll agree that

being picky-picky has paid off.

Fact is, you can pay two or three

times as much, and still not get all

our features.

Why not call for our catalog?

Where we can really tell you

about our shirts....
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Delicate Burden

In his article "When the

Bough Bends" (February

1996), Bernd Heinrich de-

scribed how the architecture

of fir trees allows them to sup-

port heavy loads of ice and

snow. In central Mexico, I too

have observed boughs of fir

trees bent down in winter

—

Butteiflies bending branches offir

trees in Mexico

but from the weight of

monarch butterflies rather

than snow. For five months

each year, miUions of mon-

archs aggregate in a small area

to overwinter. The short,

needlelike leaves of oyamel fir

trees permit the butterflies to

cluster very tightly; hundreds

of them fit on a single,

sagging branch.

Alfonso Alonso-Mejia

Gainesville, Florida

Truffles and Taxes

In "Seeking the Tniffe" ("A

Matter of Taste," January

1996), Robb Walsh imphes

that truffle production in

France has not decUned but

that truffle hunters are simply

not reporting what they find

in order to avoid paying in-

come tax. I consider this a

false interpretation.

Land-use practices since the

turn of the century have dras-

tically altered the landscape in

southern France, where black

and other wild truflies are

most common. Given the

decline of agriculture and of

livestock grazing in the area,

an actual decline in wild

truffle harvests would not be

surprising.

James Aronson

Montpellier, France

Ghana's Forests

"Kingdom of Gold" (Febru-

ary- 1996) was a welcome look

at the tremendous attractions

of Ghana. I must take excep-

tion, however, to the author's

statement that the creation of

the canopy walkway in

Kakum National Park "con-

flicts with the day-to-day

needs of the local farmers."

To the contrary. Conserva-

tion International has been

working wdth Ghana's WUdhte

Department to meet the pro-

tein and income needs of

people who Hve around the

park. We therefore do not di-

rect our work toward expen-

sive experiments, such as relo-

cation of animals (Schildkrout

inaccurately states that "en-

dangered forest elephants have

been brought in" to the park).

Instead, we work \\dth local

people to find substitutes for

the traditional forest products

that were rapidly being de-

pleted. So far we've helped es-

tabhsh more than 200 snail-

farming projects (snails being a

highly prized tood item), and

similar projects to raise "grass-

cutters" (large cane rats native

to the area) are in the works.

Mari Omland

Conservation International

Washington, D. C.

Enid Schildkrout replies:

I tvelcome Mari Omland's atnpli-

fication of Conservation

International's role in helping

Ghana's Wildlife Department

protect the remainingforests in

southern Ghana.

By no means did I intend to

suggest that the work

Conservation International is

doing in Ghana is not welcome.

The very creation of a park like

Kakum, as ivell as the educa-

tional and conservation programs

implemented by the staffat the

Reserve, clearly serves the interests

of the people of Ghana and con-

tributes to the survival of our

planet. I ivas simply trying to

point out some of the ironies and

difficulties involved in saving re-

sources that have been threatened

for so long.

Pepsi Challenge

I'm not from Missouri, but in

the spirit of the show-me

state, I tested NeU Tyson's as-

sertion m "On Being Dense"

("Universe," January 1996)

that a can of Diet Pepsi floats

in water while a can of regular

Pepsi sinks. Did Tyson use

heavy water? I put a can of

each kind in a basin of water

drawn from my well, and both

floated!

At this juncture, however, I

forgive Tyson the SI.25 that

the experiment cost.

Bernard Steinzor

Willow, New York

NeU de Grasse Tyson replies:

/ suggest that you repeat the ex-

periment with at least seven verti-

cal inches of water in your basin.

Tlie tiny air pocket in regular

Pepsi tends to right the can as it

sinks. With less water, both cans

will look like they are bobbing at

an angle, when in fact the regular

Pepsi mil always be touching the

bottom. Uidess the laws ofphysics

are different in Willow, New

York, a deeper basin will allow

regular Pepsi to submerge com-

pletely in either a tilted or stand-

ing position. Tliis experiment

works in distilled water, ordinary

drinking water, even ivater with a,

high mineral content. I

NeU de Grasse Tyson's enter-'

taining article explores some

apparent paradoxes of the

density phenomenon, includ-j

ing "the greatest mystery of

them all: [that] an unopened

can ofDiet Pepsi floats in

water while an unopened cai

of regular Pepsi sinks." But h

provides no explanation for

this "mystery;" even though i

is quite simple.

Both regular and Diet

Pepsi are mostly water, so

their hquid contents have

a density close to that of

plain water. (The densitv' ot

the aluminum can itself is

greater, but it is more than

offset by the ven,' low density

of carbon dioxide under pres-

sure inside.)

The Diet Pepsi floats be

cause its sweetness is obtaine(

from a very small quantity of

Aspertame, which is several

hundred times sweeter than

sugar or corn syrup. Because

the regular Pepsi uses large

quantities of these denser-

than-water sweeteners, a can

of it will sink in water.

Bruce Sainpsell

Chapel Hill, NC

NeU de Grasse Tyson replies:

You have ably explained why reg-

1

ular Pepsi is denser than Diet

Pepsi, butfrom your description,

a person may be led to think that I

the density of regular Pepsi is

much higher than that of Diet

Pepsi when, in fact, there is only

a 3 percent difference. Tlie "mys-

tery" for me is that the density o/"|

water happens to fall in the nar-

row ranoe between them.
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"When I spent some time at a writers' colony recently," Caroline Alexander

("Trov's Prodigious Ruin") observes, "I found that only one other person had

read the Iliad. But now that the gold of Troy has resurfaced, the modern world

has a chance to consider the fate ot the old gods we've discarded." Trained as a

classicist, Alexander had never actually been to Troy before this assigmnent,

but dates her interest in the Hiad from age fourteen, when she read the great

epic in an English translation.

Since then, her involvement

with the classics has persisted;

she has even estabhshed a classics

department at the Universirv of

Malawi in East Africa.

A research associate at Harvard's Peabody

JVIuseum, Barbara W. Fash ("Maya Resur-

rection") sers-es as artist and sculpture co-

ordinator for the Copan AcropoHs Ar-

chaeological Project (GAAP). She is

responsible for the concept of Copan's

new sculpture museum and supervised

the reconstruction of the facades on dis-

play. Her husband and coauthor. William

L. Fash, is the director of GAAP and the

Bov\"ditch Professor ot Gentral American

and Mexican ArchaeologN' and Ethnology at Harvard. He is

also the author of Scribes, ]]iiyriors, and Kings (London and

New York: Thames and Hudson, 1991). Photographer Enrico

Ferorelli first met Barbara and WiUiam Fash in 1985, when he

was on assignment in Honduras. He was excited to encounter:

them a decade later and see the creation of the new Gopan

museum. A native of Italy who hves in New York Git^; Fer-

orelli is a world traveler who holds a commercial pUot's licensq

and enjoys soaring, saihng, skiing, and diving. His pho-

tographs have appeared in National Geographic, Smithsonian,

Newsweek, Time, Life, Sports Uhistrated, and Vanity Fair

Brooklyn-based writer Mark Jacobson ("Digging the

Badlands") traveled far from his usual beat this month,

spending a week digging fossils in the Badlands of South

Dakota. The music critic for Esquire and a sports writer

for New York magazine, Jacobson also contributes the

"World Music" column to Kiitnml History. His first novel,

Gojiro, was pubhshed by Atlantic Monthly Press in 1992,

and he has recently completed his sec-

ond work of fiction. Everyone and No

One. BrazU-born photographer J. L. BuM

cao, who accompanied the Jacobson

family to the Badlands, lives in New
York Gin,' and is a staff photographer foi,

the Gamma Liaison agency.

Gary Lincoff ("Mushroom

Mama ') majored in philoso-

phy in college, but his Hfe

took an unexpected turn in

1970, when he found some

inky cap mushrooms in a

New York Git\' park. Since

then he has built a career as a self-taught mycologist, teaching mushroon:

courses, leading tours to mushroom areas all over the world, and writing

field guides. His latest book, Tlie Mushroom Book, will be pubhshed by

DorUng Kindersley later this year. A self-described photographic surreal-

ist and humorist. Chip Slmons is known for his wide-angle shots, colored

strobes, and Hght-painting techniques. His work appears widely in elec-

tronic and print media.
,

Gartoonist Stan Mack ("Written in Stone: A Geologist's Manhattan") began his career in journalism as the art director for the the

New York Times Magazine and Book Review sections. He then s\vitched to cartoonist/reporter, working for various pubhcarions. in-

cluding the Village Voice, where he covered big-cit\- issues in his "Real Life Funnies." Recently, Mack has expanded his horizons to .

books: Stan Mack's Real Life American Revolution was pubhshed by Avon in 1994, and he is now working on another work of cartoon
|

histors'. Sidney Horenstein is coordinator of em-ironmental programs for the American Museum of Natural History . An indefatigable

educator and lecturer, he leads manv Museum-sponsored tours dealing wdth the geology,' and natural histors' of New York Gity.

Regents' Professor of

Biology at the Univer-

sin." ofNew Mexico.

James H. Brown ("Biodi-

versity' on the Border-

lands") has studied the

ecology of the southwestern United States for three decades. His current

research includes investigations into the influence of climate on plants and

animals m southeastern Arizona. Goauthor Astrld Kodric-Brown, a native of

Zagreb, Groatia, is also a biolog\' professor at the university-. Her special in-

terest is fishes of the arid Southwest, especially endangered pupfishes and

GUa topminnows.

Nature photographer Paul Hicks ("Bowers ofBhss") doesn't let his full-time job at an electronics company inter-

iere vvith photographing animals, a passion that started in his teens. Near his home in Winkfield, England, he

shoots close-ups of insects in the summer and birds in the wdnter, and he is m the midst of writing his second

book on nature photography. To broaden his range ofwUdhfe subjects, Hicks travels whenever time allows. His

photograph of the flihnars (a \\dnner of the 1995 BBG Wildlife Gompetition) featured in this months "Natural

Moment" was taken with a Nikon F4s and a 300-mm lens.
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III 1808, Charles Willson Peak painted tlie only known portrait of his

friend William Bartram. It hung in Peak's Philadelphia Museum, along

with other portraits of the country'sforemost naturalists. Right and far

right: Bartram's watercolor views of the great mud tortoise, or snapping

turtle, were painted in Pennsylvania before his great travels.

The Marvelous Adventuresi
ByJoseph Kastner

Travels Through North and South Car-

oHna, Georgia, East and West Florida

(1791), by William Bartram. Tlte Library of

America, $37.50; 728 pp., illus.

Review Wilham Bartram's classic has

had an odd histon,-. The nat-

uralist's explorations of the American

Southeast were made between 1773 and

! T77, but Travels Through North and South

Carolina, Georgia, East and West Florida was

not published until 1791, and its reception

was lukewarm, as critics derided his st^de

and disbelieved his tales. A year later, how-
ever, a pirated edition was pubHshed in

London, and the book became a wildly

successfiil bestseller in Europe; it was pub-

lished and republished over the next

decades in France. Germany, Austria. Ire-

land, and Holland.

Americans then became a\\'are ot Eu-

rope's enthusiasms—Carlvle \vrote Emer-

son recommending Bartram's "wondrous

kind ot floundering eloquence"—but it

was almost a centirry and a halt betore any

new editions of Travels were printed in the

United States and its unique place in

American hterature and science recog-

nized. Now the book and Bartram have

been given their due by the Library of

America, \vhose handsome ne^v edition

puts the modest Quaker naturalist up be-

side HawTihorne, Mehille, Faulkner, and

all the rest in its pantheon ot original

American wxiters. Selected and annotated

bv Rutgers Lfniversitv' historv' professor

Thomas P. Slaughter, the edition includes

an extensive collection of Bartram's draw-

ings (sixteen pages of fuU-color plates and

thirty-two pages of black-and-white

plates) and his other miscellaneous writ-

ings (including Observations on the Creek

and Cherokee Indians and Some Aaount of

the Late Mr. John Bartram ofPennsylvania).

"The attention of a traveler should be

particularly turned, in the first place, to

the various works of nature," WTites Bar-

tram in the opening pages of Travels. He
soon gives a place to evervthing plain and
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wonderful he encounters on a journey

through what he calls "an infinite variety

of animated scenes, inexpressibly beautiful

and pleasing." In its own quirky ways—et-

tulgent and specific, innocent and ironic,

its piety tempered by earthiness

—

Travels

I will give its new readers an unmatched,

on-the-spot sense of what the New World

was like. And though Bartram tells of

.ibandoned plantations that already were

leaving the country "sallow, defaced and

''Corched," the account arouses not so

much nostalgia at what has been lost as as-

tonishment at the beauty and power of the

American land.

Born in 1739, William Bartram had

trained as a naturalist under his lather, John

Bartram, a tanner and self-taught scientist

who became, in the judgment of Linnaeus

himself, "the greatest natural botanist in

the world." Given a classical education in

Philadelphia, William could not setrie into

a career, faihng as a farmer and going

bankrupt as a merchant. But his talent tor

drawing plants and birds led John

FothergiU, an English doctor and natural-

ist, who had one of the finest gardens in

Europe, to commission him to go out

hunting plants in the American South.

The explorations took Bartram over

2,400 miles in four and a half years, mostly

on horseback, alone, over wilderness

tracks and ancient Indian trade routes.

Bartram is exhaustive in listing plants—tor

example, "a new shrub of great singularirs'

. . . narrow lanceolate obtuse pointed

leaves . . . pale incarnate flowers succeeded

by desiccate triquetrous pericarpi each

containing a single kernel." But he is not

content with catalogs. Pines are "exalted,"

palms are "pompous," magnohas grow in

"venerated groves."

He balances botany with adventure. In

Georgia, having passed through a "dark

labyrinth" of thickets, he tumbles down a

rocky incUne and saves himself by grab-

bing a shrub and, on studying it, discovers

that it is a new variet\' of geuni. Out be-

yond the colonial frontier, he is accosted

bv an armed Seminole brave of "angrs- and

tierce" countenance who rejects Bartrams
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placating hand "with a look of malice, rage

and disdain." As the naturaUst resigns him-

self "entirely to the will of the Almighty,"

the Indian abruptly directs Bartram to the

next trading post where a chief explains

that the brave, "oudawed by his country-

men, had gone off swearing he would kill

the first white man he met."

Mostly Bartram is on very good terms

with the Indians. He respects them, col-

lects their relics and information about

their traditions. Their natural ways attract

him. They are, he wrote in Travels, "in the

first rank amongst mankind . . . humane

and honest . . . moral men \vho stand in no

need of European civilization." The Indi-

ans in turn hke Bartram. A Seminole chief

named Cowkeeper, learning what Bartram

was up to, gives him the name ot Puc

Puggy, or "flower hunter."

Invited to sit in on a chief's pep talk to

the hometown lacrosse team, Bartram later

attends a party, and is bemused by "ludi-

crous bacchanalian scenes . . . jovial

amorous topers . . . convivial songs, dances

and sacrifices to Venus." He stays aloof

from an orgy but is tempted when he

comes upon "companies of young inno-

cent Cherokee virgins" harvesting wild

strawberries, "bathing their limbs in the

cool fleeting streams . . . staining their

cheeks with the rich fruit." Tempted by his

own idealized vision, he wonders, "To

what lengths our passions might have hur-

ried us had it not been for . . . some envi-

ous matrons who espying us gave the

alarm." The episode ends properly with

Bartram being fed berries "encircled by

the whole assembly ofinnocent jocose syl-

van nymphs."

Travels is a beguiling mix ot science, so-

cial comment, storytelling, and a little

morahzing. A romantic and a deist, Bar-

tram finds virtue in the natural state, per-

ceives a "motion and volition" in plants

and something "divine and immortal" in

animals. But they are also monstrous and

menacing. On a Florida river, a "subtle

greedy" alligator rushes from the reeds.

"The ^vaters like a cataract descend from

his opening jaws. Clouds of smoke issue

firom his dilated nostrils. The earth trem-

bles with his thunder." A rival challenges

him, and "they sink to the bottom, folded

together in horrid wreaths." Then, as Bar-

tram paddles out to get some fish for din-

ner, the aUigators turn on him "belching

floods of water over me. They struck their

jaws together close to my ears as almost to

stun me." He chases them ofl!"and, during

the night, has to get up and chase off a pair

of marauding bears.

As diligent travel writers must, Bartram

rates the native food. "Ribs of three great

fat bears, well barbecued with hot bread

and honeyed water," get stars. Bittern,

roasted by an Indian hunting party, are too

fishy for his taste, but young waterfowl,

"almost a lump of fat . . . made us a rich

supper." When he cooks for himself, he

stews trout in the juice of wild oranges.

Before ending his journey in 1777, Bar-

tram sent offmore than 200 plant varieties

to FothergiU, some of them, like the eared

magnolia and the oak-leaf hydrangea, new

to botany, and a few that the doctor

planted in his own garden. With them

Bartram sent drawings and a two-part re-

port, which, after the doctor died, was lost

for more than a century. Both the draw-

ings and the report are included in the new

Library of America edition.

Bartram was thirty-eight when he re-

turned to Kingsessing, the commercial

nursery outside of Philadelphia estabHshed

by his father, which passed on to him and

his brother at his father's death in 1777.

For the next forty-six years, Bartram never

ventured far afield again, even declining

Thomas Jefferson's proposal to go as

botanist on the Lewis and Clark expedi-

tion. One of Bartram's visitors, William

Dunlop, came upon him at home in his

garden digging in the tulip bed. Bartram

"ceased his work and entered into conver-

sation with the ease and politeness of na-

ture's noblemen, his countenance was ex-

pressive of benignity and happiness."

Bartram also turned his attention to birds,

compiling the first good, systematic hst of

215 American species and keeping de-

tailed notes on their life histories.

As the years went on, Bartram became

the grand old man of American natural

history, was elected to the American

Philosophical Society, the premier scien-

tific institution of the new country, and

became mentor to a young generation of

naturalists such as ornithologist Alexander

Wilson, entomologist Thomas Say, and

botanist Thomas Nuttall. When Philadel-]

phia was the nation's capital, he had sucli

distinguished visitors as Alexander Hamil-i

ton, James Madison, and Thomas Jeffer-'

son. His reports have been useful t(

botanists, ornithologists, and geologists, a

well as to anthropologists.

In the meantime. Travels was inflaming

Europeans with its visions of the New
World, abetting schemes to set up utopiar

communities in a pristine land, and pro-i

foundly influencing writers of the new ro-

mantic age. Coleridge read and reread

Travels and transformed its images in hi:l

poetry. Bartram's passages on an "amazing

crystal fountain which incessantly threw

up, from dark rocky caverns tons of watei

every minute ... a continual and amazing

ebullition" became in Coleridge's Kiibh

Khan, "ceaseless turmoil seething" of the

waters in "caverns measureless to man.'.

Similarly, Bartram's armies of many-col-

ored fish, emerging from a cave's abyss anc

"floating like butterflies in the cerulean

ether," inhabit the fevered mind of Co-

leridge's ancient mariner.

Wordsworth, having lost his copy oi

Travels while abroad, anxiously sent home

for another. His poem "Ruth," right oul

of Bartram, talks of "a happy rout" of In-

dian girls who "gather strawberries all day

long," and azaleas that "with one scarlet

gleam . . . seem to set the hills on fire.''

Bartram had written about hillsides of aza-

leas
—

"red, orange and bright gold ... in-

credible profusion"—that alarmed him

"with the apprehension of the hiU being

set on fire." More deeply, Bartram's per-'

ceptions of a divine "motion and volition"

in nature is at the root of Wordsworth's-

tenet that "there is a motion and a spirit

that roUs through all things."

In this way, Bartram's book joins the

company of travel books that have a mea-

sure of greatness in them, informing both

the mind and the imagination, sometimes,

with transcendent results. But Travels has a

more accessible virtue. It also makes very

good reading.

Joseph Kastner has written extensively on the

history of natural history. His books inclnile A

Species of Eternity, A World of Watchers,;

and a biography of John James Audubon for

young readers.

i
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Undaunted Courage: Meriwether Lewis, Thomas
Jefferson, and the Opening of the American West

By Stephen E. Ambrose (Simon and Schuster, 1996, $30)

A historian adds some new information on the first official transcontinental land

expedition and focuses on the complex character of Lewis.

Storm Over Mono
ByJohn Hart (Uniivrsity of California Press, 1996, $50)

The fate of the eastern Sierra's ancient inland lake basin appeared to be doomed

by Los Angeles's ciemands on its water until efforts by a grass-roots group turned

things around.

Exploring Ancient Native America
By David Hurst Thomas (Adacmillan, 1995, $25)

American Museum of Natural History anthropologist David Thomas has

compiled a comprehensive, vivid guide to nearly 400 archeological sites in North

America.

Xuanzang: A Buddhist Pilgrim on the Silk Road
By Sally Hovey Wriggins (VVestviewPress/A Division of HarperCollins Publishers,

1996, $32.50)

The seventh-century Buddhist monk Xuanzang has remaineci China's premier

folk hero since his epic 10,000-mile, sixteen-year journey from China to India

and back again.

Confessions of an Igloo Dweller
ByJames Houston (A Peter Davison Book /Houghton Mifflin Company, 1996, $24.95)

On his first visit to the Canadian Arctic in 1948, Houston was so taken by the

Inuit that he spent the better part of the next fourteen years living and working

anions them.

The Clock of Ages
ByJohnJ Medina (Cambridge University Press, 1996, $24.95)

In tracing the diseases that afflicted particular historical figures, Medina, a

molecular biologist, explores the aging process in various body systems

Messages from an Owl
By Max R. Terman (Princeton University Press, 1996, $24.95)

Rescuing an abandoned great horned owlet, Kansas zoologist Terman finds

himself in a long-term relationship that continually surprises and instructs him.

William Bartram on the Southeastern Indians
Edited and annotated by Gregory A. IVasclkov and Kathryn E. Holland Brannd

(University ofNebraska Press, 1995, $46.50)

This volume contains the writings and drawings of the eighteenth-century

naturalist William Bartram, who was unique among his conteniporaries in his

knowledge about Southeastern Native Americans, particularly the Creek and

Seminole tribes.

Travel Friendly

By Robert Anderso)i

nature.net Travel information on

the Internet is so abun-

dant that, with enough patience, net

surfers can explore all the possibilities and

arrange their own trips—in effect becom-

ing their own travel agents. One of the

best sites to start with is Internet Solutions

(http://Alpha.Solutions.Net/rec-travel),

which allows you to enter a few keywords,

presumably the name of the place you

want to go, and then returns a hst of all the

pertinent sources.

Without a clear destination in mind,

you might try the travel logs(http://

www.yahoo.com/Recreation/Travel/

Travel_Logs Travelogues_/) , which list a

large number of idiosyncratic personal ac-

counts of nontraditional itineraries and

often give detailed travel information that

wiU undoubtedly improve the trip tor any-

one following in their footsteps. These in-

formal travel pieces may also suggest trips

that you might never have thought of, for

instance, one entitled "Mountain Biking

on the Ho Chi Minh Trail" (http://

vvwAV.vix.com/gpc/ trips/vietnaml.html).

For the armchair reader, simply reading

one biker's vivid, if bone-jarring, account

of some of his lOO-inile days is adventure

enough.

Groups promoting nature travel or eco-

tourism are on the Internet vying for cus-

tomers, but many ecoconscious travelers

are concerned about the negative impact

of tourism on some of the more firagUe

areas. The Rainforest Action Network

(http://www.ran.org/info_center/

ecotourism.html) addresses this concern

and offers guidelines. EarthWise Journeys

(http://www.teleport.com/~earthw\'z/)

also promotes sociaDy responsible travel,

listing only trips tailored to preserve local

ecologies and cultures. These range fi-om

research and volunteer expeditions to spir-

itual retreats and travel study. You can sign

up to receive a free copy of the current

newsletter.

'!"y-^f

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural His-

tory n}aga:ine.
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From the main screen

ofThe Cartoon

Guide to Physics,

users can navigate

widely in the field:

learning aboutfamous

physicists, observing

physical principles in

action, and

participating in

scientific experiments

and observing the

consequences.

The Cartoon Guide to Physics
By Howard Topojf

CD-ROM My training was in bio-

psychology, but I almost

became a physicist. Sometimes I think I

should have. Scientists in both fields are

confronted by phenomena that can't be

seen. In psychology, we investigate

"hunger," yet we never see hunger. In-

stead, we measure stomach contractions,

levels of blood sugar, and the amount of

food consumed. A comparable construct

in physics is "gravity," operationally de-

fined by measuring how objects of varying

mass move toward each other. Yet, there's

a simplicity in physics that I envy.

Consider the issue of two five-pound

steel balls. One is shot horizontally from a

cannon, while the other ball is merely

dropped from the same height. Which wiU

hit the ground first? The answer, of

course, is they will bottom out at the same

moment. Gravity acts only on the vertical

motion, and imparts an identical accelera-

tion (32 feet/sec-) to both balls. All I have

to know about the cannon balls is their

initial height.

That's what I like about The Cartoon

Guide to Physics. This CD-ROM, based on

the book by Larry Gornick and Art Hoff-

man, offers hands-on (hands on the

mouse, that is) workshops dealing with

collisions, inertia, acceleration, and pro-

jectiles and enables the viewer to use the

laws of mechanics to successfully predict

the motion of simple objects. Don't be

fooled by the word "cartoon." Although a

cartoon figure (Pingo) is the host of the'

program, there is serious science here.

In the module on "roUer coasters," for,

example, your goal is to make the passen-j

ger cars stop at the exact top of the last hill.i

You accomplish this by varying both thei

potential energy of the cars (their starting

height), and their kinetic energy (the mass;

of the cars). The physicists among you wiU'

undoubtedly want to use the equationss

provided in the program to precisely cal-

culate the correct settings. The rest of us^

will prevail by the far more enjoyable;

method of trial and error. My favorite'

module in the workshop is "collisions,"

where the concept of elasticity is simulated;

via a game of billiards. It's like Minnesota

Fats meets Isaac Newton.

After a few hours in the laboratory, take'

a lunch break and then register for two;

lecture courses. The first is "Lucy'si

World," a series of animated lectures on;

the physics ofmoving objects. Next comes

"Hall of Fame," where we learn about the;!

lives and accomplishments of the world's'

most famous physicists, including New-

ton, Archimedes, and Einstein. The onlyi

thing missing from The Cartoon Guide to]

Physics is a final exam. (HarperCollins In-;

teractive Publishers, 10 East 53d St., New!.

York, NY 10022; (interactive@harper-'

collins.com); 1-800-424-6234.

Howard Topojf is a professor of psychology at

Hunter College and a research associate in the'

American Museum of Natural History's De-

partment of Entomology.
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Arrival ofthe Easter Bilbyl

At Eastertime, some environmentally conscious Australian

parents are replacing the traditional chocolate bunny with the

chocolate bilby, above. Australia had two native bilby species, but

one, the lesser bilby, facing page, is extinct.

By Timothy Planner)'

Some Western traditions are peculiarly re-

sistant to change. Each December, Aus-

tralian families—many descended from

British immigrants—gather to celebrate

Chrismias in the mind-numbing heat of

the antipodean summer. The majority sit

formally around a table, in the middle of

which hes the carcass of that formidable

North American gaUinaceous bird, the

turkey, which radiates waves of heat that

push the temperature even higher. After-

ward, they enjoy large volumes of hot.

stodg)' pudding. Ice cold beer, often drunk

in vast quantities, is the only concession to

the change of hemispheres.

Unril recendy, the celebration of Easter

in Australia was almost as unaffected by

local conditions. But the appearance in

confectionery stores around the nation of

small chocolates in the form of bilbies

(cute marsupials that bear a superficial re-

semblance to rabbits) is a sign that the old

traditions are finally beginning to yield to

the new land.

Chocolate rabbits (and eggs), of course.

were the traditional

Easter confections. And
highly suitable ones they

were too. They are pre-

eminent symbols ot fer-

tilit\-. and both the timing

and the name ot Easter

show that this ancient

festival has as much to do

\\^ith fertihty cults as with

the death and resurrec-

tion ot Christ.

According to the Ven-

erable Bede, a medieval

scholar, the Easter festival

derives its name trom

Eastre. an ancient deit\-

connected with the fer-

tility- of springtime and

the aruiual return ot the

sun. Thanks to Pope

Gregory; Eastre's festival

survived the coming of

Christianity to England

without being renamed. In A.D. 601 Gre-

gory wrote to the missionaries who had

embarked for pagan England:

/ have been giving careful thought to the

affairs of the English, and have come to the

conclusion that the temples of the idols

among the people should on no aaount be

destroyed. . . . And since they have a

custom ofsacrificing many oxen to demons,

let some other solemnity be substituted in its

place. . . . Tliey are no longer to sacrifice

beasts to the devil, but they may kill them

for food to the praise of God. . . . For it is

certainly impossible to eradicate all errors

from obstinate minds in one stroke.

In short. Pope Gregon,- advocated leaving

the form of the Enghsh pagan ceremonies

in place and rededicating them to Christ.

Spring is the time when Eastre's fertiht\-

was most acutely perceived by the pagan

Europeans. And that is when, quite sensi-

bly, they celebrated it. That the Crucifix-

ion occurred at about the same time was

highly convenient. In Australia, however,

the festival falls in autumn. The links with

fertility are thus somewhat strained. But

even worse, the rabbit, that consummate

s^inbol ot tertilif\' to early Europeans, is

wideh' seen as a symbol ot destruction by

modern-day Austrahans.

Rabbits are not native to AustraUa. In-

troduced in small numbers in the middle

of the nineteenth century, they soon be-

came a pest of almost unimaginable pro-

portions, rolling in vast waves toward the

croplands of the continent's margins. They

breached fences put up to halt their ad-

vance, often passing through openings cre-

ated by livestock, sometimes hopping up

onto mounds ot windblown sand—or

even the dead bodies ofother rabbits—and

over the top. The introduction of the \iral

disease m^^x:omatosis—in a desperate at-

tempt to eradicate this pest—thinned rab-

bit numbers temporarily, but they remain a

serious problem.

Rabbits, together with another intro-

duced, predatory species, the red fox, have

been implicated in the demise ot many of

the twent\--three Australian mammal spe-

cies that have become extinct o\'er the past

centun.-. (The fox thrives in part because of

the abundance ot rabbit prey.) This loss

represents 10 percent ot the Austrahan.

mammal fauna, not counting bats. f

Attempts to control rabbit numbers are

ongoing. In 1995 Austrahan scientists

began experimenting with rabbit cali-

civirus—a pathogen highly lethal to rab-

bits—on a small island oS the coast of

South AustraUa. Late in the year, the virus

escaped to the mainland and within a fe^w

weeks had spread hundreds of miles. It

now- seems to be spread by tiies that \isit

infected carcasses. As I write, there are al-

most daily reports in the Australian media

about the spread of the new pestilence,

along with concerns (probably unjustified)

that the virus may become a danger to hu-

mans or other species. Rabbits are again

having a large, negative impact on the col-

lective Australian psyche.

Little wonder then that a growing num-

ber of emiromnentally conscious parents

have qualms about buying chocolate rab-

bits and desire a more appropriate conlec-
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tion to give to their children at Eastertime.

At first glance, the idea of the Easter

bilby seems a stroke of genius. Bilbies are

adorable marsupials of the bandicoot su-

perfamily. There are—or were—two spe-

cies, both burrowers with remarkably rab-

bithke ears. But there the similarity to

rabbits ends. The lesser bilby (Macwtis leii-

aira) was a dainty creature, just over a

pound in weight, with a long, bannerlike

tail. Until the arrival of rabbits, pastorahsts,

and foxes, the lesser bilby was widespread

in Austraha's sand dune deserts. Despite its

delicate appearance, the lesser bilby was a

carnivore capable of delivering a nasty bite.

Aborigines report that a few survived into

the 1960s, but the last known specimen

was collected in 1931. The species is now

considered extinct.

The greater bilby {Macrotis lagotis) has

fared better, so far. A larger animal—up to

In Australia, the rabbit

is less a symbol of

welcome fertility than

of destruction.

five pounds in weight—it feeds on insects,

fruit, and seeds. Its soft, bluish fur and ban-

nerlike black and white tail make it one of

the most attractive of all marsupials. A
century ago it was probably the most

widespread of all Australian marsupials. Its

burrows, up to six feet deep and ten feet

long, can still be seen in areas where the

animal itself is long vanished. Today, the

bilby is found only in a few isolated, inland

regions, where its numbers continue to go

down.

Given the role rabbits may have played

in the dramatic decline of both bilby spe-

cies, there is a certain poetic justice in the

choice of the bilby as a replacement for the

Easter bunny. As further recompense, a

small percentage of the profits made from

selling Easter bilbies goes toward bilby

conservation.

Nevertheless, I feel a litde uncomfort-

able linking the bilby with our admittedly

already confused Easter cultural baggage.

Fertility symbols are still at the heart of the

festival, and the bilby, both endangered

and slow to reproduce, seems a less than

perfect substitute for the rabbit. But then

again, I can't imagine Australian parents

queuing up to buy chocolate replicas of

what is probably Australia's most fecund

endemic mammal: the unfortunately

named plague (or long-haired) rat (Rditiis

vilhsissiiims), in appearance very much Uke

the loathed black rat.

Australia is, in an ecological sense, one

of the strangest corners of the globe. Its

unique ecology slowly forces change on

even the most conservative of cultures.

Personally, I can hardly wait for the day

when my family will be ready to sit down

to a Christmas feast of lobsters, yabbies

(freshwater crayfish), and a cold collation

of kangaroo, laid out under the shade ot a

beautiful sheoak tree by an incomparable

ocean beach. As for the bilbies, I've been

enjoying them (at least the chocolate ones)

for some time already.

Maiiiiiiah^ist Tiiiiotliy Fhiiiiicry li priudpal

research scientist at the Australian Museum in

Sydney. A chapter cfliis recent bock The Fu-

ture Eaters (Cecr<;e Braziller, Inc., 1995) was

puhlislied in the Deceinlwr 1995 issne (/Nat-

ural History.
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Can We Truly Know

oth and
Rapacity:?

We can go eyeball

to eyeball with

other creatures

—

but their inner

^vorlds remain

impenetrable.

By StephenJay Gould

The classic generalized statement of a

common problem in intellectual and prac-

tical life may be found in Tennyson's

lament that his dearest (and deceased)

friend Arthur Hallam seemed so close in

loving memory yet so unreachable in actu-

ality: "He seems so near, and yet so far."

The classic particularized statement of

the same problem comes from Coleridge's

Ancient Mariner, adrift in an utterly unus-

able but completely enveloping bounty:

"Water, water, every where,/Nor any drop

to drink."

The common experience of being so

close that you. can almost touch, yet so ut-

terly distant by any available way ofknow-

mg, provides a decidedly mixed blessing

—

as both a primary frustration of daily life

and a major prod to scientific advance. My
favorite example has a largely happy end-

ing still vigorously in progress: consider

how much ot medicine's sorry history of

so little advance over so many centuries

(until very recently) arose from a diagnos-

tic problem involving only an inch or two.

The trouble requiring visualization lies just

below the opaque covering of our skin.

Untold iTullions (probably billions) of pre-

mature, and often painful, deaths have oc-

curred because no one could see a devel-

oping tumor or an internal source of

infection. The old surgeons could do Uttle

more than cut it off or (on occasion) take

it out—where "it" represented something

quite large (a hmb, for example), often re-

moved in toto because a small and local le-

sion could not be pinpointed. Imagine,

then, the triumphant benevolence of a

host ofinventions from X-rays to CT scans

to MRIs. The ability to see an inch or two

inside has revolutionized our lives and

greatly improved our prospects.

Natural historians have dedicated them-

selves to the noble and fascinating task of

trying to understand, in the deepest way

accessible to us, the amazing variety ot life

on our planet. The best possible procedure

immediately runs into Tennyson's limit of

proximity with impossibiUty. I go eyeball

to eyeball with some other creature—and 1

yearn to know the essential quality of its

markedly different vitality. I cry to the

gatekeeping god of scientific knowability:

Give me one minute—-just one minute

—

inside the skin of this creature. Hook me
up tor just sixty seconds to the perceptual

and conceptual apparatus of this other

being—and then I will know what natural

historians have sought throua:h the ages.

But this god stays as silent as all the

prophets ofBaal when taunted by Elijah

—

for he, like them, has no power to grant

my request. 1 can only look from the out-

side (or cut into the inside, but flesh and

genes do not reveal organic totality). I am
stuck with a panoply of ineluctably indi-

rect methods—some very sophisticated to

be sure. I can anatomize, experiment, and

infer. I can record reams of data on behav-

iors and responses. But if I could be a bee-

tle or a bacillus for that one precious

iTunute—and live to tell the tale in perfect

meinory—then I might truly fulfill Dar-

win's dictum penned into an early note-

book containing the first flowering of his

evolutionary ideas during the late 1830s:

"He who understands baboon would do

more towards metaphysics than Locke."

Instead, we can only peer in from the

outside, look our subject straight in the

face, and wonder, ever wonder. StOl, con-

sidering how far our methods must lie

from the unreachable optimality of

dwelling within, we have managed pretty

well in a world without metempsychosis.

Our indirect methods have taught us a

mountain of things about horses, but if

you wished to learn even more, wouldn't

you rather be Whirlaway in the stretch

than interview Eddie Arcaro afterward?

I came face to face (many times) with

this old paradox during a recent trip to

Costa Rica, a nation justly celebrated

among poor and tropical lands for its max-

imal attention to the health and preserva-

tion of remaining natural environments

—
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a position not only ethically correct but

also potentially profitable both to the na-

tion itself and to all of us. (The editor of

Natural History requested a piece with a

travel motif for this theme issue. Travel

writing forms an ancient and honorable

genre in natural histoi-y but hes maximally

distant from my own sD,'le and prochvities.

However, a trip to the rain forests did jolt

this classical theme out ofmy subconscious

for specific reasons that I shall now de-

scribe—so I am happy to join this collec-

tive enterprise in my o\vn way. Stubborn

and honorable characters fromJob to Sura-

tra have always tried to balance coopera-

tion wnth maintained distinctiveness:

"'Though he slay me, yet will I trust in

him; but I 'will maintain mine own ways

before him" (Job 13:15).

Two Costa Rican animals cast a particu-

larly enigmatic stare at me and eUcited the

old, fi-ustrating thought that if only 1 could

get inside their different world for a

minute, I might understand. Small mam-
mals and insects strike us as frenetic; some

reptiles and amphibians seem overcome

with torpor. But we are not overwhelmed

by the difference if only because all these

creatures vary their routines and paces: a

squirrel can sit rigidly still, while an "im-

mobile" frog catches insects on a hghtning

tongue.

Sloths, however, move with such per\'a-

sive slowness that their entire world seems

intrinsically and permanently different

from ours. I would almost conjecture that

a fixed, slow-motion camera occupies

their cranial space, and that they gauge all

their movements by this markedly ditier-

ent clock upon the world. Do we. and

most other creatures, appear to them like

the Kevstone Cops in movement or the

Munclikins in raised pitch? Or do our fre-

netic paces (compared with their stately

step) constitute the only external world

they know, recorded in their brains as the

slothful equivalent of "objective reality"?

Ifone ofEl Greco's uniformly tall and thin

people stepped out of a canvas featuring

no other person but himself", and then en-

tered our world, would we all appear

ridiculously squat and fat, or would he

know nothing else (by \drtue of a few cen-

turies" experience with human gawkers in

art galleries, but never even a glance at con-

freres on other canvases), and therefore

view us as ordinary and archetypal? But

sloths do know other sloths and must also

perceive a differently paced external

world. Perhaps they don't notice the dif-

ference: perhaps they are merely amused;

perhaps they don't care. I would love to

know.

In any case, philosophical speculation

aside, I have never been so powerfuUy

moved by a sense of pervasive difference

for something so basic as a pace of life.

Hanging upside down, and grasping a tree

branch by all fours, sloths move along,

hand over hand, and ever so slowly—not

(apparently) for reasons of immediate cau-

tion, but m accord with their own concept

of normaliU'. They stretch out an arm to

reach their leaf,' food with the same lan-

guor. The algae that grow on their hang-

ing hairs, imparting a green ringe to the

entire body, almost seem to take hold be-

cause the animal can't move away fast

enough. (Yes, of course, the last sentence is

only metaphor—but then I once heard

that a roUing stone gathers no moss!)

At least my impressions are not idiosyn-

cratic. Sloths seem to impact all Western

observers in the same basic way. EngUsh-

men named them with a word meaning

'"slow" by etymology, thus identifying

sloths with one of the seven deadly sins as

well. Every other language that I know

uses the same designation. They are pa-

resseux in French and perezoso in Spanish

—

both meaning "laziness" or "indolence."

They are ianainis in Linnaeus's Latin,

meaning the same thing (and he formally

named a sloth genus Bradypiis, meaning

""slow-tbot" in Greek). As I stood watch-

ing a sloth high in a tree at Manuel An-

tonio National Park, I heard a group of

German tourists speaking about a "'foul"

animal. I thought that they just didn't care

for the poor creature, but then I remem-

bered that fijul is German for "lazy," and

that a sloth aiifDeiitsdi is Faultier.

So how slow is slow? (As I wrote in in-

troducing the topic of this essay, we can at

least experiment and accumulate outward

data in lieu of our real desire to get inside

another animal's head.) Early sources

heaped the calumny of exaggeration upon

a realirv' already genuine enough. Ne-

hemiah Grew, the first scientist (according

!:
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to the Oxford English Dictioiuvy) to call

sloths by their common English name,

wrote in 1681, in his catalog of specimens

owned by the Royal Society of London:

"The sloath . . . An animal of so slow a

motion, that he wiU be three or four days,

at least, in climbing up and coming down

a tree." Linnaeus, when formally naming

this creature in his mid-eighteenth-cen-

tury Systema luitiirac, wrote: "tardissiiiie et

aegre inccdit, vix inio die 50 passus" (he

moves most slowly and reluctantly, scarcely

managing 50 paces in a day).

Their step is, in fact, a bit brisker, al-

though nothing to challenge Aesop's tor-

toise. In the standard book on the subject.

Function and Form in the Sloth (Pergamon

Press, 1971), M. Goffart begins his chapter

on "motor activity" by writing: "Sloths

sleep or rest about 20 hours a day, per-

forming perhaps no more than 10 percent

of the work of a higher mammal of the

same size." Goffart then summarizes a

number of careful studies devoted to mea-

suring the speed of sloths. Their move-

ment along a horizontal pole (a good ex-

perimental surrogate for their favored tree

branches in nature) averages a stately 0.1 to

0.3 miles per hour, with maximal acceler-

ation to a sprightly 1 .0 miles per hour.

Since sloths are so evidently well

adapted to motion upside down along tree

branches, we should not be surprised that

their infrequent right-side-up progression

on the ground should be so painfully inef-

ficient. With front legs longer than hind

limbs, and with permanently curved digits

that hook well to branches but permit only

hobbling motion on the ground, sloths

cannot manage more than 0.1 to 0.2 miles

per hour on terra firma—scarcely enough

to outrun a pursuing jaguar.

Several aspects of sloth anatomy and

physiology correlate with their extreme

slowness. Studies of contraction time show

that, in Gotfart's words, "the muscles of

the fastest genus of sloths were thus four to

six times slower than their homologues in

the cat." Sloths also maintain lower and

more variable body temperatures than al-

most any other mammal—a tact of un-

doubted relevance to their slow pace of

life. Most mammals hold their steady body

temperature just a bit below 100° F (as in

our "standard" of 98.6°). Monotremes and

marsupials, the egg-laying and pouched

mammals of Australia and a few other

places, operate at a considerably lower

level; the duck-billed platypus, for ex-

ample, maintains its minimally warm-

blooded body at about 85° F.

Sloths belong to the exclusively New
World mammalian order Edentata, includ-

ing armadillos and three genera ot South

and Central American anteaters. Edentates

maintain the lowest body temperatures

among placental mammals. For example,

two species of the sloth genus Bradypns

varied betrween 82° and 90° F throughout

the day, depending upon the outside tem-

perature.

Yet, for all these attempts to approach

the sloth's inner reality with our best infer-

ences from outward data, we have failed

badly (and for the usual reason of inability

to overcome our selt-centered view), at

least in popular presentations. From the

name that serves as their definition and in-

cubus, to our constant emphasis on their

slowness, stupidity, and duU daily routines,

we have conveyed an image of sloths as

very low mammals, doing very little of in-

terest, very high in the trees. This tradition

began with a remarkable characterization

by the great French naturalist Georges

Buffon in his classic eighteenth-century

compendium, the many-volumed Histoire

itatiirelle. Buffon held sloths in maximal

contempt among mammals, and expressed

his derision (in his usual elegant prose) by

explicit comparison with human abilities,

rather than by any attempt to grasp the

sloth's own world of opportunities and

dangers. Bufton wrote;

Whereas nature appears to us hve, vibrant,

and enthusiastic in prodncing^ uuinkcys; so is

she sh^u', constrained and restricted in sloths.

And we must speak more of wretchedness

than laziness—more of default, deprivation,

and defect in their constitution: no incisor or

canine teeth, small and covered eyes, a thick

and heavy jau', flattened hair that looks like

dried grass . . . legs too short, badly tinned,

and badly terminated . . . no separately

movable digits, but two or three excessively

long nails . . . Slowness, stupidity, ucglcct

of its own body, and ei'cn habitual sadness,

result from this bi:arre and neglected

conformation. No weapons for attack or
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defense; no means of security; no resource of

safety in escape; corifined, not to a country,

but to a tiny mote of earth—tlie tree under

which it was born; a prisoner in the middle

ofgreat space . . . everything about them

announces their misery; tliey are impefect

productions made by nature, which, scarcely

having the ability to exist at all, can only

persistfor a while, and shall then be effaced

from the list of beings . . . These sloths are

the lowest term of existence in the order of

animals with flesh and blood; one more

defect would have made their existence

impossible.

As if BufFon had not already heaped

enough disdain upon sloths, he then points

out that human miseiy arises from moral

failures of conscious decisions and not

from inborn propensity. But only among

sloths has nature decreed inherent degra-

dation:

The disgraced sloths are perhaps the only

creatures that nature has maltreated, the

only creatures that offer us an image of

innate misery.

Only at the very end does BufFon pull

back a bit, wonder about the sloth's own

internal state (as this essay advises), and

conjecture that things may not be so bad

after all—for such an insensible creature

might not grasp its own plight:

If the misery resultingfrom lack of feeling is

not the greatest of all ills, then that of these

animals, although very apparent, may not

be real, because they appear tofeel so little:

their mournful appearance, their heavy look,

their indolent insensitivity to any received

blow, all announce their insensibility.

If this essay were dedicated to support-

ing sloths against such human calumny or

derision, much could now be said. A con-

ventional defense would emphasize those

neglected features that might inspire

human respect. For example, general

slowness notwithstanding, sloths can give a

quick and nasty slash with those long and

inflexible nails that Buffon denigrated

(males do fight for the usual mammalian

reasons of sexual competition, and sloths

will defend themselves since they truly

can't escape by running away). Moreover,

their torpor (and algal cover) do serve an

adaptive function in forging inconspicu-

ousness in the presence of enemies and

should not be interpreted as a burden of

phyletic primitivity.

1 could also point out, stiU framing a

conventional defense by trying to arouse

human affection, that sloths have evolved

an array of interesting and unique features.

For example, sloths are not a dying rem-

nant, but a group in reasonable vigor with

more than half a dozen species in two gen-

era

—

Bradypus, the three-toed sloth, and

Choloepus, . the two-toed sloth. With just

one or two other exceptions, all mammals

have exactly seven cervical (neck) verte-

brae—yes, even giraffes (where the usual

seven are mighty long). But sloths, for

some unknown reason, vary this nearly

universal number. Choloepus has only six

cervicals; while Bradypus has nine. As a re-

sult of these extra vertebrae, Bradypus can

rotate its head through 270 degrees, or a

full three-quarters of a turn—not quite the

full spinning of cartoon cliches (remember

Pinocchio turning his body entirely

around a stable head in order to display his

school clothes to Gepetto) but the closest

equivalent in the real world.

Too many sloth lovers, myself included,

have tried to stick up for these mahgned

edentates by making them either nice or

interesting in human terms. Goffart, for

example, continues to combat Buffon's

calumny two centuries later when he

writes:

Tliough explorers often described sloths as

expressionless, dreamy and stupid, those

acquainted with them as petsfind that they

have a great variety of expressions. Tirler

says that when itsface is in repose a good-

natured smile isforever on its lips. When

relieving itself Choloepus has an

expression of quiet pleasure.

But the more I ponder the subject, the

more I conclude that we should just try to

know sloths as they perceive and record

the world—and not scan their repertoires

tor items that resonate with us or bring us

pleasure. And yet, to really know, I need

those sixty seconds within a Bradypus

brain—and no power on earth can supply

this gift and tool. So I ponder the riddles

of ordinary human walking seen as Key-

stone Cop freneticism or of reaching for a

leaf at tai chi speed as a sloth's perception

of average pacing. So near into that skuU of
|

a distant mammalian relative, so far to
|j

know directly.

My second fascination in Costa Ricai

centered upon the carrion-feeding raptors,
j

particularly the turkey vulture. I united

these birds with the maximally disparate

sloths in my mind because both made me
wonder so powerfully about "different

worlds" in the heads of animals with life

styles so starkly in contrast with our own

choices and proclivities—the only world

we can know directly. But 1 then discov-

ered another connection quite unknown

to me at the time. Both these creatures

elicited maximal contempt from the great-

est arbiter of historical taste—Georges

Buffon. 1 already quoted BufFon's depreca-

tions of sloths. Now consider his opinion

of vultures:

The eagle attacks his enemies or his victims

one on one. . . . Vultures, on the other

hand, join together in troops, like cowardly

assassins, and would rather be robbers than

ivarriors, birds of carnage rather than birds of

prey, hi this genus fvultures], there are

those who gang up upon their prey, several

upon one; and there are others intent only

upon cadavers, which they rip apart down to

the bones. Corruption and infection attract

them, instead of repelling them. . . . Ifwe

compare these birds to mammals, the vulture

joins theforce and cruelty of tigers with

the cowardice and gluttony of jackals, which

also unite in troops in order to devour

carrion and tear apart cadavers. The eagle,

on the other hand, has the courage, the

nobility, the magnanimity and the

munificence of the lion.

BufFon also tells us that we can easily

distinguish vultures from eagles by the

naked head and neck of the nasty carrion

feeders versus the full feathering of the

noble hunters. If this aristocratic French

naturalist, made famous through his motto

"le style est I'liomme meme" (the style is the

man himself), knew the supposed adaptive

value of the vulture's naked head, he

would undoubtedly have demoted these
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birds even further in his estimation. Vul-

tures plunge their entire head deep into

rotting corpses, and a conventional mat of

feathers would soon become dangerously

fouled, while gore does not adhere to the

smooth and naked skin. To cite a standard

source (Leshe Brown and Dean Amadou's

Eagles, Hawks and Fakois of the IVorld, Mc-

Graw-Hill, 1968): "Without this denuda-

tion, the head feathers would become

smeared and matted with gore and infec-

tion might occur." (I have litde sympathy

for adaptationist scenarios in the "just-so

story" mode, but this particular tale makes

good sense to me, especially since the Old

and New World vultures are not closely

related by genealogy and have indepen-

dently evolved this highly localized loss of

feathers—apparently for the same func-

tional reason.)

Litrie about these birds could possibly

be judged as pleasant in human terms. Of

the turkey vulture, my Costa Rican source

of observation, Buffon concluded: "They

are voracious, cowardly, disgusting, odious

and, as with wolves, just as noxious during

their lives as they are useless after their

death." Consider the grandest of New
World vultures, the great (and nearly ex-

tinct) California condor, with maximal

wingspan among all the world's flying

birds. I don't wish to compromise in any

manner the noble efforts now under way

to save this magnificent species (for adher-

ence to human ethical standards could

scarcely be more irrelevant in our judg-

ment of other animals), but descriptions of

feeding condors can scarcely inspire any

visceral affection.

In the standard source on condor be-

havior, written in the early 1950s before

the population had dechned so precipi-

tously, Carl B. Koford ("The Cahfornia

Condor," Research Report No. 4 of the Na-

tional Audubon Society, New York, 1953)

described how a group of condors ripped

and struggled so vigorously at a carcass that

the whole complex (of feeding birds and

dead food source) slid slowly downhill:

Carcasses up to the size of a deer arc

generally dragged downhill as the condors

feed. Once I saw 20 condorsfeed on a

young calf. . . . Soon after vigorousfeeding

(Please turn to page 54)
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After a millennium of decay, the buildings of

Copan come bacl< to life in Honduras's new

museum of Maya sculpture

By Barbara W. Fash and William L. Fash

Photographs by Enrico Ferorelli

The older residents of the modern town of Copan Ru-

inas remember the earthquake that shook western

Honduras in April 1934. The church in the town

square was nearly destroyed, and dozens ofhouses were

leveled. The nearby Maya rums themselves suffered

damage: four of the buildings on the acropohs, already

undercut by river erosion, collapsed into heaps of rub-

ble, and what few sculptures remained on the other

nine major buildings toppled. When Carnegie Institu-

tion archeologist Gustav Stromsvik arrived shortly

thereafter, he found people living in temporary lean-

tos on the patios of their houses as they weathered the

aftershocks of the following week. Cleanup work left

ancient sculptures stacked in piles around the site.

The earthquake only added to the disarray created

over the past centuries, during which local people and

foreign visitors scavenged through the rubble of the

Maya ruins and took attractive pieces for their own.

This process began in the years following the collapse

of the ruhng Classic period dy-

nasty in Copan, in about A.D.

820. Postclassic people removed

sculpture from the temple that

housed the tomb of the last

ruler, Yax Pasah (New Dawn),

and carried it off to their own

homes. They buried their chil-

dren and other loved ones in

the east court of the acropolis,

using the carved blocks from what had been a funerary

temple to line the bottoms of the graves. They carried

broken fragments of stone incense burners high into

the mountains and left them in caves and crevices of the

sacred mountains where they revered their ancestors.

Collectors of a different kind later scattered Copan

sculpture all over the world: to museums in Brussels,

Cambridge, Chicago, Cleveland, Esquipulas (Guate-

mala), Genoa, London, New Orleans, New York,

Philadelphia. San Diego, Seville. Tegucigalpa (Hon-

duras), the Vatican, and Washington. D.C. Meanwhile

sun, wind, rain, and temperature change assaulted

those sculptures that remained. As the great Mayanist

Tatiana Proskouriakoii' observed, "As if jealous of this^

superb creation of man, all the most violent forces of

nature seem to have conspired to destroy it.

This history presents a challenge for those seeking

to study the ancient sculptures. As a result of major re-

search and conservation efforts by archeologists from

the United States and Central America (working under

A reconstruction of

an early Classic

Maya temple, left,

takes shape at the

center of Copan's

new museum.

Above: A local

mason, Francisco

Canan, and his son,

Adelso, assemble

stone blocks from

the Copan council

house. The carved

hieroglyphic

inscription is a

place name in the

ancient city.
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the auspices of the Honduran Institute of Anthropol-

ogy and History), in the past decade more than 25,000

stone sculpture blocks from Copan's fallen temples and

palaces have been studied and cataloged, and indoor

storage areas have been created to protect them from

the elements. Now we and our Central American col-

leagues (including Honduran archeologist Ricardo

Agurcia, the executive director of the Copan Associa-

tion, and Guatemalan architectural restorer Rudy Lar-

ios, the codirector of the Copan AcropoHs Archaeolog-

ical Project) have embarked on anot:her ambitious

mission: to create a new sculpture museum in Copan.

Built by the Honduran government, the museum

will insure the safekeeping of the monuments and un-

veil restored facades that once covered the larger build-

ings throughout the ancient city. Although less familiar

Wattle-and-daub

architecture has

persisted for

millennia in the

Copan Valley. Juana

Lopez and her three

daughters stand

before the compound

of their extended

family, in the hamlet

of San Rafael.

The modern town of

Copan Ruinas, right,

dominates a view of

the Copan Valley,

looking south.

to the public than Copan's free-standing stelae and al-

tars, these facades contained the most plentiful, and

often the best, stone sculptures in the city. The carvings

fit together hke mosaics to depict human figures, gods,

animals, flowers, crops, and other motifs.

Set within the Copan National Park, the museum

will consist of one main building and several smaller

ones connected by outdoor trails. Construction of the

main building is complete and installation of its exhibits

is well under way, with the opening scheduled for July

20, 1996. Designed by Honduran architect Angela

Stassano, the building is two stories high, broader at the

second story. A large mound around the base is planted

with trees native to the area to help the museum blend

with its mound- and tree-filled surroundings. Natural

light illuminated the Copan monuments and buildings

for centuries, and every attempt has been made to use

natural light within the museum. In addition to sky-

lights, the museum has a large opening in the center of



its roof, so that at any given time, the daily and yearly

movements of the sun will highlight some exhibits

more clearly than others, just as they do at the archeo-

logical site.

The building was planned to reflect the central con-

cepts of the Maya worldview. The entrance is a stylized

mouth of a mythical serpent, symbolizing a portal from

one world to the next. As people proceed through the

tunnel, they have a sense of entering another place and

time. The entrance also evokes the tunnels that arche-

ologists dig to reveal the earher constructions buried

inside the pyramidal bases of Maya buildings.

Aligned with the compass points, the four-sided

building reflects the horizontal ordering of the ancient

Maya world, to which the four cardinal directions and

the yearly path of the sun were fundamental. Four was

the number associated with both the sun god and the

perimeters of a niilpa, or cornfield.

In addition to the horizontal directions, the Maya

envisioned an axis through a center point connecdng

the human plane to the supernatural worlds above and

below. This vertical axis is also reflected in the mu-

seum. Images of deities and denizens of the underworld

appear on the first floor. These include killer bats,

skulls and long bones of the dead, portraits ot deceased

ancestors, and stingray spines. The spines were used in

rituals by rulers, nobles, and commoners alike to draw

blood from fleshy parts of their bodies as a sacrificial of-

fering for gods and ancestors.

On the second floor, the world of the living is rep-

resented by pieces from eighteen difterent buildings,

including seven complete fagades. These illuminate a

series of important themes in the lives ot Copan's an-

cient inhabitants: agriculture and fertility, the ballgame

and natural cycles, mountain deities, ritual sacrifice,

warfare and the ruler as paramount warrior, links to

other cities, the role of the scribe, the patron ot sculp-

tors, the royal residence and shrines, residences ot the

Juana Lopez grinds

corn in the l<itchen

while her husband,

Arlindo Garcia, holds

a pet cat. Between

them is a clay

griddle for cooking

tortillas.

L
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Spectators once

flanked the ball court,

top photograph.

Above: Trees invade

the base of the largest

temple pyramid.

Below: The corner of a

residential structure is

now displayed in the

sculpture museum.

nobility and the role ot nobles in the collapse of the

king's divine authonts'. and the council house {see

"Copan's House of Lords," page 30). The second floor

also presents celestial deities, including sun disks sur-

rounded by clouds and a throne decorated \vith a sky

band. The ceUing that frames the opening in the roof is

decorated with Maya symbols tor the celestial bodies

and constellations of the night sky. These tricolored

paintings are based on carvings from Copan.

The centerpiece of the museum, rising through

both floors and piercing the open ceiling, is a recon-

-truction of an early Classic temple—a terraced, two-

.iiy buUding dubbed Rosalila (rose-Ulac) by its exca-

rors. The original, discovered beneath Structure 16

i the acropolis by Honduran archeologist Ricardo

•\gurcia. is the most intact structure ever found in

Copan. A hieroglyphic step carved on its front stairway

describes it as the work of Copan's tenth ruler, Moon-
liguar, who reigned from A.D. 553 to 578. Unfortu-

nately, it is only accessible by narrow tunnels, making it

impossible to move and very difficult to observe. The

tuU-scale replica will show it oS"in all its multicolored

splendor. (When the ancient Maya stopped using the

original structure, they painted over its modeled plaster

decorations in white. Careful probes beneath this white

layer have revealed several levels of paint, each colored

differently, often with numerous repaintings. The mu-
seum rephca dupUcates the final color scheme.)

As a whole, the temple represents a deified moun-
tain—a place of creation, a source of life-giving water

(such as a cave, spring, stream, or waterfall), and birth-

place of the sacred maize plant. The head of this moun-

tain deity, which combines the attributes of both

mother and father, is depicted on the lower central part

of the roof crest, with a cleft in its forehead from which

maize sprouts. Draped over the sacred mountain images

and framing the image of a cave in the upper story are

two-headed celestial dragons. These mythical creatures

combine attributes of snakes and crocodiles.

Representations of the sun god adorn the lower

parts ofthe temple. The sun's daily journey and the Hfe

cycle of maize were hnked together in veneration of

the process of birth, Ufe, death, and rebirth. Some of

the images of the sun god are humanlike; others show

him as a mythical bird. With his serpent-shaped wings

outstretched, the sun as a celestial bird soars in four di-

rections around the building. On the lowermost

tacades are seven serpent-winged birds, from whose

open mouths emerge the head ot the sun god.

Within the many chambers on both Rosalila's

ground level and second story, the Maya rulers held rit-

uals that put them in touch with their universe and

their ancestors. When the building was closed and cov-

ered over, in about A.D. 650, a ritual bundle with nine

elaborately shaped flints, three flint knives, stingray

spines, and marine animals was deposited on the first

floor in a smaO room. Other offerings were left in large

clay vessels in the central room and altar. A portion of

the lower rooms has been reconstructed in the museum

rephca so that visitors will be able to see where the of-

fertory caches were found and will be able to experi-

ence what a temple was Uke on the inside.

Two important goals of the museum are to give

Copan's modern inhabitants greater insight into the

importance ot the ancient sculpture and to train local

workers in its conservation and restoration. Like the

sun on its dailyjourney, or the maize through its yearly

cycle, the Maya buUdings and sculptures—and their

meaning—are being resurrected. The sculptors who

replicated the rehefs of Rosalila, together with all the

other participants in the project, have shared the joy of

renewing their ties to their heritage, and they take

pride in returning Copan and its artistry to its proper

place among the world's cultural treasures.

f
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The Copan acropolis and its surrounding urban

core and rural settlements lay in a pocket of the Copan

River valley, whose fertile bottom land attracted agri-

culturists to the region more than 3,000 years ago. At

the city's height, about A.D. 800, some 20,000 people

occupied the Copan pocket, and the urban concentra-

tion displaced most farming to outlying lands. The city

was a huge machine at work at the center of a civiliza-

tion with hieroglyphic writing, an advanced calendar,

and complex astronomy. The gradual collapse of that

civilization—as a result of such stresses as overpopula-

tion, contaminated water sources, political unrest, and

warfare—is a common theme in the story of human

life on earth.

In the modern-day town of Copan Ruinas, people

speak Spanish, worship the Christian God, and attend

schools that emphasize history after 1492. They partake

of many aspects of Western "civilization," such as the

telephone, electricity, MTV and CNN, and a diet en-

riched by Old World products. But the inhabitants of

the town, as well as the poor farming famiUes that eke

out an existence in the mountains, still carry on many

ancient Maya traditions. Their love of the Mesoameri-

can trinity of crops—corn, beans, and squash—is un-

changed. Corn, prepared in myriad ways, is still the

diet mainstay of everyone, rich and poor, rural and

urban. Pom, the incense used by the ancient Maya in

household and royal ritual, is stiU a prized commodity

in the local market.

In rural areas, dwellings are still designed and con-

structed as they were two millennia ago. Wattle-and-

daub walls are covered by thatch or palm roofs, and

each family's compound consists of three or four small

buildings grouped around a central courtyard. One

structure serves as the bedroom; another is the kitchen;

a third serves as a storage room for maize, beans, and

other goods; and a fourth houses a shrine. Atop the

shrine is a cross, but even this quintessential Christian

symbol has pre-Columbian counterparts in the art,

writing, and cosmology of the ancient Maya. Incense is

burned on the altar in ceramic censers not unlike those

found with the ancient altars and shrines.

Other aspects of traditional culture include beliefs

in spirits that reside in the mountains and streams, even

in the ruins of the dynastic center of the Copan acrop-

ohs. Some of these spirits, which bear Maya and Na-

huatl (Aztec) names, can be recognized in ceramic and

stone sculptures recovered in the archeological excava-

tions. As in more traditional Maya communities else-

where, the people of Copan take these supernatural

and ancestral spirits very seriously. They sacrifice

chickens at house dedication ceremonies and when

they plant their fields of corn, beans, and squash each

May. On May 3, the Day of the Cross, a superficially

Catholic procession goes up to a concrete cross on the

top of the nearest high mountain, in hopes that the de-

votion win bring the life-giving rains.

In years gone by, the more hispanicized, Ladino

members of the community ridiculed the traditional

beliefs and life ways of the more humble, Indian seg-

ments of the population who lived in the rural areas.

This is beginning to change, as the work in the ruins

and at the sculpture museum have shown the breath-

taking works of art and architecture left by the ancient

inhabitants of the Copan Valley. The work on the

council house has struck a particularly resonant chord,

showing as it does that the ruler acted in harmony—or

at least in consultation—with the representatives ot the

families who lived outside the dynastic center. In 1 994,

to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the found-

ing of the town of Copan Ruinas, the past was made

present when a rephca of the ancient council house was

constructed in the courtyard of the modern municipal

complex. n

Stela 8 depicts

Copan's thirteenth

ruler, considered one

of the city's greatest

patrons of the arts.
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A woven motif on its

fagade identified t/ie

"mat house," wliere

the if.ing of Copan

held council.

Community dances

were performed on

the adjacent

platform, as

illustrated here.

Incense braziers and

large vessels of food

are offered before an

image of the jaguar

sun god, while

smoke rises from

cooking fires (left

background).

Copan's House of Lords

Beginning in the 1880s, a succession of scholars exca-

vated and studied the ruins of Copan. But one of the

public buildings in the acropolis, or civic-ceremonial

center, stood neglected until recently because of its

modest size and lack ot visible hieroglyphics. The only

clue to its nature was a woven motif adorning its east

side, exposed in 1937 when archeologists worked on a

more imposing neighbor known as Temple 22. Created

by patterns of masonry stones in the facade, this motif

caught my eye because it represented a woven mat, the

symbol of political authority among the Maya.

I wondered whether the small building might have

been the city's "mat house"

—

popol otot in Cholan, the

Mayan language spoken in Copan—the council house

where Maya rulers and noblemen convened, seated on
mats of woven reeds. Sixteenth- and seventeenth-cen-

tury historical records—notably the Lihros del Cliilaiii

Balani (books of the jaguar priest), colonial Maya ac-

counts of sacred history and religion—tell us that

among the most common titles for royalty and other

noble rulers were Lord of the Mat or Lord ot the Jaguar

Mat. The interwoven pattern may have symbolized

both the unity that the elite provided for the kingdom

and the interconnected nature of the universe.

Located in the southern lowland Maya region in

what IS now Honduras, the kingdom of Copan col-

lapsed long before the Spaniards arrived, but conquista-

dors observed that council houses played a central role

in Maya communities in the northern lowlands, where

Yucatec-speaking Maya called them popol na. Diction-

aries and documents from the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries also mention council houses in con-

nection with other Maya peoples. For each, the mat

house was where the ruler met with the people's repre-

sentatives, who bore the title of liolpop (he at the head

of the mat).
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The early documentary evidence suggests that

council members were chosen from the important pa-

trilineages and may have held office for a specific term

(five years would have been a likely calendrical interval)

before stepping down. The early sources also tell us that

mat houses were places where the Maya staged pubhc

festivals and learned community dances. Some living

Maya still use mat houses. Epigraphist Nikolai Grube

says that not long ago, he witnessed town festivals at

popol nas—complete with feasts and dancing—in tradi-

tional rural communities in Quintana Roc, Mexico.

Beginning in 1988, the Copan Acropolis Archaeo-

logical Project, in which I participate as artist and

sculpture coordinator, set out to completely excavate

the building whose woven motif made it a candidate

for the ancient city's council house. Except for the east

wall, which had previously been uncovered, little was

exposed on the surface of the site. All but a few feet of

the walls had collapsed. As we dug through the debris

of building stones and mortar, we uncovered nearly

one thousand pieces of sculpted stone, most lying ex-

actly where they had fallen in antiquity. Based on their

positions, I was able to reconstruct—on paper—the ar-

chitectural and sculptural elements of all four facades,

revealing that this had been a small but elegant edifice.

In keeping with a public function, the building had

an open front, facing south, with three large entrance-

ways. The archeological team cleared parts of a twenty-

six- by ninety-eight-foot platform in front of the build-

ing and found that it had been replastered several times,

probably to maintain a smooth surface. The absence of

wall lines or artifacts suggests that it could have served

as a dance platform. A large deposit of refuse, just off

the southwest corner of the building, contained pot-

tery, stone tools, charcoal fragments, ash, and stone in-

cense burners—probably the remains of a feast.

The mat design—repeated three times on the front

and back of the building and twice on the two shorter

sides—was the most prominent decorative motif on the

fagades and confirmed the building's function as the

king's council house. The significance of the mat motif

would have been easily apparent to ancient Maya. They

would have also been able to decipher a hieroglyphic

motif, repeated around the cornice, that would have

been read phonetically. The meaning in Cholan Mayan

was never recorded, but an early Yucatec Mayan dictio-

nary contains a corresponding expression, sac iiic te'il

na, literally "white flower house," but translated as

"community house."

In addition, at least twelve hieroglyphic medallions

were installed in pairs all around the facade. The

medallions read "nine Ahaw" and exemplifs' the Maya's

fondness for a pun, telling us both that the building was

"the house of the nine ahaw [lords]"—apparently there

were nine holpops—and that it was built on "9

Ahaw"—the dedication day of the building. The

glyphs do not specify the year in which the building

was dedicated, but the event would typically have been

at the end of a five-year cycle in the Maya calendar.

Only three dates in the late Classic period fit this cycle

and had the day name 9 Ahaw: they fall in the years

A.D. 682, 746, and 810. The archeological stratigraphy

of the buildings nearby, taken together with epigraphist

David Stuart's decipherment of a date for Temple 22,

shows that the first possibihty is too early, and the style

of the sculpture and other architectural details of the

mat house make the third extremely unlikely. The ded-

ication was therefore most likely held on June 12, 746.

Also around the facade were nine niches, each con-

taining a human figure seated above a large hieroglyph.

Two were on the front of the house, two on the back,

one on the west side, and one on each corner. (The east

wall had neither glyphs nor figures, no doubt because

that side of the building was obscured by its immense

neighbor. Temple 22.) These nine figures, each with a

distinctive headdress and necklace or pectoral insignia,

probably represent the holpops. Featured on the decora-

Ancient Copan |

Secondary Centers \^ •

1 Miles

tive conib on top of the building is the king, seated

above all on the jaguar mat.

Epigraphists David Stuart, Linda Scheie, Stephen

Houston, and Nikolai Grube believe that the large hi-

eroglyphs beneath the nine councilors are place names.

Some are also found in classic Maya texts from other

sites, suggesting they derive from a conmion mythol-

ogy. They may have referred to wards within Copan, or

their leading lineages, and also to the ceremonial

dances for which each group was responsible. One of

the names is represented by a fish glyph. Recently,

while excavating a royal family residence south of the

acropolis, E. Wyllys Andrews V, of Tulane University',

discovered a series of similar fish sculptures fallen from

the facades. This may indicate that it was one of the

named places represented by a holpopi. Archeologists are

now on the lookout in the valley settlements for any

distinctive hieroglyphs or portraits that may signal the

residences of the other holpops.—B IV F.

While the palaces of

Copan's royalty and

other nobility were

concentrated in an

urban zone near the

acropolis (the civic-

ceremonial center),

archeologists have

identified a number

of secondary

residential centers

within the valley.
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In Telluride, Colorado, fungus fanciers gather

annually to celebrate the fruits of the earth

Text by Gary Lincoff

Photographs by Chip Simons

Every year, on the Saturday before Labor Day, some

200 celebrants gather in Telluride, a small resort town

high in southwestern Colorado's San Juan Mountains.

Several dozen weekend \'isitors—adults and children

—

parade the length of Main Street in homemade mush-

room costumes. Accompanied by a percussion band,

marchers dressed as king boletes and fly agarics,

shagg)Tnanes, and chanterelles strut their stufl' for an

enthusiastic audience of fiingus fanciers. After the pa-

rade, the revelers gather for a "dance of the mush-

rooms," followed by an eagerly awaited feast. Thou-

sands of mushrooms, which they have collected since

Thursday, will be prepared by expert volunteer chefs.

This event has evolved out of earher (and more

staid) mushroom conferences and has been known

since 1981 as the Telluride Mushroom Festival. Devel-

oped and nurtured by Emanuel Salzman, a Denver

phvsician, it has become a magnet for collectors, who

come here from all over the countrs". The festival offers

informal classes on mushroom identification, the diag-

nosis and treatment of mushroom poisoning, mush-

room cultivation, mushrooms as medicine, and the law

pertaining to psychoactive mushrooms. Participants in-

clude doctors, cooks, artists, computer programmers,

and elementary school teachers—anyone who has a

passion for mushrooms.

Telluride, a former gold-mining town 7,500 teet

above sea level, is surrounded by forested mountain

slopes; several nearby peaks reach 14,000 feet. For

mushroom hunters, the local treasure is now the

chanterelle. Collecting can be done in town, where

lawn mushrooms come up daily after showers, but the

nearby spruce woods are much better. In eastern North

America, morels are foundm the spring, chanterelles in

the summer, and king boletes in the fall; but in the Tel-

luride area, all mushrooms seem to fruit at the same

time: late August. The late summer is also when many

vacationers escape the heat and cro^vds of their home

cities and head for Telluride, with its svmny days and

cool nights, almost daily rains, and forested mountains.

A mushroom collector could find more diversity'

vdchin an hour's drive of New York Cit\; because the

ea5,teni woodlands boast a far greater varietv' of trees

and habitats than the western mountains. But what Tel-

luride s mushrooms lack in diversity', they make up tor

in abundance. Here one sees hillsides carpeted with

golden chanterelles {CanthareUus cibarius). Their egg-

yolk-yeUow color; thick-edged, forked folds under

waw-margined caps; short stems: and sweet, dried The Telluride festival's king and queen dressed as mushrooms



A celebrant wears a bracket fungus mask A shaggymane mushroom costume

apricotlike odor make them unmistakable. Although

much smaller than the chanterelles found along both

continental coasts, these seem to shine like gold

nuggets under the Engelmann spruce trees.

King boletes can be found simply by driving along

the unpaved roads watching for splotches of bright red

wherever mountain meadows meet spruce woods.

These red mushrooms are fly agarics {Amanita muscaria),

an indicator species whose white-spotted, bright red

caps are illustrated in many children's books. Wherever

fly agarics are found, usually near Engelmann spruce

trees, king boletes wiU not be far away. The dark, red-

dish brown, bunlike caps of the boletes are difficult to

spot but, once located, often can be gathered in abun-

dance. One can fill a car trunk in an hour's collecting.

Curiously, while there are well over a hundred diflerent

kinds of boletes (also known as sponge mushrooms be-

cause of their spongy undersides) on each coast, most

are mediocre fare. But the king is prized by collectors

for its excellent taste. Telluride's best specimens are

found in the high mountains, where they are numerous

and usually free of bugs.

Fly agarics and king boletes are mycorrhizal fungi,

a group that develops a symbiotic relationship with hv-

ing plant species. Their thousands of subterranean

threads, or vegetative bodies, form nets over the root

ends of certain trees, extending the trees' capacity to

absorb soil nutrients. At the same time, these filament

nets block viruses and pathogenic bacteria, providing a

kind of external immune system for the trees. Under-

ground filaments may extend for many yards, and their

fruiting bodies, or mushrooms, grow above ground

near the trees—sometimes as much as forty feet from

the base of the trunk.

This connection between mycorrhizal mushrooms

and evergreen trees is what brings mushroom hunters

to places like Telluride, with its healthy coniferous

forests. While most plants host microscopic tungi inside

their roots (an endomycorrhizal relationship), the pine

family's root systems, and those of some hardwood

trees, are wrapped in the external fringal nets (an ecto-

mycorrhizal relationship). A mushroom hunter, there-

fore, seeks out pine, spruce, fir, Douglas fir, hemlock,

and larch, and such hardwoods as vaOows, poplars,

birch, beech, and oak. More than 5,000 diflerent kinds

of mushrooms are believed to be ectomycorrhizal with

these trees. Some of the most sought-after wild edibles,

such as the chanterelles and the king boletes. cannot

live without their host trees.

On Friday morning, the first full day of the tesrival,

collectors pile into a dozen cars while it is still dark and

chilly and head for dirt roads high above Telluride.

People scatter into the dark spruce woods, their eyes

adjusring to the dim dawn light. Suddenly, mushrooms

appear as if out of nowhere. First you spot one, then
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another, and soon, in a good year, you begin to see

mushrooms everywhere. Sometimes a shaft of sunlight

will pierce the canopy and shine directly down on a

mushroom. A white-spotted, shiny red cap of a fly

agaric, illuminated m the dim woods, is a delightful

sight.

Within an hour or so everyone gathers back at the

cars—many with baskets full ofmushrooms, some with

just a few choice items—and the caravan returns to

town. The mushrooms are put out for display, and the

morning lectures and workshops begin. By noon,

people gather for the afternoon forays. Five to ten cars

take off in various directions. One group explores a

nearby aspen grove, hunting for such edibles as stalk

boletes, for the wild form of the commercial enoki

mushroom, and for the bright yellow, scaly Flocaihria.

Another group walks around a wooded lake looking

for choice oyster mushrooms, honey mushrooms, and

young shaggymanes. One carload of determined

hunters goes off to search Douglas fir stands on north-

ern slopes and Ponderosa pine stands on southern

slopes, in hopes of finding a few fruiting bodies of the

elusive, spicy matsutake. (In Japan, matsutakes sell for

more than $100 per mushroom!) The main contingent

of collectors, however, heads for Lizard Head, a slope

with densely packed Engelmann spruce trees about

twenty minutes from town. At Lizard Head the group

divides: some scout the lower reaches, looking for coral

and tooth fungi and the sweet, anise-scented Agariais,

while others mount the steeper hillsides in search of

chanterelles and king boletes. Whether they take the

high road or the low, children always find a wealth ot

mushrooms overlooked by their parents; they move

faster, are closer to the ground, and miss nothing.

Of the 500 or so mushroom species in these woods,

only a few dozen are collected for food. Most are taken

for identification, photography, and display. Except for

the chanterelles and the king boletes, which are col-

lected in quantity the woods look pretty much the

same after the mushroomers have gone; with the after-

noon rains, thousands of new mushrooms pop up. Al-

though potential harm from overharvesting is a hot

topic at the festival, there is no evidence of damage to

Telluride's ecosystem. (Even in continental Europe,

where mushroon:i picking has been well established for

centuries, the main causes of recent declines are

thought to be pollution, acid rain, and habitat loss

rather than personal collecting, since there has been a

comparable dechne in mushrooms that are of no culi-

nary interest.)

Back at the tent where display tables are set up, col-

lectors empty their baskets for identification by experts.

Mushrooms are sorted and displayed in neat and or-

derly arrangements. Quantities of choice edible fungi

are placed in large open boxes, for use in the Saturday

Good
Collecting

Areas

145 to:

Woods Lake

Placervilie

Norwood

Ridgway

Montrose

Wilson Peak

El Diente
Sunshine Mtn,

Lizard Head

Cross Mtn, Trout Lake

Rocky Mountain high: Prime mushroom country in Colorado's San Juan Mountains
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Mushroom habitat: spruce-aspen forest Attractive but inebriating: the fly agaric

afternoon feast. There are rare, brightly colored or-

ange, brown, blue, or purple cup-shaped fungi known

as ascomycetes, which are related to morels and truffles.

Far more abundant (and diverse) is the group known as

basidiomycetes, which includes chanterelles, bright

yellow and red coral-shaped fungi, ten-gall on-hat-sized

scaly tooth fungi, piles of boletes, giant puffballs the

size of basketballs, and various gill mushrooms. A
handful of innocuous-looking "little brown mush-

rooms" is prominently displayed to alert novices to its

danger. It is the deadly Gakrina aiitiimimlis, Colorado's

most poisonous mushroom.

Shme molds are abundant in the woods only during

very wet years, and their appearance always evokes

questions. Are they fungi or some kind of ameboid an-

imal life? How many kingdoms of organisms are there,

and who says so, and why? On average, collectors find

about 200 different kinds of fungi during a late-August

weekend at Telluride, provoking endless debate over

finer points of species classification. (Can names origi-

nally given to European mushrooms be accurately ap-

phed to these southern Rocky Mountain populations?

Are they really the "same" species?) A convenient way

of classifying mushrooms is by their feeding habits.

One could also group them by morphology, chemical

makeup, or reproductive biology, depending on the

purpose of the taxonomy. Fortunately, the technical

controversies do not prevent the average collector from

correctly identifying the best edible mushrooms and

shunning dangerous ones.

Perhaps the most unusual aspect of the Telluride

Mushroom Festival is that it brings together two groups

of people historically at odds with each other: the

hunter-gatherers and the cultivators. Whether for fun

or food or profit, growing mushrooms is becoming an

increasingly popular activity. Growers come to Tel-

luride for workshops in cultivating such exotic edibles

as oyster mushrooms, shiitake, maitake, and ling chih.

Sometimes they bring examples of their prize speci-

mens, such as logs of fresh shiitake mushrooms, to share

with the group. In wet years, even the growers will

search the hillsides for wild mushrooms, but m dry

years, they stay in town, showing off their wares at a

mushroom version oi a state fair.

On Sunday, after the collecting trips and workshops

and talks, after the mushroom parade and the mush-

room feast, after the morning review of the display ta-

bles, the tent comes down. Uneaten mushrooms are re-

turned to the woods, and the participants pack up and

depart. On the drive out of Telluride, however, some

cannot resist the urge to visit a good spot one last time,

or to check out a place where someone else had found

great edibles the day before. For the passionate collec-

tor, mushroom hunting is never over; winter just means

that mushrooms are fruiting somewhere else. D
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A rare opportunity to excavate fossils takes

a family from the big city to the wilds of South

Dakota, where their glimpse of a world

thirty-three million years old brings immediate

personal rewards

By Mark Jacobson

Photographs by J. L. Bulcao

In the niidst of their respective t^velfth, eighth, and fifth

summers, in bet\veen the timeless rituals of summer

camp and the return to school, Rae, Rosalie, and Billy

spent a week digging up thirty-three-million-year-old

bones. The fossils belonged to the giant, pigUke beasts

that once roamed the land now occupied by the South

Dakota Badlands. Shiny httle dental probes in hand, my
three kids were uncovering a jawbone of one such de-

funct big pig when a great cloud of dust rose from the

unpaved road beside the dig site.

Hulking specters astride apocalyptic machinery

roared across the jagged Badlands terrain, piercing the

100-degree, mid-August heat: bikers on Harleys.

Cruising in firom the big Sturgess Rally m the Black

Hills, with zippered leather head wraps atop bearded

faces, and T-shirts depicting skulls and stretched over

beer-swelled guts, the bikers stopped alongside the road

and sauntered over.

"What ya digging up down there, kids?" asked one

motorcycUst, whose colors announced him as hailmg

from Cement City, Michigan. "The mandible ofan Ar-

chaeotheriiim, also called a big pig," answered Rae, the

twelve-year-old. A New York City kid, proficient at

the largely sedentary pleasures ofTV watching, preteen

slouching, and homework avoidance, Rae had taken to

the hfe around the paleontological enterprise known as

Big Pig Dig and was now entrusted to present "inter-

pretations" of the work being done at the site.

"Due to constant erosion ofsoft stone, the Badlands

are really good for finding fossils. There are five mam-

mal fossils from the Oligocene epoch in this hole."

Then, using her dental probe as a pointer, Rae delin-

eated the fossO remnants: the "big pig" (resembling,

but not closely related to, living swine, Archaeotherium

ranged from warthog size to hippo size and larger);

Subhymccdon (an early relative of rhinoceroses, smaller

than the present-day African model); the more delicate

Mesohippus (a three-toed horse); Leptomeryx (a small,

deerlike creature); and an as yet unidentified rodent.

"These bones are thirty-three million years old," Rae

said, adding that even if these particular mammals were
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now extinct, some of their distant descendants still

walked the earth.

"Thirty-three miUion years old, huh?" the biker in-

toned. A moment earlier he had been a live-for-today

rebel on a Harley, a hellbent if somewhat blowsy

American icon. Now, his swagger suddenly gone, the

biker slowly peered about the Badlands landscape.

"Sheesh . . . I'm just a goddam speck, ain't I?" he

said. Then, as if he found this recognition of his place

m the universe to be bracing yet necessary, he turned to

Rae and said, "Thanks." Without another word, he got

back on his Harley and rode otT, sending up another

cloud of dust.

After the biker disappeared, our host. Phil Bjork

—

a professor at the South Dakota School of Mines and

Technology, in Rapid City, and director of that institu-

tion's Museum of Geology—turned to Rae with a

proud smile. "Excellent interpretation, Rae . . . tliat's

about the best response you could ever ask for."

Then Bjork, a quiedy mischievous man in his niid-

fifties, who helped excavate the first Tyiiviiiosiiiiriis rex

skeleton in South Dakota and claims to know every

joke ever told about paleontology ("there's one thing

about paleo jokes; they're all old"), gave the kids a iiard

look. "Rest time's over," he barked, "get back to work.

^

All photographs Gamma Liaison

Sculpted by eons of

geological activity, the

Badlands of South

Dakota are a

repository of mammal

fossils. Above: A

landscape near Cedar

Pass in Badlands

National Park.

On the road, author

fJlark Jacobson and

his family tour the

northern leg of

Badlands National

Park. left. On the

trail, geologist Phil

Bjork leads the

volunteers on a walk

through time.
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Fossils of

Archaeotherium, a

large warthoglike

mammal, abound in

the Badlands. In a

reconstruction of a

thirty-three-million-

year-old scene, below,

two of the beasts

engage in combat

There are epochs' worth ot bones to tind." The com-

mand got a unique response: with utmost alacrity' and

not a single whine, the kids raised awls and shovels and

committed them to the earth.

Hearing my wdfe and me carp about how we had

never seen this particular trio ot children clear the din-

ner table with such zeal, Phil Bjork laughed. "Paleo's

great for that. It's hke one big Tom Sawv'er's fence: you

say, hey, here's a nice hole in the ground, bet you can't

make it bigger. . . . About five minutes later you've got

all these people down on their hands and knees, shov-

eling away."

The truth was, the five of us were more than happy

to be in the stark, cragg\' Badlands of South Dakota,

digging big pigs. It had been a horrible winter and

spring. People who had prexiously seemed invulnera-

ble had fallen ill to the mutations of a few inexpUcably

angry cells. That kind of sickness, which can \\Teck a

family's confidence and shake the illusion of immortal-

ity, is nothing that children need to know about, at least

not too soon. It helps to get away. Besides, the Badlands

had been good for us.

Our first experience in the Badlands had been the

previous summer on a 6,000-mile tamilv meander to

YeUow^stone and back. It you travel across the continent

as we did, the first %dew of the Badlands can be a shock-

ing introduction to the otherness of the American

West. After seven hundred miles of flat midwestern

regularity', the traveler suddenly confronts the dramatic

lurch of highly crenelated pinnacles, walls, buttes, and

washes. One might as well be approaching the sand

castle of a neurotic giant or a Martian Atlantis, a lost

city fallen to earth.

More than thirn.' million years ago, the area was. for

the most part, a vast, featureless floodplain forged by

wide, slow-moving rivers tirom the west. These rivers

carried weathered rocks from the recently uphfted

Black HiUs and deposited them in the catch basin that

was to become the Badlands. The region has long

daunted human travelers. A group of nineteenth-cen-

tury French Canadian trappers, noting how the capri-

cious combination of clay and siltstones gave way be-

neath their boots, referred to it as les mauvaises terres a

traverser ("bad lands to travel through"). But we weren't

on horseback or pulling wagons. From inside an air-

conditioned vehicle, the Badlands seemed a must-see.

On our first night that summer, we were sleeping in

our tent in the campgrounds near Cedar Pass in the

Badlands National Park when. \\'ith abrupmess ts^ical

ot the high prairie, a storm came up. It was a remark-

able display. Back east, thunderstorms come from a spe-

cific direction, make a lot of noise, blow through, and

are gone. Here, Hghtning strikes serrated the night sky

from evers' angle, a fiill 360-degree assault. HaO-laced

rain poured down, borne by a vicious wind s\virHng in

over the rocls^' walls.

The storm went on for hours. On average, the Bad-

lands receive fifteen inches of rainfall in a year; a

healthy percentage of the year's allotment must have

fallen that night. Tents \\'ere ripped from their stakes,

hurled through the campsite hke bungee-corded nylon

tumbleweeds. Huddled inside our trusty geodome with

II



the wind roaring so loudly we could barely hear one

another speak, we felt our initial terror give way to

wonder. How fabulous it was to have come to this des-

olate place, so remote from everything we were used

to, and to be surrounded by such a maelstrom. We
couldn't think of a single other place we'd rather be. It

was a magic night, the highlight of that entire trip.

In light of the buffeting events of the following

year, it made sense to return to the Badlands, where we

were almost blown away—but weren't. It was a place to

come to when you were wounded and noticed that, in

spite of it all, you were still standing. There was a kind

of abiding permanence in these maligned "bad" lands.

It was here that the last of the Lakota ghost dancers

sought refuge after the massacre at Wounded Knee. I

had read that within these rocky hills was the spine of

the supernatural being Unkcegila. Deep in Unkcegila's

bones was to be found taopi pejuta, "medicine to heal

wounds." We thought we could use a httle of that.

Which is where Phil Bjork came in. Born in a small

Michigan town south of Detroit, Phil grew up thinking

that he would be a chemical engineer like his father.

But a field geology trip some thirty years ago changed

that. "There's something about this place that grabs you

right away," Bjork says, peering out over the spectacu-

lar precipices below Windows Trail. "I thought to my-

self, this might be a useful way to spend a life: being m
this place, understanding how it works."

For us, Phil Bjork became a latter-day Badlands

shaman. He dispensed a particular kind of healing

medicine that consisted of looking long and deep, be-

cause that hole in the ground over there—well, it

might not be just a hole in the ground. It could be the

entrance to a new world.

Charmingly obHvious to the supposedly short at-

tention spans of children, Phil took us around. He
pointed out varieties of grasses (more than fifty species

grow in the area) and wildlife (bighorn sheep, prong-

horn antelope, prairie dogs, and a large herd of bison

populate the park). But the thrust of Phil's agenda was

the past. Among the sandstone formations on Medi-

cine Root Trail, we held tiny thirty-three-million-

year-old hackberry seed fossils in the palms of our

hands. Then we chmbed up Vampire Peak to trace the

jagged paths of clastic dikes—^vast fault and fissure lines

filled with sand that had later solidified—some of

which run for more than a mile. It was important to

know that "everything, big or small, has history in it."

Phil pointed out the multicolored bands that signify the

various layers of late Eocene and Oligocene soils that

formed in the area: the gray Chadron below the brown

Brule, which in turn is covered by the grayish volcanic

ash called Sharps. Or, as our son, Billy, named these

formations, Shadrack, Drool, and Tarps.

Over the years, our kids have had several excellent,

passionate teachers, but none of them had the class-

room Phil Bjork did. Back home, they have a few dio-

ramas at the Museum and that's about it. The paucity of

a natural landscape makes you wonder if attempting to

teach the natural sciences in cities is a hopeless en-

deavor. Out here, geology was imbued with the weight

of gospel and instantly committed to memory. Months

Trailer and tarp

provide sliglit respite

from We e/ements at

the dig, left. After a

hot day in the fossil

pits, volunteers enjoy

classic campfire

cuisine. Below: The

Pinnacles preside

over Sage Creek

Basin, banded by

layers of sed/ment

more than thirty

million years old.
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Absorbed in

painstaking worl< wiW

bwslies and dental

probes, two members

of the Jacobson clan,

under the guidance

of graduate student

Greg Kruse, attend

to the fossil details

at hand.

later, the kids were still able to name some of the more

than 250 species found as fossils in the park.

"It's like a big puzzle. What's not here is just as im-

portant as what is," Rae said dreamily, scanning the

abrupt rise and fall of a Chadron layer across an exposed

fault. "When things don't match, or parts are missing,

that means something happened. What? That's the

question." "It looks like 3-D wallpaper," put in RosaUe,

the eight-year-old.

But in the end, it came back to the hole in the

ground. The dig. "For the paleontologist, fossils are the

starting pomt for the generation of data. Data are very

important, so you know what that means, don't you?"

Phil asked the kids. They shrugged.

"It means more test pits!" Phil replied, slapping his

metric square down in the broiling sun beside the beat-

up little trailer forty or so feet away from the main Big

Pig Dig excavation. Test-pit digging is not one of the

romantic aspects of paleontological inquiry. The idea is

to map the extent of the fossil-bearing formations

—

that is, dig a three- to four-foot-deep hole, see if you

find bone, and mark it if you do. It you don't, fiU the

pit and dig another one. By this process of elimination,

a test pit yielding no bones is worth almost as much as

one containing fossils. But try telling that to our trio of

paleo-diggers. Luckily we were four for four: four pits,

four finds. Under Phil's watchful eye, we chipped

through Brule with what Phil called all-purpose awls

and turned up Suhhyracodon bone.

We kept shoveling away; Phil wanted us to practice.

While it might be fine to screw up in a test pit, the

main excavation was something else again. Twenty or

so miles west ot the Ben Reifel Visitor Center, the Big

Pig Dig is one of the more significant, recently identi-

fied early mammal sites in the country. In the three

years since the site was discovered by Iowa tourists,

more than 5,000 bones of early mammals, representing

five different species, have been found in the Big Pig

Dig. As of last summer, hundreds of specimens had

been excavated, and many of them are now preserved

in jackets of gauze and plaster.

No other site in the Badlands has revealed the sheer

concentrations ot tossil creatures, such as Ar-

chaeotheriiim, Subhyracodoii, and Mesohipptis, found at

this excavation. Bjork and his colleagues believe that

the most likely explanation for the assortment of

hoofed mammals is that the area represents an ancient

water hole. Animals that arrived to drink were mired in

a "trapping mechanism," perhaps a viscous mud, and

perished. In this scenario, Archaeotheritim, a scavenger

that came to feed on remains of other beasts, also fell

victim to the mud. "The arrangement of the bones, the

way they're set down in this jumbled, pick-up-sticks

fashion is also fascinating," according to Bjork. He fig-

ures that the main excavation, already in operation for

three years, will go on for quite some time. Indeed,

some of Bjork 's students at the School of Mines and

Technology are pursuing master's degrees through

work they've done at the site.

This being the case, it was no small thing when

Bjork invited Rae to help the students remove a Suh-

hyracodon mandible from the main hole. Brush and den-
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tal pick in hand, Rae jumped into the pit and stayed

there. For hours. "She gets it," Phil said, as if he had a

serious neophyte on his hands.

Watching Rae work the Big Pig Dig, I allowed my-

self a moment of fatherly exhilaration. Would this be

the instant when one of my children clicked mto that

one consuming interest that would shape her life? Hav-

ing a paleontologist daughter wouldn't be too shabby.

Again I was glad we had come to this hot and dusty

place to spend our summer vacation. Back in the city, a

decrease of sensation amounts to sanity. Here in the

Badlands, the senses allow themselves to fill the osten-

sible void. They can focus and afford to be patient, as

Rae was. Phil Bjork asked her if she wanted to come

back again next summer to dig up more Archaeotherium

bones. Even though she "really" would rather be an

Egyptologist, Rae said sure.

That night at the campground, over a campfire and

an ooze of "s'mores," Phil told us how the Badlands

themselves were endangered. For more than a million

years, the main Badlands wall, the banded series of

spires and peaks that extends like a running fence from

Cedar Pass to Sage Creek, has been under siege by the

powerful leveling effect of the three main drainage sys-

tems in the region—the White, Bad, and Cheyenne

Rivers. Eventually, the water will prevail, winning this

geological war of attrition, flattening the wall to the

grasslands that already make up much of the Badlands.

The children were appalled by this information.

The rock under Manhattan Island is older than the

foundation of Mesozoic Pierre shale upon which much

of the Badlands rest. But time has a different measure in

the city—the departure of the Dodgers from Brooklyn

is already an event so buried in the past as to be irre-

trievable. That was a large part of why we returned to

the Badlands, to immerse ourselves in the kind of per-

manence in which a thirty-three-million-year-old

bone might be found in a hole in the ground. From

PhO, from the books we read, and from our own ob-

servations, we knew the Badlands were far from static;

a few rainstorms like the one that failed to blow away

our tent could noticeably alter the face of a 200-foot-

high butte. But we took this perpetual renovation to be

another aspect of the place's immortality, and the idea

that the Badlands might one day become as flat as some

packed-down landfill was distressing.

"Don't worry too much about it," Phil Bjork said,

calmly thrusting a marshmallow-tipped stick into the

fire. "In the end, it's just more change. That's the

beauty of the long view of things. As much as we mess

everything up, the world just goes ahead and does what

it wants anyhow. Fossils, which tell us so much, are

something the earth gives you. Literally and figura-

tively, a bone. A way of saying thanks for the interest,

thanks for taking the trouble to look."

We liked that. We had come to the Badlands to

look, and we had been rewarded. We had found big

pigs and more. What had formerly been a flizzy ab-

straction had turned tangible. We knew the world was

a very big place with a very long history and, hopefully,

an even longer future. Sure we were just specks m the

endless chain, but we were in it. Indispensably so. D
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The day shall come, the great avenging day,

Which Troy's proud glories in the dust shall lay.

When Priam's powers and Priam's self shall fall.

And one prodigious ruin swallow all.

Homer, Iliad, Book IV, Line 96

The jumble of walls, foundations, and remains of buildings represents the multiple

layers of Troy, which was destroyed and rebuilt nine times over the centuries.

Almost one hundred twenty-five years after Heinrich

Schliemann discovered the site of Troy on the northwest

Anatolian coast, archeologists continue to dig in the

dust of Priam's city, discovering new treasures

and recovering lost chapters of Trojan history.

By Caroline Alexander

My interest in the Archaeological Museum of Istanbul

lay, not in its world-class collection of Greco-Roman

art, but in a single glass exhibition cabinet tucked away

m a second-floor wing that is closed for approximately

half of every week. The museum is short staffed, and

this room is the most expendable. With no other visi-

tor in sight, I crouched before the cabinet and focused

on its contents: odds and ends of jewelry and orna-

ments—pins, hair fasteners, earrings, a bracelet, and a

few lumpy ingots of gold—little to command a casual

visitor's attention. Yet these objects were in their way

legendary: they had been unearthed at Troy, the city

immortalized by Homer in the Iliad.

The discovery in 1873, by the German archeologist

Heinrich Schliemann, of a hoard of magnificent trea-

sure within the ruins of Troy represented more than an

incalculable gift to science; for many people, the
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lllustfalion by Christopti Haussner

"Great Treasure" proved that Troy, or Ilium—King

Priam's city—was not mythological fiction but histori-

cal reality.

In every way as famous as the discovery of the trea-

sure was its subsequent "loss." Donated by Schliemann

to the Prehistory and Early History Museum in Berhn,

it was transferred during the Second World War to one

of the flak towers within the grounds of the Berhn Zoo

for safekeeping. Despite this precaution, the treasure

vanished in 1945, swept away to parts unknown by the

chaos of war. Rumors abounded about its fate—it had

been melted down, it was in the vaults of a Texas oil

baron, it had been seized by the Russians. For decades,

i the only remnant of Troy's gold was the Istanbul Mu-
seum's sparse collection, which had been unearthed by

Schliemann in a later excavation of the same site.

In August of 1993, however, the Pushkin State Mu-
seum ofFine Arts in Moscow dropped a bombshell and

announced that the gold of Troy had long been hidden

in its vaults, taken as booty by the Red Army during its

occupation of Berlin. This spring will see the long-

awaited pubhc exhibition of the treasure and the clo-

sure of an old and tantalizing mystery.

For archeologists, any artifact from the Bronze Age,

whether of gold or common pottery, is cause tor ex-

citement. But for the layman, Schliemann's Great Trea-

sure will inevitably be viewed not on its own merits but

in the reflected glory of the Iliad and the Trojan War. In

his own time, Schliemann's sensational discovery led

streams of distinguished visitors to his excavation site.

Similarly, today it is almost impossible to contemplate

King Priam's treasure without longing for a glimpse of

the bare bones of his fabled city.

'.^^-i.

Troy's position

overlooliing We

l-lellespont insured

We city's role in

ancient shipping.

A relief on a Greek

amptiora dating from

670 B.C. depicts

Greek warriors about

to storm out of a

wooden horse and

overwhelm the

Trojans. According to

legend, this was the

stratagem that put

an end to the

Trojan War.



An artist's view of

Troy 4,500 years ago

sliows a well-

defended citadel

with ramps leading

from two gates up to

the king's palace.

The remains of Troy are scattered over the mound

of Hissarlik, situated on the spur of a Umestone plateau

on the northwest coast of Turkey. From the height of

Hissarlik, one looks down on a broad plain cut by two

rivers—the Scamander and Simois of the Iliad—whose

courses can be traced by the Une of willows and tall cy-

presses that flank their banks. To the west, the plain is

bounded by the Aegean; to the north by the racing wa-

ters of the Dardanelles (known in ancient times as the

Hellespont), the narrow, strategic strait that divides Eu-

rope from Asia.

Troy's wealth derived from its monopoly of the

The remains of E

the south gate. 1^
the principal il
entrance to the -1
monumental city if
thai Troy had si
become by If
the thirteenth l|
century b.c. 1

strait. Today, Hissarhk stands some three miles from the

sea, but in ancient times, before the plain's two rivers

silted It up, a deep bay protruded inland to within half

a mile of Troy's walls. Another of the city's natural re-

sources was the wind, the steady northeasterly so strik-

ing even to modern visitors: Ilios enemoessa, "windy

Ilium," as the city was called by Homer. The keeUess

boats of the Homeric Bronze Age were not equipped

to sail against the wind, so any ship wishing to enter the

Dardanelles would either have to beach at Troy's harbor

and wait for a favorable breeze or arrange to transport

its goods overland. In either case, it would be prey to

Troy's tribute collectors. Additional revenue would

have come from the sale of suppHes to the landbound

crews, and perhaps also from the services of pilots and

guides. At the crossroads of trade pUed between east

and west—Asia and Europe—this strategically placed

maritime city might have experienced not one but

many Trojan wars.

But for most people, the only war that counts is the

one of which Homer sang—the subject of the Iliad.

This epic was set down in approximately the first halfof

the eighth century B.C., some five centuries after the

war it purportedly reports. Behind the poem he several

centuries of oral transmission. In bare outline, the Hiad
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is about the war that the Greeks and Trojans fought

over Helen of Sparta, the legendary Greek beauty who

left her husband, Menelaus, for the Trojan prince Paris.

The Iliad itself does not cover the elopement nor does

It mention the famous and legendary wooden horse

—

other epics, some now lost to us, treated these events.

The poem is devoted to a critical, roughly two-

week period in the tenth and final year of the war. It

opens with the quarrel between Achilles, the greatest

of the Greek warriors, and Agamemnon, his com-

manding officer. Subsequently, Achilles withdraws

fiom the war, with disastrous consequences for the

Greeks. Toward the end of the epic, Achilles allows Pa-

troclus, his closest companion, to impersonate him by

wearing his armor. Initially, this ploy works and the

Trojans retreat in terror—until Patroclus is killed by

Hector, the great Trojan hero. From this point, the

epic's theme is the vengeance ofAchiUes. Returning to

the fray, Achilles confronts Hector and kills him before

the Scaean Gates of the city and, with the dead man's

horrified family looking on, drags Hector's body

around Troy's walls behind his chariot. Some days later.

Hector's aged father, Priam, creeps into Achilles' tent

and pleads for the body of his son. AchiDes relents, and

the Uiad concludes with the burial of Hector.

Unlike other mortals, AchiUes was born with a

choice of two fates: he could either stay at home and

live a long, undistinguished life or die young and win

great glory. By returning to battle to avenge Patroclus,

he consciously chose the fate he had earlier passionately

resisted. In its speeches, which draw out the bitterness

of war and of dying young, in its poignant use of simi-

les from nature and peacetime, in its contrast of the lot

ofman with that of the undying gods, in grand theme

and small detail, the Iliad unfurls its message—that

man's greatest batrie is with his own mortahty. It is a

battle he necessarOy loses.

In 1871, when Heinrich Schliemann began to

search for Troy, most scholars believed that it was a

place solely of the imagination. Troy's general location

should have been obvious from the Iliad's descriptions,

but few people before Schliemann had bothered to put

a spade in the earth to find it. Schhemann, a peri-

patetic, forty-nine-year-old German businessman, had

made a fortune in the indigo trade in Russia and had

acquired Russian citizenship and a Russian wife. In

1850, during the gold rush, he moved to California,

where he made a fortune in banking. Two years later,

he moved back to Russia to make yet another fortune

selling indigo and potassium nitrate to the Russian

Well-defended, free-

standing houses

from 3,500 years

ago stfow tt)at the

people of Troy were

advanced in

engineering,

masonry, and town

planning.
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army. His worldly success assured, Schliemann now

shed his Russian wife and married Sophia Engas-

tromenos, a Greek woman thirty years his junior. Al-

though he liked to say, after the fact, that he had de-

cided to discover Troy at age eight, the more likely

truth is that a visit to the Trojan plain, as part of a grand

tour in 1868, aroused his interest. Here he met Frank

Calvert, an Englishman who was acting American vice

consul at (^anokkale and an enthusiastic Homerist.

Calvert owned half of Hissarlik, where he had made

exploratory and encouraging digs, and he drew Schlie-

mann's attention to the site.

Under Turkish law, an official periTut was required

for all excavations, and any artifacts unearthed be-

longed to the owner of the land where it had been

found. On April 9, 1870, Schliemann, with neither a

permit nor the consent ot the Turkish owners, had his

hired men sink two long trenches west of HissarUk's

summit. Miscellaneous artifacts were unearthed

—

coins, pottery, bones, terra cotta objects—and, at a

depth of about sixteen feet, "a wall two metres thick

formed of stones of limestone and of great solidity and

skiUfuUy hewn," which Schliemann immediately con-

cluded to be "clearly the w^alls of a palace or temple."

The trial trenches also revealed that the site encom-

passed many levels of successive occupation, with walls

built upon the foundation of earher walls, forming a

bewildering, multitiered labyrinth.

Schliemann's attempt to buUy the two Turks into

selling their share of Hissarlik failed, and he left to deal

directly with officials in Constantinople. Here, for

once, he met his match. In January 1871, the Turkish

Minister of Public Instruction, Safvet Pasha, purchased

from the Turkish owners their share of Hissarlik; thus,

any artifacts found would belong to the government

and to the newly estabUshed Imperial Museum in Con-

stantinople (now the Archaeological Museum of Istan-

bul). Outmaneuvered, Schliemann offered to under-

write the cost of excavation in exchange for an equal

share in any artifacts he unearthed. (Later, he came to a

similar arrangement with Frank Calvert.) The bargain

was struck, and in August of 1871, Schliemann ob-

tained his permit to excavate the ruins of Troy.

Schliemann returned to Hissarlik in September and

for the next three years led a team of seventy to eighty

workmen at the excavation. Digging with a vengeance,

they extended his great trenches and sank new ones.

Although the haste with which he proceeded has ap-

palled many who came after him, at the time of Schlie-

mann's work, archeology was a new science, and blame
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for the destruction of artifacts cannot be attributed ex-

clusively to his impatient character. Nonetheless, pre-

cious levels of Hissarlik's complex strata were lost for-

ever within a few short seasons. Schliemann's

assumption was that the Troy he sought—Homer's

Troy—would be found near bedrock because it ap-

peared to him that the more desirable artifacts were

being unearthed from the lowest levels.

The second season ended encouragingly with the

discovery of some gold ornaments and a twenty-foot-

high wall built on bedrock, which Schliemann imme-

diately proclamied to be the Great Tower of Ihum. In

January 1873, the beginning of his third season, exca-

vation continued on the "tower," which increasingly

began to look hke a wall. In April came the exciting

discovery of a paved road running from the hill to the

plain. Later, following the sinking of twenty ex-

ploratory shafts, a double gate was unearthed at the

juncture of the road with the city wall, excitably iden-

tified by Schliemann as the Scaean Gates, outside of

I which some of the Iliad's most memorable and stirring

actions take place.

Things began to move swiftly; two buildings were

uncovered, one of which Schliemann declared to be

Priam's Palace. Bones, a broken helmet, a copper

sword, pottery, and two knives came to light. An old The ruins of the

trench was extended, a new one begun, and on May tower that fortified

31, Schliemann made what has fairly been called one of Troy's east gate, one

the most famous finds in the history of archeology, of the five entrances

Within the structure he had identified as Priam's to the city

Palace, he came upon a large copper object, with a

ghnt of gold behind. In his book, Troy and Its Remains,

Schliemann writes that "in order to withdraw the trea-

sure from the greed of my workmen, and to save it for

archaeology," he called a break, and while the work-

men were away, extracted "the Treasure" with a knife.

While his "dear wife" held out her shawl, he piled in a

An excavated trench

reveals a portion of

Troy VI. the city's

most magnificent

incarnation
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Workers excavating

Troy's northeast

tower in 1894, under

the direction of

German archeologist

Wilhelm DOrpfeld

copper shield, a caldron and vase, a golden cup, a

sauceboat and bottle, an electrum cup. three large-Ud-

ded silver vases and t\vo smaller ones, spearheads, bat-

tle-axes, daggers, two dazzling gold diadems, a sold

headband, sixrv* gold earrings, and approximately 9,000

small gold ornaments.

Smuggling his boon* out of Turkey amidst crates of

his personal possessions, Schhemann brought it safely

to Athens. Ine\atably, Turkish officials learned of his

deception and in March 1874, represented by the di-

rector of the Imperial Museum in Constantinople, the

government filed a verv pubHc lawsuit tor its agreed-

upon hah share ot all tinds. When the case was eventu-

ally decided in favor of the Turks, policemen were sent

to Schhemann's residence to collect the disputed ob-

jects, only to find that the treasure was mysteriously ab-

sent—Schliemann had already taken the precaution of

storing it in the French School at Athens. Finally, the

Turkish government agreed to settle for the sum of

50,000 fi-ancs, the equivalent of about S3,000. Ha\'ing

estimated his hoard to be worth at least 580,000,

Schliemann, in a calculated gesture of "goodwill," sent

five times the amount requested, along ^^-ith four sacks

ot stone implements from the same excavation. The
treasure was his; but when in later vears he was allowed

to excavate the site again, it was in the presence of t\vo

Turkish overseers.

Priam's Treasure was first displayed in the South

Kensington (now Victoria and Albert) Museum in

London. Subsequentlv. depending on his mood and the

pohtical expediency ot the moment, Schhemann either

ofiered it for sale or promised it to museums in Athens,

France, Britain, and Russia—he even dropped a hint to

the United States government that he would hke to be

consul to Athens "and would of course amply reward

the Smithsonian Hall in Washington by gifts ofantiqui-

ries for the honor the govt, might bestow upon me."

Germany, however, wooed him most successtiilly. and

in 1880. in exchange tor honors ot various kinds, he

committed his priceless treasure to his countr\Tnen.

According to his stipulations, the treasure was housed

in a \\Tng, bearing his name in gold letters, ot the new

Prehistory' and Earlv History" Museum in BerHn.

Systematic excavations ot Troy continued after

Schhemann's death in 1890 and were conducted until

1894 by the German archeologist and architect—^and

Schhemann's friend and supporter—Wilhelm

Diirpfeld. Between 1932 and 1939, Carl Blegen, an

American professor at the University' of Cincinnati,

made further advancements. The work of these nvo



men established the chronology of Troy's different set-

dements and strata.

Diirpfeld's careful work established a riveting, if

awkward, truth. Schliemann's Troy, which included

Priam's Palace, the Scaean Gates, and the Great Trea-

sure itself, belonged to what Diirpfeld identified as

Troy II, the second-oldest discernible settlement on the

site, dadng as far back as 2500 B.C.—a good twelve

hundred years before the estimated date of the Trojan

War. There are other awkward truths. In a recent biog-

raphy of Schliemann, David Traill's carefial reading of

Schliemann's various accounts of his discovery in his

diary, correspondence, and published papers, together

with the recollections of one of his servants, makes it

clear that the Great Treasure was found in bits and

pieces over an extended period ot time. The majority

of the hoard was found outside the city wall—not, as

Schliemann had claimed, within the palace—and may

well have been from a burial site; but a single treasure,

a treasure worthy ofKing Priam, was what Schliemann

needed to satisfy both his own romantic illusions and a

skeptical scientific world, and so the various finds were

condensed into one. Finally, since his "dear wife,"

Sophia, was in Athens, she could hardly have been at

hand to hold out her shawl.

Such discrepancies did much to discredit Schlie-

mann, and some critics went so far as to suggest that

the entire treasure was a fake, pieced together from

jewelry purchased in the local bazaar. The examination

of the treasure by a panel of experts invited to Russia in

1994, however, has silenced that rumor, and in this re-

spect, at least, Schliemann has been vindicated. The

Great Treasure was stolen, misleadingly presented, and

dates from the "wrong" era—but it is nonetheless real.

One would have thought that a site so famous

would long ago have yielded all its secrets, but an inter-

national team ot archeologists, under the direction of

Manfred Korfhiann, ot Tubingen University in Ger-

many (in association with the University of Cincinnati

and the German Archaeological Institute), is currently

exploring Hissarlik anew. The new archeological team

has been excavating at Troy since 1988, nearly fifty

years after Blegen's work ceased. Drawing on a battery

of sophisticated sciences, such as paleobotany, geo-

chemistry, metallurgy, carbon-14 dating, and geomag-

netic prospecting, the current team has gone a long

way toward reconstructing the many settlements that

once flourished on the mound. Remains of at least

nine distinct settlements, ranging from approximately

300(1 B.C. to the sixth-century A.D. Roman city ofNew
Ilium, lie cheek by jowl with one another; by turning

a corner, one can literally step from one ancient age

into another.

Inevitably, for nonspeciahsts, the Middle to Late

Bronze Age setdements of Troy VI (circa 1700 to 1250

B.C.) and Troy Vila (circa 1250 to 1000 B.C.) are the

most compelling. The Trojan War (if indeed it hap-

pened) is usually dated between 1275 and 1240 B.C. Al-

though most of the evidence for the levels immediately

preceding Troy VI were destroyed by Schliemann,

enough remains for archeologists to determine that

Troy V was destroyed by fire, and that Troy VI saw the

establishment of an entirely new principality. The

citadel of this period exceeded in size and the qualit\' of

its masonry all that had gone before. Significant sec-

tions of its magnificent walls survive, and would be

compelling even without their mythological pedigree.

Constructed of large, beautifully dressed hmestone, the

strategically defensive, inward-leaning—or "bat-

tered"—walls are sometimes embellished with offsets

that divide their outer face—an eye-pleasing feature

that reflects a society with wealth enough to go beyond

the basics. Within the walls, the citadel was divided

into six sections by wide streets that radiated from each

of its five gateways. Free-standing houses built on con-

centric terraces faced the acropoHs and the palace ot

the king—a large, two-storied "megaron" building,

built around an open hearth. From the main southern

gate, flanked by a tower, a road with central guttering

still slopes up into the ruins of the cir\'.

Heinrich Schliemann

at the age of forty-

four, just a few years

before he began his

excavations at Troy
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excavated at Troy.

In addition to physical artifacts, details of contem-

porary daily lite have been revealed. The inhabitants of

Troy VI probably spoke Luvian, an Indo-European lan-

guage related to Hittite. The Scamander plain in the

Bronze Age was marshy—perhaps alive with the bird

life Homer describes—while the outlying areas were

good for hunting faDow deer, leopards, wild boar, and

even Hons. The bones of domestic animals, such as

sheep, cattle, pigs, and horses, have been unearthed.

Herring and tuna caught in the Dardanelles may have

been an important trade commodity, while the number

of terra cotta spindle whorls indicates a thriving wool

industry. Ironically, while excavators were led to Troy

by an epic par excellence ofmen and war, the material

artifacts the site has so far yielded are overwhelmingly

feminine and domestic.

In 1992, a defensive trench some 1,300 feet south

of the citadel was uncovered, indicating a previously

unknown lower settlement area. This combination of

citadel and lower city is characteristic of Anatolian and

northern Syrian settlements of the same era. Perhaps

the most exciting revelation comes from the plain. In

Besik Bay, the sandy cove facing the island of Tenedos

in the Aegean, a cemetery was found where a variety of

foreign peoples were buried, suggesting that it had

been used by crews oflandbound ships waiting for fol-

lowing wind. Included were cremations from the thir-

teenth century B.C. It is here, then, that the Greek ships

mustered under Agamemnon would have landed.

An earthquake brought an end to the thriving city

of some five to six thousand people. The cracks it rent

in the surviving walls are visible in several places, al-

though the absence of human skeletons from this pe-

riod suggests that the population had enough warning

to escape. After the crisis passed, the same people re-

turned to Troy and repaired their city. Renovations

were made hastily, with numerous small houses

crammed together, as if a larger population than before

now sought safety within the city walls. This, com-

bined with a number of enormous buried storage jars,

suggests preparations for a long-time siege.

This renovated city, Troy Vila, lasted for some sev-

enty years and was then destroyed by a conflagration.

Now, many human skeletons were found, along with

evidence that not only fire but also an enemy's massacre

destroyed the population. Was this the Trojan city,

weakened by earthquake, that the invading Greeks fi-

nally sacked? Some scholars have suggested that the

legend of the wooden horse of Troy is consistent with

the earthquake since the Homeric epithet for Posei-

don, god of the sea, is "earth shaker," and his popular

symbol is the horse. Perhaps, after sacking the city they

had attempted to storm for ten long years, the Greeks,

grateful for the fatal weakening wrought by the earth

shaker in the Trojan defensive walls, left a wooden

horse as a votive offering. The site was abandoned, re-

occupied, and then, in approximately 1000 B.C., de-

stroyed by fire. For the next four centuries, Hissarlik lay

deserted.

Over the ages, a number of distinguished visitors,

inspired by the Uiad, have made pilgrimages to the site.

The Persian king Xerxes sacrificed here in 480 B.C. on

his way to his disastrous encounter with the Greeks.

Alexander the Great, who slept with a copy of the Uiad

under his pillow, came to Hissarlik on his way to con-

quer the world and paid homage to the alleged tomb of

Achilles by running naked around it. Julius Caesar

walked the plain and paced the hill, then overgrown

with thorny scrub, and both Caesar and Constantine

considered building a new capital at Troy on the

mound of Hissarlik. In the winter of A.D. 354, the em-

peror Julian, that earnest pagan called the Apostate,

came ashore and found a fire stOl burning on an altar to

the Trojan hero Hector—apparently tended by none

other than the resident Christian bishop. And surely

Homer, too, paid homage to this site. Some vestige of

the splendid walls of Troy VI would still have been vis-

ible on the city's landward side in his day.

Although the year's excavation season was over at

the time ofmy visit, and the team had returned home,



evidence of their labor was apparent: amid a confusion

of leveled stone foundations and partial walls, the dis-

tinct strata of a cleanly cut trench had been neatly la-

beled with litde flags, and one of the more ancient

walls on the site showed signs of having been recently

shored up and restored. South of the citadel, on level

ground and hidden from general view by high, parched

grass, rectangular pits indicated the team's most recent,

and literally groundbreaking, work. Peering down into

these sunken pits and trenches, deserted as they now

were, I felt a pang of optimism—perhaps somethmg

new might still be wrung from these tired old stones.

Walking away from the hill of Hissarhk, I tried to

recall how I used to imagine this land upon which the

Greeks had camped and warriors had clashed. My rec-

ollected images were hazy—by night a dark field inter-

spersed with campfires, and by day a dusty expanse

stirred by sandaled feet. Nothing at all like the golden

landscape I now walked over, with its parched grass

shaded here and there by olive trees and small valonia

oaks. Nor, unaccountably, had I ever considered the

hard blue Aegean sky. Was it really on such pastoral,

domesticated land, under the crinkled leaves of stunted

oaks, that Achilles cut his enemies to pieces and

Hector took his last stand?
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(Continuedfrom page 23)

commenced the carcass moved down the

slope steadily, attended by seueml stnigghng

condors, until it was 200 yards downhill

from its original site.

In this magazine for general audiences,

and in our current climate of emphasis

upon "family values," I won't even men-

tion details of their manner of feeding.

Suffice to say that the hides of sheep, deer,

and cattle (the major sources of larger car-

casses) are hard to penetrate—and that

condors therefore begin by ripping away at

natural orifices, and sticking their smooth

heads into the opening bounty. "Hyper-

yuck," as my son used to say.

But I would stiU give (almost) anything

for sixty seconds inside a turkey vulture's

head. What does their world look like, as

they circle silently above a carcass? What

attracts them? What is their aesthetic?

Does rot and corruption truly appeal

—

and, if so, the more the better, or only up

to a certain point? Would I, the homuncu-

lus in the vulture's brain, view (and smell)

a dead cow on the plains as a human ex-

plorer might regard a pot of gold at the

rainbow's end or an oasis in the desert?

As these questions emerged in Costa

Rica, several thousand miles from my h-

brary, I did not realize that an old and sub-

stantial literature had developed on this

very subject—or at least on the strictly

limited and operational way that humans

can approach such questions by probing

from our restricted position outside the

bird's own conceptual world. In particular,

naturaUsts have long wondered and argued

about how vultures find their prey.

This old issue immediately raises two

questions that both set the puzzle and

complicate the answer. First, birds in gen-

eral are preeminently visual animals, par-

ticularly the raptors (eagles, hawks, and

their relatives) that stand in genealogical

proximity to some vultures. But carrion

might be found better by smell than by

sight. Do vultures therefore use a most un-

birdlike sense of smell to find their food?

Second, as mentioned before, vulture is a

functional term for large, carrion-feeding

birds that have converged upon a set of

common features from different genealog-

ical roots. The answer, therefore, is likely

to be complex in our world of multifari-

ous variation. If we discover that one spe-

cies can't smell at aU, we cannot conclude

that another species might not use olfac-

tion above all other senses.

The Old World vultures do, apparently,

rely entirely upon sight. They take no no-

tice of the most odoriferous parcel of deh-

ciously rotting meat unless they can see the

food. But some New World vultures do

use smell as a primary sense. Debate has

long centered upon the species I saw in

Costa Rica, the turkey vulture, Cathartes

aura.

The argument goes back at least to

Audubon who, in 1826, read a technical

paper before the Natural History Society

of Edinburgh entitled: "Account of the

habits of the turkey buzzard, particularly

with the view of exploding the opinion

generally entertained of its extraordinary

power of smelling." Audubon's experi-

ments (although subject to other interpre-

tations) indicated to him that vultures

could not smell and located prey only with

a keen sense of vision. Audubon may have

been correct for the species he studied

—

not the turkey vulture, as he thought and

misidentified, but the black vulture, Cor-

agyps. The issue remained open for my
Costa Rican species.

As criticism of Audubon mounted, his

friend the eminent American naturalist

John Bachman did a second set of experi-

ments, supposedly to confirm Audubon's

conclusion. He even gathered a group of

learned and respectable citizens to witness

his work and sign a document of assent

(shades of Joseph Smith and official wit-

nesses to the Mormon tablets).

Charles Darwin, as a young man in

South America on the Beagle, took up the

subject and, as usual, both asked the key

question in the most fruitful way and got

the answer basically right. He did a crude

experiment on the Andean condor
(
Vultur

gryphus) and concluded that this species

does not smell. Darwin wrote:

Remembering the experiments ofMr
Audubon. . . . I tried the following

experiment: the condors were tied, each by a

rope, in a long row at the bottom of a wall;

and havingfolded up a piece of meat in

ivliite paper, I walked backwards and

fonvards, carrying it in my hand at the

distance of about three yardsfrom them, but

no notice whatever was taken. I then threw

it on the ground, within one yard of an old

male bird; he looked at it for a moment witl

attention, but then regarded it no more.

With a stick I pushed it closer and closer,

until at last he touched it u'ith his beak; the

paper was then instantly torn off with a

fury, and at the same moment, every bird in

the long row began struggling and flapping

its wings. Under the same circumstances, it

would have been quite impossible to have

deceived a dog.

But Darwin recognized that other spe-

cies might smell, and he mentioned that

evidence for the turkey vulture favored ol-

faction as an important sense;

Tlie evidence in favor of and against the

acute smelling powers of carrion-vultures is

singularly balanced. Professor Owen has

demonstrated that the olfactory nerves of the

turkey-buzzard (Cathartes auraj are

highly developed; and on the evening when

Mr Owen's paper was read at the

Zoological Society, it was mentioned by a

gentleman that he had seen the carrion-

hawks in the West Indies on two occasions

collect on the roof of a house, when a corpse

had become offensivefrom not having been

buried: in this case, the intelligence could

hardly have been acquired by sight.

(I might add that Darwin also developed

quite a fondness for Andean condors, de-

spite their dubious life styles in human

terms. He ended his discussion of this spe-

cies by writing: "When the condors are

wheeling in a flock round and round any

spot, their flight is beautiful. ... It is truly

wonderful ... to see so great a bird, hour

after hour, without any apparent exertion,

wheeling and gliding over mountain and

river.")

The issue of olfaction in turkey vultures

was not conclusively solved until 1964,

when Kenneth E. Stager presented over-

whelming evidence, based on years of

clever and careful experimentation, that

Cathartes aura does indeed rely upon a keen

sense of smell to find carrion ("The Role

of Olfaction in Food Location by the

Turkey Vulture {Cathartes aura)!' Los Ange-
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es County Museum, Contributions in Sci-

iice, No. 81, 1964). Turkey vultures will

•>tten make an initial identification by sight

although first clues can also be oltactory).

rhey then circle the carcass far above and

n a wide arc until they catch a sniff down-

.\'ind. The famous circle (our conventional

con for vultures) then shortens consider-

ibly in radius as the birds home in by odor

jefore descending for the feast

Ironically, Stager discovered that previ-

ous researchers often misread the evidence

"or olfaction because they assumed "the

nore putrid the better"—and therefore

ested birds with truly rotten meat. In fact,

urkey vultures prefer food only slightly

rotten and will reject highly putrid flesh if

imy alternative exists (or unless severe

nunger demands compromise with usual

.tandards). Stager writes: "'Cathartes shows

preference for food that is relatively firesh

rather than putrid. If food is in short sup-

I'Dly in a given area, the turkey vulture wiU

eed on carrion that is weU advanced in

outrefaction. Tests . . . indicated that cap

ive Cathartes showed a decided preference

br recently dead, newly hatched chicks,

rather than for putrefied carrion

I am grateful for all this good informa-

don, but I would so prefer my unobtain-

ible minute in a turkey vulture's brain

^jarticularly at the first sight or whiff of a

good dead meal on the plains below.

Such conjectures inevitably bring up

:he contentious theme of animal "con-

iciousness. I confess that I find this sub-

ect, as usually discussed, both tedious and

itterly fruitless as a debate about subjective

vords pursued by people who mistakenly

:hink that they are arguing about impor

cant and resolvable things. If I ask, "Does a

dog have consciousness," the endless and

Ijj
Dassionate arguments that ensue usually re

>jjg duce to different definitions of this confus

ing word, and therefore do not focus upon

interesting and empirically resolvable

questions about what dogs do or don't do.

(I also admit, of course—for this essay

cakes the point as its major theme—that

many questions raised by this fascinating

topic center upon the genuine [things

rather than words] but unknowable issue

of a dog's internal state of mind.) Whether

Dr not a dog "thinks" or "has conscious-

ug. aess" depends upon your chosen defini

m
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tions. Some people won't grant "con-

sciousness" to any creature that can't ab-

stract a general concept—truth or religion,

for example—from particulars and then

apply the apparatus ot formal logic to

make inferences even hirther away from

starting points. Others confer "'conscious-

ness" upon creatures that recognize kin

and remember places of pre\dous danger

or pleasure. By the first criterion, dogs

don't; by the second, they do. But dogs are

still dogs, feehng what they feel without

regard to our chosen labels.

In the context of Costa Rica, and in-

ternational efiForts to preserve biodiversity,

this issue assumes centrahty because the

classical argument for why a supposedly

decent and moral creature Hke Homo sapi-

ens can countenance mistreatment and ex-

tirpation ot other species rests upon an ex-

treme position in a continuum. The

Cartesian tradition, formulated exphcitly

in the seventeenth century, but developed

in "folk" and other versions throughout

human history' no doubt, holds that other

animals are essentially machines, with only

humans enjoying "consciousness," how-

ever defined. Under extreme versions of

this theorv'. even the overt pain and sufier-

ing ot other mammals (so palpable to us in

the most visceral wav because vocal and ta-

cial expressions in such close evolutionary-

relatives match our own reactions to the

same stimuli) only record an automatic re-

sponse with no internal representation in

teehng—because other animals have no

consciousness. Thus, going fiirther, we

might worry about extinction tor other

reasons, but not for any aggregate pain or

distress in the requisite killing

I don't think that many people today

hold such a strong version of the Cartesian

argument, but the tradition of viewing

"lower" animals as "less feehng" certainly

persists as a band aid ofjustification for our

rapacity—-just as our racist ancestors ar-

gued that "insensitive" Indians couldn't

feel conceptual or philosophical pain in

tlie loss of emironment or life st^le (so

long as bodily needs of food and shelter

were pro\'ided on reservations), and that

"primitive" Africans wouldn't lament a

torcibly lost land and family so long as slav-

er\- could pro\'ide corporeal security.

I don't want to press the counterargu-

ment to exttemes. Any definition of con-

sciousness must involve gradations. I am

wiUing to beUeve that my unobtainable

sixty seconds within a sponge or a fiat-

\vorm might not reveal any mental acuin,-

that I would care to call consciousness. But

I am also confident—without wrapping

myself in unresolvable arguments about

definitions—that \ailtures and sloths, as

close evolutionarv' relatives with the same

basic set of Organs, he on our side of any

meaningfli] (and necessarily fuzzy) bor-

der—and that we are therefore not mis-

taken when we look them in the eye and

see a glimmer of emotional and concep-

tual affinity. I feel sure that I could make

something of those sixrs' seconds if I could

ever get in. 'Vultures must have an aes-

thetic, and sloths must have a sense ot pace.

Modern sloths include but a small rem-

nant ot their former diversirs'—r\vo small-

bodied, rree-dwelUng genera. As recently

as ten to fifteen thousand years ago, giant

ground sloths as big as elephants still in-

habited the Americas (their large and weU-

preser\-ed skeletons are often mistaken for

dinosaurs by people who don't read mu-

seum labels). The other groups ofmodern

edentates have also been recently deci-

mated; the giant armored glyptodonts, are

fossil armadillos, for e.xample.

South America had been an island con-

tinent, far bigger and far more diverse than

Austraha, for tens ot milhons of years be-

fore the Isthmus ofPanama rose just a cou-

ple of miUion years ago. The resultant

flood of North American mammals across

the new land bridge correlates well with

the decimation ot the native South Amer-

ican fauna (although the causal links re-j

main much disputed). In fact, most largd
I

mammals generally considered distinc-,

tively South American—jaguars, Oamas,

tapirs, for example—are all recent mi-

grants from North America. Fewer Southl

American forms managed to move

north—including the armadillo of out

southern states, and the so-called (and mis-

named) Virginia opossum. Most distinc-

tive South American hneages simply died]

out—including the borhyaenid marsupi;

carnivores, the giant and rapacious pho-

rusrhacid ground birds, the horsehke (bud

unrelated) htopterns, and the camellike

(but similarly unrelated and phyleticaUy

unique) Maamichenia. I so wish that this

wondrously diverse and evolurionarUy dis-

parate fauna had survived—and I do blame

the entirely natural rise of the Isthmus of

Panama for triggering this particular bio-

logical tragedy.

Thus, the sloths have seen what nature

can do in her unplanned fortuity. They are

now experiencing what humans can do

with more pressing and conscious power.

If I could have those sixty seconds within

Bmdypus, would I not hear a lament for

lost and giant brethren; would 1 not re-

ceive a plea that humans might pause, re-

assess—and, abo\e all. slow down.

StephenJay Gould teaches biology, geology, and

the history ofscience at Harvard University. He

is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary Curator in

Invertebrates at tlie American Museum of

Natural Histor)'.
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A. Typical Mammals.

B. Hemirvrpic Mammals,

or OOTOCOIDS.

II. III.

A. T^-pical Birds. A. Typical or True Reptiles.

B. Hemit\'pic Birds, B. Hemitypic Reptiles,

or Erpitoids. or Amphibians.

IV.

A. Hemit\-pic Fishes, B. Hemitypic Fishes,

or Selachians. or G.anoids.

C. Tx'pical Fishes,

or Teliosts.

In "On a Toothed Bird's Place in Xature" (February 1996), Stephen Jay Gould referred to a

diagram, published in 1863 byJames Dwight Dana, epitomizing Dana's "creationist system of

numerology. " Tlie diagram, omitted in February, is reproduced above.
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A biological melting pot in

tiie Soutliwest overflows

with wildlife

By James H. Brown and

Astrid Kodric-Brown

We call it the borderlands: a

strip of land less than 100

miles wide, running 250 miles

along the United States—Mex-

ico border, from the "boot

heel" ofNew Mexico to

Organ Pipe National Monu-

ment in south-central Ari-

zona. With its sweeping desert

vistas, sheer-walled canyons,

craggy peaks, clear mountain

streams, and desert springs.

this is a spectacularly beautiful

region. But the captivating

scenery is not what has kept

drawing us back.

The magnet is the border-

lands' amazing variety of ter-

restrial animals and plants

—

greater than in any other area

of comparable size in the

United States. About two-

thirds of all the land bird spe-

cies in the continental United

States and Canada have been

recorded in the Chiricahua

Mountains region alone—it-

self only about 6 percent of

the total borderlands area.

Butterflies also abound.

Richard Zweifel, retired cura-

tor of herpetology at the

American Museum of Natural

History, has documented 174

species in the Chiricahuas.

And on just fifty acres of

sparse, monotonous-looking

desert scrub east of the moun-

tains, we have identified 24

species of rodents, including

pocket mice, deermice,

grasshopper mice, woodrats,

ground squirrels, and even a

porcupine. This is more than

all the native rodent species in

the entire state of Pennsylva-

nia. The flora is also diverse.

Eleven species of oaks grow in

the Chiricahua Mountains,

equaling the number found

in the states of Cahfornia,

Oregon, and Washington

combined.

Many of these organisms are!

abundant and readily observed.!

On a typical summer day,

twenty hummingbirds—repre-

1

seating up to five species

—

crowd the feeder on the porch
j

of our cabin in the Chiric-

ahuas. At twilight, small flocks
j

of long-nosed bats slip in with

a whisper ot leathery wings to

feed on the sugar water.

Striped, hooded, and spotted

skunks, gray foxes, ring-tail

"cats," and raccoons take dog

food from the front porch.

Coatimundis feed in the hack-

berry trees on sunny fall days,

and we have even seen coy-

otes, black bears, bobcats, and

mountain lions.

In the suburbs of Tucson,

The dry and the damp

Plant life in the borderlands region

ranges from majestic saguaro

cactuses, right, to moistiire-louing

ferns and columbines, above,

which grou' at high elevations in

the Santa Catalina Mountains.

A western patch-nosed snake winds its way among cactus thorns in the Sonoran Desert.
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where there is a tradition of

landscaping with native desert

vegetation, roadrunnen slink

through the shruhben.; stalk-

ing lizards and baby quails.

Gila woodpeckers, flickers,

and ash-throated flycatchers

nest in holes in the giant

saguaro cactuses: and brazen,

nois^' cactus wTens search for

insects that ha\'e been attracted

to house Ughts or killed on the

radiators of cars.

The latitude factor

Tiie abuiidaiice oi life forms

in the borderlands is partly ex-

plained by the region's lati-

tude. The diversity- ofplants

and animals tends to increase

fi»m the poles to the equator,

reaching a peak in tropical

forests. A large number of

tropical species spill over horn

Mexico into the borderlands:

old man and organ pipe cac-

tuses, \Tne and coral snakes,

elegant trogons, magnificent

hummingbirds, tropical king-

birds, black hawks, coati-

miuidis. and long-nosed bats.

A second reason for its bio-

diversity is that the border-

lands is a biological melting

pot, wdth several biogeo-

graphic pro\"inces contributing

distinctive plants and animals

to the brew. From the Great

Plains come the western box

turde, Swainson s hawk, black-

tailed prairie dog, and other

species tx^pical ofthe treeless

shortgrass habitat. The taller

grasslands ofnorth-central

Mexico also contribute open-

countrv' species: the bunch-

grass lizard, aplomado falcon,

and pygmy mouse. From the

subtropical woodlands of the

northern and central Mexican

mountains come several kinds

of oaks and pines, three spe-

cies ofpygmy ratdesnake. the

blue-throated hummingbird,

and the Mexican fox squirrel.

Plants and animals adapted

to dry, shrubby habitats \\ith

summer rain extend into the

borderlands finm the Chi-

huahuan Desert of southern

Texas and northeastern Mex-

ico. Examples include tarbush

and catclaw mimosa shrubs,

the round-tailed horned lizard,

the Chihuahuan raven, and

the Chihuahuan Desert

grasshopper mouse. The

Sonoran and Mojave Deserts

ofsouthvrestem Arizona,

southern California, and

northwestern Mexico, where

the rain falls in the winter,

prov-ide several species of cac-

tuses, a sidewinder ratdesnake,

a desert iguana, the Gila

woodpecker, and desert kan-

garoo rats.

Distinctive contributions

From puiyon-juniper habi-

tats—the sparse woodlands of

dwarf conifers characteristic of

the intermountain plateaus of

the southwestern United

States—come the short-

homed lizard, the scrub jay,

and the cliff chipmunk. A final

set of species, including Engel-

•r5

,'jfl

mann spruce, Douglas fir,

western tanager, and red squir-

rel, comes from the cool,

moist boreal forests of the

Rock)' Mountains.

Rugged, varied terrain is

the third factor in borderlands

biodiversity. It is less than

twenD,-six miles by paved road -*

from Tucson, at an elevation

of 2.500 feet, to the summit o^^"
Mount Lemmon. at about

9,000 feet. One thousand feet

of elevation is the climatic

equivalent of 100 miles of lati-

tude, so a drive up Mount

Lemmon is like travehng from

Tucson to Idaho. Species di-

versity- is highest at intermedi-

ate zones, where desert and

mountaintop forms mix with

additional species restricted tO;

the middle elevations.

Variation in moisture, tem-

perature, soil, and other facton

contribute to en\Tronmental

heterogeneity at even smaller

scales. For example, only a few

feet may separate a perma-

,1

EI

Borderlands of Arizona and New Mexico
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lently watered canyon bottom

Mth cypress trees, vine snakes,

ind summer tanagers from the

iry slopes with rainbow cac-

ruses, century plants, and Gila

nonsters. In the midst of

jarched desert and grassland,

Dcrmanent streams and springs

:eem with aquatic insects and

support populations ot rare

fishes, amphibians, and rep-

lies. Temporary ponds fiU

ifter summer thunderstorms

ind, within minutes, attract

oreeding choruses of spadefoot

md Great Plains toads.

Patches of sandy and rocky

desert just a few feet apart may

differ drastically, the former

supporting creosote bush, bur-

gage, zebra-tailed lizard, and

desert pocket mouse; the lat-

ter, brittlebush, jumping choUa

cactus, chuckwalla lizard, and

t'tij »5piny pocket mouse.

iitJ

ilitt Research interest

il(«Given all this diversity, the

1- borderlands has long been a

focus of natural history field

//( the Chiiicalnid Mciiiitiiiiis.

daivt Clip hedgehog cactus filids a

pLice to bloom among the rocks in

(1 ponderosa pine forest.

studies. The first were spon-

sored by the U. S. Biological

Survey, which sent physician-

naturalist Edgar Alexander

Mearns and a field party to

survey the area from 1892 to

1894. For much of the twenti-

eth century, local institu-

tions—the Desert Laboratory

on the outskirts of Tucson, the

Santa Rita Experimental

Range, the American Mu-
seum of Natural History's

Southwestern Research Sta-

tion, and the University of

Arizona in Tucson—have

been major centers of re-

search. In recent decades the

area has attracted biologists

from all over the world. Re-

search done in the borderlands

has had a major impact on

fields from ecology to animal

behavior. For example, ecolo-

gists Forest Shreve, Robert

Whittaker, and William Nier-

ing documented plant species

composition and diversity at

different elevations and on dif-

ferent soil types on Mount

Lemmon. Their studies have

supplanted the traditional

"life-zone" theory—which

held that sets of plants replaced

one another along elevational

gradients—with a more indi-

vidualistic concept, each spe-

cies' fate being determined by

unique environmental require-

ments.

Human impact

The borderlands has been al-

tered by centuries of human

activity, starting with the

hunting, gathering, and agri-

cultural practices of Native

Americans and accelerating

with European settlement.

Hunters and trappers reduced

the number ot large birds and

mammals. Habitats have been

transformed, some seriously

degraded, by decades of live-

stock grazing, fire suppression,

wood cutting, mining, and ir-

rigation agriculture. Several

species, including the aplo-

mado falcon, Mexican wolf,

and jaguar, are no longer seen

north of the Mexican border.

New threats have arisen as

humans have spread their set-

tlements over the landscape,

destroying native vegetation,

lowering water tables, and

increasing the demand for

recreational use of the remain-

ing natural areas. The few per-

manent streams and springs

and their associated riparian

habitats have suffered the most

damage. Diversion of water

for irrigation caused the ex-

tinction of the distinctive pup-

fish, which lived only in Mon-
key Springs near Sonoita,

Arizona. The introduction of

exotic species such as mosqui-

tofish and bullfrogs has caused

many native species to disap-

pear from many locahties. De-

spite the threats, however,

many unspoiled areas remain,

and most native plants and

animals can still be found m
the borderlands. D

and atop rocks

Widespread in arid parts oj tlie borderlands, the common collared lizard is a denizen of rocky habitats.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS

A p f To t a I Lunar E c I i p s

By Joe Rao

Oil the evening ofApril 3,

observers across much of

North America wiU be treated

to a total lunar ecUpse—the

first lunar echpse of any kind

since Thanksgi\'ing w^eekend.

1993. During totahti,-, the

darkened Moon wdU be illu-

minated only by the reddish

sunlight that has been bent

into Earth s shadow by our at-

mosphere. In Europe and

Africa, the ecUpse occurs

within an hour or two of local

midnight and is well placed for

\iewing, high in the southern

sk\|'. In the United States,

however, only those in the

Northeast (where the sun sets

before totaht\' s onset at 6:26

P.M. EST), -wiR Yisve a chance

"^oon .'eaves

"

i-Y'^'""^

Total eclipse

No
eclipse 1

from'shatfow I
">

Moon nses

in total eclipse

" Total eclips

b^ins at

Moon rises

as a

diminishing

crescent

Obiewers in rlie Konheasr will liave the best view of the April 3 total

luimr edipse. Farther ivest, the rising full moon may he eclipsed or

emerging from Earth 's dark, cone-shaped shadow.

ofseeing the coppery color ofl

the fijJly echpsed Moon.

By 7:53 P.M., EST, when

the sk\- is nearly dark, the

sharp boundar\- of Earth's darti

shadow (called the umbra) wi

come into view as the shadow

starts its slow retreat across the|

-VIoon. The umbra wiH clear

the Moon s disk entirely at

8:59 P.M., EST.

For most of the rest of the

LOuntr\; the challenge will be ,

to spot the dim, brown disk oq

the echpsed moon lo\v in the

eastern sk\' as twilight deepensi

and the stars come out. The

last half of the echpse. how-

ever, will occur in plain \aew.

The fiaU Moons emergence

from the umbra low in the

deep blue twihght should be a

beaucLtul sisht.

The Sky in April

Mercury, emerging fixjm behind the Sun and entering the

evening sk\- this month, should become \Tsible by the 10th. On
the 23d it reaches elongation 20.2° east of the Sun. Standing 10°

above the west—northwest horizon in midtvKThght, this will be

the planet's best evening showing in 1996.

Venus is well placed, growing ever brighter as spring evenings

warm up. On the 1st, Venus is at its greatest eastern elongation

from the Sun (46°) and at its highest point above the horizon for

the year, setting four hoturs after sunset.

Mars remains hidden on the far side ofthe Sun this month.

Jupiter, \isible among the stars of Sagittarius, is king ofthe

preda\\T! sk\'.

Saturn begins to emerge fixsm the Sun's glare by midmonth.

Look for it tony-five minutes before sunrise on the morning of

th ; 1 5th, just above the eastern horizon and about 7° below, and

;c :.-;e left of, a thin crescent Moon.
The Moon is ftJl on the 3d at 7:06 P..M., EST; last quarter is on
the lOdi at 7:35 P..M., EDT; new phase is on the 17th at 6:48

P.M., EDT: and first quarter is on the 25th at 4:40 P..M., EDT.
Daylight Saving Time begins at 2:00 a.m. on Sunday, the 7th,

tor most ports oi the country Move clocks forw'ard one hour.

The Lyrid meteors begin shortly after midmonth, appearing to

radiate from the briUiant blue-white star Vega. They reach

maximum on the night of the 21st and early morning of the

22d. ^vhen a very bright "shooting star" may be seen ever\' four

or five minutes.

Comet Hyakutake, named for the Japanese amateur astronomer

who first sighted it on Januar\- 3 1 , is expected to brighten a

hundredfold in March as it approaches Earth and the Sun. First

indications suggest the comet could be as faint as magnimde -rj

or as bright as magnitude 0. Because the comet comes within

ten million nules ofEarth (roughly forty times the distance to

the Moon) on its closest approach to us on March 26, it may

become \Tsible to the naked eye with good \iewing conditions.

In late March, comet Hyakutake moves rapidly past the

handle of the Big Dipper and ver\- near Polaris, the North Star.

In April, it will be \"isible in the constellation Perseus in the

North^vest for about one to three hours after sunset. On May
2d, the comet will pass within twent\'-one million miles of the

Sun. Other comets that have made such close approaches have

been broken into fi^agments by the Suns strong gra\"irional pull.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Miiseum-Hayden Planetarium.
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By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

A vast floodplaiii, the delta of

the Mississippi River covers

37,500 square miles south of

Illinois, especially in Louisi-

™" ana, Arkansas, and Mississippi.

The sands and clays trans-

ported from the Upper Missis-

sippi basin, an area extending

from Pennsylvania to Mon-

itana, have made soils in the

delta among the richest in the

icountry. When European

American pioneers entered

the region in the 1820s, they

found it mostly covered by

mature hardwood forests (deep

woods), although Native

Americans had cleared open-

ings for agriculture and better

hunting grounds. Later in the

centurv, settlers cut down

Gulf-bound waters

most of the forests for home

building, fuel, and various

commercial endeavors and

subsequently placed the fertile

soil under intense cultivation.

When the Mississippi River

and its tributaries stayed

within their banks, farmers

prospered, but more often

than not, floodwaters inun-

dated crop after crop. Most

farmers soon abandoned the

effort to grow crops. Only

alter the Army Corps of Engi-

neers built an extensive levee

system, in the first decade of

this century, was much ot the

cropland reclaimed. In places,

the abandoned farmland was

never returned to production

but was allowed to develop

mto second-growth forest.

In 1936, the U. S. Forest

Service was authorized to pur-

chase 13,200 acres of delta for-

est in Mississippi, mostly

where the trees had never

been harvested. This virgin

forest area was later rounded

out with another 46,650 acres

of second-growth forest, and

in 1961, the Delta National

Forest was ofl"icially estab-

lished. In accordance with its

main mission at that time, the

Forest Service proceeded to

contract with lumber compa-

nies to cut down the trees.

All the virgin timber, ex-

cept for three parcels totaling

160 acres, fell to the ax and

the saw. Those remaining acres

are now under special man-

agement as Research Natural

Areas. One of these is the

Forest floor

Delta Sweet Gum Research

Natural Area, a fifcy-acre zone

located near the confluence of

the Yazoo and Big Sunflower

Rivers. It contains perhaps the

only virgin stand of sweet gum
in the world.

Approaching the natural

area m mid-April firom the

tiny village of Holly Bluff, I

parked where the road passed

by the areas eastern edge and

set out on foot. First I had to

fight my way through several

feet of giant cane. The only

bamboo grass native to the

eastern United States, giant

cane has a hard stem, often

fashioned into fishmg poles.

Giant cane often grows ten

feet high or more, and the

stems may grow so close to-

' " * 1 A common blue riolci t'ioii'< ht-ih\uli the fuwi ,'i:iii>

The Bii^ Siiiifloim Rim, dhow, ioiii:<cs lliyoiis;h the i;i<i floodplaiii of llic Mississippi
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gether that they form a tliicket

known as a canebrake. Hardly

any other vegetation can sur-

vive in canebrakes, but a num-

ber of animals inhabit them,

among them canebrake rat-

tlesnakes and the elusive, en-

dangered Bachman's warbler.

After getting through the

canebrake, I came to a more

open forest and the first sweet

gums. Sweet gum, with its

star-shaped leaves and spheri-

cal, prickly fruits containing

numerous tiny seeds, is a com-

mon component of bottom-

land forests from Texas to

Florida and ranges as far north

as southern Illinois and south-

ern New England. Because

the wood has been valued for

woodenware, general con-

struction, and paper pulp, tew

of the original sweet gums en-

countered by the first settlers

stiU stand. The oldest of the

denizens in the natural area are

estimated to be about 300

years old; one is 130 feet tall

and has a diameter greater

than 5 feet.

Where the sweet gums are

densely spaced, few other tree

species reach the canopy. Saw

palmetto is scattered through-

out the understory, while

shrubs and small trees include

deciduous hoUy (also known

as possum haw), American

snowbeU, green hawthorn,

and swamp dogwood. Here

and there are thickets ofpond-

berry, an endangered species

ot shrub related to the spice-

bush common in moist sugar

maple woods throughout the

eastern United States. WUd-
flowers beneath the sweet

gums include hooked butter-

cup, violets, white forget-me-

not, Virginia knotweed, white

avens, dwarf nettle, and swamp

goldenrod.

Forest Service reports that

date back to the 1950s de-

scribe this virgin stand as a

closed canopy of sweet gums,

with no intrusion by other

trees. But something must

have happened in the late

1950s or early 1960s to change

this—perhaps a tornado swept

through the area—because

today there is a break running

through most of the canopy.

Some large, dead sweet gums

are standing in the forest, and

many others are lying on the

ground. With the canopy

opened up, box elders have

filled the void, some of them

sixty teet high with girths of

three feet. There are also

hackberries, red maples, and

green ash trees, as well as tan-

gled thickets of vines—black-

berries, greenbriers, Virginia

creeper, poison ivy, and pep-

per vine.

The terrain in the Research

Natural Area drops almost im-

perceptibly from east to west.

Visiting in April, I found the

soil beneath the sweet gums tl

be moist. As I proceeded wesfl

I encountered standing water,|

and beyond that point I saw

only other types of trees. In

shallow water, swamp red

maple, American elm, and

Nuttall's oak were growing,

while in deeper water, a little I

farther along, there were occal

sional bald cypresses.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, prqfessoi

emeritus ofplant biology at

Southern Illinois Unipersity, Car-\

bondale, explores the biological

and geological highlights of the

U. S. nationalforests and other

parklands.

For visitor information write:

Supervisor

National Forests in Mississippi I

100 W. Capitol Street

Suite 1141

Jackson, Mississippi 39269

(601) 965-4391

River delta

Memphis
TENNESSEE
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The delta of the Mississippi River covers 37,500 square miles south of Illinois.

In the understory

Saw palmetto garnishes the base

of a mature siveet gum, a tree

whose wood has been valued for

woodciuvare, construction, and

paper pulp.
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1. British Tourist Autliority

Britain-Your Vacation Planner, all

you really need to plan your trip to

England, Scotland and Wales.

2. Capricorn Leisure Corp.

Capricorn's tours include full

range of programs to Belize,

Honduras, Panama and Mauritius

including archaeology, rainforests,

caves and diving/snorkeling

programs. 800-426-6544.

3. Crow Canyon

Arcliaeological Center

Free catalog on excavation

programs, hiking trips to ruins and

rock art sites, and travel programs

in archaeology and Native

American Culture. Call 800- 422-

8975.

4. Crystal Coast-Carteret

County Tourism Development

Bureau

The Southern Outer Banks. For

our free, new brochure and

vacation guide call 1-800-SUNNY-

NC.

5. Delta Queen Steamboat

Company
Two to 14-night Steamboatin'®

Vacations on America's great

heartland rivers. Breathtaking

scenery, shore tours, onboard

entertainment. FREE brochure.

See your travel agent/call 1-

' 800-880-4716.

6. Destinations Downunder

! Travel specialists to Australia/New
'

Zealand. Customized

:' independent trips, group planning,

nature tours of New Zealand.

1 (312) 332-1222 Fax (312) 332-

j
2346.

1

7. Galapagos Network

! Discover an exhilarating adventure

J
in the Galapagos Islands aboard a

20-passenger motor-yacht or 48-

passenger expedition ship.

8. Greece

Unspoiled beauty, endless

adventure, 5,000 years of history

and culture, birthplace of western

civilization, cradle of democracy.

9. Kiawah Island, Seabrook

Island, Wild Dunes

Kiawah Island, Seabrook Island,

Wild Dunes, Isle of Palms &

Sullivan's Island Reservations.

Call for Free 32-Page Color Guide.

1-800-247-5050. Please Mention

Ad Code 250. Ravenel Associates.

10. Lands' End

Lands' End sells traditionally

styled clothing for men, women

and children- including their new

Interiochen knit shirt. For a free

catalog, call 1-800-356-4444.

11. Marine Expeditions Inc.

For the adventurous and

discriminating traveller:

expeditions aboard small research

vessels to Antarctica, the Arctic,

Russian Far East and more! 800-

263-9147

12. Maui Visitors Bureau

Maui. The Magic Isles. Nowhere

on earth can you find the Magic of

Maui. For our free travel planner,

call 1-800-525-MAUI.

13. Melanesian Tourist

Services

Experience Papua New Guinea

with the countryis most

established ground operator. MV
Melanesian Discoverer - Sepik

River and Trobriand Island

expeditions. Customized land

arrangements.

14. Montana Tourism Office

Montana-More than you've

imagined. Experience it with our

guide to Montana's scenic

attractions, historic sites, lodging,

campgrounds and recreation.

15. Newfoundland and

Labrador, Canada

This is the place where icebergs

and whales cross paths. To get

up close, get our free 200 page

travel guide to the most easterly

point in North America. Call

Susan at 1-800-563-NFLD.

16. Northwest Territories

Canada's Northwest Territories is

within reach, yet beyond belief.

For your free 132 page guide to

the touring possibilities on top of

the world, call 1-800-661-0788.

17. Nova Scotia Tourism

Our seacoast is as easy to explore

as our book is to get. Call 1-800-

565-0000, Operator #37 today.

18. Pentax Binoculars

PENTAX, a 75-year tradition of

optical excellence, offers a

complete line of binoculars and

cameras. For FREE color

brochures and list of dealers near

you call 1-800-709-2020.

19. Quebec Tourism

Your next great vacation is closer

than you think. Ask for your FREE

Summer and Fall Vacation

Packages brochure on neighbourly

Quebec. Vibrant cities, scenic

resorts, fabulous countryside.

Fascinating museums and

festivities. Call 1-800-363-7777

Operator 103.

20. Rail Europe

One source for all your European

travel needs: Railpasses,

combination Rail 'n Drive passes

and rail tickets for 33 European

countries. Call 1-800-4-EURAIL for

your FREE brochure.

21. Russell Country

GLORIOUS GALLERIES, NO LINES.

Art, nature and history embrace in

Russell Country-the uncrowded

heart of Montana. Free travel

planner. 1-800-527-5348. Russell

Country, Attn: Room 6NH, PO.

Box 3166, Great Falls, MT 59403-

3166.

22. Saga Holidays

The world leader in mature travel,

providing domestic and

international travel programs.

Send for your free Saga Holidays

Travel Planner.

23. Saskatchewan Tourism

Vacation Heartland of Canadais

West Wilderness rafting and

canoeing, camping, nature walks

and wildlife viewing, 100,000

lakes. Free travel planner. Call toll-|

free 1-800-667-7191.

24. Self-Reatization Fellowship!

Learn how techniques of

meditation and principles of

spiritual living can bring greater

happiness and harmony into your

life. Send for free booklet.

Undreamed of possibilities.

25. TIAA CREF.

Financial services especially for

people in education and research.

For your free personal investing kit
]

call 1-800-226-0147.

26. Tourism Authority of

Thailand

Come discover the natural beauty

and cultural wonders of the

Kingdom. Send for your travel

planning kit today.

27. TravLtips Association

Unusual cruises: freighters,

yachts, expeditions. Deluxe

accommodations, fine food,

reasonable rates. Membership

includes magazine and free

reference edition. Toll free in U.S.:

(800) 872-8584.

28. Tropical Travel

Representatives

Central America's Most Highly

Recommended Travel Service!

Complete tour packages,

including discount air, to Belize,

Costa Rica, Guatemala,

Honduras, Ecuador and Mexico.

29. Virginia

For lovers of beaches, mountains,

and history, write for a FREE, full-

color vacation planning

guidebook. Virginia is for Lovers.

30. Wyoming. Like No Place

on Earth.

Yellowstone and Grand Teton

National Parks, wildlife, fishing

and more. For our free Vacation

Guide, call 307-777-7777 Ext.

649. Or write: Wyoming Division

of tourism, Cheyenne, WY 82002.
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Travel and Reading
IVlaya Resurrection

The Classic Maya ruins of

Copin are nestled in a fertile

mountain valley in western

Honduras. As in ancient rimes,

fanning has ehminated most

of the forest in the area sur-

rounding the ci\dc-cerenionial

center, but the Archaeological

Park protects a large forest.

The natme trail running
through part ofthe forest is

gready prized by botanists and

birders ahke.

Entrance to the main park,

which includes the acropolis,

the great plaza, the ball court,

and the hierogl\'phic stairway,

also gives you access to Las

Sepulturas (a residential area

linked to the center ofthe cit\'

by an ancient causeway) and to

a small museiun in the town of

Copin. It you're there in mid-

1996, when the new sculpture

museum is scheduled to open,

your experience of the ruins

wtU be gready enhanced.

Copan is reachable by bus,

tour, or rental car from San

Pedro Sula, the major city on

Honduras s north coast. The

best months to be in Copan

are February; July, and Octo-

ber, when the country- is

green, the temperature mod-

erate, and rain relatively hght.

Many other archeological fea-

tures and sites are scattered

through the Copan Valley.

One is El Puente Archaeologi-

cal Park, thirty miles east of

Copan, just off the main high-

:
. Anyone with an interest

in colonial-period ruins will

enjoy the fort ofOmoa,
%vhich is on the north coast

near Puerto Cortez.

For more on the Maya of

Copan. readers should consult

Robert J. Sharers Tlie Ancient

Maya (Stanford University-

Press. 1994) and WilHam L.

Fash s Scribes, Warriors, and

Kings (Thames and Hudson,

1993). as well as Linda Scheie

and Da\-id FreideFs -4 Forest of

Kjngs: Tlie Untold History of the

Ancient Maya (William Mor-

row; 1990).

Mushroom Mania

page 32

This year's Telluride (Col-

orado) Mushroom Festi\'al is

scheduled for August 23—25. It

is sponsored by Fungophile,

Inc., a nonprofit organization.

For more information about

the festival, write Fungophile,

Inc.. RO. Box 480503, Den-

ver. CO, 80248-0503. Make

reser\"ations early, especially if

you want to stay at the Town

Park campgrounds.

Recreational opportunities

abound in this mountain re-

sort. Miles ofhiking and bik-

mg trails lead from the towTi

to forests, alpine lakes, water-

falls, and wdldflower meadows.

Gold panning/geolog\- tours.

\-isits to ghost towTis, and

guided backpack trips are also

available. "Women in the

WUdemess" is a imique trek

in w?liich the gear is carried by

llamas. For more information,

write Ulh Sir Jesse, P.O. Box

399, Telluride, CO 81435, or

call (970) 728-4538.

Digging the Badlands

page 36

A hands-on experience with

fossils, such as that described

in this issue, reqtures advance

planning, a commitment of a

week's rime, and a willingness

to learn and foUow the proce-

dures and protocol of the

"pit." Informarion is available

from geologist Phil Bjork at

(800) 544-8162, est. 2467.

While umsuper\Tsed digging

and fossil collecting ot any

kind are prohibited in Bad-

lands National Park, \-isitors

are welcome to view fossils oc

an interpretive trail. Chmbii

Badlands formations, however

is discouraged, as steep slopes

may give way.

The park is open all year.

Main access is \\2. Intentate 9C

to Badlands Loop Road and

the \-isitor center at Cedar

Pass. In summer, park natural-l

ists conduct guided nature

walks, fossil preparation

demonstrations, and nighdv

programs at the campground.

The White River Visitor

Center, open only in summer,
|

is in the southwest section of

the park, within the Lakota

Pine Ridge Resenarion lands;

it features cultural exhibits and|

a \ddeotape program on

Lakota histor\'. Roads in the

area are unpaved and im-

marked, so ask about road ac-

cess and travel conditions be-

fore venturing forth.

Troy's Prodigious Ruin

page 42

For travelers in Turkey, Troy's

ruins are easily reached from

Istanbul. An express bus to

Canakkale (about a five-hour

trip) connects with a local bus

CO Troy, some twenty-sis miles
j

away. In Canakkale. the local

archeological museum has an

interesting collection of arti-

facts fixjm Troy and the Troad

region. (Also worth a \-isit is

the batde site of GallipoU,

across the Dardanelles.)

The best time to ^^sit Troy

IS in late spring, w^hen the

weather is mild and the wild-

flowers are in bloom—al-

though in winter the ancient

Scamander River (dr\- in other

seasons) is in frill spate.



All reading about Troy

I
should begin with the Iliad.

Richmond Lattimore's transla-

tion (University of Chicago

Press, 1975) is the closest to

the Greek original. The Iliad:

A Coiniiiciitary (Cambridge

University Press, 1991), a six-

volume work, is full ot arcane

and fascinating msights into

Homer's great epic. Easy to

foUow in its line-by-line for-

mat, the commentary is schol-

arly and at times technical, but

generally accessible to serious

lay readers, allowing one to

dip in at random for explica-

tion of a favorite passage.

Two recent, highly enter-

taining books on Troy can be

recommended; Caroline

Moorehead's The Lost Treasures

of Troy (Weidenfeld and Nicol-

son, 1994) is a very readable

account of Heinrich Schlie-

mann's Ufe and of the fate of

his great Trojan treasure.

David Traill's controversial

Scldieinann of Troy: Treasure and

Deceit (Saint Martin's Press,

' 1995) is written with a classi-

cal archeologist's eye for detail,

examining the notorious dis-

crepancies in Schliemann's

field notes.

I Biodiversity on ttie

I Borderlands

page 58

The authors recommend that

a visit to the borderlands re-

gion start at the Arizona-

Sonora Desert Museum on

the western outskirts of Tuc-

son. This "living" museum

displays the animals, plants,

and geology of the borderlands

region in a spectacular setting.

Saguaro National Monument
and Tucson Mountain Park,

immediately adjacent to the

museum, offer large areas of

unspoiled desert habitat and

numerous hiking trails.

South and east ot Tucson

the elevation increases, and

desert gives way to grassland,

woodland, and forest. Places

worth visiting include the

Patagonia-Sonoita Creek Pre-

serve; the Ramsey Canyon

Preserve, which is famous for

its hummingbirds; the

Huachuca Mountains; and

Chiricahua National Monu-

ment. All of these areas are

readily accessible and have in-

formation centers and self-

guided nature and hiking

trails. Picnic areas, restaurants,

campgrounds, and guest rooms

are available.

For the more adventurous,

large tracts of Coronado Na-

tional Forest, Bureau of Land

Management holdings, and

state lands in Arizona and

New Mexico are open to the

public. Those who explore

this back country should drive

a rehable vehicle, carry suffi-

cient water, and take appropri-

ate field equipment.

IVIonl<ey Business

patJe 74

The ninth annual Scopes Trial

and Festival will be held this

July in Dayton, Tennessee, a

small town forty miles north

of Chattanooga. The stage for

the trial reenactment is the

courtroom of the Rhea

County courthouse, which has

been restored to its 1925 ap-

pearance. A Scopes Trial mu-

seum displays documents and

newspaper accounts of the

trial and a collection of but-

tons and other souvenirs of

the time.

The courthouse and the

Around the nation

Dinosaurs Galore

museum are open weekdays

(except on hoHdays) through-

out the year. For information,

call the Rhea County execu-

tive's office at (615) 775-7801.

For further information about

the 1996 Scopes Trial and Fes-

tival, contact Bryan College,

RO. Box 7000, Dayton, TN
37321-7000; Tel. (615) 775-

2041, Fax (615) 775-7330.

Roger Welsch recommends

Stephen Jay Gould's Novem-

ber 1987 Natural History essay

"William Jennings Bryan's Last

Campaign." A book-length

examination of the issues and

events is The Great Monkey

Trial (Doubleday, 1968), by L.

Sprague de Camp, creator of

the Conan the Barbarian se-

ries. In writing about "strug-

gles between mythic titans, [de

Camp] was eminently suited

to treat the events in Dayton,"

says Welsch.

Diiiosiuus—Coelophysis, Dilophosaurus. tiiui Albertosaurus iiiiwiit;

tlicin—thrived in the pabny Soiitinvest habitat of 230 to 65 milhon years

a^o. Artist Jerr)' Burgess's portrait ofMesozoicflora andfauna is featured in

one oJDinofcst International's two art exhibitions.

Dinofest International. Two weeks

of fossil-related activities, April

8—21, Arizona State Universit)',

University Activities Center.

Rural and 6th streets, Tempe, AZ;

(602) 965-5062. Exhibitions: "A

Walk Through Time," dinosaurs

and other fossils, spanning die

earth's history from the

Precambrian to the Ice Age;

"Fossil Abstractions and Dino

Artists Bring 'em Back AHve,"

artists" interpretations of fossil

animals. Symposium ofDinosaur

Fossil E.xpcrts: "Dinosaurs, Their

World Education," April 19-21,

with paleontologist Stephen Jay

Gould as the keynote speaker.

"Dinofeast Banquet," Saturday

night, April 20, will offer a

Mesozoic menu.
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

During our even'day lives we don't often

stop to think about the journey of a pho-

ton of light from the core of the Sun,

where it is created, all the way to Earth's

surface, where it inight slam into some-

body's buttocks on a sandy beach. The

easy part is the photon's 500-second,

speed-of-Hght jaunt from the Sun's surface

to Earth through the void of interplane-

tary space. The hard part is the photon's

thirtv-thousand-vear adventure to get

four hydrogen (H) atoms. Omitting inter-

mediate steps, and a few byproducts, the

Sun simply says:

4 H ^ He + ENERGY
And there is hght!

Every rime a helium atom is created,

photons are forged with short enough

wavelengths to be called gamma rays, a

form of Hght with the highest energy for

which we have a classification. Born mov-

ing at the speed of hght, the gamma ray

jtiiif'

a
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different energy. Given the density of mat]

ter in the Sun, and knowing that about

percent of the Sun's mass resides witl

only half its radius, the photon's ave:

straight-line trip lasts for less than o:

sLxtN'-biUionth of a second (a sixtieth of

nanosecond)—just long enough for th^

photon to travel about one-half a centime.'

ter before interacting with a free electroi

or an atom.

The new travel path after each interacj

tion can be outward, sideways, or evei|

backward. How then does an aimlessl

wandering photon ever manage to leavt

the Sun? A clue lies in what would happes

to a frilly inebriated person who takes step 5310M

in random directions from a street-corne:

lamppost. Curiously, the odds are that th(

drunkard wiU not return to the lamppost

If the steps are indeed random, distanct

from the lamppost will slowly accumulate afv

While you cannot predict exactly how

far from the lamppost any particular

drunkard will be

from the cente):
after a selected number of steps, you can

jjor

ihc

An artists conception of the Sun delineates the star's hot core and outer zones of convection.

from the center of the Sun to its surface.

In the cores of stars, beginning at about

10 million degrees, hydrogen atoms (each

already denuded of its lone electron) attain

high enough speeds to overcome their nat-

ural repulsion and coUide. Energy- is cre-

ated out of matter as thermonuclear fiision

makes a single helium (He) atom out of

photons unwittingly begin their trek out

ot the Sun.

An undisturbed photon will always take

the shortest path between two points. But

if a particle gets in its way, the photon will

either be scattered or absorbed and reermt-

ted. Either fate can result in the photon's

being cast in a different direction \vith a

rehably predict the average distance if you

manage to convince a large number ot ine-

briated subjects to walk randomly for you

m an experiment. If you succeeded, your

data would show that on average, distance

from the lamppost increased in proportion

to the square root of the total number of
I

paces taken. For example, if each person

took 100 steps in random directions, then

the average distance from the lamppost

would be a mere 10 steps. If 900 steps were

taken, the average distance would grow to

only 30 steps.

With a step size of one-half a centimeter

and a random walk through a sphere rather

than a sidewalk, a photon must execute

nearly 30 sextillion steps to traverse the

70-bilhon centimeters from the Sun's cen-

ter to its surface. The total Hnear distance

traveled spans about 30.000 Hght-years. Of

course, at the speed ofhght, a photon takes

30,000 years to journey that far (travel

time lost during the pit stop bet\veen ab-

sorption and reemission is insignificant). If

:k\
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a photon were given a clear path between

the Sun's center and surface, its journey

"""f would last aU of 2.3 seconds.

As early as the 1920s, we had some idea

" that a photon might meet some major re-

sistance getting out of the Sun. Credit the

renowned British astrophysicist Sir Arthur

Stanley Eddington for endowing the study

of stellar structure with enough of a foun-

dation in physics to offer insight into the

problem. In 1926 he wrote The Internal

**
' Constitution of the Stars, which was pub-

lished shortly after the new branch of

physics called quantum mechanics was dis-

PP 'covered, but nearly twelve years before
tess
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thermonuclear fusion was widely agreed

to be the energy source for the Sun. Ed-

dington's flowery musings in the introduc-

tory chapter correctly capture some of the

spirit, if not the detail, of the troubled

journey of a pho-

continues as he identifies aether waves as

the only component of the Sun that is on

the move:

As we watch the scene we ask oiirseh'es, can

this be the stately drama of stellar evolution?

It is more like the jolly crockery-smashing

turn of a music-hall. The knockabout

comedy of atomic physics is not very

considerate towards our aesthetic ideals. . . .

The atoms and electronsfor all their hurry

never get anywhere; they only change places.

The aether waves are the only part of the

population which do actually accoittplish

sontething; although apparently darting

about in all directions without purpose they

do in spite of themselves make a slow

general progress outwards.

tend to give birth to multiple lower-en-

ergy photons at the expense of their own
existence. Such altruistic acts continue

down the spectrum from gamma rays to

X-rays to ultraviolet to visible and on into

the infrared. The energy from a single

gamma ray photon is sufficient to beget a

thousand X-ray photons, each of which

will ultimately beget a thousand visible-

light photons. In other words, a single

gamma ray can easily beget over a million

visible and infrared photons by the time

the random walk reaches the Sun's surface.

Only one of every half-billion photons

that emerge from the Sun actually heads

toward Earth. I know the tally is meager,

but given our

3fthesun
ton or, in the terminology of the time, an

"aether wave":

The inside of a star is a hurly-burly of

atoms, electrons and aether waves. We have

to call to aid the most recent discoveries of

atomic physics to follow the intricacies of the

dance. . . . Try to picture the tumult!

Dishevelled atoms tear along at 50 miles a

second with only afew tatters left of their

elaborate cloaks of electrons tornfrom them

in the scrimmage. The lost electrons are

speeding a hundred times faster to find new

resting-places. Look out! A thousand

narrow shaves happen to the electron in [one

ten-billionth] of a second. . . . Then . . .

the electron is fairly caught and attached to

tlie atom, and its career offreedom is at an

end. But onlyfor an instant. Barely has the

atom arranged the new scalp on its girdle

when a quantum of aether waves runs into

it. With a great explosion the electron is off

again forfurther advetttures.

Eddington's enthusiasm for his subject

In the outer one-fourth of the Sun's ra-

dius, energy moves primarily through tur-

bulent convection, a process not unlike

what happens in a pot of boiling chicken

soup (or a pot of boiling anything).

Whole blobs of hot material rise 'while

other blobs of cooler material sink—car-

rying pieces of chicken and vegetables

along with them.

Unbeknownst to our hard-working

photons, their residential blob can swiftly

sink tens of thousands of kilometers back

into the Sun, thus undoing possibly thou-

sands of years of random walking. Of
course, the reverse is also true—convec-

tion can swiftly bring random-walking

photons near the surface, enhancing their

chances of escape.

But the tale of our ganuna ray's journey

is still not fuUy told. From the Sun's 15

million degree (kelvin) center to its 6,000

degree surface, the temperature drops at an

average rate of about 1/50 degree per

meter. At every absorption and reemis-

sion, the high-energy gamma ray photons

size and distance from the Sun, Earth re-

ceives its rightful share. The rest of the

photons are headed everywhere else.

The surface of the gaseous Sun is, by

the way, defined by the layer where our

randomly walking photons take their last

step before escaping to interplanetary

space. Only from such a layer can light

reach your eye along an unimpeded line

of sight, which enables you to assess

meaningful solar dimensions. Since light

with longer wavelengths emerges from

deeper layers of the Sun than does light of

shorter wavelengths, the Sun's diameter is

slightly smaller when measured using, say,

infrared light than with visible light. The

listed value in a textbook for the Sun's di-

ameter typically assumes you seek dimen-

sions obtained using visible light.

But not all the energy of our fecund

gamma rays is converted to lower-energy

photons. A portion drives the large-scale

turbulent convection that in turn drives

pressure waves that ring the Sun the way a

clanger rings a bell. Continuous, precise
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measurements ot the Sun's spectrum reveal

tiny oscillations that can be interpreted in

much the same way that seismologists in-

terpret subsurface sound waves induced by

earthquakes. The Sun's vibration pattern is

extraordinarily complex because many os-

cillating modes are operating simultane-

ously. The greatest challenges for helio-

seismologists lie in decomposing the

oscillations into their basic parts, and then

deducing the size and structure of the fea-

tures of the Sun that cause them.

You could take a similarly indirect read-

ing ot the innards of your piano by rolling

the instrument sharply into a wall or by

dropping it out of the window. The ensu-

ing cacophony, decomposed into its ele-

ments, would tell you the exact vibration

frequencies of the eighty-eight strings

withm. In a cheaper version of the same

experiment, you could just open the Hd

and look inside; but astrophysicists are not

allowed this luxury with the Sun.

A coordmated project to study solar os-

cillating phenomena is now- being carried

out by GONG (yet another cute acro-

nym), the Global Oscillation Network

Group. Specially outfitted solar observato-

ries in Hawaii, Cahfornia, Chile, the Ca-

nary Islands, India, and Austraha allow

continuous monitoring ofsolar oscillations

across the world's time zones. The latest

evidence supports most current theories of

stellar structure and, in particular, shows

the exact depth for the onset ofconvection

and how the gaseous Sun rotates deep be-

neath its surface layers.

Heroic adventures through the Sun are

best taken by photons and not by any

other form of energy or matter. If any of

us were to go on the same trip, we would,

of course, be crushed to death, vaporized,

and then have electrons stripped from our

body's atoms. But ignoring these compH-
cations, I imagine one could easily sell

tickets for such a voyage. As for me, I am
content just knowing the story. When I

sunbathe, I do it with fiiU respect for the

journey taken by all photons that hit my
body, no matter where on my anatomy

they strike.

Astrophysicist Neil de Gmsse Tyson is acting

director of the Hayden Planetarium and a re-

search scientist at Princeton University.
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By Roger L. Welsch

I would not for a moment want my col-

league (if I may be so bold as to consider

him that) Stephen Jay Gould to think I am

elbowing into his territory' in these pages

any more than I want to hear that Gould

has suddenly taken it upon himself to

write a book about antique tractor restora-

tion (pretty much my baby these days).

But last July I went to Dayton, Tennessee,

to see a play based on a court transcript

deahng with a major encounter between

science and theology, city slickers and rural

rubes, the media and the masses—yes, the

Scopes "monkey" trial of 1925. The reen-

actment of the trial (I attended the eighth

annual event) takes place on the second

floor of the Rhea County courthouse—in

the same room, the same building and the

same town as the original. Ifyou have any

romance in your soul at all, you can hear

the ghosts in that room. The script, al-

though condensed, is lifted from the

courtroom transcript. In that room, you

hear those words. Wow.

When I arrived I found the Rhea
County courthouse lawn crowded with

hawkers pushing boiled peanuts, lemon-

ade, birdhouses, walking sticks, handwo-

ven rugs, and homemade baskets. I sat out

a torrential noon-hour rainstorm in my
rented car, sure the rain would cool down

the ferociously hot day, but it only made

the day hotter. Once the rain cleared, I

looked through the offerings to find some

souvenirs. I bought a painted model of the

courthouse, some httle wooden monkeys

that will balance and rock when you set

had to scramble to find these few suitable

objects, while at the original trial there

was no end of knickknacks and attractions

related to the proceedings, including per-

formances of real monkeys. The current

festivities might as well have been the an-

nual Damsh festival here in Dannebrog,

down to and including a studied avoidance

of anything that might inadvertently evoke

laughter or joy.

In 1925 the Tennessee legislature passed

being fairly fundamentalist in its religion,

seemed an unlikely place for resistance,

and maybe it would have been if it weren't mik

for a lot of rascally outsiders. No, that's not *ii

quite true. Although there is still some

complaining on the part of folks in Dayton

that the American Civil Liberties Union

started the fuss with its offer to finance a

challenge to the Butler bill, the challenge

actually sprang from the imaginations of a

couple of locals who gathered on April 5,

them on the edge of a table, and a box en- the Butler bill, prohibiting the teaching of 1925, in Robinson's drugstore. These guys

graved "Monkey Town, USA." In fact, I evolution in the public schools. The state, saw in the Butler bill and the ACLU's

Monkey
Dayton, Tennessee, relives the trial ofthe century W
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rombative offer, not a chance to defend

Sod or Truth (a curious notion anyway, if

/ou think about it), but a much more

American, infinitely patriotic, un-

ibashedly pragmatic opportunity: profit

md boosterism.

These smart fellas realized that they

:ould have the trial of the century right

here in little Dayton. The real trial of the

century. Not an ephemeral fuss about the

iguilt or innocence ofjust another run-of-

the-inill murderer—geez, we've been ar-

guing that since the time of Abel and

In July 1925, the streets

of Dayton overflowed

with reporters and the

curious asJohn Scopes

was prosecutedfor

teaching ei'ohition. A
prominent meeting place,

the Hotel Aqua, far left,

was where both

fundamentalist politician

lUiam Jennings Bryan

and liberal attorney

Clarence Darroiv

addressed the town's

Progressive Club. Above:

A sidewalk scene near the

courthouse. Left: High-

school girls show off

monkey dolls, which were

sold as souvenirs.

Business
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Cain—^but a struggle over the most pro-

found issue of all: whether there was an

Abel and Cain. All they had to do was find

someone to teach a little evolution, in

clear violation of the new law, and all heU

would break loose—not to mention innu-

merable bank accounts, purses, and bill-

folds.

Enter John Scopes, himself less inter-

ested in teaching evolution than in acade-

mic freedom. (In tact the entire trial was

trumped up: as Scopes later admitted in

confidence, he never really did teach any-

thing about evolution.) It was mostly a

lark, but the drugstore cabal was right: the

trial drew not just the big guns but the ul-

timate cannons of rhetoric and debate of

the time—Nebraska fundamentalist and

pohtician William Jennings Bryan, liberal

attorney Clarence Darrow, and writer

H. L. Mencken. And little guys too; the

second man through the courtroom door

on the first day of the trial was farmer C.

E. Keep of Scotia, Nebraska, who lived

just a few miles away from the farm where

I write this. (His descendants have no idea

what he was doing in Dayton that July

when he should have been cultivating his

corn, other than that "C. E. was always in-

terested in poHtics.")

For a few weeks, little Dayton became

the focus of America—the focus of the

world, for that matter. Hundreds of re-

porters mobbed the courtroom and fiUed

the town with money and resentment.

The trial was the first to be broadcast by

radio (appropriately, by a sportscaster).

The to'wn became an ongoing festival

firom one end to the other. Dayton became

"Monkey Town"; Robinson's drugstore,

"The Simian Soda Fountam." And the

Tennessee legislature received petitions to

amend the law of gravity and regulate the

speed of light.

The entire scene became a parody of it-

self, Hke a modern rock-and-roU festival.

An anonymous woman pursued Clarence

Darrow and begged him for the torn shirt

he wore in court one day. Since he had al-

ready discarded it, he offered her his BVDs
instead. At one point the courtroom was

so crowded that the ceUing in the room

below cracked and threatened to collapse,

whereupon the trial moved out of the

courthouse to a platform on the lawn.

Some of the principals in last summer's

reenactment—all amateur actors drawn

from the community—were uncommonly

skilled—especially Tony McCuiston as

Clarence Darrow and Tony Castlen as

Judge Raulston. The most uncanny per-

formance, to the point ofbeing unsettUng,

was that ofRaymond Legg as William Jen-

nings Bryan; a good performance would

have been enough, but even without

makeup or costume, Legg has an ab-

solutely startling resemblance to the Great

Commoner. Scattered through the cast

and the audience were relatives of original

participants in the trial, including a man

who as a small boy wormed his way into

the courtroom for the original trial and

now came to indulge in a protracted, self-

inflicted deja vu.

Maybe it was my slack-jawed air of

wonderment, but for whatever reason, an

orgamzer approached me as I sat there

staring glassy-eyed. He made a briefstab at

cogent conversation and then explained

that the jury for the trial performances is

selected firom the audience. That, after all,

is pretty much the way it was originally;

the sheriff simply went out into the streets

ofDayton and rounded up a few folks who
appeared to be unoccupied at the mo-

ment. Since I was just sitting there, appar-

ently unoccupied, I was selected to be a

meinber of the jury!

Sitting in the jury box, seventy years

after the original trial ended, I struggled to

remember where I was. And when. The

arguments, issues, and passion I witnessed

in the Dayton performance were identical

to those that can be witnessed today in any

American tavern or coffee shop, even in

my small hometown in Nebraska:

"The majority should rule and we

should be able to pray in school"; "Pray at

home and leave us out of your superficial

sanctimony."

"The Bible says . .
."; "Oh yeah, well,

what about the Koran?"

"This is a Christian nation . . ."; "This is

explicitly and by law not a theocracy!"

"God wants . . ."; "Your god wants? My
god wants. . .

."

And on and on.

Ultimately the struggle, then as now,

had nothing to do with science or reli-

gion, evolutionism or creationism. How

lefioi

could anyone conceivably force someor #')'

else, by law or court action, to beheve an^ j**

thing, be it evolution or creation? Obv:

ously people who want a minute to pra

can take a minute and pray what they wis

to whomever they wish. Indeed, m
Omaha Indian friends are baffled by th

notion of a minute set aside to pray, whe
their understanding of religious devotio

is a life in which every moment is a praye

of gratitude. Are children's minds so im wfej

tt
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pressionable that they can't be exposed ti

diverse views? Come on! A friend ofmin

even sent his children to bible school an(

evangelistic revival meetings, confiden

that this experience would guarantee thi

children's rejection of fundamentaUsm.

No. The arguments at Dayton sevent

years ago and in the Dannebrog taverr

today deal with power and control. Thi

Scopes trial was a study in arrogance. Thi

scientists, smug in their total knowledge

sneered at boobs like Bryan and his sancti

monious contingent. The creationists ar

rogated to themselves understanding oftm il

God's will, and they doomed the heretic; ifcrl

to hell, as if that sort of decision was their;

to make. Big-city lawyers and reporters

laughed with condescension at the rurals

of the Tennessee hiUs, while pseudosophis-

ticates like Mencken, more pathetic than

superior actually, offered the hillbillies

abundant evidence of the consummate in

ferioriry of big-city dwellers.

And in the end, although each side pro-

claimed victory, neither won—as is evi-

dent from the way the arguments con-

tinue. Bryan died a few days after the trial

ended, and if that's not losing, what is?

Well, everything I had read before my visit

to Dayton suggested Bryan was crushed by

Darrow 's brutal questioning of him as a

witness in the trial. But there is a WiUiam

Jennings Bryan Highway leading into

Dayton today and a William Jennings

Bryan College; Scopes was found guilty

(but let offon a technicahty later). And the

only spontaneous applause from the 400-

plus spectators at the matinee performance

I attended last July was tor two of Bryan's

speeches.

We jurors were not called upon to de-

Hberate—the verdict was predetermined,

after all. But how would I have voted if I

had been sitting in that selfsame jury box



;eventy years earlier? Throughout the ex-

jerience I was glad it was a reenactment. I

lave problems with extremes (although no

me in memory has accused me ot moder-
*'' ktion). My principal objection is that no

• bne should attempt to impose a behef sys-

tem on someone else, and that's still what

''»''|this IS all about.

People demanding prayer in the school-

Icoom are not interested in their own chil-

dren; they are intent on inflicting their will

P*«lii iQji the children of others. So it is, too,

™inn i^ith the creationists . . . mislabeled, I

'*'"' 'should note, because they are in fact

mm ^damists, believing not in just any cre-

ion system but that specific one in which

dam is central. Myself, I'm partial to a

x\m 'IHative American story ot creation that in-

tiven \folves a loon that plunges from a turtle's

back deep into the endless waters and

brings back mud from which to create all

earth and hfe. 1 don't know if that one

icounts, however. You sure don't hear

much about it from the creationists. Or
'"5 'Jifrom the evolutionists, which is why I

ather hke it.

,1
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I am also uneasy about flat-out accept-

ing the idea of evolution from common
protoplasm, mostly because I know I don't

have the courage to read the front page of

any newspaper, look into the deep, soulful

eyes ofmy black labs Thud and Lucky, and

try to tell them that, with all their devo-

tion, honesty, innocence, and courage,

they may be related, even distantly, to

human beings. It would break their hearts,

I know.

Exiting the courthouse after the trial's

reenactment, I couldn't get out of my
mind the idea that nothing had been

gained in the rhetorical battle seventy

years ago, even abstractly. The futility. The

waste. The anger and frustration. To calm

my growing depression, 1 went to the

Golden Monkey Restaurant and ordered a

cold beer from "the Docket," the list ot

house specialties. By way of appetizers, I

asked for a plate of Monkey Tails (deep-

fried wiener sHces with a mustard and cat-

sup sauce). And I wrestled between choos-

ing the Deputy's Favorite and the Judge's

Decision for an entree.

Morocco:

TheEoadofthe
Thousand Kasbahs

September 28 - October 11, 1996

Few places evoke images of such exotic splendor

as the North African country of Morocco. With

opulent cities replete with minarets, mosques,

palaces and souks, ancient kasbahs and starkly

beautiful landscapes, Morocco is a feast for the

senses. This study program is an exploration of

Morocco's legendary cities such as Marrakesh,

Fes, Meknes, Rabat, Ouarzazate, Taroudant and

Essaouira, as well as the Sahara, the Atlas Moun-

tains and the walled adobe villages of the

renowned Road of the Thousand Kasbahs.

Discovery Tours

seum of Natural History
-

: Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

'' 800-462-8687 or 212-769-5700

J Call for a complete list of destinations.

As I nibbled on the Monkey Tails, I cal-

culated the gate for five fuD-house perfor-

mances, with 400-plus attendees at SIO a

pop. Taking another look at the list of

beers under the Docket, I noted by my
watch that the day's second performance

was due to get under way. Hnimm. Eight

grand in one day ain't bad for small-town

amateur theater. I sifted through my bag of

"Monkey Town, USA" souvenirs—about

thirty dollars' worth of items made from

wood scraps. I mentally tallied up my ex-

penditures for meals and for my lodging at

a nice, new motel.

I thought about those Tennessee rurals

seventy years earlier, who hoped that the

trial of the century might boost the econ-

omy ot their little backwoods town. How
well they succeeded. And I thought about

the great minds of the nation who had

gathered in Dayton to deal for aU time

with the really important issues ofman and

God. Fortunately, perhaps, they failed.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree farm

ill Daniiebrog, Nebraska.
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On the island of Islay, off

Scotland's west coast, the May

warmth and nearly constant

spring rains can transform a

cliff face into a vertical flower

garden—especially if it is fer-

tilized by a colony of breeding

fulmars. These sea birds begin

to arrive from their ocean

feeding grounds in February

but don't lay eggs until early

June. In the interval, the ful-

mars do little to prepare their

nests, which are only scrapes

carved into the available turf.

Instead they occupy them-

selves with lengthy courtships.

Typically, a male alights near a

female and, with his bill open

and held high, waves his head

from side to side and up and

down while making loud,

cackling calls. Once the bond

is made, the pair remain more

or less monogamous.

Each couple cares for a sin-

gle egg, with males and fe-

males alternating between in-

cubating it for periods of three

to four days and foraging at

sea. The chick hatches after

about fifty-two days, and the

adults nourish their offspring

with a rich diet of regurgitated

seafood for about a month and

a half. The fledghng then

heads out to sea, where it will

spend some six years before

returning to the same cliffs to

breed.

In the last two centuries,

fulmars have expanded their

range southward from Iceland

to England. At the turn of the

century, they were a rare sight

m the Scottish Isles, but many

breeding colonies can now be

found there. The change may

be attributable to their habit of

scooping up scraps offish and

crustaceans discarded by fish-

ing boats.

—

Robert Anderson
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Aoril Events
April
The John Burroughs Association, founded

|

in 1921 to perpetuate the memory of this =

great American naturahst, maintains Bur- I

roughs's home, Slabsides, as a sanctuary in I

West Park, New York, and gives an annual f-

prize for nature writing. This year's award s

will go to Bill Green, author of Water, Ice j

and Stone: Science and Memory on the Antarc- =

tic Lakes. The association will also recog- |

nize natural history books for children and

a natural history essay. Tickets to the

awards luncheon are $30. For information,

can (212) 769-5169.

Adam Frank, Hubble Fellow at the Uni-

versity ofMinnesota, will give a slide-illus-

trated talk entitled "Gas Ejection at 5,000

Miles Per Second: Stellar Winds, Jets, and

Other Cosmic Sculptures." His lecture,

part of the "Frontiers in Astronomy and

Astrophysics" series, will take place at 7:30

P.M. Tickets are $8 ($6 for members). Call

(212) 769-5900 for information.

On April 25, Richard EUis will talk ahont

real and mythic marine creatures.

April 2
At 7:00 P.M., National Park Service arche-

ologist Daniel J. Lenihan will talk about

the history of cave diving and his excava-

tions m underwater caves. For details, call April 20
(212) 769-5606.

his forthcoming book. The Song of the

Dodo: Island Biogeography in an Age of Ex-

tinctions. Tickets for the lecture are $10 ($9

for members). CaU (212) 769-5315 for in-

formation.

April 16
University of Chicago paleontologist Paul

C. Sereno will discuss the fossil dinosaurs

he found in Niger and his newest discov-

eries in Morocco. His talk begins at 7:00

P.M. For information, call (212) 769-5606.

April 17
The film Prophecy, which chronicles the

story of the sixteenth-century French doc-

tor and seer Nostradamus, wiU begin at April 21
7:00 P.M. The screening is free and is part

of the Education Departments year-long

lecture series "Divine Magic." For details,

call (212) 769-5315.

The Museum will observe Endangered

Species Day with the following programs:

Naturalist Bill Robinson's "World of Ani-

mals" at 11:30 A.M. and 1:30 RM.; June

Myles's animal-crafting workshops at

10:30 A.M. and 12:30 and 2:30 P.M.; and

mammalogist Clare Flemming's introduc-

tion to recently extinct mammals in the

Museum's collections at 10:30 a.m. and

12:30 and 2:30 P.M. For tickets, call (212)

769-5606.

April 18
At 7:00 P.M., science writer David Quam-
men will talk about his research on the

evolution of life on islands, the subject of

The Museum, in collaboration with the

New York Horticultural Society, will offer

a slide-illustrated program introducing

New York City's habitats and exploring

ways to restore and maintain the city's nat-

ural environment. Tickets for the pro-

gram, which lasts from noon until 5:00

RM., are $15 ($12 for members). For de-

tails, caU (212) 769-5750.

April 25
Marine natural history authority and artii

Richard Ellis will talk about the myths an

legends surrounding real and imaginar

marine creatures—from mermaids an^

manatees to the Loch Ness monster. Th
slide-illustrated talk, drawn from materij

in his book. Monsters of the Sea, will begii

at 7:00 RM. CaU (212) 769-5606 for mori

information.

April 28
A Native American festival—highlighting

dance, music, food, and crafts—will bi

held in the halls ofOcean Life and Biolog)

of Invertebrates from noon to 5:30 RM
This festival, part of the Education De-

partment's year-long series "Multicultural

Mosaic: Traditions of a Diverse Society," is

free with admission to the Museum. Calj

(212) 769-5315 for information.

April 30
The sixty-sixth annual James Arthur Lec-

ture, sponsored by the Department of An-

thropology, will be given by Matt Cart-

mill, a professor ofbiological anthropology

and anatomy at Duke University's Schools

ofMedicine. CartmiU's talk—entitled "Do

Horses Gallop in Their Sleep? Conscious

ness. Evolution, and the Problem of Ani-

mal Minds"—is free and begins at 6:00|

RM. in the Kaufinann Theater. For infor-ji

mation, caU (212) 769-5882.
1

For information about the Planetarium's

Sky Show, art exhibition, special events for

children, and courses in astronomy, mete-

orology, aviation, and navigation call (212)

769-5100. The Membership Department
j|

is offering tours of Manhattan's African !

burial ground on April 13 and of the

Cloisters on April 27. For details, call
,

(212) 769-5606. The Museum's IMAX I

i

Theater is featuring Stormchasers, Destiny in

Space, and Titanica. Call (212) 769-5200

for show times. Most events take place at

the American Museum ofNatural History,

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For more information about

the Museum's hours and admission fees

caU (212) 769-5100.
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Judy Bebelaar gives the high school students

in her creative writing class a rather unusual assign-

ment. It's one that involves art, poetry and prose,

as well as research, marketing and sales. And it's

an assignment that takes exactly 12 months of work

to finish, because Judy gives her students at San

Francisco's International Studies Academy, a charter

school, the responsibility of designing, producing and

marketing their own calendar.

Drawing upon the diversity of their cultural back-

grounds, Judy's students use the calendar to explore

issues like cultural heroes, human rights and the

environment. And each page is devoted to an expression of their views through art and

the written word. By selling the calendar, Judy's students end up learning a bit about busi-

ness as well. But more importantly, they learn about the power of the written word and

the strength that lies in their own ideas and convictions.

For her achievements. State Farm is proud to

present Judy with our Good Neighbor Award,

and to donate $5,000 to the educational

institution of her choice.

Cover
Designer:

Mark
Ziemann

STATE FARM

INSURANCE

Good
Neighbor
Award
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

The Good Neighbor Award was developed in cooperation
with the National Council of Teachers of English.
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28An Esker Runs Through It

Canada's arctic Barren Lands hold a bounty

of unexplored nature and, perhaps, of

diamonds. Both are sought along sinuous ridges

of sand and rock left by rivers that ran within

retreating glaciers. Kevin Kmjick

3sjamaa el-Fna
Sooner or later, everyone m Marrakech comes

to this great pubhc square, where storytellers,

snake charmers, and street hustlers meet.

Philip D. Schuyler Photographs by Lori Grinker

46 Return of a Native
Once rare, the pink lady's slipper orchid is

making a slow return to eastern woodlands.

Why slow? Its blossoms seem more attractive

to humans than to bees. Richard Priinack

Discovery

48 Realm of the Snov^A Antelope
Through summer blizzards at 17,000 feet and

across thousands of miles of high, cold Tibetan

plateau, an intrepid biologist tracks the elusive

chirus on their mysterious annual migrations.

Text and photographs by George B. Schaller
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Rediscovering the Barrens

The vast expanses of tundra in Canada's Barren Lands show few traces

of the native hunters who once crossed the land in pursuit ot caribou.

By the 1950s, the last natives had given up their nomadic travels there,

partlv because oflow for prices and the lure ofmodern Hte. "Euro-

peans" haven't tilled the void, except to make quick forays into the

region by air.

The Barrens, which emerged from the Ice Age glaciers only 6,000

years ago, are tied together by a remarkable system ot eskers. high

ridges of glacial debris that snake across the landscape, sometimes tor

hundreds of miles. Formed by meltwater rivers that once flowed under

enormous pressure in tunnels beneath the ice, eskers contain geological

clues that have led prospectors to rich accumulations ot diamonds,

adding to the gold, copper, and zinc deposits already found there.

Mining is so central to the Canadian north's modem economy that the

native Dene people h^^ng in settlements on the edge of the Barrens call

white outsiders "rock people."

A proposal to open a giant diamond mine in the central Barrens has

sparked a debate over the region s foture that has spilled far beyond its

boundaries. Ifnew mines for \^ous minerals pro\ide the impetus to

build a road through the region, eskers may be used for its

construction. Recent pubUc hearings drew environmentalists from all

over Canada, executives of

BHP Diamonds Inc. (part

of the giant, multinational

BHP corporation), and

even a tribal leader, who

tlew in from Papua New
Guinea to discuss the

impact ofBHP 's copper

operation there.

As hearings move

forward, biologists are

rediscovering the forgotten

ecological cv-cles ot the

surrounding area, which

holds some ofNorth

America's last free-ranging

grizzhes, wolves, and

caribou. They are

discovering that in many

ways the hves of these and

other animals are connected to the eskers, which supply food, den

sites, and migration routes. Near the camp set up by the scientists is a

valley that, like most in the Barrens, is not named on any map. In

summer it is an enchanted landscape ot rocky- ridges and shimmering

lakes. In one spot, tiny flowers grow around a den that wolves have dug

into an esker ridge. Generations ofwolves use such dens; some may

have been used for centuries. As humans move back into the Barrens,

can >::ch places endure?

—

Kemti Krajick
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To the
Editor
Science Catches Up

Some forty years ago, I read a

science fiction novel that took

place in the twenty-first cen-

tury and related the adventures

of a troop of submarine park

rangers who patroUed the

oceans with companion dol-

phins, protecting wildlife and

arresting evildoers.

On the wall of the rangers'

headquarters was a map of the

worid, with a far-fetched yet

fetching appearance: The dry

land was completely un-

marked, while the sea floor

was fuUy detailed and labeled.

In the days before satellites,

this enormous conceit caught

my imagination and has re-

mained with me through the

intervening decades. How
thrilling it was to open to

"Sights Unseen" (March

1996) and find there the map

troni my childhood fantasies!

Brian B. Nooium

New Haven, Coniiectiait

Biggest Bang?

I question Timothy Flannery's

statement that the explosion of

Krakatau was the "loudest

sound ever heard" ("Up from

the Ashes," March 1996).

At least two explosions far

exceeded the Krakatau erup-

tion in the amount of energy

freed. The 1915 explosion of

Tambora in Indonesia was es-

timated to be of the magni-

tude of 40,000 H-bombs. But

the granddaddy of them all

must have been the 1500 B.C.

explosion of Thira (Santorini)

in Greece, which released en-

ergy equal to 200,(JOO H-

bombs. While we have no

means to measure the compar-

Fact meets fantasy in a map of tlie ocean floor.

ative decibel level of these

mammoth explosions, surely

an explosion twenty times the

magnitude of Krakatau must

rank as Mother Nature's all-

time noisemaker.

James F. Clements

Vista, California

Intellectual Traps

Stephen Jay Gould's article

"On a Toothed Bird's Place in

Nature" (February 1996) re-

minded me of an eighteenth-

century controversy concern-

ing plant sexuality. In the

mid- 1760s, a young Edin-

burgh botanist—WiUiam

Smellie—was given the task ot

editing the first edition of the

Encyclopaedia Britaiuiica. One

of SmeUie's contributions was

an assessment of various sys-

tems for classifying plants and

animals, including the by-then

universally accepted system of-

fered by Linnaeus.

Smellie praised Linnaeus for

finding a way to organize the

myriad new species that had

been discovered by European

explorers, but he touiid tault

with Linnaeus's designation of

the core elements of plants as

sexual organs and the concept

of plant propagation as a sex-

ual phenomenon. At the heart

of SmeUie's critique, however,

was his inability to accept the

concept of randomness in the

fertilization process—a bias he

shared with nearly all of his

contemporaries.

If plants were sexual, the

principal agents of fertilization

had to be the wind and in-

sects. This struck Smelhe as

absurd. How, in a clearly orga-

nized universe, created by an

omniscient Deity, could some-

thing so important as plant

propagation rely on random

winds or lowly insects?

As in the case of Dana, we

may be amused by how an ac-

compHshed botanist was

trapped by the dominant ideas

of his time. And we may mar-

vel at the intellectual daring of

thinkers like Diderot and Eras-

mus Darwin, who could at

least begin to transcend this

mind-set. It might be interest-

ing for us, as Gould suggests,

to speculate on what inteUec-

tual traps we are snared in

today that our descendants wiD

chuckle over.

Barry Ivker

New Orleans, Louisiana

Coastal Threat

1 read "Phantom," by Robert

Boyle ("Journal," March

1996), with considerable per-

sonal interest. I too live in a

coastal county (in Washington

state), and as a botanist, I

monitor local estuarine and

nearshore waters for both

toxic and nuisance blooms of

phytoplankton.

We've been lucky here.

While dinoflagellate blooms

are more common than be-

fore, none has been toxic thus

far. But I don't take this as a

sign that water quality does

not need to be studied.

Rural counties generally

stay functional so long as they

protect their diverse natural

resources. Once they go

under, from loss of timber,

water quality, or agriculture,

they are stuck on the same ur-

banize-industriahze-tourism

treadmill the rest are on.

Katfileen Sayce

Nalicotta, Washington

Natural Historyi E-mail

address is: nhmag@amnh.org

Honorable Mentions

Three Natural History contributors have recently been hon-

ored for work done for the magazine. Lori Griiiker re-

ceived a World Press Photo award for her November 1995

photographs ofwomen musicians in an Egyptian school for

the Wind. Her photoessay on Marrakech appears in this

issue. Eugene Richards 's photoessay "On the Streets ot

Kansas City," shot for a future issue of Natural History, re-

ceived the University' of Missouri's Picture of the Year

award in the "issues reporting" category. Finally, Gary

Ross's May 1995 article, "Buttei-fly Wrangling in Louisi-

ana," won the John Burroughs award for Outstanding Na-

ture Essay of 1995. Readers can look forward to new work

bv all these contributors in the cominsi months.
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Kevin Krajick ("An Esker

Runs Through It")

crouches next to a wolt

den in the Barren Lands

of northern Canada.

Krajick gained his ap-

preciation for wHd

places in his native up-

state New York. He earned an M.S. from Columbia University's

School ofJournalism in 1977, and during the past eighteen years

his reporting tor magazines has covered everything from prisons

and crime to popular culture and medicine. Recently, he has fo-

cused on science and the environment. Although he now lives in

Manhattan, Krajick often escapes to his farmhouse upstate. He
also enjoys playing string band and Cajun music on the guitar and

j

fiddle in a band called the VoodoobiUies.

Ethnomusicologist Philip D. Schuyler

("Jamaa el-Fna") first visited Marrakech

in 1968. whUe working in Morocco for

the Peace Corps. He did an informal sur-

vey of acri\aties in the cit^•"s public square

a few years later, fi-om 1975 to 1977,

when he researched professional Berber

musicians. He is now an associate profes-

sor of music at the Universit)' of Marv'-

land. Baltimore County, and a \'isiting as-

sociate professor of music at New York

University. Photographer Lori Grinker previ-l

ously coUaborated with Schuyler for a Xat-

uml History article ("Sounds of Light and

Hope," November 1995) about a Cairo or-

chestra tor young bhnd women. The pho-

tographs won tirst place tor Arts Stories in

the 1995 World Press Photo Foundation

contest. Among Grinker s other accom-

phshments is her book Tlie Invisible Tliread:

A Pcrirair ofjm'ish American Women (Jewish

Pubhshmg Society, 1989).

George B. Schaller ("Reahn of the Snow

Antelope") has been a pioneer in studying

communities oflarge mammals in the

wild. Before obser^dng the chiru in Tibet,

he chronicled tor Xatural History the U\-es

of Indian tigers (October 1966), Uons of

the Serengeti (February, March, and April

1972), and cheetahs (June 1979); he has

also studied mountain sorillas in Africa,

jaguars in BrazU, and the ungulates and snow

leopards ot the Himalayas. As science director of

international programs at the WUdhfe Conserva-

tion Sociers' (based at the Bronx Zoo), he has

also been a passionate advocate and architect of

conservation programs all over the world.

Schaller's most recent book, based on his field-

work in China, is Tlie Last Panda (Universir\' of

Chicago Press, 1993).

A native of England, Roger Lewin ("Evolutions New Heretics") earned a Ph.D. in biochemistry from Liverpool University. He now
lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he is a freelance writer (specializing in evolution and ecology) and an associate at Harvard's

Peabody Museum. Lewin is the author of several books, including In the Age ofMankind: A Smithsonian Book ofHuman Evohttion

(Smithsonian Institution Press. 1989) and. most recently. Hie Sixth Extinction, which he coauthored with Richard Leakey and which

was pubhshed last year by Doubleday.

A professor of plant biolog\- at Boston

Universit\, Richard Primack ("Return

of a Native") likes to spend as much

time as he can outdoors, whether de-

\'eloping practical methods of restoring

rare plant species to their former abun-

dance in South Carolina, examining

long-term changes in tropical forests in

Malaysia, or just hiking in the summer.

When housebound, he enjoys writing, es-

pecially about conservation biology and nat-

ural history. His best-selhng textbook. Es-

sentials of Conservation Biology (Sinauer

Associates, 1993) was recently translated

into German and is currently being trans-

lated into Japanese and Chinese as well.

A native of Latvia and longtime resident of Montreal, Canada,

Fred Bruemmer ("Nose Job")—Uke his subjects—frequents the

high lantudes. An author and photographer, Bruemmer has WTit-

ten often for Natural History on arctic peoples and on the whales,

seabirds. and seals of the earth's colder regions. He took the pho-

tograph of the southern elephant seal and pluclq^ bird for this

month's "Namral Moment" during a three-month stint in the

FaBdands "communing ^^^th penguins and pinnipeds." He used a

Nikon 801 camera and 300-mm Nikkor lens.
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"On What a Man Have I Bee1
Charles Darwin's Letters; A Selection

1825-1859, edited by Frederick Burk-

hardt. Cambridge University Press,

S21.95; 2:^2 pp.

By Richard A'lilner

R e V i e v,i

Charles Darwin could ride

horseback w'ith gauchos, chmb mountains,

stufl' birds, dissect barnacles, excavate fossil

skeletons, breed orchids and pigeons, and

write books that changed Western

thought. One thing Charles Darwin could

not do was throw anything away. His pack

rat habits—begun in childhood with

prized pebbles, birds' nests, and beetles

—

later stood him in good stead as one of the

greatest natural histor\' collec-

tors of all time. But

just as he carefully ^
'

preserved every

limpet and giant \
sloth tooth from his %

voyage around the '^

globe, he also saved al- 5

most every letter he \
ever received. And his \
family and friends, those

compulsive and hero-wor-

shiping Victorians, kept

nearly even," scrap he wrote

to them.

Darwin's correspondence is

a unique resource. More than

twenty years ago, the late Cam-

bridge biologist-historian Syd-

ney Smith in\ited American liter-

ary' scholar Frederick Burkhardt to help

y\'\xh the immense task of organizing the

14,000 letters for publication. From that

partnership (Smith died in 1 988) emerged

the Dar\\in Correspondence Project, one

of the most ambitious scholarly undertak-

ings of this century. Funded at Sl-5 mU-

Uon thus far, its aim has been to retrieve,

catalog, transcribe, annotate, and pubUsh

both sides ofthe entire correspondence, of

which 4,500 letters were written by Dar-

win. A former president of Bennington

College and president emeritus of the

American Council of Learned Societies,

Burkhardt has since guided a team of

scholars through nine of the projected

thirty volumes ot The Correspondence of

Charles Darwin. The first came out in

1985; a tenth is slated to appear this fall.

Now Burkhardt has selected a few hun-

dred letters from the first seven volumes,

which span the years from 1825, when

Darwin studied medicine at the University

of Edinburgh, to 1 859, the year that he

pubUshed the Origin of Species. Burkhardt

has sought, according to his introduction,

"to make the selection represen-

tative ot the larger

work and

evolutionist Alfred Russel Wallace nipping

at his heels. Darwin's geological mentor

Sir Charles LyeU, had warned him tha.\

Wallace was independently developing

theory of evolution and might well beal

him to the punch if Darwin did not pub-i

Hsh soon. "Your words have come true

with a vengeance that I shd. be fore-

stalled," he wrote Lyell. "I never saw ;

more striking coincidence: if Wallace had

my M.S. sketch written out in 1842 he

could not have made a better short ab-;

stract!" That letter is reproduced here, of

course, as is the 1844 note to the botanist,"

Joseph Dalton Hooker, in which,

Darwdn compares his advocacy o:

natural selection to "confessing a

murder." Taken in fuU context

however, that admission of gmlt

can be seen as playful and self-i

satirizina::

^

<^^^^^

to

provide a trust-

worthy portrayal of Darwin's

mind, personality, and method of

work"—all arranged in chronological

order. In a helpfiil foreword, paleontolo-

gist Stephen Jay Gould provides a narrative

framework for the sometimes sketchy se-

quence of letters. For Gould, the "\von-

derfrJly expressive and richly varied let-

ters" cannot fail to enchant; "The drama,

the complexity, the moral struggles, are so

much better told in Darwin's own \vords

than through his biographers."

Certain passagesjump out at us—for in-

stance, the procrastinating Darwin's panic

ofJune 18, 1858, when he felt the young

I liave been . . . engaged in a

very presumptuous work &
which I know no one

individual who wd not say

a very foolish one. . . . I

am ahnost convinced

(quite contrary to

opinion I started with)

that species are not (it

is like confessing a murder)

immutable. . . .1 think I have found out

(liere's presumption!) the simple ivay by

which species become exquisitely adapted to

various ends.—You will now groan, &
think to yourself "on what a man have I

been wasting my time in writing to.

"

Darwin as an epistolary humorist?

Flashes of his wit are evident from his

medical school days, when he writes to his

sister describing classes at Edinburgh: "Dr.

Duncan is so ver)' learned that his wisdom

has left no room for his sense." Some years

later, while voyaging on the Beagle, he re-

marks on his penchant for running up bills

for his father in remote ports of call: "I

verily beUeve I could spend money in the

verv moon." A few months before his

.1



wasting My Time ??

planned marriage to Emma Wedgwood, in

1 837, he fires his last bachelor's potshot at

family life. Of his sister Caroline s impend-

ing nuptials, he opines: "I think she will be

a very happy person, especially if she has

children, for I never saw a human being so

fond of little crying wretches, as she is. . . .

I mean such little angels as all children

doubtless are."

One vignette, penned in April 1840 to

entertain his wife, reveals a comic sensibil-

"• lity that seems more like Charles Dickens

than Charles Darwin. He describes a car-

riage ride during which he was cooped up

*
I for hours with a "virtuous temale" study-

I ing religious tracts, an old gentleman with

I his "portentously purple nose" buried in a

church magazine, and "the primmest she

I

Quaker I have ever seen." "I never opened

^
1 my mouth," Darwin wrote, "& therefore

t enjoyed my journey."

In letters from the 1850s, we glimpse

the mature Darwin as no armchair theo-

rist, but a driven, relentless experimenter.

When he ponders how remote islands

could have acquired their plants and ani-

mals, he soaks seeds for weeks in barrels of

saltwater, then plants them to see if they

can still germinate. He tries to get fish to

"A
. swallow (and carry) seeds.

He writes a friend in 1856 to help him

learn "on a wet muddy day, whether birds

feet are dirty: I am going to send my ser-

vant out ... & he shall wash all the par-

tridges feet & save the dirty water!!. . .

I found in 2 large table-spoon fuU of mud
from a litde pond . . . [that] 53 plants ger-

minated." He breeds pigeons at his coun-

try home and solicits skeletons of exotic

domestic animals from his many corre-

spondents. (He writes his cousin William

Darwin Fox in 1841, "if your half-bred

African Cat should die ... I should be

very much obliged, for its carcase.")

In one of his self-mocking moods in

1855, he complains to Fox, "I am rather

low today about all my experiments,

—

everything has been going wrong—the

fan-tails have picked the feathers out of the

Pouters in their journey home—the fish at

lis

the Zoological Gardens after eating seeds

would spit them all out again—Seeds will

sink in salt-water—aU nature is perverse &
win not do as I wish it."

Above all, the middle-aged collector

now collects facts. In February 1857, he

writes to Fox, "I am become most deeply

interested in the way facts fall into groups."

In 1859, he writes Leonard Jenyns, a natu-

rahst who backed out of the Beagle expedi-

tion, "I cannot persuade myself that a the-

ory which explains . . . several large classes

of facts, can be wholly wrong."

Because this slim volume contains only

letters written by Darwin, one really needs

to go to the complete Correspondence to get

a full sense ot the dialogues. For instance,

we learn of Dai-win's yearning in the rain

forest for his teacher, the Reverend John

Henslow, who received and cared for all of

Darwin's crated specimens back in Eng-

land: "The delight of sitting on a decaying

trunk amidst the quiet gloom of the forest

is unspeakable & never to be forgotten.

—

How otten have 1 then wished for you."

His teacher's wistful reply ("Your account

of the Tropical forest is delightful. I can't

help envying you.") only hints at how
truly Henslow was Darwin's landbound

partner throughout the entire voyage. The

fuU record of letters reveals a voluminous

dialogue between student and teacher.

Often the young naturalist asked his men-

tor if he was "collecting the right facts";

Henslow assured him that he was.

As in Burkhardt's larger compendium,

this sampling of letters ranges widely over

the development of evolutionary theory,

the "conversion" of scientific colleagues to

Darwin's views, his griet at the death of his

ten-year-old daughter, Annie, his chronic

health problems, and sly observations

about the poBtics of scientific societies.

Above all, he asks incessant questions

about evidence for evolution from paleon-

tology, animal and plant distribution, in-

sect pollination, botany, animal behavior,

and geology.

One letter 1 sorely miss is Danvin's de-

scription of the massive earthquake at

Concep-

cion, Chile, (to

Carohne Darwin, March 10,

1835), which he later insisted was one

of the voyage's most impressive sights

—

and one that helped confirm his LyeUian

view of ongoing geophysical activity. But

no two people can dip into this vast col-

lection and come up with the same selec-

tion for a small volume; it is an hors d'oeu-

vre, while the nine completed volumes of

the collected Correspondence are the feast. If

this book only whets your appetite for

more, it will do good service.

Burkhardt ends this volume with the

publication of the Origin of Species in 1859.

An elated Darwin writes to his friend

Thomas Huxley, who had just pubhshed a

rave review of the Origin in the London

Times—anonymously. "Who can the au-

thor be," Darwin playfully demands in a

December 28, 1859, letter:

[He] is a literary man [and]. . . profound

naturalist. . .[whcj writes & thinks with

quite uncommon force & clearness. . . . Tlie

grand way he soars above common religious

prejudices, & the admission ofsuch views

into the Times, / look at as of the highest

importance, quite independent of the mere

question of species. Ifyou should happen to

be acquainted with the author for Heaven-

sake tell me who he is.

Whenever Huxley visited Darwin's

country home, Francis Dar\\dn later re-

called, they would spend a lot of time

laughing together. But visiting and letter

writing were about to give way to a new

technology. In the 1870s, owning a tele-

phone became the new fad among the

well-to-do. To our everlasting benefit,

Danvin refused to allow one in his home.

Richard Milner, an editor at Natural History,

ivroic The Encyclopedia ofEvolution: Hu-

manit\''s Search for Its Origins.
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Life s Branches
Bookshelf

By Robert Andason

""n at li're; TVS t" The Internet and the

hypertext language

that pervades it are particularly well suited

to the task of documenting the diversity of

Hfe, with its branching pattern of relation-

ships. The University of Cahfornia Mu-

seum of Paleontology's Phylogeny of Life

(http://ucmpl.berkeley.edu/exhibittext/

phylogeny.html) offers a great introduction

to systematics, the study of "the pattern of

events that led to the distribution and di-

versity of life." Navigating through the

site, you can foUow the evolutionary path-

ways of the major groups of organisms.

While admittedly imperfect in detail, the

current phylogeny shows how much prog-

ress biologists have made in piecing to-

gether Hfe's long history.

Another site, which complements the

Museum of Paleontology's efforts, is the

Tree of Life (http://phylogeny.arizona

.edu/tree/phylogeny.html), already some

940 pages in length. It is a more academic

version of the first site and has a well-de-

signed set of command buttons that allow

you to move easily forward and backward

along the evolutionary paths. Given the

size of this rapidly expanding project, var-

ious branches of hfe have been delegated

to experts around the world. By spreading

the branches of the tree around the globe

and linking them all together, the project

makes fuU use of the Internet.

If the ideas and accomplishments of the

last 200 years of science aren't your cup of

tea, try the Institution for Creation Re-

search (http://www.icr.org/). Although

most of this web site is under construc-

tion—apparently it takes more than six

days to complete—it reveals some of the

beliefs of this growing branch of pseudo-

science. Their third tenet, for example:

each of the major kinds of plants and ani-

mals was created functionally complete

from the beginning and did not evolve

ii"oni some other kind of organism. (No

need for hypertext here!)

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural His-

tory magazine.

In Search of the Old Ones
By David Roberts (Simon and Schuster, 1996, $24)

From the time of Christ until roughly 1250, the cliff-dwelling Anasazi flourished in the

American Southwest's Four Corners area. How did they gain access to these remote sites, and

was their disappearance due to plague, drought, or enemy attack? <

Peterson FlashGuides
By Roger Tory Peterson (Houghton Mifflin Company, 1996, $7.95 each)

Designed to fit in a pocket, these folding, waterproofguides help identify birds in six differ-
'

ent ecosystems. Each one covers 50 to 100 or more species, with illustrations and a briefsur-

vey of a bird's distinctive habits and habitats.

Green Was the Earth on the Seventh Day
g

By Thor Heyerdahl (Random House, 1996, $27.50) i
The author ofKon-Tiki recalls his first Pacific voyage in the 1930s, when he and his wife

left their native Norway to live on an uninhabited island in the Marquesas. Tliis experience

inspired Heyerdahl to undertake subsequent voyages retracing ancient seafaring routes.

The Last Neanderthal
j

By Ian Tattersall (Macmillan, 1995, $39.95)
'^

Anthropologist Tattersall analyzes "the rise, success, and mysterious extinction of our closest

human relatives." Largeformat color photographs detail Neanderthal stone tools and fossils

with unprecedented clarity.

Amazon Stranger
By Mike Tidwell (Lyons and Buford Publishers, 1996, $22.95)

On an ecotour in the Ecuadorean Amazon, Tidwell learns about a group of Cofdn Indians

who have blocked the environmentally damaging incursions ofAmerican oil companies into

their "protected" homeland. He returns to the area to investigate and champion their cause.

Alien Empire
By Christopher O'Toole (HarperCollins Publishers, 1996, $25)

Tlte sophisticated cotrununication systems of insects, their reproductive strategies, and their

performance ofsuch major ecological tasks as poUination are among the topics explored by en-

tomologist O'Toole ni his companion volume to the PBS Nature miniseries.

Reinventing Darwin
By Niles Eldredge (John Wiley and Sons, 1995, $27.95)

Biologists continue to wrestle with the how and why of evolution
—such as adaptive change,

punctuated equilibrium, and the causes of mass extinctions. This is a lively account by El-

dredge, a central participant in the field and a curator hi the American Museum of Natural

History's Department of Invertebrates.

Blind Watchers of the Sky
By Rocky Kolb (Helix Books, Addison- Wesley Publishing Company 1996, $25)

Astro-particle physicist Kolb tells about the greatfigures of astronomy, from Ptolemy, Coper-

nicus, and Galileo to Einstein, Herschel, and Hubble, whose discoveries were sometimes as

much bhiid luck as remarkable insight—what Kolb calls the "dark path to cosmic truth.
"

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are available by mail orderfrom the American

Museum of Natural History Museum Shop, (212) 769-5150.
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The Roofof

the World

On travels that took him from Africa

through the Near East and Central Asia to

llic Indian snhcontinent and Southeast

Asia, former foreign correspondent Robert

D. Kaplan wanted to "see humanity in

each locate as an outi^rowth oj the terrain

and climate in which it was fated to Hue.
"

Excerpt I was in High Tartary

—

called the Third Pole in

the eighteenth century because it seemed

as remote as the North and South Poles.

Geographers refer to this mountain mass as

the Pamir Knot, where the Pamirs con-

verge with the Karakorams and the west-

ern Himalayas to form the true "roof of

the world." Although the eastern Hi-

-malayas include Everest—the world's

1 highest mountain, at 29,028 feet—the

Karakorams alone contain at least thirty-

three peaks higher than 24,000 feet, in-

cluding K-2, which is only 778 feet lower

than Everest and harder to climb.

I was taking a bus along the stretch of

road known as the Karakoram Highway. It

begins in Kashgar, China, and ends just

outside Rawalpindi, Pakistan, five days

away by motorized transport over the

mountains. The highway, completed in

1978, has been called an engineering mir-

acle and the eighth wonder of the world. It

crosses twenty-four major bridges, and its

construction involved the explosion ot

eight thousand tons of dynamite to move

thirty million cubic yards of earth and

rock. Eighty thousand tons of cement and

one thousand trucks were needed. Fifteen

thousand laborers at a time worked on the

project. Four hundred Pakistani and Chi-

nese construction workers lost their lives

building the road, and an additional 314

were mjured. From this description, you

would imagine that the Karakoram High-

way looks something like the Pennsylvania

Turnpike. It doesn't. But it represents

something v/here, before, there was simply

nothing.

The Chinese-Pakistani border at the top

Scenes Jroni tlie Karakoram H/jj/diw)', top to

bottom: A portion of the road beside Mount

Mustaghi in the Pamirs; a bus being loaded on

the Pakistani border; laborers spreading tar;

and a Chinese couple en route near Kashgar.

of the Khunjerab Pass is, at 15,514 feet,

the highest-altitude international border

crossing in the world. But the actual Chi-

nese and Pakistani border installations are

seven hours apart. After a group of five

Chinese soldiers, ramrod-stiff, saluted the

bus, opened the gate, and let us officially

"out of China," we drove the entire day

through what was essentially no man's

land: a bleak and beautiful steppe popu-

lated by sheep, yak herds, Bactrian camels,

and the lonely clusters ofyurts where Tajik

and Kyrgyz herdsmen lived.

The atmosphere in the bus was some-

what tense. The Karakoram Highway may

have been an exercise in Chinese-Pakistani

friendship, but there was no love lost be-

tween the Chinese driver and the Pakistani

traders inside. The driver proceeded as

many Chinese do: slowly and by the book.

Even on the long, flat stretches, he never

went taster than fifty miles per hour. The

Pakistanis were enraged. In their culture, it

is a sign of manliness to pass other vehicles

on Wind curves with only the horn as pro-

tection. The driver responded by going

even more slowly and stopping for a

smoke in the middle of the road. "Sir," one

of the Pakistanis explained to me, "this is

why China is so backward and why Pak-

istan is going places."

China is part of the Asian continent:

Pakistan, part of the Asian subcontinent,

which also includes India, Bangladesh, and
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Over 100 years ago, Bausch & Lomb"

binoculars gave nature enthusiasts a better

way to see the outdoors

without kamg their mark on it. That tradition continues

today with our latest, most technically advanced binoculars.

Legacy" binoculars continue our old world

craftsmanship by combining the highest optical

Preserving
tal«s great

performance, contemporary'

design and function.

BAK-4 porro prisms

and multi-coated /
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high image detail -^

resolution and

superior light

transmission.

Rubber

armoring pro\1des

e.xtra comfort and durabilitj".

The 8x24 compact is o-ring sealed

and nitrogen purged for waterproof/fogproof

protection in all weather conditions.

CaU (800)423-3537 for the dealer

nearest you. And see what a century of

experience looks like.
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vision.
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part of Nepal. They are worlds—and were

at one time literally an entire ocean

—

apart. The triangular continental plate we

know as the subcontinent was once part of

Antarctica. Some seventy million years ago

it began drifting northward toward Asia.

By thirty miUion years ago it had reached

what was the southern coast of Asia and

began to sUde beneath it, pushing it up-

ward. This southern shore, once at sea

level, took the fiiU force of the collision

and is now the Karakorams, the Black

Gravel Range, home to many of the

world's highest peaks. The shavings, curl-

ing up eastward from the collision, became

the Himalayas. The coUision has never re-

ally ended: it is stiJI happening, millimeter

by miUimeter, every second. Earthquakes

are daily occurrences. Glaciers move the

distance of more than six football fields in

a twenty-four-hour period and, when,

they threaten roads and villages, are

bombed by the Pakistani air force.

After several hours of driving, the bus

ascended a winding curve onto a bleak,

flat miniplateau and entered Pakistan.

Then we descended into a canyon, from

which we did not emerge until we arrived

outside Rawalpindi four days later. The

Karakorams were steeper and sharper than

the Pamirs. Black rock steeples coated

with snow reached upward of 24,000 feet,

and downward deep into the canyon

floor—right before my eyes—to only a

few thousand feet above sea level. These

were the most dizzying and frightening

decHvities on earth; majestic vertical land-

scapes descending from ice and granite to

tropical greenery, visible proof that conti-

nents had crashed. As the bus swung

around curve after curve—no guardrails

any^vhere—the landscape seemed to meet

the clouds at a right angle.

In a world ot artificial borders, I crossed

a real frontier that day, from one continen-

tal mass to another, from a bony and

shaved steppe to narrow, gravelly canyons,

and from glum Chinese to demonstrative

Pakistanis. The Painir Knot would always

be a fault line between civihzations.

Excerpted from The Ends of the Earth: A
Journey at the Dawn of the Twenty-First

Century. © 1996 by Robert D. Kaplan.

Published by Random House, Inc.

\



How Animals
Move
By Howard Topqff

CD-ROM As any member of the

Addams family knows,

bats are extremely energetic creatures. The

metabolic rate of a bat in flight, for ex-

ample, is almost twice that of a kangaroo

rat bounding feverishly from a rattlesnake.

But here's a fact for Uncle Fester: the m-

sect-chasing bat is actually more efficient

than the rodent. Why? Because it is twice

as fast as the rat, the bat's energetic cost per

meter of flight is considerably lower.

I may sound Uke a walking encyclope-

dia, but having spent several hours with

the CD-ROM How Animals Move, I'm

also a running, climbing, jumping, flying,

gliding, swimming, and burrowing ency-

clopedia. Unfortunately, the narrated tour

for each module is simply too monoto-

nous for a program dedicated to such

bustling topics, so I switched to the self-

exploration mode. But the content is

solid, as animal movements are illustrated

from the gross level ofbiomechanics, right

down to cellular physiology. You want sci-

ence? How about this, from the module

on buoyancy: Sharks are about 5 percent

denser than sea water. So by Archimedes'

principle, the upthrust of water supports

only 95 percent of the shark's weight. But

the shark's asymmetrical tail fin drives

water down, thus providing lift and for-

ward thrust simultaneously. Pretty neat,

wouldn't you say?

Animal movement is an ideal topic for a

CD-ROM, which has the pedagogic ad-

vantage of animation. For example, after

reviewing the QuickTimeR movie and

animated drawings of a sidewinder, 1 fi-

nally understand how this rattlesnake can

slither in the sand perpendicular to its

body axis. Comparable explanations are

offered for the celebrated feats ofjumping

fleas, the aerodynamics of bird flight, the

energetics of whale migrations, and the

mechanics of burrowins worms.

The biggest disappointment was the

virtual absence of an evolutionary per-

spective. Without this thread, which ties

living things together, comparative

anatomy would be little more than a direc-

tory ofbones. Such also is the case for an-

imal behavior, even the mechanics of

movement. The module on swimming,

for example, documents how fishes and

cetaceans possess similar adaptations tor

movement in an aqueous environment.

Propulsion in fishes is generated by a lat-

eral scuUing movement of the tail. But

cetaceans evolved from terrestrial mam-

mals, whose musculature is specialized for

dorsal-ventral flexion of the rear end. As

every school kid knows, fishes and

cetaceans are examples of convergent evo-

^mn.^ ASM

lution, but on this aspect of hfe in the sea.

How Animals Move misses the boat.

But let's not quibble. This is an unusual

and ambitious program. Although a more

dynamic narration and the inclusion of an

evolutionary framework would be desir-

able, it is stiU a welcome relief from the le-

gions of CD-ROMs that offer htde more

than pictorial overviews ofmammals, rep-

tiles, or other animal groups. It may not

start a major movement, but it's certainly

worth sitting down to look at.

Maris Multimedia and the Discovery

Channel, 1-800-780-6044.

Howard Topqff is a professor of psyilioloi;y at

CUNY's Hunter College and a research associ-

ate in the Mnseutii's entomology department.

Morocco
The ultimate insider's experiences imagin-

able, for the seeker of treasures hidden from

tourist masses. Our programs offer unparalleled

insights into the heart of the land, its peoples

and their rich, millennia-old culture. All jour-

neys limited to discreet groups of 1 participants.

Berber CuHiire & Archaeology
)une 15 - 29, 1996

Neolithic rock art and medieval villages

highlight this trek linking settlements in

the deep vales of the High Atlas range,

where a centuries-old way of life continues

undisturbed by the world outside Held

during the Berber tribesmen's warm
"Festive Season."

Jewish Threads of Morocco
August 29 - September 12, 1996

A grand tour of the Kingdom with a spe-

cial focus on its millennium-old lewish

heritage, in arts, history, architecture and
culture Features a lively annual pilgrim-

age for a lewish "saint"

Attas Rover
and the ImilchU Betrothal Fair

September 7-21, 1996

The very best of "our" Morocco, from its

most important cities to the ultimate 4WD
exploration of the rempte. spectacular

nooks of the Atlas mountains, in time for

the annual betrothal rites of the Ait

Hadiddou tribe.

Oases & Markets of the Sahara
November 2 - 16, 1996

If you have seen the Imperial north, come
to be amazed by the 'other' Morocco, its

deep south, a land of lush oases, contrast-

rich Saharan landscapes, lively outdoor

bazaars, and adobe fortresses along old

caravan routes.

Independent Travel
We design programs customized for

clients' needs, from the deluxe to trekking,

at any time of the year and of any length A
full range of activities and itineraries for

individuals or specialty groups.

Cross Cultural Adveptures
PO Box 3285, Arlington, VA 22203

(703) 237-0100 • FAX (703) 237-2558
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A growing number
ofevolutionary

biologists think that

the interests of

groups sometinies

supersede those of

individuals

By Roger Let inn

Like an old-time preacher, David Sloan

Wilson has the appearance of a man with a

mission. An evolutionary biologist at the

State University ofNew York at Bingham-

ton, Wilson is given to marching up and

down, flailing his arms, and proclaiming

passionately, even in informal conversa-

tion. His message is as clear as it is bold: A
whole generation of evolutionary biolo-

gists has been misled into believing that

natural selection grinds inexorably at the

level of individual interests, and only at

that level. Instead, Wilson argues, biolo-

gists must recognize that groups of organ-

isms have evolutionary interests, too, and

that natural selection sometimes operates

at this "higher" level. "Group selection"

means that, occasionally, individuals

within a group—for instance, an ant

colony, a baboon troop, a nomadic band of

human hunter-gatherers, or even a human

population united by a common culture

—

may sacrifice their own reproductive fu-

ture if, by doing so, the group benefits.

This benefit comes through increased fit-

ness, that is, through contributing more

offspring to the next generation than do

other, competing groups. Similarly, indi-

viduals may cooperate if the common end

enhances the group's fitness.

Dai'id Sloan 11 ;/so;;, advouih

For more than twenty years, Wilson has

been working unceasingly—initially very

much as a loner, but now with a growing

band of supporters—advocating a theory

that has been viewed by some as nothing

less than heretical. Although much of his

writing is couched in the arcane language

of mathematical models, Wilson is con-

cerned with a form ofbehavior that is very

basic and, intuitively anyway, easily under-

stood: altruism.

Humans may pride themselves on being

genuinely altruistic, selflessly helping oth-

ers, whether it is by dying for one's coun-

try or giving a couple of dollars to a

homeless person on the street. But, mod-

ern evolutionary biologists ask, can ani-

mals other than humans be described as

sometimes acting altruistically? Is the hon-

eybee that dies in the act of stinging an in-

truder to the hive being altruistic? And

what of a lioness that suckles the young of

others in the pride as well as her own? Hu-

mans think of altruism as doing good for

its own sake, but most of us would deny

such motives to other animals. Two
decades ago. Harvard biologist Edward O.

Wilson proclaimed in his important and

controversial book Sociobiology: The New

Synthesis that altruism is "the central theo-

retical problem" of evolutionary biology

in a social context.

George C. WiUiams, critic

Darwin was aware of apparently altruis-

tic behaviors in nature. His theory of evo-

lution by natural selection is principally

about the survival of individuals in their

"struggle for existence," in which they are

always seeking ways of promoting their

own reproductive success. Nevertheless,

he recognized that individuals might

sometimes act selflessly if, as a result, the

success of the group is promoted instead.

In Tlie Descent of Man, Darwin used this

line of argument to explain the evolution

of morality. If this sounds uncannily like

David Sloan Wilson's position, it is. So

why has Wilson been called a heretic for

championing something that Darwin ex-

pressed a century ago? How is it, as Wilson

recently noted, that "the rejection of

group selection was treated as a scientific

advance comparable to the rejection of

Lamarckism, and like Lamarckism, its

memory was kept alive as an example of

how not to think?"

During the century following the pub-

lication of The Descent of Man, Darwin's

clear vision of group selection was super-

seded by a fuzzy view of life as a harmo-

nious enterprise, with individuals acting

toward a collective good. Most scientists,

for instance, saw territoriahty as individu-

als acting to control the density of the

population for the good of all. Similarly,

'
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Rdiidolph M. Ncsse, critic

dominance hierarchies—the pecking or-

ders so common among social animals

—

were seen as a means of reducing wasteful

conflicts within the group.

This naive version of group selection

culminated in the 1962 publication of

V. C. Wynne-Edwards's classic book. Ani-

mal Dispersion in Relation to Social Beliav-

ioiir. Wynne-Edwards proposed that attrib-

utes of all social groups were subject to the

forces of natural selection. His book was

the target of immediate and blistering at-

tack, for by then a new generation of evo-

lutionary biologists had arisen. These sci-

entists, building on a foundation of

mathematical population genetics that in-

creasingly emphasized the importance of

individual selection, demolished the credi-

bility of group selection at that time.

Prominent among the opponents was

George C. Williams, of the State Univer-

sity of New York at Stony Brook, who

took on group selection in his 1966 book.

Adaptation and Natural Selection. Williams

argued that, although a theoretical possi-

bility, selection at the level of the group

was an insignihcant evolutionary force

compared with individual selection. One

reason was that the rate of evolution is far

higher at the level of the individual than at

that of the group; another was that, for the

most part, groups are rather fluid, with

Barbara Smuts, persuaded

members often moving between them,

thus diluting the group as an evolving en-

tity. Moreover, a group of altruists could

easily be exploited by a sneakily selfish in-

dividual bent on boosting its own repro-

ductive output at the expense of others

holding back for the sake of the group.

If group selection were important, rea-

soned Williams, we would expect popula-

tions of sexually reproducing species to

contain more females than males. This is

because the number of reproductively ac-

tive females—not the number of males

—

ultimately determines the number of off-

spring in the population; and, in

evolutionary terms, the more successfully

reared offspring there are in a group, the

more successful that group is. Under indi-

vidual selection, an even sex ratio is pre-

dicted (as a result of a balance in the strug-

gle by individuals to maximize their own

reproductive success through their off-

spring). And, Williams observed, an even

ratio of males to females is what is most

often seen in the world.

With the publication of Tlie Seljish Getie

in 1976, Oxford University biologist

Richard Dawkins moved the focus of nat-

ural selection even further away from the

group. For Dawkins, it is not just individ-

uals but the genes within them that matter.

More ammunition against group selection

Fratis de Waal, deliberating

came with the development of kin selec-

tion and game theory, mathematical mod-

els that were designed to explain altruism

and cooperative behavior.

The theory of kin selection has deep

roots, going back principally to the in-

sights of another Oxford biologist,

William Hamilton, and fellow Brit John

Maynard Smith, of the University of Sus-

sex. Maynard Smith and Hamilton

pointed out that when an apparently altru-

istic individual sacrifices a measure of its

reproductive opportunity to enhance that

of another, the donor—or at least some of

its genes—may actually benefit if it is a rel-

ative of the recipient of the favor.

Game theory (originally a method de-

veloped by mathematicians to examine

economic cooperation and conflict among

humans) showed that even unrelated indi-

viduals cooperate while looking to their

own interests. Robert Trivers, then at

Harvard University, used this approach in

developing the notion of reciprocal altru-

ism, or "I'll scratch your back now because

you scratched mine a while ago and I ex-

pect you to scratch mine again."

The era of the individual in evolution-

ary biology was thus firmly established and

was apparently unassailable. Ethologists

entered field studies confident that this

theoretical perspective would powerfully

\v heretics
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inform what they would observe, particu-

larly among primate species. "It's true. It

was powerfiil," says Barbara Smuts, a pri-

matologist at the University of Michigan,

who has studied chimpanzees and baboons

in East Amca. "But sometimes you had to

stretch it and that made me uneasy." For

instance, she doubted that a short-term,

narrow view of self-interests could explain

some features of alliances between males

and females, because even after a long pe-

riod of devotion to a female, a male has no

guarantee that he will enjoy her mating fa-

vors in the future. Like many others,

though. Smuts says, "I just thought that

when I had more data it would be okay. I

never thought about group selecrion. . . .

No one did."'

Frans de Waal, of the Yerkes Primate

Center in Atlanta, recalls someone once

describing a primate societN' as being like a

transparent organism. "It was a powerfiil

metaphor," he now says, "thinking of the

group as an organism. But we weren't al-

lowed to talk hke that." A generation of

field researchers felt the same: most ac-

cepted that group selection was discred-

ited, and a few nursed curiosity about it

but kept quiet for fear of appearing intel-

lectually unsound.

Meanwhile. David Sloan Wilson had

been laboring at his theoretical last since

the mid-1970s, fashioning a theory of

group selection that he beheved eschewed

the naivete of earher models. Wilson ar-

gues that the fimdamental issue is the "ve-

hicle" of selection. An individual, for in-

stance, consists of a population of cells, but

insofar as those cells share a common fate,

in an evolutionary sense, the individual

—

and not the cells—is properly seen as the

vehicle of selection. Similarly, a long-term

alliance, or friendship, between a male and

female baboon can be considered a vehicle

because they share a common fate in the

reproductive success that stems fi"om the

alhance. The female members of a pride of

hons may also be a vehicle because their

A pride of lions in Botswana

fitness depends on the fitness ot their

group, in terms of hunting success and

protection against outside attack. An entire

social group of vervet monkeys, for in-

stance, may be a vehicle in their joint for-

aging and defense.

Group selection works, Wilson says,

when groups are competing but not when

they are in isolation. Suppose an individual

^^^thin an isolated group provisions the

offspring of other adults in the group, thus

increasing their Darwinian fitness. Even

though the overall fitness of the group is

enhanced, the behavior wih not be se-

lected because it is not to the advantage of

the individual doing it. However, Wilson

argues, if the group is in competition with

other such groups, the behavior will be se-

lected because the group as a whole has an

advantage relative to other groups.

One of the most persuasive examples of

group selection in nature, argues Wilson,

is the evolution ofvirulence in parasites. It

is m a parasite's Darwinian interest to re-

produce as bounrifijlly as is compatible

with high transmission to other hosts. A
strain that multipUes too fast may rapidly

kill off its host, thereby reducing its

chances of transmission to other hosts.

Imagine two mice, each infected with a

different strain of a certain parasite. Multi-

phdng rapidly, the more \'irulent strain will

have greater reproductive success than the

less virulent one. Because its host-mouse

soon expires, however, transmission to

other mice will be lower than that of the

less virulent parasite population. Natural

selection therefore favors high virulence

wdthin hosts but lower virulence between

them. "Ifgroup selection were a negligible

force in disease evolution, then parasites

would evolve to maximize their \drulence

and the notion ofoptimal virulence would

be irrelevant,'" obser\-e David Wilson and

Universit%' ofWisconsin philosopher EUiot

Sober. Further support for group selection

comes from the group behavior of social

insects and the discovery of female-biased

sex ratios in a variety of organisms, includ-

ing fig wasps, hummingbird flower mites,

and social spiders.

The main body of evolutionary biolo-

gists, however, remains con\dnced that in-

di\-idual-level selection is the key to un-

derstanding social organization and

behavior and rejects group selection as

wrongheaded thinking. Dawkins is blunt

in his response to Wilson's version of

group selection, writing recently that he is

"baffled bv . . . the sheer, wanton, head-

To qualif}^ as a "vehicle" ofselection, says evolutionary biologist

David Sloan Wibon, animals Hving in a group must share a common
evolutionary fate and be in competition with other such groups.
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in-bag perversity of the position."

Williams points out that from his calcula-

tions and observations, group selection oc-

cupies only a tiny corner of the world of

evolution. "It's not a matter of logical cor-

rectness," he says. "It's a matter of impor-

tance, and WUson greatly overstates the

importance of group selection." Maynard

Smith is critical of Wilson for causing

"more confusion than clarity by using the

term group selection in many different

ways," but he also praises him for being

"one of the few who has made the subject

interesting again."

Meanwhile, Wilson is making converts.

"My resistance crumbled immediately, as

soon as I saw what he was saying," recalls

Smuts, who was witness to one ofWilson's

informal, passionate expositions at a 1994

gathering ot the Human Behavior and

Evolution Society. "The logic of the vehi-

cle of selection, at diflferent levels, is very

persuasive." She was particularly drawn to

the shifts in focus from within-group

competition to within-group cooperation

that iTught occur for an individual at dif-

ferent times and under different circum-

stances, particularly in intelligent species.

"Male chimpanzees are a good example,"

Smuts explains. "At any time, the commu-

nity might be challenged by another

group, so that individual interest in com-

peting with other males for access to fe-

males will be temporarily suspended in

favor of collective group protection."

De Waal finds himself sympathetic to

group selection but is still waiting to see

how it might be a more powerful explana-

tory perspective than individual selection.

He recently published Good Natiired, a

book on the evolution of morality in

human and nonhuman primates. "Human
morality is a classic case of something im-

posed on individuals for the well-being ot

the community," he explains. "Individuals

benefit firom a strong, united community,

and that is why the community is valued

so highly in our moral system." This might

Weaver ants cooperate tojashion a ticsi oj Icaivs.

be seen as an example of what some an-

thropologists call cultural group selection.

Like humans, de Waal says, chimpanzees

appear to value harmony in their social

group. When peace is disrupted, often by

bouts between competing males, a female

acting as mediator may bring the two

males together—sometimes diffusing the

rising tension, sometimes effecting a rec-

onciliation after an all-out fight. For in-

stance, she might begin grooming one of

the combatants, gradually luring him

closer to his adversary; once the males

have been drawn together, she will use her

considerable, subtle social skills to get the

two males to groom each other. Such in-

tervention is a tricky and sometimes risky

business. "It is a striking example of an in-

dividual taking care of relationships in

which the mediator is not herself directly

involved," observes de Waal. "This is what

moral systems do all the time." Neverthe-

less, de Waal sees such cases of rudimen-

tary morahty "as an outcome of individ-

ual-level selection because the female

benefits from a harmonious social con-

text." Can human morahty also be viewed

as a result of individual-level selection, al-

though expressed more generally and with

more force because oflanguage? "I suspect

there is an interplay between individual

and group selection in primate social sys-

tems," de Waal speculates, "but we haven't

worked out what it is yet."

Anthropologists are deeply split over the

place of group selection in human society.

Some, such as Christopher Boehm of the

University of Southern California, beheve

it has played a large role, much more than

in nonhuman societies. "The egalitarian

social structure you see in a foraging soci-

ety is the result of the group's preventing

its leaders firom becoming dominant," ar-

gues Boehm. Richard Alexander, of the

University of Michigan, points out that

nobody "knows if group selection has

been important in determining the genetic

makeup of modern humans. ... If it has

been important, it has likely involved di-

rect intergroup competition and hostility

of the sort we've seen all across history."

The foray into the human realm in-

evitably muddies the waters of the group

selection debate because ofthe thick over-

lay of culture. When one anthropologist

points out that humans readily die for their

F?

Some scientists believe passionately in group selection; other vie\v it as j an

headed thinking. Still others are curious about the idea but unconvince

does exist, altruism may be one result, but genocide would be another, h i



fOLiiitry, supposedly demonstrating altru-

ism for the good of the group, another re-

minds us that it IS usually the poor who

tight wars for the benefit of the rich and

that if the poor choose not to fight, they

may be flung in jail. Moreover, recent

studies reveal that a person is much more

likely to, say, give money to beggars when

accompanied by a friend (particularly one

of the opposite sex) than when alone. The

motive here seems to be to enhance the

social standing of the giver.

Donald Campbell, of Lehigh Univer-

sity, speaks for many when he says he ex-

pects there is a biological underpinning to

many aspects ofhuman social behavior as a

result of group selection. An admirer of

Wilson and Sober's work, he is disap-

pointed that their arguments don't yet illu-

minate the way. He would like to see

group selection in the human realm made

"more explicitly plausible."

FinaDy, the sociological dimension of

the group selection debate cannot be ig-

nored, as psychiatrist Randolph Nesse, of

the University of Michigan, observes. "It's

not surprising that Wilson and Sober want

to see human altruism as the result of

group selection," he says. "Many people

do. The discovery that some altruism isn't

genuinely altruistic but is instead funda-

mentally selfish is deeply disturbing. Some

would find comfort ifwe were able to rec-

oncile our moral feelings with biological

reality, but unfortunately it seems we

can't." Nesse argues that we have to accept

this reality and not seek to change the sci-

ence to suit our feelings.

Not surprisingly, Wilson rejects this Une

of argument. "One of the great insights

that is going to come out of group selec-

tion is that morality will be justified at face

value," he says. "That is, it's a system de-

signed to benefit the common good. But,

you shouldn't think I'm a hopeless roman-

tic, because a lot of nasty things are the re-

sult of group selection as well, including

the ability to inflict genocide." D
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The Tallest Tale*
Is the textbook

version of giraffe

evolution a bit of

a stretch?

By StephenJay Gould

As a scholarly devotee of armchairs and

ivory tovi^ers, I shall begin with two strik-

ingly similar legends about standing up at

events designed for sitting. In high cul-

ture's version, the audience rises at the

opening chords of the "Hallelujah Cho-

rus" and remains standing throughout the

piece. (Choral singers—I am one—love

the ritual, for we thereby obtain our only

guaranteed standing ovation. The inter-

mission after part two of Handel's Messiah

directly follows this great chorus.) In pop

culture's primary example—the seventh-

inning stretch—fans by the thousands

stand before their team comes to bat in the

seventh inning of a baseball game. (The ef-

fect is almost eerie. No one makes any an-

nouncement, and an unruly crowd be-

haves, for this one moment, as an entity.

Countless fathers have taken advantage of

this ritual by teUing gullible children at

their first ballgame: "I can make the entire

audience stand at my command"—and

then issuing the appropriate order just be-

fore the predictable response. Has any kid

ever been tricked into obedience by be-

lieving that "father sees all"?)

Although names and places vary maxi-

mally, we tell exacdy the same (undoubt-

edly false) story to explain each ritual. An
EngUsh king (someone between George II

and George IV. depending on your favored

version) was so moved by Handel's majes-

tic music that he stood in honor—and au-

diences have done so ever since. An Amer-

ican president (William Howard Taft by

consensus) got up to stretch his legs, and

everyone else rose to honor the office.

I love these tales because, in more rea-

sonable attributions of motive, they so

beautifully embody a fundamental theme

of historical explanation—that conse-

quences of substantial import often arise

from trivial triggers of entirely different

intent. In other words, current utility bears

no necessary relationship with historical

origin. Who knows why good king

George-the-whatever stood up? Maybe he

thought the intermission had already

come. Maybe he was bored or wanted to

go out for a smoke. As for Taft, he prob-

ably got up to leave early (some versions

even recount the story this way). Has any

president ever stayed for an entire game?

But think of the aggregated consequences

ever since—millions upon millions of

people standing at the appointed time.

GaziHions of joules of spent energy. All

manner of secondarily accreting traditions,

as people who never otherwise sing out-

side the shower, for example, lustily ex-

claim, "Take me out to the ballgame." And

all because a king or a president once tried

to sneak out early or slip out for a pee.

Substantial consequences from utterly in

significant origins.

I raise this theme because I recently re-

aUzed that the primary "old standard," the

classic textbook illustration of our prefer-

ences for Darwinian evolution, arose in

the same manner—as an entrenched and

ubiquitous example based on an assumed

weight of historical tradition that simply

does not exist. In connection with a much

earlier essay in this series (January 1988, on

the knee-jerk te.xtbook comparison of

earliest fossil horses with modern fox terri-

ers in size), I made a survey of all major

high-school textbooks in biology. Every

single one—no exceptions—began its

chapter on evolution by first discussing

Lamarck's theory of the inheritance of ac-

quired characters, and then presenting

Darwin's theory of natural selection as a



pretmbk ilteimti\e All texts then use

the same eximple to lUustnte Dinviman

superiority—the gnafFes neck

GinfFes we ire told got long necks m
order to biowse the leives it the tops of

icacn tiees theiebv winning iccess to a

steady source of tood available to no othei

mammal Lamaick the texts continue ex

plained the evolution ot long necks by ar-
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guing that giraffes stretched and stretched'

during hfe, elongated their necks in the!

process, and then passed these benefits;

along to their oSspring by altered heredity, i

This lovely idea may embody the cardi-'

nal virtue of effort rewarded, but heredity,]

alas, does not operate in such a manner. A
neck stretched during hfe cannot alter the

genes that influence neck length—and off-

spring cannot reap any genetic reward

from parental striving. We therefore prefer

the Darwinian alternative, consistent with

the Mendehan nature of heredity, that gi-

raffes with fortuitously longer necks (in a|

varying population with a large range of

neck lengths among individuals) will tend _j

to leave more surviving ofispring that in-

herit their genetic propensity for greater

height. This slow process, continued for

countless generations, can lead to a steady

increase in neck length, so long as local

environments continue to favor animals

with greater reach for those succulent top-

most leaves.

We often symboUze movements and be-

hefs by icons of clear meaning based on

shared cultural histories. Thus, Americans

may proclaim poUtical affiliations by sport-

ing a pin with a donkey or an elephant.

More specifically, and among donkeys, a

button with nothing but a saxophone

identified "Friends ofBiU" in the last pres-

idential election, just as a pin of a shoe

with a hole (recalHng a famous photo of a

tired candidate) once rallied the supporters

of Adlai Stevenson. Similarly, the tallest of

mammals, sticking its neck up, stands for

evolution, and particularly for Darwin's

mechanism of natural selection. When
Francis Hitching wrote a recent iconoclas-

tic book, for evolution but against Dar-

winism, he chose as his title Tlie Neck of the

Giraffe—even though his text barely men-

tions the creature.

A story so often repeated should rise

from firm foundations and bear both

strong and graceful support throughout

the length of construction. In short, this

most famihar of all e.xamples should, hke

the subject's own head, stand tall above

everything else, buttressed by a device as

supple and as well designed as the neck of

the giraffe. Or, to recall the second image

of my opening sentence, and to quote

from the greatest of all love poems (called,

iss*
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not inappropriately, the Song of Songs):

"Thy neck is Hke a tower of ivory. . . . This

thy stature is hke to a palm tree."

If, instead, we traced this ubiquitous ex-

ample back to scraps of speculation and

discovered either no foundation at all or a

funny litde point of origin equivalent to a

king m need of a bathroom break, then we

might learn two lessons of potential im-

port: first, that repetition need not corre-

late with truth value and that even the

most pious certainties should be periodi-

cally scrutinized right down to their foun-

dations; and second, that the current im-

portance and utility of a phenomenon

gives us no particular insight into the cir-

cumstances of its historical origin.

When we look to presumed sources of

origin for competing evolutionary expla-

nations of the giraffe's long neck, we find

either nothing at all or only the shortest of

speculative conjectures. Length, of course,

need not correlate with importance. Gar-

rulous old Polonius, in a rare moment of

clarity, reminded us that "brevity is the

soul of wit" (and then immediately viti-

ated his wise observation with a flood ot

woolly words about Haixdet's madness).

Many of the most famous Bible stories oc-

cupy only a verse or two, while lists oflaws

and begats go on for pages.

Yet length must bear at least a rough re-

lationship to perceived depth of meaning.

Few authors will write chapters on matters

deemed trivial and then devote only a line

to their own most treasured theme—if

only because readers wUl then be unable to

weigh the relative importances properly. I

feel quite confident that the authors of the

Old Testament did grant greater meaning

to their genealogies and laws—the basis of

order and power in their own society, after

all—than to the story of Jonah and the

whale (the shortest chapter in one of the

Bibles shortest books). Our contemporary

inversion—for fish stories now trump long

lists of begats for unknown people with

unpronounceable names—merely illus-

trates my chief point that current utility

must be separated from historical origin in

any judgment of importance or meaning.

The giraffe's neck just wasn't a big issue

for the founders of evolutionary theory

—

not as a case stucly tor arguing about alter-

native mechanisms, not for anything much

at all. No data from giraffes then existed to

support one theory of causes over another,

and none exist now. I admit that absence

of data rarely stops an imaginative scientist

from speculating, but you can generate just

so many words before a paucity of infor-

mation dries up your thoughts. And let us

hope that no decent natural historian wiU

use a speculative case as a primary illustra-

tion of a central theory.

Lamarck did mention giraffes' necks as a

putative illustration of evolutionary en-

largement by the inherited effects of Ufe-

time effort. But his entire discussion runs

for one paragraph in a chapter fiUed with

much longer examples that he obviously

regarded as far more important. Lamarck

had this—and absolutely nothing more

—

to say about giraffes' necks, a few hnes of

speculation never intended as the center-

piece of a theory:

It is interesting to observe the result of habit

in the peculiar shape and size of the giraffe:

this animal, the tallest of the mammals, is

known to live in the interior ofAfrica in

places where the soil is nearly always arid

and barren, so that it is obliged to browse on
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the leaves of trees and to make constant

efforts to reach them. From this habit, long

maintained in ah the individnals of the race,

it has resuked that the animal'sforelegs have

become lonaer than its hind legs and that its

neck is lengthened to such a degree that the

giraffe, without standing up on its hind legs,

can raise its head to a height ofsix meters.

(From Lamarck's classic 1809 work,

Philosophie zoologique, vol. 1, p. 122, my

translation.)

The above paragraph contains a give-

away statement—but you have to know

the eighteenth-century literature to spot

the clue—proving that Lamarck cared lit-

tle about giraffes, and therefore didn't

grant this throwaway example much

weight. Giraffes had not often been

housed in European zoos—mostly private

collections of royal patrons at the time

—

but travelers had seen them in the wild,

and many visitors had viewed giraffes on

display in Cairo. Giraffes had been known

to Europeans since classical times, v^'hen

Julius Caesar included them in public

slaughters at the Colosseum.

Some reports had claimed, as Lamarck

affirms, that the giraffe's front legs greatly

exceeded the back legs in height. In fact,

both pairs of legs are equally tall. The im-

pression of greater trontal height arises

from the pronounced rearward slope of the

giraffe's back, a consequence of the mas-

sive muscles and spinal projections needed

up front to support the huge neck. The

most rehable sources available in Lamarck's

day had adequately established the equal

height of fore and rear legs and had dis-

missed the old myth of superior frontal

elongation. Thus, if Lamarck repeated the

old legend in his single paragraph about

giraffes, he couldn't have read the litera-

ture thoroughly.

The example gained no particular steam

as English writers explained Lamarck's

theory to their countrymen. Lyell's re-

markably fair exposition in opposition

—

given in the second volume of his Principles

of Geology in 1832 and the source of most

early English contact with Lamarck's the-

ory—quoted the example in abridgment

and made no further comment. In his fa-

mous series of lectures to working men
{On Our Knowledge of the Causes of the Phe-

nomena of Organic Nature), published in

1863 as the first great popular exposition

of Darwinism, T. H. Huxley omitted gi-

raffes entirely and illustrated Lamarck's

theory with uvo examples emphasized by

the Frenchman himself the blacksmith's

strong right arm, putatively inherited by

his sons, and the long legs and webbed feet

of shorebirds, presumably evolved to avoid

submersion or shpping in muddy ponds or

flowing waters.

When we turn to the horse's mouth, the

first edition of Darwin's Origin of Species

(1859), we find no mention whatever of

the giraffe's neck as an illustration of nat-

ural selection. Interestingly—and proving

my point with panache—Darwin does cite

the giraffe in just the context usually as-

sumed for the legend of the neck: as a

speculative story about the efficacy of nat-

ural selection. But in this passage, Darwin

considers the giraffe's opposite end and

tells a tale about the tail. Moreover—be-

cause Darwin did not much favor the fatu-

ous "just-so story" mode for illustrating

natural selection by plausible speculation

alone—his story about the girafl'e's tail oc-

cupies only a passing paragraph.

Darwin invokes the giraffe's tail to con-

tend that natural selection has sufficient

power to explain "organs of trifling im-

portance." The giraffe's tail, he argues,

works primarily as a fly swatter. One
might regard such a ffinction as too trivial

to fall under the purview of a mechanism

based on differential survival (can swatting

flies really become a matter of life or

death?). Darwin rephes:

Tlic tail of the giraffe looks like an

artificially constructed fly-flapper: and it

seems at first incredible that this could have

been adapted for its present purpose by

successive slight modifications, each better

and better, for so trifling an object as driving

away flies; yet we should pause before being

too positive even in this case, for we know

that the distribution and existence of cattle

and other animals in South America

absolutely depend on their power of resisting

the attacks of insects: so that individuals

which could by any means defend

themselves from these small enemies, would

be able to range into new pastures and thus

gain a great advantage. It is not that the

larger quadrupeds are actually destroyed

(except in some rare cases) by the flies, but

they are incessantly harassed and their

strength reduced, so that they are more

subject to disease, or not so well enabled in a

coming dearth to search f^rfood, or to escape

from beasts ofprey. i

Darwin does mention the giraffe's neck

in a single Hne, but (ironically) for a pur-

pose opposite to illustrating the power of

natural selection in shaping organisms for

particular utilities. In a closing section on

evidence for evolution provided by ho-

mology—or retention in descendants of

common ancestral structures of markedly

divergent functional design—Darwin

mentions that the giraffe builds its remark-

able neck not by adding new vertebrae,

but by elongating the same seven bones

present in the necks of virtually all mam-

mals. Thus, history limits the power of

natural selection by constraining adaptive

solutions to the confines of inherited de-

signs. He \vrites:

Tireframework of bones being the same in

the hand of a man, wing of a bat, fin of the

porpoise, and leg of the horse,—the same

inunber of vertebrae forming the neck of the

giraffe and of the elepham,—and

iniuimerable other such facts, at once explain

themselves on the theory of descent with

slow and slight successive modifications.

In his subsequent and longest book, the

two-volume Variation ofAnimals and Plants

Under Domestication (1868), Darwin does

finally introduce the giraffe's neck in a dis-

cussion of natural selection. But again, and

ironically given the later codification of

the case as our canonical just-so story in

the speculative tradition, Darwin does not

cite the neck of the girafle to tell a tale

about presumed adaptive advantages.

Rather, he raises the example to discuss a

more subtle issue central to the validity of .

natural selection as a general explanation

of evolution.

Even ifwe assume that the girafle 's neck

evolved as an adaptation for eating high

leaves, how could natural selection buOd

such a structure by gradual increments?

After all, the long neck must be associated

with modifications in nearly every part of



the body—long legs to accentuate the ef-

fect and a variety of supporting structures

(bones, muscles, and ligaments) to hold up

the neck. How could natural selection si-

multaneously alter necks, legs, joints, mus-

cles, and blood flows (think of the pressure

needed to pump blood to the giraffe's

brain)? In response to this problem, some

critics had proposed that all relevant parts

must be changed together in one fell

swoop. Such suddenly coordinated modi-

fication would invalidate natural selection

as a creative force because the desired

adaptation would then arise all at once as a

fortuitous consequence of internally gen-

erated variation. (Moreover, Darwin adds,

we have no evidence for a deus ex machiim

of such complexly coordinated varia-

tion—and the whole proposal smacks of

desperation and special pleading.)

Darwin provides a cogent and subtle ex-

planation (perhaps not thoroughly satisfac-

tory by current views, but entirely logical

and coherent). Interestingly, his proposal

embodies the theme ot this essay—the

need to dissociate current utility from his-

torical origin. A giraffe's current function-

ing may require coordinated action of all

parts that support the long neck, but these

features need not have evolved in lock

step. If the neck grows by ten feet all at

once, then every bit of supporting

anatomy must be in place. But if the neck

elongates by only an inch at a time, then

the full panoply of supporting structures

need not arise at every increment. The co-

ordinated adaptation can be built piece-

meal. Some animals may slightly elongate

the neck, others the legs; still others may

develop stronger neck nuiscles. Through

sexual reproduction, the favorable features

of different organisms may be combined in

offspring.

In developing this general explanation

by using the giraffe as a putative example,

Darwin does engage in conjectural biol-

ogy. But I would defend this mode of

speculation as a device utterly different

from telling fatuous stories. When scien-

tists need to explain difficult points of the-

ory, illustration by putative example

—

rather than by total abstraction—works

well (perhaps indispensably) as a rhetorical

device. Such cases do not function as

"speculations" in the pejorative sense—as

silly stories that provide no insight into

complex mechanisms—but rather as ideal-

ized illustrations to exemplify a difficult

point of theory. (Other fields, such as phi-

losophy and the law, use such conjectural

cases as a standard device.)

In thus invoking the giraffe, Darwin

does embed a line within his text about

adaptive advantages of reaching high.

Taken out of context, this comment could

be read as a premonition of silly specula-

tions to come. But its role as part of a con-

jectural case to illustrate a subtle and com-

plex point of theory should be clear in the

following totality (from Darwin's 1868

book, vol. 2, pp. 220-21):

Willi anunah such as the g^iraffe, of which

the whole structure is admirably coordinated

for certain purposes, it has beat supposed

tiiat all the parts iiuist have been

siuniltaueously uiodifcd; and it has been

argued that, on the principle of natural

selection, this is scarcely possible. But in

thus arguing, it has been tacitly assumed
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Try It. You'll like it.

By Roger L. Welsch

As I sit at the dinner table and honor my
father by chewing each mouthful fifty

times, I pass the time wondering how var-

ious foods came to be. I am surprised by

my own conclusion: some things that ap-

pear complicated (maybe impossible)

—

beer, for example—wind up being easier

than a product that seems simple and obvi-

ous, such as a cashew.

Long ago I was interested in microbiol-

ogy and gained a diploma in zymurgy (if

you need to, look it up—it's on the last

page) from a reputable British institution.

The more I learned about the chemistry

and biology of winemaking and brewing,

the more I was amazed at their history.

Making wine, in fact, is easy, even in-

evitable. Put a bunch of grapes in a con-

tainer and, chances are, some yeast cells

will settle in and you'll wind up with

wine. The same for mead, made from

honey water.

Beer is another matter. To make beer,

you moisten barley (or some other grain),

keep it moist until it germinates, then heat

the grain to stop the germination (the re-

sult is called malt), and finally add water

and yeast so the malt sugars ferment. At

first blush this procedure doesn't appear to

be the kind ofthing one would stumble on

by accident.

For a long time I have been interested in

Norse language and culture and also in tra-

ditional architecture around the world.

Somewhere, I ran across an academic ar-

gument about whether archeological evi-

dence suggests that a Viking household

stored its grain in the bottoms of bench

boxes lined along the low stone walls of

ubarb
the house or overhead, directly under the

thatched roof. It's hard to tell because most

Viking "long houses" burned, and all we

have are stone and charcoal remnants.

Well, hmmm. ... If we have grain

stored near the floor or directly under

thatched roofs in Scandinavia and Iceland

(very wet climates), it isn't much of a

stretch to imagine water trickling into

those bench chests or through the roof,

now is it? And wet grain germinates, espe-

cially where it has some chance of staying

wet and relatively warm (inside a house,

for example, especially above the fire).

And once grain starts germinating, it gen-

erates heat . . . often enough to start a fire.

Ill any case, these Viking houses burned

with depressing regularity, what with con-

stant family feuding and hearth accidents

(Viking houses had no chimneys; smoke

passed directly through the thatch, which

was thus exposed to sparks). And the fire

toasted the grain.

Now, you're a Viking and your house

just burned down. Forgetting for the mo-

ment that it was probably that idiot Ras-

mussen and his wacky family who did it,

and that your berserker heritage demands

that you now go over and butcher his fam-

ily and burn his house, first you have to get

your family affairs in order, sharpen your

halberds, and assemble some buddies for

the fun. Unfortunately, there's nothing to

eat or drink. What a dreadful thought,

murdering neighbors without a belly full

ofmead! And on top of everything else, it's

been raining for three days.

You sort through the smoldering rubble

of your house and find that the only food

left is the charred barley from your food

bins, and there it lies in pools of sloppy

water, mixed up -with some pots ot partly

fermented, yeasty mead, seething with

ugly froth. Well, you think, better to eat

this unpleasant gruel than to starve: "VUl

just scoop up a couple of tankards of the I

stuff and choke it down, just to get my I

strength up. Whoa! Hey, Gunnar, Freya!

'

Come here and try this stuff. Beats oat-

meal, doesn't it? Hey, kids, do what you I

can to dip up some more of that brownish
|

stuff while your uncles and I put new han-

dles on the battle-axes. I don't know about I

you, Egil, but I'm ready to take on every

Rasmussen between here and Attila!

While you're up, pop me another frosty
|

one, vidll you?"

I can come up with a scenario like that I

for almost every dish from Yorkshire pud-

ding to moo shoo pork. Where I have I

problems is imagining the history of how

we came to eat, say, rhubarb. Here's how

my imaginings on rhubarb go: it's been a

tough winter and the family is hungry, so

you can't help noticing the patch ofvolup-

tuous plants that spring up from the forest

floor, not far from the cave door. Last year

you ate some similar, leafy stuff you de-

cided to call "cabbage," and things went

fairly weU, except for some minor gastric

problems that made you the clan outcast

for a few days. You even cut some up and

tucked it away in some water in a hoUow

rock a couple of months ago (admittedly

it's smelling pretty fierce, so you've de-

cided to call it "sauerkraut," Cro-Magnon

for "cranky septic tank"). Anyhow, you

and the twelve other people in the world

have learned that leafy stuff is edible. So

you eat the rhubarb.

It tastes tangy—just the thing after a

winter of dried beans and horse jerky

—

and while you wouldn't want to eat

rhubarb every day, you add it to your "ed-

ibles" list. Maybe a little prematurely,

however, because the next morning half

your family is dead. Not having noticed

that the survivors ate only the sterns,
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which are edible, while all the late-

lamented ate the leaves, which are poison-

ous, you revise your list and no one eats

rhubarb again for 800 generations.

I suspect this is the sort of thing that

happened in the history of the tomato to

cause some Europeans to consider it poi-

sonous well into the nineteenth century.

Having just butchered a village of Aztecs

and thus rescued them trom paganism.

Ponce de Pizarro y Balboa discovers in his

looting this lovely yellow-red fruit, eats it,

finds it delightful, tells his skeptical buddies

how good it is, suffers a ruptured appendix

later that evening, and dies. The next step

in history is obvious: the other jolly fel-

lows roasting marshmallows at the camp-

fire that night decide this is either a judg-

ment from God (but that can't be, since

they are on God's errands) or . . . tomatoes

(Aztec for "pizza sauce") are poisonous.

So here's the mystery; who finally sorts

out the stem/leaf, sauce/conquistador-

killer kind of thing? And how many people

get sick or die in the meantime? The prob-

lem is not a small one. Some mushrooms

are wonderful; others, hideously deadly.

Who finds out? Pokeweed, a favorite in the

southeastern United States, is edible only

in its youthful stages (although current re-

search suggests there are ways to cook even

the mature plant, or maybe parts of it,

without danger). Cashews are poisonous

—

until they are roasted. Omaha Indians love

milkweed pods (but don't get any ideas

about eating any until you know exactly

how to eliminate the toxicity, which is said

to be severe).

The sorting-out process is by no means

complete, either. I was once talking to a

class about edible wild foods and showed

them a sample of deadly nightshade with

its shiny berries, an attractive, but clearly

dangerous, plant. I mean, duh, deadly

nightshade? Yet a lovely and clearly living

young lady said quiedy, "We eat them all

the time. In pie. We call 'em blackberries."

Same plant? She insisted, same plant.

Some other regional variety? No, her fam-

ily lived only a few miles away. Maybe her

family was lucky enough to have cast-iron

constitutions. Or maybe it was the process

ot baking the berries in a pie that elimi-

nated the problem. After all, Omahas eat

chokecherries in soup, including the pits.

which are said to contain deadly amounts

of hydrocyanic acid (chokecherries are

hsted in livestock literature as cow killers).

The Omahas' recipe for drying and cook-

ing the pits in soup apparently renders

them harmless.

By the way, a few months after this

classroom exchange I was astonished to

learn that Charles E. Bessey, a Nebraska

botanist, had had precisely the same expe-

rience, right down to the dialogue with a

student, back in 1905. Unfortunately,

Bessey didn't resolve the problem then by

simply cooking up a mess of nightsliade

and trying it.

What? Why don't I cook some up and

try it? Yeah, sure. You want to know, you

cook it up and try it. Me, I'll stick with the

rhubarb.

Folklorist Roger L. Wclsch lives on n tree farm

in Dminebrog, Nebraska.
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Sinuous ridges deposited by ice-age glaciers are

key to Canada's Barren Lands

By Kevin Krajicit

!• .».

^.

"Just follow the esker and you won't get lost."

That was biologist Steve Matthews 's parting advice

on how to make my way back to our research camp in

Canada's remote, arctic Barren Lands. After helicopter

pilot Ralph Shger dropped me off and departed, there

was no sound except that ofthe wind. No human trace

on the vast landscape of mossy tundra, hchen-covered

boulder fields, and innumerable blue lakes. A stun-

ning—and scary—place to get lost. I felt easier because

I was standing on an esker: a great ridge of sand and

gravel deposited by a river that once ran inside a glacier.

It was, in fact, the Mississippi of the central Barrens' es-

kers—an unnamed behemoth towering 300 feet in

spots, bisecting the region for 300 miles and draped

over the treeless landscape like an interstate. Our semi-

permanent camp, at a place called Daring Lake, was sit-

uated on the side of the esker somewhere to the south-

Runs ro u g
west; I just had to follow the ridge, Huck Finn-like,

and eventually our four htde white-and-orange canvas

huts would twinkle in the vastness. Sure enough,

twelve hours later I was safely back in camp.

Eskers are not just dramatic roadways through this

wUderness hearriand, which stretches a thousand miles

across the top of North America from the tree hne to

the Arctic Ocean. Scientists, making some of the first

systematic explorations here, are discovering that eskers

are key features of the biological landscape. They pro-

vide habitat and food for free-ranging wolves, grizzlies,

and foxes and may insure the sur\'ival of migrators'

birds. Aboriginal humans camped, hunted, and buried

their loved ones here.

Now geologists are using eskers as signposts point-

ing the way to tundra diamond deposits; some would

like to dig them up to make roads to future mines. Es-

kers and other glacial deposits cover only 1 .5 percent ot

the central Barrens' surface; the rest is made up of icy

A meltwater tunnel in Alaska's Kennicott Glacier is loaded with

rocky debris-the raw material of all eskers.
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When continental glaciers nearly two miles thi

On the southern

edge of the Barren

Lands, where trees

give way to open

tundra, an ester,

revealed by its

sandy surface,

stretches toward the

horizon. Often the

only dry land in

warm weather,

esters are traveled

by man and beast.

lakes, sogg\' meadows, and bedrock poking savagely

out of the earth. But eskers loom large; they are vital

threads that humans can follow through this forbidding

landscape—guides to understanding it, surviving in it,

and, perhaps, to destroying it.

Survival was the problem for an English captam,

John Franklin, and his party, who explored the Barrens

in 1821. In the eight-week summer, they found a re-

gion alive with plants, fish, and great herds of caribou,

which to this day dominate the region's hfe. But after

the end of August, winter returns, and the Barrens be-

come, as bush pilot and writer Dave Olesen puts it,

"more a place ot physics than biology." Making their

way south through a country emptied of game,

FranHin and his men were starving. They ate their

shoes, bones discarded by wolves, and finally, one an-

other. Half of them died. On September 10, the party

was cheered by a simple observation recorded by natu-

ralist John Richardson, one of the survivors. Not far

from Daring Lake, they crossed a sandy esker reveahng

ck melted, they created unusually la^^

"trom whence the snow had been blown, the summer

track of a man."

Some 170 years later, exploration has changed:

hamburger meat is flown in weekly by floatplane to the

Daring Lake camp, 250 miles firom YeUowknife, the

nearest town; and a 4,000-volt "bear fence," fired by

solar panels, deters roving grizzhes. But little else hasjj

changed about this land or what we know of it.

Richardson's notes are still a standard reference; so is

the 1769-72 journal ot Hudson's Bay Company ex-

plorer Samuel Hearne.

The Barrens, never really hved in but only traveled

through, are emptier than ever. For millennia, coastal

Inuit walked or canoed in to hunt caribou and fur-

bearing animals, as did the Dene, who lived south of

the tree Hne. But by the 1950s the last native hunters,

battered by disease and low fur prices or lured by mod-

ern Ufe, gave up travel in the Barrens for settlements on

the perimeter. Only a dwindhng number of elders re-

ally knew HosI—the treeless land. Soon their knowl-

edge of its secret Ufe cycles, unmapped place names,

and stories could be lost. In 1994, spurred by the

prospect ot intrusive diamond mines, the government

of the Northwest Territories opened the Daring camp,

headed by Steve Matthews. During the last t\vo sum-

mers, a rotating cast of geologists, biologists, and other

people has been studying the region's ecology

—

quickly, while it is still intact.

Eskers aren't restricted to the Barrens. The word

comes firom the Irish eiscir, meaning "ridge"; eskers are

commonly found in Ireland, as they are throughout the

northern latitudes. The long, sinuous deposits of sand

and rock were considered to be remnants of the bibli-

cal flood until the 1800s, when geologists linked them

to glaciers. In North America, eskers can be found

from the Arctic to the northern United States, from

New Jersey to Seattle—an area once occupied by con-

tinental ice sheets that spread outward from the Barrens

and other points in Canada before beginning to recede

18,000 years ago. Only some 6,000 years have passed

since the ice that covered the Barrens melted, and for

reasons unknown—perhaps extraordinary volumes of

meltAvater were generated by rapidly shrinking glaci-

ers—eskers there and elsewhere in central Canada are

the most spectacular.

Geologists have long speculated about how eskers

are created, but the fact that these formations seem to

defy gravit)', running up one side of a bedrock ridge

and down the other, suggests that many were formed in

closed tunnels \vithin the ice by water flowing under

tremendous pressure. The rocks and mud scraped up by

the glaciers and carried in their lower parts were liber-

ated by the melnvater flowing through these tunnels

and transported through them, fdhng them with sedi-



f!(ers-some forming ridges more than 300 feet high-across central Canada.

niciit. When the glaciers disappeared, they left behind

wornilike casts of the vanished tunnels snaking across

the landscape.

William Shilts, a Canadian geologist who heads the

Illinois State Geologic Survey, is one of the tew who

has witnessed eskers forming and has studied the eskers

in the Barrens. He says that on remote Bylot Island in

the Canadian Arctic, rivers of clear meltwater run on

the glacier surfaces, then disappear into holes in the ice.

A few miles away, at the glacier's margin, the water

reappears, roaring out of tunnels and loaded with sedi-

ments. He thinks that year after year—probably cen-

tury after century—the heads of these tunnels and the

holes that feed them retreat with the ice front up Bylot

Island s valleys, forming eskers a few miles at a time.

The evidence for this model is that many eskers

don't follow the topography of the land; instead they

radiate from the centers of vanished continental glaci-

ers, with their headwaters at the oldest and thickest

parts of the ice sheets. The esker that passes by Daring

Lake runs from east to west, mimicking the flow of a

dendritic river system, with an extensive network of

tributaries merging into a main channel. The pattern,

however, is not always easy to recognize. As glaciers

melt, the ice can slump, break, and change shape, so

that river tunnels are divided, shifted, or blocked—per-

haps explaining why eskers mysteriously disappear and

pick up a half mile later, broaden into levees that look

spookily artificial, sharpen to razor ridges, or fragment

into confusing dead-end detours.

This unpredictability is my excuse for the one time

I lost my way on the Barrens. Navigating with a topo-

graphic map across intricate, rocky terrain one day, I

intended to pick up the main esker and follow it back

to camp. Instead, I crossed through an unmapped gap

and walked oft" course into the deepening and chilly

dusk for an hour before radioing for help.

For several days, Canadian geomorphologist Steve

Traynor and I dug holes in the great ridges to see what

they were made of. Many are flanked by perfect white-

sand beaches sweeping down to pure blue lakes—spots

where the Barrens' frequent winds have picked up fine

esker sand and piled it on the leeward side. In the arc-

tic summer, these places are reminiscent of Acapulco

and Waikiki—except that thunderheads of summer

mosquitoes make sunbathing insane.

One day we stopped at a spot where thousands of

big, rounded rocks tumbled smooth by the esker waters

poked weirdly out of a sharp ridge. "This stream must

have had lots of energy to roll things that size," noted

Steve. We dug m the damp sand; it smelled like the

sand my brothers and 1 dug at the New Jersey seaside as

children. Many shovelfuls later, standing in a hole up to

our chests, we discerned dozens of layers composed of

pebbles sorted by size in whites, pinks, grays, and

browns—a compendium of dead seabeds, volcanoes,

and metamorphic uplifts spanning the Barrens' im-

mense geological history.

But geological nostalgia did not interest Steve; he

was checking out the eskers to see which ones would

be good to dig up for future roadbeds, dams, and air-

ports. These "improvements" would faciHtate the ex-

traction of rich diamond, gold, zinc, and copper de-

posits that have been found in recent years. Most ot

these treasures are still untouched because the ubiqui-

tous lakes, wetlands, and raw bedrock make travel and

building difficult. Permafrost starts eighteen inches

down and extends 300 feet; water, unable to drain

through the frozen earth, pools up in every litde de-

pression. But eskers!—water percolates right through

their loose sand and gravel. We dug five feet and didn't

hit permafrost. Transformed into building sites and

highways, "this stuft'is pure gold," says Steve Traynor.

As geological historians, eskers may contain the

Top: Ice-age glaciers

spread outward from

several points in

central Canada:

when ttiey retreated

they left behind a

well-defined network

of eskers. Above:

Eskers flowed from

east to west across

this part of the

Barren Lands,

forming a riverlike

drainage pattern.
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Caribou, sometimes crossing the Barren Lands in herds of 15,000 or more, are amci)

In their annual seeds of their own destruction. In 1981 geologists

migration from the Stewart Blusson and Charles Fipke began finding nii-

tree line to the croscopic specks of rare garnets and chromites near the

calving grounds on western edge of the vanished ice sheet. Formed in the

the arctic coast, same region of the upper mantle as diamonds, these

caribou can avoid "indicator minerals" are propelled—sometimes along

biting insects by with precious stones—to the surface by unusual, deep-

following the wind- seated volcanoes, leaving what are called kimberlite

lb/own esker ridges. pipes. The diamonds often remain in the congealed

Where gaps in the pipes, which penetrate surrounding bedrock hke enor-

ridges occur, the mous carrots in a garden. Blusson and Fipke figured

animals must swim. that glaciers moving west must have shorn the tops off

ancient pipes, carried the minerals along in ice, and

then concentrated them in eskers.

They spent ten years tracing networks of eskers

across the vast tundra, stopping every few miles to dig

holes and pan for irunerals to keep on track. In 1989

they hit a garnet mother lode in the main Daring esker,

500 miles east of their starting point; farther on, the

minerals abruptly stopped—-just 25 miles from Daring

Lake. Starting in 1991, drillers pinpointed dozens of

diamond-bearing pipes hidden under nearby lakes and

glacial tiO. The prospectors had suddenly become rich.

By 1997, Austraha's BHP Diamonds Inc. hopes to

open North America's first diamond mines, worth at

least $12.5 billion—and others are scouring the region

for more deposits.

Politicians have talked about building a mining road

that would bisect the Barrens, from the Arctic Ocean

to Yellowknife, thus connecting the region to the con-

tinental road system. Ecological studies at Daring sug-

gest that digging up too many eskers for such develop-

ment could be disastrous, for they support a web of hfe

beyond the small area they cover. Like reverse oases

amid water and rock, they host distinct plant commu-

nities on their dry, well-drained surfaces. Rooted there

are hairy Alectoria lichens, related to lichens in similarly

windy, arid tops of old-growth trees in the Pacific

Northwest. Thick tubers of Hcdysarnm, or bear root,

flourish; in spring, before there is other plant life, they
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animals that take full advantage of the dry land that major eskers afford

are vital food for grizzlies. Angular boulders dropped

from the ice onto esker tops host tattered saucers ofed-

ible black lichens that the Dene call kwetsi; these prob-

ably saved John Richardson from starvation. Slightly

fragrant and fungusy, they are like dead leaves in the

mouth; tastier by tar are the juicy, sweet blueberries

that magically explode from esker tops in August. The

bears and other mammals are now thought to subsist

on them in season.

Bearberries, cro'wberries, and cranberries also grow

in unusual profusion on sandy esker soils and may be

vital for migratory birds, which must cross the stiU-

snowy Barrens each spring to reach arctic coastal nest-

ing grounds. A few years ago government wildlife bi-

ologist Bob Bromley noticed geese and cranes arriving

at the coast with their bills and tongues stained blue.

He concluded that they must have been feasting on

left-over Barrens berries, exposed in the few snowless

places: mainly windblown esker ridges and their sun-

warmed southern slopes. Birds may lose a quarter of

their weight during nesting, so this sole resource may

enable them to survive and reproduce.

Eskers are also home to denning animals—nearly all

grizzlies and tundra wolves, and many ground squirrels

and arctic foxes. For them, eskers are a good place to

dig—a fact documented in detail for the first time last

year by Canadian biologist Fritz Mueller. Animals such

as ground squirrels may burrow into the peat around

tundra boulders, but come spring, meltwater may flood

their homes. Other spots, consisting of permafrost and

solid rock, are simply impenetrable. Eskers, however,

are high, dry, and diggable.

Mile after mile, eskers are honeycombed with the

saucer-wide tunnel entrances of ground squirrels

(caUed siksiks, tor the twittering sound they make).

These sleek creatures often stand straight as posts out-

side the entrances—undoubtedly watching for preda-

tors. But even below ground they are not safe; scattered

around are wider excavations that look as it Stewart

Blusson had shoveled up a mineral sample. In each of

Glenn Oakley
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Upper right An arctic

ground squirrel, or

slksik, stands guard

near its burrow.

Lower right While

grizzly bears living

below the tree line

often stay within the

same rev/ square

miles over several

weeks. Barrens

grizzlies range up to

500 miles in their

search for food.

Making up only 1.5 percent of the land, eskers attract a disproportioi
these spots, a grizzly has torn up the earth wath its

backhoehke claws to expose siksiks hiding in their bur-

rows. These quivering morsels may be a major food

item for bears as they stock up for hibernation.

Good tunneling areas can get crowded. Tunnek

dug in the eskers loose rock and sand are prone to col-

lapse, so most animals pick places laced with roots of

dw'art birches and grasses that wdU support roots. Be-

cause of competition for good space, siksiks often dig

next to, or even within, the dens oftundra wolves; the\

even have the temerity- to drill into the w^aUs of aban-

doned bear dens. Wolves, in turn, often enlarge old fox

dens. Radiocarbon dating ofbones indicates that some

dens are 250 years old.

One day in 1994, Fritz was bending do^vn, about to

stick his head into a tunnel when a pure white female

wolf calmly walked out, literally under his nose. A few

seconds later, five tiny pups emerged. "They were

swarming, playing, and tumbling around my feet," he

told me, but the mother watched and did nothing.

"'Then she gave a bark and they all tumbled back," A
year later I returned to this site alone. A garden of

bright purple fireweed flowered in the dug-up, scat-

fertilized soil. It looked abandoned, so yielding to cu-

riosity'. I bellied in and was startled to find hght stream-

ing o\'er my shoulder; the hole was cunningly angled to

catch maximiun sun. More luminescence filtered in

from back doors in two branching tunnels. The smell

of earth vras mixed with something pleasant—^not ex-

actly animal, not really vegetable. No bugs or \ATnd.

Dehcate roodets in the ceiling brushed my head, and

cool, talclike sand cushioned me beneath. There was

nothing more—^it was cleaner than my own kitchen.

Many wok dens are flagged with bones of recendv

departed caribou, and the areas around them are often

trampled with hoo^rints, I wondered w^hy the caribou

walk so heedlessly onto eskers—through the back\'ards

ot their executioners. Caribou themselves do not feed

much on eskers; they mainly devour reindeer hchens,

sedges, and shrubs on the tundra. But eskers, more eas-

ily traveled, ser^-e as migration highways. In siunmer,

eskers may also provide relief finm mosquitoes and

black flies; although relentless and thick as soup on

low^r ground, these pests cannot ho\'er about the esker

ridges when the wind is blowing.

Certain esker spots are crossroads of a kind—pow-

erfiil spots in the landscape that gather life. Just a few-

hundred feet from the Daring camp there is a place

called the Narrows, w"here the main esker is cut by a

100-foot-wide neck of water that rushes into Daring

Lake from far larger Yamba Lake, Any animal traveling

through must swim, I once saw an armada of caribou

gallop to the eskers edge, hesitate on the sandy beach,

then plunge into the Narrows in long lines. With their

giant velvety horns held high, they paddled through

the cold, gurgling w^ater. On the opposite shore, they

kicked up sand and continued.

Barrens grizzUes also travel this spot. It was here

that Steve Matthew^s and Fritz discovered a strange

phenomenon. On both sides of the Narrow's are '"bear

rocks"—enormous boulders, each with a dozen bear-

size tracks worn permanendy into the ground before

them. Apparently bears, or generations of bears, place

one foot after the other into these tracks each time they

approach the boulder. One comer is polished clean of

lichens, Steve thinks the bears may rub themselves

against the stone before they continue on, perhaps

marking their territory; as southerly grizzhes do by re-

peatedly clawing or rubbing certain trees.

Near this spot are several abandoned bear dens

—

unimpressive, shallow afiairs for 300- to 600-pound

creatures that hibernate seven months a year, Fritz dis-

covered that they are almost always located on steep

southern esker slopes; he thinks the bears depend on
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mber of Barrens inhabitants, which use them to forage, den, and migrate.

prevailing northerly winds to pile insulating snow on

them and on spring sunlight to warm them—both of

which reduce their energy expenditures. Barrens griz-

zlies need every advantage; faced with extreme cold

and scarce food, they are generally smaller than their

cousins below the tree line or polar bears to the north,

where coastal environments provide tar more food.

The Narrows is also a powerful spot for humans.

High on the towering esker overlooking the gap was a

ring of round stones half submerged in windblown

sand—the remains of a tent ring perhaps 2,500 years

old. Unaware, we walked over it daily until a visiting

archeologist, Tom Andrews, picked it out during a sur-

vey of the nearby esker. Tent rings, stone chippings,

knife fragments, and hearths marked a dozen other

camps. A biologist found a chert spearpoint on the

Narrows beach; a few feet away were two spots covered

with lusher-than-normal vegetation—perhaps graves,

some biologists thought.

For as long as 7,000 years, said Tom, native people

have been traveling through the Barrens; the Narrows,

according to Dene elders, intersects an ancient tobog-

gan and birchbark-canoe route. In the language of the

Dogrib, the largest surviving Dene group, Eskers are

called wa'tah, or "long sand." Moise Rabesca, a Dogrib

hunting guide I later met, told me he usually camped

on esker flanks. "It protects you from the wind. That's

where you wait in some bushes for caribou to come by,

and you shoot them either from above or below." He
added, "You want to stay up there when you're hiking.

On the tundra you can come right up on a bear with-

out knowing it. On the esker you can see what's all

around you."

When Frank Martin, also a Dogrib, came to help

with bear research, he and I climbed the main esker and

sat next to the ancient tent ring while he smoked a cig-

arette. He laughed when 1 asked what he knew about

such rings. "In the old days they don't carry no tent or

map—they just navigate by themselves and shoot a

caribou and put its skin up here." By the sixties, only a

few Dogrib came in canoes with small outboard mo-

tors. Now, "nobody wants to lug that stuff around no

more—takes too long, costs too much." Along with

other Dogrib, Frank flies by charter plane to the lower

(and thus cheaper) parts of the Barrens a few days a year

to shoot caribou for community freezers. "I never been

out so far until today," said Frank, gazing at the same

awesome circular view of lakes, islands, and rocky hills

the occupants of the tent ring once saw. He stubbed

out his cigarette, and we sat in silence.

When my time on the Barrens was up, I flew back

to YeUowknife. I wanted to make one more stop, to

visit Moise Rabesca in person: we had only spoken by

phone. A warm host and a fountain of information, he

explained, "I only foUow the orders of my father. I

travel by Ski-Doo and plane. You don't touch the land

that way. You just go through it. But my father, he has

traveled there as people used to. Only if you have

touched the land can you tell a true story."

Ninety-five-year-old Suzie Rabesca and his wife,

Josephine, Live in something of an artificial Barren Land

now—a muddy grid where the ubiquitous dark spruces

of the endless boreal forest below the Barrens have

been mowed down for prefab government houses and

a big Catholic church. I mentioned my trip to Daring

Lake and asked Suzie if he had ever been there. "So you

have walked there," he said. "I myself have ne\'er been

to that exact place, but I know of it."

Then he said something that floored me. "Between

two lakes there is a big esker that runs down to a nar-

row place. There the water is flowing through very

fast," he volunteered. "A lot of caribou cross in this

spot. People used to wait in birchbark canoes to spear

them there in the water." For one who had never been

Musk oxen traverse

an esker in the

Barren Lands. These

cold-adapted

mammals range only

as far south as the

tree line.
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In the United States, many eskers have been d

Caribou tracks on

this Barrens esfcer,

top, mark an

established migration

route. Above: After

emerging from its

den, a tundra wolf

stretches. Facing

page: Eskers are not

limited to the Arctic;

this one snakes

across farmland near

Dahlen, North

Dakota.

diere, he was describing the Narrows in ^Ji\^d detail.

I told Suzie about the stone spearpoint on the

beach. He nodded and smiled. "Yes, that's been a good

hunting spot for a long time" he said. I told him about

the bear rocks near the beach. He replied, "The bears

hide behind those rocks and wait for the caribou to

cross. When they're almost on the shore, they come

out and kill them right there." I told Suzie about the

two lush, green spots on the esker beach we thought

were graves. He pointed toward the nearby cemeter\".

"You think there are a lot of people buried here? Well

there are a lot more buried out there on the land. They

are ever\'where." But those spots on the shoreline

—

those w-ere probably not graves at all, he said. "That is

where they used to dump the bones ofthe caribou they

kiUed." I'd forgotten that Suzie had said he'd never seen

this place. It didn't matter. He'd told a true story.

When my plane landed in New York, I immedi-

ately longed to return to endless skies, primeval

ug up for their sand and gravel. I

rockscapes, and abundant wildlife. But I couldn't. I
]

looked around me. It was hard to beUeve postglacial

New York once looked as the Barrens do—scraped

clean of trees, ahve with caribou and wolves. Geologi-

cal time and natural succession have changed things,

but eskers remain; in Maine their sandy, weU-drained

soils produce blueberries like the ones near Daring

Lake. Roads like Route 9 east out ofBangor sit on top

of them, lifting traffic out of surrounding bogs. From

Aurora, Illinois, to Pine River, New Hampshire, many

eskers shown on old maps are now just dwindling

gravel pits or have simply disappeared, transformed into

aggregate for tunnels, bridges, and roads. This erosion

took decades, not millennia.

I figured the next best thing to being in the Barrens

would be to take a look at a neighborhood esker.

B\Ton Stone, of the U. S. Geological Sur\'ey, obliged

by tracing a line with a yellow marker on a topographic

map of Ramsey, New Jersey a half hour from the

George Washington Bridge. It started out well enough:

B^Ton's map showed the mouth at what turned out to

be 7 Goose Cove Lane. When I drove up, a mo\Tng

sale vi^as in progress. Herds of neighbors grazed aim-

lessly amid the stuffed animals, ski boots, and old

clothes. But my eyes went straight to four rounded

boulders poking through the evergreen shrubs on the

chpped lawTi—exacdv like the ones on the esker near

the Narrows. Undoubtedly the^' were carried south by

ice, tumbled in the roaring esker stream, and left by

custom builders as decoration. 1 tried following the

esker, but ever\- trace was gone. B\Ton's yellow hne ran

up WyckoffAvenue, through the Spoiled Rotten Hair,

Nail and Skin Spa. and across a school playground.

Then, near a bike path, I saw it: a broad, flattopped

ridge fort\' or H&y feet high, running between the

backside of a shopping center and some two-stor\'

brick apartments. True, it was clogged with poison i\'\;

and a yellow concrete post informed me it had been

catheterized with a buried power line. But stiU it was

an esker. I followed it. I admired the way it s\vept

cleanly do\\Ti to the parking lots. I imagined a family of

wolves dug in by a fireweed garden, waiting for dinner

to walk by. I rehearsed my speech for any Ramsey cop

who might ask me what the hell I was doing here.

The esker reached its headwaters at the edge of a

new and unfordable river, the six-lane Route 17. Non-

stop traffic roared toward the shopping malls of Para-

mus, and Shoetown, on the opposite bank, was boom-

ing. Here at road's edge the esker had been excavated;

you could see its fine gravel mixed in \%dth a big pile of

discarded asphalt. A good place to dig. I walked back to

my car, glanced at the map, and got far more lost trying

to find the entrance to the Garden State Parkway than

I ever had in the Barren Lands.
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Sooner or later, everyone in Marrakech comes to the greai

By Philip D. Scliuyler

Pliotographs by Lori Grinker

"Eh, Monsieur," a voice called out to me as I walked

across Jamaa el-Fna, the great pubUc square in Mar-

rakech, twenty years ago. At the time was I living in

Morocco to do research in music and was used to being

accosted by strangers—usually would-be guides or stu-

dents hoping to practice their English. But this was dif-

ferent: the person beckoning to me from his seat on the

ground was a pubUc scribe, a man who reads letters and

composes legal documents for iUiterate clients. Scribes

are often expnts in numerology and other means of

divination, so naa-rally I was curious when he added,

"I know what yo'jr problem is."

"Oh?" I repbfd., squatting down. "What?"

"First tell me y:'Ur name," he said. I told him. "And

your mother's?" ! told him that too. He wrote them A Gnawa musician plays double metal castanets called qarageb.
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eiiublic square-site of a thousand and one entertainments

Astrology and numerology assist in the diagnosis of personal problems.

down in a small, hardcover notebook, convertnig the

letters to numbers and arranging them in a grid. After

a few calculations, he turned to a blank page and held

the book in front of me. "Put your finger here," he

said. When I compHed, he snapped the book shut,

trapping my finger between the pages.

"You're impotent," he said, diagnosing a problem I

had not been aware of I started to get up and leave.

"Don't move," he said sharply, and clamped down

harder on the book. "Ifyou pull your finger out, you'll

put yourself in serious danger."

"Well, what am I supposed to do?"

"Give me some money, a donation." I passed him a

dirham with my free hand. "Not enough," he said, but

he relaxed the vise slighdy, and I managed to pull loose.

"Look!" he said. There on the page a spindly drawing

of a man had appeared. It was only a stick figure, but it
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"Everything that has a beginning must come to an end," the storyteller says-but nt

managed to look ominous nonetheless. "Bring me a

thousand francs tomorrow, and we can begin your

treatment."

Divination is only one of scores of activities that

take place daily on Jamaa el-Fna, a fluid market for

goods, services, and above all, entertainment. Open-air

performances can be found in almost every Moroccan

city and country market, but the offerings in Mar-

rakech are special, perhaps because of the diversity of

the city's inhabitants. For hundreds of years after its

founding in the eleventh century, Marrakech was the

terminus of a trade route running southward to the

Niger River and ofanother running eastward to Cairo,

and its population today is a rich mixture of Arabs and

Berbers, light-skinned and dark, from the mountains,

plains, and desert.

The public square (actually Jamaa el-Fna is a huge

triangle joined at one corner to a somewhat smaller

rectangle) lies at the entrance to several of the Moroc-

can city's major markets and residential neighborhoods.

Cafes, restaurants, and small hotels in the surrounding

area cater to travelers and traders, while a large post of-

fice, a number of banks, and a police commissariat

serve local residents. The caravans of old are long gone,

of course, and even the intercity bus garages 'were

moved to a new facility a dozen years ago, but Jamaa el-

Fna remains the crossroads of the old city, and the en-

tertainment goes on much as before.

July 13, 1995. 7:00 A.M. Mohammed Bariz paces

nervously at the north end of the square. At this hour,

Jamaa el-Fna is nearly deserted, and delivery trucks and

bicychsts roll across the calm sea of asphalt as though it

were an empty parking lot. One of the cychsts, a boy in

his teens, comes to a stop in front of Bariz. Soon an-

other joins him, as do several pedestrians. Bariz nods

silently to several of the young men and continues to

pace; his mind, apparently, is on other matters. Finally,

when a dozen or so spectators have formed a loose

semicircle around him, he begins to speak.

Mohammed Bariz has been telling stories on Jamaa

el-Fna for the last five years, and for twenty-one years

before that—starting at age ten—he plied his trade

from market to market across northern Morocco. Some

of the tales he teUs can be read in compilations such as

Jlie Tliousmid and One Nights, but the rhythms and rep-

etitions of the text have a stronger effect on the ear than

on the eye. Then, too, the flexibUity ofperformance al-

lows the teller to embeUish—or ehminate—certain de-

tails as befits the audience. Bariz has stories for every

occasion, he says, stories that last an hour, stories that

last three days, stories that last a year.

Today he cells of a righteous and honorable man,

Ali Shar, whose iU-bred neighbors seek to corrupt his

honor. After several faQed attempts, they succeed in

getting him first drunk and then addicted to drink.

Professional mus/c/sns, Berbers from the Higf) Atlas mountains, play rribab.

Snake charming is a classic attraction.



'tis tale, not yet. We will have to come back tomorrow.

The public space provides a stage for diverse acts.

This is only the initial episode in a long tale of love,

loss, and the reversal of fortune, but all too quickly, it is

time to leave. One by one, the young men peel off the

circle and go on to other business, but before they go,

most step forward to hand Bariz fifty centimes or a

dirham. "Everything that has a beginning must come

to an end," Bariz finally says—but not this story, not

yet. We will have to come back tomorrow to hear the

next installment.

8:00 A.M. While Mohammed Bariz spins his tale,

El-Msebqi Hamid and his son wheel a pushcart up to a

spot about fifty yards away. Together they unload a

stool, a scale, some posters, and two large metal boxes.

Finally El-Msebqi takes out a short broom and, bend-

ing stiffly at the waist, carefully sweeps a broad circle

around the installation. This is his place, his office. The

service (or the diversion) that he provides is an old car-

mval game of test-your-strength: the two metal boxes

have spring handles and meters to measure the force of

one's grip.

El-Msebqi never seems to have any customers, but

perhaps he doesn't really need the income. Like many

of the older generation on the square, he fought with

the French army in Indochina in the early 1950s, and

now he has a veteran's pension. Nevertheless, he's there

every day, weather permitting, with a ringside seat for

all the other activities in the square. Over the years, he

has continued to update and expand his display, Kke an

ongoing project of postmodern art. The poster, a col-

lage of magazine clippings surrounding a photograph

ofArnold Schwarzenegger, exhorts you to bulk up like

the Terminator. With his tall, reed-thm frame folded

elegantly on a stool behind the poster, El-Msebqi

seems to be a dignified advertisement for a more aus-

tere Hfe style.

11:00 A.M. Throughout the middle of the day,

Jamaa el-Fna is devoted to various services, including

those of the scribes. Two or three dentists lay out their

tools—a couple of pairs of shiny pliers—and advertise

their expertise with mounds of extracted molars and

incisors. Shnmmfat (female seers) use colored beads,

playing cards, and occasionally, melted pewter to diag-

nose physical and personal problems. Other women do

elaborate designs in henna on their customers' hands

and feet. Until recently, this process for staining the

skin took an entire day and was, of necessity-, confined

to the home {see "Henna Party." by Maria Messina.

Natural History, September 1988). Modern technol-

ogy'—in the form of a fat syringe—makes it possible to

squirt out thin squiggles of the black-green paste tast

enough to cover a hand ^\^th delicate, lacy patterns in

less than half an hour.

The most stately displays are those of the Saharan

apothecaries, dark-skinned men in voluminous blue

robes and black turbans, who sit silendy behind a neat
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In the Moroccan Sahara, the apothecary gathers such potent materials as mercury

array of ostrich eggs, snakeskins, and dozens ot small tin

containers. Like many of his colleagues, Al-Hajj Al-

Mahjoub Arhabi spends about six months a year at

Jamaa el-Fna and the rest of his time back home in the

Moroccan Sahara, gathering such mundane substances

as kohl, rue, and thyme or such potent materials as

mercury, the powdered e)"es of aoudads, and the dried

gallbladder ot a jackal. From these materials, he con-

cocts elixirs to cure headaches, rheumatism, or 'worms

and amulets against infertility, infldeht^, or the e^al eye.

The only musicians out at this rime of day are the

snake charmers. They wait, lounging under large um-

brellas, until they spot a tour bus or a solo traveler with

a camcorder. Then they leap up, play a few notes on

the ghaita (a double-reed wind instrument), and pull

their snakes out ofbrighdy colored wooden boxes. For

a few dirhams, they will pose with the reptiles, touch-

ing tongues or staging a match between a snake and an

iguana. Or, if you prefer, they wdU drape one around

your neck so that you can get a snapshot to show the

folks back home.

The snake charmers may seem at best to be enter-

tainers, but many are members of religious associations

for which snake handling is a demonstration of faith.

One man, Hamad Nointi, claims to be an expert field

herpetologist, collecting snakes from the Sahara for re-

searchers at the Institut Pasteur.

3:00 P.M. Rachid Mahfoud is a boxing promoter,

but he's no Don King. He's just a sweet-tempered, gen-

tle man in his twenties, whose job it is to incite adoles-

cent boys to fight one another. "Here's the champion

ot Ethiopia," he says, holding up the hand of one vol-

unteer while he scans the audience for a likely oppo-

nent. "And there's his challenger, the champion of So-

malia." An appreciative chuckle arises from the crowd.

"This one's the son ofMike Tyson. That one's the son

ot Chuck Norris." As he laces up the gloves, Rachid

explains the rules: no kicking, no elbows, nothing

below the belt. Then he gets the two kids to shake

hands and turns them loose. During the fight, Rachid

leads the spectators in rhythmic clapping to inspire the

boxers and gives an elaborate blow-by-blow descrip-

tion worthy of the late Howard Cosell. The red gloves

flash in the sun, but the big roundhouse punches sel-

dom connect. Ver\' Uttle damage is done, except per-

haps to a fighter's ego.

5:30 P.M. From midafi;ernoon until sunset, Jamaa

el-Fna is packed so densely with halqat (circles of spec-

tators) that it can be hard to move from one side of the

square to the other. At the far end of the rectangle, Ba
Hjub, a blind zither player, leads a group of musicians

on the lute and a goblet-shaped drum in a set of urban

Ai-ab popular music. Out on the triangle, near a line of

carts selling freshly squeezed orange juice, a group of
Gnawa (members of a sub-Saharan rehaious associa-

An apothecary uses an anatomical model to explain ttie effects of his pharmacopeia.

Food vendors set up shop each evening and clear out by 5:00 a.m.
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wdered eyes of aoudads, and the dried gallbladder of a jackal.

Preacher, astrologer, strength tester, dentist: improve your mind and body.

tion) perform dances to the polyrhythmic accompani-

ment of big bass drums and metal clappers. Nearby,

two different troupes of trained monkeys do back flips,

and acrobats build a human pyramid four levels high.

Up in the middle of the triangle, Berbers from the

Middle Atlas mountains play songs oflove, using drums

and a violin held vertically on the knee. In the far cor-

ner, practically in the shadow of the Koutoubia

minaret, there are half a dozen groups of Berber per-

formers from the High Atlas mountains. Scattered

throughout are solo singers, astrologers, preachers, and

a contortionist.

Within each halqa, the onlookers provide a kind of

acoustical and visual isolation, but outside each circle,

the different sounds fuse into a chaotic music of the

spheres, punctuated by the burping of motorbikes and

the chiming of the water-sellers' bells.

6:30 P.M. Through a cloud of smoke, a mirage

arises. One hundred white carts have appeared, tended

by five hundred men in white coats, aprons, and hats,

as though the whole scene had been conjured up by a

storyteller's genie. At one end, a row of vendors stand

on boxes, ceaselessly spoomng a spicy, black broth over

tall piles o{ biboush (small snails); the shells click invit-

ingly as a chef serves up a bowl to a customer. Nearby,

at another stand, ropes of small sausage he loosely

coiled on the grUl. Elsewhere one can buy beef bro-

chettes; deep-fried, butterflied sardines; or steamed

sheep's head redolent of cumin.

Moroccans themselves are often distrustful of "mar-

ket food" and much prefer to eat at home; they pity the

travelers, foreign or domestic, who must take their

meals in public. The vendors on Jamaa el-Fna are well

regulated, however, and their ofierings are delicious.

They also give new meaning to the term fast food; the

kitchens, tables, and benches are not permitted on the

square until five in the afternoon—-just in time to get

ready for dinner—and they must be gone by five in the

morning to make way for the street sweepers.

8:00 P.M. From four in the afternoon until ten at

night, one group performs a continuous variety' show

that embodies nearly all the elements of entertainment

on the square—theater and music, acrobatics and mys-

ticism. The basic narrative thread is a situation comedy

about a young girl (portrayed by a man in a caftan and

veil), her ugly suitor, and the fathers of both the aspir-

ing groom and the bride-to-be. The story is presented

in a series of skits and bawdy one-liners commenting

on relations between the sexes and generations and

providing a parodied primer of marriage customs in

Morocco.

Between scenes, other performers take center stage.

One man spins a musket with the speed and aplomb of

a Texas majorette. A magician "swallows" a white

ping-pong biill and belches out a dozen more in difter-
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The performers have something to offer beyond thrills and laughter: their

ent colors. The master of ceremonies, Cherif. a mus-

cular man wth thick, shoulder-length hair and a bushy

mustache, does somersaults across the pavement \Adth

long daggers tucked in his belt. As the highlight of the

e\^iiing, he takes a swig of boiling water from a kettle

and spits it out in a fine mist, spraying the audience

with a moist blessing. A small band pro\ddes sound ef-

fects and musical interludes \\dth crisp precision.

Despite the humor, there is something a bit fright-

ening about this variety show. At one point, the magi-

cian, a man in his sixties, pretends to slaughter a snake

(which is, in fact, already dead) and then bloodies his

forehead with its fangs. Soon he rends his shirt to

shreds and harangues the audience like a man possessed.

Cherif, too, often dances as though in a trance. He
holds his hands behind his back and sways his torso

from side to side, snapping his neck to make his long

hair fly in the faces of the musicians. But when a

woman in the crowd hands him a few coins, he turns

suddenly to the audience, his eyes wdde in a penetrat-

ing gaze.

"Did you hear what this girl said to me?" he asks

the performers. "She said, 'I ask you one thing.'
"

"What's that?" the actors respond.

"She said, 'Cherif, pray for me and for my mother.

My mother is sick.'
"

"May God cure her."

Thus begins a long plea for contributions from the

audience. Charit)- is incumbent upon all good Mus-

lims, as Cherif points out, but the performers have

something to offer in return beyond thrills and laugh-

ter. Thefr talent is a di\-ine gift, and they can pass that

blessing on to their ^dewers.

Toward the end of the night, a member of the au-

dience, a gfrl in her midteens, enters the circle, dancing

with abandon, and then falls twitching on the ground

in front of the musicians. Sitting next to me, Moulay

Salem, the leader ot the group, does not seem sur-

prised. The girl has been coming to the lialqa for two

weeks now, he explains; she has no home, and she has

been troubled by spirits. The dancing gives her solace,

he says, and they are obhged to help as best they can.

The group will perform special prayers on her behalf

and give her the contributions that result.

In the end, it is hard to know where performance

ends and reality begins. On a few square feet of empt\-

pavement, with simple props and their o\\'n bodies, the

periormers and spectators together car\?e out a space,

and within it they build a world as persuasive as anv

special-eSects extravaganza from HoLl\-wood. That is

the true magic of a Imlqa.

9:20 P.M. "When the call to the evening prayer rings

out from the minarets of mosques across the cin', a

flowng tide of pedestrians pours out of the square,

some on their way to the mosque to pray, some just

The master of ceremonies in a variety troupe sprays spectators witti a swig of boiling water

Bells and flamboyant costumes announce the water sellers.
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Jline gift, and they can pass that blessing on to their audience.

A stuffed gazelle advertises an apothecary's shop off Jamaa el-Fna.

heading home. BicycUsts swoop among the crowd Hke

gulls in the surf. As the square clears out, cars pull in at

one end of the rectangle, parking for the night.

While shopkeepers put away their wares and shutter

their shops, a group of young workers starts an im-

promptu game of soccer with a plastic bag stuffed with

paper. The game dissolves as quickly as it started when,

somewhere off in the dark, an argument turns into a

fistfight. Friends try to intercede, and the hubbub

draws a crowd. The antagomsts have no regard for the

constraints of the circle, however, and when one chases

the other, the crowd trails along like the tail of a comet.

In minutes, two policemen arrive and hustle the mis-

creants off to the commissariat.

Now begins a quieter time on Jamaa el-Fna.

Within an hour, most of the remaining groups wiU be

gone, but a few others are just beginning their work-

day. The Gnawa, in particular, are musicians of the

night. These are not the same players who perform

drum-based, athletic dance music during the after-

noon; rather, they sing devotional songs to the accom-

paniment of a three-string lute of West African deriva-

tion. The leader's bicycle, balanced upside down on its

seat and handlebars, serves as a wall behind the musi-

cians, giving a semblance of privacy to the group. A
handful of spectators sit on the ground beside the mu-

sicians, conversing or joining in the songs. There is no

overt plea for money; the performance is more Hke a

gathering of friends. They wiU play until perhaps 4:00

A.M., deserting the square a litde before the street

sweepers arrive to clean up for another day.

10:30 P.M. Here and there across the square, groups

of men sit and talk, wrapping up the day. Rachid, the

boxing promoter, is joined by a few firiends, and soon

someone fetches a teapot and glasses from a cafe on the

side of the square. One of the monkey-tramers—

a

cousin of Rachid's, as it happens—comes over with a

favorite colleague, a young female Barbary ape. She

jumps onto Rachid's lap and snuggles up in his arms; he

responds with a Uttle scratch behind the ears and a kiss

on the nose. "Who's your friend?" he asks softly. "Who

do you love?" She stares up at him and deUcately lays a

paw on his face.

I never went back to the scribe who promised—or

threatened—to treat me for impotence r^vent\' years

ago. As I crossed Jamaa el-Fna at the end ot my brief

visit to Marrakech last summer, however, another

called out to me, just as before, "I know what your

problem is." Here we go again, I thought, but 1

crouched down anyway. "You're a good man," he said.

"The problem is, people envy you." I rather liked this

diagnosis—apparently I had made some progress in

rwenry years. Yet if en\7 was my problem, it was prob-

ably my own emy of my younger self, who could \-isit

Jamaa el-Fna every day of the year.
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By Richard Pritnack

of a Native
Earlier this century, the pink lady's slipper orchid—one

of sixty orchids native to the northeastern United

States—was a rarity in New England woods, hi the last

few decades, however, the species has become much

more common, so that hikers should no longer be sur-

prised to encounter the orchid's lovely pink, saclike

blooms during a day's excursion in late spring. Wood-

lands that once contained a few scattered plants now

have dozens, sometimes hundreds. In some areas

around Boston, where I work, this orchid is one of the

most abundant woodland plants.

The reason for the pink lady's slipper's past rarity is

fairly straightforward. Much of the eastern United

States was cleared for agriculture during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, ehminating the habi-

tat this orchid requires to prosper. Gradually, over the

last century, much of the forest has returned; but for

reasons that are not entirely understood, the orchid's

recovery has been slower. Perhaps the returning forests

did not have all the right conditions for the plants.

Lady's slipper seedlings, which for the first few years

ofUfe are just small white blobs of tissue below ground,

are completely dependent on an intimate association

with a soil fungus. A network of fungal filaments linked

to the blob absorbs water and nutrients and passes them

on to the seedling. (Once above ground and photosyn-

thetically self-sufficient, the orchid can return the

favor, providing the fungus with a carbohydrate boost.)

A century or more of farming may well have depleted

the soil of this crucial fungus.

The orchid's own unusual reproductive strategy

may also have delayed its recovery. A single, large pink

lady's slipper plant may produce many flowers, but

these blossoms rarely develop into fruits, even under

the best of natural circumstances. Containing no nectar

with which to attract pollinators, the flowers depend

on inexperienced bumblebees and other large insects

that visit the blossoms in a vain search for the sugary

liquid. If these visitors then fly off" and make the same

mistake with flowers of another pink lady's slipper, they

may transfer pollen between plants. Not surprisingly,

with such a hit-or-miss approach, the overwhelming

majority of flowers remain unpoUinated.

When successfully fertilized, however, one flower

may produce tens of thousands of tiny seeds. Experi-

ments with hand-polhnated plants show just how pro-

lific this orchid can be: a good 90 percent of these

flowers develop fruit with seeds. This makes the species

ideal for testing a major question in biology: just how
much of a toll does reproducing take on an individual?

Does it hurt future growth, survival, and reproduction?

For the last eleven years, at three field sites in east-

ern Massachusetts, I tried to find out by hand pollinat-

ing certain marked plants every time they bloomed and

then comparing them with a group of nonfruiting con-

trol plants. The results were clear: plants that bore fruit

paid a price. They put out much smaller leaves and

were significantly less likely to flower in subsequent

years. At one site, where a disease often blackened and

destroyed leaves, the average size of all plants declined

over the years, but the drop in size was most dramatic

in the hand-pollinated plants. The stress of disease,

added to the cost of producing fi-uits, was forcing these

plants to scale back dramatically.

At all three sites, plants that had produced fruit for

several years in a row seemed to have exhausted their

resources; many were very small and unable to bloom

at all. This, however, led to a period of enforced rest

and recovery. Last year, as I wrapped up my decade-

long lady's slipper project, I was glad to see several of

these plants, which I had almost come to regard as spe-

cial summer friends, flowering once again. D

Given a good patch

of forest floor, pink

lady's slipper

orchids, above, may

live for decades.

Nectarless and

seldom pollinated,

the flowers often

serve as little more

than pretty perches

for dragonflies,

facing page, and

other insects.



In the remote Chang Tang, the rare chiru contir||

Text and photographs by George B. Schaller
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,Snow Antelope
ancient, mysterious migrations

Ever since childhood, when I first

dreamed of watching rare animals in re-

mote places, I have been fascinated by the

Tibetan Plateau and its elusive antelopes,

or chirus. But this vast northern plains re-

gion, known as the Chang Tang in Ti-

betan, had been off-limits to outsiders

since the late 1700s and remained so dur-

ing most ofmy career as a field biologist. I

tlrst received the Chinese government's

permission to watch chirus in the uplands

adjacent to Tibet during three consecutive

field seasons from 1985 to 1987. Finally, in

1988, I was allowed to survey the chirus

and other Chang Tang wildlife within

Tibet itself. Since then I have returned

there almost every year.

While most large mammal communities

have been intensively studied during the

past forty years, northern Tibet's unique

ecosystem had remained virtually un-

known. My study area is as large as Cah-

fornia and is uninhabited, except for some

nomadic pastoralists around its periphery.

The vast, cold grasslands support wild

yaks, Tibetan gazelles, blue sheep, Tibetan

argah sheep, Tibetan brown bears, wolves,

snow leopards, Tibetan wild asses (or

kiangs), and, of course, chirus. (I prefer the

local name "chiru" because the animal is

not indisputably an antelope—but more

about its affinities later.)

My expeditions in Tibet included a

team of Tibetan and Chinese colleagues

from the Tibetan Plateau Institute of Biol-

ogy and the Tibet Forest Bureau, and

sometimes my wife, Kay. After several sea-

sons of work, we had located four migra-

tory chiru populations, each comprising

thousands of animals. Every May the preg-

nant females, accompanied by female

young born the previous year, surge north

for 200 miles or more, leaving the males

behind. They vacate the steppes, where

the abundant feather grass, or stipa grass, is

just beginning to turn green, and trek to

higher ground where forage is coarse and

scarce. There, on calving grounds whose

location still remains their secret, they give

birth in the latter part ofJune.

Unlike North America's caribou, which

linger on or near their calving grounds,

chirus soon hurry south again to greener

pastures. Females make this long round

trip during the stressful and exhausting

times of late gestation and lactation. Why
do they move into barren terrain just

I

Approximate main migration routes of female chirus, from winter ranges to calving grounds

^ Route traced ^—— Presumed route —— 100 miles —

^
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A male yearling paws tlie snow seekingforage.

when they most need high-quahty forage?

Perhaps calving in higher, more desolate

grounds keeps them away from wolves; or

perhaps certain plants there contain essen-

tial nutrients for the healthy growth of fe-

tuses and newborns. To many such ques-

tions, we do not yet have answers.

Western explorers first encountered mi-

grating chirus a hundred years ago. In

1897, a British inihtary officer in Tibet,

Capt. H. Deasy, came upon many animals

in a locaHty he named Antelope Plain. Six

years later another British officer, Capt. C.

RawHng, passed the same place as herds

were moving south and noted that "as far

as the eye could reach, were thousands

upon thousands of doe antelope and their

young . . . there could not have been less

than 15,000 or 20,000 visible at one time."

Our exploration of the region marked the

first by a Westerner since 1908.

Equipped with two four-wheel-drive

vehicles and a truckful of provisions and

gasohne, our 1992 expedition camped on

Deasy's Antelope Plain. We wanted to

track the herds on their migrations, but

after three w/eeks we stiU had not found

any chirus. Blizzard after bUzzard engulfed

us. My wife, Kay, and I spent a week

snowbound in our tent at 16,500 feet,

while our co-workers were similarly con-

fined. Summer days like these m the

Chang Tang are indistin2;uishable from

those of winter, so field studies progress

very slo'wly.

After each storm, the soil became a

quagmire. We crisscrossed several thou-

sand square miles, spending half our time

digging out the vehicles. Occasionally we

spotted a few chirus, mostly small, horn-

less females that seemed lost in the vastness

of the landscape.

Finally, we found several chiru herds

and discovered trails where thousands of

females had funneled through one valley,

moved high along the flanks of a snow-

covered massif, and vanished northward

across an expanse empty except for a few

stragglers. With my Tibetan co-worker

Dawa, I attempted to follow the trails on

foot into rough terrain. We climbed a

rocky incline to the top of a ridge, breath-

ing rapidly in the thin air at 17,000 feet.

Below was Heishi Beihu (Blackrock

Northlake), the far shore of its saline wa-

ters hned with volcanoes. No Westerner

had gazed on this scene before—the area is

one of the least visited places on earth.

Dawa and I scanned the huge basin floor,

with the braided chiru tracks leading into

it, and we knew it would be futile to fol-

low them toward the Kunlun Mountains

at the distant, northern edge of the Ti-

betan Plateau.

Alter backtracking several hundred

miles to a town called Shiquanhe to stock

up on suppHes, we drove east to the Arui

basin to await the chirus' return. Kay and I

had visited the basin twice before. Within

its 700 square miles are two lakes, Aru Co
and Memar Co {co means "lake" in Ti-

betan). Fresh water from the glaciated Aru

Range irrigates the lush pastures there,

which seasonally attract "antelope and yak

in incredible numbers," as noted by the

British captain (and spy) H. Bower in

1891. During our visit to the Aru basin,

we observed two packs of wolves preying

on everything from rat-sized pikas to blue

sheep, chirus, and yaks. I had tallied 681

wUd yaks here in 1990, a rare concentra-

tion since perhaps no more than 15,000

remain in existence, most of them scat-

tered throughout the vast Chang Tang.

Many male chirus idle away the summer

in the basin. In daytime, more than a hun-

dred males may crowd together into one

shallow pond, their massed horns jutting

up hke a forest of spikes. Perhaps, like cari-

bou, the chirus clump together to escape

the depredations of warble flies, which lay

eggs on the animals' legs. After hatching,

warble larvae burrow under a chiru 's hide,

where they riddle the skin with breathing

holes. When a fly is near, a chiru may be-

have as if berserk, leaping and racing head-

long to nowhere.

Chirus also commonly crouch in foot-

deep hollows that they dig in the sand and

silt. Sometimes, as I hiked across what

seemed to me an empty and shadowless

expanse, a chiru would suddenly pop from

its hollow as if from a subterranean abode.

Early explorers assumed that these

scooped-out depressions gave protection

from the bitter winds. I suspect, however,

that they mainly serve to protect the ani-

mals from cruising warble fhes.

From a high ridge at the northern rim

of the Aru basin, I looked past the

turquoise waters of Luotuo Co, or Camel

Lake. In the far distance, a slope seemed to

be in motion. Binoculars revealed a rip-

phng mass of some 2,000 chirus heading

west toward a snow-covered pass of the

Aru Range. The females were returning.

Over the next few days, herd after herd

surged along the same route. So intent

were they on their march, 1 was once able

to crouch in their path while the grunting

aniinals flowed around me. While perched
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on a ridge, I counted about 8,000 female

chirus and their young over several days

—

only a traction of the total, but all part of a

single population that occupies the west-

ern Chang Tang.

The Aru basin provides an easy route

southward to the grasslands, but the mi-

grating chirus carefully detoured around it.

I wondered why, but could only speculate

that they were following traditional paths.

Old beach lines indicate that water levels

in some Chang Tang lakes were once 600

feet higher than at present, and many for-

mer lakes are now dry basins. Toward the

end of the Pleistocene, the glaciers

Jl ! stretched down into the grasslands, and

stuBlake waters rose as glaciers began their re-

treat to higher ground. Migration through

the basin must have been difficult at the

I time, yet now, after 10,000 years or

lOiBimore—if my hypothesis is correct—the

itlii ' chirus still seem to adhere to their ancient,

( circuitous route.

I believe the harsh climate keeps the

I chirus balanced on the edge of existence,

for their numbers fluctuate widely de-

i pending on the weather's severity. During

I our 1992 field season, about 40 percent of

the returning females had their young at

I heel; two years before, during the same

season, half had offspring. The June bliz-

, zards had taken an extra toll of newborns.

One brutal snowstorm can reduce the

iOf

size of herds significantly. One day in Oc-

tober of 1985, after especially rough

weather in the eastern Chang Tang, chirus

plodded along knee-deep in snow, some

traveling beyond their usual winter range

searching for food. The temperatui'e had

dipped to below -40° F, the lowest my
thermometer could measure, and the

chirus were soon exhausted and starving.

Some came near herder's tents, where they

were either killed by dogs or shot. Thou-

sands died; we found 193 bodies in one

valley alone.

Starvation claimed few males during

that blizzard, but it killed many females

and young—probably because the smaller

animals expended proportionately more

energy. Later, during rutting season, most

ot the females, still weak, either missed es-

trus or did not conceive. A year later, only

about one female out of nine was accom-

panied during migration by a calf. The

storm's impact on reproduction had con-

tinued for two years.

As the females and calves move south

and spread out along the great winter pas-

tures of grass, they mingle with males; in

late autumn, both sexes congregate in spe-

cific areas that nomads claim are traditional

courtship grounds. One December, at the

beginning of the rut, we surveyed an area

of about 6,750 square miles and found

thirteen such aggregations, each with at

After a blizzard, males ciiidjcniales search jorjood.

least 150 animals and some with up to

1,200 individuals.

Witnessing the chirus' rutting behavior

led me to attempt to solve a longstanding

biological puzzle. On the basis of anatom-

ical comparisons, some zoologists had clas-

sified chirus with sheep and goats, while

others placed them with antelopes. Yet

chirus' horns closely resemble those of an-

telopes—not sheep or goats—and only the

males have them. I wondered whether the

chirus' rutting displays could provide any

clues to their evolutionary relationships.

I sat on an ancient beach line, quiedy

celebrating an ancient scene. A number of

males stood alone, their heads held high,

well apart from one another, advertising

themselves to the females that drifted casu-

ally around in small groups. The males at

first seemed territorial, possibly defending

patches of land. But they sometimes

chased each other at fuU tilt for as far as

half a mile—displaying impressive stamina

at these elevations—without returning to

their original positions. Occasionally, two

males would lock their long horns, push-

ing and twisting in bouts of strength much

hke those of typical antelopes. The Rus-

sian explorer and naturalist Nikolai Przhe-

valsky noted in the 1870s that "the combat

is fierce, and the long, sharp horns inflict

terrible wounds."

If a female came near a male, he tried to

hold her attention while he pranced stiffly

around, muzzle lilted to reveal his white

throat. He also lowered his head and

roared, while his white tail hairs waved in

the breeze like a Tibetan prayer flag. Usu-

ally the unimpressed female ambled or

trotted off, and as often as not the male

then tagged along. If a female remained

still, however, he approached from behind

with body low and muzzle stretched for-

ward and gently kicked her with a foreleg.

If she remained immobile, he took it as an

invitation to balance on his hind legs and

briefly mount her, with his body barely

touching hers.

The male chiru's dominance and court-

ship rituals were familiar to me: they re-

sembled roaring and chasing displays I had

seen in African impalas. (The gentle fore-

leg kick during courtship provided no clue

to ancestry, since it is also widely found

among sheep and goats.) While various
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The Fad for Shatoosh I

The chiru is at a special disadvantage: its

horns can be sold for use in traditional

medicines, and its wool—known as sha-

toosh—is traded internationally at pre-

niium prices.

Shatoosh, known as "the king of

wool," is the finest and most expensive

animal fiber in the world. Scarves of

woven shatoosh have retailed at between

S2,500 and $3,500 at high-fashion houses

in London, Paris, and New York, \vith

large shawls fetching as much as $8,500.

Indian traders have put out the story

that animals are not killed in the manu-

facture of shatoosh but that shepherds

collect the wool from bushes, where ani-

mals have shed their winter coats. In tact,

shatoosh is always obtained h'om the ille-

gal slaughter ot chirus.

Skins are sold to middlemen who
pluck the wool and smuggle it through

Nepal to India, even though this com-

merce is illegal under the Convention on

International Trade in Endangered Spe-

cies (CITES). Although chirus are strictly

ruminants mount in an upright posture,

most clasp the temale and lean heavily

upon her. Dik-dik antelopes and gazelles

are exceptions; like chirus, they barely

touch the female while mounting. On rare

occasions a male chiru stands with legs

stretched stiffly forward and backward

when urinating and then squats to defecate

at the same spot—a linked display that is

also found in gazelles, impalas, and prong-

horns. In short, no single behavior links

the chiru unquestionably to any other spe-

cies of antelope, but to me their courtship

and dominance behavior appear closest to

the gazelles and perhaps the impalas.

When George Arnato, of the Wildhfe

Conservation Society, recently analyzed

the chiru 's mitochondrial DNA, his results

pointed to an affinity with sheep and

goats, which agrees with some of the

anatomically based classifications.

Paleontologists believe antelopes split

protected in China, thousands continue

to be killed there. Their wool is

shipped to Kashmir, where skilled

weavers work the fine fibers into fabric,

sometimes mixed with goat cashmere.

In 1992, according to news accounts,

the wool of at least 13,000 chirus was .

confiscated in India. i|

CITES and the Chinese and Indian

governments have recently begun to

crack down on poachers and wool

dealers. Consumers need to know that c

shatoosh products are illegal, and that

'

each scarf represents at least two dead

chirus.—G. B. 5. gl

\
A forestry official displays confiscated horns.

ofl'from the sheep and goat lineages dur-

ing the Miocene, about eight million years

ago, when the Tibetan Plateau had almost

reached its present height. Perhaps the

Chang Tang provided a unique habitat in

which several members of the sheep and

goat family evolved. If so, the Tibetan ar-

gali, the blue sheep (which is most closely

related to the goats), the chiru, and the

more distantly related Tibetan gazelle may

all have originated here. If this region was

indeed a center of radiation, chirus may

retain traits from both antelope and goat

ancestors, which may explain the difficul-

ties in classifying them.

Six wild and four domestic ungulate

species live in the Chang Tang. In winter,

members of all these species, with the ex-
|

ception of the gazelle, depend largely on :

grasses and sedges for forage. So far, the

sparse population of pastoralists has coex-
|

isted with them, showing the resilience of



both tlie human and wildlife populations.

These upland steppes still represent one of

the finest undamaged grassland ecosystems

m the world. But what of the future?

No accurate chiru census has so far been

made, but I believe that in recent years the

species has suffered a precipitous decline,

largely because of commercial hunting for

its wool and horns. Gold mining and oil

drilling ventures pose additional threats.

The Tibet Forest Bureau estimates that up

to 58,000 chirus survive in Tibet, and

chiru populations remain in the neighbor-

ing Xinjiang Autonomous Region and

Qinghai Province. I would guess that

fewer than 75,000 chirus now remain in

e.xistence. In recent years I had watched

them with foreboding, fearful that my lim-

ited insights might ultimately serve only as

an obituary. But I'm pleased that efforts are

now being made on the chirus behalf.

In 1993, the governments of China and

the Tibet Autonomous Region estab-

lished the Chang Tang Reserve, setting

aside at least 109,000 square miles. Added

to the smaller, contiguous Arjin Shan Re-

serve, the total protected area is now al-

most as large as Germany. Meanwhile, ef-

forts are under way in Tibet, India, and

Western countries to halt the profitable

trade in chiru wool, which goes on even as

we are beginning to learn the secrets of the

animal's ecology and behavior.

About 3,500 families of pastoralists and

one and one-half million head of livestock

live within the reserve, mostly along its

southern and western borders. The chal-

lenge now is to work with the local people

to develop a plan that will permit them

and their livestock to carry on their tradi-

tional coexistence with the great wild

herds. With innovative planning, the re-

serve can be maintained in the kind of

ecological harmony that is a fundamental

tenet of Tibetan Buddhism.

I last visited the Chang Tang in the

summer of 1994. From one ridge I could

see the chiru herds moving across the wild

spaces northward toward their mysterious

goal, onward until they vanished into the

light as if stepping beyond the rim of the

world. I know that chirus must remain

part of this magnificent landscape. And I

know that there is hope. D
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(Contitniedfivtn page 23)

that the mriations must have been abrupt

and great. No doubt, if the neck of a

ruminant were suddenly to become greatly

elongated, the fore limbs and back would

have to be simultaneously strengthened and

modified; but it caimot be denied that an

animal might have its neck, or head, or

tongue, orfore-limbs elongated a very little

without any corresponding tnodification in

other parts of the body; and animals thus

slightly modified would, during a dearth,

have a slight advantage, and be enabled to

browse on higher tivigs, and thus survive. A
few mouthfuls more or less every day would

make all the difference between life and

death. By the repetition of the same process,

and by the occasional intercrossing of the

survivors, there would be some progress, sloiv

andfluctuating though it would be, towards

the admirably coordinated structure of the

I suspect that the giraffe's neck first be-

came an expHcit and contested issue

within evolutionary theory \vhen St.

George Mivart, a fascinating rebel in many

ways (a devout CathoHc in an Anglican

land, and an evolutionist firmly opposed to

the mechanism of natural selection), pub-

lished his 1871 critique ofDarwinism, Tlie

Genesis of Species. Mivart did focus on the

giraffe s neck, and he did present Dar\vin's

supposed case in the form that has become

canonical in modern high-school text-

books—that is, as a speculative tale about

natural selection. But note that Mivart

wrote to oppose Darwinism, and that ene-

mies tend to caricature and triviaUze the

doctrines they attack. Mivart stated:

Atfirst sight it would seem as though a

better example in support of "Natural

Selection" could hardly have been chosen.

Let the fact of the occurrence of occasional,

severe droughts in the country which that

animal has inhabited be granted. In that

case, when the ground vegetation has been

consumed, and the trees alone remain, it is

plain that ai such times only those

individuals (of what we assume to be the

nascent giraffe species) which were able to

reach high up would be preserved, and

would become the parents of the following

generation.

For the sixth and last edition of the Ori-

gin of Species (1872), Darwin added the

only chapter ever appended to his book

—

primarily to refute Mivart's attack. This

new chapter does discuss giraffes exten-

sively (although only to rebut Mivart) and

may be a primary source for the legend as

later developed (for almost all reprintings

and subsequent versions, up to our own

day, feature this sixth edition, and not the

first edition of 1859, which did not men-

tion giraffes' necks in the context of nat-

ural selection at all).

When we read Darwin's careflil words,

however, we encounter yet another irony

in our expanding hst. The giraffe's neck

supposedly supphes a crucial example for

preferring natural selection over Lamarck-

ism as a cause of evolution. But Darwin

himself (however wrongly by later judg-

ment) did not deny the Lamarckian prin-

ciple of inheritance tor characters acquired

by use or lost by disuse. He regarded the

Lamarckian mechanism as weak, infre-

quent, and entirely subsidiary to natural

selection, but he accepted the validity of

evolution by use and disuse. Darwin does

speculate about the adaptive advantage of

giraffes' necks, but he cites both natural se-

lection and Lamarckism as probable causes

of elongation. Thus, obviously, Darwin

never regarded giraffes' necks as an illustra-

tion for the superiority of natural selection

over other valid mechanisms. He writes in

two passages of the 1872 edition, marrying

Lamarck with natural selection:

By this process [natural selection] long

contirmed . . . combined no doubt in a most

important manner with the inherited effects

of the increased use ofparts, it seems to me

almost certain that an ordinary hoofed

quadruped might be converted into a giraffe.

In every district some one kind ofanimal will

almost certainly be able to browse higher than

the others; and it is ahnost equally certain

that this one kind alone could have its neck

elongatedfor this purpose, through natural

selection and the effects ofinaeased use.

We may summarize the main Une of this

meandering tale as a Hst of five ironies,

technically defined as statements where,

for humorous or sarcastic effect, the in-

tended meaning of words is opposite tq

their usual sense—as in "that's very smart!'

for a proposal you regard as consummated

dumb. In this story, none of the five his-l

torical facts arose for ironic intent. The!

irony occurs retrospectively, for each facq

subverts the legend that "everyone knows''i|

about tall giraffes—namely, that long

necks for high leaves provides a splendid il-

lustration for the superiority of Darwinian

natural selection over Lamarckian use and

disuse. The joke, in other words, is on the|

siUy canonical legend as recounted in all|

modern te.xtbooks.

1. Lamarck mentions giraffe necks inl

one passing paragraph of speculationl

within a chapter devoted to much longer!

examples regarded as far more important.

2. Darwin does not cite the case at all in
|

the first edition of the Origin of Species. He I

does tell a giraffe story in the just-so mode,

but from the body's opposite end—the tail?

rather than the neck. Darwin's only quick

'

phrase about giraffe necks illustrates the!

opposite theme of inherited stabUity (re-

tained number of neck vertebrae), rather]

than novel adaptation.

3. When Darwin, in his longer and I

more technical book of 1868, does discuss]

giraffe necks in the context of natural se-

lection, he does not present the standard I

just-so story of pure speculation, but

rather uses giraffes to exemphf)' the diffi-

cult and crucial issue of how gradualistic

natural selection can build a complex
'

adaptation of many coordinated parts (the

neck and all the supporting structures).

4. Mivart, in attempting to refiite Dar-

winism, tells the just-so story that would

become traditional, but he does so to car-

icature a theory he opposes.

5. When Darwin responds to Mivart in

the last edition of the Origin of Species, he

does interpret giraffe necks as adaptations

for feeding on high leaves, but he argues

that natural selection worked in concert

with Lamarckian forces! (So much for a '

"classic" illustration of why the giraffe's

neck leads us to prefer Darwin over

Lamarck.)

I don't know (but would love to find

out) ho\v and where the legend's modern

form originated in such striking contrast

to alleged historical sources. Henry Fair-

field Osborn. the dominant paleontologist
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of his era, and longtime director of the

American Museum of Natural History,

gave the "standard" version in his popular

book Tlse Origin and Evolution oj Life

(1918):

Tlie cause ofdifferent bodily proportions,

such as the very long neck ofdie tree-top

browsing giraffe, is one ofthe classic

problems ofadaptation. In the early part of

tlie nineteentii century Lamarck attributed

the lengthening of the neck to the

inheritance ofbodily modifications caused by

the neck-stretching habit. Damnn attributed

the lengthening oftlie neck to the constant

selection ofindividuals and races which were

born with the longest necks. Danvin was

probably right.

This version has held ever since. Read-

ers may well ask why we should devote

energ\' to tracing such historical arcana.

Why not let sleeping dogs he and siUy leg-

ends propagate, especially if tall tales do no

harm? I gave some theoretical reasons for

interest eadier in this essay, but I also wish

to stress a practical concern. Ifvi^e choose a

weak and foolish speculation as a primary

textbook illustration (talsely assuming that

the tale possesses a w'eight ot historT,- and a

sanction in evidence), then we are in for

trouble—as critics properly nail the partic-

ular weakness and then assume that the

whole theon." must be in danger if sup-

porters choose such a fatuous case as a pri-

mary' illustration. For example, in his anti-

Darwinian book cited earlier (and

epomTnously named Tlie Neck of the Gi-

raffe), Francis Hitching teUs the stor^' in the

usual form:

Tlie evolution of the giraffe, the tallest living

animal, is often taken as classic evidence

that Damnn was right and Lamarck wrong.

Tlie giraffe evolved its long neck, it is said,

becaiue natural selection choose those

aniniak best able tofeed off tlie highest

treetops, where there is most food and least

competition.

Hitclmig then adds: "The need to sur-

\Tve by reaching ever higher for food is,

like so many Darwinian explanations of its

kind, litde more than a post hoc specula-

tion." Hitching is quite correct, but he re-

buts a 6iry story that Darwin was far too

smart to tell, but that entered our high-

school texts as a classic case nonetheless.

Eternal vigilance, they say, is the price of

freedom. Add inteUectual integrity to the

cost basis.

As a closing point, we might excuse this

thoughdess repetition of an old legend

without presumed historical sanction if

later research had established the truth of

But girafies also use their necks fo;

other prominent and crucial activities)

Male giraffes, for example, estabHsh domi-

nance hierarchies by frequent and pro

longed bouts of "necking," or swini

their large neck into the body of an oppo-

nent. These contests are more than merely

symbohc, as the long neck propels thi

head \\-ith substantial force, and the bony

horns atop the head can inflict consider-

The tale is a fairy story that Darwin
was far too smart to tell, but that

entered our high-school texts as

a classic case nevertheless.

the tale nonetheless. But when we turn to

giraffes themselves, ^ve encounter the final

irony of this long ston,'. Giraffes pro\=ide no

established e\adence whatsoever for the

mode of evolution of their undeniably

usefrJ necks.

All giraffes belong to a single species,

quite separate from any other ruminant

mammal, and closely related only to the

okapi (a rare, short-necked, forest-

dwelling species ot central Africa). Giraffes

have a sparse fossil record in Europe and

Asia, but ancestral species are relatively

short necked, and the spott}' e\"idence

gives no insight into how the long-necked

modem species arose. (Tlie Giraffe: Its Biol-

ogy, Behavior and Ecology, by A. I. Dagg and

J. B. Foster, published in 1976, gives an

excellent and thorough account of all

major aspects of giraffe biolog\'.)

When we study the frinction of long

necks in modem giraffes, we encounter an

enibarras de richesses. Almost amthing im-

portant in the hfe of a giraffe involves

some use of the remarkable neck. Giraffes

surely employ their long necks (and their

long legs, long faces, and long tongues) to

reach high-growing acacia leaves. Giraffes

therebv bro^^se several teet ot vegetation

exploitable by no other ground-dweUing

mammal. The champion giraffe reached

an astonishing nineteen feet, three inches

in height. Groves ofAfrican acacia trees (I

have seen this phenomenon in the field)

are often denuded below a sharp line rep-

resenting the highest reach oflocal giraffes.

able damage upon contact. Da^ and Fos-

ter describe a bout between two males

named Star and Cream:

Tlie two bulls . . . stood side to side, head

to tail, close together, each with his legs

apart under him for balaiue. Suddenly Star

lowered his head and whipped it, horns

foremost, at Cream's trunk, conneaing with

an impact that was heard easily from 40

meters away. Cream lurched sideways,

collected himselfand returned the blow with

his head, striking Star on the neck. Star

then aimed at Cream'sfront legs and

knocked tliem outfont under him with a

blow ofhis head.

Dagg and Foster describe potential out-

comes:

Tlie losing giraffe in such a struggle does not

always escape so easily. His head may be

gashed during a fight or he may be knocked

to the ground unconscious. . . . In such a

contest in the Kruger National Park one of

the contestants was killed. He had a large

hole immediately behind one ear where his

top neck vertebra had been splintered by a

blow; part of the splinter had pierced the

spinal cord.

Interestingly, giraffes fight predators

(primarily hons) by kicking, but their sex-

ual combats proceed by necking, never by

kicking. Thus, this fimction of the neck

seems to represent a specifically evolved
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behavior for a particular circumstance.

Giraffes also use their neck in several

other ways: as a "look-out tower" to spot

predators and other dangers, and as a de-

'!* vice to increase surface area and shed heat

(giraffes, unlike almost all other large

African mammals, do not seek shade and

ican remain in the sun). Both these func-

tions have been viewed by prominent sci-

entists as a chiefreason for the evolution of

long necks. In addition, giraffes deftly shift

their center of gravity by appropriate

movements of the neck—and these ma-

neuvers are crucial to a wide range of ac-

tivities, including rising from a lying posi-

tion, running, and climbing fences and

other barriers.

We may now return to the central

theme of this essay—the dissociation of

current utility from historical origin—and

understand why the giraffe's neck cannot

(provide a proof for any adaptive scenario,

(Darwinian or otherwise. Giraffes do in-

deed use their long neck to browse leaves

! at the tops of acacia trees—but such cur-

rent function, no matter how vital, does

not prove that the neck originally evolved

for this purpose. The neck may have first

lengthened in the context of a different

use, and then been co-opted for better

dining when giraffes moved into the open

plains. Or the neck may have evolved to

perform several functions at once. We can-

not know the reasons for historical origin

by listing current uses.

When we consider the full range of cur-

rent functions, we can be fairly confident

that some uses must be secondary, and

therefore cannot be the source of historical

origin. I can't imagine, for example, that

long necks evolved to help giraffes maneu-

ver in running, jumping, and getting up

—

because the problem only arose when gi-

> raffes acquired a long neck in the first

place, and solutions to problems can't be

sources of the problem.

But other functions may well be origi-

nal—and the famous reaching for leaves

could arise as a largely secondary effect.

Since natural selection works fundamen-

tally by differential reproductive success,

and since sexual combat among males so

often acts as a primary determinant ofsuch

Darwinian benefit, we could state a plausi-

ble case for regarding sexual success as the

chief adaptive reason for evolving a long

neck, with the much vaunted browsing of

leaves as a distinctly secondary conse-

quence. In short, we have no basis for any

firm assertion about the most famous in-

quiry among Darwinian just-so stories:

how did the giraffe get its long neck?

This essay therefore features a double

whammy in pursuit of a primary theme

—

the dissociation of current utility from his-

torical origin. In the realm of ideas, cur-

rent use of the giraffe's neck as the classic

case of Darwinian evolution does not

grow from firm and continuous historical

roots. The standard story, in fact, is both

fatuous and unsupported. In the realm of

giraffes, current use of maximal mam-
malian height for browsing leaves does not

prove that the neck evolved for such a

function. Several reasonable alternative

scenarios exist, and we have no evidence

for preferring any plausible version over

another. Caveat lector.

Why then have we been bamboozled

into accepting the usual tale without ques-

tioning? I suspect two primary reasons: we

love a sensible and satisfying story, and we

are disinclined to challenge apparent au-

thority (such as textbooks). But do re-

niember that most satisfying tales are false.

The seventh-inning stretch predated Mr.

Taft, and the story of kingly rising before

the "Hallelujah Chorus" has no estab-

lished foundation either. Polonius may

have been an old bore, but he did give

some good advice to his son in the famous

speech that Laertes surely failed to process

because he was trying so hard to leave

town. Among other tidbits, Polonius em-

phasized the importance of overt appear-

ance—and we would do well to remember

his counsel. Darwinian evolution may be

both true and powerful, but ifwe continue

to illustrate our conviction with an inde-

fensible, unsupported, entirely speculative,

and basically rather silly story, then we are

clothing a thing ofbeauty in rags—and we

should be ashamed, "for the apparel oft

proclaims the man."

StephenJay Gould teaches biology, geology, and

the history ofscience at Harvard University. He

is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary Curator in

Invertebrates at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History.
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How did the cold-Avater cod

become a Caribbean staple?

By R^b Walsh

It was Saturday night in the village of

Layou on the island of Dominica, and the

tiny main street Tvas one big party. From a

boombox on a wdndowsill a throbbing

reggae beat blared, and there ^vas dancing

in the streets.

In the center of the action, at a shack

called Jeff's Place, people were queueing

up for Layou s favorite fast food: the tiny

sandwiches called bakes. As ^ve stood in

Une, I admired the portraits of legendary

Caribbean cricket stais that decorated the

walls. Although the chalkboard menu of-

fered several variations, every customer in

the line had ordered "salt fish" bakes. I

watched the cook prepare them by cutting

fried biscuits in halfand stuffing each with

shredded salt cod drenched in hot sauce.

My Dominican friend Michael Fagan

and I went outside and sat on a low w^all to

eat our bakes and watch the festhdties. The
bakes w?ere tasty, but I asked Michael how
come everybody arotmd here was so craz\'

about salt fish. "I don't know, butwe ate it

all the time when I was growing up," he

said with a shrug.

In the eady days ofCaribbean coloniza-

tion the term "salt fish" Avas also used to

describe herring, haberdine, and Poor

John, but nowadays the name is synony-

mous with salt cod. It's easy to understand

w"hy early colonists depended on these

old-fashioned ship's provisions, but I was

dumbfounded by the modern popularit\-

of imported salt cod. After all. Caribbean



waters are home to a \¥ide variety ot deli-

licious fresh fish.

The next afternoon, Michael and I re-

I

laxed on the front porch of his mom's

I house drinking Dominica's traditional

cocktail, gin and coconut water, while we

watched cricket practice. Michael's mom,

. Sybil Fagan, came out with a huge plate of

I salt fish fritters (or accras as they are

known here) to tide us over until dinner.

[
hi minutes, Michael and I had emptied the

'whole plate of fritters, along with a half

Ibotde of Bello's Hot Pepper Sauce, which

I'

we used for dipping.

Mrs. Fagan gave me a few recipes for a

t cookbook I was working on and reminded

me that the tradition of salt fish in the Car-

ibbean dates back to the days of slavery. I

knew about this bit of history; I also knew

that salt cod had played a huge role in the

I culinary heritage of Canada, the United

States, and Europe. Yet while American

and European consumers abandoned salt

cod in favor of the more appetizing tresh

and frozen fish that became widely avail-

able early in this century, salt cod never fell

from favor in the Caribbean. I had to delve

into this historical mystery.

There are fifty-nine species in the fam-

ily Gadidae of the order Gadiformes, many

of which, like pollock, hake, and Pacific

cod, are important food sources. But none

has played such a pivotal role in world his-

tory and Caribbean cuisine as the Adantic,

or common, cod, Gadiis niorlniii.

The cod inhabits the cold waters of the

Adantic from the Barents Sea to the Bay of

Biscay on the European side. With its

three dorsal fins, spotted uppers, broad tail,

and small, whiskerhke barbel, the cod has

become the very caricature of a tish.
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On British tax stamps of colonial Amer-

ica and on early colonial coins, the image

of the cod symbolized wealth and trade. A
painted wooden sculpture known as the

Sacred Cod still hangs in the Massachusetts

State House to remind lawmakers of the

commonwealth's dependence on cod fish-

ing. All of this reverence seems a little

quaint, since nowadays most of us only en-

counter cod in the form ot fish sticks.

But long before the fish stick, there was

the stick fish. The Anglo-Saxon v/ord cod

comes from the word gad or goad, meaning

a "stick." The name probably refers to the

short rods on which the fish were

stretched to dry. Cod has been in demand

as a food since prehistoric times, but it is

the split, dried, and salted form that fig-

ured so prominently in history.

In the eighth century, the Roman
Catholic Church changed the rules on re-

ligious fasting and allowed fish to be eaten

on Friclay and during Lent. Fresh fish

spoiled quickly and was only available near

the coast during the fishing season. Salt

cod, however, was available everywhere,

and it would keep for years if properly

stored. Although the religious faithful of

the era ate a lot of it, they probably found

the long shelf Ufe more endearing than the

taste. So did military and naval strategists

for centuries to come.

A cheap, compact, and long-lasting pro-

tein source, salt cod came to be ubiquitous

on ships; sailors called it the "beef of the

sea." The exploration of the northern seas

was prompted in large part by the demand

for more cod. Sailing ever greater distances

in search of large schools, European fisher-

men eventually hit the jackpot on the off-

shore banks that stretch from Cape Cod to

Movablefish:

Many a cod thai

is salted and

dried ill Norway,

opposite page,

will ei'ciitiially

he sold ill the

Caribbean, as at

this bodega in

SanJuan,

Puerto Rico.

Labrador. The first documented report of

these incredibly abundant fisheries was

filed byJohn Cabot, who visited the banks

in 1497.

The famed ornithologist Robert Cush-

man Murphy, of the American Museum of

Natural History, once remarked, "The

Spaniards came to the New World for

gold, but the Portuguese, English, and

French came for codfish." Thanks to salt

cod, Canada and New England becaine

one corner of the profitable Triangular

Trade. From 1645 until the beginning of

the American Revolution, shipowners

amassed fortunes in salt cod and rum from

New England, slaves from Africa, and mo-

lasses from the West Indies.

In the Caribbean, North American cod

producers found a ready market for the

low-grade salt cod that was not good

enough tor their European customers.

Planters of the West Indies found it more

profitable to feed their slaves cheap salt cod

than to devote precious slave labor to food

production. And they bought enormous

amounts of it. From 1765 to 1775, ships

from Salem, Massachusetts, typically car-

ried 12,000 quintals (a quintal is 220

pounds) of salt cod to Europe and the

same amount to the West Indies.

Although it was always an important

food source, salt cod was never considered

much of a delicacy. In Europe it was the

food ofpenance and Lent. Most sailors de-

spised it, if only because they ate it so

often. But the salt cod fed to slaves reached

a new low in culinarv appeal. Dry, tough

as a board, and incredibly salty, the low-

grade salt cod the slaves ate often received

Htde more preparation than a hght roasting

on an open fire.
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You'd think that when slavers' was abol-

ished in the Caribbean, the former slaves

would have turned their backs on cheap

slave provisions like salt fish, in favor of

fresh fish that they could now catch them-

selves. But in 1963, the Canadian Atlantic

Salt Fish Commission reported that the

total amount of salt fish sold in the Carib-

bean islands from all sources totaled 77,000

metric tons.

Tradition, the lack of refrigeration, and

the comparatively low price of salt fish

might account for some of its lasting pop-

ularity- here. But still it seemed odd to me
that an area blessed with an abundance of

excellent fish would import so much salt

fish from another part of the \\orld.

Some weeks later, on another Carib-

bean island, I had an interesting insight

into this fishy mystery. I was walking along

the docks of FrenchtoviTi in Saint Thomas

^^'ith a friend of mine, and we stopped to

watch a fisherman selling his neon-colored

catch of triggerfish, parrotfish, and other

reef fish to some locals. When 1 bent over

to examine the brilliant array of fish, my
friend whispered, "I hope you're not plan-

mng on bu\dng those for dinner."

"Why not?" I asked.

"Haven't you ever heard of ciguatera?"

Sybil Pagan's Salt

Fish Accras

(Fritters)

You'U find salt cod in ethnic food stores

(and even some supermarkets), where it

is often referred to by its Spanish name,

bacalao. First, wash the fish and boO it in

fresh water. Then soak it to soften the

meat and remove some of the salt. How
long you soak it depends on the age of

the fish and how much salt you want left

in it. Three to five hours is average.

After it is soaked, shred the meat off

the skin with a fork, removing any

bones. Taste to check the salt level; iftoo

salty', rinse the fish again.

1 pound shredded saltfish

14pound self-risingfiour

he asked incredulously as he led me out c

the fisherman's earshot. Indeed I hadn';

But as he fdled me in on tropical fish poil

soning, a Ught bulb went on in my head. I

Ciguatera s^inptoms—actually cause-

by toxins in microorganisms eaten by re^ii

fish—include diarrhea, abdominal pair

nausea, and sometimes such neurologies
J

problems as sensing hot as cold and cold aJ

hot. The disease is rarely fatal in the Carl

ibbean (the South Pacific varietv' is mor

lethal), but it can be very serious. And yoJ

can't neutralize the poison by cooking ol

freezing the fish.

According to physician Donna Bhthe,

;

ciguatera expert, the first pubhshed reportJ

of ciguatera date back to a group of Span-I

ish sailors who became iU after eating fislj

stew on a ship in the Caribbean in 1551

J

No doubt those Spanish sailors decided td

stick to salt cod after that gourmet experi-J

ment. Folklore and herbal remedies attrib-

uted to the Ara\\'aks and Caribs suggestji

that they knew about ciguatera, too.

Could it be that people in some parts oA

the Caribbean came to prefer salt fish over]

fresh fish because they were wary o£

ciguatera poisoning?

It's an interesting question. If ciguateral

really is one ofthe reasons that salt fish be-

4 scallions, choppedfine

2 cloves garlic, minced

Pinch ofground cloi'es

2 teaspoonsfiesh thyme leaves, choppedfine

1 tablespoon Caribbean pepper sauce

1 egg, beaten

Oilforfrying

Mix the fish \\'ith the egg and season-

ings. Add a few tablespoons of flour and

a tew tablespoons of water to mix well.

Keep adding flour and water alternately

until the mixture forms a thick batter.

Using a nonstick utensil, spoon the

mixture into Ti inches of hot oil. Test

the temperature of the oil bv first f]r\'ing

one fritter. It should be golden brown

on the outside and cooked through. (If

the oil is too hot. the fritter \\'ill bro\Mi

too quickly and remain gummy on the

inside.) Drain on absorbent paper and

sen'e ^^^th lots of hot sauce and beer.
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came so prevalent in the islands, I'm sure

It's only part of the story. It's also true that,

like cricket and gin, salt fish has remained

popular simply because it is a tradition that

has become an acquired taste.

But at the Fagan family dinner table in

Dominica, I began to realize that the salt

fish tradition in the Caribbean may be

coining to an end. Sybil Fagan complained

that over the last five years alone, the price

of salt fish has tripled. "Salt fish is becom-

ing more like a dehcacy now. It's not an

everyday food like it used to be."

The steep rise in price is the result of

the devastated ecosystem off the coast ot

North America. From the late 1950s until

the late 1970s, enormous, floating fish-

processing factories from Russia, Ger-

many, and other nations all but wiped out

the North American cod population.

In 1968, they pushed the combined

catch off Newfoundland and Labrador up

to a record 810,000 tons—a 200,000-ton

increase over two years earlier. During the

next decade, there was a steady drop in the

cod population, despite the establishment

of restrictive fishing quotas. In 1977, the

United States and Canada extended their

territorial waters out to 200 rrules to stop

fishing by boats from other nations. But

instead of allowing the cod to replenish

themselves. North American fishermen

simply took up where the foreigners left

off and continued overfishing. After 1990,

a sudden, precipitous drop led to the utter

depletion of the fishery. In 1992, Canada

closed the Grand Banks offNewfoundland

to all cod fishing, but the effort came

much too late. Some fear that Newfound-

land's codbanks may be fished out forever.

To make up for the disappearance of so

much tonnage from the world's food sup-

ply, the fishing industry is now putting

pressure on other waters and other species.

As the repercussions of the cod catastro-

phe ripple across the world, I'm afraid that

we are going to learn much more about

the interdependent nature of our planet's

food resources. One thing's for sure. The

destruction of an underwater ecosystem in

the frigid seas off Canada is already chang-

ing life in the tropics.

Ciilinaiy adventurer Robb Walsh writes aboiii

food for the Austin Chronicle.
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Discoverer. Explore remote villages along trie Sepik

River and trie enchanting Trobriand Islands.

Overland Adventures • Scuba Diving • Flying Safaris

Melanesian Tourist Services
"You could Just visit PNG, or you con live Itr

302 West Grand Ave.. Ste 10 B

El Segundo. CA 90245

(310) 785.0370FAX: (310) 785-0314

Papua New Guinea

NATURE TRAVEL

THE AMERICAS & AFRICA

HOLBROOK
GUIDED NATURAL HISTORY TOURS

TRAVEL
Holbrook tours are developed tvith an

educational focus, and are based on the

escorted university tour model ^^^ You

are ensured an enriching holiday, as each

tour has an educational leader who is an

expert in their field; has a local guide to

complement the expertise ofthe leader; and

is limited to no more than 16passengers.

,m. We also organize customized,

independent travel to Latin America and

Africa, ^fl^ Holbrook Travel has 22years

ofexperience creatingguided educational

tours to all corners ofthe natural world.

'^ Please call usfor a catalog.

800-451-7111

fax; 352-371-3710 e-mail: travel@holbrook.usa.com

Internet: http://www.gorp.com/holbrook.htm

3540 NW 1 3th Street. Gainesville. FL 32609

NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand.

Simply Remarkable.'

The splen(Jor of nature abounds in New
Zealand from misted mountains to sunny

shores, from tropical rainforests to tranquil

lakes. Explore the natural wonders of New
Zealand with Collette Tours. Visit a glow-

worm cave in Rotorua; watch spouting

geysers and bubbling mud pools at the

Whakarewarewa Thermal Reserves and

cruise through the glacier lined fjord of

Milford Sound.

For a vacation filled with beauty, adventure,

culture, and more - the choice is New
Zealand and Collette Tours, naturally.

For More Information and Free Brochures,

Call 800-248-8943,

Or From Canada 800-468-5955

Contact Your Travel Agent

For Reservations

ANTARCTICA

Indepih
Yours ^

Antarctica, So. Georgia & Fallilands

Nov. 22 - Dec 20

Join our non-smoking expedition on the

beautiful Alk Tarasova! 25 landings planned.

Tanzania Seious/ Zanzibar Safari

Jul. 20 - Aug. 4

Cheesemans'
Ecolo^a/Birding Safaris

20800 Kittredge Road, Saratoga, CA 95070

800-527-5330 since 1980

CANADA

MiLi/dLS£'
Journey with us to Churctiill,

Manitoba to view & photograph
the Great White Beors, close-up,

in a Tundra Buggy? or our Tundra
Bunkhouse Lodge. Oct tours from

$1795

J^l^// For a free brochure coll

NTERN.TioNAL 1-800-368-0077

PO Box 163ZVashon,WA 98070 NH12

I
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAW ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free book-

let ax'ailable. Gallep,' of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202

Lexington Avenue, Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

BEYOND ATLATLS and Anowheads lies Geo-Art.

Over 6,000 examples of Native American Stone

Sculpture. Provocative, unconventional. Available

for \iewings. Lecture uith slide show and hands on.

Write for free brochure to: Geo-Art Box 41 Pomona,

NY 10970 or CaU 914-352-0473 Wed & Thurs 5-8PM

Ask for John.

BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATION ofnew Canadian tree

fruit varieties. Limited Edition 500/s&n. SIOOUS.

Kelowna Museum, 470 Queensway, Kelowna Mu-
seum, 470 Queenswav, Kelowna, B.C. Canada VIY
6S7

Books/Publications

DO YOU HA\'E A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

OLT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geolog>', Archaeolog}',

Natural Histon' and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Companv, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH WTTH RUTLEDGE BOOKS Become a

published writer by joining our qualit\' publishing

plan. We will create, advertise, and market vour
book. Personalized ser\ice. Send for a free brociiure

todav Rutledge Books, Dept. NHE Box 315, Bethel,

CT 06801.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited. Attrac-

tive books, publicit}', advertising, quality ser\'ice,

covering 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for fact

filled booklet and Free manuscript evaluation. Carl-

ton Press, Dept. NHE 11 W. 32nd St., New York, NY'

10001.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 50 years experi-

ence wiU help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. River-

cross Publishing Inc. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Sfreet,

New York, NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-State Book Ser\'ice, Box 3253J, San Clemente,

CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976.

Computer Software

^.Eastern Birds by Sight & Sound
CD-ROM for the Mac.

Online manual and games help you
learn with 1700 color illustrations and
300 songs. S35.00 -i- s/h. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Info/order 1-402-467-

4484 or http://www.natureware.com

NatureWare

Education

Learn PHOTOGRAPHY in your spare time.

Turn your creativity and love of nature into

a satisfying liobby or exciting new career! i'

Call now for FREE INFORMATION!

S 1-800-595-5505 Ext. 1011 Mr
n0^SYsr£MS^= Dept.A9D056i

925 0akSt.,S:ranton PA, 18515

Employment Opportunities

ASSEMBLE CRAFT PRODUCTS at home! Easy
work! Excellent extra income! Program Guaranteed!

Call now: 1-800-377-6000, ext. 8800.

t i

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble prod-

ucts at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES-Monthly
bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV, PO. Box 547158, Surfside,

FL 33154 (305) 866-0084

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
I

Send name, address: Calco Publishing (Dept. C-89

500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your smaU

)

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded
[

message: (707) 449-8600.(LAl)

SMALL BUSINESS "GOVERNMENT LOANS" I

A\'ailable Nationwide! It's easy when you know
how! CaU "NIC" 1-800-226-3601, ext. BF8800.

Merchandise/Gifts

KITES
* FREE COLOR CATALOG
I
Choose from over 200 exciting kites

I
• Many unusual & innovative designs

I Call or write for your catalog today!

I Into The Wind • (soo) 541-0314

|1408-N Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy coUimator Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GOX'ERNMENT PAY for your new or ex- jl

isting home. CK'er 100 different programs available. ' 1

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

3 VVOODLOTS in MA, NJ & NH $500,000 each.

Forestrj' Plans; Some frout, quail, deer. (617) 646-

7033.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE UP TO 80% on fritema-

honal Travel. Fly as onboard courier for the big name
freight companies escorting time-sensitive business

documents. 600 round-trip flights weekly to Europe,

Asia, Pacific Rim, Cenfral /South America. Free in-

formation enrollment kit call Air Courier Association

1-303-278-8810.

FflOfl \}ean vendors at produce nuirket, Puglia, Italy
Greg Cole

^Dig for Dinosaurs

1, 27^3 week expeditions. July 6-27 at

Dragon's Grave, \VY. Expert instruction,

serious field work. University of
Call (504) 286-7100. J^wOrleans



*[»( -^REAl CARIBBEAN
New, free, 64 page catalog of small family
owned & operaieo hotels, inns, villas, beach

Mifffi»m?«J«#iii
Best deal ever to the islands from $260 per
person double including airfare from Miami!

-uEtmR-1-800-333-0392 /Ma
htlp:/;www.sinallhotels.com AM

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstandmg wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
Soutli Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!

Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wilderness.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free Brochures! Special Interest Tours. Call (800) 525-

6772.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-
• babwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

i rilla tracking, more. Also, vmique tours in Egypt, Is-

I rael, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

I Himalayan Travel, (800) 225-2380, 24 hours.

ADVENTURES ON HORSEBACK—off the beaten

path, exclusive custom-made trips to India (Ra-

jasthan), Brazil (Pantanal, Serra Gaucha), Uruguay
and Southern Africa. Small groups, attention to detail

and comfort. Excellent horses. Expert guides. Chris-

tine Chauvin (212) 421-0671 - Fax (212) 935-0559

Indonesia
I Also Irips to: Thailand,

Burma, Vietnam, Laos,

I
Cambodia, Papua New

I
uinea

^^^^ ^^^ Catalog!

800-642-2742

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wild-

life/gorilla safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also

Egvpt, India, Burma, Around the World trips etc. Our
12th year. Call Wanderlust Adventures at (800) 572-

1592.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box
49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

AFRICA! Excellent guides, camps, and lodges in pri-

vate sanctuaries. Small groups and private safaris. 20

years experience. Voyagers. 1-800-633-0299.

http://www.gorp.com/voyagers.htm

ALASKA, SIBERIA: Truly unique 7-17 day small

group journeys, from wilderness kayaking, dog sled-

ding, and rafting, to lodge based sight seeing tours.

Advenhire Alaska, color brochure (800) 365-7057.

ALPS OF SWrrZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate ophonal length Day hiking. Free brochure.

(216) 867-3771. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron OH 44313-5609.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's lead-

ing company for expedition travel, since 1981. Indi-

vidual attention. Regional references available. (800)

262-9669.

ANASAZI TOURS-July 1996. El Morro, Canyon de
Chelly, Betatakin, Monument Valley, Hovenweep,
Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon, Bandelier 914-366-7834

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:—
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Ausfralia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

AUSTRALIAN PLATYPUS EXPEDITIONS. Join a

small team for 2 weeks studying one of the world's

most amazing mammals. Austealian Platypus Con-
servancy PO Box 84, Whittlesea, Victoria, Australia.

FAX: (613) 9716 1664.

Costa Rica -Belize- Africa -Galapaaos

fflPS WORLDWIDE

I SINCE 1982

P.O. 60* 3656-C13

SONOHA, CA 95370

EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Divtutif

of Adi'ciiturc

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA, Honduras,

and the Mexican Yucatan for pristine nahare reserves,

primitive biospheres, fascinating archaeological sites,

and spectacular beaches. Great places for hiking,

camping, caving, canoeing, Whitewater rafting, and

horseback riding too. For Exceptional Tropical Par-

adise Vacation it's Great Trips: Telephone 800-552-

3419, 218-847-4441; fax 218-847-4442.

CANADIAN WILDERNESS ECOTOURS LTD: Re-

connecting culture, spirit, and ecology! Escape with

our wildlife research scientists for elegant and engag-

ing natural history tours into western Canadian
wildlands. (800) 507-2209.

COSTA RICA! Guided tours or private travel. Excel-

lent air fares. Voyagers. 1-800-633-0299.

http://wwrw.gorp.com/voyagers.htm

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador, Galapa-

gos, Italy, England, Lidia, Ethiopia, Albania, Indone-

sia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey, South

Africa, Vietnam and many more. Small group holi-

days to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call for

full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-

3998.

JOIN SEVEN OF THE WORLD'S LEADING INCA EXPERTS

A SYMPOSIUM a TOUR PROGRAM IN THE ANDES

I
Cuzcb, Peru July 19961

ilif[iiess!raifl'800-3enm 1(41)1

ENCOUNTERS WITH WILD DOLPHINS IN
Florida: Come and swim in the company of wild dol-

phins. Experience magical beauty in perfect safety

with our experienced guides. Education about dol-

phins, marine life, and environment. Beautiful

ecoventure and vacation. Ask for detailed brochure

and video. Call Wildlife Odyssey: 1-800-207-2780.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116

GALAPAGOS! Outstanding boats, itineraries, prices.

Voyagers.1-800-633-0299. http://www.gorp.com
/voyagers.htm
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PERSPECTIVES ON EAST AFRICA

JOIN JANE GOODALU MARY LEAKEY, &
FOUR OTHER OF EAST AFRICA S MOST RENOWNED RESEARCHERS

ON A SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM AND SAFARI PROGRAM

AUGUST 1 996

fil(iffifSSTfWl'800-368-2?94l(4()4

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, RO. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

KENYA, TANZANLA, UGANDA, AND ETHIOPLA-
for discerning travellers. Custom designed safari

tours for those seeking personal attention and qual-

ity. Planning, operation for any size party. Contact

Bill Dixson, Bruce Safaris/Discover Africa, Box
40662, Nairobi, Kenya. Fax:(254-2) 223647. Tel:(254-2)

339094. Member ASTA.

PERU! Affordable adventures led by outstanding

guides. Voyagers. 1-800-633-0299. http://www.gorp
.com/voyagers.htm

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our license!

naturalist will soil by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inci Floats 510-420-1550
1 311 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS: Come meet the great

whales of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Participate in

field research on the blue, fin, and humpback whales

on an informative wilderness adventure. Small

groups, expert biologist gLiides. 285 Green, St-Lam-

bert, QC, Canada, J4P 1T3; Oct-May tel: 514/465-

9176 or 514-948-3669, fax: 514-948-1131; June-Oct fax

& phone: 418/949-2845

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Trax'el. 1-

800-225-2380.

Video

OGOPOGO: HISTORY OF A MYSTERY- a new 24

min. documentary on Canada's lake monster. S20US.

Kelowna Museimi, 470 Queensivav, Kelowna, B.C.

Canada V1Y6S7

Rates and Style Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimimi. Displa\' classi-

fied is $440 per inch. Ad\-ertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

coLmts. Advertisements are accepted at N.ATUR.AL

HISTORY'S discretion. Send check or nione\' order

to: The Market/NATURAL HISTORY' Magazine.

Central Park West at 79Ui St., New \brk, NY" 10024.

Direct any written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or

Jean-Christophe Fradet at tlie abox'e address. Please

include your personal address and telephone num-
ber., issue preferred, and suggested category.
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By Robert H, Mohlenbrock

Occup\dtig the uplifted bed of

ail ancient inland sea, the

Great Plain"; stretch fiom

Mejdco to Canada, sloping

east^v'ard four hundred miles

fom the Rocky Mountains at

a rate ofabout eight feet a

mile and ultiniately blending

imperceptibly into rolling lulls.

Grasses—^able to withstand the

eSects of fire and grazing ani-

mals—^have dominated the re-

gion for some forty-five mil-

lion years. When the

Homestead Act drew Euro-

pean American settlers there

during the nineteenth centurv:

the region w^as a treeless grass-

land grazed by thousands of

bison. The bison and the

Plains Indians who depended

Landscape revived

on them were nearly extermi-

nated, and the region con-

verted to wheat farmland and

cattle range.

Plains farming remained

profitable for decades, but by

1938, poor agricultural prac-

tices and prolonged drought

had denuded the land. Reel-

ing fix)m the Great Depres-

sion, farm families abandoned

worn-out homesteads. Topsoil

blew away, and rains gouged

deep gullies. The federal gov-

ernment purchased thousands

of farms through the Resetde-

ment Administration and

b^an rehabihtating the land.

For fifteen years, the Soil

Conservation Ser\dce had the

task ofplanting grass, restrict-

ing grazing, and building lev-

ees, dikes, and other flood-

control structures. In 1953.

the rexdtalized grasslands were

transferred to various federal

and state agencies. The U. S.

Forest Serxace received more

than 6,000 square miles,

which were designated Na-

tional Grasslands in 1960.

Kiowa National Grass-

land—actually two blocks of

land separated by some 75

miles—occupies approximately

210 square miles of northeast-

em New Mexico. The west-

ern segment is a grassland

plateau through which the

Canadian River has car\-ed a

colorfiil, rock%' canyon several

hundred feet deep. Forest

Road 600 leads into the main

gorge (named Mills Canvon

for an early setder, Mehdn

Cactus flower

P:nyon piiu grows ^bovc grasses t>jiji£ Great Plains.

Above: A plains cholla blooms.

Rjohl: Tlie Canadian RJver

meanders through Alills Canyon.

Fed by tu'o million acres of

drainage, the river may flood if

heavy aeanmilations of winter

snoiK thaw rapidly.
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I
Mills) and traverses grassland

that, although grazed heavily

in the past, conveys some idea

of prehistoric Great Plains

vegetation.

Dominant grasses are blue

grama, ring muhly, and buffalo

grass, the last unusual among

grasses in having male and fe-

male flowers borne on separate

plants. Scattered among the

grasses are two cactuses, the

plains prickly pear and the

plains choUa, and various

wOdflowers, among them

snow-on-the-mountain, yel-

low coneflower, Navajo tea,

plains snakeweed, and Engel-

mann daisy. Six-foot-tall speci-

mens of soapweed, a type of

yucca, may be recognized by

their dense spikes ot large

white flowers above a basal

rosette of stiff, leathery leaves.

Junipers are the only trees that

dot the landscape.

Where the road approaches

its descent into Mills Canyon,

the vegetation begins to

change. GaUeta, another char-

acteristic western grass, is as

common as blue grama. A
small species of pincushion

cactus grows here and there.

Small trees appear, especially

near the rim of the canyon,

namely Colorado pinyon pine,

two kinds ofjunipers, and

three oaks—gray, Gambel's,

and wavy-leaved. Then, as the

road abruptly begins its cir-

cuitous drop into the canyon,

the shrubby mountain ma-

hogany and wafer ash appear

at the roadside. Wildflowers

that line the road include

golden aster, globe maUow,

and desert marigold, while

tucked away in crevices of a

sandstone cliff next to the road

are cloak fern, gold fern, and

green spleenwort.

Halfway into Mills Canyon,

where the road crosses a small,

east-flowing tributary of the

Canadian River, box elder.

plains Cottonwood, and peach-

leaved and coyote willows may

be seen Hning the waterway. In

low depressions along the

stream, water has backed up to

create a marsh with such

plants as giant cattail, various

sedges, a spike rush, water

parsnip, a buttercup, and a

wetland dock. Beyond the

marsh, the road descends into

the canyon bottom, where the

Forest Service maintains a

campground. Nearby are the

stone remains of Melvin

MiUss early homestead.

Several smaller canyons that

branch off from the main

canyon have different plant

communities. On the dry,

south-facing slopes of Vercere

Canyon grow pinyon pines,

one-seeded junipers,

skunkbushes (a type of sumac),

and a red-flowered cactus

called a claret cup, while on

the more shaded north-facing

slope, a forest is dominated by

wavy-leaved oak. A shrub in

the rose family, known as

Apache plume for its spherica

heads of fuzzy fruits, dots the

canyon floor.

Similar plants grow in Bis-

cante Canyon, four and one-

half miles north of the camp-
j

ground, where a number of

permanent marshes and pools

on the canyon floor host such

aquatic plants as water milfoil,

arrowhead, horsetail, bul-

rushes, and pondweeds.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professon

emeritus ofplant biology at

Southern Illinois University, Car-\

bondale, explores the biological

and geological highlights of the

U. S. nationalforests and other

parklands.

For visitor information write:

Supervisor

Kiowa National Grassland

Clayton, New Mexico 88415

(505) 374-9652

Saved from the Dust Bowl Blossom time

Consisting of two separate parcels, the Kiowa National Grassland was created from ii'orn-out farndand

rehabilitated by thefederal government.

Prairie rose and prickly pear cactus

flower in June.
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By Joe Rao

Best known to Southern

* 'Hemisphere sky^vatchers,

"< Crux, the Southern Cross, is

• currently moving across the

meridian and is at its best for

observers in the Northern

Hemisphere. In the contigu-

I'i ous forty-eight states, how-

lever, only those in the Florida

Keys and the Brownsville,

Texas, area will have a good

view. There, on haze-free days

in May, Crux can be glimpsed

just above the southern hori-

zon at about 9:30 P.M. local

daylight time. Outlined by a

single red giant star at its apex

land three bluish white stars,

the kite-shaped consteOation is

I'the smallest in the sky.

In 3000 B.C., the Southern

G

/^Centaurus
•
;
/

/
• ^ Southern

Cross

/ Milky Way
Galaxy

•

•

<

•

m

•

Coal Sack 1 ..

• •

lltytittliy^a^^i,-.^!m^ /.^^. jflEk, ^

1
South

juit north of the Tropic of Cancer, the Southern Cross is visible low on

the southern horizon. It is easily located next to the Coal Sack, a thick

cloud of dust and gas obscuring the lightfrom stars in the Milky Way.

Cross was visible from as far

north as Montreal. The con-

stellations in our sky are con-

stantly shifting—albeit at an

incredibly slow pace—due to a

phenomenon called preces-

sion; because Earth is shghtly

flattened at the poles and a bit

thicker at the equator, it tends

to wobble on its axis the way a

top does as it slows down.

One complete wobble of our

planet takes about 25,800

years. After 12,000 more years

of precession. Earth's axis will

point not toward Polaris but to

the brilliant star Vega, in Lyra.

Many of the stars now perpet-

ually below the southern hori-

zon will be shifted to the

north, and stargazers in the

northern United States will

again be able to see the Crux.

The Sky in May

Mercury may be glimpsed with the aid of binoculars very low in

the western sky (near the Pleiades) early in the month.

Thereafter, it is lost in the solar glare. It passes inferior

conjunction (between Earth and the Sun) on May 15.

Venus is the first "star" to appear at dusk, and by late twilight it

is truly dazzling. At its greatest brilliancy (magnitude -4.5) on

the evening of the 4th, Venus will remain nearly as bright

(within a tenth of a magnitude) for nearly six weeks, from April

9 through May 19. During this period, you can actually see it in

broad daylight, if you know just where to look. At the start of

May, Venus remains up for two hours after dark, but by month's

end it is rapidly plunging toward the Sun, setting before twilight

has faded. This is a great month to watch Venus with a telescope

as the planet changes in size and shape. Venus starts the month as

a beautiful crescent and grows progressively bigger and thinner

week after week. Your best telescopic views will probably be in

early twilight or, later in the month, daytime. On the evening of

the 19th, look for Venus soaring well above and to the right of a

delicately thin crescent Moon.

Mars remains hidden in the Sun's glare this month.

Jupiter, second onlv to Venus in brilliance this month, is in

Sagittarius and rises out of the southeast late in the evening. The

giant planet is just west ot the meridian at the first light ot dawn.

The four brightest moons ofJupiter change position from hour

to hour and night to night and can be seen with a small

telescope or a steady pair of binoculars. On the morning of the

7th, all four moons will be on one side ofJupiter, with three

—

Europa, Callisto, and lo—forming a striking, compact triangle at

about 3:20 A.M., EDT (Ganymede being the "odd moon out").

A waning gibbous Moon wUl be positioned well off to the left

(east) ofJupiter as it rises over the east-southeast horizon on the

night of the 7th.

Saturn, in Pisces, appears as a yellowish white, first-magnitude

"star," rising out of the east about one and a half hours before

the Sun on the 1st and three hours before sunrise by month's

end. On the 13th, Saturn will be found below and to the right

of the waning crescent Moon in the predawn sky.

The Moon IS full on the 3d at 7:48 a.m., EDT; last quarter is on

the 10th at 1:03 a.m., EDT; new phase is on the 17th at 7:46

A.M., EDT; and first quarter is on the 25th at 10:13 A.M., EDT.

MeteorologistJoe Rao is a guest lecturer at the Aiiicricau .Muscniu-Hay-

deii Phinctiiriuni.
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An Esker Runs Through It

page 28

Yellowknife, 250 miles south-

west of the Barren Lands' Dar-

ing Lake, is the capital of the

Northwest Territories and a

base for travel north of the six-

tieth parallel. Only limited

parts of the Territories are ac-

cessible by car, but organized

tours and guided trips, while

relatively expensive, offer a

wide variety of experiences,

including winter "safaris"

north of the Arctic Circle.

You can even charter a bush

plane to a lodge in the central

Barren Lands.

Summer, with its warm

temperatures and long days, is

the favored season for travel in

the region. Late June through

mid-July is a nesting time for

peregrine falcons and other

birds of the tundra; you may

even be serenaded at night by

a family of wolves. Mid-July

through August brings the

caribou migration.

For a free Explorers' Guide

to travel in the Northwest

Territories, call the Depart-

ment ofEconomic Develop-

ment and Tourism in Yel-

lowknife at (800) 661-0788.

Jamaa el-Fna

page 38

Moroccans refer to Marrakech

as the "rose among the palms"

because of its pinkish brown

buildings. Jamaa el-Fna,

renowned for its street enter-

tainment, is in the heart of the

Medina, the old, but rebuilt,

part of the city. To the north

of the square is the network of

alleys, arcades, and smaller

squares that make up the main

souks, or marketplaces. (Ac-

cording to author Philip

Schuyler, the rug and copper

markets are the best.) To the

south are the towering

Koutoubia minaret, buUt in

the 1100s, and the ruined El

Badi palace, whose mau-

soleum—the Saadian tombs

—

dates to the 1500s.

In late May or early June

(the date varies from year to

year). El Badi palace is the

principal site of the Festival

National des Arts Populaires.

For two weeks, musicians and

dancers from all parts ofMo-
rocco come together in a daz-

zling display of regional dress

and performance styles.

Marrakech is a good jump-

ing-off point for excursions

An esker winds its way iliiviigli die Sorthwest Territories.

into the Middle and High

Adas ranges. Djebel Toubkal,

North Africa's highest peak, is

only an hour from the city.

Directly south, across the

mountains, are the date-palm

oases and fortress villages of

the Draa Valley. To the south-

west is the Souss Valley and

the town of Taroudant, which

is a smaller, older, well-pre-

served version of Marrakech.

Among the author's favorite

books on Morocco are Voices

ofMarrakesh: A Record of a

Visit, by Elias Canetti (Con-

tinuum, 1978), and A Street in

Marrakech, by Elizabeth W.

Fernea (Doubleday, 1976).

Return of a Native

page 46

Many excellent field guides

are available to assist in learn-

ing wildflower species.

Richard Primack's favorites

are A Field Guide to the IVild-

fowers of North- Central and

North America, by Roger Tory

Peterson and Margaret

McKenny (Peterson Field

Guide Series, 1974), and New-

comb 's Wildflower Guide, by

Lawrence Newcomb (Little,

Brown, 1977).

One satisfying way to learn

about wildflowers, says Pri-

mack, is to leave a small patch

ot lawn unmowed. Depending

on the location, such a wild

patch may take a while to

flourish, but once enough

seeds have found it, backyard

wildflower watchers wiU be

treated to a succession of spe-

cies in bloom. In the north-

eastern United States, the re-

wards may include violets,

wild geraniums, and asters.

Realm of the Snow Antelop

page 48

The Chang Tang—high alti-

tude plains to the north of

Central Tibet—is all but inac-

cessible to foreign travelers.

Western Tibet, however, is

open to group tours or to in-

dividual travelers with permits

(which, unfortunately, are not

easy to come by).

From Lhasa, both a north-

ern and a southern route lead

to the pilgrimage sites of Lake

Manasarovar and Mount

Kailas, a mountain considered

sacred by four religions (Hin-

duism, Buddhism, Jainism, andi

Tibetan Bon). The southern

route is the one to take—the

road is better, the trip is

shorter (four days as opposed

to at least six) , the scenery is

more rewarding, and there is a

chance of seeing Tibetan

gazeDe, blue sheep, kiang, fox,

marmot, and the endangered

black-necked crane.

Visitors to Tibet wiU find a

wealth of information in

Tibet—A Travel Survival Kit,

3rd edition (Lonely Planet

Pubhcations, 1995). Of partic-

ular interest to anyone plan-

ning to see Mount Kailas is A
Mountain in Tibet, by Charles

Allen (Futura, 1983).

Classic exploration accounts

recommended by George

Schaller are Tlie Great Plateau,

by C. Rawhng (London: Ed-

ward Arnold, 1905); H.

Bower's Diary of aJourney

Across Tibet (MacMillan, 1894;

reprinted by Ratna Pustak

Bhandar Imprints, 1976); and

Sven Hedn's Central Asia and

Tibet (London: Hurst and

Blockett, 1903).
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Photograph by

Fred Bruemmer

A couple of times a year,

southern elephant seals leave

the sea to haul out on land.

Gripped by the urge to pro-

create, they beach en masse

about October for a high-

stakes round ot fighting and

mating. Molting season, in

the austral summer, is more

relaxed, a tim.e when a seal

can shed itchy skin while

snoozing on the strand. Last

January, photographer Fred

Bruemmer visited a pungent

elephant seal rookery in the

Falkland Islands, off South

America's southeastern coast.

There, among the other

"molting and revolting" seals,

this youngster lolled in the

sun, seemingly unperturbable.

Enter the tussock bird, na-

tive to the Falklands and

Tierra del Fuego. An oppor-

tunistic feeder, it scours the

beach at low tide for tiny ma-

rine creatures, feeds on the

rookery's attendant flies, and

undertakes close encounters

with the sleeping behemoths

for bits of flaking skin or

dried mucus. Sometimes

using a seal's whisker as a

perch, a tussock bird will

work the snout, looking for

organic morsels. By the time

this logy young seal reacted

to the intruder, the bird had

flown on.

—

-Judy Rice
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The universe \ve knovv^ is dominated by ordinary

matter made ofordinary particles. But antiparticles

can be created—^antielectrons and antiprotons

bound into antiatoms. Do they have their ow^n,

parallel

antiuniverse?

Somehow: . Antimatte
By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Particle physics gets my vote as the subject

with the most comical jargon in the physi-

cal sciences. Where else could a neutral

vector boson be exchanged between a

negative muon and a muon neutrino? Or
how about the gluon that gets exchanged

between a strange quark and a charmed

quark? Alongside these seemingly count-

less particles with peculiar names is a par-

allel universe of antiparticles collectively

known as antimatter. In spite of its contin-

ued appearance in science fiction stories,

antimatter is real. And yes, contact be-

tween antimatter and ordinary matter re-

sults in the annihilation of both.

The universe reveals a peculiar romance

between antiparticles and particles. They

can be born together out of pure energy,

and they can die together (annihilate) as

their combined mass is reconverted to en-

ergy. In 1932, the American physicist Carl

David Anderson discovered the antielec-

tron, the positively charged antimatter

counterpart of the negatively charged

electron. Since then, the world's particle

accelerators have made antiparticles of aU

varieties, but only recently have these been

assembled into whole atoms. An interna-

tional group led by Walter Oelert, of the

Institute for Nuclear Physics Research in

Jiilich, Germany, iias created atoms con-

sisting of a single antielectron happily

bound to an antiproton. Meet antihydro-

gen. These first antiatoms were created in

the particle accelerator of the European

Organization for Nuclear Research (better

known by its French acronym, CERN) in

Geneva, Switzerland, where many mod-

ern contributions to particle physics have

been made.

The method is simple; create a bunch of

antielectrons and a bunch of antiprotons,

bring them together at a suitable tempera-

ture and density, and hope that they com-

bine to make atoms. In the first round of

experiments, Oelert's team produced nine

atoms of antihydrogen. But in a world

dominated by ordinary matter, hfe as an

antimatter atom can be precarious. The

antihydrogen survived for less than 37

nanoseconds (37-billionths of a second)

before being annihilated with ordinary

matter in its path.

The discovery of the antielectron was

one of the great triumphs of theoretical

physics, for its existence had been pre-

dicted just a few years earher by the British

physicist Paul A. M. Dirac. In his equation

for the energy of an electron, Dirac no-

ticed that there were two sets of solutions:

one positive and one negative. The posi-

tive solutions accounted for the observed

properties of the ordinary electron, but the

negative solutions initially defied interpre-

tation—they had no obvious correspon-

dence to the real world.

Equations with double solutions are not

unusual. One of the simplest examples is

the answer to the question, "What num-
ber times itself equals nine?" Is it three or

minus three? Of course, the answer i<

both. There is no guarantee that all solu

tions of an equation correspond to event:

in the real world, but if a mathematical

model of a physical phenomenon is cor-

rect, then mampulating its equations can

be as useful as (and much easier than) ma-

nipulating the universe. As in the case of

Dirac and antimatter, such steps often lead

to verifiable predictions. And if the predic-

tions cannot be verified, then the theory is

discarded. Regardless of the physical out-

come, a mathematical model insures that

any conclusions you might draw will be

logical and internally consistent.

Quantum theory, developed in the

1920s, is the subfield of physics that de-

scribes matter on the scale of atomic and

subatomic particles. Using the newly es-

tablished quantum rules, Dirac postulated

that occasionally a phantom electron from

the "other side" might pop into the world,

creating a hole in the sea of negative ener-

gies. The hole, Dirac suggested, would ex-

perimentally reveal itself as a positively

charged antielectron, or what has come to

be known as a positron.

Subatoinic particles have many measur-

able features. If a particular property can

have an opposite value, then the antipar-

ticle version will have the opposite value

—

but it will be otherwise identical. The

most obvious example is electric charge:

the positron resembles the electron except

that the positron has a positive charge.

Similarly, the antiproton is the oppositely
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charged antiparticle of the proton.

Believe it or not, even the chargeless

neutron has an antiparticle. It's called

—

you guessed it—the antineutron. The

antineutron is endowed with an "oppo-

site" zero charge. This arithmetic magic

derives from the particular triplet of frac-

tionally charged particles (quarks) that

neutrons are made of. The quarks that

compose the neutron have charges of —X,

—A, +~A, whUe those in the antineutron

have +A, +H, —'A. Each set of three adds up

to zero.

Antimatter can seem to pop into exis-

tence out of thin air. If a gamma ray has

sufficiently high energy, it can transform

itself into an electron-positron pair, thus

converting a lot of energy into a little bit

of matter, as described by the famous 1905

equation ot Albert Einstein:

E = mc"

which, in plain English, reads

Energy = (mass) x (speed of hght)-

which, in even plainer English, reads

Energy = (mass) x (a very big number)

In the language ofDirac's original inter-

pretation, the gamma ray kicked an elec-

tron out of the domain of negative ener-

gies to create an ordinary electron and an

electron hole. The reverse is also possible.

If a particle and an antiparticle collide,

they will annihilate each other by refilling

the hole and emitting gamma rays.

Gamma rays are the sort of radiation you

should avoid. Want proot? Just remember

how the comic strip character the Incred-

ible Hulk became big, green, and ugly.

If you somehow managed to manufac-

ture a blob of antiparticles at home, you

would immediately have a storage prob-

lem, because your antiparticles would an-

nihilate (and be annihilated by) any con-

ventional sack or grocery bag (either paper

or plastic) in which you chose to carry

them. A cleverer solution involves trap-

ping the charged antiparticles within the

confines of a strong magnetic field, where

they will be repelled by the magnetic

waDs. But the magnetic field must be em-

bedded in a vacuum so that the antipar-

ticles are safe from contact with ordinary

air molecules. This magnetic equivalent of

a bottle is also the bag of choice when

handling other container-hostile materials,

such as the 100-million-degree, glowing

gases of (controlled) nuclear fusion experi-

ments. A worse storage problem arises

after you have created whole antiatoms,

because they do not normally rebound

from a magnetic wall. It is best to keep

your positrons and antiprotons separate

until absolutely necessary.

Generating antimatter takes as least as

much energy as is recovered when anti-

matter reverts back to gamma rays. Unless

you had a full tank of fuel in advance, self-

generating antimatter engines would

slowly suck energy from your starship. I

don't know whether they knew about this

on the original Star Trek television and

film series, but I seem to recall that Cap-

tain Kirk was always asking for "more

power" from the matter—antimatter drives

and Scotty was always saying, "The en-

gines can't take it."

While there is no reason to expect them

to be different, the properties of anti-

hydrogen have not yet been shown to be

identical to the corresponding properties

of ordinary hydrogen. Two obvious things

to check are the detailed behavior of the

positron in the bound company ofan anti-

proton—does it obey all the laws of quan-

tum theory? And the strength of an anti-

atom's force of gravity—does it exhibit

antigravity instead of ordinary gravity? On
the atomic scale, the force of gravity be-

tween particles is unmeasurably small. Ac-

tions are instead dominated by atomic and

nuclear forces, both of which are much,

much stronger than gravity.

What you need are enough antiatoms to

make ordinary-sized objects whose bulk

properties can be measured and compared

with those of ordinary matter. If a set of

billiard balls (and, of course, the billiard

table and the cue sticks) were made of an-

timatter, would a game of antipool be in-

distinguishable from a game of regular

pool? Would an antieight ball fall to Earth

at exactly the same rate as an ordinary

eight ball? Would antiplanets orbit an anti-

star in exactly the same way that ordinal'

planets orbit ordinary stars?
;

I am philosophically convinced that tl

bulk properties of antimatter will prove I

be identical to those of ordinary matter-i

normal gravity, normal collisions, normf

light, and so forth. Unfortunately, t

means that if an antigalaxy were head

our way, on a collision course with tl:

Milky Way, we would not be able to di:

tinguish it from an ordinary galaxy untU

was too late. But this fearsome fate cannc

be common in the universe. If, for ej

ample, a single antistar annihilated with

single, ordinary star, then the conversio

of matter to gamma-ray energy would b

swift and total: two stars with masses simi

lar to that of the Sun (each with about 10-

particles) would become so luminous th;

the colliding system would temporarO

outproduce all the energy of all the stars c

100 miUion galaxies. There is no com

peUing evidence that such an event ha

ever occurred. So as best as we can judge

the universe is dominated by ordinar*

matter. In other words, being annihUatec

need not be one of your safety concern

on that next intergalactic voyage.

StOl, the universe remains disturbingly

imbalanced: when created, every antipar-

ticle is always accompanied by its partick

counterpart, yet ordinary particles seem tc
'(^

be perfectly happy without their antipar-

ticles. Are there hidden pockets of aiiti-

matter in the universe that account for thi

imbalance? Was a law of physics violate(

(or an unknown law of physics at work] ^^i

during the early universe that forevei *

tipped the balance in favor of matter ove:

antimatter? We may never know the an-

swers to these questions, but in the mean-

time, if an alien lands on your front lawn'

and extends an appendage as a gesture of

greeting, before you get too friendly, toss

it an eight ball. If the appendage and the

ball explode, then the alien was probably

made of antimatter. If not, then you can

proceed to take it to your leader.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is act-

ing director of the Haydcn Planetarium and a

research scientist at Princeton University. His

most recent book is Universe Down to Earth

(Colnmhiia University Press, 1994).

M
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fitian Ramsay Peak: selfportrait circa 1835

'Purposeful Traveler: Titian Ramsay Peale

il799-1885)": An exhibition of Peak's man-

•iscripts, paintings, photography, and menwra-

nlia at the American Museum of Natural His-

or)''s Library Gallery begins Friday, May 3 J.

J7hen Titian Ramsay Peale died at the age

jf eighty-five, he left behind an extraordi-

aary body ot work—-journals, specimens,

irtitacts, memorabilia, paintings, and

irawings—based on travels of exploration

Ihat document natural history in America

ind abroad in the first half of the nine-

;eenth century.

Born at the end of 1799, Peale was the

TOungest son of artist-scientist Charles

SVillson Peale and came of age in Philadel-

hia, the new country's scientific and artis-

10 center. At eighteen, Peale went on an

expedition to study and gather specimens

jfthe fauna along the coast of Georgia and

eastern Florida. At twenty, as the assistant

laturalist on the Stephen Long Expedi-

don, which crossed "the Great American

Desert," he glimpsed the Rocky Moun-
tains for the first time and brought honie

122 sketches and drawings of the newly

traversed land and a record of sixty new

Naturalist
species ot birds and mammals. At twenty-

four, he revisited Florida to make many of

the plates he contributed to ornithologist

Charles Lucien Bonaparte's book of

American birds. He also drew some of the

plates for Thomas Say's American Entomol-

ogy. At thirty, he explored Colombia, re-

turning with 500 bird skins and notebooks

full of drawings of butterflies. At thirty-

three, he issued a prospectus for a magnum

opus, Lepidoptera Americana. And at thirt)'-

eight, he was the naturalist on the United

States South Seas Surveying and E.xploring

Expedition, which would take him, in the

course of almost four years, to Madeira,

BrazU, Antarctica, the west coast of the

United States, the South Seas, around

Cape Horn, and then back to New York.

By age fifty, Peale had visited many parts

of the world. A purposeful traveler, he

kept meticulous notes and, in many in-

stances, provided the first visual images of

unknown flora and fauna, landscapes and

peoples. Yet times had changed by mid-

century, and the work of this romantic

generalist and self-taught naturalist-artist

was questioned by professionally trained

specialists. Peale wrote Mammalia and Or-

nithology based on his collections and ob-

servations during the South Seas Expedi-

tion, but soon after the book was

pubUshed in 1848, the expedition leader,

Charles Wilkes, suppressed it in the wake

ot adverse criticism by government au-

thorities.

At about this same time, the Philadel-

phia Museum, estabhshed by his father in

the 1780s, and which Peale had managed,

was sold, and its natural history collec-

tions, representing the first systematic col-

lecting in the country, were dispersed.

This event coincided with the death of his

wife and two children. With his private

and professional hfe uncertain, Peale se-

cured a job at the U.S. Patent Office in

Washington, D.C. After his retirement in

1873, Peale remarried and continued to

paint; with his nephew, he developed and

patented the kinematoscope, a forerunner

of a motion picture camera.

When Peale moved back to Philadephia

in 1873, he revived his passion for natural

history, devoting much of his time to his

book on butterflies. At his death, he left an

unpublished manuscript, "The Butterflies

ot North America," accompanied by three

volumes of illustrations. Indeed, he ap-

peared to identify wdth his subjects when,

at the age of eighty-one, he wrote:

/ cannotfeel, but a little unpatriotic, at

times tofind myselfand mfe afloat in the

world, after spending the best half ofmy life

in the service of the government . . .

exploring the way to a vast interior, and a

west coast for our people ii'hofollowed there,

and now count by millions. . . . Ifeel now

left to shrink like a caterpillar into its pupa

state: unnoticed until my time comes, to

take wings like my butterflies.

Now, more than a hundred years after

his death, much of Peale 's work is being

exhibited for the first time, and the truly

impressive accomplishments ot this pur-

poseful traveler are being recognized.

Some of the unique materials in the Mu-
seum's Peale Collection are gifb or on loan

from the Shehadi family, descendants of

Peale's second wife, Lucy MacMullen.

The collections feature manuscripts,

sketches, watercolors, oU paintings, mem-
orabilia (especially from the South Seas),

rare editions of published and unpublished

works, and photographic work including

cyanorypes, salt prints, and coUors'pes. D
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May Events
May 3, 4, 10, 11
Time Travelers' Museum-Theater will

present Four lllio Dared, which combines

live performances with guided tours of the

Museum. Featured will be Ferdinand

Magellan (in the Hall of Oceanic Birds);

Galileo Galilei (in the Hayden Planetar-

ium); Captain James Cook (in the HaE of

Pacific Peoples); and Charles Darwin (in

the Linder Theater) . All performances will

begin at 7:00 RM. Call (212) 769-5606 for

more information.

May 8
On Wednesday, Sidney Horenstein, coor-

dinator of the Museum's environmental

public programs, will lead three tours ot

New York's fountains and talk about the

stone used in the fountains and in the

buildings around them. The tours begin at

4:30, 6:00, and 7:30 p.m. For more infor-

mation, caU (212) 769-5606.

May 15
Howard Topoflf, research associate in the

Museum's Department of Entomology

and professor of psychology at Hunter

College, wiU talk about optical illusions on

Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. Demonstrating

tricks of visual perception with computer-

generated animations, Topoff will explain

how the human brain sometimes gives us

vivid, if incorrect, images. For details, call

(212) 769-5606.

May 16 and 23
On two consecutive Thursdays at 7:00

P.M., shamanism and North-west Coast In-

dian art will be the subject of a talk by

Allen Wardwell, author of Tangible Visions.

Tickets are $15 (S13.50 for members). Call

(212) 769-5310 for information.

May 18
On Saturday from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m., a his-

torical tour of the Washington Heights

section of Manhattan will feature the

Morris-Jumel Mansion, Trinity Cemetery,

Sugar Hill, and Audubon Terrace. The

walk will be led by Joyce Gold, a professor

at New York University and the New
School for Social Research. For informa-

tion, caU (212) 769-5606.

May 20
"Near Earth Asteroids—Friends or Foes?"

is a slide-illustrated talk by Richard Binzel,

professor of earth and planetary sciences at

M.I.T The lecture, part of the Planetai

ium's "Frontiers in Astronomy and Astrc

physics" series, begins at 7:30 P.M. Ticke

are $8 ($6 for members). For informatioi

caU (212) 769-5900.

Throughout May,
which is Asian-Pacific American Heritag

Month, a variety of free programs will b'

presented as part of the series "Multicul

tural Mosaic: Traditions of a Diverse Soci

ety." (No programs are scheduled fo

Mother's Day weekend, May 11—12.) Fo

a schedule, call (212) 769-5315. For infor

mation about the Hayden Planetarium

art exhibition and the Sky Show, "Cosmi.

Mind Bogglers: A Tour of Astronomica

Extremes," caU (212) 769-5100. The Mu-

seum's IMAX Theater is featuring three

films, Stormchasers, Destiny in Space, and Ti;ii(

tanica. Call (212) 769-5200 for show times

These events take place at the Americar

Museum of Natural History, Central Pari

West at 79th Street in New York City. Foi:

information about the Museum's hoursi

and adinission fees, call (212) 769-5100.

Mang^rove liingfishers, top, and spicebiisli swallowtails, above, by Titian Ramsay Peak
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'\ (I) 1 hit Ml. Evans too

late to catch the natural

light that would make

those ancient pines come

alive. I decided to let the

N70's'" remarkable built-

in speedlight help create

the light I wanted.

(2) Even though I shot

in manual mode, I relied

on the 3D Matrix Meter.

I then experimented in

1/3 shutter stops lor a

more creative exposure.

(3) The speedlighi's

Monitor Pre-flash and 5-

segment TTL sensor gave

me fill-flash to expose

the foreground perfectly.

It even triggered a wire-

less SB-26, which I used

for creative highlights.

The N70 is the only cam-

era with a built-in speed-

light that works with all

its meters and exposure

modes to read a scene's re-

flectance. It allows me to

match the impact of natur-

al light in more ways than

I ever imagined possible.

Nikon
We take the world's

greatest pictures.* Yours.

N70. THE ART OF MASTERING LIGHT.
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olden Jubilee Celebratior

All Year Round.

YhailaM
.t s 1995, a verv' special year for all of us in Thailand. Here, the whole nation is preparing for the biggest

^
*\^ celebration ever. It's our Golden Jubilee, the fiftieth anniversary of His Majesty the King's accession to the

-•m--> throne. This year, every festival will be bigger and more grand. The country will be adorned %\'ith ornaments.
And all the finery will come down off the shelf. Come and witness this event. To us it's once in a lifetime experience. It could also be yc
• For mcTt inprmctioTi contact Tourism Aiilhtinly ofTheilnnd, The Amcricm RegiOJijiI Office, 303 Ens! Kacter Drive. Suite 400 Chicago, IL. 60601. U.S..i. Tel. <1 3l2l S19-3990-S Tni. (J 312) 565-0
• Pot more i-rformitioi, contact Tourism Authority of Thailand, 3440 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 1100, Los Angeles. CA 90010. U.S.A. Tel. (1 113) 3S2-2353-5 Fax. (1 213) 3S9-7
• For more information contact Tourism Authoriry of Thailand, 5 World Trade Center. Suite No. 3443, New York, N.Y. 1004S. U.S.A. Tel. (1 212) 432-0433, 432-0434 Fax. (1 212) 912-0
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of Evolution
With the opening this month of the Hall of

Vertebrate Origins, the American Museum of

Natural History completes its development of a

400-million-year panorama of vertebrate

evolution. Henry S.F. Cooper, Ji:
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preparators Jeanne Kelly,

right, and Marilyn Fox paint
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A Backbone Runs Through It

The American Museum of Natural History's fossil halls represent one of the

world's great terrains for paleontological exploration. This month two

remarkable new halls open—the Miriam and Ira D. WaDach Orientation

Center and the Hall of Vertebrate Origins. These halls, along with four others

that have opened since 1994—Saurischian Dinosaurs, Ornithischian

Dinosaurs, and the halls of the Lila Acheson Wallace Wing ofMammals and

Their Extinct Relatives—complete an expedition along the complex pathway

ofmore than 400 miUion years of vertebrate evolution. In a sense, the most

critical part of that journey is the Hall of Vertebrate Origins, which portrays

the emergence of virtually all the major branches of vertebrates—the jawed

fishes; the four-Umbed, land-loving tetrapods; the archosaurs (including

crocodiles, as well as birds and other dinosaurs); and the Kne leading to

modern mammals. There is an exquisite structure to this branching pattern, a

tree with a precise, intricate architecture. The modern method for

constructing this tree, an approach known as cladistics, is based on evidence

ranging from fossils to DNA sequences. It reflects the work and influence ot

Museum curators in paleontology and other fields of comparative biology'.

The fourth-floor halls emerged from a seven-year coUaborarion ot scientists,

designers, craftspeople, artists, and technicians, an eftbrt orchestrated by

project director Lowell Dingus and associate director Melissa Posen. The result

is an unmatched statement of the evolution of hfe as represented by the groups

most familiar to us. Exhibits are drawn from the world's greatest collections of

prehistoric vertebrates. To the most common question asked by museum

visitors
—

"Is it real?"—the answer is emphatically "Yes." Eighty-five percent

are original specimens. These specimens, juxtaposed with interactive

multimedia displays, allow the visitor to travel through geological time and

along evolutionary pathways.

Even for those of us who devote our lives to studying fossils in the field,

seeing such a great sweep of the fossil record gathered in one place is an

incomparable experience. It is a joy to share the thrill of discovery with

our visitors.

Michael Novacek

Senior Vice President and Propost,

American Museum of Natural History
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HALFSPORT
UTILin.

HALF CAR.

ALL

ADVENTURE.
face it. Your average car can only

takeyou sofar A sport-utility, on the

other hand, can take you — andyour

worldly possessions — pretty much any

place you want to go. That is, ifyou

don't mind a trip rougher than a ride

in a kangaroo s pouch. That's why we

created the 1996 Subaru Outback'.

This sturdy hybrid combines the

ruggedness and versatility ofa sport-

utility with the riding comfort and

fuel economy ofa passenger car. For

starters, you get the Subaru All-Wheel

Driving System, which

includes the sure-footed traction of Like dual air bags' Side-impact panels.

ourfull-time Subaru All-Wheel Drive, Crumple zones. And 4-channelABS

the superior stability ofan optional 2. 5- that 'II help stopyou surer than a

liter l55-hD I 1
hunary croc outliur, IDJ lip COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK." ° -^

hnrhnntnllu Subaru JecpCrand Ford ChEvroIci Honda for O midnioht

opposed
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ride ofan optimally tuned suspension.

Simply put, it's a system that contin-

uously monitors changing road and

weather conditions, automatically

transferring powerfrom the wheels

that slip to the wheels that grip. With

it, even the most adventuresome spirit

can conquer loose gravel, rugged dirt

roads and winding mountain passes.

And the most safety-minded soul can

regain the upper hand against wet

roads, crippling potholes — even skittish

squirrels. You'll also be relieved to know

that the Outback comes equipped with

a combination ofsafetyfeatures not

found on most sport-utility vehicles.

more cargo space than a Honda

Passport^ morefront headroom

than a Jeep Cherokee,

and the ground

clearance ofa Ford

Explorer" without

itsfuel consumption,

just give us a call at

1-800-WANT-AWD. Or drop byyour

nearest Subaru dealer and take a test-

drive in the All-Wheel Drive Outback.

The world'sfirst sport-utility wagon.

And letyour adventure begin.

The Beaut^ofAll-WbeelDrive:

'Always wear seat belts, fCargo space measured with scats upright. "All comparisons aridfigures represent 1996 model vcar. Ground clearance based on manufacturer 's published specs.
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Like many New Yorkers, Henry S. F.

Cooper, Jr. ("Origins: Tne Backbone of

Evolution"'), was able to make the ac-

quaintance of lyramiosaurus at a tender

age, thanks to exhibits at the American

Museum of Natural History. Cooper,

who ser\-ed for many years as a staffwriter

for Tlie New Yorker, has written exten-

sively about the exploration of the solar

system. He found "the transition to verte-

brate fossils—distant in time ifnot in

space—an easv and natural one.'" Photog-

rapher Enrico Ferorelli, far right, a native

of Italy and a resident ofNew York City

since 1971, has worked throughout Eu-

rope and Africa. Xational Geographic,

Xeu'sweek, Time, and Ufe are just a few of
|

the magazines that have published his

photos. His recent trip to Ethiopia \\ith

paleoanthropologist Donald Johanson to

record images of early hominid fossils was I

good preparation for his assignment in the]

Museum's HaU ofVertebrate Origins.

FeroreUi says he has a keen interest in ver-

tebrae, having crushed two of his owti in

a gUder accident.

David G. Campbell ("Splendid Isolation in Thing^aUavatn") is the Henr\- R.

Luce Professor of Nations and the Global En\-ironment and chair of En\"i-

ronmental Studies at GrinneU College, in Iowa. His book The Crystal Desert:

Summers in Antaraica (Houghton MifHin, 1992) won the 1994 John Bur-

roughs Medal Award for nature writing. Campbell's next book, Lasi Greai

Places, designed by Da\-id Larkin, will be a series of essays on wild lands that

are part of a Nature Conservancy program. A sense ofplace is central to

Macduff Everton's photographs, whether portraits ofpeople or landscapes, hi

1991, the Universit\- ofNew Mexico Press published Tlie Modern Maya: A
Culture in Transition, a collection ofEverton's black-and-white images of in-

di%iduals and their families in Yucatan. Everton, right, is currently working

on a book about Mesoamerican Maya sites.

Rob Nicholson "Muscled Beech") went a long way—to southern

S\\ eden—tor his first look at monster beech trees in the wild. Green-

house supendsor at the Botanic Garden of Smith College, Nicholson

specializes in rare species. His current research subjects include medi-

cinal plants, as well as clonal plants and age dating. He has collected

medicinal plants in the United States, Korea, Viemam, Taiwan, and

the Phihppines and acquired the seeds ofendangered species in Chile,

.X'lorocco, and Algeria. In his spare time he collects rare books on

plants, botany, and horticultirre.

As Craig Packer ("Coping

with a Lion Killer") says,

"nothing focuses the mind

quite as sharply as an epi-

demic." For Packer, a profes-

sor in the Department of

Ecology, Evolution, and Be-

ha\dor at the Uiiiversit\- of

N'linnesota, the recent, devastating outbreak of canine distemper among the

hons of the Serengeri was especially poignant because during nearly rvvo

decades of research he had come to know many ofthe sick and dying ani-

mals. In addition to Uon studies. Packer (pictured here with his two children)

is engaged in long-term field smdies ofbaboons in Tanzarua's Gombe Na-

tional Park. Packer wTOte about his Uon research in the August 1983 issue of

Natural History, and he is the author of Into Africa (Uruversitx- of Chicago

Press, 1994), which won the 1995 John Burroughs Medal Award.

Photographer Thomas "Dutch" Slager

("Laz\- Like a Fox") earned a degree in

wildlife management firom Michigan State

University in 1978, but he decided that

v/orking v\'ith a camera was what he really

enjoyed. Soon after recei\'ing a B.A. in

scientific and industrial photography from

the Brooks Institute of Photography in

1991, he landed a job working for

NASA, documenting the space agency's

acd\iries in California, including space

shuttle landings. Slager is cvurendy

working at NASA's Goldstone Deep

Space Communication Complex in the

Mojave Desert, where he photographed

:he gray fox for this month's "Natural

-Moment," using a Minolta x700 with a

-Minolta 135-tnin lens.
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The Bausch & Lomb Binocular

Off The Beaten Path Adventure Sweepstakes

Experience the "wildlife sanctuary of tlie Americas" with International

Expeditions, the world leader in nature travel. Then continue your

adventures with an all-new 1996 Nissan Pathfinder SE. Enjoy both of

these super prizes with your Bausch & Lomb binoculars, the world's

finest and favorite of nature enthusiasts everywhere. Bausch & Lomb
binoculars combine a tradition of old world craftsmanship with the

highest optical performance and contemporary styling.

Super Grand Prize (1 winner):

You'll receive a 10-day trip for four to Costa Rica, plus ouTiershlp of a 1996 Nissan

Pathfinder SE. You'll explore national parks, rainforests and wildlife sanctuaries, with

all meals, transportation, airfare and hotels provided. Then drive home in a brand

new Nissan Pathfinder Retail Value: $42,000.

First Prize (2 winners):

ELITE* 8x42 binocular and 60mm waterproof PremierHDR"' spotting scope.

Retail value; $2,100 each package.

Second Prize (5 winners):
National Audubon Society leatherbound museum art portfolios (14" xl 7").

Retail value: S295 each.

Tliird Prize (25 winners):

International Expeditions tote bags. Retail value: SIO each.

Enter at your participating Bauscli & Lomb dealer or call

(800) 993-9908 for more details. PATHFinoER

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS'*

NISSAN

BAUSCH
& LOMB.
Binoculars

Bausch & Lomb* Binocular Oft The Beaten Path Adventure Sweepstakes Orficlal Rules
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 2. How lo enler Hand pnni your name, comptele address ard. it knovm, the name and address of your parlicipaling Sausch & Lomb' Oinocular dpaJer w an Official Entry Form or 3'xS' card and mail in an Cfft-elope lo BaiBCti & Lomli' Binocular AdrentBtB

Sweepstakes, P.O. 8oi 1764. Young America. MN 55594-1784. Enler as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separatEty via First Class mail. No copies or mechanical reprmfuctions vrlii be accepted. fJoi responsible tor lost. late, damaged. misdiiECted or postage-due mail, AB entries

become the property ol Bausch i Lomb Bmocuiars and will not be returned By paiticipaiing, entrants agree to be bound Dy these Otficiai Rules. Entries must be received by September 25, 1996. 3. Drawing: A random drawng ml) be heW on or about October 7. 1996, irom all etigibJe entries receved

by an mdependeni judging organiiation whose decisions are final. Winners wli be notified by mail. All pnzes v/ili be awarded 4. Prizes: SUPER GRAND PRIZE (i). A 10-day Imemational ExpeflitiofB tnp tor fmir to Costa Rica and a f^issan Pathfinder S£ (incJtides off-road package, air condifetting, 5-

speed transmission, leather upholstery, sunroof and rear spare tirs-MSRP S3t ,694). Pnze consists of round-lnp coach air transportation lor tour from major commercial airport nearest owners residence, all meals, transportation and (lotais in Cosia Rica provided Alcoholic beverages and person^

items or expenditures are not included Tax, license, registration, htle fees and insurance are the responsibility of the winner Approximate retail value: $42,000 RRST PRtZE (2|. ELITP 8x42 binocular and 60mm waterprool PremierHDR'" spotting scope (61-0842 & 61-6000), Appnaxitnats retail

value: S2,100 each package. SECOND PRIZE (5i ^a!lonal Audubon Sociery leatherbound museum art portfolios (14"xtr}, Approximale retail value S295 each THIRD PRIZE (25i International Expeditions tote bags Approximate retail value: SIO eacti, 5. General Condlttons: Sweepstakes is open to

legal U.S residenis 18 years or older except employees ot Bausch & Lomb, Worldwide Sports and Recreation, international Expeditions, Inc , Nissan Motor Corporation USA, any ol their afHiiale companies subsidiaries, wholesale distributors, advertising and promotion agerwes and Itte imrrsdate

families of each. Potential pnze winners m3>- be required to sign and return an affidavit ol eligibility and liability and publicity releases within 14 days of notification or pitie may be awanled to an alternate wnner Tra'.'el companion must sign and return a Parbcipanis lability and puNicffy r^ease form

prior to travel. Grand pnze trip must be booked and taten before December 31, 1997 Travel reservations must be made at least 30 days in advance and are sutjject to avaiiabiiily and blackout dates All pnres will be awarded Winners agree that Bausch i Lomb, Worjdvnde Sports and Recreatioa

international Expeditions. Inc.. Nissan Motor Corporation USA, their respective subsidiaries, alfiliates, employees or agencies will ha\'e no liability whatsoever lor any injuries, losses or damages of an-y kind resulting from acceptance, possession, or use of any prize. Winners grant permission for

Bausch & Lomb, Woridwde Sports ^d Recreation, International Expeditions, Inc., and Nissan Motor Corporation USA to use their names, photographs and'or likenesses for advertising and/or publiaty purposes wrftoul further compensation except wtiere legaiti' prohibited, Al! appiicabie loc^. stale

and federal ta.xes are the responsibility of the winners. Prizes are not transferable. Only one pnze per household or address No prize or cash subshtules allowed. Odds of winning depend on number of eligible entries receivBd. Void wtiere rKtricted or prohihiisJ by law. 6. Wioners Ust For a ropy o!

the official winners iisL send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by October 22. 1996, to BAUSCH & LOMB BINOCULAR ADVENTURE SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS LIST, P.O Box 3180, Young Amenca. MN 55558-3180,

Bausch S Lomb Is a regfstered Irademartc ol and used under licert^ from Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. The Nissan Pathrmder [rademark Is used solely by permission ot Nissan Motor Corporabon USA.



To the

Editor
The Good Badlands

The article ""Digging the Bad-

lands" by jMark Jacobson

(April 1996), made me yearn

for "highly crenellated pinna-

cles, walls, buttes, and washes"

once again. My experience,

however, was in North

Dakota's Theodore Roosevelt

National Park rather than the

Badlands National Park in

South Dakota. On a summer

trip in 1992, my wife and I

also experienced terrific thun-

derstorms—the terror, the

abruptness, the winds, hght-

ning. haiL torrential rain, the

pulled-up tent stakes.

The difference is that we

abandoned our tiny tent when

we felt its stakes giving way

and hid in the more secure

brick sanctuary ofthe camp-

ground's men s room.

Dafid Bedell

Dearborn, Michioan

Your article about the fossils in

the South Dakota Badlands

mentions the big "Sturgess"

bike ralh". The correct spelling

is "Sturgis." The people of

Sturgis may write you about

this, as may many ofthe thou-

sands ofbikers who show up

for the annual rally.

^ilaroaret Andersen

Yhnkion, South Dakota

How Dana Brought Darwin

to Gray

Stephen Jay Gould WTites

about vi'hat separates Darwin "s

transcendeiit greamess fiom

James I>«ight Dana's merely

ordinary" greatness ('"This

View^ of Life," February' 1996).

I'd like to narrowr that gap be-

tween the two with a couple

of historical points. Dana,

through his impressi\-e powers

of obser^'ation and an aston-

ishing ability to read the land-

scape correcdy, did for geol-

ogy what DarwTn eventually

did for biology. (Dana's obser-

vations went so far as to pro-

v^ide much of the evidence for

continental drift; only the

mechanism v\?as beyond his

comprehension.)

But his greatest contribu-

tion may have been urging his

friend Asa Gray, the Harv^ard

botanist, to consider Darwin's

ideas. In the 1850s, when

Darwin was corresponding

with Dana and introducing his

new theory. Gray was becom-

ing well respected as an au-

thorit\' on plant distribution

—

in part because he was in

charge ofwx)rking up the

botanical reports for the Great

Exploring Expedition then

surveying northern Japan.

The striking similarity be-

tv\"een the plants ofJapan and

New? England convinced Gray

that Darwin was right about

the distribution and similar

origins of species. Following

Dana's suggestion. Gray used

Agassiz's theory of glaciation

to explain how these plants

shared common origins but

wrere pushed apart by glaciers

from the north. Gray would

be proved correct when, more

than fifty years later. New
England plant fossils were

fotmd in Greenland.

In the spring of 1858. Dar-

win sent advance proo6 ot

Origin ofSpecies to Gray for

comment. Because ofDana's

correspondence and the

Japan—New^ FnglanH plant

connection. Gray was ready to

become Darwin's most out-

spoken and most credible

American supporter.

Rob Moir

Il'tsf Boxford, Massachusetts

Of Bots and Bats

i^eaders oi 'My Fathers But-

terfly," by Alex Shoumatoff

(April 1996), may be some-

what misled by the author's

statement that the word bots

"means butterflies and moths

in Jamaican patois." Because of

the close relationship between

English and the English Cre-

ole (patois) ofJamaica and

other Caribbean countries,

pronunciations and meanings

can overlap, leading to confu-

sion. The word for butterflies

and moths in Jamaica is actu-

ally spelled "bats," but the a is

pronounced as in the Ameri-

can English -wordfather, the

flying Tnammal known in

English as a "bat" is called a

"rat-bat."

Use lllner

Carbondale, Illinois

A Reader Repents

In "On Being Dense" ("Uni-

verse," January 1995), Neil de

Grasse T\'Son stated that a can

of "straight" Pepsi sinks in

water, w-hile Diet Pepsi floats.

Trying to verif^' this, I experi-

mented, failed, and wrote to

T\'son of the failure (""Letters,'"

April 1996).

Confession is good for the

soul—and for real science also.j

Tyson's renewed and expande

instructions were obeyed.

Straight to the bottom went

the straight. Diet Pepsi floats.

Thanks for straightening

me out.

Bernard Steinzor

Willow, New Yotk

Barbaric Chiding

I thoroughly eryoy your maga-

zine but was spurred to wxite

bv the mistaken characteriza-

tion of L. Sprague de Camp as

the creator of the Conan the

Barbarian series ("Travel and

Reading," April 1996). Al-

though de Camp wTOte many

Conan novels and contributed

to the comic books, Robert E.

Howard, a prolific writer of

pulp adventure stories, created

the character.

Bmce A. Ritzen

Olympia, Washington

In the coming issues of

NATURAL
STORY

Chinas Three Gorges
The Ham on the Yangtze will be the w^orld's largest. More than a

million people will be displaced, the ecology- of the river will

change, and important archeological sites will vanish forever.

By Erling Hch

Tliis View of Life

Cave Pammig, Yes, but Is It Art?
By SrephenJay Gould

Environment

Lead Asa"ay
The history and ecolog\' of a per\-asive

environmental contaminant. ByJosef Eisiiiger
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Lands'End Chinos.

So easygoing, ifs hard to believe

they descended from a starchy British

officer in the Punjab.
A ctually, they're descended from his

Jr\. pajamas.

It was 1846. And Lt Harry Lumsden
sweltered in the heat of the Punjab, on
India's northwest frontier. His scarlet

tunic-a heavy felt-gave no relief.

So the inventive lieutenant reached

for the most comfortable clothes in

his locker, a pair of cotton PJs. He dyed
them a tavray color: the Hindi word
for it was khaki.

And casual clothing has never been
the same, since.

How khakis turned into chinos, and
then into Lands' End Combed Cotton

Chinos - that takes explaining.

Combed first, then dunked
The fabric in chinos has always been a woven

cotton twiU-a fabric that's medium in weight

but sturdy.

That's what led the U.S. Army to adopt it for

summer uniforms. (Before World War I, Uncle Sam
bought a lot from China -hence, the name chinos.)

But our chinos are made from a softer, easygo-

ing twill. The cotton has been combed, giving a fine

"hand," or feel to it

Then, the chinos are dunked in a friendly enzyme
wash. So that right from the package, ours feel

broken in- more comfortable than LL Lumsden's PJs.

Of course, fabric alone does not a pair of chinos

make. It's also a matter of fit and tailoring.

Tailoring and tweaking

Our fit is traditional. Casual, but not baggy
or droopy. We even contour the belt line just

a touch, so the pants sit better on your hips.

And we never stop tweaking our chinos.

This year, for example, we've added
more belt loops, and made the pockets

deeper, among other things.

All of which makes our chinos well

worth $32 (or $33, with pleats).

In fact, we'U put them up against some
that go for $60. And we hem ours for free.

Of course, there's lots more classically-

styled clothing in the Lands' End catalog.

And it's all just as well thought out
We'd be happy to send you our free catalog.

It's kind of relaxed and easygoing, too.

©1996 Lands' End. Inc.

r"
For our free catalog,

call any time, 24 hours a day """Quarci

1-800-356-4444 Please mention adH
Name_

Address

.

City

. Apt.

Zip.

Phono 1 :

Mail to: 1 Lands' End Lane. Dodgeville.WT 53595
E-Mail: catalogs-hr@landsend.com

Day/Night fdrtlr OHt)
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Oaiy ai aiomic scales does the qtuiniuin u/eirdiiess widcrlyiri^ our everyday u-oiid heicme apparent. Leai-ino visible rrails as they travel tlirc:

bubble diamber, protons collide until antipwtoits, producing a subatomic particle called art omega meson.

Where Does the Weirdness Go? Why
Quantum Mechanics Is Strange, by Dax^id

Lindley. Basic Books, $24; 25 J pp., illus.

By LmiiauE M. Kraitss

Words strain.

Crack and sometimes break, under the burden.

Under the tension, slip, slide, perish.

Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place,

H^ll not stay still. . .

T. S. Eliot, Burnt Norton V

All things which can ocair, do oaur!

Data, in Star Trek

Tlie Xext Generation

We'vTevi Of the two great minds

quoted above, only Star

Trek's Data w'as referring direcdy to quan-

uun mechanics. Ne\-en:heless. T. S. Eliot's

lines might well be invoked by anyone

who has ever tried to explain in writing

the quantum wodd normally observable

onlv on atomic scales.

One has to admire David Lindley s for-

titude, therefore, for choosing to devote a

whole popular book to this most sUpper^-

of subjects. His is not the first attempt to

describe the theors; which elucidates

physical laws on atomic scales, in which

particles sometimes behave like waves and

vice versa, and where measurements usu-

ally yield probabilities rather than certain-

ties. In the past sevent\--odd years, physi-

cists and philosophers have at various times

ventured forth in the popular hterature to

either clarify or further muddy the waters.

Among the most charming of these at-

tempts at popularization are the now halt-

century-old books of short essays by

renowned physicist and science writer

George Gamow

—

]^Iister Tompkins in Won-

derland and Alister Tompkins Explores the

Atom, which are still in print in the single

volume Mister Tompkins in Paperback

(Cambridge Universit\^ Press). (I w^as sur-

prised not to find this classic gem in Lind-

ley's bibliography.) Even modem science-

fiction wTiters sometimes get into the act.

The quote fixsm Tlte Next Generations an-

droid crew member. Data, occurs in a par-

ricularly wdld episode in which the charac-

ter Wort starts jumping from one

""quanmm reaht\'" to another.

Lindley aims to describe a longstanding

puzzle that the originators of quannim

mechanics (and many practitioners since)

treated hke the weather (they talked about

it but didn't do amthing about it). This

puzzle has to do ^\^th what is called "mea-

surement theoiv'" and is related to how, in

an apparendy probabilistic quantum me-

chanical world, we can actually make un-

ambiguous classical measurements. Lind-

ley's is one of the few popular books to

focus on the two most active subjects of

research in this area in the past few

decades—quantum measurement theory

and the experimental verification ot Bell's

theorem, a key test ofquanmm mechanics.

Thus. Lindley's book is more up-to-date

than Gamow 's and, by generally avoiding

mathematics, may be more in mne with

the sensibiliries of the modern reader.



Jack in 1938, Gamow could include

quations with square roots in them and

till assume that the inquisitive lay reader

vould be undaunted. Nowadays, as

itephen Hawking has remarked, the only

•quation one can include in a popular

reatment without losing readers in droves

s E = inc.

This is not to say that the book is easy

;omg. Lindley is a clear and careful writer

Aith a refreshing wit. Nevertheless, the

iubject matter is subde, and readers with-

jut the requisite degree of concentration

nay find themselves having to take a break

Tom time to time. Lindley wisely divides

he book into short sections and allows

:imiselt the luxury ot frequent repetition. I

iuspect most readers wiU appreciate both

acts of kindness, even if certain pomts are

nmetimes labored.

Lindley generally does a good job elab-

.iratmg the major issues, especially the

modern topics, for which he suppUes sev-

eral clever presentations. Nevertheless,

much of the task Lindley has set himself

—

providing a classical understanding of

quantum phenomena—is, in principle,

impossible. The theory simply defies com-

mon sense. As the Harvard physicist Sid-

more fundamental quantum mechanical

theory, and not vice versa.

The problem is at the heart of the well-

deserved weird reputation ot quantum

mechanics. For example, Lindley opens

the book with a delightful analogy, involv-

ing a pair of gloves, for the famous Ein-

stein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox in quan-

tum mechanics, in which a measurement

of one quantity can apparently instanta-

neously determine the result of a com-

pletely independent measurement made

on the other side of the earth. This seem-

ing action-at-a-distance, which so both-

ered Einstein himself, only arises if one at-

tempts to interpret quantum mechanical

phenomena in terms ot an underlying

classical reahty.

Lindley is sometimes confusing here.

While presenting plenty of striking exam-

ples to convince the reader that there are

problems with our worldview, he some-

times appears to argtie that reality, rather

than our classical picture of reality, goes

out the window once quantum mechanics

comes in the front door. What I suspect he

really means—or should mean—is that ex-

ternal reahty is not always mirrored in the

reality we are brought up to believe in.

//) a bubble cliamber

at tlie Fermi

National Accelerator

Laboratory, a

neutrino interacting

with a proton

produces a spray of

particles.

ney Coleman has recently stressed, we re-

ally should be discussing not the "interpre-

tation of quantum mechanics" but "the

interpretation of classical mechanics"

—

that is, how the world we know and love

can possibly be described in terms of a

Language, unlike mathematics, derives

from our relationships with our everyday

world and sometimes fails us. Classical

paradoxes merely iOustrate that the appro-

priate fundamental picture is quantum

mechanical and not classical in nature.

I do have one other bone to pick with

Lindley s presentation. Quantum mechan-

ics has seemed to offer many people a

Holy Grail of indetermimsm with which

to fight the inexorable march of a New-
tonian universe—with the associated hmi-

tations on free will. Schrodinger's equa-

tion, however, which governs the time

evolution of all quantum mechanical sys-

tems, is deterministic—indeed, just as de-

terministic as Newton's laws. True, mea-

surements of this wave function yield

probabilistic results, but the underlying

evolution of wave function between such

measurements is determimstic.

Quantum mechanics works because

mathematically well-defined wave func-

tions do what they are supposed to do, and

the laws that govern their evolution are

deterministic. To most physicists, the wave

function is as real as the atom or particle it

represents, just as quarks are accepted as

real objects rather than mathematical arti-

facts even though one can never be ob-

served in isolation—because protons and

neutrons act as if they are made up ot these

objects whenever one measures them.

Lindley never makes this distinction, as far

as I can tell. Indeed, at least once, he states

that the wave flinction of a particle has no

umque meaning until measured. I think he

thus misinterprets an important point.

Nevertheless, that two trained physicists

(Lindley has been a research physicist) can

disagree when describing quantum me-

chanics, even though each of us is perfectly

comfortable using the theory when calcu-

lating and making predictions, is perhaps

the strongest support for the central

premise of the book—quantum mechanics

is weird! LincDey's readable book succeeds

here, even if its title may not go far

enough. I find that quantum mechanics is

always stranger than you think! The weird-

ness never goes away. It's part of the won-

der ofmodern physics, and it is a testament

to the generations of physicists who have

unveiled a universe whose truth is defi-

nitely stranger than fiction.

LMumicc Krauss is Ambrose Swascy Professor

of Physics and chairman of the physics depart-

ment at Case IV'estcni Reseri'e Uniivrsity and,

most recently, author of The Physics of Star

Trek (Basic Books, 1995).
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III An Island Out of Time, Tom Hortoii re-

counts his experiences living among the oyster-

iiig, crab-catching, liunting, chmchgoing Smith

Islanders, whose families have lived on this

marshy archipelago in Chesapeake Bayfor three

centuries.

Excerpt "Well, get me tied, Mar-

sha, get me tied." The

speaker was an elderly island lady known

for her "old-timey" ways of speaking. I

scribbled to record yet another colorflil

expression of a place where centuries of

^vatery isolation have nurtured a unique

dialect.

"Yeah," she continued, "get me a small

box . . . that's right. Tide."

Many a slip and simpUstic assumption

has been made in attempts to categorize

the Smith Island speech. The islanders, al-

though willing enough to help, will often

describe as unique such phrases as "smart

aleck" and "fit to be tied"; and then ex-

press surprise that you are intrigued by

their use of "cod" for penis, or "he ain't

lookin' for knott)' logs" (he's lazy).

Uncritical writers (including a younger

me) have often declared the island to be a

pocket ofElizabethan English—as if utter-

ances from, the time of Shakespeare had

been preserved in amber through the cen-

turies. That overstates the case—although,

as Stanley EUis of Weeton, England, my
wonderfully helpful consultant on dialect.

says, "Who knows what the Elizabethans

sounded hke? They haven't been around

for a while, you know."

The Smith Island way of speaking

—

"yarnin'," as locals describe their rich

storytelling tradition—is assuredly like

nothing encountered by the modern,

mainland ear. The Bradshaws, Marshalls,

Marshes, Evans, Somers, and Tylers of the

island go back to the seventeenth century,

when the colony of Maryland was estab-

lished and such EHzabethans as Capt. John

Smith, Sir Walter Raleigh, and the Rev-

erend Richard Hakluyt roamed the

Chesapeake.

Stanley EUis, who is secretary of the

Yorkshire Dialect Society and was a prin-

cipal fieldworker for the Linguistic Atlas of

England (a survey of dialects published in

1976), says it is in the vowel sounds of

English that regionality and origin of the

speaker may surface most clearly. He
found in the Smith Island tapes I sent him|

vowels "beautifully similar" to some nine-

teenth-century dialect recorded in Devon,!

in the southwest of England. Such dialect,

he contends, has been fairly well un-

changed for three centuries.

Certainly the charm of the islanders'

speech resides in their vowels, rich and

yeasty with intonation. And it is easy to

imagine, in their soft, fuU arris, the mellow

west-country burr of Raleigh. Sometimes,

when revisiting the island, I hearken to a

conversation just to let the warm patterns

of the islanders' brogue flow over me, em-

bracing and invigorating. An island friend,

seeing how my teen-age son had grown,

exclaimed: "Why, I can see the muscle

a'sweUin' under that young skin hke yeast

in the bakin' pan." Another told me she

would like to get a computer, "just to

progue around in them electronics."

"You'd take their words and use them if

you could," Barclay Sheaks, a Virginia

poet and painter, writes ofsuch bay water-

men: "but you couldn't make them yaw

Hke they did."

You could, in this new, unrestrained vo-

cabulary, "happy" your friend; or "uncle

me no uncles." In the autumn, both

"leaves and swans" might "fall" fi-om the

sky. Ladies arrive back from Christmas

shopping "scuppers under" with packages,

hke boats in danger of sinking; and a wa-

terman says if he could just see Disney

World once, "Swagger [swear], I wouldn't

crave the world." A young hunter says he

has concealed his gunning skiff so well,

"ducks didn't know it was in the world";

and an old hunter, told by the nurse in the

On a winter's day,

Smith Islanders,

above, gather around

the stove in Olden

Bradshaw's crab

shanty. Left: A view

of Tylerton and,

across the marsh, the

island's two other

communities, Ewell

and Rhodes Point.
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lospital to close his fly, replies: "Don't you

A'orry—what's there nowadays is soft as

Jiddle [duckling] down."

It ain't Shakespeare, but it ain't bad.

Language is still, in a modest way, being

nade up here. A woman who knew she

was getting a reputation for being pushy

:haracterized herself "Ain't I the boss tip-

pet?" ("tippet" being an island word for

\agina, or the genital area of a female crab;

derived possibly from the old English ex-

pression, "arse over tip"). Once as I re-

turned badly seasick from a crabbing trip, a

passerby said I was "greengilled." "Where

did you get that word?" I asked weakly.

"From how ye look," came the reply.

AH of the above is flavored further by

frequent use of wry sarcasm and "back-

\vard talk." "She's ugly" means they think

she's pretty; and if "there ain't no gnats,"

then you are certain to be chewed alive.

("I'd do that" means no way, Jack; and

"that's fair" means anything but fair—ex-

cepting, of course, if it is inflected just so,

I when It means just the opposite, the oppo-

site of its backward meaning, that is. It

ain't confusin' none, is it?

Sometimes this kind of talk can get de-

lightfully dry, as in the following exchange

between two duck hunters:

"Let's go huntin'."

"I am [not about to]."

"C'mon, let's shoot some ducks."

"Yer a nice man [no way I'm going]."

"Don't ye want to go?"

"That's just what 1 want [how many
ways do I have to say no?]."

In the age of television and satellite

comniunications, you might expect seri-

ous erosion of the Smith Island manner of

speech. Indeed, when the younger is-

landers want to indulge you with "proper

talk," they can carry it off with aplomb.

But the old ways persist. I had just re-

turned from a fast and furious canoe pad-

dle through the marsh creeks with my
daughter, Abby, and some of her friends,

laughing all the way. One of the litde girls

hollered to her mother, "Ma, that was

poor fun. Comin' back, we weren't

a'headin' it none."

From An Island Out of Time, © 1996 by

Tom HortoH. Piihlislicd hy W. W. Norton and

Company.

Bookshelf

The Song of the Dodo
By David Qiiammen (Saibner, 1996, $32.50)

Like the large, flightless dodos that flourished on Mauritius until people discovered

their remote island home and killed them off, 90 percent of bird species that are

now extinct lived on islands. Quammen tracks scientists, from Alfred Russel Wal-

lace to E. O. Wilson, who have studied island biogeography for lessons about evo-

lution and e.xtinction.

Da'wn of Art: The Chauvet Cave
Byjcan-Maric Chauvet, Eliettc Brunei Deschamps, and Christian Hillaire (Hariy N.

Abrams, Inc., 1996, $35, ilhis.)

A 30,000-year-old menagerie—featuring horses, aurochs, bison, lions, and mam-
moths—was depicted on the walls of the Chauvet cave in Southern France and is

richly reproduced in this large-format book. Since this cave, named for one of its

discoverers, was found in 1994, it has "overturned the accepted notion about the

first appearance of art and its development."

History of the Hour
By Gerhard Dohrn-van Rossuni (Tlie University of Chicago Press, 1996, $29.95; iUus.)

Ruled as we are today by the second hand, we can learn from Dohrn-van Rossum's

history of how societies came to rely on the clock. He describes the mechanical

clock's evolution from the hourglass in the Middle Ages and its development into

increasingly precise forms during the Industrial Revolution.

High Noon on the Electronic Frontier
Edited by Peter Ludlow (The MIT Press, 1996, $30)

Wide-ranging issues in cyberspace are considered in this collection of essays.

Among the topics are "Debunking the Software Patent Myths," by Paul Heckel;

"Gender Swapping on the Internet," by Amy S. Bruckman; and "Public Networks

and Censorship," by Jeffrey Shallit.

Heaven and Earth
By Steve Wicli; photographs by Lynnjolnison (St. Martin's Press, 1996, $30; ilhis.)

Wick portrays the people and places of the North Fork, "a peninsula of sand,

woods, and topsoil poking out fi-om the main body ofLong Island." \Ahich has been

farmed bv some of the same families since 1640.
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Grant's gazelles, in

groups of up to

thirty, roam the

semidesert and open

savanna regions of

Tanzania's

Ngorongoro,

Tarangire, and

Serengeti parks.

ora Sarari
By Howard Topqff

C D - R M In very few members of

the cat family is sexual

dimorphism so pronounced as in lions.

The male's large size and flashy mane may

enable him to monopolize reproduction

within a group of females, but it may also

reduce his hunting abihty. Males typically

forage for themselves only when lionesses

or even hyenas are not providing them

with free meals.

For a closer look at the social organiza-

tion of these feUne predators, the spectacle

of wildebeest migration, or the antics of

vervet monkeys, perhaps the time is ripe

for your own safari to East Africa. But if

for some reason you can't sign on with an

American Museum of Natural History

Discovery Tour, the CD-ROM Wild

Africa might be just the ticket.

Your mouse is the guide on this safari to

three of Tanzania's wildlife parks

—

Ngorongoro, Tarangire, and Serengeti

—

boasting both beauty and biodiversity. My
favorite program module is the Field

Guide. When you sHde the pointer of the

mouse over the thirty species of mammals

listed on the right side of the book—no

need to chck—a picture wiU instantly ap-

pear on the left side.

I selected the wart hog {ngiri in SwahOi),

which has become everyone's favorite ani-

mal since the fdm The Lion King was re-

leased. Chcking on its name launches a

brief, narrated movie. Chcking on its pic-

ture calls up a description of its social

structure. We learn, for example, that wart

hog sows live in clans of related individu-

als, while males "hang out" in bachelor

herds. I especially like the ecological ap-

proach of Wild Africa. The names of the

wart hog's predators (lion, cheetah, hyena)

are underlined, and clicking on any of

these animals activates yet another nar-

rated movie, photo, and description of

that species. Thus the links among animals

in the program parallel the food web of

organisms inhabiting the East African sa-

vanna. A comparable field guide exists for

fifty bird species and about a dozen com-

mon plants. If you prefer a more personal

touch. Wild Africa provides narrated tours

not only of the savanna but also of forests,

lakes, rivers, and marshes.

No computer program can come close

to matching the thrill of a trek through

Tanzania in a Land-Rover. On the other

hand, a safari from your sofa is a good deal

cheaper and requires neither vaccinations

nor weekly ingestion of antimalarial piUs.

(Sumeria, Inc., 329 Bryant Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107; [415] 904-0800.)

Howard Topoff is a professor of psychology at

CUNY's Hunter College and a research associ-

ate in the American Museum's Department of

Entomology.

Future Forecasts!

By Robeit Andason

nature.net Bored with TV I

weather reports that

only forecast the week to come? Try the

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric

Administration's El Nino Theme Page

(http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/toga-tao/

el-nino/home. html). This site explains the

El Nifio phenomenon—the unusually

warm waters in the equatorial Pacific

that,when they occur, alter global weather
'

patterns. Maps of ocean temperatures and

a short movie help.

Be sure to check out the section that

explains the benefits of long-term weather

prediction; the progress that atmospheric

scientists have made in this field in the last

few years is one of the outstanding

achievements of twentieth-century sci-

ence. Countries in the tropics (which are
i

most affected by El Nifio) are now using

the information to mitigate the worst ef-

fects ot severe El Nifio conditions. The

most interesting part of the site, however,

is the section on forecasts. It Hsts a number

ofgroups currently in the business ofmak-

ing long-range weather predictions in

which El Nifio figures heavily. The Tropi-

cal Meteorology Project (http://

typhoon.atmos.colostate.edu/), main-

tained by the Department of Atmospheric

Sciences at Colorado State University, is

the Internet site to check if you have just
t

;;

bought seafront property anywhere from
'

the Caribbean to the Carolinas. William

Gray, a professor of atmospheric sciences

known for his accurate predictions of the

severity of hurricane seasons, makes his

call for 1996—a "somewhat below aver-

age" season. His reasoning: strong easterly

stratospheric winds wiU suppress hurri-

canes, and severe hurricane seasons (such

as that of 1995) have usually been followed '

by mild ones. But this good news is tem-

pered by increased rainfall in the Sahel of

Africa and the lack of warm El Nifio wa-

ters in the Pacific, both of which con-

tribute to active hurricane seasons.

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural His-

tory magazine.



In This Class, History

Isn't Measured In Years,

^ But In Volumes.

Not content to have her students read about history, Penny Ferguson set about

showing her students how to write it. Over a three-year period, her Uth-grade Enghsh classes

researched, located old photos for, wrote, and published a three-volume history of their county. The

students sold the books throughout the community to commemorate the bicentennial of their state.

Perhaps the most rewarding aspect of the project was the interaction that took place

between the students and local history experts with whom they consulted.

"Many of these experts were over the age of seventy," remembers

Ferguson, "and what great respect and awe they generated from the students

with the wisdom and the knowledge they had to share."

For teaching how an appreciation for history and the written word can
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Coping with a

Epideiniologists in

the Serengeti battle

to protect the king

ofbeasts from

man s best friend

Text midpliotcgraplis b)' Cmio Packer

The rains have come early to Alugumu.

Tanzania, this wet season. "^Tien I arrive in

December, the landscape is already lush

and the roads unnervingly sUck. I am less

than ten miles from the boundary" of the

Serengeti National Park, but the eights-

mile drive from the park headquarters at

Seronera has taken more than three hours.

Parking my Land-Rover beside the village

post office, I stretch my legs and contem-

plate the satellite dish that connects

Mugumu to the outside \vorld via an

ancient windup telephone in its colonial-

era booth. Nearby, a boy sells mangoes

from a wooden table; his dog sleeps fitfiiUy

in the heat. I am greeted by the regional

veterinary officer, Magai Kaare. who of-

fers me a cup of tea, then excuses himself

to collect vaccine, syringes, and members

ot his staffbefore leading me to the nearby

\Tllage ofMaranga.

Driving through herds of cattle and

goats, past hand-riEed cassava and maize

fields and huts made from mud and thatch,

we wind up a hiU to the village square. We
are swept toward to\\Ti hall by a tide of

about 500 dogs and their owners. Dr.

Kaare's staffopen their bags in the shade of

the veranda, puU out their ledgers, and

start fiUing their s\Tinges.

The dogs are leashed, some attached to

bicycle chains, others tethered by woven
strands of grass, and still others held bv

chains that could secure a treasure chest.

Twiuhingfacial muscles andforepaws are

among the many distressing signs ofcanine

distemper in lions, above. Right: Tens of

thousands of domestic dogs live in the

Serengeti region. Scientists hope that

vaccinating as many as possible will halt

the spread of this devastating disease

to lions and other wildlife.

The owners come in all ages and sizes:

small boys, teen-agers, old men. Many of

the dogs are called Simba—someone ex-

plains to me that the fiercest dogs are al-

ways given the SwahiU name for lion.

Othen answer to Rambo. Khomeini, Sad-

dam. Scud, or Mandela. The vets restrain

each dog with a makeshift muzzle of cot-

ton gauze. Dr. Kaare asks if 1 can bring

him some leather muzzles from the United

States; most of these animals aren't used to

much physical contact, and a good portion

ofthem could be carrying rabies.

Dr. Kaare is hoping to control rabies in

this remote part of Tanzania, but my pres-

ence here is inspired by another scourge:

canine distemper. And my principal mori-

varion is to protect a different carnivore:

the Serengeti lion, which I have been

stud)-ing for the past eighteen years.

The period leading up to this intensive

effort to vaccinate as many dogs as possible

against distemper was fast paced and emo-

tional. It all began on February- 3, 1994, as

a group of tourists gUded over the heart of

the Serengeti in a hot-air balloon. In the

morning hght, the scene below looked

idyUic. Wildebeests, zebras, and other wild

ungulates grazed as birds flew nearby; the

savanna stretched unspoiled to the hori-

fe
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zon. But not far from the banks of the

Seronera River, the tourists saw something

else, something disturbing: a male lion

flailing and jerking and unable to stand.

After landmg nearby, the balloon pilot

sent an urgent message to the chief veteri-

nary officer of Tanzania National Parks,

Melody Roelke. When Roelke drove up

to the dark-maned male later that day, he

was disoriented and apparently oblivious

to his surroundings. Within a few iTiinutes

he started working his mouth, Ufting his

chin, and stretching his neck. His limbs

began to tremble, then jerk. He tried to

stand, but his legs failed to support his

weight, and he collapsed on his side,

thrashing helplessly, unable to breathe. A

few minutes later, the seizures ceased, and

he lay flat out: panting and exhausted.

The pattern of convulsions alternating

with exhaustion repeated itself every half

hour or so for the rest of the day, and the

animal died during the night. By the next

morning, only his head remained. The rest

of the body had been eaten by hyenas.

Over the next few weeks, Roelke and

my field assistants, Sarah Legge and Pamela

Bell (I was away teaching at the University'

of Minnesota at the time), encountered

seven more hons suffering fi-om the same

symptoms and recovered the bodies of an-

other dozen. Part of my research program

involves regularly monitoring the 250

hons hving in the southeastern sector of

the Serengeti National Park. By May,

more than a third of these study animals

had died or disappeared. Many of the sur-

vivors were left with neurological damage,

manifested by a permanent twitch in their

forepaws or upper hp. By August, the dis-

ease had spread to the far western part of

the Serengeti; by October, it had reached

Kenya's Masai Mara Reserve, where it

Ukewise killed more than a third of the

lions. Assuming comparable mortahty over

the entire Serengeti ecosystem, I estimated

that the overall lion population dropped

from 3,000 to 2,000 in less than a year.

As the disease raged throughout the re-

gion, Roelke autopsied as many of the

victims as she could, and I flew out to the

Serengeti to help her veterinary team col-

lect blood samples from fifty-seven of the

surviving lions. We sent tissue samples to

Linda Munson, a pathologist at the Uni-

versity of Tennessee, who immediately

recognized the damaging signs of canine

distemper, a viral disease that causes en-

cephaHtis and pneumonia.

Virologist Max Appel, of Cornell Uni-

versity, soon confirmed Munson's diagno-

sis using monoclonal antibodies, which

seek out the biochemical fingerprints of a

specific virus. Appel's serological analysis

revealed that more than 90 percent of the

Serengeti hons had been exposed to the

virus in 1994. In contrast, his analysis of

samples we had routinely collected over

the previous decade showed that no hon

had been infected between 1981 and

1993. (The samples showed that some

lions born before 1981 had been infected

with canine distemper; whether that ear-

lier strain \\-as the same or diflerent. more

or less virulent than the latest one cannot

be definitively determined at this time.)
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With the diagnosis in hand, the next

step was to find out the source ot the in-

fection. This too was quickly determined

by Sarah Cleaveland, who has been con-

ducting doctoral research on rabies for the

London Zoological Society. Blood sam-

ples in her collection revealed that distem-

per had struck domestic dogs around

Mugumu in each of the four preceding

years. Margaret Carpenter, a molecular ge-

neticist working at the National Cancfer

Institute, examined virus extracted from

the dogs and found that the sequence of

nucleotide bases matched the virus that

had killed the lions.

Canine distemper is an airborne disease

spread mostly by sneezing. We don't know

how the first hons became infected, but

since they seldom venture into towns or

villages, the virus is unlikely to have trav-

eled directly to hons iiom domestic dogs.

More Hkely, hons caught the virus from

some of the other carnivores affected by

the disease: bat-eared foxes, spotted hye-

nas, jackals, and leopards. Hyenas and

jackals, for example, often scavenge near

village compounds; leopards eat domestic

dogs. Lions come in contact with these

species at kiUs. Once one lion was in-

fected, the virus would have spread

quickly to others in the animal's pride.

Sick lions sometimes become nomadic

and follow the wildebeest migration

throughout the Serengeti. spreading the

virus to other prides.

The pathogen responsible for canine

distemper belongs to a class of RNA
viruses—the morbilliviruses—that often

demonstrate an alarming ability' to hop

from one species to another. The morbil-

liviruses include measles, rinderpest (a dis-

ease of cattle and other cud-chewing un-

gulates), and a recently discovered virus

that suddenly infected a stable of Aus-

traHan horses in 1991. Most of the infected

horses died, as did two of their handlers.

The canine distemper virus itself is well

known for infecting a wide range of hosts,

including black-footed ferrets, seals, and

dolphins.

Several "new-" viruses have made head-

Hnes in the past few years. One, the Ebola

virus, captured the world's attention in

1995 ^vhen it killed several hundred

people in Kikwit, Zaire. An Ebola-hke

I
virus even became the subject of a Holly-

wood movie. Outbreak. But the Ebola

virus may pose less of a long-term threat to

humans and animals than do the morbil-

hviruses, for it is relatively hard to catch;

most victims are health-care workers who

have come in direct contact with the body

fluids of infected patients. The morbil-

liviruses, in contrast, are easy to catch.

They have evolved aggressive means of

transmission: violent sneezing in the case

of distemper; severe dysentery m the case

of rinderpest.

Morbilliviruses can be deadly, some-

times kiUing up to 80 percent of their vie-

A recent epidemic

of canine distemper

wiped out a third

of the Serengeti s

hons. Among the

many other

carnivores felled by
the virus were
leopards, jackals,

bat-eared foxes, and

spotted hyenas.

tims. Even measles, which we have largely

forgotten in the West, still kills more chil-

dren in the Third World than any other in-

fectious disease. Survivors of a morbil-

livirus, however, typically enjoy lifelong

protection against further infection. Con-

sequently, these diseases can persist only in

a very large population of susceptible ani-

mals. Epidemiologists calculate that

measles requires a human population with

at least 200,000 susceptible hosts.

Such a dependence on population size is

a definite drawback for any pathogen, but

many morbilH\aruses surmount this difti-

culty by attacking more than one species at

a time. The tens of thousands of wild car-

nivores in the Serengeti, for example,

would not have provided enough suscep-

tible hosts to sustain a "hot" strain of ca-

nine distemper. But domestic dogs are an-

other story. Sarah Cleaveland estimates

that more than 30,000 domestic dogs live

within ten miles of the park boundaries,

and millions more populate the rest of the

country. By far the most abundant carni-

vore in the region, the domestic dog is the

critical hnk in the cycle of infection.

The recent spread of distemper from the

dogs to wild carnivores has similarities to,

and, ironically, is the indirect result of, the

great rinderpest outbreaks in Africa in the

1890s, the most famous epizootic in his-

tory. Rinderpest spreads itself by causing

uncontrolled diarrhea. When a healthy an-

imal grazes on contaminated grass, it picks

up the virus and carries it elsewhere. Sto-

ries differ as to precisely how rinderpest

first reached Africa. It may have been 'j

when Itahans brought an infected herd of

cattle to Ethiopia or when the British at-

tempted to relieve General Gordon at
'

Khartoum. At any rate, the first recorded

cases on the continent occurred in the

Horn of Africa in the late 1880s. Less than

ten years later, rinderpest had swept its way

to the Cape of Good Hope.

Millions of animals died, including

nearly 80 percent of all domestic livestock.

Pastoralist tribes were devastated; one

Masai elder reported that so many people

starved that "the vultures forgot how to

fly." Populations ofmany wild ungulates

—

buffaloes, wildebeests, gazelles, giraffes,

wart hogs—^were decimated. In several

areas, hons no longer had enough wild

prey to eat and turned to human flesh.

When early settlers wrote about close en-

counters with man-eating hons, they were

unwittingly writing about the far-reaching

consequences ofhuman activity.

Rinderpest raged across Africa until the

1930s, when it subsided everywhere ex-

cept in the Serengeti. Repeated outbreaks

of the disease greatly reduced the

Serengeti's once vast ungulate populations,

but the many cattle left in the region, to-

gether with the surviving wildlife, pro-

vided the necessary pool of susceptible

hosts for the virus to persist. Various tech-

niques were employed in an attempt to

protect the cattle from the disease. Fences

were built; livestock movements were re-

stricted. Nothing worked.

Finally, in 1962, the colonial veterinary

service initiated a large-scale vaccination

:d



.irogram for the cattle around the Seren-

.^cti. No longer able to infect livestock

iroiind the park, the virus died out in the

wild animals as well. After 1963, there

were no further mfections. In the absence

of the disease, wildlife populations re-

bounded. Wildebeest numbers went from

250,000 to more than 1.5 nullion by 1978.

The number of buffaloes and other rumi-

nants likewise increased severalfold. As

Canadian ecologist Tony Sinclair has

pointed out, the story of the Serengeti is

the story of rinderpest.

In the last several decades, the human

population around the Serengeti has

grown at more than 4 percent a year. With

a doubling time ot only eighteen years, the

number of people in the villages of

Mugumu and Maranga, for example, has

almost quadrupled since rinderpest was

brought under control.

In a sense, solving the rinderpest prob-

lem paved the way for canine distemper,

for more people means more dogs. The

local people rely on dogs to watch their

cattle; they also use them to drive wild

game while poaching inside the park.

There may now be enough dogs named

Scud, Simba, and Saddam to constitute a

potentially permanent reservoir for the ca-

nine distemper virus that so devastated the

lions in 1994.

Today, the remnants of the colonial vet-

erinary service provide the foundation for

Project Life Lion, our program for vacci-

nating the burgeoning domestic dog pop-

ulation against distemper and rabies. For

the villagers, this is one of the few tangible

benefits of living next to a weD-protected

national park. Revenue from tourism

rarely makes its way down to the local vil-

lages, and the law prohibits villagers from

using their traditional hunting grounds in-

side the Serengeti.

Everyone in Maranga knows we've

come to vaccinate their dogs because of

the hons. It seems odd to talk to someone

who may have lost a cow—or even a

child—to a lion and then explain that our

ultimate goal is to protect the wildlife. But

even here, in this impoverished town on

the front Unes of the battle for the future of

the wild, people are pleased to think that

there might still be lions in the next cen-

tury and proud to be able to help. D
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Rapid changes in laboratory

rodents may be giving the

lie to some long-term

studies ofhuman health

By Richard Wassersug

We all kno'w the science-fiction scenario

in which a researcher's experiment goes

awry and a laboratory rodent is acciden-

tally transformed into something unex-

pected. In the cartoon version ofthis story,

the rodents may gain in strength or intelh-

gence (as in the Don Bluth movie T7ie Se-

cret ofNIMH). But in the real world, we do

not seriously expect laboratory animals to

mutate, particularly if they are stock ani-

mals kept as control specimens and not

subjected to weird experimental protocols.

Nevertheless, a growing body of data

reveals that common strains of rats and

mice, used in research laboratories around

the world, have been changing over the

last few decades. And in one major way

they are becoming more like many of us

(me at least) in modern Western civihza-

tion. specifically, they have gotten fatter.

Details of this story on the rapid trans-

formation of laboratory rodents are laid

out in a new book with the tediously tech-

nical title of Dietary Restriction: Implication

for the Design and Interpretation of Toxicity

and Carcinogenicity Studies, edited by R. W.

Hart, D. A. Neumann, and R. T. Robert

son (ILSI Press, 1995). Although this bookj

is not likely to make the bestseller list, it

contains some awesome information'

about changes in the biology of laboratory

rodents—information that has implica-

tions for our own life styles and for exper-

imental work with animals.

The central fact in the book is that lab-

oratory rodents have been gaining weight

through several decades. The ancestor of

Coii
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the most common variety of laboratory

rat, the Sprague-Dawley (S-D) albino, was

the brown rat, Raltus norvegiciis, which

rarely reached much more than a pound,

hi contrast, S-D rats now commonly reach

that weight. Some even approach two

pounds. But they pay a heavy price. The

new-age fat rats have a gready increased

incidence of spontaneous tumors and all

sorts ofother diseases. They are bigger, but

they are also sicker, and as a consequence,

they die younger.

Consider the following statistics: In the

1970s, 60 to 70 percent of all S-D rats that

were well maintained and not exposed to

drugs or toxins could live at least two

years. By the 1980s, 40 to 50 percent

could live that long. And reports that are

now coming in for the 1990s indicate that

the two-year survival rate for S-D rats has

plummeted to 10 to 20 percent!

The causes of this transformation are

well documented in the above-mentioned

book. The primary problem is how food is

made available to the animals. Most sup-

pliers of research rodents make sure that

their animals are well fed. Stock animals

traditionaUy have all the food that they

could possibly want. Food is supphed in

excess, and the rodents eat ad libitum.

The cost of this luxurious

life style is shown by the many

experiments in which labora-

tory rodents have been put on

a restricted diet. When their

diets are cut by a quarter or so

of their ad libitum intake, their

weights go down, and their

health and life expectancy re-

cover greatly. The implications

for our own hfe style are so

obvious that I won't say any-

thing further about it.

The impUcations for exper-

imentation with laboratory ro-

dents, however, are more

comphcated. The "fat rat"

issue has been taken up re-

cently in the journal Science.

An editorial and several letter

writers commented on the

transformed rodents, suggest-

ing that the lab animals may

have actually evolved since the

1950s and 1960s into funda-

mentally fatter creatures. What

these commentators are sug-

gesting is that rats are not just

fatter because of diet, but that

they are now genetically pre-

disposed tov/ard growing fat

and growing fast.

Documenting how much

true evolution toward rotund

rodents has taken place is diffi-

cult without complicated

cross-breeding experiments.

But it is not difficult to iden-

tity a selective agent for any

evolution that has taken place.

Commercial suppliers may have unwit-

tingly encouraged evolution toward fat rats

by favoring as their breeding stock (that is,

"selecting for") the rats that grew the

fastest and reached sexual maturity the

quickest. The profit margin would in-

crease if the animals grew more quickly

and bred sooner. After several generations

of this form of artificial selection, bigger

rodents would have evolved.

Scientists who work with laboratory ro-

dents often order them at a specific weight

and specify whether they want juvenile or

sexually mature animals. Many, such as

those studying internal organs, typically

prefer to have large animals to work with.

Fewer researchers are Ukely to request that

rodents be small or even long-lived. Con-

sequently, suppUers have no major coun-

terincentive to keep their breeding stock

from evolving toward megamorphs.

The disturbing question now before the

scientific community is: How should one

compare the results from contemporary

scientific studies with those from earUer

decades if the "standard" test animal, the

laboratory rat, has changed into a different

sort of animal over that same time period?

This question is particularly critical when

it comes to assessing the safety' of new

drugs or the health risks associated with

new and potentially carcinogenic chemi-

cals (hence the long subtitle on the dietary

restriction book).

One way to hmit the damage done by

the change might be to put the laboratory

rats and imce on more restricted diets.

This regimen may produce thinner,

healthier rodents, but it is not hkely to re-

create the exact genetic profile of the an-

cestral stocks.

The more cynical view is to accept the

modern day Sprague-Dawley with the

sprawUng waistline for what it is. The rat

may not be a healthy one, but it may be a

better match than its ancestors as a

"model" organism for the ad libitum hfe

style of modern humans.

Richard Wassersug is a professor of anatomy

and neurobiology at the Faadty of Medicine,

DalhoHsie University HaUfax. Xova Scotia.

His current research includes a study oj how

weightlessness affects muscles in rats that luwe

flown on NASA's space shuttle.
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By StephenJay Gould

If a stolen purse counts only as trash com-

pared with a good name lost, how shall we

view the happily expiring custom ot ad-

dressing a married woman by her hus-

band's name? Perhaps I was an incipient

feminist from my cradle, but I do remem-

ber wondering, at a very early age, why

my mother, Eleanor, often received letters

addressed to a Mrs. Leonard Gould.

I
tive, for Mr. Sophia Kovalevsky was a pa-

leontologist and a damned fine (if forgot-

ten) scientist in his own right.

Tlie Dictionary of Scientific Biography be-

gins its entry on Sophia Kovalevsky

(1850-91) by calling her "the greatest

woman mathematician prior to the twen-

tieth century." She studied abroad, for

women could not obtam degrees from

Russian universities. In Berlin, she re-

ceived four years of private tutoring from

professors, for women could not attend

papers on mathematical subjects during

her brief life (she also attempted, less suc-

cessfully, a simultaneous career in litera-

ture, writing several novels, a play, and a

critical commentary on George Eliot,

whom she had met on a trip to England).

But these substantial works on diverse

problems in mathematics brought her

much renown. She studied the propaga-

tion of Hght in a crystalline medium, the

rings of Saturn, and the rotation of rigid

bodies around fixed points; she wrote sev-

Although saddled with errors,

Kovalevsky s theory ofhorse

evolution was a winner

Mr. Sophia'
Among several possible redresses, the

game of turning tables in favorable cir-

cumstances surely has appeal. Samuel

Gridley Howe (1801—76) did good work

as an educator of the bUnd, but I once

took great pleasure in identifying him as

Mr. JuHa Ward Howe to acknowledge his

more famous wife, author of the "Battle

Hymn of the Republic."

We do not often encounter such an op-

portunity among married scientists, given

the virtual exclusion ofwomen before our

current generation. Mme. Curie stands

among the greatest scientists of all time,

but her husband Pierre was also preemi-

nent and must therefore remain Pierre, not

Mr. Marie. But I do know one scientific

couple subject to this strategy of inversion

for pairing an eirdnent wife with an ob-

scure husband—and I do feel quite protec-

university lectures. In 1874, she earned her

doctorate in absentia from the University

of Gottingen in Germany. Despite the ac-

knowledged excellence of her research,

and solely for reasons of her gender, Ko-

valevsky could not obtain an academic po-

sition anywhere in Europe. She therefore

returned to Russia—to a life of odd jobs,

failed business ventures, and stolen hours

for mathematical study. In 1883, following

the death of Mr. Sophia—we shall come

to him shordy—she again tried to obtain

an academic post, this time successfully.

She enjoyed several years of productive

work as a professor of mathematics at the

University of Stockholm, but died of in-

fluenza and subsequent pneumonia at age

forty-one, at the height ofher accomphsh-

ments and fame.

Sophia Kovalevsky published only ten

eral papers on technical matters (which I

do not pretend to understand) in integral

calculus. In 1888, she won the Boudin

Prize of the French Academy of Science

for her memoir on the rotation of rigid

bodies (which generalized the work of her

French predecessors Poisson and La-

grange). The judges were so impressed by

her research that they raised the award

from 3,000 to 5,000 francs.

Vladimir Onufrievich Kovalevsky

(1842-83)—Mr. Sophia—entered his

v^'ife's hfe in a most unromantic, but emi-

nently practical, manner integral to this

tale of Sophia's career. Single women of

intellectual bent languished in Catch-22 in

mid-nineteenth-century Russia. They

could not study at Russian universities, but

they could not travel abroad as indepen-

dent persons either. To escape this bind,
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fireethinking women often arranged sham

marriages with men of similar persuasions.

The technically married couple could

then travel abroad for foreign study. Sophia

wed Vladimir for emancipation and the

right to travel. The newlyweds then left

for Germany, to live in different apart-

ments and study in different cities.

Sophia and Vladimir belonged to the

culture of fireethinking Russians who, in

prerevolutionary times, gave their name to

one of the few English words with a Rus-

sian etymology—the intelligentsia. The

men and women of the intelligentsia

tended to radicahsm in politics, bohemi-

anism in Ufe style (in such contrast to the

proclaimed asceticism of later Bolshevism)

and—in a striking difference from Ameri-

can and Western European versions of the

same phenomenon—fascination for sci-

ence and confidence in its power to trans-

form the world for good. These men and

women sought scientists for their idols,

rather than the literary or philosophical in-

tellectuals who fronted for similar move-

ments in other lands. Darwin, in particu-

lar, became their icon—and for this reason

(and as a historical curiosity rarely ac-

knowledged or appreciated), most late-

nineteenth-century Russian intellectuals

were strict Dar\vinians, while to Darwin's

own frustration, other European scientists,

although convinced of evolution's truth by

Origin of Species, tended to reject Darwin's

favored mechanism of natural selection.

As a hterary prototype of this move-

ment, we must nominate the hero Bazarov

ofTurgenev's Fathers and Sons, pubUshed in

1862, just three years after Darwin's Origin

of Species. This revolutionary nihilist denies

all laws except those of the natural sci-

ences. When not engaged in political

schemes, he dissects frogs to build his

knowledge and center his hfe. Vladimir

and Sophia Kovalevsky were not nearly so

colorful or extreme in their sentiments and

actions. But their Uves surely included suf-

ficient adventure for a HoUyv^^ood biogra-

phy. I was particularly struck by the story

of Xladimir's skulduggery in fostering the

escipe fi'oni France, following the faU of

the Paris Commune in 1871, of the im-

prisoned and politically radical lover of

Sophia's sister.

Sophia and Vladimir began their mar-

riage as a sham, but as the world turns,

birds fiy, and bees buzz, the best laid plans

of mice and men often depart from origi-

nal intentions. When Sophia could not

find employment in Europe and Vladimir

wished to go home (where he could work

as a paleontologist), they returned to Rus-

sia together. They had always been fond of

each other, and when Vladimir showed

special tenderness to Sophia following the

death of her beloved father, they did con-

summate their marriage and eventually

had a daughter, who later studied medi-

cine, \vorked as a translator, and became

quite a heroine herselfwithin a very differ-

ent Soviet system.

Their hfe together in Russia produced

Most Russian

inteHectxials were strict

Darwinians, while other

European scientists

tended to reject his

favored mechanism of

natural selection.

httle but tension, much of their own mak-

ing. Vladimir had some family money, and

Sophia obtained a good sum after her fa-

ther's death. As neither found remunera-

tive work \vithin science (and since they

had chosen a life style far above their

means), they invested their cash in a vari-

ety of iU-considered business schemes,

mostly in real estate and public baths—and

quickly became flat broke. Vladimir then

had a stroke of good fortune that eventu-

ally became his undoing. He obtained a

position—at decent compensation—as

spokesman for a firm that manufactured

naphtha from petroleum. The Ragozin

brothers, owners of the company, wanted

the prestige ofVladimir's academic degrees

and his recognized verbal skills (arising, in

part, from his efforts as a formidable soap-

box orator in his poHtical past) to lure cus-

tomers and investors.

Vladimir spent most of his time on busi-

ness trips to European cities. Sophia, al-

though happy for the cash that gave her

some leisure for mathematical work, be-

came increasingly frustrated at his absences

and preoccupations—and a serious rift de-

veloped. Finally, early in 1881, Sophia,

boiled over and left for Berlin to pursue
|

her academic dreams. She explained in a.

letter to Vladimir:

You write truly that no woman has created

anything important, but it is just because of

this that it is essentialfor me, while I still

have energy and tolerable material

circumstances, to position myselfso that I

may show whether I can achieve anything or

whether I lack brains.

(I have become intrigued with Vladimir

and Sophia and have read everything I

could get my hands on for this essay—in-

cluding a veiled biography by Sophia's sis-

ter; an even more hagiographical set of So-

viet documents; and a fine modern

biography, the source of this quote and

much else, by Don H. Kennedy, entitled

Little Sparrow: A Portrait of Sophia Ko-

valevsky, [Ohio University' Press, 1983].)

After many heart-rending letters and a

few meetings for attempted reconciliation,

Sophia decided to remain abroad, and the

couple entrusted their daughter to the care

of Vladimir's more famous (and solvent)

brother Alexander the celebrated embry-

ologist who discovered the relationship

between vertebrates and the apparently

"lowly" marine tunicates.

And the predictable tragedy finally un-

folded. Vladimir had been mentally iU for

years, and his periods ofdepression length-

ened and deepened. The naphtha firm

failed, and the Ragozin brothers, charged

with numerous shady deahngs, faced judi-

cial proceedings. Vladimir, fearing his own

disgrace and prosecution (although he was

apparently innocent and not under official

suspicion), comirutted suicide on April 15,

1883, by putting a bag over his head and

inhaling chloroform. He had earlier writ-

ten (but not mailed) a letter to his brother

that functioned as a suicide note:

I am afraid that I shall grieve you very, very

much, but from all the clouds that have

gathered from all sides over me, this was the

only thing leftfor me to do. Everything for

which I was preparing has been broken up

by this, and life is grounng terribly difficult.

. . . Write Sophia that my constant thought
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was about her, and how very wrong I was

before her, and how I spoiled her life which,

exceptfor me, would hat'c been bright and

happy.

On learning the news, Sophia was dev-

astated by a complex mixture of grief and

guilt. She withdrew to her room and

would neither admit anyone nor eat any-

thing. On the fifth day of her fast, she lost

consciousness. She was then force-fed by

her physician and put into bed. Several

days later, she sat up, asked for a pencil and

paper, and began to work on a problem in

mathematics.

Vladimir's paleontological career was

brief and limited, both in quantity and ap-

I
parent range of material. He worked and

studied abroad from 1 869 (the year of his

marriage) to 1874, attending lectures in

several German universities, studying fossil

vertebrates at museums in Germany,

France, Holland, and Great Britain, and

t collecting fossils in France and Italy. He
wrote six papers in three languages, none

in his own (a few Russian translations ap-

peared later). AU six, published between

1873 and 1877, treated the anatomy and

evolution ot the two great groups of large,

hoofed, herbivorous mammals—the peris-

sodactyls, or odd-toed ungulates (repre-

sented today by only the few hving species

of horses, rhinoceroses, and tapirs), and

the artiodactyls, or even-toed ungulates

(the greatest success story among large

mammals, including the highly diverse

cattle, deer, antelopes, sheep, goats, pigs,

giraffes, camels, and hippos).

In the late 1970s, I edited an ill-fated

thirty-volume collection ot facsimile

reprints in the history of paleontology.

(The volumes were lovely, but the press

went belly up—for other reasons, I trust

—

soon after the collection appeared. I as-

sume that most printed copies ended up in

the shredder.) I decided to collect all Ko-

valevsky's papers together—in German

from the journal Palacontographica; his Eng-

lish monograph, submitted by T. H. Hux-

ley for publication in the Philosophical

Transactions of the Royal Society of London;

and his famous French treatise on the evo-

lution of horses, published back home in

the Mhnoires de I'Academie Imperiale des Sci-

ences de St.-Pctersbourg (but not in Russian,

so that wide readership would be possible;

many nations today—particularly Japan

—

publish their major scientific journals in

English for the same reason). Kovalevsky s

six papers made up a substantial, but not

particularly hefty, volume.

Such limited output rarely builds pre-

eminence in a field hke paleontology, so

identified (however unfairly) as a profes-

sion devoted to the detailed description of

minutiae. Yet, although Vladimir Ko-

valevsky may be virtually unknown to the

larger intellectual world (except as the

husband of a famous mathematician and

brother of a celebrated embryologist), he is

treasured within my smaO fraternity as an

important innovator and a particularly

careful craftsman. His few pubhshed pa-

pers created a reputation well beyond their

Uteral heft. For fifteen years, I have stared

fondly at my modest volume of his totality.

Kovalevsky has always won warm acco-

lades from aficionados. Darwin greatly ad-

mired his work and singled out his mono-

graph on horses for special praise in a letter

that can only make scholars yearn for more
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in the same (literal) st\'le. Dan\an had the

world's most abominable handwriting, a

serious impediment for all historians of

science. Some of the most important pas-

sages in his utiting, and theretore in the

history' ofWestern thought, have yet to be

deciphered to everyone's satisfaction. But

he WTOte to Kovalevsky in a wondertiilly

clear hand—no doubt laboriously and in

deference to a man who usually worked in

Cyrillic and might have difficulr.' with

English penmanship. (Why didn't Darwin

realize that EngUshmen might also stumble

over his usual scrawl?)

Darwdn had good reason to culti\'ate

Kovalevsky 's tavor. Betore marrying

Sophia, Vladimir had worked as a transla-

tor and publisher of scientific books. He
translated at least three of Darwin's most

important works into Russian

—

Tlie Varia-

tion ofAiiimab and Plants Under Domestica-

tion (1868), Tlie Descent ofMan (1871), and

Tlie Expression of the Emotions in Man and

Animals (1872). Vladimir labored so fever-

ishly on the 1868 book (Darwin's longest)

that the Russian edition actually appeared

betore the "original" English version,

thereby marking the premiere of this im-

portant work. In another tale from their

eventful lives, Vladimir and Sophia safely

carried the proo6 of the Tlie Descent of

Man through the Prussian Hnes and into

besieged Paris during the Franco-Prussian

War of 1870.

Kovalevsky-'s reputation has always re-

mained firm in the small fraternity- of ver-

tebrate paleontologists. In the first years of

this century, Henry Fairfield Osborn,

America's leader in the field (and longtime

president of the American Museum of

Natural History), marked Kovalevsky 's

work as "the first attempt at an arrange-

ment of a great group of mammals upon

the basis of the descent theor\-." He then

added:

If a student asks me hoiv to study

paleontology, I can do no better than direct

him to the Versuch einer natiirlichen

Classification der fossUen Hufthiere

[An Attempt at a Xatiirai Classification of

Fossil Hoofed Mammals—Koi'alevsk)''s

most important German publication]. . . .

Tills work is a model union of the detailed

study ofform andfiiiction with theory.

The Belgian paleontologist Louis DoUo,

Europe's leader in the held, praised Ko-

valevsk)- as "the first to study systemati-

cally the great problems ot paleontology'

on the basis of evolution. . . . No paleon-

tologist had ever joined such an intimate

knowledge of details with such an ampH-

mde of concepts." In his major work {La

Paleontologie Etholooiqne of 1909), DoUo

proposed a heroic epitome bv depicting

the histon,' of paleontology as a forward

march from tooHshness to illumination in

three progressive stages, each marked by a

protoDifpe: the "epoque fabuleuse, ou etn-

pirique," centered upon the fancifial early

eighteenth-centurv- work of the Swiss sa-

vant J. J. Scheuchzer; the "epoque mor-

phologique, oh rationelle," marked by the

great Georges Cu\der in the early nine-

teenth century; and the culminating

The Kovalevskys safely

carried translations of

Darwin through

the Prussian lines and

into besieged Paris

during the Franco-

Prussian War.

"epoque transformiste [evolutionary], ou

definitive," symbolized by the brilliant

work of Kovalevsk\.

We may identif\' the source ot Ko-

valevsk)?'s tame, and his enduring place in

the history' ot the natural sciences, in two

summary statements.

1. Kovalevsky made the first substantial

application of evolutionary theory

—

specifically, Darwin's version based on nat-

ural selection—to lineages of fossil organ-

isms. (Others had published evolurionar\-

interpretations based on vague and con-

fiised \iews about mechanisms of change,

but Kovalevsla" rigorously applied Dar-

^\^n's theory- ot natural selection, primarily

by seeking correlations ot altered anatomy

with changing external en\ironment and

then developing functional, or adaptive,

interpretations of the evolutionary trans-

formations.) Moreover, Kovalevsky was a

consistent Darwinian at a time when the

great majority' of scientists, although per-

suaded of evolution's truth by Darwin's ar-

guments, rejected natural selection as an

important mechanism of change. (In fair-

ness, Kovalevsky 's commitment need not Ml
record any superior insight or observation

based on fossils, but arose largely from

Darwin's exalted status among the Russian

inteUigentsia, as discussed previously in

this essay.) In his English monograph of

1874, Kovalevsky wrote:

Tlie wide acceptance by thinking naturalists

of Darwin's theory has given a new life to

paleontological research; the investigation of

fossiljorms has been elevatedfrom a merely

inquisitive study ofwhat were deemed to be

arbitrary acts of creation to a deep scientific

investigation of forms allied naturally and in

direct connection with those now peopling

the globe.

As a good example ofhis focus on adap-

tation to changing environments as the

motor ot evolution, Kovalevsky argues

later in the same monograph that horses

evolved their strong single toe for life on

hard, dr^' plains (a new environment that

foUow'ed the evolution of grasses in the

Miocene epoch), while hoofed mammals

that lived in soft and swampy ground re-

quired a broad foot and therefore retained

several toes:

If the lateral digits are still retained in the

Suidae [pigs] it is chiefly owing to the fact

that the Hogs live generally in marshy

places and on muddy river-hanks, where a

broadfoot is of great importance for not

allowing them to sink deeply into the mud.

But if by some geological change, their

habitat should be transformed into dry

grassy plains, there can be no reasonable

doubt that they would as readily lose their

lateral digits as the Paleotheroids [liorse

ancestors, in Kovalevskys view] have lost

theirs . . . in becoming tramformed into the

monodactyle Horse.

2. Kovalevsky documented the most fa-

mous evolutionar)' stor)' of all—the trans-

formation of a small, many-toed ancestor

with low-crowned teeth into the large-

bodied, single-toed, long-toothed modern

horse. Moreover, Kovalevsky identified,

(Please turn to page 66)
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A true stow ofa lonely

plant ecologist and his

mischievous neighbors

By Truman E Young

When you study large mammals, you have

plenty of company: other scientists at-

tracted to the same animals, \'isitors (and

sometimes hlmmakers) interested in your

work, and the animals themselves, who

become known to you as individuals and

sometimes friends. Getting on personal

terms with a plant is harder. Add to that a

cold and inaccessible study site, and as I

found out, you are sure to have a lot of

time to yoursek.

I spent tour vears h\dng in a tent at an

elevation of 14.000 feet in Mount Kenya

National Park, trving to decipher the se-

crets of tropical alpine plants. The locale

was spectacular. Mount Kenya is an an-

cient volcano that was born two miUion

years ago, before Homo erectus roamed the

plains. At that time, it was one of the tallest

mountains in the world, its bulk a great

barrier in the path of the seasonal mon-

soons. Soon its slopes were clothed wth
thick, wet forests above the arid plains.

Above tree Une, snow fell profiisely. Great

glaciers canned deep valleys. Over the mil-

lennia, the upper 6,000 feet of the cone

were ground away by glaciers, revealing an

imper^dous lava plug that, at 17,000 feet.

now stands like a fortress thousands of feet

above the valley floors.

My camp was nesded on the wall of the

Teleki Valley, in the shadow of Mount

Kenya's central peaks, Batian and NeUon.

Every morning these peaks hid the sun

until midmorning, and most evenings

were bathed in a glorious, rosy alpenglow.

In all the years that I Hved there. I never

tired of this scene.

The campsite Avas not quite ideal, how-

ever. The end of the passable road was

4,000 feet down the mountain—if it

hadn't rained lately. With rain, the road

became slippen.' and deeply rutted and

ended from one to fifteen miles tarther

away. Either \vay, I still had a considerable

hike to reach the campsite—through a for-

est in which buffaloes and elephants often

treed hikers and up a massive quagmire ap-

propriately called the Vertical Bog. With

time and conditioning, the trip became

more of a three-hour bore than a six-hour

trail, but there was often a race \\ith the at-

ternoon showers to enhven the trip.

Botanist Olov Hedberg has described

tropical alpine climate as "summer ever\-

day and ^^•inter every night." Hedberg is

Swedish, \vhich may explain his definition

of summer. Granted, if the afternoon sky

was cloudless and the air was dead cakn (an

occasional combination), I could work

comfortably in the intense high-altitude

sun in a T-shirt and shorts. But a Httle

shade or a Hght breeze was all I needed to

remind me how cold the air was. On a

pardy cloudy day. I spent my time alter-

This article is adapted from a chapter in

Fi'e Been Gone Far Too Long, edited by

Monique BorgerhoS" Mulder and pub-

lished this month by RDR Books, Oak-

land, California.

Little

nately disrobing and bundling up.

When I was not doing this quick-

change act, I was studying the giant lo-

belias of Mount Kenya. Very diSerent ]
from their garden relatives, these giant lo- i

belias resemble artichokes the size of bas-

ketballs. After growing for several decades

from a seed the size of a pinhead, each

plant produces a ten-foot-high stalk with

5,000 flowers and a couple of million

seeds. Then it dies. I had come to Africa to

discover why.

By and large, I was content \\ith my
sohtary Ufe. I generally enjoy being alone

and have al\vays been able to amuse myself.

However, when I began gi\'ing plants indi-

xadual names. I kne\\" I was in trouble. Into

this hfe came an invasion of four-legged

munchkins.

H\Taxes are curious animals. One of the

tew wild animals mentioned in the Bible,

h\Taxes are found in Africa and the Middle

East. They are the size and shape ofwood-

chucks and marmots (not quite as big as a

bread box), but unrelated to them. Long

suspected of being the closest Uving rela-

tives of elephants and manatees, they have

recently been Unked by some authorities

to rhinoceroses instead. Ha\dng come to

appreciate their devious intelligence first

hand, I am firmlv in the elephant camp.

Rock hyraxes Uve in colonies, and the

jumble of boulders left by retreating glaci-

ers pro\'ides ideal homes and refiiges from

predators such as eagles and leopards. I

chose to erect my camp in the middle of

just such a boulder field, which put me in

the middle of an active hyTax colony.

Hyraxes eat a wide variety ofplants. But

Criminals
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unlike most herbivores—which bite off

leaves with their front teeth—hyraxes turn

their heads to the side and use their mo-

lars, with one eye in the dirt and the other

to the heavens, as if on the lookout for a

swooping eagle. The reason for this con-

torted position is that hyraxes don't have

normal incisors. Instead, they have two

tusklike teeth in the upper jaw, with which

they can inflict vicious wounds and pick

up objects, but not bite off leaves. In the

lower jaw is a set of four teeth, each of

which has two narrow sUts. Hyraxes use

these lower teeth to comb through their

hair, grooming themselves.

At my camp lived a colony of about a

dozen adult hyraxes with their most recent

litters. There was a single male, a battle-

scarred veteran named Rick. His harem

was composed of females of several ages,

and my favorite was a young adult named

Elizabeth. She was always the most curious

and adventuresome and was as cute as a

hyrax can be.

I was the first human to live in the ter-

ritory of this particular colony, which may

explain the grace period during which the

hyraxes were disarming and I was dis-

armed. It began innocently enough. The

hyraxes, although wary of me, enjoyed

freedom from predation near my tent,

making their daily siestas even more re-

laxed. I thought nothing of leaving my
tent open during short absences.

Then food began to go missing. Early

on I suspected both hyraxes and the rapa-

cious mountain chats, but never caught

anyone in the act. 1 would return to camp

to fmd all of my neighbors at a respectful

distance, but hadn't I had more breakfast

leftovers? When confronted by a stern

look or harsh word, the hyraxes always

vigorously protested their innocence (or at

least vigorously protested). Being a trust-

ing North American in a strange land, I

gave them the benefit of the doubt.

Merely by not having rocks thrown at

them, the hyraxes became calmer around

me than around the park rangers (who

knew them better than I did). But this was

not good enough. I wanted friends, not

just neighbors. So I began giving them

food. Leftovers, mainly, and deposited far

from the tent. Slowly, I became less careful

and would toss out scraps as I cooked and

ate. Sure enough, I made many "friends."

Still, the paramount rule was: no

hyraxes in the tent. This was a shame in a

way, because it was obvious that they could

have made interesting house guests. I

didn't need to worry about house-training

them; they had their own toilets outside

my home and theirs. No, the problem was

that they were too smart and too insatiable

to be trusted around food.

As long as I was within sight of the

camp, the hyraxes knew that I would come

It is hard to get

on personal

terms with

something that

looks like a giant

artichoke, so I

knew I was in

trouble when I

began giving

names to

individual plants.

running and deliver a barrage of insults

and missiles if they tried to sneak into the

tent. However, they soon discovered a sin-

gular exception to this rule. I can stUl re-

member the first time it happened: I was

in the middle of a visit to my open-air la-

trine, basking in the glory of the view and

the midday sun. Several hyraxes were in

the area in front ofmy tent, scavenging the

morning's scraps. The one nearest the

door looked inside, found me absent, and

looked around. Upon discovering my lo-

cation a hundred yards away, she thought

for a moment, and then boldly walked into

my tent. She had figured exactly right. I

could (and did) scream and shout aU I

wanted, but was just out of rock-throwing

range and in no position to launch a quick

counterattack. By the time I got back to

my tent, she was long gone and so were

my cookies.

From then on I vowed to zip up my tent

whenever I left. Sometimes I would for-

get, however, or get careless, figuring I

would be back very shortly. At these times,

the smorgasbord was declared "open."

Even when I was sure I had zipped the

tent, I imagined an inexplicable loss of

leftovers. These little criminals had me
paranoid.

Hyraxes are just about the only land

mammals I know that do not use their feet

or hands as foraging or fighting tools. Pri-

mates, bats, rodents, raccoons, and mon-

gooses all have manipulative hands that

they use to gather and eat food. Carnivores

swat, slash, grab, and dig with their feet.

Even ungulates use their hoofs as weapons

and to dig at food. Elephants harvest grass

by grabbing a tuft with their trunks and

then kicking it free.

Hyraxes will have none of that. When
faced with an obstacle, they face it head

on. An overturned cup hiding a piece of

potato (during my foolish "feed the cute

hyrax" phase) would be inspected from all

sides and then knocked over with the

hyrax's snout. This snout dexterity had

other uses as well. One historic morning, I

was reading quietly in my tent when I

heard a snuffling at the door. Usually I left

the doors open when I was home, and the

hyraxes used this as a sign of my presence.

On this occasion, the doors were zipped

up, and the hyraxes were operating on the

assumption that I was safely out of the way,

off counting lobeUa leaves.

The snuffling continued and quickly ze-

roed in on the junction where all the

closed zippers meet. The tent jiggled and a

little black nose appeared. The nose

twitched, smelling the irresistible aroma of

stale cookies, and then began to work

right and left, up and down. Slowly the

zippers began to move. I sat mesmerized.

Behind the nose appeared a snout, behind

the snout a pair of beady eyes. The whole

head was now battering the zippers open.

Finally the opening was large enough to

admit the hyrax. It was Rick. He stepped



quietly into the tent (into my home!) and

bet;an walking an obviously well-known

path toward my cooking area. But he

stopped midstride and stared right at me.

Something was terribly wrong. I was not

supposed to be there. But as long as I

wasn't moving, he wasn't going to move

either. He was betting that either (a) I had

not seen him or (b) I was not really me.

There was a long pause. I blinked first. He

let out a startled squeak and scurried in

panic back through the opening, which

now seemed barely adequate.

I was outraged. So my leftovers and

cookies were disappearing after all. I was

not (yet) losing my mind. From then on I

had to increase my security measures, ac-

tually putting a lock on the zippers when I

was out. The battle of wits had escalated.

But I was working on my doctorate, and

these guys couldn't even count to ten. It

was going to be no contest.

I began keeping a pile of small rocks by

my cot. Bopping a hyrax is, as you can by

now imagine, an immensely satisfying

achievement, but the hyraxes learned so

quickly that I rarely got a second shot. So

I upped the ante. Instead of merely disal-

lowing hyraxes inside the tent, I decided to

draw an imaginary line several feet beyond

the door and reclaim the territory. This led

to a renewed but short-lived bout of peb-

ble tossing. These guys learned too

quickly for me to alleviate months ofpent-

up frustration.

Then a friend brought me a long-

awaited gift from the United States, on

order since my early run-ins with my
neighbors. It was one of those guns that

shoot plastic darts with suction cups that

are supposed to stick to your little sister's

forehead but never do. I was determined

that this ultimate weapon would finally

turn the tide.

By this time, all the hyraxes had memo-
rized the location of my imaginary line

and would not cross it. I sat with gun in

hand for hours, for days, but they never

transgressed. The time was not wasted.

Hours of practice made me a crack shot.

Still, they did not put so much as a toe

across the line. I took to pretending that 1

was engrossed in a book, hiding the gun

between the pages. No go.

Each of us has a breaking point. It may

come when your hard disk crashes. It may

come after climbing the twelve flights of

stairs to the office for research clearance

for the twentieth time. It may come when

you discover your thousands of individu-

ally placed plant identification tags have

become local collector's items. It often

happens in the presence ofyour mechanic.

For me it came several frustrating weeks

after the arrival of the gun, as I watched

Elizabeth carefully tip-toe the line be-

tween her territory and mine. It became

clear to me at that moment that she was

taunting me, teasing me with her baleful

eyes. There comes a time when the rules

of appropriate human conduct no longer

hold. I slowly lifted the gun, aimed just

behind her left shoulder, and fired.

It was a perfect shot. The dart hit true

and rebounded harmlessly a few feet away.

Elizabeth let out a little squeak and

bounced back herself. She gave me a look

of outraged disbelief. It was not the new

weapon or my markmanship that amazed

her. It was that she was hit on her side of

the hne. I had broken the rules. I managed

to suppress a twinge of guilt. I had no con-

science. I was in charge.

I stared back, smug. She looked from

her adversary to the dart and back again. I

did the same. She looked long and hard at

the dart. So did I. She looked at me again,

but this time there was something other

than sadness in her eyes. We looked at each

other. We looked at the dart. We made our

moves simultaneously, but she was quicker

and closer. I arrived a half second too late.

Elizabeth grabbed the dart in her mouth

and took off just ahead of my desperate

leap, disappearing into the boulder rubble.

I still had two darts left, but it didn't

matter. I was defeated. Morally, intellectu-

ally, and strategically, the hyrax had won.

Life would never be the same. Luckily, my
thesis committee never found out, and a

few months later they awarded a doctorate

to a guy who couldn't outsmart a pack of

five-pound rock hoppers.

Tniiium P. Yoiiiiq is ati ccolot^ist at the Uiiii'cr-

sily of CaUfoniia at Davis. He has lived and

worked in Africa on and off for tlic last ttveiity

years and recently coedited Ecosystems ot East

Africa and Their Conservation, pnltlislted

by Oxford University Press.
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airay of

' backboned beasts

await the unveiling

of their new home

on the Museum's

fourth floor.



With the opening this June of the Hall of

Vertebrate Origins at the American Museum of

Natural History, the world's most

comprehensive exhibition of vertebrate fossils

is complete. Interconnecting with the two halls

of dinosaurs and two of fossil mammals, the

newest hall is the final link in a spectacular necklace of

bone. Of the six recently renovated galleries, the Hall

ofVertebrate Origins may have been the most difficult

to plan because of the sheer scope and number of fos-

sils involved. Of the more than 600 vertebrate fossils on

the Museum's fourth floor, 250 of them are here. Ver-

tebrates some 400 million years old are represented, as

are many animals alive today. In fact, this one hall en-

compasses all backboned animals with the exception ot

Text by Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr.

Photographs by Enrico Ferorelli

dinosaurs, mammals, and early relatives of mammals.

The gallery housing these fossUs has high ceilings,

bright natural Hght, and two rows of tall, slender

columns. Ten life-size casts and niodels of fossil

animals—including the sixteen-foot armored fish Dun-

kleostais, the huge turde Stupendemys, and the enor-

mous, long-necked marine creature Thalassomedon—
are suspended from the white-and-blue ceiling. They

appear to be gliding through the ocean depths.

Through the Hall of Vertebrate Origins and con-

tinuing around the fourth-floor circuit, a visitor follows

an evolutionary pathway—a many-branched tree of
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Preparator David

McCornack puts the

finishing touches on

Tylosaurus. Tlie

bones of ttiis 85-

million-year-old

predatory marine

lizard are embedded

in a rocl( matrix.

Xiphactinus, a ray-

finned fish, is

readied for display by

Jeanne Kelly,

coordinator of fossil

preparation.

life. This path, known as a cladograni, derives from

cladistics, a relatively new, scientifically rigorous

method of grouping creatures both living and extinct

according to their evolutionary relationships. Rather

than a single time line that leads from older to newer

forms of life, the cladogram reflects the hierarchical na-

ture of these natural groups, or clades, with smaller

groups branching in profusion from larger ones.

The curators of the haUs have pioneered the appli-

cation of cladistic methodology as the organizing prin-

ciple for the exhibits. If the new halls have a message,

it is that evolution is not a straight narrative Une but a

happening. Rather than being progressive in terms of

always producing better organisms, it is a process that

through reproduction and evolutionary change pro-

duces a great variety of organisms. This variety and the

scientific evidence for what happened, rather than how
or why things happened, are what the halls present.

The cladogram path is punctuated by a score of

vertical kiosks—milestones that constitute the major

evolutionary branching points, called nodes. These

nodes represent the evolution ot new or advanced fea-

tures, such as a backbone or jaws. Visitors can learn the

evolutionary basics simply by sticking to the center of

the haU and going from node to node. Or they can

leave the main pathway and enter alcoves, each of

which traces in greater detail the evolutionary branch-

ing of a clade, a group of animals that share particular

characteristics and are more closely related to one an-

other than to any other animals. Computers are avail-

able for help along the way, with forty hours of soft-

ware programs to watch and listen to.

The first milestone—the Vertebrate Node—is just

outside the hall's doorway, in the Orientation Center.

Right away, it spells trouble of the sort that plagues pa-

leontologists, evolutionary biologists, and the designers

of exhibitions: The earliest vertebrates did not have

bony vertebrae; in the vertebrate pantheon, distinct

heads with a braincase and external bone evolved first.

Since heads, not backbones, are the basic defining fea-

ture of all that follows, John Maisey, a dark-haired,

dark-bearded curator of vertebrate paleontology and

fish specialist, who is responsible for the first third of

the hall, wanted to replace the word vertebrate with cra-

niate. However, a Hall of Craniate Origins did not have

the recognition factor of Hall of Vertebrate Origins,

and hence the misnomer remains.

Anomalously, therefore, the first animals after the

Vertebrate Node—early relatives of hagfish and lam-

preys—have a braincase-bearing head (without jaws;

their mouths are like suckers) but no vertebrae.

(article continues on page 36)
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Hall of Vertebrate Or!
This month, the American Museum of Natural History completes the last of its

fourth-floor halls, which house the world's most comprehensive exhibit of ver-
tebrate fossils.
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The exhibits in the new hall occupy the oldest building (1877) in the Museum
complex. Beginning with the origins of vertebrates more than 400 million years

veTs'iflpH TT '""""' ''" ''' '''"'' °' '°"^' ^^^t ^™'^^d '' vertebrates di-
versified in the seas and then moved onto land and into the air.



Living crocodiles

IVIuseum shop Elevators

Starting at the far left, in the Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Ori-

entation Center, visitors to the Museum's vertebrate evolu-

tion halls can get an overview of the fourth floor's exhibits

with a short film and other multimedia exhibits. The Center

explains the organization of the halls' extraordinary display

of fossils-85 percent of which are real (in contrast to the

large number of fossil casts on view in many museums), The

grand tour of vertebrate evolution begins in the Orientation

Center with an introduction to the backbone and braincase,

the two features that distinguish vertebrates from other ani-

mals. Moving into the Hall of Vertebrate Origins, visitors can

trace the major pathway of vertebrate evolution, which is

marked by a number of key developments, called nodes,

that have shaped it. Branching off from these points are

other pathways that may be followed to learn how various

animal groups in the hall are related. The alcoves to either

side harbor large and small fossil and modern vertebrates.

Interactive computer stations found throughout the hall pro-

vide detailed information about the various animals, living

and extinct. From this hall, visitors can pick up the evolu-

tionary pathways leading to the halls devoted to two major

vertebrate groups: dinosaurs and mammals (which, of

course, include us).
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il Fishes: So Mu
Byiohn G. Maisey

Fishes embody one of the greatest para-

doxes ofvertebrate evolution: While they

are phenomenally diverse—accounting

for more than half the world's total verte-

brate species—they have retained essen-

tially the same anatomical plan for 450

million years. If we could go fishing in

the Devonian period, between 360 and

400 miUion years ago, we would still rec-

ognize our catch as fishes, although we

would notice several curious features. Fa-

miliar categories, such as sharks and ray-

fmned bony fishes (which are distant rel-

atives of today's paddlefishes, gars,

salmon, and perch), would be compara-

tively rare. But we would discover far

greater diversity and abundance among

lobe-finned relatives of the modern

coelacanth and lungfishes.

We would also find completely unfa-

miliar and now-extinct fishes, including

small, spiny ones, known as acanthodians.

and bone-encrusted monsters, called pla-

coderms, which would represent the

most diverse part of our catch. Finally,

among the finny throng we would also

find a few pecuHar giUed creatures with

toed limbs instead ofpaired fins, and with

no fins at all on their backs. These are the

aquatic ancestors ofmodern tetrapods, or

four-limbed creatures, including our-

selves. A netfiil of Devonian fishes would

therefore reveal something of our own

distant origins, as well as the tandem evo-

lution of fishes and tetrapods.

Since the Devonian, two major

groups of fishes—placoderms and acan-

thodians—have gone extinct, and a third

group—the limbed fishes, or tetrapods,

including all our terrestrial ancestors

—

has been displaced onto land. Lungfishes

and coelacanths have barely survived, and

only two groups, the sharks and the ray-

finned bony fishes, are actually more

abundant and diverse today than they

were in the Devonian, In a very general

Curator John Malsey peers through the Jaws of

Carcharodon megalodon, a fifty-foot shark that plied

the seas only ten million years ago.

The

evolution of

fishes

reveals

something

of our own
distant

origins.

Beneath the spinal cord, however, they have a fluid-

filled notochord, as did their immediate ancestors, the

chordates. In the earliest vertebrates, neither the noto-

chord nor the spinal cord was supported by bone. What

is most significant to Maisey is that, on the genetic

level, the chordates have only one series of what are

called Hox genes, a very basic and conservative set of

genes that determines (among other things) where an

animal's front and back wiU be and the position of its

appendages, if any. The most primitive living craniates,

the hagfish and lampreys, have more than a single series

of Hox genes. "This is a profound evolutionary step

—

it is not just an incremental change," Maisey says.

"There is a fantastic difference between a hagfish or

lamprey and its primitive relatives, such as Aiiiphioxiis, a

little transparent thing with a notochord, no head and

no eyes or ears, no bone, no nothing—and only one set

of Hox genes, like a fruit fly."

Entering the hall proper, the visitor confironts the

Jaws Node. Jaws apparently evolved firom the front set

of gill arches in early relatives of lampreys and hagfish.

In fishes, there can be as many as seven of these carti-

laginous structures for supporting the gills (although

most have five or fewer), and the front ones may be able

to move in order to pump water over the giUs—a first

step on their way to becoming jaws. Notably, with the

evolution ofjaws, the number ofHox gene seriesjumps

to four. "Subsequent to the development ofjaws, there

has been no change in the number ofHox gene series,"

Maisey says. "Every craniate since then has the same

four Hox gene series. Nothing that has occurred since

then—not the development of four limbs, not the im-

pervious egg, not the evolution of dinosaurs, birds, or

mammals—has been as basic. From then on, there are

changes within those genes, and in the way those genes

are expressed—but nothing as basic as their multipUca-

tion." When more is known about the genetics of evo-

lution, Maisey feels, a genetic overlay could be added

to the information in the fourth-floor halls.

The
first four alcoves on either side of the path-

way beyond the Jaws Node—all Maisey's

work—are, alternating from left to right: Placo-

derms (armored, jawed fishes); Chon-

drichthyans (sharks, rays, and their relatives); on the left

again, Actinoptetygians (ray-finned fishes); and on the

right again, Coelacanths, Lungfishes, and the Extinct

Relatives of Tetrapods. (Going down the hall is like lac-

ing a boot or slalom skiing, progressing from side to

side.) Although the word fishes crops up in the exhibit

from time to time, it is not, Maisey points out, correct,

cladisticaUy speaking. A clade is a monophyletic group,

i
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lis Little Change
sense, therefore, the basic variety of form

seen among fishes is far less than it used

to be. Their diversity today is mostly

confined to a single group of ray-finned

fishes, the teleosts, which first evolved

about 200 million years ago. There are

about 23,500 extant species of teleost

fishes, including tarpons, herrings, eels,

piranhas, catfishes, salmon, and perch.

Fossils reveal that modern teleost di-

versity did not evolve gradually, but

rather exploded between 75 and 50 mil-

lion years ago. Two groups of teleosts

have shown the greatest diversification:

ostariophysans, comprising the carps,

characins, and catfishes, with about 6,000

species; and acanthomorphs, with more

than 15,000 species ofperchlike fishes. As

far as we know, no other teleosts ever at-

tained comparable levels of diversity, and

to a great extent the "success" ofmodern

teleosts is really the success of ostario-

physans and acanthomorphs.

Anatomical specializations distinguish

these groups from other fishes, but their

anatomy alone is inadequate to account

for all their diversity. For example, many

closely related cichlid fishes—a group of

acanthomorphs—may live together in

close harmony, with only a few distin-

guishing anatoinical features reflecting

subtle differences in diet or behavior.

Much of this high modern diversity is

found in special situations, for example

within lakes of the East Afirican Rift Val-

ley. The ability of these fishes to partition

seemingly uniform aquatic environments

into a multitude of discrete ecological

niches is undoubtedly an important as-

pect of teleost success. But it is a difficult

aspect for fish paleontologists to investi-

gate, because dietary or behavioral pref-

erences, and critical anatomical features

associated with them, are elusive in fos-

sils. Nevertheless, we have no paleonto-

logical evidence that any group of fishes

ever equalled the acanthomorphs in

terms of species richness.

Despite such diversity, the anatomical

differences between Devonian and mod-

ern ray-finned fishes and sharks are small.

In the relatively unchanged environ-

ments of Earths waterworld, a fish is still

a fish, optimally shaped to meet hydro-

dynamic demands that stiU apply today.

But that doesn't mean that fishes are

primitive, or "unevolved," for we can

follow their evolutionary history through

time. Fishes have simply developed new

ways to survive in the watery environ-

ment where vertebrates first evolved.

These earliest vertebrates not only in-

cluded the progenitors of fishes, but were

also ultimately the ancestors of humans

too. The fundamental patterns of

anatomical design in fishes have endured

for almost half a bilhon years, yet they

have become progressively modified as

fishes continued to evolve. The fishes'

paradox, so much diversity but so httle

change, is a reflection of just how well

adapted fishes are to life in the water.

that is, a group of animals that contains the common
ancestor and all its evolutionary descendants. Advanced

features that arose in the common ancestor, such as a

braincase in the common ancestor of vertebrates, are

inherited by later evolutionary descendants. In con-

trast, fishes form a paraphyletic group, or an assemblage

of animals that contains a common ancestor and

some—^but not all—of the ancestor's descendants. (To

be a clade, fishes would have to include aU the descen-

dants of the first fish; that would mean including the

amphibians, reptiles, and mammals.) "The best de-

scription of a fish," says Maisey, "is 'a vertebrate with-

out limbs,' and that's not a scientifically meaningful de-

finition." For Maisey, tetrapods are simply finless

"fishes."

Placoderms are fishes (the word will not die qui-

etly) with armored heads and

trunks. The bone is embedded in

the skin—indeed, bone first

evolved as plates in the skin, par-

ticularly the skin of the head,

forming an exoskeleton; later,

bone also formed within the car-

tilaginous inner skeleton. In the

placoderms (their name means,

hterally, "plated skm"), the plates

are large and heavy, extending back over the upper

torso; a big joint at the base of the skull allows some

movement. Placoderms moved by swishing their shark-

like tails from side to side. Abundant during the De-

vonian, 412 miUion to 354 million years ago, they died

out at about the end of that period. "They are one of

the first major groups of vertebrate predators to have

become extinct," Maisey says regretfully.

Among the placoderms, one of the most spectacu-

lar, Dnnklcosteus, looked like an aquatic battering

ram—although it likely did not use its skull in this

way—with an armored head and a mouthful of ser-

rated, toothlike blades. In the hall, two Dunkkostcus

skulls glare from a glass case, while a full-scale model

glides Hke a flying boxcar overhead. In this airspace,

Maisey had initially wanted to launch a model.

Artist Rob Barber

painted four

large murals for

ttie new hall. In

this reconstruction,

a diversity of

fishes swim in a

Devonian sea.
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Unique Among Vertebrates
By Eugene S. Gaffney

"Because they are still H\dng, turdes are

commonplace objects to us," wrote

renowned paleontologist A. S. Romer.

"Were they entirely extinct, their

shells—the most remarkable defensive

armor ever assumed by a tetrapod

—

would be a cause for wonder." Other ar-

mored animals—hving armadillos and

the extinct glyptodonts and anky-

losaurian dmosaurs—carry bony plates in

the skin covering their bodies, but the

shell of a turtle is much more intimately

associated with the inner structure ot the

animal and originated from multiple

parts of the skeleton. Not only is the

backbone fused to the shell, but the cen-

tral disk of the upper shell, or carapace, is

formed by a fiision of bony plates \vith

the turtle's ribs. Unlike those of all other

vertebrates, turtles' ribs He outside the

shotilder and pehdc bones. This affords a

great degree of protection to species that

retract their Hmbs, as well as their heads,

into the shells. Just how the shell and this

strange arrangement of body parts

evolved remains a mystery. The most

primitive turtle known, Pwgaiwchelys—
which appeared in the Triassic at about

the same time as the earliest dinosaurs

—

had a completely "normal" shell. Among
extinct creatures, the large oxlike

pareiasaurs, the small, spiked procolo-

phonids, and the more generalized cap-

torhinids (on display in the new hall) have

been suggested as turtle ancestors. None

of these candidates, ho\vever, share con-

vincing advanced features \vith turtles,

and the bony nodules found in

pareiasaurs and expanded ribs ofprocolo-

phonids are not consistent with the

known makeup ot turtle shells.

Despite the early, fiill-blown appear-

ance of their hallmark feature, turtles are

far from being structurally conservative

"hving fossils." They have undergone un-

usual and extensive evolutionary' changes

during their long history and have diver-

sified into many and varied terrestrial and

aquatic habitats. Early in the history of

turtledom, by the early Jurassic, the

chamber enclosing the stapes (the thin

bone that conducts sound vibration to

the inner ear) expanded, reducing the

space available for the jaw muscles. In

most vertebrates, the muscle fibers inside

the skuU pull on a central tendon, which

is attached to the lower jaw, producing

the force that closes the jaw and allows

the animal to eat. In turdes, this tendon

runs over a pulley mechanism. The redi-

rected tendon bypasses the enlarged ear

chamber, allowing large jaw muscles to

stay out ofharm's (or ear's) way.

We have good evidence that \vhile

these pulley mechamsms were evolving,

turtles divided into two lineages; two dif-

ferent pulley mechanisms characterize

the two main groups. Members of both

groups had relatively primitive neck

bones that did not allow them to retract

Turtles bask and a

crocodile patrols the

shore in a

reconstruction of a

swamp scene from

Eocene Wyoming,

some fifty million

years ago.

equipped with real fossil teeth, of Carcharodon mega-

lodon, a fifh'-foot relative of the hving great white

shark. Sheer space being a problem, Diwkkosteiis got

the nod instead, and the Carcharodon jaws gape tooth-

somelv but headlessly from the shark alcove hke a giant

pair ot dentures.

The next alcove, the Actinopterv'gians, or ray-

finned fishes, was a special problem; Maisey had

enough fossils of ray-finned fishes to fiU the entire hall.

The more than 25,000 extant species of actinoptery-

gians include virtuall\' all the tishes we are tamiliar \vith

today, including bass, trout, and perch. "In the

actinopter\-gian alcove alone, there is more modern

species diversity' represented than on the whole rest ot

the fourth floor!" Maisey says. "I have fian with the

other curators about mv fish— I tell them I ouo;ht to

have the whole floor, and I'll give them my alcove for

all their dinosaurs and mammals."

Coelacanths, Lungfishes, and Extinct Relatives of

Tetrapods, in the fourth of Maisey 's alcoves, were once

diverse but can boast only a few representatives aUve

today. Their lobed fms—unhke the dehcate bony rays

of the actinopterygians, which are designed for swish-

ing in water—are thick and rather stubby, with an in-

ternal bone structure more readily adaptable, eventu-

ally, to load bearing. Modern lungfish can use their fins

to flop along on muddy shores and, presumably Uke

their ancestors, can breathe air as well as water. One

group of lobe-finned fishes has long been considered

close to the ancestry' of tetrapods, which include all

four-hmbed creatures (including humans).

Earlier in this centun,; some scientists thought that

legs evolved at a time of drought when

oceans, lakes, and rivers were receding,

allowing those lungfishlike ancestors

with stronger fins to survive, possibly

because they were able to flop success-

fijlly from one dwindhng puddle to an-

other. This view changed with the dis-

covers' of a 360-million-year-old fossO

animal now known as Acaiithostega. The

first fossils of this creature were found in



The massive, six-million-year-old pleurodire Stupendeniys Zooms above curator Eugene Gaffney.

their heads into the shells. Later on, both

groups independently evolved highly

specialized methods of neck retraction.

One group is the pleurodires (side

necks), which bend their necks and skulls

in a horizontal plane along the front edge

of the shell. The heyday of the pleu-

rodires, many ot which were seagoing,

was in the Cretaceous and early Tertiary,

more than 60 million years ago. Today,

pleurodires live in freshwater habitats in

Africa, Austraha, and South America.

The name of the second group, the

cryptodires (hidden necks), refers to the

ability to completely retract the head and

neck straight back into the shell, with the

neck bending in a vertical plane. Today,

the cryptodires are the more diverse of

the two turtle Hneages and, except for

the polar regions, are found worldwide.

They live in marine, near shore, lake,

river, wet forest, and desert habitats and

include such famiUar beasts as snapping,

box, and sea turtles.

the 1930s. In the 1980s, English paleontologists Jenny

Clack and Michael Coates, working in Greenland,

found additional Acaiitliostega remains. Their research

on this ancient tetrapod suggests that legs did not

evolve for walking or even flopping on land. Rather,

the evolution of hmbs may have been an arbitrary oc-

currence, but one that Acanthostega would, incidentally,

have found useful in paddling along the bottom ofshal-

low bays and estuaries and maneuvering through debris

in bogs and brackish waters. A modern analogue would

be a newt, which can barely stand on four legs and is a

pretty hopeless swimmer.

A
creature that might evoke J. R. R. Tolkien's

Gollum, Acaiitlwstega is about two feet long

and has a skull like a plow, a tail obviously

meant for swimming, and limbs ending m
eight delicate fingers and clearly not designed for doing

push-ups. It IS the earliest tetrapod known. With this

early four-legged animal, we pass the Tetrapod Node
and leave the realm of John Maisey for that of Gene

Gaffney, a white-haired, white-bearded man (beards

clearly are a shared feature of the vertebrate paleontol-

ogist clade) . As Maisey is known especially for his work

with early sharks. Gaffney is the leading expert on the

evolutionary history of turtles.

All three curators—Maisey, Gaffney, and Mark

NoreU, who is in charge of the last third of the hall

—

tend to be outspoken crusaders against what they con-

sider popular misconceptions about evolution. The

word amphibian, Gaffney says in a manner reminiscent

of Maisey condemning loose words like fishes and verte-

brates, is another cladistically inaccurate term. While it

is appropriate for hving frogs, salamanders, and apodans

(secondarily legless animals), the term is imprecise

when appUed to fossils because it lumps together ani-

mals that are not closely related to one another.

Gaffney is a stickler for authenticity not only m lan-

guage but also in specimens. He is quick to point out

that the Acanthostega on display is not real but sculpted;

the original fossil is in Denmark. The curators are

proud of the Museum's many genuine fossils and want

to protect each specimen's integrity by never causing a

visitor to wonder whether it is real or not. One ot the

more spectacular of the real, complete fossil skeletons

on display is Bticttneria, an ancient relative of fi'ogs and

salamanders. The bones of Biiettneria are the center-

piece of the Hall of Vertebrate Origins and are sur-

rounded by a circular bench from which a foot-weary

visitor can ponder this early four-footed creature.

Biiettneria is mounted in such a way that it appears to be

swimming downward—rooting around in the bottom

The fossil

remains of

four-limbed

creatures

suggest

that legs

did not

evolve for

walking.
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li V" as in Vertebrate
By Mark Norell

The new fourth floor at the American

Museum ofNatural History is a reliquary

for the animals whose legacy is preserved

as fossils. On display in the six renovated

galleries are more than 600 actual fossil

specimens. The dinosaur halls are spec-

tacular. (I'm partial. Dinosaurs occupy

my time both at the Museum and as I

traverse the globe searching tor their elu-

sive remains.) The nvo mammal halls are

equally successfiil. mapping our interre-

lationships with an array of fellow mam-

mals. But unlike Tymniiosaiirus or the

saber-toothed cat, many of the animals

that make an appearance in the newest

gaUen,; the Hall of Vertebrate Origins,

are unfamiliar Are these the leftovers,

the flotsam and jetsam, not included in

our other halls?

No. Here amid the architectural

grandeur of Calvert Vaux's original 1877

structure, we showcase some ot the

weirdest (most highly specialized) and

most interesting (especially relevant to

evolutionary studies) animals on the

fourth floor. Not only does this haU

house the highest percentage of never-

before-displayed creatures ofany gallery

in the new installation, but it also has

even more to tell us about what we are

and why we are.

Although the gallery includes some

of the earUest backboned animals, most

ofthe creatures represented are far fi-om

primitive. In terms of locomotion

alone, the variety includes flying

pterosaurs, leaping frogs, legless snakes,

porpoiseUke ichthyosaurs, and sprawl-

ing crocodiles. In addition, many ofthe

lineages in the hall have H\dng represen-

tatives. If we use mammals as an end-

point (arbitrary in an evolutionary

sense, but of interest since we are mam-

mals), these animals are members of

groups that spHt off ver)' early from our

own evolutionary line. By making

comparisons among them, we can trace

our own evolutionary history.

As ^ve enter the new hall, we are

standing at the very base of the family

tree ofvertebrate life. The first branch on

the tree—the first vertebrates for which

we have defmitive records—are jawless

animals called ostracoderms, which su-

perficially resemble a cross between an

awkward fish and a horseshoe crab. Love

your backbone or hate it, bony vertebrae

connect us to fish, frogs, snakes, salaman-

ders, and all other backboned creatures.

We and the ostracoderms are descended

from a common ancestor, the first animal

to have a backbone. Having vertebrae is

an evolutionary bench mark that defines

the vertebrates, which include all the an-

imals in the new fourth-floor haUs.

The next big innovation—the origin

ofjaws—is the feature that separated all

other vertebrates from the agnathans, or

jawless fishes. Jaws set the stage for the di-

versification ofvertebrate feeding appara-

Suspended
above the

new hall, a

plesiosaur

weaves its

long, Loch-

Ness-

monster

neck

around a

Corinthian

column.

of a s\vamp, perhaps. At a length of seven feet, Buett-

iieria looks Uke an overgrown Acanthostega, except that

its head is flatter, looking more like a shovel than a

plow; it has four serious-looking legs and a long spine.

Bevond the tetrapods, the Amniote Node is a

milestone in the histon,' of vertebrate Ufe on

land. Some early tetrapods crawled out onto

land but were forever tied to the water for re-

production because their eggs, in porous membranes,

could not sur^dve on land; hence, frogs and salamanders

lav their eggs in water as did their ancestors. The amni-

otic egg, which contains a watertight membrane called

the amnion, ended this dependence. At the Amniote

Node, the mammahan lineage sphts offfrom the reptil-

ian, or sauropsid, Uneage. If you wish to pursue the

mammahan branch of the animal kingdom, you can

skip the sauropsids and the archosaurs, which come

next, give a miss to the dinosaur halls, and pick up the

S^Tiapsid Node in the Halls ofMammals and Their Ex-

tinct Relatives. S'S'napsids are characterized by a hole in

the skuU behind the eye socket—the same hole that ex-

ists between your cheekbone and the side ot your face.

While some of the nodes are associated \vith obvi-

ously essential features (backbones, jaws, four hmbs,

the v^'atertight eggshell), other characteristics that de-

fine a clade are not as striking. Frequently they are, to

the layperson, unspectacular and, to the experts, ot un-

known physiological significance. This is the case for

the Synapsid Node and for the remaining nodes in the

Hall of Vertebrate Origins. The next one along the

path, the Sauropsid Node, for example, contains crea-

tures characterized by a pair of holes in the roof of the

mouth. This defining trait is shared by turdes, snakes,

hzards, marine "reptiles," crocodiles and their relatives,

pterosaurs, and dinosaurs, including birds. In the pre-

cladistic era, aU but the last member of this great assem-

blage were designated as reptiles. However, when sci-

entists estabhshed that birds were a sur\dving group ot

dinosaurs—and when it was further recognized that

these warmblooded, feathered creatures did not fit

most people's idea of a reptile—Gafihey took the lead

in promoting the use ofa term deemed more appropri-

ate for this giant clade

—

sauropsid.

Turtles are also the most primitive Uving sauropsids.

They occupy an alcove under the soaring shell of Stu-

pendemys, a turtle that Hved some six miUion years ago

in what is now Venezuela. According to Gaffiiey, the

mam change in turtles since they originated in the Tri-

assic, about 220 milHon years ago, has been in the head

and neck, which in the case of Stupeiidemys do not re-

tract directly into the shell, but sideways, curhng



Curator Mark Norell with the Triassic archosaur

Prestosuchus (foreground) and a phytosaur skull.

tuses and also permitted new respiratory

strategies. The origin of limbs allowed

our early tetrapod (four-limbed) ances-

tors to venture onto land. The final link

to the water was broken with the origin

of the amniotic egg—actually a collec-

tion of membranes that allows water to

be contained within an egg or uterus

while an embryo is developing. Conse-

quently, our ancestors no longer needed

to retreat to water to reproduce.

At this point our evolutionary story

gets more complicated; here, midway

through the Hall of Vertebrate Origins,

the great flowering of terrestrial diversity

begins. The explosion of terrestrial hfe

includes not only land-based animals

from kangaroos to crocodiles but also the

pterosaurs, birds, and bats that took to the

air and the ichthoysaurs, plesiosaurs,

whales, and seals that returned to the sea.

One giant branch veers off toward the

mammals and their respective halls, while

the nonmammalian story continues in

this hall and through the halls featuring

dinosaurs.

AH this diversity derived from a single

body plan. It first appeared about 300

million years ago. About half way

through our new hall is an obscure ani-

mal, Diadectes. Diadectes is almost an am-

niote. However, it may not have evolved

a watertight egg. The presence of a back-

bone, jaws, four hmbs, and many more

specialized features shows that it is a very

close amniote relative. Just beyond this

specimen is the Amniote Node, only

one-tenth of the way through the fourth-

floor exhibits. Although we do not have

any of this group's earliest representatives

(whose remains are found inside fos-

silized trunks of hoUow Nova Scotian

logs) in our display collection, the first

amniotes were small, apparently secretive

insect eaters. They hardly look the part of

the early branches of a genealogical tree

whose tips are found with us—and in the

many alcoves of the four halls to come.

around the edge. The sauropsids also include ple-

siosaurs and the dolphinlike ichthyosaurs, thought to

be descendants of terrestrial animals that returned to

life in the sea. A notable representative on display is the

suspended skeletal cast of Thalassomcdon, a huge ple-

siosaur that weaves its long, Loch-Ness-monster neck

around the tbliage of a Corinthian column as if the pil-

lar were some gigantic seaweed. The mounters spent

months putting the 140 pieces—each the cast of a real

bone—together to make Thalassomedon "fly."

Following the Sauropsid Node should come a node

(left out because there isn't room) for diapsids, which

include lizards, snakes, crocodiles and their relatives,

and dinosaurs, including birds. Diapsids are defined by

a pair of holes behind each eye. Aside from serving for

the attachment ot jaw muscles, further functions of

these holes, if any, are unknown. Just as

subde is the defining trait of the last group

in the hall, the archosaurs. Members of this

clade have an opening betw^een the snout

and the eyes; once again, no one knows

what these holes do for the archosaurs.

Archosaurs are the province of Gaffney

and Mark Norell. The third of the triumvi-

rate of curators, Norell is a brown-haired,

brown-bearded scientist known for his ex-

cavations in Mongolia, particularly for the recent dis-

coveries of the fossils of an Oviraptor (a theropod di-

nosaur) atop a clutch of eggs. Ot the three curators, he

is perhaps the greatest purist with respect to rigorously

avoiding unjustified evolutionary scenarios. He does

not use the word selection, as in "natural selection," pre-

ferring the word sorting. "Selecting impHes a pressure

that selects change, whereas sorting is a process in

which things just happen," he said.

In addition to dinosaurs, archosaurs include croco-

diles and their relatives and the winged pterosaurs, rep-

resented in the gallery by spectacular fossils. From the

primitive archosaur Prestosuchus—resembling a ten-

foot, stocky, short-snouted crocodile—to the living

crocodiles, alligators, and gavials, these nondinosaurian

archosaurs are a rogue's gallery of predators, with the

Some 180 millior)

years ago, fish

shared the sea with

marine crocodiles

and plesiosaurs and

were hunted by

winged pterosaurs.
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Vertebrate

flight

evolved at

least three

times: in

birds, bats,

and

pterosaurs.

shapes of their heads, jaws, and teeth giving clues to

their dining habits.

Many of these carnivores could probably get around

quite fast—alligators have been clocked at twenty miles

per hour. Although their posture is not as sprawling as

a lizard's, their hip and shoulder sockets are at the side.

(In contrast, the dinosaurs, next door, have hip sockets

that allow their legs to come straight down, giving

them an upright stance, at least compared with their

ungainly archosaur relatives.)

At the rear of the haU, Pteraiiodon longkeps hangs out

at an angle from the wall, so that its twenty-foot wing-

spread seems about to envelop you. This sharp-beaked

pterosaur may be famihar because it used to be at the

entrance to one of the dinosaur halls, but it has been

cleaned and its background painted white so that you

can easily see that the bone structure for its probably

hairy wings is an elongated "ring" finger. (Flight has

evolved at least three times among the vertebrates; in

birds, the wing is supported by the whole arm; in bats,

by all the fingers.) Fittingly, the pterosaurs, the closest

relatives of dinosaurs, point the way toward the next

gallery, the HaU of Saurischian Dinosaurs. An astute

visitor wUl have gathered that this is not a progressive

leap forward, but another branch in the ongoing evolu-

tion of vertebrate life.

Such an awareness—in essence, scientific literacy

—

on the part of the public is one of the goals of the ex-

hibits. According to paleontologist and project director

Lowell Dingus, "The cladistic arrangement of the fos-

sils illustrates how scientists measure the diversity ofUfa

and how Museum scientists are actively contributing to

the current body ofevolutionary knowledge. By show-

ing not just the fossils themselves but how we study

them, we can also give visitors a window on how sci-

ence operates."

The study of evolution itself is an evolving science,

with plenty of unanswered questions. One of the beau-

ties of the cladistic method, according to its practition-

ers, is that the patterns of evolutionary relationships on

the cladograms are subject to change in the Hght of

new data. Signs throughout the galleries highlight re-

maining questions. "It's important that people know

there's a lot we don't know, and that that's all right," as-

sociate project director Melissa Posen says. "Maybe the

kids who come to the exhibit will find the answers

someday." Generations of children, many of whom
later became scientists, were first inspired to pursue sci-

ence at the American Museum of Natural History. It is

hard to imagine a greater incentive for children than

these fossils and the forthright underscoring of what

remains to be discovered. D
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Room with a View
A walk through the American Museum oi Natural

History's renovated fourth floor leads through some

of the oldest, most stunning architecture of the Mu-
seum—airy, high-ceilinged, loftlike rooms filled with

natural light. Visitors traverse the history not only of

vertebrate life but also of the Museum itself, so much

of which is intertwined with the discovery and the

study of these particular fossils. Rarely have an exhi-

bition and a space matched each other so perfectly.

"All the fourth-floor galleries are grand spaces

that evoke the earliest stages of the Museum when
everything was so much larger than anyone's expecta-

tions," Ralph Appelbaum, the founder of Ralph Ap-

pelbaum Associates, which designed all the galleries,

told me recently.

Appelbaum, a bearded man who looks not unlike

some of the exhibition's curators, regards the restora-

tion of the old galleries as a bench mark in design; the

trend in exhibits in midcentury, when many of the

other halls at the Museum were designed, was to

eliminate natural light and turn the galleries into

what designers called "black bo.xes"—dark, window-

less galleries where exhibits were spectacularly illumi-

nated, but where the dazzled visitor might get some-

what claustrophobic.

Of the fourth-floor galleries, the new Hall ofVer-

tebrate Origins is the oldest and grandest of them all.

It is on the top floor of Building No. 1 , the original

Museum building designed by Calvert Vaux and

erected in 1877. Earlier this century, when this space

became the Museum library, the ceihng was lowered.

In 1990, when Appelbaum's crew climbed into the

attic above the false ceiling, they discovered the true

extent of the room, 150 feet long, 60 feet wide, and

25 feet high. The discovery triggered the idea ot the

fourth-floor loop.

The new gallery is higher and, thanks to its large

windows, is brighter than any of the others. Appel-

baum and his associates removed the false ceiling and

renovated the two long rows of cast-iron columns

with their Corinthian capitals. Beyond the eastern

wall, they restored the red brick exterior of the orig-

inal Vaux building with its Gothic arches leading now

to a corridor beyond. According to Appelbaum, "It

really is one of the great undiscovered spaces in New-

York."—H. C.

?iome 280 million

years ago, in a

shallow inland

sea that covered

part of Texas, the

sharkllke

Orthacanthus

stalked plump

Eryops, relatives

of today's frogs

and toads.
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By Rob Nicholson

Writhing, serpentlike

branches identify a

monster beech.

The tree at Boston's

Arnold Arboretum,

right and center,

is one hundred

years old.

One of the most striking of all trees is a bizarre, con-

torted form of the European beech, known as the

monster or parasol beech (Fagiis sylvatica 'Tcrtuosa'). I

first became famihar with it while working at Boston's

Arnold Arboretum, and it became my favorite speci-

men in a collection numbering thousands. Among

huge and stately beeches from around the world, it

grew in an odd, stunted way, a misshapen interloper.

Standing only twenty feet high after one hundred

years, this tree surely has battled for every inch. Rising

beech tree with which most Americans are familiar, the

European, was transplanted here several centuries ago.

A titan that grows quickly to maturity, the European

beech is by now a mainstay of large landscaped spaces.

In Europe it can be found as far north as Norway,

where a single stand grows, and in most of the central,

southern, and western parts of the continent. The clas-

sic image is of pure stands of trees, their tall, columnar

trunks clad in light gray bark, their lowest branches

dozens of feet from the forest floor. On Denmark's is-

land of Mon, I once saw a stand atop a 150-foot-high

chalk cliff overlooking the churning Baltic Sea. Storms

from a splay of roots, its trunk is a curving, silvery gray

column, encrusted with knobs, warts, and carbuncles.

The lower branches have grown out, contorting back-

ward and grafting themselves into the trunk to form

odd cup hancDes, or "horse collars." Clusters of main

branches writhe upward, then branchlets zigzag down

to the ground. The crown forms a dome of serpentine

branches, a parasol fit to shade a Mad Hatter's tea party.

Where the bark has fallen off, the contorted growth

pattern of the wood is exposed; it looks more like

tightly folded igneous rock than wood.

This tree is botanical chaos, Quasimodo in wood,

its dramatic bearing at odds with the staid Brahmin in-

stitution. When I worked there, I would often come

upon adults perched m its branches, drawn back to

their childhood by a perfect climbing tree. One cannot

look upon such mutants and not be fiUed with wonder.

Beech is the common name of a genus of plants

[Fagiis) that has eleven species, aU of the Northern

Hemisphere. North America has two of them: the

American beech grows from Nova Scotia south to the

Florida Panhandle and west to Texas, and the rare

Mexican beech is found in the cool, moist mountains

of the Sierra Madre. Asia has the greatest variety, with

three species growing in China, two in Japan, and two

rare endeiruc species, one each on the islands of Taiwan

and Ullung-Do, Korea. The cool, temperate rain

forests of Iran are home to the Oriental beech. And the

erode the cliff, causing the land to sHde and the giants

to tumble like botanical lemmings into the drink.

Going against the stereotype of piUarlike patriarchs,

the European beech has spawned a host of mutations

—

purple-leafed, tricolored, and golden leaf forms—as

well as a host of atypical branching patterns. Myriad

cultivated variants are rooted in North American parks.

They point to either a greater genetic mutabihty or a

greater prowess on the part of Europeans for spotting

and propagating these aberrations, as the American and

Most beech trees stand straight and tall. The monster beech, a stuntP
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Asian beeches have produced nowhere near the same

number of selected mutations.

One cannot look upon monster beeches and not

feel the urge to explain them or to ask why they are so

different from normal beeches. After coming to know

the Arnold Arboretum's wonderful specimen, I added

the monster beech to the wish list of trees I had to see

in their wild state. I found reports of the mutation at

Verzy and Remilly in France, in the Stuntel Highlands

of Germany, and at Parkanour, Northern Ireland.

One of the earliest printed references was written in

1864 by EUe Abel Carriere in the Frenchjournal Rcvuc

ing trip to Norway and Sweden, in the spring of 1993.

Karl Flinck, a self-taught dendrologist who nurtures his

private arboretum at Bjuv in southern Sweden, de-

lighted me by revealing there was a grove just an hour's

drive south of his home. Together we traveled across

low, rolling hills covered by a patchwork of tidy, cen-

turies-old family farms until, outside the town of

Dalby, we parked in the tawny grass of a field at the

edge of a bare forest ofbeech and hornbeam. Few trees

of any great size were in evidence. Karl's theory is that

contorted beeches are more prevalent in this area be-

cause their twisting wood is useless for timber, so they

secimen of twisted limbs, defies stereotypes and easy explanations.

Horticole, an account of a journey to the beech forest at

Verzy, southeast of Reims. Carriere urged readers to

"imagine a certain number of serpents in a bag, which

one could hit with a litde stick; these reptiles wiU con-

tort themselves in such a way that all the particular

forms will disappear into a hideous and bizarre group.

Such is more or less the general form that the monster

beech trees of Verzy exhibit at the point where they

branch out." My own chance to see monster beeches in

the wild came about when I undertook a plaiit-collect-

wcrc spared from cutting over the centuries and the

mutation became entrenched in the local gene pool.

The first stand we examined showed trees similar to

ones I had seen in cultivation, with the gnarled trunks

building to a height of twenty feet, the outer branches

then cascading into a dome. Some branches made reg-

ular patterns of syncline and anticline. Others writhed

without reason, like Carriere 's serpents. This grove also

included two specimens of Enghsh oak {Qiierais rohur)

with the same twisting growth. The grove at Verzy also

has contorted oaks. Beech and oak are in the same fam-

ily of plants, the Fagaceae; could there be a common
cause of the aberrant growth?

Still another grove at Dalby had within its ranks

densely branched, shrubby plants, no more than four

feet high and with tightly curved contortions. Each

plant, though, was a unique specimen, varying, tor ex-

ample, in the degree of contortion and mature height.

But hke a conductor who knows his music, Karl saved

the best tree for the final flourish. This monumental

specimen stood fifty feet high. It had a forty-foot-wide

dome, which reached to the ground, a vertical main

trunk, and huge interior side branches, which were an

addled, chaotic tangle. The trunk was seven feet across

at the base, where a bench of three mossy stone slabs

oflered a resting place within a room tbnned by the

pendent branches.

What makes the monster? Is it an inherited charac-
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Various hypotheses

were presented-from

mineral imbalances

in the soil to

extraterrestrial

forces-to explain the

monster beech. The

case is stronger for

genetic inheritance.

ter or something in the soil, say a pathogen or mineral

imbalance? The first to postulate that soUs were re-

sponsible was M. MaiUiart, a physician from near Verzy.

But the idea of an in situ mineral imbalance causing the

beech to twist and turn is disproved by trees in the rich

brown soil of my own Boston backyard. Ten years ago

I grafted a scion of a monster beech onto the under-

stock of a normal European beech. As the scion grew,

it retained its twisting character. The aberrant growth

pattern is held within and can be passed on through

seed and by clonal propagation.

tion would also seem to point to the segregation of ge-

netic variation, just as genetic characters segregate

within and among human famiUes. Several mutations

affect the growth habits of trees. A lack of apical dor-

mancy, that is. failure of the top shoot to grow properly,

results in prostrate or weeping tbrms. Reduced inter-

vals between buds produce dwarfism. Reduced angles

between trunk and branch produce side branches that

grow more nearly parallel to the trunk. In a normal

beech the side branches grow off the trunk at a pre-

scribed angle; while initially pointing upward, over

A fascinating mutant, the monster beecii helps us to see the trees of t|

^0t

My favorite theory involves
|

extraterrestrial forces. Anthony |

Huxley, in his book Plant and I

Planet, postulated. "It is known

that artificial radiation will pro-

duce mutations. One ot the

most remarkable examples of

this are the tortuous beeches of

Europe. . . . They exist in Den-

mark, Germany, northern

France and Brittany. . . . The

remarkable thing is the localities

are in a straight hne, and one

imphcation is that a radioactive

meteorite passing over these

places a century ago affected

young trees immediately below

it." Huxley conveniently onut-

ted stands, such as the one in

Ireland, that were not on his

meteoric line.

The case for genetic inheri-

tance is stronger. The classic

work of dendrology Tlie Trees

and Shrubs of Great Britain and

Ireland, by H. Elwes and A.

Henry (1906), notes that "fruits

of this form have been sown in

the garden of the Forest School

of Nancy, and have reproduced

the twisted form in about the

proportion of three-fifths; the

other two-fifths of the fruit

produced form Uke the com-

mon beech and intermediate

varieties." This account suggests

that the character ot contortion

is passed on from parent to off-

spring. That a wild stand of

these trees shows a spectrum of

torms and degrees of contor-



time they may arch downward. But the monster beech

has a different pattern of branch growth: the side

branches do not show any recognizable pattern at all.

Clearly, they operate under a different set of controls.

Growth in plants is controlled by DNA through

hormones and other regulators. Indole acetic acid

(lAA), a hormone of simple molecular construction

but with many profound effects, can stimulate the

elongation of shoots. It is synthesized in the stem tip

and leaves and moves downward through the stem.

Other growth regulators include gibberellic acid.

which promotes cell elongation, and cytokinins, which

stimulate cell division. Precise combinations of these

compounds produce specific effects and determine

what type of wood is formed in the branches.

A curving stem is produced when one side of a

branch grows at a different rate from the other, usually

the result of a denser concentration oflAA on one side.

The branches of a monster beech grow in a sine wave

pattern, but the signals to produce the right mix of

hormones seem to be sometimes on and sometimes off.

The evidence pointing to this as an inherited character

fcest as individuals, subject to the randomness of the genetic draw.

comes mainly from accounts of

contortion in seedlings, a ge-

netic flaw that produces an

aberrant set of signals resulting

in the wrong cocktail of hor-

mones. But various diseases are

known to affect hormone pro-

duction levels in infected plants,

with a resultant change in

growth rate and form.

The late Calvin Sperling, a

botanist with the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, offered the

possibiUty of a virus spread by

root-to-root contact as the

cause of contortion in the mon-

ster beeches. Both bacterial and

viral pathogens can create hor-

monal imbalance, which can be

carried along into seeds and the

resultant seedlings, so a theory

of a nonlethal pathogen that can

be passed through both contact

and inheritance is reasonable.

To test this idea, I pruned

fresh leaves, stems, and bark

from the monster beech in my
yard and pureed them in a

blender. After filtering this

green mush, I obtained a clear,

golden liquid, which I injected

into the stems of normal Amer-

ican beech seecilings. Now I will

wait to see if infection takes

hold and alters the architectural

pathways of the branches.

A rare mutant, the monster

beech helps us to see the trees of

the forest as individuals, each

subject to the randomness of the

genetic draw. D

t]|^-^
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The curious history of fish living in a deep Icelandic lake perched alipj

Before flowing into

Thingvallavatn, the

Oxara River curves

past Parliament

Plains, with its

church and

farmhouse.

By David G. Campbell

Photographs by Macduff Everton

Paintings by Norman Kel(ki

Our planet has been graced by life for at least three and

a half billion years. Today, most places have a long and

convoluted histors' of interactions with Uving things.

Even the frozen interior ofAntarctica hides a medley of

fossils. But the earth is not entirely without newborn

places. One is in Iceland, where the Mid-

Atlantic Ridge rises above the surface of the sea and

traverses the country' from south to north, spHtting the

land asunder. Here, where two tectonic plates puU away

from each another, magma is extruded through the

earth's crust, pushed up through an uneasy suture be-

r^veen the plates. Iceland's rifting activity produces

some of the youngest rocks on earth, a few millennia

—

in some places, just a few years—old. (Millions ofyean

from now, these flows will be s'waUowed by subsidence,

as one tectonic plate shdes beneath another, in a world

that wiU have oceans and continents difierent in shape

from those of today and that, undoubtedly, wiU have

long forgotten humans.)

The centerpiece of this youthful land is Thing-

vallavatn in southwestern Iceland. This clear and deep

lake was born ten thousand years ago in a valley gouged

from volcanic rock and ash by LangjokuO Glacier,

which today has retreated twenty-four miles to the

north. Thingvallavatn—Iceland's largest lake—is one of

the most thoroughly studied bodies of water on earth,

thanks to a monumental effort by a team of more than

a dozen scientists ofvarious disciphnes, led by Peturjo-
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h Mid-Atlantic Ridge may help scientists understand how new species arise.

nasson, of the Freshwater Biology Laboratory, Univer-

sity of Copenhagen. These researchers have found that

as a result of its youth, its isolation on an island away

from the continents, and its high latitude, Thing-

vallavatn is impoverished in animal species. It supports

only three species of fish: three-spined stickleback,

brown trout, and arctic char. Cut offfrom the ocean, it

was never colonized by Atlantic salmon or by European

and American eels (whose ranges overlap elsewhere in

Iceland). Other vertebrates that in varying degrees de-

pend on the lake include the common loon, the red-

breasted merganser, the arctic tern, and an introduced

species, the mink.

Young ecosystems hke Thingvallavatn are the de-

light of ecologists because their simplicity helps eluci-

date fundamental principles of ecology and evolution. This smallest of the lake's four varieties of arctic char is a bottom feeder.

in Thingvallavatn

^
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Ecoiogists delight in the simplicity of young ecosystems, which can kj
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The chars of Thingvallavatn have been of special inter-

est to evolutionary biologists because in only a few ixiil-

lennia, they have diversified from a common ancestor

into a splendid array of four varieties, or morphs; all,

however, are stiU members of the same species. (Ice-

landers have long recognized at least two morphs. Fish-

eating chars were sought by the Vikings, who used

baited hooks on hand Hnes dropped through holes cut

in the ice. By the eighteenth century, Icelanders were

using woolen nets to capture the murta, a plankton-eat-

ing variety of char whose pink, firm flesh tastes to me
of fresh-ground walnuts.)

Arctic char {Sah'dimis alpinus) is a notoriously plas-

tic species. Northern lakes in Canada and Europe com-

monly have two or three varieties of this relative of

trout and salmon, but Thingvallavatn is the only lake to

support four. To understand why the chars of Thing-

The axis of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge rises above tlie sea surface

only in Iceland, where the North American and Eurasian

tectonic plates are drifting apart from each other at the rate of

about an inch a year Evidence of rifting abounds at

Thingvallavatn and Thingvellir National Park, site of the world's

oldest surviving national parliament. Jhingvellir's rift valley is

bounded by Hrafnagja Fault to the east and Aimannagja Fault

(the easternmost edge of the North American plate) to the

west. Many fissures run through the rift to Mount Hengill, and

its associated hot springs, on the south side of the lake. Over

the last 9,000 years, the rift valley has subsided some 100

feet. The surrounding mountains provide testimony to the

various kinds of volcanic activity that have helped form this

dynamic landscape. Mount Botnssuiur is the ruin of an old

volcanic cone; Mounts Armannsfell and Hrafnabjorg formed as

lava and ash erupted and were trapped beneath thick ice

sheets. Mount Skjaidbreidur is a shield volcano built up after

the end of the Ice Age, some 10,000 years ago.

vaUavatn have diversified to such a degree, we must first

understand this rift lake's short, but dynamic, history,

which distinguishes it from most of its counterparts in

the Arctic.

Thingvallavatn is a flooded graben, a piece of the

earth's crust stuck in the middle of a fault zone. As the

rift widens, the graben sinks. Today the bottom of the

lake subsides an average of four or five millimeters a

year. Since its formation, four separate volcanic erup-

tions have flowed into its basin, resulting in a variety of

terrains: a shallow, tapering shoreline, tiered shelves of

lava on its flanks, and a relatively flat bottom strewn

with boulders. Much of the lake's shoreline consists of

lava, with stones and boulders strewn on top, although

there are a few sandy beaches and pockets of wetlands.

Turbid from waterborne sediments, subarctic lakes

of glacial origin are often robin's-egg blue or chalky

aoi
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jlcidate principles of ecology and evolution.

white—strangely beautiful, but nearly devoid ot life.

Thingvallavatn, by contrast, is extraordinarily transpar-

ent. Soon after LangjokuU Glacier retreated, fresh lava

flows blocked the direct passage of meltwater from the

glacier, forcing it to soak into the earth. Today up to 90

percent of Thingvallavatn s source is spring water, per-

colated through basaltic dunes and lava fields and there-

fore filtered of its sediment. The water takes fifty to

sixty years to make the journey, and by the time it en-

ters the striated rifts at the north end of the lake, it is

air-clear. The lake is more than 370 feet deep at its

deepest point. Light may penetrate 230 to 260 feet mto

the lake, depending on the time ofyear, and overall pri-

mary productivity—the biomass produced by photo-

synthetic phytoplankton and the beds of algae that coat

the shallow rocks—is generally high. The bounty of

the lake is especially apparent during the ever-bright

arctic summer, when the air erupts

in clouds of uncountable midges

and stoneflies and the water dances

with small crustaceans, such as

cladocerans and copepods.

Their sides flecked with gold or

shot through with silver, Thing-

vallavatn's four variously colored

morphs of arctic char move through

the clear waters of the lake hke liv-

nig rainbows. Adult morphs vary

considerably in size: from three

inches (the smallest mature males of

the small bottom-feeding char) to

twenty inches (the largest piscivo-

rous char caught in the lake). Two of

the morphs, one large and one

small, are benthic, keeping to the

bottom most of the time. These

benthic morphs have subterminal

mouths (positioned slightly beneath

the tip of the fish's blunt "snout")

adapted to extract food from the

lake floor. Both are dark, camou-

flaged for living in the somewhat

dusky depths, and feed principally

on snails along the stony lake bot-

tom near shore. The benthic

morphs are pardy separated by habi-

tat: the small one stays mainly

among the stones, plucking snails

from crevices between and under

the rocks; the large one seeks out

snails on the rocks' upper surfaces.

Two other morphs are largely

limnetic (livnig and feeding in open

water). These two have pointed

"snouts" and terminal mouths ideal for snatching prey

from the open water. Both are silvery for most of the

year, blending in with the sunlit surface of the lake.

One is a fish eater that inhabits both open water and

shallow areas near shore, where it hunts among the

algae for sticklebacks and, for that matter, any other fish

smaller than it is; the second is the inurta, a pelagic char

that feeds on small crustaceans and aquatic insects, es-

pecially the pupae of the abundant midges.

If each morph of char had originated in isolation

from the others, and each had in turn independently

colonized Thingvallavatn from a neighboring river or

lake, their coexistence in the lake would be unremark-

able. This process is known as allopatric differentiation,

the divergence of sibling groups that have been geo-

graphically isolated from one another and have come to

share a habitat only after differentiation has occurred. It

The lake's fish-eating char may grow to twenty inches in length.
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Unlike the turbid waters typical of many subarctic lakes, Thingvallavatris

was long assumed that speciation almost always took

place in this manner. The origins of this dogma are no

surprise: some of the most evocative early clues to spe-

cies evolution came from archipelagos—Charles Dar-

win's insight in the Galapagos, for example, or Alfred

Russel Wallace's in Malaysia—or from isolated popula-

tions, such as the varieties of domestic animals and

plants that have been fostered by selective breeding. Yet

all the evidence so far indicates that the four char

morphs in Thingvallavatn evolved within the lake's wa-

tershed, perhaps within the lake itself. Even more in-

triguing, their genesis must have been rapid, within the

10,000 years since the lake was formed.

The most likely explanation for Thingvallavatn's

char morphs is that they are an example of resource

polymorphism. As morphs radiate from an ancestral

form to exploit different components of a diverse and

With its mouth placed at the tip of its snout, this char is equipped to snatch food from open water.

open environment, such as Thingvallavatn, each be-

comes proficient at exploiting the resources of a partic-

ular habitat. Eventually, the morphs evolve their own

pattern of development, growth, morphology, and be-

havior. Together, these characteristics determine a dis-

tinct ecological niche for each of the morphs and min-

imize competition between them.

Resource polymorphisms occur in a variety of ver-

tebrate species. The African seed-eating finch {Pyren-

estes ostrinus), for example, has diverged into two

morphs, one with a broad bill for crushing hard seeds

and one with a narrow biU for opening soft seeds. The

two morphs of the oystercatcher (Haematopus ostrale-

gits), a mud-waddhng denizen of many of the world's

shorehnes, are distinguished by behavior: those that use

their bill as a wedge to open mussel shells and those that

bash shells open. The spadefoot toad {Scaphiosus multi-

plkatiis) of the American South-

west produces two kinds of tad-

poles: cannibals, adapted to living

in rain puddles where rapid

grovi^th is an advantage, and omni-

vores, adapted to more permanent

ponds where there is less pressure

to mature quickly.

Morphs that develop this way

may or may not become repro-

ductively isolated, that is, they

may or may not diverge enough to

stop interbreeding and then, per-

haps, evolve into separate species.

Sometimes differences may be the

result ot nonheritable variations in

development that are induced by

the local environment. If this were

the case in Thingvallavatn, one

would expect to find intermediate

forms among the char morphs. J6-

nasson, Odd Terje Sandlund, Sig-

urdur Snorrason, and their col-

leagues examined such variables as

larval and adult morphology,

spawning behavior, internal para-

sites, and habitat and food prefer-

ences of the four chars. Their

analysis, however, turned up no

such intermediate forms. In the

case of the Thingvallavatn chars,

the morphs, while genetically

very similar, do indeed appear to

be reproductively isolated.

But what is it that prevents the

morphs from interbreeding and

ultimately disappearing? One pos-a



IX aordinarily transparent. At times, light penetrates almost to its bottom.

The Peopling of a Volcanic Island

Iceland lay beyond the horizon of hu-

mans until the seventh or eighth century,

when Irish monks sought solace on the

isolated island more than 500 miles away

in the North Atlantic. They came, in

their words, "to serve God untroubled by

worldly affairs." The monks found an im-

poverished land—except for cabbages, it

was unsuited for agriculture—and a vio-

lent one: the medieval inspiration for

Hell is believed to have been Mount

Heckla, an active volcano seventy-two

miles east of ThingvaUavatn. In about

874, Vikings from Norway and the

British Isles began to survey the island.

Complaining that they "did not want to

live among heathens," the monks with-

drew to Ireland.

In about 930, these new Icelanders

established the Althing, an open-air par-

Uament, the first in northern Europe,

which convened on the northern edge of

ThingvaUavatn at the delta of the Oxara

River. Orators mounted a low hill

fronting a rambling wall of basalt, which,

unknown to them, was the eastern edge

of the North American tectonic plate.

The fractured waD reflected and ampli-

fied the voices of the speakers, giving the

spoken word an abiiost supernatural di-

mension. The audience gathered on the

Plain ofImmunity—actually the subsided

fissure zone between the North Ameri-

can and Eurasian plates. Here, in theory,

anyone was allowed to express an opinion

without fear of retribution.

Legislated immunity was not infalli-

ble, however. One legend tells of the

hero Flosi, trapped by knife-wielding en-

emies and forced to leap to safety across

one of the flooded rifts at the eastern side

of the Plain of Immunity. His pursuers

lacked the courage to follow. From a ge-

ological perspective, Flosi was in the

right place at the right time. Had he en-

raged his neighbors a few hundred years

The present church in Thingvellir dates to 1859.

earher, the rift would have been a couple

of yards narrower, and his timid pursuers

could have easily caught him; today, the

rift is too wide for any mortal to jump.

The first Viking settlers were seduced

by the birch forests on the mountains sur-

rounding ThingvaUavatn and by the

abundant fish that Uved in the lake's clear

waters. They soon cut down the trees,

however, to fuel their fires. Unfortu-

nately, in this marginal, arctic environ-

ment, a single birch tree may take

decades to grow to maturity. The forests

never recovered.

Except for a few fungi and berries,

humans found litde to eat on this anthro-

pogenic tundra. First cattle and then,

when the climate cooled, sheep provided

many of the colonists' needs. As the

sheep roamed the barren plains, they

cropped the birch seedlings, furthering

the transformation to grassland. Where

grazing persisted, crumbling volcanic

soils were scuffed by hoofs and North At-

lantic winds, and the grasslands dechned

to the lumpy plains of inedible mosses so

evident today. Here blueberries and

dwarf birches, no more than a few inches

tall, hide in the rocks. In autumn, their

thumbnail-size leaves turn a startUng red

against the darkling mosses.

—

D. G. C.
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Almannagja Fault-the eastern edge of the North American tectonic plate-rises hi

A mouth slightly beneath its snout adapts this char to feed along the lake bottom.

sible explanation is that hybrids are less likely to survive I

and produce ofispring than are the more efficient, spe-

cialized morphs. Selection, therefore, favors the spe-

cialists. Unfortunately, this idea is hard to demonstrate I

in the wild: the mere existence of distinct morphs does I

not prove that hybrids have been selected against. i

Another possibihty is that characteristics that differ-

entiate resource use—for example, habitat or diet

—

contribute to reproductive isolation. With their subter-

minal mouths, benthic chars are \vell equipped to feed

on the lake bottom but not to snatch animal plankton

and fish from the bright lake surface, where their hm-

netic relatives dwell. Natural selection favors benthic

chars that hnger on the lake bottom and tend to breed

with other bottom-dwellers. Fish-eating chars also

venture into the lake's shallows. However, their diet of i
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love Thingvellir's Parliament Plains.

sticklebacks may keep them among the algae and thus

limit their opportunities to interact and interbreed with

the snail-eating benthic chars.

Whatever the mechanism of differentiation, fish in

new, relatively empty lakes such as ThingvaUavatn ap-

pear to evolve in a predictable sequence: first into lim-

netic and benthic morphs—a pattern observed, for ex-

ample, in whitefish and sticklebacks—and then, as we

see in Thingvallavatn chars, into more specialized

forms. This pattern has been observed in pumpkinseed

sunfish, whitefish, and several other populations of arc-

tic chars. Over time, ecosystems change in complexity

and structure. But do they evolve according to rules?

The resource polymorphisms in freshwater fish suggest

that ecosystem evolution is, to a degree, determinis-

tic—a controversial and, to some, disturbing idea in

evolutionary biology, in which so much is attributed to

contingency and chance. ThingvaUavatn teaches us that

there may be certain hmited ways in which pieces of an

aquatic community may be joined.

But the lesson may go unfinished. The land and

lakes of Iceland are transitory. The seasons, the plants,

animals, even the rocks themselves, will change.

Thingvallavatn exists momentarily by the measure of

geological time, during this respite between ice ages.

The char morphs may never have the opportunity to

develop into full species. The glaciers will return; the

lake is doomed by the same forces that created it. In the

near future, ThingvaUavatn may lose its clarity and be-

come opaque with sediment. It wiU become a lake like

all the others nourished by silty glacial meltwater,

beautiful to behold but denied Ufe's bouquet. D

Deep fissures run

westward through

Parliament Plains

toward Mmannagja

Fault.
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Down si ope

By Robert H. IVIchlenbrock

Accessible by airplane or boat,

Cartwright is an isolated fish-

ing village of 600 permanent

residents on the east coast of

Labrador. It was established in

1770 by Capt. George

Cartwright, a British adven-

turer and entrepreneur. Situ-

ated on the south side of tran-

quil Sandwich Bay, near Eagle

River and other salmon and

trout streams, Cartwright is a

good place from which to ex-

plore the easternmost extent

of the boreal forest, a major

woodland type that forms a

nearly continuous band from

Labrador across most of

Canada and through much of

Alaska. Following the end of

the Ice Age, some 12,000

years ago, numerous lakes

were left all across this region,

helping to maintain a cool,

humid climate. The boreal

forest remains moist because

more rain and snow fall here

than can be carried off by

the streams.

Woody Lethbridge, who
runs the only hotel and restau-

rant in Cartwright, is the con-

tact person for the region and

is happy to suggest a suitable

guide. Woody 's assistant, Jim

Martin, accompanied me and

my wife on a cold, blustery

day in mid-August. We set out

on the fifteen-mile gravel road

that connects the Cartwright

airfield with Lab 6, a radar

tracking station atop a rocky

hill. (From the summit, on a

clear day, you can see icebergs

in the distance; on a foggy day,

you can barely see your nose.)

Wetland habitats—from

lakes to streams to bogs—were

plentiful along our route.

Patches of white waterlily, eel-

grass, and small-leaved

pondweed grew in the lakes.

Black ducks and the wading

birds known as greater yel-

lowlegs fed on the muddy

bottoms in shallow areas. Most

of the hiUy terrain was covered

with forests of black spruce, a

tree so important to the way

of life in Labrador that a

spruce twig is pictured on the

district's flag. Long, wispy

strands of a dark lichen known

as old-man's-beard hung from

the midcOe and upper branches
|

of most of these forty-foot-tall

trees. This dark lichen is what

inspired the "black" in this

spruce's comon name.

I saw two distinct types of

black spruce forest. On lower

slopes, which generally came

down to a stream or the edge

of a lake, the trees formed

dense stands with a thick un-

derstory of shrubs and ground

cover. On higher slopes, how-

ever, the black spruces were

spaced farther apart and the

ground beneath them was

snowy white, even in the mid-

dle of summer, because of a

covering of caribou moss. The

The common plants . . . and animals

Blaik \piULC tUL\, \o named

because they are often draped with

a dark hchai, grow above

Cfnhou tnoss.

The Ccc/ijc Riivr caribou licrd, above, which ranges through parts ofLabrador and Quebec, numbers some

150,000 animals. Right: Black spruce trees are a mainstay of the borealforest, which stretchesfrom Labrador

west across much of Canada and Alaska.
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road often followed the divid-

ing line between these two

habitats.

The downslope forest with

its dense vegetation is wet, un-

derlain for the most part by

peat moss and other mosses,

some of which have two-inch-

tall stalks that end in bright

orange, spore-bearing cap-

sules. Other plants that repro-

duce by spores rather than

seeds include the soft-looking

horsetails, with their multiple

whorls of slender branches,

and oak fern, lady fern, and

spinulose woods fern.

The shrub layer consists of

alder, several kinds ofwillows,

squashberry, and a type ot

viburnum. Many of the shrubs

are low growing and sprawl

over the ground, in part be-

cause they are bent down by

the snow for as much as six

months of the year. The alders

have the abihty to fix nitrogen

in the soil; that is, they possess

root bacteria that can convert

atmospheric nitrogen into

compounds that plants are able

to use. This is important in a

region where the cold reduces

the rate of decay of organic

matter, so that soil nutrients

are often in short supply.

Wildflowers are abundantly

distributed across the forest

floor, making it impossible to

venture in without trampling a

considerable amount ofvege-

tation. Many of these plants

produce berries that are not

only eaten by bears and other

vwld animals but are also an

important source of food and

commerce for local people.

The baked-apple berry, for ex-

ample, produces a pricey deh-

cacy in its translucent orange

fruits. (Shaped Uke blackber-

ries, they are called cloudber-

ries in most other parts of the

world.) Also prized for their

fruit are crackerberry (a type

of dogwood up to four inches

tall), partridgeberry, dwarf

blueberry, dwarf dewberry,

and wild strawberry. Others

are crowberry, with short, stiff,

needlelike leaves and black

fruits; and snowberry, a mem-
ber of the heath family.

Twisted-staUc, also known as

liverberry, is a member of the

lily family. It grows taller than

the other wildflowers, often

reaching a height of three feet,

and produces oblong-shaped,

orange berries. Labrador tea,

whose leaves have a flizzy

lower surface that turns from

white to rusty about midsea-

son, forms a dry fruit.

The diversity of species is

much more Umited in the up-

slope black spruce forests, al-

though quaking aspen trees

occasionally grow along with

the black spruces. Here, there

is no peat moss, and the soil is

not particularly wet. Labrador

tea is the only common un-

derstoty plant besides the

ubiquitous caribou moss.

Caribou moss, by the way, is

actually a hchen, a plant com-

posed of an alga and a ftingus

growing together in a symbi-

otic relationship. Also known

as reindeer hchen, caribou

moss looks crunchy, but it is

soft, and one can walk across it

stealthily.

A visit to Cartwright affords

an opportunity to see whales,

the occasional bear, and nu-

merous birds, including

puffms, murres, and razorbills

But the main animal attraction

is a herd oftwo or three hun-

dred caribou, which stays in

the vicinity most of the year.

A few years ago, the

Cartwright herd was larger,

but the herd spHt and many

animals joined the George

River herd farther north. (The

George River caribou herd is

the largest in northeast

isti
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Canada, numbering some

150,000 animals.)

During spring and summer,

the caribou eat twigs and

leaves of shrubs but spend

much of their time grazing on

the caribou moss, a food with

relatively little nutritional

value. They apparently also

nibble at any old-man's-beard

lichen that is hanging within

reach on the black spruces.

When snow begins to fall in

October and November, it

covers the caribou moss, so

the animals feed on the

branches and leaves of the

shrubs that remain above the

snow. Eventually, even these

become covered, as the snow

builds up to a depth of fifteen

feet. Bears that live in the area

go into hibernation for the

1 duration of the winter, but the

caribou remain active, con-

stantly searching for food.

When the snow begins to

accumulate, it is too soft to

ICoastal waters

^-1 view across Sandwich Bay, from

near Cartwright. Among the

marine wildUfe that can be seen

nearby are humpback whales and

puffins.

support the weight of a cari-

bou. But by mid-January,

through the combined action

of sun, wind, and gravity, the

snow has become hard packed.

Walking on the surface as

much as fifteen feet above the

land, the caribou are able to

reach the old-man's-beard

lichen that hangs from the

higher branches of the black

spruce trees. With such a lim-

ited source of food, the cari-

bou become very thin. But

the lichens provide the one

means to see them through

the winter.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor

emeritus ofplant biology at

Southern Illinois University,

Carbondale, explores the biological

and geological highlights of the

U. S. nationalforests and

other parklands.

For visitor information write:

Woody Lethbridge

Post Office Box 59

Cartwright, Labrador

Newfoundland AOK IVO

Canada

(709) 938-7414
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Wbi
By Joe Rao

The recent discoven' ofplan-

ets outside the solar system,

orbiting other, sunlike stars,

has generated considerable ex-

citement. Last fall, two Swiss

astronomers discovered a

planet orbiting the star 51 Pe-

gasi. (This month the star rises

with Pegasus above the eastern

horizon in the early morning.^

Two American astronomers

then added two more stars

with planets to the list: 70 Vir-

ginis and 47 Ursae Majoris;

both are \dsible in June's

evening sks'.

All three stars are fifth mag-

nitude, easily visible with

binoculars. They are relatively

close to us, at distances from

forty-two to eighty Ught-

years. Their extrasolar planets

CELESTi^L':fV:EN.TS

the New Plane t s A r e

are all large, ranging from .6 to

8 times the mass ofJupiter.

Using large radio telescopes,

scientists are scanning 200

other sunlike stars, looking for

unusual radio signals. If ex-

traterrestrials were monitoring

our planet, they would detect

the signals of the 2,000 most

intense television transmitters

in the world, which produce

97 percent of the power of

Earth's emissions in radio

wavelengths. Because the

transmitters are concentrated

in North America and western

Europe, and to a lesser extent

in Japan and Australia, the en-

erg}' flow from our spinning

planet would rise and fall,

wdth four sharp peaks. A simi-

lar signal from another planet

might finally answer the ques-

tion, "Is anybody out there?"

\k

The Sky in June

Mercury reaches greatest elongation, 23.7° west of the Sun, on

the morning of the 10th. For observers in midnorthern latitudes,

this is the poorest of Mercury's three morning appearances in

1996. Only observers in the southern United States are likely to

see the planet with the naked eye. On the morning of the 23d,

Mercury will be 1.5° north of brilliant Venus.

Venus swings closer and closer to Earth, overtaking us in the

planetary race around the Sun. As it does so, it will be harder to

find. Through a small telescope or good binoculars, Venus

appears as a large, but very thin, crescent early in the month.

(It wOl be only 3 percent sunlit on the 1st.) By 10:00 a.m., EDT,

on the 10th, the planet is almost directly beuveen Earth and the

Sun, coming closer to us than any other major planet, yet

hidden from us because it is lost in the Sun's glare, with its dark,

night side facing us. At the end of the month, Venus reappears

low in the eastern sky at dawn.

Mars, after being hidden in the Sun's glare for five months,

finally emerges into the eastern dawn sky toward the end of the

month. On the 28th, sky watchers in the southern states might

trs' using the far more brOhant Venus to locate Mars; Venus wdll

lie 4° south of the red planet.

Jupiter is now the most prominent planet. At the beginning of

the month, it rises about two hours after sunset for observers in

the midnorthern latitudes. On the night ofJune 3-4. the waning

gibbous Moon will pass well to Jupiter's north.

Saturn appears as a yellowish white, first-magnitude "star,"

crossing from Pisces into the constellation of Cetus on June

10th. Saturn rises about 2:30 A.M., local dayhght time, at the

beginning of the month and about two hours earlier at month's

end. Notice how, on the morning of the 9th, the Moon is

visible well to the west of Saturn and how, on the following

morning, it is well to the east.

The Moon is ftiU on the 1st at 4:46 p.m., EDT; last quarter is on

the 8th at 7:06 A.M., EDT; new moon is on the 15th at 9:36

P.M., EDT; first quarter is on the 24th at 1:23 A.M., EDT. We
just barely squeeze a second fiill moon into this month—some-

times called a blue moon—on the 30th at 11:58 P.M., EDT.

The summer solstice, the first day ofsummer for the North-

ern Hemisphere, occurs on June 20 at 10:24 P.M., EDT. At that

moment, the Sun's rays shine direcdy down on the Tropic of

Cancer. So our davs are now at their longest.

Joe Rao is a guest lecturer at the Hayden Planetarium.

_J
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AFRICA/ICELAND

Travel and Reading
Coping with a Lion Killer

hn;c 14

In late May or early June,

when the winter-spring rains

of the southeastern Serengeti

have ended, two million or so

wildebeests—accompanied by

zebras, Thomson's gazelles,

and antelopes—leave the dry-

ing plains and make their way

toward the tall grasses and

rivers of the northern

Serengeti, crossing into

Kenya's Masai Mara Reserve

by mid-July. When the rains

return to the southeastern

Serengeti in late September or

early October, the wildbeests

make their way back to

Tanzania. The round trip, for

those who make it, is about

500 miles.

More developed than the

Serengeti and easily reachable

from Nairobi, the Masai Mara

Game Reserve has been the

more popular tourist destina-

tion. Yet many independent

travelers in East Africa include

the 5,000-square-mile

Serengeti National Park in

their itineraries. With 3 inil-

lion large plains animals (rep-

resenting 35 species) and more

than 500 species of birds, the

park offers perhaps the greatest

wildlife-viewing experience in

the world.

The best time to be in

Serengeti National Park is

December to May, when the

wildebeests and their fellow

migrants congregate on the

short-grass plains of southeast-

ern Serengeti. However, this is

Tanzania's rainy season, and

road conditions make four-

wheel-drive vehicles essential.

In the favorable weather of the

summer months, most of the

wildebeest herds are found in

Kenya's Masai Mara Reserve.

For background reading on

the Serengeti and its animals,

Craig Packer recommends

Serengeti II: Dynamics,

Management, and Conservation

of an Ecosystem, edited by A.

R. E. Sinclair and Peter Arcese

(University of Chicago Press,

1995), and 77?^ Safari

Companion: A Guide to

Watching African Mammals, by

Richard Estes (Chelsea Green

Pub., 1993). Jeannette Hanby's

Lions Share: Tlie Story of a

Serengeti Pride (Houghton

MifHin, 1982) is out of prmt

but may be available from your

library. Packer's own book is

Into Africa, published by the

University of Chicago Press,

1994. Readers interested in

learning more about ongoing

efforts to vaccinate domestic

Largest of tlic true falcons, the gyrjalcon lives in Iceland year round.

dogs around the Serengeti can

write to Project Life Lion, 123

Snyder HaO, 1475 Gortner

Avenue, Saint Paul, MN
55108.

Splendid Isolation in

Thingvallavatn

page 48

ThingvaOavatn is thirty-six

miles northeast of Reykjavik

over paved roads. (An unpaved

road surrounds the lake itself,

so a four-wheel-drive vehicle

is advised in the winter). In

winter and summer, says

David Campbell, the lake is

spectacular, a bright pallet for

the glaciated piedmonts of the

surrounding peaks.

The northern fringe of the

lake, the Almannagja rift, and

the Althing (the old parlia-

ment) are part of ThingveDir

National Park. Here one can

walk through a peaceflil,

steep-walled canyon on the

western side of the rift itself

Birdwatchers who visit the

lake are likely to be rewarded

by the sight of the gyrfalcon,

the largest ot all talcons.

Although Iceland's winters

are not extremely cold, thanks

to Gulf Stream warming, sum-

mer is the most convenient

time to travel there. Then, says

Campbell, you can rent a car

and roam the coiuitry inde-

pendently, taking advantage of

numerous campgrounds and

hiking trails. Coverage of all

scientific aspects of the lake

can be found in Ecology of

Oligotrophic Subarctic Tliing-

vallavatn, edited by Petur M.

Jonasson (pubhshed by Oikos,

Odense, Denmark, 1992).

Edited by Jeanne Flagg
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Long considered a nuisance

in the United States, the

prickly pear cactus is now
becoming a cash crop

By Robb Walsh

When I woke up, El Regiomontano, an

express train en route from Monterrey to

Mexico City, was chugging up a hill out-

side of San Luis Potosi. Opening the win-

dow shade of my Pullman berth, I

squinted out at the blindingly sunny

morning. In the sudden brightness, the

scene outside my window burned itself

into my memory like a snapshot. A farmer

dressed in white stared at the train. Behind

him a terraced plantation of tree-high

prickly pear cactuses climbed the hillside

in neat rows, their bright green pads and

fat purple fruits glowing in the slanting

rays of the early sunshine.

The snapshot image came back to me as

I wandered around Mexico City's sprawl-

ing Mercado Merced looking at the pro-

duce a few days later. Standing beside a

perfectly stacked column of cactus pads

that must have weighed several hundred

pounds, a woman wearing rubber gloves

was patiently scraping the pads one by one

with a potato peeler.

Cactus pads are properly known as

cladodes, but they are better known on

both sides of the border by the Spanish

name nopalitos. They are eaten as a veg-

etable sauteed with onions, garlic, o:

cheese. But before they can be sliced ani

cooked, they must be scraped clean of tin'

spines, called glochids, that grow in clus

ters and are barbed on the end.

At a market stall nearby, I bought a pur^i

pie cactus pear that was slit open for easyl

eating and trimmed of spines. The fruits

called tunas in Mexico, taste somewhat

Uke honeydew melon. As I ate the tuna, I

discovered that the fruit has a lot of seeds.

i

My eiibrts to discreetly spit them out intoi

a piece of paper caused howls of laughter]

among the prickly pear sellers. An amused

tuna salesman finally demonstrated in a

gulping pantomime that you aren't sup-

posed to spit the seeds out, you are sup-
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posed to swallow them. The seeds aren't

small, and I didn't have much luck chew-

ing them, so I ended up swallowing them

whole, like a mouthfiil of piUs.

From their studies of mummified

human feces, archeologists tell us that cac-

tus has been eaten in Mexico for at least

nine thousand years. The Amerindians ot

Mexico and the American Southwest ate

the fruits of at least fourteen different

kinds of cactuses. In Mexico, the fruits and

flowers of wild cactuses, such as the straw-

berry cactus {Ediinocereus stramineus) , are

still harvested when they are in season.

The flowers of some wUd species are con-

sidered dehcacies. But most of the cactuses

eaten in Mexico are cultivated on planta-

tions Uke the one I saw from my train win-

dow or in backyard gardens. In Mexico,

some pitahaya cactuses, such as the Steno-

cerens, are grown for their fruit. But it is the

Opuntia Jicus-indica, better known as the

prickly pear, that has become Mexico's

main food cactus.

On my way home to Austin, the image

of the farmer in his cactus field came to

me again as I drove across the vast expanse

of south Texas, a region where prickly

pears grow in abundance. I had eaten

nopalito tacos in Tex-Mex restaurants be-

fore, and I'd seen prickly pear fruit in some

supermarkets, but I had never seen a cactus

plantation in the United States. Was there

such a thing? Or did we actually import all

our prickly pear products from Mexico,

even though there were prickly pears all

around us?

I made a few phone calls when I got

home to see if I could find anybody who
was up on the cactus business. Friends in

the produce industry gave me the name of

Jay McCarthy, a chefm San Antonio. I was

told McCarthy was doing some interesting

new things with tunas and nopalitos, and

that he was working on a cactus cook-

book. People were starting to call him the

Cactus King. So late in the summer, I

went to visit Jay McCarthy.

The lanky, curly-haired chef told me
the story with some amusement. The
whole t'ning started when he bought some

five-gallon glass jars to decorate a restau-

rant on San Antonio's River Walk, where

he once worked. McCarthy grew up on
the island of Jamaica, where bars and

Cactus expert Peter Felker in his experimental

greenhouse at Texas A&M University

restaurants often displayed big glass jars of

rum-soaked truit, 'which they used to

make punch. McCarthy figured he'd do

the same thing in this Southwestern

restaurant, substituting tequila for the rum.

And what better fruit to soak in tequila

than the prickly pear?

So McCarthy ordered a couple of cases

of tunas. Within a few days of filling the

jars, he found that the purple cactus pears

had stained the tequila a deep scarlet tint,

which looked great in the sunny bar. And

when the time came to make cocktails,

McCarthy was dehghted by the blood red

color and tart flavor he got when he

blended the tuna-flavored tequUa with the

pureed, strained fruit pulp. McCarthy

called the frozen prickly pear margaritas

"cactus ritas" and put them on the menu.

The drink quickly became the talk of

the town, and before long, the restaurant

was selling as many as 1,500 cactus ritas a

week. But that meant McCarthy needed

to find fifty fifteen-pound cases of prickly

pears every week. During the July through

September Mexican harvest season, this

was easy enough—a case sells for twelve to

fifteen dollars at that time. But out of sea-

son, a case of tunas—ifyou can find one

—

runs as high as sixty dollars.

McCarthy was desperate for cactus fruit,

so he started asking around to see if there

was an alternative source. That was how he

learned about Peter Felker, of Texas A&M
University in KingsviUe, Texas. Seeking to

'ja

'_\

turn prickly pear cactus into a cash croj

Felker was assisting Texas farmers whi

were experimenting with a new, near!"'

spineless variety developed by Texas A&]

for the nopalito market.

Felker hosts a yearly symposium fo

people interested in cactus agricultun

McCarthy informed me that the nexj

seminar was just a few weeks away am

suggested that if I wanted to find out men
about cactus cultivation, I ought to attend'

So on the appointed date, I drove down tc ;
—

KingsviUe and sat in on the proceedings si"

There I met cactus experts from Israel

Mexico, and South America.

I learned that although the prickly peai

is a food source in semiarid countries al

over the \vorld, much of the scientific re-

search in the United States has focused oi

finding more efficient methods of eradi-

cating it. FeUcer's cactus seminar attempts

to bring farmers, ranchers, scientists, and rj

food professionals together to consider th^

prickly pear as an agricultural product in-

stead of a nuisance.

"I just planted ten acres of nopahto cac-

tus," laughed Robert Mick, a farmer fro;

Sinton, outside of Corpus Christi. "Eighi

years ago, my grandfather spent his days:

clearing our land ofprickly pear. Now I'm

planting the stuff." But this crop does not

require prime farmland; much of its appeal,

for farmers is that it wiU grow in marginal ifei

areas where other crops have failed. EvenBsai

poor, rocky soil can yield as much as

18,000 pounds of finiit per acre.

"I see it as an enormous opportunity,"

Felker told me. "After all, prickly pear

grows naturally on seventy' million acres in

Texas. We are already studying dozens of

fruit-producing varieties, trying to find

those that can withstand our winters."

During the symposium, Felker and Eu-

logio Pimienta (an expert on cactus genet-

ics and the dean of the Faculty' of Biolog)'

at the University of Guadalajara, Mexico),

examined specimens in the Texas A&M
test plots while I tagged along. They were

carving up cactus pads looking for the

causes of various diseases.

"How long have cactuses been culti-

vated in Mexico?" I asked Pimienta.

"Roughly sixty centuries, according to

the anthropologists' estimates," Felker

translated. As they worked, I noticed thatJ



"*. they were getting lots of spines stuck in

'' '1 their fingers.

"How many of those do you get stuck

with every year?" I asked.

"Too many to count," saici Felker, "And

if there's one thing to educate the pubHc

about, it's how to get them out. Use a pair

of tweezers! Your first inchnation when

you can't get hold of them with your fni-

gers is to try to pull them out with your

teeth. Ifyou do that, odds are you will end

up with one stuck in your tongue. And

that's a mistake you won't make twice."

Felker is still searching for a fruit-bear-

ing prickly pear that can withstand tem-

peratures as low as 10° Fahrenheit. The
'S! search could take a while, it only because

there are so many different varieties of

prickly pear fruit in Mexico to experiment

'nil 1 with. White tunas, yellow tunas, purple

tunas, pink tunas, and green tunas are all

popular varieties. By taking cuttings from

III 1 many types, Felker has gathered the

world's largest collection of useful genetic

sources for the cactus pear.

After the symposium ended, the town

of KingsviUe sponsored a cactus cook-off,

which demonstrated the plant's culinary

k versatility. I was asked into service to help

with the judging. While there were a few

»( awful combinations, such as nopalitos with

canned fried onions and canned cream of

mushroom soup, most of the dishes we

tasted were very good. A cold iwpalito salad

with oranges and jicama was the best of

the show. Other standouts included a
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iiojhilito pie, which tasted like a tart apple

pie, and a hot shrimp-;io/)<7/j7o casserole

served in tomato sauce. The nopalitos

looked and tasted a little like green beans,

but with a pleasantly tart aftertaste. I had

hoped someone would submit a tuna

casserole, but no one did.

As we sat around the picnic tables in the

public park eating our cactus dishes, I fi-

nally got an answer to my questions about

cactus plantations in the United States. As

It turns out, the spineless and fruitless vari-

ety of prickly pear grown for nopalitos is

not the only cactus farmed in this country.

Prickly pear fruit orchards, like the one I

had seen from my train window, also exist

in the United States. I was surprised by

this news, but even more amazed by the

story of how prickly pears got here.

"Most people in the Southwest think

that everybody who eats prickly pear fruit

is Hispanic," said Jim Manassero, the exec-

utive vice president of D'Arrigo Bros.

Company of California. "Not so. Italians

have been growing it since the sixteenth

century. Sailors brought the plant back

from the New World. In Italy, the truits

are known as fichi d'India, or Indian figs,

and they are extremely popular in Sicily."

D'Arrigo Bros. Produce Company was

founded in the early 1900s in Boston by

two brothers who sold fruits and vegeta-

bles firom a pushcart in Italian neighbor-

hoods. The business thrived, and in the

1950s one of the brothers went to Califor-

nia to buy farmland where the company

could grow agricultural products such as

broccoli and prickly pear fruit, which

were in high demand ainong their Italian

customers, but were not being grown by

American farmers of the era.

With a 270-day growing season, the

California fields now turn out about three

million pounds of cactus fruit a year, sold

primarily in the Italian American neigh-

borhoods of New York, Boston, and

Toronto. Demand for the fruit is high

these days and is steadily growing.

What's more, in the wake of the South-

western cuisine movement, the fruit has

begun to break out of its ethnic niche.

Now that innovative chefs have shown us

how to make cactus fruit margaritas, salsas,

jellies, and sorbets, people want to try

these recipes at home. One large regional

juice company, Knudson, now markets

"lime-cactus quencher," made with a yel-

low tuna, which the company claims tastes

like a nonalcoholic margarita.

In fact, Karen Caplan, a distributor of

specialty produce in Los Angeles, thinks

that prickly pear could foDow kiwi as the

nation's next fruit fad. But first, she sug-

gests a name change. To make the firuit

sound more appealing to U. S. consumers.

Caplan suggests that prickly pears, or

tunas, should be called "cactus pears." Un-

fortunately, the marketing expert had no

advice on what to do with the seeds.

Culinary adventurer Robb Walsh writes about

food for the Austin Chronicle.

Jay McCarthy s Cactus Pdtas
1 large, purple prickly pear fruits

One bottle white tequila (750 ml)

Crushed ice

Limes

Triple Sec or Cointreau

Peel each prickly pear fruit and discard the skin. Put the peeled fruit in a large glass

jar and pour in enough tequila to completely submerge the fruits. Seal tightly and

allow to sit for three to four days.

For each margarita, remove one fruit and mash it through a large mesh strainer

into a bowl to remove the seeds. Discard the seeds. Put the strained fruit in a

blender. For each drink, add a half cup of crushed ice. r\vo jiggers ot the tuna-fla-

vored tequila, one jigger of Triple Sec or Cointreau, and the juice ot one hme.

Blend and serve.
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(Continuedfrom page 24)

correcdy we still thiiik, the primary' adap-

tive basis of this transformation—an en\i-

ronmental shift from browsing leaves in

woodlands and marshes to life as a grazer

of grasses and a runner on the dr\^ and

open plains. Kovalevsky tied this transition

to the Miocene evolution of grasses and

the subsequent development of extensive

plains and savannas as a new habitat ripe

for exploitation. He explained reduction

of toes as an adaptation for running on

hard ground, and the evolution of high-

crowned teeth as a necessary' response to

new diets of tough grasses with their high

content ofpotentially tooth-eroding silica.

Thomas Henr\' Huxley had also worked

on the problem and had proposed the

same evolutionary sequence, but Ko-

valevsky pro\"ided so much more docu-

mentation that primary credit for this sem-

inal story fell to the Russian scientist (wth

Huxley's blessing). Kovalevsky and Huxley

reconstructed the evolutionary sequence

of horses as passing through a linear series

offour successive stages, all based on Euro-

pean fossils: from the Eocene Paleotherium

to the early Miocene three-toed Anchi-

therhim to the late Miocene Hipparion to

Equiis, the modern horse (see the accom-

panying evolutionary tree, reproduced on

this page from Kovalevsky 's German
monograph of 1876).

Kovalevsky had no misgi\Tngs about the

tactuaUty ot his sequence. He WTOte about

step one in his Enghsh monograph of

1874: "There can be, in my opinion, no

reasonable doubt that the Horse de-

scended from the Paleotherium." He ex-

pressed equal assurance about step two in

his French treatise of 1873: "In its skele-

ton, Anchiiherium is a genus so intermedi-

ary, so transitional, that if the theory of

transmutation were not already so firmly

estabUshed, this genus would have pro-

\'ided one of the most important pillars of

support" (my translations throughout). His

German monograph of 1876 exuded con-

fidence in the fijU sequence of four steps:

"We have a form in the upper Eocene,

\.'iuch must surely be counted as an ances-

tor of horses; and we now have apparently

persuasive data that this form, Paleotherium

medium, evolved through the Miocene .4m-

chitherium and Hipparion to modern

horses." The French monograph of 1873

made the same claim in a more succinct

and forcefiil manner: "There can be no

reasonable doubt that the four forms

—

Pa-

leotheriimi medium, Anchiiherium, Hipparion,

and the horse—form a relationship of di-

rect descent."

I would add a third point, more techni-

cal and professional and therefore not part

of Kovalevsky's pubhc reputation, to ex-

plain his high status among working pale-

ontologists. Kovalevsky won kudos for his

meticulous attention to descriptive detail.

I have quoted the few general comments

from his pubhcations; the bulk of his text

provides exhaustive information about

every bump on every bone and every nub-

bin on every tooth. Moreover, Kovalevsky

did not engage in such laborious work for

the mindless and obsessive reasons that
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Kovalevsky's 1876 monograph presented a

smooth, four-stage transition in horse

evolution, based solely on Europeanfossib,

from Paleotherium to Pferde (or Equus, the

modern horse). Tlie Russian paleontologist

was mistaken, but he correctly grasped the

explanatory power ofDaniHnian theory.

motivate many practitioners, but explicitlyFp •

because he viewed this level of detail as 4fj|'-

prerequisite for adequate documentatiotil-

of such grand ideas as evolution, natuia ^'

selection, and adaptation. Directly follow-

ing his paean to Darvsin from his English

monograph (quoted earUer), and as an ex-j

cuse for such flowery generahty, he \\Tote:

"The foregoing observations are intended *-^

only as a sort ofapology for the somewhat ^'

minute osteological details into which it

seemed to me necessary to enter in my de-

scription."

Kovalevsky began his French treatise of &^

1873 with his most exphcit defense of de-

tailed empiricism as a scientific method.

He states that he was able to succeed in

documenting the intermediary status of

Anchitherium only because he had so many

more fossils to smdy:

I was able to obtain more complete material

than any ofmy predecessors possessed. A
monograph on Anchitherium now offers,

follountig all the beautiful conquests of

Daninnian theor)', an irresistible charmfor

all evolutionary naturalists.

But Kovalevsky, true to the foremost ideal

of objectivity, then denies that any a priori

preference for evolution could have influ-

enced his interpretations. In the best tradi-

tion of Sergeant Friday
—

"just the facts,

maam"—he states that he had reached an

inescapable conclusion by freeing his mind

of preconceptions and letting the fossils <

speak in their undeniable factuality:

Nevertheless, one must not think that I

began this work ivith a preconceived aim.

Quite to the contrary; I interrogated the

material in an impartial manner, and Igive

the response tliat thefossilsfurnished to me.

With this brave claim, we come to a

wonderful frony that raises the story of

Vladimir Kovalevsky from an antiquarian

tale for the heartstrings to a lesson of cen-

tral relevance to the practice of modem
science. Kovalevsky developed a case study

that remains preeminent as a triumphant

tale of evolution documented in the fossil

record. (Does any paleontological museum

not include an evolutionary "hne" of

horses—or a more recent correction ex-



ressed as an elaborate, branching bush?)

''"'* .ovalevsky expressed complete confi-

*i« ence in his sequence of four European

nitujgnera. He won his reputation for unsur-

assed care in meticulous and detailed de-

;ription. He strongly espoused the classic

ogma of absolute objectivity in observa-

on and claimed that the fossils themselves

ad dictated an unimpeachable, factual

onclusion.

And Kovalevsky was wrong—for a clear

nd interesting reason that brings no dis-

redit upon his work. He and Huxley had

garded the sequence of four European

Dssils as an unbroken lineage of direct

ransformation—that is, as a series of an-

estors and descendants. They did not re-

ilize—and could not have done so in the

bsence of published evidence—that

lorses had evolved in America and had

iiigrated several times into Europe. The

ihree "ancestors" of Kovalevsky 's se-

(uence

—

Pakotheriiim, Aiicliithcnuin, and

iipparion—are all side branches that mi-

jtated to Europe and became extinct

vithout issue in their new and peripheral

acme. (As a historical irony that would

sua
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cost the Aztecs dearly and greatly facilitate

the bloody schemes of the Conquista-

dores, horses then died out in America,

leaving the Old World descendants of yet

another migration as the source of all

modern horses.) Kovalevsky's four genera

did represent a temporal series of stages in

a trend, but not—as he had asserted so

confidently—a direct sequence of fihation.

He had, so to speak, misidentified an indi-

rect series ot my paternal grandpa's

brother, my mother's brother, and me, as a

direct genealogy of my paternal grandpa,

my father, and me.

The denouement occurred in an mter-

esting manner when T. H. Huxley made

his only trip to America to give the inau-

gural lecture at Johns Hopkins University

and to participate in several other events

—

including a lecture in New York City on

the evolution of horses—surrounding our

centennial celebration of 1876. He visited

the American paleontologist O. C. Marsh

at Yale and, in great excitement mixed

with a bit of chagrin, saw enough beauti-

fully transitional fossils to know that Eu-

rope had been a periphery, and America a
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breeding ground. Marsh later wrote of his

magnificent show and tell:

He [Huxleyj then informed me that this

was new to him, and that myfacts

demonstrated the evohition of the horse

beyond question, andfor the first time

indicated the direct Une of descent of an

existing animal. With the generosity of true

greatness, he gave up his own opinions in

the face of new truth and took my

conchisions.

Huxley scrapped his New York lecture and

hastily prepared a new version.

If science, as a stereotype proclaims,

truly operated as an automatic process of

objective documentation, then we should

castigate Kovalevsky—for he firmly adver-

tised his conclusions as factually driven and

truly proved thereby. Moreover, if theories

rest upon crucial cases, as another stereo-

type holds, then musn't we call evolution

itself into question by scratching Ko-

valevsky's horses from the race of life?

Doesn't Kovalevsky then become an in-

cubus rather than a hero—an unwitting

mm
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There is no place like Africa for celebrating the diversity of nature. In view of

this, the American Museum of Natural History is sponsoring two very unusual

and in-depth trips to Africa's greatest wildlife areas. Big Cats of the Serengeti is

an intensive exploration of the Serengeti and surrounding parks with a special

focus on lions, leopards and cheetahs—their behavior, inter-relationships and

place in the local ecology. Wildlife of Uganda is a survey of Uganda's extraordi-

narily diverse habitats and the wildlife that inhabits them, including a special

opportunity to see mountain gorillas in their natural habitat.

^ Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

800-462-8687 or 212-769-5700

Call for a complete list of destinations.
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foil for creationists rather than a preemi-

nent student of evolutionary paleontol-

ogy—because his error might give com-

fort to the enemy?

We need, instead, to reject these sim-

pUstic stereotypes and heed Marsh's wise

statement about "the generosity of true

greatness." The only universal attribute of

scientific statements must reside in their

potential fallibility. If a claim cannot be

disproved, it does not belong to the enter-

prise of science. Conclusions arising in

new fields (like evolutionary paleontology

in Kovalevsky's day), and based on imper-

fect data (the fossil record), are especially

subject to error—and brave scientists must

do their best and risk the consequences,

secure in the knowledge that corrected

mistakes (however personally embarrassing

to the original perpetrator) bring as much

clarity as valid discoveries.

Moreover, truly grand and powerful

theories—evolution preeminently among

them—do not and cannot rest upon single

observations. Evolution is an inference

from thousands of independent sources,

the only conceptual structure that can

make unified sense of all this disparate in-

formation. The failure of a particular claim

usually records a local error, not the bank-

ruptcy of a central theory. Kovalevsky mis-

took a series of collateral relatives for a true

genealogical sequence, but the notion of

genealogy itself does not fall thereby. If I

mistakenly identify your father's brother as

your own dad, you don't become ge-

nealogically rootless and created de novo.

You still have a father; we just haven't

identified him properly.

With this tale of Kovalevsky's fruitfiil

error, we come face to face with the inter-

esting and conjoined issues of the relation-

ship between fact and theory in science,

and the phenomenon of being right for

the wrong reason. Theory and tact are

equally strong and utterly interdependent.

One has no meaning without the other.

We need theory to organize and interpret

facts, even to know what we can or might

observe. And we need facts to vahdate the-

ories and give them substance. Vladimir

Kovalevsky made an eminently useful and

rather wonderful mistake. He grasped the

explanatory power of a new and correct

theory that would reformulate all of biol-

litoot

ogy—and he yearned to apply this idea t

difficult but crucial data. He reached a pre

mature conclusion that was only hall

wrong when he misidentified collaten

relatives as direct ancestors. But he pro

vided the first powerful example of

workable methodology (inferences aboii

adaptation from anatomical changes in pa!

leontological sequences) that can, wit

better data, document and support th

most important theory subject to adjudi

cation by the fossil record.

Lest anyone doubt the power of beini

right for the wrong reason, consider thi

central incident in the intellectual Hfe o

Kovalevsky's hero, Charles Darwin

Thanks to his obsessive habits of recon

keeping, we can reconstruct the sources o

Darwin's eureka when, in early 1837, h(

recognized that evolution must be true

Darwin first learned that he had bee:

wrong in allocating many small birds fror

the Galapagos Islands to several distantly

related families. AH, in fact, were finches

How could adjacent islands house separate

species of such closely related birds? Hf

then found out that the distinctive rhea (a

large, flightless bird) he had collected iti

southern Patagonia belonged to a new

species (named Rhea darwinii in his honor

by his ornithological consultant, John

Gould). Why, Darwin wondered, did two

such similar birds share contiguous territo

ries, the ordinary rhea to the north and

Darwin's new species to the south?

Darwin therefore pondered two exam-

ples of geographical replacement among

closely related modern birds. He now

made a briUiant analogy. If both finches J''*

and rheas replace each other in space, then

shouldn't temporal succession also occur

in continuity—that is, by evolution rather

than successive creation? Darwin had col-

lected large fossil mammals in South

America. He regarded one genus, later

named Macrauchenia, as a relative of the'

modern guanaco. If the two rheas are

maximally related and geographically con-

tinguous, then the two camel-like crea-

tures, the extinct Macrauchenia and the

modern guanaco, as temporally contigu-

ous, must also be joined by blood. In other

words, temporal sequence must record

evolutionary transformation. Eureka! Dar-

win jotted the key insight into a private
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lotebook: "The same kind ot relation that

;ommon ostrich [rhea] bears to Petisse

the new species, Rhea dani'iiiii], extinct

^anaco to recent; in former case position,

n latter time."

What a portentous moment; what a

:rux in the history ofhuman thought! But

Darwin had based his brilliant analogy, and

lis astoundingly correct general conclu-

lion, on a flub in particulars—an error that

ne could not have recognized and that did

not affect the validity of his larger insight.

South America had been an island conti-

nent for tens of millions ofyears before the

Isthmus of Panama rose just a few million

invp
years ago. Several independent orders ot

mammals had evolved on South America,

although most perished following climatic

changes and the influx ofNorth American

species after the isthmus formed. (The

outstanding set of survivors. South Amer-

ica's grand indigenous group, includes

doths, armadillos, and anteaters of the

.unique order Edentata.)

One of these extinct and independent

orders, the Litopterna, included creatures

uncannily convergent upon unrelated

mammals of other continents. (In the evo-

lutionary phenomenon of convergence,

distantly related groups evolve similar

forms by independent adaptation to com-

mon environments. Ichthyosaurs are rep-

tiles, and dolphins are mammals—but both

look and work like iishes.) One group of

litopterns evolved an amazing resemblance

to horses, including a parallel loss of toes,

culminating in Tlwatheyiiim, the one-toed

Htoptern. Another group, represented by

Macrauchenia, converged upon the New
World camels. Since true camels later

crossed the isthmus and colonized South

^America (to survive today as Llamas, gua-

nacos, and alpacas), we can hardly blame

Darwin for inferring a genealogical tie be-

tween modern guanacos and the remark-

ably similar but unrelated fossil Maamichc-

nia. Richard Owen, England's greatest

anatomist and Darwin's friend in these

early years, had affirmed the link of

Macrauchenia to modern guanacos.

Thus, at this most sublime moment in

the history of biology, Darwin grasped the

truth of evolution by basing a brilliant

analogy on a flat-out factual error. Theo-

ries rarely arise as patient inferences forced

by accumulated facts. Theories are mental

constructs potentiated by complex exter-

nal prods (including, ideally, a command-

ing push from empirical reality). But the

prods often include dreams, quirks, and er-

rors—-just as we may obtain crucial bursts

of energy from foodstuffs (or pharmaceu-

ticals) of no objective or enduring value.

Great truth can emerge from small error.

Evolution is thrilling, liberating, and cor-

rect. And Macrauchenia is a litoptern. The

tossil record provides our best direct evi-

dence for evolution at large scales. And
European fossil horses are coOateral rela-

tives, not ancestors, of modern Equus.

As Mrs. Julia Ward Howe—the endur-

ingly famous member of the couple

—

wrote, we may obtain our inspiration from

a full range of sources, both "in the beauty

of the lilies," and "where the grapes of

wrath are stored," (to probe the entire

botanical spectrum). Any inspiring hght

can indicate a path in the darkness of na-

ture's complexity: "I have read his right-

eous sentence by the dim and flaring

lamps. His truth is marchmg on."

Steplienjay Gould teaches biology, geology, and

the history of scioice at Harvard University. He

is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary Curator in

Invertebrates at the America}! Museum of Nat-

ural History.
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

liometimes it seems that everybody is try-

ng to tell you when and how the 'world is

upposed to end. Some scenarios are more

amiliar than others. Those that are widely

I'liscussed in the media include rampant in-

ectious disease, nuclear war, collisions

ivith asteroids or comets, and environmen-

:al destruction. While different in origin,

i;ach can induce the end of the human

Lpecies and other life forms on Earth.

[Mote that implicit in such slogans as "Save

:he Earth" is the egocentric call to save life

on Earth, not the planet itself.

Of course, humans cannot really kill

[Earth, Earth wiD remain in orbit around

:he Sun, along with its planetary brethren,

ong after Homo sapiens has become extinct

Tom whatever cause. Less familiar but

[aiore likely end-of-the-\vorld scenarios

can be invoked to describe the ending of

[aur temperate planet. I offer these prog-

nostications, not because humans are likely

Ito Uve long enough to observe them but

because the tools of astrophysics enable me
to calculate them. Three that come to

mind are the death of the Sun, the im-

pending collision between our Milky Way
galaxy and the Andromeda galaxy, and the

thermal death of the universe, about

which the community of astrophysicists

has recently achieved some consensus.

Computer models of stellar evolution

are like cosmic actuarial tables. They indi-

cate a healthy, 10-billion-year life ex-

pectancy for our Sun. At its present esti-

mated age of 5 billion years, the Sun

should have another 5 billion years of rela-

tively stable energy output. By then, if we
have not figured out a way to leave Earth,

we will bear witness to a remarkable evo-

lutionary change in our star as it simply

runs out of fuel.

The Sun owes its stabihty to the con-

trolled fusion of hydrogen into helium in

its 15-million-degree core. The gravity

that wants to collapse the star is held in

check by the outward gas pressure, which

is sustained by the high temperatures.

While more than 90 percent of the Sun's

atoms are hydrogen, the only ones that

matter are those in the core. When the

core is exhausted of these atoms, the Sun

will be left with a central ball of helium

nuclei. These require a higher temperature

than does hydrogen to carry on fusion re-

actions. Now out of balance, gravity wins,

and the inner regions of the star coOapse.

The Sun's core temperature then rises to

100 million degrees, which triggers the fu-

sion of helium into carbon.

In the process, the Sun's luminosity

grows astronomically, and its outer layers

expand to mind-bogghng proportions, en-

gulfing the orbits of Mercury and Venus.

Eventually, the Sun will swell to occupy

the entire sky as its expansion swallows the

orbit of Earth. This will be bad. The tem-

perature on Earth will rise until it equals

that of the 3,000-degree rarefied outer lay-

ers of the expanded Sun. Our oceans will

boil off, and the atmosphere will evaporate

away into interplanetary space as Earth be-

comes a red-hot, charred ember in an un-

stable orbit deep within the Sun. Eventu-

ally, the Sun will cease all nuclear fusion,

lose its spherical, tenuous, gaseous enve-

lope, and expose its dying central core.

Scenarios such as this one will some day

force manned space travel to become a

global priority.

Not long after the Sun terrorizes Earth,

the Milky Way wiD encounter some prob-

lems of its own. Of the hundred thousand

galaxies whose velocities relative to the

Milky Way has been measured, only a few

are moving toward us; all the rest are mov-

ing away at a speed directly related to their

distances from us.

Discovered in the 1920s by Edwin

Hubble (for whom the Hubble Space

Telescope was named), the general reces-

sion of aialaxies is the observational signa-

ture of our expanding universe. The Milky

Way and the several-hundred-billion-star

Andromeda galaxy are close enough to

each other that their mutual gravity over-

whelms the effect of the expanding uni-

verse. We happen to be drifting toward

each other at about 100 kilometers per

second, nearly a quarter million miles per

hour. Ifour (unknown) sideways motion is

small, then at this rate, the 2.2-million

light-year distance that separates us wOl

shrink to zero in about 6 biUion years.

Interstellar space is so vast, there is no

need to fear that a star in the Andromeda

galaxy will accidentally slam into the Sun.

During the galaxy-galaxy encounter

(which would be a spectacular sight from a

safe distance), stars are more than hkely to

pass by one another. But the event would

not be worry-free. Some of Andromeda's

stars may swing close enough to our solar

system to influence the orbits of planets

and the hundreds of billions of resident

comets. Such close stellar flybys can throw

gravitational allegiances into question as

planets are stolen by the interlopers in

"flyby lootings" or are unbound and flung

forth into interstellar space.

Remember how choosy Goldilocks was

with other people's porridge? If we are

stolen by the gravity of another star, we

have no guarantee that our new-found

orbit will be at the right distance to sustain

Uquid water on Earth's surface, which is

generally agreed to be a prerequisite to

sustaining life as we know it. Too close to

a star and our water supply evaporates. Too

far, and it fireezes sohd.

Even if, by some miracle of future tech-

nology, our planet's inhabitants manage to

prolong the life of the Sun (perhaps by

churning fresh hydrogen down to the

core), their efforts will be rendered irrele-

vant if Earth is flung into space. The ab-

sence of a nearby energy source will allow

Earth's surface temperature to drop to

hundreds of decrees below zero Fahren-
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heit. This will also be bad. After the

oceans freeze, our cherished atmosphere

of nitrogen and oxygen and other gases

\¥ill first liquefy and then solidify, encrust-

ing the Earth Uke icing on a cake. We will

fireeze before we have a chance to starve.

The last life forms on Earth will be those

privileged organisms that had evolved to

rely not on the Sun's energy but on geo-

thermal sources, where the heat of Earth's

interior escapes from the crust. At the mo-

ment, humans are not in this select group.

Of course, we can move to other planets

that are in orbit around healthy stars in

other galaxies.

But the long-term fate of the cosmos

cannot be postponed or avoided. No mat-

ter where you hide, you will be part of a

universe inexorably marching toward a pe-

culiar obhvion. The latest and best evi-

dence on the density of matter in space

and the expansion rate of the universe sug-

gests that we are on a one-way trip and

it

ofi

m

that the collective gravity of everything iij

the universe is insufficient to halt and the:

reverse the cosmic expansion.

Currently, the most successfiil descrip-

tion of the universe and its origin com-

bines our modern understanding of grav-

ity (Einstein's general theory of relativity

with the big bang. Shortly after the big glv

bang, the universe was a trilHon-degree jj-ii

maelstrom of matter mixed with energy j^jji

affectionately known as the primordi;

soup. During the 14-billion-year expan-

sion that followed, the background tem-

perature has dropped to a mere 3 degree!

on the absolute (kelvin) temperature scale

As the universe continues to expand, thii

temperature will continue to get closer

and closer to absolute zero.

The steadily dropping background tem-

perature does not now directly affect us on
jj j

Earth because our Sun grants us a cozy life.
.jj(,(

But as each generation of stars is born from .,,,^^

the interstellar gas clouds of the galaxy, less ^jj

jerw

itte

JIBI

6

w.

U

A higli-resolutioii

image of the nearby

red giant star

Betelgense. In 5

billion years, when

the Sini is as large

as Betelgense, it will

engulf the entire

orbit of Earth.
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*,nd less gas remains to compose the next

;eneration of stars. Eventually, the gas sup-

)ly will run out—as it already has in a

hird of the galaxies in the universe. The

are stars with the highest mass will col-

apse completely, never to be seen again,

slightly less massive stars will end their

ives by blowing their guts across the

;alaxy in a supernova explosion. This re-

urned gas can then be tapped for another

generation of stars. But the majority of

;tars—our Sun included—ultimately ex-

aaust the tuel at their cores and, after the

3ulbous giant phase, collapse to form a

compact orb of matter that quickly radi-

'^ ates its feeble, leftover heat to the frigid

dniverse.

The list of corpses contains familiar ob-

jects: black holes, neutron stars (pulsars),

white dwarfs, and brown dwarfs are all

dead ends on the evolutionary tree of stars.

What they have in common is an eternal

lock on cosmic construction materials. In

other words, if stars burn out and no new

lones replace them, then the universe will

eventually contain no living stars.

How about Earth? We rely on the Sun

for a daily infusion of energy to sustain life.

If the Sun and the energy from all other

stars are cut off from us, then mechanical

and chemical processes (life included) on

Earth will "wind down." Eventually, the

energy of all motion wiU be lost through

' friction, and the system will reach a single,

uniform temperature. This will really be

bad. The starless Earth will lie naked in the

presence of the frozen background of the

expanding universe. The Earth will lose its

heat the way a freshly baked pie cools on a

window sill. Yet Earth is not alone in this

fate. Trillions of years into the future,

when all stars are cold and every process in

every nook and cranny of the expanding

universe has wound down, all parts of the

cosmos will have cooled to the same tem-

perature as the ever-cooHng background.

At that time, space travel wiU no longer

provide refuge. We may then declare that

the universe has died—not with a bans:,,

but with a whimper.

Scil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the

l-ivdcrick P. Rose Director of New York City's

Hayden Planetarium and a research scientist at

Princeton University.
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1140 for free newsletter.

ENCOUNTERS WITH WILD DOLPHINS IN
Florida: Come and swim in the company of wild dol-

phins. Experience magical beauty in perfect safety

with our experienced guides. Education about dol-

phins, marine life, and environment. Beautiful

ecoventure and vacation. Ask for detailed brochure

and video. Call Wildlife Odvssev: 1-800-207-2780.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip.

dates. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

Costa Rica 'Belize • Africa • Galapagos

Natural History

TBiPs Worldwide

Since 1982

P.O. Box 3656-CI3

SONORA, CA 95370

GEO
EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreiirm

ofAdromne

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph CoUey, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS! Outstanding boats, itineraries, prices.

Voyagers.1-800-633-0299. http://www.gorp.com
/voyagers.htm

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, freks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

KENYA, TANZANIA, UGANDA, AND ETH10PL\-

for discerning travellers. Custom designed safari

tours for those seeking personal attention and qual-

ity. Planning, operahon for any size party. Contact

Bill Dixson, Bruce Safaris/Discover Africa, Box

40662, Nairobi, Kenya. Fax:(254-2) 223647. Tel:(254-2)

339094. Member ASTA.

PERU! Affordable adventures led by outstanding

guides. Voyagers. 1-800-633-0299. http://www.gorp

.com/voyagers.htm

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS: Come meet the great

whales of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Participate in

field research on the blue, fin, and humpback whales

on an informative wilderness adventure. Small

groups, expert biologist guides. 285 Green, St-Lam-

bert, QC, Canada, J4P 1T3; Oct-May tel: 514/465-

9176 or 514-948-3669, fax: 514-948-1131; June-Oct fax

& phone: 418/949-2845

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-

800-225-2380.

Video

8x10 glossy from your home videotape.
$20. For free information send SASE to CCG, Box 234,

E.Northport NY 11731

OGOPOGO; EDSTORY OF A MYSTERY- a new 24

min. documentar}' on Canada's lake monster. $20US.

Kelowna Museum, 470 Queenswa)', Kelowna, B.C.

Canada VIY 6S7
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"Life is a foreign language;

all men mispronounce it."

Christopher Morley

By Roger L. Welsch

I live just outside the tiny town (popula-

tion 322) of Dannebrog, Nebraska, a dis-

tinctly Danish town, founded by Danes

with the intention that it would eventually

be the capital ofNew Denmark, right here

in the middle of the American Plains,

where everyone could eat, sing, laugh,

live, dress, and speak Darush. Indeed, the

word "Dannebrog" is a poetic word tor

the Danish flag, sort of like "Old Glory"

for the Stars and Stripes. Things didn't

iintsi

l'0i

Ell* I

Under God
work out quite that way, of course, but the

Dannebrog still flies on our main street

every day, and noons you can eat wUapiils

at Harriett's Danish Restaurant, and there's

akavit in the freezer at Eric's Tavern.

Every business in town has a sign in

Danish as a sop to tourists, although the

wording pretty much had to be cobbled

together because no one could remember

how to say "service station" in Danish. (I

once overheard a couple of older fellows

whom I thought might remember the Old

Tongue—but who obviously didn't

—
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complaining that they didn't care if "for-

sikning" does mean "insurance" in Dan-Bt"^'

ish, it wasn't appropriate to have that kin(

of language where women and children

might see it.) The most frequent comment

IS how unfortunate it is that one no longei

hears the musical Darush language (to my

ear, sounding for all the world like catarrh)

in the streets and shops. Now and then a

prayer, memorized in youth, is said over a

Christmas dinner, but that's about it. You

can bring tears to the eyes of some Dan-

nebrognagians simply by mentioning this

linguistic lapse.

A few days later, however, you can hear

the same people complaining that some

Asians or Latinos in central Nebraska stiU

stick to their native tongues; that there are

grocery stores where EngUsh is not under-

stood, beer is mistakenly called cerveza, and

relish misnamed kimclii; and that goofy

names like ViUareal and Keophalychanh

clog up the telephone book instead of

good ol' American names like LOlemelsen

or Faaborgsdottir. You even hear support

for the efforts to declare EngUsh the offi-

cial language of the United States.

Until fairly recently, I dismissed such

anti-foreign-language grumbUngs as hypo-

critical and uncharitable. I presumed the

whole official language movement was just

another matter of the majority trying to

consolidate its dominance by tossing hur-

'

dies in the way of minorities. But lately

I've changed my mind: maybe the United

States should have a constitutional amend-

ment to make English the official lan-

guage. I have a few modest suggestions

about the provisions.

For starters, I would require that all na-

tive-born American citizens read, write,

and speak EngUsh weU. I wouldn't object



3 forcing immigrants to the same require-

lents, but I'm trying to maintain some air

•f fairness here. In other words, even the

I ain't never gonna see them furriners as

eal 'mericans, no matter where they's at"

rowd would have to show up at the local

mguage testing station and prove their

inguistic patriotism. Perhaps the most se-

erely encumbered would be lawyers,

)oliticians, and social scientists (who are

equired by their Hypocritic Oath

—

'Make no sense"—to embrace Obfuscate

IS their first language). Talk about pain.

I'm not done. I like language, and I

enow a little about it. When I was a senior

It the University of Nebraska (when dino-

-aurs still roamed the earth), I sat in classes

I almost wrote "studied") in German,

ii?rench, Icelandic, Old Norse, Latin, and

Hebrew. (Okay, okay, Icelandic and Old

Norse aren't that far apart.) The point is,

earning a language is not a form of me-

iiieval torture. It can even be fun. People

do it all the time. People pay to do it.

People pay to have their kids do it. People

iravel long distances to do it. People go

somewhere, speak a tew words of the lan-

guage, and then come home and brag

about it.

So the second provision ofmy constitu-

tional amendment would be that since im-

migrants have to learn English, a second

language for most of them, we would

spread the fun around and have everyone

learn a second language: "All native-born

American citizens wiU be required to read,

write, and speak a second language well, m
addition to English." I'm not asking too

much—no more than the English-as-offi-

cial-language folks are asking of immi-

grants, and they insist they aren't asking

too much, after all.

A second language broadens one's un-

derstanding of culture, prevents one from

ordering the manager of the restaurant as

an entree, and permits parents to exchange

secrets while children stand by, open

mouthed and frustrated, desperate to learn

a second language of their own. Imagine if

every American spoke English well, and a

second language on top of that! None of

us would have to so to more than one or

two neighbors to find someone able to

read the direction booklet that came with

the new bread machine.

Because I like the idea of all these

Americans able to communicate so com-

fortably all around the world, I would like

to see, in addition, sorne sort of gentle lin-

guistic incentive system. So I would estab-

lish a tax break for anyone who manages to

nail down a third or fourth language too.

After all, we give tax breaks to the fecund

for having children, and to politicians con-

victed of felonies for not steaHng any more

than they did, and even to the stinking

rich for being, well, stinking rich.

Maybe there should even be a little

extra money for those who go to the trou-

ble to learn one of the original official lan-

guages of the country—Oneida, Lakota,

Navajo—that sort of thing.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a treefarm

in Dmmebrog, Nebraska. His latest book is

Old Tractors and the Men Who Love

Them (Osceola, Wisconsin: Motorbooks In-

ternational, 1995).

Island World of Indonesia
February 5-20, 1997

Indonesia, comprised of some 13,000 islands spread out like an emerald crescent be-

tween the Malay Peninsula and Australia, is one of the most culturally and biologically diverse

nations in the world. This winter a team of lecturers from the American Museum of Natural

History will lead a cruise aboard the Caledonian Star from the exquisite tiny island of Bali to

the exciting city-state of Singapore. Along the way we will see the archeological sites of

Borobudur and Prambanan on Java, the famous bull races of Madura, the crater rim of

Krakatau, the unique architecture of Nias and the rare and magnificent orang-utans of Sumatra.

Discovery Tours

AmericanMusemn of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

800-462-8687 or 2 12-769-5700

Call for a complete list of destinations.
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June Events
June 2 and 9
The film Ghosts: Tlie Restless Dead ex-

plores efforts throughout history to com-

municate wth the spirit world (June 2).

Part of the Education Department's year-

long program "Dixdne Magic: The World

of the Supernatural," the screening begins

at 2:00 P.M. in the Kaufinami Theater. At

2:00 P.M. onJune 9, a presentation of spirit

and ghost dances from different cultures

will conclude the series. The programs are

free with Museum admission. Call (212)

769-5315 for information.

June 5
C. Lavett Smith, curator emeritus in the

Deparmient ot Ichthyology, will talk about

the sailfin blenny, a coral reef fish with in-

triguing "flagging" and nest-guarding be-

ha\'ior. The lecture will begin at 7:00 R.M.

in the Kaufinann Theater. For tickets and

information, call (212) 769-5606.

June 12 and 19
Eugene S. Gaffiiey, a curator in the De-

partment of Vertebrate Paleontolog\', wHl

give a talk (June 1 2) on the new fossil halls

and the organizing principle of cladistics.

John G. Maisey, also a curator in the de-

partment, wtU give a second talk (June 19),

focusing on the evolution of fishes and

how it relates to our own origins. The lec-

tures begin at 7:00 P.M. in the Kaufrnann

Theater. For tickets and information, call

(212) 769-5606.

June 13
Writer Roger Lewin wiU discuss the cata-

strophic consequences of human actions

on the en\dronment. drawing from his

book Tlie Sixth Extinction, which he coau-

thored vi'ith anthropologist Richard

Leakey. The lecmre begins at 7:00 P.M. in

the Kaufinann Theater, and tickets are

$10. CaH (212) 769-5315 for information.

June 18 and 20
On June 18, Sidney S. Horenstein, geolo-

gist and coordinator of environmental

pubHc programs at the Museum, wiU lec-

June 8

New Halls Open
The opening of the Miriam and Ira D.

WaUach Orientation Center and the

Hall of Vertebrate Origins completes a

seven-year restoration and renovation

project—a circuit of six halls present-

ing the histoi-y of vertebrate life (for

more details see "Origins: The Back-

bone ofEvolution," page 30). The first

stop on the path tlirough the haUs, the

orientation center is home to a

fleshed-out model of a young barosaur,

built to the same scale as the one in the

Roosevelt Rotunda. A video intro-

duces the major theme of the exhibi-

tion; Wliat do we know about long-

extinct vertebrates and what aspects of

their lives remain mysterious? Visitors

to computer stations can travel back in

e\"olurionary time to past epochs and

locales, then select plants and animals

that lived in the chosen time and area.

In the center's theater, a short fUm fo-

cuses on the vertebrate family history

that is reflected in the layout of the five

adjoining halls. Three more computer

stations will offer the latest pubHshed

intormation on discoveries in verte-

brate paleontology.

Preparations for the openitig of the Hall of

Vertebrate Orioins

ture on how geology influenced militai

actions during the Revolutionary War i

the New York City area; on the 20th, h

will give a geological and historical poi

trait of the city's Harlem River. The lee

tures begin at 7:00 PM. in the Kaufinani

Theater. Tickets for both evenings are

For mformation, call (212) 769-5315.

June 26
Opening next to the HaU ofHuman Biol

ogy and Evolution, a new exhibitior

"Scientists andJournaHsts: One Story, Tw
Voices—A Century of Science Reportin

in the New York Times," explores the tela

tionship between scientific research and it

presentation in the media. The exhibitioi

wiU feature newsworthy events in evolu

tionary science, such as the discovery o

Java Man and the Scopes Monkey Trial

Organized by Museum anthropologist lai

Tattersall in collaboration with New Yorl

Times science writer John Noble WUford

this exhibition marks the 100th anniver-

sary ot the newspaper's purchase bj

Adolph S. Ochs.

Throughout June
For detailed information about the Hay

den Planetarium's current art exhibitio:

and the Sky Show "Cosmic Mind Bog

glers: A Tour of Astronomical Extremes,

call (212) 769-5100.

The Education Department conduc

workshops for adults and children at thi]

Museum and also sponsors nature walks ia

Central Park, cultural tours of the city'"

neighborhoods, and trips farther afiel

Call (212) 769-5310 for a complete Ustini

ot programs.

The Museum's IMAX Theater is curj

rently featuring three films: Stormchasen

Destiny in Space, and Titanica. Call (21

769-5200 for show times.

The above events take place at t

American Museum ofNatural History, 1(^

cated on Central Park West at 79th Street

in New York City. For additional informa-

tion about the Museum's hours and admis-

sion fees, call (212) 769-5100.
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i The Long River's

Journey Ends
The classical Chinese term for hydraulic

engineering, shuili, means "benefit of water."

Taoists thought rivers should flow undammed.

ConRicians believed in building

dikes. The debate continues even as China

moves to complete the world's biggest

hydroelectric dam in the Three Gorges region

of the Yangtze River.

Eriing Hoh Photographs by Greg Girard

2 Up Front: China's Greatest Wall

1^0 Nest Gains, Nest Losses
If songbirds are stiO breedmg and nesting, why

are their numbers decHning? Studies in a reserve

in southern Illinois show that where forests are

broken up by homes and farms, the birds' nests

too often fall prey to cowbirds, crows, snakes,

raccoons, and opossums—animals that thrive in

fragmented woodlands. Scott K. Robinson

18 S'weet Poison
To keep their wine from spoiling, the Romans

added a preservative called sapa, a dark, sweet

syrup prepared by boiling down grape juice in

a lead kettle. It was a practical, but highly toxic,

concoction whose dire effects went

unappreciated for 1,700 years. Josef Eisinger

Cover: In Xiling Gorge, near

the construction site for tlic

Yangtze River's gigantic new

dam, an engraver works on

the Chinese characters for

"Three Gorges"
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China's Greatest WaU NATU RA
STORThe subject of countless studies and rumors ever since Sun Yat-sen proposed

the idea in 1919, China's Three Gorges Dam is finally near realization. At a

cost of at least S17.3 billion, the hydroelectric dam vM pro\dde up to 18,200

megawatts and will enable 10,000-ton ships to reach the industrial city of

Chongqing. But the government's main rationale for the project has always

been flood control. Although not as destructive as "China's sorrow," the

Yellow River, the Yangtze overflows its banks on average once ever^^ ten years

In a 1954 flood, 30,000 people perished.

For centuries, people on the plains below the Three Gorges have

been building earthen dikes to protect themselves and their HveHhoods from

floods. Raismg the dikes, however, increases the danger in the event of a

breach. Only a dam, say proponents, can solve this problem once and for all.

Critics counter that the Three Gorges Dam itself represents a risk, and they

doubt that the reser\-oir \n]l remain sufficiendy free of sUt tor flood control to

be effective for long.

The reservoir will inundate many sites of historical and archeological

significance, and its emdrormiental impact will be considerable, what with the

loss of scarce farmland and the resettlement of 1.13 miUion people. Hard to

foresee are the many downstream ecological and environmental effects,

including the impact on the endangered Chinese river dolphin and the

Chinese aUigator. The dam will affect water levels and quaht)' in the great

Poyang Lake wedands in Jiangxi Pro\'ince, altering an ecosystem where 2,000

Siberian cranes—95 percent of the known population—spend their winters.

Inhabitants of Shanghai, which is built on silt from the Yangtze, fear their

cic^-'s fragile foundations may be undermined.

During the 1980s, a period of relative openness in China, those

critical of the dam spoke out, caUing it, among other things, a Stalinist

monohth. But dissent became risk\- foUo\%ing the 1989 confrontation m
Tiananmen Square (the wTriter Dai Qing was jailed ten months for having

edited a book of essays critical of the project). Debate was muzzled once and

for all on April 3, 1992, when a delegate opposed to the dam, Huang

Shunxing, had his microphone turned off as he was about to address the

National People's Congress. Even so, one-third of the NPC delegates either

abstained or voted against the dam. a clear sign of the mixed teeUngs \\-ith

which China is now proceeding with this epic venture.
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Dinosaurs

roamed the earth

millions of years ago.

Now with your help,

they can

stick around forever.
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Eriing Hoh ("The Long River s Journey

Ends") decided to travel the upper

Yangtze, knowing that in a matter of

years, the Three Gorges Dam reservoir

wOl transform the region. He anticipates

that the current flurry of scientific re-

search in the area will help throw ne\\-

light on the development of Chinese

culture. Born in Stockholm and now

Living in Hong Kong, Hoh contributes

regularly to Dagbladet Information, Hufu-

ustadsbladet, and Tlie Far Eastern Economic

Review. Photographer Greg Girard, who
was born in Vancouver, Canada, has trav-

eled and worked extensively in Asia, first

as a sound recordist for BBC TV News

and for the past decade as a photographer.

Based in Hong Kong, he recently collabo

rated on City of Darkness, a book about

that cir\''s old, walled district. His many

magazine credits include AsiaWeek, Time,

and U. S. News and World Report.

fc

Scott K. Robinson ("Nest Gains, Nest Losses") inherited an interest in songbirds from hi<

father and is looking forward to birdwatching with his own child (his daughter is pic-

tured here riding in his backpack). An ornithologist for the Center for Wildlife Ecology

of the lUinois Natural History Survey, Robinson is also an associate professor at the Uni

versiry of lUinois. During the past twenty years, he has studied tropical birds in Peru,

Panama, and Brazil, and Neotropical migrants in North America. His future projects in

elude conservation of grassland and shrubland birds.

Josef Eisinger ("Sweet Poison") is a physicist with a penchant

for using optical methods to solve biological problems. As

coinventor of the hematofluorometer—a portable instrument

used to screen children and workers for lead exposure—he par-

ticipated in epidemiological studies of lead poisoning in the

1970s, and these piqued his interest in the history of this envi-

ronmental disease. A professor emeritus in the Department ot

Physiology' and Biophysics of the Mount Sinai School of Medi-

cine in New York City, Eisinger is continuing his research in

fluorescence imaging.

He also tends his hard-

wood tree farm in New |

Jersey and is translating

the letters ofJohannes

Brahms for a biography

of the composer that

Eisinger's wife, Styra

Avins, is writing.

Carlos Robles ("Turf Battles in the Tidal Zone") is a professor of biology at Cahfornia State Universir

in Los Angeles. Not all of his intertidal research is conducted at the beaches; Robles and a colleague,

Robert Desharnais, have also developed a computer-simulation model, incorporating ten years of ob-

servations in the field. The result, he says, is a picture of changing mussel populations that is reminis-

cent of the popular computer game Simearth. Robles says that introducing his students to the crea-

tures and ecological complexities of the intertidal world is as satisfying as the scientific investigations

he conducts. Paradise for him, however, is five acres of western red cedar forest on a remote island in

Barkley Sound. British Columbia, where he and his family spend their summers.

Trained as a molecular biologist, Helen Epstein ("Crippling Harvest") worked for a number of years on gene expression in insects.

Four years ago, she decided people were more interesting than bugs, so she went to work in Uganda at an HIV laboratory and began'

writing about science for a general audience. Epstein is now based in London at the Panos Institute, an information agency tor inter- J

national development. She says, "I beHeve that konzo, like AIDS, can only be conquered by telling people about it."

Born in Ichikawa City, Japan. Michio Hoshino ("Crossing Guard") gradu-

ated fi-om Keio University with a major m economics in 1976. He claims

that he was the only member of his class who didn't join a corporation, get

married, and start a family. While stiU a student, he had spent a summer m
the northwest coast Alaskan Eskimo village of Shishmaref, an experience

that helped shape the course of his hfe. Later, he sat in -on classes in \vildlite

Diology at the Universit\' of Alaska and began the first ofmany camping

trips in the wilderness. He now di\ides his rime between a home base in

Japan and frequent field trips all over Alaska to chronicle its land and ani-

mals. His talent and dedication have produced many award-winning books,

including Grizzly (1986) and Caribou (1988).
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To the

iiEditor

Butterfly Books

I enjoyed the short profile of

Titian Ramsay Peale ("A For-

gotten Naturalist") in your

May issue. Peale was indeed

deserving of more credit than

he received for his many con-

tributions to science. During

his tenure as curator at the

Academy of Natural Sciences

in Philadelphia (1817-19 and

1825-31), he helped amass

one of the earhest and largest

systematic collections of in-

sects in the United States.

Peale invented his own

method of preserving moths

and butterflies so that they

could be seen without being

handled. Specially designed

"book boxes" held lepi-

dopteran specimens mounted

between sheets of glass. The

names and collecting informa-

tion for each were written in-

side wood and marbleized-

paper covers. The "books"

were sealed from within with

metal foil, protecting the spec-

imens from temperature and

humidity changes, as weU as

damage from living insects.

Thanks to this method of

preservation. Peak's specimens

are as brilliant today as they

were when they were col-

lected 150 years ago.

Robert McCrackcn Peck

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Pre-Colosseum Gladiators

In "The Tallest Tale" (May

1996), Stephen Jay Gould

writes that "Julius Caesar in-

cluded . . . [giraffes] in public

slaughters at the Colosseum."

Julius Caesar lived in the first

half of the first century B.C.

The Colosseum (more cor-

rectly, the Flavian Amphithe-

ater) was not built until more

than a century later. Before

then, gladiatorial contests, in-

cluding animal fights, were

held largely in the Circus

Maximus, which was origi-

nally built for chariot races.

James L. Streiff

Leavenworth, Kansas

Alternate Etymology

The native Dene peoples,

whose forest habitat fronts the

Canadian Barrens, call whites

"rock people," but not because

mining "is so central to the

Canadian north's modern

economy," as stated in "Redis-

covering the Barrens" (May

1996). The Chipewyan were

the first Dene to trade with

the Hudson's Bay Company at

its post on the western shore

of Hudson Bay. They called

the company's personnel "rock

people" because of the great

stone fortress that the com-

pany had erected in the 1730s

for the Chipewyan fur trade.

The Dogrib people then took

up this usage.

June Helm

Iowa City, loiva

How Big Is Big?

I have been impressed with

Neil de Grasse Tyson's articles

since they began appearing in

your magazine. He has a gift

for explaining obscure ideas in

a clear and entertaining man-

ner, with minimal distortion

and commendable accuracy.

I am troubled, though, by

his assertion in "Antimatter

Matters" ("Universe," May

1996) that a single antistar, an-

nihilating with a single ordi-

nary star, would "temporarily

outproduce aU the energy of

all the stars of 100 million

galaxies." Certainly the con-

version of a couple of solar

masses of matter into radiant

energy would be a spectacular

event, but not, I think, quite

that big.

Current models of super-

novae, single stars that can be-

come so luminous that they

rival the light of the galaxies

they live in, tell us that only

about 10 percent of a solar

mass is converted into energy

by the explosion. We can

think of this as one galaxy's

worth of luminosity. Were two

stars to annihilate each other

with 100 percent of the mass

converting to energy, the re-

sultant luminosity would be

about twenty times that of a

supernova, or twenty galaxy's-

worth, not 100 million.

R. E. Nattier

Austin, Texas

Neil de Grasse Tyson

REPLIES: Supernova explo-

sions, those spectacular death

throes of high-mass stars, can-

not be directly compared with

the energetics of star-antistar

collisions. A supernova's vis-

ible energy, which rivals that

of its host galaxy for one to

two weeks, represents only a

tiny fraction of the total en-

ergy released. More than 99

percent escapes as nonlumi-

nous, hard-to-detect neutri-

nos. In my May essay, I re-

ferred to the total energy of a

star-antistar annihilation. If re-

leased in a fast (say, 1 ,000-sec-

ond) collision, the explosion's

energy would, tor those mo-

ments, outproduce all the stars

of 100 million galaxies.

In the coming issues of

NATURAL
I STO RY

Reading the Rocks
The bone-dry valleys of the Great Basin were once covered

by a multitude of lakes. How did they form? When did they

dry up? The dark patina that coats desert rocks turns out to be

a valuable record of ancient chmatic changes and, perhaps,

a key to predicting the future.

A Fearful Coming ofAge
In much of Africa, female circumcision is a fact of hfe. An

African writer's haunting memoir recounts her childhood tear ot

this controversial rite ot passage.

WhistHng Moths
You know how to whistle—you just put your wings

together and pulse.
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Plants, People, and Culture: The Science

of Ethnobotany, by Michael J. Balick and

Paid Alan Cox. Scientific American Library,

$32.95, 228 pp., illus.

By Steven Aiistad

Review Once, through stupidity of

epic magnitude, I managed to

get completely lost in a trackless stretch of

rain forest in Papua New Guinea. For sev-

eral hours, in darkness and heavy rain, I

thrashed through the bush, desperately

looking for familiar landmarks. Earlier in

the day, I had refused an offer to be es-

corted into the forest by village hunters

accompanying our expedition. "Don't

worry about me," I'd told them, "I've got

an excellent sense of direction." As I set-

tled under a small canopy of fig roots to

wait for morning, I couldn't decide

whether to laugh or weep at my hubris.

Before long I heard shouts. I shouted

back. Surprise! Relief! I was found! The

hunters who had been waiting for me back

at camp had managed to follow my spoor

over rocks, through streams and thickets,

and down mud slides in the dark!

I probably wouldn't have been so sur-

prised by their ability to read the signs of

the forest if I hadn't been such a skeptic in

the first place. These hunters were always

telling me about things that I couldn't see.

Looking up and down a tree trunk, they

would say that a large animal had come

down the tree just after dark. It ran across

to there, they would add, pointing. Then

somethmg frightened it, and it hid among

those roots before heading to tlwt stream for

a drink. Previously I had always chuckled

to myself about how guUible they thought

I was. But now I am a believer. These

people, whose ancestors have walked and

wandered in these forests for thousands of

years, indeed see and feel and understand

things about their forest that I will never

be able to see or feel or understand.

A substantial portion of Plants, People,

and Culture, a new book by ethnobotanists

Michael Balick and Paul Cox, details the

relationships that indigenous peoples have

with their landscapes and native plants.

The book deals specifically with plants as

medicine, as food and shelter, as glue.

Open-air markets, such as this one in India, are places to explore local uses ofplants.

Right: A detailfrom Mexican muralist Diego Rivera's History of Medicine shoivs an ancient

Aztec healer with medicinal plants.

rope, and poison, as intoxicants, as gate-

ways into the spiritual world.

Not all their fascinating ethnobotanical

stories concern indigenous peoples, how-

ever. Probably the most memorable story

for me—being a periodic malaria suf-

ferer—concerns a secret rnission to South

America by botanist Raymond Fosberg

during World War II. Midway through the

war, the Japanese had captured all the Pa-

cific islands with plantations of the qui-

nine-producing cinchona tree. Since qui-

nine was the only reliable treatment for

malaria at the time—and no other com-

mercial sources were known besides these

island plantations—the U. S. government

enlisted Fosberg to traverse the jungles of

South America, cinchona's natural habitat,

seeking new stocks with which to treat the

malaria that was kUhng so many American

soldiers in the South Pacific.

The book also treats us to incisive ac-

counts of how folk remedies such as the

root ot Rauu'olfia serpentina for snakebite

and foxglove broth for dropsy (edema

caused by congestive heart failure) gradu-

ally achieved medical respectabihty as the

drugs reserpine and digitaUs, respectively;

how Polynesians were able to colonize the

rest of the South Pacific because they un-

,

derstood which trees made the best ship-

building materials; and how European ex-

ploration was driven largely by the search

for spices.

But the authors focus most often on!

people living traditional, nontechnological'

lives. Taking a lead from their academic

mentor Richard Schultes—a biologist?

who became famous for observing and

participating in indigenous rituals involv-

ing plants—the authors have spent long

periods engaged in bouts of "immersion

ethnobotany." Michael Balick even went

so far as to be personally treated for some

unspecified malady by a traditional healer

in India. (My guess is that while there may

be bold immersion ethnobotanists, there

will not be too many old, bold immersion

ethnobotanists.) i

Traditional indigenous healers, the auJ

thors imply, are in fact natural scientisti

somewhat like ourselves without the fancy

instruments. They rely on trial and error.

as we do, building upon successes, avoidf

ing the repetition of failures. But in the

authors' eagerness to make the case that

11



traditional healing is more than unadulter-

ated superstition, they fall into the oppo-

site error of claiming too much for it. Al-

though Western scientists no doubt

underestimate some of the benefits of tra-

ditional healing, we have no credible cases

so tar that stack up to those in the annals of

modern medical treatment. Why else am I

besieged for the simplest medicines (such

as aspirin) when I venture into a new vil-

lage? Why else does life expectancy leap

when the crudest sort of Western healing

is suddenly available?

Considering how our science differs

from theirs is a useful exercise, however.

For one thing, the two probably didn't dif-

fer dramatically until rather recently. Lewis

Thomas once said that not until well into

this century did medical doctors cure

more people than they killed. So visiting a

shaman in Belize probably offers about the

same degree of hope and hazard that a visit

to a Dodge City sawbones did in 1890.

But in this century, certain procedures

have become incorporated into standard

scientific practice—at least in fields such as

biomedical research—that have fostered

therapeutic successes. The most important

of these may be the use of bhnd controls,

or disguised nontreatments, in tests ot new

drugs or therapies. Without bhnd controls,

almost any new therapy can be said to

work faster than you can say "placebo."

Also relatively new is the suspension ofbe-

lief in any experimental result until it has

been duplicated by at least one other in-

vestigator, preferably someone who hates

the initial experimenter passionately. Blind

controls and duplication—hallmarks of

successful modern science—are probably

not in the procedural manuals of most vil-

lage shamans.

As thoroughly enjoyable and provoca-

tive as this book is in most respects, I am
somewhat bothered by what seems to me
the excessively worshipful tone with

which the authors approach so-called nat-

ural habitats and their indigenous peoples.

The authors seem to have a Panglossian

perception of an Edenic Nature, whose

beneficent forests provide medicines to be

discovered by appropriately humble, eco-

logically correct spiritualists attuned to the

earth's natural rhythms. (And I thought

Rousseau was dead.)

But forests also contain powerful poi-

sons, mutagens, carcinogens, and a veri-

table bestiary of parasites, bacteria, fungi,

and lethal viruses. Biochemist Bruce Ames

has calculated that 99.99 percent of the

carcinogens we consume come from plants

in our diet, not chemical companies. In-

digenous people—in spite ot their natural

food diets, daily exercise, and shamans

—

have life expectancies that wouldn't get

many of us through college.

And installing indigenous people as

cardboard saints, supremely wise stewards

of the natural world, strikes me as unfair to

them. This is the "dances-with-wolves"

vision of people-as-icons. Indigenous

people are like us. Some are sagacious, in-

telligent, compassionate, and altruistic.

Others are treacherous, lecherous, lying,

and imbecilic. And there are all types in

between. I've seen these stewards of the

environment deforest an acre to make

camp for a night. Where the impact of

Western medicine has allowed populations

to grow dense, indigenous peoples tend to

devastate their forests, just as we do, for

short-term gam.

AU in all, though, there can't be many

books that provoke their readers to ponder

the universahty of human personahty, re-

think the tenets of Western science, con-

template the acceleration of medical

progress, and alter their view of world his-

tory. This book will do all of the above.

And you will never look at your salad plate

or medicine cabinet in the same way again.

Fcrnier lion tmiiwr Steivn Aiisiiid, an associate

professor in tlie Dcparuncin of Biolog^ical Sci-

ences at the University of Idaho, is fi)iishi)ig a

book on rlic biology of aging, Why We Grow

Old, to be published byJohn Wiicy and Sons.
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Findine a Husband for Sukcha

TV-matchmaking by satellite hook-up, top,

coexists ivith traditional Korean wedding

rituals, such as a bridal procession, above. At

right: A newly married couple.

E X C e r D t ^'""'A' Koreans stoutly claim

that arranged marriages are

old-Jashioned and on the wane. Xevertheless,

when unwed sons and daughters approach their

late twenties, their mothers become preoccupied

with matchmaking. Anthropologist Laurel

Kendall desaibes this process in her adoptive

Korean family.

I knew that things had gotten serious

when I went to see Onioni (Mother) in

July. She was filled with matchmaking

schemes and was thoroughly exasperated

with Sukcha. Sukcha had already gone

through three arranged meetings (masson)

with eUgible bachelors and had found each

of the men unsatisfactory. One was too

short, another was too ugly, the third did

not have enough money. One of these

men had even called her up the next day

wanting to date, but Sukcha would have

none of it. I could not help but wonder if.

by the logic of well-intentioned match-

makers, the obvious deficiencies of these

less-than-ideal candidates were intended

to balance Sukcha 's lack of beauty. Omoni

now pinned her hopes on the next meet-

ing; the date was soon to be set.

Omoni tends the child of a woman who
works in a government ofEce, a fertile

hunting ground for "groom material" (51/-

langgam). Omoni could not resist enhsting

her patron in the task of finding a promis-

ing young civil servant as a husband tor

Sukcha. The request had yielded up a

prospect, as Omoni related in hushed and

breathless tones for my benefit and that of

a neighbor. "She says that this man doesn't

drink or smoke, that he's steady-going.

He's already thirty-five, but then they say

that women age more quickly than men."

(Recalling Omom's own circumstances, I

didn't have the heart to say, "Yes, but

women Hve longer.") "I've seen his photo-

graph," she continued. "He looks very se-

rious, wears glasses. He goes to nighty

school, he's very busy, we can't have an ar-

ranged meeting until his vacation in Au-

gust. If all goes well, we'll hold the wed-

ding in November. Sukcha turns thirty atl

the end of the year. I have to marry her ofl

before that. . .
." Omoni broke stride and|

tilted her head toward the open doorway.
|

Beyond the fence I could barely discern 1

the figure of a shm young man in a short-

sleeved shirt walking down the alleyway.

"It's the bachelor from the eyeglass shop,"

she said in a stage whisper, following the!

retreating figure with her eyes. When he

had disappeared fr^om view, she explained

the obvious, "I'm thinking of groom ma-

terial for Sukcha."

"You know, Sukcha had her nose fixed,"

our third sister told me with much amuse-

ment. En\ious of deUcate Korean noses, I

mar\'eled at the complementary insecuri-
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ties that had caused my sister Sukcha to

have a local plastic surgeon add a "West-

ern" bridge to hers.

"Did she do it for the arranged meet-

ings?"

"Of course."

To this degree, Sukcha was comphcit in

the process that would eventually lead her

to matrimony, but she was profoundly un-

comfortable with Omoni's nearly obses-

sive need to bring things to a speedy reso-

lution. When she walked me back to the

subway station through the midsummer

sunshine, Sukcha gave vent to her feelings.

"Omoni is driving me crazy."

"I remember what it was like."

"Are mothers like this in America?"

"Not as bad. If the daughter is an old

maid, no one blames the mother. It just

isn't the mother's responsibility. In fact

there isn't much the mother can do, since

we don't have arranged meetings."

"I wish I Hved in America."

I recalled the increduUty and pity of an-

other Korean friend, back in the 1970s,

when I had explained that my mother was

not going to roU up her sleeves and find

me a husband, that her friends and rela-

tions were not likely to introduce me to a

mate. I told Sukcha, "AH you need is one

good man."

"There aren't enough good men."

"That's what women say in America.

That must be what women say all over the

world. Just find one good man and grab

hold of him."

She laughed at my choice of an oddly

aggressive verb, suggestive of pohcemen

apprehending a malefactor.

When we reached the subway station, I

wanted to say something encouraging. I

told her, "You've gotten so much better

looking. Your hair is prettier, your face is

prettier [I lowered my voice], and your

nose is prettier."

"Shh!" Eyes wide with melodramatic

horror, she quickly scanned the crowd in

the station to verify that no significant ears

had heard me, and she stifled her giggles

behind the finger she held to her lips.

Book she IT u

Dinosaurs of the East Coast i

By David B. Weishampel and Luther Young (HieJohns Hopkins University Press, 1996,

$35.95, ilhis.)

From the bog iron and clay pits of Maryland and New Jersey to the riverbanks of

North and South CaroUna, dinosaur remains have been discovered by East Coast

dinosaur hunters, who continue to make finds. Several hundred three-toed Gral-

lator and Atreipus footprints, for example, were recently found on the grounds of

a Pennsylvania state prison.

The Forgotten Pollinators
By Stephen L. Buchinann and Gary Paul Nabhan (Island Press, 1996, $25, illus.)

Animal and insect poUinators—go-betweens that trigger plants' reproductive cy-

cles—are the flmdamental engines of the planet. Entomologist Buchmann and
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around the world.
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IsraeH sleep expert Lavie presents a comprehensive account of the latest findings:
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P^M sleep, and treatments for sleep disorders from insomnia to snoring.
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Colorado Plateau
Photographs by Jack Dykinga; text by Charles

Bowden (Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1996, $45,

illus.)

Dykinga captures on film the stunning beauty

of the "precipitous and parched slickrock

canyons" of the Colorado Plateau. Because

the once-pristine area is now threatened by

overuse, Bowen argues that this sculpted

landscape—much of it carved from fossil sand

dune formations—should be preserved as

wilderness.

Bucky Works: Buckminster Fuller's

Ideas for Today
ByJ Baldwin (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1996, $29.95. illus.)

Often called the twentieth century's Leonardo da Vinci, Buckminster Fuller re-

ferred to himself as a comprehensive anticipatory design scientist for "Spaceship

Earth." He developed such visionary ideas as the geodesic dome and the Dv-max-

ion car, and founded the World Game Institute to solve global problems through

ingenious deployment of military resources.
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Laurel Kendall. Published by permission of the
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operation: Weather Disaster Bugs in

the System

By Hommi Topoff

CD-ROM ^'™ probably the only

DNA-based life form on

earth to abnegate computer games (that's

right, even Myst). But then I came across

Operation: Weather Disaster, a CD-ROM
adventure that promised to cultivate my
meteorological skills.

Dr. Rainwater is the game's nefarious

meteorologist, a Dr. Strangelove with a

barometer instead of a bomb. A former

TV weatherman in Arizona, he went

berserk forecasting sunny skies, day in and

day out. Now in hiding, he's mobilizing

windstorms in Oklahoma, floods at Stone-

henge, and a snowstorm in Egypt that

would make the Sphinx's teeth chatter (if it

had any). My mission: join Team Xtreme,

return weather conditions to normal in

each location, and neutralize Dr. Rainwa-

ter. But I had to learn a lot about the

weather to accomplish these tasks.

At my disposal, however, was Millibar,

an advanced robot whose brain is a massive

database of all things meteorological. In

one scenario I had to create a gale-force

wind by manipulating air pressure and

temperature. To solve the problem, I ac-

cessed Millibar's database and learned how
unequal heating of the earth's surface by

the sun creates ditlerences in air pressure.

Wind, the movement of air molecules

from areas of high to low pressure, is sim-

ply a thermodynamic process reducing the

differential. On other occasions, the

"combination" locks to doors could be

opened only by passing multiple-choice

tests. I was queried on clouds, floods,

droughts, and lightning. Since these were

open-disk tests, 1 consulted the database

often and was weather savvy in no time.

My biggest disappointment was the

pedestrian display of many meteorological

principles in the database. Instead of ani-

mations, all I got were the same static

drawings found in any daily newspaper.

And the relationship between temperature

and pressure was illustrated by nothing

more than a picture of a bicycle pump.

What a waste ofCD-ROM technology! If

only the creative energy used in designing

the game (which has uniformly dazzling

graphics and animations) had been incor-

porated into the weather database. Opera-

tion: Weather Disaster would be great in-

stead ofjust good.

(Discovery Communications, Inc.,

(301) 986-0444, available in Macintosh

and Windows)

Howard Topoff is a professor of psychohmy at

Hunter College and a research associate in the

Ahisenin's Department of Entomology.

By Robert Anderson

nature.net ^ host of parasites,

bacteria, viruses, and

even smaller pathogens have always been

around to threaten our health, but new,

more lethal strains seem to be cropping up

all too frequently. Fortunately, however,

lots of people are tracking the emerging

threats. The Centers for Disease Control

in Atlanta (http://www.cdc.gov/cdc

.html), which is celebrating its fiftieth an-

niversary this month, is the government's

clearinghouse for information on all the

various microbes that might get us. Their

Morbidity and Mortahty Weekly Report, long

in print and now on-line as well, has ab-

stracts that provide a nice synopsis of the

latest dangers to our health. A section on

traveler's health allows you to assess med-

ical risks and take the necessary precau-

tions before you venture abroad—al-

though it may also discourage you from

taking your trip in the first place.

"Cells Alive!" (http://www.comet.chv

.va. us/quill/) is more attractive than the

CDC's web site. It has a gallery of cells and

infectious germs, which includes a num-

ber of animations. One shows how peni-

cillin kills bacteria—always a reassuring

sight in this age of drug-resistant strains.

"Bugs in the News" (http://falcon.cc

.ukans.edu/~jbrown/bugs.html), however,

is probably the best place for a layperson to

find out about the latest plagues. John

Brown, the microbiologist at the Univer-

sity of Kansas who maintains the site,

writes lively sections on current topics,

such as "What the Heck Is Mad Cow Dis-

ease?" He includes a good list of other mi-

crobiology sites, including one called "All

the Virology on the WWW" (World

Wide Web) (http://www.tulane.edu/

~dmsander/garryfav^veb.html), with a "Big

Picture Book of Viruses," in case you have

trouble imagining what these tiny killers

look like.

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural His-

tory magazine.
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By Helen Epstein

During the rainy season in 1985, William

Hewlett, a neurologist at the Kihmanjaro

Christian Medical Center in Moshi, Tan-

zania, received a radio call from a mission-

ary doctor working in Tarime, a remote

district near Lake Victoria. In a routine in-

spection of villages in the district, the mis-

sionary doctor had come upon what

seemed to be a sudden outbreak of polio.

He worried that it was spreading fast.

Howlett was skeptical. The Tanzanian

government had recently carried out a

polio vaccination program in that part of

the country, and it was unlikely that the

vaccines had been defective. In addition,

what the field officer described didn't

sound Hke poUo. The paralysis had struck

within hours or, in some cases, even min-

utes, usually in the evening when the vic-

tims were returning from working in the

fields. In some instances, the victims

awoke paralyzed in both legs. None of the

patients reported feeling ill or feverish at

any time before becoming paralyzed,

which seemed to rule out an infection.

That both legs were affected rather than

just one also indicated that poUo was not

the cause.

In the rainy season, Tarime is almost in-

accessible by road firom Moshi, so Howlett

flew into Shirati, the largest town, and

covered the thirty miles to the affected vil-

lages on a motorbike. Each village, set

against a volcanic landscape of red earth,

consisted of up to one hundred small fam-

ily compounds—orderly plots containing

one or two round mud huts with pointed,

pagodalike grass roofs.

From the headmaster of the local

school, Howlett learned that within one

week, five of the headmaster's own chil-

dren and several other previously healthy

pupils had been stricken. Children weren't

the only victims, however. A nineteen-

year-old told Howlett how he had lost the

use of his legs. He had danced all night and

then gone home to bed. When he tried to

get up to use the latrine, he couldn't. An-

other man noticed trembling in his legs

Crinnlin

Local people called the condition

konzo, a hunting term meaning
"tied legs"—like those of an animal

being brought home from the kill.

after a night's dancing. The next day he

went to work in the fields, returning at

noon to rest in a chair. Paralysis set in, and

he never walked again unaided.

After examining patients in the affected

villages, Howlett concluded that he was

dealing with an upper motor neuron dis-

order. If the paralysis had been due to a!!

lower motor neuron disease such asl

polio—or to a problem with the muscle it-'

self—the patients' limbs would have been

floppy and the reflexes (such as the knee

jerk elicited by the doctor's hammer) di-

minished or totally absent. In these Tan-„



Harvest
zanian patients, however, the limbs were

tense and the reflexes exaggerated.

The cause of the problem was not evi-

dent, however, and Hewlett continued to

[investigate and document what was hap-

pening, h: three visits to Tarime in that

year, he recorded thirty-nine cases of the

mysterious disorder. All were qualitatively

the same but differed in severity. The

people who were most badly off could not

walk at all, their arms as well as legs were

affected; some even had difficulty speak-

ing, indicating involvement of the muscles

that produce speech. Most cases, however,

were mild, affecting only the feet and

calves; some of these patients walked un-

aided, but with a limp.

Howlett tried to keep an open mind

about what might be causing the outbreak.

Why had it occurred at this particular

time? What had changed? He knew that in

nearby Lake Victoria there had been an

episode of pollution that might have af-

fected the fish. But then he learned that

the paralyzed patients could rarely afford

to eat fish and that the fishermen and oth-

ers in the shoreside villages were unaf-

fected by the disorder.

One thing that Howlett did notice

about the affected villages was a pervasive

odor—the air reeked of fermenting cas-

sava. The smell turned out to be a clue. A
severe drought the previous year had de-

stroyed the villagers' sorghum and maize

crops, and they had begun to eat more and

more cassava. By the spring of 1985, when
the missionary doctor raised the alarm, the

rains had returned, but the villagers were

still eating cassava almost exclusively.

Also known as manioc, cassava is con-

sumed daily by 400 million people in the

developing world. It is a rough, brown,

misshapen root with white or lavender

flesh. Portuguese traders, who used it to

feed their slaves, brought the root to West

Afirica from Brazil in the 1600s. Numerous
varieties, broadly categorized as either bit-

ter or sweet, spread throughout Africa; and

by the beginning of the twentieth century,

cassava was the leading staple crop on the

continent. Two new varieties of bitter cas-

sava root were introduced into Tanzania in

1979. These rapidly became popular be-

cause they were especially resistant to

drought and because they were poisonous

in raw form and therefore unappetizing to

Africa's exotic garden pests, including ba-

boons and wild pigs.

All cassava contains cyanide, and bitter

varieties contain it to an extraordinary de-

gree. Cutting the root releases enzymes

that break the cyanide free of its storage

compounds. People or animals that con-

sume even a small amount of the raw root

begin to voinit, sweat, and have difficulty

breathing. They may die from acute

cyanide poisoning. The poison kills by

subverting the intracellular process by

which oxygen is converted to carbon

crushed, and placed for three days under a

rock, where they ferment and become

covered with mold. The pieces are then

cleaned, crushed again, and left to dry in

the sun for a day. By this time, the cyanide

has been broken down or washed away.

The dry fragments are ground into a pow-

der and mixed with water to make a thick,

white, pasty porridge known as ugali. If

the process is not carefully followed, how-

ever, cyanide may remain in the porridge.

Suspecting that he was dealing with

cases of dietary poisoning, Howlett sent

samples of the patients' blood to London

for testing. The results established their ex-

posure to cyanide. Howlett had his answer:

the paralysis was due to cyanide's effects on

the nervous system. In 1986, he visited the

Tarime area several times. Sorghum and

The affected villages reeked of
fermenting cassava. After a severe

drought destroyed the grain crops, the

people had little but cassava to eat.

dioxide to produce the energy that keeps

an organism alive.

The dangers of raw bitter cassava are

well known to African cooks, and various

methods are used to get the cyanide out

before it is eaten. In Tanzania, the roots are

peeled, cut into coin-sized pieces.

maize were growing again, and he

recorded no new cases of paraparesis.

What he still did not know \\'as why the

cassava, if prepared properly, resulted in

any cases of poisoning at all.

In 1 987, Howlett presented his findings

at a scientific meetins; in Tanzania. It was
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only then that he learned from a member

of the audience that the syndrome had

been obsen'ed in Africa before. The earli-

est recorded cases had been described in a

field report in 1938 by G. TroUi. an Italian

physician working in the Belgian Congo

(now Zaire). The natives called the condi-

tion koiizo, a local hunting term meaning

"tied legs," like those ot an animal being

brought home from the kill. Two 1984 re-

ports from the Ministry of Health in

Mozambique described a similar syn-

drome called matitakassa. The authors

speculated that mmitakassa was connected

to the bitter cassava consumed by people

in poor, rural \Tllages.

Howlett then contacted Hans Roshng

and Thorkild T\-lleskar, ot the Universirs*

Hospital in Uppsala. Sweden, who had

been working on konzo \\ith the health

ministries in Mozambique and Zaire. In

1988. the three doctors began to collabo-

rate in more ftiUy describing the disorder

around Bandundu, the soil is dry and

sandy. Flat stretches of beige grass run foi

hundreds of miles to the horizon, and cas-

sava is the area's only food crop. The new

road brought cassava traders from Kinshasa^'-^

out to the countrv'side and pro\-ided Ban-

dundu's farmers with a regular income.

But. TyDeskar believes, their new position

in a \vider economy pressured the women
ot the \Tllage, \vho usually processed cas-

sava by soaking it for three days, to take

shortcuts.

In coOaboration with Rosling and thi

Ministr\f of Health in Zaire, TyUeskar sub-

sequently demonstrated that if bitter cas-

sava roots aren't soaked for at least three|

days, substantial amounts ot cyanide re-

main. Families that consumed cassava!

soaked tor only two days were more Ukelyi

to develop konzo.

But the total quality' of the diet was alsoi

a factor. Ordinarily, trace amounts of in-

gested cyanide—such as remain after cas-

i^

The dangers oi rav^ bitter cassava are

well known. If not soaked for at least

three days, the roots retain substantial

amounts of their natural cyanide.

and bringing it to the attention of health

workers and agricultural communities all

over Africa.

In the early 1990s. TyUeskar traced a

konzo outbreak in Bandundu. Zaire, to the

completion ot a tarmac road connecting

the region to the capital. Kinshasa. Al-

though it rains frequently in the savanna

sava is processed and cooked—combine

wth sulfur in the body to form a relatively
|

j

inert compound called thiocyanate. Sulftir
j

in the diet comes from protein, however,

and in people who consume a great deal of

bitter cassava and little protein, cyanide ac-|
j

cumulates and apparently begins to attack

certain upper motor neuron cells. Protein

II
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deprivation was probably a key factor in

the 1985 Tarime outbreak.

Although the connection between

konzo and bitter cassava poisoning has been

established, the physiology of the disorder

is still not fully understood. In 1991,

Howlett, Tylleskar, and Rosling invited

two konzo patients to Sweden for clinical

tests at the University Hospital in Uppsala.

Magnetic resonance imaging showed no

damage in the spinal cord and suggested

the lesions might well be in the brain's

motor cortex. This was a surprise. In vir-

"*"l tually all cases of leg paralysis, lesions are

found in the long axons in the spinal cord.

Howlett explains that these central ner-

vous system cells are extremely sensitive to

oxygen deprivation and therefore particu-

larly vulnerable during exercise. If these

axons were also damaged, it might explain

isi ?why konzo often strikes its victims after

rfiii!' strenuous exertion.

Most cases of konzo are associated with

drought, famine, economic hardship, or

war. The key to controlling the disorder is

health education and quick government

reaction to food crises. A small allocation

of protein-rich beans for each person dur-

ing a famine and education about cassava

preparation would eliminate many cases.

In 1988, when several cases were discov-

ered in Tanzania by the local health au-

thority during a drought in the Mtwara

district in the south, the Mmistry of

Health distributed beans, held local meet-

ings on cassava preparation, and managed

to avert a more widespread outbreak.

II

When konzo struck in Mogincual in

northern Mozambique in 1992 and 1993,

however, the responses of the government

and various charities working in the coun-

try were slow, as the thirty-year civil war

(which ended in 1992) had left the coun-

try's rural health services almost totally de-

I stroyed. Fifty cases were reported.

Health workers in African countries

that have been affected by konzo are now
aware of its cause, but Tylleskar believes

that the disorder is still unknown in vast

areas of Africa. It may become more

prevalent as the continent s growing popu-

lation becomes even poorer and more

people are pushed onto depleted land. For

Africa's health workers, informing people

about konzo is the challenge. D
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By StephenJay Gould

We are, above all, a contentious lot, unable

to agree on much of anything. Alexander

Pope caught the essence of our discord in

a couplet (although modern technology

has vitiated the force of his simile):

'Tis with our judgments as our watches, none

Go just alike, yet each beUeves his own.

Most proclamations of unanimity there-

fore convey a fishy odor—arising either

from imposed restraint ("elections" in dic-

tatorial one-party states) or comedic in-

vention to underscore an opposite reahty

(as when Ko-Ko, in Gilbert and Sullivan's

Mikado, reads a document signed by the

Attorney-General, the Lord ChiefJustice,

the Master of the RoUs, the Judge Ordi-

nary, and the Lord Chancellor—and then

proclaims: "Never knew such unaniinity

on a point of law in my life." But the doc-

ument has been endorsed by only one sig-

natory—for Pooh-Bah holds all the afore-

mentioned titles!).

Paleontologists probably match the av-

erage among human groups for levels ot

contentiousness among individuals (while

students of human prehistory surely rank

near the top, for this field contains more

practitioners than objects for study, thus

breeding a high level of acquisitiveness and

territoriahty) . Yet one subject—and only

one—elicits absolute unanimity of judg-

ment among students of ancient life, al-

though for reasons more visceral than in-

tellectual. Every last mother's son and

daughter among us stands in reverent awe

and amazement before the great cave

paintings done by our ancestors in south-

ern and central Europe between roughly

30,000 and 10,000 years ago.

If this wonderment stands as our only

point of consensus (not confined, by the

way, to scientific professionals, but shared

with any member ofHomo sapiens possess-

ing the merest modicum of curiosity about

our past), please don't regard me as a

Scrooge or Grinch if I point out that our

usual rationale for such awe arises from a

pairing of reasons: one entirely appropri-

ate; the other completely invalid. For I

don't impart this news to suggest any

diminution of wonder, but rather to clear

away some conceptual baggage that, once

discarded, might free us to appreciate even

more fuUy this amazing beginning of our

most worthy institution.

For the good reason, we look at the best

and most powerful examples of this art,

and we just know that we have fixed a

Michelangelo in our gaze. Comparisons of

this sort seem so obvious, and so just, that

they have become a virtual cliche for any-

one's description of a first reaction to a

lift

wonderfully painted cave wall. For ex

ample, in describing his emotional reac

tion to the newly discovered Chauvei

Cave—the source of eventual denouemem

for this essay as well—Jean Clottes, a notec

expert, wrote in this magazine (Ma'V

1995): "Looking closely at the splendid joli"

heads of the four horses, I was suddenly

overcome with emotion. I felt a deep anq

clear certainty that here was the work oi

one of the great masters, a Leonardo ds if-

Vinci of the Solutrean revealed to us foi

We have

recognized

the cave

artists, and

they are us.
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""'
first time. It was both humbling and

lilarating."

For the bad argument, our amazement

3 arises for a conceptual reason added to

r simple (and entirely appropriate) vis-

al awe. We are, in short, surprised, even

fmi
j

^j.,g|-i^ to discover that something so old

*»! luld be so sophisticated. Old should
fpD ,^^^ rudimentary—either primitive by

*™M j;ater evolutionary regress toward an

'™ • 'ish past or infantile by closer approach to

'">>'; first steps on our path toward moder-

nity. (These metaphors ofgrunting coarse-

ness or babbling juvenihty probably hold

about equal sway in the formation of our

prejudices.) As we travel in time down our

own evolutionary tree, we should en-

counter ever older ancestors of ever de-

creasing mental capacity. The first known

expressions of representational art should

therefore be crude and primitive. Instead,

we see the work of a primal Picasso—and

we are dumbstruck.

I dedicate this essay to tracing the preva-

lence of this view in the life work of the

two greatest scholars of paleolithic cave

art. I shall then argue that this equation of

older with more rudimentary both violates

the expectations of evolutionary theory

when properly construed and has now also

been empirically disproved by discoveries

at Chauvet Cave and elsewhere. I shall

then suggest that the more appropriate ex-

pectation of maximal sophistication for

this earliest art should only increase our

appreciation—for we trade a false (if
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heroic) view of ever expanding triumph

for a deeply sarist\'ing feeHng of oneness

wdth people who were, biologically, hilly

us in circumstances of maximal distance,

both temporal and cultural, from our cur-

rent Uves.

(No species ot punditry deserves more

ridicule than the art form known as Mon-
day-morning quarterbacking—the "I told

you so" of the nonparticipant. This essay

veers dangerously toward such an unwor-

thy activits-. 1 am. after all, a paleontologist

reverse of Mark Antony, I have come to

praise Breuil and Leroi-Gourhan, not to

bury them. Second, the perspective of

cognate fields can often bring light to

neighbormg disciphnes too set in favored

ways. I therefore speak from my close

vicinity of evolutionary theorv' to point

out—as many have before me and on the

same basis—that conventional expecta-

tions have no sanction in our current un-

derstanding ot evolution and therefore

represent lingering prejudices that we

and not remain in yours.) European

portable art extends from Spain to Siberia,

parietal art has been found mostly m
France and northern Spain, with a few

Itahan sites, and perhaps others even more

distant. (Decorated caves in other genres,

but perhaps of equal or even greater age,

have been found in many other areas of

the world, from Africa to Austraha.)

Current radiocarbon dates (from char-

coal) of paintings in parietal art span a

range from 32,410 years B.P. (before the

A lifelong belief

in inexorable

progress led the

Abbe Breuil to

conclude that

"Paleolithic art

. . . didn't perfect

its painting

techniques until

an advanced

stage.

and expert on land snails, not a student of

art or human culture. What right do 1 have

to criticize the monumental and Ufelong

efforts of the Abbe Henri Breuil and

Andre Leroi-Gourhan, the most learned

and prohfic of true devotees? In defense, I

would say, first, that honorable errors do

not count as failures in science, but as seeds

for progress in the quintessential activity of

correction. No great and new study has

ever developed without substantial error,

and in support of the point, we need only

cite a famous line from Darwin: "False

facts are highly injurious to the progress of

science, for they often endure long; but

false views, ifsupported by some evidence,

do httle harm, for ever\- one takes a salu-

tary pleasure in proving their falseness." In

might wish to reassess and then discard.)

The general title of "Ice Age" or

"paleoUthic" (Old Stone Age) art has been

applied to the great variety and geographic

spread ot works in two major categories

—

smaller, movable objects usually called

portable (the so-called Venus figurines and

the deer, horses, and other animals carved

in bone or ivory on disks, plaques, and

spear-throwers), and the engravings and

paintings on cave walls (and now a few

open sites as well), dubbed parietal. (A

paries is a Latin "wall": it you belong to my
generation, you associate the term, now
with amusement but then with utmost

frustration, with the parietal hours of col-

lege dorms, when members of the oppo-

site sex had to return to their own rooms.

present) at Chauvet, to 11,600 years B.P. at

Le Portel. This period corresponds to the

occupation ofEurope by our own species,

Hotno sapiens (often called Cro-Magnon in

this incarnation to honor a French site of

first discovery. Remember that the Cro-

Magnon people are us—by both bodily

anatomy and parietal art—not some

stooped and grunting distant ancestor).

The immediately earlier inhabitants ofEu-

rope, the famous Neanderthal people, did

not (so far as we know) produce any repre-

sentational art. Neanderthals overlapped

Cro-Magnon in Europe, probably into the

time of Cro-Magnon's early parietal art.

This striking cultural difference reinforces

the opinion that Neanderthal and Cro-

Magnon were tvvo separate, albeit closely
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related, species, and not endpoints of a

smooth evolutionary continuum. In this

view, Neanderthal died out, while Cro-

Magnon continues as modern humanity.

Two subjects have long dominated the

theoretical discussion on parietal art: func-

tion and chronology. The two greatest

scholars in this field—the Abbe Henri

Breuil (1877-1961) and Andre Leroi-

Gourhan (1911-1986)—differed pro-

foundly in their views about fijnction, but

(somewhat paradoxically) agreed substan-

tially in their proposals about chronology.

Of the several French priests who have

become distinguished students of ancient

life (in a land where both Catholic tradi-

tion and general intellectual commitment

favor harmony between the domains of

science and religion), Pierre Teilhard de

Chardin surely won the most fame, while

the Abbe Henri Breuil may well have

done the best work. Breuil, a talented

artist, spent nearly sLxty years copying fig-

ures from cave walls (at a time when pho-

tography yielded poor images in such sub-

terranean conditions) and then comparing

the results in his compendiums of draw-

ings. He traced direcdy from cave walls

whenever possible and with utmost care

(drawings are not inherently more subjec-

tive than photographs). But he sometimes

had to work by difficult, indirect methods.

He could not, for example, press paper

against the painted ceiling of Altamira be-

cause any direct contact detached the pasty

pigment used by paleolithic artists. There-

fore, positioned Hke Michelangelo under

the Sistine Chapel ceiling, he lay on his

back, cushioned on soft sacks of ferns,

holding his paper as close to the roof as

possible, and making imperfect sketches.

As he drew the animals one by one,

Breuil tended to read their meaning in the

same piecemeal fashion—that is, as indi-

viduals rather than parts of integrated

compositions. He held that the paintings

functioned as a kind of "hunting magic"

to make game plentiful (if you draw it, it

will come), or to insure success in the kill

(game animals are often painted with

wounds and spearholes). Breuil wrote in

his summary book of 1952:

Here, for llie first time, men dreamed of

^reot art and, by the mystical contemplation

of their works, gave to their contemporaries

the assurance of success in their hunting

expeditions, of triumphs in the struggle

against the enormous pachyderms and

grazing animals.

In the next generation, Andre Leroi-

Gourhan, director of the Musee de

I'Hotnme in Paris, approached the same

subject of meaning from his maximally

different perspective of "card-carrying"

membership in one of the major intellec-

"I felt a deep and clear

certainty that here was

the work ... of a

Leonardo da Vinci of the

Solutrean."

—

-Jean Clottes

tual movements of our century—French

structuralism as embodied in the work of

anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss. This

form of structuralism searches for timeless

and integrative themes based on dichoto-

mous divisions that may record much of

nature's reality, but mostly reflect the

brains basic mode of operation. Thus, we
separate nature from culture (the raw and

the cooked in Levi-Strauss's terminology),

light from darkness, and above all, male

froni female.

Leroi-Gourhan therefore viewed each

cave as an integrated composition, a sanc-

tuary in which the numbers and positions

of animals bore unified meaning within a

scheme set by the primary duality of male

and female. Each animal became a symbol,

with a primary division between horses as

male and bisons as female. He also inter-

preted abstract signs and artifacts as sexu-

ally labeled, with spears (for example) as

male and wounds as female. He viewed the

cave itself as fundamentally female, thus re-

quiring a definite positioning and group-

ing of male symbols. Led by this theory,

Leroi-Gourhan treated each cave as a unity

and compiled extensive statistical tables of

numbers and locations—in maximal con-

trast to Breuils concentration on each ani-

mal in and for itself. Leroi-Gourha

wrote:

Clearly, the core of the system rests upon ik

alternation, complementarity, or aiHamism

betiveen male aridfemale values, and on

might think of "a fertility cult. ". . , 77,(.,,.

arefew religions, primitive or evolved, that

do not somewhere involve a cotifrontation ol

the same values, whether divine couples suck

asJupiter andJuno are concerned, or

principles such as yang and yiti. Time ij

little doubt that Paleolithic men were

familiar with the division of the animal ad

human world into two opposite halves, or

that they supposed the union ofi!icsetwo

halves to govern the economy ofl'i'lng

beings. . . . Paleolithic people rci<rsci\1ed \n

the caves the two great categoric:^ lv living

creatures, the corresponding malr 'djcmak

symbols, and the symbols ofdci>'':- .m whkh

the huntersfed. In the central o.h jfthc

cave, the system is expressed by . :.ps iV

male symbols placed around the ji

female figures, whereas in the oil- ^Hirls oj

the sanctuary we find exclusivel ilc

representations, the complement':. . -mw

to the underground cavity itself

And yet, despite their maxini ' Icoiog-

ical difference on the flinction iiieaii-

ing of cave art, Breuil and Ler. >urhjn

maintained agreement on the st dgrcji

subject of chronology. To be si {^ v

shall see), these two great schohii 'verged

on many particulars, but they '^ ri-'ii jn

unswerving and defining conv on—

J

kind of central and unshakable i
>

—

^^^^

the chronology of cave art musi i-ord 3

progression from crude and siinpl- l^egiii-

nings to ever more refined and '

ipliisti-

cated expressions. In so doing, thcc schol-

ars could assimilate the earliest known

history of representational art to flu- classK

myths and sagas of Western culture—tlif

hero's birth, his first faltering steps, his mi

to maturity, his triumph and dominion.

and, ultimately, his tragic fall (tor boih

Breuil and Leroi-Gourhan included a fi"'"

stage of degeneration after the ice retreaic''

and the game dispersed).

In regarding a progressive chronology^

a consummation devoudy to be wisne'^'

Breuil and Leroi-Gourhan had complex

Please turn to page 10
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Searching for a killer species along the shores ofSanta Catalina Island one scientist was in theft'"
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TurfBattles in the
After dark, spiny lobsters leave their daytime

shelters andfollow the incoming tide toforage

along the submerged shoreline. At high tide the

water is deep enoughfor the lobsters to aeep

among tlie rocks safely, with little danger of

being cast about by Hie waves.

By Carlos BMes

A dense mat of sea\veed forms an unbro-

ken sward along the coasts of California s

Channel Islands, from sheltered harbors to

all but the most exposed promontories.

Intertidal rocks disappear beneath the del-

icate thalli of fleshy red algae intertwined

with the stony fronds of coralline algae.

The waves hitting these shores are rich

in nutrients and algal spores. But they also

carry the larvae ofmussels and other inver-

tebrates, which setde on the rocks along

with the algae. In the resultant crush,

competition for space is intense. The ani-

mals would appear to have the advantage.

Limpets and other herbivorous snails vora-

ciously consume the young fronds ofmany

algae, and frilly growoi Cahtornia mussels|

can easUv outgrow and crush them. Given

enough time, mussels are capable ot simply

growing over all their competitors.

What then enables the algae to domi-

nate these island shores (and some rocky

mainland shores south of Point Concep-

tion)? In the past, attempts to explain the

puzzhng seaweed mats of the Channel Is-

lands often centered on the Santa Anas,

dr\- winds blowing ofi" the Mojave Desert
j

(and recently notorious for fanning

firestorms in Malibu and Topanga

Canyon). One h\'pothesis held that the

winds combined with hot sun and low-

tides to dr}- out and kill invertebrate larvae.,



he took an enlightening plunge into an unseen tidal world.

i\Tidal Zone
Under this scenario, the spongy algae, able

to retain water, fared better.

My own investigations, however,

showed that the density ofjuvenile mussels

actually increased in late fall and winter,

just when the daylight low tides and Santa

Anas most often occur together. Instead, it

was in spring and summer, when dry east-

erly winds seldom blow and low tide

comes before sunrise, that the inverte-

brates began to decline—just the opposite

of what one would expect it sun and wind

were the culprits.

These observations did tit with an inter-

pretation of intertidal dynamics that had

been proposed over the years by various

scientists workins in shore communities

from Scotland to the Pacific Northwest:

while physical factors such as weather can

mold community structure and composi-

tion, they often do so indirectly—by in-

tensifying or abating the impact ot preda-

tion and competition among the

organisms living in the community. The

scramble for resources and the avoidance

of enemies—imperatives of Darwin's

"conflict of populations"—decide the fate

of most species in the intertidal arena.

Something other than weather was killing

the mussels and allowing the algae to dom-

inate the Channel Island shores.

The tew herbivorous crabs and occa-

sional dog whelks I found when I walked

the shores of Santa Catalina Island at low

Efficient predators, spiny lobsters gently tap the

bottom with their sensitiveforelegs. Tufts oj

bristles on their "toes " alert them to the

presetice of mussels and other shelled

iinvrtebrates, which they pry open and crush

with their poii'efiil tnandiblcs.
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Unbroken mats of

algae cover sheltered

shores ott the rocky

:oast of California's

Channel Islands.

Tlie alaae owe their

dominance to t}u

lobsters' voracious

appetite for mussels,

which would

:'theru'ise easily crush

.md orow over

ilie algae.

During the iimter,

the combination of

strong sun and dry

winds often

bleaches the algal

mats white. In the

past, some

scientists thought

that weather was

also responsiblefor

ilie paudty of

mussels on the

Channel Islands.

All along the shore were hordes of spiny lobsters, so numerous that many bounced

Often gregarious, lobsters seldom squabble ai

tide, or snorkeled at high tide during the

day, lacked the necessary IHlling power. As

a last resort, I found myselfsnotkeling one

dark ni^t in July, guided to shore by the

sparkle of luminescent microoiganisnis in

the turbulent surf. I switched on my dive

li^t, and there, all along the shore, were

hoides ofspiny lobsters, so numerous that

many bounced offmy chest and faceplate

as, scarded, they tail-flipped awTay from the

glare. In the relative calm at the base ofthe

suigii^ ^'aves, the lobsters were joined by

homed sharks, scorpionJfish, and zebra

perch, all thronging over rocks that in the

daytime Jay dry and exposed, disturbed

only by an occasional beachcomber or

iSsherman looking for bait. As morning

broke and the tide receded, the lobsters re-

treaied to the cover ot subtidal rock

crevices ten to thirty feet deep, and the fish

rerumed to the kelp beds offihore.

Further observ-ations revealed that it was

the lobsters, not the fish, that preyed heav-

ily on the mussek. Althou^ their eager-

ness for a free lunch and the ease with

which they are caught in baited traps has

earned them the undignihed reputation ot

bottom scavengers, lobsters are efiicient.

specialized predators. With their stalked

eyes directed upward, presumably to watch

for their own predators, lobsters creep

along, gendy tapping and probing with

their forelegs. Their pointed ""toes,"' or

dactyls, are studded with tufts of brisdes

acutely sensitive to the shapes and chemi-

cal signatures of shelled invertebrates.

which the lobsters pr\- up and crush be-

tween their powerful, nutcrackerlike

mandibles. Lobsters can kill mature, five-

inch-long mussels, but thev excel at gath-

ering juveniles, which they crush and in-

gest in seconds. One lobster may consume

more than a hundred small mussels a night.

After our initial discovers- of the lob-

sters, my students and I spent many nights

betvK-een 10:00 P.M. and 3:00 a.m. with the

lobsters ON-er the next few years. Some-

times we just observed their movements;

at other times, we caught them, examined

them for size and reproductive condition,

and then let them go again. During these

raucous lobster roundups, we s\\^am over

the interridal shallows, grabbing lobsten

and plopping them into a small skift that

It



rlicii dining side by side in a mussel patch.

t/ chest and faceplate as they flipped away from the glare

we towed behind us. We scooped up

dozens in just a few minutes, while others

scattered in all directions. On a good

night, we examined and released a hun-

dred lobsters.

To test the impact of lobster predation, I

placed lobster-proof mesh cages over

patches of turt" in winter just after mussel

larvae had settled. The results were dra-

matic: by late spring, the mussels inside

these cages had grown over the algae,

completely replacing them. Repetition of

this simple experiment at different island

locations confirmed just how important

the lobsters can be. Where the larvae of

mussels and other invertebrates pour heav-

ily onto the shore, turf algae depend on

the nocturnal visits of the voracious lob-

sters to extirpate the invertebrates. Where

larvae don't settle, the algae win by default.

Only on wave-beaten promontories

—

where larvae wash ashore but turbulent

surf often keeps lobsters away—do enough

mussels survive to claim a substantial part

of the intertidal area for themselves.

Along the mainland coast, lobsters sel-

dom appear north of Point Conception.

Here the warm Southern California

Counter Current meets the cold Califor-

nia Current, flowing down trom the

north, and is deflected out to sea. This is

the lobsters' northern boundary. Whether

the cause is the temperature difference be-

tween the two currents or some coincid-

ing factor is not known. But even without

the lobsters, the dynamics of the intertidal

ofmy dive light.

communities follows a similar course. The

lobster's counterpart on these northern

rocky shores is the ocher sea star, which

feeds on mussels and clears space for

northern seaAveed, including foliose red

algae and small kelps. Mussel beds are

more broadly distributed on these north-

ern shores, however: perhaps sea stars

don't take quite the toll that Channel Is-

land lobsters do; perhaps more mussel lar-

vae settle on those beaches to begin with.

Whatever the e.xplanation, northern rocky

shores are a patchwork of plants and ani-

mals. But even here, mussels spread out

unchallenged, creating truly extensive

beds, only on promontories or the upper

reaches of wave-beaten shores, where

predators don't follow them. D
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China's Three Gorges Dam will soon transform the Yangtze.

iBy Erling Hoh

IPhotogmplis hy Gra; Giraid; Coiihut Press Images
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IChina, with its diverse river systems, ex-

Itrenie fluctuations in rainfall, and wet-rice

I
agricultiue, has long looked to hyclraulic

[works to solve problems of transportation,

I irrigation, and flood prevention. The clas-

sical Chinese term for hydraulic engineer-

ing, sluiili, means "benefit of water," and

the question of how to harness water re-

sources has been crucial throughout the

country's history. Taoist engineers argued

that rivers should be managed by dredging

and channeling; while Confucians favored

reliance on dikes, either low and far apart,

or high and near one another. The mod-

ern Chinese government has followed in

this latter tradition by building some

86,000 dams and reservoirs during the past

forty-seven years.

Now the biggest hydroelectric dam in

the world—606 feet high and 7,640 feet

wide—will tame the Yangtze (Chang

Jiang, or Long River) in the Three

Gorges, a 125-mile-long string ofcanyons.

Construction is well under way, with the

river scheduled to be partly cut offby Sep-

tember 1997. At its completion in 2009,

the dam wiU raise the water level about

330 feet higher than the current normal

level, impounding 31 million acre-feet of

water in a snakelike lake stretching 370
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miles upstream to Chongqing. The reser-

voir will not only diminish a scenic trea-

sure but also submerge sites of historical,

archeological, paleontological, and biolog-

ical interest. On a recent trip on the

Yangtze, I embarked at Chongqing, well

upstream ot the Three Gorges, and trav-

eled down past the dam site. Along the

way, I sampled the region's rich heritage,

meeting people who are working to pre-

serve it before the impending changes.

My first stop vi'as Fuling, a gray, bustling

city renowned for spicy, crisp pickled cab-

bage cores. Situated on the terraced banks

of the Yangtze, 300 miles upstream from

the dam site, the city will be partly inun-

dated when the reservoir is fuU. There I

met Huang Dejian, head of Fuling's Cul-

tural Relics Office and one of the many

scientists taking part in the biggest salvage

operation since the one that preceded the

building of Egypt's Aswan Dam.

On the wall in Huang's spartan office

was a map showing the scores of known

archeological sites around the city. Too

many Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220)

graves for them even to be remarkable, he

said. More notably, Fuling was a burial

ground for the kings of Ba, a people who
controlled salt production in the Three

Gorges during the Xia Dynasty (ca.

twenty-first to sixteenth centuries B.C.)

and who slowly migrated upstream along

the Yangtze. In 316 B.C. they were subju-

gated by the Qin, who went on to unify

China in 221 B.C.

Huang was also eager to talk about his

latest project, a book about White Crane

Ridge, a mile-long sandstone formation

that only appears when the water recedes

to its lowest level, in February and March.

"At Fuling there are stone fish, engraved

beneath the waves," wrote the prefect

Xiao Xinggong in the late seventeenth

century. "Their appearance portends a

good harvest." Numerous inscriptions on

White Crane Ridge mark low-water lev-

els. The oldest entry is a fish, carved no

later than 763. Its belly hne corresponds to

the river's present average low-water level.

Although the dam will render these his-

toric records irrelevant, they will be kept

on view in an underwater museum.

Thirty miles downriver from Fuling lies

Fengdu, the first capital of Ba, where, ac-

Passeiigers and

goods pass through

Cliongqing, above

and opposite page.

Ill FuHng, the low-

water level reached

during February

and March reveals

many centuries'

worth of

inscriptions carved

on Vl'liite Crane

Ridge, left, top and

center Left,

bottom: Children

play above the

river bank.

cording to Chinese

folklore, departed

souls go to await their

transition to heaven

or hell. There are

several Buddhist and

Taoist temples in the

"ghost city" above

the town, as well as a

somewhat gaudy ex-

hibition of the tor-

tures awaiting those

who are sent to hell.

People come on cer-

tain days of the lunar

calendar and burn

paper money, paper

boats, and joss sticks

to expedite their an-

cestors' transition to

the afterlife.

One morning, as I stood outside the

gates ot the temple precincts above the

city, I spotted a sign that read 175M (175

meters, or 575 feet), one of many that are

preparing people for the coming flood.

When the residents of Fengdu are resettled

on higher ground across the ri\'er. their

abandoned buildings will become an un-

dePA^ater ghost town, mirroring the ghost

cit^• above it.

Not far firoiTi Fengdu. in the little town

of Gaojia. Professor Wei Qi, of the Insti-

tute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleo-
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anthropology,' at the

Acadeniia Sirdca in

Beijing, was super-

vising the excava-

tion of one of the

most bounteous pa-

leolithic sites in

south China. By the

time I paid a \-isit.

the thirty voung

archeologists in

Wei's training class,

working their way

down through the

three layers of the

645-square-foot lo-

cale, had unearthed

more than 1,000

stone tools made
from cobbles and

boulders. According to Wei, the artifacts

are the remains of a tool workshop, situ-

ated on the banks of the Yangtze 100,000

years ago. The tools w'ere probably used to

collect roots, unlike the smaller tools of

northern China, which paleontologists

beHeve were used for hunting.

Afirer returning to Fengdu, 1 boarded a

passenger boat headed do\\'nstreani toward

the Three Gorges. In the evening \\-e ar-

rived in the cit\' of Wanxian, where the

muddy river makes a sharp turn and heads

due east. The steep hillsides were largelv

planted \\ith rows of pine trees to prevent

landslides and erosion—major worries for

.4 display about the

afterlife, aboue, is

part ofFengdu 's

"ghost city. " A sign

reading 158 meters,

icft, tells inhabitants

how deeply Fengdu

will be submerged

when the reservoir is

filled to an

intermediate level.

Waterfowl are

transported, left,

below, on a doomed

street. Right: Of the

Tliree Gorges,

Qiitang is the

farthest upstream.

the dam builders. Geologists have identi-

fied 263 historic landshdes in the Three

Gorges reservoir area. One, in 1030. cut

off river na\-igation for twent)'-one years;

another, in 1542, for eight%--two. On June

12, 1985, the town ofXintan, fifteen miles

upstream firom the dam site, was obUter-

ated when more than 70 miUion cubic feet

of earth came sliding down a nearby hill,

creating a 128-foot-high surge wave on

the river. Fortunately, the to\\-n had been

evacuated a few days earHer.

One of the difficulties with reforestation

is that soil degradation is already so severe

that only coniferous trees can be intro-

^€f^^i ''^^^

duced easily. These trees acidif\- the soil,

reduce its fertilirv; and increase the risk for

plant diseases and insect pests, thereby

knocking out the surwnng indigenous

broad-leafed forest. Another problem is

that the hundreds of thousands of farmers

displaced by the rising reservoir \\-ill need

ne\\- land for cultivation.

Despite the concentration of agricul-

ture, the Three Gorges reser\-oir area actu-

all^• boasts a diverse llora. Little affected by

the Pleistocene glaciations and enjoying a

varied topography, mild climate, and

abundant rainfall, the region is home to

many ancient species ot plants and trees.

i



such as dawn redwood, dove tree, magno-

lia, and gingko. The Chinese Academy of

Sciences lists forty-seven species as rare

and endangered. One that is threatened by

the dam is lotus leaf maidenhair, a fern

found near the river's banks. It is used in

Chinese herbal medicine to treat kidney

stones. Botanists have succeeded in propa-

gating it artificially by cultivating the

spores in test tubes before planting them.

My next stop along the river was Yun-

yang. Approaching it and the Three

Gorges also meant stepping into an era,

the Three Kingdoms, treasured by both

teahouse storytellers and television pro-

ducers. After the dissolution of the Han

Dynasty in A.D. 220, three separate king-

doms became established—Shu in the

west; Wu, east of the gorges; and Wei in

the north. They fought a series of wars

that immortalized such heroes as the Shu

general Zhang Fei, whose temple stands

on a hill opposite Yunyang. At 460 feet,

the temple falls well below the new water

level and will be moved farther up the hill.

To find out more about what had befallen

Zhang Fei, I paid half a yuan for the river

crossing and climbed the steep slope.

It all started when Sun Quan, the ruler

of Wu, beheaded the Shu proconsul

Guanyu, the sworn brother of both Zhang

Fei and the Shu king Liu Bei. The im-

petuous Zhang Fei obtained Liu Bei s per-

mission to exact immediate revenge. As

recounted in The Ronuiiicc of the Tliree

Kingdoms, a popular fictional account of

the events, Zhang gave his r\vo comman-

ders only three days to equip the army

with white flags and whitened arms in

mourning for Guanyu. Faced with this

impossible task, the two commanders de-

capitated their general and set off to pre-

sent his head to Sun Quan.

Legend has it that while traveling down

the Yangtze past Yunyang, the two com-
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nanders, haunted by their hideous act of

icason, threw their general's head into the

Aater, where it became caught in a

A hirlpool around an old fisherman's boat.

\t night, the old man dreamed that the

I end belonged to Zhang Fei, and that he

^\as asked to save it and bury it. He did,

I lid that is where the temple now stands.

Following the deaths of his two sworn

brothers, Liu Bei himself set out with an

jiniy oi 25,000 men to wreak vengeance

ou Wu. He was routed, however, and re-

treated to Baidi Cheng (White Emperor

( ity), where he died in A.D. 223. Baidi

(heng stands on a hilltop at the entrance

ui Qutang Gorge, the most upstream of

the Three Gorges. When the dam is com-

pleted, the hilltop will become a small is-

land and an important villa on the side of

the hill—the Western Pavihon—will be

moved to higher ground.

In the eighth century, the Western

PaviUon witnessed what American sinolo-

gist D. R. McCraw calls the "greatest lyri-

cal outpouring in Chinese literary history."

I laving traveled down the Yangtze with

his family, the poet Du Fu arrived in Baidi

Cheng in the spring of 766. The local

warlord, an old aquaintance, set him up

with a house, a truit garden, a rice paddy,

and a few servants. For perhaps the first

time in his peripatetic life, the fifty-five-

\ear-old Du Fu did not have to worry

about the basic necessities.

Although debilitated by malaria, tuber-

culosis, diabetes, and arthritis, Du Fu had a

burst of creativity. During his twenty-one

months in the area, he wrote a third of his

life's work, 429 poems, many of them in

the highly demanding five- or seven-char-

acter regulated octaves called hislii. One is

"From the Highest Building in White

Emperor City" (translation by Paul

Rouzer ot Columbia University):

The walh arc shiirp. the paths steep—the

banners droop in grief.

Alone I stand in the misty I'oid, here in this

lofty hall.

Through cloven gorges, the clouds shadow

the tigers and dragons in their sleep;

On the bright river, the sunlight enfolds the

water lizards at play.

Western lind)s of the Tree ofDawn face

these broken crags;

/// Fengjie, above

and right,

China 's economy

still relies on hard

human labor.

Opposite page:

AJuneral

procession passes

through Gaojia, a

town with a rich

paleolithic site.

Eastern sparkle of the Sunset River follows

the Yangtze's flow.

Leaning on staff, lamenting the tii}ies
—who

am I, after all?

As Moody tears splash the sky, I turn my

gray head home.

In this poem, "cloven gorges" evokes

the legendary Yu, founder of China's first

hereditary dynasty, who supposedly

opened the cliffs at Qutang to let the

Yangtze through. How these 3,000-foot-

high, vertical, thick-bedded limestone

gates were tornied, along with the gorges

that lead eastward to the lake-studded Hu-

bei plains, has since

been investigated by

modern-day geolo-

gists. According to

the British scientist

G. B. Barbour, who
surveyed the region

in the 1930s, the

Yangtze formerly

flowed on an e.xten-

sive eroded surface (a

peneplain) that devel-

oped after the main

folding of the under-

lying rock. Subse-

quently, the land was

uplifted and the river

carved through it to

create the gorges. J. S.

Lee, the founder of modern geology in

China, offered another theory: What is

now the middle Yangtze was once two

rivers flowing in opposite directions, east-

ward ancH westward, divided by an anti-

cline (an arched fold of rock). Erosion of

this divider allowed the east-flowing river

to capture the west-flo\\'ing one. unif\'ing

them in an eastward flow.

Walking on the path along the north

side of Qutang Gorge, which is five miles

long and at most 500 feet wide, I saw the

heavily folded rock up close—towering

slabs of limestone tilted at sharp angles.

About halfway through, I passed Wind

I

I



Box Gorge, where the

path cut into the chfFs

vertical wall. Until a

few decades ago, this

was a "tracker's ga

ler\-," used by gangs ot

up to 300 men whose

job it was to tow junks,

sampans, and other

boats through rapids

flowing against them

with a speed of up to

ten knots.

The innumerable

crevices, caves, and

shelters in this rugged

limestone region led

archeologist N. C.

Nelson, of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, to specu-

late that they contained "perhaps the

whole story of the Old Man of Asia." In

1925, as part of the Museum's Central Asi-

atic Expedition, he traveled to the Three

Gorges, "tr\'ing to see the entire environ-

mental setting from the point ofview ofan

imaginary primitive man; to guess which

ot the caves and shelters he would most

h'Kely have occupied." Instead, he found

many of them inhabited by modern hu-

mans. "In the end," he wrote, "after scan-

ning more than two hundred miles of the

Yangtze trough proper and traversing in

more hasD,' fashion a similar distance in the

back countrs; mainly to the south of the

river, we were in possession of only the

faintest suggestions that prehistoric man

had ever been near the caves!"

Although Nelson failed to find the

"Old Man of Asia," his intuition seems to

have been correct. Ten years ago, paleoan-

thropologists found a fragment of a

mandible and a single tooth at Dragon HiU

Cave, about fifteen miles south of Qutang

Gorge. These are now being hailed as evi-

dence of the earliest Asians yet (see Natural

History, December 1995).

In Wushan, a ciU' situated just before

the entrance of the next gorge. I met

Zhuang Kongshao and Liu Mingxin, two

anthropologists from the Central Univer-

sity for Nationalities in Beijing. Travehng

upstream from Yichang, they had been

meeting with local writers, archeologists,

and historians, pursuing several projects

—

among them a study ot the Tujia minority,

who claim descent trom the Ba people.

Zhuang and Liu invited me along to their

ne.xt destination. Wuxi. a Httle town tifty

miles up the Daning River, a northern

tributary of the Yangtze.



The Daning, with its Three Little

Gorges, offers a popular side excursion for

tourists. We left early in the morning with

a motorized sampan whose shady operator

soon abandoned us in favor of something

more profitable—a stranded tourist group.

Despite our protests, we were transferred

to a wooden cargo sampan to continue our

journey. I sat beside a case of goods im-

printed with the characters for "amuse-

ment tiles," a common euphemism for

mah-jongg, which, despite being frowned

upon officially, is played everywhere. As

the sampan sputtered peacefully along, we

saw plentiful birdlite along the banks, and

once even spotted a group ofgolden mon-

keys. The clear, shallow water and narrow

passage made the perpendicular limestone

cliffs along the pristine Daning even more

dramatic than those of the monumental

Yangtze gorges. High up all along the

western wall, spaced four to six feet apart,

ran a single ro'w of square holes. These

were what remained of the bamboo
pipeline for brine and the plank road that

once served as an important military, com-

mercial, and cultural conduit between

northern and central China. During the

Tang Dynasty (a.D. 618-906) the concu-

bine Yang Guifei had her favorite Hchees

sent fresh from Fuling along this route. We
stopped to eat lunch in Dachang, and

reached Wuxi. above the Three Little

Gorges, late in the evening.

The ultimate goal of our excursion was

the cliff graves at Jingzhu Gorge. Li Ming,

from Wuxi's Cultural Relics Office, took

us there the next morning. With binocu-

lars, we spotted twenty-four wooden

coffins wedged into horizontal crevices in

the cliff wall, about 1 ,000 feet above the

river. According to archeologists from
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Sichuan University, who "excavated" one

coffin m 1980 and another in 1988, they

date from as far back as the Warring States

period (403-321 B.C.) and were a burial

form used by a people called Pu. Exactly

how they got there remains a mystery, as is

the reason for this peculiar manner ofbur-

ial—although Li Ming suggests it may

simply have been a way to display wealth.

On our way back to Wuxi we passed by

the desolate salt-producing town of Ning

Chang and saw some pensioners playing

mah-jongg in the sun. An old lady greeted

us. "This used to be a very good place,"

she said with tears in her eyes. A year or so

before, the salt factory had finally been

shut down after some 2,000 years. In times

gone by, Ning Chang had flourished as the

center of the region's economy, teeming

with inhabitants from every province in

China. Produced in only a limited number

of places, salt held a position m the coun-

try's economic life commensurate with its

indispensibility to humans. Merchants ac-

cumulated fortunes trading the commod-
ity, while the taxes levied upon it provided

the imperial government with a major

source ot revenue.

East of the Three Gorges, the whole

Yangtze Valley received its supplies from

factories in Jiangsu Province. Because of

the distance and the difficulty of navigat-

ing up the river, however. Sichuan pro-

duced Its own salt from brine wells drilled

as much as 3,000 feet deep. Ning Chang's

prosperity arose from the fluke that it pos-

sessed a saltwater spring. Furnaces were

used to extract the salt, and since wood
fuel produced the best salt, the forest

around Ning Chang had been chopped

down until no trees remained; then coal,

which made the salt blackish and shghtly

bitter, had to be used instead.

Back in Wushan, on a chilly morning I

boarded the Double Dragon, one of the

hundreds of passenger boats that ply the

Yangtze from Chongqing to Shanghai.

The rising sun cast shafts of light across the

deep, shadowed ravine. In a few hours, the

boat passed through the twenty-five miles

of Wu Gorge and down the next thirty

miles of river, making stops along the way.

At the entrance to the last and longest

gorge, forty-seven-mile-long Xiling

Gorge, I went for a walk uphill. I met a

i

lucky orange farmer whose house and

groves were situated just above the coming

high-water level. "We're going to buy a

boat." he told me.

The trip down Xiling Gorge the fol-

lowing day took about eight hours. As the

boat neared the end of the Three Gorges,

I viewed the immense earth-moving activ-

ity at the dam site, which has been trans-

formed into a lunarlike dust bowl. On the

northern bank, the bedrock was beina;

blasted to accommo-

date the five

shiplocks that will

raise and lower ves-

sels 330 feet.

Treacherous ra-

pids in the Xiling

Gorge have already

been tamed by

dredging and by the

low-level Gezhouba

Dam, twenty-seven

miles downstream

from the Three

Gorges Dam site.

Completed in 1989,

Gezhouba is a hy-

droelectric dam that

will also serve as a

regulating dam
when the new pro-

ject is complete.

In the fast-flow-

ing waters belo\v the

Gezhouba Dam, the

Chinese sturgeon

—

whose fossil record

extends back at least

140 million years

—

is trying to adapt to

the ne\v obstacle.

The sturgeon's old

spawning grounds

were more than 600

miles farther up-

stream. Mature fish

returned there as

often as every three

years from the China

and Yellow Seas. Ef-

forts have been made

to capture fish below

the dam and get

them to release their

eggs by treating them with hormones. The

artificially raised hatchlings can then be re-

turned to the river. Research also shows

that some fish are now spawning at sites

below Gezhouba Dam. It the sturgeon is

adjusting to its new situation, one reason

could be that it is not so new. Since the

sturgeon is probably older than the gorges,

this part of the river just might have been

the place where it spawned before Yu

clove the sorse. D

At the TInee

Gorges Dam site,

above, bedrock is cut

to accommodate ship

locks, while

elsewhere in Xiling

Gorge, left, carvers

leave their mark.

Left, below: A new

suspension bridge is

part of the huge

dam infrastructure. '

Opposite page: A
passenger boat plies

the river near

Wushan.
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In a region where forests are whittled into woodlots, scientists-and s(

By Scott K. Robinson

More than sixty species of songbirds nest in the cypress

swamps, steep, oak-dominated hillsides, and rich bot-

tomland forests of southern Illinois. Year-round resi-

dents, such as woodpeckers, chickadees, and cardinals,

are jomed in summer by tanagers, warblers, flycatchers,

and other migrants that arrive here to breed after mak-

ing a long journey from their wintering grounds in

Central and South America and the Caribbean.

At dawn on a morning in early summer, two dozen

fieldworkers from the Illinois Natural History Survey

begin the day's tasks: somic count singing birds, others

search for nests, and still others check the progress of

nests found previously. At some census points—espe-

cially in the seasonally flooded bottomland forests—the

standard five-minute period is too short for even expe-

rienced census takers to count all the smging birds.

Searching for nests is more difticult and requires

great patience and concentration. At the end of the day,

nest searchers gather to describe the nests they found|iiiiHi

and the cues that gave away their location. That day,

they had located more than fdty new nests, in spite ofpi

the birds' best efforts to conceal them. For skilled

searchers, work m these forests is a re\\-arding and pro-

ductive w^ay to spend a summer.

Less cheerfiil is the talk among the nest checkers^

whose arduous job it is to periodically examine the

contents of nests until the young fledge—that is, leave

the nest and become independent—or until the eggs or

young are found and eaten by predators.

Nest checkers wonder \vhy birds breed at all in

these forests. The data sheets tor the nests monitored

that day show that most contain at least one brown-

headed cowbird egg. Co\\-birds parasitize the nests of

other birds, often dumping one of the host bird's eggs
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igbirds-find a line of defense.

)efore laying one of their own for the host to raise,

vlore than 80 percent of wood thrush and scarlet and

ummer tanager nests in these forests have been para-

itized, and most contain two or three alien eggs. Al-

:hough wood thrush eggs are pale blue and cowbird

iggs are brown-speckled, thrushes fail to distinguish

between them; instead, the thrush incubates the in-

ruder's egg and tends and feeds the nestling as its own.

Cowbirds parasitize the nests of more than two

nundred avian species. Generally, they choose bu'ds that

ire smaller than themselves. Warblers, vireos, and some

flycatchers, for e.xample, are about half the weight of a

cowbird. The thick-shelled cowbird eggs (small for the

5ize of the female cowbird) develop faster and hatch

earlier than the eggs of most hosts. The nestlings that

emerge are usually larger than the host's young and

eventually bigger than most of their surrogate parents.

Their relentless demands not only tax the endurance of

'•>»'»

• s e s
Islands of forest, like tt^ese fragments in southern Illinois,

expose nesting birds to an array of hazards.

the smaller birds but also mean less food, care, and

space for the rightful nestlings. Such parasitism can be

devastating because inany songbirds exploited by cow-

birds fail to raise any young of their own. The larger

the host, the more likely it is to be able to raise mixed

broods of cowbirds and hosts, but cowbirds seem to

compensate for this by laying more eggs in nests ot

larger species, such as wood thrushes and tanagers.

Nest records also reveal a second problem, faced by

all nesting birds. In any forest habitat, nests are lost to

predators; even a rate of 50 percent is not unusual. But

in southern Illinois, losses to predation typically range

from 60 to 85 percent, and most of our nest records

ScotI RoDert Goldsmitti
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Cowbirds Cash In

Historically, brov.Ti- |

headed cowbirds 1

^'ere mostly re- ^

stricted to the |

northern part of the "

Great Plains, where

they followed roam-

ing herds of bison.

They fed on seeds

and on insects

stirred up by the

grazing herbivores.

The bleeding habits

of cowbirds (they

lay their e^? in the

nests of other birds

and leave all patent-

Death lEili

ing tasks to the Tne nesvings max haicn from tne znree oiue vmoa

hosts) would have thrush eggs will find themselves with two large and

been a great advan- greedy cowbirds as foster siblings.

tage to a nomadic

bird. By tricking other birds into raising

their youi^, cowbirds could follow the

bison rather than tending a nest.

The eventual settlement of North

America by pioneers and the introduction

of farming created ideal foraging condi-

tions for these birds. Short grass or bare

ground throughout much ofthe continent

enabled the cowbiid to expand its range

both eastward and westward. Catde pas-

Songbird nests are

more accessible

to predators than to

biologists. Here

neldvmrkers, using

a pole-mounted

mirror, verify that a

nest is empty.

tures and feedlots

gave cowbirds per-

manent new feed-

ing grounds, and

waste grain in fields

pro\ided easy win-

rer forage. The
cowbird population

exploded. As the

birds' range ex-

panded, species that

had never before

been subjected to

parasitism by cow-

birds became hosts.

New hosts, includ-

ing migratory

songbirds, have not

yet evolved resis-

tance to parasitism,

such as the ability

to discriminate and reject aUen eggs, as

Baltimore orioles, gray catbirds, and

American robins do. As a result of the

combined effects of habitat loss and cow-

bird parasitism, at least four species or sub-

species are now endangered: Kirdand's

warbler in Michigan, the black-capped

\Treo in Texas and Oklahoma, and the least

Bells viieo and southwestern willow fly-

catcher in California.

A black rat snake homes in on a clutch of

northern cardinal eggs. This snake, along wtBaii

raccoons, opossums, and crows, thrives in ^a
the fragmented forests of southern Illinois.

Snakes strongly prefer to forage along forest

edges. Raccoons are so abundant in small

quickly end up in the "defiinct" file. When checkers

find a prematurely empty nest, they tr\' to piece to-

gether the evidence to determine which predator ^vas

responsible. Some nests have been torn apart, a sign of

marauding raccoons. But more often the contents sim-

ply are gone and the nest itself is undisturbed. In these

cases, likely attackers include snakes, birds such as blue

jays, or even small mammals. In southern Illinois, the

most fi-equent culprit is the black rat snake.

^Tiat accounts for the discrepancy between the

great number ofsongbirds counted by our census teams

and the great number of tailed nests found by the

checkers? This paradox has stimulated much ofmy re-

search. Where do these birds come fi^om if they are not

adults returning to the forests where they hatched?

Some of the populations are dechning; others are not.

Do a few species have tricks that enable them to cope

with parasitism and predation better than \ve think?

Answers mav come firom research that stretches well

B

\
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woodlots that they may overwhelm the

breeding efforts of ground-nesting birds.

Eggs and nestlings are only a minor part of

the diet for most of these culprit species,

but their effect on bird populations can

still be devastating.

Cerulean Blues

No other forest |

songbird in eastern 5

North America has

suffered a more

rapid dedine during

the last twent)'-five

years than has the

cerulean warbler.

The continent-wide

Breeding Bird Sur-

vey has shown an

overall decline dur-

ing this period of

roughly 60 percent.

Studies of the

cerulean warbler in

Illinois by Glendy

Vanderah—and in

its wintering range

in the Andes Moun-

tains by Chandler

Robbins, John Fitzpatrick, and Paul

Hamel—suggest that the bird is under

threat in both the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres. The forests of the eastern

slopes of the lower Andes are rapidly

being converted to coffee, cacao, and coca

plantations to feed our addictions to stim-

ulants. On its breeding grounds in North

America, this warbler requires large tracts

of forest, particularly floodplain forests.

A male cerulean warbler, now a rare sight in North

America. This species is also under siege on its

Southern Hemisphere wintering grounds.

woods in lowland

areas between rivers

and bluffs. These

have been severely

reduced as the land

has been converted

to soybean produc-

tion.

An insectivore,

the cerulean war-

bler forages and

nests in many dif-

ferent kinds of

trees. But its fa-

vorites—American

elm, sycamore, and

white oak—have

been decimated by

disease and out-

breaks of gypsy

moths. While the

overall extent of cowbird parasitism on the

cerulean warbler's high-canopy nests is

poorly known, in some areas at least, the

majorit)' of nests have indeed been found

to be parasitized. Many other neotropical

migrants are losing ground at both ends of

their ranges. But perhaps better than any

other bird, the cerulean warbler illustrates

that conservation measures in just one

hemisphere address only half the problem.

beyond the borders of our study area in Illinois. At an

informal meeting in 1990, a group of researchers work-

ing in neighboring states agreed that understanding

local bird population trends required a study of nesting

over much ot the Midwest. This group included Don
Whitehead and his students at Indiana University,

Frank Thompson of the U. S. Forest Service, John

Faaborg and his students at the University of Missouri,

and my group from the Illinois Natural History Survey

and University of Illinois. We decided to conduct a co-

ordinated study of cowbird parasitism and nest preda-

tion in forest tracts ranging from tiny woodlots in agri-

cultural landscapes (95 percent farmland) to the mostly

contiguous forests ofnorthern Wisconsin, the Missouri

Ozarks, and south-central Indiana (all more than 80

percent forested).

The results were dramatic. Every bird species stud-

ied fared better in mostly forested areas, particularly in

terms of exploitation by cowbirds. In extensive forests,

Scott Robinson (at

left) and his summer

team from the

Illinois Natural

History Survey, map

out their strategy for

censusing songbirds

and counting nests.
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In southern Illinois,

odds are against a

wood tlirusli, above,

raising a brood of

young. A major factor

in the failure of

songbird nests, the

brown-headed

cowbird, opposite

page, lays its eggs in

the nests of other

birds, including wood

thrushes.

-^
. Illinois

Indiana

-^A Cache River

%^ Watershed ^
Missouri j|^ r^

100 Miles '

Kentucky

Plans are under way to restore the cypress swamps and rich

floodplain forests of the Cache River watershed.

cowbirds posed no serious threat to local songbird pop-

ulations. On land largely given over to agriculture,

however, cowbirds prevailed. Songbirds could find no

forests far enough from farms and pastures, where cow-

birds feed, to provide a cowbird-free refuge. Nowhere

in ininois have I found a forest tract that is more than

four miles (the cowbirds daily commuting range) from

a farm, pasture, or yard. As a result, cowbirds can reach

any nest. Overall, parasitism levels were five to ten

times higher in agricultural than in forested landscapes.

Similarly, predation is often greater in woods bor-

dering yards, farmland, roads, and cuts for power hnes.

But even in the middle of the largest tracts of forests

—

those of more than 5,000 acres—parasitism and preda-

tion take a heavy toU. Fragmented forests—that is,

wooded islands in a sea of cleared land—appear to be

population "sinks" for songbirds; the annual number of

young that fledge drops below the annual number of

natural deaths, and the bird population is no longer



If-sustaining. In contrast,

lore extensive forests prob-

bly serve as population

sources"; emigrants from

hese forests that settle in

mall woodlots bolster and

hus help rescvie the belea-

;uered populations there,

yen when the woodlots are

1 hundred miles from more

5xtensive forests. In south-

rn Illinois the presence ot

iome breeding songbirds

may depend on the exis-

tence of large forests in the

Ozarks.

Proving that local popu-

lations are sinks requires de-

tailed studies of particular

species, and these have pro-

duced some surprises. Chen

Trine, a University of Illi-

nois graduate student, ob-

serves individually marked

wood thrushes in three ol

the largest forest tracts in

Illinois. Wood thrushes can

raise two and sometimes

even three broods a season;

they live longer than most

songbirds; and they are large

enough to raise cowbird

young alongside their own

offspring. So, at first glance,

the wood thrush would

seem to be able to weather the predation and parasitism

in fragmented forests. But Trine found that between

losses to cowbirds and to predators, each of her three

wood thrush populations failed to fledge enough

young to replace adults that died. For wood thrushes,

even some of the larger fragments are sinks; the birds

likely depend on extensive forests far from southern

Illinois to keep up their numbers. The same may be

true for red-eyed vireos, scarlet and summer tanagers,

and hooded warblers. These are sobering results for

anyone trying to conserve songbirds on Illinois farm-

land. None of our existing tracts of forest may be large

enough tor some species.

Unlike wood thrushes, Kentucky warblers are com-

paratively short-lived, raise just one brood a year, and

rarely raise more than a single nestling of their own if

they have been parasitized by a cowbird. These traits

should make them extremely vulnerable to forest frag-

mentation. But according to studies conducted by

University of Illinois graduate student Lonny Morse,

Kentucky warblers show great variation within large

forests. Populations of this species nesting deep within

older forest stands—and far trom farms and large open-

ings created by logging—may be holding their own. To

be self-sustaining, then, Kentucky warblers need cores

of undisturbed forest within already large tracts.

Our regionwide study has enabled us to examine

the needs of each species separately. And while some

are in dire trouble, we are coming to realize that many

others may be able to survive even in the tace ot abun-

dant cowbirds and nest predators. Louisiana water-

thrushes, for example, build nests in stream banks; these

are difficult for both cowbirds and predators to enter.

Eastern wood-pewees aggressively chase intruders away

from nests. Worm-eating warblers hide their ground

nests so well (some birds even pull leaves over the nest

when they leave it unattended) that cowbirds and

predators rarely find them. Still other birds have a long



Two species fighting

all the way: A male

scarlet tanager,

above, shows off its

breeding plumage.

This species is

holding its own

despite cowbird

parasitism. Facing

page: The Kentucky

warbler thrives only in

core areas of forest

buffered from

ciearirtgs.

nesting season that enables them to renest many times

and to continue nesting in late July and into August,

when the cowbird breeding season is over. This is true

for indigo buntings and white-eyed vireos, as well as for

year-round residents, such as northern cardinals, which

do not have to fatten up for a long tail migration flight

to the tropics. Although few forest birds reject cowbird

eggs outright (as do American robins, Baltimore ori-

oles, and gray catbirds), some, such as indigo buntings

and Acadian flycatchers, on occasion abandon para-

sitized nests and start over.

The goal of all this research is to find out how best

to reverse declines of such species as the wood thrush

and to maintain the abundance of forest birds in gen-

eral. Just as birds need forests, forests need birds. Bob
Marquis, of the University of Missouri-St. Louis, and

Chris Whelan, of Chicago's Morton Arboretum,

proved the point by using large crop nets to keep song-

birds, most of which are insectivorous, from a stand of

white oaks. With no hun-

gry songbirds to contro

them, leaf-eating caterpillar;

proceeded to consume s

much of the foliage that thi

trees grew significantly]

more slowly than did white

oaks that were hosting a

normal complement o

birds. The first practical step]

in maintaining bird popula-l

tions is to preserve source

areas, possibly a regional

network of large forested!

areas, such as the Missouri

Ozarks. All of the substan-

tial songbird population

sources we have identified

have a high percentage o

national forest at the core

and are thus subject to loss ii

these lands are turned over

to any agency, state or pri-

vate, that fails to maintain

their expanse and integrity.

Those national forests with

many farms and resi-

dences—for example, the

Shawnee National Forest in

southeastern Illinois—may

be population sinks.

The second major step in

our conservation plan is to

identify and restore tracts

that are large enough to act

as potential source habitats.

One such restoration already under way is the Cache

River Reserve in southern Illinois, where our field

crews have been working for three years. The Cache

River forests are fragmented, and cowbird parasitism

and nest predation levels are high. Still, the area con-

tains magnificent cypress swamps and miles of flood-

plain forests dominated by hundred-foot-tall trees that

grow along the natural levees of the river. The U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, the State of Illinois, and the

Nature Conservancy have developed a long-term plan

to reforest an area that will eventually exceed 60,000

acres. This \vill provide a core area of forest buffered

from farms and fields. Most challenging is the possibil-

ity of restoring the natural flood cycle of the Cache

River. Research by University' of Illinois graduate stu-

dents Jeft' Hoover and Leonardo Chapa has shown that

such flood cycles are vital to many birds' floodplain

habitats. Preserving and restoring forests could keep

even parts ot southern lUinois safe tor nesting.
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Episodic outbreaks of colic, or "wine disease," plagued Europe for many centui

In

the early 1690s, the region around the prosper-

ous German city of Ulni was struck by an out-

break of colic, a serious and sometimes tatal ill-

ness characterized by a variety of symptoms,

including excruciating abdominal pain. The of-

ficial city physician at the time, Eberhard

Gockel, also served as the attending doctor at two Ulm
monasteries, many of whose residents had fallen ill.

Since the monks lived together, ate the same food, and

drank the same wine, they provided the astute doctor

with an ideal cohort for investigating the cause of the

disease. Gockel noted that the monks who had ab-

stained from v.'ine were healthy and that two visiting

brothers recovered upon returning to their own
monastery. A conscientious practitioner, he called on

his monastic patients every day and had been offered a

glass ofwine on each occasion. Accepting, he soon de-

veloped his patients' symptoms.

This unfortunate experience focused Gockel's at-

tention on the monastic wine and prompted him to in-

terview the dealer (a ducal cellarmaster) who had pro-

vided it. From him, Gockel learned how the wine had

been sweetened, or "corrected"—not an uncommon
practice at the time. The doctor prepared a batch of

sweetener according to the dealer's formula. The proc-

ess involved dissolving litharge—a white oxide of

lead—in a quantity of wine that was then boiled down

to produce a sweet extract. Although the doctor re-

ported that the additive did indeed turn the worst and

sourest wme into the "best and loveliest," he suspected

that lead was the causative agent of colic. An inspection

of the naonastic wine barrels revealed a sediment that

confirmed his suspicions.

Gockel correctly Unked the colic to the lead-con-

taining additive in wines, but his insight came too late

to save the abbot and treasurer of the monastery.

(Whether these two had consumed more than their

share of the wine is not known.) Many other physicians

of Gockel's time, specifically those living in wine-pro-

ducing towns, endorsed the use of lead-based additives

for correcting wines and considered the practice harm-

less. It was probably no accident that Gockel came, not

from a wine-producing city but from a city whose

wealth was based on the wine trade. Hundreds of wag-

onloads of wine from the Neckar River valley arrived

at Ulm's market daily for shipment down the Danube.

The city's economy was threatened when people began

to blame the colic on the wines being traded there.

By Josef Eisinger



,vn after an obscure German physician traced the cause of the ailment to lead

This trade was the principal source of revenue of the

duchy of Wiirttemberg; and when, in 1696, Duke

Eberhard Ludwig was told of Gockel's still unpublished

findings by his court physician, he quickly issued an

edict banning all lead-based wine additives.

The duke's decree may well have been the first con-

sumer-protection legislation targeting a specific toxin.

The edict was remarkable not only for its harshness

—

it prescribed the death penalty for violators—but also

for extending the same punishment to non-whistle-

blowers, that is, to anyone knowingly failing to report

a perpetrator.

In 1697 Gockel published his findings in a book

with the lengthy title:

A remarkable account of the previously unknown

WINE DISEASE

which in 1694, 95, and 96 was caused by sour wine sweet-

ened with litharge, resulting in many cruel symptoms in

towns, monasteries, and castles, occasionally also in the coun-

tryside, and had the consequence that many persons of high

and low rank were severely afflicted, or even lost their lives.

The recipe reprinted within it makes clear that the

manner of preparing the additive was related to proce-

dures in use since the time of the Roman Empire,

when fleets of Roman ships carried wine in earthen-

ware amphorae throughout the Mediterranean, and

when many wines were exported as far north as Ger-

many and Britain.

To keep bacteria from turning their wines into

vinegar during shipment, the ancient vintners and

merchants, who lacked today's sterile glass bottles and

corks, resorted to a variety of preservatives. The Greeks

added pine tree resin to their wines, a custom that sur-

vives to this day in Greek retsina wines. The Romans

preferred a preservative called sapa, or defrutum, which

they prepared by boihng unfermented grape juice m a

lead kettle until it was reduced to about a third ot its

original volume. Unwittingly, the Romans had hit

upon a useful, but highly toxic, concoction.

Sapa was not only an effective preservative ofwines,

fruits, and olives but was also used as a sweetening agent

m many Roman dishes. (The sweet taste of lead is, in-

cidentally, why eating lead-based paint chips continues

CO be a serious health hazard for children living in di-

lapidated housing today.) Sapa's toxicirs' comes from

the lengthy boilmg process, during which the acidic
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Aside from smoke, lead is probably the oldest human-made atmospheric and oci
grape juice leaches significant ainounts ot lead from the |

kettle walls. The detailed sapa recipes recorded by Col- ^

umella, Pliny, and other Roman authors yield a dark, Z

sweet, aromatic syrup containing about one gram of |

lead per liter. Wines to which sapa was added in the |

recommended proportions had a lead content of about t

twenty milligrams per liter. Anyone consuming a liter s

ofsuch wine a day—a modest amount in many parts of Z

Europe in Gockel's time, when drinking water carried 5

dangers of its own—would have serious symptoms of i

lead poisoning within weeks. I

After lead is ingested, it appears first in the blood

but is soon distributed throughout the internal

organs and the skeleton, where it miniics cal-

cium and may be retained for decades. Lead is

a cumulative poison; its most serious effects do not ap-

pear until a critical amount, on the order of a few

grams, has accumulated in the body. Depending on

how much they consumed, those who imbibed leaded

wines, from Roman times on, suffered a wide range of

symptoms associated with lead poisoning. Headache,

insomnia, jaundice, and diarrhea are typical in the early

stages. Severe stomach pains, gout, and extreme, even

complete, constipation caused by paralysis of the in-

testinal tract follow. Next come serious central nervous

system disorders, including deafness, blindness, paraly-

sis, and insanity. Prolonged consumption of leaded

wines often proves fatal.

Unfortunately, many centuries passed before the

dire effects of sapa and of sapa-wines were appreciated.

Although some German tribes banned Roman wines

in Caesar's time, rightly associating them with wide-

spread illness, the link with lead was either not recog-

nized or was concealed. Books with Roman recipes for

preserving wines, such as Columella's De Agricultura,

went through numerous printed editions until the sev-

enteenth century. During this entire period, many ac-

counts of cohc epidemics appeared in the medical liter-

ature. Based on the progression ofsymptoms described

there, today we can readily identify the episodes as re-

gional outbreaks of lead disease. The colic was fre-

quently fatal, and many physicians considered it the

most painful of all afHictions.

The widely used Latin term for the disease, colka

Pictonum, can be traced to a book published in 1639 by

Francois Citois, Cardinal Richelieu's physician. Citois

noted the prevalence of the illness in Poitou (inhabited

by the Pictones)—a region where the local tart wines

were considered to be in need of sweetening. Citois,

whose detailed accounts hsted symptoms identical with

those of chronic lead poisoning, traced the emergence
of the disease to a celestial event of the previous cen-

For workers in a nineteenth-century lead mine, inhaling lead dust and vapor was an /nesctsb

The oldest known artifact of smelted

lead is a necklace discovered at an an-

cient city site in Anatolia. Its lead

beads were fashioned some 8,000

years ago by craftsmen who had at

their disposal a forced-air furnace op-

erating at temperatures in excess of

1,100° C, the melting point of galena,

the most common mineral of lead.

Still, world production remained

1,000,000

Lead Production (

low until about 5,000 years ag(

when lead began to be used to refir

silver and gold via cupellation

process that produces 300 partsii

lead for every part of silver). The cS:

sical world conducted lead-miniir :ip

operations on a massive scale. Th

Romans used the metal extensivel ii

to hue their aqueducts, as mortar i

stone structures, and in plumbing
|
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lal toxin, dating back at least 8,000 years to the first lead-smelting furnaces.

t:Atmospheric Legacy
ord derived {vomphiiiihuin. Latin for

Icid"). The Roman mines near

.irtagena in Spain required some

i.iiOO slaves, a work force that had to

c replenished constantly because of

ic appalling work conditions,

viiinan lead production was not sur-

isscd until the Industrial Revolu-

<in, when world production grew

xponentially (note that the chart

below estimates production on a loga-

rithmic scale).

The Greenland Ice Core Project

recendy measured lead particles de-

posited with snow at a site remote

from industrial activity. Evidence

from the ice layers dramatically con-

firmed the contrast between "natural"

and postanthropogenic lead levels in

the atmosphere.
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tury—the appearance of a "new" star (the supernova of

1572 reported by Tycho Brahe). Other authors of that

era blamed the colic on adverse "humoral effects."

Physicians and quacks alike recommended a variety

of treatments, including bleeding, purgatives, and

horseback riding (which was thought to rela.x the par-

alyzed gut). Some prescribed large doses of metalhc

mercury, and even litharge itself, to cure the disease.

Needless to say, none of these remedies was effective,

and many were extremely dangerous. (Only in our

century has a partly effective treatment for lead disease

become available in the form of chelation therapy,

which employs drugs that bind lead atoms strongly and

facilitate their excretion from the body.)

Many seventeenth-century episodes of wine-

induced lead poisoning were an indirect effect of the

so-called Little Ice Age, a chmatic change that caused

numerous crop failures, famines, and sour vintages

throughout Europe. In Germany, the last decade of the

century brought particularly severe weather, which in-

evitably prompted vintners to sweeten their wines

—

enabling Eberhard Gockel to identify' the true cause of

the colka Pictoniim. Gockel confirmed that lead was the

cause of the disease by consulting a little book pub-

lished forty years earher, in which lead had been iden-

tified as the cause of another disease, the so-called Hiit-

tenkatzc, a common ailment in the mining towns of

Germany's Harz Mountains. The author, Samuel

Stockhausen, was a physician in the prosperous and

picturesque town of Goslar—in the heart of the region

where the Grimm brothers had collected their fairy

tales of gnomes and wizards. Such malevolent creatures

were believed to inhabit and guard the inside ofmoun-

tains and had long been blamed for the Hiittcnkatzc.

QO

A.D. 1 A.D. 1000 A.D. 2000

tockhausen took an empirical approach, radi-

cal at the time, but standard practice today in

I occupational medicine. He followed the min-

ers and smelter workers, observing them at

their various tasks and relating their symptoms to their

work environment. He deduced that only those ex-

posed to lead dust or vapors fell ill with the Hiit-

leiikiitze, whose symptoms he described in great detail.

Gockel later recognized that these symptoms were

identical with those of the wine disease and surmised

that the two disorders most likely had a common cause.

This insight probably escaped Stockhausen because he

lived in the beer-drinking north of Germany, instead of

the wine-drinking south.

The pioneering fnidings of Gockel were accepted

only reluctantly by the medical profession and dissemi-

nated at truly glacial speed. Another century passed be-

fore the ancient techniques for sweetening wines be-
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Leaded port wines, imported in massive quantities from Portugal into England, lei#i

came obsolete—and then largely because sugar from

the Caribbean had become a relatively cheap commod-

ity and because better bacteria-controUing substances

(such as sulfites) had come into wide use.

The first half of the eighteenth century saw many

flare-ups of the collca Pictotnim in England, where it

came to be known as the Devonshire colic. Hard cider

(apple wine) v^^as then the most popular drink in the

country, and Devonshire was the most important cider-

making county. In tracing the origins ot the colic, the

eminent Sir George Baker, physician at the court of

King George III, played a role analogous to Gockel's.

In 1763 he pubHshed a treatise, "Concerning the Cause

of the Endemial Colic of Devonshire," showing that

the cause was cider presses equipped with lead fit-

tings—although lead additives tor sweetening cider

were certainly also in use at the time.

Leaded port wines, imported in massive quanti-

ties from Portugal into England, led to the great

gout epidemics of the eighteenth century. (Gout

results from kidney malfunction, one of the

many manifestations of chronic lead poisoning.) The

colica Pictontiin was also common in the rum-drinking

Caribbean and in Massachusetts and was eventually

traced to stills equipped with condensers made of lead.

In the eighteenth century, cheap earthenware—whose

glazes contained lead salts—was widely used to prepare

and store food and beverages. Because of the high cost

of fuel, such containers were often fired at too low a

temperature, allowing lead to leach out into a vessel's

acidic contents, particularly beer and wine. This caused

many serious colic outbreaks in eighteenth-century

Germany. (Lead poisoning from this source still occurs

occasionally, prompting many nations to place restric-

tions on the importation and sale of poorly glazed pot-

tery.) In late-eighteenth-century England, when the

wearing of wigs was obhgatory for almost everybody,

htharge was widely used to whiten wigs and, with par-

ticularly dire consequences, as face powder.

In the nineteenth century, the worst outbreaks of

lead disease were probably occupational in origin. In

his essay "Star of the East," Charles Dickens painted a

moving portrait of the plight of desperately poor Lon-

doners faced with a choice between starvation and ac-

cepting work in London's infamous white lead miUs

—

a job that often proved fatal within a matter of weeks.

The white lead oxide powder produced in these mills

was largely used as pigment—and occasionally even as

makeweight added to flour.

Although the causes of lead disease are now weW
understood, occasional mass poisonings still occur. In

1994 many people were stricken in Hungary when that

Lead's Ass

The virtual absence of free lead in

our biosphere before the earliest

civilizations {see "Lead and Its At-

mospheric Legacy," page 50) is

presumably why human beings,

along with other terrestrial life

forms, evolved no biochemical de-

fenses against the element. This

lack is in contrast to the very effec-

tive mechanisms we possess for

limiting the accumulation in our

body of other potentially danger-

ous—but naturally ubiquitous-

metals, such as copper or iron.

Lead atoms have a great affinity

for sulfur atoms, and indeed the

most widespread mineral of lead is

galena, or lead sulfide. Lead's at-

traction to sulfur is also responsible

for its toxicity. All the enzymes in

our bodies are proteins, long-chain

- ^

Punch (often lead-laden) was commonly perceived to be a cure, rather than a possible cise_

n



ic spread kidney disorders-the great gout epidemics of the eighteenth century.

slie Body

bf lead-induced paralysis of the
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polymers with different sequences of

the twenty natural amino acids. One

of these, cysteine, contains a reactive

sulfur atom, and two cysteine

residues in different portions of the

amino acid chain often link up by

forming a so-called disulfide bridge

(two sulfur atoms bonded together).

Disulfide bridges play a major role in

determining the three-dimensional

structure of proteins.

Introduce lead—even at levels as

low as a part per million—and the

lead atoms will combine with the

cysteine's sulfur atoms, thereby dis-

rupting the protein's disulfide

bridges. The resultant change in

protein conformation causes many

enzymes to malfunction, which ex-

plains the wide range of symptoms

associated with lead disease.

—

-J.
E.

country's paprika stocks were adulterated with

minium, a red oxide of lead, to heighten the color of

the spice. Fortunately, such incidents are now exceed-

ingly rare.

In the United States, legislation based on the find-

ings of occupational medicine has led to a vast im-

provement in the hygienic conditions of the work-

place. Lead-based gasoline additives have been phased

out over the last twenty years, resulting in a 50 percent

decrease in the average lead level in the blood ofAmer-

icans. Elsewhere, however, leaded gasolines are still in

use, and lead is still being added to the atmosphere.

Once lead enters our biosphere, it is retained and recy-

cled indefinitely. Today, therefore, concerns persist

—

mainly with regard to the neurological effects of low-

level exposure in young children, who are particularly

susceptible.

Three hundred years have passed since Gockel's re-

markable discovery. While some of the dangers posed

by lead have declined, many new hazardous pollutants

have entered our environment. Modern methods for

identifying their effects differ little from those em-

ployed by Stockhausen and Gockel—two almost for-

gotten physicians who deserve to be celebrated as fa-

thers of occupational and environmental medicine.

liut. Litharge (applied in "powder rooms') was often used to whiten wigs in the eighteeiiW ceniur).
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S LAN D/ VE'RMONT,

Oli# th e Hum p

I
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Part of the Appalachians, the

Green Mountains lie east ot

the Champlain and Upper

Hudson Valleys, running from

the northwest corner of Mas-

sachusetts along the western

edge ofVermont and into

southern Quebec. The initial

uplift that formed the Green

Mountains took place about

350 million years ago. Much
later, Ice Age glaciers moved

across the range from north-

west to southeast. According

to forester G. C. Heimberger.

the glaciers brought with them

limestone and shale scoured

from the Champlain Valley,

and when the ice finally re-

ceded, the debris left behind

A painted lily

helped create a rich soil. The

soils of other nearby moun-

tains—the Adirondacks ot

New York and the White

Mountains of Ne\\' Hamp-

shire—are generally less fertile

because they derive mostly

from granite and gneiss.

One of the highest crests in

the Green Mountain range,

about midway between Mont-

pelier and BurHngton. has a

double peak that has been a

landmark for centuries. Dur-

ing the early 1600s, French

explorer Samuel de Champlain

likened it to a crouching Hon,

but we kno\A' it as Camel's

Hump. The 4.083-foot sum-

mit and the surrounding

20,000 acres constitute

Camel's Hump State Park, a

good place to sample Green

Mountain habitats.

A few roads skirt the park's

periphery, but most of the

mountain is accessible only to

hikers. Among the routes is

the Long Trail, which toUows

the crest ot the Green Moun-

tains tor 265 miles. Built be-

t^veen 1910 and 1931. this

trail ser\-ed as a model for the

Appalachian Trail, with which

it partly coincides.

Some of the forested land

outside Camel's Hump State

Park has been cleared for agri-

culture, but between 1,650

and 2,400 feet lies a band of

eastern deciduous forest, tN'pi-

cal of the Appalachians as far

south as northern Georgia. It

is dominated by sugar maple,

American beech, and \-ellow

birch, often with white ash

and basswood, while red

maple and northern red oak

grow in the drier areas. Two

evergreens—Canadian hem-

lock and white pine—appear

here and there. Smaller trees

create a rather uncrowded

midcanopy layer, mostly

mountain maple, striped

maple (moosewood), and

chokecherry. The forest also

hosts a rich layer of shrubs, in-

cluding hobblebush (a vibur-

num), red-tioiited elderberry;

and the evergreen yew shrub.

. Starting in May, a succes-

sion of wildflowers come into

bloom, the most common
being erect purple trillium,

wild ginger, mountain sorrel,

jack-in-the-pulpit, and toam-

flower. The flowering season

ends with asters and solden-

A lily, really

Painted tnllium grou's in the borealforest that cloaks higher slopes iti the Green Mowitains.

False hellebore is a member of the

lily family, unlike the true white

hellebore, which is in the buttercup

family. Right: Eastern deciduous

forest skirts Camel's Hump.
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rods, which bloom until the

first frost, but the forest floor

remains green throughout the

winter with evergreen club

mosses (also called ground

pines), Christmas fern, and in-

termediate shield fern.

Clouds and fog often cloak

the slopes of the Green

Mountains above about 2,600

feet; the cold and humidity

foster the growth of boreal

forest vegetation usually found

farther north. On Camel's

Hump, at elevations between

about 2,400 and 2,900 feet,

there is a transition zone,

where boreal forest trees—bal-

sam fir, red spruce, and paper

birch—begin to appear. The

midcanopy and shrub layers

are dense with maple, hobble-

bush, and wild currants. Be-

neath the shrubs are the same

kinds of ferns, club mosses,

and wildflowers that grow in

the deciduous forest.

Above 2,900 feet, balsam fir

and red spruce dominate the

slopes. These cone-bearing

trees create an acidic soil with

a thick layer of humus, unsuit-

able for all but a few decidu-

ous species. Sugar maple and

American beech cannot sur-

vive here, but mountain

maple, paper birch, and

mountain ash do. Common
shrubs are hobblebush, skunk

currant, red raspberry, moun-

tain hoUy (Nemopanthus), and

blueberry, while intermediate

shield fern, shining club moss,

mountain sorrel, and a variety

of boreal wildflowers carpet

the ground. These include

bluebead hly, or Cliiitoiiia bore-

alis; goldthread, a deUcate

member of the buttercup fam-

ily; twisted-staJk, false helle-

bore, and painted triUium, all

of the hly family; and

starflower, with its dainty

white flowers.

Between 3,900 and 4,000

feet, because of the high winds

and biting cold, the trees are

stunted and bent, often grow-

ing in tangled masses. This

dwarf, woody vegetation is

termed krummholz. Balsam

fir, red spruce, shadbush,

mountain paper birch, and

showy mountain ash are re-

duced to prostrate shrubs,

barely able to eke out an exis-

tence on exposed, hchen-

covered rocks. Growth is very

slow, and a red spruce eighty

years old may have a trunk

only two inches in diameter. A
few sedges, dwarf cornel (a

nonwoody dogwood), velvet-

leaf blueberry, bearberry

willow, and Labrador tea cUng

to hfe in the rock crevices.

At the summit of Camel's

Hump, above 4,000 feet, is

subalpine tundra, a fragile

zone of hchens, mosses, and

other very hardy plants. The

only woody plants are low-

growing, wiry-stemmed

specimens of black crowberry.

three-toothed cinquefoU, low

sweet blueberry, and alpine

bilberry. With these are the

dehcate, nonwoody highland

rush, wavy hairgrass, Bigelow

sedge, and mountain sandwort

(a plant more common in

Greenland). The only other

summit in Vermont with a

tundra region is Mount Mans-

field, which at 4,393 feet is

the highest of the Green

Mountains.
,,

Robert H. Mohknbrock, professor

emeritus ofplant biology at

Southern Illinois University, Car-

hondale, explores the biological

and geological highlights of the

U. S. nationalforests and other

parklands.

For visitor information write:

Vermont State Department

of Forestry, Parks, and

Recreation

111 West Street

Essex Junction, Vermont

054521

(802) 879-6565

;!;r.n
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Silffli
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Hiker's dream
/Jonesville ^ / (

'

The bare bones
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Tl}e Long Trail, u jik/i uosses Camel's Hump, was built by

the Green Mountain Club between 1910 and 1931.

Even alpine tundra vegetation can'tflourish on the topmost rocks of Camel's Hump.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS

Jupiter's Show

tiy Joe Rao

upiter, now clearly visible in

:he southeast at dusk, is the

nost prominent "star" in this

nonth's evening sky. The solar

;ystem's largest planet is at op-

Dosition on July 4, rising as

che sun sets and setting at sun-

rise. Because Jupiter comes

within 389.1 million miles of

Earth on the following night

(its closest approach to us m
1996), it shines at magnitude

2.7, more than three times as

bright as Sirius, the brightest

star. Moving slowly along its

orbit, Jupiter is in Sagittarius

this summer, hovering almost

directly above the "handle" of

the pattern of stars popularly

known as the Teapot.

Last December, Galileos

cone-shaped probe plunged

Wliile the Galileo space probe gathers close-up images ofJupiter's storm

systems, imagesjrom the Hubble space telescope (such as the one shown

here) continue to provide a global view of the planet's atmosphere.

into Jupiter's atmosphere and,

after a fiery entry, deployed an

eight-foot parachute and

dropped ninety-seven miles

into the Jovian clouds at a

speed of about 100 mph be-

fore succumbing to the pres-

sure and heat. The probe

transmitted data for fifty-seven

minutes, giving scientists new

information about the planet's

interior. They had expected to

find winds blowing at about

220 mph, but the probe

recorded winds up to 330

mph and intense turbulence,

probably caused by heat escap-

ing from inside the planet.

The probe also found that

Jupiter's atmosphere is drier

than expected, with less light-

ning and less helium—discov-

eries that may force a rethink-

ing of how the planet formed.

The Sky in July

Mercury reaches superior conjunction (hidden from us on the

opposite side of the Sun) on July 11. It is visible again on the

31st, when you can look for it within a degree to the lower

right of Regulus in the constellation Leo. Binoculars wiU help

you see the pair low in the evening twilight.

Venus, the brightest of planets, is not very spectacular when the

month begins, but it becomes more dazzHng as it moves farther

from the Sun. It rises in the east—northeast about 4 A.M., local

daylight time, on July 1 and just before 3 A.M. on the 31st. On
the morning of the 12th, Venus and the crescent Moon make a

striking sight across much of North America. The most

spectacular view will be from the northeast and mid-Atlantic

coast: as they rise above the horizon (about 3:30 a.m.), Venus

will be as little as three arc minutes (one-tenth the width of the

Moon) from the upper cusp of the crescent Moon. Farther to

the south and west, the separation between the Moon and Venus

is greater by the time the Moon rises. By the 17th Venus reaches

its greatest briUiancy at -4.5 magnitude. Through telescopes,

Venus appears as a crescent, showing us most of its night side. By

the end of the month, Venus rises more than an hour before the

first liaiht of dawn.

Mars rises about two hours before the Sun and is in the

east-northeast in the morning twilight. Moving eastward among

the stars of Taurus and Gemini at a slightly slower pace than the

Sun, Mars will rise higher above the horizon and wiU be easier

to see as the summer progresses.

Jupiter [see "Jupiter's Show," above)

Saturn, shining at magnitude 0.8 in Cetus, rises in the late

evening and is near the meridian by sunrise. This month the

ring system reaches its maximum tilt in 1996 of 6.2 degrees, and

any telescope with a magnification ofmore than 30 should show

it. On the morning of the 7th, you'll find Saturn 3 degrees

south of the last-quarter moon.

The Moon is at last-quarter on the 7th at 2:55 P.M., EDT; new

Moon is on the 15th at 12:15 P.M.. first quarter is on the 23d at

1:49 RM., and full Moon on the 30th at 6:35 a.m..

Eartil IS at aphelion, its greatest distance from the Sun

(94,510,400 miles), on July 5 at 2:00 pm., EDT. Because Earth's

orbit around the Sun is elliptical, its distance from the star varies

by more than 3 miUion miles during the year.

Meteorologist Joe Rao is a guest lecturer at the Anwricau Muscum-

Haydcu Planetarium.
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Travel and Reading

Turf Battles in the

Tidal Zone

^age 24

Like other archipelagoes, the

Channel Islands fostered the

evolution of endemic plant

species, descended from main-

land ancestors but now unique

to the island. Pigs and goats

introduced by the Spanish

have taken a toU on these

plants, but in areas less accessi-

ble to grazers, one can still see

the dehcate \\Tldflowers in

abundance from April to mid-

June. Native shrubs, such as

the inedible Catalina cherry,

are more resistant to grazing

and can be seen just about

everywhere. The staffs ofthe

Catalina Island Conser\"anc}'

and the Wrigley Botanic

Garden in Avalon can show

\Tsitors the best places to look

for endemic plants.

Quiet, patient hikers in the

interior of Catalina Island are

likely to encounter foxes or

quails. Bald eagles—^reintro-

duced after they fell victim in

the 1970s to DDT, pollution,

and hunting—are now com-

monly sighted.

To obser\'e the intertidal ac-

ti\dties ot spiny lobsters, Carlos

Robles recommends visiting

the island between May and

September but w"ams that lob-

sters are protected during the

summer reproductive season

and should not be disturbed in

any x\"ay. Choose a calm,

moonless night on a roclsy

shore at a rime of extreme

high water. Snorkel or scuba

dive using red lights; these

longer wavelengths are less

likely to disturb the lobsters.

Travel information is avail-

able from the Santa Catalina

Island Conser\'anc\-. P.O. Box

2739, Avalon, CA 90704,

(310) 510-2593.

The Long River's

Journey Ends

page 28

As construction of the Three

Gorges Dam proceeds, travel-

ers may want to see the

Yangtze gorges and upstream

towiis as they are today. With

completion ofthe dam, the

water level will be raised 575

feet, and 10,000-ton boats wiU

ply this scenic stretch ofthe

river. The tamiliar caves and

cre\ices of the canyon ^-alls

wiU be submerged, and shore-

side to\^Tis relocated.

Tours of China that include

a Yangtze River cruise are

likely to offer several shore ex-

cursions; to Fengdu to see the

ancient, statue-filled temples

on Mingshan Hill; to Wushan

for a side trip through the

Three Litde Gorges of the

Danin? River; and to Yichang

for a look at the Gezhouba

Dam and perhaps a wit to the

Three Travelers Cave, with its

poetrv'-inscribed walls.

Independent travelers who do

not look for first-class accom-

modations can make more

stopovers by taking one of the

many passenger boats from

Chongqing (tickets are sold on

the Chaotianmen docks or at

the China International Travel

Service office, but may not be

available on short notice).

Chongqing, easily reached

by air from Hong Kong,

Beijing, and Shanghai, is a vi-

brant, industrial cit^^ located at

the confluence of the Yangtze

and Jialing Rivers. If time per-

mits, before embarking on a

Yangtze trip, stop at the

Chongqing City Museum to

see two canoe-shaped wooden

coffins, which 2.000 years ago

were w^edged into cre\'ices ot a

river cliff according to an an-

cient burial custom. (Hanging

coffins are also exhibited in

Wanxian's Three Gorges

Museum.) Thirts" miles north

of Chongqing, near Northern

Hot Springs, is the Beipei

Natural History- Museum,

with displays of Sichuan's di-

nosaur fossils.

ErUng Hoh recommends a

\Tsit to the national archeolog

ical museum in Yichang, to

see artifacts from Daixi.a fish-

ing \illage at the eastern end

of Qutang Gorge and the site

of a Neohthic culture of 5.000

years ago. The museum also

has artifacts from tombs on

Zhongbao Island, where the

dam is being built. Guided

tours of the dam construction

site, managed by the Three

Gorges Development Corp.,

can be arranged in Yiching.

For a \'icarious voyage on

the Yangtze, read Tlie Yaiigzi

River, by Judy Bona\ia, re\ised

by Madeleine Lynn (Passport

Books. 1995), which takes you

through the gorges and cities

from Chongqing to Shanghai.

z^
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A male scarlet taiiager in breeanig plumage
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For dissenting views on the

Three Gorges Dam project,

-efer to Yangtze! Yangtze!, a

;ollection of interviews, es-

iays, and statements by

Chinese intellectuals, prepared

by Dai Qing, edited by

Patricia Adams and John

Thibodeau (Earthscan

Publications, Ltd., and

Earthscan Canada, 1994). Tlie

Romance of the Tliree Kingdoms,

ithe sixteenth-century fictional

account of the wars of the

three rival kingdoms, is avail-

able in paperback (Charles E.

iTutde, 1990).

iNest Gains, Nest Losses

page 40

The forests where Scott

Robinson and his group stud-

ied songbirds offer visitors a

chance to see many of the

plants and animals native to

southern Illinois. Shawnee

National Forest, with miles of

scenic trails, occupies 270,000

^acres between the Mississippi

and Ohio Rivers. Hiking and

camping are popular activities,

especially in spring, when

wildflowers abound, and in

fall, when the mix of trees

provides a broad spectrum of

color. The forest is easily

reached via major highways.

For maps and general informa-

tion, write to USDA-Forest

Service, Shawnee National

Forest, 901 S. Commercial St.,

Harrisburg, IL 62946.

Surrounded by portions of

the Shawnee National Forest,

the Cache River State Natural

Area, part of the Joint Venture

project of the Cache River

Wetlands, has a variety of

habitats and provides an excel-

lent opportunity for birding

and other wildlife observation.

Likely to be seen are herons,

egrets, warblers, tanagers, fly-

catchers, and seasonal species

of waterfowl.

For more information about

the area, contact the Cache

River State Natural Area, 930

Sunflower Lane, Belknap, IL

62908, (618) 634-9678.

Cypress Creek National

Wildhfe Refuge, also part of

the Joint Venture project, pro-

vides a nesting and feeding

habitat for wood ducks and

other waterfowl. Songbirds,

turkeys, deer, and, possibly,

bobcats can also be seen. As

this area is undeveloped, visi-

tors are advised to contact

the Refuge office for specific

information: Cypress Creek

National Wildlife Reflige,

RRl,Box53D, Ullin, IL

62992, (618) 634-2231.

Edited byJeanne Flagg
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Every now and then, a single photograph

appears in the press that somehow forces

us to pause and reassess our place in the

universe. In the 1960s, the first photo-

graph of Earth from space reminded us

that, as geologists had been telhng us for

some time, landmasses did not have politi-

cal boundaries drawn upon them—we

were all together on "spaceship Earth."

Then there was the well-publicized pho-

tograph ofEarth-rise over the barren lunar

horizon taken by the astronauts of Apollo

8, the first manned mission to circle the

Moon. Earth looked small, fragile, and dis-

tant—-just another orb out there m space.

For me, one of the Hubble space tele-

scope's recently released images, known as

the Hubble deep field, ranks among the

world's most profound pictures. It seems to

have the right ingredients: It is unfamiliar,

it is otherworldly, and it lures me some-

place I have never been before.

What is it that makes the Hubble deep

field so special? The image grants the

viewer a look at a remarkably detailed sub-

set of the billions and biUions of galaxies in

the universe, captured in a time line that

spans from a few billion years after the big

bang, all the way to the present. As-

tronomers have been peeking at the uni-

verse with telescopes for 400 years, so the

act of peeking itself is nothing new. But

what the Hubble telescope provides (from

its above-the-atmosphere venue) is the

highest resolution and thus the clearest

view of the universe ever achieved in the

history of optical telescopes.

Many ground-based pictures already

exist of the seemingly countless galaxies in

the outer universe, but in all these cases the

galaxies look like undistinguished

smudges. If you have bad vision, you wiU

encounter a similar problem when you

look at a lawn. You are told it's a lawn, you

know in your mind it's a lawn, but all you

notice is a sea of green, and you are not

forced to think deep thoughts about what's

there. With good vision, however, the

green lawn is revealed to be composed of

multitudes of blades of grass. There are

even insects crawling about. You are

forced to recognize the lawn as a world

unto itself.

The Hubble deep field is a small, care-

fully chosen, random, boring patch of sky

that covers less than one-hundredth the

area of the fiiU moon. To be carefully cho-

sen, yet random, means a field was selected

among all those that (1) can be monitored

continuously by the Hubble space tele-

scope, without the Sun or Earth getting in

the way, (2) are away from the plane of the

Mnky Way galaxy, where densely packed

stars, gas, and dust clouds obscure our

view ofthe rest of the universe, (3) are de-

void of bright stars that would be horribly

overexposed, and (4) are not coincident

with clusters of galaxies that have already

been cataloged.

The Hubble image, a fiiU-color picture,

was created from 342 repeated exposures

taken by the Hubble space telescope dur-

ing a sequence of about 150 orbits span-

ning ten consecutive days. This represents

far more observing time than is ever

granted to an individual research project.

The equivalent of a single, long exposure

is created by adding together many re-

peated, shorter exposures. With each

added image, objects in the field of view

become more and more pronounced

against the background, which enables

dimmer and dimmer objects to come into

view. One of several reasons for this tactic

A patch of sky, less than onc-luimhedth the an

Onwar
With images as good as the Hubble deep field, one can gai



IS that if a hardware or software problem

arises within a single image, then you still

have all the rest of the images to add to-

gether, which may still enable you to ac-

complish your scientific objectives.

To observe with the Hubble normally

requires that an astrophysicist write a de-

tailed proposal that states and defends the

scientific motivations of a project and why
it must be accomplished from orbit rather

than from one of the many ground-based

telescopes. The proposal is then reviewed

and critiqued by a committee of peers.

Often, much more observing time is re-

quested than is available, so most proposals

are awarded no time at all. But thanks to

something called "director's discretionary

time," Robert WiUiams, the director of

the Space Telescope Science Institute, was

able to do what nobody else would have

been permitted to do; point the telescope

at a random place just to see what's there.

At about one-hundredth the area of the

fuU moon, the Hubble deep field sampled

only about one fifteen-millionth of the

41,253 square degrees of the entire sky.

Even so, this single image revealed thou-

sands of galaxies. If we diligently count

every one of them—from the bright ones,

down to the faint ones—and then multiply

the result by fifteen million, we get a fast

estimate for the total number of observed

galaxies in the universe. When the Hubble

deep field image was released, media ac-

counts (based on the NASA press release

that accompanied it) widely reported that

the number of galaxies in the universe was

now 50 billion—five times the previous

estimate. Actually, earlier guesses were

made from fuzzy, ground-based images

and had already ranged from a lower limit

of about 10 billion to an upper limit of

about 100 billion, depending on several

to the Ed
irough tune at the colors and shapes of galaxies.
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factors, such as how thoroughly you be-

lieved that the population of underlumi-

nous dwarf galaxies had been counted.

What the headhnes should have said was

that data from the Hubble deep field allow

us to confidently raise, not the total num-

ber of galaxies, but the previous lower

hmit, from 10 to 50 biUion.

As you watch us bandy billions, you

might conclude that astrophysicists are

clueless about the galactic contents of the

universe. But ^vhen you consider that aU

numbers above a trUhon (of which there

are many) and all numbers below a biUion

are not in the running, then the range in

our ignorance is quite small.

For me, what is most striking about the

Hubble deep field is the richness in mor-

phology revealed in galaxies that would

look Like mere smudges from the ground.

The photogenic spirals, kindred forms to

our own MUky Way, show their character-

istic central bulges and the knots of freshly

made stars that dot their spiral arms. Each

of these galaxies, however small it appears

in the image, is its own collection of tens

to hundreds of billions of stars. Other

galactic forms, such as elliptical and irreg-

ular galaxies, are less photogenic, but they

too are part of the cosmic census.

The colors of galaxies are dominated by

the colors of their most luminous resident

stars. Bluish galaxies tend to have active

areas where stars are forged; assortments of

freshly made stars typically contain ex-

tremely hot (at least 20,000 kelvins), ultra-

luminous blue giants. Reddish galaxies

contain relatively cool (3,000 kelvins), yet

luminous, red giant stars. In any galaxy, the

absence of blue reveals the absence of stel-

lar nurseries, which generally implies that

its gas content (from which stars are made)

was exhausted long ago.

But "long ago" is looking straight at us.

The hght from all galaxies needs to travel

through time to reach Earth. In other

words, we see them, not as they are, but as

they used to be. As sedimentary strata on

Earth indicate a geological time Une, dis-

tant objects hail from a time long passed in

the history of the universe. No new con-

cepts here: Light from your elbow, pro-

vided it is vi'here it belongs (hinged from

your shoulder) is about a nanosecond (a

billionth of a second) away in light travel

time from your body's light detectoi sn'''

known as the retina. The Moon is abou s^

1 .5 light-seconds away; the Sun, S'A light I"
''

minutes; the nearest star, 4.1 hght-years SS"

the beautiflil spiral galaxy MlOO, 65 mil ;*"

lion Hght-years. (Yes, voyeuristic resident! >*"'

of MlOO could now be watching Earth] ASS

dinosaurs go extinct.) But most of thi

galaxies in the Hubble deep field are bU *'^'

hons and bUhons of hght-years away. Th( S""'

hght we now see left: their stars before sin

gle-ceUed life began on Earth. And ii >*ili

some cases, before Earth itself was formedBin'o

stat

iHes

zki

With images of the quahty of the Hub-

ble deep field, one can even begin to tes

(HI

aes

The headlines should

have said that data from
the Hubble deep field

allow us to confidently

raise, not the total

number of galaxies, but

the previous lower limit,

from 10 to 50 billion.

rats

for evolutionary trends in galaxy colors. As i
stars are forged out of interstellar gas, less t.I

and less gas is left to create subsequent si

generations of stars. Eventually, stars stop

forming. We would thus expect, on aver-

age, the more distant galaxies to be bluei

than the nearby galaxies. A first estimate oij

the distances to these galaxies can be made

from the Hubble data. If all galaxies were

the same size and luminosity, we would

expect the small, faint ones to be farther

away than the bright, larger ones. But

more reliable distances must be obtained

from follow-up measurements.

Until we have those data, our evolu-

tionary interpretation of galaxy size and

age retains a level of uncertainty. Are the

smallest galaxies on the Hubble deep field
j

small because they are "normal-sized"
i

galaxies that happen to be far away? Or are

they small because they are, indeed, dwarf

galaxies that happen to be right in front of

our noses? The answer is likely to be some
j
M

combination of these scenarios, with the '

'

j

k

il

s.t
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listance explaining relative size in most

ases.

Let there be no misunderstanding:

-arge, ground-based telescopes (such as

he ten-meter Keck telescope in Hawaii)

lave detected galaxies as far away as the

arthest galaxies in the Hubble deep field.

Telescopes of the ten-meter class have

learly twenty times the light-gathering

lower of the Hubble space telescope. But

liomehow, the relatively tuzzy, ground-

')ased images do not act as powerfully on

Tiy imagination. I am captured intellectu-

illy, but not emotionally. Only with the

.bubble's sharp images am I viscerally re-

iiinded that there are other worlds out

;:here. Billions and billions ot them.

In spite of the quality and beauty of the

iHubble data, many scientific questions re-

main unanswered: Do we have the right to

xtrapolate what we learn from one

ipostage-stamp-sized region ot the sky to

(he entire universe? How many more

galaxies might have revealed themselves

with an even longer exposure? How far

.away is the farthest galaxy? How soon after

the big bang did galaxies form?

Many questions also remain that do not

lend themselves to immediate scientific in-

quiry. Is there some undiscovered law of

[physics that will completely change our

modern understanding of the cosmos the

way Einstein's theories of relativity rede-

fined our understanding ot the physical

universe? On planets around stars in the

galaxies of the Hubble deep field, are there

ilife forms that are contemplating the uni-

verse the way we are? Or are they not pay-

ing attention because they are just looking

for shelter, food, and sex, as do most life

forms on Earth?

As I "galaxy-gaze" through time upon

this diversity of colors, shapes, sizes, and

brightnesses, the boundary between

knowledge and ignorance calls to me.

When I reach for the edge of the universe,

I do it knowing that along some paths of

cosmic discovery, there are times when

one must be content to love the questions

themselves.

Neil de Giassc Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the

Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York City's

Hayden Planetariiiiii and a research scientist at

Princeton Uniivrsity.
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But beware the es-ex factor

In Februarys "Science Lite" column, enti-

tled "Send in the CIowti," I discussed the

Omaha clown dancer as an example of

cultural obser\^ation, a Native American

perception of the ever-bumbhng white

man. Two readers wTOte to scold me for

indulging in stereot\-p-

ing. In selt-defense. I

would point out that I

was only reporting an

interesting stereot^jping

by a subculture, not in-

venting one on my
own. I think main-

stream W'hite America

can handle being

stereor\'ped. And a

stereot\-pe may contain

some nugget ot truth.

But one letter writer

did pose a very in-

teresting question:

"Would you," she

wrote, "write some-

thing as offensive as

'Send in the drunken

Indians?'

"

The answer is yes.

And no. If I were kid-

ding around with a

bunch of Omaha rela-

tives or friends, in all

likelihood there would

be a lot ofjoking about

drunken Indians, but only if there were no

non-Indians present. I w-ould never do the

same diing in a circle of white relatives or

iriends. The idea that some things are ap-

propriate for insiders to say, but inappro-

priate for outsiders, is a common culmral

Bv Ro2;er L. Welsch

distinction. Folklorist William Hugh

Jansen examined the phenomenon in care-

ful detail in his 1959 article "The Esoteric-

Exoteric Factor in Folklore" {Fabida: Jour-

nal ofFolktale Studies). Based on the title of

Jansen's article, scientific folklorists have

termed it "the es-ex factor."

The es-ex factor is one of those mar-

velous culmral processes that we see and

practice all the time but have a hard time

coming to grips with. Sa)dng things on« ^'

way within one context and another waj

within another may seem inconsistent ^
h\-pocritical, even dishonest. Yet we know s^'

'

perfectly well that it is one thing for a gu^ '-'-^

named McCoy or Gomez to tell a PoUsh f^

joke, quite another foi -^^^

a guy named Wrob-

lewski. Wroblewski,

on the other hand

constrained fromi"

teUing bean-eater oi

Mick jokes. •.-iTi

The es-ex rules are•^!ffi

clear and absolute, andjai

breaches are frownei

upon. And yet the sii

process remains imis- ^(

ible, sometimes even^rjj

going unrecognized,

Many non-African s.

Americans were puz-

zled, even indignant,

when Mark Fuhrman

(the detective of

Simpson trial fame)

was so thoroughly cas-

tigated tor using the

"N-word." while

African Americans

seem free to use the

\\ord bhthely—on the

athletic field, the per-

tbrmance stage, even

the saeets. "How come they can use it and

we can't?" was the question. The es-ex

;

factor, that's how come. African Ameri- i

cans are in the group, the Mark Fuhrmans ||

of the world are out of the group. It's as
.

simple as that



Among those who are the ostensible

.itts of ethnic or racial slur jokes, such

iking is a matter of self-confidence, of re-

ject, of the tacit understanding that the

umorous assertions are not true. Telling

olish jokes is acceptable to a Polish Amer-

an as long as the teller has in-group cre-

cntials and the joke is clearly meant to be

inny and not genuinely insulting. But let

II outsider try to get in on the action, and

e or she will be called to account ("Smile

.'hen you say that!").

Even in esoteric contexts, that is, within

le group, there are strict rules. American

lale humor is based in large part on mu-

.lal insults. A group of men can sit around

nd tell jokes about unfaithful wives, even

iiggesting that the jibes are about each

ither's wives or about themselves. ("We

.cpt having kids until I figured out where

hey were coming from, so I moved the

uailbox from the house to the high-

\'ay""—this told with the rural mailman in

ttcndance.) But such humor disappears

vhen a presumed or ackno'wledged cuck-

)ld joins the circle ofjokers. In those cir-

unistances, it is not even permissible to

elt-deprecatingly allude to possible indis-

:retions by one's own spouse. The esoteric

ontext is gone, the subject is taboo. Talk

hen turns to gas-guzzling pickups, maybe,

:)r useless hunting dogs.

We often know we have successfully en-

:ered a social circle when we begin to hear

:hc es-ex factor kick in with in-group lan-

guage. I came from a German Lutheran

l:family and married into a Czech Catholic

family. I knew I was becoming accepted by

my in-laws the first time I heard the term

Bohunk—usually a pejorative for Czech

Americans on the Plains—used in front of

me by members of the family. They could

laugh at themselves without worrying that

i might take it seriously. The next step was

when I heard the family making fun ofmy
German Protestantism to me. Now, they

could laugh at nie. And finally I knew I

was safely at home when I made an in-

igroup Bohunk remark myself . . . and got

a laugh. My love for them had become

clear enough that I could joke about "our"

group in a way that would not be tolerated

firom an outsider.

Perhaps the most vivid example of in-

clusionary es-ex material is when standard

insults against one group are, in a humor-

ous way, turned back toward a member of

the usually otTending group. I have been

patted on the back by a militant Native

American and laughingly told I am "a

credit to my race." What this friend was

doing was essentially honoring me by in-

sulting me just as so many of his kinsmen

have been insulted. He knew that I under-

stood the remark said seriously by a white

man was a fooUsh insult. And he knew that

I would like nothing more than to be in-

cluded in the insulted group—his. (By the

way, this friend is a Winnebago—the only

tribe, he says, that's named after a recre-

ational vehicle.)

I have worked for many years alongside

the Pawnee, a group for which I have great

respect. I have seen Pawnee friends refused

service in restaurants, insulted by govern-

ment officials, treated with contempt by

arrogant bureaucrats, so my hope to "fit

in" was made all the more difficult because

I could see why a Pawnee might have

every reason to distrust me along with the

rest of"my" people. The moment I gained

acceptance was anything but subtle.

Three Pawnee leaders were our house

guests, and we were just finishing up sup-

per. My wife, Linda, who had prepared

the meal, joked, "Where I come from,

whoever does the cooking doesn't have to

wash the dishes."

I quickly added my standard response to

her standard hint: "Where I come from,

we put the dishes on the floor and let the

dogs wash them."

Without a moment's hesitation one of

the Pawnee elders laughed, "Where I

come from, we ate the dogs and didn't

have any dishes."

It was an in-group joke based on a time-

honored—or maybe dishonored—stereo-

type about Native Americans. He was say-

ing, in effect, "This is an old joke about

Indians, but what the heck, there's no one

here but us Indians."

We didn't get around to telling any

drunken Indian jokes that night, but we

might have. We might have.

Folklorisi Ro}>cr L. U'clscli lives on <! iivcjhnii

in Ddiiiicbwg, Ncbmskci. His Inlcst hook is

Old Tractors and the Men Who Love

Them (Motorbooks International, 1995).
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sia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey, South

Africa, Vietnam and many more. Small group holi-

days to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call for

full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-

3998.

DISCOVER INDONESIA! Off-the tourist track

journeys highlight the nahiral history and cultures

of this exotic archipelago. Orangutans in Borneo,

primitive tribes in Irian Jaya, elaborate ceremonies

on Bali—explore Indonesia on one of our small-

group adventures. We also offer custom itinerary

planning sendees. Brochure: Passport to Indonesia,

Lie. 2731 Tucker; Los Alamitos, CA 90720; (800)

303-9646.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Nahve. Call 1-800-926-

1140 for free newsletter.
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As photographer Michio

Hoshino walked along the

bank of Sanctuary River, in

Denali National Park, near

Fairbanks, Alaska, a moose calf

suddenly ran from the forest

into the water. Moments later,

a young grizzly bear emerged

from the woods and chased

the calf into midstream. "The

two swam against the current

frantically," Hoshino reported.

Somehow the calf regained

the shore but did not manage

to lose its pursuer. A few

seconds later, the young

moose ran into the river again,

pursued by the grizzly. But

this time an adult female moose appeared and mterposed herself between her calt and the bear.

After a brief staring contest, the grizzly gave up the chase, and the mother and her calf crossed the

shallow river to safety.

The grizzly in this encounter was not much larger than the calf But young predators that have

watched their mothers hunt often keep trying to bring down prey until they succeed. According

to Derek Craighead, of the Wildlife-Wildlands Institute in Montana, chasing ungulates toward

water is a hunting tactic of grizzhes, although it has been observed only rarely. "I've seen bears

taking elk by ambushing them against the river," says Craighead. "It's a lot safer for the bear when

the prey is slowed down by water. On land, bears are more easily injured by the flailing hoofs or

slashing antlers of deer or moose."

Grizzly bears are omnivorous and opportunistic. "When meat on the hoof is not available," says

Harry Reynolds, of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, "they will eat plants, berries, fish,

grubs—any food source from small rodents to beached whales. They dig up a lot of ground

squirrels." According to Reynolds, while predators do not limit moose populations in most areas

of Alaska, there are some localities where moose calves lead a very precarious existence in their

first year of life. In a recent local study, only 21 percent survived until their first birthday. More

than half the calves were killed by grizzlies, 12 to 15 percent by wolves, 3 percent by black bears,

and 12 percent by drowning.

—

Richard Milner
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Continuedfrom page 22

motives. They were, no doubt and in large

part, simply caught up in conventional

modes of thinking, so deep and so auto-

matic in our culture that they rarely bubble

to a conscious surface where they might be

questioned. But an important technical

reason also drove both scholars to such a

hope. Layers of sediment can often be

dated by various means, now conven-

tional. But a cave is a hole in the ground;

how can you specify the age of a cavity?

(You might ascertain the age of rocks

forming the cave wall, but these dates bear

no relationship at all to the age of the cave

as a hole.) How, then, can you know the

age of a prehistoric painting or engraving

on a cave wall? (Today we can date the

pigments by carbon- 14 and other meth-

ods, particularly the charcoal used to draw

black lines, but Breuil had no access to

such techniques at all, and the carbon- 14

methods ofLeroi-Gourhan's time required

so much material to obtain a date that en-

tire paintings would have to be sacri-

ficed—a procedure that no one, quite

properly, would ever sanction.)

The only hope for dating therefore in-

hered in the paintings themselves—in the

search for an internal criterion that could

order our earliest art in chronological se-

quence. Breuil struggled mightily to estab-

hsh such an order by superposition—that

is, by studying paintings drawn over earlier

paintings. He succeeded to some extent,

but the problems were too daunting for a

general solution. You cannot always spec-

ify the sequence of overlap on an essen-

tially flat surface; moreover, even it you

can, the painting on top could have been

executed the next day or a thousand years

after the one beneath.

Leroi-Gourhan contrasted the ease of

dating portable objects found in strata with

difficulties for paintings on cave walls: "a

reindeer incised on a small plaque, found

in a layer that also yielded hundreds of

flints, is often easy to date, but a mammoth
painted on a cave wail three feet or more

above the ground is cut off from all

chronological clues."

Both scholars therefore turned to the

venerable technique of art historians for

later times—the analysis of styles. But a

problem of circular reasoning now in-

trudes, for we need a source of evidence

separate from the paintings themselves. We
can place Michelangelo's style in the six-

teenth century, and Picasso's in our own,

because we have independent evidence

about dates from a known historical

record. But nothing either in abstract logic

or pictorial necessity dictates that one

form ofmannerism must be 400 years old,

while another style of cubism could only

emerge much later. If we had absolutely

no other evidence but Michelangelo's Last

The Abbe Breuil held

that the paintings

functioned as a kind of

hunting magic: "Ifyou
draw it, it will come."

Judgment and Picasso's Guernica—no texts,

no contexts, no witnesses—^we could not

know their temporal order.

In such a context of abysmally limited

information—a situation actually faced by

Breuil and Leroi-Gourhan—we must try

to construct a theory of styhstic change

that might estabhsh a chronological se-

quence by internal evidence. (If we could

say, for example, that reahsm must precede

abstraction, then we could place

Michelangelo before Picasso by internal

criteria alone.) I don't fault these scholars

for seeking such a theory of stylistic

change—for how else could they have

proceeded, given the limitations? But I am

intrigued that they fell back so easily and

so uncritically—almost automatically it

might seem—upon the most conventional

form of progressivist mythology: a

chronology ordered by simple to complex,

or rude to sophisticated.

I can better grasp Breuil's attraction to

the legend of progress. He was, after all, a

child of the late nineteenth century—the

great age of maximal faith in human ad-

vance, especially in Western nations at the

height of their imperial and industrial ex-

pansion (the ravages ofWorld War I ended

this illusion for many, although not, appar-

mil
111'
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ently, for Breuil). But Leroi-Gourhan's as

sent is more puzzling, for his philosophies

commitment to structuraUsm led him t( f

view the symboUc ensemble of each cav

as the expression of an unvarying humai 'f'

psyche, with its dualistic contrasts of mali

and female, danger and safety, and so forth

In several passages, Leroi-Gourhan ad

dresses this issue directly. He acknowledge

that structurahsm does lead to a hypothesi

of unvarying form and function for cave

as sanctuaries throughout the history o

paleolithic parietal art. But given this con-

stancy of structure, he then argues, hov

can we untangle chronology except by th<

hope (and expectation) that styles used t(

paint the constant symbols wiU change in

;

systematic way through time? A bison ms\

always represent the female moiety, and i

may always occupy the same positior

within a cave, but artists may learn to pain

bisons better through time. Leroi

Gourhan writes:

The same content persists from first to last.

The pairing ofanimal species with signs

appears in the Aurignacian [the first period

of cave art] and disappears in the terminal

Magdalenian [the last period].

Consequently, the ideological unity oj cave

art rules out the guideposts that it might

providefor us had there been changes in the

basic themes. Only variations in the

representation of this uniform subject

matter are discernible in the course of a

stylistic study. sili

n

Parietal art includes a complex array oi K;

figures and signs. The figures mosdy de- m

pict the large mammals of Ice Age Europe

(various deer, horses, bison, mammoths,

rhinos, hons, and several others), but we

also find occasional humans (and the more

frequent, and wonderful, hand prints,

often stenciled by placing a hand againstiP

the wall and blowing paint around it with] I Ip

some kind of paleoHthic spray can). In an-: !;i

other category, rarely given as much atten-

tion but surely surpassing the animal fig-

ures in number (and perhaps inj

interpretive importance), a large variety o:

signs and symbols festoon the walls—somel

identifiable as pictures of weapons or as

body parts (often sexual), others as geo-

metric forms, and others quite mysterious.



In the progressivist chronologies of

Ireuil and Leroi-Gourhan, figures and

,gns show a superficially opposite direc-

lonality. Figures begin with crude and

imple outlines and progress to more sup-

ile and complex realism, complete with

limensionality and perspective. Signs, on

he other hand, become simpler and more

ymbolic, with identifiable pictures (of

'ulvas, for example) evolving to less vari-

ble, more symbolic, and often highly sim-

)hfied geometric representation. Leroi-

'Here, for the

First time,"

wrote the

Abbe Breuil,

'men
dreamed of

great art."

coming more abstract and by being re-

duced to a geometric essence. After all

—

and the analogy was not lost on these

scholars—most alphabets derived their let-

ters as simplified pictures of objects (while

the same argument applies with even more

force to the evolution of such character

systems as Chinese).

I will not dwell on the details and differ-

ences between the progressivist schemes of

Breuil and Leroi-Gourhan. Breuil began

with a system of five stages in a single se-

stages. In an early article of 1906, he marks

the animals of Stage 3 (later to become the

decline at the end of the first cycle) as "of

a deplorable design, and with a disconcert-

ing lack of proportion." He then praises

the recovery of Stage 4 as one might de-

scribe a Renaissance artist trying to re-

create the lost glories ofan ancient Greece:

"The artists sought to rediscover the

model lost in the preceding stage. They

obtained this result by polychromy [figures

of more than one color). These paintings

Gourhan wrote: "The animal figures . . .

show a development in form toward a

more and more precise analysis. The geo-

metricisation of the signs in contrast with

the character ofthe animal figures is one of

the interesting aspects of research into the

meaning of the designs."

But these apparently opposite directions

of change for figures and symbols really

represent—as Breuil and Leroi-Gourhan

repeatedly emphasized—different facets of

the same overall theme of progress as the

basis ofchronology. In painting figures, the

artists were trying to do better in repre-

senting the animals themselves—and the

supposed sequence of styles marks their

continual improvement. But in drawing

signs, the same artists were knowingly de-

veloping a system of symbols—and sym-

bols gain universality and meaning by be-

quence of greater reahsm and complexity

for figures (his papers of the early 1900s

make fascinating reading). He later devel-

oped his famous theory of two successive

cycles, each with a complete history of

progress to a pinnacle, followed by late de-

cHne. (Breuil continued to hold, despite

mounting evidence to the contrary, that

the first cycle could be recognized by

drawings of animals in "twisted perspec-

tive"—that is, multiple vantage points rep-

resented in a single plane, as in a bison

with a body seen from the side, but with a

face looking right at you.)

Breuils two schemes are less different

than they sound—for his first notion of

five sequential steps included a period of

decline in the middle. I was particularly

struck by his adjectives of judgment in

supposedly objective descriptions of the

are timid at first. . .
." Breuil concluded his

paper by stating: "Paleohthic art, after an

almost infantile beginning, rapidly devel-

oped a lively way of depicting animal

forms, but didn't perfect its painting tech-

niques until an advanced stage."

Leroi-Gourhan, in contrast, developed a

theory of four successive stages in a single

series. But his sequence of progress

scarcely differed from Breuils—although

the older scholar wanted to run the story

t\vice. Both schemes began with immobile

animals stiffly carved in crude outlines

with no interior coloration and moved on

to ever more accurate images, drawn with

a much better feel for mobiliD,-, rendered

in better perspective, and more richly col-

ored. (The later artists, Leroi-Gourhan be-

lieved, reached such a state of perfection

that their art stagnated a bit at the end. be-
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coming rather academic in replication of

excellence.)

Mario Ruspoli, a disciple of Leroi-

Gourhan, epitomized the theory well in

writing (Jlie Cave of Lascaux, Harry N.

Abrams, 1986): "From the earliest images

onward, one has the impression ofbeing in

the presence of a system refmed by time.

. . . The development of Paleolithic cave

art may be summed up as 15,000 years of

apprenticeship followed by 8,000 years of

academicism."

Leroi-Gourhan recognized the essential

similarity of his \de\A' with the earUer the-

ories of BreuU. After a detailed (although

respectful) critique of BreuU, and an ex-

tensive compendium of their particular

differences, Leroi-Gourhan acknowledges

the fundamental similarity' in their com-

mon concept of progress as the key to a

chronology of paleolithic art (Andre

Leroi-Gourhan, Treasures of Preliistoric Art,

New York, Harr)' N. Abrams)

:

Tlie theory . . . is looical and rational: art

apparently began with simple outlines, then

developed more elaborateforms to achieve

modeling, and then developed polychrome or

bichrome painting before it eventually fell

into decadence.

This progressivist theon,' of increasinglv

complex and supple realism in paleohthic

painting dominated the field for decades.

Writing of Leroi-Gourhan's four-stage

theory, Bngitte and GiUes DeUuc (in Rus-

pohs book) state simply: "The classifica-

tion was fairly soon adopted by everyone."

And yet, 1 think it is now equally apparent

to everyone that the hypothesis ofprogres-

si\!ism in paleohthic art cannot hold. The

march to greater and more complex real-

ism doesn't make any sense theoretically,

and the idea has now been disproved em-

pirically at Chauvet and elsewhere.

Tlieoretical dubiety. I don't want to use

this essay as one more rehearsal of my fa-

vorite theme that Darwinian evolution is

not a theory of progress, but only a mech-

anism for building better adaptation to

changing local environments—and that

the equation of evolution with progress

represents our strongest cultural prejudice

against a proper understanding of this

greatest biological revolution in the his-

tory of human thought. Nevertheless, I

can't help pointing out that it is this preju-

dice that must underhe the ready proposi-

tion and acceptance of such a manifestly

improbable notion as linear progress for

the history of parietal art from 30,000 to

10,000 years ago.

But why do 1 label the progressivist hy-

pothesis of Breuil and Leroi-Gourhan as

"manifestly improbable"? After all, hu-

mans did evolve from apish ancestors with

smaller brains and presumably more hm-

Leroi-Gourhan viewed
each cave as an

integrated composition,

a sanctuary in v^hich the

animal drawings bore

unified meaning within

a grand scheme of sexual

s'ymbolism.

ited mental capacities, artistic and other-

wise. So why shouldn't we see progress

through time?

The answer demands a consideration of

proper scale. The 20,000-year span of

known parietal art does not reach deep

into our apish ancestry' (where a notion of

general mental advance could be de-

fended). The earhest parietal art hes well

\vithin the range of our current species.

Homo sapiens. (By best estimates. Homo

sapiens evolved in Africa some 200,000

years ago, and had probably migrated into

the Levant, if not into Europe proper, by

about 90,000 years ago.) Therefore, the

painters of the first known parietal art

were tar closer in time to folks living today

than to the original Homo sapiens.

But a progressivist critic might still say:

Okay, 1 now understand that we are only

discussing a sliver of human history, not

most of the whole story since our spht

from the common ancestor of chim-

panzees and us. But the trend ofthe whole

should also be manifest within the shorter

history' of individual species, for evolution

should move slowly and steadily to highei *

levels of mentahty. This, I think, is the ke) ^

prejudice informing our too-ready accep-
**'"

tance of the progressivist paradigm for th«
*''

history of art. Somehow, it just feeli ^ ''

"right" to us that the very earliest ar
'*^''

should be primitive. Older in time shoulc '^i

mean more and more rudimentary ir """

mental accomphshment. ''^

And here, I think, we make a simpk '•*

(but deep and widespread) error. Appar- J"''^

ently similar phenomena of difierent scale -'"

are not automatically comparable anc 5'^'

often (1 would say usually) differ pro- 3'"°

foundly. Changes between species in ai '^'™'

evolutionary sequence represent a com- '^^^

pletely different phenomenon from varia- '^"i

rion (spatial or temporal) within a single i™

species. Humans have bigger brains than '"^

ancestral monkeys; those monkeys hac i''

bigger brains than distantly ancestral fishes f™

This increase in brain size does record a f"

great gain in mental complexity. But a cor- «'''

relation of size and smarts across species m"

does not imply that variation in brain size '"'w

among modern humans also correlates ^™

with inteUigence. In fact, normal adults w"

differ in brain size by as much as 1,000 ''Ht'

cubic centimeters, and no correlation has ^k

ever been found between size and intelli-

gence (the average human brain is about

1,300 cc in volume).

Similarly, while evolution obviously

produces change between one species and

the next in a sequence of descent, most in-

dividual species don't alter much during

their geological Lifetimes. Large, wide-

spread, and successfijl species tend to bi

especially stable. Human beings fall into

this categ'ory, and the historical record

supports such a prediction. Human bodily

form has not altered appreciably in

100,000 years. As I stated earher, the Cro-

Magnon cave painters are us—so why

should their mental capacity differ from

ours? We don't regard Plato or King Tut as'

dumb, even though they Hved a long time

ago. Remember that the distance from

Plato to the parietal painters is far less than

the span from the painters to the first

Homo sapiens.

But defenders of progressivism in pari

etal art stiU have one potential argument:

remaining; cultural change is not the samej

thing as biological evolution. We can



li Ij ; Imit biological stability and still expect an

cumulative and progressive history of art

r invention. It has been a long way from

iricho and some scratch farming to New
brk City and the World Wide Web.

Fair enough—but, again, the timmg is

frong. I will admit that if we happen to

Itch art at the very beginning, we would

ot expect full sophistication right away.

ut 30,000 years ago lies well into the his-

3ry ofHomo sapiens in Europe—far closer

3 us today than to the first invasion from

iirica. I don't know why earlier art hasn't

een found (perhaps we just haven't dis-

overed it yet; perhaps people only moved

ato areas with caves at that time). I doubt

hat Ugh, the first Cro-Magnon orator

ver, was particularly good. But we surely

bn't regard Pericles as worse than Martin

vUther King, Jr., just because he lived a

'cw thousand years ago. Phidias doesn't

iiale before Picasso, and no modern com-

loser beats Bach by mere virtue of resi-

lence in the twentieth century. Please re-

nember that the first known Cro-

Magnon artist, at 30,000 years ago, stands

:loser to Pericles and Phidias than to Ugh
he orator and Ur the very first painter. So

Afhy should parietal art be any more prim-

tive than the great statue of Athena that

Dnce graced the Parthenon?

As a final point, why should areas as dis-

:ant as southern Spain, northeastern

France, and southeastern Italy go through

a series of progressive stages in lockstep

over 20,000 years? Even today, in a world

of airplanes and television, regional and

lindividual variation can swamp general

'trends. Why did we ever think that evolu-

ition should imply a primary signal of uni-

form advance?

This general line oi criticism has been

well articulated by Paul G. Bahn and Jean

iVertut in their 1988 book. Images of the Ice

Age (Facts on File). (I am pleased that they

'Were able to use our paleontological the-

lory of punctuated equilibrium in con-

istructing their critique):

The development of PaleoUthic art was

probably akin to evolution itself: not a

straiglil Unc or ladder, but a nnicti more

circuitous path—a complex growth like a

hush, with parallel shoots and a mass of

offshoots; not a slow, gradual change but a

"punctuated equilibriutn," with occasional

flashes of brilliance. . . . Each period of the

Upper Paleolithic almost certainly saw the

coexistence andfluctuating importance of a

number of styles and tecfuhques . . . as well

as a ivide range of talent and ability. . . .

Consequently, not every apparently

"primitive" or "archaic" figure is necessarily

old (Lcroi-Gourhan fully admitted this

point), and some of the carhcst art will

probably look quite sophisticated.

Empirical disproof. Theoretical arguments

may be dazzling, but give me a good old

fact any time. The linear schemes of Breuil

and Leroi-Gourhan had been weakening

for many years as new information accu-

mulated anci old certainties evaporated.

But one technical advance truly opened

the floodgates. Thanks to a new method of

radiocarbon dating—called AMS, for Ac-

celerator Mass Spectrometry—only tiny

amounts of charcoal need now be used,

and paintings may therefore be analyzed

without removing significant material.

In late 1994, three French explorers dis-

covered a wonderful new site, now called

Chauvet Cave. The animals depicted

therein, particularly the magnificent

horses and lions, match anything else in

paleolithic art tor sophistication and accu-

racy. But the radiocarbon dates, multiply

repeated and presumably accurate, give

ages in excess of 30,000 years—making

Chauvet the oldest of all known caves with

parietal art. If the very oldest includes the

very best, then our previous theories of

linear advance must yield. In his epilogue

to a gorgeous book on this new site (Chau-

vet Cave: The Discovery of the World's Oldest

Paintings, London: Thames and Hudson,

1996), Jean Clottes writes:

The subdivision of Paleolithic art proposed

by Leroi-Gourhan, in successive styles, rinist

be revised. His Style I, in which Cliauvet

Cave should be placed, was defined as

archaic and very crude ivithoiit any definite

mural depictions, and is obviously no longer

adequate. \]'e now know that sophisticated

techniquesfor wall art were invented . . . at

an early date. The rendering ofperspective

through various methods, the generalized

use of shading, the outlining of animals, the

reproduction ofmovement and reliefs, all

date back more than 30,000 years. . . .

Tills means that the Aurignacians, who

coexisted with the last Neanderthals before

replacing them, had artistic capabilities

identical to those of their successors. Art did

not have a linear evolutionfrom clumsy and

crude beginnings, as had been believed since

the work of the Abbe Henri Breuil.

1 would not lament any lost pleasure in

giving up the notion that we now reside

on an ever rising pinnacle of continual

mental advance, looking back upon be-

nighted beginnings. Consider instead the

great satisfaction in grasping our real fel-

lowship with the first known paleoUthic

artists. There but for the grace of 30,000

years go I. These paintings speak so pow-

erfully to us because we know the people

who did them; they are us.

In a famous paradox, Francis Bacon

wrote: antiquitas saeculi, jiwentus mundi (or,

roughly, "the old days were the world's

youth"). In other words, don't think of the

Paleolithic as a time of ancient primitivity,

but as a period of vigorous youth for our

species (while we today must represent the

graybeards). Paleolithic art is us at an early

age, and we feel a visceral union with the

paintings of Chauvet because, as

Wordsworth wrote, "The child is father of

the man." But we should also quote the

less frequently cited first verse of the poem

("My Heart Leaps Up"):

My heart leaps up when I behold

A rainbow in the sky;

So was it when my life began;

So is it now I am a man.

We have loved the rainbow for 30,000

unbroken years and more. We have strug-

gled to depict the beauty and power of na-

ture across all these ages. The art of Chau-

vet—and Lascaux and Altamira. and a

hundred other sites—makes our hearts

leap because we see our own beginnings

on these walls, and know that we were,

even then, worthy of greatness.

Stephenfay Gould teaclics biology, geology, and

the history of science at Harvard University. He

is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary Curator in

Invertebrates at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History.
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A Pioneerin
Spider Man

iCXL ,

I

1

Paintings ofmale trapdoor spiders, with notes

and details ofeyes and moiithparts in the

margins.

ByJohn Cooke

Many treasures are on display in the Mu-

seum's exhibition halls, but countless more

are locked away in the cabinets of each de-

partment for use by scientists. My particu-

lar favorite is an important collection of

spider portraits, acquired in the 1970s

\vhen I was curator ofarachnids in the De-

partment of Entomology. I was contacted

({

^H

->\^^t-

Xicholas Marcellus Hentz (1797-1856)

by a woman named Charirv' Cole, wh
Uved in Scarsdale, New York. Among

farrulv papers recently brought back fromi

Brazil, she had found some nineD.- intri-

cately executed watercolors of spiders.;

Thev had been prepared, she added, by

her great-great-grandfather, a Mr. N. M.i

Hentz. Knowing that her ancestor had

collected spiders in the early decades ofthe

nineteenth century; she had approached

the Museum in the hope oflearning more

about the paintings.

I was immediately intrigued; I knew

that Nicholas Marcellus Hentz was a pio-

neer entomologist and one of the fint tot

collect and document North American'

spiders. Born in 1797 in Versailles during

the confusion ofthe postrevolutionary pe-

riod in France, Hentz had a traumatic

childhood and in 1816 fled with his family

to America. Although he'd had some

medical training in France and was skilled

as a painter of miniamres, Hentz chose a

career teaching French, first in Boston and

later in various parts of the South.

By all reports a small, intense man of



ivous disposition, he took to the out-

lors for solace, becoming an indefatiga-

.' field naturalist and insect collector. In

c 1 840s, he sold his extensive collection

the Boston Society of Natural History,

e is best remembered for his descriptions

141 species of spiders, published in the

ciety's journal between 1842 and 1850.

Iicse provided the foundation upon

Inch knowledge ofNorth American spi-

rs is based. Honoring his seminal contri-

inon, Hentz's name was given to a dozen

tfcrent spider species, including a com-

on tarantula as weD as a genus ofjump-

g spider.

In 1875, nineteen years after his death,

cntz's collected works. Spiders of the

lilted States, was republished. By this

lie, most of his specimens had already

sintegrated. Therefore, when Mrs. Cole

luight in her great-great-grandfather's

icntific illustrations, she presented Mu-

seum scientists with an opportunity to

confirm, in the light of modern taxo-

nomic knowledge, the identities of the

Hie banded Argiope is avniiicii throHghoiit

the United States in sunny, tall grass areas.

spiders Hentz had discovered.

But I was still puzzled over how these

spider portraits had ended up in Brazil. I

learned from Mrs. Cole that after the Civil

July Events
;julyl

Yellowstone—a cinematic journey

through the 2.2-million-acre chunk of

Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho that

makes up the country's oldest national

park—opens in the IMAX theater. Daily

I, showtimes are 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 and

3:30 P.M. Also showing daily at 10:30

A.M. and 12:30, 2:30, and 4:30 P.M. is

Stormchasers, which explores the world of

I meteorology. Yellowstone and Stormchasers

will be presented as a double feature on

Friday and Saturday evenings at 6:00 and

|i 7:30 P.M. A $24 ($22 for members) din-

ner/theater package includes Museum
admission, IMAX double feature, and

|> dinner in the Garden Cafe. Call (212)

769-5350 for information about the

package and for reservations.

Julys
Piltdown man, the famed "missing link"

fossil discovered in East Sussex, England,

in 1908, was later revealed to be an elab-

orate hoa.x. A puzzle in Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle's 1912 novel. The Lost

World, provides crucial evidence that the

creator of master detective Sherlock

Holmes also created Piltdown man. In a

talk in the Kaufhiann Theater at 8:00

P.M., Natural History editor Robert An-

derson will present his solution to the

mystery surrounding the fossil. Call

(212) 769-5606 for information.

July 16, 18, 23, and 25
As part of a program of workshops, lec-

tures, and field trips, Sidney Horenstein,

Museum coordinator of environmental

public programs, will lead participants

on a tour of Central Park. The group

will also learn how to make topographi-

cal maps. The series offour 5:30 RM. ses-

sions is limited to thirty people and costs

$35. For information, call (212) 769-

5200.

Throughout July
The Planetarium's new Sky Show,

"Windows to the Universe." illustrates

War, Hentz's two grandsons, like some

other southerners, had moved to Brazil,

where slavery was still permitted. Here the

paintings had languished in obscurity

until, on the death of Mrs. Cole's mother,

the family heirlooms were finally returned

to the United States.

Despite their age (more than 130 years

old) and tropical peregrinations, the paint-

ings were in remarkably good condition

apart from a few small wormholes. Once

their significance became clear, Mrs. Cole

generously donated them to the Museum
for safekeeping. Here they rest today, care-

fully tended among many other remark-

able but largely unpubUcized curiosities.

John Cooke was a curator of arachnids in the

Museum's Entomology Department before he

became a director at Oxford Scientific Films.

Now he spends much of his time in Bali, where

he leads photographic tours.

how astronomers use gamma rays, X-

rays, microwaves, and radio waves (as

well as visible Ught) to unlock the secrets

of the universe. Also at the Planetarium

are "Interpretations of the Cosmos: A
Retrospective of Art Used in Planetar-

ium Sky Shows and Exhibits" and

"Comet Rendezvous," a display show-

ing how the Sun's heat gradually vapor-

izes a comet's icy nucleus. Call (212)

769-5100 for information.

For members, a number of trips are

scheduled in July, fi-om visits to New Jer-

sey's Raptor Trust and Libert)' Science

Center to walking tours of New York

Cit\''s Empire State BuUding and archi-

tect Stanford White's buildings and

monuments. For a complete schedule,

call (212) 769-5606.

These events take place at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, located

on Central Park West at 79th Street in

New York City. For more information

about the Museum's hours and admis-

sion fees, caU (212) 769-5100.



(1) I hit Mt. Evans too

late to catch the natural

light that would make

those ancient pines come

alive. 1 decided to let the

NVO's" remarkable built-

in speedlight help create

the light I wanted.

(2) Even though I shot

in manual mode, I relied

on the 3D Matrix Meter

I then experimented in

1/3 shutter stops for a

more creative exposure.

(3) The

Monito

segmer

me fill

the for

It even

less SI

for creative highlights.
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Five remarkable people with five extraordinary

callings. Their work may be as diverse in nature as

in location, yet each has been granted a Rolex

Award for Enterprise. These 1996 Laureates have

been singled out from thousands of applicants.

They will receive $50,000 and an engraved Rolex

Oyster Perpetual Chronometer in recognition of

the originality, feasibility and potential of their

endeavors, as well as for the sheer courage of their

resolve. These enterprising individuals continue in

the 20-year tradition set by previous Rolex

Laureates who have made valuable contributions

in their chosen fields.

In the Kara Kum Desert where

British archaeologist Dr. Georgina

Herrmann now excavates, the

Great Silk Road once passed.

It was this which made the

now-ruined site of Merv in Turk-

menistan one of the greatest urban complexes of the

medieval world. "Merv was a series of cities, built side by

side," says Dr. Herrmann, "which makes it unique."

Having put together one of the largest archaeological

expeditions in Central Asia, she has already established

that "watered," or "Damascus," steel was being produced

here by a complex mdustrial process centuries earlier

than previously thought. Dr. Herrmann will use her

Award to Hind further excavations and to record and

preserve Merv's historic treasures.

At the Yale Medical School in

New Haven, Ct., Dr. William

Rosenblatt, an anesthesiologist, has

devised a method of recovering

medical supplies for developing

countries. It is routine American

procedure to lay out any surgical supplies which may

become necessary during an operation. These are

discarded afterward, used or not. Dr. Rosenblatt's system

provides for the recovery of the unused items for

distribution to needy hospitals worldwide. He places the

potential recovery at $200 million in materials a year and

will use his Award to promote his program, encouraging

all major American hospitals to adopt it.

Beneath an acacia tree in the

mountains of East Africa, Masai

elders ceded Dr. Royce Hall land

to build an eye hospital. Now the

Masai are helping him to build

it, and some will receive paramedical

training to help him run it, too. In Tanzania and Kenya

half-a-million people are blind, often through cataracts,

but Dr. Hall, an American ophthalmologist, says that once

the hospital is open "we will be able to restore sight

to 3,000 people a year." His Award will be put toward

the construction of the hospital - costs which he has so

far met without help from outside - and will also help

ensure its future.

In the remotest villages of

Senegal, Sanoussi Diakite is

reviving the cultivation of a

traditional cereal. "Fonio is such

an easy crop to grow. It flourishes

in poor soil, with little rainfall," he

says. "But unfortunately, husking it is so laborious that

these days few women bother to prepare it." Diakite,

a mechanical engineer, has single-handedly invented a

husking machine which prepares two kilos of grain

in just six minutes, a task which takes an hour by

hand. The Award will enable Diakite to build more

machines for distribution around West Africa, and he

hopes ultimately to restore the popularity of this

nutritious foodstuff.

Refurbishing a historic telescope at

the Mt. Wilson Observatory in

Los Angeles, Gilbert Clark has

given schoolchildren in four

^^ continents access to the stars. For

/ / kX^MKM while Mt. Wilson is in darkness,

pupils on the other side of die world can pilot the

telescope by remote control and observe stars in real time

on their computer screens. "Two schools ha\'e followed

the course of Pluto," Clai-k mentions, "and their obser-

vations are expected to help NASA better understand its

orbit." He intends to use his Award to bring fiirdier

telescopes into die program and hopes

ultimately, tlrrough die Internet, to

reach a wider audience still.

ROLEX
t

THE ROLEX AWARDS FOR ENTERPRISE 1996
It \'>u wDuki like luiiiu-i iiitui iiiatn in tir arc intcrcslcJ in ihc nc\t Au'ards. please write lo.

The Secretariat. The Rolex Awards for Enterprise. P.O. Box 1311. IJll Geneva 26, Switzerland.
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36 The Seal's Own Skin Game
Eight-hundred-pound leopard seals commonly

hunt twelve-pound Adelie penguins in

Antarctica's icy seas. New observations reveal

that the birds often escape, and that seals are

surprisingly choosy about what parts of the

penguins they eat. Gordon S. Court

42 Bundu Trap
An African-born writer re-creates the world of a

young girl in Sierra Leone, where, as in much of

northern, western, and East Africa, circumcision

marks a girl's entrance into the society of

women. Only circumcised women are

marriageable, but the operation itself can be

painful and disfiguring, and girls look upon their

coming of age with both anticipation and

apprehension. Memuna M. Sillali, with an

Afterword by Aslia Saiuad

Discovery

54 Keeping Up Down House
Once Darwin returned from his long voyage

aboard the Beagle, he never traveled again

but remained on his country estate, where he

could develop his theories, experiment

with his orchids, and stroll along his

"thinking path." Richard Mihicr
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Rite of Passage
^

Cover: An eight-
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is customary.
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IT'S GREEK

Some places are too beautiful to entrust to any-

thing less than a world-class camera. This is such

a camera. In "simple" mode, the N50 operates

like a little point-and-shoot. Yet it's a serious

Nikon SLR, with quick, accurate autofocus,

unrivaled lenses, and a built-in flash. It allows any-

one to take great pictures-

even if they don't speak

a word of photography.
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Understanding

a Controversial Rite

of Passage
The practice of female circumcision has received much press of late.

Roundly condemned by the World Health Organization and by many

women in Africa (where it is practiced most widely) and around the

world, it is nonetheless a fact ot life and a persistent cultural tradition

for many millions. While it is not only a women's issue, or an African

women's issue, it seemed to us that to get some perspective on the

subject we ought to ask those with the best understanding of it. Our

photo editor, Kay Zakariasen, who took a special interest in the topic,

began making contact with African women scholars and activists, and

she pulled together a broad range ofnew writing. One manuscript in

particular caught our attention. It was by an African woman about her

childhood in Sierra Leone and her first intimations ofwhat it would

mean to be initiated into the socierv' of women. The writer, Memuna
M. Sillah, who now lives in the United States, wrote the story as part

of the requirements for a course she was taking at the City College of

the Cir\- Universitv' ofNew York. Her professor, Asha Samad

—

director of the college's Women's Studies Program and coordinator of

the Female Circumcision Information Research and Support

Network—submitted Sillah "s manuscript to us, along with her own

overview of female circumcision in Africa. We feel that pubhshing

both pieces together brings to the subject the intimacy and authority

we were looking for. Kay also obtained the photographs that iUustrate

the articles. These include Stephanie Welsh's Pulitzer Prize-winning

pictures of Samburu circumcision rites in Kenya, and equally arresting

photos of a Masai ceremony in Tanzania, taken by regular Xatural

History contributor Lori Grinker.

—

Bruce Sttitz
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In Ms. White's Class,

Some Of The Best Writers

Can't Even ReadYet

^O-^ tu LOi- 0"

My

iu^?OMy

'"^SKEu.Y

It may be a while before we know if there's a budding young

Hemingway in Maureen White's kindergarten or first grade classes. But

even if they don't go on to become great writers, these students will be

good readers. Because Maureen is using the children's own stories to teach

them to read. And she's doing it with the help of some truly remarkable

"coaches" - their parents.

Through a mixture of symbols, pictures and some rather creative scribbling,

Maureen's Haverhill, Massachusetts students "write" stories. Then, using

computers, their coaches help them translate these stories into written

words. So the children learn how letters, words and sentences work,

while their parents, many of whom have never touched a keyboard

before, learn about computers and word processing. And both

discover learning is something you never outgrow.

For her achievements, State Farm is proud to present

Maureen with our Good Neighbor Award, and to donate

,-M
$5,000 to the educational institution of her choice. **^-,,

STATE FARM

INSURANCE

Good
Neighbor
Award

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

I The Good Neighbor Award was developed

\ in cooperation with the National Council

\ of Teachers of English.

\̂
kf, http://wvvw.statefarm.com



To the

Editor

striking a Notociiord

Reading about the Museum's

new Hall ofVertebrate Ori-

gins ("Origins: The Backbone

ofEvoluaon,''Jiine 1996)

brought to mind a song I once

heard on the radio show Prairie

Home Companion. It goes to

the tune of "It's a Long Way
to Tipperar\"" and begins;

Afishlike thing appeared

among tlie annelids one day:

It hadn't any parapods

or seta to display.

It didn't have a skeleton, or

have a spinal chord,

But it had a lot ofgill slits,

and it liad a notochord!

(Chorus)

It's a long way from

Amphioxus

It's a long way to us.

It's a long way from

Amphioxus

To the meanest human aiss.

But it's goodbye tofitis and gill

slits,

And hello lungs and hair;

It's a long wayfiom

Amphioxus,

But we camefrom there!

R. Keiley lligner

Austin, Texas

Fox On-line

The photo of the red fox

("The Natural Moment," June

1996) -was very beautitiil. but I

must take issue with the state-

ment that the animal was

perched on a "defunct power

pole." The pole is definitely a

telephone line pole. The low-

voltage insulators, the number
ofwires and their eisht-inch

Fox on afitnctioning teleplwne pole

spacing, and the transposition

bracket (which transposes the

position of the tw"o wires of a

circuit to minimize "crosstalk,"

or interference, between adja-

cent circuits) just behind the

fox's tail are all indicative of a

telephone hne, most likely

intercity, that I suspect is still

in use.

Leo Hardung

Leavenwortii, Washington

Second Time Around

Robb Walsh and his discovery

that you consume both firtiit

and seeds of cactus fi^t

("Prickly Paradox," June 1996)

brought to mind an ingenious

practice of the original inhabi-

tants ofBaja California, Mex-

ico. The high point of their

year w^as when the pitahaya

cactus produced its firuit.

Knowing that the fanit would

soon be gone, the native

people saved and dried their

feces, quite often in large, per-

forated seashells. When the

dried feces were winnow'ed, a

bounty ofnutritious seeds re-

mained. The Spanish priests.

appalled by this, as they were

by most nati\fe customs, caUed

it "the second harvest."

Louis H. Quayle

San Diego, California

Poisonberry Pie

Perhaps 1 can shed some Hght

on Roger Welsch's puzzlement
j

over whether deadly night-

shade (Solanum nigmm) is ed-

ible or not ("Rhubarb

Roulette." .May 1996). A Field
\

Guide to Rocky Mountain Wild

Flowers (Houghton Mifflin,

1963) says:

All parts of this plant contain a\

poisonous alkaloid, solanine. It I

is more abundant in unripe

berries, and ifeaten may cause

paralysis and death. . . .

Cooking is reported to destroy

the solanine. It naturally de-

aeases to nontoxic amounts in

ripefiiiit. Tlie berries are used

in pies, jams, and preserves.

For my own part, how'ever,

I fear that poisonberr)' pie, like^B'

Japanese^jgH, is a deUcacy that|

I shall never experience.

Bmce Peterson

Laramie, Wyoming

In the Coming Issues of

NATURAL
HISTORY
Scientists Beyond History
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masked and brown boobies in the world.
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While covering the National Zoo's new Think Tank exhibition, Meredith F. Small ("These

Animals Think, Therefore . . .") enjoyed spending time with the Sulawesi macaques, her

"favorite monkeys." An associate professor of anthropology at Cornell University, she has

done field studies on long-tail macaques in Bali and on Barbary macaques in France. Small

is the author of M-liat's Love Got to Do with It?: The Ei'ohition of Htiiimii Mating (Anchor,

1995) and is now writing a book about babies and parents across cultures. Sylvia Plachy

takes photographs for the Village Voice and other publications and contributes a column,

"Signs and Relics," to Metropolis. She recently coUaborated with writer James Ridgeway on

Red Light, a book about the sex trade (powerHouse, 1996).

While researching his doctoral dissertation on southi

em polar skuas on tiny Ross Island in Antarctica,

zoologist Gordon S. Court became interested in leop

ard seals and Adelie penguins ("The Seal's Own Ski

Game"). Now a biologist at Alberta's Department o

Environmental Protection, Court has worked on

population studies of arctic-nesting falcons and the

status of threatened and endangered species in

C'anada. Married and the father of two small chil-

dren, he claims that ice hockey and chasing pere-

grine falcons are his only exercise.

Born in Sierra Leone, Memuna M. Slllah

("Bundu Trap") grew up "in the midst of

quiet, yet constant, revolts, especially by

teen-age girls, against the unnecessary

pain caused by genital mutilation." Sillah

came to the United States eight years ago,

after living in London, Paris, and

Kingston, Jamaica. Now a graduate stu-

dent in sociology at City CoUege of the

City University ofNew York (CUNY),

she has been actively concerned with the

problem of female genital mutilation since

1993, when she chose the topic for a tern

paper in Asha Samad's course on violation

of women's rights. "I then learned," Sillah

writes, "how widespread the practice is in

Atrica and other parts of the world—and

the drastic forms it can take. This knowl-

edge awakened my old teen-age passions

against the practice." Sillah is now at work

on a novel about immigrant African

women in the United States.

Asha Samad ("Afterword"), who holds dual citizenship in the United States and Somalia,

identifies with "the Somah diaspora." Director of Women's Studies at CUNY's City Col-

lege and executive director of the Somali Association for Relief and Development, Samad

first became interested in educating people about female genital mutilation after hearing

from increasing numbers of circumcised women that they had received insensitive treat-

ment trom doctors and other health workers unfamiliar with the practice. In addition to

teaching classes on women's roles, health, and human rights, she also lectures widely and

directs the Female Circumcision Information, Research, and Support Institute. The insti-

tute provides information on female circumcision to the media and health professionals

and education, counseUng, and translation services to Africans Uving in America.

Gerry Ellis ("Overkill") studied marine biology before becorr

ing a professional nature photographer sixteen years ago. A
lifelong resident of the Pacific Northwest, Ellis has traveled

the world taking photos. Although he spends only a fraction

of each year there, his favorite spot is Antarctica. Most of the

time, he can be found in various tropical locales. His next

destination is New Guinea, where he will be taking pho-

tographs for the World WUdlife Fund. EUis recorded the ver

thorough Galapagos mockingbird in this month's "Natural

Moment" with a Nikon F4 and 300-mm telephoto lens.
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Queer Science, by Simon LeVay. MIT
Press, 364 pp., $25.

By Mark Ridley

Review Something interesting is hap-

pening in the politics of gen-

der. While femimsts argue against genetic

exolanations tor human sex differences.

.le gay rights movement is—if Simon

LeVay s account is representative— rallying

to almost exactly the opposite Naewpoint.

For LeVay, the idea that homosexuahty is

an inborn genetic character is "liberating."

He makes no secret of his belief that ho-

mosexuals are fundamentally, categorically,

and biologically separate from heterosexu-

als; the difference is not just socially con-

structed or a matter of "chosen hfe st\'le."

LeVay s book is a search for the cause of

homosexuaht)'. (He uses "homosexuahty"

and "gay" prettv* much interchangeably

within the text, but "queer" only in the

title.) Two chapters discuss learning and

hormones. He describes the sad history of

failed attempts to "cure" homosexuahty

by conditioning or by hormonal treat-

ment. So fierce were the treatments (often

under judicial purview)—electric shocks,

nausea drugs, steroids—that LeVay attrib-

utes any claims of success to the desire ofM
the victims to escape flirther treatment. ™

LeVay's own influential work on brain

morphology suggests a structural differ-j

ence between homosexual and heterosex-

ual men in a part of the hypothalamus thatl

is known to influence sexual behavior. Hisj

discovery was made by comparing the'

brains of gay men who had died of AIDS!

with those of straight men who had died)

of other causes. This is a controversial!

finding over which many people quickly!

lose their tempers. LeVay's critics questionj

whether the hypothalamic structures inj

the gay men he studied might have been'

k



perfect predictor of homosexuality; finally,

there is the statistical problem of reverse

inference. The human genome has a large

number of markers like Xq28. If you pick

any arbitrary group of human beings, such

as those who read Natural History, and look

hard enough, you may fmd a genetic

marker that they all share. But that shared

gene may have nothing to do with

whether they read Natural History.

In aU, LeVay favors (while stressing its

provisional nature) a hypothesis explaining

male homosexuality in terms of a genetic

cause, perhaps mediated by fetal hormones

and hypothalamic structure. My only

reservation is that he has ignored the large

body of literature on the "nature versus

nurture" controversy. Most of it is not

gripping reading (professors justify inflict-

ing the material on students on the

grounds that it is crucial), but it does help

one understand what it means to talk

about a gene "for" some piece ofbehavior.

LeVay argues that homosexuality is

"immutable," and the genetic evidence is

part of his case. However, genetic charac-

ters need not be immutable. Genes "for"

behavior are probably often expressed in

the way they influence individuals to re-

spond to their environments. Learning it-

self is genetically determined; indeed, it

cannot take place unless there are genes to

direct the associations and reinforcements.

Now consider that gene at Xq28. Let us

allow, for the sake of argument, that it

causes homosexuality. As LeVay remarks,

we have no idea what the gene does.

There are infinite ways in which it could

lead to homosexuahty. Some would fit in

with LeVay's system, others would not; in

the extreme, it could fulfill his worst

nightmares.

He tells how homophobes often think

of homosexuality as an infectious disease,

"spread" by the seduction of young

people. Genes for resistance to real diseases

are known (LeVay mentions in another

context the gene for sickle cell hemoglo-

bin, which imparts resistance to malaria).

What if it turned out that Xq28 influ-

enced how open you were to same-sex se-

duction? The existence of such a marker

would then be a homophobe's, rather than

a liberator's, dream.

So while LeVay argues that the genetic

view of homosexuality will help his cause,

genetic fatalism can be a dangerous philos-

ophy. It is indeed popularly supposed that

genetic predispositions are fixed. Sophisti-

cated gay rights advocates may hope to

ride to acceptance on this popular misun-

derstanding, for (as LeVay shows) people

seem to think more positively of gays if

they are told that homosexuality is genetic

and therefore inevitable. But this is a mis-

understanding nevertheless, and I can

imagine courtroom circumstances in

which it might backfire. It is difficult to

know how people are going to react to an

idea, and easy to overrate the influence of

ideology. LeVay's intelligent and generous

book will open up many readers' minds to

a new viewpoint on human sexual politics.

Mark Ridley, a lecturer in the Department of

Zoology at Oxford University, is the author 0/

Animal Behavior (1995) and Evolution

(1993), published by Bkckwell Publishers.

altered as a consequence of the AIDS in-

fection. LeVay describes this criticism as

"reasonable," gives a sensible reply to it,

and moves on. His fair, even-tempered

way—he treats his critics as scientists

rather than homophobes—is one of the

admirable features of the book.

And what about genetics? LeVay begins

with twin studies and then moves on to

Dean Hamer's recent molecular genetic

work. Hamer suggests that gay men (but

not lesbians) possess an X-linked "gay

gene," or genes. The work has problems,

which LeViy describes: first, another team

cannot rephcate it; second, Xq28 is an im-

Molccular geneticist Dean

Hamer, researcher ofan X-

linked "gay gene. " Far left:

Mile-long banner carried

during Stonewall celebration of

gay rights, New York, 1994.
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The Yup'ik Way ofMaking Prayer

For the Yup'ik people of southwestern Alaska,

masked dancing facilitated communication and

movement between the animal and human

worlds, but since the early i900s these dance

traditions have been abandoned. Anthropologist

Ann Fienup-Riordan, in The Living Tradi-

tion of Yup'ik Masks, describes the Yup'ik

community effort that sought out masks and ar-

tifacts in museum collections and planned a

multivillage dancefestival and exhibit in collab-

oration with the Anchorage Museum ofHistory

and Art. The hope was, as one elder said, "to

instill in the young people . . . a vision of afu-

ture in which they can remain Yup'ik and sur-

vive in a changing world.

"

E X C e r D t
The name Yup'ik is the

self-designation of the Eski-

Enormous wooden

hands, below, are

strapped to the wearer's

arms. Left: A Yup'ik

shaman, circa 1906

mos ofwestern Alaska and is derived from

their word yuk, for "person," plus the
)

postbase -pik, meaning "real," or "gen-

uine." Like many indigenous people tj

throughout the world, they consider

themselves "real people" in contrast to

presumably less-real outsiders. They are

members of the larger family of Inuit-Ifiu-

piaq cultures.

In the early decades of the twentieth I

century, the Yup'ik people still observed

the custom of gathering after freeze-up in

winter villages, where they enjoyed a var-

ied and elaborate ceremonial season, in-

volving six major ceremonies. These ritu-

als effectively reestabhshed the relationship

between the human and nonhuman

worlds and placed each in the proper posi-

tion to begin the year again.

Each ceremony emphasized a different

aspect of the relationship among humans, i «|

animals, and the spirit world. Together

these ceremonies embodied a cycUcal view

of the universe whereby right action in the

past and present produces abundance in

the future. The major winter ceremony

most closely associated with masks was

Agayuyaraq, which re-created past en- I

counters with spirits to eUcit their participa-
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tion in the future. This complex event in-

volved singing songs of suppUcation to the

animals' yuit ("their persons"), accompa-

nied by the performance ofmasked dances

under the direction of the shaman.

In preparation for Agayuyaraq, the

shaman directed the construction of the

masks through which the spirits revealed

themselves as simviltaneously dangerous

and helpful. Used in enactments of past

spiritual encounters, the masks had the

power to evoke them in the future.

Contemporary Yup'ik elders most often

describe masks used in these dance festivals

as vehicles for experiencing and, in some

cases, influencing the beings they relied

upon but did not normally encounter in

day-to-day life.

Yup'ik elder Paul John remembered the

face masks called agayii that he saw used on

Nelson Island when he was young; "One

would be a mask representing a fox, an-

other ... a representation of something

else. Our ancestors decorated them with

tilings that were desirable to acquire. ... It

was as if they were constandy praying."

When Christian missionaries began ar-

riving in the 1840s, the term agayii was ap-

plied to the newly introduced religious

Far left: one of a pair of

Yup'ik walrus masks

collected about '1946.

Left: A mask

representing the "North

Wind." Below: An

abandoned mask found

on the tundra in the

late 19205.

ceremonies and came to mean prayer,

worship, and participation in the new reh-

gion. Agayiiliyaraput ("our way ot making

prayer") evokes in a single phrase both the

old and new meanings of the word.

Adapted from The Living Tradition ot

Yup'ik Masks: Agayuliyararput; Our Way of

Making Prayer, by Ann Fiennp-Riordaii.

Copyright © 1996 by the Unii'crsity of Wash-

ington Press.

Alife
nature.net Alife (short for artifi-

cial life) is growing

rapidly, and the Internet is the best place to

find it. It's not biology as usual. Instead of

taking living organisms apart to see how

they function, researchers are attempting

to assemble systems that behave like living

organisms. This is not Frankenstein stuff

—

it's all done on the computer.

One of the best places to get a glimpse

of what Alife is about, is the Artificial Life

Page (http://www.fusebox.com/cb/alife

.htinl). Clicking on one of these simple

experiments, which run the gamut from

behavioral studies to ecological interac-

tions, wiU start it running, and you can

change the initial conditions and play it

over to see what the effects are. One,

called Swarm, models flocking behavior

among individuals. Another, Planet Wa-

Tor, reveals the waxing and waning of

predator and prey populations.

Zooland, "The Artificial Life Re-

source," (http://alife.santafe.edu /joke

/zooland/) has an extensive Library of Alife

experiments that run on PCs and Apples.

While some of these efforts may seem

crude, their results are often complex, and

the proponents of Alife stress that it will

not only help us understand living systems

better but also lead to practical apphcations

in robotics and computers.

One of the citations in Zooland that

grabbed my interest was an article on the

work being done at the University ot

Toronto by Demetri Terzopoulous's re-

search group, which has developed a vari-

ety of Alife, called Afish (ftp://ftp

.Germany.EU.net/pub/research/softcomp

/Ahfe/docs/afish.html). The researchers

can build their own lifelike fish, complete

with instincts for schooling, eating, mat-

ing, and avoiding predators. The virtual

fish can prioritize their actions based on

these needs and have the capacit\' to learn

and exhibit both individual and group be-

havior. In the future we may be suiiing the

Internet in search of electronic pets.

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural His-

tory magazine.
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Einstein: A Life
By Denis Brian Qohn Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1996, $30, illus.)

To his son's question as to why he was so famous, Einstein rephed, "When a blind

beetle crawls over the surface of the globe, he doesn't notice that the track he has

covered is curved. I was lucky enough to have spotted it." Biographer Brian, rely-

ing on new material released from the Einstein archives, has revealed "the earth-

bound Einstein"—creative, funny, forgetful, and passionately articulate on the is-

sues of his time.

Valley of the Spirits

By Alan L. Kolata Qohn Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1996, $27.95, illus.)

Since the fifth century, the Aymara have lived along the shores of Lake Titicaca in

the high Andean plateau between Bolivia and Peru. Anthropologist Kolata has

spent almost twenty years reconstructing a portrait of the Aymara world, both past

and present, based on their myths and legends, as well as his archeological work on

the remains of their ancient capital, Tiahuanaco.

Shake Them 'Simmons Down
ByJanet Lembke (Lyons and Burford, Publishers, 1996, $22.95, illus.)

NaturaHst Lembke discusses a range of trees in the American South, from pawpaw

and tupelo to sweetgum and loblolly pine. In addition to details about the roots,

bark, trunk, and leaves ofeach species, she has much to say about each tree's history,

habitat, and lore—how to "beat the pucker factor" in harvesting the persimmons,

for example, or how to make sassafras file powder—"a prime thickener for south-

ern stews and gumbos."

Humanature
By Peter Gain (University of Texas Press, 1996, $60 cloth/$29. 95 paper, illus.)

The ways in which we are reshaping our planet are starkly rendered in these images

of trees, beaches, mines, dams, and wildlife. In text and photographs, Goin, a pro-

tcs'^or of art at the University of Nevada at Reno, observes that what seems to be

natural" in the United States is inevitably an artifact of "human design, construc-

tion, and manipulation."

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are available by mail order from the

American Museum of Natural History's Museum Shop, (212) 769-5150.

A WhaldJ

C D - R M Unlike most people, I'm

rarely disappointed with,

airline food. I simply remind myself that

airplanes are adapted for flight, not food

preparation, and adjust my expectations

accordingly. A similar principle holds for

CD-ROMs. They are not textbooks.

Written as much for their entertainment

value as for scientific content, they attempt

to appeal simultaneously to sixth-graders

and to adults and rarely probe too deeply

into specific issues.

Like most people, I'm a bit over-

whelmed by the stat sheets educed from

studies of cetaceans. Sure, ninety-foot-

long blue whales are among the largest an-

imals ever to have inhabited the earth. Andl

yes, I'm very impressed that a gray whale

weighs 2,000 pounds at birth and each day

consumes forty to fifty gallons of milkj

with a butterfat content of 55 percent. But

I'm also a scientist with a keen interest in

evolutionary processes. For me, investigat-j

ing the evolutionary adaptations of whales:

is what makes my blubber quiver with ex-

citement. While browsing through In the\

Company of Wliales, a delightful introduc-i

tion to the biology and behavior of

cetaceans, I discovered one briefparagraph

of text that likened killer whales to lions,

in that group hunting allows these rela-

tively small whales to subdue much larger

prey. This too-fleeting comparison be

tween killer whales and lions gives me an

irresistible urge to launch into my Paul

Harvey routine: "So now, folks, here's the|

rest of the story." i
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Killer whales {Ordinis orca) are toothed

cetaceans (odontocetes) that feed on inver-

tebrates, fish, and baleen whales (mys-

ticetes). Not long ago, I ran across a recent

study from the Gulf of California, where

approximately fifteen kiUer whales were

observed attacking a Bryde's whale. Some

of the orcas actually swam onto the head of

the Bryde's whale, hindering its breathing

and facilitating the kill. Similar studies

found that orcas utilize a coordinated divi-

sion of labor, drowning their whale prey

by smothering its blowhole or swimming

beneath it to prevent it from sounding.

Studies in East Africa have shown

that hyenas, cheetahs, or lions re-

duce the threat of injury during

group hunting by concentrating

their attacks on the flanks and other

body parts that are clear of horns,

antlers, and flailing hooves. Simi-

larly, when orcas attack a Bryde's

whale, they avoid approaching the

powerful tail fluke and opt instead

for attacking such vulnerable areas

as the sides and even the tongue.

The important point is that

cetaceans, a group of about eighty

marine mammals, have fiUed niches

comparable to many of their terrestrial rel-

atives. I'm disappointed that these issues

are only hinted at in this CD-ROM, but

I'm not surprised.

On a positive note. In the Cowpany of

Wliales does include a brief discussion of

how cetaceans evolved from terrestrial

mammals, and a relatively sophisticated

description of how whales produce ultra-

sonic pulses and use echolocation to find

prey and avoid obstacles. The photographs

and movie segments depicting whales

breachmg, feeding, and communicating

are outstanding. You'll probably have a

whale of a time with this CD-ROM.
(Discovery Communications, Inc.,

800-762-2189; available for Macintosh

and Windows)

i

Howard Topoff is a professor of psYcliolo^jy at

CUNY's Hunter College and a research associ-

ate in the American Museum's Depiartmcnt of

Entomology.
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By StephenJay Gould

.

The most famous literary tale of a hump

invokes an evolutionary' theme of sorts.

"In the beginning of years," Rudyard

Kiphng tells us in hisJust-So Stories, "when

the world was so new and aU, and the ani-

mals were just beginning to work for Man,

there was a camel, and he lived in the mid-

dle of a HowHng Desert because he did

not want to work." Instead, when urged to

service by the horse, dog, and ox, the re-

calcitrant camel snorted: "Humph." So the

most powerfijl of resident djinns, convert-

ing utterance to substance, put a hump on

the camel's back to make up for three lost

days of work at the begirming of time:

"'That's made a-purpose,' said the Djinn,

'all because you missed those three days.

You will be able to work now for three

days without eating, because you can Hve

on your humph.'

"

Kipling expropriated the camel to

preach a sermon for children about the

old-fashioned virtues ofwork and the per-

ils of idleness, for his accompanying poem

abandons the charm of the tale itself for a

heavy moral disquisition, which he

couched in doggerel:

Tlie Camel's hump is an ugly lump

Wliich well you may see at the Zoo;

But uglier yet is the hump we get

From having too little to do.

I do think that we owe nature a favor in

return to expiate this exploitation of a

long-standing evolutionary product, de-

veloped without the slightest human influ-

ence—and presumably long before our

origin. So I, too, have a tale of a hump to

tell, but for a different animal and an op-

posite theme. In Kipling's version, the

'Cfo-Magnon Decorating the Walls of Font-de-Gaume Grotto of Les EyziesHfe-Tayac' by Charles R. Knight. 1920. AMNH

camel develops a hump to ser\'e a human

master dUigently. In the story ot this essay,

we discover the existence of a hump only

because ancient humans painted pictures

of a feature that no conventional evidence

in the fossil record could ever have re-

vealed. I hope that nature will accept this

trade: we rip off a well-kno\vn hump to

construct a moral fable of dubious merit

(Kiphng's camel), but our ancestors also

restore another hump, the Irish elk's, by

providing the only possible evidence for a

hump that would otherwise have disap-

'

peared into the maw of lost history.

We know that certain mammals, from

camels to Quasimodo, have humps. Deer,

however, do not gro\v humps, although

large deer \vith big antlers (moose, in par-

For accurate knowledge ofthe great Irish elk, paleontologisf^!

A LessonW



ticular) do often develop a broadly raised

area on their backs, in the shoulder region

where forelegs meet backbone. But the

deer with the largest antlers of all time, the

extinct (and misnamed) Irish elk, did

evolve a prominent hump—a wonderful

fact that we can only know because

human artists of paleolithic times painted

these giant deer on cave walls. A hump.

composed of fatty tissue, does not fossilize.

Megahceros giganteus, the so-called Irish

elk, surely heads the hit parade of extinct

deer. In a famous quip, Voltaire remarked

that the Holy Roman Empire had been

misnamed in all attributes, for this amal-

gam of largely Germanic lands in central

Europe was neither holy, Roman, nor an

empire. Similarly, the Irish elk was neither

Ancient

hunters

sketched

animals with

great accuracy.

In this

painting by

Charles R.
Knight, cave

artists depict

mammoths
with fatty

shoulder

humps—a soft

feature that

could not

have been

known to us

from fossil

bones.

exclusively Irish nor an elk. This species

lived in temperate climates throughout

Europe and western Asia (with close rela-

tives in Siberia and China), from about

400,000 years ago to a last record in Ire-

land at 10,600 years ago. The Irish epithet

derives from the superb preservation and

frequent occurrence of Irish specimens

buried (and hermetically sealed) in sedi-

ire indebted to Ice Age artists.

the Old Masters
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merits beneath layers ofpeat in the island's

numerous bogs. A cottage industry devel-

oped in the nineteenth century for exca-

vating and selling specimens to museums

and collectors throughout the world

—

hence the identification with Ireland. (A

superb disquisition and summary of virtu-

ally all science and lore about Irish elks

will be found in a recent article by Adrian

M. Lister: "The Evolution of Giant Deer,

Megaloceros giganteus [Blimtenbachjr Jounml

of the Linnean Society of London, 1994. My
own, earher work on this creature, includ-

ing a technical article in Evolution in 1974

and my very first piece for this magazine in

1973, may also be worth consulting.)

The "elk" misnomer has a more com-

plex history. Early

scientists thought

that the Irish fossils

might represent the ,

'
.

same species as the

American moose,

then poorly known.

Moose, in Europe,

are called elk, hence

the confusion. In

any case, since

Megaloceros is not a

moose, the com-

mon name makes

no sense. In this

on questions of potential human contact

\vith such a bizarre and fascinating crea-

ture. T\vo issues dominated the early Uter-

ature on Irish elk:

1. Is the giant deer, or any species for that

matter, truly extinct? In the eighteenth cen-

tur\', as the Linnaean approach to classifi-

cation became codified, and as the nascent

science of geology- began to reveal the

earth's great age, a major debate arose

among European naturahsts: Could an en-

tire species become extinct? Many leading

naturahsts rejected the possibiHty, either on

traditional creationist grounds (for a hole

would then be left in a system of relation-

ships ordained as permanent and complete

by an omniscient God) or by arguments

'l/'\
?

il^---.

sil claw of a giant Hon, surely larger than

any Old World counterpart. Unfortu-

nately, the claw was later identified as be-

longing to a large ground sloth, showing

once again that neither patriotism nor

moraUt)' should be staked upon the uncer-

tain facts of nature.

On the artistic firont, George Stubbs,

Britain's hnest painter of animals, did a

portrait of the duke ot Richmond's year-

ling bull moose, the first to enter Britain.

This work, executed in 1770, depicts the

young moose on a mountain ledge, with

storm clouds gathering in the background

and a pair of adult anders lying in the fore-

ground. The painting is well known, but

the circumstances of its composition have

"Here is the

most famous of

all fossil

ruminants . . .

the one that

naturalists

regard ... as

lost from the

earth."
—Georges Cui'ier

Megaloceros from Cougnac Cave, southwest France. Mortified after Lorblanchel. et at. 1993. by A. M. Lister. 155i.Zoologic3lJoijrnal of the Linnean Society.

essay I shall tono\\" the practice ot all cur-

rent experts on these fossUs and refer to

Megaloceros as the "giant deer."

Giant deer had large bodies, about equal

in size to those of modern moose, al-

though shghtly exceeded by a fossil deer

species or two. But the antlers of Megalo-

ceros—the source of celebrity for the

genus—hold all records for size and

weight. Gro\\ing outward from the head,

essentially at right angles to the body axis,

these large, palmated antlers (platelike

rather than stickhke) could reach a span of

up to thirteen feet from tip to tip and a

weight of 100 pounds. When we recog-

nize that male giant deer shed and regrew

these structures annually (females grew no

-Uiders), our wonder at the energetic drain

can only increase.

In the light of this essay's focus on earU-

est human interactions with giant deer, I

note that the history of scientific discus-

sion about Megaloceros has always centered

derived from early forms ot evolutionary

thought (in Lamarck's system, for example,

species maintained too much adaptive

flexibility' to die, although they could

transform to higher states).

But if species couldn't die, \vhere ^vas

the animal that, in ages past, left such mag-

nificent antlers under the Irish peat bogs?

Some scientists believed that the un-

charted forests of Canada might stiU house

the giant deer, perhaps in the degenerated

form of the smaller-antlered American

moose, then poorly kno^vn.

This debate branched out into interest-

ing byways. On the pohtical front, a flill-

time statesman and sometime paleontplo-

gist named Thomas Jefferson blasted the

great French naturahst Georges Buffon for

his claim that all American species must be

smaller and degenerated versions of Euro-

pean forms (including the American

moose as a demoted giant deer). As his

touche, Jefferson wrote a paper on the fos-

only recendy come to Ught. The work was

commissioned by the great Scottish med-

ical anatomist William Hunter as part of a 1

project (never published) to determine J

whether the American moose might rep-

resent the same species as the fossil Irish jl

giant deer—hence Stubbs's depiction of,

adult anders in the foreground! {See W. Di

Ian Rolfe's article "William Hunter]

[1718-1783] on Irish 'elk' and Stubbs's
j

Moose," Archives of Natural Historj', 1983.)

Proponents of extinction slowly gained
j

the upper hand as further exploration, in-,1

eluding the expedition ofLewis and Clark, ^
encountered no living Megaloceros, while I

moose dropped from the running as their i

difl'erences from giant deer became appar- !

ent. Georges Cuvier, Europe's premier

:

anatomist and founder of modern verte- '

brate paleontology', provided a final resolu-

tion in 1812, when he pubHshed his four-

volume Recherches sur les ossemens fossiles I

(Research on Fossil Bones) and proved



both the fact of extinction in general and

the death of the giant deer in particular.

Speaking with customary force, Cuvier

wrote of the giant deer:

Here /'-< the most fhuious of allfossil

riiiiiifhiiiis, the one that naturalists regard,

with greatest iitiaiiiiiiity, as lostfrom the

earth. . . . It is certain that the Irish antlers

could not belong either to the moose or the

reindeer. . . . This [fossil] species could not

possibly be cotfiiscd with any large

[modern] deer on any continent.

2. Did humans ever interact ivith giant deer?

Once the fact of extinction had been set-

tled, scientists turned their attention to the

timing and manner of dying. Proponents

of human mteraction with giant deer suf-

fered a major setback in the key Irish lo-

calities, for humans did not reach the

Emerald Isle (or at least did not leave any

known bones or artifacts to alert us to

their presence) until well after the demise

of Megaloceros. What then of the giant

tleer's large European range? Our Nean-

derthal cousins and, later, our Cro-

Magnon ancestors certainly overlapped

the giant deer in time, but did humans

ever interact with Megaloceros, or did we

share territory in mutual ignorance, like

Longfellow's ships passing in the night?

Giant deer are never common in conti-

nental European fossil beds. From this and

other evidence, paleontologists inter that

the species always maintained low popula-

tions and would probably have been noted

by humans as only a minor element in any

local fauna. Some giant deer bones had

been found in apparent conjunction with

human artifacts, but evidence remained

inconclusive because the most undeniable

criterion—representation of the species m
paleolithic art—had long yielded nothing

positive. In a key article published in 1949

("The Giant Deer in Ireland," Proceedings of

the Royal Irish Academy), authors G. E

Mitchell and H. M. Parkes wrote: "It may

perhaps be pointed out again that there are

no representations of the Giant Deer in

Paleolithic cave art."

Science tends to be difficult, subtle, am-

biguous, and biased by all manner of social

and psychic prejudice—although surely

directed in a general way toward an in-

creasingly better understanding of a real

world "out there." But every once in a

while, we do achieve the reward of a sim-

ple, pristine, and undeniable fact—and

then we can rejoice. In 1952, the first clear

Megaloceros appeared on a newly discov-

ered cave wall—a gift from our ancestors,

and a positive solution to the question of

whether humans ever interacted with

giant deer. The cave of Cougnac, in south-

central France, yielded three paintings of

Megaloceros, two males and a temale. Deer

can be difficult to distinguish in cave art,

for the paintings are partly symbolic and

not entirely representational, and some

species of deer differ only subtly. But the

antlers oi Megaloceros are so distinctive, and

the second male of Cougnac so clearly

painted that the species attribution could

scarcely be doubted. (Few deer have

palmated, or platelike, antlers. The fallow

deer, Daina dama, presents the only real

possibility of confusion with Megaloceros,

but the tines [points] of fallow deer spring

from the posterior border of the palm,

while giant deer tines project from the

front edge. The Cougnac painting clearly

depicts a large, palmated antler, with tines

springing from the anterior border.)

One is a great discovery, but generalities

require at least two. Forty-five years after

the opening of Cougnac, giant deer re-

main rare in cave art—thus supporting my
earlier inference that Megaloceros was al-
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ways an uncommon animal in Ice Age Eu-

rope. Only four sites have been identified,

and only one other locality satisfactorily

affirms the Cougnac discovery. The cave

of Pech-Merle, knovv'n before Cougnac,

contains a schematic figure of a probable

giant deer—really little more than a rough

finger sketch in clay. The antler does emit

a strong whiff of Megaloceros, but I

wouldn't put much money on this fig-

ure—and no one did before Cougnac

confirmed the presence of giant deer in

cave art. The recently discovered cave of

Cosquer also contains two probable giant

deer, but the identification requires com-

parison with Cougnac, and the Cosquer

images alone could not have made a con-

case, the depiction of one sex alone makes

sense in natural history, although such a

decision may, of course, reflect only the

symbolic purposes of the artists. In two

excellent articles published in the 1980s,

paleontologist Anthony Barnosky proved

trom Irish localities that males and females

lived in separate herds for part of the year,

as many species of deer do today.)

For paleontologists, cave art provides

precious evidence far beyond a mere proof

of animal interaction with ancient hu-

mans. Consider the chief frustration of the

conventional fossil record; we must rely

upon the evidence of bones and other

preservable hard parts. So much that is so

vital for any understanding—shapes of soft

"Giant deer

almost surely

used their

antlers in actual

combat . . .

[and for] ritual,

posturing, and

display . . . the

large and boldly

colored hump
would work as

an intimidating

vincing case for Megaloceros in paleolithic

cave painting.

Thus, only one other find truly ranks as

an independent affirmation of Cougnac

and as proof that our ancestors interacted

with giant deer. The recently discovered

cave of Chauvet contains two beautifully

rendered giant deer. Neither painting in-

cludes the distinctive antlers, but all other

defining features, as known from fossil

bones and the Cougnac paintings, have

been faithfully depicted, and the identifi-

'-.ition seems firm. (Both deer have been

interpreted as females, and probably cor-

rectly so, but I wonder if one or both

might not be males with shed antlers, for a

small projection next to the ears could

represent pedicels—the projecting bases of

shed antlers, found only in males. In any

device."

parts, colors, sounds, behaviors—simply

do not fossilize. Our science depends cru-

cially on modes of inference (often dubi-

ous or even fanciful) from a paltry pre-

served record to the richness of nature's

totality. Sometimes we can draw a reason-

able conclusion: when we find a shark's

tooth embedded in an ammonite's shell,

we know something about the diet of an-

cient fishes. But often, we just can't tell: I

cannot, for example, even imagine how
we might learn crucial details about f:he

emergence of human language, since so

many millennia passed between original

invention and the codification of any writ-

ten system that might be preserved in the

geological record. (In this context, I con-

fess to wry amusement bordering on an-

noyance at the success of "dinomation"

i

exhibits in museums—robotic dinosaurs

that gyrate and howl. Public fascination

for these models centers upon the very

features—colors, sounds, and soft body

flaps and friUs—that must forever remain

entirely conjectural.)

Paleontologists therefore treasure the

rare geological circumstances that permit a

very occasional preservation of soft parts.

Much of our most critical knowledge

about life's history requires these precious

"windows" upon the complete anatomy

of ancient creatures. We would never have

known the fuU range of the Cambrian ex-

plosion if the Burgess Shale had not pre-

served soft parts as well as shells, for many

of these earhest animals grew no hard parts

at all. We would never have identified

Archaeopteryx as the first bird if the litho-

graphic hmestone of Solnhofen did not

preserve feathers as well as bones.

AH these windows exist as a result of

rare geological circumstances, usually in-

volving rapid burial in fine-grained sedi-

ments lacking both oxygen and a bacterial

biota poised to decompose anything soft

and organic. (Entombment in amber pro-

duces the same effect.) Only one new cri-

terion has been added by life's own com-

plexity—unfortunately rather late in time

and limited in range. Human artists ren-

dered the soft parts (and sometimes even

the colors) of the fauna of Ice Age Eu-

rope—and we, their descendants, are for-

ever in their debt for this unique style of

window into the past.

Even without a boost from cave art, we

can learn more about Ice Age mammals

than about most other creatures of a more

distant past, for complete and well-pre-

served skeletons can often be found, and

animals tend to be familiar by close affinity

with living species. But many iinportant

features remain obscure when bones pro-

vide our only evidence. For example, we«

can infer the existence ot an elephant's or

tapir's trunk from the distinctive form of

nasal bones, but we could not know its

size, color, or function. Similarly, fossil

camels are almost always drawn without

humps, not because we have any reason to

assert their absence, but because we cannot

infer their presence from bones alone.

Consider the most pressing question

that bones by themselves cannot resolve
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about the form of giant deer. Our interest

in this species has always focused—quite

understandably, given their outlandish

size—upon antlers. How could an animal

with a five-pound skull grow antlers

weighing up to 100 pounds year after year?

Any structure of such size and exaggera-

tion must require a substantial set of com-

pensatory adaptations in other bodily

parts, and much of the scientific discussion

about giant deer has centered upon the re-

design of the rest of the body to support

the gigantic antlers. Adrian Lister argues,

for example, that the remarkably thick-

ened lowerjawbones may act as a source of

recruitable storage—as they do to a lesser

extent in some modern species of deer

—

for calcium that can be transferred to the

antlers. Valerius Geist has shown that such

enormous antlers impose severe con-

straints upon forage, for only a few plant

species can supply enough minerals in the

time required. Geist inferred that only wU-

lows could suffice, and he then discovered

willow remains stuck in the teeth of giant

deer fossils!

But most compensatory adaptations

perform the more basic function of sup-

porting the antlers in a biomechanical

sense. For example, the top of the skull is

unusually thick, and the first few vertebrae

of the neck remarkably powerful and espe-

cially wide (as needed for the insertion of

large muscles and ligaments that support

the head). Most remarkably, as shown in

the reconstruction (page 22) drawn by the

great British anatomist Richard Owen, the

spines of the first few dorsal vertebrae (in

the shoulder region) project far up from

the backbone. In his History of British Fossil

Mammals and Birds, published in 1846,

Owen first noted the existence and signif-

icance of these projections as compen-

satory adaptations to help support the

enormous antlers:

The dorsal vertebrae are thirteen in

number, and the anterior ones are

remarkable for the length of the

spinous processes which give attachment to

the elastic ligaments supporting the head:

those of the third, fourth, and

fifth dorsals rise to afoot in height.

Modern studies have affirmed Owen's

insight about the crucial status of spines on

the dorsal vertebrae. A key structure, ap-

propriately named the ligamentum nuchae

(or neck hgament), supports the neck in

modern deer (and other mammals) by at-

taching both to the occiput (back) of the

skuU and the first few cervical (neck) ver-

tebrae in the head region, and then ex-

tending back to an insertion on the spines

of the dorsal vertebrae. The larger the

neck vertebrae and the longer the dorsal

spines, the more powerful the ligament

—

all the better to hold up the massive head.

These, of course, are the very structures

that grow especially big in giant deer.

The long dorsal spines of giant deer

imply some expression in the shape of the

body, but of what form and to what signif-

icance for the animal's function and behav-

ior? Other large deer and related animals

also possess elongated dorsal spines and

therefore develop a broadly raised area

around the shoulder region as an expres-

sion of the underlying bones—as in mod-

ern moose or bison.

But how did the even longer dorsal

spines of giant deer influence the body's

external form? Classic reconstructions of

giant deer have either ignored this issue

entirely and drawn a straight back (clearly

an error), or they have depicted a long and

low bulge on the back, as in modern

moose. For example, the "standard" paint-

ing by Charles R. Knight, the finest and
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most influential artist of prehistoric life,

uses the "moose model" and draws an ex-

tensive, but quite indistinct, bulge.

At this point, we are completely stuck:

bones alone can take us no fiirther. And

we wrould have been stuck forever if not

for a crucial gift firam our artistic ancestors.

The giant deer of Cougnac and Chau-

vet—two males and a female at Cougnac,

and two probable females at Chauvet

—

teach us so much that we could not have

knowTi fixjtn standard paleontological e\'i-

dence. Faces are slender and pointed as in

most deer, not wide and fleshy as in

moose. The males have broad and power-

fal necks. As in most deer, the head is held

lo^r and in line with the backbone behind,

not elevated above the back (with the neck

^virtually at right angles to the body) as in

many reconstructions.

But one feature of aU these paintings

stands out as a wonderttil surprise and un-

expected result—and all commentators in

the scientific literature have emphasized

this discovery. Paleolithic artists drew?

every animal with a large, discrete, local-

ized, and prominent hump—not the dii^

fiise and indistinct raised area minimally

implied by the dorsal spines—just over the

shoulders of all giant deer, both male and

female. (This unique and distinctive hump,

first revealed by Cougnac, has since be-

come the criterion for identihing giant

deer in cave art. The poody preserved fig-

ures at Cosquer can be recognized only by

the hump. The two excellent paintings at

Chauvet could be identified by other fea-

tures, but in the absence of anders for

these probable females, the distinctive

hump cleariy marks the species.)

Moreover, the hump serves as a focus

tor distincrive colors and markings that

emphasize its central status in deiining the

animals appearance (and also could never

be known fir)m the conventional data ot

fossils). In all paintings that depict interior

markings (within the oudine of the ani-

mal), the hump is darkly colored—^as a

striking black blob, discretely outlined and

: ; \ ering the entire hump, in tvv'o animak

irom Cougnac, and as a more difftise, but

equally extensi\'e, black patch on the first

Chauvet female and a thickened and ac-

centuated border on the second animal

(The large male ofCougnac is drawn only

in outline, with no interior markings

—

presumably as a stylistic decision, not a

representation. I do, of course, recognize

that common features of these paintings

may represent artistic convention or, at

least, accentuation or exa^eration, rather

than nature's measurable reaht\^ But why

draw^ such a discrete hump if none ex-

isted—especially since paleolithic artists

did accurately represent bison, elk. and

reindeer with the broad and indistinct

raised areas that usually cover the dorsal

spines in large herbivores?)

The hump also serves as a focal point for

other markings w^here meaning is uncer-

tain—^probably either lines of color, folds

of skin, or separations between regions of

difiering colors, lengths, or conforma-

tions of coat hair. AU four specimens

with interior features show a prominent

line extending fir)m the hump in a grand

diagonal across the entire flank to the

back le^. In three of four animals, an-

other line runs fir>m the forward edge of

the himip on an opposite diagonal to the

chest just above the forelegs. Finally, one

animal fixjtn Chauvet bears a large, diag-

onal black band across the entire neck,

while a male fix)m Cougnac carries a

line of color in the same position.

The hump does form on the region of

the back overlying the dorsal spines.

This "preexisting condition" of long

spines to anchor a Ugament for support of

the hea\ily andered head surely pro\ides a

substrate for the evolution of a discrete

hump. But, equally surely, the hump of the

giant deer has become more than a passive

expression of the skeleton beneath, for

passive expression only requires the broad

and indistinct raised area developed by

many other species over enlarged dorsal

spines. The hump, with its discrete and ex-

aggerated form, and its bold accent by

color (and by diagonal lines radiating out

in both directions), must represent a dis-

tinctive product of evolution. But why?

We cannot answer this question \^ith

any confidence, but comparison with Hv-

The hump of

the giant

deer—an item

of soft

anatomy

—

should have

fallen into the

bottomless pit.

But our

ancestors

pro^dded a

wondrous

rescue, and we
should rejoice

mishtilv.

ing relatives suggests a primar)' fiinction in

the signaling and display that accompany

the central Darwinian activiD,' ot repro-

ductive competition. In my earlier work. I

suggested that giant deer might not have

used their anders in acmal combat, but

rather to announce status and to permit

competition by s\TnboUc posmring. rather

than by overt and harmhil fighting. In

short, and a bit crudely, bi^er anders win

the bluff and secure more copulations for

their bearers.

I now believe that I was wrong in mak-

ing this su^estion. Later work by Tim

(Please turn to page 58/
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These Animals

Think,
Therefore...

The color you get out of your pictures depends on the

INTRODUCING

By Meredith F. Small

Indah, a sixteen-year-old female orang-

utan, faces the computer screen. She is

presented with three drawings; at the far

left is a dot within a rectangle; in the mid-

dle, a rectangle crossed by a wiggly line;

and on the right, a rectangle divided by a

diagonal line, with a dot at its center.

Indah unfolds one long, hairy arm and

touches the rectangle with the diagonal

line. The computer gives off a reassuring

beep—right answer. She is rewarded with

a slice of apple, which she pops between

her rubbery lips. Chewing methodically,

eyes wandering, looking bored, she has to

be coaxed back to work with a few en-

couraging words and a pat on the arm.

This computer business is, after all, a

no-brainer for Indah. She has done it a

million times—the symbol for apple =

apple. Big deal. Her gaze also drifts be-

cause for the first time she has an audience:

from the other side of the glass a crowd of

adults and children are watching her per-

Photqgraphs by Sylvia Placliy

form. The public is being let in on Indah s

secret—that she, a great ape with no lan-

guage to speak oi and a brain about the

size of a softball, has the cognitive power

to understand symbols.

On October 27, 1995, the Smithsonian

Institution's National Zoological Park in

Washington, D.C., unveiled an exhibition

called Think Tank. With demonstrations

by live animals and written explanations

about learning and thinking, the zoo is

trying to make a point. Other animals, not

just humans, lead cognitively complex

lives. Chimpanzees fashion tools, leaf-cut-

ter ants navigate through a multitiered

caste system, and monkeys are experts at

social manipulation. Just like us, they

think, reason, plan what to do, solve puz-

zles. And so they merit respect. The un-

spoken goal, says Benjamin Beck, associate

director for biological programs at the zoo

and the initiator ofThink Tank, is to make

people appreciate the cognitive richness of

these animals so that they will be more in-

clined to conserve them.

But should the zoo use this l: to al-

ucate a bored public? People ; jit view

these animals, not as cogniti ophw:

cates, but as performers—tii.. lay ii>'

wear funny clothes and ride b les, lu:

they still must strut their stuJ 'I dn"'-

there is a very narrow lin .'tween

demonstration and performaiii md i ni

not sure when you cross that 'le," says

Christie Feral, program offa for the

African Wildlife Foundation, le adds,

cautioning about all such prn, .ts, By

putting their activities into a hi t'l" con-

text, such as using a computer ( demon-

strating abstract associations, are we really

learning what makes [other ;inimals|

unique and adaptable or what nukes their

hves complex and interesting? And what is

it that we are trying to teach people about

the animals? Is it that they have an intellect

that reflects ours, or are we trying to teacf

something about these animals being di^'

tinctly different but having equal value.

Over the past decades, zoos have been

installing exhibits that illustrate habitats^
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tropical jungles. Each inoniiiig, three

marshes, deserts— oimigutaiis leave the

and inviting visitors ape house where they

to appreciate animals sleep and commute to

on their own terms, work by climbing up

The snake and the forty-five feet and

spider are worthy across a series of

simply because they ropes and towers to

exist. Think Tank, in the newly renovated

contrast, uses the monkey house,

lens of intelligence, a where they form

characteristic that the centerpiece of

just happens to be of Think Tank.

great significance to

our species, to evalu-

ate other creatures.

Beck is aware of the

problem in this bias,

that after all, "an ant

or a slug is just as worthy of conservation

as a thinking orangutan."

In any case, the zoo's approach helps il-

luminate a fundamental question: How is

the human mind different from other ani-

mal minds? Behavioral psychologists have

long known that learnmg plays a large role

in the behavior of many animals. With a

few dogs, dishes of food, and a buzzer,

Pavlov demonstrated that even automatic

responses like drooling over dinner could

be conditioned. B. F. Skmner showed that

with a Httle reinforcement, even small-

brained birds and rodents could learn just

about any task. More flexible responses

could be seen at work in chimpanzees:

captive apes were able to figure out how to

use a stick to rake in bananas or how to

pile boxes on top of one another to grab at

danghng fruit. They seem able to work

through a problem and find a solution.

Today, behaviorists are increasingly

drawn to the amorphous subject of con-

sciousness. When brainy nonhuman ani-

mals exhibit behavioral plasticity—when

they apparently make decisions or act one

way rather than another—are they actually

aware of what they are doing in the same

way that humans usually are? Research

shows that some primates have a concept

of self Faced with a mirror that reflects a

forehead highlighted with red paint,

orangutans and chimpanzees wiU wipe off

the offending mark. If they are this aware

of themselves, isn't it possible they are also

aware of what they are doing? Monkeys,

unlike apes, do not recognize themselves

in this test, but they do act in different

ways toward family, friends, and enemies

and understand the ins and outs of status

systems. They are at least socially aware.

To some scientists, the difference in

brain power between humans and other

animals is simply a matter of degree, rather

than kind. Donald Griffin, a specialist in

1ft-

a|

ft

Ilk



mimal thinking writes: "This assumption

Dfa human monopoly on conscious think-

ng becomes more and more difficult to

iefend as we learn about the ingenuity of

inimals in coping with problems in their

lormal lives." Others see a distinct differ-

ence between human thought and the

nental gymnastics of other species.

'Thinking is a process that can take

cnown information and work it out, that

s, simulate or imagine the consequences

)fchange that haven't happened in the real

A'orld," explains Richard Byrne, author of

The Thinking Ape. "I believe it is very hard

o detect this un-

equivocally in [non-

luman] animals."

The exhibits at

he National Zoo

ire designed to show

')ff what other ani-

nals can do, utiliz-

ing the perspective Tlie zoo's approach

,hat species can be helps ilhiwiiiatc

•)laced on a contin- fundamental

mm, ranging from questions: How is

hose acting out the human mind

houghtless reflexes different from other

o the more intelli- animal minds? Are

;ent and sentient, animals actually

iigns ot greater in- aware of what they

elligence, according are doing in the same

o the zoo, are flexi- ii'ay that humans

lility (reflected in usually are?

the ability to learn from past experience),

the talent for innovation, knowing how to

navigate through social relationships, and

tool use.

Each morning, three orangutans leave

the ape house, where they sleep, and com-

mute to work by climbing up forty-five

teet and across a series of ropes and towers

to the newly renovated monkey house.

These orangutans form the centerpiece of

Think Tank. Throughout the day, they

demonstrate tool use by grabbing offered

maple branches, stripping them to wands,

and manipulating the sticks to soak up

pools of honey poured just out of reach.

Indah is on hand to show off" her symbolic

abilities at the computer—a project that

also serves as "real science," since data on

Indah's performance are collected and an-

alyzed by biologist Robert Shumaker.

Next door to the orangutans is a group

of Sulawesi macaques, black-furred mon-

keys with peaked cowlicks on their heads.

Macaques recognize one another, main-

tain strict rank hierarchies, make friends

and enemies, and spend much of their day

weaving through personal interactions.

The macaques are here to show that com-

plex social interrelations are not solely the

province of humans.

Tool use, an ability of many creatures,

but most developed among humans and

chimpanzees, is accorded a special place in

Think Tank. The four-miUion-year his-

tory of human tool use, examples of

everything from scraped rocks to modern

machinery, is neatly displayed in a series of

shiny red tool boxes. The chimpanzees'

boxful of termite fishing wands, leaf

sponges, and nut-cracking hammers and

anvils looks like some cache ot tools made

just yesterday by early humans.

Birds, insects, and other animals are also

part of the exhibition, expanding the ex-

ploration ofmind beyond the realm of pri-

mates. Live hermit crabs and leat-cutter

ants raise questions about tool use and so-

cial structure. The section on comparative

II
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brain size shows that Other animals, not

in a more equal just humans, lead

world, a world cognitively complex

where squirrels lives. But should the

would be as big as zoo use this hook to

people, the squirrels educate a bored

would have larger public? People might

brains. The zoo, view these animals

which knows that just as petforniers.

entertainment is

often the first step

toward education,

employs every

means to raise the

consciousness of the

most conscious spe-

cies of all, from an

interactive com-

puter program that

lets you be the

chimpanzee making

a strategic social de-

cision to demon-

strations with live

creatures. Given the

level of excitement

of the cro\vd during

opening day last

October, this exhibition is a hit.

But why should any nonhuman animal

have to show off its brain power to quahfy

for salvation? Humans don't think them-

selves less worthy because they cannot pick

leaves with a flexible foot like an ape's.

crunch through bones like a hyena, or

breathe underwater like a fish. And most

humans do not even realize how badly

they manage in the area of social skills in

comparison with termites, ants, or

macaques. There is no reason to evaluate

all animals by the

same standard.

The zoo knows

this. On the last

panel of the exhibi-

tion, under a large

photo of penguins

clustered in their

isolated, human-free

polar habitat, is the

take-home message

of Think Tank, the

words of nature

writer Henry Bes-

ton: "We patronize

the animals for their

incompleteness, for

their tragic fate of

having taken form

so far below our-

selves. And therein

we err, and greatly

err. For the animal

shall not be mea-;

sured by man. In a

world older and

more complete than

ours, they move fin-

ished and complete, gifted with extensions

of the senses we have lost or never at-

tained, living by voices we shall never hear.

They are not brethren, they are not under-

lings; they are other Nations, caught with

ourselves in the net of life and time." D
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Text and photographs byJohn Akock

After lurching, swerving, and bouncing

over three miles of deeply rutted Hme-

stone, I was dehghted when my compan-

ion, Winston Bailey, a zoologist at the

University of Western Australia in Perth,

announced that we had arrived at our des-

tination in Nambung National Park, a re-

serve ofmore than 40,000 acres of scrubby

flat heath that runs for many miles parallel

to the stable sand dunes bordering the In-

dian Ocean in Western Australia. A mosaic

of green-and-brown scrubland, enlivened

by splashes of red lipstick peas and yellov/

dwarf acacias, the reserve is the home of

I I
the whistling moth Hecatesia exultans.

A moth that makes any sound at all is

unusual enough. Most of the 125,000 or

so species are beheved to communicate

primarily with special scents, or phero-

mones. Receptive females of the famiUar

luna moth of the eastern United States, for

example, release a chemical sexual attrac-

tant at night. As it drifts through the

woodlands, it may waft across the elaborate

sensory antennae of a male luna moth. He

may then leave his perch and fly upwind

along the odor trail to its source, the scent-

dispersing female, with whom he may

mate. But Bailey beheved that the male

whistling moths of Nambung called fe-

An Australian moth
uses ultrasonic

sounds rather than

chemical signals to

attract its mate.



males to them (not the other way around)

using acoustical signals (rather than olfac-

tory ones) and attracted mates during the

day (not the night).

Bailey first became interested in

whistHng moths sixteen years ago when he

visited Nambung to study the calling be-

havior of katydids, his academic specialty.

Late one morning, while lounging about

in camp after a long night of katydidology,

he happened to hear a very faint buzzing

from a bush beside him. Scanning the top

of the shrub, he soon found a bright-col-

ored litde moth that appeared to be re-

sponsible for the sound. Bailey suspected

that the moth was producing sounds in

frequencies above, as well as below, the

limits of human hearing. Since he had

brought special audio equipment for his

katydid study, he hastily retrieved it and

tape-recorded the moth's sounds. Subse-

quent analysis revealed that his suspicion

was right; most of the moth's sound pro-

duction was in frequencies of about 30

kilohertz, well above the human upper

limit of about 20 kilohertz, although a

faint buzzing was audible to humans.

Eager to see the moth m ultrasonic ac-

tion, I talked Bailey into taking me to

Nambung. What my colleague neglected

to tell me was that since the day he re-

corded H. exiiltaiis some sixteen years ear-

Betweei! bouts of calling, a male ii'histliiig

moth rests on an acacia blossom
, Jar left.

Wlien producing its ultrasonic mating call,

above, the insect raises its wings and strikes

its "castanets" together rapidly.
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Her, he had never run into the moth again.

This time, however, he brought along

two battery-powered "bat detectors,"

which convert the energ\' from sounds

above 20 kilohertz into frequencies weD

within the range of human hearing. You

simply click the side switch to "on," set the

dial to the frequenc\- of your choice (in

this case 30 kilohertz). point the open,

sound-coUecting tube toward the vegeta-

tion, and Hsten to the sounds coming out

ofthe speaker.

As we w^alked slowly down the crack, all

the machine produced at first were

scratchy noises in response to coins shifting

in my pocket or \\indblo\\Ti grasses rub-

bing together. But then my companion's

detector belted out a brief voUev of or-

derly sounds, which was toUowed by a

pause, then another series of pulses. He
moved forward, pointing the detector first

this way, then that, all the \vhile staring in-

tently at the bush in front ot him; soon he

reached into the shrub and magically ex-

tracted a large, camouflaged kat\'did with

spindly legs and sweeping antennae.

Ha\dng demonstrated that bat detectors

worked on insects, Bailey led me down the

track, waving the machine about with

somewhat heightened enthusiasm. Sud-

denly I heard a faint but rapid "bzz-bzz-

bzz . . . bzz" emanating from the detector.

a call that persisted longer than the kar\

-

did's raspy burst. Bailey joined me and to-

gether we stalked the sound. With each

step in the right direction, the bat detec-

tor's output got a htde louder. As we ap-

proached some vegetation, Bailey gave a

whoop of pleasure: "It's him, it's him!"

In a low shrub a tew teet in front ofme,

I, too. saw the moth—a chriUing moment

of discoverv'. although the insect is not

much bigger than a dime. Its black-and-

white checkered \\ings were raised verti-

cally so that they almost touched. Peering

intendy I could see that they were vibrat-

ing, pulsing, each shiver of wing move-

ment evoking a buzz from the bat detec-

tor. When a cloud drifted across the sun,

the moth's activity stopped and its wings

relaxed into their resting position. The bat

detector went silent.

We moved closer, the better to inspect

the moth's strangely shaped forewings.

which bulge out halhvay up their front

edges. This structure contains a band of

clear, corrugated membrane just below" a

black knob on each wing's edge. When
Bailey first saw a singing H. exiihaiis, he re-

alized that the moth was striking these

knobs together. Hke high-speed castanets.

The thin membranes vibrate freely, and

the ultrasound is then amphfied in a res-

onating chamber created by the moth's

cupped wings.

Two other kinds ofwhisthng moths Uve

m Australia, and all three belong to the

Like some birds, the

moths use "songs"

to intimidate rivals

and define their

territories.

same genus. Both of the other moths also

possess the thickened lump of hard cuticle

halfway up the front edge of each

forewing, surrounded by a semicircle of

pleated cuticle. However, unlike H. exiil-

taiis, the other two species produce their

calls in flight, rather than while perched,

and generate signals that are easily audible

to humans.

Fhing individuals ofH. thyridion and H.

fenestmta, the other whisthng moth species,

can choose to be silent or noisy. To pro-

duce then signals, they alter their wing

movements so as to strike the two wing

lumps together, producing percussive

pulses. Because the wings can be made to

come together at a ven.^ high rate, the

clashing of the "castanets" produces a

sound that, to human ears at least, sounds

Hke a continuous, high-pitched buzzing. (I

don't reaUy know why they are caUed

"whisthng moths," since they sound a lot

more hke "buzzers" to me.)

Why do the three species of whisthng

moths labor so mightily to chck out their

songs? Throughout the animal kingdom,

when males alone possess devices for the

production ofsound, the noises they make

usually help them repel rival males and at-

tract sexually receptive females. Many of

Bailev's katvdids have sin^m? males and



silent females, with the katydid songs

keeping other males at a distance while at-

tracting receptive females to the singers.

From an earlier study of mine, I knew

that males of the flying whisding moth H.

lliyriciioii seemed to be behaving like typi-

cal acousdcal insects. By capturing, mark-

ing, and releasing some flying whistHng

moths, 1 learned they returned to the same

calling site day after day. Each site was

many yards away from its neighbor. When
an "intruder" approached a signaling male,

a wild, noisy chase ensued over rights to

the calling station. Sooner or later, one of

the two whistlers departed, leaving the

tield to the victor.

I wanted to determine whether the

same pattern of territorial defense apphed

to the ultrasonic whisthng moth. To this

end, I returned time and again to the heath

where we first found H. exuUans, risking

mv vehicle's well-being in exchange for

the opportunity to place dots of paint on

the wings of calling males. I found that not

only were some perching sites used for

many days by the same caller, but calling

males were always separated by at least ten

or fifteen yards. In addition, on those rare

occasions when one male flew into the

territory of a rival and began to call close

by, the resident male flew directly at the

intruder, sometimes crashing right into

him. The intruder and resident would

then wing off, moving slowly through the

air side by side, all the while buzzing ultra-

sonically at a great rate (showing that they,

too, are capable of producing sound while

in flight). Whenever one male landed, the

other appeared to try to displace him from

his perch. The result was a kind of leap-

frogging contest, with the two males tum-

bling over each other. Eventually, one in-

dividual conceded the field to his rival and

flew off, presumably until he was well out

o[ the acoustical range of the "winner."

Both Bailey and I became convinced

that males use ultrasonic messages to in-

timidate opponents and maintain territo-

ries. To test the idea, we taped five minutes

of ultrasonic calling from a perched male,

using a recorder that can reproduce sounds

above 20 kilohertz. Ne.xt, we played it to

tive males that were singing from perches

m the heath. All five promptly stopped

calling when we played the tape, and all

five flew direcdy at the speaker, respond-

ing as if they had heard a rival calling in

their territory and were seeking him out

for a buzz-bumping duel.

The question remained as to whether

males are also attempting to whistle up fe-

males. Darryl Gwynne and I attempted to

answer this question for the flying

whistling moth by watching displaying

males for hours at Peaceful Bay. Although

our surveillance was generally unevent-

ful—except when a band of cockatoos

flew overhead or a gray kangaroo visited

—

we eventually saw four instances in which

a silent female moth flew toward a whist-

ling male. When she got very close, he fol-

lowed her to a patch where they mated.

Checking on whether something simi-

lar was happening in the ultrasonic buzzers

of Nambung also required many hours of

watching, during which Bailey and I en-

listed the assistance of our wives. Despite

these additional observers, a payoff was

slow in coming, but eventually our team

spotted three females flying directly to

calling males. Just as in the flying whistling

moth, males of the ultrasonic species pur-

sued these incoming females to nearby

perches, where mating occurred with

great rapidity.

Males also seemed to speed up their rate

of ultrasonic buzzing on those rare occa-

sions when a female approached them.

When I waved a freshly killed female near

them on the end of a grass stem, males in-

creased the frequency of the calls by about

10 percent.

We now know a part of the whistling

moth story, but we still do not know why

this small group of Australian moths com-

municates by sound when pheromonal

communication is the standard system for

most moths. Nor do we know why whist-

ling moth males should call to attract

mates, as opposed to the far more com-

mon arrangement in which females signal

and males travel to them. The complete

story will require many niore bone-jarring

trips with bat detectors at the ready, for

more ultrasonic eavesdropping on these

intriguing little insects.

John Alcock, a zoologisl at Arizona State Uni-

versity, studies insects in Western Australia and

Arizona's Sonoran Desert.
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When they prey on Adelie penguins in Antarctica,

leopard seals live off the fat of the land.

• 'il

by Gordon S. Court

"The tale of the cautious penguins" appears in a wide

range ofpenguin lore, fironi early explorers' accounts to

the most recent television wildlife documentaries. It is
,

set in Antarctica during breeding season in early spring,

when thousands ofAdelie penguins crowd onto a small

strip of shorelme. All are contemplating a turn at div-

ing into the ocean for one of their foraging trips, but

none are in any hurry to be first into the black sea

where leopard seals may be waiting to ambush them

underwater. Finally, a lone adventurer leaps into the

j&eezing water, or perhaps one or t^vo near the edge are

josded into leaving the safety of the ice. The crowd

peers into the water, watching what happens to their
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fellow travelers. If the first is lucky, the others quickly

streak out to sea. If the first is unlucky, a lurking seal

seizes and kills it, shaking the Adelie out of its skin,

chewing off its feet, and swallowing the carcass whole.

Over the years, this oft-repeated scenario has not

gone unchallenged. Biologist Bernard Stonehouse, for

instance, concluded that the story "invests penguins

with an experimental approach to problems (and a

cheerful cynicism) far beyond their mental capabilities."

Even after several years of watching leopard seals hunt

penguins, I cannot confirm this tale's main elements.

Penguins do not appear to decide what to do by watch-

ing lone adventurers, and they are not especially vul-

Above: An Adelie

penguin coiony on

Ross Island watches

as a leopard seal

feeds on one of their

fellows. South polar

skuas fly overhead

seeking scraps.

Gerald Kooyman; Hedgehog House

nerable to being ambushed by seals lurking at theu' div-

ing spots. Nor do leopard seals (as far as I can ascertain)

discard penguin skins and gorge on stripped carcasses.

Even the question of whether the birds constitute a

major portion of the seal's diet has ne\'er been settled.

Early in this century, Murray Levick, a naturalist with

Ernest Shackleton's 1907-1909 south polar expedition,

published an influential paper that gave credence to the

idea that seals prey largely on penguins. Although he

found eighteen penguin bodies in one seal's stomach,

his observation has never been repeated.

I first entered the world of the leopard seal in No-

vember 1988, when I began the first of three sunmiers
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An Adelie swims with tlie agility of a salmon, clearing the surface every few secondP
ot research at the Adehe penguin rookery on Cape

Bird, at the northernmost tip of Ross Island, Antarc-

tica. Although my primary objective was the study of

south polar skuas, I was determined—with help from

my assistant, Richard Wilson—to evaluate earlier ob-

servations of the leopard seal's diet and hunting tech-

niques, and perhaps add a few ofmy own.

Leopard seals may grow up to eleven feet long and

weigh in at 900 pounds, with females growing about

10 percent larger than males. Although penguin hunt-

ing is their most dramatic feeding activity, it provides

only a small part of the seals' varied diet. Stomach con-

tents reveal that the seals' diet consists of 50 percent

krill, 40 percent fish and squid, and up to 10 percent

birds and other seals.

From
the windows of our tiny refuge hut on

Cape Bird, about sixty miles north of Mc-
Murdo Station, we had a priceless view that in-

cluded the Royal Society Range of the

Transantarctic Mountains, the numerous whales and

icebergs ofMcMurdo Sound, and the comings and go-

ings of thousands of Adehe penguins. We were easUy

able to observe the predatory behavior of leopard seals

without even venturing outside. With such a setting,

twenty-four hours of dayhght, and the ceaseless activity

of wildHfe, we had difficulty sleeping for any length of

time. Consequently, we were able to observe hunting

leopard seals at all hours.

The first leopard seal that I ever saw was in pursuit

ot an adult Adelie penguin in one of the most spectac-

ular chases I have v/itnessed. The seal had been floating

about 150 yards offshore. When a pod of AdeHes was

perhaps thirty yards away from the shore, the seal sub-

merged. In a tew seconds, swirhng eddies arose from

below, and the penguins, which had been porpoising

out of the water in tight formation, exploded from be-

neath the surface Hke fighter jets in starburst formation,

each taking a separate heading back out to sea. The seal

resurfaced; then with one mighty stroke of its fore-

hmbs, disappeared underwater again.

For long, suspensefial moments, the chase of one

Adehe continued underwater; rapid changes in the di-

rection of the bubbles indicated that the seal was in hot

pursuit. Suddenly, the zigzag changed to a straight line,

an all-out test ofspeed with both animals rising, arcing,

.and resubmerging in synchrony. An Adelie penguin on
land is an ungainly thing, but in water, it moves hke a

salmon and, when traveling fast, clears the surface ever^'

few seconds to breathe. To see an eleven-foot-long

leopard seal, weighing perhaps 800 pounds, match this

performance, stroke for stroke, is spectacular. The chase

A troop of Adelie

penguins trelts across

Cape Bird's ice fieids

eariy in Weir annual

breeding season.

Adelie penguins

scramble up

submerged ice edges

when leaving the sea.

When water near this

ice becomes clouded or

fouled, penguins are

often attacked there by

leopard seals.



: an 800-pound leopard seal can match the bird's high-speed performance.

lasted for some minutes, long enough for four scientists

working in different parts of the penguin rookery to

look out to sea and watch the Adelie successfully out-

distance the seal.

Throughout the next two seasons, we watched

thirty chases from beginning to end, mcluding eleven

captures, and witnessed feeding seals on more than a

hundred different occasions. By hopping over floes

with a 35-mm camera and a portable video unit, we

documented many of these contests. Although most

reports about leopard seals and penguins stressed the

hazards faced by birds when first entering the water, we

found that penguins swimming toward shore when re-

turning from foraging trips were at greatest risk. Only

one in thirty chases involved a penguin that was leaving

the ice edge. Still, we did observe seals waiting below

penguin launch points, often floating parallel to sub-

merged ice edges, where their two-tone bodies are dif-

ficult to detect from above.

A gaping leopard seal

displays its tricuspid

teeth, which are equally

useful for sieving krill or

dispatching penguins.

A seal hauls itself onto

an ice floe to hunt a

juvenile emperor

penguin. Seals hunting

Adelie penguins at

Cape Bird rarely use

this direct approach.

Perhaps the most easily observed and impressive

form of hunting occurs just a few feet from the

shore of the northern Adehe rookery on Cape

Bird during the very warmest days of summer.

On some afternoons, the temperature soars as high as

50° F and the meltwater from the Mount Bird icecap

spills through the penguin rookery in a braided chan-

nel, carrying sediment and centuries of penguin debris

out to the clear waters of McMurdo Sound. This sedi-

ment plume, often more than 100 yards wide, is visible

for miles and represents a dangerous obstacle for pen-

guins returning to the land—a barrier that is known to

cruising leopard seals. When pods ofswimming Adelies

encounter the cloudy water, most of them rapidly

change direction to search for a landing spot elsewhere.

Others continue toward the shore only to flounder in

spectacular confusion. Their underwater vision im-

paired, the penguins leap from the water straight into

the air, perhaps to gain sight of the land or the ice edge.

Some, apparently unable to see, crash headlong into

solid walls of the grounded ice. After each unsuccessful

attempt at landing, the birds swim out. leap and arc in

any direction, then try to land again a tew seconds later.

Most make it safely ashore, but some, apparently ex-

hausted by their efforts, slump amid brash ice at the

edge of the water, slapping the surface with their flip-

pers in a frantic attempt to climb out.

To the leopard seals floating in the clear water just

at the edge of the thick brown plume, the sound ot

those flippers is a dinner bell. Submerged in the flat,

calm \\'ater. the seal is visible only as the rapid move-

ment of an inverted bow wave approaching the strug-
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To a leopard seal, the sound of a distressed penguin slapping its flippers on waters iS

gling bird. Then, like a trout taking a dry fly, the leop-

ard seal, its jaws agape, suddenly rises from the water,

snaps, and puDs the bird down. Sometimes, when the

seal's vision is impeded by the muddy water, it narrowly

misses its mark, and the penguin scrambles to safety.

On one occasion, a seal surfaced directly beneath an

AdeUe, and the fortunate penguin actually ran down its

pursuer's back to reenter the water.

When we were able to see the actual catches,

penguins were seized by any part ot the

body: by flippers, across the breast, and

once by a toe. In every attack, the seal

quickly flipped its prey so that the penguin's head and

neck lay between the seal's canines and sharp cheek

teeth. Like the crabeater seal of the Southern Ocean,

leopard seals have tricuspid molars through which they

sieve kriU. These teeth serve well for dispatching pen-

guins, accomplished with a strong bite and rapid lateral

flick of the seal's powerful neck. Like a cat playing with

a mouse, seals often flip Adelies several feet in the air.

Gerald Kooyman noted that leopard seals at Cape

Washington handle giant, seventy-pound emperor

penguins with similar ease. By throwing the heavy end

of a penguin out of the water, the seal achieves the

leverage with which to administer the coup de grace. If

the seal is hungry, it kills the prey very quickly, occa-

sionally by decapitation. However, if it has already fed,

it may appear to toy with a debilitated penguin

—

mouthing it, pushing it around on the surface with its

nose, and frequently releasing it for short periods only

to pull it back again and again from the safety of the

floating ice. It is not unusual to find Adelie penguins on

Cape Bird that have escaped from seals during these

bouts of grim "play." Some die only a few feet from the

edge of the water, while others seek refuge in the

colony and ultimately recover. In the sterile cold of

Antarctica, penguins with serious wounds will often

escape infection; after fasting during a period of heal-

ing, they return to face the dangers of the sea a few

weeks later.

Although we watched more than 100 feeding

seals—some from only a few feet away—it soon be-

came obvious, especially when watching tape replays,

that the leopard seals of Cape Bird seem more inter-

ested in the penguin's skin than in its contents. We saw

seals tear away the skin by gripping a portion of the

carcass and dragging it through the water or by flipping

the prey up into the air. Slow-motion video revealed

that the skin was not discarded but quickly swallowed.

Our observations were confirmed when we noted

that seal feces on the ice were composed primarily of

Nudging the carcass of

an Adelie penguin it

has just liilled, a

leopard seal swims

near Ross Island.

With a flick of its

powerful neck, a sea!

administers the coup

de grace to a wounded

penguin.

***
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Ike a dinner bell. Approaching from below, it suddenly pulls the bird down.

A mortally wounded

chinstrap penguin

bears characteristic

bites infiicted by a

Si^aS^^^ leopard seal.

After spotting a hunting

leopard seal, a group of

Adelies "explodes" from

the water in a starburst

formation, each headed

in a different direction.

penguin feathers. We also retrieved abandoned car-

casses from the sea floor and the surface of the water;

most were intact except for the skins, parts of the breast

muscles, and small pieces of meat torn away with the

body fat. In some cases when the abdomen had been

severed, internal organs were sometimes pulled out,

more likely by scavenging south polar skuas than by the

seals. Most of the discarded carcasses that we recovered

still weighed about seven or eight pounds, showing that

little or no meat had been eaten.

Why would leopard seals be interested primarily in

the skins of penguins? The answer may lie in the rapid

weight gain of breeding Adelie penguins. Our col-

league Lloyd Davis {see "Penguin Weighting Game,"

Natural History, January 1991) has determined that on a

single foraging trip lasting up to two weeks, breeding

Adelie penguins can increase their body weight by

more than 20 percent. By gorging on krill, they can

add up to two pounds ofbody fat per foraging trip, al-

lowing them to incubate their eggs while fasting for

many days. Such reserves are stored just below the skin,

sandwiched between feathers and the hard meat of the

body, and they are very likely prized by leopard seals.

(An equivalent situation exists at the opposite end of

the earth. When seals are abundant, polar bears that

prey on them also go for the fat and pass on the lean.

Using their incisor teeth, they strip away skin and fat so

that only the muscled carcass remains—which they

may then abandon.) Our close-up photography and

videos show that leopard seals use their firont teeth to

crop the fat from penguin carcasses, often underwater.

Such apparently wasteful use of meat is com-

mon in carnivores and usually occurs when

they encounter a superabundant prey source.

Like Alaskan brown bears stripping spa\\'ning

salmon of their roe, the leopard seals of Cape Bird may

simply be harvesting the most energ\'-rich portions ot

the prey in order to gam the most for their foraging ef-

forts. I once watched one leopard seal kill and skin four

penguins between 2:00 and 4:00 A.M., all in the same

small ice bay bordering the colony. As the animal dis-

carded each stripped carcass to resume hunting, the

similarity to fishing bears was difficult to miss. Al-

though we recovered a few of the discarded carcasses,

most sank to the sea floor, but may have been recovered

and eaten later. As the ocean temperature is below

freezing at Cape Bird, the seals could not have asked for

a more perfect larder. If unrecovered, the rich inverte-

brate fauna of McMurdo Sound quickly incorporates

nutrients from the throwaways into the Southern

Ocean's rich food web. D

iil
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By Memuna M. Sillah

In West Africa, initiation of girls into a secret society of

women centers on circumcision, and preparations may take

months. Planning is handled exclusively by women within the

family because it is considered inappropriate to discuss the sub-

ject with men. Severalfamilies may have their children initi-

ated together to reduce costs and for solidarity and comfort.

Tlie girls usually leave home to stay in a hut, called a Bundn

bush ill Sierra Leone, with other girls their age for months—
and sometimes years—while they receive instructions and

training in wifely and motherly duties that have been pre-

scribed by the community and handed down to generations of

women before them.

Tlie most important decision for a mother is the choice of

a circumciser—called a sowe in Sierra Leone—usually an

old, experienced "professional" who has studied under a su-

perior for years. Tlie conwninity sees her as endowed with spe-

u n d t
i

I still remember the stories my sister told me about girls whositi

For all my eight years, I've been condirioned to tear the

Bundu' bush; by Mother, my aunties, my older sister,

Fanta, and many more. I've heard horror stories of

young girls being circumcised without their parents'

consent because they unwittingly strayed into a Bundu

bush. And simply hearing the name of a certain Mami
Sowe after sunset keeps me awake half the mght.

Almost every circumcised gul in Freetown has a

story to tell about how she was lured into the Bundu

bush. Most ot the younger girls know that the bush is

only a tent built with straw mats, not the thick, faraway

bushes where Bundu activities used to take place. Still,

few walk in voluntarily—except, of course, girls in the

small villages, who look forward to circumcision with

great expectation and joy. Mother says they must get

married as early as possible because that's all they have

to look fonvard to.

Suddenly, Mother wants me to go to the bush. She

has fixed food for Fanta and my three cousins who

were circumcised four weeks ago and wants me to take

it over. No%v she's changing the entire story.

"Nobody will touch you. They don't want little

girls like you."

"But they've caught little girls before. Remember

the storv' you told me about the girl who was there

three weeks betore her parents knew where she was?"

"OK," she says, smiling. "You don't have to go in-

side. You can stand outside and call out Granny's name.

She'll send to get you."

"What it someone pushes me inside?"

"Nobody will do that when you're carrying a tray

ot tood on your head. Go wash your feet and get

dressed before the food 2;ets cold."

1. Circumcision; secret socierv of circumcised women

"Maybe this is just a plot to get me to Mami Sowe,

like they did to Fanta." My mother shrugs me off and

leaves the kitchen. I want to see how my sister and

cousins look in the Bundu wraps my mother bought

them and in the necklaces of cloves and spices they'll be

wearing as jewelry. But I still remember the stories

Fanta's been telling me about girls whose parents fool

them to get them into the hands of Mami Sowe. Like

the one about one s:irl who was asked to deliver some

%
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sit'c Wciidrobes— /'// essence, advertisements to potential hus-

bands—are usually provided.

ll'liile a few girls have gone so Jar as to run away from

liomc in protest of the operation, most abandon tlieir initial re-

sistance after being told of the elaborate gifts they will receive

from relatives. Nonetlieless, the weeks before the ceremony are

charged with apprehension. The story that follows is based on

my own childhood experiences in Sierra Leone and, to a lesser

extent, on those ofgirls I knew.

cial powers to peiform the surgery. The instrument of the pro-

fession is a small penknife or a blade, considered a sacred ob-

ject given by the gods especially for the circumcision.

Although a girl may be given only a few weeks' or days'

notice of the ceremony, she grows up knoiving that she will

someday be initiated into society. Eiwying the fuss made over

older sisters and female cousins during their initiation period,

she longs for the deferential treatment they receive on returning

home: Parental supervision then is lax, and new and permis-

T r a
rents fooled them to get them into the hands of Mami Sowe.

told me where the bleeding came from, although my

brother Amadu said they broke the girl's teeth when

they forced the cloth into her mouth.

My mother returns to the kitchen, holding a tray

and kitchen towel. She busies herselfpacking two large

bowls into the tray. I help her wipe excess oil off the

covers and try some last-ditch delaying tactics.

"I don't know where the bush is or how to get

there," I say.

My mother smiles softly. "They're expecting you.

Now, change your clothes before the food gets cold."

"Why shouldn't Amadu take the food? He's the

older one."

"Go get dressed before I get angry." She is shoutmg

now as she goes down the kitchen steps. I follow her

into the house. She pushes me into her bedroom and

points to a dress lying on the bed. "Put that on before

you come out." She gives the orders as she pulls a red-

and-white checkered towel h^om the basket on the

floor. I am getting nervous, but I don't want her to no-

tice. I figure if it is decided I should be cnrumcised this

summer, Mother will figure out a way to get nie out ot

the house, will or woe. But I am not going to make it

easy tor her.

I feign a struggle, pulling the dress down over my

face. She ignores me. I try conversation.

"How have they been, Fanta and Mbalia and Yanati

and Seray? How have they been since they've been at

the bush?"

"They look very nice in the cotton material I

bought them, and they've all put on weight."

"What do they eat there?" I ask with great interest.

"Every kind of food you can think of Last Friday,

Mbalia asked for sattie,- and Auntie Mbalia prepared it

In southwest Sierra

Leone, ten-year-old

girls join older

celebrants at a

coming-of-age

ceremony. After a

day's dancing, the

girls are taken into

tt}e forest where the

circumcisions will

take place.

expensive gold jewelry into her auntie's hands. The girl

waited at the appointed place for about thirty minutes

betore her auntie appeared with two other women.

Fanta said that had this girl frequented Bundu bushes

before, she would have recognized the women as Mami
Sowe's assistants. Minutes later, one of the women
forced a large piece of cloth into the girl's mouth. By

the time the girl was able to breathe through her

mouth again, she was bleeding profusely. Fanta never 2. Rice porridge
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As the women work, they sing. They move their heads alj

In Tanzania, Masai

women gather to

celebrate the

circumcision of a

fifteen-year-oid giri.

for them in the morning. Then Auntie Seray prepared

couscous and salads for Yanati in the afternoon, and

Auntie Fanta roasted a whole duck for dinner. It's been

like that every day."

This is my favorite part of the entire Bundu proc-

ess—the eating and drinking to the heart's content.

The thought actually calms me down a little as I begin

to imagine cassava leaves, potato leaves, obiata,-^ joUoJ

rice'', plantains, okra, and foqfoo,^ all lined up m front of

my diet-conscious sister and cousins.

3. Sisal leaves cooked in West Afirican sauce.

4. Senegal-style red rice.

5. Cooked cassava dough.

"What did you cook?" I ask, following my mother

back to the kitchen.

She replies, "Yanati said she wanted to eat some

fried fish with plantains before the ceremony tonight.

So that's . .

."

"What ceremony?" I ask jumpily, wondering if it

has anything to do with me.

"We're going to do a small ceremony tonight, so

the girls will be able to come outside and walk around

the yard. Maybe in a few weeks they can go out into

the streets."

"I'U just leave the tray at Granny's house, and some-

body else will take it to the bush."

"You have nothing to worry about. Granny is there.



>ve the knives in tlieir hands to the rhythm of the song.

She won't let them touch you," Mother says as she

spreads the towel over the food and places the tray on

my head.

I grab the sides of the heavy tray with both hands

and bite my lower lip as I make my way out toward the

gate.

"Keep both hands on the tray," Mother shouts as I

leave the confines of her gate.

Before I reach the empty lot next to Granny's

house, I hear the sound of women singing and clap-

ping. The women sit in clusters of five to seven—one

group is peeling onions, another is skinning towls, an-

other pounding flour in large mortars, another cutting

meat. As the women work, they sing, moving their

heads or waving the knives in their hands to the rhythm

of the song. I try to weave my way through the enor-

mous pots and bowls, the white powder from the mor-

tars, the obese legs sprawled between one bowl and an-

other. Auntie Ole, Haja'' Khadi, Auntie Memuna, Haja

Fatmata, Miss Conteh, Haja Alan. I call out those

names I remember and smile broadly to the others.

It doesn't seem as bad as I had imagined. I feel as

6. Tide of honor for a woman who has been on a

pilgrimage to Mecca.

4.
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Inside the Bundu bush is the smell of burned, perfumfT

In Kenya, a Samburu

mother repairs the

house she has built

for her daughter's

circumcision. The

daughter, who had

been attending

boarding school, will

spend a few weeks

recovering within and

then return to her

studies.

though I could leave the food with one of these aunties

or hajas and return home safely, but I move on, even

quickening my now light steps until suddenly I see it.

Spiked stalks of dried bamboo leaves protrude from the

roof of a dark hut standing ahead ofme on the farthest

end of the yard. Its iragile walls ofstraw mats are square

in shape, and from where I am standing. I can see no

doors. Just as I begin to imagine being locked up inside

with Mami Sowe. with no way of escape, I see a

\voman sitting by what finally is beginning to look hke

a doorway to the bush. She is cutting cloth—the same

cloth my mother said she bought for Fanta and the oth-

ers. I remember mother saying they looked good in it,

so why is it only being cut now? I don't have time to

answer my own question. The woman's voice cuts its

way through my thoughts like a butcher's knife on

brisket.

"Send her over here."

My blood stops cold, my legs weaken under me,

and my head begins to spin. Voices murmur around

me. Ear-piercing clanks cause my head to feel as

though every piece of flesh is suddenly scalpeled from

the inside. A wet piece of cloth passes through my
mouth. I feel the soaked sponge ofred fluid on my face

and neck—and then a soft voice.

"Your mother is not going to be pleased."

Other voices inter^'ene. "You were not paying at-

tention. What happened to you?"

"Leave her alone, she \vas just afraid, coming to a

Bundu bush.

"

"You mean she is stiU not. . .
?"

"Oh yes, don't you know her? She's Siminie,

Mariatu's daughter."

"Take her in to Granny Yamakoro. She's inside."

"Wait, let her rest a httle out here first."

"No, let her go inside and rest."

"Let her take the empt\' bowls with her."

"'No, let her go for now.'"

"Where's the food?'" I gasp when I manage to re-

move the palm-oil-soaked towel from my face. Just as I

am asking the question, I see Mother's bowls, bottoms

up on the floor, mud-red pieces offish and plantain on

the ground.

The voices continue; "Let her go wash her face."

"Someone give her some soap.

"

"No. just \vater will do."

The setting inside the Bundu bush is similar to the

one outside, except for the strong smell ofburned, per-

frimed palm oil and the vivacious claps accompanying

7. A minority tribe of Sierra Leone

the Mandingo songs. About a dozen more aunties sit

on the mud floor, which is covered with straw mats

similar to those used to panel the windowless bush.

Granny is sitting on her special wide bench, the only

seat that can contain all ot her behind. As soon as she

sees me. she morions tor me to enter. StiU mute from

the tood accident. I enter hke one drugged. Granny

places my skinny body beti,veen her thick legs. The

warmth relaxes me a Uttle, and my eyes begin to search

for Fanta and my cousins.

They're all sirring on the floor, with straightened

backs and stretched-out legs, hke Barbie doUs. The

tallest of the four, Fanta, sits at the far end of the room.

Mbalia is sirring next to her, then Seray; Yanari, the

shortest, is at the other e.xtreme end. They're all topless

to their Avaists, which are wrapped in the black-andw

blue cotton cloth Mother had bought. Their heads are

ried with the same cloth. Between the head-rie and the

waist wrap, their bare breasts—^fijU and firm, garnished

with palm oil and dried, beaded cloves—jump up and

down as the girls clap their hands. The girls" breasts

carr\- the same \igorous rhvthm ot the dancing heads of

the women sitting opposite them. While the aunties

seem to be enjoying the songs, the girls look as though

hk



Im oil and the sound of the women's Mandingo songs.

chey would be happy to leave any time.

1 notice my cousins have all put on weight. Fanta s

face looks sour, the way it does when she's eating

tamarinds. I'm dying to ask her why, in all her seven-

teen years, she did not suspect anything when Auntie

lye came to take her shopping. But I dare not leave the

securit)' of Granny's legs.

Standing in front of the Bundu girls is a short, fleshy

woman with extremely tiny eyes and sharp, almost

loony eyeblinks, leading the song with a long, thin stick

that she waves over their heads. She is dressed in ordi-

nary, even dirty-looking, clothes, but something about

her holds me hostage. Maybe it is her baritone voice,

which supports the song when the other women forget

a line, or the looks she throws out when the girls mis-

pronounce an old Mandingo word. Or, maybe it is her

grandly gesticulating manner and the flabby piece ot

extra flesh waving under her arm, or the way she uses

the stick to control the song and at the same time sep-

arate Fanta's tightly set legs or straighten Yanati's

slouch. As soon as the song ends, the woman with the

stick starts another, pausing slightly to look over to

where Granny is sitting. When Granny smiles and nods

her head, the woman continues with added confi-

dence, then gives the silent girls on the mat a strong

look. Seray slouches and lowers her head on her chest.

The woman gives her three quick taps on the shoulder,

and her back straightens again. Fanta frowns, and Aun-

tie Mbalia admonishes her with a tight wink. Yanati

and Mbalia mouth the words, anxiety crowding their

feces. Sensing the impending judgment, the mothers

and aunties quickly double their enthusiasm and,

adding to Granny's frail voice, carry off the song. The

girls begin to clap again, their breasts following ener-

getically. I can actually feel the relief I see on their

faces. Yanata and Mbalia smile at each other.

I find myself thinking that I will get Granny to

teach me all the Bundu songs before my time comes,

because I wouldn't want to offend this peculiar woman.

I'm thinking I'll ask Fanta to teach me all she has

learned when she returns home. That way. . . . "Come

this way with me, Siminie."

A large hand grabs mine, axing my thoughts at the

same time. 1 turn around to see the face of one of three

women in the bush 1 do not recognize. Something

about her face cuts a vein in my heart. I try to cHmb

onto Granny's chest, clutching at her.

"Don't let her take me away. Granny."

Granny peels my fingers off her clothes.

"You're going to choke me."

My aunties and cousins, meanwhile, are rolling over

one another with laughter. Only Fanta looks worried.

The woman with the stick allows a smile to escape.

"What are you afraid ot?" she asks aggressively,

feigning a confirontation.

"She's lucky we've waited this long. At her age, I

had already forgotten what Bundu was like." Auntie

Mbalia says.

"Don't listen to them," Granny says, putting her

arms around me. "I am your father's mother. While I'm

alive, I'm the only person who can give consent for you

to be brought into this Bundu society."

"Oh, but I'm your father's sister. I can do it too,"

Auntie Mbalia insists.

"No, you cannot. Granny is older than you. She

won't let you," I scream firom the safety of Granny's lap.

Everybody laughs again.

I notice that the girls on the mat are beginning to

lose their straight backs and Barbie legs. Fanta is resting

on the palms of both hands behind her back, Yanati is

slouching, Seray has one hand on Yanati's shoulder;

only Mbalia maintains a straight back. Even the woman

with the thin rod now seems more interested in me

than in her pupils.

"The little girl understands things well," she says,

nodding to Auntie Mbalia.

"Oh, but if her granny is not around, I will be the

one in charge. I hope she knows that."

^il
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Granny puts her arms around me. I know that I have been saviil's

Then turning to me, Auntie Mbalia adds, "Just pray

for your granny to be alive until you finish school."

Even though Auntie Mbaha loves to tease me, I

know she is serious about having me circumcised as

soon as possible. Her own three daughters were all cir-

cumcised only a few days after birth. Auntie Mbaha be-

Heves in doing things "the way our people did." I know
I have been saved so far only because Granny, Uke my
mother, beheves in education. Granny single-handedly

put her two sons through school after her husband

died, when my father, the elder, was only six years old.

She has not regretted the sacrifice; her children provide

adequately for her today.

"I'm not dying yet. I won't die until I've seen all my
granddaughters circumcised," Granny says defensively.

"Amin,^ Amin, Amin," the women chorus, includ-

ing Auntie Mbaha. The woman with the stick sets her-

self down on the floor.

"That's the dream of every grandmother. Allah wiU

answer your prayers." She is almost whispering now,

her face changing into the same serious mold it had

when she scrutinized her pupils. She settles the rod on

the ground beside her, pulls her clothes together and

tucks them between her legs. "That was my grand-

mother's biggest dream," she begins. "She was a sowe

herself, in my village, and she taught me everything I

know today. I used to go with her to the bushes to pick

the leaves she used. We would wake up early in the

morning, before even the fowls began to crow, to set

off for the bushes. Even though I was only about six or

seven years old, she only had to say my name once, and

I was jumping out of the mat. I used to sleep on the

ground beside her. There would be nobody on the

paths from the moment we left the hut until we re-

turned from the depth of the bushes. My grandmother

liked it that way—she tried to avoid bad spirits who
might spoil the power of the leaves. She knew the

strength of every leaf in the bush, the old woman. All

her hfe as a sowe, almost forty years, she never once lost

a child in operation. Not a single one."

The women punctuate the story with impressive

Alhamdudilais'

.

"And remember, with us Temne'" people, we put

our children through society at a very early age, some-

times as young as five years, for both girls and boys. You

know, the sooner we were prepared for marriage, the

better it was for our parents. . .

."

"But in Freetown, most Temne girls who go to

school don't go through society until after they finish

school," Fanta argues. I had almost forgotten what

8. "Amen"
9. "Thanks be to God."

10. A majority tribe in Sierra Leone

HE: lit-
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s far only because she, like my mother, believes in education.

Fantas voice sounded like. It is the first time I've heard

any of the girls speak since I entered the bush.

I don't know how the thin stick got from the floor

to the air. I just see it there, flying about.

"Did I ask any ofmy girls a question?" The woman
with the stick is talking to the bamboo ceiling. She

turns to the other women and asks, "People, did I give

Fanta permission to talk? Is Fanta allowed to talk when
society women are talking? Fanta who is still not

healed, Fanta who still has more than half the trials of

society to pass through—can she talk when the rest of

us are talking? Women, please tell me."

I notice Auntie Fanta vehemently loosening a small

knot at the edge of her clothes. Hiding behind her

namesake, she unfolds a small stack of bills and retrieves

two notes, which she folds up into an even smaller

stack. She ties her wrap again and stands up.

"Mami Sowe, you did not throw any words at

Fanta, and Fanta should not have the mind to talk be-

fore she's asked to do so. But she's only been here three

weeks. Let us please forgive her. In time, she'll learn

the ways of a woman. That's the reason .
..." I do not

hear the rest of Auntie Fanta's words. The name Mami
Sowe has just taken effect on me.

"Is she Mami Sowe?" I ask in Granny's ears.

Granny does not answer.

Auntie Fanta tries to press the folded notes into the

woman's hand.

"Let this pay the fine."

"But did I ask for a fine yet? You Fantas are all alike.

You think I'm cheap? Don't you know that if there's a

fine, I should tell you what the fine should be? This is

the problem with Bundu in towns. There is no respect

for the sowe. Get away from me." She pushes Auntie

Fanta with her elbow.

The women are laughing, and I suddenly find them
all very strange. I am actually standing in Mami Sowe's

presence, and I did not know it, just as Fanta did not

suspect the shopping expedition with Auntie lye

would end up m the Bundu bush. Me, finally in the

hands of Mami Sowe. Even as the women laugh,

they're nodding their heads in agreement with Mami
Sowe. They all agree with everything she says.

Auntie Fanta stands up and playfully pulls at the

extra flesh under Mami Sowe's armpit.

"What do you expect? We're in Freetown; this is

British Bundu."

Mami Sowe points a hand at Auntie Fanta. "Then
maybe you should have taken your children to the

British so they can circumcise them."

"Oh, they can do that in hospitals nowadays, you
know, and you don't even have to go through all the young Masai woman
expenses. You do it quiedy there, everything is faster, comforts another

and you bring them home sooner." after the operation.

Inside a circumcision

hut in Tanzania, a
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I know one day I will be circumcised. But i also know tl^'>

This is the first time I'm hearing this. There's

Bundu in the hospitals too? First there was injection,

now there's circumcision. I must remember that next

time mother asks me to accompany her to visit some

relative at the hospital. But I'm not the only person

who is shocked.

Mami Sowe's mouth is agape. She recovers soon

enough and takes on Auntie Fanta.

"Can the hospitals perform the different cere-

monies? Can they teach your daughters to fetch water

from a well, to cook, to know when to talk, to know

how to address elders? Can the hospitals prepare them

for marriage? Can the hospitals find them husbands?

Only a fool like you will put your daughters through all

that pain without teaching them anything. Just move

out ofmy way."

Everybody laughs again. One of the laughs from

the mat is so loud that it startles Mami Sowe. She turns

around and addresses the girls in a commanding tone.

Forbidden to cry or "Who laughed like that?" The girls on the mat look at

show emotion, a one another and maintain a cold silence. "I want to

Samburu teenager know the person who laughed so loud just now. I want

covers her eyes her to sell me some raw fish.""

during the The silence is beginning to freeze.

circumcision. The "If you all think you will leave my bush without

night before, she good manners, then my name is not Mami Sowe."

was painted Mami Sowe's countenance has taken an even

with a ceremonial sterner look than the one it had when I first walked

red ocher. into the bush. She now looks Uke what I'd always imag-

ined her to be—a heartless, merciless inflicter of pain

on little girls. She pans the faces of her pupils from one

end of the room to another. Auntie Mbalia cuts

through the silence.

"You have to learn to adjust your behavior in this

bush. Whatever loose ways you have acquired during

your Hfetime, this is the place where you offload them

and leave them on these mats."

Auntie Seray adjusts her head-tie to deliver her por-

tion of the speech: "You must listen to instructions and

learn to comport yourselves well in this bush. This is

the beginning of your adult life, your hfe as a woman,

a respectable woman in society. The skills you learn

here will be with you for the rest of your lives. If you

cannot own up to your responsibilities here, where else

wiU you be able to do that?"

Mami Sowe is now looking so pleased, I almost

think the speeches were meant to please her and were

not for the girls.

Auntie Seray moves closely to her namesake and,

rubbing her legs, whispers a few words into her ear.

Seray adjusts herself on the mat.

11. "She sounds Uke a fishwife."

"OK, I was the one who laughed," she says. Then,

as if angered by her own confession, she tosses her chin

up and adds, "What's wrong with laughing, anyway?"

Seray barely finishes her sentence before hec

mother in some magical way gets the stick frorri

Granny's hands and starts hitting Seray incessantly on

the head.

"What's wrong with this child? She should have

been circumcised long before this."

I wriggle my small body between Granny's legs to

hide my presence, lest they decide to have me circum-

cised before I become like Seray. f

Granny is crying and swaying her behind from side

to side, unable to get up from her bench, and wanting

everyone to see her distress. "AH these witches walking

around this bush ever since these children were brought-

here, trying to destroy my grandchildren, trying to dis-

tract them from the lessons they should be learning."

Then wiping her tears, she says decisively, "Tomorrow,

first thing in the morning, I am sending for Pa Morlia'^

to drive out the bad spirits. I will put an end to this, or

12. A shaman who will cast out "bad spirits.'
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3n the time comes, I will not surrender without a fight.

nv name is not Yamakoro."

The attention of everyone now turns to calming

down Granny. They remind her of her high blood

oressure, ask her to look to God, assure her that Seray

will change, show her examples of wild girls who

;hanged and ended up getting good husbands. Mami

Sowe is rubbing Granny's back; a soft look now blan-

kets her face.

The conciliatory mood in the room is interrupted

5y the entrance ofone of the women who were cutting

meat outside. She walks over and kneels down beside

Vlami Sowe, then whispers something in her ears.

Mami Sowe in turn whispers into Granny's ear, and

ranny straightens up, then makes a hand movement I

io not understand to Auntie Mbalia. The latter looks at

ne, then at Auntie Fanta, then back at me.

"Granny, can I go to the bathroom?" I ask quietly.

"Not yet," she answers, then points to the meat-

:utting woman. "Go with Auntie Zainab. She will take

fon home," she says, and she continues whispering

with Mami Sowe.

Confused, I try to remember how I arrived here. I

aad told mother I didn't know how to get to the

Sundu bush, but that was only an excuse not to come.

In tact. I had located the bush the very first week my

sister and cousins started their confinement here, and

I'd increased considerably my reasons for passing by

Granny's house during every errand I ran. While I usu-

ally give all Bundu bushes a wide berth, it has been dif-

ficult to distance myself from this one holding Fanta

and my cousins within. Sometimes, while standing in

front of it, I was petrified and mesmerized at the same

time. All the women in my family are Bundu v/omen.

I know that one day, with or without my consent, I

v/ill be circumcised. But I also know that when the

time comes, I will not give in without a fight.

My mother is sitting on the kitchen steps, her face

in her hands. As soon as she sees me, she stands up.

"If you didn't want to take the food for me, you

should have said so."

I do not believe my mother is talking like that. I

cannot contest her now, so I just let her talk while I

catch my breath.

"All that food I spent the whole day preparing; for

you to go and throw it all away hke that, in the blink of

an eye."

"I was afraid," I manage to add through breaths. "I

thought. . .

."

"I don't want to know what you thought. I warned

you to keep your hands on the tray. I don't know why

you think you can keep a tray on your head without

your hands on it."

"I was holding it. I held it all the way to Granny's

house."

"And what were you standing in the bush tor?

What business did you have there when they wanted to

start the ceremonies?"

"Granny wanted a strange woinan to take me away,"

I reply.

"You were standing there like a dead body. She was

going to bring you home."

"I know my way home," I answer defensively.

"You know your way home, and you couldn't keep

a tray of food on your head."

"I told you I was afraid they were going to catch

me."

The way Mother is looking at me, I know that if a

garbage truck tor children came along at this moment,

she would happily throw me in.

"They should have just circumcised you then so

you could stay there. Maybe they'll find you a husband

after that. You're no use to me."

I know my mother is just upset, so 1 don't say any-

thing. I go inside the house and change my clothes,

happy I came back—at least for now. n
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Afterword

After being

circumcised, a

sixteen-year-old

Samburu girl

staggers out alone to

examine herself and

bi surs she has been

cut properly. If the

operation is

"imperfect," she may

have to undergo

more surgery.

By Asha Samad

Worldwide, some 80 to 100 million women have

undergone an operation first recorded in Egypt

more than 4,000 years ago. Since then, "female cir-

cumcision" in various forms has been customary in

many African and in some Asian, Middle Eastern,

and indigenous Central and South American cul-

tures. Very different from male circumcision (the re-

moval of the foreskin of the penis), female circum-

cision can involve the partial or total removal of the

clitoris and/or "infibulation," surgical modification

and suturing together of the labia. In some areas

(Chad, Somalia, Sudan), "decircumcisions" are

necessary to open infibulations before marriage and

childbirth. While many associate female circumci-

sion with Muslim tradition, it predates Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam. It has also been practiced by

Jewish communities and Christians living in regions

where circumcision is customary.

Condemned by African women's groups and

the World Health Organization as abusive and often

dangerous, female circumcision persists even where

modern African governments seek to limit or pro-

hibit It. While most women survive these mutilat-

ing operations, they may suffer immediate and last-

ing physical effects. Hemorrhaging, infection, and

infertility are among the serious complications. The

inability to pass urine normally, pain during sexual

intercourse, and excessively difficult deliveries are

common results. Although harder to measure, emo-

tional and psychological effects may also ensue.

All groups circumcising females also circumcise

males. Such groups regard the rite as an essential

part of a child's sociahzation. The operation is done

at different ages in different societies—ranging from

a few days after birth until puberty. However,

among some ethnic groups it is done just prior to

marriage, or, as in Rivers state, Nigeria, in the sev-

enth month of the woman's first pregnancy. The

rite can symbolize the stabiUty of the group as ex-

pressed in the faithfulness of its females—the

passers-on of its customs and the maintainers of its

families. The custom also reinforces respect and au-

thority. The day of circumcision thus involves not

only pain but also recognition for having become a

tuU adult and a marriageable member of society.

Other obvious functions of female circumcision

include control of female sexuality and marital

chastity. In patrilineal societies, authority over the

bride is transferred at marriage to the spouse's patri-

line. The bride's moral and economic value to her

patriline and to her spouse is dependent upon her

unquestioned virginity as demonstrated by the in-

tact infibulation.

Many groups feel that attempts to prevent them

from practicing circumcision represent an attack on

their cultural integrity by "colonial," Western inter-

ests and westernized African governments. (The

Masai, for instance, are loath to change customs at

the behest of a government that has moved them

out of their traditional lands.) They may fear that

loss of a cohesive tradition, with nothing to replace

it, will result in daughters who are as "loose" as un-

circumcised African and Western women are per-

ceived to be. More generally, they beUeve that an

uncircumcised daughter may become centered on

herself, rather than family, home, and group.

Some westernized Africans now debate the

value of female circumcision. But fear that uncir-

cumcised daughters will not be acceptable as brides

in their communities spurs many to perpetuate the

custom. Some parents may seek modified forms of

the operation for their daughters and may have the

procedure performed in private clinics or at home

under anesthesia and in antiseptic conditions.

Some—usually Western-educated African

women, often of independent means, or those liv-

ing in the immigrant and refugee communities of

Europe and North America—have fully rejected

the procedure and are educating women about its

deleterious effects and organizing to end the cus-

tom. At the same time, other women protest what

they consider outside interference in the most inti-

mate aspects of their culture. They ask why Western

women—whose own culture often leads them to

radically alter their appearance, even through

surgery—are so intolerant of the practices of others.

What African women on both sides of the issue

resent most is being looked upon by the rest of the

world as self-mutilating primitives. Even opponents

of circumcision feel that women from the ethnic

groups practicing this ancient custom should be the

ones leading the fight to eradicate it. D
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Darwiiis home, a shrine of science, is bemg rescued.

By Richard Miliier

Although It is only an hour's ride from

London, Charles Dai-vvin's country estate,

Down House, retains the countrified iso-

lation that the great naturalist prized a cen-

tury and a half ago. ("Its chief merit," he

wrote, "is its extreme rurahty") Badgers

and foxes still trot across Darwin's fields,

and the wild Enghsh orchids he studied

continue to thrive nearby. Nestled among

the gently sloping hiDs, or "downs," for

which it is named, the three-story Geor-

gian home resonates with echoes of Dar-

win's personality. Several of the rooms

—

including the study where he wrote the

Origin of Species and the Descent of Man—
contain his original furnishings, books,

and papers. Among Down House's collec-

tion of memorabilia is Darwin's hand-

written journal of his five-year voyage of

discovery aboard HMS Beagle. If science

has shrines, this is surely one of them.

When twenty-seven-year-old Charles

Danvm returned to England in 1836, fresh

from his difficult, dangerous voyage, he

stiU believed that each species came into

existence separately and independently.

He did not embrace the idea of evolution

until the following year and required

decades of uninterrupted thought, study,

and experimentation to shape his theory.

He realized the need for such reflection

even while in the Brazilian rain forest in

1832. "The mind is a chaos of delight," he

jotted in his diary, "out of which a world

of future & more quiet pleasures will

arise." On his journey home, he looked

forward to the years of contemplation he

would need to make sense of his travels. "I

am convinced it is a most ridiculous thing

to o-o round the world," he wrote his sister

in 1836, "when by staying quietly, the

world will go round with you."

Two years after returning to England,

Darwin married his cousin Emma Wedg-

wood, of the prosperous pottery clan. For

the first two years of their marriage, they

took an apartment in "vile, smokey Lon-

don" while he arranged his vast collections

of preserved birds, mammals, fossils, sea

creatures, and geological specimens

—

many of them new to science—and built

his reputation in London's sciennfic cir-

cles. Emma gave birth to two children in

London, but when a third was on its way,

the pull of the countryside proved irre-

sistible. In 1842, the Darwins went house-

hunting in Kent and fell in love with the

tiny village of Down. (In the mid-nine-

teenth century it became "Downe," but

Darwin clung to the original spelling for

his home.) The young couple agreed that

the scenery was "absolutely beautiful," al-

though Emma thought the 1770s-vintage

house of crumbling, whitewashed brick

had a "somewhat desolate air." Darwin

wrote his sister Catherine, "It is really sur-

prising to think London is only 16 miles

off." And to another correspondent he

added, "I think I was never in a more per-

fectly quiet country."

When the Darwins first moved there,

Downe still retained the charm and social

divisions of a medieval village. Village folk

were shopkeepers, gardeners, and carpen-

ters, who worked for the few landowners.

Women still curtsied and men doffed their

hats when such gentry as the Danvins rode

by—even though Charles and Emma were

of modest means compared with the

wealthiest families. Nevertheless, Darwin,

whose father and grandfather were pros-

perous physicians, never had to teach or

take on other work to earn a living.

Down House sits on twenty acres that

include fields, a garden, and a clump ot

woods planted by Darwin and his garden-

ers. Over the years, he added to the house,

stuccoed its exterior, put a dovecote out

back for breeding pigeons, and added a

greenhouse (which still stand.s), a labora-

tory (now in ruins), and, later, a clay tennis

court for his children—one of the first m

//; tliis cluttered study. Charles Darwin wrote Origin of Species and other classics. Gazing

aboi'e the mantelpiece, lie ccidd seek inspiration from portraits of (left to right) the botanistJoseph

Hooker, the geologist Charles Lycll. and his maternal grandfather, Josiah Wedgwood.
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England. Charles and Einma raised seven

children (three others died in childhood)

in this bustling Victorian household, re-

plete with a dozen servants, gardeners, and

groundskeepers.

Soon after settling at Downe, Darwin

constructed a sand-covered path, known as

the sandwalk, that still winds through the

shady woods and then returns toward the

house along a sunny, hedge-lined tield. He
strolled it daily, referring to it as "my

thinking path." Often he would stack a

few stones at the path's entrance, and

knock one away with his walking stick on

completing each circuit. He could antici-

pate a "three-flint problem," just as Sher-

lock Hohnes had "three-pipe problems,"

and then head for home when all the

stones were gone.

Darwin gradually turned his comfort-

able home mto a biological field station.

He cross-poUinated orchids m his green-

house and conducted experiments on the

movements of vines. While working out

his theories on how hfe may have colo-

nized oceanic islands, he soaked seeds in

barrels of brme for weeks, then planted

i.bem to see if they would still germinate.

He bred fancy pigeons, studied the "emo-

tional expressions" of cats and dogs, and

questioned local farmers endlessly on how
they produced their domestic varieties of

apples, hogs, and horses. He even placed a

Down House's main entrance, top, as

seenfrom Luxted Road. Center: Jlie

spiral pattern on Da)win's walking

stick was produced by the coils of a

parasitic vine. Above: A badly

weathered medallion portrait on the

house's exterior needs restoration.
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heavy, round "wormstone" in the garden, joi?

with a calibrated brass rod to measure the jjii

rate at which it sank because of the action

of worms. (The wormstone can still be 0.

seen at Down House; after Darwin's day,

however, it was moved too close to a yew

tree, whose expanding roots lift it up as fast

as the worms can bury it.)

About 1846, Darwin decided to make

himself an expert at classifying species and

varieties, to gain credibility for his theoriz-

ing on "the laws of life." For eight years

(1846—54) he devoted himself to a

painstaking study of barnacles, the small

crustaceans that encrust dock piHngs and

ships' huUs. As the Darwin children grew

up, they rarely saw their father do anything

else. One of the boys once asked a neigh-

bor's child, "Where does your father work

on his barnacles?"

Darwin had a custom-made rolling

armchair, with a cloth-covered writing

board—still in the study—on which he

wrote Origin of Species (1859), Descent of

Man (1871), Expression of the Emotions in

Man and Animals (1872), and a dozen

other volumes on orchids, earthworms,

carnivorous plants, and domestic plants

and animals. (Paleontologist Stephen Jay

Gould calls it Darwin's "revolutionary

armchair," insisting that Darwin was no

"armchair revolutionary.") Despite the

mysterious, debilitating illness that plagued

him most of his adult hfe—hmiting his

working hours to two or three a day

—

Darvvin also produced a hundred scientific

papers and some 11,000 letters. "My Hfe

goes on hke clockwork," he wrote in 1846,

to his old friend Captain Robert Fitzroy,!

"and I am fixed on the spot where I shall

end it." When he died at the house in

1882, he was not buried in the Downe

churchyard as he expected, but at West-

minster Abbey, a few paces away from the

tomb of Sir Isaac Newton.

On a recent visit, 1 followed the sand-

walk (although the sand is long gone)

through Dar\\in"s woods. As I stood mo-

tionless on the path, listening to the birds,

a squirrel caught my eye. I knew from

reading his son Frank's account that Dar-

win once stood so quiedy here that a few

young squirrels "ran up his back and legs

while their mother barked at them in an

agony from the tree." I imagined that my

:i
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isitor was the umpteenth great-great

raiidchild of Darvvin's squirrels. Back at

ic house, curator Solene Morris set me

might. "You saw a gray squirrel," she

lid, "an introduced North American spe-

ies. In Darwin's day, these woods

A'armed with the smaller red squirrels

ith the lovely ear tufts, like Beatrix Pot-

:r's 'Squirrel Nutkm.' Since the jolly

ray's' arrival in the late nineteenth cen-

.u)', it has steadily displaced the native

_'ds at the rate of six miles a year.

"Why shouldn't we expect the 'struggle

ir existence' here in Darwin's woods as

,eil as everywhere else," Morris contin-

ed. "It's a telling example of what Dar-

>in was all about. Indeed, he insisted that

niinals and plants don't compete or evolve

nly in the Galapagos Islands or in the

irazilian rain forests, but also in the 'tan-

ked bank' of every stream that meanders

rirough the English countryside."

Most school groups that visit the house,

ccording to Morris, come to learn about

!ic Victorian era. "These kids haven't a

luc as to what this geezer with the long

vhite beard did," says Morris. "Their

eachers bring them here simply because

le lived when he did."

Emma Darwin continued to live in

)own House until her death in 1896. A
lecade later, the family leased the estate to

giiTs school, which held classes m the

louse from 1906 to 1922. Then, in 1927,

wealthy surgeon bought the estate, re-

tored it with his own money, and opened

t to the public as the Darwin Museum,

^ater, he turned it over for safekeeping to

he British Association for the Advance-

nent of Science, i

vhich in 1953 I

xansferred it to the
|

;he Royal College I

jf Surgeons. |

Sad to say, over -

t;he years the house

las decayed, since

"unds were lacking

:o keep it up. The

greenhouse, with its

pld window panes

jaerched precari-

ously on weathered

wood frames, needs

rehabilitation (al-

though descendants of Darwin's tropical

plants still grow there). Darwin's labora-

tory roof has fallen in. But most of all, the

main house desperately requires plumbing

Darwin's "thinking path ," bclou',

meanders through shady woods and

emerges along a sniiny field. His

greenhouse, center, is still standing.

Emma Darwin's piano, bottom,

remains in the drnii'ina room.

and electrical overhauls, and extensive re-

pairs to its leaking shingle roof, rotting pil-

lars, and peehng paint. Many rooms need

major renovations, both esthetically and

structurally. Floors need to be strength-

ened and reinforced to accommodate the

greater influx of visitors that is anticipated.

In recent years Down House faced an

increasingly uncertain future until the

Natural History Museum in London initi-

ated a campaign to save it once and for all.

Fund-raising began just over a year and a

half ago, and already $3.75 million of the

$4.5 miUion target has been raised to re-

store the house and grounds, install basic

visitor facilities, and create exhibits on

Darwin and evolution. English Heritage, a

governmental body that looks after some

of England's most famous historic sites,

bought the house in May from the Royal

College of Surgeons with a $1.1 million

grant from the Wellcome Trust. The

restoration will be paid out of a S2.7 mil-

lion grant from the United Kingdom's Na-

tional Lottery, and about S 1 million raised

by the Natural History Museum. Another

$800,000 is needed by the end of 1996 to

save Down House for future generations.

Among those who successfully aroused

public interest have been Stephen Jay

Gould, who gave a well-attended fund-

raising lecture at London's Natural History

Museum last year, and filmmaker-natural-

ist Sir David Attenborough, who has pub-

licly championed Down House with the

same enthusiasm he usually reserves for

wonders of nature. "It was the forty years

in this one place—Kent, Down House

—

that were the significant years of Darwin's

thinking," says Attenborough, "and that

surely must make it one of the most im-

portant places in the history of science." At

his beloved country home, Danvin con-

tinued his quest for discovery, observing

the familiar plants and animals with new

eyes. The tlilfiUment he found at Down
House recalls these lines from T. S. Eliot's

"Little Gidding":

And the end of all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started

And know the place for thefirst time.

Richard Milner is an editor at Natural Hi,s-

tory magazine.
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(Continuedfrom page 22)

Clutton-Brock {Behavior, vol. 79, 1982)

and Andrew Kitchener [A'lodern Geology,

vol. 1 1, 1987) has convinced me that giant

deer almost surely used their antlers in ac-

tual combat. But tights tor reproductive

success among male deer (and other large

mammals) also involve substantial ritual,

posturmg, and display—undoubtedly em-

ploying the antlers as a major element of

the routine. Deer posture, bellow, and

strut before an actual engagement. They

ofi:en perform a "'parallel walk" to observe

the fijU length and conlormation ot a rival,

and any feature that might accentuate an

impression of power, fierceness, or bulk

should help to establish dominance. 1

agree with both Kitchener and Lister that

the large and boldly colored hump would

work especially well as an intimidating de-

vice and a mark of potential power. Kitch-

ener writes that "the Irish elk [giant deer]

probably assessed its opponents in a paral-

lel walk which would have emphasized the

massive shoulder hump and, hence, indi-

cated body size and potential fighting abil-

iC)-." Lister adds that "the prominent, dark-

colored dorsal hump would have formed

part ot the display o«w/r."

I doubt that display for fighting can ex-

plicate the full function of the giant deer's

hump if only because females apparently

gre\v an equally prominent hump, but pre-

sumably did not fight. Incidentally, the fe-

male hump also indicates that this feature

has distinct functionalitN- beyond the mere

expression of underlying dorsal spines, for

the dorsal spines on nonantlered females

are much smaller than those ot males, but

the female hump seems to be as large as

the male version! Similar form and

strength in both sexes may suggest flirther

fiincnon as a general signal for recognizing

other members of the species or for other

purposes yet unknown and unsuspected.

In any case, the uniquely shaped and

distinctively functioning hump ot the

giant deer provides a superb iUusCration for

a fundainental principle in evolutionary

theors'. The hump, \ve must presume, did

not initially arise for its eventual functions

of display and recognition. The original

structure probably did first develop as a

simple and passive consequence of the un-

derlying dorsal spines, themselves evolved

for the vers' different and obviously crucial

fiinction of holding up a head with maxi-

mally heav\' antlers, tor all large mammals

with dorsal spines must (and do) develop a

broadly raised, if indistinct, bulge on the

back over the spines. But most mammals

never alter this indistinct structure in any

substantial wav: it renrains a passive conse-

quence of the underlying spines and may

ser\e no function by itself at all. However,

for some unknown reason, giant deer ac-

tively evolved this preexisting, passive con-

sequence into a discrete and prominent

hunrp with complex adaptive fiinctions in

its own right.

Therefore, a structure that initially arose

as a nonadaptive side consequence ofa prL

mary adaptation (the raised area on the

back as a necessaiy expression ot underly-

ing dorsal spines) later gets "co-opted" for

a special role vital to the animal's evolu-

tionary success. Much of the fascination,

the quirkiness, and the unpredictability of,

evolution he in this principle of co-opta-

tion ofstrucmres initially evolved for other

purposes or for no purpose at all. Feathers

that evolved as thermoregulaton,- devices

m small running dinosaurs got co-opted

for fiight 111 birds. Brains that evolved for

whatever our australopithecine ancestors

needed on the African savannas got co-

opted by later Cro-Magnons for artistic

expression and utility, and so (and only for

this reason) we learn about another co-s

opted structure: the giant deer's hump.

The himip of ?[Iegaloceros may intrigue

us as an illustration of this important gen-

eral principle. Nonetheless. I do not think

that Its major significance lies in this util-

ir\'—however central the principle of co-

optation may be to my own research, or

ho^^•ever much the movement from htde

fact to large generalin- forms the trade-

mark of these essays. After all, the prin-

ciple of co-optation is both well estab-.

lished and well illustrated. It never hurts to

have another good example, especially for

such a striking structure in such a fascinat-

ing species. But we break no theoretical

ground with this illustration.

May I suggest instead that we value the

hump of the giant deer primarily for a

\-ery different reason—as an item of nat-

ural history, precious beyond words simply

because it once existed and because we
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would never have known either its factual-

ity or its fascination if our ancestors had

not been moved to leave such beautiful vi-

sual records.

For simple items regulated by natural

laws, we can often infer existence (and

conformation) without actual observation.

We know the record of solar eclipses for

the last several thousand years, even

though many went unrecorded. But for

complex items of natural history, unre-

peatable in their unique and detailed glory,

and crucially dependent upon a contigent

and unpredictable sequence of prior his-

torical states, we cannot know their exis-

tence unless the paltry and grossly imper-

fect records of history leave direct

evidence. Every item of natural history is

both a joy to behold and an instrument for

our potential enlightenment. But the vast

majority of items have been permanently

lost in the bottomless pit ofhistory s failure

to record. And a loss at any moment is a

loss forever.

You may say, "So what? We are sur-

rounded by such a plethora of items, and

we can't know everything." But I am insa-

i tiably greedy and infinitely curious. Every

loss becomes an instance of ultimate

tragedy—something that once was, but

I shall never be known to us. The hump of

the giant deer—as a nonfossilizable item of

soft anatomy—should have fallen into the

bottomless pit. But our ancestors provided

a wondrous rescue, and we should rejoice

mightily. Every new item can instruct us;

every unexpected object possesses beauty

for its own sake; every rescue from his-

tory's great shredding machine is—and I

don't know how else to say this—a holy

act of salvation for a bit of totality.

We will never know the paleolithic

painter who rescued the hump of the giant

deer and vouchsafed it to us, his grateful

descendants. To this anonymous person, I

can only say: "You're a better man than I

am . .
." for I can only report and interpret,

but you saved a real and true item of

earthly beauty.

StephenJay Gould teaches biology, geology, and

the history ofscience at Harvard University. He

is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary Curator in

Invertebrates at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History.
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/6 2 Field Guide

By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

A dozen miles from Pikes

Peak, one of Colorado's most

famous landmarks, is a

meadow about twelve miles

long and a mile wdde. It lies at

an elevation of 8,500 feet, nes-

ded in hilly, rocky terrain

forested with ponderosa pine,

Douglas fir, and quaking

aspen. Ifyou stand in the

meadow on a clear day, you

can see 14,109-foot Pikes Peak

in the east. The pink granite

gravel scattered at your teet.

derived from nearby outcrops,

is the same t\'pe of rock

forming the peak.

Thirty-five million years

ago, a time midway between

the demise of the last dinosaur

and the advent ofhuman life.

the scene was very different. A
warm, temperate cHmate sup-

ported forests of now-extinct

species ofwhite cedar, pine,

palm, maple, hickory', and

members of the beech and elm

farrulies. Redwood trees grew

primarily along streams.

Animals included the pigUke

oreodont. the rhinoceroslike

brontothere, and an ancestor

of the horse.

Volcanic eruptions were

common, some causing mas-

sive mudflows that killed trees

and rapidly buried the lower

part of their trunks. These be-

came petrified as silicates

slowly seeped into the wood,

cr\'staUizing in the once-Hving

cells. One mudflow dammed a

creek that flowed through the

valley, creating a lake known as

Lake Florissant. Eruptions

continued for another 700,000

years, covering the region

with pumice and ash. The

bodies offish and other ani-

mals smothered by the dusty

ash fell to the bottom of the

lake and were buried along

\\ith leaves ofmany kinds of

plants. Eventually the organic

remains of the animals and

plants became fossOized in

shale—even insects and leaves

were preser\'ed, because the

lake sediments were so fine.

The dried bed of ancient

Lake Florissant has become

the present-day meadow, tree-

less because the volcanic shale

beneath the topsoU resists deep

root penetration. In the late

nineteenth century, zoologist

Samuel Scudder and paleon-

tologist Leo Lesquereux first

studied the fossils found in the

meado\\\ In subsequent years,

souvenir hunters carted off

countless fossils, yet no agency

succeeded in protecting the

area until 1969. In that year

the northern end of the valley

became a national monument

under the jurisdiction of the

National Park Service.

Today, visitors to Florissant

Fossil Beds National Monu-

ment may walk around the pe-

riphen,' and through the mid-

dle of the ancient lake. Among
the excavated attractions are

several gigantic stumps of fos-

0i«
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Etched in stone Open land

Fiiie-graiiied shalefiom the bed ofamieiu Lake

Florissant preserves the impression of a wasp.

Morning fog hovers over the Hornhcck Homestead near the northern end oj the ancient lake

bed. Tlie hard shale beneath the topsail discourages the growth of trees.
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^llized redwood trees. Close to

the Visitor Center is a stump

thirty-eight feet in circumfer-

ence at chest height. Nearby is

.1 group of three trunks that

apparently grew from a com-

mon root system, a growth

form found in modern coastal

redwoods. In addition to the

large stumps, the redwoods

ha\'e left their mark in the

shale, which contains impres-

sions of small cones near the

tips of slender branches.

All told, the fossilized re-

mains of more than 1,100

kinds of insects, 16 vertebrates,

and about 150 species of plants

have been recorded from the

region. While many have liv-

ing relatives in the area today,

others—the redwood, palms,

C'hinese golden-rain tree, and

the tsetse fly—do not. The

fossilized insects are particu-

larly intriguing because the

delicate bodies of insects are

usually too fragile for preser-

vation. Detailed impressions of

buttei-flies, caterpillars, wasps,

and spiders have been un-

earthed; some are displayed in

the Visitor Center.

While the fossils are what

draw most people to this na-

tional monument, the living

vegetation is also an attraction.

The meadow provides a flower

show from spring to fall, be-

ginning in May with the

opening of the pink blossoms

of wild rose, the white heads

of the trailing fleabane, the

purple-tipped white flowers of

a ground plum, the fiery red

Indian paintbrush, and the

gorgeous yellow of the west-

ern wallflower. Blue flax and

dwarf blue lupine appear in

June, the showy red-purple

locoweed and New Mexico

evening star in July, and

yellow coneflower and blue

lettuce in September.

Most of the meadow is

fairly dry. In very shallow

swales, where a little more

moisture accumulates, the

meadow attains its greatest

color in June and July, with

the blue flowers of larkspur,

monkshood, and columbine,

and the yellow flowers of large

avens, a member of the rose

family. The small streams that

penetrate some places support

such wetland plants as shrubby

cinquefoil, field mint, cow

parsnip, and the prickly

Colorado thistle.

False forget-me-nots and

little sunflowers grow beneath

the trees on the forested slopes

that surround the meadow.

Where the woods are rela-

tively open, a mariposa Hly, a

wild geranium, the globe-

flower anemone, and Porter's

aster can be found.

On several rocky hillsides,

where water runoff is severe,

the habitat is dry and the soil

poor. One plant that survives

here is a yellow stonecrop,

whose fleshy leaves store

water. Often accompanying

the stonecrop are a sticky-

headed golden aster; tobacco

root, a large plant with

tiny green flowers; death

camas, whose cream-colored

petals have a green nectary

near the base to attract polli-

nating insects; and Rocky

Mountain locoweed.

Robert H. Moklenbrock, professor

emeritus ofplant biology at

Southern Illinois University, Car-

hondalc, explores the biological

and geological highlights of the

U. S. nationalforests and

other parklands.

For visitor information \vrite:

Florissant Fossil Beds National

Monument

P.O. Box 185

Florissant, Colorado 80816

(719) 748-3253

Seeing red

!

Indian paintbrush blooms in the meadow that

replaced the lake.

Rocky Mountain high

f FiORISSANT

FOSSIL BEDSi

1 mile

Florissant Fossil Beds National Monumcin lies at 8,500 feet.
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G r b s s i n g a Comet's Trail

By Joe Rao

On the night ofAugust 11-12.

less than fifty miles above our

heads, a spectacular hght show;

the annual Perseid meteor

shower, reaches its maximum.

These meteors seem to radiate

from a small area in the con-

stellation Perseus (hence the

name "Perseids"). Relatively

close to the northern celestial

pole, this spot is above the

horizon for most of the coun-

tr\- when darkness falls, but

rises high in the northeastern

sk\' by midnight. After that

time, the number ot meteors

picks up, increasing to about

fifty meteors per hour as your

location on Earth begins to

rotate in their direction. The

Perseids biu-n bright white or

yellowish, with some fireballs

and glowing trails.

Ic' orient yourselt toward the spot where the Perseid meteors appear to

originate, look to the east and locate bright, \N-shaped Cassiopeia. Tlie

meteors, which begin to aoss the sky in greater numbers after midnight,

radiate from a point to the lower left of the constellation.

Last year a nearly ftdl Moon
washed out all but the bright-

est ot these meteors, but

this year's sky wtU be much

more ta\-orable. On the night

ot the Perseids' maximum, the

Moon will be a ver\' narrow-

crescent (less than two days

from new Moon), so that its

hght will not interfere with

meteor watching.

The Perseids are the debris

left behind in the orbit of

comet Swift-Tuttle. which

passed through the inner part

of our solar system less than

four years ago, a \dsitation that^j

is repeated roughly even,- 120

to 130 years. Each year, as

Earth passes through the trail

of dust particles, fragments

that range in size from sand

grains to small pebbles are

swept into our atmosphere,

where thev burn up.

(35
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The Sky in August

Mercury sets about an hour after sunset in the first half of the

month. Binoculars are needed to locate the innermost planet in

the bright t\^'ihght. On the 16th, it will be about 3 degrees to

the right ofthe crescent Moon. On the 21st Mercury attains its

greatest elongation (27.4 degrees) from the Sun this year.

Because Mercury is removed from the obscuring solar glare,

such elongations are often the best times to spot the planet. This

year's apparition will be poor in midnorthern latitudes, however,

because Mercury is less than 2 degrees above the western

horizon at midtwihght.

Venus is mo\Tng from Taurus into Gemini, winter constellations

that are just emerging from the predawn hght. The planet rises

more than three hours before the Sun and stands nearly 40

degrees above the eastern horizon at sunrise. On the morning of

the 10th, Venus can be seen above a thick, waning crescent

Moon and to the upper right of a very dim Mars.

Mars is in Gemini and is at its faintest for the year, shining at

only magnitude 1.5. It rises before dawTi and, thanks to the steep

angle between the ecUptic and the horizon, is well up in the east

at sunrise. Watch its changing position relative to Castor. Pollux,

Venus, and the Moon during the month.

Jupiter is just above the "Teapot" of Sagittarius, and as evening

t\vilio;ht ends, it is near the meridian, where it reaches its highest

position for the night. Late this month and into September,

Jupiter wtU he within a degree ot the globular star cluster

Messier 22; on the evening of the 24th, it will he below and to

the right of the waxing gibbous Moon.

Saturn, at magnitude 0.7. is the brightest object in the dark

region of western Cetus. It rises about 9:30 P.M., local dayhght

time, and is \-isible for the rest of the night. The planet wiU be

\asited by the waning gibbous Moon twice this month. On the

evening of the 2d, Saturn wiU stand below and to the left ot the

Moon, while on the everting of the 30th, it will he below and to

the right.

The Moon is at last quarter on the 6th at 1:25 a.m., EDT; new

on the 14th at 3:34 a.m., EDT; reaches first quarter on the 21st

at 11:36 P.M.. EDT; and is friU on the 28th at 1:52 rm.. EDT.

ii

I

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Museum—Hayden Planetarium
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Travel and Reading
The Whistling IVIottis of

^ambung

v^isitors to Nanibung National

Park in Western Australia will

:hid a fascinating landscape of

and dunes, beautiful beaches,

ind trees and flowering plants

cvpical of the northern coastal

plain. The park is best known,

however, for the Pinnacles

Desert—thousands of sand-

^tone piUars formed over a

long period of geological time

from buried sand dunes that

were later exposed by erosion.

Tour minibuses from Perth

drive the one-way loop track

through the Pinnacles Desert.

Ifyou don't mind somewhat

rough going, you can drive

lyour car (but not a trailer)

around the loop and stop to

walk the quarter-mile trail

among the piUars.

The best time to visit the

(park is from September on,

when days are warm and the

•flowers begin to bloom. John

Alcock discourages travelers

from visiting the park at mid-

day, when tour buses ply the

loop and most of the wildlife

is at rest. The desert is most

spectacular in the evening,

when the pinnacles cast shad-

ows across the sand.

The Seal's Own Skin Game
page 36

Antarctica is one of the last

places on earth inaccessible to

independent travelers. But

from November to early

March, ships take passengers

through antarctic waterways

for spectacular views of the icy

wilderness and its abundant

wildlife. Inflatable rubber

boats take groups of passengers

ashore, weather permitting, to

visit penguin rookeries and

other places of interest.

Voyages to Antarctica differ

in the comfort level of the

ship, the team of naturalists

aboard, the length of the trip,

and the itinerary, but nearly all

provide plenty of opportuni-

ties to see penguins, seals, and

a variety of sea birds.

Travel information is avail-

able from travel agents and on

the Internet through the

International Antarctic

Centre-Gateway to Antarctica,

in Christchurch, New Zealand

(http://www.icair.iac.org.nz/).

For an introduction to

Antarctica and its history, both

human and natural, Gordon

Court recommends Wild Ice:

AntarcticJourneys, by Ron
Naveen, et al. (Smithsonian

Institution Press, 1990) and

Antarctica: Great Storiesfrom the

Frozen Continent, by Reader's

Digest Editors, out of print

but available in some hbraries.

David G. Campbell's Tlie

Crystal Desert: Siiinnicrs in

Antarctica (Houghton Mifflin,

1992) combines science and

the excitement of exploration.

Bundu Trap

page 42

For background on female

genital mutilation, Asha Samad

highly recommends Hanny

Lightfoot-Klein's book

Prisoners of Ritual: An Odyssey

into Female Genital Circumcision

in Africa (New York: Haworth

Press, 1989), as well as Sisters

in Affliction: Circumcision and

Infibulation of Women in Africa,

by Raquiya H. Abdalla

(London: Zed Press, 1983)

and Tlie Hosken Report: Genital

and Sexual Mutilation of

Females, 3d ed. (New York:

Women's International

Network News, 1992). Two

short, provocative essays are

"The West Just Doesn't Get

It," by Seble Dawit and Salem

Mekuria (Op-Ed, New York

Times, December 7, 1993),

and "Why We Are Against the

International Campaign," by

Marie-Angelique Savanne

(International Child Welfare

Review, March 1979).

A major group working tor

change is the Inter-African

Committee on Traditional

Practices Affecting the Health

ofWomen and Children,

headquartered in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia, with offices in

twenty-eight other countries.

Keeping Up Down House

page 54

Charles Darwin's country

home is being renovated and

will reopen in summer 1997,

when visitors will again be

able to walk through the study

and drawing room and past

the kitchen garden to Darwin's

"thinking path." Darwin

wrote in 1842, "The charm of

the place to me is that almost

every field is intersected . . .

by one or more foot-paths. I

never saw so many walks in

any other country." Footpath

maps are available from the

Downe Council. Information

on the Down House Appeal is

available from Nancy Giles at

the Natural History Museum,

Cromwell Road, London

SW7 5BD, U.K.

Edited byJeanne Flagg
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Somethings fishy in the Cornbelt.

A herpetologist friend ot mine once

scolded me for freeing a Blanding's turtle

at the edge, maybe a touch beyond the

edge, of its usual range. He argued that it

might suffer and die in an area to which it

was poorly adapted, or that it might in-

trude on the survival of some other spe-

cies. On the other hand, Loren Eiseley,

one of the best anthropologist-paleontolo-

changer and hopefully tampering with the

planetary axis. Most ofmy experiments

with the future will come to nothing but

some may not. (The Night Country:

Reflections of a Bone-Hunting Man,

Scribners, 1971)

I'm no biologist, but I have the impres-

sion that a sort of biological card shuffling

will be another adjustment and the lines of'

distribution will shift southward again.

Unless . . . unless some few, or their de-

scendants, adjust to the slight variations in

climate, and then, well, we just might

wind up with a few new neighbors.

Don't look now, but I think it's happen-

ing again. In June of 1990 a Nebraska fish-

erman was dunking a doughball in Cun-

jiiJi:
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aws
Nebraskau foe Abbe witlifrozen piranha

gist-poets I have read (well, now that I

think of it, the only one I have read),

spoke eloquently and provocatively about

the notion of spreading hfe forms beyond

their comfortable geographies. He liked

the idea.

/ [did] much walking in my younger years.

Wlien I climbed I almost always carried

seeds with me in my pocket. Often I liked

to carry sunflower seeds, acorns, or any

queer "sticktight" that had a way ofgrip-

pingfur or boot tops as if it had an eye on

Himalayas and meant to use the intelligence

of others to arrive at them. I have carried

such seeds up the sheer walls of mesas and I

have never had illusions that I was any dif-

Jeivnl 10 themfrom a grizzly's back or a

puma's paw. . . . You can call it a hobby if

you like. In a small way I, too, am a world-

By Roger L. Wekch

is going on, with or without Eiseley-type

tampering. Every wind, every flood, car-

ries a generous burden of seeds and insects

and microorganisms bound to die on in-

hospitable terrains, unless they, their chil-

dren, or their children's children, find a

way to make some adjustments.

About a decade ago, the Plains went

through a ferocious drought, and all at

once, folks in southern Nebraska were

seeing strange critters on the farm—scor-

pions and armadillos, for example. Experts

theorized that those beasties, and many

more, were riding north on, in, and under

trains, trucks, and automobiles by the

thousands. Upon landing, and finding the

climate newly (if temporarily) comfort-

able, they were taking up lodging. But

don't worry, the experts reassured us inno-

cents: once the climate settles down, there

ningham Lake near Omaha. He got a

healthy bite on his line, but instead of reel-

ing in a catfish, he landed a two-pound

black piranha, one of those ferocious,

toothy carnivores common to tropical

rivers, horror stories, and bad dreams.

There was some alarm from other fisher-

men of the region, not to mention skinny-

dippers, but scientists and game and park

officials tut-tutted that the piranha was

merely a "pet" someone had released from

a crowded aquarium. Not to worry.

But since then, other regional fisher-

men have occasionally landed these

aquatic ogres. Warnings are issued that the

release of such nonnative species into local

waters can result in substantial fines.

There, that should settle the issue. Besides,

we're safe as long as someone is catching

them, right?
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Last year yielded a bumper crop tor pi-

anha anglers around here. A fisherrnan

CL'led in a nine-incher from Lewis-and-

'lark Lake near Onovva, Iowa. A thirteen-

ncher weighing almost two pounds was

anded (with worm and hook) outside

jiou.x City, from a pond near the Missouri

^iver. One a little smaller—twelve inches,

111C and a halt pounds—came from pretty

bows, sloughs, and lakes. Some of these

bodies of water get little traffic from an-

glers. Even where fishermen flock, there is

more than shouting distance between

them. Now, you tell me: What do you

suppose the chances are of there being

only four or five piranhas in all that water,

and of the fishermen scattered about just

happening to catch all of them? Compared

thousand tagged fish, maybe ten thousand,

and the chances of one ofthem ever being

caught or seen again would remain infini-

tesimal. All of which is to say, there must

be a lot of piranhas out here if folks are

catching a couple a month.

If these are released pets, there must be

piranha-unloading ramps to accommodate

all those firustrated aquarium owners try-

Abhc and Bill Hattig are no longer sure what will turn up in Crystal Cove.

much the same spot a week later. Accord-

ing to some newspaper accounts, these last

two came from the Missouri River itself,

but this now seems unhkely. (Of course,

you can never be sure an angler will reveal

to you where they're biting; a winning

entry in a lying contest a few years ago

was, "I once met an honest fisherman.")

Park rangers, natural resource otFicials,

and game wardens urged calm. The pira-

nhas couldn't possibly be surviving over

Avinter and reproducing in such alien wa-

ters. And a local pet shop owner reassured

us that, in any case, the piranha's ugly rep-

utation was exaggerated: "The only time

they're really aggressive is when they're

hungry." Hey, how often can that be?

Yet I am troubled. We're talking about a

lot of water here. Eastern Nebraska and

western Iowa are pocked with ponds, ox-

with that, winning the lottery is a snap.

So let's say, just for the fun of it, that

there are more piranhas in midwestern wa-

ters than were caught last summer. That's

fair, isn't it? So what percentage of the pi-

ranhas would you guess the fishermen did

catch? We are talking about a lot of water,

remember, and a handful of fishermen.

Halt? Even that is preposterous. A quarter?

A tenth? A hundredth?

Let me put it another way: If I turned

loose a hundred tagged tish in all the pub-

lic waters in the area in question and set

out to catch one of them with a wad of

stink bait on a hook and a line, what do

you suppose my chances would be? You

could offer me ten million dollars, and I

wouldn't even try. What would be the use?

A hook and line is that small, a fisherman

is that puny. I think you could turn loose a

This one has a big nionili, hut no teeth.

ing to get rid of their outsized gulpers.

And this scene of wholesale fish dumping

would have to be happening every sum-

mer, since the fish all die out in the winter

(right?). What's the hkeUhood of that the-

ory? About the same as there being four

piranhas in regional waters and all tour

being caught in one summer.

So there we are, and Loren Eiseley

would love it. Those four doughball

gulpers aren't all the piranhas in Cornbelt

waters, and they weren't all dumped in by

aquarium owners the week before, no

matter what the experts say. A California

jury could figure this one out.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree farm

in Dannchrog, Nebraska. His latest book is

Old Tractors and the Men Who Love

Them (Motorboohs International. 1995).
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By Robb Walsh

The sport ot barbecue was still new to me,

so I didn't know quite what to expect

when I was asked to be a judge at the Tay-

lor hiternational Barbecue Cook-ofF in

Taylor, Texas. What I encountered were a

lot of middle-aged men proudly parked

beside their custom-built barbecue trailers,

many equipped with walk-m kitchens,

wet bars, huge smokers, and stacks of per-

fectly cut and aged hardwood.

The competitors w^ere organized into

teams with names Hke Harley's Hogs or

the Fat Boys. Many had been cooking

since late on the night before I arrived. For

these smoke-seasoned souls, barbecue is

more than a cooking style—it's a way of

life. In Texas alone, more than one hun-

dred barbecue cook-ofFs are held each

year. The grand champion of the Taylor

cook-off will be invited to compete in two

of the national championships of barbe-

cue: the Kansas City Barbecue Society

American Royal Invitational in Kansas

City, Kansas, and the Jack Daniels Invita-

tional in Lynchburg, Tennessee.

Sitting around drinking beer and

watching meat smoke may seem hke an

odd activity to judge competitively. Of
course, a blind tasting of the smoked meat

was what determined the winner. The

judging criteria included aroma, taste, tex-

ture, moistness, and the quality of the

smoke ring—the band of color that can be

observed about a half mch from the edge

of a slice. As meat is slowly smoked, the

color ranges from pink to a dark red, de-

pending on the kind of wood and the in-

tensity of the smoke.

At the Taylor cook-off, there are sepa-

rate categories for pork, beef, poultry,

goat, lamb, wild game, and seafood. Un-

fortunately, no prize is awarded tor best

beer-drinking or tale-telling, but no one

doubts that lounging around the smoker is

really a fijndamental and most enjoyable

part of the barbecue experience, perhaps

tied up with the very origins of the barbe-

cue tradition.

Many imaginative etymologies for the

word barbecue have been advanced over the

years. I have often heard the French phrase

barbe <) queue, meaning "beard to tail," cited

as the source of the English word. The

phrase supposedly refers to the barbecuers'

practice of roasting the animal whole. But
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he Oxford English Dictionary considers

his theory "absurd conjecture," as do most

oarbecue scholars.

In fact, the Carib Indians, who occu-

ned the West Indies before European ex-

)lorers arrived, gave us the v^^ord along

vith a few of their smoking methods. The

Spanish word barbacoa is a variation of the

\rawak-Carib word babracot and the root

jfthe Enghsh word barbecue. A babmcol was

I grill ofgreen sticks that the Caribs would

5lace at a good distance above a slow fire,

rhey would then arrange their meats on

he grill and cover them with leaves to re-

:ain the smoke.

Of course, the Caribs didn't invent bar-

Decue. Smoke has been used to preserve

meat since prehistoric times. Some specu-

late that the preservative qualities ofsmoke

were first discovered by Neolithic people,

who built smudge fires under racks of

meat and fish that were drying in the sun.

According to this theory, the smoke was

originally intended to keep the flies away.

But when it was found that meats cured

with smoke kept longer than air-dried

meats, the practice became standard.

The chemical reactions that give smoke

its preservative properties are not fuUy un-

derstood. Of course, the heat of the smoke

can play a major role in the cooking and

drying process, and the open-air draft can

aid in retaining moisture in the meat. But

wood smoke contains upward of200 com-

ponents, including alcohols, aldehydes.

Parboiled ribs and

brisket are featured

at weekly barbecues

that beueft the Mt.

Zioii Baptist

Church, in

Hiuitsville, Texas,

Jar left. At

Ouvusborough,

Kentucky, the

Catholic church's

barbecue, left,

specializes in smoky

mutton and chicken.

acids, phenolic compounds, and various

toxic substances. The phenolic com-

pounds retard fat oxidation and prevent

the meat from spoiling, while the organic

acids and aldehydes inhibit the growth ot

bacteria and fungi. But what else happens

when we apply this ancient treatment to

our meat is still a mystery.

What is also something of a mystery is

why the early European settlers had to

learn this ancient technique from the na-

tives. Perhaps indoor kitchens led Euro-

peans to give up smoking as a technique

for preserving meat because the method

was better suited to the outdoors. What-

ever the reason, the early Spanish settlers

on the island of Hispaniola regarded the

Caribs' barbecue as unique and thus bor-

rowed the name.

The Caribs smoked small game animals

and fish on their gnUs, but they had taboos

against cows and pigs, as well as salt. One
might argue that when European colon-

izers began to apply Carib cooking tech-

niques to beef and pork and then added

salt, American barbecue was born. But if

you hang around with barbecue crazies,

this theory will only lead to very long de-

bates about just what barbecue is.

Some argue that the definition of bar-

becue is meat with a spicy sauce, but some

of the best barbecue in Texas is smoked

meat with no sauce at all. Some say barbe-

cued pork ribs are simply grilled with

sauce and no smoke. In the Carolinas, bar-

becue most often means a sandwich of

slow-cooked pulled pork in a spicy sauce

(meat is "pulled" off the bone after cook-

ing). And for a huge number of Ameri-

cans, "barbecuing" just means cooking

hamburgers, hot dogs, or steaks on a back-

yard grill.

The word babracot—a noun for the grill

itself—is probably the reason for this ainbi-

The X.I. T. Ranch

Annual Barbecue and

Reunion, held in early

Aui;ust, at Dalhcart,

Te.xas, ^^ii'cs away

1, 100 pounds of

barbecued brisket to

appreciative visitors.
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guit\'. Since the Caribs' grill was used for

smoking, and since they had a preference

for highly seasoned foods, and since we

didn't have a special word in English for

the meat itself the word barbecue has come

to mean all sorts of things. The same word

now describes the grill, the meat that is

cooked on it, the process of cooking it,

and the part\' surrounding it. No u'onder

we can never agree on just what the word

itselt really means.

Other languages have a variety ofwords

that shed a Httle Hght on barbecue histor\'.

The Spanish \vord cliarqui, meaning "dried

meat" is the root of the words jerk and

jerky. The word jerk ties the barbecue tra-

ditions to its Caribbean roots. Of all the

barbecue techniques I've seen, the one

that comes the closest to the historical de-

scriptions of the Caribs' methodology is

Jamaican jerk barbecue.

In 1994, a Jamaican friend and I visited

Jamaica's famous jerk shacks in the Uttle

town of Boston Beach. The wood of the

allspice tree is used to smoke the meat in

Boston Beach; you can smell the aroma of

the smoldering logs all over the \"illage.

The meat is spread across a grill and sus-

pended above an open pit of coals just as in

the descriptions ot the Carib method.

Metal griUs have replaced the grate ot

green sticks, and a galvanized sheet ot

metal has replaced the leaves. But my

friend told me that as recently as twent)

years ago, banana leaves were still used ir.

Boston Beach. The jerk pork I ate would

have done well at the Taylor barbecue

competition; it was spicy and so tendei

that it fell apart in my fingers.

While the cooking in Jamaican restau-

rants is often done by women, none were

in evadence at Boston Beach. There were.

however, a lot of guys sitting around the

fire drinking Red Stripe beer. The male

camaraderie I saw around those smoky pits

and at the Taylor cook-off brings to mind

another word for barbecue.

The French word boucaii comes from

Tupi, a Brazihan-Amerindian language,

and was used by the French as a synomTn

for the Carib word babracot. A derivative oi

the word entered the English language in

the form of "buccaneer." The buccaneers

(or boucaniers) were EngUsh and French

outlaws who lived on the island of Tor-

tuga, oflthe northern coast of Hispaniola,

in the mid- 1600s. Although they would

later be known for their seafaring exploits,

their original fame was in the barbecue

business, hence their name.

The buccaneers hunted the wild covre

and pigs that were the survivors of failed

Spanish setdements on the island of His-

paniola. Then they smoke-cured the meat

and sold it to the crews of passing ships.

Hunted themseh'es by the Spaniards, the

Boston Beach Wet Jerk Rub
'A cup fresh thyme leaves

2 bunches (about 15) green onions

4 tablespoons finely diced fresh ginger

3 Scotch bonnet or habanero peppers,

nmed

fBip peanut oil

5 garlic cloves, chopped

3 bay leaves

2 teaspoons freshly ground allspice

1 teaspoonfreshly ground nutmeg

1 tablespoon freshly ground pepper

1 tablespoon freshly ground coriander

1 teaspoon freshly ground cinnamon

2 teaspoons salt

Juice of 7 lime

Blend all ingredients in a food processor

until a thick, chunky paste results.

Makes 2'A cups of marinade, which can

be stored in a righdy sealed, refrigerated

container for several months. Rub the

meat thoroughly with this paste. For

larger cuts such as pork roasts, slash the

meat at t\\'o-inch inter\'als and torce the

jerk rub into the cavities. Allow the

meat to marinate overnight before

smoking over a slow fire until weO done.

This quantirv' of marinade is sufficient

for t\\'o to three chickens or ten pounds

of pork. For an extra spicy taste, extra

sauce can be used tor basting.
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uccaneers banded together for their pro-

jction. Eventually, they gave up on the

leat business and went to sea. Soon they

jscovered that capturing Spanish vessels

y surprise attack was a lot more lucrative

han chasing and barbecuing wild pigs and

ows. Before long, the buccaneers came to

e remembered more as fearless seamen

iian as barbecue aficionados. In my opin-

Dn, though, it was in their first occupation

hat they made their more significant con-

ribution to humanity.

I But the part ofbarbecue history that in-

rigues me the most is the association be-

ween barbecue and leisure time. We can

hank the Caribs for several inventions that

lave helped create this tradition. Not only

lid they contribute the word barbecue to

he English language, they also taught us

he word hammock. They might as well

lave invented summer weekends.

The relationship between the babracot

nd the hammock in Carib society is crit-

:al to understanding our own barbecue

ulture. The Carib custom was for a

lunter or fisherman to retire to his ham-

nock and recover his strength after he had

leen out hunting or fishing. There he

vould wait for his meat or fish to smoke

lowly to perfection.

An incredulous seventeenth-century

rench observer once reported that on re-

urning home after fishing expeditions,

he Caribs "had the patience to await the

oasting of a fish on a wooden grate fixed

wo feet above the ground, over a fire so

mall as sometimes to require the whole

lay to cook it."

That a hungry man could relax in a

lammock all day waiting for his dinner to

)e properly smoked was obviously some-

hing of a mystery to the Europeans. But as

1
walked around the Taylor International

Barbecue Cook-off and watched the

moke rise and smelled the meat cooking

ivhile the Fat Boys and Harley's Hogs

tretched out in their lawn chairs, I felt

onnected to a noble, indigenous Ameri-

an tradition. If a seventeenth-century

Jarib were to suddenly find himself at the

ifaylor, Texas, cook-off, I am sure he

jivould feel right at home.

ZuUnciry adi'ciiniivr Robb llahli writes about

foodfor the Austin Chronicle.
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Not all scientific discoveries are made by

lone, antisocial researchers. Nor are all dis-

coveries accompanied by headlines and

best-selling books. Some involve many

people, span decades, require compHcated

mathematics, and are not easily summa-

rized by the press. Such findings pass al-

most unnoticed by the general pubhc.

My vote for the most underappreciated

discovery of the tw'entieth century is the

realization that supemovae—the explosive

death throes of selected stars—are the pri-

mary source for the origin and relative mix

of heavy elements in the universe. This

unheralded discover)' appeared as an ex-

tensive research paper tided "The S^Tithe-

sis of the Elements in Stars," by E. Mar-

garet Burbidge, Geoflrey R. Burbidge,

Wilham Fowler, and Fred Hoyle. In the

paper, published in 1957 in thejournal Re-

views ofModem Physics, the authors built a

theoretical and computational fiiamework

that brought together tony years of mus-

ings by others on such hot topics as the

sources of stellar energy' and the transmu-

tation of elements.

Cosmic nuclear chemistry is a messy

business. It was messy in 1957 and it is

messy today. The relevant questions have

always included: How do the various ele-

ments of the famed periodic table behave

at different densities and when subjected

to assorted temperatures? Do the elements

fuse or do they spht? How easily? Does the

process liberate or absorb energ\'?

The periodic table is, of course, much

more than a chart ofa hundred or so boxes

TOth cr^jptic sxTnbols in them. Beginning

with hydrogen and heKum, it also is a se-

quence of all the known elements, ar-

ranged by increasing nttmbers of protons

in their nuclei. With the right temperamre

and density, you can use hydrogen and he-

Uum to synthesize every other element in

the universe.

A perennial problem in nuclear chem-

istry' involves calculating accurate "colli-

sion cross sections," w^hich are simply mea-

sures ofhovv close one particle must get to

another particle before they interact signit-

icandy Collision cross sections are eas\' to

calculate for things such as cement mixers

or houses rolling down the street on flat-

bed trucks, but calculating them for elu-

sive subatomic nuclei can be a challenge.

Accurate collision cross sections allow you

to predict the detailed recipes for the

transformation of one element into an-

other. Often, small uncertainties in tables

of collision cross sections can lead you to

wildlv erroneous conclusions. The prob-

lem gready resembles what would happen

if you tried to na^agate your way around

one cit\-'s subway system while using an-

other cit\''s subway map.

These uncertainties aside, scientists had

suspected for some time that exotic nu-

clear processes were common in the uni-

verse. In 1920, the British theoretical as-

trophysicist Sir Arthur Eddington

pubHshed a paper titled "The Internal

Constitution of the Stars." in which he .

:

began to apply the power of physical laws!I

to astronomical problems.

Eddington's paper came fifteen years

after Einstein's famous formula £ = Mir

which equates mass with energy. But it :

predated the discovert' of quantum me-, J

chanics, \\ithout which our knowledge ofiB

the physics of atoms and nuclei was feeble'
-*

at best. With remarkable prescience, Ed-!

dington formulated a scenario for star-

generated energy vii the thermonuclear! c

fiision ofhydrogen to hehum and beyond:,

I think that the suspicion has been generally (

entertained that the stars are the cnicibles in

which the lighter atoms which abound in the

nebulae are compounded into more complex



A Hubble Space

Telescope close-up

reveals a small

portion of the

Cygtuis Loop, the

expanding blast

wave of a

supernova

explosion that

occurred 15,000

years ago. Its

explosive energy,

although waning,

still triggers heavy

elements in nearby

clouds to glow in

characteristic colors.

Hydrogen is green,

oxygen blue, and

sulfur red.

I elements. . . . We need not bind ourselves

to the formation of helium from hydrogen as

the sole reaction which supplies the energy

[to a star], although it would seem that the

further stages in building up the elements

involve much less liberation, and sometimes

even absorption, of energy. Tlie position

may be swnmarised in these terms: the

atoms of all elements are built of hydrogen

atoms bound together, and presumably have

at one time been formedfrom hydrogen: the

interior of a star seems as likely a place as

any for the evolution to have occurred.

A working model for the transmutation

f the elements should also explain the pe-

uliar iTux of elements that we observe on

^arth and elsewhere in the universe. But

first a mechanism had to be found.

By 1931, the nuclear chemist WiUiam

D. Harkins had published a paper noting

that "elements of low atomic weight are

more abundant than those of high atomic

weight and that, on the average, the ele-

ments with even atomic numbers are

about ten times more abundant than those

with odd atomic numbers of similar

value." Harkins correctly surmised that the

relative abundances of the elements de-

pend on nuclear rather than on conven-

tional, chemical processes and that the

heavy elements must have been synthe-

sized from the light ones.

The detailed mechanisms of stellar nu-

clear fiision explained the cosmic presence

of many elements. At the risk of oversim-

plifying the life cycle of a high-mass star, it

is sufficient to recognize that a star is in the

business of making and releasing energy,

which helps to support the star against

gravity. Without this energy release, the

big ball of gas would simply coUapse under

its own weight. A star's core, after having

converted its hydrogen supply into he-

lium, will fuse heHum through beryllium

into carbon, then carbon to oxygen, 0x7-

gen to neon, and so forth. In spite of the

success of stellar fusion models, the exis-

tence and relative mix of many other ele-

ments remained unexplained. Another

means of element buildup must have been

at work.

The neutron, discovered in 1932 by the

British physicist James Chadwick, plays a

significant role in nuclear fusion that Ed-

dington and others could not have imag-

ined. To assemble protons requires hard

work. They must be brought close enough

together (often by way of high tempera-

tures and densities) for the short-range

"strong" nuclear force to overcome their

natural repulsion and bind them. The

chargeless neutron, however, repels no

other particle, so it can just march into

somebody else's nucleus and join the as-

sembly. This step does not usually create

another element; it simply makes what is

known as an "isotope" of the original

atom. But in some elements, the freshly

captured neutron destabihzes the nucleus.

A neutron will then spontaneously convert

itself into a proton (which stays put in the

nucleus) and an electron (which escapes

immediately). In other words, like the

Greek soldiers who managed to penetrate

the walls of Troy by hiding inside the Tro-

jan Horse, a proton can effectively "sneak"

into a nucleus in the guise of a neutron.

If the ambient flow of neutrons is high,

then an atom's nucleus can absorb many in

a row before the first one decays. The

process is known as neutron capture and is

responsible for creating a unique mix of el-

ements that are not otherwise formed by

traditional thermonuclear flision.

For a high-mass star to successively syn-

thesize sequences of heavier and heavier

elements requires higher and higher tem-

peratures for the nuclei to overcome their

natural repulsion. Remarkably, stars do

this automatically because at the end of

each fusion stage, their energy source tem-

porarily shuts off, the inner regions col-

lapse, the temperature rises, and the next

pathway of fusion kicks in. But there is just

one problem. The fusion of iron absorbs

energy, rather than releasing it, so more

and more iron builds up in the core with

no hope of becoming a heavier element.

This IS very bad for the star because it can

now no longer support itself against grav-

ity. The star immediately collapses without

resistance, forcing the temperature to rise

so rapidly that it blows its guts to

smithereens. The star's luminosity will

temporarily increase a bUhonfold. We call

these exploding stars supernovae, although

I always felt that the term "super-duper-

novae" would be more appropriate. Dur-

ing the supernova explosion, the star's core

becomes a soup of neutrons, protons, and

energy, which enables elements to be cre-

ated in many different ways.

By combining (1) the weU-tested tenets

of quantum mechanics, (2) the physics ot

explosions, (3) the latest coUision cross sec-

tions, (4) the varied processes by wliich el-

ements can transmutate into one another,

and (5) the basics of stellar evolutionary^

theory, Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, and

Hoyle decisively implicated supernovae

explosions as the primar)' source of all ele-

ments in the universe that are heavier than

hydrogen and helium.

Having cited supernovae as the smoking

guns, the researchers got to solve one

other problem for firee: Elements heaN-ier

than hydrogen and helium, torged inside

nm
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of Stars, do the rest of the universe no good

unless they are made available to form

planets and people. Somehow they had to

be cast forth to interstellar space. Yes, we

are Stardust.

I do not mean to imply that all of our

cosmic chemical questions have been

solved. A curious contemporary mystery

involves the element technetium, which,

in 1937, was the first to be synthesized in

the laboratory. (The name technetium,

along with other words that use the root

prefix "tech-" derives from the Greek

word technetos, meaning "artiticial.") The

element has yet to be discovered on Earth,

but it has been found elsewhere in our

galaxy—in the atmospheres of a small frac-

tion of red giant stars. This alone would

not be shocking were it not for the fact

that technetium, has a half-life of a mere

two million years, which is much, much

shorter than the age of the stars in which it

is found. In other words, the stars cannot

have been born with the stuff, for if they

were, none would be left by now. At the

moment, no convincing mechanism ex-

plains the creation of technetium in a star's

core and its appearance on the surface

where it is observed.

Red giants with peculiar chemical

properties are rare, but they are nonethe-

less common enough for there to be a

cadre of astrophysicists (mostly spec-

troscopists) who specialize in the subject.

In fact, my professional research interests

sufficiently overlap the subject for me to

be a regular recipient of the internationally

distributed Peculiar Red Giant Neu'sletter.

Not available on newsstands, it typically

contains conference news and updates on

research in progress. To the scientifically

curious, these ongoing chemical mysteries

are no less seductive than questions related

to black holes, quasars, and the early uni-

verse. But you will hardly ever read about

them. Why? Because once again, the

media have predetermined what items are

unworthy of coverage. Apparently, the

cosmic origin of every element in your

body is among them.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astropliysicist , is the

Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York City's

Hayden Planetarium and a research scientist at

Princeton University.
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AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-724-1221.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's lead-

ing company for expedition travel, since 1981. Indi-

vidual attention. Regional references available.

(800) 262-9669.

Vietnam
Also trips co:Thailand. Burma.

Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia,

Laos, Papua New Guinea.

Philippines

Asia

Transpacific JourncYS

800
642
2742

www.South eastAsia.com

AUSTRALL\/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:—
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking

and camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts

in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Mil-

ford Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North,

and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co.,

Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-

7282.

BAJA CALIFORNIA, MEXICO Explore where the

desert meets the sea. Whale watching and walking

programs. Small groups. Call Baja Discovery 1-800-

829-2252, PO. Box 152527, San Diego, CA 92195.

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA, Honduras,

and the Mexican Yucatan. If you're ready for a trip

of a lifetime, then call Great Trips, 800-552-3419,

218-847-4441, fax 218-847-4442.

COPPER CANYON, MEXICO, by train. Indian cul-

ture, natiue walks, birdmg, spectacular views. S &
S Tours. 1 (800) 499-5685.

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador, Galapa-

gos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania, In-

donesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam and many more. Small

group holidays to many countries. Suitable for all

ages. Call for full color brochure. Adventures

Abroad 1-800-665-3998.

AMAZON'ANDES'MAYA
EXPLORATIONS (800)446-9660

mmm

P.O. Box 1220 • San Juan Baullsta, CA 95045 • BOO 969-9014

G>

Rscortcd rainforest, wildlife and cultural

adventures! Treetop Canopy Walkway!

Jungle Safaris! Amazon River Cruises!

Machu Picchu & Cuzco! Yucatan, Mexico!

DISCOVER INDONESIA! Off-the tourist track

journeys highlight the natural history and cultures

of this exotic archipelago. Orangutans in Borneo,

primitive tribes in Irian Jaya, elaborate ceremonies

on Bali-explore Indonesia on one of our small

group adventures. We also offer custom itinerary

planning services. Brochure: Passport to hidonesia.

Inc. 2731 Tucker; Los Alamitos, CA 90720; (800)

303-9646.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the Califorrua Native. Call 1-800-

926-1140 for free newsletter.
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Costa Rica-Belize-AMca-Galapagos

SINCE 1982

P.O. BOX 36S6-C13

SONOBA.CA 95370

GEO
EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreimis

ofAdventure

FROGS LIZARDS SCORPIONS GUPPIES-Tropical

Ecotours with focus on little things—Amazonia,
Madagascar more. GreenTracks 1800 9 MONKEY
email PAGANDA ©ix.netcom.com HTTP://ww
w.herp.com/grntrack

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Main-

land Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph Colley,

LAST Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133

(410) 922-3116.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wild-

life, overland adventures. Huge selection. Afford-

able rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel,

112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-

2380, 24 hours.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

nahjroiist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inci Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

ISLANDS: CARIBBEAN. Private yacht. Sail Saint

Lucia to the Grenadines. Your group 4-10. Coral

Reefs. Starry nights. Moonlit anchorage. Crewed
Charters 800-522-3077.

KENYA, TANZANIA, UGANDA African Adven-

tures. Camping, hiking and boating expeditions;

wing safaris to luxury or wilderness camps. (800)

WART HOG http://www.charleston.net/com/africa/

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-

800-225-2380.

Video

8x10 COLOR GLOSSY FROM YOUR HOME
VIDEO. $19.95. Free Information send SASE, CCG,
Dept. NH, Box 234, E. Northport, NY 11731-0234

"What Is the Internet, and

What Can It Do FOR You?"

Lighthenrted • Nontechnical • Infoniuitiue

30 Minutes, ColorAllS/Sterco
Add S4.95 each s/h. ,VID resident add 5°o las.

1-800-277-7371
Nkw Rh^viiiit-s, in • Baliimdhi-, MD CO

Rates and Style Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $440 per inch. Ad\-ertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not striictured for agency or cash discounts.

Ad\'ertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion. Send check or money oaler to: The

Market/NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Central

Park West at 79tli St., New York, N\' 10024. Du^ct any

written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or Jean-

Christophe Fradet at the above address.
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Photograph by Gerry Ellis

Sun-warmed and highly creviced, the

volcanic rocks of the Galapagos island of

Genovesa are perfect daytime lairs for

poisonous centipedes. Active at night,

these predators inflict a nasty sting and are

reputedly capable of killing nesding birds.

But one March morning, photographer

Gerry Ellis witnessed an uneven match

when a nine-inch-long centipede was

pried from its crevice by a Galapagos

mockingbird.

Predators in their own right, Galapagos

mockingbirds are more often carnivorous

than their mainland relatives and

are equipped with longer beaks and feet.

On the arid island, they feed

opportunistically, using their beaks to

dispatch centipedes, insects, and larvae,

and to penetrate the shells of mollusks,

crabs, and the eggs of other birds.

Having extricated the writhing

arthropod -from its hiding place, this

mockingbird played out a lengthy and

exaggerated repertoire of the tactics a

daintier bird might use when subduing a

caterpillar. These included spearing,

impaling, dropping, stomping, grasping

and whipping back and forth,

jackhammering, and all-around thrashing.

Even after the shnky beast had expired,

EUis notes, the mockingbird seemed to

show it a good deal of respect. It would

deliver a few quick jabs to the midsection,

then leap back before resuming the

battery. A fuU fifteen minutes later, the

mockingbird flew oflfwith the limp,

edible remains of its prey.

—

-Judy Rice

i
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Columbia. South Carolina, January 1904

Legacy of a Reluctan
By iViVwJ. Root

In 1917 at the age of forty-four, Julian Di-

mock, a much-published photographer,

donated some 6,000 images (together with

the original negatives) to the American

Museum of Natural History, hung up his

camera, and never took another photo-

graph. Why would a man who so identi-

fied with his profession that he referred to

himself, not by name, but as "camera

man," a man who had traveled throughout

North America photographmg Seminole

Indians in the Everglades, South Carolina

GuUahs, western cowboys, northern log-

ging activities, and scenes of New York

City, suddenly give up his profession!

Born in New Jersey, Juhan Dimock be-

came a member of the New York Stoci ii^j

Exchange for a short time after graduatiori -

from a preparatory school. lU health, how-

ever, forced him to leave the Exchange

and to become a photographer tor his fa-

ther, Anthony, a wealthy financier and s

'Xife

Nil
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Children in Cohtiwhta, South Cdivliiia, Irbiiiiiiy 1904

A sawyer in Beaufort, South Carolina. April 1904

Camera Man"
aoted sportsman, who wrote articles and

3ooks about outdoor adventures. Julian

:raveled with his father, photographing

rishing and hunting expeditions, rodeos,

icenery, and local residents to accompany

lis father's writings.

Eventually Juhan Dimock also began

writing articles and illustrating; them with

his photographs. As a result of watching

the slaughter of alligators, manatees,

plumage birds, and other creatures, he be-

came an ardent conservationist. In 1906 he

wrote: "As a child, the camera man used

to shoot the wild things, but the feeling of

brotherhood with all of Nature's creatures,

which had become more apparent with

each generation, in him came early to the

surface." Julian Dimock's photographs and

writings show his empathy for the de-

fenseless and the poor and his talent for

finding the inherent strength and dignit\-

of his subjects. By necessity' the people he

photographed were posed; cameras in the

early decades of the twentieth century



Wilson Cypicis, a Sciuiiiolc htdiaii, in llic Florida Evcii^Luki, Aiioii^i 1910

were large, heavy, and cumbersome, and

their glass plates required long exposures.

Still, he managed to capture the individu-

ality of the subjects without the glassy

stares otten seen in early photographs.

In 1904-1905, father and son traveled

to the South Carolina coast, where Julian

took the opportunity to photograph local

GuU.ihs of the Sea Islands. While Anthony

Dimock was writing an article on the for-

mer glory and Confederate history of the

area, his son was photographing the black

inhabitants—Creole-speaking families of

former slaves who had setded the islands

off the Georgia and South CaroHna coasts.

The camera man captured their grinding

poverty, evidenced by then- threadbare and

much-mended clothes, carevi^orn faces,

and work-hardened hands, as well as their

extraordinary dignity and strength of

spirit. Children in his photographs are

mischievous and playful, not yet betrayed

by poverty.

By 1910 the Dimocks had also explored

much of the Everglades and Big Cypress

Swamp in Florida. When Alanson Skin-

ner, a curator of anthropology at the

American Museum ofNatural History, or-

ganized an expedition to study the Semi fjfoo

nole Indians living in the area, he recruiter Miil

Anthony and Julian Dimock to act £J Jfeii

guide and photographer, respectively. Ju ffiisu

lian's photographs illustrated his father's ai Rstu

tide in the New Outlook and Skinner's ii *:

American Anthropologist.
\

ffati

While Skinner's "Notes on the Florid

Seininole" is a straightforward report o

Seminole life, Anthony Dimock's "A De tiof

spoiled People" decries the government

policy toward the Seminoles. "To

wrongful pohcy, long continued, we are i

the way ofadding inhumanity. . . . Alreadl, n\



iiiiiiolc George Oscechi and his wife; the Everglades, August 1910 Seminoks uispectiug artifacts collected by Alaiisoii Skiiiuer, 1910

jir food is insufficient and famine not

ipossible. Egret plumes are contraband,

d besides the birds are nearly extinct,

tters are very, very scarce. White hunters

ve slaughtered the deer, and little stands

•tween the Seminole and starvation but

e few remaining alligators." The sons il-

itrations for his father's piece are respect-

l of the Seminoles—a people on the

ink of extinction.

When his fither died m 1917, Julian

omptly quit photography. He and his

tfe bought an apple orchard in East Top-

am, Vermont, and became successful or-

chardists. In a 1918 article in New Coiiuiry

Life, "Why I Turned Farmer," he con-

fessed to his unhappiness as a photogra-

pher: "Photographing leaping fish had al-

ways seemed Uke a waste of a man's time,

while photographing the accompHshments

of other men made me feel like a useless

spectator, a hanger-on, a dead weight in

the universe. ... All those years that went

before my appearance on the farm . . .

ground the very life out of me.

. . . Self-respect vanished."

His earlier third-person references to

himself as "camera man" are curious, but

in the hght of how quickly he abandoned

his career, perhaps he had a low opinion ot

his profession from the beginmng. From

our vantage point, however, nearly eighty

years later, the work of the self-deprecat-

ing Julian Dimock seems a uniquely pre-

cious piece ofAmerican history.

lUieti the Museiiiu's photographic collection

n'as placed under the Library's management,

Niiiaf. Root, director of library services, discov-

eredJulian Dimock's work and subsequently re-

searched his life, located his publications, and

cataloged and preserved the collection.
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August Events
August 2
Wildlife photographer Frans Lanting's pic-

tures of northern Botswana's vast, arid

scrubland and great wetlands wiO be on

display in the Museum's second-floor Ake-

ley Gallery through January 6, 1997. The

exhibition, "Okavango: Africa's Last

Eden," will feature images from Oka-

vango, the world's largest inland delta,

which spreads across 8,500 square miles of

sand and bushland.

August 14
Adolph S. Ochs, who purchased a failing

newspaper in 1896 and developed it into

the nation's most prestigious daily, the New

York Times, will be the subject of a talk by

Doris Faber, author of Printer's Devil to

Publisher: Adolph S. Ochs of the New York

Tunes. The talk begins at 7:00 P.M. in the

Kaufiiiann Theater, and tickets are $10 ($7

for members). For tickets call Central

Reservations at (212) 769-5200.

Throughout August
The Planetarium's Sky Show "Seven

Windows to the Universe" illustrates

how astronomers use gamma rays, X-

rays, microwaves, and radio waves (as

well as visible light) to unlock the secrets

of the universe. Also at the Planetarium

are "Interpretations of the Cosmos: A
Retrospective of Art Used in Planetar-

ium Sky Shows and Exhibits" and

"Comet Rendezvous," showing how the

sun's heat gradually vaporizes a comet's

icy nucleus. Call (212) 769-5100 for ad

ditional information.

The Museum's IMAX Theater is featui

ing Yellowstone and Stormchasers. Call (21;;

769-5200 for show times.

For members, a number of trips ai

scheduled, including a historical and gee

logical tour ofNew York Harbor, a trip t

the Barnes Collection (near Philadelphia

a walking tour ofNew York's Chelsea di:

trict, and a visit to the important sites assc

ciated with New York City baseball. Fc

information about these an)

members' children's pro]

grams, call (212) 769-5606

These events take place

the American Museum i

Natural History, Centri

Park West at 79th Street i

New York City. For moi

information about Museui

hours and admission fees, ca

(212) 769-5100.

A flap-necked chameleon, top, on a dry clay pan. Above: Cnineafowls at a waterliole
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THE world's only TOOTHBRUSH THAT FIGHTS THERE's NO REASON NOT TO BE COOL

PLAQUE ULTRASONICALIY

Now remove plaque and fight gum disease ~

ultrasonically! Introducing the latest advance-

ment in dental ultrasound technology —

UltraSonex Plus". It is the world's only tooth-

brush approvedfor home use that uses

advanced ultrasound technology to remove

plaque and fight gum disease. Recommended

by dentists who rely on ultrasound to clean

teeth, fight gingivitis and periodontal disease,

Clinical Test Results
1.10 tlay clinical Irlul)

Dail) Fcmo^^al

97% Rtiiuclion after 4 nxi;ks

1 I
60%

f 28%
mfm BLEEDING GIN(ilVmS

C< linlcal testing proves that using Ultra-

Sonex can reduce bacterial plaque by 97%
dally, bleeding gums by 60% and gingivitis

by 28% - in just 4 weeks - and UltraSonex

can reverse the progression of gingivitis,

which can lead to periodontal disease.

^j^

UltraSonex Plus is not an electric toothbrush. It

has no movingparts and does not vibrate. It

works by emitting 1.6 million cycles per sec-

ond of incredibly effective ultrasound waves.

These waves penetrate 10 millimeters below

the gum line and deep into periodontal pock-

ets. Clinical studies prove that ultrasound

disrupts the growth of the bacteria that cause

plaque and gingivitis that lead to gum disease.

No other toothbrush can

do all this! just brush

normally. The red indi-

cator light and a soft

hum tells you it's

working. What's more, HHHK'. * >'^^

because the UltraSonex

Uilrasound penetrates

deep into gum tissue

works ultrasonically without harsh mechani-

cal vibrations, it can be used by people with

recurring canker sores, sensitive gums and

braces. Try UltraSonex Plus. Then check with

your dentist. You'll both be amazed!

UltraSonex Plus and six Replacement Heads (Yr.'s Supply) $129. 95

($12.95) #3600. Optional Travel Kit ^/5. 95 ($4.95) #3700.

A FACELIFT IS MORE EFFECTIVE

Without exercise all muscles,

even facial muscles, will weak-

en and sag with age. Until

now, it was virtually impossi-

ble to give your facial muscles

a daily workout that would

prevent and reverse that

inevitable sagging around

your eyes, mouth, chin and

neck. Facial Flex", first devel-

oped for stroke and burn

patients, lets you tone your

facial muscles using "flexible

resistance" — the best way to

strengthen any muscle. About

1 of all facial muscles are interconnected with the mouth. Using the

hacial Flex for two minutes twice a day will tone, uplift and redefine the

appearance of your face. Clinical testing shows a 32% increase in facial

firmness and a 250% increase in facial muscle strength in just two

months, And facial exercise improves circulation resulting in a natural,

healthy glow. Satisfaction guaranteed. Includes 25 elastics. $69. 95
($7.95) #4400. 60 Replacement elastics (a year's supply) $10.00 H^l'b.

Suffering at a hot desk or

work station while others

luxuriate in air condi-

tioned comfort? Does your

spouse prefer the bedroom

warmer than you? Can't

use that room that gets

extra sun during the day

without lowering the air

conditioning throughout

the whole house?

Introducing the Kool

Zone' by Slant/Fin, your

personal space air cooler.

The Kool Zone effectively spot cools the area seven feet in front of it by

up to 12°. That means that you'll have cool comfort wherever you are. The

Kool Zone is not an air conditioner or a fan. It is a genuine water evapo-

ration cooling system. A quiet two-speed fan pulls warm air from the

room, then pushes it through the Kool Zone's cooling chamber at the rate

of 70 cubic feet per minute (CFM). Within the cooling chamber the

warm air passes over a revolutionary

and patented absorbent evaporative

wick. The evaporation cools the wick

which then cools the air. Its large

capacity water reservoir provides up to

10 hours of uninterrupted cooling and

it costs just pennies per day to operate.

The Kool Zone is compact and light

weight (just 7.5lbs.) so it's great for the

office, home or anywhere you'd like to

be a little cooler. Satisfaction guatan-

teed. $t29.95 ($12.95) #6400.

Two Speed

Fan

Washable

Pre-filter

don't be fooled by ITS SIZE
-

THIS IS ONE POWERFUL VACUUM
You'll be amazed with the performance of the

Oreck Power Broom. It picks up anything and

everything in its path. Dust, crumbs, broken

glass, — you name it. In fact, it's got more

power than any other electric broom you can

buy. The Power Broom features a two-speed

motor for customized cleaning control, a

large capacity dust cup with a washable, re-

usable filter and an extra-long 25-foot cord.

With a self-adjusting floor tool that quick-

ly and easily glides from floors to carpets,

it goes places most regular vacuums can't,

like under beds, up and down stairs and

up-against walls. It makes quick pick-ups a breeze. Hangs

flat and out-of-the-way in a minimal amount of space.

The Power Broom is so well-built, it's backed by a Mfr.'s

2-yr. ltd warrant)'. $69.95 {$9. 3'b) #3925.

"The Magellan Ultimate Guarantee""
If you're not completely satistieci with your

purchase, simply return it for a full refund.

ORDER TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

800-644-8100 "s;
TO ORDER BY MAIL:
Send check or money
order for the total

amount (including S & H|

or credit card number
and expiration date to:

The Magellan Group

Dept. NHZ52I
2515 East 43rd St

P.O. Box 182236

Chattanooga, TN 37422

Z52 O 1996 The Magellan Group, Inc.

For more great products visit our web site at: http://www.tmgusa.com



(1) 1 hit Mt. Evans loo

late to catch the natural

light that would make

those ancient pines come

alive. 1 decided to let the

N70's'" remarkable built-

in speedlight help create

the light I wanted.

(2) Even though 1 shot

in manual mode, I relied

on the 3D Matrix Meter

I then experimented in

1/3 shutter stops for a

more creative exposure.

..~>,.^Ui~».tr. match the impact of natur-
ri; The spec. Natural history"
Monitor Pre-f AM. MUS. NAT. HIST. LIBRARY
segmemTTL Received onj 07-19-96
me fill-flash i Ref 5.06(74.7)^2
the foregroun

It even trigge

less SB-26, v

N70. THE ART OF MASTERING LIGHT.
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The Once and Future Climate
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R'aphae! Bravo, Irving, .Texas.
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:';';Fr:6rrt "our /bLisirt^^ solutions, to Airfone" data transmission, to video conferencing, GTE makes

technology work for people around the world every day. So, if you think telecommunications have

only complicated your life, a reminder: At GTE, we're working to help make your life easier.



so orders can always get through, no

er how many calls for his ceviche come pouring in.

i4^ Help so he c^ M f nthe loop even when

lA^AIR*'

Help so he can be in six kitchens at once to share

lis recipe for tamales. (Just like mama used to make.)

^J*^

SO
It's Amazing What

We Can Do Tog ether.
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30The Once and Future Climate
When did the ancient lakes of America's Great

Basin begin to dry up? The record of Ice Age

rainfall was there all the time, waiting to be

read. What it tells us is that after long periods of

relative stability, the world's cUmate may change

quickly. Wallace S. Broecker

40 Sharks' Heahng Powers
The shark's immune system marks a radical

evolutionary' change irom the immune systems

that came before it, but it can't protect the shark

from those who hunt it for its fms and the tonics

made from its cartilage. Rosie Mestel

Discovery

48Down to the Crossroads
Part 1 of 2

The sharecropper's world, out of which the

blues arose, has vanished. But in the

small towns of rural Mississippi, evidence of

the music's origins remains. Markjacobson

Photographs by Scott Thode

Cover: Pyramid Lake is a

remnant of Lake Lahontan,

which covered a large area

of western Nevada during

the Ice Age. The mineral

deposits in the foreground

formed underwater.

Story on page 30.

Photograph by David Muench.

\
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(1) I hit Ml. Evans too

late to catch the natural

light that would make

those ancient pines come

ali\e- 1 decided to let the

N70's'" remarkable built-

in speedliiiht help create

the light I wanted.

(2) Even though I shot

in manual mode, I relied

on the 3D Matrix Meter.

1 then experimented in

1/3 shutter stops for a

more creative exposure.

(3) The speedlight's

Monitor Pre-flash and 5-

segment TTL sensor gave

me fill-flash to expose

the foreground perfectly.

It even triggered a wire-

less SB-26, which I used

for creative highlights.

The N70 is the only cam-

era with a built-in speed-

light that works with all

its meters and exposure

modes to read a scene's re-

flectance. It allows me to

match the impact of natur-

al light in more ways than

I ever imagined possible.

Nikon.
We take the world's

greatest pictures.'Yours,

N70. THE .ART OF MASTERING LIGHT.
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At the Crossroads
How do nature and culture relate to each other? Why is "Down to the

Crossroads," the first of two articles on the Missisippi Delta blues, by

Mark Jacobson, a subject for Natural History^ Why is Stephen Jay Gould,

known for his writings on Darwin and evolution, writing about history

and rehgion? Why is Wallace Broecker, the research coordinator of Bio-

sphere 2, concerned about how people use water in the Southwest? And

why is Rosie Mestel (a scientist turned writer appearing for the first time

in Natural History) writing not only about the evolution of the shark's im-

mune system but also about the world market m shark cartilage?

To understand the deep mythos of the blues, Jacobson says, one has to

understand the life of the Delta, the floodplam of the Mississippi River:

how the rich, deep topsoil, which proved right for huge cotton planta-

tions, led to the feudal sharecroppmg system that, in turn, led to Delta

blues "intimately tied to cycles of the land."

Mestel found that, contrary to the claims of a recent book, "sharks do

in fact get cancer," and that while researchers see no benefit in ingesting

shark cartilage, sharks all over the world are being butchered, ground up,

and bottled to supply the demand for their body parts. She reports for us

on the real story of the shark's versatile mmrune system.

Broecker's work led him to conclude that between millennia of relative

stasis, the earth's cHmate can change suddenly New readings of the ch-

mate record reveal the natural events that influence weather. Now, he

writes, human events may be having their own influence. "Desert

dwellers should pray that the greenhouse world will not bring even drier

conditions than today's. If so, they would have to draw even more

strongly on the limited supply of the underground water stored during

the rainy periods of the

Ice Age."

All of these writers

and scientists know that

the world ofhumans and

the world of nature are

subject to the same rules.

Not, Gould reminds us,

as much recent "pop sci-

ence" would have it,

that the biological basis

for behavior makes us

slaves to our genes.

"Our biology does not

make us do it." Human

knowledge and under-

standing can evolve

much faster than can our

Darwinian nature.

And that brings us to

the crossroads.

Nurse shark, Baliaruas Bruce Stutz
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To the

Editor

Caribou Ups and Downs

I always enjoy traveling vicari-

ously with Robert M.

Mohlenbrock as he explores

North America's wildlands,

but 1 must take issue with his

statement on the size of

Labrador's George River cari-

bou herd ("This Land," June

1996). Having worked on the

herd since 1986, I can confi-

dently state that it surged past

the 150,000 mark back in the

1970s. In 1993, biologists re-

lying partly on aerial pho-

' tographs estimated the total at

725,000. However, Mohlen-

brock may be prescient. All

signs suggest that the popula-

tion is ready for a crash. I

would not be surprised if the

next census pegged the popu-

lation back at 150,000.

Fred H. Harrington

Halifnx, Nova Scotia

How Marvelous!

! Stephen Jay Gould's comment

on our tendency to marvel

that "something so old [as

cave paintings] could be so

sophisticated" ("Up Against a

Wan,"July 1996)setmeto

digging up a similar observa-

;

tion by humorist Robert

Uenchley. In "Isn't It Re-

markable?" (1936) Bencl-iley

cited a newspaper photo cap-

tion that read: "Remarkably

accurate and artistic painting

ot a goose, from Pharaoh

lAkhenaton's palace, drawn

3,300 years ago."

"What I want to know,"

Benchley asked, "is why the

remarkable'? Why should we

The Hubble deep field

be surprised that the people

who built the pyramids could

also draw a goose so that it

looked like a goose?"

Clark T. Irumi

Winthrop, Maine

Suitable for Framing

I enjoyed Neil de Grasse

Tyson's "Onward to the

Edge" ("Universe," July 1996)

and was deeply moved by the

image of the Hubble deep

field. May I inquire if copies

of this, and other Hubble

Space Telescope images, are

available to the public?

Michael E. O'Brien

Brooklyn, New York

Neil de Grasse Tyson

REPLIES: Most Hubble images

are "browsable" on the Inter-

net on the home page of the

Space Telescope Science Insti-

tute (http://www.stsci.edu).

They can be downloaded if

you have enough band width

and patience. And in response

to reader interest, 14" x 17"

prints of the deep field can be

purchased for $12.00, plus

$3.00 for shipping, from the

Museum Shop, American

Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th

Street, New York, NY 10024.

Change of Heart

In February of this year, I

wrote you a plaintive note ex-

pressing deep unhappiness

with your new format. Since

then, you've apparently gotten

it back together again, and I

must confess to being de-

lighted with the look of the

July 1996 issue.

Margaret Bath

Tucson, Arizona

Our February issue, which in-

augurated the new design,

brought a flurry of reader re-

sponse. We appreciated all the

letters and beheve, with Ms.

Bath, that we've been able to

keep it together while folfiU-

ing new goals and trying new

directions.

In response to the most

common reader concern, with

this issue we have increased

the size of the text type to

make it easier on the eyes. We
thank Ms. Bath, and all our

readers, for their considered

correspondence.

—

Ed.

In the Coming Issues of

NATU RAL
HISTORY

Anatomy

The Art of the Skull
Skulls are as much a part of the world of art

as of the world of science.

Discovery

Migrating Raptors
Many of the world's birds of prey make long, seasonal migra-

tions. October's special section on raptors has reports trom corre-

spondents in China, Israel, the United States, and Mexico. Also

included are a pull-out map of the birds' migration routes and

information on when and where to see them in flight.

World Music

The Blues, Part 2
In Clarksdale, Mississippi, musicians stay close to

the sources of their inspiration.

ill
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An anthropologist and journalist, Barbara Nimri Aziz ("Scientists Outside History") first vis-

ited Iraq in 1989 before the Persian Gulf war. She was struck by the nation's high standards

m medicine and education and by the professionalism of citizens she met in all walks of life.

From that visit on, she has felt that these were a modern people the world should not lose

sight of. Aziz is now completing a book on the effects of the war, but earUer in her career,

she specialized in Tibetan and Nepalese studies.

A professor in the Department of Bi-

ological Sciences at the State Univer-

sity of New York (SUNY) at Bmg-

hamton, David Sloan Wilson ("The

Shy and the Bold") is a theoretical bi-

ologist whose present research in-

cludes the role of evolution in human

behavior and evolution at the level of

the group and community. (For more

on his ideas about group selection,

see "Evolutions New Heretics," Natural

History, May 1996). His coauthor and

wife, Anne Barrett Clark, is an associate

professor in SUNY Binghamton's De-

partment ofBiological Sciences. Among
her research interests is twinning as a ge-

netic trait. The couple met as graduate

students and say that they are now rais-

ing graduate students of their own (in

addition to their two children).

Wallace C. Broecker ("The Once and Future Climate") has spent most of his career inves-

tigating how Earth's climate has changed. He is particularly interested in how shifts in

large ocean currents can amphfy small changes m the cHmate and even cause major re-

ahgnments of global precipitation patterns. Broecker is Newberry Professor of Earth and

Environmental Sciences at Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory.

Recently, he has also become the research coordinator ofBiosphere 2 in Arizona, where a

consortium of scientists will test a number of interactions between the atmosphere and liv-

ing systems, such as the effects ofincreased carbon dio.xide on plants. In July, Broecker was

awarded the National Medal of Science.

After earning a Ph.D. in genetics from the University of Cahfornia, Davis, m 1987. Rosie Mestel

("Sharks' Healing Powers") spent two and a half years studying the biorhythms of fruit flies.

Then, deciding she'd rather write about science than do it, she packed up one of her study ani-

mals (a mutant fly with weird sleep cycles that she had found), shipped it off to another lab, and

took a course in science communications at the University of California, Santa Cruz. Mestel says

she has never regretted the career change (although she does wonder what became of that mutant

fly). She is currendy a correspondent for New Scientist magazine and a fi-eelancer.

Contributing editor Mark Jacobson's most

recent column for this magazine was a profile

of world music producer Bill LasweU (March

1996). Nowjacobson ("Down to the Cross-

roads"), right, is traveling with photographer

Scott Thode, far right, for a Natural History

series on world music. Thode's work has ap-

peared in the New York Times Magazine,

Stern, Geo, Paris Match, and other publi-

cations. Since 1985, when he did a

photo essay about a residence for home-

less people with AIDS, he has pursued

several long-term projects to humanize

the AIDS crisis in America.

Art Wolfe, a Seattle-based photographer, has published twenty-five books of pho-'

tographs. Forthcoming in 1997 are his volumes on Primates, Rainforests, and Tribes. His

most recent books. Migrations and Liglit on the Land, have been honored with awards

from the Swiss magazine Graphis. The black-browed albatrosses he photographed tor

this month's "Natural Moment" were so unafraid and approachable that no long lens

was necessary: Wolfe used a 20-nmi wide-angle on his Nikon N905. Of course, the

photographer had to stand on the narrow edge of a precipitous cUfF—the birds' fa-

vorite courting ground—in high winds.
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Adventures o
The Lost Birds of Paradise, by Errol

Fuller. Voyageur Press, $55, 1 60 pp. , illus.

By Fred Peane

T?'eview Errol Fuller is a British

boxing buff and natural

historian—a strange bird m search of

strange birds. Born in working-class

east London, Fuller grew up in pool-

rooms and boxing halls. He now Hves in

Kent, in the converted servants' quar-

ters of a grand but crumbhng home

that overlooks a lake and miles of

rolling EngHsh countryside. There he

cultivates his passions for art, science,

and the noblest of sports.

On his walls when I visited him were

the products of his main employment:

paintings of boxing matches, dramatic,

angular compositions from canvas level.

Interspersed were his calmer, gloriously

colored portraits of birds of paradise.

On the bookshelf were two of his

books—a definitive tome on extinct

birds and a monograph on the kiwd.

And in the front room was a stuffed

great auk, the "penguin of the north,"

hunted to extinction in 1844. FuUer re-

cendy found this specimen in a French

chateau and had to sell many of his pos-

sessions to pay for it. His next book will

be about the great auk.

FuUer's latest pubhcation, Tlie Lost

Birds ofParadise, is a glorious collision of

science and art, geography and history,

romance and rigor. It is a reassessment

of a group of t\venty birds (most of

which were known only from anom-

alous—and exceedingly rare—museum
specimens) that had lost their species

status in the bird of paradise family and

were largely forgotten by science for

m.ore than sixty years. Today, ornithol-

ogists recognize only forty-three bird of

paradise species, but before 1930, there

were beheved to be more than sixty.

During that year, Erwin Stresemann,

director of the BerUn Museum, con-

Black sicklebill

ducted a major review of the family. He
concluded that many of the rarer forms

were simply hybrids between the bet-

ter-known kinds.

Such was Stresemann's reputation

that his opinion was immediately ac-

cepted by his fellow ornithologists. But

was Stresemann correct in striking off

almost twenty' of the world's bird spe-

cies? This book, a rich and exotic hy-

brid in itself, addresses this question. A
genuine work of scientffic discovery, it

IS embellished with superb illustra-

tions—some culled from Victorian

monographs, others painted by Fuller

himself. Its central purpose, besides

teUing a cracking story, is to reassess

Stresemann's analysis.

Birds of paradise live only in New
Guinea and its surrounding islands, and

in Austraha, where there are four spe-

cies. The male plumage is extraordi-

nary; the females are more soberly

dressed. The males devote several

months of each year to conspicuous and

acrobatic displays, perhaps to attract fe-

males or possibly to displace competing

males from a territory. The females are

Ruys' bird of paradise

choosy, literally queuing up to mate

with the finest. Hence, genes for the

brightest plumes and best displays pre-

dominate.

Despite the male's showy plumes, the

birds are rarely seen in zoos because

their survival chances in captivity are

poor. Mysterious, exotic, and spectacu-

lar, birds ot paradise have had a magical

hold on the imagination of Europeans

to

k
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ever since their plumes arrived in Eu-

rope from New Guinea aboard one of

Magellan's ships in 1522. Centuries

later, thousands of them were slaugh-

tered to provide decorations for the hats

of Victorian ladies. The plume trade fi-

naOy died early in this century, banned

by the Wilson Tariff Act in the United

States in 1913 and similar legislation in

Europe a few years later. But bird of

Magnificent birds ofparadise

paradise feathers still turn up occasion-

ally in high-society attics and milliners'

cellars.

These birds had fascinated Fuller

since boyhood, but in the early 1970s,

he read a definitive book, Birds of Par-

adise and Bower Birds, by E. T. Gilliard,

an ornithologist at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. Gilliard in-

cluded a listing of the declassified spe-

cies. Tantalized, Fuller in 1977 invested

$130 for W. T. Cooper and J. M. For-

shaw's book on the same subject. Find-

ing no information on these hybrids.

Fuller resolved to seek out answers for

himself and began examining skins and

stutTed birds in museums around the

world. For the next fifteen years, he

systematically studied the hybrids in

these collections, visiting New Guinea

four times in order to track them down

in the wild.

"I've been thinking about this pro-

ject for twenty years. I am just amazed,"

Fuller told me, "that no professional

scientist has found the same fascination

with these birds as I have. Nobody else

wrote the book. So I did."

Interspecific breeding is undoubtedly

frequent among birds of paradise, says

Fuller. But he claims that Stresemann

condemned some brilliant forms to hy-

brid status simply because no ornithol-

ogist had identified populations of the

birds in the wild. It was done "with ht-

tle regard for matters of doubt or the

possibility of error . . . and was based on

limited evidence." Fuller wants to rein-

state to species status some of these

birds such as Duivenbode's rifle bird,

Rothschild's lobe-billed bird of par-

adise, and Bensbach's bird of paradise.

Is he right? Michael Walters superin-

tends the British Museum's collection

of birds of paradise, a collection that in-

cludes many aOeged hybrids. But "the

hybrids just gather dust," he says. "No-

body has done any work on them for

years." Walters claims to be one of

"four or five people in the world" able

to debate Fuller's conclusions. He says:

"Fuller's work is excellent, a briUiant

read, and though not an ornithologist

by profession, he knows as much as

anyone. Some will argue with his con-

clusions, but at the end of the day these

mysteries are probably insoluble."

If FuUer's views are accepted, it wiU

be a triumph for the romantic enthusi-

ast, a specimen of scientist often consid-

ered extinct since the days of the nine-

teenth-century gentleman amateur. But

that would be just, for romantics

brought the birds to the world's atten-

tion in the first place. And whether car-

rying a spit bucket at a boxing ring,

chasing birds of paradise through the

jungle, or selling his worldly goods to

pay for a stuffed auk, Fuller counts

himself among the romantics.

Fred Pearce is a freelance journalist and au-

thor, based in London. He is an eiwiroii-

nicntal consultantJor New Scientist maga-

zine and the author of several books,

including The Dammed and Ian and

Fred's Big Green Book.

«l
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Darwin's Dreampond
Africa's deep rift lakes— Victoria, Niassa, g m.

Tanganyika, Kivu, Edward, and Albert—
are renowned among evolutionists for their

extraordinary array ofcichlids—small, tropi-

cal and subtropical perchlike fishes that su-

perficially resemble sunfish. University of

Leiden biologist Tijs Goldschmidt went to

Tanzania as part of a survey team charged

with classifying Lake Victoria's cichlids—
and wrote a book marveling at their evolu-

tion, debating the scientific issues, and

recording his experience of the Tanzanian

landscape and people.

Excerpt The radiations of Dar-

win's finches and hon-

eycreepers pale in comparison with

cichlid radiations. These are the most

spectacular in the world, giving the im-

pression of having been created by a

masterly magician who now and then

feels the urge to outdo himself. A
handful of cichlid species go into the

hat and every time, without fail, dozens

or even hundreds come out—display-

ing the most unlikely shapes, colors,

and behavior. (The trick could also be

performed using other species, such as

catfish, snails, ostracods, or sponges, all

with smaller radiations.)

The recipe is quite simple: allow a

saucer to form in the earth's surface, or

gently tear open the surface (not too

deeply, as excessive warmth from the

earth's mantle can spoil everything). Let

Dried lake sardines in the local market

Fishermen in Lake Victoria's Kusa Bay

the saucer or fissure fdl up with river

water, insure that several riverine cich-

lids, preferably the omnivorous kind,

find their way into the virgin lake, and

that's it: the rest wiU take care of itself.

After several hundreds ot thousands of

years, anywhere between dozens and

hundreds of colorful new cichhd spe-

cies will have developed, closely resem-

bling one another in their basic features

but outfitted with anatomical equip-

ment and behavior that

allow them to process

totally different kinds

of food. After a few

more miUions of years

the radiation will have

progressed even fur-

ther: the diversity ot

shapes, colors, and be-

havior patterns will

have become so great

that any amateur could

easily learn to distin-

guish one kind from

another. Ten million

A boy with a fi-esh catch, mostly ofcichlids

years hence, the differences wiU have

become even more pronounced, and

many intermediate forms will have died

out in the meantime.

Curiosity about the way this recipe

works was one of our main motives for

wanting to study the species flocks of

the East African lakes. New species

were literally appearing, changing, and

disappearing before our very eyes. The

East African lakes differ in age, and sev-

eral, as far as we know, have never been
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linked with other lakes. This provides a

unique opportunity for comparison:

cichlid radiations can be observed at

different "stages" of evolution, in this

case, as living organisms.

While the recipe for determining the

origins of a radiation may be simple, es-

tablishing how it actually works is quite

another matter. Dozens of evolutionary

biologists have busied themselves with

this question throughout our century,

focusing initially on classifying and de-

scribing species and charting their pat-

terns of distribution. But this is where

the problem starts. How can species be

distinguished from one another? Have

all the cichlids within the confines of

the Victoria basin really descended

from a single common ancestor? And if

so, how? And what do the hundreds of

cichlid species actually do? What is

their role in the ecosystem? How do

you explain how so many species ex-

ploit the same food source without the

competition for space or food necessar-

ily becoming fatal? (It is strange that

only cichlids have developed new spe-

cies and radiated at such an explosive

rate. Why hasn't the "little sardine"

Rastrineohola argeiitea ever done this? Or
the lungfish, for that matter? Isn't it

about time for them to renew them-

selves? They have scarcely changed in

more than a million years.)

I thought there was something

unique about these beautiful little fish

that fit nicely into the palm of the hand.

I even supposed that the radiations of

these organisms in the East African

lakes might serve as a model for many
older groups offish, as weO as for birds

and mammals. A young, radiative group

in an isolated microworld is the key,

perhaps, to a better understanding of

evolution.

From Darwin's Dreampond: Drama in

Lake Victoria, by Tijs Goldschtnidt; trans-

lated from Dutch by Slierry Marx-Macdon-

ald. Published in 1996 by MIT Press.

Uproar at Dancing Rabbit Creek
By Colin Crawford (Addison-Wesky Publishing Company, Inc., 1996, $23)

Plans for a toxic-waste faciHty in east-central Mississippi's Noxubee County

united poor blacks and whites in a struggle for jobs, pohtical and econoinic

power, and a share in the rich farming area known as the black prairie belt. The
narrative follows a ten-year struggle that engulfed the community and vividly

dramatizes the problems of environmental decision making.

One River
By Wade Davis (Simon and Schuster, 1996, $27.50, illus.)

Beginning in 1941, American ethnobotanist Richard Evans Schultes spent

fourteen years in the Amazon rain forest, finding sources of rubber and classify-

ing medicinal and psychoactive plants. In 1974, Davis and Tim Plowman,

Schultes 's students, retraced their mentor's travels, discovering new flora, iden-

tifying the origin and spread of the coca plant, documenting native uses of

plants, and observing firsthand the destruction of the rain forest.

In Search of Nature
ByEdimrd O. Wilson (Island Press, 1996, $19.95, illus.)

In a collection of essays published between 1975 and 1993, sociobiologist Ed-

ward O. Wilson contemplates such subjects as the adaptive success of the

world's 350 species of sharks, mite specialists living on the bodies of army ants,

and the extravagant courtship displays of male birds of paradise.

Dinosaurs of the Flaming CHffs
By Michael Novacek (Anchor Books, Doubleday, 1996, $24.95, illus.)

The leader of the American Museum of Natural History's ongoing expeditions

to the Gobi Desert, Novacek recounts the trials and triumphs of four summers

of work in this legendary, fossil-rich region. Firsthand accounts of field adven-

tures, along with reconstructions of ancient scenes, bring the reader into the

hvely realm of paleontology today.

The Cambridge Illus-

trated History of China
By Patricia Buckley Ebrey (Cambridge

University Press, 1996, $39.95, illus.)

Imperial dynasties, religious traditions,

foreign invaders, and the modern

Communist state have all shaped Chi-

nese culture. A lavishly illustrated text

by Asia scholar Ebrey makes this an il-

luminating guide to China.

The books mentioned in "Natural Se-

lections" are available from the Mu-
seum shop of the American Museum
of Natural History (212) 769-5150.

Mythical founders of the cosmos
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Dangerous

Creatures
By Hmmrd Topojf

CD-ROM With just under 900

species, bats make up

about one-quarter of all living mam-
mals, a diversity exceeded only by that

of rodents. And while mammals are

typically classified as either predators or

prey, only among bats do we find a spe-

cies that qualifies for the unusual title of

parasite: the vampire bat of Central and

South America. Speciahzing in domes-

tic animals, a vampire uses four razor-

sharp canine teeth to make a small inci-

sion on a part of its host where blood

vessels lie close to the skin—such as the

ear—and laps up blood with its grooved

tongue. Surprisingly, the fictional vam-

pire made infamous by Bram Stoker's

Dracula predates the discovery of the

blood-lapping mammal. In other

words, the bat was named after its

human counterpart, and not vice versa.

If, like most people, you're fascinated

by teeth, fangs, stingers, and venoms,

Microsoft provides a dose of each in

Dangerous Creatures. The opening menu

hsts five distinct, but equally enjoyable,

ways to explore this busthng zoological

maze. I started with "Weapons," where

you can survey such exotic species as

poison arrow frogs, kOler bees, the fire

salamander, army ants, and our old

friend the vampire bat. Although you

might be tempted to conclude that

Dangerous Creatures is really a desensiti-

zation program for clinical psycholo-

gists treating animal phobias, be assured

that the programs bark is much more

serious than its bite. Buried among the

piranhas and porcupine fishes are an as-

sortment of such "deadly" creatures as

the platypus, the octopus, and the com-

mon rat. In truth, the thread that

weaves this delightful CD-ROM to-

gether IS the diversity of adaptations

used by animals to meet the simultane-

Vampirc hat

ous challenges of getting food but not

becoming food.

The most intriguing module of Dan-

gerous Creatures is simply called the

"Guide." It proffers an array offolk tales

from Africa, Asia, and America relating

to these creatures and advises would-be

naturalists on some things to avoid

doing while out in the field.

I also explored the "Atlas," which

places each animal in its appropriate

habitat. I wound up in Australia,

watching a movie of a ten-foot-long sea

snake in search offish eggs and eels. My
curiosity then led me to link to another

animal called the sea wasp. Had some-

one discovered a colony of hornets

with a pontoon nest? Not exactly! The

sea wasp is really a jellyfish that uses an

especially potent venom to snare small

fishes. We are told that lifeguards on

some Australian beaches wear panty-

hose to protect against these jellyfish,

but no photographs are offered for ver-

ification. (Microsoft Corporation, 800-

426-9400, available in Macintosh and

Windows)

Howard Topoff is a professor of psychology

at CUNY's Hunter College and a research

associate in the Museum's Department of

Entomology.

Out in

Space Again
By Robert Andason

nature.net I haven't reviewed

astronomy Internet

sites since my first column in February,

so I think it's time to cover some more.

The Astronomical Picture of the Day

(http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod

/astropix.html) gives you what it

promises, and its accompanying caption

is Hnked to so much information that

each day offers what amounts to a short

course in another facet of astronomy.

Robert Nemiroff, one of the astro-

physicists at NASA's Goddard Space

Flight Center, which maintains the site,

has created short movie chps of imagi-

nary journeys in which the viewer ap-

proaches black holes and neutron stars.

These usefiil teaching devices can be

found by selecting Nemiroff's list of ed-

ucational resources.

Views of the Solar System (http://

bang.lanl.gov/solarsys/homepage.htm),

maintained by Calvin Hamilton, pro-

vides an exciting tour of planets and

their moons, of asteroids and comets,

with nearly a thousand high-resolution

images and animations. Much of the

image processing was done by the au-

thor. This site has probably the best hst

of other astronomy sites I have seen,

and also makes it easy to track down the

free software needed to view the ani-

mations.

Finally, with aU the planets that are

being discovered out there, the ques-

tion ofhow inany other inteOigent civ-

ilizations populate them is being asked

with renewed interest. For an answer,

you can check out astronomer Frank

Drake's famous equation at the SETI

Institute web site (http://www.seti-

inst.edu/drake-eq.html#FP).

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural

History magazine.
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dentists Outside
By Barbara Nimri Aziz

Archeologist Walid al-Jadir was one of

those scientists who somehow connect

everything they see and hear to their

work. His task was to reveal the ancient

history of Iraq. "See those hillocks on

the landscape?" he once asked me,

pomting to the dull, winter farmland

we were passing on the way to Sippar,

the site of his research. "Every one of

those hiUs could be a tell," he contin-

ued. "Probably under each one hes an

ancient city. The entire country of Iraq

is a treasure."

Al-Jadir felt a sense of urgency about

uncovering his country's distant past.

He was proud of the role his ances-

tors—the inhabitants of Mesopota-

mia—played in human civilization as

long as 5,000 years ago. Among the

basic principles that Sumerian and

Akkadian scientists developed were the

first-known phonetic writing system,

the zero in mathematics, the arch, and

predictive astronomy. The early citizens

of what is now Iraq also introduced the

wheel, irrigation, schools, and popular

representative government. Much of

their civilization's development re-

flected the importance they attached to

education.

I first met al-Jadir in 1989 at a lecture

at the newly opened American Cultural

Center in Baghdad. For the previous

eight years, Iraq had been preoccupied

with its war with Iran, and many such

programs had been halted. With the

war over, the nation's intellectuals wel-

comed the resumption of lectures and

international contact. That evening, a

few Americans and many Iraqis filled

tlie small lecture room to celebrate re-

stored relations and hear a scholar often

seen in Iraq—McGuire Gibson, an

archeologist at the University of

Chicago's Oriental Institute. Gibson

described his research at Nippur in

Faced with an international embargo, Iraq's most

progressive community finds itselfabandoned.

The site of Nippur, in soutlicni Iraq

southern Iraq, explaining how his team

had identified layers of successive occu-

pation within that city, dating as far

back as the fourth millennium B.C.

When the lecture ended, al-Jadir

siniled, remarking on the fine work of

his American colleague. "You know,"

he said, "even during the entire war

with Iran, we allowed Gibson and oth-

ers to continue their research here, and

they were not afiraid to come at a time

of hostilities. And you see," he added,

"they produced something!" Al-Jadir

knew that the nation's archeological

heritage was just too immense to be ex-

plored by Iraqis alone. He noted that

government surveys had registered

10,000 sites—and these were a small

fraction of the total believed to exist.

Iraq has a sizable body of professional

archeologists. This is due in part to the

keen interest of foreign scholars in the

region's history. The British and French

began digging here in the last century,

and they inspired their Arab associates

to continue their pursuits after Iraq

gained independence in 1932.

By the 1960s, Iraqis were earning

higher degrees abroad, not only in

archeology but also in virtually all sci-
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nces, as well as the humanities and the bombing. By 1992, Walid al-Jadir was

arts. Iraq's policy of conducting scien-

tific education in English encouraged

bright young Iraqis to continue their

advanced studies in Britain and the

United States. Medicine, for example,

was taught completely in English in

Iraq's eight colleges of medicine. And

all university libraries included foreign

professional journals.

Up to the time of the 1991 Persian

Gulf war, Iraq's professionals enjoyed

strong government backing, enabling

them to pursue their international stud-

ies. This policy enriched the country,

but Saddam Hussein did not necessarily

win scientists' undisputed loyalty be-

cause of it. Iraq's scientists were among

those citizens who most cherished de-

mocratic freedoms and who dared to

report the government's abuses to out-

siders. Many left because of political re-

pression. Even so, the government con-

tinued to support scientists' training

and contacts abroad.

During the war with Iran, economic

development continued. Iraq expanded

and modernized its museums and built

research centers, universities, a network

ofmodern hospitals, fine highways, and

luxury hotels for conferences. But the

Persian Gulf war and its aftermath

changed all that. In 1991, the bombing

of Baghdad and air strikes on water and

power installations across the country

paralyzed the nation. The Allied forces

bombed Iraq for forty-two days and in-

flicted a decisive military defeat.

Much of the physical damage from

the bombing could be repaired. Iraqi

engineers set to work and rebuilt

bridges, buildings, and other installa-

tions. Many scientists were able to re-

turn to their jobs within a few months.

Most of the ancient archeological sites

were undisturbed. The excavated ruins

and the thousands of cities under those

humps on the horizon had survived the

again directing work at the Sippar site,

and the same year he attended a confer-

ence in Belgium.

But the war was not really over. A
total economic embargo—imposed

August 6, 1990, four days after Iraq in-

vaded Kuwait, and continued foDowing

the ceasefire—was still in force. Iraq

could not sell its oil or buy needed sup-

plies until the U. N. Sanctions Com-
mittee was satisfied that the country's

weapons systems had been completely

destroyed.

To a nation that had become heavily

dependent on imported products paid

for with oil revenues, the trade sanc-

tions would prove to have a more dev-

astating effect than the military cam-

A class meets in a Baghdad school

paign. By 1990, for example, 70

percent of Iraq's food needs were ful-

filled by imports: almost all milk came

from Europe, nee and wheat from the

United States, additional wheat from

Australia, and poultry feed from

Canada. But food was only part of the

story. Cars and other machinery came

from Germany and Japan. Also im-

ported were books, newsprint, ink,

computers, poultry and cattle vaccines,

pesticides, and herbicides. Iraq spent

$500 million a year on medicines and

medical supplies for its 19 million

people, all of whom received high-

quahty, free medical care. The govern-

ment boasted that 90 percent of its vil-

lages were electrified and many farms

had freezers, pickups, and modern ma-

chinery. Meanwhile, industry and agri-

culture had been neglected.

After the war the country found itself

unable to produce or purchase neces-

sary food. Supplies on hand rapidly dis-

appeared, and what Little emergency re-

lief came from abroad could address

only 5 percent of the country's needs.

Without chicken feed, the poultry in-

dustry collapsed; imported milk (in-

cluding infant formula, on which Iraqis

had come to rely) disappeared from the

market. Without vaccines and veteri-

nary supplies, Iraq's dairy herds de-

clined. After six years, the embargo's ef-

fects proved as severe

as any weapon of mass

destruction.

The death toll of

civilians, mainly chil-

dren, as a result of the

embargo is much

higher than that of

Iraqi soldiers in the

war. Members of a

team from the U. N.

Food and Agriculture

Organization con-

firmed that well over

half a million children under age five

have perished. Malnutrition and maras-

mus are common, and many children

are stunted or retarded. The incidence

of such diseases as malaria, t^'phoid. and

schistosomiasis, rarely seen for thirty

years, have risen sharply, owing to the

deterioration of the water supply and

environment. Iraq's once exemplary

health care system is in shambles, with

medical supplies dwindling and hospital

wards closing even as the need for them

increases. For example, in surveys across

the country, Iraq's Institute of Radiol-

ogy and Nuclear Medicine has docu-

^1
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mented increases in breast cancer and

childhood leukemia.

Responding to reports of massive

suflFering, in 1995 the U. N. passed

Resolution 986, allowing Umited oil

sales by Iraq in exchange for food and

medicine, and in May 1996 the Iraqi

government finally agreed to the

U. N.'s terms. Under 986, nearly half of

the oil income must go for w^ar repara-

tions to Kuwait and individual victims

of the invasion, to support the Kurdish

population in the north, and to pay for

U. N. inspections and administration.

The resolution limits the purchase of

educational and agricultural equip-

ment, which might enable Iraq to re-

build its infrastructure. Meanwhile, the

terms of the previous U. N. resolutions

remain in effect.

While the health crisis has received

some attention in the international

press, another casualty of war that has

passed unnoticed is Iraq's intellectual

I
While scientists are subject to the

same general hardships, they suffer the

additional burden of intellectual isola-

tion. Sculptor Mohammed Ghani notes

that "Iraq is now outside history."

Ghani, who studied in Rome and regu-

larly exhibited there and in other parts

ofEurope, as well as in the Arab world,

mourns the loss of contact with his for-

eign peers. Iraqi professors and doctors

report that they are unable to remain in

touch with their international col-

leagues. They lack fiinding to partici-

pate in meetings where developments

in their fields are discussed, and with

the embargo, most newspaper, journal,

and book publishers ceased sending

their materials.

"Since 1990," says surgeon Aziz Ali,

"I have not even received medical jour-

nals I had current subscriptions for." He
adds a refrain heard from other scientists

and professors: "When vc^e write to col-

leagues abroad for literature or advice.

She is eager to see her American pro-

fessors again, but she is more concerned

about publishing her work internation-

ally. After four years spent measuring

what she feels is an alarming amount of

pollution generated by the 1991 war,

Amash finds herself blocked from re-

porting her findings to the wider scien-

tific community. "I cannot obtain any

invitations to attend professional con-

ferences," she says, "and journal editors

do not respond to my submissions."

Sabri al-Aini Dawood is a mathe-

matician. Having earned his Ph.D. from

Purdue University, he knows the pro-

fessional community in the United

States well. The neglect by that com-

munity appears to him to be an intel-

lectual boycott of his country. "Since

the war," he notes, "neither I nor my
colleagues have been able to have our

work accepted abroad. If an editor

rephes that an article submitted is scien-

tifically unsound and does not merit

In his excavations at Sippar, archeologist VValid al-Jadir discovered a library room for cuneijorm tablets.

infrastructure. Before the war, Iraq had

10,000 university faculty members and

14,000 physicians, as well as profession-

als in all spheres of science, the human-

ities, and the arts. The needs of the

higher education system were met

through government imports, as were

those of the primary and secondary

schools—ever\n:hing from te.xtbooks to

computers to laboratory facilities. But

most of those computers are no longer

functioning for lack of spare parts; pen-

cils are embargoed because of their

graphite content; and even paper is in

critically short supply.

we have no reply." Dr. Ali studied at

Great Ormond Street Children's Hos-

pital in London and no\v practices in

Kerbala. With his British accent stUl in-

tact, he expresses his utter dismay at the

cutoff. "Our instructors in London

would not countenance medicine as we

are forced to practice it because we

have no anesthetics or adequate surgical

equipment." He and other Iraqi sur-

geons are unable to operate frequently

enough to maintain their skUls.

Huda Amash is an environmental bi-

ologist who earned her Ph.D. from the

University of Missouri at Columbia.

pubhcation, that is reasonable. We can

accept the scientific standard. But we

hear the rejection is pohtical. This is to-

tally unethical."

Many of Iraq's creative virriters and

academics have left the country because

of the government's censorship policies.

Good journaUsm is missing from the

country, where open discussion on

many issues is not possible. But doctors

and scientists did not face the same cen-

sorship, and professionals could sub-

scribe to journals to suit their needs.

Following imposition of the embargo,

however, postal offices in the United



States, Britain, France, Germany, and

elsewhere were instructed not to deliver

mail above twelve ounces addressed to

the outlawed nation (and no business

mail at all).

Iraqi scientists did not realize what

was happening until some time after the

embargo. Well-meaning foreign col-

leagues also did not know the ban ex-

isted. Dr. Abdul Moneim, of the Can-

cer Institute in Baghdad, was recently at

a seminar in Jordan and, meeting a col-

league from the Royal College of Sur-

geons, he asked her for journals in can-

cer radiology, their common profession.

She agreed. Several weeks later, she sent

regrets from London. "She was sur-

prised," said the Iraqi specialist, "when

she learned that medical journals were

not exempt from the embargo."

At the moment, information about

the latest medical technology may not

be of much assistance to Iraqi doctors

who lack basic medicines and diagnos-

tic tools. But even if things improve in

the future, doctors wiU be handicapped

because they were not able to keep

abreast of advances in their disciplines.

And they sorely miss professional con-

tacts. Being forgotten by the interna-

tional community, they say, makes the

hardships caused by food and medical

shortages more difficult to endure.

Because of their reputations and their

role as articulators of social ideals, artists

and intellectuals often win the sympa-

thy and support of the international

community. In the case of Iraq, how-
ever, the world has largely ignored the

difficulties these once-comfortable,

middle-class professionals face, partly

because of limited press coverage and

also because they generally have had re-

sources to stave off real hunger by sell-

ing possessions and receiving remit-

tances from family abroad.

When a country faces disease and

starvation, food and medicine naturally

take priority over books and micro-

scopes when it comes to relief aid. But

if Iraq's scientists abandon their careers

and leave teaching, and if research stag-

nates, the nation will suffer lasting dam-

age. Already tens of thousands of these

professionals have left the country in

search of work, undermining prospects

that a strong democracy can take hold

in the near future.

Among those who will not see Iraq's

future is archeologist Walid al-Jadir. Al-

though he took up his work again after

the war, his life never returned to nor-

mal. He died suddenly in 1994, a vic-

tim of cancer.

In his years of research, ai-Jadir had

been pursuing leads that the great city

of Akkad might be found among the

ruins his team was excavating at Sippar.

One of their most exciting finds was a

library, a small, low room with

cuneiform tablets arranged on shelves.

Located adjacent to the main temple,

this was the first such structure to be

excavated intact, and it confirmed that

this site had been a major academic

center. Al-Jadir speculated that similar

libraries had existed in other excavated

cities, but that earlier archeologists, un-

earthing the thousands of cuneiform

tablets they contained, inadvertently

destroyed the library structures.

What especially excited al-Jadir was a

set of tablets that had remained undis-

turbed in one corner of the library he

uncovered. The cuneiform inscriptions

on them identified the various subjects

of the tablets on the adjacent shelves—

a

type of index.

"This proved beyond a doubt the so-

phistication of the earliest chroniclers of

our civilization," he told me. This evi-

dence of the region's intellectual vigor

is an ancient but fragile legacy. Today,

al-Jadir's field office at Sippar is deserted

and the fence around the ruins is bro-

ken, leaving them vulnerable to vandal-

ism. Once again the windswept site lies

abandoned. D
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Did the Devil niake Protestants throw Catholics

out of^vindows—or was it biology?

The Diet ofWorms
and the

Defenestration ofPrague
By StephenJay Goiild

I once ate an ant (chocolate covered) on

a dare. I have no awfiil memories ofthe

experience, but I harbor no burning
desire for a repeat performance. I there-

fore feel poor Martin Luther's pain

when, at the crux of his career, in April

1521, he spent ten days on the Diet of

Worms (washed down with a good deal

ofwine, or so I read).

I am, I suppose, a collector by nature,

and mental drawers have more room for

phrases and facts than physical cabinets

maintain for specimens. I therefore re-

ser\'e one cranial shelf for the best

funny or euphonious phrases of history.

The Diet of Woniis is my prize speci-

men, but I a^^ard second place to an-

other D-phrase of European histor\'

—

the Defenestration of Prague in 1618, the

"official" trigger of the Thirty- Years'

War—one of the most extended, hor-

rendous, and senseless conflicts in West-

em cultare.

I do not beheve in \acarious experi-

ence and will go to great, even absurd,

lengths to stand on the true spot or

place a hand on the very x\=aU. I could

have written llbnderfitl Life T^ithout a

\"isir to the Burgess Shale, but what a

sacrilegel Walcott's fossil quarr\- is holy

ground and not all that difficult of ac-

cess. I therefore accepted a recent invi-

tation to lecture in Heidelberg on the

stipulation that my hosts dri\''e me to

nearby Worms, site of the Diet. (I had,

three years earher, stood on the square

in Prague where several bodies had

landed after ejection from an upper-

story window.)

Now, with pilgrimages completed to

the sources of the two phrases that most

caught my fancy in Mrs. Ponti's fifth-

grade European history class, I can

muse more formally upon the sadly

common theme behind the two D's

—

our cursed tribal tendency to factional-

ize, fight, and then, so often in our

righteous certainty, to define our oppo-

nents as vermin and trv to expunge ei-

ther their doctrines (by censorship and

fire) or their very" being (by genocide).

The Diet of Worms and the Defenes-

tration of Prague mark two cardinal

events in the sad chronology of hatred

and bloodshed surrounding a central

theme of Western history^ one filled

with aspects of grandeur as weD-^he

schism of "universal" Christianity into

CathoKc and Protestant portions.

The Diet, or governing body, of the

Holy Roman Empire met at the great

medieval RJiineland cit\- of Worms in

1521, pardy to demand a recantation

from Martin Luther. (German sources

call the Diet a Reidistao. Moreover, the

German term for fish bait is spelled

with a "u," not an "o" as it is in English.

Thus, the Reidtstag zu Wonns packs no

culinary punch in the original.)

In school, I learned the heroic ver-

sion of Luther's appearance before the

Diet of Worms. This account (which I

have just confirmed by reading a bunch

of recent biographies) reports factual

material in an accurate manner—^and is

therefore "true" in one crucial sense,

yet so very partial and therefore mis-

leadingly incomplete in other equally

important ways. Luther, excommuni-

cated by Pope Leo X in Januars' 1521,

arrived in Worms under an imperial

guarantee of safe conduct to justify or

recant his apostasies before the mih-

tandy Cathohc and newly elected Holy

Roman Emperor, Charies V, heir to the

Hapsburg d\-nast\7 of central Europe

and Spain, and twent\"-one-year-old

grandson of Ferdinand and Isabella,

monarchs of Spain and patrons ot

Christopher Columbus.

Luther, with substantial support fiom

local people of all classes, including his

most powerful protector, Frederick the

Wise, elector of Saxony, appeared be-

fore Charles and the Imperial Diet on

April 17. Asked if he would retract the

contents of his books. Luther begged

some time for consideration (and, no

77ie Defenestration ofPrague, 1618
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doubt, for preparation of a rip-roaring

speech). The emperor granted a day's

recess, and Luther returned on April 1

8

to make his most famous statement.

Speaking first in German and then in

Latin, Luther argued that he could not

disavow his work unless he could be

proved \^T:ong either by the Scriptures

or by logic. He may or may not have

ended his speech (reports vary) with

one of the most famous statements in

Western history: Hier stehe ich; ich kann

nicht anders; Gott helfe mir; Amen—
"Here I stand; I cannot do otherwise;

God help me; Amen."

Faced with Luther's intransigence,

the emperor and a rump session of the

Diet issued the Edict of Worms on May
8. But this document, banning Luther's

work and enjoining his detention,

could not be enforced, given the

strength of Luther's local support. In-

stead, under Frederick's protection,

Luther "escaped" to the casde of Wart-

burg, where he translated the New Tes-

tament into German.

A stirring story, invoking some of the

finest themes in Western liberal and in-

tellectual traditions: freedom of

thought, personal bravers' against au-

thorirv', the power ot one man with a

grand idea before the crumbHng weight

of centuries. But dig just a little deeper,

below the overt level of hagiography

and school-day moralisms, and you

enter the quagmire of intolerance and

mayhem on all sides. Scratch the sur-

face of soaring notions such as "justifi-

cation by faith" and you encounter a

world where any major idea becomes a

political instrument in a quest for social

order or a tool in the struggle for power

between distant popes and local

princes. Consider the operative para-

graph of the Edict of Worms, complete

vidth a closing metaphor about diets in

the modern culinarv' sense:

We want all ofLuther's books to be uni-

versally prohibited andforbidden, and we

also want them to be burned. . . . We
follow the very praisetvorthy ordinance

and custom of the good Christians of old

who had the books oj heretics like the

Arians, Priscillians, Nestorians, Eutychi-

ans, and others burned and annihilated,

even everything that was contained in

these books, whethergood or bad. Tliis is

well done, since ifwe are not allowed to

eat meat containingjust one drop ofpoi-

1209, Pope Innocent III urged a cru-

sade against them—just one among so

many examples of Christians annihilat-

ing other Christians—and the resulting

war effectively destroyed the Provencal

civilization of southern France. The In-

quisition mopped up during the next

several decades, thus completing the

Martin Luther addressing the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V at the Diet of Worms, 1521

son because of the danger of bodily infec-

tion, then we surely should leave out

every doctrine (even if it is good) which

has in it the poison of heresy and error,

which infects and corrupts and destroys

under the cover of charity everything that

is good.

These words are chilling enough

when confined to the destruction of

documents. But annihilation often ex-

tended to the inventors of unorthodox-

ies and to the genocide of followers. Of
the early heretics mentioned in the

Edict above, PriscUHan, bishop of Avila

in Spain, was convicted of sorcen,- and

immorality and executed by the

Roman emperor Maximus m 385. The

later Albigensians fared far worse.

These ascetic communitarians of south-

ern France frightened papal and other

authorities with their views on the cor-

ruption of clerg\' and secular rulers. In

extirpation of an unpopular view by

genocide. Grisly but effective. The En-

cyclopaedia Britannica simply states: "It is

exceedingly diiEcult to form any very

precise idea of the Albigensian doc-

trines because present knowledge of

them is derived from their opponents."

If Luther and other reformers had

promoted their new versions of Chris-

tiamt%' in the name of love, tolerance,

and respect, then I might accept the

heroic version of history' as progress in-

spired by rare indi\'iduals of broader \'i-

sion. But Luther could be just as dog-

matic, just as unforgiving, and just as

bloodthirsty as his opponents—and

when his folks took the reins of power,

the old tactics of banning, book burn-

ing, and doctrinal murder continued.

For example, Luther had originally

held htde animus toward Jews, for he

hoped that, by eliminating papal abuses,

his reforms might lead to their conver-



sion. But when his hopes withered,

Luther turned on the vitriol and, in a

1543 pamphlet titled On the lews and

Their Lies, recommended either forced

deportation ofJews to Palestine or the

burning of all synagogues and Jewish

books (including the Bible) and the re-

striction ofJews to agrarian pursuits.

In his most horrific recommendation

(and on the eve of supposed personal

happiness in his marriage to Katherine

von Bora), Luther advocated the

wholesale slaughter of German peas-

ants, whose rebeUion had recently been

so brutally suppressed. To be sure,

Luther had his reasons and frustrations.

He had never supported uprisings or

rebeUion against secular authority, al-

though some of the more moderate

peasant groups had used his teachings as

justifications. Moreover, the militant

faction of peasants had been led by his

bitter theological enemy Thomas
Miintzer. Political conservatives like

Luther always take a dim view (if only

to save their own skins) of insurrections

by large and poorly disciplined groups

of disenfranchised people. But Luther's

recommendation for virtual genocide,

as presented in his 1525 tract. Against

the Murderous and Thieving Hordes of

Peasants, makes my skin crawl, espe-

cially as a recommendation (however

secular) from a supposed man of God:

// the peasant is in open rebeUion, then

he is outside the law of God. . . . Rcbel-

Uon brings with it a landfull of murders

and bloodshed, makes widows and or-

phans, and turns everything upside down

like a great disaster. Therefore, let

everyone who can, smite, slay, and

stab, secretly or openly, remembering

that nothing can be more poisonous,

hurtful, or devilish than a rebel. It is just

as when one must kill a mad dog; if you

don't strike him, he will strike you, and

the whole hind with you [emphasis

mine].

The victorious nobility followed

Luther's recommendations, and esti-
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mates of the death toll (mostly inflicted

upon rebels \^-ho had already surren-

dered and therefore posed no immedi-

ate threat) run as high as 100,000.

Sad tales of mass murder perpetuated

by differing factions of a supposedly

united cause haunt human history. I

don't fhinlc that Christians are worse

than other folks in this regard; we just

know these stories better as defining in-

cidents of a culture shared by most

readers of this magazine. 1 am not

speaking of isolated executions, but of

wholesale slaughters, howi'ever un-

known to us today for two eerie rea-

I Stood on the square

bodies had lane

upper-story window.
ot windows ha

beautiful cit\'—a tr

sons. First, Hitlers of the past didn't

have the technology (although they

probably had the will) to kill six million

in a few years, so their depredations, al-

though thorough, were more local.

Second, obhterated cultures of bygone

times featured fev^rer people, living in

limited areas, and publishing htde or no

documentation. An older sv^le ot geno-

cide could therefore be devastatingjy

complete and effective, truly wiping

out all memory of a N^ibrant people.

1 have already mentioned the Albi-

gensian crusade. In 1204, the Fourth

Crusade, having failed to reach Pales-

tine through Eg\'pt to conquer the

Holy Land, sacked the Byzantine

Christian capital of Constantinople in-

stead, imposing more mayhem upon

people and art than the "infidel" Ot-

tomans exacted when the city finally

fell fiom Christian rule in 1453. The

rupture of Europe into Protestant and

CathoKc parts prox^ided even more op-

portunity for such di\Tsive destruc-

tion—^and Martin Luther's legacv^ surely

includes as much darkness as hght.

Which bring? me to the Thirtj^ Years'



War and the Defenestration of Prague.

Throwing people out ot windows

has a long legacy in this beautiful city

—

a true "Scandal in Bohemia," so to

speak. In each major incident but the

last, rebelling Protestants (or proto-

Protestants) tossed entrenched Catho-

lics out of their strongholds. The "ofFi-

cial" Defenestration (with a capital D)

occurred in 1618. Local Protestants,

justifiably enraged when the very

Catholic King Ferdinand II reneged on

promises of religious freedom, stormed

Hradcany Castle and threw three

Catholic councilors out of the window

igue where several

Jer ejection from an

Throwing people out

iig history in this

candal in Bohemia."

and into the moat. (Legend states that

they walked away, embarrassed but un-

harmed, thanks either to their good

fortune or to the intended aim of their

adversaries—for they landed in a large

and soft dunghill.)

The rebels of 1618 had consciously

reenacted a past incident that they

wished to claim as part of a proud and

continuous history. (A Latin window,

by the way, is afenestra—so defenestration

is just a fancy word for throwing some-

thing out of such an opening.) The

memory of Bohemian religious re-

former Jan Hus, burned for heresy in

1415 and claimed by later Protestants as

a precursor, inspired the initial defenes-

tration of Prague in 1419. A Hussite

army (if you like them) or a rabble (if

you don't) stormed the New Town Hall

and threw three Catholic consuls and

seven citizens out of the window (some

to their death, for no cushioning

dunghill broke these falls), and Bo-
hemia did pass to Hussite rule for a

time. Yet another, but lesser-known,

defenestration occurred in 1483. King

Vladislav had restored Catholic domin-
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ion, so another dissident band of Hus-

sites threw the CathoHc mayor out of

the window.

The tragic epilogue to this sequence

will be remembered by readers of a

generation just before mine. Jan

Masaryk, son of Tomas Masaryk, the

first president of Czechoslovakia, held

on as the only non-Cormnunist minis-

ter of the postwar puppet government.

On March 10, 1948, his body was

found in the courtyard of Czernin

Palace. He had fallen from a window

forty-five feet above. Had he jumped as

a suicide (with ironic consciousness of

1648. Today, the ruined castle of Hei-

delberg, beautifully lit at night, turns

the entire city into a romantic stage set

for Tlie Student Prince. But Heidelberg

retains no medieval buildings, and the

castle lies in ruins, as the consequence

of yet another disastrous, internecme

war among Christians—when the

Protestant elector of the Rhineland

Palatinate (with Heidelberg as a center)

died without an heir, and Catholic

France claimed the territory because

the elector's sister had married Pliilip of

Orleans, brother of Louis XIV.

We must also remember the prin-

If Christians could slaughter one another with

such gusto, what could true outsiders expect?

his nation's history) or had he been

pushed in a murder? The case has never

been solved.

The Protestant trmmph after the of-

ficial defenestration lasted only two

years and ended in yet another splurge

of murder and destruction. With pow-

erful Hapsburg support, Cathohcs re-

grouped and decisively defeated the

Protestants in the Battle of the White

Mountain on November 8, 1620.

Weeks of plunder and pUlage followed

in Prague. A few months later, twenty-

seven nobles and other citizens were

tortured and executed in the Old Town

Square. The victors hung twelve heads,

impaled on iron hooks, from the

Bridge Tower as a warning.

The resulting Thirty Years' War can-

not be reduced to a dichotomous strug-

gle between Catholics and Protes-

tants—but this essential division did

define much of the temper and zealotry

of the controversy (for we seem able to

kill "apostates" far more easily than

merely errant compatriots). Much of

central Europe lay in ruins, as the mer-

cenary armies ofvarious potentates rav-

aged the countryside, burning, raping,

and pillaging as they went. Nor did the

battles of Protestants against Cathohcs

end with the Treaty of WestphaHa in

ciple that when things look bad, they

can get far worse. If Christians could

slaughter one another with such gusto

and ferocity, what could true outsiders

expect—for non-Christians could be

defined even more easily as beyond

human worth and therefore ripe for

elimination. For this final chapter in

man's inhumanity, we turn to the obvi-

ous test: the fate ofJewish communities

in medieval and Renaissance Europe at

the time of diets and defenestrations.

Jewish communities persisted for a

thousand years in the Rhineland. Every

city that I visited—Worms, Speyer,

Rothenburg—maintains memorials to

the persecution and elimination of

these communities, while tourist out-

lets sell informative pamphlets on their

history, lest we forget. One almost feels

a concerted attempt to expiate what

cannot be undone—a tale of prolonged

intolerance so recently capped by the

brutal and entirely effective last curtain

(at least locaOy) of the "final solution."

Gershom ben Judah, known as the

"hght of the exile," headed the rabbinic

academy of Mainz at the end of the

tenth century, before the first millen-

nium of our era had passed. His most

celebrated disciple, the great Taknudist

Rashi, studied in Worms about 1060.

Rashi's most noted foOower, Meir Ben

Baruch (known to pious Jews by his

acronym as the Maharam), headed the

Jewish community in Rothenburg,

now a perfectly preserved, entirely

walled, and touristicaUy flooded me-

dieval town. In 1286, Emperor

Rudolph I abrogated the pohtical free-

dom ofJews and imposed special taxes

to make these despised people servi cam-

erae (serfs of the treasury). Rabbi Meir

tried to lead a group ofJews to Pales-

tine, but he was arrested and confined

in an Alsatian fortress. His people raised

an enormous ransoin, but Meir reflised

to be freed (and died in prison) because

he knew that a purchased liberation

would only encourage the emperor to

capture other rabbis for revenue. Four-

teen years later, a Jewish merchant in

Worms ransomed the great rabbi's

body His tomb, and that of the mer-

chant, occupy adjacent places in the

Jewish cemetery of Worms. Following

an ancient custom, Jewish visitors and

residents (mostly Russian emigres) still

write their prayers and requests on

scraps of paper and place them,

weighted down by small stones, atop

the Maharam's tomb.

After Meir's exile, the Jews of

Rothenburg were expelled to a ghetto

beyond the city walls, and then, in

1520, banished entirely and forever-

more. Only the dance hall remains (be-

cause it became a poorhouse for Chris-

tians) with a few tombstones in

Hebrew, mounted on the garden wall.

The larger Jewish community of

Luther's Worms survived longer, but

just as precariously. In 1096, soldiers of

the First Crusade passed through

Worms and ravaged the Jewish quarter.

In 1349, nearly all the Jews of Worms

were murdered on the false accusation

that they had brought on the plague by

poisoning the wells. In 1938, on the in-

famous Kristallnacht , the Jewish syna-

gogue burned to the ground. More

than a thousand Jews of Worms per-

ished in the Holocaust. The recon-

(Please turn to page 64)
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Even at the age of four months, some

infants eagerly reach toward a glittery

object, while others respond to the

novelty with frightened wails. Ex-

tremely shy or bold children tend to re-

tain their temperaments throughout

life, with intermediate individuals ap-

pearing to be more flexible.

Psychologists have long suspected

that the shy-to-bold continuum—rec-

ognized as a fiindamental axis ofbehav-

ioral variation in humans—has a pardy

genetic basis. Recently, as reported in

the Januar^' 12, 1996, issue of Nature

Genetics, two laboratories found that in-

dividuals with different versions of a

dopamine receptor gene tend to re-

spond differently to questions such as

"Do you often try new things just for

fim and thrills?" on a personaHty test.

Even siblings, who share a similar early

environment and receive many of the

same genes from their parents, tend to

differ in their novelty-seeking beha\aor

when they have different versions of

this particular gene.

Whatever the genetic or develop-

mental causes, only behavior that con-

tributes to survival and reproduction

will persist over evolutionary time. If a

population includes shy and bold indi-

\nduals, both are apt to be successhil

—

and unsuccessful—in their own ways.

The psychological literamre on per-

sonality is vast, but it almost never fo-

cuses on how personaht)' affects sur-

vival and reproduction. In addition,

psychologists often concentrate on

people ^"ho suffer because their behav-

ior is extreme—such as children who
are incapacitated by shyness or whose

boldness leads to reckless, even danger-

ous, beha^aor—wth the goal of help-

ing them to function better, while ig-

noring what may be the more adaptive

middle range of beha\aor. Even animal

beha\'iorists have traditionally studied

differences between species or popula-

tions and neglected the nature of indi-

\adual differences—the distinct person-

alities—within single populations.

Our own research into the subject

began as a Hght-hearted coUaborarion.

Anne had written an article on the na-

ture of individual behavioral differ-

ences, in which she discussed the possi-

bihts' that sh^Tiess and boldness exist in

nonhuman species. Da\'id was conduct-

ing research on foraging in pumpkin-

seed sunfish {Lcpomis i;ibbosiis). With

Krisrine Coleman, then a graduate stu-

dent, we decided to see if shyness and

How an anini

neAv and unexpect(

with whethi

and nia;

boldness are as conspicuous in pump-

kinseeds as they are in humans and

whether a fish's "personaHty" has an ef-

fect on its fitness.

For our first experiment, we went to

Cornell Universit\'"s experimental pond

facUirs'. At a pond populated by juvenile

pumpkinseeds, we threw unbaited \vire
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minnow traps into the water at sLxteen-

toot intervals along the shore. The ju-

veniles scattered when the traps hit the

water but soon returned in a cluster,

seemingly drawn to explore the trap's

contours. After ten minutes we re-

trieved the traps and placed all the cap-

tured fish into buckets to be transported

to laboratory aquariums. Then we

swept the same shore with a net to

catch fish that hadn't entered the traps.

We reasoned that the traps were Uke

the gHttery novel objects that are waved

in firont of infants in psychology exper-

iments. It a shy-bold continuum existed

in pumpkinseed sunfish, then the bold

mdividuals would enter the traps, while

the shy individuals, hanging back or

hiding in the vegetation, would be cap-

tured by the net. If subsequent tests also

showed behavioral differences between

the trapped and netted fish, that would

signify personality ditlerences in the

natural population. (Realizing that dif-

ferences between the two groups might

All inquisitive juvcnik long-finned pompano

investigates some red toenails in the shallow

irnter off SaintJohn, U. S. Virgin Islands.

also be caused by the capture method

itself—since the experience of being

netted might be more stressful than the

experience of being trapped—we also

placed some of the trapped fish in the

net and dragged them through the

water, giving them the experience of

both capture methods.)

We discovered that the average

trapped fish began feeding five days

sooner than the average netted fish.

(Most fish refuse food for a period of

days after being transported firom their

natural environment to aquariums.) A
second experiment, which analyzed

stomach contents, showed that prior to

capture, trapped fish had eaten three

times more zooplankton than had the

seined fish. (Since zooplankton hve in

iipen water, feeding on them may be a

riskier business than foraging in the

shelter of aquatic plants.) A third exper-

iment involved marking a group of

newly captured fish and returning them

immediately to the pond for observa-

tion. Trapped and netted fish mixed

along the shore, but the netted fish

tended to swim closer to other fish.

During one observation period, for ex-

ample, 21 percent of the netted fish and

only 2 percent of the trapped fish were

within three body lengths of another

fish. There is safety in numbers, so the

fish that entered the traps also took

more risks while foraging in their nat-

ural environment.

Another student, Ted Dearstyne, in-

vestigated adult pumpkinseeds in a

larger lake. He discovered that when

two marked fish were observed to-

gether, one almost invariably came

closer to the diver than the other, pro-
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viding an easy measure of relative bold-

ness. Not only was this measure consis-

tent for a single pair, but it also held

across pairs. If A came closer than B,

and B came closer than C, then A
would come closer than C when they

were observed together. These differ-

ences did not correlate with either size

or sex; a 13-centimeter female might be

bolder than an 18-centimeter male.

This wiUingness to approach the ob-

server was accompanied by other be-

havior. In one studied pair, the shyer

member never fed

in the presence of

the observer, even

though its bolder

partner often did.

When the bold fish

was captured and

removed for three

days, its shy com-

panion spent the

entire period under a submerged tree

stump and did not emerge in the pres-

ence of an observer until the bold fish

was returned. Ted attempted to capture

the shy fish to observe the response of

its bold partner. However, the shy fish

had been caught once, for marking, at

the beginning of the study, and it never

allowed itself to be captured again! This

example illustrates the potential costs

and benefits of shyness and boldness in

a natural environment. The shy fish lost

many feeding opportunities, but if Ted

had been a predator, the shy fish would

have survived its bold friend and passed

its genes to future generations.

Other investigators have obtained

similar results for species as diverse as

marmots, mantis shrimps, and octo-

puses. Shy and bold individuals exist

throughout the animal kingdom. The

costs and benefits of shyness and bold-

ness are often easy to identify, but why
do they so often balance, promoting a

mix of personalities in one population?

Fitness often depends not only on

how the individual behaves but also on

how many other individuals behave in

the same way. Choosing a safe habitat

to feed in is generally better than

choosing a risky one, but not always. In

dense populations, individuals that pre-

fer a risky but uncrowded habitat may

do better than individuals that stay in a

safe but crowded one. Population den-

sity is a great leveler of opportunity,

which might explain a stable mix of

personalities in all taxa, from mantis

shrimps to humans.

What do our studies of foraging

pumpkinseed sunfish tell us about their

behavior in other situations, such as

The forces of natural selection

may promote shyness in one
situation and boldness in another.

mating? Absolutely nothing. The forces

of natural selection that promote indi-

vidual differences for one activity can

be completely different from those for

other activities.

To look for personality traits tailored

for particular situations, Kristine Cole-

man spent many hours lying in a glass-

bottomed observation vessel that she

maneuvered around the pond by a sys-

tem of cables and pulleys suspended

above the water. From the standpoint of

the fish—which frequently foraged

within a few inches of the glass win-

dow—the vessel resembled a log or

other large object, less threatening than

a human observer in the water. As she

cruised back and forth, Coleman

recorded the behavior of individually

marked fish for three-minute intervals.

She measured shyness and boldness

in several ways. To simulate a non-

threatening situation, she placed a wad

of aquatic plants in the water and

recorded which fish were bold enough

to approach and feed on the inverte-

brates living in the vegetation. To mea-

sure responses to a potentially threaten-

ing object, she floated on an air mattress

toward individual fish and slowly ex-

tended a red-tipped stick toward them

to see which fled and which ap-

proached or even nipped it. Later, she

added largemouth bass {Micropterus

salmoides) to the pond and observed the

behavior of individual fish in the pres-

ence and absence of predators.

When Coleman compared the results

of these experiments, she found that in-

dividual fish behaved consistently

within single experiments but that the

measures of shyness and boldness were

not consistent across

experiments. A fish that

boldly nipped at the

stick was no more hkely

to approach the ball of

vegetation than a fish

that fled firom the stick.

An individual's response

to the addition of bass

could be predicted fi"om

its response to the stick, but not from its

response to the food.

The shy-bold continuum is thus as

prominent in pumpkinseeds as in hu-

mans, but must be examined separately

for every situation. This runs counter

to psychologists' tendency to think of

shyness and boldness as general person-

ality traits, just as the capacity to learn

was originally assumed to be a general

abflity, appHcable to all kinds of prob-

lems. Not only were all individuals of a

species expected to learn all things in

the same way, but learning was also as-

sumed to be fundamentally similar

across species, justifying the use of rats

and pigeons as "models" for the study

of learning in humans. Gradually it was

discovered that these assumptions were

false. We now recognize that individu-

als have a number of specialized capaci-

ties that evolved to solve the major

adaptive problems faced in ancestral en-

vironments. Likewise, species that

evolved in different environments also

learn differently. As our work with

pumpkinseed sunfish has shown, that is

precisely what we should expect of per-

sonality traits. O
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The Once and Future

II
At one time, the Sahara was green and the

American Southwest wet. New evidence found on
desert rocl<s warns us that Earth's climate can

change suddenly and often.

By Wallace S. Broecker

A ribbon of water cuts across the desert on its way to Tucson. Tl)e

aqueduct, called the Central Arizona Project, carries water from the

Colorado River. Some planners want to use it to partly recharge the city's

groundwater reservoirs under the Sonoran Desert.
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Pyramid Lake is one of

the few remnants of

Lake Lahontan, wfiicti

once filled many of ttie

Great Basin's

interconnecting

valleys. Ancient

sfiorelines are visible

on the islands and

traced in snow on the

distant mountainsides.

Below their barren landscapes of sand, rock, and

desiccated earth, deserts hide their water. In the

Sahara, water seeps to the surface in only a few

low-lying areas, creating oases that make human habi-

tation possible in a vast sea of sand. In the Sonoran

Desert of the southwestern United States, the subter-

ranean water is often not seen until it emerges from

faucets; pumped from the ground in huge quantities, it

surges through Tucson's water system to supply three-

quarters of a miUion people.

In both these deserts, the supply of underground

water is hmited and dwindhng. During the last 5,000

years, the number of habitable oases in the Sahara has

steadily dropped. The decUne cannot be blamed on

nomadic peoples, for their numbers are small, and untU

recently, they have been content to use only the water

flowing from natural springs. In the Umted States,

however, technology, combined with rapid population

growth, has greatly accelerated the rate at which the

groundwater is being used up. High-volume pumps

distributed around the city of Tucson extract enor-

mous quantities ofwell water each day. The more Tuc-

son pumps, the lower the water table drops; it has

fallen some two hundred feet since development began

and is currently dropping at an average rate of three to

four feet a year. North of the city, the desert floor is

slowly subsiding as water is withdrawn from the

aquifer. Huge cracks running for hundreds of yards

open on the earth's surface as it settles. Like the copper

that is extracted from Arizona's mountains, the water is

being mined and not replaced.

DecHning water tables beneath the desert send us

two important messages. The first, of interest primarily

to those who must plan for the fiiture in desert com-

During the Ice Age, the Great Basin's ancient ial^es covered an enormd



munities, is that the water below ground is a finite re-

source. The second, that the reservoirs are not being

recharged at any significant rate, tells us that at times in

the not-so-distant past the climate in the arid South-

west was much wetter than it is today. Precipitation

patterns here and around the globe can abruptly

change. This is of considerable interest to city planners

and to people like me, who are struggling to recon-

struct Earth's recent climatic history. While the focus

on climate change has been on past and present fluctu-

ations in temperature, precipitation patterns are equally

revealing. New evidence from the deserts, suggesting

that these patterns can change rapidly and on a global

scale, is one more piece of the puzzle.

More revealing than the groundwater reservoirs are

the wave-cut terraces in hillsides and pebble beaches

—

some coated with limestone deposited by algae

—

Before radiocarbon dating was developed in the

1 950s, geologists had no way of knowing when the

ancient shorelines formed. Because carbon- 14 is in-

corporated into aU living things and decays at a known

rate, it provides a means of accurately dating organic

material, such as the calcium carbonate layers de-

posited on the shorehnes by algae. Geologists using ra-

diocarbon dating discovered a 10,000-year period

punctuated by rainy intervals, one of which raised the

lakes to their highest recorded levels. Starting about

22,000 years ago, this generally wet period continued

untU almost 12,000 years ago, when the Ice Age was

ending. But this wet episode was not unique. Several

earlier ones punctuated the Ice Age. Undoubtedly, this

was when the Southwest's underground reservoirs

were replenished.

What caused these wet conditions? Until recently.

Terraces cut by

waves mark the various

levels of ancient

Lake Lationtan. Once

570 feet higiier

than Pyramid Lake, it

reached its peak

level near the end of

the Ice Age.

3|;a, the result of a much wetter climate in the not-so-distant past.

which mark the extent of huge bodies of water that

have long since evaporated. Remnants of much larger

lakes and inland seas, the Sahara's Lake Chad, Utah's

(Ireat Salt Lake, Israel's Dead Sea, Asia's Caspian Sea,

and Australia's Lake Eyre are aU ringed by abandoned

shorelines. Lacking outlets to the ocean, these basins

tiUed up during wetter times to levels much higher

than those of any lakes that remain in them today.

The lakes that once occupied the Great Basin of

the western United States are perhaps the best studied.

On the basin's western edge, which receives runoff

from California's Sierra Nevada, are three sizable lakes:

Mono, Pyramid, and Walker. On the eastern flank,

water draining from Utah's Wasatch Range nourishes a

large body of water—the Great Salt Lake. Because

these four lakes have high evaporation rates and no

drainage to the sea, they have become saline as the salts

transported by "fresh" water accumulate.

As early as 1844, explorerJohn C. Fremont, notic-

ing the Great Basin's prominent raised shorehnes, sug-

gested that enormous lakes once filled many valleys. A
generation later, geologists Israel Cook Russell and

G.K. Gilbert, working for the United States Geologic

Survey, determined that the ancient lakes covered an

area six times larger than their modern counterparts.

Russell and Gilbert postulated that the lakes swelled to

maximum size when glaciers capping the surrounding

mountains melted. But the glaciers held far too litde

water to fill the lakes. Instead, the rivers feeding them

must have carried three times more water than they do

;iow. Evidendy, precipitation in the Great Basin was

Lince much higher.

attention focused on the Canadian ice sheet, which

covered much of Canada and spread southward into

New England and the Great Lakes region of the

United States. This huge ice mass, almost two miles

thick in places, was believed to have altered prevailing

wind patterns so that moisture could travel around the

high mountains bordering the Great Basin, mountains

that now block moisture-laden air from the Pacific.

According to this hypothesis, the region's rainfall dur-

ing the last glaciation was fairly stable—and high.

Discoveries made during the last decade, however,

show that the situation was more complex and, as a

('II
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consequence, a good deal more interesting. The old

idea that Earth's climate cycles smoothly through stages

lasting tens of thousands of years is giving way to the

reahzation that these cycles are punctuated by abrupt

shifts. Roughly once every thousand years during the

Ice Age, the global climate system changed rapidly.

The most convincing evidence for these jumps comes

from long cores extracted from holes drilled into the

Greenland icecap. Composed of thousands of individ-

ual layers of ice, the cores formed as each year's snow-

fall was compressed under the weight of subsequent

accumulations. Each layer holds clues to the atmos-

pheric conditions over Greenland at the time the snow

fell. The ratios of the oxygen isotopes trapped in the

ice reflect changes in air temperatures, reveahng sud-

den shifts of 10° to 20°F in a matter of a few decades.

These shifts were accompanied by equally rapid

changes in the amount of dust in the ice. The ice tells

us of two markedly different climates in Greenland:

one frigid and dusty; the other mild and dust free.

These Greenland ice cores show evidence ofseven-

teen extremely cold periods, each lasting about a thou-

sand years. During six of these, vast armadas of ice-

bergs broke free from the huge continental glaciers in

Canada. As these icebergs drifted eastward across the

North Atlantic, they gradually melted, depositing a

thinning wedge of distinctive glacial debris from the

Labrador Sea to the coast of France. These sudden

bursts of icebergs are named Heinrich events, after

Hartmut Heinrich, the German geologist who, in the

mid 1980s, discovered layers of glacial debris in deep

ocean sediment cores.

The North Atlantic was periodically flooded with icebergs from Canad

At least six times

during the Ice Age,

tiuge armadas of

icebergs broke loose

from eastern Canada's

Laurentian's ice sfieet.

As they drifted toward

Europe and melted,

the fresh water

they released could

have altered ocean

circulation on

a global scale.

The causes of the thousand-year cycles and the ice-

berg armadas are currently subjects of intense debate.

The leading theories, however, focus on the Canadian

ice sheet, which alternately stored and released huge

quantities of fresh water into the North Atlantic,

where ocean circulation is driven by cold, saline waters

that sink because of their increased density. This is a

crucial link in the "ocean conveyor belt," which cycles

water via deep currents down the length of the At-

lantic and into the Indian and Pacific Oceans, where it

rises and returns to the North Atlantic via surface cur-

rents. A rapid influx of fresh water would have diluted

the salt water that drives the deep Atlantic current, sig-

nificantly altering global ocean circulation.

Computer simulations have shown that major

ocean currents flowing in discrete, relatively stable pat-

terns can be perturbed by the introduction of fresh

water in critical regions where deep currrents form..

An entirely new set of currents may result. These

switches can occur in a decade or so. Because these

currents carry immense amounts of heat from the

equator toward the poles, they exert a strong influence

on the atmosphere, aflfecting air temperature and rain-

fall in widely separated places around the world—in-

cluding the Great Basin.

The first hint that the Great Basin's rainfall might

wax and wane in thousand-year cycles came in the late

1950s from Searles Lake, a now-dry basin in Califor-

nia's Mojave Desert. Geologists drilling cores in the

lake bed found a long series of layers alternately com-

posed ofmud and salt, the mud having been deposited

during wet periods and the salt when the lake dried



up. The alternating layers are easily explained by the

route that water had to follow to reach the basin.

Kather than receiving runoff directly from the Sierra

Nevada, Searles Lake received water only when its up-

stream neighbor, Owens Lake, fdled to capacity and

overflowed via the now-dry Owens River. The layer-

ing, therefore, suggests that the Sierra Nevada climate

alternated between wet and dry periods. Radioisotope

dating shows that these alternations occurred at similar

intervals as the cold and mild cHmates recorded in the

Greenland ice cores.

Another clue pointing to the episodic nature of

Great Basin rainfall, and one that went unappreciated

for many years, was the timing of the formation of

Lake Lahontan's highest shoreline (forming the basin's

second largest lake after Utah's ancient Lake Bon-

What scientists needed—and didn't have—was a

continuous, detailed climate record for the Great

Basin, something more reliable than the overflow of

water from one desert basin to another or the chance

preservation of datable material on abandoned shore-

Hnes. Since climate records are best preserved in ice

and marine sediments, obtaining such a record any-

where on land is a tall order, especially in a desert.

The breakthrough came in 1989: Ron Dorn and

his graduate student, Tanzhuo Liu, geographers at Ari-

zona State Umversity, discovered a continuous record

of precipitation spanning several hundred thousand

years. Without realizing it, geologists had been walk-

ing over the evidence for decades. It was hidden in the

dark patina, or varnish, that coats desert rocks. Exacdy

how the varnish forms remains a mystery; bacteria may

Hid they have triggered a change in global precipitation patterns?

I

neviUe). In the late nineteenth century, Russell realized

that this shoreline was among its youngest and there-

fore must have formed toward the end of the last rainy

period. In the 1950s, six decades after Russell made

this discovery, I used the newly discovered radiocarbon

dating technique to date the high shoreline as part of

my Ph.D. research. Although Russell had no way of

knowing it, the time that the lake reached its highest

level corresponded to the last phase of the Ice Age,

some 14,000 years ago.

The significance of this timing became clear to me
only after the discovery that Heinrich events coincided

with major cUmate changes elsewhere in the world.

PoUen grains recovered from a sediment core from

deep Lake Tulane in Florida revealed that the oak sa-

vanna prevailing during most of glacial time was peri-

odically invaded by pine forests, which require consid-

erably more moisture to grow. Radiocarbon dates for

the most recent sediment layer rich in pine poDen

show that It was deposited during or just after the last

of the Heinrich events (about 14,500 years ago). A
group working in Chile then obtained radiocarbon

dates documenting that the Andean mountain glaciers

reached their maximum extent at the same time. Be-

cause these events came in rapid succession, correlating

their timing precisely poses a challenge to geochronol-

ogists. Nevertheless, new radioisotope dates place the

age of the largest lakes in the Great Basin close to that

of the last of these ice armadas. Could it be that surges

of ice into the northern Adantic were linked to these

changes, all of which reflect a very different pattern of

global precipitation?

play a role, and the raw materials are probably clay

minerals transported as fine dust. Rich in iron and

manganese oxides, the patina accumulates at an incred-

ibly slow rate of a inicron (a millionth of a meter)

every thousand years, and as it does so, the chemical

composition changes, reflecting the prevailing cUmate.

Using an electron microprobe, which can measure the

quantity of each element in the individual layers of the

varnish, these researchers found that when the lake

levels in the Great Basin were at their highest, the var-
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Growing in ttie

shallows of Pyramid

Lake, algae leave

behind a layer of

calcium carbonate. The

amount of radioactive

carbon in similar

deposits on ancient

shorelines reveals the

ages of vanished lakes.

nish being formed was particularly rich in the elements

manganese and barium. The concentrations of these

two elements drops by a factor often in layers corre-

sponding to dr\' periods.

The desert varnish wasn't much use for paleocUma-

tolog)', however, until Tanzhuo Liu (or T. L., as he is

called) developed a way to prepare thin sections that al-

lowed the layering in the varnish to be studied. When
viewed under a microscope, his sections reveal an

amazing sequence of yellowish orange (iron-rich) and

black (manganese-rich) layers. Some of the black layers

are as thin as one micron, suggesting that they formed

during wet periods lasting only a thousand years. After

studying hundreds of varnish sections—from allu\dal

fans in Death Valley (features formed by rocky debris

washing out of steep mountain valleys) and a number

of other sites scattered throughout the region—T L.

came to an exciting conclusion: the pattern oflayering j

was repeated not only from rock to rock but also from

place to place m the Great Basin.

T L. found that in all varnish samples, the youngest

layer of varnish, representing the last 10,000 years of

relatively dry climate since the end of the Ice Age, is a

thick yellow band. This band is underlain by an older,

thick band of orange varnish (due to an intermediate

amount of manganese) interspersed with seven thin,

black, manganese-rich bands, representing the ex-

tremely wet periods that punctuated the Ice Age. Al-

though the ages of these individual bands are hard to

pin down, T L. believes that six of these black layers

correspond to the times when iceberg armadas swept

across the North Atlantic. Beneath this set of orange

and black layers another thick, yellow band appears.

This, T L. reasons, formed under conditions similar to

For decades, geologists had been walking right over the evidence of p^

today's dry climate and represents the interglacial pe-

riod preceding the last glaciation.

Although no method exists to direcdy date indi-

vidual varnish layers, Dorn and Liu are reasonably con-

fident about the age of events they record. The time

when the varnish growth started can be determined in

two ways: by radiocarbon dating the landscape features

(alluvial fans, glacial moraines, lake shoreUnes) on

which the varnished rocks are found or by dating the

organic material that is found direcdy beneath the var-

nish. This material can now be dated using a new

technique that only requires minute samples. Dorn

tested these dates by comparing them wth radiometric

ages of landscape features. As expected, the dates for

the organic material beneath the varnish are, on aver-

age, a thousand or so years younger than the ages for

the landscape features.

While stiJl in its infancy, the varnish record holds

immense promise not only in the Great Basin but in all

of the world's desert regions. Dorn and Liu have al-

ready looked at varnish from Israel's Negev Desert,

Australia's Southern Desert, China's Tibetan plateau,

and Argentina's Patagonian Desert. Varmsh from all

four places has a yellow layer representing dry, post-

glacial times underlain by the Halloween-Hke orange

and black layering so familiar from the Great Basin.

Because the rainiest periods in the Great Basin

were short-hved and appear to have coincided wdth

anomalous events in the northern Atlantic, Florida,

and the Chilean Andes, seemingly unrelated parts of

Earth's cUmate system appear to have undergone si-

multaneous changes. The old notion that the nearby



possible link to the Atlantic's great conveyor belt circu-

lation system, thought by many scientists to be the

Achilles heel of the earth's cUmate system. As shown in

models and confirmed by studies of ocean sediments,

this transport system, which carries an immense

amount of tropical heat to high northern latitudes, is

capable of being disrupted. These disruptions are

thought to trigger global changes, including shifts in

the upweUing in the equatorial Pacific.

Second, the impacts of El Niiios reach far beyond

the Tropics. One of the strongest is rains, which be-

come heavier along a swath stretching across the

southern United States, a pattern that seems to match

the distribution of ram when Lake Lahontan achieved

its maximum size. Records from lake and bog sedi-

ments suggest that sites in New Mexico, Texas,

Florida, and Virginia were also unusually wet at this

Canadian ice sheet altered the Great Basin's precipita-

tion must be abandoned. But what accounts for the

abrupt changes in global rain and snowfall patterns?

Putting aside the unlikely explanation that Earth

was responding to fluctuations in the Sun's energy out-

put, I can think of only one: a change in the vast cu-

mulus cloud systems that tower over the equatorial

oceans. The intense heat of the Tropics evaporates

huge quantities of water from the ocean, generating

thick belts of the anvil-shaped cumulus clouds that

reach up to the base of the stratosphere. These systems

replenish most of the atmosphere's water vapor. And

water vapor is Earth's most important greenhouse gas.

Its contribution to our planet's warming dwarfs the

role of carbon dioxide, which we hear so much about.

Can this great water-vapor pump change?

While the answer currently Lies well beyond our

scipitation: it was hidden in the varnish coating desert rocl^s.

grasp, we do have one important clue—El Niiio, the

periodic warming of the sea off the coast of Ecuador

and Peru. Usually, water temperatures across the equa-

torial Pacific grade from warm in the west to cold

along the South American coast. The gradient is

maintained partly by strong trade winds that push sur-

face water westward, so that cold, deep waters can up-

well along the coast. The rising waters cool the air and

reduce evaporation, while the pool of very warm

water accumulated near Indonesia creates ideal condi-

tions for generating the towering cumulus clouds.

Every three to seven years, however, the trade

winds stop blowing and the warm surface waters flow

eastward across the Pacific toward South America, in-

terrupting the upweUing cold waters. The warm-water

pool moves from the seas around Indonesia to the cen-

ter of the equatorial Pacific, bringing with it the extra-

ordinary cumulus activity. We now know that rather

than being interruptions of the norm, El Niiio events

are a regular phase of a grand tropical oscillation in-

volving complex interactions between the atmosphere

and the ocean in the tropical Pacific.

These oscillations dramatically demonstrate that

the equatorial Pacific's powerful water-vapor pump is

[far from immutable. But because El Niiio cycles oper-

.te on a time scale ofyears, it seems far-fetched to pro-

jpose that this phenomenon has anything to do with

|che Heinrich events in the North Atlantic and the

;housand-year rainy speOs that punctuated the last

glacial period. But two aspects of El Niiio cycles are

:antalizing. First, they involve changes in upweUing of

:old water in the equatorial Pacific Ocean, offering a

Huge cracks splitting

the desert floor north

of Tucson are the only

visible evidence that

groundwater reservoirs

are being depleted.

The cracks form as the

ground settles in

response to massive

pumping for

agricultural and

municipal use.
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Below: The Arizona

Canal, part of the Salt

River Project, brings

drinking water to

Phoenix. Opposite

page: tn California, the

upper portion of the

Owens River meanders

freely before it is

diverted to Los

Angeles. Draining

much of the eastern

edge of the Sierra

Nevada, it would have

carried considerably

more water during the

Ice Age.

rime. Could it be that during this thousand-year rainy

spell. El Niiio-like conditions were the rule rather than

the exception? Only once this century has it rained

and snowed enough in the Great Basin to maintain

Lake Lahontan at its maximum size. This was during

the major El Niiio of 1982-3. Even though quite a

stretch, it's possible that frequent, strong El Nifios may

have caused the wet periods thousands of years ago. A
project to extract cores from coral reefs, which record

ancient shifts in ocean temperatures, is being lead by

Rick Fairbanks at the Lamont-Doherts' Earth Observ-

atory. It promises to give us our first long record ot past

El Nifios. And by examining rock varnish from other

deserts around the world, we may be able to link the

wet periods more firnilv with these tropical events.

So tar, I have dwelled on the Great Basins particu-

larly \\'et inter\'als, but what about droughts—periods

when the deserts received even less rain than they do

now? This kind of e\adence is a httle harder to come

by. The uniform yellow of the rock varnish layer repre-

senting the last ten thousand years might be taken as an

indication that no such events occurred, but it is just as

likely that below a certain threshold, drops in the man-

ganese content do not change the color. Lake shore-

lines representing more arid times are nearly impossi-

ble to study as they now he hidden from view below

the surface of today s lakes.

Nevertheless, indications for two such mega-

droughts have been uncovered. Stumps of dead trees

projecting from the floors of ponds and bogs in the

high Sierra Nevada caught the attention of California

State Universit\' geographer Scott Stine. He reasoned

that these trees could only have grown when ponds in

which they are entombed had dried up. Because these

The Southwest could become even more arid than it is today.

ponds have survived even the worst droughts of the

present century, Stine concludes that the trees must

have gro\A-n in tunes considerably more arid than any

this region has experienced during historical time.

Counting the annual rings in sections cut through the

trunks of these trees, he was able to show that droughts

lasted betvi-een one and two centuries. Precise radio-

carbon ages on a number of the wood samples showed

that two separate droughts occurred, one centered at

A.D. 1340 and the other at A.D. 1126. Both of these

times fit into an interv^al known as the Medieval Warm

Epoch—the period when the Vikings were able to

na^'igate the normally ice-choked waters surrounding

Greenland. If the northern Adantic and the equatorial

Pacific and the Great Basin climate are all linked, per-

haps this was a time when the equatorial warm pool

remained locked in the far western Pacific and no El

Nifios provided the Great Basin \\ith abundant rain.

Looking forward into the next centurv' or t\vo. I

doubt that another rainy millennium is in store for

Earth's deserts. In the absence of human influence, the

current dry phase wnW probably continue unabated.

But humanirv' is doing its utmost to insure that condi-

tions everyvvhere on Earth will change. By adding car-

bon dioxide and other greenhouse gases to the atmos-

phere, we are gi\ing Earth's climate s\'stem a powerflil

nudge. Exactly how it \\t11 respond is not kno\\Ti.

Desert dwellers should pray that the greenhouse world

wtU not bring even drier conditions than today's. If so,

they would have to draw even more strongly on the

limited supply of the underground water stored during

the rainy periods of the Ice Age.
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Sharks mark a great divide in the evolution of immunity: before them, not a trace f

By Rosie Mestel

Thirty years ago, John Marchalonis plunged a needle

;

into the heart of a shark and drew out several table- i

I

spoonfuls of blood. He took that protein-packed ij

plasma and sorted through it, week after hard-working

week, until finally, he found what he was looking

for—two proteins, one large, one small, that could hnk

together in a Y-shaped structure and stick tightly to

chemicals that don't belong inside the shark, marking

them as foreign invaders slated for destruction by the

body's immune system.

Marchalonis's graduate school foray into the world

of sharks was something of a landmark—he'd just

shown, for the first time, that sharks have disease-fight-

ing antibodies much like our own. Three decades later,

he is head of the microbiology and immunology de-

partment at the University of Arizona, in Tucson and,

with a few stalwart scientists around the world, still

probing away at lemon sharks, horned sharks, nurse

sharks, sandbar sharks, and even the shark cousins,

skates and rays.

Marchalonis and his colleagues hope that studying

sharks, and comparing them with humans, will illumi-

nate some of the early stages in the evolution of the

immune system. But why sharks? They are, after all,

harder to work with than the more traditional labora-

tory mouse, which is so satisfyingly easy to keep,

breed, and genetically engineer, with antibodies and

immune cells you can mass-produce in dishes. Mice,

however, are too closely related to us to answer many

questions about the evolution of the immune system.

Sharks are also vertebrates, but their evolutionary path

and ours parted company 400 million years ago. (Of

course, sharks have been evolving all this time, too, and

many a biological twist and turn might have altered

their immunology since they went their own way.)

The way it looks today, sharks demark a great di-

vide in the world of immunity. In groups that evolved

before them, scientists have found no trace of either

antibodies or three other pivotal immune proteins: T-

cell receptors (TCRs), MHC proteins, and RAG pro-

teins. Yet all four proteins are present in the shark, as

well as in bony fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and

manamals. This sudden appearance is anything but sci-

entifically satisfying. "Nobody wants to believe that

the imniune response started in its complete form in

sharks," says Marchalonis. "But it's been very difficult

to find evidence to the contrary."

And that's not the only puzzle the shark has posed.

Despite the presence of antibodies and other key im-

The ancestors of

humans and sharks-

including the nurse

sharks huddling above

and the toothy but

nonaggressive sand

tiger shark at right-

parted company 400

million years ago.



itibodies or other pivotal immune proteins; after them, ail elements are in place.

As they establish large

colonies of genetically

dentical individuals,

tunicates (which belong

to the same phylum as

sharks and all other

vertebrates) reject

outsiders much as the

human immune system

leads the body to reject

grafts of foreign tissue.

niune proteins, the shark's immune capacity seems

rather substandard, at least by two criteria prized by

humans. For one thing, sharks reject tissue grafts slug-

gishly. In contrast, humans reject grafts rapidly, an indi-

cation that this portion of our immune system is very

efficient. For another, if you experimentally inject a

foreign protein into the blood of a shark, it will churn

out antibodies to bind the foreigner, but that immune

response never improves upon repeated injections, as it

does with us.

Yet far from being disease-prone weaklings, sharks

are hardy beasts. You'll rarely see a sick shark in the

wild, although the oceans are teeming with bacteria

and viruses, some of them undoubtedly shark

pathogens. What's more, although sharks do get can-

cer, they don't get it easily, even when they're plied

with carcinogenic chemicals that bony fish readUy suc-

cumb to. Somehow, scientists must reconcile the

sharks' apparent immune shortcomings with their

demonstrable hardiness.

One possibility is that the parts of the immune sys-

tem that we consider so important are simply less crit-

ical for the shark than for us. After all, animals such as

insects, sea urchins, and sponges don't have antibodies

and T cells. Yet they have other mimune protections

that help them ward off infections: cells that wander

about engulfing bacteria; chemicals such as cytokines,

which stimulate those cells to do their job; and other

chemicals that kiU bacteria directly. We have these

things too, but one only has to look at diseases Hke

AIDS and certain congenital deficiency disorders to

see how we'd get along without our antibodies and T
cells. Does the shark, perhaps, represent some mid-

point in evolution?

Antibodies and T cells are part of our acquired im-

mune system, the portion that specifically recognizes

foreign invaders and allows us to distinguish self from

nonself. (The innate part of the system includes the

physical and chemiciil barriers to infection, such as skin

and stomach juices, the inflammatory response to

wounding, and cells that nonspecificaUy gobble up

bacteria.) The job of antibodies (made by blood cells

called B cells) is to recognize parts of foreign proteins,

called antigens, and bind to them, thus tagging them

for destruction. When an antigen sitting on the surtace

of an invading bacterium is tagged this way. the bac-

terium will be engulfed by immune cells or chemically

induced to burst. Our blood can make as many as one

hundred million distinct antibodies that bind to difier-

ent antigens, allowing us to intercept a fantastic range

of microbial interlopers.
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Humans have far fewer antibody genes than do sharks, but those few are sliced up Sit

But antibodies are only part of the picture. T

cells—^another type ofblood cell—^also recognize mil-

lions of different antigens, courtesy- ofproteins in dieir

membranes called T-cell receptors. TCRs bind to tbr-

ei^ or imusual protein fragments on the surl&ce ot in-

vading cells, setring off a chain of events that leads to

the foreigners destruction. (Unlike the antibodies.

TCRs need the help of another class ofimmune pro-

teins—known as MHCs—before ihey can bind to for-

eign proteins.) The T-cell response is particuLuly im-

portant in fighting \Tial infections and cancer and is

also responsible for gratt rejection.

Given the millions ofantibodies and TCRs that are

made, imagine how much space in the genome would

be tilled if every one wiere determined by a distina

oene. Instead, our body performs a brilUant trick to

generate all that x^ariety. The Y-shaped antibodies, for

instance, are made up oftwo large and tn'O small pro-

teins, called light and heaw chains. They are encoded

in ourDNA byjust a few genes. Diversity- comes from

the wsy each B cell rearranges its antibody DNA.

A mouse s heavy-chain gene, for instance, starts out

as a lai^ cluster ofDNA segments known as \7ariable

(V) regions, diversity (D) regions, joining (J ) regions,

and constant (C) regions. Hundreds of V regions, a

dozen D regions, and several J and C regions are all

strung together in a long, long line. Each B cell s DNA
is cut and rejoined to make heax'^- chains with just one

of each region. All the other possibflities are simply

sliced out ofthe gene.

But that's not all. During this cutting and joining,

many htde mistakes are introduced at the jimctions,

creating still more di\fer5it\^ The same process goes on

in the Ugjit-chain genes, and mixing and matching all

the different light and heavy chains increases diversity

even more. In the end, the body has a huge variety of

antibodies that recc^nize distinct antigens. Meanwhile,

similar events go on at the body's TCR genes, creating

many levels of di\sersit\" in these molecules as well.

Anyone interested in how our immune system

came together would want to know when antibodies

and TCRs first evolved; hence Marchalonis s search for

antibodies in the shark. For many years, though,

progress was slow. Back in the 1960s, generic engi-

neering didn't exist—no easy matter, then, to find and

;rud\" an antibody gene, whether shark or human.

T.r::. _ ^5. Gary' Litman's team at AU Children's

Hospicai m Saint Petersburg, Florida, reported that

they had cloned an antibody gene fixjm the homed

shark. In the ^i^ears that followed, Litman, Marchalonis,

and other researchers cloned many more such genes

In sharte (as in

humans), B cells

produce antibody

proteins, a crucial part

of the vertebrate

immune system. Y-

shaped antibodies

consist of two large and

two small proteins-

heavy and light chains-

some of which join in a

five-part, or

"pentameric," structure

In both heavy and light

chains, some

segments-termed

variable regions—form

the binding site,

enabling the antibody tc

recognize and 'stick' to

a matching area on an

antigen, such as an

invading bacterium.

Ta^ed antigens are

then captured and

destroyed by large cells

called macrophages.



oved around to produce literally millions and millions of different antibodies.

from an array of sharks. Slowly, they began to figure

out the structure of those genes and to compare them

with those of higher vertebrates.

Like marmnals, sharks have Y-shaped antibodies

with two Hght and two heavy chains. Shark genes, too,

have V, D, J, and C segments; sharks also cut and paste

their antibody DNA. But there is a key difference be-

tween them. Instead of having just a handfiil of genes

with many variable segments within them, the shark

has 100 or more light-chain genes and 100 or more

heavy-chain genes. Each contains just one V region to

select from, and one or two D regions, as well as one J

and one C region. Despite those limited choices, cut-

ting and pasting still takes place to remove large

stretches of useless DNA that separate the different re-

gions. Thus, variabihty comes from the sheer number

of antibody genes, from the (much more hmited)

choices that can be made during joining, and from the

little changes made when those joins take place.

Nobody knows how many different antibodies the

shark can make, but the number is likely to be high.

Why, though, is the arrangement of their genes so dif-

ferent from our own—and from those of all the other

vertebrate species that have been studied so far? Is the

shark arrangement closer to some earlier setup? Some

who ponder the evolution of the immune system en\'i-

sion a time when antibody genes couldn't cut and

paste their DNA. Instead, there would simply have

been lots of these genes—perhaps ones that would

provide immunity to infection from particularly

bothersome microbes. To that way of thinking, the

shark's arrangement might seem like an intermediate

step in evolution.

Interesting, too, is that some of the shark genes

never undergo joining; their V's, D's, andj's are already

pasted together. Are these ready-to-wear genes rehcs of

a time when cutting andjoining didn't take place? Eric

Davidson, a developmental biologist at the California

Institute of Technology, argues that they probably are.

But Litman doesn't think so. His reasoning comes from

a long, hard stare at the DNA sequences of those

genes—to his eye, they look Hke genes that were re-

arrangeable once upon a rime but that somehow be-

came permanently joined during the course of evolu-

tion. Maybe, he argues, the shark has opted for the best

of both worlds—using its unjoined genes to make

huge numbers of antibodies with random specificities

and using its ready-to-wear for certain key ones. (The

light-chain genes of some sharks—sandbar sharks, for

example—don't have this tle.xibilit)' since 100 percent

of them are already joined.)

In both sharks and

humans, the genes

coding for antibody

protein light chains

have three segments—

V, J, and C. Humans,

unlike sharks, have

many V regions

separated by as many

as 23,000 DNA

nucleotide base pairs

from J and C regions.

Making an antibody in

humans requires joining

a V region to a J region

and eliminating the

ntervening DNA. This

"cutting and pasting"

process creates a great

diversity of antibodies.

In sharks, V, J, and C

gene elements lie closer

together, within many,

relatively small clusters.

Rearrangements can

occur within these

clusters, but V and J

segments are also

sometimes fused to

begin with. Antibody

production in sharks

therefore involves both

"cut and paste" and

"ready-to-wear" genes.

Similar processes occur

In heavy chain genes,

which include an

additional, D segment
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Several research groups have also reported the pres-

ence ofRAG genes in the shark's genome. This is sat-

isfying, since RAG genes encode enzymes that cut and

paste antibody genes. Mammals have them, as do rep-

tiles, birds, and amphibians. So should sharks, since

they, too, cut and paste. And in 1994, Gary Litman's

group found what look like T-cell receptors in the

shark. These receptor genes, like the shark's antibodies,

are arranged differently than they are in mammals;

sharks may have more TCR genes spread over the

genome, v/ith fewer possible spUcing alternatives.

Now that these genes have been found, scientists

can begin to ask many more functional questions

about the shark immune system. Does the shark have

mammal-Uke B cells that each make just one type of

antibody? If so, how does the cell shut down aU its

other antibody genes? Do sharks have T cells Uke ours,

each making just one T-ceU receptor? The shark does

at least have a thymus, the organ where T cells mature,

according to Carl Luer, senior scientist at the Mote

Marine Laboratory in Sarasota, Florida. And Martin

Flajnik, of the University of Miami School of Medi-

cine, has reported the presence of DNA-encoding

MHC proteins in the shark.

If all the nuts-and-bolts molecules needed for T-

cell fiinction are present, what explains the shark's

sluggish T-cell and antibody response? No one yet

knows the answer to that, but Mike Zasloff, president

of research at a Pennsylvania company called Magainin

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., proposes that sharks rely less on

TCRs and antibodies than we do. Much more impor-

tant, he thinks, are other kinds of infection-fighting

molecules—such as squalarmne, a steroid he found in

the shark several years ago, and which he is now devel-

oping commercially as a drug. Squalamine and related

shark chemicals are not only potent killers of many

bacteria but also seem to fight viral infections. And

squalamine could be just the beginning. "I'm sure that

this is only a fraction of what is going on in the ani-

mal," Zasloff says.

Squalamine notwithstanding, some scientists be-

lieve that sharks probably do have a feisty antibody and

T-cell system—feisty enough for the shark, that is. And

a number of antibody-related molecules have been

found in the shark, including one found by Flajnik that

he believes might be a cross between a TCR and an

antibody. Flajnik suspects that this molecule plays a

pivotal role in the shark's inunune system.

For a complete ansv^^er to questions about the evo-

lution of the immune system, scientists camiot rely on

sharks alone. Is the existence of many TCR and anti-

body genes scattered all over the genome an ancestral

After perhaps a month

at sea, shark

fishermen unload their

catch at a clocl<side

market in Vigo, Spain,

where each load is

auctioned off. Shark

fins are often cut off

and sent to markets

in Asia.

At a traditional food and

medicine shop in Hong

Kong, shelves are lined

with a variety of

seafood products,

including several rows

of dried shark fins.
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iJventures in the Fin Game

Shark cartilage is all the rage in the health food world. You

can get it as a powder, a piU, or even as a cherry-flavored

cordial—and you can fork out large sums of money for the

privilege. Arthritics are taking it to reheve their aches and

pains; the cancer-ridden are taking it in the hope it will de-

stroy tumors; healthy folks are taking it to improve their

odds of staying healthy.

For centuries, the Chinese have prized shark fms for

their purported medicinal and aphrodisiac properties. Then,

in 1993, CBS's 60 Minutes reported on a Cuban study in

which some cancer patients allegedly went into remission

after taking shark cartilage—after which the cartilage feed-

ing frenzy began in the United States. True, the botdes of

BeneFin, Cartilade, and Sharkilage in the health food stores

simply say "dietary supplement" (cartilage is rich in calcium

and phosphorus). But those who buy it clearly have more in

mind. Proponents point to studies showing that some

chemical in cartilage inhibits the growth of blood vessels

needed to supply nutrients to tumors. Sharks Don't Get Can-

cer screams the title of one popular book—and the reason,

suggests the author, is that shark skeletons are 100 percent

cartilage.

Sharks do in fact get cancer, though apparently less fre-

quently than do bony fish, says Carl Luer, a senior scientist

at the Mote Marine Laboratory. While research by Luer and

others does suggest that shark cartilage contains some chem-

ical that inhibits growth of blood vessels, it is a big leap to

suggest that cartilage in sharks is responsible for the animals'

lower cancer rate—or that taking ground-up cartilage in

pills will cure anyone of cancer (there is no evidence that, if

taken in piU form, the active ingredient would even be ab-

sorbed by the body, let alone fmd its way to a tumor in suf-

ficient amounts). And while a number of new cancer trials

are ongoing in the United States, scientists at the National

Cancer Institute's Division of Cancer Treatment found the

Cuba data less than compelling, and the American Cancer

Society notes that "there is no record in the medical litera-

ture of any benefit to ingesting shark cartilage."

"What all this does is create a false hope in people," says

Gil Van Dykhuizen, a research biologist at the Monterey

Bay Aquarium in California. Meanwhile, he, Luer, and

other shark biologists are concerned that the cartilage craze

is creating serious problems for sharks, which are already

being overfished worldwide. "Sharks are getting hammered

everywhere around the world," Van Dykhuizen says. "It's

just that you don't tend to hear about it because diey're not

warm, fiizzy animals."

—

R. M.

^m



Some scientists propose a big bang of immune system evolution, perhaps trigger

arrangement—or is it something that sharks alone

evolved after their line diverged fixDm our owti? The

only way to find out is to probe even ftirther back in

evolutionar)' time. And therein lies the rub. Two obvi-

ous next places to look are in even more primitive

beasts—^the jawless fishes, the hagfish and the lamprey;

and the tunicates, invertebrate chordates that form

large colonies of genetically identical creatiu-es. Tuni-

cates exhibit something akin to graft rejection to ex-

clude unrelated uidi\'idua]s from their colonies. Could

something like MHC proteins be at the root of it?

The trouble is that scientists have already spent a lot

of time looking for MHC, RAG, TCR, and antibody

genes in hagfish, lampreys, and tunicates—and to no

avaQ. "We've really looked, and so have four or five

other labs," says Flajnik. "Yet -we've found nothing so

far—nothing. Good Lord, it's not pleasing."

What Flajnik finds displeasing is the notion that the

immtme system should emerge with so many key play-

ers already in place, while not a whisker ofthem shows

up any earher. Neither he nor the other scientists really

believe that this can be the way things are: it's far more

likely that the system evolved in a series ofsteps. Those

steps might have happened in rapid succession,

though, in what Marchalonis and his colleague Sam
Schluter (also at Arizona) propose was a big bang of

mmiune s^'Stem evolution around the time the first

venebrates developed. In fact, it has even been sug-

gested that the trigger of such a big bang might have

been some kind of transfer of the DNA-chopping
RAG genes from another species, like yeast or bacteria,

into shark ancestors. Support for this idea comes from

a recent finding by Marchalonis and his colleagues:

certain portions ofshark RAG proteins are vers' similar

to bacterial DNA-cutting enzymes.

Frustratingly, the first glimmerings of TCRs, anti-

bodies, and MHC proteins might have arisen in species

that emerged after the shark-lamprey spht but are now
extinct. Still, it's possible that the hagfish, lamprey, and

tunicates do have antibodies, TCR5, and RAGs, but

that the genes encoding them are so distandy related

after all this evolutionan- rime that they can't be easily

recognized.

And so the search back in time continues—^with

Litman, for one, hopefiil that something \\dll be found.

But he's not prepared to take any bets on what that

thmg wih be: his shark work has taught him the fool-

ishness of such wagers. "Litde we've ever done in the

cartilaginous fish system has been predicted accurately

by us—^it's almost always been a surprise," he says. "But
that's been the most exciting thing about it." D

To defend against

pathogens in the waters

off the Galapagos,

golden rays most likely

rely on an immune

system much like that

of their cartilaginous

cousins, the sharks.
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By MarkJacobson • Photographs by Scott Thode

Out on Highway 61, south of Memphis,

the cotton fields tan out to the steaming,

unbroken flatness ot the horizon and the

mystique takes hold. Here, the Missis-

sippi Delta is not yet a delta at all, but

rather an alluvial floodplain formed by

the Mississippi and a tributary, the Yazoo.

This is among the most fertile stretches

of farmland in the country, with topsoil

as much as fifty feet deep. But just as

thick, just as rich, is the mythos of the

place: this is blues country.

It's said the Delta is where the modern

blues—which can (very) loosely be de-

fined as a polyrhythmic song cycle

emerging from the African-American

experience—began. It's also in the Delta,

as every blues fan knows, that the

haunted Robert Johnson found his way

to a crossroads where he supposedly sold

his soul to the Devil in exchange for the

musical powers that made him the king

of the Mississippi Delta blues singers,

Kafka's match as a dispenser of twenti-

eth-century existential anguish.

As with much blues lore, nobody

knows for sure if the meeting of U. S.

Highways 61 and 49 near the town of

Clarksdale is really the intersection John-

son describes in his famous "Crossroads

Blues": "went down the Crossroads, fell

down on my knees . . . went down to the

Crossroads, tried to flag a ride, but no-

body seemed to know me, everyone pass

me by." Indeed, it's likely Johnson

snagged the soul-bartering story fi-om his

unrelated namesake and predecessor

Tommy Johnson.

Possessor of an unearthly falsetto, the

elder Johnson, who made a handful of

recordings in the late 1920s, is reputed to

have said: "If you want to learn how to

play anything you want to play, and learn

how to make songs yourself, you take

your guitar and you go to where the road

crosses that way, where the crossroad is.

Be sure to get there a little "fore twelve

o'clock that night so you'll know you'll

be there. You have your guitar and be

playing a piece sitting there by yourself

... a big black man will walk up there

and take your guitar, and he'll tune it . . .

then he'U play a piece and hand it back

to you. That's the way I learned how to

play anything I want."

Inquiry into the crossroads myth is a

regular cottage industiy the subject of

People always steal the

portrait ojf Robert

Joluisoii 's toinbstoijc,

right. The king of the

Mississippi Delta blues

singers may not be

buried there anyway.

Opposite page: For

blues fans, the Delta

begins in Memphis.

the arrival ofweary travelers vi'ho are un-

certain as to which path wOl lead them

to their desired destination. Dealing with

Legba is a battle of wits, a test of guile.

The deity is the archetypal trickster,

capricious, not reliable. Removed firom

Western conceptions of judgment, he's

much speculative ficrion and academic

writing. As has been pointed out, no

nratter how often it is branded "the

Devil's music," the blues does not fit into

traditional Western dualities of supposed

good and evil. "Satanic" bluesmen like

the Johnsons, descendants of slaves, likely

perceived a Devil that was quite different

from Milton's rebellious fallen angel or

the Pentecostal red-eyed Beast.

In West Africa, the god of the cross-

roads, widely known as Legba, waits tor

not particularly interested in determin-

ing whether you've been naughty or

nice. Depending on how the mood
strikes him, he'd just as soon point you

right or send you skittering off the end

of the earth. Either way, it's likely to cost,

since Legba is also a god of sacrifice, and

the tribute he exacts from travelers for

his directions, whether true or false, can

be a fearful one.

The crossroads is a di-eadful, moonUt

place of ultimate decision—it was an
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image to dwell on as photographer Scott

Thode and I drove our rented Oldsmo-

bile down the parable-strewn highway

(from Dylan: "God said to Abraham, kill

me a son. . . . Abe said where you want

this killing done? God said out on High-

way 61"). Weren't we surprised when,

after passing under the derehct railway

bridge once operated by the Illinois

Central Railroad, we came to the cross-

roads and found: McDonald's.

Mickey D's, KFC, Sonic Drive-In,

Church's Chicken, Fuelmart, and Delta

Donuts (where they sell bubblegum-fla-

vor sno-cones, "only 65 cents"). The

whole way down from Memphis, each

road sign alerting motorists to crossing

traffic had been redolent with mystic sig-

nificance; now there was only the corpo-

rate semiology of golden arches.

"Thjs is the famous crossroads?" I

asked a man working at Morton's Service

Stavion on the northwest corner of the

intersection.

"That's it," he said, never looking up

from the tire he was patching.

A mural in a Lula,

Mississippi,

laundromat, above,

features veteran

bluesmen Benny Jones,

Sam Carr, and Lonnic

Sliields. Right: Elvis

Presley's grave at

Graceland.

/if:':
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"Right." I mean, what did I expect?

We'd just passed through Robinsonville,

the small, dusty place forty miles north

where Robert Johnson lived a good por-

tion of his short life. Part of the town, a

cluster of paint-chipped wooden houses

up on blocks, a row of shattered store-

fronts, and a church with Contact paper

stuck to the windows to simulate stained

glass, probably looked much as it did in,

1935. But rising up on the other side of

the cotton fields were the neon towers of

new Robinsonville, flagship center of

Mississippi's recently legalized gambUng

industry. This modern hell, a boxlike

world without day or night, seemed the

perfect fate for Robert Johnson's home-

town, ample proof that Papa Legba, that

old ironist, was stiU at work in the Delta.

So it was with the meeting of High-

way 61 and Highway 49. Fall down on

your knees at this crossroads and you'll

be flattened by a Pirde Chicken truck.

With that in mind there wasn't much



"
else for us pilgrims to do but go into the

JR store on the intersection's southwest

corner, buy some chips, and watch the

pig feet float inside a glass bottle marked

"Big Bubba s Pork."

StUl, after thirty-five years of hstening

to scratchy records documenting Delta

singers— I have my original Robert

Johnson LP with the phone number of

Frost, now sLxty, celebrated harmonica

player and singer.

According to the oft-quoted canard,

"the Mississippi Delta begins in the

lobby of the Peabody Hotel in Memphis

and ends on Catfish Row in Vicksburg."

Maybe that's so, but if you're interested

in the beginning of the blues you might

as well skip the march of the Peabody

Tlie Time Forks Store

is where Robert

Johnson died at age

21. Legend has it that

poisoned by a jealous

husband, tie got down

on his hands and knees

and harked like a dog.

Moorhead, Mississippi,

is where "the Southern

cross' the Dog"—an

early blues singer's

reference to where the

Southern railroad met

the noii'-defunct Yazoo

Delta line.

my tenth-grade girlfriend written on the

back of the album—the romance of the

blues was hard to shake. And these days

the blues seems to be everywhere, in one

form or another—records, festivals, soci-

eties, Internet sites, Hollywood movies,

beer commercials. It's almost impossible

to find a bluesman of any note, no matter

how apparendy decrepit or arcane, who

has not been all over the world. "Been to

Germany, Japan, Italy too. They love me
in them Axis countries," says Frank

ducks (five mallards stride across the

lobby each morning at eleven o'clock

and plop themselves into the fountain)

and go across the street to the slightly

tatty, but exceedingly comprehensive,

Memphis Music Hall of Fame. Detaihng

Memphis's history as a popular music

center, from Beale Street through Elvis,

this museum is full of items like "fur hat

once worn by Isaac Hayes."

In this semifrivolous context—more

so than in the austere surroundings of the

National Civil Rights Museum located

at the site of Martin Luther King's mur-

der—the display of leg irons, neck col-

lars, and slave auction manifests ("Sally

. . . daughter of Sam . . . one eye defec-

tive, otherwise very prime. . . ") stands

out as completely shocking. It's like see-

ing a pyramid of skulls in Cambodia or

photos ofAuschwitz: you can't beheve it,

but there they are. Those leg irons re-

mind you that the blues is, once and for

all, about race, the most hurtfiil thing in

the history of this country. Those clank-

ing chains cut through a lot of romantic

notions about the blues.

Historians trace Delta music back to

West African roots, but the modern

blues song, performed by a singular

"bluesman," is an almost wholly twenti-

eth-century creation. A key canon is

found in W. C. Handy's autobiography.

Father of the Blues. Handy (who until

then mainly wrote marches and harbored

a desire to become a black John Phihp

Sousa) tells of an evening in 1 903 when

he found himself sitting in the train sta-

tion in Tutwiler, near Clarksdale. "A

lean, loose-jointed Negro had com-

menced plunking a guitar beside me

while I slept. His clothes were rags; his

feet peeped out of his shoes. His face had

on it some of the sadness of the ages. As

he played, he pressed a knife on the

strings of the guitar . . . the effect was

unforgettable. His song, too, struck me

instantly . . . 'Coin' where the Southern

cross' the Dog' . . . the singer repeated

the line three times, accompanying him-

selfon the guitar vcith the weirdest music

I had ever heard."

That moment, when Handy met up

with this anonymous, rag-clothed har-

binger, is, by grudging accord, consid-

ered the beginning of the contemporars-

blues. Bluesmen appeared in the area

soon after, notable among them Charley

Patton, known as the founder of the

Mississippi Delta blues. If you drive

down to Tutwiler, a dusts' little burg

south of Clarksdale on 49, you'll see a

plaque conuiiemorating Handy's possibly

apocryphal encounter. The station was
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demolished years ago. As for where the

Southern crosses the Dog—the point

where the Southern railroad meets the

Yazoo Delta line (Yazoo Delta, a k a

Y D., a k a Yellow Dog, therefore the

Dog)—the Southern is now the Colum-

bus and Greenville hne, while the rusty

tracks of the Yazoo Delta are still to be

seen down in Moorhead on Highway

82, but those trains have long stopped

running.

In his excellent, passionately revision-

ist History of the Blues, Francis Davis says

blues fans come to Mississippi to "look at

things that aren't there anymore." That

pretty much sums up blues tourism in

the Delta. The things are gone, but their

ghosts stiU cast long shadows.

You might as well start with the dead.

At least they stay in one place, mostly.

Resting places of blues heroes dot the

Delta. Up in Memphis, in a setting not

quite as opulent as the Graceland cement

garden, lies Furry Lewis. People leave

harmonicas at Sonny Boy WiUiamson's

grave near TutwUer. Charley Patton is

buried on the edge of an old cotton field

near Holly Ridge. Over in Como, Euro-

pean tourists churn up the gravel roads in

four-by-fours, informing local farmers,

"Ve seek ze grave of ze great bluesman

Mississippi Fred McDowell."

Evasive even in death, Robert John-

son has two graves. One is located beside

the Payne Chapel on the old Quito plan-

tation, near the Three Forks Store,

where as legend has it, the 27-year-old

bluesman was poisoned by a jealous hus-

band. Reportedly he got down on his

hands and knees and barked like a dog

before dying, an act taken to be emblem-

atic of demonic possession. Johnson's

other tombstone is a few miles away at

the bucohc Mount Zion church in Mor-

gan City. Typically enough, many blues

historians doubt Johnson is buried at ei-

ther site, leading to hngering speculation

that the musician (whose acknowledged

death date is August 16, 1938—exactly

thirty-nine years to the day before Elvis's

alleged demise) ixiight have cheated the

reaper altogether.

Death, or a kind of death-in-life,

dominates the Delta. Described as "the

most southern place "on earth," the Delta

is actually a world apart from much of

the Old South. "Bought" from the

Choctaws and Chickasaws in the 1830s,

the northwest corner of present-day

Mississippi was the last place in the South

to be settled by whites. Huge, virgin

A blues bar in

Indianola: You can

sing about these things,

just don 't bring them

in here.

Delta history, but with the institution of

the plantation-sharecropping system, in

which (white) planters and (black) post-

Reconstruction-era fieldworkers sup-

posedly banded together to raise the

highly labor-intensive cotton crops, the

area became a peculiar racial caldron.

The organizing economic principle of

the sharecropper system revolved about

hardwood forests (a hint of which can

stiU be seen in the Delta National Forest

in Sharkey County) and untouched

swamp wildernesses prevailed here until

the middle of the nineteenth century.

This changed rapidly as farmers, at-

tracted by the unusually rich, sand-based

soil (which proved perfect for cotton

cultivation), dredged and cleared the

land, dividing it into huge plantations.

Owing to the late-arriving popula-

tion, slavery was not a large factor in

the feudal notion of "fiirnish" and "set-

tle." At the beginning of each growdng

season, the sharecropper was furnished

with a shack, a mule, and perhaps twenty

to forty acres to tiU. Subsequently, the

workers bought their food and anything

else they might need at the plantation

commissary, where records of these pur-

chases were supposedly kept, to be held

against the value of the crop brought in

at the end of the season. At this tally,

called the settle, the sharecropper would



be paid (sometimes with plantation

money, not real cash) for the cotton he

and his family produced by planting and

thinning the crop, chopping weeds, and

picking in the blazing Delta sun eighteen

hours a day.

More often than not, the sharecropper

might be looking at a patently false ac-

counting telling him he'd done little

owning a funeral home, was virtually

nonexistent.

It was from this harsh, doomed, agrar-

ian time warp that the "deep" Delta

blues emerged. Intimately tied to cycles

of the land. Delta smgers retained many

largely archaic African forms associated

with the "field holler" and "work song."

These they incorporated into the most

Junior Kimbmugh's

JukeJoint near Holly

Springs is a meccafor

blues fans.

RobertJohnson's

hometown of

Robinsonville is near a

developmentJor

legalized gambling.

more than break even; sometimes he'd

wind up behind. It was a cycle of impos-

sible hope (that this year would be bet-

ter) and inevitable frustration, resulting

in a climate of violence so pronounced

that the Delta was said to be "knee-deep

in six-guns." But, for the sharecropper,

there was little alternative. In 1920, even

though blacks made up three-quarters of

the Delta population, they owned less

than 3 percent of the land. Other em-

ployment, short of domestic work or

sophisticated of blues styles, rife with

idiosyncratic variations on the usual

three-Une stanza construction, in which

one line is sung three times (AAA) or

sung twice followed by a variant or re-

sponse (AAB). According to early blues

scholar Samuel Charters, Delta music

was dominated by African-derived

scales, major tunings that often proved at

odds with "conventional harmonies of

the European guitar" heard across the

rest of the South. The artistic tension

created by the clash of these styles, along

with the evocative lyric qualities inspired

by the acute social conditions, made the

Delta blues unique.

The neofeudalism of the sharecropper

system lasted a relatively short time. The

cotton market crashed after the boom

times ofWorld War I, and the black exo-

dus known as the Great Migration

began. Chicago, just twenty-four hours

away from Clarksdale on the Illinois

Central, was the Promised Land. A de-

cent living could be made there. There

are several good histories of the migra-

tion, but the position of the former

sharecroppers is fairly well summed up in

Delta singer Big Bill Broonzy's "Key to

the Highway": "I got the key to the

highway/Booked out and bound to

go/I'm leaving here running/Because

walking is most too slow."

Technology took care of the rest. The

mechanized picker, which could do the

work of fifty men, became available in

the early 1940s (one of the first "single

row" machines can be seen rusting away

anonymously beside Highway 49 near

Clarksdale). This was soon followed by

the production of herbicides and pesti-

cides, which negated the need for weed-

ing and expelled that legendary scourge,

the boll weevil.

Eventually the blues left the Delta too,

"walking like a man" if you buy the

story that Muddy Waters, Robert John-

son's leading disciple, took the music

with him one bright May morning in

1943, when he stepped up to the black

person's window of the Clarksdale train

station and bought a ticket to Chicago,

where he'd plug in and create a whole

new thing.

But somehow, after a few days down

in the Delta, surrounded by the tor-

porific heat, subsequent history ceases to

matter. Up in Memphis people said this

Vi'ould happen, that the Delta, place of

missing things, would get under my

sweaty skin. And pulling into Lula, pop-

ulation 300, the vanished world began to

come alive.

To BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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Since 1869, the American

Museum ofNatural History

has sponsored thmisands of

scientific expeditions

around the globe in an effort

to unravel the world's

greatest mysteries. It is this

passion to discover and to

understand that inspires

Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational travel

program.

Participants in the

Discovery Tours travel

program have the unique

opportunity to explore the

world with Museum

scientists as they continue to

uncover new insights into

the nature of life on earth.

Since 1953, over 10,000

Museum travelers have

pariicipated in Discovery

Tours to some ofthe world's

greatest wildlife areas,

arcliaeological sites and

cultural centers.

CRUISES

Holidays in tlie Caribbean

December 20 -28, 1996

From S2,850 to $4,495

A Journey on the Wild Side:

Costa Rica and Panama
Januar>'6-13. 1997

From $2,402 to $4,602

The Galapagos Islands

January 10-22, 1997 and

January 24 - February 5, 1 997

From $5,970 to $7,670

Island World of Indonesia

Februar}' 5 - 20. 1997

From $6,990 to $10,950

Baja and the Great Whales
February 9- 17, 1997

From $2,652 to $3,842

Sailing the Caribbean

aboard the Sea Cloud

February 16-22. 1997

From $4,220 to $6,625

Voyage to Vietnam

March 15-31, 1997

From $6,275 to $10,095

Lands of Pharaohs: Egypt, Israel,

Jordan & the Red Sea
March 20 -April 1. 1997

From $4,595 to $6,895

Untamed Wonders of the

Amazon
April 11 -22, 1997

From $3,479 to $6,724

Polynesia Under Sail

May 8 -25. 1997

From $7,980 to SI 1.980

Expedition to the Australian

Outback: The Kimberiey

May 9 -25, 1997

From $5,780 to $9,980

Crossroads of Civilization

May20-June 1,1997

From $4,995 to $6,495

Barging in France

June 20 -29, 1997

Estimated from $3,900

TRAIN TRIPS

The Silk Road: Through

China and Central Asia

April 18 -May 9, 1997

From $8,990 to $12,970

National Parks of the West
May 27 -June 5. 1997

From $3,990 to $6,450

Beijing to Moscow by Private

Train: China, Mongolia & Siberia

August 28 - September 13. 1997

From $6,980 to $9,670

LAND PROGRAMS

Elusive Everglades

January 4- 11, 1997

$2,400

Big Cats of the Serengeti

January 9 -25, 1997

$6,950

Endangered Africa by Private Je

January 10 - February 3, 1997

$25, 950

Ancient Mesoamerican Culture;

February 15 -March 1, 1997

From $3,690 to $4,150

Mexico's Copper Canyon

March 1-9, 1997

$2,490

Trinidad and Tobago

March 16-25, 1997

From $2,775 to $3,145

In the Heart of the Amazon
March 17-25, 1997

From $3,084 to $3,825

Syria, Jordan & Israel

April 2 -15. 1997

Estimated from $3,995

China & the Yangtze

April 9 -26, 1997

Estimated from S5.900

Discovery Tours

ericanMusemn of Natural Historyi.i

Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024
(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm EST
Call for additional information on these trips or a

-£2niQl£teJisLQfouiLL997MO£rams^__^
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HIS LA;N>D-

and t h e M i s t

By Robect H. Mohlenbrock

Canada's Grand Manan Island

has been a popular destination

for naturalists ever since John

James Audubon visited it in

1833 to see herring guUs nest-

ing in trees and to prepare one

of his famous bird paintings.

Apart from bird life, the is-

land's attractions include

forests, marshes, ponds, bogs,

and even a heath. Pods of

whales and countless seals and

porpoises often appear just

offshore. Nineteen miles firom

Blacks Harbour, New
Brunswick, the island is a

ninety-minute ferry ride from

the Canadian mainland.

(There is no public transporta-

tion firom the state of Maine.)

Grand Manan is just over

fifteen miles long north to

south and six and a half miles

wide at its broadest point. Ac-

cess from the western side is

difficult because of rocky,

forested cHffs, which rise as

much as 400 feet above the

sea. The villages of the island,

inhabited by some 2,800 year-

round residents, are along the

more sheltered eastern coast.

They are connected by a

highway that parallels the

shoreline firom Swallow Tail

Lighthouse in the northeast to

the Southwest Head Light.

Only one road crosses to

the western coast, ending at

Dark Harbour, a secluded

tidal pond where fishermen

rear Atlantic salmon in net

cages for export. Grand Man-

aners also go there to gather

edible algae firom among the

rocks at low tide. The algae,

called dulse, are air dried over

sun-heated gravel; this prod-

uct can be eaten raw or

ground into flakes to be used

as a seasoning.

Small pockets of saltwater

marsh used to exist along the

otherwise rocky eastern shore-

line, but they disappeared over

time because the settlers on

Grand Manan preferred those

areas as homesites. The only

large salt marsh that remains is

in the village of Castalia; it is

preserved as part of the

Castalia Provincial Park.

The island also has bogs,

areas carpeted with a thick,

spongy growth of sphagnum

moss. Local parks personnel

maintain a short trail into a

treeless bog within Anchorage

Provincial Park. Just off IngaUs

Head Road is another type of

bog, one with a tree cover of

black spruce and larch. The

plants here include the grass

pink orchid.

A heavy fog bank often

enshrouds the southern half of

Grand Manan Island, fostering

the growth of boreal forest

plants. The dominant trees are

balsam fir, whose fragrance

permeates the forest, and red

spruce; both are cone-bearing

evergreens. Here and there are

white spruces and larches and

a few species of deciduous

trees. One of the best places

to sample this dense habitat is

at Anchorage Provincial Park.

At the southwestern tip of

the island, which is subject to

^2BC^^3B^^S^'-^''^°'^ '-''" ^^ viewed in Castalia Provincial

Park. Approaching the park from the west, one drives past low-

lying meadows with such freshwater species as dark green bul-

rush, blunt spikerush, smartweed, blue jointgrass, canary grass,

and blue iris. Nearer the coast, these species are replaced by salt-

tolerant plants—salt marsh cord-

grass; salt meadow cordgrass;

Baltic rush; samphire; sea laven-

der; seaside goldenrod; orach,

with arrowhead-shaped leaves;

sea rocket, a succulent little

mustard; and seaside bluebell.

Two rarities found nowhere else

in New Brunswick are false ar-

nica, with yellow, sunflowerlike

heads, and brass buttons, a low-

growing species with flat, yel-

iov/ flower heads.

linclude Eel

Lake, just offWhisde Road. It is Irises and salt marsh grasses

Freshi water rpbnds

a fine place to see spatterdock, whose leaves look like those of a

waterHly but whose club-shaped yellow flowers are quite differ-

ent. Bulrushes and spikerushes grow in the water with this plant,

while along the shoreline are cattails, red osier dogwood, and

pussy wiUows.

I^^Swhere footing is unpredictable, are to be entered with

caution. One traU, to a treeless bog within Anchorage Provincial

Park, passes over a flowing

brook lined with sensitive ferns,

flowering marsh skullcap of the

mint family, and a yellow-flow-

ering loosestrife known as

swamp candle. Within the bog,

the vegetation rises no taller

than one or two feet above the

sphagnum. Wiry shrubs with

leathery leaves—such as sheep

laurel, bog rosemary, Labrador

tea, and a small rhododen-

dron—dominate, but a good va- Grass pink ordiid



considerable salt spray from

southerly storms, a treeless

heath has developed. This

forty-acre area is called GuU

Heath because it once was

home to one of the largest

colonies of herring guDs in

North America (the colony

was wiped out late m the last

century, when trappers intro-

duced foxes to the island).

The heath has a nearly contm-

uous cover of shrubby cinque-

foil, meadowsweet (a white

spirea), and speckled alder.

In sharp contrast to the

boreal forest is the drier and

more open deciduous hard-

wood forest in the northern

half of the island. A good

place to see it is along the

Ashburton Head Trail, which

leads off from Whistle Road

and extends to a headland

known as Seven Days Work,

named for its series of volcanic

rock formations visible from

the sea. Some conifers are

scattered within the deciduous

forest, but the principal trees

are northern red oak,

chokecherry, mountain ash,

and white birch.

Many people visit Grand

Manan Island to see whales,

seals, dolphins, and other ma-

rine hfe. Sightseeing boats are

available, but the fog some-

times keeps them from ven-

turing out. Another option is

to drive along Whistle Road

to Long Eddy Light at the

northern end of the island. A
platform on a high chff adja-

cent to the lighthouse pro-

vides a good lookout. Hump-
back, minke, and the fin-

backed whale are often sighted

here during the summer.

They are drawn by the plenti-

ful shrimp, copepods, and

small herring. Turbulent tidal

waters stir these prey to the

surface even in daytime.

For visitor information write:

Grand Manan Island Tourism

Association

c/o Shorecrest Lodge

North Head

Grand Manan, New
Brunswick EOG 2M0
Canada

(506) 662-3216

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor

emeritus ofplant biology at

Southern Illinois University, Car-

bondale, explores the biological

and geological highlights of

United States nationalforests and

other parklands.

riety ofbog wildflowers—creeping wintergreen, pitcher plant,

and cotton sedge—are also in evidence. Here and there are small

colonies of baked-apple berry, a plant related to blackberry but

with yellow-orange berries. Many of the same species appear in

a bog off IngaUs Head Road. There, however, black spruce and

larch trees provide shade. Among other different species are sev-

eral orchids, including the grass pink orchid.

Boreal forest
I
is easily exam-

ined in Anchorage Provincial

Park, which has a well-main-

tained trail, pardy on board-

walk. The dominant trees are

balsam fir and red spruce. Here

and there are white spruces and

larches and such deciduous trees

as white birch and black ash.

Among the shrubs that abound

beneath the canopy are pink

spirea and red elderberry, whose

bright red berries are the

Deciduous forest

Lupines and a spruce tree

showiest fruits in the forest. The ground is carpeted by mosses,

along with clubmosses and such wildflowers as cucumber root,

bluebead Hly, and Canada mayflower. One interesting species is

the ghostly Indian-pipe, which has white flowers and stems and

lacks green leaves. This plant has no chlorophyll; it obtains its

nutrients from organic matter in the soil.

Imay be sampled from the Ashburton Head

Trail, which begins at Whisde Road. Some conifers are scattered

within this forest, but the principal trees are northern red oak,

chokecherry, mountain ash, and white birch. The shrub layer

consists of a white-flowered spirea, known as meadowsweet, and

a viburnum called raisin tree because of its raisin-shaped fruits.

Prominent wildflowers, which bloom primarily in summer and

autumn, are meadow rue, oxeye daisy, heart-leaved aster, and

several kinds of goldenrods.

I are treeless areas, generally fostered by cool, wet, sun-

less conditions. Fog and salt spray have combined to create forty-

acre GuU Heath, which has a nearly continuous cover of

shrubby cinquefoil, white spirea, and speckled alder.
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One La St Eel ipse

By Joe Rao

On the evening ofSeptember

26, observers across much of

North America will have their

last opportunity' to see a total

lunar ecUpse untilJanuary 20,

2000. For those in the eastern

United States, the entire

eclipse will take place in a

dark ^'. with the end of to-

tahty occurring about half an

hour before midnight, eastern

daylight time. On the West

Coast, the Moon rises partly

echpsed, becoming ^^sible low

in the eastern sky as evening

twili^t begins to fade. Total-

ity, however, wtU take place in

a dark sky.

The echpse begins as the

Moon enters the penumbra,

the pale outer portion of

Swilight bent by Earth's atmosphere iUumitiaies tlie ulipsed Moon.

Earth's shadow at 8:12 P..M.,

EDT (add or subtract the ap-

propriate number ofhours for

other time zones). No change

in the Moon's appearance will

be visible, however, until

about thirty minutes later,

when more than half the

Moon enters this outer

shadow, causing its lo^ver left

edge to appear Hghdy shaded.

The Moon's dramatic entry

into the darker, sharper-edg(

umbra takes place at 9:12 P.M.

Within minutes the Moon
wiU look as if a bite has been

taken out of its left-hand edge

Totaht)' begins at 10:19 P.M

and lasts seventy minutes, just

a few minutes shy of the aver-

age of sevent\'-three minutes

During the eclipse, Saturn

and the Moon \\t11 be in con-

junction, a lovely sight for

naked-eye and binocular

\-iewers. Astronomer Fred

Schaaf notes: "As the Moon
fades, the magnimde 0.5

planet wiU seem to kindle, the

tvi?o celestial objects shining in

grand isolation in this star-

poor region ofthe heavens."

Such a close pairing between

an echpsed Moon and a bright

star or planet is a rare event.

The Sky in September

lu^^ffiB passes inferior conjimction (between Earth and the

Sun) on the 17th. By about the 26th it brightens to first magni-

tude and is visible to the naked eye low in the eastern morning

tviolight. For the rest ofthe month it brightens rapidly wMe re-

mmiing about 25 degrees to the lower left ofVenus.

^^][[3moving fiom Gemini to Cancer, rises about 3:00 A.M.,

local daylight time, some two hours before the first hght of

dawn, and stands about 40 degrees above the eastern horizon at

sunrise. Joining it early in the month is much dimmer Mars,

w?hich lies less than 3 degrees Irom Venus on the morning of the

4th. On the morning ofthe 8th, the Moon forms a compact tri-

ande with the two planets.

^^^^is still a faint 1.5 magnitude. Rising about four hours be-

iore the Sun, it is well up in the east at sunrise.

ESI^IHgis currently about one-sixth as bright as Venus, but its

ocanon near the meridian at dusk makes it appear more promi-

::erii:. Although Jupiter will fade into the southwestern twUight

at the end ofthe year, its motion against the background stars of

Sagittarius shifts eastward as its retrograde morion ends on the

3d. For observers in midnorthem latimdes, 1996 is the worst

year for observingJupiter in the period from 1985 to 2007; the

planet reaches an extreme southern declination ofmore than 23

degrees on the 1 1th. On the 20th, Jupiter appears below and to

the left of the first-quarter Moon.

^Bffllll in vi'estem Pisces, rises near sunset and is visible for the

rest of the night. It is at opposition on the 26th, and in tele-

scopes, the ring s\'Stem can be seen tilting just under 5 degrees

toward Earth at midmonth. Adding to the interest of this

month's lunar eclipse is Saturn's relative proximity: near mid-

totality (10:54 P.M., EDT), Satiun wiU shine 2 degrees below the

Moon fsee text above for more details).

^^^^^^is at last-quarter phase on the 4th at 3:06 RM., EDT;

new on the 12th at 7:07 RM., EDT; first quarter is on the 20th

at 7:23 A.M., EDT; and the hardest Moon comes on the 26th at

10:51 P.M., EDT.

The autumnal equinox occurs at 2:00 P.M.. EDT on the 22d. as

the Sun's direct rays migrate south across the equator, marking

the beginning ofautumn in the Northern Hemisphere.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the Anieric/in Aluseum—Hayden Planetarium.
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^T RAVE L AND READING

G'piit :B a s i n/ M ississippi Delta

The Once and Future

, .jCJigsatejj^e ,ia,,^,,,,^,.

At Mono Lake, in the Califor-

nia part of the Great Basin,

hniestone spires and knobs,

called tufa towers, mark por-

tions of an earlier shoreline.

The best place to see these

formations is Mono Lake Tufa

State Reserve.

The lake itself is an avian

paradise. Numerous species of

shorebirds, ducks, geese,

grebes, and guUs can eat their

fiJl from a salty soup ofbrine

shrimp and aUcah flies without

competition from fish, which

are unable to tolerate the lake's

salinity. (The shrimp and flies

dine on the prohferation of

green algae.)

Biologists, however, have

long been concerned about

the condition of the lake.

Since 1941, when Los Ange-

les began diverting four of the

five streams that feed the lake,

its water level has dropped

forty feet and salinity has dou-

bled. In 1994, an agreement

was reached to raise the lake

level by seventeen feet over

the next twenty years.

Camping is permitted

throughout most of the scenic

area above the old 1941

lakeshore. Motels, restaurants,

and a visitor's center are lo-

cated in or near the town of

Lee Vining. From there it is a

twelve-mile trip on Highway

120 (closed in winter) to

Yosemite National Park over

the scenic Tioga Pass.

On the Great Basin's east-

ern flank is the Great Salt

Lake, the "remnant" of the

freshwater Lake Bonneville,

which, at its crest about

25,000 years ago, covered an

area of some 20,000 square

miles in what is now Utah,

Nevada, and Idaho. Like rings

in a giant bathtub, former

shorehnes of the prehistoric

lake are marked by rocky ter-

races carved on the surround-

ing mountains by ancient

waves and currents.

Down to the Crossroads page 48

Mark Jacobson submits the following annotated Hst of "ab-

solutely necessary disks" for a starter Mississippi Delta blues col-

lection: Foiindei- of the Delta Blues (Yazoo) is a selection of

Charley Patton's groundbreaking work, recorded in the years be-

fore his death in 1934. Robert Johnson's Tlie Complete Plantation

Recordings (Chess/MCA) sparked the most recent country blues

revival. With Hank Williams, the tormented Johnson is probably

the greatest American folk artist of the twentieth century.

Muddy Waters made Plantation Recordings 1941 (Columbia)

for storied musicologist Alan Lomax shortly before Waters left

the Delta for Chicago. These stark sides display Waters as much
more than just Robert Johnson's main disciple. Tommy Johnson

was also popular m the Delta. Listen to his eerie falsetto on his

Complete Recordings 1928-9 (Document). Other early Delta

bluesrnen include Son House, Son Thomas, and Skip James.

Recordings of lesser-known figures can be found primarily on

Yazoo and the encyclopedic Document label.

As for reading, says Jacobson, the blues hbrary is bounteous.

There are several interesting survey books, many sharply opin-

ionated. Alan Lomax's The Land Wliere the Blues Began (Dell

Publishing, 1993) carries the weight (for both good and bad rea-

sons) of ultimate authority and is ftiU of interesting anecdotes and

interviews. An impassioned and personal work is Deep Blues, by

Robert Palmer (Penguin Books, 1982), who now produces

records for modern bluesmen R. L. Burnside and Junior Kim-

brough. Francis Davis's idiosyncratic History of the Blues (Hyper-

ion, 1995) largely succeeds in its aim ofsumming up all previous

blues scholarship.

To travel the Delta, send away for Jim O'Neal's seriously

funky "Delta Blues Map Kjt" (available from Stackhouse/Delta

Record Mart, 232 Sunflower Ave., Clarksdale, MS 38614),

which gives directions for reaching any and all blues-related sites.

Then get to Memphis and start driving south on Highway 61.

Another usefiil source for the blues tourist is Tliejazz and Blues

Lover's Guide to the U. S., by Christiane Bird (Addison-Wesley,

1991), an exhaustive labor of love that wiU set you straight.

Edited byJeanne Flagg
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(Continuedfrom page 24)

structed synagogue now serves as aJew-

ish museum and memorial, but not as a

place of worship, for no active Jewish

community exists in Worms.

Two plaques on the synagogue wall

tell a tale ofhope and despair. The first,

rhounted shortly after the end ofWorld

War II, contains the names of Jewish

citizens presumed dead in the Holo-

caust. Happily, some of these people

had survived (in refugee camps, un-

known to makers of the plaque). Their

raised bronze names have been filed off,

leaving blank spaces of victory. But fiir-

ther records of the Holocaust then doc-

umented more deaths, and these names

adorn the second plaque—gready ex-

ceeding in number the names happily

erased from the first memorial.

Ironically, only the Jewish cemetery

survived intact, thanks to a ruse (ac-

cording to local tradition) of the town

archivist, a sincere Christian with great

respect for Jewish traditions. Himmler

had expressed a passing interest in the

cemetery during a prewar visit. When
local Nazis later ordered the destruction

of the cemetery (located on the other

side of town, beyond the walls), the

archivist exaggerated Himmler's casual

comment into an explicit order for

preservation. Cautious local authorities

never checked with BerHn—and a place

of death remains as the only unscathed

survivor of a millennium s existence for

one of Europe's most illustrious Je\vish

communities.

If you have been wondering why I

recount these tales from the dark side of

human history in a column on evolu-

tionary biology, I do wish to segue to-

ward an ending on both a positive and a

Darwinian note. Humans are capable of

such glory—and such horror: the

pogroms of Worms and Luther's stir-

ring speech at the Diet of Worms; the

numerous defenestrations ofPrague and

the magTiificent baroque architecture of

Prague. We bask in the glory with sim-

ple pleasure; but we contemplate the

horror T.vith anguish and puzzlement

—

and with a burning urge to explain how

creatures capable of such decency can

promote such iniquity of their own free

will (and with apparent moral calm and

intensity of supposed purpose).

But do we perpetrate the darkness

"of our o\vn free will?" Perhaps the

most popular of all explanations for our

genocidal capacity cites evolutionary

biology as an unfortunate source—and

as an ultimate escape from fiiU moral re-

sponsibility. Perhaps we evolved these

capacities as active adaptations now
gone awry in the modern world. Cur-

rent genocide may be a sad legacy of

bombs, these unchanged (and perhaps

unchangeable) inheritances may now

speU our undoing (or at least propagate

our tragedies)—but we cannot be

blamed for mere moral faihngs. Our ac-

cursed genes have made us creatures of

the night.

This superficially attractive bakn to

our collective conscience is nothing but

a cop-out based on deep fallacies of rea-

soning. (Perhaps the tendency to think

by such fallacies represents our real evo-

lutionary legacy—but this is another

speculation for another time.) I am
happy to acknowledge that we have a

ii:

We already know that we have a capacity for

genocide because history provides so many
examples of actualization.

behaviors that originated for Darwinian

benefit during our ancestral construc-

tion as small bands of hunters and gath-

erers on the savannas of Africa. Dar-

win's mechanism, after all, encourages

only the reproductive success of indi-

viduals, not the moral dream of human

fellowship across an entire species. Per-

haps the traits that lead to modern

genocide—xenophobia, tribalism,

anathematization of outsiders as subhu-

man and therefore subject to annihila-

tion—rose to prominence during our

early evolution because they enhanced

survival in tiny, nontechnological soci-

eties based on kinship and living m a

world of limited resources under a law

of kiU-or-be-kiUed.

A group devoid of xenophobia and

unschooled in murder might invariably

succumb to others replete with genes to

encode a propensity for such catego-

rization and destruction. Chimpanzees,

our closest relatives, vidll band together

and systematically kill members of adja-

cent groups. Perhaps we are pro-

grammed to act in such a manner as

well. These grisly propensities once

promoted the survival of groups armed

with nothing more destructive than

teeth and stones. In a world of nuclear

biologically based capacity to catego-

rize humans as insiders or outsiders, andj

then to view outsiders as beyond fel-

lowship and ripe for slaughter. But

where can such an argument lead in

terms of modern moral discourse or

even social observation? For this claim
i

is entirely empty and devoid of ex-

planatory power. We gain nothing by

speculating that a capacity for genocide

hes within our evolutionary heritage.

We already know that we have such a

capacity because history provides so

many examples of actuahzation.

An evolutionary speculation can only

help if it teaches us something we don't

know already—if, for example, we

learned that genocide was biologically

enjoined by certain genes, or even that

a positive propensity, rather than a mere

capacity, regulated our murderous po-

tentiality. But the observational facts of

human history speak against determina-

tion and only for potentiality. Each case

of genocide can be matched \\'ith nu-

merous incidents of social benevolence;

each murderous band can be paired

with a pacific clan. Genocide gains

greater prominence only for superior

"news value" and for devastating effec-

tiveness (as the pacific clan merely dis-
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FREE Tour Guide and planning kit,

call 1-800-374-0355.

15. iVIelanesian Tourist Services

Experience Papua New Guinea with

the country's most established

ground operator MV Melanesian
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Trobriand Island expeditions.
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your free Mississippi travel informa-
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New Mexico.. .Enchantment USA.

For your FREE Vacation Guide call

1-800-See New Mex (1-800-733-

6396), ext. 6125.
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The Nikon N70 offers the worid's

most sophisticated built-in speed-

light. Circle our number to receive

your free copy of the Nikon Full Line

Product Guide.

20. Nova Scotia Tourism

Our seacoast is as easy to explore

as our book is to get. Call 1-800-

565-0000, Operator #37 today.

21. Quebec Tourism

Your next great vacation is closer

than you think. Ask for your FREE

Summer and Fall Vacation

Packages brochure on neighbouriy

Quebec. Vibrant cities, scenic re-

sorts, fabulous countryside.

Fascinating museums and festivi-

ties. Call 1-800-363-7777

Operator 188.

22. Saskatchewan Tourism

Vacation Heartland of Canada's

West. Wilderness rafting and canoe-

ing, camping, nature walks and

wildlife viewing, 100,000 lakes.

Free travel planner. Call toll-free

1-800-667-7191.

23. Saskota Travel Route

From America's Old Northwest in

North Dakota to Canada's

Northwest in Saskatchewan, the

Saskota Travel Route takes you

through two nations. Call for your

FREE Saskota Travel magazine

today 1(306)783-8707

24. Self-Realization Fellowship

Learn how techniques of meditation

and principles of spiritual living can

bring greater happiness and har-

mony into your life. Send for free

booklet, Undreamed of possibilities.

25. Tango Mar Beach Resort

Tango Mar Beach Resort and

Country Club, Costa Rica. Deluxe

private beach reserve in a beautiful

natural setting. Call for complete

touring programs - 1-800-648-

1136.

26. TIAA CREF
Financial services especially for

people in education and research.

For your free personal investing kit

call 1-800-226-0147.

27. Tough Traveler* KidSYSTEMS™

Child Carrier Backpacks! Children

can be carried comfortably-neigh-

borhood walks to travels around the

world! Sold in Outdoor Stores,

Children's Stores and Mail Order
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28. Tourism Authority of Thailand

Come experience the splendours of

the Kingdom and join the celebra-

tion of the century as we celebrate

our King's 50th anniversary acces-

sion to the throne throughout the
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tion today

29. Willis & Geiger

After 94 years of outfitting the

world's most serious adventurers

and outdoorsmen, we're pleased to

offer-without charge-our catalog.

Call 1-800-960-9443.

30. Yellowhead Highway

Discover one of the worid's great

drives - Western Canada's

TransCanada Yellowhead Highway!

Ask for your FREE travel guide &
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appears and murderers control the re-

sulting media). But ifboth darkness and

light He within our capacities, and if

both tendencies operate at high fre-

quency in human history, then we learn

nothing by speculating that either or

probably both He within our evolution-

ary, adaptive Darwinian heritage. At the

very most, biology might help us to de-

limit the environmental circumstances

that tend to eHcit one behavior rather

than the other.

To cite the example most under cur-

rent discussion in the "pop science"

press, numerous books and articles

dominate politics, have affairs, and

abandon families with young chil-

dren—and why women act coy, love to

nurture children, and preferentiaUy

enter the caring professions.

Perhaps I have caricatured this posi-

tion, but I don't think so, having read so

many articles of support. In fact, I don't

even think that the basic argument is

wrong. Such differences in behavioral

strategy do make Darwinian sense in

the Hght of structural disparity between

male and female reproduction. But the i S

attributions could not be more deeply

erroneous for the same reasons noted

Sad tales of mass murder perpetuated

by differing factions of a supposedly united

cause haunt human history ... I am
not speaking of isolated executions, but of

wholesale slaughters.

(with Robert Wright's Jlie Moral Ani-

mal as the most noted and most absurd

example) preach that a new science of

evolutionary psychology has discovered

the biological basis of behavioral differ-

ences between sexes. Women produce

only a few large eggs and must spend

years of their lives growing embryos

within their bodies and then nurturing

the resulting babies. Men, on the other

hand, produce milHons of tiny sperm

each time and need invest nothing

more in a potential offspring than the

effort of an ejaculation. Therefore, the

argument continues, in the great Dar-

winian quest for passing more genes to

fiiture generations, women should act

in such a way as to encourage male in-

vestment after impregnation (protec-

tion, feeding, economic wealth, and

subsequent child care), whereas men

would rather wander right off in search

of other mates in a never-ending quest

for maximal genetic spread.

From this basic dichotomy of evolu-

tionary purpose, all else in the lexicon

of pop psychology follows. We now
1 know why men rape, lust for power.

above in discussing the fallacy of bio-

logical explanations for genocide. Men
are not programmed by genes to maxi-

mize matings, nor are women devoted

to monogamy by unalterable nature.

We can only speak of capacities, not re-

quirements or even determining

propensities. Therefore, our biology

does not make us do it. Moreover, what

we share in common genetics can easily

overwhelm what men and women
might tend to do differendy. Any man

who has fiercely loved his Htde child

—

including most fathers, I trust—knows

that no siren song from distinctive

genes or hormones can overcome this

drive for nurturing behavior shared

with the child's mother.

Finally, when we note the crucial

differences in fundamental pattern and

causation between biological evolution

and cultural change, and when we rec-

ognize that everything distinctive about

the cultural style enjoins flexibility

rather than determination, we can un-

derstand even more generally why a

cultural phenomenon like genocide

(despite any underlying biological ca-
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pacity for such action) cannot be ex-

plained in evolutionary terms. As the

fundamental difference in pattern, bio-

logical evolution builds a topological

tree—a process of separation and diver-

gence. Once a species arises as an inde-

pendent lineage, it acquires genetic dis-

tinction from all other lineages forever,

and must evolve on its own path. Cul-

tural change, on the other hand, is vir-

tually defined by possibilities of amalga-

mation among different traditions—as

Marco Polo brings pasta from China

and I speak English as a "native"

tongue. Our distinctive flexibilities

arise from this constant interweaving.

As the fundamental difference in

causation, biological evolution is

Mendelian. Organisms can only pass

their genes, not the heritage of their ef-

forts, as physical contributions to future

generations. But cultural change is

Lamarckian, as we transmit the fruits of

our acquired wisdom and inventiveness

directly to future generations in the

form of books, tools, and buildings.

Again, this Lamarckian style grants to

cultural change a speed, a lability, and a

flexibility that Darwinian evolution

cannot muster.

In 1525, thousands of German peas-

ants were slaughtered (with Luther's ap-

probation), and Michelangelo worked

on the Medici Chapel. In 1618, the

upper windows of Prague disgorged

some men, and Rubens painted some

mighty canvases. The Cathedral of

Canterbury is both the site of Becket's

murder and the finest Gothic building

in England. Both sides of this di-

chotomy represent our common,

evolved humanity. Which, ultimately,

shall we choose? As to the potential

path of genocide and destruction, let us

take this stand. It need not be. We can

do otherwise.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Uni-

versity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Hon-

orary Curator in Invertebrates at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.
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Sonietunes nature's balancing act needs a little spin-doctoring.

By Roger L.Welsch

Last winter, while we watched tele\-i-

sion reports of eastern cities buried in

snow, their inhabitants scrambHng to

clear streets and fussing about where to

put all the cold, white stuff, those of us

who Hve on the usually tundraHke

Plains w'ere enjoying relatively balmy

i^eather. This summer, how-ever, \veVe

had our owm problems, worrying about

drought. Still. I believe such things

have a way of evening themselves out.

I got my first hint of this many years

ago when I read on the front page of

our state newspaper that Plains beef

producers were at a loss to dispose of

the tons and tons ofmanure accumulat-

ing in their teedlots. On the reverse ot

the same page was an article stating that

Plains farmers were facing a major cri-

sis—an impending shortage offertihzer.

There w^as no mention in the paper of

the obvious solution to these t\vo

dilemmas. In some cases, the ^dn-yang

process only works if someone happens

to take notice.

Fortunately for you, I'm out here

noticing. And recently I noticed a Wew
York Times report to the effect that Dr.

Benjamin Fong Chao, a geophysicist at

die Goddard Space Flight Center, at-

tributed a diminution of the earth's nat-

ural slowing (in simpler words, the

world is not spinning as slowly as ex-

pected) to the building of eighty-eight

major reservoirs during the past fony-

years. Over that period of time, the

earth's daily spin was supposed to have

slowed down by a w^hopping tn-o-

tenths of a millionth of a second. The

change has been measurably less, how-

ever, because of the shift in w-eight dis-

tribution caused by all that impounded

vater—close to a trillion tons of it.

AR this is because the reser\-oirs are

situated mosdy in the Northern Hemi-
sphere, rather than being randomly dis-

tributed throughout the world, so too

As the

World

Wobbles

much of this weight\" water is close to

the earth s axis. If I may get really tech-

nical for a moment, it's Hke the way

skaters can twirl faster by bringing their

arms in tighter to their bodies.

So w'hat happens if this trend contin-

ues and the extra water-weight (a prob-

lem I understand all too well) doesn't

just slow down the rate of slow dowTi

but actually reverses the process and

puts the earth into an acceleration

mode? The increased speed would

shorten the day more and more ever^-

year. Would the lost time be deducted

from the part of our day devoted to

work or from dowTi time? From the

middle of Friends or from the endless

commercial breaks? What happens to

brunches when the day becomes so

short that the back end of breakfast runs

fuU tilt into the front oflunch? Whither

happy hours?

The potential consequences of this

process are staggering and wdU have to

be faced eventually. Of course, Ne-
braska successftiUy resisted dayhght sav-

ing time tor decades, some arguing that

the Plains cHmate is hard enough on

crops as it is without adding yet another

hour of sunshine evers- day. For my
owTi part, I have crusaded to move Leap

Day—the extra day of a Leap Year

—

from the end of Februar\; where w'e

most assuredly do not need an extra day

in Nebraska, to May, when an extra day

would be enthusiastically received. But

"a prophet is not without honor, save in

his own country."

But getting back to the point, I

would Hke to suggest to you and to Dr.

Chao that there is more to the story of

shifting weight than water and dams.

About ten miles south of our farm

there is a rail Hne that is never quiet, day

or night, summer or winter. On still

nights we hear trains rumbhng by every

couple of minutes; when we drive to

Grand Island, we have to factor in a few

extra minutes to spend at the rail cross-

ing, waiting for a train to pass (and hop-

ing there wiU be a gap we can rush

through before the next train comes

along). Headed east from an enormous

hole somewhere in Wyoming are more

than tvi?o hundred trains a day, 110 to

115 cars per train, each car carrying

100 to 110 tons of coal.

Billions, maybe trillions, perhaps

squiUions of tons of coal, moving east.

And that's on only one rail line. And at

the same time, empt)- cars go west by

the thousands, carrying back to the

W\'oming vastness not a pound, not so

much as a hobo riding the rails. Talk

about planetan,' weight redistribution!

This is cosmic hposucrion. Something

must be done to correct this imbalance,



before we are subjected to other un-

foreseen consequences.

I believe I have a solution. It's simple

enough: Why not fiU all those empty

coal cars going back to Wyoming with

stuff from the East—urban snow in

winter, tree prunings in spring, grass

clippings in summer, fallen leaves in au-

tumn? We dump all that organic matter

and water into the ever-widening holes

in Wyoming, in this way not only pro-

tecting the planet's gyroscope but

also—this is the part I'm most proud

of—beginning the process of creating

more coal a few miUion years down the

hne. As our great-great-etc.-grandchil-

dren dip mto this bountiful source of

fossU fuel, they'll look back at our gen-

eration as a time of heroes. Look at

how we admire dinosaurs.

Meanwhile, the East will be happy to

get rid of the lawn waste and snow,

Wyoming will be glad to sell its coal,

the railroad will pick up a little extra

business, and in the spring, all that snow

will melt and excess water will run

down the Plains and prairie rivers to

generate electricity, irrigate fields, sup-

port wildlife, and cool skinny-dippers

(who will once again flock to rivers,

what with the earth back on its sched-

uled slow-down, the days getting

longer, giving us more and more time

to pursue whatever it is we have to do;

sooner or later we can even add a

fourth meal).

I have no idea what to do about the

weight balance problem inherent in the

situation of all those skinny fashion

models living in New York while I am
fairly permanent here in Nebraska, but

give me some time. Dr. Chao and I wiU

work on it.

Folklorist Roger L. Wclscli Iwcs oti a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska. His Intesi

book is Old Tractors and the Men Who
Love Them (Motorbooks Iiiteniatioiial).
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By Neil de Grasse Tyson

The recent discovery of about half a

dozen planets around stars other than

the Sun has triggered tremendous pub-

lic interest. Attention was generated not

so much by the discovery of extrasolar

planets but by the prospect of their

hosting intelligent life. In any case, the

media frenzy that followed was some-

what out of proportion to the events.

Why? Because planets cannot be all

that rare in the universe if the Sun hap-

pens to have nine of them. Also, the

newly discovered planets are all over-

sized, gaseous giants that resemble

Jupiter, which means they have no con-

venient surface upon which life as we
k:>ow it could exist. And even if the

pisnets were teeming with buoyant

aUens, the odds against these life forms

being intelligent are astronomical.

Ordinarily, there is no riskier step

that a scientist (or anyone) can take than

to make a sweeping generalization from

just one example. At the inoment, life

on Earth is the only known life in the

universe, but compelling arguments

suggest that we are not alone. Indeed,

most astrophysicists accept the proba-

bihty of life elsewhere. The reasoning is

easy: if our solar system is not unusual,

then the number of planets in the uni-

verse would, for example, outnumber

the sum of all sounds and words ever

uttered by every human who has ever

lived. To declare that Earth must be the

only planet in the universe with life

would be inexcusably bigheaded of us.

Many generations of thinkers, both

religious and scientific, have been led

astray by anthropocentric assumptions

and simple ignorance. In the absence of

dogma and data, it is safer to be guidecl

by the notion that we are not special,

which IS generally known as the

Copernican principle. It was the Polish

astronomer Nicholas Copernicus, who,

in the mid-1500s, put the Sun back in

the middle of our solar system where it

belongs. In spite of a third century B.C.

account of a Sun-centered universe

(proposed by the Greek philosopher

Anstarchus), the Earth-centered uni-

verse has been by far the most popular

view for most ofthe past 2,000 years. In

the West, it was codified by the teach-

ings of Aristotle and Ptolemy and the

preachings of the Roman Catholic

Church, and the geocentric theory was

generally accepted. That Earth was the

center of all motion was self-evident: it

not only looked that way, but God
surely made it so.

The Copernican principle comes

with no guarantees that it wiU guide us

correctly for all scientific discoveries to

come. But it has revealed itself in our

humble realizations that Earth is not in



the center ot the solar system, the solar

system is not in the center of the Milky

Way galaxy, and the Milky Way galaxy

is not in the center of the universe. And
in case you are one of those people

who think that the edge may be a spe-

cial place, we are not at the edge of

anything either.

A wise contemporary posture would

be to assume that life on Earth is not

immune to the Copernican principle.

How then can the appearance or the

chemistry of life on Earth provide clues

to what life might be like elsewhere in

the universe?

I do not know whether biologists

walk around every day awestruck by the

diversity of life. I certainly do. On our

planet, there coexist (among countless

other life forms) algae, beetles, sponges,

jellyfish, snakes, condors, and giant se-

quoias. Imagine these seven living or-

ganisms lined up next to one another in

size-place. If you didn't know better,

you would be hard pressed to believe

that they all came from the same uni-

verse, much less the same planet.

Given the diversity of life on Earth,

one might expect diversity among Hol-

lywood aliens. But I am consistently

amazed by the film industry's lack of

creativity. With a few notable excep-

tions—such as life forms in Tlie Blob

(1958) and in 2001: A Space Odyssey

(1968)—Hollywood's aliens look re-

markably humanoid. No matter how
ugly (or cute) they are, nearly all of

them have two eyes, a nose, a mouth,

two ears, a neck, shoulders, arms,

hands, fingers, a torso, tAvo legs, two

feet—and they can walk. From an

anatomical view, these creatures are

practically indistinguishable from hu-

mans, yet they are supposed to have

come from another planet. If anything

is certain, it is that life elsewhere in the

To declare that Earth

is the only planet in

the universe with life

would be inexcusably

bigheaded of us.

universe, intelligent or otherwise, wiU

look at least as exotic as some of Earth's

own Ufe forms.

The chemical composition of Earth-

based life is primarily derived from a se-

lect few ingredients. The elements hy-

drogen, oxygen, and carbon account

for more than 95 percent of the atoms

in the human body and aU other known

life. Of the three, carbon has the chem-

ical structure that allows it to bond

readily and strongly with itself and with

naany other elements in many different

ways—which is why we are considered

to be carbon-based life, and why the

study of molecules that contain carbon

is generally known as "organic" chem-

istry. Curiously, the study of Ufe else-

where in the universe is known as exo-

biology, one of the few disciplines that

attempt to function in the complete ab-

sence of firsthand data.

Is life chemically special? The

Copernican principle suggests that it

probably isn't. Aliens need not look Hke

us to resemble us in more fundamental

ways. Consider that the four most com-

mon elements in the universe are hy-

drogen, helium, carbon, and oxygen.

Helium is inert. So the three most

abundant, chemically active ingredients

in the cosmos are also the top three in-

gredients in life on Earth. For this rea-

son, you can bet that if life is found on

another planet, it will be made of a sim-

ilar mix of elements. Conversely, if Hfe

on Earth were composed primarily of

molybdenum, bismuth, and plutonium,

then we would have excellent reason to

suspect that we were something special

in the universe.

Appealing once again to the Coper-

nican principle, we can assume that an
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alien organism is not likely to be ridicu-

lously large compared with Ufe as we

know it. There are cogent structural

reasons why you w^ould not expect to

find a Kfe form the size of the Empire

State Building strutting around a planet.

Even if we ignore these engineering

hmitations of biological matter, we ap-

proach another, more fundamental

limit. If we assume that an alien has

control of its o'wn appendages, or more

generally, if we assume the organism

functions coherently as a system, then

its size would ultimately be constrained

by its ability to send signals within itself

at the speed of Ught—the fastest allow-

able speed in the universe. For an ad-

mittedly extreme example, if an organ-

ism were as big as the entire solar

system (about ten light-hours across),

and if it wanted to scratch its head, then

this simple act would take no less than

ten hours to accomplish. Subslothlike

behavior such as this would be evolu-

tionarily self-limiting, because the time

since the beginning of the universe may

be insufficient for the creature to have

evolved from smaOer forms.

How about intelligence? When Hol-

lywood aHens manage to visit Earth,

one might expect them to be remark-

ably smart. But I know of some that

should have been embarrassed by their

stupidity. During a four-hour car trip

from Boston to New York City, I surfed

the FM dial, and I came upon a radio

play in progress that, as best as I could

determine, was about evil aliens that

were terrorizing earthlings. Apparently,

they needed hydrogen atoms to survive

so they kept swooping down to Earth

to suck up its oceans and extract the

hydrogen from all the H9O molecules.

Now those were some dumb aliens.

They must not have been looking at

other planets en route to Earth because

Jupiter, for example, contains more

than 200 times the entire mass of Earth

in pure hydrogen. I guess nobody told

them that more than 90 percent of all

atoms in the universe are hydrogen.

Then there were ihe aliens in the

Tvv^o excellent places

to search for life are

in Mars's dried

riverbeds and under
the ice on Jupiter's

moon Europa.

1977 fdm Close Encounters of the Third

Kind, who, in advance of their arrival,

beamed to Earth a mysterious sequence

of numbers that were eventually de-

coded by the earthlings to be the lati-

tude and longitude of their upcoming

landing site. But Earth's longitude has a

completely arbitrary starting point

—

the prime meridian—which passes

through Greenwich, England, by inter-

national agreement. And both longi-

tude and latitude are measured in un-

natural units we call degrees, 360 of

which are in a circle. Armed with this

much knowledge of human culture, it

seems to me that the aliens could have

just learned English and beamed the

message, "We're going to land a little

bit to the side of Devil's Tower National

Monument in Wyoming. And because

we're arriving in a flying saucer, we

won't need runway lights."

And don't get me started on this

summer's blockbuster. Independence Day.

Actually, I find nothing particularly of-

fensive about evil aliens. There would

be no science-fiction film industry

without them. The aliens in Indepen-

dence Day are definitely evil. They look

like a genetic cross between a Por-

tuguese man-of-war, a hammerhead

shark, and a human being. While more

creatively conceived than most Holly-

wood aliens, why are their flying

saucers equipped with upholstered,

high-back chairs with armrests?

I'm glad that, in the end, the humans

win. We conquer the Independence Day

aliens by having a Macintosh laptop

computer upload a software virus to the

mothership (which happens to be one-

fifth the mass of the Moon), thus dis-

arming its protective force field. I don't

knovi? about you, but I have trouble just

uploading files to other computers

within iny own department, especiaOy

when the operating systems are differ-

ent. There is only one solution: the en-

tire defense system for the alien moth-

ership must have been powered by the

same release of Apple Computer's sys-

tem software as the laptop computer

that delivered the virus.

Let us assume, for the sake of argu-

ment, that humans are the only species

on Earth to have evolved high-level in-

telligence. (I mean no disrespect to

other big-brained mammals. While

most of them cannot do astrophysics,

my conclusions are not substantially al-

tered if you wish to include them.) If

life on Earth offers any measure of Ufe

elsewhere in the universe, then intelli-

gence must be rare. By some estimates,

there have been more than ten biUion

species in the history of hfe on Earth. It

foOows that, among all extraterrestrial

life forms, we might expect no better

than about one in ten billion to be as

intelligent as we are—not to mention

the odds against the intelligent life hav-

ing an advanced technology and a desire

to communicate through the vast dis-

tances of interstellar space.

On the chance that such a civihza-

tion exists, radio waves would be the

communication band of choice because

of their ability to traverse the galaxy

unimpeded by interstellar gas and dust
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clouds. But 'we humans have under-

stood the electromagnetic spectrum for

less than a century. More depressingly

put, had aliens been trying to send

radio signals to earthlings for most of

human history, we would have been in-

capable of receiving them. For all we

know, the aliens may have tried to get

in touch and have unwittingly con-

cluded that there is no intelligent life on

Earth. They would now be looking

elsewhere. A more humbling possibility

is that aliens did become aware of the

technologically proficient species that

now inhabits Earth, and drew the same

conclusion.

Our Copernican perspective for life-

on-Earth, intelligent or otherwise, re-

quires us to presume that liquid water is

a prerequisite to life elsewhere. To sup-

port life, a planet cannot orbit its host

star too closely, or else the temperature

would be too high and the planet's

water content would vaporize. Also,

the orbit should not be too far away, or

else the temperature would be too low

and the planet's water content would

freeze. In other words, conditions on

the planet must allow the temperature

to stay within the 180°F range of liquid

water. As in the three-bowls-of-food

scene in Goldilocks and the Three Bears,

the temperature has to be just right.

When I was interviewed about this

subject recently on a syndicated radio

talk show, the host commented,

"Clearly, what you should be looking

for is a planet made of porridge!"

While distance from the host planet

is an important factor for the existence

of life as we know it, a planet's ability to

trap stellar radiation matters too. Venus

is a textbook example of this "green-

house" phenomenon. Any visible sun-

light that manages to pass through its

thick atmosphere of carbon dioxide

gets absorbed by Venus's surface and

then reradiated in the infrared part of

the spectrum. The infrared, in turn,

gets trapped by the atmosphere. The

unpleasant consequence is an air tem-

perature that hovers at about 900°F,

which is much hotter than we would

expect, given Venus's distance from the

Sun. At this temperature, lead would

swiftly become molten.

The discovery of simple, uninteUi-j.

gent life forms elsewhere in the uni-

J

verse (or evidence that they once ex-

isted) would be far more likely and, for

me, only slightly less exciting than the

discovery of intelligent life. Two excel-

lent, nearby places to look are the dried

riverbeds of Mars (where there may be

fossil evidence of life that thrived when

waters flowed) and the subsurface

oceans that are theorized to exist under

the frozen ice layers of Jupiter's moon
Europa. Once again, the promise of liq-

uid water leads our search.

Other commonly invoked prerequi-

sites for the evolution of life in the uni-

For all we know,
aliens may have

concluded that there

is no intelligent life

on Earth.

verse involve a planet in a stable, nearly

circular orbit around a single star. With

binary and multiple star systems, which

make up over half of aU stars in the

galaxy, orbits tend to be strongly elon-

gated and chaotic, which induces ex-

treme temperature swings that would

undermine the evolution of stable life

forms. We also require sufficient time

for evolution to run its course. High-

mass stars are so short-lived (a few ixdl-

lion years) that life on an Earthlike

planet in orbit around one of them

would never have a chance to evolve.

The set of conditions to support life

as we know it is loosely quantified

though what is known as the Drake

equation, named for the American as-

tronomer Frank Drake. The Drake

equation is more accurately viewed as a

fertile idea rather than as a rigorous

statement of how the physical universe

works. It separates the overall probabil-
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ity of finding life in the galaxy into a set

of simpler probabilities that correspond

to our preconceived notions of suitable

cosmic conditions. In the end, after you

argue with your colleagues about the

value of each probability term in the

equation, you are left with an estimate

for the total number of intelligent,

technologically proficient civilizations

in the galaxy. Depending on your bias-

level—and your knowledge of biology,

chemistry, celestial mechanics, and as-

trophysics—you may use it to estimate

firom at least one (ours) up to millions

of civihzations in the Milky Way alone.

If we consider the possibility that we

may rank as primitive among the uni-

verse's technologically competent life

forms—however rare they may be

—

then the best we can do is keep alert for

signals sent by others, because it is far

more expensive to send rather than re-

ceive them. Presumably, an advanced

civilization would have easy access to an

abundant source of energy, such as its

host star. These are the civilizations that

would be more likely to send rather

than receive.

The search for extraterrestrial intelli-

gence (affectionately known by its

acronym, SETI) has taken many forms.

The most advanced efforts today use a

cleverly designed electronic detector

that monitors, in its latest version, bil-

lions of radio channels in search of a

signal that might rise above the cosmic

noise. The discovery ot extraterrestrial

intelligence, if and when it happens,

wiU impart a change in human self-per-

ception that may be impossible to an-

ticipate. My only hope is that every

other civilization isn't doing exactly

what we are doing because then every-

body would be listening, nobody

would be receiving, and we would col-

lectively conclude that there is no other

intelligent life in the universe.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is

the Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York

City's Hayden Planeiarinni and a research

scientist at Princeton University.
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Photograph by Art Wolfe

Solitary oceanic birds with six-foot

wingspreads, black-browed alba-

trosses spend 70 percent of their

time gliding over the open seas, only

occasionally settling on the surface

to feed. When they reach about five

years of age, however, they seek

oceanic islands on which to breed.

This courting pair was photo-

graphed on South Georgia Island in

the South Atlantic.

Black-brows are monogamous

and pair for life. Since they are long-

lived birds, a couple may spend two

or three decades together. Each

year the female lays only one egg,

and both parents incubate it and

raise the chick.

At the beginning of the austral

summer, a couple perform elaborate

courtship displays that include diag-

onal bill pointing, bowing toward

each other, and mutual preening of

the head and neck. The pair in the

photo are "billing," their tail feathers

spread and held stiffly. "This ritual

may take a half hour or so for new

acquaintances," according to Peter

Prince, of the British Antarctic Sur-

vey. "If the pair stay together, they

will spend days at it."

Courtship is followed by mating,

after which the pair head back to sea

to build up fat reserves. Immediately

after laying her single large egg

—

equal to as much as 10 percent of

her body weight—the fenrale re-

sumes foraging at sea while her mate

begins his first stint at incubation.

For the next ten to eleven weeks,

both sexes take turns sitting on the

egg for several days each. When the

chick hatches, both parents go ofi" to

sea to fetch squid, krill. and fish to

feed it. About four months later, the

fledgling takes off to begin foraging

on its own. After four or five years

on the wing, it returns to its natal is-

land to find its own mate.

Richiud Miliicr
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September Events
September 7
Sidney Horenstein, coordinator of the

Museum's Environmental Public Pro-

grams, will lead a day-long tour of the

geological highlights ofNew York Har-

bor and the botanical and geological

highlights of Sandy Hook, New Jersey.

The tour departs at 8:30 A.M. from the

East River on the Amberjack and returns

by 5:30 P.M. Tickets are $75 ($65 for

members). Call (212) 769-5200 for

reservations.

September 10
Ethnobotanist-author Wade Davis will

talk about botanist Richard Evans

Schultes's 1940's explorations of the

Amazon, as well as his own, two

decades later, with fellow student Tim
Plowman. The presentation includes

archival footage and slides that Davis in-

corporated into his new book, One

In-Young Sohn performing the Salp'uri dance

River: Explorations and Discoveries in the

Amazon Rain Forest. The talk is free and

begins at 7:00 P.M. in the Kaufmann

Theater. For information call (212)

769-5315.

September 11
Native American foods as they are used

in dances, prayers, and other rituals will

be the subject of a talk by E. Barrie

Kavasch at 7:00 RM. in the Kaufmann

Theater. A research associate at the In-

stitute for American Indian Studies in

Connecticut, Kavasch is the author of

Enduring Harvests: Native American Foods

and Festivalsfor Every Season. Tickets are

$10 ($7 for members). Call (212) 769-

5200 for reservations.

September 14 and 15
A two-day celebration of ancient and

contemporary India will include craft

demonstrations, music and dance per-

formances, children's workshops, story-

telling, and lectures on health and yoga.

For a complete schedule of events

—

free with Museum admission—call

(212) 769-5315.

September 21
In a public forum, journalists and scien-

tists will examine their approaches to

scientific discoveries, particularly those

pertaining to human evo-

lution. Pat Shipman, of

Pennsylvania State Uni-

versity; John Noble Wil-

ford, of the New York

Times; Eric Delson, of

the American Museum of

Natural History; and

Roger Lewin, of Harvard

University's Peabody

Museum, wlU be among

the participants. The

symposium wiU be held

in conjunction with the

Museum's special exhibi-

tion "Scientists and Journalists: One
Story, Two Voices—A Century of Sci-

ence Reporting in the New York

Times!' It begins at 10:30 A.M. in the

Kaufmann Theater. For information

caU (212) 769-5310.

September 26
The many myths and misconceptions

—

as weU as the most up-to-date informa-

tion—about dinosaurs will be the sub-

ject of a talk by paleontologists David L»

Fastovsky and David Weishampel. They
|

wiU draw upon their recently published '

book. The Evobition and Extinction of the i

Dinosaurs. The talk begins at 7:00 P.M. '•«

in the Kaufinann Theater, and tickets

are $10 ($7 for members). Call (212)

769-5200 for reservations.

September 27, 28, and 29
In-Young Sohn and her company of six

dancers make their United States debut

in a concert of Korean dance and song.

The program will include two Living

Treasure performers, an ensemble of six

musicians, and the presentation of the

traditional Su-ak Kim style of Salp'uri

dance. Performances are in the Kauf-

mann Theater on Friday at 7:00 P.M.,

Saturday at 2:00 and 7:00 RM., and

Sunday at 2:00 RM. Tickets are $12

($10 for members). Call (212) 769-

5200 for reservations. For general in-

formation caU (212) 769-5315.

Throughout September
The Hayden Planetarium's Sky Show,

Seven Windows to the Universe, illustrates

how astronomers use gamma rays, X-

rays, microwaves, radio waves, and vis-

ible light to unlock the secrets of the

universe. Also at the Planetarium are

"Interpretations of the Cosmos: A Ret-

rospective of Art Used in Planetarium

Sky Shows and Exhibits" and "Comet

Rendezvous," a display showing how

the sun's heat vaporizes a comet's icy

nucleus. Shows for children and their

families are offered Saturdays and Sun-

days at 11:00 A.M.

The Museum's IMAX Theater is fea-

turing Yellowstone and Stormchasers.

These events take place at the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History, Cen-

tral Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. For information about the

Museum's hours and admission fees, call

(212) 769-5100.
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Our Skulls, Ourselves

Andreas Vesalius's Structure of the Human Body was published the same year

(1543) as Copernicus's On the Revohition of Celestial Bodies. While the sec-

ond may seem to have affected our worldview more than the first, Vesal-

ius's detailed anatoimcal drawings finally freed the science of anatomy

from the constraints of medieval metaphysics. Our bodies, like the skies

and the earth, had become fit subjects for scientific exploration. We were

flesh and bone Hke the animals whose anatomies had been most studied

before. As evolutionary biologist James Hanken points out in his essay

"The Art of the Skull" (page 34), the skuU, as revealed in scientific illus-

trations, became for artists an especially potent symbol of mortahty. Five

hundred years later, skuUs continue to fascinate: On Halloween and the

Day of the Dead, we bring them giddily to life. Paleontologists examine

them tirelessly for clues to animal and human origins. Biologists study

their structure and evolution. And artists continue to appreciate skulls for

their form, as well as for the feelings they evoke. Hanken—along with

photo researcher Steven Diamond, art director Thomas Page, and senior

editor Rebecca Finnell—spent hours poring over images of skuUs in

works of art to come up with the gallery on these pages. See them as you

wiU: as Hamlet did poor Yonck's skuU, an inscrutable reminder of human

mortality, or as Georgia O'Keeffe viewed the bones she collected, as to-

kens of "the wideness and wonder of the world."

—

Bruce Stiitz

Two views of the

skull drawn by

Leonardo da

Vinci near the

end of the

fifteenth century:

The images show

his attempt to

localize brain

functions

according to the

mathematical

, ^ , r
- ••• —

-

proportions of the

.;»f-j!|«%.tf*i(f-'|--->'- "7 "• ^ human skull.

:;.J'.5V/)V.CT •-••'-;.? - -i' "
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YOU DON T COME DOWN FOR JUST ANOTHER EPISODE OF THE GALLOPING GOURMET SHOW.

Over the ridge, a crack scratches its way up 1,000' oF a 3,000'

granite wall. Nine pitches. Two overhangs. A crux dyno on the top.

For those who see it as a mathematical adventure in the

making, we'd like to introduce the Outdoor LiFe Network.

Tune in to "Moving Over Stone," with writer and mountain

guide Doug Robinson. Learn the basic moves and meet some

oF the best rock climbers in the world.

And on "Nameless Tower," watch as a highly trained team

takes a shot at Himalayan history en route to the 20,300'

summit oF the world's largest Free-standing monolith.

It's all the stuFF climbers dream oF, and it's all on the S

Outdoor LiFe Network. |

To get the network rock climbers crave, the Southern Yosemite 3

Mountain Guides recommend you call your local cable operator or J
DirecTv" distributor and request the Outdoor Life Network. §

OUTOOOR LIFENETWORK
Television With A View
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To the Editor
The Fish in Question

As the former curator ofthe

Dallas Aquarium, I have fre-

quently been consulted to

confirm the identity oflocally

caught fish thought to be pi-

ranhas. In every case, they

have been pacus.

After carefiiUy examining

the photograph identified in a

caption as a fiiozen piranha

("Science Lite," August 1996),

I have come to the conclusion

that it, too, is a pacu. Small

specimens of this mainly vege-

tarian relative ofthe piranha

Black piranha

Ri. i-bellied paai

are often imported for the

tropical fish hobby trade. Un-
fortunately pacus soon out-

grow all but the largest aquari-

ums, and their owners all too

often deposit them in the

nearest waterway.

Until they reach the length

ofapproximately one foot,

pacus closely resemble red-

beUied piranhas. With increas-

ing size, they gradually be-

come a nondescript ohve

brown. At this stage, they may

be connised with the black pi-

ranha. If a glance at theirjaws

and teeth is not enough for an

instant identification, a look at

their eyes should setde the

matter. Those of a black pi-

ranha are a deep ruby-red.

David M. Schleser

Waxaliadiie, Texas

Gareth Nelson, curator of

herpetology and ichthyology

at the American Museum of

Natural Histor\'; confirms that

our pictured specimen is a

pacu. He also informs us that

ihe pacu and piranha are rela-

nves descended from a com-

mon ancestor.

—

Eds.

Breaking the Vow

of Silence

Memuna M. SiUah s story

"Bundu Trap" (August 1996)

eloquendy conveys both the

allure and fear surrounding

the practice of female genital

mutilation and highlights its

still powerful influence in

many cultures. I beheve that

this may be the first time that

a woman has had the courage

to break the vows ofthe secret

societal? and document her ex-

perience in print.

A not-for-profit organiza-

tion based in New York,

RainbQ (Research, Action

and Information Netw-ork tor

Bodily Integrity ofWomen),

collaborates with many groups

in Afiica to stop the practice.

We invite readers to access our

resource center through our

website (www.rainbo.org) or

to wTite us at 915 Broadway,

Suite 1109, New York, NY
10010.

Nahid Toubia, M.D.

New York, New York

Una Lune Bleu?

Living in France, I usually get

Natural History—and "Celes-

tial Events"—at the end of the

month. Nevertheless, I enjoy

reading about what has just

gone on in the sky.

In the June issue you refer

to a second ftdl moon of the

month, called a blue moon,

occurring on June 30 at 11:58

P.M., EDT. In Paris, however,

the event occurred at 5:58

A.M. on July 1. Any fiaU moon

this close to the end of the

month will not necessarily be

"blue" in more easterly time

zones.

David Sturman

Paris, Frame

In the Coming Issues of

Nai JRAL
HL: )RV

Discovery

Water Worlds
"With chattering teeth clenching the mouthpiece of his scuba gear,

tlie diver waved 'goodbye' arid slipped into deadly cold water

through a hole drilled through fifteenJeet ofsea ice.

"

In search of the nature of life beneath the seas, some

scientists take di\Tng to extremes. Natural Histor)' presents

lessons learned—by scientists diving in Antarctica, in the

twilight zone ofPalau s coral reeS, in Florida's underwater

caves, and in the company of sharks.

Anthropology

The Lost Riches of Potosi

The Spanish discovered the mines of Potosi, BoUvia,

in 1545. What Utde remains of the once-rich veins of silver

and other metals is scraped at by thousands of

miners working in increasingly desperate and

dangerous conditions.

At the IMuseum

The Margaret Mead Festival:

Ethnographic self-portraits in fahn and ^ideo.
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David M. Oestreicher ("Unraveling the Walam Olum") began

'

working with Lenape (Delaware) Indians in 1977, when he

was seventeen, and has since conducted linguistic and

ethnographic research with many of the traditional Lenape

elders in Oklahoma, Wisconsin, and Ontario. He earned his

doctorate in anthropology from Rutgers University in 1995

and is now working on a book-length treatment of

Rafmesque and the Walam Olum. He first published his

findings about the ersatz epic in "Unmasking the Walam

Olum: A 19th Century Hoax," in the Bulletin of the Archeo-

logkal Society of New Jersey, 1994. For more on the Lenape,

he suggests Lenape: Archeology, History, Ethnography, by Her-

bert C. Kraft (New Jersey Historical Society, 1986).

The biology of the skuU has been a focus of his scientific research ever

since graduate school, but James Hanken ("The Art of the SkuU") has also

maintained an interest in art, the history of biology, and biological photog-

raphy. (He is a two-time prizewinner in past Natural History photography

contests.) A professor in the Department of Environmental, Population,

and Organismic Biology at the University of Colorado, Boulder, Hanken

is coeditor (with Brian K. Hall) of Tlie Skull, volumes 1—3, a scientific ref-

erence work pubhshed in 1993 by the University of Chicago Press. His

plans for the future include the possibility of another book about skuUs,

this time in art.

Journalist Jessica Maxwell ("River of

Raptors") became interested in birds

ofprey when she traveled to Alaska in

the dead of winter to see 3,500 bald

eagles feasting on a very late run o\'

chum salmon. (Her last article for

Natural History, in September 1995,

was about salmon migration.) A for-

mer staff writer for the Los Angeles

Times and columnist for Audubon, she

is finishing her first book, / Don't

Know Wliy I Swallowed the Fly: Adven-

tures of a Fly Fishing Rookie, to be

pubhshed by Sasquatch/Avon Books

next spring. Also due out in 1997 is

a collection of her magazine adven-

ture stories entided Femme d Adven-

ture: Storiesfrom a Wild Life. Alexan-

dra Avakian has been a professional

photojournalist since 1984. Having

logged two years in Moscow and

two in Jerusalem and Gaza, she has

covered those regions in depth and

has also worked on assignments in

Eastern Europe and Africa. Her

work has appeared in Time, Life,

Newsweek, the New York Times, and

other pubhcations.

Michael Fogden ("Stinkhorn of Plenty") stands with

his wife, Patricia, on the edge of the Monteverde

cloud forest in Costa Rdca. Since 1978, the pair have

spent most of their time in the rain forests of Central

America, working as fi-eelance writer-photographers

specializing in natural history subjects. Once re-

searchers themselves, they enjoy collaborating with

scientists in the field and are fascinated by the relation-

ships that have evolved between plants and animals.

Michael photographed the stinkhorn mushroom and

feasting flies for this month's "Natural Moment" with

a Nikon F3 and a 105 Micro Nikkor lens.
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Sticks

joined byfreezing one end to another .

easier to work before sunrise

and after sunset

Anchorage, Alaska

November 1995

fcBi|Bj^;0;:#^ Andy Goldsworthy makes sculpture in the landscape using materials of
'"" ""

nature immediately at hand. Conditions of place, time, weather, and

season are left to chance. The forms of his art (arches, circles, columns, domes, holes,

hnes, spheres, spirals, spires) and its materials (stone and wood) powerfLdly express pat-

terns and rhythms of growth. Goldsworthy s usual practice has been to create his

sculptures, which can vary in size from the miniature to the monumental, with only

one kind of material and to construct them during a brief time span, often within a

single day. The work is then photographed before it naturally disintegrates. Although

Goldsworthy has done sculpmres all over the world, the small strip of wild \\-oodland

along a stretch of steeply sloping riverbank near his home m Dumfriesshire, Scodand,

remains at the heart of his work.

Photographs reprintedfrom Wood: Andy Goldsworthy. Courtesy Harry X Abrams, Inc.

Cameron Books. Published in 1996 by Harry X. Abrams, Inc. All rights reserved.

Into theWood



Maple leaves

pinned with thorns

between two trunks of a tree

Piano, Illinois

October 1992

Elm leaves

stitched together with stalks

making a line

from tree to river to tree

Scaur Water, Dumfriesshire

October 1994

Sweet chestnut leaves,

held with thorns

Drumlanrig, Dumfriesshire

August 1992

Stacked sticks

Central Park, New York

June 1993
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With Maximal Insight
Privileged Hands: A Scientific Life, by

Geerat Vermeij. W. H. Freeman and Com-

pany, $23.95; 279pp., illus.

By StephenJay Gotild

In deciding to wTite his

autobiography, my dear

friend and colleague Gary" Vermeij has

been caught in a classic dilemma. He
has written a very fine book, but it can-

not be a wonderfiil book because he is a

wonderfiil person—a dilemma that I

shall exphcate shortly. Gary, a Dutch-

man by birth and now a professor at the

University of California at Da\'is, is one

of the world s finest evolutionary^ mor-

phologists and a specialist on my o\^ti

favorite group of moUusks. He is a man

of unflinching intellectual integrity. He
favors quiet contemplation, intense and

thorough study, and fiiU rigor in every

task. No one surpasses him in com-

mand of scientific hterature and lan-

guages. He is primarily a ficldw^orker

and has spent his career travehng

throughout the world to study shallow-

water and interridal moUusks in all

habitats and provinces.

As a result of this work, Gary has dis-

covered a set of regularities linking

characteristic shapes and sizes of mol-

lusk shells to definite environments and

positions on the w"orld's ocean shores.

These discoveries have led him to a

\iew of life—which I greatly respect

but only partly accept—that emphasizes

the predominance of adaptation in the

evolutionary- construction of shell form

and that \-iews the paleontological his-

tory^ of moHusks as a series of competi-

tive hours von by survivors. Gary caUs

this process "escalation," which he il-

lustrates most famously with copious

aata on the role of crab predators. In

evolving better and better claws for

their attacks, crabs set selective pressures

on marine snaik for various preventive

adaptations, such as thicker shells or

stronger and more numerous spines.

Gary is a distinctive kind of intellec-

tual in a world more and more domi-

nated by compromises in the name of

grant-swinging or by v'^rious forms of

dumb-dowTiing required by school

boards or pohticians. Gary works with a

few trusted collaborators, reads volumi-

nously, obser\'es his shells in field and

laboratory^ and pubhshes influential

vvorks. He is as stubborn as his national

stereotype proclaims, but for causes that

all of us should honor more assiduouslv.

characteristics, Gary is also bUnd. He
retains early memories of colors and in-

distinct shapes seen as a young child be-

fore painfiil glaucoma led to the re-

moval of his eyes. He has done all his

fine scientific work without oven sight,

but with maximal insight. At age 6fcy-

four, I am a few years older than Gary,

and scientists do not usually compose

autobiographies in such vigorous

midlife. And so, with Gary's decision to

WTite such a book now-, we return to

the dilemma mentioned at the start.

Peter Medawar, my personal nomi-

Geerat Vermeij with his daughter, Hennine, and his wife, Edith. Shells, right, are (top to

bottom) the augers Terebra areolata and T. guttata, tlie cockle Mexicardia ptocera,

and the rock shell Purpura persica.

He is a warm and loyal fiiend and the

world's worst constructor of puns. I am
not a violent man, but it I did not love

Gary so much, I would advocate draw-

ing and quartering anyone who could

describe a beautiful volcanic island as

"the pumiced land," or talk about a

particularly crow-ded habitat fiill of

stinging creatures as "this quarrel reef."

Among his plethora of distinctive

I

nee for the wisest of tw"entieth-century

scientists, has stated that no scientist has

ever (or probably could ever) wTite a

truly great autobiography for two rea-

sons that apply well to Gary. First,

Medawar notes, because honor implies

a level of privacy (both for protecting

one's own integrity and for respecting

the revelations and feelings of others

knowTi intimately) quite inconsistent



with the full disclosure that maximal

understanding requires. For this para-

doxical reason, a great work of fiction

like Ulysses will teach us more about

human psychology than any true work

about a real person. Secondly, scientists

view reckless idiosyncrasy—the stuff of

juicy Uves—as inimical (or at least irrel-

evant) to scientific achievement and

therefore expunge such material,

whereas artists view such quirks of per-

sonality as intrinsic to creative great-

ness. A scientist who cuts his ear off is

just a troubled soul.

But the second component of Gary's

dilemma is personal, and based upon

his blindness. He writes at this uncon-

ventional age in a large part to tell his

remarkable story of achievement in the

face of an obstacle that might seem to

preclude such accomplishment. What

he relates is both fascinating and deeply

moving. But two facets of his honor

and integrity permit him to go only to

the edge of great autobiographical

writing, not beyond. First, he encoun-

ters Medawar's general dilemma and

properly chooses not to reveal his in-

nermost thoughts and turmoils about

love, sex, friendships, growing up, the

frustrations and joys of science, and so

on. His book is therefore a description

of a surface—a wonderfully rich and

varied exterior to be sure, but still a sur-

face. The literature of natural history

abounds with rapturous descriptions of

tropical diversity, when first encoun-

tered by scientists firom higher latitudes

(Darwin's words from the Voyage of the

Beagle are classic in this respect). But

consider Gary's different perspective

—

that of a blind naturahst—on the same

phenomenon:

My sensesfeasted on the rainforest at La

Selva. Howler monkeys, dozens of birds,

and crickets roared, sang, chirped, trilled

and croaked in a continuous symphony that

knew no finale.

Second, Gary has always insisted,

from the core of his being, that bhnd-

ness is but one of his attributes—a nui-

sance (sometimes severe to be sure) but

not a disbarment—and in no sense his

mark or definition. He is Gary the stu-

dent of shells, the Dutchman, the

scholar, the man who happens to be

blind—not Gary the blind biologist.

And I have loved and respected him for

this stern insistence. Of course, Gary

stresses this theme throughout the

book, as in his eloquent conclusion:

Jlie integration of disadvantaged groups

into society will have been achieved only

when a person's accomplishments arejudged

for what they are, independently of that in-

dividual's characteristics. I am not ashamed

of my blindness, but neither do I wish all

my contributions to be identified with it.

Blindness is hut one ofmy attributes. . . .

If I am to be a role model, to use a bit of

current jargon, I want it to befor

integration.

Yet this admirable stance precludes

the kind of intense focus on blindness

that would make this book distinc-

tive—and that presumably serves as a

rationale for writing an autobiography

at such an unconventional age. This is a

true paradox, and 1 see no way out

—

greatness of soul here compromises the

possibihty of greatness in writing.

Yet Gary's attitude seems to me so

deeply, so profoundly right. I have, on

several occasions in our parallel careers,

been called upon to write letters of rec-

ommendation for Gary—in circum-

stances where (much to my discomfort)

I felt compelled to make some state-

ment about his blindness. And all I

could ever think to say was: yes, Gary

does not have the use of his eyes; and

yes, this puts him at a disadvantage for

certain things. But all of us lack some-

thing—and most of us suffer from an

absence incomparably more serious

than his. Most of us, after aU, do not

have brains—and he does.

Stephen Jay Could

Natural History.

columnist for
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Nature
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Abstract Wild

Jack Turner

An environmental philos-

ophy that "is a cry in the
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provocative, and it must be heard."

—Peter Matthiessen

Bringing the

IVIountain Home

SueEllen Campbell

An engaging exploration
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Cyber-Havv^k
By Paul Kaiiiioer

CD-ROM Nothing beats seeing a

* "
live bald eagle sitting atop

a 100-foot white pine on a cold Febru-

ary morning. With that scene in mind,

I was bothered recently to hear an

eleventh grader bemoaning, "We saw

bald eagles on a video at school, so why

- should we go on a field trip to the

Delaware River to see them?" With the

advent of such CD-ROMs as Raptors, I

worry that fewer people will brave the

real outdoors to see real nature, so I im-

tially yiewed Raptors with suspicion.

To my surprise. Raptors in cyberspace

has much to offer. It is a decent intro-

duction to what may be the most pop-

ular group of birds, comprising hawks,

eagles, falcons, and vultures. So far,

there is nothing comparable out there,

but that wiU no doubt change quickly.

Like a book. Raptors is organized into

chapters—on anatomy, evolution and

origins, vocalizations, migration, con-

servation, and how people can get in-

volved—a irdx of narration, text, ani-

mation, and stUl photographs.

Despite its value as a learning tool, I

was disturbed that Raptors was scientifi-

cally outdated or incorrect in places.

For example, the chapter on migration

ignored recent developments in the

field. The simplistic explanation for

how hawks soar on thermals leaves the

reader with the impression that all up-

drafts are thermally induced. In fact,

many updrafts are mechanically gener-

ated by wind deflected by hills, moun-

tains, and ridges. The viewer is also

misled by spectacularly incorrect facts:

Golden eagles usually fly at speeds of

less than forty to fifty miles per hour,

not the one hundred miles per hour re-

ported. Likewise, hawks mostly migrate

at altitudes below 5,000 feet—rarely, if

ever, at 13,000 feet.

Another shortcoming is the list of

organizations given in the chapter

"Getting Involved." Many of the Hst-

ings are of regional interest or out of

date. Why did the authors not suggest

joining local Audubon chapters where

viewers can meet knowledgeable

people and get involved locally? And

why did they not focus on the fun in-

volved in watching migrating hawks, an

activity now involving hundreds of

thousands of birders?

Perhaps the most important thing

that CD-ROMs hke Raptors can do is

introduce people to nature in a friendly

and comfortable way. Raptors does not

do this as well as it could have; still, I

was excited by some of what I saw and

by the prospect of things to come in the

CD-ROM world. (Discerning Nature,

1-888-347-2376, available for Macin-

tosh and Windows)

Ornithologist Paul Kerlinger introduces our

raptor section, which begins on page 40.

Bookshelf

Sex and the Origins of Death
By William R. Clark (Oxford University Press, Inc., 1996, $19.95, illus.)

Cell death developed after Earth's first biUion years or so with the evolution of

sexual reproduction and multicellular organisms—but has been investigated by

science only since the 1970s. Immunologist Clark looks at cell death, or apop-

tosis (from the Greek "falling away," as with leaves from a tree), and explores

"programmed cell death"—how and why particular cells commit suicide, ulti-

mately causing our bodies to age and die.

Mining the Sky
ByJohn S. Lewis (Helix Books, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1996, $25)

Planetary scientist Lewis explores some possible scenarios for colonizing the

universe, from mining nearby asteroids to stretching a "sky hook" of "piano-

hke wire" between Mars and its satelhtes.

The Thermal Warriors
By Bernd Heinrich (Harvard University Press, 1996, $27, illus.)

The shivering of a tobacco hornworm moth or the basking of an orange sulfur

butterfly are just two examples that biologist Heinrich uses to illustrate insects'

myriad strategies for heating their bodies. While some insects thermoregulate

for the advantages of flight and locomotion, others maintain a particular body

temperature for growth, for egg incubation, or to avoid the effects of tempera-

ture extremes.

Water
By Alice Ontwater (Basic Books, 1996, $24, illus.)

By eradicating 300,000 square miles of U. S. wetlands created by beavers'

damming activities, the fiir trade brought the animals to near extinction and

"caused the first major shift in the country's water cycle." Environmental engi-

neer Outwater begins her natural history of water with this pivotal develop-

ment, traces how ecological changes have affected our waterways, and chroni-

cles efforts to "engineer our way back to clean water."

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are available by mail order from

the American Museum of Natural History's Museum Shop. For information,

please caU (212) 769-5150.



Picking a

Winner
By Robert Anderson

nature.net With the November

elections for Presi-

dent and members of Congress only a

month away, many Americans will soon

be wondering whom to cast their votes

for—and the Internet is a way of

quickly gettmg the lowdown on the

candidates we will be choosing to lead

us. For example, the Almanac of Ameri-

can Politics (http://politicsnow.com/)

has been called "the bible of American

politics" by George Will.

For those interested m preserving

what's left of our wilderness and insur-

ing that we have safe drmking water for

the future, the website of the League of

Conservation Voters (http://www.lcv

.org/lcv95/) is probably the best place

to start.

The League publishes a National En-

vironmental Scorecard, which rates the

candidates for Congress, with sum-

maries of how they voted on key envi-

ronmental bills. The League also has a

list called the Dirty Dozen, which tar-

gets the :nembers with the worst envi-

ronmental records. For example, a pro-

file on Helen Chenoweth, a

Republican representative from Idaho,

reveals that she has sponsored an "En-

dangered Salmon Bake" fund-raiser. A
quote from Chenoweth: "A species

goes out of existence every twenty sec-

onds. Surely a new species must come

into existence every twenty seconds."

The Sierra Club has a chckable map

that directs you to their local chapters

(http://www.sierraclub.org/chapters

/map.html), which offer lots of infor-

mation on how local candidates vote on

environmental issues.

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural

History magazine.

It took us 94 years to make the label.

Imagine what we put into our clothing

After 94 years of outfitting the world's most serious adventurers and

sportsmen, Willis & Geiger merchandise is now available to a larger audience.

To request a free copy of our catalog, call 1-800-960-9442.

Charles Darwin's Letters
A Selection, 1825-1859

Charles Darwin

Frederick Burl<tiarclt, Editor

"...atj intimate win-

dow upon one ofthe

ynost epochal histori-

cal events ofthe mod-

em age: the develop-

ment ofthe theory

ofevolution.

- The Boston

Book Review

Charles Darwin

stands as a tower-

ing figure in the

history of science

who changed the

direction of modern thought in establishing

the basis of evolutionary biolog)'. This

unique selection of the letters offer a fasci-

nating window onto the daily experience of

Darivin as naturalist and family man, from

his early years at Edinburgh Universit)' up

to the publication of The Origin ofSpecies

in 1839. The voyage of the Beagle and the

subsequent findings which led to his theor\'

of natural selection are central to these most

exciting vears of Danvin's life.
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1996
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275 pp.

Hardback

Now in paperback. .

Charles Darwin
The Man and His Influence

Peter J. Bowler

"...a comprehensive survey ofDarwin in and
out ofhis own time and a sound introduction

to recent scholarship.

— James McGeachie,

Times Literar)' Supplement

Peter Bowler's study of Darwin's life, first

published in 1990, combines biography

and cultural histor)'. Emphasizing in par-

ticular the impact of Darwin's work, he

shows how Darwin's contemporaries were

unable to appreciate precisely those aspects

of his thinking that are considered scientif-

ically important today. He demonstrates

that while Darwin was a product of his

time he also transcended it by creating an

idea capable of being exploited by twenti-

eth-century scientists and intellectuals who
had very different values from his own.

Cambridge Science Biographies

1996 262 pp.

56668-1 Paperback $15.95

Available in bookstores orfrom

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

Call toU-free 800-872-7423 MasterCarcWISA accepted.

Prices subject to change. 'Web site: http://www.cup.org

40 West 20th Street,

NewYork, NY 10011-4211
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Unravelins: the Walam Olum
ByDaindM. Oestrddier

Before Charles Darwin's Origiit of Spe-

cies appeared in 1859, the Bible was still

the scholar's mainsta\^ to which newly

discovered continents, cultures, and

conflicting m\n:hologies presented a

growing challenge. WhUe European

scholars focused on deciphering ancient

Persian cuneiform and Egyptian hi-

eroglyphics—and pondered the

ruins ofHerculaneum and Pom
peii—in America the great

myster\- was the American

Indians: ^Xliere did they

come from? Was there one

creation of humanin,". as

depicted in Genesis, or

were races created sepa-

rately on each continent?

If there was a single cre-

ation, where was the cradle

ot mankind? How and

\vhere did American Indians

sur\"ive the bibHcal flood? Was

there once a primordial language

understood by all humanit\'? Did

an advanced civflization in North

America predate the American Indians

and erect the mysterious earthen

mounds in the Midwest? These and

many other questions fascinated the

pubUc, as well as scholars.

Then, in 1836, a naturahst named

Constantine Samuel Rafinesque an-

nounced that he had deciphered an an-

cient hierogl\"phic document, painted

and engraved on ^vooden tablets, that

answered all these questions. According

to Rafinesque, the document was an

ancient record ofthe peopHng ofNorth

America that had been \ATitten by the

early Lenape (Delaware) Indians and

passed doT\Ti in the tribe for genera-

dons. He furdier claimed that a "Dr.

Ward," from w^hom he had obtained

the tablets, had originally received

them from a gratefril Lenape patient he

had cured. (The "original" tablets were

inexplicably lost; Rafinesque's note-

book "copy" is the sole record of the

hieroglyphs.) Rafinesque called the

document ]]alaw Olum, which he said

meant "painted record" in Lenape, the

Delaware language. The hierogh'phs al-

ransytvsria Unjversily Library.

LeiTgTon, KentucK)'

Constantine Samuel Rafinesque (1 /83—

1840), author of the Walam Olum

A classic account of

Native American

origins is exposed as

a scholar's hoax.

legedly documented how North Amer-

ica was settled by Lenape who had

come from Asia across the frozen

Bering Strait, conquered a mound-

building people who had already settled

in the Midwest, and then diversified

into the various tribes of Algonquian-

speaking peoples. As for a time fr-ame, a

long hst of chiefs included in the text

enabled Rafinesque to "compute the

generations" back to a migration that

began 3,600 years ago.

Rafinesque claimed to have acquired

not only the original tablets but also a

separate transcription offorgotten songs

in the Delaware language that explained

them. He declared that by 1833—after

more than a decade of smdy—he v^'as

able to render a complete EngHsh

-V translation of the epic history,

which he pubhshed in his 1836

book The American Nations.

Although the Walam Olum

did not bring Rafinesque

the instant acclaim he had

hoped for, after his death a

gro\\dng number of schol-

ars would hail the saga as an

epic comparable to the Tliad

or the Bible.

A native of Constantinople

who had been raised in France

and Italy. Rafmesque emigrated

ro the Umted States in 1815. Al-

though he was a well-known natu-

rahst who had proposed more Latin

names for plants than Linnaeus.

Rafinesque w^as regarded by most of his

contemporaries as an eccentric, rather

than a great scholar. The Walam Olum,

however, brought Constantine Rafin-

esque his greatest—although posthu-

mous—fame.

For more than a century after

Rafinesque's death, the Walam Olum as-

sumed increasing importance in the ht-

eramre about American Indian origins.

Some ofAmerica's most prominent his-

torians, ethnologists, and hnguists—in-

cluding Daniel Brinton, Cyrus

Thomas, and Frank Speck—believed it

contained crucial evidence for prehis-

toric Amerindian migrations and the

identity of the mysterious Midwestern

Mound Builders. But there were un-

dercurrents of doubt from the first; the

anthropologist Henry Rowe School-
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craft, an expert on Eastern Woodland

Indians, questioned the document's au-

thenticit\i Even Brinton, who made a

new translation in 1885, acknowledged

"the possibilir\' that a more searching

criticism will demonstrate it to have

been a fabrication [and] may condemn

as labor lost the pains that I have be-

stowed upon it."

Meanwhile, gro\\dng e\ddence per-

suaded most scholars that migrations

from Asia across the Bering Strait land

bridge accounted for the early peopling

of the New World. Expeditions to

Siberia and the northwest coast of

America ^vere demonstrating continu-

ities between Asian and Amerindian

peoples. The Wa]am Ohiiii, apparent

corroboration from Amerindian folk-

lore, was welcomed by many scholars as

support for this scenario.

In the 1930s the pharmaceutical t\'-

coon Eh LiUy charged a team of lin-

guists, archeologists, ethnologists, and

historians \^'ith analyzing the Walaw

Olum. This mammoth project took

more than twenty' years. The teams re-

port (pubhshed in 1954) proclaimed

"all the confidence in the historical

value of the Walam Ohun that [German

archeologist Heinrich] Schhemann had

in the accuracy' of the Homeric epics."

With the development of radiocar-

bon dating during the 1950s, however,

supporters of the Walam Olum faced a

dUemma. Some archeologists, such as

Herbert C. Kraft, of Seton Hall Uni-

versity, soon found that forebears of the

Lenape had inhabited the northeast

coast for some 12,000 years, thereby

contradicting Rafinesque's much more

recent chronologx'. As a result, many

scholars began to think that while the

Walam Olum might be authentic folk-

lore, it was historically unrehable.

A few came to beUeve that the docu-

ment was an outright fabrication.

-^ :nong them were historian William

-A. Hunter, archeologist James B. Grif-

fin (who defected fiwrn the Lilly team),

and Pennsylvania's state archeologist,

John Witthoft, who found grammatical

inconsistencies in the text and a suspi-

cious resemblance to Unguistic lists and

dictionaries compiled by eighteenth-

century missionaries. No sohd refiita-

tion was ever published, however, and

the Walam Olum remained an enigma.

The majority of scholars continued to

endorse the document's authenticity. As

recently as 1987, historian C. A. Wes-

lager reaffirmed his belief that the

Walam Olum was genuine, and he

reeled off a hst of distinguished col-

leagues who agreed \\dth him.

I \vas surprised to

learn that elderly

Lenape did not

consider this epic a

part of their culture

and had learned of it

onlv recently from

anthropologists.

During the late 1970s, \vhen I first

began doing research among Delaware

Indians in Oklahoma, 1 was surprised to

learn that elderly Lenape speakers did

not consider the Walam Olum part of

their culture at all. Insisting that they

had learned of it recendy from anthro-

pologists, they found its text puzzling

and often incomprehensible. Many
young Delaware, on the other hand,

lacking knowledge of their native

tongue, eagerly seized upon it as a glo-

rious remnant of their culture. In the

early 1990s, after sixteen years of study-

ing Lenape, and while doing research

on my doctoral dissertation on the

tribe's mythologs'; I decided to take a

new look at the document.

Before long, I found that the text was

filled with preposterous grammatical

constructions and fractured words.

Later, when I examined Rafinesque's

manuscript of the Walam Olum, I found

it replete with crossed-out Lenape

words that had been replaced with oth-

ers that better matched his English

"translation." In other words, Ra-

finesque had been translating from

English to Lenape, rather than the other

way around; his manuscript was the

rough draft of a forgery.

Rafinesque also left a paper trail

showng that he had obtained Delaware

words for his hoax mainly from the

works of two Moravian missionaries:

David Zeisberger's Grammar of the Lan-

guage of the Leinii-Lenape (1827) and

John Heckewelder's list of Lenape

names published in 1834. For example,

Walam Olum listed twenty-five suppos-

edly ancient chiefs with exactly the

same names as the seventeenth- and

eighteenth-century chiefs mentioned in

Heckewelder's hst. This, despite the

Delaware custom that the same name

cannot be used by any two indi\iduals,

h\dng or dead. Equally teUing were ty-

pographical and historical errors copied

uncritically from source books, and

non-Delaware vocabulary (including

Ojibwa, Osage, Sha\vnee, and even

Aztec and Chinese words), which pep-

pered his text.

To confirm my analysis, I called

upon my friend Lucy Parks Blalock. At

ninety, she is among the last fluent

speakers of Unami. a Lenape dialect.

We spent four months reviewing ever}'

word in the Walam Olum. We found

that the text was fiiU of fractured con-

structions, including Lenape versions of

Enghsh idioms. The word Talegawil, for

example, was translated as "Talega head

or emperor.'" But wil can only signify an

anatomical head in Lenape, and is never

used for a leader, as it is in EngUsh.

The hieroglyphs of the Walam Olum

are hybrids concocted from ancient

Egyptian writing, ancient Chinese Ku-

Wen script, Ojibwa MidewiAvin pic—

tographs, and even some Maya symbols.

In searching through Rafinesque's un-

pubhshed drawings and notes, which

had been languishing in the archives of

li
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the American Philosophical Society in

Philadelphia, I was able to pin down

nearly all of his original sources.

But why did Rafmesque create this

elaborate hoax? The answer, I believe,

lay not only in his desire for wealth and

fame but also in his passionately held

conviction that Indians came to North

America from the Old World.

Rafmesque first advanced his theories

while teaching at Transylvania Univer-

sity in Lexington, Kentucky, from 1819

to 1826, but his views received little

scholarly acceptance—partly because

fered the public an "incombustible var-

nish and paint" that would "save the

lives of 100,000 persons doomed to be

burnt aHve." Rafmesque "is doubtless a

man of immense knowledge—as badly

digested as may be & crack-brained I

am sure," wrote his contemporary, nat-

uralist Lewis David von Schweinitz.

As early as 1819, publishing houses

began to shun him, forcing Rafmesque

to publish his own books. After settHng

in Philadelphia in 1826, he failed to

gain membership in the prestigious

American Philosophical Society. Nev-
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The first three I'erses of Rafiiicsqne's Walam Olum manuscript: the pseudo-Delaware text

(left), Rafinesque's English translation (center), and the "original" hieroglyphs (right).

he had previously made so many wild

claims of all kinds.

Rafmesque had marketed a cure for

tuberculosis, an investment program

"never to be liable to losses," and a plan

for "sink-proof" boats. He had also of-

ertheless, he continued to use the soci-

ety's library not only to do basic re-

search but also to create his counterfeit

masterpiece. Frustrated and feeHng un-

appreciated, Rafmesque apparently be-

came convinced that no one would
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ever accept his views unless he manu-

factured some dramatic "evidence."

In 1830, six years before the publica-

tion of the Walam Ohim, Joseph Smith,

founder of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter Day Saints, announced that he

had found a set of golden tablets buried

in upstate New York, written in the

"language of the Egyptians" {The Book

ofMormon, Nephi 1:2; Mosiah 1:4) and

proving that the Indians and the

Mound Builders were descendants of

ancient Jews. The Mormon Bible pur-

ported to be an ancient epic recorded

in glyphs that resolved the prevailing

dilemmas of the age. Like Rafmesque's

Walam Oltim, Smith's original tablets

had vanished without a trace, leaving

only his copies to posterity.

In an article entitled "The American

Rafinesque's hoax

may have sought to

challenge the

Mormon view that

Native Americans

had descended from

Hebrev^ tribes.

Nations and Tribes Are Not Jews,"

Rafmesque railed against The Book of

Mormon as a mistaken view of the peo-

pling of America. He believed that

Joseph Smith's tablets were a hoax based

upon an incorrect theory, but they ap-

pear to have inspired him to create his

own "long-lost tablets." In Rafmesque's

version, the American Indians were not

"lost tribes of Israel" but Central Asian

tribes that had crossed into America

over the Bering Strait land bridge. And
the sophisticated Mound Builders of

the Midwest had arrived years before

from the east, after emigrating from

their homeland—the legendary "lost

continent" of Atlantis.

Rafmesque incorporated not only

the glyphs but also Asian words to

strengthen his "proof" of Amerindians'

Asian origins. In the Walam Olum the

proto-Indians are described by the Chi-

nese (and non-Delaware) word Jin,

meaning "man." Other Delaware words

were contorted to resemble Hindi, He-

brew, and Greek.

The Book of Mormon was surely fod-

der for the creation of Rafinesque's

epic, but the immediate impetus for

crafting it came later. During my re-

search, I learned of a Rafmesque essay

with an appended "supplement" that

had been discovered in 1982 at the

Royal Institute of France by historian

Joan Leopold. Rafmesque had com-

peted for the Institute's prestigious Vol-

ney prize (and its award of 1 ,200 francs)

for the best essay with new information

about the languages of the "Lenni-
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Lennape, Mohegan et Chippaway."

Upon examining the essay and sup-

plement, I found that they revealed

both the timing and motivation for the

hoax. Written in October of 1834, the

essay makes no mention of ancient

North American hieroglyphic records,

noting only a traditional Shawnee In-

dian story about forebears who had

crossed "over the ice." The essay betrays

an abysmal lack of competence in the

Delaware language and undermines

Rafinesque's later claims that he had

possessed the Walam Olum for years and

mastered the Delaware language by

1833. In the supplement, written in

December of 1834, Rafinesque im-

plores the French committee to accept

"new philological and also graphic ma-

terials"—the Walam Olum. What could

have prompted the abrupt appearance

of this intriguing document in the two

months after the essay was written?

Once again I found the answer in the

archives of the American Philosophical

Society. With the aid of the Society's li-

brarians, I found that Heckewelder's

all-important list of Delaware names

was first published in November of

1834. That Rafinesque was in posses-

sion of the list by December of 1834 is

documented not only by internal lin-

guistic evidence in the Walam Olum but \

also by one of his surviving letters to a

book dealer. Later, in order to conceal

any connection with Heckewelder's

Lucy Blalock: Rescuing a Language from Oblivion

"The Delaware people have lost

so much," says Lucy Parks Blalock

ofQuapaw, Oklahoma. "Our lan-

guage is almost gone and our cul-

ture forgotten. When I was a girl,

the white kids teased us so much

that some were ashamed to be In-

dian. ... It is hard now for many

Delawares to imagine how to do

things the traditional way. They

no longer remember."

Mrs. Blalock, also known as

Oxeapanexkuv, or "Early Dawn
Woman," does remember. Born

on June 14, 1906, in Indian Terri-

tory shortly before it became the

state of Oklahoma, she is one of a

handful who can still speak her

native tongue (the Unami dialect

of the Delaware language) and

who attended important cere-

monies that died out during the

1920s and 1930s.

Her people once inhabited a re-

gion encompassing New Jersey,

lower New York, eastern Pennsylva-

nia, and northern Delaware. But with

the arrival of European explorers and

settlers during the sixteenth and sev-

enteenth centuries, their world was

r';>ri.-ver shattejred. Decimated by dis-

ei;se and warfare, and often defrauded

ottribal lands, most of the Delawares

re scattered to enclaves in Wiscon-

and Oklahoma.sin, Ontario

Lucy Blalock displays a headpiece used in

traditional Lenape (Delaware) dances.

Today Lucy Blalock struggles to

preserve her language. She has worked

with linguists, and for several years has

conducted classes for her people in

northeastern Oklahoma. A handful of

students (whom she teaches for free in

her home) have gained some knowl-

edge of Delaware vocabulary and a

basic idea of Lenape grammar, but

none have yet become fluent speakers.

Several have learned to pray in the

I language, restoring its presence

I
and beauty to public tribal func-

tions. "I don't know if we can

save it," Mrs. Blalock says sadly.

"Few people want to learn

Delaware after they've been

brought up speaking English."

But for old-timers like Lucy

Blalock, English could never re-

place their ancient tongue. It was

in Delaware (Lenape), after all,

that the storyteller's art was

woven, and it was the language of

the marwtuwak, or "spirits." Tradi-

tional Delaware children received

a unique and sacred Lenape name

by which they would be known

to Kiselemukonk, "The One Who
Thought Us AH Into Being."

Blalock was the main consul-

tant for Tlie Delaware Language, a

grammar written in concert with

linguists Bruce Pearson and James

Rementer. I have worked with her

for years. She is so eager to teach her

language that she will work for hours

without a break, until I—almost six

decades her junior—become totally

exhausted.

From June through August of

1993, I reviewed every word in the

Walam Olum with Mrs. Blalock. Her

expert assistance was absolutely criti-

cal in unmasking Rafinesque's fake

masterpiece.—D. O.
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1834 list, Rafinesque had to claim that

he had already translated the Walam

Ohm by 1833.

Ironically, Rafinesque lost the French

Academy's contest to the philologist

Peter Stephen Du Ponceau, president

of the American Philosophical Society,

who had edited most of the major lin-

guistic materials Rafinesque plagiarized

to construct his hoax. After losing the

contest, Rafinesque tried to market the

Walam Oliim for a considerable sum,

even petitioning the king of France for

a pension in exchange for his handwrit-

ten copy of the chronicle, translated

into English and French. Finally, when

he published The American Nations,

Rafinesque was able to inject his fraud-

ulent epic into the growing body of lit-

erature on American Indian mythology.

The Walam Olum consumed the en-

ergies of dozens of investigators who
toiled for years over its mysteries. It

promulgated a staggering amount of

misinformation about American Indi-

ans and has confused and hurt younger

Lenape seeking a clearer understanding

of their heritage. Having suffered the

loss of their language and earnestly

seeking to reclaim their past, some

Lenape were deeply disappointed when
I presented my findings at a recent sym-

posium in Oklahoma.

The history of science contains some

remarkable hoaxes: Piltdown man,

which gave British anthropologists

comfort by providing them with "the

first Englishman"; the gentle "stone

age" Tasadays of the Philippines, who
"proved" the inherent goodness of hu-

manity in its natural state; and the stir-

ring Songs of Ossian, which gave a glo-

rious past to eighteenth-century

Scottish nationalists. To these, we can

now add the remarkable Walam Olum, a

work that sought to reconcile Ameri-

can Indian origins with what had been

traditionally taught in the Bible. The
Walam Olum is not the "oldest native

North American history," but one of

the oldest hoaxes in North America.

Would that it were not so. D
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A Cerion for Christop
By StephenJay Gould

If China had promoted, rather than in-

tentionally suppressed, the technology

of oceanic transport and navigation, the

cardinal theme for the second half of

our millennium might well have been

eastward, rather than westward, expan-

sion into the New World. We can only

speculate about the enormously differ-

ent consequences of such an alternative,

but unrealized, history. Would Asian

mariners have followed a path of con-

quest in the Western sense? Would their

closer ethnic tie to Native Americans

(who had migrated from Asia) have

made any difference in treatment and

relationship? At the very least, I sup-

pose, any modern chronicler for a mag-

azine printed on the American east

coast would be writing this article ei-

ther in a Native American tongue or in

some derivative of Mandarin.

But China did not move east, so

Christopher Columbus sailed west,

greedy to find the gold of Cathay and

the courts of the Grand Khan as" de-

scribed by his countryman Marco Polo,

who had traveled by different means

and from the other dn-ection. And
Columbus encountered an entire world

in between, blocking his way.

I can think of no other historical

episode more portentous, or more re-

plete with both glory and horror, than

the Western conquest of America.

Since we can neither undo an event of

such magnitude nor hope for any ex-

planation under laws of nature that en-

joined the actual outcome, we can only

chronicle the events as they occurred,

search for patterns, and seek under-

standing. When dense narrative of this

sort becomes a primary method of

analysis, detail assumes unusual mipor-

tance. The symbolic beginning must

therefore elicit special attention and fas-

cination. Let us therefore take up an old

and unresolved issue: Where did

Columbus unite the hemispheres on

October 12, 1492?

Surrounded by hints of nearby land,

yet faced with a crew on the verge of

rebellion, Columbus knew that he must

soon succeed or turn back. Then, at

two o'clock on the morning of Octo-

ber 12, the Pinta's lookout, Rodrigo de

Triana, saw a white cliff in the moon-

#

Ifonly Columbus had

saved a snail, we'd know

exacdy where he

first landed.

light and shouted the transforming

words ofhuman history: "Tierm! tierra!"

(land, land). But what land did Colum-

bus first see and explore?

Why should such a question pose any

great difficulty? Why not just examine

Columbus's log, trace his route, look

tor artifacts, or consult the records of

people first encountered? For a set of

reasons, both particular and general.

none of these evident paths yields an

unambiguous answer. We know that

Columbus landed somewhere in the

Bahamas or in the neighboring Turks

and Caicos Islands. We also know that

the local Taino people called this first

landfall Guanahani—and that Colum-

bus, kneeling in thanks and staking his

claim for the monarchs of Spain, re-

named the island San Salvador, or Holy

Savior. But the Bahamas comprise

about 700 islands, and several offer suit-

able harbors for Columbus's vessels.

Where did he first land?

Navigation, in Columbus's time, was

far too imprecise an art to provide

much help (and Columbus had vastly

underestimated the earth's diameter,

thereby permitting himself to believe

that he had sailed all the way to Asia).

, Mariners of the fifteenth century could

not determine longitude, and therefore

could not locate themselves at sea with

pinpoint accuracy. Columbus used the

two primary methods then available.

Latitude could be determined (al-

though only with difficulty on a mov-

ing boat) by sighting the altitude of Po-

laris (the North Star) or of the sun at

midday. A ship could therefore sail to a

determined latitude and then proceed

either due east or west, as desired.

(Columbus, in fact, was a poor celestial

navigator and made little use of lati-

tudes. In one famous incident, he

misidentified his position by nearly

twenty degrees because he mistook an-

other star for Polaris.)

In the other time-tested method,

called dead reckoning, one simply takes

a compass bearing, keeps track of time,

judges the ship's speed, and then plots

the distance and direction covered.

Needless to say, dead reckoning cannot

be very precise—especially when winds

and currents complicate any determi-
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nation of speed, and

when, as on Colum-

bus's ships, sailors

measure time by

turning a sandglass

every half hour!

Columbus, by all ac-

counts, was an unusu-

ally skilled and spec-

tacularly successful

dead reckoner, but

the method doesn't

allow any precise re-

construction of his

routing.

We are further hin-

dered by a paucity ot

documents. Coluni-

bus's original log, pre-

sented to Queen Is-

abella, has been lost.

A copy, given to

Columbus before his

second voyage, has

also disappeared. Bar-

tolome de Las Casas

(1474-1556), the

Dominican priest who spoke so elo-

quently for the lost cause of kindness,

made a copy of Columbus's version,

and our modern knowledge derives

from this document. Thus, we are rely-

ing upon a copy of a copy as our "pri-

mary" text, and uncertainties therefore

prevail on all crucial points.

The best possible source of evi-

dence—artifacts and recorded histories

kept by an unbroken hne of original in-

habitants—does not exist for another

reason that motivated this essay. In the

first case of New World genocide per-

petrated by the Old, Spanish con-

querors completely wiped out the na-

tive Bahamians within twenty years of

contact, despite (or rather, one must

sadly say, enabled by) the warm and

trusting hospitality shown to Columbus

by the peaceful Tainos.

With so little to constrain hypothe-

ses, virtually all major Bahamian islands

have been proposed as San Salvador, the

site of Columbus's first landfall. (The

Turks and Caicos Islands, just to the

southeast of the Bahamas, form a polit-

ically separate entity. They are, how-

ever, geographically and ecologically

continuous with the Bahamas and

therefore figure in this discussion as

well.) The major contenders include

Wading Island, Cat Island, Mayaguana,

Samana Cay, Grand Turk, and several of

the Caicos. Cat Island held an early ad-

vantage, and once even bore the name

San Salvador in acknowledgment. But,

in 1926, the Bahamian 2;overnment,

persuaded by a growing consensus,

transferred Columbus's designation to

Watlmg Island, the favored site and

Columbus's name bearer ever since.

Two traditional sources of evidence

favor Wading as San Salvador: corre-

spondence of size and topography with

the fairly detailed descriptions of

Columbus's log (as known by the Las

Casas copy) and nautical tracing of

Columbus's route for the rest of his first

voyage, from San Salvador to other Ba-

hamian Islands, and fin.iUy to Cuba and

Hispaniola. Samuel Eliot Morison's

"semiofficial" case, made in his 1942

classic. Admiral of the Ocean Sea, remains

the standard expression of this favored

hypothesis.

During the past twenty years, arche-
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ology has provided a third source of ev-

idence from excavations made by

Charles A. Hoffiiian and others at Long

Bay, within sight ofthe favored location

for Columbus's landfall. (A good ac-

count of this work, and of virtually all

else connected with the discussion of

Columbus's initial landing, may be

found in the Proceedings of the First San

Salvador Conference. Columbus and His

World, edited by Donald T. Gerace and

published by the Bahamian Field Sta-

tion on San Salvador.) Along with na-

tive pottery and other Taino artifacts,

several European objects were found,

all consistent with Spanish manufacture

freely between adjacent islands. In fact,

three days after his first landing, and

again on open waters, Columbus en-

countered a Taino in a canoe, carrying

some beads and blancas received in trade

on San Salvador.

All things considered, the archeolog-

ical evidence supports the usual view

that San Salvador has now been cor-

rectly identified. Still, everything cited

so far rehes upon European impressions

or artifacts. Wouldn't we welcome

some hard data from the other side for

corroboration? How about one distinc-

tive item ot local history, either natural

or cultural?

I
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Erection of monuments at Columbus's reputed landing sites has been something of a cottage

industry on San Salvadorfor more than a century. Tlie author stands at each of the three

markers that adorn the island: The Chicago Herald'i at Crab Cay (left), thefapanese

contribution (center), and the "official" cross at Long Bay (right).

at the right time and aU eminently plau-

sible as trade items—glass beads, metal

buckles, hooks, and nails. One discov-

ery exceeded all others in importance: a

single Spanish coin oflow value known

as a blanca—the standard small change

of the times, and surely the most com-

mon com in circulation among Colum-

bus's men. Moreover, this particular

blanca was only issued between 1471

and 1474, and no comparable copper-

based coin was minted again until 1497.

Of course, these finds do not posi-

tively identify San Salvador as the first

landfall for two reasons: Columbus vis-

ited several other Bahamian islands on

this voyage, and the local Tainos moved

I do not mean to exaggerate the cur-

rent uncertainty in this debate. Most

experts seem satisfied that Columbus

first landed on the island now called

San Salvador by the Bahamian govern-

ment. Nonetheless, several dogged and

knowledgeable opponents still advocate

their alternatives with gusto, and the

issue remains vigorously open. I re-

cently spent a week on San Salvador. I

sifted through all the evidence and vis-

ited aU the sites. I found no reason for

dissatisfaction with the conventional

view. If only because we prefer near

certainty to high probability, I write

this essay to announce that I could truly

resolve any remaining doubt about

II

Columbus's first landfall if only the

good admiral had added one Uttle activ-

ity to the usual regimen of kissing the

ground, praising God, raising the flag,

claiming sovereignty, and trading with

the locals. If Columbus had only picked

up (and properly labeled) a single shell

ofmy favorite animal, the land snail Ce-

rion—and they are so common that he

was probably kneeling on one any-

way!—I would know for sure where he

had landed.

No one can be objective about his

own children, but Cerion is truly a nat-

ural marvel and an exemplar of evolu-

tion for a particular reason well Ulus-

Columbus discovered

gold on Hispaniola-

and his kinsmen built

the mines that

precipitated the

enslavement and

genocide ofthe Tainos.

trated by its potential utihty for identi-

fying San Salvador. In shell form, Ce-

rion may be the most protean land snail

in the world; Cerion ranges in size from

dwarfs of 5 miUimeters to giants more

than 70 miUimeters in length (for folks

wedded to the good old ways, 25.4 mil-

limeters make an inch) and in shape

from pencU-thin cyhnders to golf balls.

Naturalists have named more than

600 species from Cerion 's two major

geographic centers in Cuba and the Ba-

hama Islands. Most of these names are

technically invalid because members of

the respective populations can inter-

breed, but the designations do record a

striking biological reahty: namely, that

nearly every local population of Cerion

has evolved a unique and clearly recog-

nizable shell form. In particular, nearly

every Bahamian island can be identified

by a distinctive Cerion. Thus, bring me



a single shell, and I can usually tell you

where you spent your last vacation.

Marine species, by contrast, generally

maintain much larger and more contin-

uous populations. These broader pat-

terns of variation preclude any identifi-

cation of particular islands (at Bahamian

scale) by distinctive shapes or sizes of

clams, snails, corals, or other oceanic

forms. Terrestrial species, therefore,

offer our only real hope for distinguish-

ing islands by unique biological inhabi-

tants. Individual Bahamian islands

might house an endemic insect or per-

haps a plant, but Ccrioii surely provides

the best biological marker for specifying

particular locales. Insects and plants are

less distinctive and harder to preserve;

but if Columbus had just slipped a

nearly indestructible Cerion shell into

his vest pocket, his trusty scabbard, or

his kit bag, then we would know.

Moreover, Cerion must have been the

first terrestrial zoological object to

enter Columbus's field of vision in the

New World (unless a lizard darted

across his path or a mosquito drew first

Caucasian blood), although I cannot

guarantee that the Admiral of the

Ocean Sea had eyes to see at this scale.

But Cerion lives right at the coastline in

large populations. As they say, you can't

miss 'em. And all putative landing sites

on San Salvador sport large and obvious

populations ofmy favorite snail.

I visited San Salvador to attend a bi-

ennial conference on Caribbean geol-

ogy at the Bahamian Field Station and

to play extensive hooky doing a survey

of the local Cerion. San Salvador houses

two major species of Cerion—a large,

robust, whitish shell, pointed at the top

and found on promontories on the

windward east coast; and a smaller, rib-

bier, brownish shell, barrel-shaped at

the top and found all along the leeward

west coast (and in most of the island's

interior). A single shell of either form

can easily be distinguished from the

characteristic Cerion of aU other favored

sites for Columbus's initial landfall.

C. pirataruin, Mayaguana's species,

belongs to the same basic group as the

east coast Cerion of San Salvador, but is

bigger, whiter, entirely different in

shape, and quite distinct from the San

Salvadoran form. Similarly, C. regina of

the Turks and Caicos belongs to the

same general division within Cerion,

but could not be confused with the

species on San Salvador. Samana Cay,

perhaps the leading alternative landing

site of recent years, also houses a large

and distinctive Cerion, easily separated

from anything living on San Salvador. I

confess to a single possible exception: I

could not, from one specimen, unam-

biguously separate the east coast wind-

ward species of San Salvador from C
fordii, a species restricted to a few small

regions of Cat Island. However,

Columbus almost surely landed on the
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leeward west coast ofSan Salvador, and

the Cerion at this site cannot be con-

tlised with the local species ofany other

proposed landing place. (C eximeum,

the leeward, west coast species of Cat

Island is longer, smoother, thinner-

shelled, and more molded than the lee-

ward tbrm of San Salvador.)

Erection of monuments at reputed

landing sites has been something of a

cottage industry on San Salvador for

more than a century. Three major

markers now^ adorn the island, each

sited amid a large population of Cerion

(and all shown in the photographs on

page 24). The Chkaoo Hemld built the

first monument in 1891, in preparation

for the 400th anniversary celebrations

of Columbus's landing and the great

Chicago Columbian exposition, held a

"Tliey bear no amis,

nor kno\\' diereot for I

sho\\'ed them sx^'ords

and diey grasped diem

h\ die blade and cut

themseh'es dii"ough

igQorance."

— ChrisropJier Colin iibi is

year late in 1893. This monument,

constructed largely' of exotic stones and

featuring a limestone ^obe set within

the base of an obelisk, is now eroding

away on the largely inaccessible

promontory of Crab Cay (a two-mile

walk from the nearest path along a

beautiflil beach, but then up a narrow

and treacherous slope). The monument

sits amid one ofthe densest Cerion pop-

ulations on San Salvador. I don't think

that anyone would now advocate this

reefy, windward site as a conceivable

landing place (although the cliff might

have reflected moonlight for Rodrigo's

first sight of land), y"et the monument

reads: "On this spot Christopher

Columbus first set foot upon the soil of

the New World. Erected by Tlie

Chicago Herald. June, 1891.'"

The other two monuments stand a

mile or two apart on more plausible

landing sites on the lee\\rard west coast.

Both are located among the extensive

and distinctive Cerion populations of

this region. The first of these lee\x^ard

monuments, placed alongside an earlier

obelisk erected by a yachtsman in 1951,

anticipates the quincentenary^ of 1992

and celebrates a Japanese voyage of

hope and rediscovery:

In Oaober 1991, a replica of the Santa

Maria

—

built by tlie ndo Santa Maria

founJation ofJapan—nuide landfall liere

on its journeyfrom Barcelona, Spain, to

Kobe, Japan. \\i came to pay homage to

Columbus and his crew and to carry our

message ofhope for a grand harmony in

the future: Imrmony between men and

nations, between matt and tJie environ-

ment, and between the earth atid the

umverse.

Hanio Yamamoto

Captain, Nao Santa Maria

The plaque on the second, or "offi-

cial," monument, a cross erected in

19S4 on Long Bay, within site of the

excavation that yielded the late-fif-

teenth-century coin, simpty reads:

On or near this spot, Christopher

Columbus landed on tlie 12th of Octo-

ber, 1492. Admiral Samuel Eliot Mori-

son, USNR.

The base contains yet another mes-

sage ofrecondliation;

Dedication and Christmas services

shared by all churclies 25 December

1956. Americans and natives wor-

shipped together as [a] symbol offaith,

bve, and unity benveen all natioiu and

forpeace on eartli.

And so we reach the crux of all the
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tension, all the triumph and tragedy, all

the drama of this great historical tale

—

however illuminated or alleviated by a

tiny little side story about a distinctive

land snail. We must not carp. Columbus

opened a new world and began a proc-

ess that altered human history in a per-

manent and fundamental way. He was a

brilliant and courageous sailor, and his

accomplishments merit all the messages

of hope and fortitude proclaimed in

unison by the monuments of San Sal-

vador. The messages are therefore "true"

in this narrow sense but remain ever so

partial and thus misleading as well.

As 1 read Columbus's log, I could

thriU to his accomplishments, but I also

felt waves of revulsion at rv\'o persistent

themes that never find expression on

ceremonial tablets, although they set

the pathways of later history. First,

Columbus's lust for gold, his almost sin-

gle-minded search for the currency that

would justify- his endeavor and aO future

exploitation. On San Salvador, he no-

ticed small gold rings in the noses of

some Taino natives, and he persistently

inquired about the source. He went

trom island to island, looking for mines

and thinking that he would soon en-

counter either the fabled golden isle of

Cipangu (Japan) or the rich courts of

the Grand Khan in Cathay (China). As

he visited progressively more powerful

caciques (local chiefs), he found more

and more gold, but never a source

area—and (obviously) never the rich

and fabled civilizations of eastern Asia.

Finally, and tragically for the local

people, he did discover a source of gold

on Hispaniola—and hrs kinsmen built

the mines that precipitated the enslave-

ment and genocide of the Tainos and

the total depopulation of the Bahamas.

On October 13, 1492, his second

day in the New World, Columbus had

already begun his inquiries, writing in

his log:

And by signs I was able to understand

that, going to the south or rounding the

ishinds to the south, there was a king

who had large vessels of it and had very

much gold.

In a classic passage, Samuel Eliot Mori-

son writes:

All the rest of his First Voyage was, in

fact, a searchfor gold and Cipangu,

Cathay and the Grand Kljan; but gold

in any event. In all else he mightfail,

but gold he must bring home in order to

prove la empresa [the undertaking] a

success.

In the Bahamas, his Taino guides

spoke of a large, nearby island called

Colba (Cuba), but Columbus heard
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"China" and went ofFin search of gold.

On Cuba, he received a rumor of gold

in the island's interior at Cubanacan

(mid-Cuba), but he heard EI Gran Can

and thought that he would soon reach

the imperial court. On the shore ot

Hispaniola, two days before Christmas,

Columbus learned about gold in Cibao

(the local name for central Hispaniola),

which he heard as Cipangu, or Japan.

But this time his countrymen would

find their reward.

Columbus greatly benefited from the

kindness and hospitahty of the native

Tainos. He could not have proceeded

Bahamian Cerion snails vary widely. A
speciesfrom San Salvador's windward coast

(top, left) contrasts with another (top, right)

from the same island's leeward side—
Columbus's probable landing site. Other

distinctiveforms comefrom Mayaguana

(bottom, left) and Turks and Caicos Islands

(bottom, right).

nearly so well without their enthusiastic

help. Yet his commentary speaks only

about ease of domination and compul-

sion to service, not of gratitude or ap-

preciation. In his very first entry for

October 12, following his initial meet-

ing and trading session with the Tainos

ot San Salvador, Columbus noted:

Igave to some of them red caps and to

some glass beads, which they hung on

their necks, and many other things of

slight value, in which they took much

pleasure; they remained so much our

friends that it was a marvel; and later

they came swimming to the ships' boats

. . . and brought us parrots and cotton

thread in skeins and darts and many

other things . . . everything they had,

u'ith good will.

Columbus then made an observation

with practical import:

Tliey bear no arms, nor know thereof;

for I showed them swords and they

grasped them by the blade and cut

themselves through ignorance; they

have no iron.

And he drew a conclusion about

domination, not brotherhood:

Tliey ought to he good servants and of

good skill, for I see that they repeat very

quickly all that is said to them; and I be-

lieve that tliey would easily be made

Christians, because it seemed to me that

they belonged to no religion. I, praise

Our Lord, will carry offsix of them at

my departure to Your Highnesses, so that

they may learn to speak.

Two days later, he wrote more

openly about servitude:

Tljese people are very unskilled in arms.

. . . With fifty men they could all be

subjected and made to do all that one

wished.

And, from Hispaniola, near the end

of the voyage, Columbus stated a plan

for enslavement more exphcitly:

They bear no arms, and are all unpro-

tected and so very cowardly that a thou-

sand u'ould not face three; so they are fit

to be ordered about and made to work, to

sow and do aught else that may be

needed.

And history then unfolded according

to the admiral's suggestion. The mines

and estates ofNew Spain needed labor,

and the local people, whom Columbus

had called Indians in a mistaken belief

that he had reached eastern Asia, be-

came serfs and slaves because they could

not stand against the Spanish technol-

ogy of swords and gunpowder. As the

natives of Hispaniola died from disease,

overwork, cruelty, and (no doubt) inner

distress, the Spanish governors author-

ized a "harvesting" of new bodies from

neighboring places. And they turned to

Columbus's first landfall: the Bahamas,

small bits ofland with good anchorages

and unarmed people with no place to

hide. In his classic book Ttie Early Span-

ish Main (University of California Press,

1966), C. O. Sauer writes: i

Jamaica was known to be populous. . . .

Its size and tracts of difficult terrain,

however, ivould have demanded well-

organized expeditions to round up na-

tives in number. Cuba, large and less

well known, would liave required even

more effort. Hie Lucayas [Bahamas] on

the other hand were a great lot ofsmall

islands, lacking refuges except by flight to

another island and their people were

known to be without guile; these would

be the easiest to seize.

Starting in 1509, and largely under

the command of Ponce de Leon, the

lieutenant governor of Puerto Rico,

Spanish ships began to capture Ba-

hamian Tainos to work as slaves in His-

paniola and neighboring islands. The

conquerors were thorough and rapid in

their grisly work. Estimates vary, but

several tens of thousands may have been

thus enslaved. As the Bahamian popula-

tion dwindled, the price per head rose

from 5 to 150 gold pesos. By 1512,

only twenty years after the first

Columbian contact, not one Taino re-

mained in the Bahamas. (They did not

long survive in the mines ofNew Spain

either. Africans were soon imported as

replacements, thus beginning another
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major chapter of shame in the history

of the New World.) We all learned in

school that Ponce de Leon discovered

Florida in 1513 as part of a heroic and

romantic quest for the Fountain of

Youth. Perhaps, m part. But Ponce de

Bring me a single

Cerion shell, and I can

usually tell you on

which island you spent

your last Caribbean

vacation.

Leon, the chief agent of Taino destruc-

tion, had sailed primarily to find a new

source of slaves beyond the thoroughly

depopulated Bahamian Islands.

Bartolome de Las Casas began his

manhood as a soldier and sailed for His-

paniola in 1502. He participated in the

conquest of Cuba and received an cn-

comicuda (a royal grant of land with In-

dian slaves) . But Las Casas had a change

of heart and became a priest. He
preached a sermon against slavery and

ill-treatment of native peoples in 1514

and returned his Indian serfs to the

governor. In 1515, he sailed for Spain

to plead before the court for better

treatment of Native Americans. He
later joined the Dominican order and,

in the course of a long and active life,

spent writing treatises and shutding be-

tween Spain and the New World, he

became a passionate and effective advo-

cate for humane treatment of the New
World's first inhabitants.

The same Las Casas copied Colum-

bus's log to use as a source for his his-

torical writings. As he considered

Columbus's role in the story of Indian

conquest and servitude. Las Casas noted

the tragic beginning that might not

have unfolded, had only decency been

able to conquer greed. Las Casas ex-

plicitly discusses the passages from

Columbus's log cited earlier:

Note here, that the iiatiiml, simple and

kind (^eiitleiicss and humble condition of

the Indians, and want of arms or protec-

tion, gave the Spaniards the insolence to

hold them of little account, and to impose

upon them the harshest tasks that they

could, and become glutted with oppres-

sion and destruction. And sure it is that

here the Admiral [Columbus] enlarged

himself in speech more than he should

and that what he here conceived and set

Jorthjrom his lips, ivas the beginning of

the ill usage he afterwards inflicted upon

them.

(Please turn to page 78)
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One of the most unique and complex

ecosystems in the \\'orld, Everglades

National Park is a subtropical wonderland
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base is the renowned Asa Wright Nature

Center. $2,775

In the Heart of the Amazon
March 17-25,1997

The Amazon rainforest's 2.5 million

square miles span eight countries and

contain the planet's largest freshwater

system, a full one-quarter of the world's

bird species and more than 15,000 known
animal species. Yet this rich and diverse

ecosystem has long been one of the most

inaccessible places on earth. $3,084

Ancient Mesoamerican Cultures

Februan- 15 - March 1. 1997

Over 3,000 years ago, the ancient Maya
built magnificent cities and ceremonial

centers using their advanced knowledge

of mathematics and astronomy These

sites hint at a civilization that was both

prosperous and powerful. The origins,

customs and demise of the Maya
civilization continue to fascinate all who
gaze on the awe-inspiring remnants of

their world. $3,690

Belize: Rainforests, Reefs & Maya
Ruins
March 6 -15, 1997

Brilliantly colored fish enliven the vast

undersea environment off the coast ot

BeHze. Hundreds of miles of coral cays

and reefs herald the low-lying coast which

rises gradually to the mountains and

verdant jungles of its interior. Deep
within its tangled rainforests are remnants

of BeHze's cultural treasures

ruins ot Maya cities. $3,410

the ancient

Discovery Tours

Egypt, Israel, Jordan & The Red Sea

Aboard the Panorama

March 17-29,1997

The great pyramids of Giza, Luxor, the

Valley of the Kings,Jerusalem, Masada and

Petra - all resonate with meaning and

magic. As the cradle ot Western

civilization, this area ot the world is an

unending source of inspirational

monuments representing thousands of

years ot history'.

From $4,395 to $6,895

AmericanMnseum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th St., New York. NY 10024

Toll-free: 800-462-8687 New York: 212-769-5700

Call for additional information about our program and to receive our comprehensive 1997 catalog of tours.
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1) WILD BIRD REHABILITATION CENTER, TAVERNIER- This isn't some local do-gooder

with a couple of cages on the porch. Since opening m '.991, the Center has been a serious

redoubt in the on-going mankind versus nature battle. Ucensed by the Rorida Rsh and Game

Commission, Laura Quinn and her team of rehabilitators work with veterinarians to set bones,

clean plumage, treat eye injuries caused by discarded plastic can holders, fishing line, hooks

and other twentieth-century flotsam. Education is a large part of the effort. Come on in and

take the tour, walking through a marsh on a raised boardwalk that links screened-in areas

and large cages. Bring the kids.

2) HOOK, LINE AND SINKER, ISLAMORADA-lt may have been Ernest Hemingway who

first put the Keys on the worid fishing map, by hauling record marlin and sailfish over the

transom of his boat, Pilar. Whoever takes the credit, it's no secret anymore. Even George

Bush is mmored to be among the eager crowds who come from all over the worid to fight ire

big game fish mnning with the Gulf Stream, pit their wits against tarpon, redfish and bonefish

on the flats in the Bay. Around every kink in the coast there is a marina, an opportunity to

charter. Among these sites pertiaps Islamorada, a collection of four islands, has the most

justification for the moniker "sportfishing capital.' Every day, it seems, there is another

tournament, another record. In keeping with a new conservation-consciousness, most guided

3] LIGNUMVITAE KEY, OFF ISLAMORADA-ln many ways this 280-acre Key stands for the

v.'ay me Keys useo to be. First a pnvate island, then a protected botanical conservation area.

it has been by-passed by the 20th Century. Ugnumvitae trees, once thriving on the Upper

Keys, have made this their last bastion, sun-ounded by virgin tropical forest. Much of the local

fauna and flora, now absent from its neighbors, contributes to make the island a must-see,

particularly for botanists. Park rangers allow only 50 people at a time on the island, escorting

tours of the natural wonders and the coral stone house Bill Matheson built in 1919. The best

access is by renting a boat, Thursday through Monday. For tour reservations call (305) 664-

4815.

liO/rm a^jt/OLAqm



4) THE DOLPHIN RESEARCH CENTER, GRASSY KEY-Remember Sandy, Bud

and their aquatic sidekicl<, Flipper? Well ttiis is where their antics were originally

filmed in the Fifties. Today it's the site of a serious nonprofit teaching and

research station. Those visitors who contribute to the cause and take a short

how-to course can actually swim with the dolphins or participate in the Dolphin

sight Program for an in-depth look into the life of the remarkable mammal. There

are also walking tours. The Center is closed on Mondays and Tuesdays to give

the dolphins time off.

5) PIGEON KEY FOUNDATION, MARATHON-Dramatic tales abound in the

Keys: Seminole Indians put whole wrecking communities to the spear. An 18-foot

tidal wave hurled a packed train from its tracks. But one the greatest is the story

of Henry Flagler, a 75-year-old oil and railroad millionaire, and his ambition to run

railroad track down the Keys. How he connected Key West to the rest of the U.S

has all the marks of a modern epic. The construction took seven years, claiming

the lives of hundreds of men, including the engineer, who collapsed from the

effort. Flagler himself dropped dead a few months after the track was completed

in 1912. Then there was that tidal wave that drowned the workers fleeing from the

great hurricane of 1935. The site where Flagler's story has the greatest

resonance is Pigeon Key. part way along the old Seven-mile Bridge, where a

cluster of Conch houses survive to tell the tale.

6) LOOE KEY NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY, BIG PINE KEY-As anyone

with even a passing familiarity with a regulator and buoyancy lacket will tell you,

the Keys are great for diving. Constantly washed and fed by the Gulf Stream, the

waters are as clear as Perrier and unusually prolific with life. Dotted along the

coast are wrecks, coral gardens, and walls, all easily accessible thanks to an

armada of operators. Looe Key. named after HMS Looe. which floundered here in

1744, is a good place to start for both divers and, thanks to the shallowness of

the reef, for snorkelers. Less visited than Pennecamp and the Key Largo

Sanctuary, it's outstanding for Its spur and groove formations, pillar corals,

canyons and sea grass meadows alive with all the colors of an artist's palette.

7) THE HEMINGWAY MYSTIQUE, KEY WEST-Admit it, isn't Papa Hemingway

one reason you came here? Didn't he, perhaps more than any other, define the

good-living, fishing-rod and daiquiri, sun-browned bonhomie that is the Keys? The

stories are still told at the Hemingway House (907 Whitehead), where Ernest and

Pauline lived off and on throughout the Thirties. Hordes of cats (descendants of

the couple's two) wander the property. The tour takes 45 minutes. And on Duval

Street there is still Sloppy Joe's, Hemingway's favored bar named for his old

sartorially challenged fishing buddy Joe Russell, still serving Papa Dobles, still

nursing the memories.

The Florida Keys are easily

accessible via American

Airlines, Some thing special

to Tlie Florida Keys, to Miami

with connecting flights on

American Eagle to Key West

or Marathon. For reservations,

just cam- 800-433-7300.

Visit our Web Site at

http://www.fla-l<;eys.com

orcall1-800-FLA-KEYS

for more information.

Get vour

complete Florida

Kevs video and
'

guidebook.

jlM .'>^).4^ ^kl^

postage ;inci handling.

.\'lai()r credit cards

accepted, lust call

1-800-GO-TO-KEYS.
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TheArt

Panther chameleon, 1996

The use of natural dyes to reveal details of skeletal

anatomy goes back at least to the eighteenth-century

comparative anatomist John Hunter. Scientists today

also have access to a range of synthetic chemicals with

which to stain living tissue. Staining is particularly

useful for studying the skeletons of very small animals.

The bones and teeth of this newly hatched Uzard were

stained red; cartilage was dyed blue.

Crystal skull, ca. 14th— 15tli century

The skuU was a revered symbol for many native

peoples of the New World, especially the Aztecs, who

practiced human sacrifice and maintained an intense

beUef in the afterlife. This Ufe-size human skull,

sculpted out of shimmering rock crystal, is likely of

Aztec origin.

A recurring theme in scientific illustration

andfine art, the skull is both an object of j ';

beauty and a reminder ofour mortality.

BY JAMES HANKEN

Mammals, birds, fish, and other members ot the verte-

brate clan owe much of their great success to the skull.

Unique and versatile, the skull houses the fragile brain

and the organs for sight, smell, and hearing. And a

number of cranial bones (most prominently the jaws,

together with the teeth they hold) largely determine

how, how much, and what a vertebrate eats.

Much of vertebrate evolution has involved modifi-

cations of functions centered in the skull. For example,

in the evolution of whales, bones surrounding the nos-

trils moved backward to form the blowhole, allowing

these mammals to respire through the top ot their

heads. In howler monkeys of the New World tropics,

the lower javi' and bony tongue skeleton are enlarged

to form a resonating chamber, through which the

monkeys communicate loudly with friend and foe.

As an evolutionary biologist with a special interest

in cranial development, I take pleasure in looking at all

kinds of skulls, the "real thing," of course, but also

skulls in scientific illustration and fine art. As an object

of beauty and contemplation, the skull has an attrac-

tion beyond its biological importance.

Most early depictions of the skull focused on hu-

mans, often as an adjunct to studies ofhuman anatomy

and medicine. The sixteenth-century anatomist An-

dreas Vesahus pioneered the tradition of drawing skele-

tons and other anatomical subjects in lifelike poses.

Reflecting the Renaissance insistence on faithflil rep-

resentation of natural phenomena, Vesalius sometimes

displayed particular features of the body against back-

grounds of landscape scenery or buildings.

At that time, the descriptions ofhuman anatomy in

coi
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ofthe Skull

Ospedale, 1980

IRVING PENN (191 7-)

Simple geometric forms within the human skull (and

everyday objects as shown above) have captured the

interest of many twentieth-century artists, including

photographer Irving Penn.

Dc Hiinniiii Ccipoiis Fabricci

ANDREAS VESALIUS (1514-64)

The Venetian painter Titian and his assistants may have

been among the artists responsible for the plates in

Vesalius's masterwork. One anthropologist has

suggested that this illustration may have inspired the

famous graveyard scene in Hamlet, in which Hamlet

contemplates the skull of "poorYorick."
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Church ofSaiira

Maria della

Concezionc,

Rome

The bony

remains of more

than 4,000 Capuchin

monks are housed in

five subterranean vaults ot

this seventeenth-centurv" church.

Many skulls are arranged in piles or,

along \\"ith various smaller bones, decorate the

ceilings and walls. The vaults are illuminated on

November 2, AH Souls' Day.

O'Keefle's Hands \\ith Skull, 1930

ALFRED STIEGLITZ (1864—1946)

Beginning in the 1930s, artist Georgia O'Keeffe painted

a colorful series of skuUs and other bones of large

desert mammals of the American Southwest. Her

passion for skulls was captured in black-and-white by

her husband, photographer Alfred Stieglitz.

X?
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medical texts were

largely based on

dissections of ani-

mals, many ot which

had been performed

by the Greek anatomist

Galen more than a thou-

sand years earlier. Not surpris-

ingly, these accounts contained

many errors. Perhaps Vesaliuss most

fundamental contribution was his insistence

that anatomical descriptions ofhumans be based on the

study ot human cadavers.

A milestone in the history of scientific illustration,

the works of Vesalius and his collaborators were still

somewhat stylized. In the seventeenth century, artists

such as Pietro da Cortona drew skeletons that were

more anatomically accurate. In his atlas of human

anatomy {Tabulae Anatomicae, 1618), da Cortona con-

tinued to depict skeletons in litelike poses, but true to

the elaborate sr\'le of the baroque period, his back-

grounds included such elements as rustic, waterside

settlements with people passing by in boats.

tivTTT.T, nv r.woconii.lA.

Turquoise mosaic mask

A real human skull forms the "canvas" for an Aztec

ceremonial mask. The face is inlaid with fragments of

turquoise and obsidian; pyrite fortns the eyes.

Skull of an antelope, 1966

ANDREAS FEININGER (1906-)

A staff photographer for the original Life magazine for

twenty years, Feininger remarked about skulls that "the

movement of the finest watch . . . seems rough and

crude when compared to these tiny bits of bone and

the utter precision with which they are finished and

fitted together."

Crocodile skull, 1883

WILLIAM KITCHEN PARKER (1823-90)

English anatomist and embryologist Parker produced

an illustrated account of skull development in

crocodiles and alligators, based on einbryos sent by

friends and colleagues in the Americas and the Far

East. Here, the skull of an embryonic mugger

crocodile, native to India and Sri Lanka, is depicted

from the side. The lower jaw is drawn twice to show its

inner and outer surfaces.
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Nciinil cKst, 1992

Much of the skull develops from the neural crest, a

group of cells found in vertebrate embryos. Here,

neural crest cells in the head of a living mouse embryo

have been stained with a fluorescent dye. The brightly

colored cells migrate inward and down, contributing to

bone and cartilage of the face and jaw. The lower jaw is

the liiTiblike structure at center-right. The developing

eye lies above it in a small depression. This photograph

was taken with a laser confocal microscope and

enhanced by advanced computer imaging.

Secretary of the Treasury, 1986

ARTHUR TRESS (1940-)

The photograph below is part of a series, all featuring
j

human skulls, entitled "The Presidential Cabinet." I

Frogs ringing gong in a sknil, 19th century

SHUZAN
In the eye sockets of a four-centimeter-high, boxwood

netsuke skull, ivory frogs ring a lacquer gong sounded

during religious ceremonies, while a venomous snake

crawls atop the head.

Vanitas

HARMENVAN STEENWIJCK (1612-56)

A popular inotif of still-life painting in seventeenth-

century Europe combined everyday objects with

reininders of eventual and certain death.



In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, interest

in natural history and comparative anatomy grew. Sci-

entific expeditions probed the four corners of the

globe and returned with reports, and trequendy speci-

mens, of all manner of odd beasts. The popular and

professional fascination with these discoveries led to a

marked increase in the number of scientific illustrations

of the skulls of nonhuman vertebrates. Although many

of the nineteenth-century anatomical drawings are

technically superb, they seem somewhat lifeless next to

the ornamental style of previous centuries.

The publication m 1937 of eminent zoologist Sir

Gavin de Beer's The Development of the Vertebrate Skull

culminated nearly one hundred years of intense scien-

tific examination of cranial structure, development,

and evolution. In the decades immediately following

de Beers monumental tome, the study of skulls, and

vertebrate morphology in general, entered a period of

relative inactivity, in part because of a shift to other

topics, such as population genetics and developmental

mechanisms. The last ten years or so, however, have

witnessed a resurgence of interest. Technological ad-

vances—widespread use of the scanning electron mi-

croscope, sophisticated genetic and cell markers, and a

variety of molecular analyses—enable investigators to

resolve details of the skull, and its development, at a

level scarcely imaginable less than a generation ago.

Together with photomicrography and computer imag-

ing, such studies often yield pictures as spectacular to

look at as they are useful to science.

Over the centuries, while scientific illustrators have

become increasingly accurate and technically sophisti-

cated, most fine artists have remained less concerned

with realism than with artistic vision. While many

works depicting skulls can be somber or even moralis-

tic, others are reflective or even playful. Most artists,

like the early scientists, have been primarily interested

in the human skull, although some have been attracted

to skulls of all kinds of creatures. The painter Georgia

O'Keeffe, who found tremendous inspiration in the

spectacle of the New Mexican desert, amassed in her

studio "a large pile of bones-a horses head-a cow's

head-a calf's head-long bones-short bones-aU sorts of

funny little bones and big ones too." In a statement for

a 1944 exhibition, she wrote, "When I found the

beautiful white bones ... I picked them up and took

them home. ... I have used these things to say what is

to me the wideness and wonder of the world as I live in

it." Like O'Keetfe, I am inspired by the beauty of

bones and have found that aesthetic and scientific ap-

preciation of the natural world come together in the

study of the vertebrate skull. D

Mirror I, 1962

GEORGE TCTOKER (1920-)

Tooker named de La Tour as the inspiration for this

meditation on the transience of youth and beauty, a

painting in the tradition of vciitilas.

The Penitent Magdalene

GEORGES DE LA TOUR (1593-1652)

In one of several "night" paintings by de La Tour, the

Magdalene gazes at one symbol of mortality (the

candle) while resting her hand on another.
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V
Huge scavengers with

long, broad wings,

vultures soar

effortlessly when

migrating and when

searching vast areas

for carrion.

Great predators,

eagles soar and glide

with grace, but should

thermais fall, their

broad wings and tails

can be repositioned for

powered flapping.

The archetypal

"hawks," buteos (such

as red-tailed hawks)

and buzzards are adept

at soaring over farms,

prairies, and forests In

search of prey.

V
The versatile acciplters

(such as Cooper's

hawks) maneuver

through forests and

brush, thanks to short,

broad wings and long,

THE RITES {
By Paul Kcrli tiger

The ease with which hawks soar belies

the true rigors of their journeys. The

yearly migrations of some species

amount to no more than a few miles

up and down a mountain, but the

longest round trips exceed 10,000

miles and cross continents, mountain ranges, deserts,

and the equator. In some species, more than one-fourth

of all birds in their first year oflife die during migration.

Given the risks, why do the birds undertake such trav-

els? The available supply of prey—from termites and

grasshoppers to mice and rabbits—may fluctuate dra-

matically from season to season; hawks, like most mi-

gratory birds, travel to avoid starvation in winter and to

take advantage of abundance when raising young m
summer.

Hawks, eagles, falcons, kites, harriers, ospreys, and

vultures are diurnal raptors—raptors because they cap-

ture prey with taloned feet and diurnal because they are

active during the day. (Owls, too, are raptors, but most

are creatures of the night.) Among the world's 290 or so

species ofdiurnal raptors, which we generally refer to as

"hawks," more than 135 migrate. But the patterns ot

these migrations are as diverse as the species that under-

take them. Many ti"opical raptors do not migrate at all;

and if they do, their movements frequently coincide

with changes from rainy to dry seasons.

The ability to soar is a hallmark of diurnal raptors

and is exclusively a daytime activity'. Hawks are superbly

adapted to make moment-to-moment decisions and to

modify the position of their bodies in the air as weather

and atmospheric conditions change. The air currents

on which hawks soar are either thermais—warm up-

drafts created as the earth's surface is heated m midday

by the sun—or winds deflected by ridges, hiUsides, or

mountains. Thermais are abundant in spring and au-

tumn and can transport birds more than 5,000 feet

above the earth's surface, although altitudes of 1 ,000 to

3,000 feet are more common.

A bird that finds a thermal soars and circles upward

within the invisible updraft until it attains the needed

altitude. Then it glides onward. A soaring raptor in-

creases its surface area by stretching its wings and

spreading its wingtips and tail feathers. A gliding bird

tucks its wings in a bit and smoothes its wingtips and
Silhouettes by Andy Christie, after Singer IHamlyn Guide to BirtJs of Britain and Europe, 1970)

tail. From a mile high, a bird can glide six to fifteen

miles without a head or tail wind before it must find

another thermal. Raptors riding thermais often move

in flocks that range from only a few individuals to a few

thousand birds. Radar tracking ot broad-winged hawks

in Texas and honey buzzards m Israel has detected flock

after flock in lines that extend some thirty-five miles

and contain more than 50,000 birds.
j

Over water—where thermais are rare—and during'

takeoft, landing, and poor weather, hawks resort to

flapping flight. Species with narrow, long, or pointed

wings, such as falcons, kites, and harriers, are able to

sustain such vigorous flight tor long periods, and these

are the species that are more likely to undertake lengthy

water crossings. But soaring remains the flight strategy

of choice tor heavy-bodied birds of prey. By not flap-

ping their wings, hawks reduce the energy needed for

migration by 50 to 75 percent. With some exceptions,

this means they do not need to teed and deposit enor-

mous reservoirs ot tat to tliel migration as do songbirds,

shorebirds, and waterfowl.

The tendency ofmany migrating hawks to fly along

ridges and to avoid thermal-less water crossings leads

them to converge in great numbers at certain spots.

Birders flock to the larger and better known of these

areas by the thousands, m the process providing millions

of ecotounsm dollars to nearby communities. A few of

these hot spots are highlighted in the following articles. I

But to see the ancient rite of autumn that is migration,

you need only pick up binoculars and a field guide and

check out a hawk lookout near you. Local chapters of

the Audubon Society and conmrunity bird clubs will

know the most accessible and satisfying places to see the

migration in your area. Whether you are watching

hawks along the ridge at Hawk Mountain, on the

dunes at Cape May, or high over an Illinois field, you

win see their superb aerodynamics in action.

Paul Kerliii^er, an environmental and ecotourisin amsuhant,

lives in New York City. His lat-

est book is How Birds Migrate ^^
(Stackpok Books. 1995). ^k.
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Raptors often gain altitude by

riding on warm, rising currents

of air.
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Taking the Pulse

ofMigration

To protect birds qfprey, Hawks

Aloft Worldwide monitors theglobe.

By Keith L. Bildsteiii andjorje I. Zallcs

n autumn, as tens of millions of migratory

birds of prey cross the skies above six conti-

nents, thousands of raptor enthusiasts will ob-

serve and record the flight. Until a tew years

ago, the details of these observations traveled

no further than the notebooks or computers of

dividuals conducting the counts. Today, that situ-

iiii
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ation has changed. For the past four years, eight hun-

dred hawk watchers and conservationists in more than

one hundred countries have been pooling data that will

form the basis of the first world atlas of hawk and eagle

migration, to be published next year. Stationed at more

than three hundred migration watch sites, these watch-

ers have joined Hawks Aloft Worldwide.

This cooperative project was conceived in 1987 by

Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, in Kempton, Pennsylvania

(see page 48). Using the conservation programs ot

Hawk Mountain Sanctuary as a model, we are helping

to train local biologists and establish raptor migration

watch sites worldwide. By fostering local enthusiasm

for raptors and the migration phenomenon, we hope

tthat the sites will become self-sustaining centers for the

preservation of birds of prey. One recent success story is

tie the young and thriving Veracruz Migration Project in

Mexico (see page 50).

Before we can protect species of raptors, we need to

know how many there are and whether their numbers

are increasing, decreasing, or stable. Most of the world's

population of Swainson's hawks, for

example, passes through Ver-

acruz each autumn.

These lanky, two-

and-a-half-pound

buteos, which breed

in western North

America, undertake the

longest—and because of

their tendency to migrate in

/

enormous flocks, the most sensational—migration of

any Western Hemisphere raptor. Most winter in south-

ern Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina. In 1994 and again

in 1996, Brian Woodbridge, of the U S. Forest Service,

discovered mass die-offs of Swainson's hawks at roosts

in the Argentine pampas. As many as 20,000 of these

insect-eating hawks perished after feasting on grasshop-

pers that had been sprayed with pesticides. At Veracruz,

the birds can be counted both southbound and north-

bound, and we can track the impact of the die-oflis on

the world population of these hawks.

Thousands of raptors are stiU being shot as they mi-

grate, often to end up as taxidermy trophies. In south-

ern Italy, eastern Sicily, and on the central Mediter-

ranean island of Malta, Hawks Aloft Worldwide is

working with local conservationists to reduce the car-

nage. Similar efforts are under way in the Combeima

Canyon in the Andes of Colombia, where birds of prey,

particularly northbound broad-winged and Swainson's

hawks, are shot by lantern light as they roost for the

night, and in Kenting, Taiwan, where local shooters kill

hundreds of exhausted, flight-weary gray-faced buz-

zards that have just completed an overwater journey

from the Philippines.

Some of the data we have gathered from far-flung

corners of the globe have been heartening. Watchers in

the former Soviet Union have identified more than a

dozen important watch sites from Kazakhstan to Lake

Baikal. At Chokpak, Kazakhstan, 15,000 raptors, repre-

senting twenty-eight species, have been recorded mov-

ing along the northern flanks of the Tian Shan Moun-

tains of Central Asia in autumn. Among the migrants

are dozens of Saker falcons, a bird higlily prized m the

Middle East for use in falconiy.

Knowing these birds' migration routes and their

numbers enables us to develop efl'ective ways to protect

them. Watch sites such as Slyudyanka, on the south-

western shore of Lake Baikal, and Chokpak may help

us monitor long-distance raptor migration out of

northern Asia, one of the last fi-ontiers in our knowl-

edge regarding the movements of these winged indica-

tors of ecosystem health.

Kcilli L. Bildsteiii is director of rcseiirdi at Hawk Mountain

Sniictiicir)', andjorje I. Zallcs is a Hawks Aloft ]]biidwide bi-

ologist. For inforinatioii, write Hawks Aloft l]'orldii'ide, Hairk

Moiiiitaiii Saiictiuvj,RR2, Box 191, Kempton. PA 19529.
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Lightness and long,

narrow wings give

kites grace whether

soaring and feeding

on aerial Insects, or

flapping while

searching for

rodents.

Ospreys eat fish, and

their long, powerful

wings allow them to

flap for hours during

water crossings and

to hover while

fishing.

V-
With long, narrow

wings and rounded

wingtips. harriers

flap and slowly glide

just above fields and

marshes to spot

mice and small

birds.

Pointed wingtips and

powerful flapping

are trademarks of

the falcons, the

fastest of the

raptors. They can

also soar simply by

spreading their

wings and talis.
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in^s Over

East Asia
On China's coast, migrating hawks

share the airways with storks

and cranes. By Martin Williams

Compared with the numbers at some raptor

migration watch points, seasonal counts of

birds of prey passmg over the seaside resort

town of Beidaihe, on the eastern coast of

China, might seem a couple of zeros short.

While autumn raptors number in the mere

tens of thousands at Beidaihe, their variety is great. Twenty-eight

species of raptors, including two listed as vulnerable (the greater

spotted and imperial eagles) and two designated as near threat-

ened (the white-tailed eagle and Eurasian black vulture), have

been recorded to date, and the thousands ofpied harriers seen an-

nually at Beidaihe surely eclipse the numbers of migratory harri-

ers known from anywhere else. Then again, raptors are arguably

only a supporting cast to the substantial numbers of Oriental

white storks and common, red-crowned, Siberian, hooded, and

white-naped cranes that fly over every year and help make Bei-

daihe a migration watch point of global significance.

The town itself, one of China's most popular resorts, is

thronged m summer with tourists from other parts of the country

and in spring and fall attracts bird watchers from all over the

world. It lies on a triangular granite headland that interrupts an

otherwise low, southwest-northeast-runnmg coast 170 miles east

of Beijing. Some twelve miles inland are the mountains that bor-

der the northern edge of the North China plain. Their eastern

flank lies roughly parallel with the coastline, leaving a narrow

coastal strip that serves as a migration corridor for birds traveling

between their breeding grounds in northeast China and Russia

and their wintering grounds m southern China, Southeast Asia,

Australia (for many shorebirds), and in the case ot the Amur fal-

con. East Africa.

The first study of migration in the area was made from 1910

to 1917 at Qinhuangdao, a port six miles north of Beidaihe, by

British consul John D. D. La Touche. He

listed twenty-one species of raptors but

gave no figures for species passing over in

considerable numbers, noting only that

they were "common" or "abundant."

MONGOLIA ^

^ ... ^ Beidaihe -A^
Beijing e • s

CHINA

^^
JAPAN

500 miles

PHILIPPINES

Top of page: The view from Eagle Rock in

eastern Beidaihe, with the Lotus Hills in the

background. Left: Migrating common

cranes, like hawks, ride warm air currents.



From 1942 to 1945, Danish scientist Axel Hemmingsen studied

birds at Beidaihe. He too failed to provide tallies for the most

often seen raptors, although he counted storks, geese, and cranes.

Four decades elapsed before the next migration study m the

spring of 1985, when I led an eight-member survey team to

monitor migration at Beidaihe. From March 15 to May 20. we

made daily observations, weather permittmg, hom one ot the

Lotus Hills at the western edge of town. These wooded, granite

hills rise to 500 feet, a vantage that affords fine views over the

coast and plain south of the town. We arrived early in the spring

to watch tor the cranes Hemmingsen had reported seeing in the

second half of March. By mid-Apnl, we had indeed seen more

than 7,300 cranes of four species. This included 652 Siberian

cranes, about 40 percent of the known world population. Raptor

passage was lighter than we had hoped. The most common bird

was the pied harrier. We counted more than 500 of these strik-

ingly beautiful relatives of marsh hawks, most of which nest in

northeast China.

While shorebirds and songbirds fill the town's small estuaries,

woods, fields, and coastal gullies in the first half of May, fall is the

best time for raptors in Beidaihe. In 1 986 1 led a fall survey, tim-

ing our arrival to coincide with the pied harrier passage toward

Southeast Asia and the Philippines. Before nud-September, we

had seen most of our final tally of 14,534 pied harriers. The next

most abundant raptors that fall were common buzzards, Japanese

sparrowhawks, eastern marsh harriers, Amur falcons, Eurasian

sparrowhawks, crested honey buzzards, upland buzzards, and

northern goshawks. Late October and the first half of November

also proved to be memorable for the fifteen white-tailed eagles,

the goodly numbers of cranes, and the truly remarkable numbers

of Oriental white storks we saw. Our total count ot 2,729 was

more than twice the previous estimate for the known world pop-

ulation of these storks.

Weriand reclamation, hunting, and other threats have since

taken a toll on these storks, and subsequent autumn surveys have

not equaled the numbers seen in 1986. Raptor counts have

broadly accorded with that of 1986, with the period after the pas-

sage of cold fronts being the most productive. After such fronts,

fine weather with winds firom the north is typical and a boon to

southbound birds. Our surveys do point to a few disturbing

trends. The black-eared kite has undergone a sharp decline since

the middle of this century. La Touche wrote of "an important mi-

gration" for this species, and Hemmingsen noted it passing "in

numbers," yet we have seen no more than seventy-four of these

birds during any recent autumn. White-tailed eagle, common

buzzard, and Amur falcon numbers may also have declined.

Although protected on paper in China, raptors are hunted and

trapped, sometimes for use in medicinal potions and also for fal-

conry; at Beidaihe I have seen young northern goshawks trapped,

reportedly to be set to work catching hares. Pesticides are a threat

and perhaps the main cause of the drop m the population of the

black-eared kite, a species that normally coexists well with hu-

mans. Then there is the sheer pressure on the environment from

China's human population of 1.2 billion.

Prompted by visiting birders, the local government of Bei-

daihe has undertaken some conservation measures, but the record

is mi.xed. A "bird reserve" established m 1989, next to a small

reservoir where raptors sometimes stop to feed, is now being sac-

rificed to development. But a park and a reserve protect the

woods of the Lotus HiUs, which are potential nesting spots for

northern hobbies (largely insectivorous falcons) and Chinese

goshawks (also called gray firog-hawks) . These woods also provide

occasional roosts for tired eagles, buzzards, sparrowhawks, and

goshawks on their great eastern journeys.

Martin Williains, a field ornithologist, writer, and birding tour leader, re-

sides in Hong Kong.

Twenty-eight

raptor species

have been sighted

at Beidaihe. The

white-tailed eagle,

top, a close

relative of the

North American

bald eagle, is a

rare migrant that

tends to come

through the region

late in the fall. The

common buzzard,

center, is indeed

common in fall at

Beidaihe, as is the

eastern marsh

harrier, bottom.



An Oasis in Elat

After crossing the scorched Ethiopian badlands

and chancing the crossing to the Sinai Peninsula

at the southern tip of the Gulf of Suez. Levant

sparrowhawks, in flocks of hundreds, make

good time across the barren Sinai Desert. Tired

and hungry, they push hard toward the green

areas just beyond the reaches of the Gulf of Aqaba. There they

can land, enjoy good meals of nirdedoves, and start the last lap of

theirjourney refreshed.

This is the third week of April, and these handsome spar-

rowhawks are on their spring migration to breeding grounds

along the Volga River and in the thick riverine forests of eastern

Europe. They steer clear of the booming resorts at Elat and

Aqaba, where boisterous tourists congregate by the turquoise w-a-

ters oi the Red Sea. Like most migrant birds, the sparrowhawks

prefer quieter spots with plenty of prey; they like to hunt fiom^

perches in date palms and other large trees. Especially inviting is a

laiidiill that has been recendy rec\xled into a bird sanctuar)' by the

' ; T International Binding Center at Elat. The IsraeU system

or irrsgaaon is also to the sparrowhawks' advantage; it concen-

trates other birds in w-atered areas where they are eas\' prey Spar-

rowhawks and other raptors do pay a small price for the luxurs" of

resting and feeding in the greenerv" thev are sometimes caught.

E5

9^^H measured, and banded on the leg with an identi-

^H fication ring before they are released to continue

^B their journey. For Elat is more than an oasis; this

•^i site—of the second largest confluence of a\-ian

migrants in the world—is also a center for the

srudv of birds and their migrations.

The iVIiddle East is at the crossroads of conti-

nents. Its geography has shaped the migratory I b
patterns of birds of three continents: hundreds of

milhons of birds from a total of 283 species fun-

nel through this region on their way south to

Africa in autumn and north to their breeding

grounds in Europe and Asia in spring. Of all the

axian migrants, the ones that stand out most to

the human eye are the soaring birds. Thirty-five wj^
species of diurnal raptors, as well as storks,

cranes, and pehcans, use thermals—warm air

ciurents that form over land—^to carry them on

their long-distance biannual flights.

These migrations have been well docu-

mented over the years by \Tsual surveys—conducted by obser\ ers

with binoculars and telescopes—in central and northern Israel in

autumn and in the Elat region, at the northernmost rip ot the

Gulf of Aqaba, in spring. More recendy these surveys have been

augmented by short-term studies using a range of techniques

—

including banding (placing identification bands on individual

birds) and monitoring birds' flight paths \\ith radar. satelHte trans-

mitters, and gUders.

Each year fixDm late August to mid-October, the Societ\- for

Protection of Nature in Israel monitors birds fl\ing parallel to the

Mediterranean coastline on the western section of the east-

ern Mediterranean bypass

route. The total number of

raptors observ'ed ranges Meditenanes-
Sea RIA

Jerusalem. JORDAN

tCako

GulPof
Aqaba

Above; The Israeli port city of

Elat Is bounded by the Red Sea

and the Edom Mountains.

I

ISRAEL

• Bat

SAUDI ARABIA |

Red
Sea



Birds traveling betweeri Africa, Europe, and Asia

find a land ofplenty at a continental crossroads.

By Reuven Yosef

I

from 316,000 to 604,000, most of which are Levant spar-

rowhawks, lesser spotted eagles, and honey buzzards.

In spring, an estimated three million raptors migrate up

through the Middle East. Honey buzzards (more than 500,000),

steppe buzzards (more than 300,000), Levant sparrowhawks (at

least 40,000), steppe eagles (at least 30,000), are the most numer-

ous, but some thirty other species come through in smaller num-

bers. The majority appear to cross at Elat. To date, migration sur-

veys have been conducted regularly only in Israel; the status of

birds of prey traveling through other countries of the region re-

mains vague.

At Elat, the surveys are conducted by the International Bird-

ing Center. In contrast to most hawk watch sites, here we see

many more raptors in spring. In fall, the birds are fresh from their

breeding grounds and do not stop to rest, but in spring, they

reach Elat after a 2,500-mile crossing over some of the most in-

hospitable terrain on earth. For many species, Elat is a welcome

oasis and a traditional staging point—a place to rest, feed, and put

on fat—before they continue their journeys to Europe and Asia.

Recently, biologist and raptor specialist WiUiam S. (Bill) Clark

and I established a full-scale raptor-banding operation at the Elat

Banding Station. This station, which has long been banding mi-

grant songbirds, is the only one of its kind in the Middle East.

The program has already given us valuable data on the birds ot

prey using the eastern Mediterranean flyway and is helping us

find out where they go after leaving Elat. Individual raptors

banded at Elat have been recovered 4,000 miles to the south in

South Africa and almost 2,400 miles to the north in central and

eastern Russia. All recoveries ofour banded Levant sparrowhawks

to date have come from their Eurasian breeding grounds, some

900 to 1,200 miles away, but the wintering grounds of these birds

remain a mystery. Similarly, marsh harriers, Montagu's harriers,

booted eagles, and black kites have been found in Eurasia.

At first, the large numbers of birds reported by Israeli survey-

ors were met with skepticism by many European ornithologists.

This was the case in 1982, when 89,000 lesser spotted eagles were

counted in central Israel; criticism only increased the following

year when the same survey found a record 142,000 of these birds.

The population estimates for this species (based on data from only

western Europe) had ranged from 844 pairs to 40,000 pairs. But

the cumulative consistency of the migration sur\'ey data suggests

that many pockets where raptors nest are yet to be discovered.

Russian ornithologists doubted the number of Levant spar-

More than thirty

species of birds of

prey rest and

refuel at Elat on

their way north

from Africa in

spring. Among

them are some

30,000 steppe

eagles (top),

40,000 Levant

sparrowhawks

(middle), and

lesser numbers of

imperial eagles

(bottom).

rowhawks reported at Elat until this past year, when they disco\'-

ered previously unknown breeding areas for these birds along the

Volga River. Migration surveys conducted at specific botdenecks

like Elat may prove to be a better indicator of raptor populations

than counts undertaken at the birds" breeding grounds, which al-

though widespread are often physicaDy remote or hard to reach

because of regional politics.

The Levant sparrowhawks, ha\-ing fed well on common tur-

dedoves and the occasional plump wading bird at the bird sanctu-

ary, take to the air as the first rays of da\\Ti reach over the Edom

Mountains. They will fly north along the Great Syrio-African

Paft Valley, then over some of the lowest places on the tace ot the

earth, the Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee. The sparrowhawks'

route continues into Lebanon and Syria and through the breadth

ofTurkey. In smaller groups, they vs.dll fan out on both sides ot tlie

Black Sea and reach their breeding grounds to the north, another

migration completed. In fall, they will head back to Africa, to-

gether with a new generation of Levant sparrowhawks.

Reiiveii Yosef is the director of the Iiiteriunioiuil Birdiiig Center at Elat.

For information on monitoring and baudino programs, write to Yosef at

IBCE, P.O. Box 774, Elat 88106. Israel.
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The PlaceWhereHawk
Watching: WasBorn

i

H awk Mountain, along one of the most

prominent flyways m eastern North Amer-

ica, is a place that some hawk watchers affec-

tionately call their "mecca." Even without

hawks, the vista at Hawk Mountam can take

your breath away, but this is also the site of

one ot the world's first and longest-running migration counts.

Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, about eighry-five miles northwest

ot Philadelphia, was founded in 1934 by conservationist Rosalie

Edge. During the 1920s and early 1930s, hawk shooting, rather

than hawk watching, was the preferred pastime at Hawk Moun-
tain. On peak migration days during the fall, hundreds of hawks

were killed, their dead bodies strewn among the rocks where they

fell. The ridgetop slaughter continued through 1932, when
Richard Pough, a Philadelphia photographer, took photos of piles

of dead and dying hawks atop the mountain lookout and sent

them to conservation groups throughout the northeast. The pho-

tos outraged Edge, who together with Pough and Willard Gibbs

Van Name, an associate curator at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History, raised $500 for a one-year lease and an option to buy

die i,400-acre property. Edge thus established the worid's first

sanctuary for birds ofprey and launched a process that culminated

in federal laws to protect aD raptors.

To stop the hawk shooting, Edge hired a young naturalist,

UPS AND DOWNS AT HAWK MOUNTAIN
Hawk watchers at

\ft *i n 111/ vwwiii^jfii nniin ii
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Maurice Broun, as the sanctuary's first curator. Broun

started the migration count in the fall of 1934, and in so

doing pioneered the method of censusing the hawks on a

consistent, daily basis. His vigorous public education pro-

grams inspired many marksmen to look to the skies with

binoculars rather than guns.

Hawk Mountain's North Lookout is an ideal spot for

viewing the fall migration of hawks on their way to destinations

that range from the southern United States to the grasslands of

Argentina. They converge on the spine-backed ridge to ride the

wind currents created along its slopes. Updrafts generated by

strong northwest winds following a cold front provide the best

weather conditions for hawk watching. At such times, the hawks

pul their winss in and hue the ridge.

Raptors demonstrate flight

maneuvers (from left to

right): A bald eagle

downstrokes in flapping

flight; an American kestrel

soars; a northern harrier

glides; and a peregrine

falcon pumps its wings to

hoist its kingfisher prey.

These four species are

among the regular fall

migrants at Hawk Mountain.
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Along Kittatinny Ridge in central Pennsylvania,

migrating birds ofprey have been censused

and celebratedfor sixty years. By Lanrie Goodrich

PENNSYl-VAMIf.

Hawk Mountain

Philadelphia •

MD.

VA. '

•New York
City

The migration count has continued annually since 1934, with

the exception of the war years 1943, 1944, and 1945. Sixteen

species of falcons, buteos, eagles, accipiters, and vultures are regu-

larly sighted. We usually count an average of 20,000 diurnal—or

day-flying—birds of prey between August 15 and December 15.

At the peak of the migration just after a cold front, one can ex-

pect to sight 1,000 or more hawks in one day. Mid-September,

early October, and early November are the three main migration

peaks. These correspond to the times when the three most abun-

dant species—broad-winged, sharp-shinned, and red-tailed

hawks—are passing through. The most popular migrants may be

eagles. Bald eagles come through in early September and Novem-

ber, and goldens in November.

The annual count provides an index ot long-term trends.

Many species declined dramatically during the 1960s and 1970s,

when use of organochlorine pesticides such as DDT was wide-

spread. Raptor numbers rebounded after DDT and associated

compounds were banned in the 1970s. Of the sixteen species

monitored at Hawk Mountain, ten have become more numerous

since that time. This increase has been especially pronounced tor

Cooper's and sharp-shinned hawks, ospreys, bald eagles, and

peregrine falcons.

More recently, we have seen declines in numbers of forest rap-

tors, including broad-winged, red-shouldered, and sharp-shinned

hawks. The as yet undetermined reasons for these trends may be

different for each species, but the counts have served as an early

warning system, signaling possible problems m the birds' winter-

ing or breeding ground habitats.

Of the birds of prey that have shown encouraging upward

trends over the long term, the most notable are ospreys, which

pass over Hawk Mountain from inland Canada and New England

and whose numbers have increased steadily from the 1930s to the

1990s. Not as affected by organochlorine pesticides as were

coastal ospreys, these inland ospreys increased in number perhaps

because of growing numbers of beavers. Ponds created by the

mammals provide more water's-edge nesting habitat for the fish-

eating osprey. In northern lake regions, maturing forests mean

better, bigger trees for nesting.

A few species, such as the red-tailed hawk, have been remark-

ably stable. A widespread, adaptable species, red-tails are at home

in a variety of habitats and acchmate well to environments altered

by humans. Red-tails migrate south in late October and No\em-

ber and form the mainstay of the late-season viewing. Whenever

a strong northwest wind chills the boulder-strewn mountain in

early November, a parade of red-tails will follow.

Laurie Goodrich is a senior luitiirdlist at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, a

nonprofit, tueinber-suppcrted organization. For more iiijorniation on

Hawk Mountain and its programs, write Hawk Moiiiitaiii Saiiauary,

RR2, Box 191. Keinpton, PA 19529.

K. Wheeler; VIREO R. J. Erwjn: Photo Researctiers. Inc Rob CurlJs: The Early Birder
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Tlie larqest autumn hawk niiorarioii in

tJie world is ably nioiiirored on a

makeshift tower and a rooftops in two

Mexican towns. By Jessica Maxwell

o n a map. Nonh America looks like a tor-

nado hung between the oceans. Nearlv

four thousand miles across from Alaska to

Nex\-foundland, it drills and narrows to

only iift\--one miles at the Panama Canal

before touching down on South American

soil. Heaw-bodied raptors naxigacing the continents, going north

in the spring, south for the \\-inter, have litde choice but to follow

the tunnel. They must conserve energv' to survive the flight. So

the SOO-mile coastal plain of the state of Veracruz, Mexico—^its

thermal updrafts rising like magic carpets between the mountains

and the gult—long ago became the fl^^vay ofchoice for more mi-

gratory raptors than anywhere else on earth.

The numbers are startling. Last faU. nearly 2 rrulhon broad-

v\Tnged hawks passed over this dry Up of Mexico's east coast, as

did 1 .5 million turkey vodtures, hundreds of thousands of Swain-

son's hawks, 50,000 iVlississippi kites, 3,000 kestrels, 2,000 sharp-

shinned hawks, and a scattering of other raptors—twentv' species

and more than 4 million birds in all. In the spring, the tally was

closer to 1 .4 million, still enough to darken the sky with what lo-

cals call the Rio de Rapaces—the 'TUver ofRaptors."

This phenomenon is, by all accounts, a natural wonder, one

the rest of the world is only now^ beginning to recognize, thanks

to the efforts of the fledgling Veracruz chapter of a conservation

organization called Pronatura, its dedicated young staff, and its

highly allergic, but unflagging, twenty-eight-year-old leader,

Ernesto Ruelas Inzunza. A national organization wath ofiices in

six states, Pronatura was founded in 1981 when, as Ernesto puts 1

it, "the need for a nongovernment organization working on con-

servation issues vv'as recognized." The first Veracruz ofiice was

founded in 1990 in Cordoba. Things didn't work out there, so

Ernesto and his associates moved the office to Xalapa (formerly
'

Jalapa), the states capital, built into the foothills of the Sierra

Madre. whose parallel mountain ranges define the central plateau.

OfficiaUv Ernesto Ruelas is executive director of Pronatura 's Ve-

racruz office, but he drove two hours in the heat on questionable

roads to meet my flight at the Veracruz airport.

Migration to this Mexican outpost is arduous, even in a jet.

Roughly following the path of a western Swainsons hawk, I flew
,

from Oregon to Los Angeles to Mexico City and on to the city o^

Veracruz. Then there was the long drive in the dark across the1

coastal plain and up through the foothills to Xalapa. All that was
j

visible weie the ghosdy bulkheads of nearby hills; the Gumby
forms of roadside cactuses, white in our headhghts; and the ruby

j

taiUights ofthe caravan of trucks we'd joined.

"This is one ofthe few highways in Mexico where the trucks]

pull over for the cars to pass," Ernesto irrformed me. This meant!

that every two minutes for the next two hours he would ride the

rear end ofthe vehicle in fiont ofus until it lumbered to the right.

Then, sniffling nervously, he w=ould lean back hard, stifien hisj

arms as if bracing for the worst, pull into the opposing lane, and 1

5. K. 'rtree;^ ViREO IV-.551ST: VISED
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push Pronatura's little Nissan pickup to overtake the

laboring truck before a driver came racing along ni

the opposite direction.

His tall, rangN' build and the sharp geometry of

his face give Ernesto Ruelas the look ofa handsome,

young Abe Lincoln with a crevvcut. By the time he

dropped me at my Xalapa hotel, I had a new appre-

ciation both for the raptors' fondness of the easy ride

on thermal updrafts and for the multitude of small

tasks environmental activists willingly perform to get

the big job done.

That sense was amplified at Pronatura's office the

next morning. It is housed in rsvo long, open rooms

of Xalapa's Museum of Science and Technology,

which donates the space to the organization. Just

outside, sounds of birds singing from a small, adja-

cent nature preserve rose up into the rain-washed

mountain air. But inside, the atmosphere was one ot

steady, deliberate work.

In the first room, three young men stared with rapt attention

at their respective computer screens. Biologists all, Ernesto, Ser-

gio Aguilar Rodriguez, and Octavio ("Tavo") Cruz Carretero

have been friends since childhood; the three of them met Jorge

Montejo Diaz, another member of the staff, in the School of Bi-

ology at the Universidad Veracruzana in Xalapa. In the other

room, Sandra L. Mesa Ortiz (Ernesto's wife) and her assistant,

Yumei Cabrera Carrasco (Tavo's fiancee), carefully constructed

papier-mache orbs—future hawk heads for hand puppets used in

Pronatura's education program.

Ernesto's desk was at the far end of the room. Notes and

memos feathered its surface; on one end was a phone that sang as

often as a robin in spring; on the other, a heavy nest of scientific

papers stood next to a Gatorade bottle filled with dead birds,

which Ernesto emptied onto his desk.

"This one is an orange-crowned warbler, " he said, pointing

to a clump of olive feathers with ants all over it. "It's a Neotropi-

cal migrant. This one is a resident hummingbird—a white-bellied

emerald. And this is a ruby-throated hummingbird, a migrant

Among the raptors likely to

be seen above Veracruz are,

from left to right, a Swain-

son's hawk, a peregrine

falcon, a Mississippi kite,

and a Cooper's hawk (shown

here enjoying a meal of

flicker). In fall, about 95

percent of the world's

population of Swainson's

hawks passes through this

coastal corridor.

Raptors converging at

Veracruz from all over

North America fly over

Totonalas Indian ruins at

Quiahuixtlan cemetery, at

the narrowest part of the

migration corridor.

Pacific

Mexico City • Veracruz

500 niiio^j

Rick Kline: The Early Birder

firom the northeastern United States. It winters south of Veracruz

in Central or South America . . . and it dies when it hits a win-

dow in Xalapa. That's the fate of some birds."

The staff has since affixed menacing hawk silhouettes to the

windows to remedy the situation. "It's better now," Ernesto said,

smiling. Then a shadow of concern flew across his face. "But

thousands of Swainson's hawks are dying in Argentina in the

pampas. They eat grasshoppers, and people spray the grasshoppers

with pesticides because they eat the crops."

On February 15, 1996, Toronto's Globe and Mail published a

story by Peter Whelan titled "Argentine Spray Kills Hawks from

Canada." The lead read: "Pesticides sprayed on tlelds in Argentina

are killing tens of thousands of wintering S\\ ainson's hawks that

nest on the Canadian prairies and the adjacent U. S. Great Plains."

The hawk kill was estimated at 20,000 birds.

Science writer Roger Di Silvestro reported the particulars in

the May/June 1996 issue oniitcnintioiial Wildlife. Satellite tracking

by U. S. Forest Service biologist Brian Woodbridge first revealed

the Swainson's hawk die-off in the fields of the pampas. Nearly all

North American adult Swainson's hawks winter there, and fully

95 percent of their diet is grasshoppers. In the past ten years re-

gional Eirmers switched to what Woodbridge calls "industrial

crops," specifically sunflowers, corn, and soybeans. Grasshoppers

eat these plants, so fanners began using an organophosphate pes-
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Puppets ate just one

part ofPronatura's

educdtiou prooram,

which reaches three

hundred children

each year. In

"Becoming a

Hawk," cJiildren

imagine tliey liave

feathers, wings, and

talons and can soar.

dcide called nionocrocophos. Organophosphates, developed as

nerve gases in Wodd War II, were later modified for use as pesti-

cides. The high toxicity of monocrotophos led United States

manufacturers to withdraw registration in the United States more

than a decade ago. Unfortunately, monocrotophos is especially

hard on raptors—less than a milligram can kiU an eagle—which

explains why Woodbridge believes spraying in the pampas may be

killing off 5 percent of the entire North American Swainson's

hawk population.

"And all ot them, with the exception of a small number that

overwinter in Florida, pass over Veracruz on the way to Ar-

gentina," Ernesto confirmed.

Therein lies the terrific importance ofPronatura's geographic

location and, therefore, its work. The coastal plain of Veracruz is

a window on the health of the North American raptor commu-
nity. As the land mass narrows, so does the Rio de Rapaces above it,

tightening and concentrating until it has the highest density of

migratory raptors in the world. The question is: How do you

protect them?

"Pronatura has a very wide mission statement," Ernesto con-

fessed. "Right now, we're working at different levels with four

programs.

"First is our Natural Areas program, where we focus on places

in Veracruz like Uxpanapa, which is the most important tract of

tropical rain forest left in the state. It has at least 600 species of

trees; mammals such as the tapir, jaguar, and howler and spider

monkeys; and 400 species of birds, including the ornate hawk

eagle, the black-and-white hawk eagle, the bicolored hawk, and

the keel-billed motmot, which is a bright green bird with blue on

its head and a long, hanging green tail it moves side-to-side like a

clock pendulum. It is endangered. Our strategy is to educate the

people to use the resources in that area wisely.

"Second is our Environmental Education program—Sandra is

director of that." Under her direction, the organization has pio-

neered highly effective original materials designed to reach coun-

try children and teachers where they live.

"At first we made brochures," Sandra told me as Ernesto

translated. "But they didn't work with rural people—there was

too much te.xt." So she and her staff decided "not to just give in-

formation but to reach their minds." The result is a brilliant set of

hands-on activities now enjoyed by six Veracruz elementary

schools and 300 students each year. There is the pesticide skit, in

which students play roles from the hawk and the grasshopper to

the farmer and the shopper. "The point is that pesticides travel,"

Sandra explained. "They get to your table. The hawk gets sick,

and what happens to the hawk is happening to you."

In "How Many Hawks Can Live Here?" some children play

mice and fewer play hawks. The hawk that can't catch a mouse is

"out." Hawk-counting field trips are always a highlight, as are the

"Visit of the Hawk," when Sergio comes to the classroom with

one of his falcom-y birds, and a thirty-minute visualization, "Be-

coming a Hawk," in which children imagine they are migrating

hawks riding the thermals, looking down on the land, escaping

poachers, soaring, and flying.



"Our third program is called Species in Peril," Ernesto contin-

ued. "It includes our monitoring of raptors and studies of native

endangered species."

But the centerpiece of Pronatura's efforts remains its Veracruz

River of Raptors program and the tedious counting and record-

ing of the raw numbers of raptors that pass overhead each year.

And so, Ernesto and I headed back east across the coastal plain in

the little white pickup to examine the hawk-counting sites he

and his staff have so carefully located.

"Our River of Raptors project is a joint effort between our

Species in Peril program and our Environmental Education pro-

gram," Ernesto said as the truck bounded firom one pothole to the

next. "We started the raptor monitoring and education project

because we were really interested in it, and also because we were

helped by people in the United States: Hawk Mountain Sanctu-

ary in Pennsylvania and HawkWatch Internationa] in Utah. They

helped since the very, very beginning: the training of people,

fund-raising, equipment gathering—so many things. I was

trained at HawkWatch by Steve HofSnan himself."

Both HofEiian, the dynamic founder of Hawk-

Watch International, and Laurie Goodrich, se-

nior naturalist at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary,

were aware of the Veracruz raptor migration.

"They were both interested in finding someone

to do a migration study here," Ernesto ex-

plained. "Like me," he added with a shy smile.

In 1989, while they were stUl in school, Hoffinan invited

Ernesto and Sergio to work with him banding hawks in Nevada's

Goshute Mountains. Since then, six Pronatura staffmembers have

been trained in the States by Hoffman or Goodrich.

The terrain we were traveling through was becoming flatter

and drier. We were clearly out of the mountains.

"Xalapa means 'spring in the sand,' " Ernesto offered.

"Why not 'summer'?" I asked, sweating already.

"No, a spring," he explained, "like water. Xalapa is at 4,600

feet above sea level. It's cooler. You will notice the change as we

cross the coastal plain."

"It wiU get warmer?" I asked, alarmed.

"It win get hot," Ernesto declared flatly. "And the heat, that's

what creates the thermals."

Thermals are broad columns of rising hot air. As the strong

gulf sun glares upon the coastal lowlands, the warming earth in

turn warms the air, which tends to rise straight up in a column.

"When it reaches a certain altitude, it cools down again and

then fades," Ernesto explained, "but then a second one is being

formed somewhere. Thermals are formed in many places at once,

so when the power fades in one, flying raptors locate the next one

to get a hft."

The landscape had taken an unexpected turn. Instead of the

usual scalped vistas of pastureland and farm, shaggy vegetation

began to appear.

"See, on the left side there is a big patch of tropical dry forest,"

Ernesto instructed. "Mostly acacias, Palo niulato, cocuite, some

cactuses, primavera—it has colorful yeUow flowers

—

Higtiera, a

short oak, and many species of legumes.

"You see, all this used to

be tropical dry forest. It was

the only area on the gult

slope that originally had it.

The rest had rain forest, like

in Uxpanapa. Now most is

pasture. Some land, like this

part, is stiU original dry for-

est, some is secondary

growth, but here secondary

growth is good habitat tor

birds."

Cooper's hawks, sharp-

shinned hawks, and some fal-

Pronatura staffers inspect a

deforested hillside at Cerro

Gorda in Veracruz. This was

once a roosting site for

migrating birds in spring.
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Work That Counts iii«"

By Ernesto R h e I a s I n z u n z a

After sunset, I finally have time to sit peacefUly and tell

my friend Jeros, who is new to hawk watching, the

story of the discovery of the River of Raptors.

It is the end of a long day ofwatching and counting birds of

prey in the small town of Chichicaxtle in the state of Veracruz,

Mexico, At eight this morning, as Jeros and I cHmbed the ob-

servation tower, about forty-five Swainson's hawks were just

taking off from the nearby canyon where they had spent the

night. Shortly afterward, we saw hundreds ofthem turning cir-

cles in the thermal columns of hot air, effordessly gaining alti-

tude. By eleven, the Swainson's had joined smaller numbers of

broad-winged hawks and turkey vultures, forming long streams

of migrants. Such large flocks, totaling more than 20,000 birds

at times, can take up to thirty minutes to pass overhead. Re-

sembling myriad moving organisms in a plankton sample, the

raptors fiUed our binoculars' field of view. We watched the

avian river continue north untH it disappeared.

Each spring and fall, the spectacle of raptor migration fiUs

the skies of Veracruz in eastern Mexico as the birds funnel

through a narrow geographic corridor and above our monitor-

ing stations at Chichicaxtle

and Cardel. This bottleneck is

formed where the Mexican

central volcanic belt reaches

the Gulf ofMexico and almost

cuts the lowlands of the coastal

plain in two. The topography

and atmospheric conditions of

the lowlands provide birds of

prey and many other migrants

with the conditions needed for

migrating with the least ex-

penditure of energy: tail winds

and warm thermal updrafts.

Among the migrating raptors

are turkey vultures; ospreys;

swallow-tailed, Mississippi, and plumbeous kites; northern har-

riers; sharp-shinned. Cooper's, Harris's, red-shouldered, broad-

winged, Swainson's, zone-tailed, and red-tailed hawks; and fal-

cons, including kestrels, merlins, and peregrines. The

migrations of a tew other species—hook-biUed kites, golden

eagles, and ferruginous hawks—are less well documented in

Veiscruz and are currently being studied. Five species of swal-

lows, scissor-tailed flycatchers, white-winged and mourning

doves, wood storks, white pelicans, cormorants, and white-

Ernesto Ruelas Inzunza,

above left, and Hector

Lopez Pale watch for late-

day migrants near their

banding station. Hawk

counter John Haskell, left,

estimates numbers of birds

in a passing stream of

broad-winged hawks at the

observation station at

Cardel.

faced and white ibises are also

among the Hst of more than 220

species of migratory birds

recorded at Veracruz. In fall, the

count totals range between 2.5

million and 4 million birds, the

highest count anywhere in the

world, as birds journeying from

eastern, central, and western

North America converge here in

Veracruz.

After five in the evening, when

the temperature dropped down to

82° F and the thermals ceased to form, the pace slowed. Now I

can respond in more detail to Jeros 's question about the discov-

ery of the River of Raptors. I read him a paragraph written in

the spring of 1897 by ornithologist Frank M. Chapman, of the

American Museum of Natural History: "On April 6 and 16,

flights of hawks—I was unable to determine the species—were

observed passing northward, exceeding in number any migra-

tion of these birds I have before seen." Almost a hundred years

passed before bird counts were organized at Veracruz and

Chapman's statements were borne out. Yet as long as these low-

lands have been inhabited, the migration must have been seen

and accepted by the local inhabitants as an autumn phenome-

non. I conclude by telling my friend that perhaps the River of

Raptors has always been known. And, he adds, admired.

Ernesto Ruelas Inzunza is the executive director of Protiatnra, a con-

servation organization in Veracruz, Mexico.



cons overwinter in Veracruz or feed there during migration.

When trees are scarce, they are forced to roost in steep canyons or

even in mango or banana trees. This makes them especially vul-

nerable to poachers, who trap and sell raptors for the equivalent

of a few dollars, and to exposure to chemicals.

"The farmers are very curious and very open," Ernesto as-

sured me. "They know where the roost sites are and who's shoot-

ing or trapping birds illegally. But they are still cutting the sides of

the hills to plant corn."

"Why?"

"Because they've burned the rest of the land, and it has lost

most of its nutrients. They can use it only four or five years."

To our right lay a large stretch of blackened earth.

"See, they burn to clear it. It kills many of the living things in

the soil—the nitrogen fixers—and changes its chemical balance.

Some of us work with the farmers, with what they do to the

habitat. We're also trying to stop the direct persecution of birds.

People don't hke raptors because some kiE chickens. We need to

Ruth Lobato cares

for a parrot rescued

from poachers and

given to herfor

safekeeping.

"Ruth's two sons

come every day

when we count

hawks here. They

have great eyes;

better eyes than any

a careful investigation into how they could most effectively ap-

proach the local farmers with habitat concerns. This is considered

a key element in their overall strategy.

"Our formal work with the farmers will begin this fall,"

Ernesto told me solemnly.

We had arrived at a town called Rinconada. "The world cap-

ital of tacos," Ernesto announced. "Well, tacos and flat tires," he

added, laughing. "It's the main business here." He honked and

waved to several women standing behind the counter of one

pink, open-air cafe. "We always eat there," he said.

The town of Tamarindo was next, then Chichicaxtle.

"This is where we are going," Ernesto said. Soon we were

dipping along a dirt side road in a cloud ot beige talcum toward a

wooden shack.

"That is Ruth's house," Ernesto said with affection. "Ruth

Lobato. She and her husband have two daughters and two sons.

Ruth has no money, but every time we come here to count

hawks she brings us food. And she won't take any money tor it.

of US."

educate them—the people, not the raptors," Ernesto laughed,

"but we have very hmited funds to do this."

As with most conservation organizations, funding for

Pronatura remains a patchwork of grants and donations. Ninety

percent of the money comes from the United States, the leading

donors being the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, the

U. S. Agency for International Development (USAID), the John

D. and Catherine T MacArthur Foundation, and the Wildlife

Preservation Trust International. In order to best use their limited

flinds for on-the-ground education, Pronatura staffers conducted

Her two sons come evei^y day when we count ha\\-ks. They have

great eyes! Better eyes than any of us, and they know ho\\' to

identify birds. Julio, he's really good. His family is too poor to pay

for college, but after he's done with high school. I would love to

help him. I could train him at Pronatura and let him live with us

in my house."

Ernesto parked in the scant shade of an acacia not tar ti-om

Ruth's house. By the time we climbed out of the truck, Ruth was

waiting to greet us. Tiny, rounci-beUied. clove-skinned and mod-

est, she gave a cheerflil nod as Ernesto explained my presence.
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Spring at Snake River

Kestrel! American

kestrel! Right

here!" Steve

HofBnan's big voice

drilled through the ambi-

ent noise of the bus like a

New York paper vendor's.

In a wingbeat, every head

snapped left. A raptor

conservationist and the

founder of the Utah-

based HawkWatch Inter-

national, Hoffinan had

given us a thorough rap-

tor identification slide

show the night before.

Now here the small falcon was, balanced like a single blue note

on a staff of passing power Hne. It seemed like a minor miracle,

until you consider that we were in southwest Idaho driving

through the Snake River Birds of Prey National Conservation

Ai-ea (the NCA), the 485,000-acre home of the densest con-

centration of nesting raptors in North America. Some ofthem

had passed through Veracruz earher in the season, specks high

in the sky. But here you can see them close up as they scan the

territory from telephone poles, hunt in the fields, and attend to

their young—the heart of their springtime activities.

Birders from all over the country had signed up for this

tour, one ofseventy such outings offered each spring by White-

water Shop River Tours in Kuna, Idaho, seventeen miles south-

west of Boise and three miles north of the NCA proper. The

idea was to motor across its plateau, birding as we went, then

boat down eight miles of the Snake River, eighty rrules of

which cuts a deep incision through the lower edge of the

NCA; on the 700-foot clifis, eagles, hawks, and falcons nest.

It's a remarkable set-aside, this wide piece of aeoHan desert.

Congress gave the NCA permanent status in 1993, thanks to

the efforts ot many local supporters, including our tour guide,

Morley Nelson. Falconer, award-winning documentary fdm-

maker, and soil scientist, Morley surely ranks as the longest-

haul raptor advocate on record. Now nearly eighty, he still

keeps an aviary fiiU of rehabilitated raptors in his own backyard.

"The ke\ to this place is 10,000-years-worth of wind-blown

soil, three to four feet deep." Morley announced. "That gives

ibwnseiids ground squirrels and jack rabbits protection, and

that's your prey base." And that is what makes the NCA the su-

perb raptor nursery' that it is. Some 800 pairs rear their young

The cliffs of the canyon

carved by the Snake River

are a raptor nursery where

800 pairs of birds of prey

raise their young.

here each spring: golden

eagles; red-tailed, ferrugi-

nous, and Swainson's

hawks; northern harriers;

American kestrels; barn,

great-horned, western

screech, burrowing, long-

eared, short-eared, and

David Muench northcm saw-whet owls,

as well as 160 pairs of prairie falcons, whose population is oth-

erwise depressed.

"Harrier on the left!" Steve Hofirnan's natural buUhorn

voice sounded. "See the white rump patch? He's got a mouse."

Soon afterward, Hoffinan spotted a young Swainson's atop a

telephone pole.

The bus driver pulled over to give us a better look. The bird

watched us closely as we filed onto the road, then soared di-

rectly over our heads. A little later we spotted two more Swain-

son's hovering above a field on the right.

The morning passed in a stunning series of sightings. Red-

tailed hawks on fence posts; a mated pair of Swainson's hawks

in a tree beside a wheat farm, the female with a nest twig in her

mouth; a male kestrel hovering. Later we stopped to observe a

known red-tailed hawk nest.

"They've been coming here for nine years," Steve Guinn,

of Whitewater Shop River Tours, explained.

After trundling through tracts of sage, the bus turned

sharply, and the Snake River Canyon opened like a red-violet

secret passage in front of us. Soon we were at the bottom of it,

riding upstream with the wind in a barge of a raft in water that

was the gray of a young Cooper's hawk's eyes.

It was a glorious trip, bracketed by those elegant columnar

basalt walls festooned with the tricky stick-work ofraptor nests,

one after another for eight river miles. Mosdy they belonged to

golden eagles. According to Morley, eagles have been returning

to these cliffs "since long before the days of King Arthur." Like

the Veracruz flyway, the Snake Paver Canyon is an ancient

landmark in the hfe story of these raptors, timeless nesting

grounds at the end of the migratory path.

—

-J.
M.
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then shook my hand with both of hers. They felt Hke warm

leather. As we left her to walk to the counting site, I asked

Ernesto if the local people—people like Ruth who have lived on

this land for generations—understand the significance of the mi-

gration the way she does.

"Do they recognize the Paver of Raptors?"

Ernesto shook his head. "They've always been aware of the

hawks, but, no, the people don't know how special they are, and

this is also part of our education objectives."

The Chichicaxtle counting site was next to a

five-acre dirt rectangle that doubled as a base-

ball diamond and football field for the neigh-

boring secondary school. Children's gleeful

shrieks drifted over from the west. Fifteen miles

to the north, the hiUs of Sierra de Manuel Diaz

wavered in the heat like a holographic crown. Ernesto explained

that on this spot, every fall they erect a metal, jungle-gym-like,

ten-foot tower platform from which to conduct their hawk

counts. In the fall, there are fewer thermals, so the birds are con-

centrated closer to the coast and fly at lower altitudes, making

them easier to count than in spring, when their migration corri-

dor is some forty miles wide. Overcast autumn days are also much

softer on the eyes than the bright hght of spring, which explains

why, this year, spring counts were discontinued. Still, it must be

numbing work, even once a year: staring for weeks on end at the

tiny black shapes endlessly passing above you.

"When you're counting, you can't use your mind for anything

but concentrating on that same oval of sky," Ernesto said. "At the

end of the season when you're tired, you can't see the birds.

When you look at the sky you see a bunch of color specks that

just disappear—the kids are pointing the birds out to you."

The River of Raptors also runs in uncertain currents.

"When we have very few birds, we count one by one. If we

have flocks coming, the observer has to decide quickly if he

thinks the birds have to be counted by ones, fives, or tens. If it's a

very big flock we start counting by tens with a hand-chcker,"

Ernesto explained, miming the activity with his right thumb. "It's

a column you keep following. You never get to the end."

The majority ot the counts are estimations. Experiments have

shown that most of Pronatura's counters actually underestimate

bird numbers. "But now we have observers with two or three

years' experience, and they are more precise every time."

At the moment, accuracy in counting was absolute: there

were no raptors passing overhead whatsoever. A half hour earher

the sky had gone pewter with coastal haze, and the air wasn't

nearly as warm as Ernesto had expected.

"Too cool for thermals," he explained. "The hawks probably

won't move at all."

Our last stop was the Uttle coastal city of Cardel, home of

Pronatura's main hawk-counting station, located on the roof of a

modest five-story inn called Hotel Bienvenidos.

"It's the tallest building in town," Ernesto said as he sprinted

up the stairs to the roof. "And the owner likes the ecotourism we

bring him." So much so that his logo now includes the gracefiii

shape of a Mississippi kite.

The roof was unremarkable—square, flat-topped, and punc-

tuated by the usual collection of vents. The Gulf ofMexico lay to

the east. Chimneys truncated

the northeastern horizon,

and to the northwest, smoke

from a sugarcane processing

plant spoke in black tongues

to the Neotropical sky.

Nonetheless, Ernesto smiled,

opened his arms Barbra

Streisand-style, and an-

nounced: "This is the best

place to watch hawks in the

whole world." Indeed, pere-

A local bird expert, Pedro Mota.

helps Pronatura in Its work with

endangered endemic birds. He

maintains cages for endangered

partridges in his home.
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grine falcons from as far north as Alaska, Mississippi kites from

the southern plains, sharp-shinned and Cooper's hawks from east

of the Rockies, and Swainson's and broad-winged hawks from

the Canadian prairies all pass over this remote Mexican town.

There are other raptor botdenecks on the planet, but none are

known to have more birds of prey than Veracruz, especially after

the bonanza count of four million last tall.

This underscores the critical importance of Pronatura's raptor-

monitoring program, which, if Ernesto and his staff have their

way, will soon find a home in a new bird observatory and educa-

tional center here in Cardel.

"This IS the Rio La Antigua," he pointed out as we crossed an

abandoned piece of riverfront property' just minutes from the

Hotel Bienvenidos. "It is one of the most important rivers in cen-

tral Veracruz. There, on the other side where that sugarcane field

is, that's the land we want to buy for the observatory."

It was a beautiful site, a big, green, bell-shaped place that fol-

lowed the corresponding deep bend in the river there.

"We are waiting right now to hear if the National Fish and

wood storks—even a black vulture—but no soaring hawks. Then

I saw them. "There!" I all but yelled. "The River of Raptors!"

Ernesto looked out his window at the sky, then laughed.

"Well, maybe a little stream," he said politely.

There above us, just left of a deHcate day-for-night crescent

moon, was a small flock of a dozen or so broad-winged hawks.

Behind them, according to Ernesto, were four Swainson's. The

only way to tell them apart at that distance was by their form.

Swainson's were larger. The smaller broad-wings flew with flat

and, of course, wider wings. Both species had the short broom

tails of the genus Buteo, and both soared so effortlessly that the

forward thrust impUed in the very word "migration" was called

into question. Their unhurried grace made me wish for a gHder

to fly in beside them to feel what they were feeHng.

"I have," Ernesto ventured when I voiced my wish, "in a

dream. I had moved into my brother's apartment because I had

given my own room to a friend fi-om Hawk Mountain who had

come down, and I dreamed that the space between my brother's

bed and mine widened until it became a canyon. Then there were

Ernesto Ruelas and

a colleague survey

land that Pronatura

hopes to buy

as the site of a new

raptor center.

According to

Ruelas: "We are

going to ask Ruth

and herfamily to he

the caretakers.

"

li

|[

Wildlife Foundation will give us $75,000 to buy the property.

Then we'll have to raise $60,000 in matching funds. If we do,

then we are going to ask Ruth and her family to be our caretak-

ers. It will give them a good job and a good place to live, and they

are people you can trust with your eyes closed."

The afternoon had warmed considerably by the time we
headed back to Xalapa. I had kept an eye on the empty sky all day,

hoping to ^vitness some small portion of the spring migration. We
had seen swifts sv/arming in a roadside arroyo, a scissor-taUed fly-

catcher on a fence post, great-tailed grackles, white pelicans, and

hawks—many hawks—migrating through the canyon, and I

watched them pass by, right in front ofmy face, right at eye level."

EPILOGUE: In May of this year, Pronatura received word fi-om

the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation that (with fiands pro-

vided by a cooperative program with USAID) it had been

awarded the money to create a permanent bird observatory and

continue its education program. They are now trying to raise the

necessary matching funds. For information, write Pronatura,

A. C, Apartado Postale 399, Xalapa, Veracruz, Mexico, 91000.



y on Saint

Martin-Sint Maarten, a Caribbean

island shared by the French and

the Dutch.
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THIS LAND/SAiNT MARTIN-SIN T MAARTEN

Bay Watch
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Forming the eastern boundary

of the Caribbean Sea, the

Lesser Antilles extend in a

1 ,000-niile-long sweep from

the Virgin Islands m the north

to Aruba in the south. Many

of these small oceanic islands

are purely volcanic—several

stiU have active volcanoes

—

while others have a more

complex geological origin.

The most conspicuously vol-

canic are those in the arc from

Saba to Grenada: they have rugged, mountainous terrains, with

high peaks in the interior. Lying northeast of these is a group of

islands that are not mountainous, although some do have high

hnis. All are capped with marine sediments, mostly Umestone,

exposed as the islands were uplifted from beneath the sea.

One of these limestone islands belongs to two nations, hav-

ing been peacefully divided in 1648. The southern half, a Dutch

possession, is called Sint Maarten, while the northern half. Saint

Martin, is part of the French department of Guadeloupe. The

low, flat, western end is occupied by Simpson Bay Lagoon; a

Hiirricniie-daiiia^ed trees border Guana Bay.

range of high, steep hills cuts

diagonally across the rest of the

island; and all around the shore

are numerous bays, each with

its own white sand beach.

During the past forty years,

the development of Saint Mar-

tin-Sint Maarten as a popular

Caribbean resort destination

has taken a heavy toll on the

natural features of the island,

but a few gems remain. The

central hiUs around 1,378-foot

Paradise Peak (the island's

highest point) still offer a

glimpse of forest, Cupecoy Beach beyond the southwest corner

of Simpson Bay Lagoon lies beneath picturesque low cUffs, and

the roadless area adjacent to Marcel Cove at the north end, of the

island is practically unfrequented. One bay that is both free of

development and accessible by road is Guana Bay, east of the Sint

Maarten capital of Philipsburg.

To reach Guana Bay, you follow Sucker Garden Road, just

east of Salt Pond, and take an immediate right on a steep wind-

ing road that climbs over Naked Boy HOI, then drops rather pre-

cipitously to the bay. At the foot of the hill, the road forks, with

|Two similar-looking

grasses that trail over the sandy

beach are both locaUy referred

to as crab grass. Known
botanically as Paspahmi dis-

tichuiu and Sporobolus mrginicus,

they are totally different from

the common crab grass that

invades lawns throughout

much of the United States,

but they do grow on the

sandy ocean and gulf beaches

in the southeast. Also com-

mon is Philoxeriis vermicularis, a

member of the pigweed fam-

ily. It has a red. stem, dense

white flower heads, and ob-

long, succulent leaves. An-

other creeping succulent is

seaside samphire, with

branched reddish or yellowish

stems and solitary pink or pur-

ple flowers.

Vt'll'l'llifi Crawling over

the sand is seaside yam, a

rather stout vine also known

as goat's-foot yam (its leaves,

which grow up to four inches

long, are notched and resem-

ble a cloven hoof). This is a

type of morning-glory, with

two-mch-long purple flowers.

Often growing with the yam

are a few other creeping wild-

flowers such as frog-fruit, with

square stems and purplish

flowers, and Pectis humifusa,

with small, yellow, daisylike

heads. Pectis is called duck-

weed in the Tropics, but it is

not related to the familiar

floating duckweed.

liSQSSSi^rhe plant to

avoid is manchineel, a small

tree that contains an extremely

virulent whitish sap. Nasty

blisters to the skin may result

from contact with any part of

the plant, including the truit.

17/1/ ciicimiber

which looks like a small yel-

low apple tinged with pink.

The dominant plant is sea

grape, with its nearly circular,

leathery leaves; smooth,

blotchy gray bark; and hang-

ing clusters of small, purple

fruits. The plant is not a grape,

however, but a member of the

smartweed family. Other

woody plants are French cot-

ton, a shrub in the milkweed

family; fat pork, with small,

roselike white flowers and ed-

ible purple-red fruits up to

one-and-one-half inches in

diameter; and seaside sage, a

plant with hairy, gray-green

leaves that is a nonpoisonous

member of the same family as
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the right fork leading to a small parking area.

Guana Bay lies on the windward side of the

island and receives its share of crashing Atlantic

waves. The white sand beach, seldom crowded,

has large barren patches, but several grasses and

succulents are adapted to survive the tide, salt

spray, and shifting sands. All these plants creep

across the ground, often temporarily anchored by

horizontal rhizomes just beneath the surface.

The sand drains rapidly; what little water is re-

tained is about 5 percent salt (in comparison, sea

water is about 3.5 percent salt).

On the landward side of the beach are low

dunes where the sand has built up around an-

chored plants. Rooting in the sand and crawling

over the ground is seaside yam, a type ot morn-

ing-glory. As this species grows and spreads, dead roots and other

organic materials accumulate, improving the soil's supply of nu-

trients and ability to hold water.

Farther inland, more stable dunes lie over a water table about

six feet below the surface. Here the water is less than one percent

salt because it comes mainly from seepage from the inland hills.

Trees and shrubs grow up to twenty teet tall in this rather open

dune forest. Many of the woody plants were killed when Hurri-

cane Luis hit the island in September 1995, but the vegetation is

already showing signs of recovery. The dominant species is sea

grape, a small tree typical of seashores throughout the North

American tropics. Also in the dune forest is manchineel, a small

tree more allergenic than poison ivy. A member of the spurge

family, manchineel can be recognized by its shiny, elliptical.

SAINT MARTIN -

SINT MAARTEN

^0

S3,

X^

SAINT MARTIN
(French West Indies) Marcel^

SINT MAARTEN
(Netherlands Antilles)

Miles

Cole V'.
Bay

^ 1 Great
Bay

Philij^burg

1

sharp-tipped leaves, which have a small, dark red, poison-secret-

ing gland where the leaf stalk joins the leaf blade.

If you walk from the beach through the dune forest, you will

quickly find yourself back on the road. To reach a different habi-

tat, follow the road back to the parking lot, south of which you

win find a rocky slope with a dry thorn scrub bushland. The

most conspicuous plants are several kinds of cactus, including the

squat, barrel-shaped Turks-head, which has a spherical red

crown. A stony trail of sorts chmbs to the top of the slope,

where a spectacular view of Guana Bay unfolds before you.

Robert H. Mohlenbwck, professor emeritus ofplant biolaj^Y "' Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States nationalforests and other parklands.

Mdllllliliccl

manchineel. Also found in the

dune forest is wild cucumber,

or West Indian gherkin, a

nonnative vine.

Dry thorn scrub bushland

Growing along with the col-

orful Turk's-head cactus,

which dots the slopes above

Guana Bay as far as you can

see, is a tall, slender, columnar

cactus (genus Lcmairoccrcus)

that resembles the organ pipe

cactus of the southwestern

United States and Mexico.

The flat, padlike stems of a

prickly pear species also ap-

pear here and there.

Among the many other

plants are sweetbrier, purple

caper, fake holly, and slipper

flower. Sweetbrier, a thorny

acacia, is very prickly and

bears small, rounded clusters

ofyellow flowers and very

slender pods. Purple caper

(which also goes by the name

of black wiUow) has flowers

with green sepals, four light-

Turk 's-hcad

purple petals, and about

twenty' pollen-producing sta-

mens on long stalks. Its long,

slender pods are red on the in-

side. False holly, which is ac-

tually in the sumac family, has

spiny-toothed leaflets that

look like miniature American

holly leaves. Slipper flower, a

spurge, bears a cluster of half-

inch-long blooms, each

shaped like an elf's shoe.

For visitor information write:

Sint Maarten Tourist Office

675 Third Avenue, Suite 1806

New York, NY 10017

(212) 953-2084

and

French West Indies Tourist

Board

610 Fifth Avenue

New York, NY 10020

(212)757-1125
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CELESTIAL EVENTS

The Demon Star

By Joe Rao

For more than a century, the

star Algol was known to vary

markedly in brightness every

three days or so. But not until

1782 was the phenomenon ex-

plained by astronomerJohn

Goodricke, a deaf mute, who

reahzed that the star is really a

pair of stars orbiting a common

center of gravity, and that when

the dimmer of the two crosses

in front of the other, the hght

from Algol appears to fade.

Goodricke had identified the

first "eclipsing binary." Today,

some 24,000 eclipses later, the

periodic changes of this star remain a fascinating sight for those

who know what to look for and when. Because the eclipse takes

nine hours and forty minutes, the entire performance can be

seen in a single night when the tiixiing is right. This October,

the echpse, which occurs every sixty-eight hours, forty-eight

minutes, and fifty-six seconds, will coincide with three nights.

Algol rhythm: Three nights this month, one star in this binary pair can

be seen edipsing the other.

Algol will be at its minimum

brightness on the 10th, at 4:2§

A.M.; the 13th, at 1:17 A.M.

and the 15th, at 10:06 P.M. (;

times are given in eastern day-

light saving time)

.

Algol (derived from Arabii

words meaning "the demon's

head") is in Perseus, visible

low in the northeast sky at

dusk and almost directly over-

head at about 2:00 A.M., local

time. Normally, it is 3.3 times

brighter than during the peak

of the eclipse and is virtually

the same brightness as the

nearby star Hamal in Aries. At

its dimmest, Algol is equal to

Alpha, one of three stars that make up the Triangulum. By com-

paring the variable star with these two, you can gauge the

progress of the echpse. Two hours before the predicted mini-

mum, start checking Algol's brightness occasionally. It is at mini-

mum for about twenty minutes—as the large, dim star passes

across the smaller, bright one—then gradually returns to normal.

The Sky in October

ISB&SSI IS weU placed for

observing during the first ten

days of the month because of

the steep angle of the ecHptic

relative to the eastern horizon.

In the morning twilight

(about forty-five minutes be-

fore sunup) it is low in the

east, far below and off to the

left of Venus. On the 3d,

Mercury reaches greatest

elongation, 17.9 degrees firom

the Sun.

»^ffi3i in Leo, is stiU the

brightest "morning star" and

will remain so all autumn. It

rises about three hours before

the sun, and stands about 35

degrees above the southeastern

horizon at sunrise. But dawn

skywatchers will notice that it

is gradually sinking and be-

coming dimmer. On the 3d, it

passes a mere 0.2 degrees

south of the first-magnitude

star Regulus.

L'/iiitti rises between 2:00 and

2:30 A.M., local daylight time,

all month and brightens

shghtly to magnitude 1.3. On
the morning of the 29th, it sits

1.2 degrees above Regulus in

Leo. The two bodies will ap-

pear almost identical in

brightness, but the differences

in color are accentuated by

their proximity; Regulus is

bluish white and Mars an or-

ange-yellow. Mars and Regu-

lus win appear similar

brightness.

m

iiiiiuad is the prominent

bright object just west of the

meridian at dusk. It sets about

11:30 P.M., local daylight time,

on the 1st and about ninety

minutes earlier by the end of

the month. On the evening of

the 17th, the gibbous crescent

Moon will be well to the west

(right) ofJupiter, and on the

next night, it will be well off

to its east (left).

*'^"""" in Pisces, shines in

the east at sunset and sets be-

fore the onset of morning

twilight. On the night of the

23d, it wiU be the brightest

object near the waxing gib-

bous Moon.

i™"™"* reaches last quar-

ter on the 4th at 8:04 A.M.,

EDT, and is new on the 12th

at 10:11 A.M., EDT; first quar-

ter occurs on the 19th at 2:09

P.M., EDT; and the hunter's

moon comes on the 26th at

10:14 A.M., EDT.

Daylight saving time ends for

most of the country on the

27th, the last Sunday of the

month. Set your clocks back

one hour.

Joe Rao is a kctwer at the Ameri-

can Musewn-Hayden Planetarium.
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Knowledge
Is Its Own
Rew\rd.
There is no substitute for learning, nor for the personal satisfaction and enrichment

that education offers. With eight separate interdisciplinary courses of study, the

Liberal Studies Master of Arts Program at Columbia University encourages learning

for its own sake.

Students avoid narrow specialization while developing their understanding of an area,

culture, or historical period through study in the arts, humanities, and social sciences.

You may attend full-time or part-time during the autumn, spring or summer terms.

American Studies

A Ancient Studies

A East Asian Studies

A Islamic Studies

A Jewish Studies

A Medieval Studies

A Modern European Studies

A South Asian Studies

For more information and a brochure,

cai, 212-854-9383
Liberal Studies M.A. Programs

1 09A Low Memorial Library

Mail Code 4307

Columbia University

New York, NY 10027-7017

liberalstudiesma@columbia.edu

Fax: (212) 854-4912

For information concerning

other Graduate School M.A.

programs, call 212-854-8)20.

LIBERAL STUDIES

Columbia University
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Columbia University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution
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TRAVEL AND READING

Where to See the Raptors
Wings Over East Asia paoc 44

Birders who would like to watch raptor migration from the

Lotus Hills of Beidaihe, China, have the option of taking an ar-

ranged tour or visiting this seaside resort on their own. Not

speaking Chinese should not be a deterrent ifyou stay at a hotel

such as the Jin Shan, where at least one member of the staff

speaks EngUsh or an interpreter can be hired. Although the first

half ofMay is favored

by visiting birders,

greater numbers of

raptors, especially pied

harriers, may be seen

in fall, particularly

after a cold front

passes. At the two

Lotus Hill sites, raptor

migration is likely to

be heavier in the early

part of the day. One

site, on a southeastern

hiU, has somewhat ob-

scured views to the

west and northwest;

Common cranes the other, on a rocky

outcrop west of the main hill, is partly blocked to the east. The

latter site is better for viewing raptors in fall, when the birds pass

along the coastal plain.

An Oasis in Elat uaoc 46

Elat, a popular resort and Israel's only port on the Red Sea, is an

excellent place for viewing raptor migration. An oasis for more

than 280 bird species, Elat's saltmarshes have diminished in re-

cent years as the city has expanded. Dedicated to the preserva-

tion of this vital habitat and the study of the migrating birds'

changing needs, the International Birdwatching Center at Elat

invites birders and students to participate in its work. The center

also leads half- or fiiU-day tours from February 1 5 through May

30 (including a visit to a banding station). In Elat, migration is

more spectacular in spring than in fall, and the center sponsors

an annual spring-migration festival m late March.

The Place Where Hawk Watching Was Born pinif 48

If you hve in the northeastern Umted States, you do not have to

travel far to find an ideal spot from which to view the fall hawk

migration. Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, on the easternmost ridge

of Pennsylvania's Appalachian Mountains, is just a day trip from

New York, Washington, or Philadelphia.

I

Beidaihe, China

VVhen to go: Fall inigration runs

from mid-August to late No-

vember; spring migration from

late February through May.

How to get there: Beidaihe is

reachable by dram from Beijmg.

For more information: For bird-

mg in Beidaihe, contact Mar-

. iicsiluigs

tin Wilhams, 1/F 15, Siu

Kwai, Cheung Chau Island,

Hong Kong, tel. 852-981-

3523. For general advice on

visiting Beidaihe, contact Dr.

Xu Weishu, Apartment 1-1-

302, Beijing Commission for

Science and Technology, Bali-

zhuang, Haidian District,

100037, Beijing, China.

U-lien to go: Fall migration

takes place from late August

through mid-October; spring

migration from March

through May.

Hoiv to get there: You can take

a plane to Elat from Jerusalem

or Tel Aviv. Buses hnk the re-

sort with Jerusalem via the

Dead Sea (4 'A hours) and with

Haifa (6 M hours). Reserve

seats in advance.

For more information: Interna-

tional Birdwatching Center at

Elat, RO Box 774, Elat,

88106, Israel, tel. 972-7-

374276, fax 972-7-367002.

Hawk Ivlountam, PA

Wlien to go: Fall migration

runs from mid-August

through mid-December, and

peaks are in mid-September,

early October, and early

November.

How to get there: Kempton,

Pennsylvania, is 110 miles

west of Nevi' York City and

85 miles northwest of

Philadelphia. For driving di-

rections, contact the sanctuary.

For more information: Hawk

Mountain Sanctuary, RR 2,

Box 191, Kempton, PA

19529-9449, (610) 756-6961.

Veracruz, Mexico

H1ien to go: Fall migration

runs from mid-August

through mid-November and

peaks from mid-September

through mid-October. Spring

migration is from late Febru-

ary through mid-May and

peaks from mid-March

through mid-April.

Hon> to get there: If flying from

Mexico Citv to Veracruz,



The sanctuary is open every day of the year except Thanks-

giving and Christmas. No reservations are needed, but during

September, October, and early November, when peak flights

take place, you should arrive before 1 1 :00 A.M. or after 4:00 p.m.

to be sure you get a parking space. Because weather influences

migration numbers, call the visitor center after 6:30 P.M. on the

day before your trip for a taped flight prediction.

Programs on raptor identification and natural history are

given on weekends from September 1 to November 30 and from

May 1 to July 1 . Binoculars can be rented. There are no accom-

modations on site, but snacks are available and picnicking is per-

mitted on lookouts or along eight miles of trails that join the

Appalachian Trail.

R[ver of Raptors page 50

Until Pronatura can build a visitor center with a comfortable and

spacious viewing area, birders and other interested visitors are

welcome to observe the Rio de Rapaces ("River of Raptors")

from the roof of the five-story Hotel Bienvenidos, in the small

coastal city of Cardel, or from a sixteen-foot tower in Chichicax-

tle, ten minutes away. Whether you would like to just "drop in"

or to join a tour (availability is limited in 1996), you must con-

tact Pronatura before setting out, says the group's tour organizer.

Tours take place during the fall inigration, when the concentra-

tion of raptors is higher, and the days cooler, than in spring. In

spring, however, one can observe migrating songbirds, as well as

the species that breed locally.

Spring at Snake River page 56

Although the Snake River National Conservation Area (NCA)

has probably the highest concentration of nesting birds of prey in

North America, viewing raptors in this 483,000-acre habitat re-

c;|uires patience and a good pair of binoculars. Dedication Point,

a quarter mile from the parking lot along a gravel path, overlooks

the Snake River and is a good place to spot raptors in flight. In-

terpretive signs aid in identification. The park has only one im-

proved camping facility, but primitive camping, away from nest-

ing areas, is aUowed throughout. To join a Snake River "Birds of

Prey Expedition," contact Whitewater Shop River Tours, 252 N.

Meridian Road, Kuna, ID 83634, (208) 922-5285.

Octavio Cruz Canctcro ii'ith a handed fciiuilc C'.oopci > liawh

contact Pronatura to arrange

for transportation to the site. If

driving, call for directions.

For more information: Pronatura

Veracruz del Museo de Ciencia

y Teen., APD 399, Xalapa, Ve-

racruz, Mex. CP 91000, tel./

fax 52 (28) 12-88-44, E-mail

verpronatura@laneta.apc.org.

Snake River, ID

WIten to go: Fall migration

runs from mid-August

through late November

Nesting season is from mid-

March through June.

How to get there: The NCA,
about fifteen miles south of

Boise, is most easUy reached

through Kuna, which is eight

American kestrel

miles south of 1-84 ofli'the

Meridian exit (44).

For more injormation: Bureau

of Land Management, Boise

District Ofike, 3948 Devel-

opment Ave., Boise, ID

83705, (208) 384-3300.

Edited by Jeanne Flagff

Recommended Reading

Raptors: The Birds of Prey, by

Scott Weidensaul (Lyons and

Buiford, 1996), is an almanac

of hawks, eagles, and falcons

of the world with charts, ta-

bles, ma]5s, and more than

150 color photographs. If

you've never identified rap-

tors in the field, try Hawks in

Fliglit: Flight Identification of

North American Migrant Rap-

tors, by Peter Dunne and

Clay Sutton (Houghton Mif-

flin, 1989), a good basic

book with black-and-white

drawings and photographs. In

the Peterson Field Guide Se-

ries, Field Guide to Hawks, by

WiUiam S. Clark and Brian

K. Wheeler (Houghton Mif-

flin, 1987). is a comprehen-

sive identification guide with

distribution maps, color

plates, black-and-white pho-

tographs, and other useful

features. Paul Kerlinger has

written two books on hawk

migration: Fliglit Strategics of

Migrating Hawks (University

of Chicago Press, 1989), a

technical account, and Hc'ic

Birds Migrate (Stackpole

Books, 1995), for the

ireneral reader.
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Part two

Those Front Porch, Backyard,

Juke Joint, Fife and Drum Blues
By Markjacobson

Photographs by Scott Tliode

Up in Memphis, people said this would

happen, that the Delta, place of missing

things, would get under my sweaty skin.

And pulling into Lula, population 300, the

vanished world began to come alive.

Charley Patton, more or less ac-

knowledged to be the "founder" of the

Delta blues, Hved in Lula briefly before

his death in 1934. (Everyone says there's

a lady in the old-age home down the

dust\' street who remembers Patton, but

then they point to their heads, twirl

their fingers, and add, "Except she

don"t, you know.'") The blues tradition

Hngers. Painted on the wall of the laun-

dromat on Main Street is a lo\ingly gar-

ish mural of the town's modern-day

bluesmen, Lonnie Shields, Sam Carr,

and Bennie Jones. Just the other day,

I'm told, a busload ofJapanese tourists

huddled among the Maytags to snap

picmres of the painting.

It had to be at least 1 00 degrees, \A-ith

comparable humidin-. the heat just

ricocheting off the asphalt. So I bought

a soda, sat down to drink it, and

watched the town go by. There wasn't

much to see; most of Lula was shut up.

This wasn't always the case, an older

black man assured me. Back in the

"plantation days," you couldn't walk

down the street on Saturday night.

Everyone came to town, the man said

with odd nostalgia. "Thousand people,

maybe more, in from farms. You
wouldn't have beUeved Lula then." It's a

sentiment you hear a lot: maybe it was

av\'tiii then, better now, but still, how
do you party in an empty street? These

days the Delta is full of depleted towns;

the region's rural population fell by 20

percent in the 1940s alone and, with

hmited economic possibihties, has con-

tinued a more or less steady decline

ever since.

Charley Patton 's grave in Holly Ridge.

Because I was here, I slapped on my
personal CD headphones and played

"Dr\' Well Blues." a song Charley Pat-

ton wrote about the disastrous 1930

Lula drought. "Lula! . . . your well run

drs'!"» Patton barked, as much an accu-

sation as commiseration.

Despite his unchallenged position in

the blues pantheon, Td never thought a

heck of a lot about Charley Patton.

Robert Johnson was a one-man walk-

ing passion play, self-absorbed and inor-

dinately worried about his personal

fate. Back in New York Cit); even at

age seventeen, this made sense to me.

Charley Patton. teacher to Howlm"
Wolf or no, was just another gra\'eUy

voice singing largely unintelligible

hTics on a crummy master. Now, how-

ever, as I drank an RC on Main Street

in Lula, Mississippi, Patton's voice

lunged out. predatory, immediate.

"Hey, Lula! Your well run DRY!"

Was he talking about a woman or a

town? Or both? Patton was shouting,

agitated. It sounded Hke he was trying

to wake the place up, put those thou-

sand people back in the streets on Sat-

urday night. Looo-la! Then you could

just see it: a tent all lit up with lanterns,

the earhest of the ad hoc Delta night-

clubs, a juke joint (the word juke de-

rives from the Gullah for "wicked" or

"disorderly"). And inside, people are

dancing, Hstening to Charley Patton, a

small man with a huge, gritty voice,

banging on his S25 Stella guitar, playing

it bet^veen his legs, picking the bare

steel strings with his teeth—because

long before Jimi Hendrix there was

Charley Patton, and he was a showman,

the most popular of all Delta bluesmen.

In the proper setting. Charley Patton

seemed to step out of the past. Ram-
bler, boozer, womanizer, journahst,

epic baUadeer. he sang about the va-

garies of land and the sharecropper's

eternal yet tenuous relation to it. In the

same way that he recorded the Lula

drought, he sang about a 1927 flood

(". . . ohhh. the water rising ... all the

men sink and drowned") and ho\\- once

Tom Rushen, sheriff of Bohvar

County, gets hold ofyou, "it's no use of

screaming and crying." If, as Chuck D
of Public Enemy says, rap is the black

CNN, Charley Patton was the Delta

411, dispensing the news in three-,

four- and five-beat measures. Indeed,

Patton's novel attack, varied chording,

and alternation of guitar and vocal pat-



terns—almost all unheard until he came

to town—was major news in itself.

Bukka White, Delta bluesman, said

that he always wanted "to be a great

man like Charley Patton, but I didn't

want one of them old sandfoot womens

coming up and cut my throat or do

somethmg to me that's unnecessary."

Legend has it that Charley Patton was

stabbed in the neck by a woman. It was

something to think about, a couple of

days later, looking at his grave down in

Holly Ridge.

Accessing Othar Turner is a more di-

rect process. He's still alive. You can

find him sitting on the porch of his

ramshackle particleboard house over m
Gravel Springs, outside of the small

town of Come, m the hill country just

east of the Delta. His shabby appear-

ance is offset by the pierce of his silvery,

exceedingly stern eyes.

Deep into his eighties, Othar plays

the fife. He makes his instruments him-

self out of the cane stalks that grow wild

around his house. "Sticks for blowing,

sticks for beating," Othar says, which

more or less sums up the approach of

his PJsing Star Fife and Drum Band, a

quartet consisting of his relatives on a

bass drum and pair of snares. With

Othar's fife flitting over the steady, hyp-

notic drum crash, the sound is elemen-

tal, to say the least. This aspect is no

doubt accentuated by the fact that the

group plays at all-night "picnics" staged

in the middle of remote, northern Mis-

sissippi fields. "When they start playing

stuff like 'When the Saints Come
Marching In,' it's like being at a keg

party out ofsome apocalyptic novel like

Riddley Walker," says one devotee.

Scholars indicate that early blues

masters like Charley Patton were most

Likely influenced by the "deep" sound

of the fife and drum tradition that

Othar Turner embodies. Ask Othar

about that anci he narrows his eyes. "It's

the blues but not the blues. . . . It's by

itself. I don't name it." Then he'll teU

you that whatever fife and drum might

be in this day, outside of his children.

"Tliis fife took me a loii'^ iMy," says Othar Turner, "all around the world.
"

whom he's not so sure of, he's the end

of the line. Or, as Othar says, "it."

Sledge Taylor, a gracious man in his

forties, took photographer Scott Thode

and me to see Othar. Sledge's family has

owned land at the edge of the Delta for

several generations, and he met Othar

through Napoleon Strickland, the most

noted of the Gravel Springs fife players.

"Napoleon came up to me one day,

said he worked for this farm before me,

so he guessed now he worked for me,"

Sledge recalls.

As we dri\'e through the Taylor fam-

ily cotton fields. Sledge smiles and says

people accuse him ot "thinking about

the past more than what's considered

healthy." Sledge says that dozens of

sharecropper families once Uved on his

land. "Each family had five to fifteen

kids, so add it up. We had hundreds of

people here." Now he employs eight

men, all he needs since the develop-

ment of the four-row cotton picker.

Still, it's easy to see where the share-

cropper shacks once stood. Sledge says,

"You can tell because the bulbs they

planted, daft'odils and such, still come

up every year."

Sitting on the porch of that rickers-

house with Sledge Taylor and Othar

Turner, white planter and black former

sharecropper, is one of those southern

situations someone from the north will

never exactly get. There's a code ot cer-

emonial afliability in the way black and
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The Riverside Motel, once Clarksdale's black hospital, is where Bessie Smith died.

white people talk to one another down
here. I mean, you assume that the in-

tractable horrors of race, class, and

painful history lurk below the surface

but that these people have sunply

learned how to talk to one another after

so many years of intimate proximity.

You might be right to assume that. Or
maybe things are more evolved down
here. Whatever. Coming from brutish

New York, you find yourself grateful

for the veneer, its civility and grace.

This gentle chitchat was interrupted,

however, when Othar shoved his fife

into my face.

"How you going to make that fife

whistle?" he shouted, his voice strict,

imploring. Sensing the dumbness of his

vacillating visitor, Othar again asked,

"How you going to make that fife

whistle?" Then, shaking his head, he

screamed, "You got to BLOW in it."

At this point Othar extended his

tongue, emitting much spittle as he

licked his fife prior to playing several

bars of the Delta standard "Sitting on

Top of the World." "She gone, I don't

worry. I'm sitting on top of the world,"

he sang, his grainy, low-pitched voice

alternating with the strangely dainty

quaver of the fife.

Othar stopped after one more verse.

"I'm short-winded now, like an old

mule," he said with a gasp, adding that

even at his age, if you don't practice

every day you won't stay "broke in"

and your tone will "go to hell." Besides,

since he lost his bottom teeth, the fife is

too hard against his gums.

Othar took a moment, then stared

down at his fife. He said it was a new
one he'd just burned the holes into a

couple of weeks ago. "A fife's a little

thing," he said, regarding the foot-long

instrument, "just between two joints of

cane. But this fife took me a long way,

all around the world." Othar ticked off

the places he'd been. "New Orleans,

New York, Chicago, all over the world,

playing this fife. But I always come back

. . . right to this porch."

We chatted a while longer, but I

missed most of it. Othar 's pretty hard to

follow in any case, plus now his dog was

barking. "The day I die, that's when
that dog'll stop barking," Othar said.

Today, I'm staring at the shadow of

another of those Delta things that aren't

there anymore. Eight miles outside of

Clarksdale, on the Stovall plantation,

resembling the chalk marks left after the

removal of a body, is the foundation of

a sharecropper shack. But unlike most

of the other missing pieces down here,

the walls of the shack have only been

gone two weeks. That's when employ-

ees of the House of Blues—the juke-

joint-styled string of nightclubs run by

Isaac Tigrett of the Hard Rock Cafe

and "Blues Brother" Dan Ackroyd

—

put Muddy Waters's old home on a

flatbed truck and drove it away.

"We were going to tie ourselves to

the house as a protest, but they already

had it dismantled. People were calling it

a sneak attack," laughs Jim O'Neal, a

bearish, semilegendary self-confessed

"blues nut." O'Neal cofounded Living

Blues magazine in Chicago before mov-

ing to Clarksdale almost a decade ago.

Now, in the tiny, mildew-tinged studio

behind his gift shop, he records local

artists like Lonnie Pitchford, Big Jack

Johnson, Wesley Jefferson, and John

Mohead on a twelve-track machine for

his Rooster Blues label.

The removal of the shack where

Muddy Waters was first recorded by



The Stoi'all

plantation, has been

stripped ofMuddy

Waters's shack,

temporarily on lour

for the House of

Bhies.

Pat Murphy (second from left) is a mouth harp player and singer

Alan Lomax nearly sixty years ago is the

talk of Clarksdale, one-time home to

such stalwarts as John Lee Hooker, Jun-

ior Parker, Gus Cannon, Ike Turner,

and many others. Some take into con-

sideration that the House of Blues plans

to "renovate" the shack and "tour" it

around to various franchise locations

(including Disney World), supposedly

returning it to Clarksdale in five years.

But John Ruskey, curator of the Delta

Blues Museum, who moved from New
Mexico to Mississippi because "it just

felt right," considers it an outrage. He
calls the $100,000 that the House of

Blues is donating over the next five

years to the annual CLirksdale Blues

Festival "blood money."

Skip Henderson went out to the al-

leged crime scene and picked up an

overlooked sliver of wood that he now

displays, properly framed, on the wall at

the Crossroads, the bar he runs a couple

of doors down from Jim O'Neal's stu-

dio. Skip, who left his life in New Jer-

sey and moved to Clarksdale because

"it's the most outside place I could

find," IS well known for his successful

campaign to erect tombstones for blues

greats, many ofwhose graves had previ-

ously gone unmarked.

Clarksdale has its share of ghosts, but

you get a sense that the blues are alive.

The Sunflower Blues Festival, which is

limited to artists connected with Mis-

sissippi, is going strong. Jim O'Neal has
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Boogie Woogie Man

and the Hollywood

All- Stars, above,

play at Wild Bill's

juke joint in

Memphis. A mouth

harpist, Frank Frost,

left, has long played

with drummer

Sam Cart

his record company. "Mr." Johnny

Billington and "Doctor" Mike James

teach the music to kids several hours a

week at the Delta Blues Education Pro-

gram in a large room down the street

from the current offices of WROX,
where Early Wright still does his blues

show from 6:00 to 8:00 every night,

just as he has since 1947.

Skip Henderson has spent the better

part of the past few years trying to turn

the historic Clarksdale railway station,

which the county was contemplating

selling for the price of the bricks, into

an ail-purpose blues center. On that ac-

count, he is having a particularly bad

day. The Memphis Commercial Appeal

has a story saying one of the Robinson

casinos is planning a $60-million ex-

pansion to include a nightclub and mu-

seum—even guest rooms—with a

"blues theme." "Clarksdale is Delta

blues ground zero, the real thing,"

groans Skip, "and these people are

going to let some $60-million casino

say that's the blues."

Skip notes that he, John Ruskey, Jim

O'Neal, and several others involved in

the attempted Clarksdale blues revival

are white. It's a hoary issue by now in

blues circles, how whites make up the

vast majority of the audiences and, in-

creasingly, the players. Some in Clarks-

dale will tell you that white people can-

not play the Delta blues, but then again,

neither can black people who aren't

from here. But as for white people lov-

ing the blues, committing themselves to

its preservation. Skip holds out his arms

with exasperation as if to say, "I'm here,

aren't I?"

Tonight he's on the other side of the

tracks, combing Issaquena Street, look-

ing for a band. Ninety years ago, Is-

saquena Street was the main drag of the

New World—Clarksdale's black sec-

tion. W C. Handy, who popularized

the blues at the turn of the century,

said, "To the New World came lush oc-

toroons and quadroons from Louisiana,

soft cream fancy girls from Mississippi

towns." These days Issaquena Street is

still the black main drag, but there's

very little soft cream or fancy about the

place.

"Seen J. C? . . . J. C. want to play

tonight?" Skip asks a man inside the

beat-up J J Social Club, a black bar the

House of Blues art directors will not

soon reproduce, unless they plan on in-

cluding walls with holes punched

through by fists, much water damage,

and people lying on the floor.

"J. C.'s sick, he won't play" a man

tells Skip. "But Pat's barbecuing."

A moment later Skip is around the

corner negotiating with Pat Murphy.

According to local observers, Pat, who

says he was "born and raised in the

blues right here in Clarksdale," was

once a "very strong" mouth harp player

and singer. But "difficulties" set in, and

Pat, in his forties and with thirteen

grandchildren, plots a comeback under

his current stage name. Rocker Daddy

Juking on the Corner.

"Rocker Daddy Juking on the Cor-

ner got to get paid to play!" Pat ex-

claims from behind oversize sunglasses,

a great cloud billowing from the

charred ribs in his barbecue.

"Free beer, dinner, T-shirts," Skip

bargains. And a few hours later Pat is up

on the stage at the Crossroads singing

the Bo Diddley song "Who Do You

Love" in front of about eight people.

Not a bad turnout, especially since, Hke

so much else, live music is close to ex-

tinct in the Delta. It gets so bad that a

typical evening for the music seeker



consists of driving fifty miles to Holly

Springs, only to stand around being

eaten by chiggers because the sixty-

five-year-old master bluesman Junior

Kimbrough has decided not to open his

"juke" that night. You couldn't have

called ahead because Junior doesn't

have a phone, never did, and isn't plan-

ning on having one installed.

So you become grateful for little

shows Uke the one at Skip Henderson's

Crossroads bar tonight. The band back-

ing up the Rocker Daddy is a mixed

bag. A couple of guys have come over

after their lessons at the Delta Blues Ed-

ucation Program to play drums and

guitar along with John Mohead, a ro-

bust white guy whose CD "Lula City

Limits" was recorded by Jim O'Neal.

Skip strums along, as does a local

Metallica fan, not to mention a guy

from New York on bass.

They play Robert Johnson's version

of "Sweet Home Chicago," no brim-

stone-dusted masterpiece like "If I Had

Possession Over Judgment Day" or

"Stones in My Passway" but rather a

nice, steady twelve-bar progression of

math and lust ("Six and two is eight,

eight and two is ten, my woman tricked

me one time, she sure won't do it

again"). It's one of those easy songs

every blues band can and does play, re-

gardless of talent and inspiration. That's

something sweet about the blues:

everyone knows the songs. They're

communal that way. They draw you in.

After a few beers, the music can start to

sound pretty cooking.

In fact, it can sound so good that

there'll come a moinent when a single

note, one of those "blue notes," a flat

third or flat fifth, will slice through the

uneasy years back to the source, and

you could be W. C. Handy, witness to

the earhest bluesmen, sitting in the rail-

way station down in Tutwiler, listening

to the weirdest music you've ever

heard.

Mark Jacohson is a contributing editor of

New York magazine and Esquire.
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Signal

versus

Noise
By Neil de Grasse Tyson

The instruments of experimental sci-

ence are remarkable extensions of the

human senses. The list includes such fa-

miliar objects as telescopes and micro-

scopes, as well as some more exotic

hardware, including mass spectrometers

and charged coupled devices. But

nearly all scientific instruments face the

same problems of detection that chal-

lenge the human senses: How do you

detect the signal you want in a sea of

signals you don't want? The signal you

want is called signal. The signal you

don't want is called noise, whether or

not it has anything to do with sound.

Noise is ubiquitous and has revealed it-

self in one form or another in every

measurement ever made.

Household examples of noise

abound. For example, in the old days

(and today in cableless homes) when

you tried to get the best television re-

ception, you would play with the an-

tenna to enhance the program's image

over the snowy interference. The pro-

gram is television's way of showing a

signal; the snow is television's way of

showing noise.

At a crowded cocktail party, the sig-

nal is typically the words spoken by a

person two feet away from you, and the

noise is countless conversations occur-

ring simultaneously in the background.

If the brain couldn't boost the signal

over the noise, a cocktail party would

have no social utility. Want to help your

brain boost your cocktail party signal

even further? Speak in a language dif-

How does a scientist

know when the real

thing conies along?

ferent from that being spoken around

you—preferably one with different

phonemes. French and PoHsh make ex-

cellent complementary languages for

this purpose, as do Chinese and almost

any Western language.

We all lose the battle to noise when

our favorite radio station slowly fades

away as we go through a tunnel or

when we increase our distance from the

station's broadcast antenna. As the sta-

tion's signal strength continues to drop,

the ever-present static is slowly re-

vealed. Eventually, the signal gets

buried in the noise and becomes effec-

tively indistinguishable from it. That's

when you change the station.

Noise can reveal itself in other ways.

The Dow Jones industrial average and

nearly all other stock market indexes

typically fluctuate from one moment to

the next during the trading day. Call it

noise. If the up-and-down fluctuations

are small, and by the end of the day the

market has increased significantly, then

stock-market analysts have something

meaningful to comment upon. But if

the up-and-down fluctuations are

themselves large, then a small net gain

by the end of the day would be statisti-

cally meaningless, whether or not a

market analyst offers an explanation for

the increase.
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One of the best ways to improve de-

tection is to reduce the noise. If you

light a candle in a well-Ut auditorium,

the event \^'ill probably go unnoticed.

The candle's "signal" is simply

s^vamped by the "noise" of the room's

ambient light. In a perfectly dark audi-

torium, however, the same action will

turn heads because the very low

"noise" level of light no longer com-

petes x\ith the candle's gentle flame.

Most discover^' in the physical sci-

ences emerges from the continual battle

between a signal and its accompaming

noise. In science, detections are neither

"good" nor "bad." The relevant vocab-

ulary is "believability" and "repeatabil-

ity." Believabilitx" is, in part, estabUshed

by a high ratio of signal to noise. The

repeatability' is simply the requirement

that when you redo your own experi-

ment, you get the same or a similar re-

sult. A higher level of confidence is

earned if somebody else performs your

experiment and gets the same result.

But one of the highest levels of confi-

dence an experiment can earn is when

somebody else's experiment of a differ-

ent design gets the same result. This

three-tiered confidence criterion is not

invoked ex'erx' day, but is nearly always

applied to controversial discoveries.

Occasionally, spurious noise is mis-

taken for a genuine signal by a scientist

and then touted in the press as a major

discovery rather than a curious finding

in need of fiirther confirmation. The

public may be surprised to learn that

ven,' tew claims ot controversial discov-

eries sur\-ive further testing because

most are the consequence of somebody

trying to overinterpret what they think

is a feeble signal buried in the noise. A
recent example was the announced dis-

cover)' of cold fiision.

The last thing a scientist wants is to

have human perception come bet\veen

the physical universe and a measure-

ment. Before photography reached ma-

turit)\ the prevaUing detector of Hght in

astronomy was, of course, the human

retina. While better than nothing, eye-

witness accounts of cosmic phenomena

were occasionally influenced by the

mental state of grogg\' astronomers

\\'Orking nocturnaUy at the telescope. i

The history of science is replete with '

embarrassing examples ofmind over re-

ality. A famous case in the annals of as-

tronomy is the "discoven,-" of canals on

the planet Mars. Percival Lowell, one

the best-known observational as-

tronomers at the turn of the century,

strongly beheved that other planets in

When noise

fluctuations are

severe, a scientist may
mistake a pesky

fluctuation for a

genuine signal.

our solar system were teeming wdth in-

telligent Hfe. That was his first mistake:

just because you want something to be

true, does not mean Nature \\t11 com-

ply with your wishes. Lowell sketched

Mars's surface as he saw it through his

privately fiinded, twent\'-four-inch re-

fracting telescope on a 7,200-foot

mountain peak near Flagstaff. Arizona.

Lowell was so comdnced of his findings

that he pubUshed two popular books on

the subject: Mars and Its Canals (1906)

and Mars as the Abode of Life (1908).

What could be so wrong with one of

the most experienced astronomers of

the day dravxang pictures of Mars? Be-

tween the image formed by the tele-

scope optics (the signal) and the

sketches draxvn by Lowells pen (the in-

terpretation), we find Lowell's mind (in

this case, a major source ofnoise). Gen-

uine scattered surface markings on

Mars were transformed into an imagi-

nars' network of interconnected canals,

cities, and large areas of x'egetation irri-

gated by xx-aters draxx-n from the poles

—

the xx^iU to behex'e xx^as poxx'erful indeed.

Textbooks of astronomy displayed

full-color re-creations of Loxx-eU's

m

«
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sketches as documents of the latest im-

ages of Mars. His observations helped

whet the public appetite for such sci-

ence fiction adventure books as Edgar

Rice Burroughs's Princess of Mars

(1917). Of course, there are no canals

or cities on Mars, despite recent evi-

dence that the planet once may have

hosted microbial life. No reliable ob-

servers were ever able to reproduce

Lowell's imaginative sketches, which

were eventually discredited. With the

growing use of photographic glass

plates as dectectors, the need to invoke

human judgment to record an object's

appearance was significantly reduced.

A photograph has a, detection advan-

tage over the human retina because it

can accumulate light—the exposure

can continue for as long as needed. In

the early days of photographic astron-

omy, the plates were not especially sen-

sitive, so some exposures had to be sus-

tained for ten, twenty, or thirty hours

just to obtain a believable image of a

dim object. Many of these early expo-

sures took several days to complete. Yes,

the astronomers had to close the shutter

at the end of one night, reopen it on

each of the following nights, and recen-

ter on exactly the same star field with

the objects in exactly the same positions

on the frame.

Because well-behaved noise is an as-

sortment of random signals, uncorre-

lated in time and place, its fluctuations

during a long-enough exposure tend to

cancel each other. The total noise in-

creases, but the signal increases faster,

and the ratio of the two quantities con-

tinues to grow. Badly behaved noise

might not increase as fast as the signal

and more often than not requires new

hardware or a differently designed ex-

periment.

Another measure of the success of a

detector is its "dynamic range." On the

same image, how much brighter is the

brightest object compared with the

faintest object that can be reUably de-

tected? If an object is too bright, it can

"saturate" the detector, so that a longer
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exposure will no longer record any ad-

ditional signal. In photographs, the

brightest object that will not saturate

the detector is typically between a hun-

dred and a thousand times brighter than

the dimmest detected object.

The origins of well-behaved noise in

astronomical imaging are many and

varied. Among the most significant

nighttime sources is the ever-present

glow of Earth's atmosphere caused by

starlight, moonlight, and—occasion-

ally—auroras. This is one of several rea-

sons that the Hubble Space Telescope,

in orbit above nearly all of Earth's at-

mosphere, can record much dimmer

objects than an equivalent telescope on

the ground.

When noise fluctuations are severe,

you can mistake a pesky fluctuation for

a genuine physical detection. Therein

lies a principal source of most scientific

disputes at the boundary between what

is known and what is yet to be discov-

ered in the universe. To give a simple

numerical example (reminiscent of our

earher reference to the stock market), if

the average background level is 100,

and you detect 101, Avhat have you

measured? If the noise had routinely

fluctuated from 10 above to 10 below

the average background, then it would

be hopeless to claim you have detected

an added (real) signal of 1 . But if the

noise fluctuations are plus or minus 0.

1

on a background of 100, then a signal

of 1 on top of the noise -would be

meaningful and nobody would argue

about it.

An ideal detector, one that was 100

percent efficient, would enable you to

record a signal for every photon of light

that strikes it. In the real world of pho-

tography, efficiencies of only 0.5 per-

cent were not uncommon for most of

this century. In other words, 99.5 per-

cent of the hght was going undetected.

Even when "hypersensitized" photo-

graphic plates were developed, their ef-

ficiency never managed to exceed a few

percent. After the remarkable revolu-

tion of digital technology that sprouted

in the 1970s and 1980s, photographic

plates were supplanted in nearly all of

the world's observatories by extremely

sensitive detectors known as charged

coupled devices. These have efficien-

cies above 50 percent and dynamic

ranges that exceed 30,000. This past

summer one of iny collaborators,

working in the Chilean Andes, used a

telescope equipped with a detector that

boasts an efficiency that exceeds 80

percent.

An ideal detector

would enable the

astronomer to record

a signal for every

photon ofHght that

strikes it.

At these sensitivities, some detectors

can actually see their own infrared

emission. To control this variety of

noise in the measurement, nearly all of

these detectors are supercooled to three

hundred degrees below zero Fahren-

heit. In a crossover of technologies, less

expensive cousins of these remarkable

detectors are routinely installed in

home video cameras that successfully

detect images in ambient roomlight.

The days are long past when indoor

home movies required blindingly

bright flood lamps to compensate for

the low sensitivity of conventional

movie film.

I cannot overstate the significance of

this hardware revolution in astrophysics.

In the world of telescopes, bigger is

better (hght-gathering ability increases

with the mirror's area) . If your detec-

tor's efficiency suddenly increases from

2 percent to 80 percent, then you have

effectively increased the light-gathering

power of your telescope by a factor of

40—without ever touching its mirrors

and lenses. When equipped with a dig-

ital detector, telescopes whose mirrors

are a mere one meter in diameter sud-

denly exceed the photographic detec-

tion power of the famous five-meterj

(200-inch) telescope on California's

j

Mount Palomar. An exposure that for-

1

merly required several nights can now I

be accomphshed in less than one hour, i

which, among other things, leaves you

less vulnerable to bad weather during

your observing session. And imagine

now what a several-night exposure

would bring you! In the digital era,

however, a single three-day exposure is

not as effective as multiple images

whose equivalent combined exposure

equals three days. These separate images

can be added together on the computer

to achieve the same effect as a single

three-day exposure w^ithout saturating

the detector's electronics.

When Earth's atmosphere makes

starUght twinkle, the image formed on

the detector is a big blob. If a star is very

dim to begin with, it may become so

smeared that it gets lost in the noise. To

minimize this effect, many newly con-

structed telescopes are equipped with

novel "adaptive optics" hardware that

enables a telescope mirror to compen-

sate for atmospheric turbulence by flex-

ing {see "Universe," Natural History,

September 1995). Starlight is thereby

packed into a smaller area, which sig-

nificantly increases the signal-to-noise

ratio in the part of the detector doing

the detecting.

In science, the ratio of signal to noise

is a quantified idea, but clearly one that

can be generalized. For example,

people who talk a lot but never reaUy

say anything can be said to have a very

low signal-to-noise ratio. The same

goes for television programs that slowly

remove intelligence from the brain. To

help you combat this fate I share with

you my credo: In lite and in the uni-

verse, may your signal be high and your

noise be low.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is

the Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York

City's Hayden Planetarium and a research

scientist at Princeton University.
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(Continuedfrom page 29)

As a final result, and in one of his-

tory's greatest and cruelest ironies, the

first people that Europeans encountered

in the New World also became the first

victims of Western genocide. As one

small consequence, no historical conti-

nuity could be maintained to preserve a

human record or legend of Columbus's

first landfall; we must therefore resort to

a fable about a land snail as a hypotheti-

cal way (although guaranteed for success

if only Columbus had collected a single

shell) to resolve this initial puzzle in the

modern history of a hemisphere.

San Salvador remained uninhabited

for nearly 300 years (legends about

transient pirate landings notwithstand-

ing) until British loyalists, fleeing the

No other historical

episode was more

replete with glory and

horror than the

conquest ofAmerica.

American Revolution, built plantations

and imported slaves of African origin.

The descendants of these slaves buUt the

second culture of San Salvador, now

vigorously in force.

We may soften the old historical ob-

servation that a second historical cycle

often replays an initial tragedy as a de-

rived farce. Let us only note that repeat

performances tend to be more gende.

The wake of Columbus destroyed the

first culture of San Salvador in the most

cruelly literal way. The long arm of

Columbus now threatens the second

—

this time not with death but with as-

similation to international corporate

blandness.

Most islands of the outer Bahamas

remain largely "undeveloped" by mod-

ern tourism and resort culture, but the

idea of Columbus's landfall provides a

hook for luring people to San Salvador.

I
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After a century of smaD hostelries that

fit weO with local culture, Club Med
has recently built a major establishment

that may alter this small island into a

playground of tinsel.

But many forces resist homogeniza-

tion, and we should take heart. Of two

examples, consider first the humor of

Homo sapiens. A small establishment on

the main road of San Salvador calls itself

Ed's First and Last Bar because people

tend to stop in both before and after

their visit to a much larger and more

popular watering hole up the road a

piece. But a new sign now graces the

First and Last—Club Ed of course!

As a second example, and if only for

symbolic value, consider the tenacity of

Cerion. Club Med and its clones may

one day envelop the island, sweeping

up the vestiges of local culture into a

modern, rootless fairyland of more

gentle (and literally profitable) modern

exploitation. But Cerion will hang

tough as a marker of San Salvador's

uniqueness. Unless the entire island be-

comes paved and manicured, Cerion

will survive. Cerion, hearty and inde-

structible, poses no threat to agriculture

or urban existence and therefore passes

largely beyond (and beneath) human

notice; Cerion also inhabits the scrubby

shoreHne environments least attractive

for human utility.

Cerion wiU survive to provide an un-

broken continuity with Columbus and

the original Taino inhabitants. Any

snail among thousands crowded around

the first Columbian monument on

Crab Cay may be the great-great-great-

great grandchild of a forebear that

looked back at the Pinta—and won-

dered about the future in its aimless,

snaillike way—when Rodrigo de Tri-

ana first raised his cry of ''Tierrci!" and

altered human history forever.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Uni-

versity. He is aba Frederick P. Rose Hon-

orary Curator in Invertebrates at the Ameri-

can Museum ofNatural History.
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Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY
10024 Toll Free: (800) 462-8687 New York: (212)

769-5700
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Books/Publications Computer Merchandise/Gifts

DO YOU HAVE ABOOK TO PUBUSH? Contact es-

tablished co-ODerative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

^IANUSCR1PTS WANTED, ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publishing." 1-800-695-9599.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeolog)',

Nahiral Histor}' and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH WITH RUTLEDGE BOOKS. Become a

published writer by joining our quality publishing

plan. We will create, advertise, and market your

book. Personalized sendee. Send for a free brochuie

today. Rutledge Books, Dept. NHJ, Box 315, Bethel,

CT 06801.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited.

Attracti\-e books, pubUcity, advertising, quality- ser-

vice, covering 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for

fact filled booklet and Free manuscript evaluation.

Carlton Press, Dept. MHJ, 11 W. 32nd St., New York,

m' 10001.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 51 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Riveraoss Publishing Inc. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obhgation.

Out-of-State Book Ser\'ice, Box 3253J, San Clemente,

CA 92674-3253 (714)492-2976.

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER of discontinued &
active china, crystal, flatware & collectibles. 3,250,000

pieces, 62,000 patterns. FREE listing of pieces in your

patterns. Toll-free, Sam to 10pm EST: 1-800 REPLACE
(1-800-737-5223). Replacements, Ltd., PO. Box 26029,

Greensboro, NC 27420. Dept NL.

COMPUTER ALGEBRA I TUTOR. IBM 3.5HD. ToU
Free Licensed Teacher. 30 day Money Back guarantee.

$19.95. MASKS, Box 191, Wetmore, MI 49895 (800)

7324979

Education

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology
Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

indi\iduals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. RC.D.I., Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NM.124.

Employment Opportunities

ASSEMBLE CRAFT PRODUCTS at home! Easy

work! Excellent exfra income! Program Guaranteed!

Call now: 1-800-377-6000, ext. 8800.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNTIIES-Monthly
bulletin lists emironmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details. EOV, PO. Box 4379, Areata, CA
95518(707)826-1909

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! SI00 each. Send
name, address: Caico Publishing (Dept. C-960), 22

North Plains, Wallingford, CT 06492.

Financial

LET THE GOWRNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600.(LAl)

Maps

antique maps & sea charts. u.s. &
Worldv\dde. All originals. 16th-19th cenhiry. Free list-

ings. Specify regions of interest. Grace Galleries Inc.

RR5, Box 2*38, Brunswick, ME. 04011. (207) 729-1329.

Tlie marketplace: San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico
Michael and Patricia Fogaen

KAPLA—all natural award wirming wooden con-

struction blocks from France. All ages. Phone/fax:

916447-5275. Website: mw'.KAPLA.com.

IF YOU BELIEVE IN EVOLUTION ^ SHOW IT!mm
CHECKTO: DARWIN POB 298 MESILLA, NM 88046
AUTOPLAQUES, LAPEL PINS, MAGNETS S6.50 PP
TEE SHIRTS SI 6.95 PP XXL S1 7.95 PP CUPS S1 3.95 PP

OR 1 800 573-5021 AMEX MC VISA

OSTRICH EGGS: Nahiral 6"-7" emptied, unfertilized

eggs from farm-raised populations. Highly decora-

tive. Great gift! $19 plus S4-H (includes \vood base).

AU CTedit cards. Evolution (212) 343-1114.

UTMUSUAL, NATURAL, FACETED GEMSTONES
each 1-10 plus carats. S20-S80 each. With newsletters.

Gem of the Month Club. For Free brochure call 1-800-

891-1939.

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC, hidia, Africa, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our
new catalog of fraditional and modem CD's and cas-

settes is yours for the asking. Write Music of the

World, PO. Box 3620, Chapel HiU, NC 27515 or caU

(919) 932-9600.

Photo/Optical

"AUS JENA" Premium Grade Binoculars, for catalog

contact-Europtik, Ltd., Box 319, Dunmore, PA 18512

(717) 347-6049.

BINOCULAR SALES AN^D SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610.

Real Estate

LET THE GOX'ERNTvENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. CK'er 100 different programs a\-ailable.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Scholarship Information

Ph.D. PRO\TDES CUSTOMIZED coUege scholarship

reports to suit your indi\'idual needs. Dr. Liss Toll

Free l-888-767-()233.

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe.

Amazon! Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle

wilderness. Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos!

Swim, sail and snorkel Darwin's "Enchanted Isles."

Choice yachts, Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica!

Rainforest expeditions aliA'e with dazzling birds

and tropical wUdHfe. Small groups, expert guides,

guaranteed departures. Free Brochures! Special

hiterest Tours. Call (800) 525-6772.

I

i
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ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia. Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking, more. Also, unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Trax'el, (800) 225-2390, 24 hours.

AFRICA: Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 1-800-567-6286.

¥1N1IU1LA
Explore the Natural History of the "Lost World"

INTERN.'VTIONAL world leader in nature travel

EXPEDITIONSif* l-SOO-633-4734

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981. Indixddual

attention. Regional references available. (800) 262-

9669.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:—
Nature, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282.

Costa Rica -Belize -Africa -Galapagos

Natural msroRv

TRIPS Worldwide

Since I9Q2
' P.O. Box 3656-C13

I

SONORA, CA 95370

800351504!

EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreams

of Adventure

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GUATEMALA, Honduras,

and the Mexican Yucatan. If you're ready for a trip of

a lifetime, then call Great Trips, 800-552-3419, 218-

847-4441, fax 218-847-4442.

Indochina
Also trips to: Thailand. Indonesia,

Malaysia, Burma, Philippines. Papua

New Guinea

Asia

Transpacific Jonrneys

Call

800
642
2742

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turke)',

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group
holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call

for full color brochure. Advenhires Abroad 1-800-

665-3998.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550
1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

BlLIll
A Naturalist's Quest & The Maya Heartland

INTERNATIONAL ^^okI-C leader in nature travel

EXPEDITIONS"* ^ -.f.?,," :,f.\?,,:.*J.^.*

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Ch'eriand & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-

225-2380.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1140 for free newsletter.

AMAZON&ANDES
EXPLORATIONS (800)446-9660

GALAPAGOS
Darwin's Enchanted Isles

INTERNATIONAL ^'""'-o leader in nature travel

EXPEDITIONSINC ^ ; * ° ? :.?.^ ^
; 4 7 s 4

Premier adventures of discovery!

Rainforest Treetop Canopy Walkway!
Scholar Escorted Jungle Safaris! Amazon

Riverboat Cruises! Machu Picchu & Cuzco!

EXPERIENCE NATURAL HISTORY! Whale watch-

ing and more! Eco-tours in unspoiled Baja California,

Mexico since 1966. Baja's Frontier Tours. Call Piet: 1-

800-726-7231.

FROGS LIZARDS SCORPIONS GUPPIES-Tropical

Ecotours with focus on little things—Amazonia,
Madagascar more. GreenTracks 1800 9 MONKEY
email PAGANDA ©ix.netcom.com HTTP://www
.herp.com/gmtrack

WHALEWATCH IN BAJA CALIFORNIA! Gray,

blue, fin, humpback, sperm & more! Cruise aboard

95-foot vessel on 5-12 day adventures. Also explore

islands and snorkel on Pacific coast and Sea of

Cortez. Searcher Natural Histor,' Tours. (619) 226-

2403.searcher@bajawhale.com or http://www.ba-
jawhale.com.

AMA
The Greatest Voyage
in Natural History
• Exceptional Wildlife

• Expert Naturalists

• Private Facilities

• Superb Dining

Air Conditioned

8 Days/S1998
all-lncluslve from Miami

800-633-4734

Natural History & Photographic Adventures

"V^IGERS 1-600-633-0299
http://www.gorp.com/voyagers.htm

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options. Joseph CoUey, LAST
Inc. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410) 922-

3116.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led, natural histon,' and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, RO. Box 1220, San Juan
Bautista, CA 95045. 1-800-969-9014.

Small Ships, Big Adventure
Cruise Ponomo, Belize, Viigin Islnnils, Innidod, ArubiKuiocoo

in Winter. Summer in the trie Conol, Newfoundland,

Novo Scotjn, Greof lokes, Mid-imerico S more,

= Free Brochure 800-556-7450

American Canadian Caribbean Line

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stantford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

Vacation Rentals

FOLIAGE SEASON P/UUDISE: secluded, modem
lakeside cottage, fireplace, canoe, manv extras,

2/$400 weekly; brochure Santa Clause Lake, Temple,

ME 04984, (207) 778-6961.

HAWAII-MAUI. Hidden northshore miniresort.

Perfect for NH readers. Extensive tropical gardens,

mapped & cataloged. Pool, spa. Color brochure (800)

258-8588.

MOLOKAl- Peaceful, spectacular Hawaii. Unspoiled

beaches, rainforests, dunes, histors", nature. 2

Bedroom condo on sparkling west shore. (617) 863-

0199.

Video

8x10 COLOR GLOSSY FROM YOUR HOME VIDEO.
$19.95. Free Information send SASE, CCG, Dept. NH,
Box 2J4, E. Northport, N\' 11731-0134

::"What Is the Internet, and

'What Can It Do FOR You?"

Lighthearted • Nontechnical • Informative
30 Minutes. ColorWHS/Stcrco

Add S4.<)5 each s/h, MD residents add 5°o lax.

. 1-800-277-7371
.Nl\X Rt.\LIIlKS. UC • BALTlMUKi, MD
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Pliohwiiipli hy Michticl Fot^dcii:

A starfish stinkhoni in the Monteverde

cloud forest of Costa Rica makes its

presence known to insects (mostly

ebotrie flics) with a powerful, fetid

tins flesh. _

i-iumans,:

perfume 1(

cojorful flingus, which is often hi

in the dense foliage.

Like th^^^^cabbage, stinkhorn

mushrooni^p^llich there are about a

half dozen species in North America)

have evolved their unpleasant smell' to

take adxantage of insects drawn to

carrion. Both plant and fungus exploit

the flies to reproduce: for the cabbage,

the insects transfer pollen; for the

stinkhorn. they spread spores. When

the flies land on the stinkhorn and feed

on its slimy secretion, spores adhere to

the insects" feet to be transported a

consid^^^^^^uce— efl^ective

f^n.the wind for
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October Events
October 1, 3, 8, and 10
Landforms created by rivers, glaciers

wind, waves, and ocean currents will be S

the subject of four talks by Sidney S.

Horenstein, geologist and Museum co-

ordinator ofEnvironmental Public Pro-

grams. The lectures begin at 7:00 P.M.

in the Kaufrnann Theater, and series

tickets are $25 ($22.50 for members).

October 7
As part of the "Frontiers in Astro-

physics" series at the Planetarium, Ed-

ward Belbruno, of Princeton Univer-

sity's Department of Mathematics, will

give a slide-illustrated talk, "Applica-

tions of Chaos Theory Toward Planned

Space Missions in the Solar System," at

7:30 P.M. in the Sky Theater. Tickets

are $8 ($7 for members).

October 8
The group Los Hermanos Cepeda of

Puerto Rico will join AfroCuba de

Matanzas of New York in performing

the hotnba, plena, and other African-

based musical and dance traditions of

the Caribbean. The program begins at

8:00 P.M. in the Main Auditorium, and

tickets are $5 ($4.50 for members). For

information call (212) 769-5315.

October?, 14,21,28,
and November 4
Mushrooms and lichens, mosses and

ferns, as well as conifers and other liv-

ing fossils from the age of dinosaurs,

will be the subject of a series of five

Monday afternoon talks by Museum
botany lecturer Wilham Schiller, start-

ing at 2:30 RM. (He will give the same

talks on five consecutive Thursday

evenings, starting October 10, at 7:00

P.M.) Tickets for each series are $30

($27 for meriibers).

October 17
Anthropologist William Sullivan will

give a talk about the Incas' knowledge

BUI
1HIj^^•^Wpi |BHVr ^^^^H ^irf^^9^^|
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AfroCuba de Matanzas

of astronomy and how it was encoded

in their myths, drawing from his new

book, Jlie Secret of the Incas: Myth, As-

tronomy, and the War Against Time, in the

Planetarium's Sky Theater at 7:30 P.M.

Tickets are $8 ($7 for members).

October 17, 24, 31,

and November 7 and 15
In five sHde-illustrated talks, Kenneth

A. Chambers, retired Museum zoolo-

gist and polar exploration scholar, will

talk about Alaska's history, wildlife, and

people. The lectures start at 7:00 RM.,

and tickets for the series are $30 ($27

for members).

October 21 and 28
Anthropologist-author Peter Gold will

explore the subject of psychophysical

health in Tibetan, BaUnese, Yupik Es-

kimo, and Native American cultures.

The talks will begin at 7:00 RM. in the

Kaufrnann Theater, and tickets are $15

($13.50 for members).

October 22
Naturalist John Burroughs (1837—

1921), whose essays celebrated the

American \\'ilderness. will be the sub-

ject of a talk by Lisa Breslof, the secre-

tary of the John Burroughs Association,

in the Linder Theater at 7:00 RM. Tick-

ets are $9 ($6 for members).

IOctober 23
English ornithologist and radio broad-

caster Jeffery BoswaU uses more than

fifty recordings ofbirds from every con-

tinent to explore the meaning and mu-

sicality of bird calls and songs. His talk

will be held in the Kaufrnann Theater
i

at 7:00 RM., and tickets are $10 ($9 for
[

members).

October 24 and 31

and November 7 and 15
The geological and physical elements of

our planet wiD be the subject of four

talks: "The Origin of the Earth," by i

David J. Stevenson, of the California

Institute of Technology; "The Origin

of the Moon," by Michael J. Drake, of

the University of Arizona's Lunar and
j

Planetary Laboratory; "The Origin of

the Atmosphere," by Joel S. Levine, of
;

NASA's Langley Research Center; and

"Early Life in the Geologic Record,"

by J. William Schopf, of the University

of Cahfornia's Department ofEarth and :

Space Sciences. The lectures begin at >

7:00 P.M., and tickets for the series are ,

$25 ($22.50 for members).

October 30
Drawing upon material from his latest .;,

book. Behind the Crystal Ball, Anthony I

F. Aveni, the Russell B. Colgate Profes-

sor of Astronomy and Anthropology at

Colgate University, will address the

parallel courses of science and magic.

The talk, beginning at 7:00 P.M., will be

given in the Kaufrnann Theater, and
|

tickets are $8 ($5 for members).

For tickets and information about

Museum events, including the IMAX
films Stormchasers and Cosmic Voyages

and the Planetarium's Sky Show, call

(212) 769-5200; for hours and admis-

sion fees, call (212) 769-5100. The

American Museum of Natural History

is located at Central Park West and 79th

Street, New York City.





Hal Oantzler, Ft, Wayne, Indiana.

OF PEOPLE W
onGTEfor help

(Such as finding a new set of rings for a 32-year-old V-8.

1
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clblj^lp of The Everything Pages" directory from GTE, Hal Dantzler lets his

,_;rs do' the walking for the parts he needs. Since they're the world's easiest

,
,,.,)low Pages, it's a short walk. He counts on GTE people, quality and reliability

t^'rftake his life easier. So, if you think teleconnmunications have only complicated

your life, remember, there's one company you can count on for help: GTE.
It's Amazing What

We Can Do Togeth er.
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Uver the pastyear, the Subaru Outback^ has taken on some

ofthe biggest names in the automotive industry. And to the

surprise ofmam. The World s First Sport-utilit\AVagon'' has

proven a worthy competitorfor the world's leading sport-

utility vehicles. Never content to rest on our laurels, however,

we at Subaru decided to put ourfoot down. Literally

Subam Outback (0-60 mph in 10.03 sec)'

Ford E-iplorer (0-60 mph in ILOS sec. i

'

the Outback set its sighu on a brand-new challenge: zero-to-

sixtv acceleration. To prove this point, we lined up on the test

track next to thefamous FordExplorer and its standard V6l

If
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Mow atfirst glance, our 2. 5-liter horizontally opposed

boxer engine may have ap-

peared to he no matchfor such

aformidable opponent. But

thanks to the added traction

and control offull-time Subaru

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK*
Subaru FordE\p!orer Chevrolet Jeep Grand

Outback XLT Blazer LS CLrokee

EPA Fuel Economy
(city/highway est) [21] 27 15/20 16/22 15/20

Ground Clearance

(in.) 7.3 6.7 S.3

front Learoom/
Headroom (in.) 40.2/43.3 39.9/42.4 39.5/42.4 3JS/4I.4

Pricing $23,790 $213S0 $26,373 $27,840

the added security of the Subaru All-Wheel Driving System,

which allows the Outback to constantly monitor

changing road conditions and transfer power

from the wheels that slip to the wheels that grip.

And since it's a Subaru, you 'II alsofind plenty

ofsafetyfeatures, includingfour-channelABS,

7.S

.ill-Wheel Drive, the Outback made quick work indeed

ofAmerica's number one sport-utility, finishing a

\full second ahead of its fiercest competitor.

MOREFAH'FACTS.

Ofcourse, speed isn't the only reason the

\j i Subaru Outback is off to such afast start with

The New 1997

side-impact beams, crumple zones andstandard dual air bagsf

MAKE FF QUICK.

With credentials like

]OUTBACK, ,„,„

Its unique hybrid design com-

bines the smooth ride and

fuel economy ofa

passenger sedan with

the rugged capabilities

ofa sport-utility, for a

driving adventure that's

unlike any other There's also

these, it won 't take long

before sport-utility owners

discover thejoys of life in

the Outback. So seeyour

Subaru dealerfor a test-

drive, visit our website at

http-y/www.subaru.com or

call our toll-free number:

0'
T

IMWONDERWWTHER

JTOEBIOKESINK

COMMERCIALS USETHE

PRODUaiN'REUllEE?

WELL, THIS ONE DOES.

.WD MY OUTBACK

HAS LIVED UPTO ITS

BILLING, IN MVHaMBLE

opciaoN.irsoNT

RIPPER CAR.TKAT

MEWSTERRIFIC,

INCASEYADIDNT

KNOW.

-PUIIHOGH

1-SOO-WANT-AWD. But whateveryou do. you'd better step

on it. Because these babies really are goingfast.

TheBeautyofAll-WheelDrive!

!, license and titlefees. Dealer's actualprict may itir\. Turning stabilicv claim is. Blazer bateJ on USAC-ctnified dry lateralacceleration tcsL 0-60 mpb accekration \% Exphrtr witb stanJarJ Vb engine boicdon US.^C-cenified teaing. f.lMotii
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36 1 Am Rich Potosi, King of the

Mountains, Envy of Kings
By 1573, Potosi, Bolivia, was bigger than

Seville, Madrid, Rome, or Paris and

was the most famous city in colonial Latin

America. Its wealth was mined out of

the mountain that towered above it. Standing

some 16,000 feet above sea level, Cerro Rico

yielded more silver than any other mountain

in Spain's empire. But for the Indians working

the mines, Cerro Rico brought enslavement

and death. Today, the riches are gone, but the

Indians remain. Story by Marguerite HoUoimy

Photographs by Stephen Ferry
.

Discovery
Scientists in search of new species and the

nature of hfe beneath the seas take diving to

the extreme.

44 Raptures of the Deep DanielJ. Lenihan

48 The Desert Sea David Douhilet

52 Diving with Eyes Open C. Lavett Smith

54 Dances with Sharks A. Peter Klimley

56 In Cold Mud Samuel S. Boivser

59 The Twilight Zone Richard L. Pyle

Cover: On the coral reef at

Swan Island in the Caribbean, a

yellowhne goby peers out

from the shelter of a branching

vase sponge.

Story on page 52. Photograph by

Paul H. Huinann.

4 Up Front: Pour I'lmage

6 Letters

10 Contributors

Natural Selections

12 Review: Blood Brothers Steven Austad

14 Excerpt: Leonardo's Fossils Martin Kemp
16 Bookshelf: Picks for November
18 CD-ROM: Exploring the Lost Maya

Michael D. Coe

19 nature.net: Below the Surface

Robert Anderson

20 Journal: Tundra Under Siege Robert Rockwell,

Kenneth Abraham, and RobertJefferies

22 This View ot Life: The Dodo in the

Caucus Race StephenJay Gould

34 Findings: Pterodaustro's Smile

Luis M. Chiappe and David Rivarola

75 Field Guide

76 This Land: Loess Is More
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

78 Celestial Events: The Little Cloud

Joe Rao

79 Travel and Reading

80 A Matter of Taste: Barnacles in Butter Sauce

Rohb Walsh

84 Universe: Outward Bound
Neil de Grasse Tyson

90 The Natural Moment: Horse Sense and

Sensibility Photograph by Michael Fogden

At the American Museum of Natural History

93 Double Vision: The Film Career of

Paul Fejos Bruce Frankel

96 November Events
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For reservations, call your travel ag ese fine resorts listed below.

1-800-294-1644
http://fla-keys.com/heronhouse

Lookout Lodge
Islamorada, Florida Keys

DIVE/SNORKEL BOAT ON PREMISES
1 -800-870-1 772 / 305-852-991

5

Land and Sea Tours, Inc.
Local Upper Keys historical tours

All day Key West and Everglades tours
305-664-3666

Crane Point Hammock
50, 5550 Overseas Hwy.

Marathon Key, FL 33050
(305) 743-9100

Hyatt Key West
Key West's Finest

Old Town Gulf front Resort
1-800-233-1234

Hawk's Cay Resort & Marina
Mile Marker 61

Duck Key/Marathon, FL 33050
1-800-432-2242 or (305) 743-7000

Eden House Hotel
Old Key West

Clean, Comfortable & Friendly
800-533 KEYS (5397)

Blue Parrot Inn
Historic 1884 B&B
Old Town, Key West

1-80O-231-BiRD (2473)

Florida Keys video guidebook.
$9.95 + p/h.

Major credit cards accepted.
1-800-GO-TO-KEYS
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Pour rimage
This fall, at Visa pour I'lmage, the annual international exposition of

photojournalism held in Perpignan, France, I -n-as privileged to see the di-

versity of the world through the eyes of some of the worids great pho-

tographers. (Sadly, scenes of war predominated—Bosnia, Chechnya,

Liberia, Sierra Leone—and scenes of peacefal pursuits were all too rare.)

What distinguished the best of the work was not the quality of the pic-

tures—ever\-body there took great pictures—but rather die ideas behind

the images, the inteUigence behind the camera, a focus not only on cap-

turing the subject but also on teUing a stor\- Like all good stories, good

photographs brir^ us into a place and engage our senses and our minds.

The American Museum of NaturM Histon.^s 20th annual Margaret

Mead Fihn and Video Festrv^ opens this mondi. Here, as in Perpignan,

the stories told are as important as the quahty ofthe pictures. Among the

films featured at this year's festi\-al are diose of Paul Fejos (page 93) who

left HollTOOod in the late 1930s to make anthropological fihns. For Fejos,

people s stories—^whedier the\' are natives ofNew York Cit>^ or Madagas-

car—could be best revealed through the eye of the camera.

Our belief in the camera's stors-telling ability- has led to Natural His-

wrj''s new emphasis on photography In this issue, for instance, Stephen

Ferry's extraordinary images (page 36) bring us the world of Potosi, Bo-

livia: inside the cramped confines of the mines and outside, where weary-

women shuffle along the mountain paths, stooped, bundled against the

cold, fingering the gravel for the odd nu^et of silwr. In our special di\'-

ing section (page 44), through David Doubilet's photos, we can come

face to face ^-ith the briUiant fishes of die Red Sea, experiencing some-

thing of the raptures described by the scientists who di\-e in such places.

At the festival in Perpignan, many photojoumalists expressed concern

that photographs of fashion and film stars got all the space in magazines.

There ^^re. they kept insisting, great stories to tell and a need tor more

places to show them. We agree.

—

Bmce Stutz

A scenefiom C. lAi. j;ii.

Film and Video Festival
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WHEN YOU KNOW HOW TO AVOID WHEELPINCHERS,

YOU DON T PEDAL BACK FOR JUST ANOTHER EPISODE OF BONANZA.

An incredible trail veers to the right. Another one to the left.

Which one do you choose? Which promises the greatest stories?

The answer is simple. Choose one now, call in sick tomorrow, then

ride the other

For those of you nodding your heads, we'd like to introduce the

Outdoor Life Network.

Tune in to "Fat Tire Journal" to explore some of the most

demanding off-road riding in the country. Or "Velo Magazine, "which

features the best riders in the best races around the globe.

Also, don't miss coverage of special events like the International

World Cup or The Classic of the Alps, 200 km of the most treach- |

erous terrain known to man, and catch the Grand Prix of Nations, |

the worlds most famous series of sprint races. 3

To see all this and more, call your local cable operator or 8

DirecTv" distributor and request the Outdoor Life Network. g

OUTDOOR LIFE
N E T W O « K

Television With A View
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Own the First

Indian Head
Penny of 1859.

The Famous "White Cent"

Used in the Civil War

ONLY $19
Sells elsewhere for $39.95

Everyone loves the Indian Head
penny, but how many can claim to

own the coveted 1859 first issue?

Struck by the U.S. Mint in copper-

nickel, and originally called "the

nickel," this long-obsolete "white

cent" was phased out in 1864 when
hard nickel became a critical Civil

War armaments metal. It's thicker

and heavier than later bronze U.S.

cents. The Indian Princess (Lib-

erty) design was immediately

acclaimed by the American public,

but due to a shortage in commerce
comparatively few were saved. The
reverse bears a unique one-year

laurel (civil) wreath, replaced in

1860 with an oak (military) wreath

and Union shield on the eve of the

Civil War. Your special introduc-

tory price for a certified-genuine

good-quality original is just $19,

3 for $54 or 5 for $89. Order
#17196. Each coin comes in a

protective transparent holder. Add
just $2 shipping and handling.

30-Day No-Risk Home Examina-
tioii: Money-Back Guarantee. To
order by credit card caU toll-free.

Or send check or money order to:

Internationai Coins & Currency
62 Ridge St., Box 218, Dept. 3504

Montpelier, Vermont 05601

1-800-451-4463
Sen'ing collectorsfor 22 years, i - „

To the

Editor

The Bite of a Bat

While I've long had great respect for

the Museum's Howard TopofF, I believe

he is in error regarding the teeth of

vampire bats ("Dangerous Creatures,"

September 1996).

The vampire bat does have long ca-

nines, but it cuts its victim's skin with its

highly modified upper incisors.

Guy Tudor

Forest Hills, New York

You are right. According to Karl Koop-

man, curator emeritus of mammalogy

at the American Museum of Natural

History, the incisors do the job.

—

Eds.

Iraq's Suffering

In "Scientists Outside History" (Sep-

tember 1996), Barbara Aziz makes just

one small reference to the cause of the

Persian Gulf war—Iraq's invasion of

Kuwait. But the tenor of her story is

tliat Iraq is suffering because of the

harshness of the United Nations sanc-

tions. Nowhere does she really pin

down the idea that what has been hap-

pening in Iraq since 1990 is due solely

to Saddam Hussein's intransigence.

Yes, it is terrible that the people of

Iraq are suffering. But Saddam Hussein

is responsible for aU of it—both directly

for having started the war and indirectly

for spending money on the army in-

stead of civilians.

Bob Weiner

Hoffman Estates, Illinois

Genes and Sexual Preference

I was glad that Mark Padley, in review-

ing Simon LeVay's Queer Science ("The

Gay Brain," September 1996), recog-

nized the danger of buying into the no-

tion of sexual preference as biologically

determined. If homosexuality is ex-

plained away as a biological anomaly,

the widespread assumption that homo-

sexuals are inferior is left unchallenged.

Paul Campbell, II

Las Cruces, New Mexico

Genes and Genocide

As a scientist and long-time fan of

Stephen Jay Gould's insights and turns

of phrase, I was saddened to see him

squirming under the increasing evi-

dence of the power of the gene in

human behavior ("The Diet ofWorms
and the Defenestration of Prague," Sep-

tember 1996). Gould agrees that we

humans have "a biologically based ca-

pacity ... to view outsiders as beyond

fellowship and ripe for slaughter" but

adds that "at the very most, biology

might help us to delimit the environ-

mental circumstances that tend to elicit

one behavior rather than the other."

Well, 1 would say that is no small feat!

Janet M. Dreyer

Pasadena, California

We may be genetically programmed to

attack strangers, yet defining who is a

stranger is culturally determined. I sub-

mit that this cultural flexibility is the

feature that separates humankind from

the clan of hairy apes.

Richard Olbrich

Washington, D.C



A child's prayer:

'*Ala Ka Barika Di
Dinye To Lahan INi Here Ye

Translation:

Give me tiie strengtii to live

anotiier day in tliis world.

You can answer a child's prayer.

Become a Save the Cliildren sponsor and share

your inner strengtli with a child whose future is uncer-

tain. Your love can make such a difference.

Improved nutrition, education, medical care, and

clean water Tliese are the tilings children need in order

to be strong enough to survive the world tliey live in.

Together, sponsors help children make progress.

Your sponsorship gifts of $20 a montli are combined

with those of otliers to create self-help programs that

benefit an entii'e community'. You help families achieve

independence by providing a hand up, not a handout.

Witli your help, families can make positi\'e, last-

ing changes, and a cMd can find joy in kiiowing tliat

you care.

Answer a cliild's prayer witli love. Please fill out

the coupon, or call, today.

1-800-955-8877

Yes, I want to give needy children a chance in life.

I prefer to sponsor a boy girl either in the area I've checked below.

Please send my child's photo and personal history.

n Where the need is greatest D Caribbean/Latin America

n Middle East D Africa D Asia

Name
Phone ( )

Address

City

_Apt.

. State

.

Zip_

n Please charge my sponsorship contribution of $20 to my credit card

automatically each month: D Mastercard D Visa D Discover D Amex
Account # Exp. Date

Signature

D I prefer to pay by check each month. My first monthly sponsorship

contribution of $20 is enclosed.

D Instead of becoming a sponsor at this time, I am enclosing a

contribution of $ .

D Please send me more information.

Established in 1932, The ori^al child sponsorship asenc\'

YOUR SPONSORSHIP COnTRIBITIONSARE U.S'Ii^'CO^E

TA.X DEDUCTIBL£. We are indeed proud of our use oi fund;

Our annual report and audit statement are a\ailable upon

request. iD19% Save the Children Federation, Inc
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Save the Children
50 Wilton Road,^VestpoI•t. CT 068S0
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Show you care with

the Endangered Species

Stamp Pane.

ijiPi

The Florida panther is in danger of

BECOMING extinct. AnD ITS HABITAT

,
Endangered species ^^^p^ GETTING SMALLER.

i^*-- V ^a Less than 60 adult panthers

"" ARE BELIEVED TO BE LIVING IN

THE SUBTROPICAL SWAMPS AND

FORESTLANDS

OF Southern

Florida. Now the U.S.

Postal Service is helping MBM a «9"

TO RAISE awareness OF
The sojicover book makes a

THE PLIGHT OF THE FLORIDA sre'^'s'ft-

panther and 14 OTHER SPECIES WITH OUR

LessThan 60 Left InThe Everglades.

We've HonoredThem WithA Stamp
first set of photographic stamps—the

Endangered Species Collection. Use

them to make others aware

, of endangered wildlife.

jEl^UAlHj^"/^" And save THE LIMITED-EDITION

COLLECTIBLES AS A POWERFUL

WAY TO SHOW YOUR CONCERN

FOR THESE ANIMALS.

Call 1 800 STAMP-24 For
This book ofPostal Cards

rlTLf/Zr ''" The Endangered Species

Collection And Show You Care.

^Sf UNITED STATESK^ POSTAL SERVICE'S,

The Endangered Species stamps were photographed by Jim Balog using a Mamiya 645PRO and Mamiya Sekor lenses. http;//www.stampsonline.com
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Marguerite Holloway ("I Am Rich

Potosi, King of the Mountains, Envy

of icings") became acquainted with

Bohvia's tin miners through

photographer Stephen Ferry, who has

been documenting the miners' Uves

since 1990. The two are now

collaborating on a book about

Potosi. Formerly a news editor at

Scientific American , HoUoway has also

written for Audubon, the Nation, Science,

and the Village Voice. Ferry, who was a

Latin American history major in

college, has covered social and political

subjects throughout Latin America for

many major pubUcations.

Based in Santa Fe, Daniel J. Lenilian ("Raptures of the Deep") heads the Submerged

Cultural Resources Unit of the National Park Service, "which in plain Enghsh," he says,

"means that I serve as the chief maritime archeologist for the NPS and lead the only team

of underwater archeologists for the federal government."A frequent contributor to Natural

History, Lenihan most recently offered his reflections on the first atomic bomb detonation

("Ground Zero Revisited,"July 1995). He is shown here in period diving gear re-creating

archeologist Edward Thompson's exploration of the Sacred Well of Chichen Itza.

The prize-winning undersea photographs of David Doubilet ("The Desert Sea") have been published in books and magazines

worldwide. Since 1972, his images have appeared m forty-five articles for National Geographic alone. The scenes of coral reefs

accompanying his essay in this month's Natural History were taken at his favorite place to dive and photograph, the Red Sea,

particularly the northern tip near the small peninsula of Ras Muhammad. DoubUet's most recent book is Pacific:An Unseen

Journey (Little, Brown and Company: Boston, 1992).

C. Lavett Smith ("Diving with Eyes Open") has pursued his passion for aquatic creatures for

more than fifty years. Now curator emeritus of ichthyology at the American Museum of

Natural History, "Smitty" came to the Museum in 1962 with a doctorate fiom the University

of Michigan.A diver since 1955, he claims, "I've never been in the ocean for more than half an

hour without seeing something I've never seen before." Smith has researched reef ecology in

the Virgin Islands, hermaphroditism in groupers, and signaling in the saUfin blenny. He is now

completing the xiudubon Field Guide to Tropical Fishes.

A. Peter Klimley ("Dances with Sharks") has been swimming with sharks for more than fifteen years. He earned his doctorate

m marine biology fiom the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in 1982 for studies oflemon sharks and hammerheads and

has since spent his working life observing bony fishes, seas slugs, sharks, seals, and other sea animals. Klimley is an associate

research behaviorist at Bodega Marine Laboratory at the University of CaUfornia at Davis, where he develops telemetric

devices for studying and tracking sea creatures in the wild.

Cell biologist Samuel S. Bowser ("In Cold

Mud"), who describes himself as a "farm boy

from upstate New York," discovered foraminifera

as an undergraduate at the University at Albany,

SUNY. After earning his doctorate, he signed on

for fieldwork in Antarctica to get away from "the

sterile atmosphere of a lab." He has returned sev-

eral times since and continues to study giant

forams at the Wadsworth Center, the pubUc

health research laboratory of the New York

State Department of Health in Albany. "The

way forams move objects along their

pseudopods has inspired us to look at related

phenomena in human cells. Right now, we're

looking at early events in kidney stone forma-

tion," writes Bowser.

Richard L. Pyle ("The TwUight Zone") developed his passion for undersea exploration more than a

decade ago, as a college dropout living in Palau. He eventually returned to academia and is now
seeking a doctorate in zoology at the University of Hawaii. An avid aquarist and a pioneer in

advanced diving techniques, Pyle is also a collections technician in the Department of Ichthyology

at the Bishop Museum in Honolulu. All this, he says, pales in comparison with his latest project,

undertaken with his wife, Lisa—caring for their fourteen-month-old daughter.
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Knowledge
Is Its Own
Rewvrd.
There is no substitute for learning, nor for the personal satisfaction and enrichment

that education offers. With eight separate interdisciplinary courses of study, the

Liberal Studies Master of Arts Program at Columbia University encourages learning

for its own sake.

Students avoid narrow specialization while developing their understanding of an area,

culture, or historical period through study in the arts, humanities, and social sciences.

You may attend full-time or part-time during the autumn, spring or summer terms.

American Studies

Ancient Studies

East Asian Studies

Islamic Studies

Jewish Studies

Medieval Studies

Modern European Studies

South Asian Studies

For more information and a brochure,

call 212-854-9383
Liberal Studies M.A. Programs

109A Low Memorial Library

Mail Code 4307

Columbia University

New York, NY 10027-7017

liberalstudiesma@columbia.edu

Fax: (212) 854-4912

For information concerning

other Graduate School M.A.

programs, call 212-854-8120.

LIBERAL STUDIES

Columbia University
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Columbia University is an affinnative action/equal opportunity institution
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By Steven Austad

Review Demonic Males: Apes and
'"

the Origins of Human
Violence, hy Richard W. Wrangham and

Dale Peterson. Houghton Mifflin, 332 pp.

,

$22.95.

I once took part in a nasty mob brawl.

The odd thing was that this brawl was

between movie extras being paid to pre-

tend to fight in a film about the

anti—Vietnam War movement. Soon

after the director called "Action!"

things began to spin out of control.

Make-believe blows gradually turned

into real ones; faces and fists were

quickly bloodied. Ambulances eventu-

ally had to be called to remove the in-

jured. This was my introduction to re-

flexive, irrational mob violence.

A new book by primatologist

Richard Wrangham and English pro-

fessor Dale Peterson would attribute

mob violence—along with violent

crime; gang, ethnic, and international

wars; wife beating; rape; and the joys of

hunting—to the "demonic" nature of

the male participants, who are the way

they are because of our relatively recent

common ancestry with apes generally,

and chimpanzees in particular. De-

monic, in the sense the authors use it,

means "opportunistically and viciously

violent." Such a thesis will certainly

raise eyebrows, hackles, and a lot of at-

tention from the media. One can al-

most imagine the cover of the news-

weeklies: a chimp dressed as a general,

with the headline "Is War Part of Our

Genetic Heritage?" splashed across the

page.

The primary thesis of the book is

that murderous violence in human and

chimpanzee males can be similarly un-

derstood and explained because of their

common origin: a common ancestor

Scenefrom 20tli Century Fox's 1968 fflni Planet of the Apes

hunted monkeys for food. Such hunt-

ing, the authors argue, predisposed our

common ancestor to murderous vio-

lence, and in certain ecological con-

texts, this violence was turned on other

members of the same species. This is

not a new idea, of course. Raymond

Dart asserted something very similar in

"The Predatory Transition fi'om Ape to

Man," a 1953 article in the International

Anthropological and Linguistic Review.

Robert Ardrey elaborated on it in his

1976 book, Tlie Hunting Hypothesis.

Basic to the authors' argument is our

close evolutionary relationship to chim-

panzees. Among the great apes, the

chimpanzees and bonobos are closely

related to us, having diverged from

human hneage only 5 to 6 million years

ago. Citing field research by investiga-

tors around the world, the authors

characterize each of the great apes by

the type of violent behavior they ex-

hibit: some orangutan males force un-

willing females to mate; male gorillas

kill infants when first taking over a

group; and male chimpanzees raid

neighboring groups' territories to am-

bush and kill vulnerable individuals

they encounter. They may even kill

specific individuals with what appears

to be premeditation. Bonobo males, by

contrast, are presented as paragons of

egalitarian nonviolence.

This much of their account of ape

behavior is not controversial, although



it emphasizes only one aspect of great

ape sociality and ignores individual dif-

ferences among males. Trouble—and

controversy—arise when the authors

claim that the common ancestor of hu-

mans, chimpanzees, and bonobos dis-

played chimpanzeelike male violence

and that, basically, so do modern and

preagncultural humans. Specifically,

Wrangham and Peterson argue that

both human and chimpanzee societies

can be characterized as dominated by

groups of genetically related male status

seekers, who perform many types ot

dastardly acts to further their own re-

productive interests.

Here, as elsewhere in the book, argu-

mentation proceeds largely by anec-

dote. South America's fierce Yano-

mamo—whose males allegedly make

chimpanzeelike raids—are cited as rep-

resenting human violence in a "natural

state." However, many more pacific

models of ancestral human behavior are

ignored. The behavior of ancestral

human males could have resembled that

of bonobos, gorillas, or neither.

Unlike some of my scientist col-

leagues, I don't automatically bristle

when the role of culture is downplayed

and human faculties or behavior is at-

tributed largely to our evolutionary

past. (Martin Daly and Margot Wilson's

1988 book. Homicide, for instance,

struck me as a persuasive and novel evo-

lutionary view of homicidal human be-

havior and the seemingly incoherent

system of laws and punishments sur-

rounding it.) I also accept that humans

are deeply, chronically, irrationally vio-

lent (as well as deeply, chronically, irra-

tionally artistic, inquisitive, or senti-

mental) and that violence is largely the

province of males—as a trip to any

football game (look in the crowd, not

necessarily on the field), a visit to a war

zone, or a glance at crime statistics wiU

make obvious. But invoking chim-

panzee or Yanomamo behavior does

not explain the phenomenon.

The authors also spend considerable

ink attempting to convince us that no

human society is truly violence free.

Fair enough, but human societies, even

indigenous societies, differ from one

another more than a hundredfold in

their homicide rates. The frequency ot

wars also varies widely across cultures

and countries and throughout history.

Attributing all human violence to our

ape ancestry ignores such interesting

and potentially enlightening data on

human social behavior.

I am not convinced by the authors"

claim, for instance, that wars can be

simply explained in terms of competi-

tion. Furthermore, this claim tells us

little about war itself that wasn't appar-

ent without invoking apes. Calling im-

perialism a foreign policy based on

male reproductive interests doesn't

deepen my understanding of political

events. Nor does the conclusion that

democracy is preferable to personalized

political power require an understand-

ing of anthropoid social structure. Fi-

nally, in what seems like a bad ghost

from sociobiology's distant past, all

types of violence are lumped together

as a single phenomenon—ape de-

monism. This surely does violence to

the underlying neural, genetic, and so-

cial sources of these various behaviors.

Quite apart from its central thesis,

the book represents a particularly dis-

turbing phenomenon that I can only

describe as the "tabloidization" of sci-

ence. Tabloid journalism (and now-

tabloid television) can be defined as that

v/hich titillates with what it pretends to

deplore—not a happy trend for popular

science writing. In this book, vicious

acts of violence are gratuitously de-

scribed in lurid detail. Occasionally, we

encounter the jarring insertion ot an

internal monologue from the mind ot a

chimpanzee or hyena! This might be

legitimate in a novel or in a work of

Maileresque journahsm, but in a sup-

posed piece of scientific exposition?

I am sure that, as the authors say,

their evolutionary view "presents hu-

mans as a single group. ... It stresses

our unity and trivializes our differ-

ences." That's true, it does. Alas.

Stci'cii Ausuui. dii iissodiitc pivtcfsor in the

Department of Biological Sciences at the

Univeisity of Idaho, is finishing a book on

tlie biology of aging, Why We Age. to be

ptdilishcd by John Wiley and Sons in the

spring of 1997.
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Leonardo's Fossils
By Martin Kemp

Leonardo was in hisfifties when he recorded,

in what is now called the Codex Leicester,

his ideas and observations on physical causes

and effects in nature. Tlie codex consists of

eighteen loose, double-sided sheets, written

in "mirror script" and illustrated by approx-

imately 360 pen-and-ink sketches. Leo-

nardo was preoccupied with the dynamics of

fluids, but he also theorized about the physi-

cal nature of the earth. After his death in

1519, the codex changed hands many times,

but in 1717 it was purchased by the Earl of

Leicester and remained in the family well

into the twentieth century. In 1994, it was

bought at an auction at Christie's by Mi-

crosoftfounder William H. Gates III.

Excerpt The Codex Leicester gives

us the best impression of

what a finished treatise on a scientific

topic might have been Hke in the Re-

naissance. It is dominated by columns

of text, with marginal or inset illustra-

tions. It is characteristic of Leonardo's

mature science that he felt an increasing

need to write long texts debating com-

plex theories about a world seen in in-

creasingly dynamic terms. The nonlin-

ear content of Leonardo's thinking

provides both frustration and pleasure

for the modern reader—frustration be-

cause of the lack of fully resolved dis-

cussions of the major topics he tackled,

and pleasure because of the wonderful

fertility and imaginative leaps of his

mind, which continually saw brilliant

cross-connections where we see sepa-

rate disciplines.

From Leonardo da Vinci Codex Leicester: A Mas-

terpiece of Science. Copyright 1996, by the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.

The pages in the codex devoted to

the debate on the origins of fossil shells

in high places show Leonardo at his

best—urgent, involved, incisive, alert to

analogies and received wisdom, wLUing

to modify his theories, and inventive in

explanation. The arguments he mus-

tered constitute one of the most power-

ful episodes in the whole of his think-

ing and can be set without apology

beside the reasoning oflater generations

of geologists who had no knowledge

that Leonardo had preceded them into

their intellectual territory.

The presence of marine shells high

up in mountains, many miles from seas

and lakes, was a long-standing puzzle.

Leonardo asked himself "why the bones

of great fishes and oysters and corals and

various other shells and sea snaUs are

found on the high tops of mountains

that border on the sea, in the same way

in which they are found in the depths

of the sea." Leonardo was well aware

that in the Apennine Mountains near

Parma and Piacenza, shells and corals

could be seen still adhering to the

rocks. In a rare autobiographical note,

he recalled, "when I was making the

great horse at Milan [the great bronze

equestrian monument to Francesco

Sforza], a large sack of those [fossil

shells] which had been found in those

liv-J^p-^"

I

<n<(''<^
"Leonardo's Codex Leicester: A Master-

piece of Science": An exhibition of the sci-

entific notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci

(1452-1519) is on display at the Ameri-

can Museimi ofNatural History through

Wednesday, fanuary 1, 1997.

parts was brought to my workshop by

some peasants, and among them were

many which were still in their original

condition."

Leonardo was taking part, as he

knew, in an ancient and theologically

significant debate. Considered superfi-

ciaUy, marine fossils stranded on moun-

tains seemed to provide evidence for
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Volume One of these full digital

recordings features six of Beethoven's

symphonies: The First, Second, Third

("Eroica"), Fourth, Fifth and Seventh.

Throughout both volumes, the world-

renowned City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra is in perfect

form under the direction of Walter

Weller, Gold Medal recipient from
the Beethoven Society of Vienna for

his interpretations of the master.

Volume Two presents works
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innovatively bridge the transition from
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famous pieces of international
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"Pastoral" and the lofty "Ode to Joy"

symphonies: The Sixth, in which the

composer evokes tranquil images of

his beloved countryside. . .and the

mighty Ninth, surely one of the

world's most profound and uplifting

works of art.

Additional Symphonies pre-

sented are the Eighth and the first

movement of the unfinished Tenth.

Rounding off this collection are two

overtures from the composer's

earlier period. Surely this superb

music belongs in every cultivated

home. Order your set today!

Great Music, Great Artists, Great Prices!
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Now. "Walter Weller's Beethoven
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"You can't help being impressed with
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"Weller is a giant. . .overall excellence!'
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Bookshelf

Segmented field, Montana

Taking Measures Across

the American Landscape
ByJames Corner and Alex S. MacLean (Yale

University Press, 1996, $45, illtts).

In a three-year odyssey across America,

landscape architect Corner and photogra-

pher MacLean documented aerial images

that reveal the power of technology and

culture in reshaping the land.

Invention by Design
By Henry Petroski (Harvard University Press, 1996, $24.95, illns.)

Petroski, of Duke University's Department of Civil and Environmental Engi-

neering, probes "how engineers get from thought to thing." His examples

range froin pencil points, zippers, and aluminum cans to fax machines, air-

planes, and bridges.

Spineless Wonders
By Richard Conniff (Henry Holt and Company, 1996, $25, ilhis.)

"The Httle things that really run the world"—the estimated ten- to thirty-

million invertebrate species that make up 99.5 percent of all animal species

—

are subjects of natural history writer ConnifF's scientific and entertaining

scrutiny.

Plain Pictures
Byjoni L. Kinsey (Smithsonian

Institution Press, 1996,

$65 doth/$3 4.95 paper, ilhis.)

Over a period of 160 years,

painters and photographers, from

George Catlin, Thomas Hart

Benton, and Georgia O'KeeSe

to Laura Gilpin, Dorothea Lange,

and Terry Evans, have depicted

the grasslands and agricultural

landscapes of the American

heartland.

East Custer County, Nebraska, by Solomon

Butcher, 1887

Deep Atlantic
By Richard Ellis (Alfred A. Knopf, 1996, $35, illus.j

Like the pelican eel with an enormous mouth, which is found at depths of

6,500 feet, the creatures living in the Atlantic's abyss have evolved in fantastic

vay;,. E.xploration ot this deep, sunless vv'orld continues to uncover new and

S'lrpri'ing information.

Tlie books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are available by mail from the

Museum Shop of the American Museum of Natural History (212) 769-5150.

the Flood of Genesis. The strata in

which fossil shells were found had tra-

ditionaUy been explained as the result

of the Flood or else as the result of

metaphysical processes, astrological or

alchemical. Leonardo rejected both ex-

planations. He turned to his image of

the earth in transformation to explain

the presence and distribution of marine

creatures in high places.

On folio 9v of the codex, under the

heading "Confritation of those who say

that shells were carried a distance of

many days' journey from the sea be-

cause of the Deluge," Leonardo gives a

number of reasons for rejecting the

usual explanation for the presence of

these fossils in mountains. It was inher-

ently implausible that fossils could have

been carried to the mountaintops by

the waters of the Flood, since "things

heavier than water cannot float upon its

surface but remain at the bottom and

are not removed from there except by

pressure from the waves." Moreover, if

the tossils had been carried there, some

three or four hundred miles from the

sea, by the Flood, then it would be rea-

sonable to suppose that the various dif-

ferent species would be "mixed up, all

heaped up together." Instead, "even at

such distances from the sea we see the

oysters all together and also the sheUfish

and the cuttlefish and all the other shells

which stay together in companies,

found all together dead," while "the

single shells are found one at a distance

from another as we see them every day

on the seashores."

No one before Leonardo had devel-

oped such a dynamic vision of the

world as a kind of organism in transfor-

mation; reaHgnments of the surfaces of

the water and earth resulted in areas

previously submerged becoming ex-

posed, revealing the sedimentary rocks

and shells that had previously been

under the seas.

Martin Kemp is British Academy Wolfson

Research Professor in the Department of the

History ofArt at Oxford University.
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Discovery Tours

Explore the ^It^rldigii
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Since 1869, the American

Museum ofNatural History

has sponsored thousands of

scientific expeditions

around the globe in an effort

to unravel the world's

greatest mysteries. It is this

(
passion to discover and to

. understand that inspires

Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational

travel program.

Participants in the

Discovery Tours travel

program have the unique

opportunity to explore the

world with Museum

scientists as they continue to

uncover new insights into

the nature oflife on earth.

Since 1953, over 10,000

Museum travelers have

participated in Discovery

Tours to some ofthe world's

greatest wildlife areas,

archaeological sites and

cultural centers.

CRUISES

A Journey on the Wild Side:

Costa Rica and Panama
January 6 -13, 1997

From $2,762 to $4,812

The Galapagos Islands

January 10-22, 1997 and

January 24 - February 5, 1997

$5,487

Island World of Indonesia

February 5 -20, 1997

From $6,990 to $10,950

Baja and the Great Whales
February 9 -17, 1997

From $2,652 to $3,842

Sailing the Caribbean

aboard the Sea Cloud

February 16-22, 1997

From $4,220 to $6,625

Voyage to Vietnam

March 15-31, 1997

From $6,275 to $10,095

Lands of Pharaohs: Egypt, Israel,

Jordan & the Red Sea

March 20- April 1, 1997

$4,595

Untamed Wonders of the Amazon
April 11 - 22, 1997

PVom $3,775 to $6,855

'p^Tmm'-
i;

;

—

Polynesia Under Sail

May 8 -25, 1997

From $7,980 to $11,980

Expedition to the Australian

Outback: The Kimberley

May 9 -25. 1997

From $5,280 to $6,780

Crossroads of Civilization

May20-June 1,1997

From $4,995 to $6,495

Barging in France

June 20 -29, 1997

$4,350

TRAIN TRIPS

The Silk Road: Through

China and Central Asia

April 18 -May 9, 1997

From $8,990 to $12,970

National Parks of the West
May 27 -June 5, 1997

From $4,290 to $7,250

Beijing to Moscow by Private

Train: China, Mongolia & Siberia

August 28 - September 13, 1997

From $7,450 to $9,750

Trans-Canada Rail Journey

September 1 - 9. 1997

From $4,990 to $7,890

LAND PROGRAMS

Elusive Everglades

January 4- 11, 1997

$2,400

Big Cats of the Serengetl

January 9 - 25. 1997

$6,950

Endangered Africa by Private Jet

January 10 - February 3. 1997

$25, 950

Ancient Mesoamerican Cultures

February 15 -March 1. 1997

$3,690

Mexico's Copper Canyon
March 1-9, 1997

$2,490

Trinidad and Tobago

March 16 -25. 1997

$2,775

In the Heart of the Amazon
March 17-25. 1997

$3,084

Syria, Jordan & Israel

April 2-15. 1997

$3,995

China & the Yangtze

April 9 -26. 1997

$5,025

Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum of Natural Histoiy
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday-Friday 9am-5pm EST
Call for additional information on these trips or a
mmnjpte list of niir 1997 nrofn-ams
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The Weather Monitor II makes state-of-the-art weather

technology affordable enough for home and hobby use!

Provides all the features of a professional-quality weather

station at a fraction of the cost.

Features Isclude:

• Inside &OulBide

Temps

• Wind Speeds

Direclion

• Barometer

• Times Date

> Inside ftimidity

'Wind Chill

• Alarms

• Highs & Lows

•Rainfall Option

• InslBrt Metric

Conversion

• Outside Hura&
Dew Point Option

• Optional PC

Interlace

M-F 7 am, to 5:30 p,m. Pacific Time

FAX 1-510-670-0589

M/C and VISA • One-year warranty

30-day money-bacl< guarantee •
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i. UrC ON MARS? I
Of

First Life On tarth!
Newly Available

ARCHAEN BUTTERSTONE
Magnificent yellow/green mineral

rock from the Greenstone belts of

Southern Africa.

t

Formed in Archaen times over f

2500 million years ago.

Laminations have been

known to contain Micro

Fossil evidence of the beginnings of life on Earth.
•••

Wonder at what planet Earth must have

looked like all those years ago.

Each specimen is individually packaged
{Size 3" X 3" x 2") with its own insert giving

details of the prehistoric background.
•••

One surface is polished to show the unique

colors and laminations.

•••

Novel dlHctT' Item or gift for those fascinated by the

unusual and natural sciences.

o

!:

Act now
to own your ov^n piece of

prehistoric history.

%

Only $4.90 each -v 3.95 shipping & handling
(:;: residents add sales tax), lii iconditicnal money back guarantee

,

Please send order with name, address,

payment/credit card details (Visa/Mastercard) to;

C&J Commoditiss SnternationaE Inc.
3224 Bryson Drive. Florence. SC 29501

Phone (803) 678-9736 Fax; (803) 664-0794
Packaged by Rorence Risibilities a Special Needs Workshop

r-
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Exploring the Lost Maya

A muralfrom the Maya temple at Bonampak

By Michael D. Coe

CD-ROM Hundreds of thousands of

North American tourists

annually visit the "lost Maya cities," and

this CD-ROM, edited by Robert L.

Sharer of the University of Pennsylva- .

nia, seems to be directed toward this

vast potential market; it may also be

geared toward elementary and high

school classes, for it is didactic but un-

complicated when dealing with the an-

cient Maya civilization, a very complex

subject.

On this level, it is a satisfactory expe-

rience, for it is very easy to use.

Through the map section, one can

rapidly find one's way to most of the

major, as well as the lesser, ruined cities,

and learn not only what makes them

notable but also how to get there on

one's own (not always a simple matter).

For most of the sites covered, the "slide

show" is remarkably good, with many

unusual views and images (I was espe-

cially impressed with the coverage of

the once-magnificent but now sadly

deteriorated Bonampak murals).

My favorite section on the disk is the

one on the enormously convoluted

Maya calendar, for here the animated

diagrams are far better than anything

one might find in a book, at least for

the viewer without any background in

the subject.

So why is Exploring the Lost Maya

somewhat of a disappointment? What

we have here is a fairly stodgy, consen-

sus-prone view of what Maya archeol-

ogy is all about. Consider the way ce-

ramics are handled under "Material

Culture": here we are presented with a

group of unprovenanced polychrome

vases from museum collections from

around the world. We are not given the

slightest indication that a great deal is

now known about the scenes on the

vases and that almost all of their hiero-

glyphic texts can be read. Wouldn't it

be possible to lead the viewer into the

weird but wonderful mental world of

the Classic Maya through these objects?

Even the references are narrowed down

to exactly one book, Robert L. Sharer's

Tire Ancient Maya.

In a field dominated by the enter-

tainment industry, I suppose one should

be thankful that any CD-ROM is de-

voted to an archeological subject. It just

could have been far, far better than it is.

(Sumeria (415) 904-0800, compatible

on Macintosh and Windows)

Michael D. Coe is Charles J. MacCurdy

Professor of Anthropology Emeritus, Yale

University.
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Below
the Sur^ce
By Robert Anderson

nature.net In keeping with the

underwater theme of

the special section in this month's issue,

I surfed the Internet for diving sites

—

the electronic kind with information

for those who are interested in explor-

ing our watery world. One of the best I

found was Dive Travel Online Magazine

(htrp://www.divetravel.com/CP.html).

Like most, it hsts a variety of commer-

cial tours, but it also has well-written

articles by divers who venture into

some unusual locations (such as the is-

land ofKadavu in the Fijian archipelago

or Rowley Shoals in Western Aus-

tralia) as well as to those that are heav-

ily traveled.

Also check out Scuba Diving

(http://www.scubadiving.com) and the

Internet Diver's Guide (http://www.

diversguide.com/). Although the latter

needs to be expanded to feature other

popular diving areas, it does include

maps of Florida and the Red Sea that

you can chck on to learn more about

what the various localities offer in

terms of natural history and underwater

archeology. Click on Umm Qamar, an

island in the Red Sea, for example, and

not only is there a map but also a

schematic drawing of the reef, diving

sites, and a sampHng of the flora and

fauna to be found.

For those who wish to contemplate

more hazardous dives, I recommend

the "Caver's Corner" (http://grove.ufl

.edu/~ken/cavers.html). This site has

maps and descriptions of some of

Florida's more extensive underwater

systems. But be sure to also read about

dives that went awry—perhaps these

are best experienced on the Internet.

Millions of years ago volcanic eruptions and earthquakes shook

the Pacific, leading to the creation of this fascinating archipelago

and its unique environment where species evolved in total

isolation. The Galapagos exist today as living laboratories of

evolution - islands of unsurpassed beauty on which more than

half of the plant life, a third of the fish and virtually all of the

reptiles are found nowhere else on earth. Towering volcanoes,

crater lakes and an abundance of flora and fauna make them

aesthetically, as well as scientifically, one of the most impressive

places in the world.

The American Museum of Natural History is offering three

expeditions to the remarkable Galapagos Islands in 1997,

including one especially designed for families. Join Museum

Scientists as we walk among spectacular lava formations,

snorkel in sunken craters teeming with tropical fish, swim with

sea lions and sea turtles, enjoy the close proximity of land and

marine iguanas and view a wonderful assortment of birds. We
will also explore the lovely city of Quito, once the northern

capital of the Inca Empire, located high in the Andes of Ecuador.

Robert Anderson is an editor at Natural I

History magazine.

li-eoi. New York. NY 10024

fi2-S6S7 Now York: (212) 7(i^)-.^700

Call for a compkie list ol'desliiiaiions.
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undra Under Siese
By Robert Rockwell,

Kenneth Abraham,

and RobertJefferies

Honking snow geese

speeding north in

ragged Vs are a her-

ald of spring. Each

year in March and

April, three to five

million geese, North

America's midcon-

tinent population,

leave their wintering

grounds. Weaving

over meadows and

marshes, they make

their way to the

salt- and fresh-water

marshes along the

shores of Canada's

Hudson Bay and

Foxe Basin, where

they will breed

in dense colonies.

Since the 1960s,

these snow geese

have tripled their

numbers.

At a time when
many species are m
decline and others

are going extinct,

this dramatic increase should be re-

garded as a great success. But in this

case, a boom in one species' numbers

has put other birds and plants at risk.

Until very early in this century, win-

tering snow geese were confined to the

marshes along the gulf coast of Texas

and Louisiana. The limited food re-

sources ot the marsh vegetation prob-

ably kept the population at a constant

level. If too many birds arrived on the

wintering grounds, they either starved

or were so malnourished that they

At an all-time high, the niidcoirtinent snow goose population migrates north in

swarms each spring, feeding on waste grains and spring wheat along the way. On
their tundra breeding grounds, the geese (whose plumage is either white or gray-blue,

as above) leave littleforaging or nesting spacefor other birds.

fledged fewer young the following

summer.

After the 1920s, however, increased

rice production on farmlands near the

snow goose's coastal wintering grounds

provided a new food source—offsetting

the loss of marshlands to commercial

development. As rice-paddy cultivation

spread farther north, the geese were

supplied with more than one million

acres of abundant food, not only in the

postharvest rice stubble but also in the

bordering soybean fields and pastures.

Geese began to ex-

tend their winter

range, flocking up to

150 miles inland

from the gulf coast.

To compensate for

the loss of natural

wetlands along the

geese's migration

route, in the 1960s

and 1970s conserva-

tionists created wild-

life refuges in the

northern prairies. As

the quality and

quantity of foraging

habitat increased, the

geese continued to

expand their winter-

ing grounds, wan-

dering as far north as

Nebraska and Iowa.

The bounty of food

from agricultural

sources, combined

with reduced hunt-

ing, cut goose mor-

tality rates in half

during the last

twenty years.

The most dra-

matic surge in the

midcontinent snow

goose population occurred during

roughly the same period. In 1968, the

colony of snow^ geese nesting in the

willow and lyme grass fringes of the

coastal salt marsh at La Perouse Bay

near Churchill, Manitoba, numbered

fewer than 2,000 pairs. By the spring of

1990 (the year of the last official Cana-

dian government survey), an estimated

22,500 pairs were Hving in the colony,

which was swelled by 90,000 gosUngs

in late June. (Females lay an average of

four eggs. Less than a day after hatch-

I



mg, the goslings begin feeding with

their parents on the marsh grasses and

sedges.)

Each breeding season, snow geese ar-

rive early in the spring before tundra

vegetation has begun growing. Their

serrated beaks enable the geese to dig

out nutrient-rich roots and rhizomes.

With up to one thousand nests now

packed into a square mile of tundra, the

geese are rippmg out the slow-growing

grasses and sedges faster than they can

grow back. (On the geese's warm win-

tering grounds, plants begin regrowing

within weeks.) This foraging destabi-

lizes the thin arctic soil, allowing melt-

ing snow and spring rains to erode the

earth. In some cases, trampling and

grubbing by the geese create depres-

sions in the earth. These fill up with

water and grow larger each year as the

birds feed along the edges, further re-

ducing the total feeding area.

Stripped of vegetation, the soil loses

more and more moisture to evapora-

tion. Inorganic salts move from under-

lying sediments to the bare surface, rais-

ing soil salinity to as much as three

times that of sea water. As the process

intensifies, plants die, ponds dry up, and

the parched earth cracks. The impact

on other birds that forage and nest in

these marshes is considerable. In the ex-

treme salinity of the mud flats, few in-

vertebrates can survive, reducing the

food source of many shorebirds. As the

willows that surround the marsh die,

birds that rely on these trees for food

and shelter (such as ptarmigans and yel-

low warblers) disappear. Eventually, a

forest of dried sticks is all that remains.

Some marshes have already reached

this final stage, and soon other breeding

grounds may follow. This past spring

was exceptionally cold and wet, and

many migrant geese destined for breed-

ing colonies in the High Arctic delayed

the last portion of their journey, resting

and feeding m more southerly

marshes—some even remained to nest

there. Nesting density at La Perouse

Bay was up 40 percent from the spring

of 1995. Because of heavy rains, areas

that are normally dry by mid-June were

under water. Female snow geese re-

sorted to building nests on anything

dry—rocks, hummocks, even willow

clumps—leaving little foraging and

nesting space for other species of birds.

Yellow rails, northern shovelers, and

wigeons have all but disappeared from

the area. Fewer than 30 breeding pairs

of semipalmated sandpipers were seen

in the marsh, down from 140 in the

early 1980s.

As coastal breeding grounds become

increasingly inhospitable, geese are

moving into less degraded marshes to

nest. The spread will continue until

there is no longer enough suitable land

for nesting families. By that time, how-

ever, large stretches of coastline will

have been destroyed, and numerous

other species will have lost their feeding

grounds.

Under the aegis of the Canadian and

United States governments, a commu-

nity of scientists, wildlife managers, and

naturalists has formed the Goose Habi-

tat Working Group. The group pro-

poses reducing the snow goose popula-

tion's nearly 5 percent annual growth

rate by lengthening hunting seasons,

liberalizing hunting regulations, re-

cruiting new hunters, and increasing

egg collecting by northern native peo-

ples. Success wiU depend on timely ac-

tion and the cooperation of diverse in-

terest groups. Because of the salinity of

the soil, the cold temperatures, and the

short growing season, recovery of these

arctic wetlands will take at least several

decades.

Robert Rockwell, a professor of biology at

City College, CUNY; Kenneth Abraluvn,

a wetland wildlife research scientist at the

Ontario Ministry ofNatural Resources; and

Robert Jeffcries, a professor of botany at the

University of Toronto, are all fvinding

iiieinbcrs of the Goose Habitat Working

Group.
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The Dodo in the
Caucus Rjace
By StephenJay Gould

Most members ofmy immigrant Jewish

family took pride in their supposed as-

siiTiilation (often more imagined than

real) and derided as "greenhorns'" those

who stuck to old ways and tongues.

Nonetheless, I well remember the lilt of

Yiddish, liberally sprinkled into heavily

accented English, used exclusively for a

wide range ofjokes and stories, or spo-

ken as a mother tongue by the recalci-

trants. Two years ago, the last native

Yiddish speaker of my extended family

died. She was 100 years old.

When such valued parts of natural or

human diversity disappear as active, liv-

ing presences, we take special interest

—

verging sometimes on zealous protec-

tionism for the merest scraps—in

preserving the "fossil" artifacts of extin-

guished vitality. And when we discover

such a vestige as a pleasant and entirely

accidental surprise, we feel doubly

blessed for a gift bestowed by a nor-

mally uncaring world—all without our

seeking or expecting. Two recent and

personal examples struck my heart-

strings more than my brainstuff and

channeled my thinking to the general

topic of extinction and preservation.

I saw a ten-story building, standing

tall among the tenements of East

Broadway on New York City's Lower

East Side. I noted some Hebrew letters

in raised and decaying inetal along the

top story. (The first raysh has fallen off

entirely, but the outhne of the Hebrew
r can still be discerned in the incised

stone beneath.) I soon recognized the

word as Yiddish, not Hebrew, as I

began to spe\l:fay, alef raysh (in the in-

cised stone). . . Faruarts, or Forward. I

had found the old home of the greatest

Yiddish newspaper in a once-vibrant

press. Many of my relatives bought the

paper daily, and I knew both the pathos

and bathos of a publication that seemed

almost organic in intensity—the cam-

paigns for social justice in the sweat-

shops, and the Bind fine/" (bundle of let-

ters), the advice column, chockablock

with questions from parents bemoaning

To know a historical

entity, we must preserve a

record. Blessed be the

recorders and collectors.

the modern ways of their children. I felt

so happy to know that the site has sur-

vived in recognizable form, even if the

institution must eventually die.

A few days later, I went to the

movies to see Independence Day. (Hey,

even the most committed intellectual

can't survive on an unalloyed diet of

Jane Austen reinakes.) I had never no-

ticed this unprepossessing theater on

Second Avenue and 12th Street. But

then I went inside and saw the surpris-

ing, if faded, beauty of the interior,

with wonderful, multicolored tilework

of Moorish design. The popular film

occupied the largest theater of this mul-

tiplex—the old main hall of the origi-

nal building. Here, the tilework was

particularly sumptuous. As the film

began, and the alien ships hovered over

our cities, I looked at the ceiling and

noted the central pattern of dark tiles

arranged in an enormous oval—almost

exactly, eerily, and (obviously) uninten-

tionally, mimicking the flying saucers

on the screen. And then I saw the Star

of David at the center of the tilework!

Independence Day had unfolded in the

best-preserved memorial to another

great institution ofmy ancestral culture:

a Yiddish theater. I did not know that

any building of the old "Yiddish Ri-

alto" on Second Avenue had survived

in recognizable form, and I remem-

bered my relatives reminiscing about

the quahty of a Yiddish King Lear or the

tunefulness of old Yiddish musicals. I

later read that I had been visiting the

Yiddish Folk Theater, built by L. N.

Jaffe in 1926 and presenting perfor-

mances in Yiddish until 1945, with a

brief revival between 1961 and 1965. I

could only think of a favorite line from

Wordsworth; "The sunshine is a glori-

ous birth;/But yet I know . . . that there

hath passed away a glory from the

earth."

Ifwe regard the details of vibrant di-

versity as precious and glorious—and

not as superfluous baubles upon Pla-

tonic essences—then the profession of

preservation becomes one of the most

noble callings that a person can under-

take for a life's work. I shall not discuss

the happy side of preservation—the

restoration to vitality of lingering insti-

tutions otherwise doomed (although

people who foUow this calling are dou-

bly blessed). I shall focus instead on

what many people might regard as the

preeminent exercise in frustration, the

ultimate job for stoics, and the incarna-

tion of numerous proverbs best repre-

sented by closing the stable door after a

horse has permanently bolted: the as-



From "Memoir oil the Dodo (Didus meptusy," by Richard Oweti, London, 1866

siduous collection, and meticulous

preservation, of remains—often so few,

partial, and pitiful—of people, cultures,

species, and places that have perma-

nently disappeared.

In my profession of natural history,

the people charged with the task of

preserving artifacts do their work in

museums and carry the title of curator

(hteraUy, caretaker), or head, of a col-

lection. Curators do not generally

enjoy high status (or salary), in large

part because we unfairly devalue their

activities, including the task of rescue

highhghted in this essay. Our disparage-

ment of the preservational role as either

inelfably sad or almost risibly impotent

(a beak in a drawer instead of ten thou-

sand brilliantly plumed and beautifully

singing birds in the bush) strikes me as

greatly unfair on several grounds.

I have never met a curator who

would not prefer the happier task of

restoring a remnant to vitahty. Nearly

anyone in this Hne of work would take

a bullet for the last impregnated dodo.

But should we not admire the person

who, when faced with an overwhelm-

mgly sad realirs' beyond any personal

blame or control, strives valiantly to

rescue whatever can be salvaged, rather

than retreating to the nearest corner to

weep or assign fault?

Most importantly, the nobility' of

preservation arises from the nature of

history itself. We needn't fret because

we have no specimens of Cambrian

quartz from Florida or cannot photo-

graph a Jurassic rainbow. Such simple

objects, directly formed under un-

changing laws of nature, do not vary in

interesting ways from time to time or

place to place. But complex objects of

history, unpredictable in principle, and

generated but once in all their detailed

and unrepeatable glory, must utterly

disappear fr-om human understanding

unless we preserve a record of their ac-

tual existence. MiUions of species Uved

and died without leaving a single fossil

sign of their residence on earth. And

we shall never greet them—a sad

thought for a paleontologist with an in-

satiable desire to grasp the friU richness

of life's past. To know a physical phe-

nomenon, we must understand the laws

that govern its generation. To know a

historical entits", we must preserve a

record. Blessed be the recorders and

collectors.

I want to consider the curator's

role—as heroic rather than futile—in

preserving the merest scraps of a record

in three inaugural losses of particular

symbolic importance: the extinction of

the first large terrestrial mammal in
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1799; the extirpation of the first animal

clearly driven to death in historic times

by human agency in the 1680s; and the

genocide of the first human group en-

countered by Westerners in the New
World, greeted in 1492 and obUterated

by 1508.

Two common features intrigue me

and tell us something important about

human psychology and the conceptual

prejudices of Western hfe. First, in each

case, only a paltry record could be sal-

vaged, and all prominent preservation-

ists focus upon this particular sadness as

symbolizing the senselessness of loss.

Second, and almost oddly in contradic-

tion (but such is the glory of human

{Hippotragus leucophaeus). This species,

already reduced to a tiny population

living in a small area, did not come to

the attention of Europeans until 1719

and did not receive a formal description

until 1766. Western culture surely de-

livered the coup de grace, but the blaauw-

bock had already been doomed either

purely in the course of nature, or partly

through deterioration of habitat caused

by domestic sheep introduced to the re-

gion by native Africans as early as A.D.

400. This short interval of knowledge,

and the animal's rarity, led to the near

disappearance of all palpable records.

Only four mounted specimens survive

in museums—the "tour antelopes of

Skeleton from Owen's "Memoir of the Dodo. " Feet and skull from "The Dodo and its Kindred,"

hyH. E. Strickland and A. G. Melville, 1848

complexity), all major commentators

also denigrate the lost creatures as

doomed by their own inadequacies—as

if to expiate any guilt for the rapacious-

ness that made preservation necessary in

the first place! Must we always blame

the victims because we can't bear the

truthful conclusion that baleful events

didn't have to occur? Inadequacy must

seal an eventual doom, but excellence

need not wither.

In 1799, a South African hunter shot

the last blaauwbock, or blue antelope

the apocalypse" of my previous essay

devoted to this story (May 1993). All

commentators have invoked the ex-

treme paucity of preserved remains to

carry the moral of this particular tale,

and of the generality thus represented.

The first recorded extinction by

human agency has become an almost

automatic symbol, universally known

and cited in all modes of communica-

tion—conceptually, iconographically,

and even hnguistically. Dead as a door-

nail only refers to immobihty because a

doornail is a bolt, not a fastener. Dead

as a dodo means totally and forever.

The Mascarene Islands—Mauritius,

Reunion, and Rodrigues—located east

of Madagascar in the Indian Ocean,

have lost many species of birds to direct

and indirect results of human activity.

But the prototype and granddaddy of

all extinctions also occurred here, with

the death of all three species in a unique

family of flightless pigeons—the soli-

taire of Rodrigues, last seen in the

1790s; the solitaire of Reunion (prob-

ably more closely related to the dodo),

gone by 1746; and the celebrated dodo

of Mauritius, last encountered in the

early 1680s and almost surely extinct by

1690.

Although Portuguese

sailors reached the pre-

viously uninhabited

Mascarenes in the early

sixteenth century, no

mention of the dodo has

been found before the

narrative of the Dutch

voyage of Jacob Cor-

nelius Van Neck, who
returned to Holland in

1599. The botanist Car-

olus Clusius provided

the first scientific de-

scription in 1605, after

observing the foot of a

dodo in the home of a

friend, the anatomist

Peter Paauw.

Large dodos weighed

more than fifty pounds.

They grew a bluish gray plumage on a

squarish, short-legged body, sur-

mounted by a large head, free of facial

feathers and bearing a large biU with a

strongly hooked tip. The wings were

small and apparently useless (at least for

any form of flight). Dodos laid single

eggs in ground nests.

What could be easier to catch than a

lumbering, giant, flightless pigeon?

Dutch sailors didn't like the meat, and

originally called the dodo a Walgvogel,

or "nauseating bird." But some por-

1'
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tions, well cooked, tasted good

enough—and no ship's victualer could

afford to sneeze at such a free and

bounteous supply of meat on the hoof

(or vestigial wing), so to speak. Still,

capture for human consumption prob-

ably didn't seal the dodo's fate, for ex-

tinction occurred primarily by indirect

effects of human disturbance. Early

sailors brought pigs and monkeys to the

Mascarenes, and they multiphed prodi-

giously. Both species apparently feasted

on dodo eggs, easily acquired from the

unprotected ground nests, and most

naturalists attribute a greater proportion

of deaths to these imports than to direct

human action. In any case, the last

dodos were seen on Mauritius in the

early 1680s. In 1693, the French ex-

plorer Francois Leguat spent several

months on Mauritius, looked hard for

dodos, and found none.

Dodos provide a particularly good il-

lustration of my two conflicting princi-

ples: lament at the paucity of preserved

remains, and blame for death largely

laid to the victim's inadequacy. Human
contact may have lasted less than a cen-

tury, but dodos were both locally abun-

dant and well documented. In this con-

text, remarkably little remains in our

museums as a testimony to this proto-

type of aO extinctions. Several seven-

teenth-century paintings and drawings

exist, some made m Europe and appar-

ently from life. We have no absolute

proof that hvmg dodos ever arrived in

Western nations, but strong circumstan-

tial evidence suggests that nine or ten

birds inight have come to Holland, two

to England, one to Genoa, two appar-

ently to India, and one, perhaps, even

to Japan. H. E. Strickland, senior au-

thor of the classic 1848 monograph

on the dodo, spoke of this paucity of

evidence:

i-Ve pos-css only the rude descriptions of

unscientific voyagers, three or four oil

paintings, and a few scattered osseous

fragments, which have survived tlie ne-

glect of200 years. Tlie paleontologist

has, in many cases, far better datafor

determining the zoological characters of a

species which perished myriads of

years ago.

A few partial skeletons and many

scattered bones, most excavated from

Mauritian bogs after 1850, now grace

our museums, but remarkably little evi-

dence remains from birds that humans

saw alive. Copenhagen has a skull;

Prague, a bit of a beak. Of flesh and

blood, we have only one preserved foot

in the British Museum, and a head and

foot in Oxford. What a paltry legacy

for an animal that occupies such a cen-

tral place in our legends and history!

The tale of the last dodo is especially

poignant. A complete stuffed specimen

existed in the collection of John

Tradescant, developer of the first im-

portant English museum of natural his-

Nearly any dedicated

curator 'would take a

bullet for the last

impregnated dodo.

tory. Tradescant bequeathed his collec-

tion to Elias Ashmole, who then

founded the Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford University. There the specimen

languished and rotted away until, in

1755, the directors of the museum con-

signed the "LAST OF THE DODOS"
(to cite Strickland's words in his own
upper case) to the flames. An astute cu-

rator managed to save the head and one

foot—virtually the only fleshly evi-

dence now existing for the first animal

driven to extinction by modern hu-

mans. Nearly a century later, the great

geologist Charles Lyell described this

desecration in words redolent of pain

and expressing the solemn duty of aU

true curators: to preserve the remains

when we cannot rescue the living and

to maintain the records when we can-

not even conserve the remains—lest we
forget, lest we forget:

Some have complained that inscriptions

on tombstones convey no general infor-

mation except that individuals were born

and died—accidents which happen alike

to all men. But the death of a species is

so remarkable an event in natural history,

that it deserves commemoration; and it is

with no small interest that we learnfrom

the archives of the University of Oxford

the exact day and year when the remains

of the last specimen of the Dodo, which

had been permitted to rot in the Ash-

molean Museum, were cast away.

Strickland used the same argument

to justify the time and expense of pub-

lishing a monograph on "the first

clearly attested instance of the extinc-

tion of organic species through human

agency." We may well- mark his

prophetic words in our current age of

greatly accelerated anthropogenic ex-

tinction:

I

We cannot see without regret the extinc-

tion of the last individual of any race of

organic beings, whose progenitors colo-

nized the pre-Adamitic Earth. . . . The I!

progress ofMan in civilization, no less

than his numerical increase, continually

extends the geographical domain ofArt

by trenching on the territories of Nature,

and hence the zoologist or botanist offu-

ture ages ivill have a much narrowerfield

for his researches than that which we

enjoy at present. It is, therefore, the duty

of the naturalist to preserve to the Stores

of Science the knowledge of these ancient

and expiring organisms, when he is un-

able to preserve their lives; so that our ac-

quaintance with the marvels ofAnimal

and Vegetable existence may suffer no

detriment by the losses which the organic

creation seems destined to sustain.

Yet, for all these expressions of sad-

ness and determination, few naturahsts

ever spoke well of the poor dodo while

it hved, or even later, when theory de-

manded a rationale for the dodo's ex-

tinction and "blaming the victim"

seemed an easier course than admitting



an eminently avoidable tragedy. What

creature has ever been subjected to

more ridicule and derision? To be sure,

the dodo was not a lovely creature by

our conventional standards of beauty.

The bird seemed inept, again by our in-

appropriate criteria, a waddling crea-

ture, incapable of flight and condemned

to raising nesdings on the open ground.

But have we not been taught to look

behind overt appearance? Could we

not, in the words of the great British

anatomist Richard Owen, champion

"the beauty of its ugUness."

On the contrary, we did nothing but

deride and stigmatize. Diverse theories

for the dodo's etymology agree on only

one point: whatever the derivation, the

intent was surely pejorative. Some as-

cribe "dodo" to a Portuguese word for

"foolish" (unlikely since the few Por-

tuguese sailors to the Mascarenes never

mentioned dodos). Others derive the

name from dodoor, a Dutch word for

"sluggard." Most seventeenth-century

sources cite some orthographic variant

of dodaers—the name generally used by

Dutch sailors, and meaning, roughly,

"fat ass." Moreover, the official scien-

tific names show no more gentilesse.

Linnaeus called the species Didtis inep-

liis: Didiis as a Latinization of dodo, and

ineptus for obvious reasons. Modern or-

nithologists often use the earher name

Raphiis, given by the naturalist

Moehring as a Latinization for the

Dutch reet, a vulgar term for "rump."

From the very beginning, even while

the dodo lived in prosperity on Mauri-

tius, European descriptions dripped

with disdain. For example, in a posthu-

mous pubUcation of 1658, the naturalist

Jacobus Bontius began the tradition of

blaming the victim, even before the

eventual outcome, by linking the

dodo's deficiencies to ease of capture:

"It hath a great, ill-favored head. ... it

is a slow-paced and stupid bird, and

which easily becomes a prey to the

fowlers."

After 1690, the chorus of disdain

only increased, for now the dodo could

be blamed for its singular fate. Consider

the mid-eighteenth-century descrip-

tion of that ultimate arbiter of taste in

science, the preeminent naturalist

Georges Buffon, best remembered

today in general culture for his motto

"k style c'est I'homme meme" (the style is

the man himself). Buffon, as cited in

my essay of April 1996, regarded the

sloth as a prototype of ugUness and in-

adequacy among mammals. Thus, in la-

beling the dodo as the sloth of birds,

Buffon could not have made his judg-

ment more clear or cutting:

The body is massive and almost cubical;

it is scarcely held up by two fat and short
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legs. Tlic head is so extraordinary that

one might take itfor a fantasy of a

painter ofgrotesques. Tliis head,

mounted on a thick and goitrous neck,

consists ahnost entirely ofan enormous

beak. . . . All this results in a stupid

and voracious appearance. . . . Its heavi-

ness, which usually presupposes strength

in animals, here only produces lethargy.

. . . The dodo is, among birds, what the

sloth represents among mammals: one

might say that this bird is made of brute

and inactive matter, where the vital mole-

cules are too sparse. It has wings, but the

wings are too short and too weak to raise

it into the air. It has a tail, but the tail is

disproportionate and out ofplace. One

might take itfor a tortoise decked out in

the covering of a bird—and nature, in

giving it such useless ornaments, almost

shows a desire to add embarrassment to

bulk, clumsiness /gaucherie in the orig-

inal French, almost an English word

now as well, and referring literally to

lefthandedness] of motion to the inertia

of mass, and to give the creature a gross

heaviness all the more shocking when we

realize that it is a bird.

Interestingly, only H. E. Strickland,

the dodo's most assiduous student and

monographer, spoke well of the bird in

his 1848 treatise. We may disdain this

creature by our own standards, for even

Strickland admitted that "we must fig-

ure it to ourselves as a massive clumsy

bird, ungraceful in its form, and with a

slow waddling motion." But who are

we to judge, when God created each

animal with optimal features for its own

designated mode of life:

Let us beware of attributing anything like

imperfection to these anomalous organ-

isms, however deficient they may be in

those complicated structures which we so

much admire in other creatures. Each an-

imal and plant has received its peculiar

organization for the purpose, not of ex-

citing the admiration of other beings, but

ofsustaining its own existence. Its perfec-

tion, therefore, consists, not in the num-

ber or complication of its organs, but in

the adaptation of its whole structure to

the external circumstances in which it is

destined to live. And in this point of

view we shallfind that every department

of the organic creation is equally perfect.

But even more interestingly, Strick-

land still felt that he had to find a ratio-

nale based on inevitability, rather than

contingent and preventable despolia-

tion, for the dodo's extinction. So he

argued that species, like individuals,

probably go through a determined

cycle of birth, maturation, and death

—

and that humans therefore only has-

tened an ineluctable end:

It appears, indeed, highly probable that

Death is a law ofNature in the Species

as well as in the Individual; but this in-

ternal tendency to extinction is in both

cases liable to be anticipated by violent or

Complex objects of

history, generated but once

in all their unrepeatable

glory, must utterly

disappear from human

understanding unless we

preserve a record.

accidental causes. Numerous external

agents have affected the distribution of or-

ganic life at various periods, and one of

these has operated exclusively during the

existing epoch, viz. the agency ofMan.

But Richard Owen would not let

Strickland get away with such mush. In

his own 1866 monograph on the dodo,

Owen reasserted the bird's inherent in-

feriority in absolute terms. Citing the

justice of Linnaeus's name, Owen
wrote: "The brain is singularly small in

the present species of Didus; and if it be

viewed as an index of intelligence of

the bird, the latter may well be termed

ineptus.

"

i

I



Owen then attributed the dodos de-

generation to the easy Hfe on Mauri-

tius, an island free of predators and

competitors:

That there ii'oiild be iiothiin; in the coii-

teiiipcimneons coiulitioii of the Mauritian

fauna to ahvm or in any way to put the

Dodo to its wits; bein^;, hkc other pi-

geons, monogamous, the excitement,

even, of a seasonal or premiptial combat,

might, as in them, be wanting. We may

well suppose the bird to go on feeding

and breeding in a lazy, stupidfashion,

without call or stitiuihis to any grou'th oj

cerebrum proportionate to the gradually

accruing increment of the bulk of the

body.

Owen then specifically attacked

Strickland's notion of universal appro-

priateness and local perfection, citing

the theories of two great French natu-

ralists, Buffon and Lamarck, to support

his notion of genuine degeneration:

The Dodo exemplifies Buffon 's idea of

the origin ofspecies through departure

from a more pefect original type by de-

generation; and the known consequences

of the disuse of one locomotive organ and

extra use of another indicate the nature of

the secondary causes that may have oper-

ated in the creation of this species of bird,

agreeably with Lamarck's philosophical

conception.

Finally, Owen fired his ultimate

salvo: Does not the simple fact of ex-

tinction, all by itself and to\tt court, seal

the case for inadequacy?

Nevertheless the truth, as wc have or feel

it, should be told. In the end it may

prove to be the more acceptable service.

Tlie Didus ineptus, through its degen-

erate or imperfect structure, howsoever ac-

quired, has perished.

So, too, did the first human group

encountered by Europeans in the New
World—also on islands—perish quickly
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by rapacity, exploitation, and the sword.

Last month's essay told a sad tale of the

Bahamian Tainos, met by Columbus on

October 12, 1492—and fully extir-

pated, following forced removal and in-

denture in Hispamola, by 1508.

Columbus spoke well of the physical

appearance of the Bahamian Tainos, ad-

miring their large stature and attractive

appearance
—

"their forms being very

well proportioned, their bodies grace-

ful, and their features handsome," as he

wrote in his log. Yet Columbus also

noted the ease of their potential ex-

ploitation: "They do not carry arms

and have no knowledge of them. They

have no iron. . . . With fifty men they

could all be subjected and made to do

all that one wished." Columbus col-

lected nothing on the Bahamas—not

even the single Cerion shell that could

have resolved the issue of his landfall

—

so posterity received no legacy firom the

native Bahamians beyond a verbal

record.

During the 1880s, the Western

world, at the height of colonial expan-

sion, and still untroubled by a history of

exploitation (even genocide) against

"inferior" peoples of other cultures,

prepared for celebrations to mark the

400th anniversary of Columbus's land-

fall. At the same time, one of my fa-

vorite scientists, Louis Agassiz's last stu-

dent, visited the Bahamas to pursue his

work on the anatomy and embryology

of marine invertebrates. As a man of

general curiosity, W. K. Brooks, profes-

sor of zoology at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, turned his attention to other as-

pects of local natural history. He

contemplated the fate of the original

inhabitants, and he discovered that no

anatomical remains had ever been

recorded. He began to make inquiries

and found that a few skeletons had been

recovered from caves, but never prop-

erly described. Brooks secured the co-

operation of local collectors and studied

this paltry legacy of the vibrant and

complex culture first met by Euro-

peans. Brooks pubhshed his results, the
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only anthropological research he ever

did, in a technical article for the Mem-

oirs of the National Academy of Sciences

(1889), and in a general article for Pop-

ular Science Monthly in the same year.

Brooks began his popular article by

making the link to forthcoming

Columbian celebrations, and with pas-

sionate lament for a destruction so bru-

tal and so total that only one legacy of

the original Bahamian culture sur-

Bahamas in the possession of a prosper-

ous and happy people. . . . Twelve years

aftenmrd every soul of the population of

more thanforty thousand men, women,

and children had perished in a strange

land under the lashes of the slave-driver;

the race was blotted off theface of the

earth, and the only impression which has

been left upon our civilization by those

who first welcomed it to this continent is

a single word, u'hich, together with the

Drawing byJohn Tennielfrom Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, by Lewis Carroll, 1865

vives—as a disembodied word, not

even a palpable thing!

In three years the world will unite in cel-

ebrating the four hundredth anniversary

of whatfrom our point oj vieii', is the

grandest and most important event in

history, the landing of Columbus; but in

our consciousness of its profound signifi-

cance, are we not in dattger offorgetting

that the Spaniards discovered America in

the way that pirates discover a vessel with

a helpless crew?. . . [TheyJ found the

lu.xiirious article it designates, has spread

over the whole earth. [They] gave us the

hammock, and this one Lucayan word is

their only monument.

(A few other words, including tobacco,

derive from the same language group.

But Columbus first encountered to-

bacco on Hispaniola, and hamniock en-

tered Western languages as a unique

Bahamian contribution.)

Following the general pattern fea-

tured as the theme of this essay. Brooks

then located the focus of tragedy in the

extreme paucity of remains, and ex-

pressed special pleasure in the task of

rescue:

All traces of their existence were almost

completely obliterated by the conquerors.

. . . Tlie Spaniards had not time nor in-

clination for the study of anthropology,

and their random notes give us little or

no knowledge of the people they de-

stroyed, and I was therefore greatly

pleased when I obtained in the Bahamas

. . . the materialfor a satisfactory study

of their anatomical characteristics.

But then, and also following the

standard pattern. Brooks larded his dry

anatomical descriptions with statements

of disparagement, as if to suggest that

the native Bahamians had been doomed

by their own inherent inferiority. He

found, or so he thought, two signs of

biological lowliness. First, he stated a

claim for similarity between primitive

races and lower mammals: "Certain

variations in human crania, which are

exceptions in man, but normal in cer-

tain other mammals, occur more com-

monly in savage than in civilized races."

Then, despite the smallness of his sam-

ple. Brooks claimed confirmation for

this principle:

Thefour Lucayan [native Bahamian]

skulls, however, present two cases or 50

percent of triquetral bones in the lamb-

doiddl suture, and as there is no reason

for attaching any particular morphological

importance to this peculiarity, it seems

probable that savages or primitive races

may be more variable or irregular as re-

gards their osteological characteristics than

civilized races.

Second, Brooks interpreted several

features of the skull as "bestial," even

while generally affirming Columbus's

impression of good stature and fair

form. He wrote with more dispassion

in his technical work: "The muscular

attachments on the occipital and those
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on the mandible, and the great over-

hanging superciliary [brow] ridges give

to these skuUs a bestial expression and

indicate that their possessors must have

been unusually muscular men." But he

stated with more fervor and prejudice

in his popular article:

TJiey had protuberant jaws and the

poweifiil neck and jaw muscles of true

samges, and the outlines of the skulls

have none of the softness and dehcacy

which characterize those of more civilized

and gentle races of men.

I confess that I do have trouble in

reconciling these two invariant and

contradictory themes of early literature

on preserving the remains of our initial

depredations: the fervor and nobility of

rescue, qven for the merest scraps; with

the disparagement of organisms so pre-

served as artifacts, and the attribution of

extinction, in large part, to these sup-

posed inadequacies—for why should

we struggle to preserve the inept with

such zeal? StiU I do not doubt—and I

certainly do honor—the genuine feel-

ings of scientific achievement and

moral fulfillment that attended the res-

cue of paltry artifacts as unique remem-

brances. W. K. Brooks expressed the

psychological dimension particularly

well when he wrote of the inspiration

provided by genuine objects, rather

than replicas or mere words:

There is not much intrinsic interest in a

fewfragments ofhuman bones, but the

Lucayan skull which stands upon my

table as I write gives life and vivid reality

to thefamiliar story . . . and calls up in

all its details with startling clearness the

drama of the Bahama Islands.

As for the tendency to disparage, I

suggest that we need new concepts and

metaphors to replace the false and con-

straining notions, however comforting,

of predictable progress in the history of

life (with sad but inevitable loss of infe-

rior creatures) and sensible causality for

all major events. Fortunately, we have a

wonderful example and opportunity for

correction in the most famous hterary

appearance of the dodo.

Lewis Carroll viewed himself as a

bumbling and ungainly man and there-

fore strongly identified with the dodo.

In chapter three oi Alice in Wonderland,

after all participants have become thor-

oughly soaked, a long and vociferous

argument breaks out about the best

mode of getting dry. Finally, the dodo

suggests a resolution. "I move," he

states, "that the meeting adjourn, for

the immediate adoption of more ener-

getic remedies."

Copenhagen has a

dodo's skull; Prague, a

bit of a beak. Offlesh

and blood, we have

only one preserved foot

in the British Museum,

and a head and foot in

Oxford.

"The best thing to get us dry," the

dodo continues, "would be a Caucus-

race." The dodo therefore lays out a cir-

cular course and places aU the partici-

pants at random starting points:

Tliere was no "One, two, three, and

away!" but they began running when

they liked, and left off when they liked,

so that it was not easy to know when the

race was over However, when they had

been ruruiing half-an-hour or so, and

were quite dry again, the Dodo suddenly

called out, "Ttte race is over!"

The participants remain puzzled and

ask, "But who has won?"

This question the Dodo could not answer

without a great deal of thought, and it

stoodfor a long time ivith one finger

pressed upon its forehead (the position in
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which you usually sec Shakespeare, in

the pictures of him), while the rest waited

in silence. At last the Dodo said

"Everybody has won, and all must

have prizes.

"

I suspect that life is more like a cau-

cus race than a linear course with in-

evitable victory to the brave, strong,

and smart. If we truly embraced this

metaphor in conceptual terms, we

might even find ourselves in a better

position to consider the moral conse-

quences for human actions, as suggested

by Carroll's wise dodo: no judgments of

superiority or inferiority among partic-

ipants; no winners or losers; and coop-

eration with ends attained and prizes

for all. (No one wants a caucus race for

all human activities, of course. Some

people do play the piano or hit home

runs better than others, and such

achievements deserve acknowledgment

and reward. But when we talk about

the intrinsic and ultimate worth of a

human life, the judge of the caucus race

becomes the wisest of men.)

And finally, speaking of races, let us

not forget the most famous statement in

our literature about the salutary humil-

ity—even the resultant freedom—we

might obtain by admitting that the uni-

verse does not respect our preferences

and often runs along random pathways

with regard to our hopes and inten-

tions. The death of the dodo really

doesn't make sense in moral terms and

didn't have to occur. If we own this

contingency of actual events, we inight

even learn to prevent the recurrence of

undesired results. For the Preacher of

Ecclesiastes wrote: "I returned, and saw

under the sun, that the race is not to the

swift, nor the battle to the strong . . .

but time and chance happeneth to

them all."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biolof^y, i^colofiy,

and the history of science at Harvard Uni-

versity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Hon-

orary Curator in Invertebrates at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.
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Pterodaustro's

A fossil skull, about a foot loii^;, of the pterosaur Pterodaustro, u'ith afew of its slender teeth preserved at the tip of tliejait'

By Luis M. Chiappe and Daind Rivarola

At dawn, a small flock of pterosaurs flies

over a lake surrounded by sharp, craggy

rocks. Vapor rises from the fresh water

into the already warm air as the winged

reptiles land m the shallows. They fold

their wings, which span five to seven

feet, submerge their foot-long, curved

snouts, and rhythmically begin to fJter

the muddy bottom. Schools of small

fishes scatter as the pterosaurs make

sweeping motions with their heads,

trapping tiny, edible organisms in their

sievelike mouths. Soon, other pterosaur

flocks arrive at the lake to feed before

the heat: of the day sets in.

One hundred miUion years ago, in

v.'hat IS now a corner of Argentina's

cenu-?.l province of San Luis, this scene

would have been a daily occurrence.

Pterosaurs, close relatives of dinosaurs,

died out along with the last of the large

dinosaurs some 65 million years ago.

But before their demise, pterosaurs had

thrived for some 150 million years and

had greatly diversified. One of the most

specialized was Pterodaustro, the visitor

to the Argentine lake.

In 1994, we organized a paleonto-

logical expedition to San Luis. Twenty-

five years earlier, Jose Bonaparte and

other Argentine paleontologists explor-

ing the area had found the first fossils of

Pterodaustro, whose skuU features stand

out from those of all other flying rep-

tiles. While we were primarily inter-

ested in finding the remains of early

birds, we also knew that additional

specimens of Pterodaustro, one of the

few freshwater pterosaurs, would help

clarify the biology of this spectacular

creature and that meticulous studies of

the rocks containing the fossils would

give us clues to the environment in

which it lived.

After gathering all necessary govern-

ment permits, as well as enlisting local

support, we were able to take twenty

people to the site for two weeks of in-

tensive work. After quarrying some

twenty tons of rock, we uncovered nu-

merous Pterodaustro fossils, including

several of the delicate skulls and jaws.

We also found many specimens of fishes

(some more than five feet long); clam-

shrimps (tiny freshwater crustaceans,

enclosed in a bivalved shell of digestible

keratin, and part o( Pterodaustros's diet);

a variety of fossfl tracks, indicating an
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abundance of invertebrate

bottom-dwellers; and plants,

including the remains of an

ancient flower. With all the

material moved into a class-

room at the Universidad

Nacional de San Luis, we

began to reconstruct the en-

vironment of the 100-mil-

lion-year-old lake.

The presence of lava of

the same age indicated that

part of the lake shore had si

been surrounded by sharp =

volcanic rocks. These lava

eruptions were probably re-

lated to the stresses created

by the final phases of the

separation of South America

from Africa (continents that

had been connected for

more than 100 million

years). The extensive lake

was most likely formed

when the lava eruptions

dammed the waters of an-

cient rivers. The composition of the

sediments entombing the remains of

Ptewdaiistw suggested that these had ac-

cumulated slowly in the bottom of a

shallow lake when the climate was

A Pterodaustro flashes a full hatter]' of specialized teeth as

members sieve clam-shrimps from an ancient lake bottom.

otherfiock

A close-up of the lowerjaw tip; each thin segment is a bona fide tooth

wn-elike, flexible structures on each side

of its lower jaw, forming a kind of fil-

termg basket. The upper jaw was lined

with hundreds of minuscule teeth that

helped out with the lower-jaw filtering

warm and arid. Pterodaustro bones of system. A filter feeder could not ask for

different sizes were piled atop one an- a better strainer device.

other in just a few inches of rock and

were distributed over a surface of less

than 400 square feet. Their abundance

and concentration support the idea that

these pterosaurs were gregarious and

that they regularly flocked to feed in

the shallow waters of the lake.

While the skull of an adult Pterodaus-

tro reaches a length of about a foot, the

braincase and eye sockets are tiny. Most

of the skull consists of the long, thin,

curved snout. A smiling Pterodaustro

would reveal a row of hundreds of tiny.

The remarkably specialized feeding

habits of Pterodaustro have been known

for years, but paleontologists have been

puzzled for just as long by the nature ot

the slender filtering devices in the

lower jaw. Were these two-inch-long,

wirelike structures real teeth, complete

with dentine and enamel? Or were they

made of keratin, tlngernail-like mater-

ial, like the baleen of filter-feeding

whales? Both of these positions had

been argued, but there was only one

way of setting the issue to rest: a study

of the filtering devices' mi-

crostructure.

The new specimens gave

us that opportunity. We sent

a sample of Pterodaustro^

"wires" to our colleague

Anusuya Chinsamy, of the

South African Museum in

Cape Town, who for years

has been studying the mi-

crostructure of the bones of

dinosaurs and other fossil

animals {see "Within the

Bone," Natural History. June

1995). A few weeks later we

had the results. The struc-

tures had two defining com-

ponents: an internal core ot

dentine surrounding a cav-

ir\', and a peripheral band of

enamel. The hundreds of

tiny wires in Pterodaustro'^

smile were true teeth. They

had acquired an unprece-

dented degree of specializa-

tion and had a startling flex-

ibility despite the bands of hard, rigid

enamel. No other four-limbed verte-

brate is known to have had such a so-

phisticated filter-feeding apparatus.

Our work in San Luis opened a win-

dow to the biology of Pterodaustro and

its communit\\ Although we have

found some of the creatures with which

Pterodaustro shared the waters of the

lake, we know we are just scratching

the surface of its ancient world. We
hope future seasons of digging in this

area may open more than just a win-

dow—fossils will tell.

Luis M. Chiappc. a researcli associate at the

American Museum of Xatiiral History,

studies the erolutioii of early birds. Dai'id

Rii'arola is a geologist at the Universidad

Wicioual de San Luis in Argentina.
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Mornings on Cerio Rico. Bolivia's "Rich Hill,"

have been very much the same for centuries.

At the Candelaria mine, the new shift gathers

at about eight o'clock, and the miners sit chewing the

coca leaves that will enable them to work for more

than twelve hours without eating, drinking, or resting.

At about ten o'clock, the men go inside the shacks

near the mine entrance. They reappear in clothes cov-

ered with white dust, carrying picks, dynamite, and

carbon lamps. By eleven the ghostly procession has

been swallowed up by the boca miiin,

the "opening to the mine."

Just inside Candelaria, the hght

is still bright and the air cool. But

soon the air becomes heavy and hot,

and the mud in the narrow tunnel

sucks at the miners' boots. Some

900 feet into the mountain, thirty-

three-year-old Bernabe Mamani,

who has been mining since he was

fifteen and looks as if he were fifty,

sits in front of the new life-size

statue of the Devil, or El Tio, that

he has just completed.

Each mine has its main Tio

(Spanish for "uncle")—sculpted in

red clay and featuring a large, erect

tny

Quechua-speaking Incas, who came to dominate what

is now Bolivia a mere sevent)'-five years before the

Spaniards arrived. Following the conquest, the Andean

natives outwardly adopted Catholicism, but they main-

tained many of their own spiritual beliefs, particularly

inside the mines, where they could escape the

Spaniards' scrutiny. El Tio is not precisely a counter-

part to the Christian Devil—the Andeans did not have

a concept of one supreme evil being. Some say he is a

marufestation of Supay, a god of the underworld, or ot

s they check their

amps, young miners

chew coca leaves

that will help thenn

work for hours on

end inside Cerro

-ICO. without food or

rest. Opposite page:

A miner carves out

e space where he

!l set dynamite.

Mountains, Envy of Kings
penis—and each group of miners within a mine usu-

ally has its own small figure next to its work site. Since

Cerro Rico may have 2,000 to 5,000 mine openings,

there may be as many as 15,000 devil figures in this

mountain. Every Tuesday and Friday the miners make

libations, or ch 'alia, when they visit their Tio, chatting

with him and offering alcohol, coca leaves, and ciga-

rettes. If there have been recent accidents, ch'alla be-

comes a desperate attempt to appease El Tio: they give

him gifts so he stops desiring miners' flesh.

"The miners die because El Tio is angry with

them," explains Vanancio Mercado Hurtado, a retired

miner. "El Tio is the owner of the riches in the moun-

tain. He gives to whom he wants to, and if he doesn't,

you work m vain."

The miners are descendants ot the Ayinara-speak-

ing people, who once ruled the region around Lake

Titicaca, to the northwest of Cerro Rico, and ot the

Huari, one of many earth demons. All Andean figures

"combine good and possibly destructive consequences,

but not evil," explains June Nash, an anthropologist at

the City University of New York who has docu-

mented the lives and beUefs of miners in Oruru. to the

north of Cerro Rico.

Deep in Candelaria. Mamani greets his Tio \\ith

his customary salute, an insult: he calls him a drug ad-

dict and a nuilcriado, "one badly brought up." "This

gendeman is totally of these depths," explains Mamani.

The miners endeavor to treat El Tio as a comrade but

are careful to avoid carrv'ing pickaxes in fi-ont ot him

because he might take offense at the sign of the cross.

When Mamani inadvertently utters the word God, he

expresses his anguish by piling coca leaves on the figure

and offering him more cigarettes.

Near where Mamani both insults and gently mur-

murs to his Tio. miners struggle up a iiinet\'-toot in-
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Metals frequently form in clusters, but the mountain is rich even by And "i

Ceao Rico looms

from a distance ove

PotosCs main

cemetery, above.

Above right: Miners

commonly succurr:r

to silicosis and

tuberculosis.

Families make

offerings, rigfit, at t

Catholic altar outs.:

a mine entrance.

cline with huge sacks of rocks on their backs. They

dump their loads and, sweating and thirst\', race back

dowTi for more, their lamps bouncing at their waists.

Some 10,000 men work in or around the moun-

tain, tapping the rich ri\Tjlets of metal laid down at

least twent\' rmUion years ago by hot water escaping

fiom magma. Cerro Rico has minerals fir>m old mag-

mas that have been recycled and reprocessed, as well as

from younger, less refined magmas. Metals frequently

form in clusters, but even by Andean standards, the

mountain is exceptionally rich, yielding tin. tungsten,

lead, zinc, copper, and silver.

According to one legend, the mountains riches

were discovered in early colonial times by an Inca who

camped there while pursuing an escaped Llama. At

night, by the hght of his tire, he saw a vein of SLl\"er.

Another myth, reported by Uruguayan historian Ed-

uardo Galeano, holds that the Incas had learned long

before that the mountain contained precious metals,

but that when they attempted to excavate them, a great

voice proclaimed that the riches

were reserved for "'those who come

from afar." The mountain was

thereafter named Potojsi. which

means "to thunder or to burst."

Whether they were the intended

people from afar or not. the Spanish

conquistadors found Cerro Rico in

1545 and ea^erlv set to mimn? it,

I^^B exploiting the labor of the native

^^^H Andeans.

;
-"^JHil Rising some 2,800 feet above

the surrounding 13,000-foot-high

terrain. Cerro Rico \ielded more

silver than any other mountain or

region in the Spanish empire—an

average ot sixt\'-seven tons (worth

S12 miUion in today's market) per

year between 1545 and 1825, ac-

cording to Peter BakeweU ofEmory

University. Much of it was shipped

out of Spain to Holland. Germany,

and England, providing capital that

financed the Industrial Revolution

and Europe's burgeoning trade with

Asia. Meanwhile, near the base of

the mountain grew the city of Po-

tosi. one of the most famous and

miportant centers in colonial Latin

America. By 1573 Potosi was bigger

than Seville, Madrid. Rome, or

Paris. A shield bestowed upon it by the Holy Roman

Emperor Charles V read: "1 am rich Potosi, treasure of

the world, king of the mountains, emy of kings." His-

tories of the time chronicled the wild excesses of the

voung ciD,'—from the weeks of drunken reveby to the

building of silver-laden churches.

"All that stuff praising the Cerro Rico is only Cre-

ole poetr\\" counters Roberto Carnaghi. an Italian ed-

ucator who w-orks with miners" children in Potosi. ""For

the Indian, the mountain is only death." By the 1570s.

the sUver lodes near the surface had been depleted, and

mine ow^ners were forced to excavate deeper and

deeper inside the mountain. This iatensive w-ork would

have been prohibitively expensive but for the mita. the

Inca system of communit\- labor that the Spaniards ex-

panded and institutionahzed as state servitude. Each

vear some 13,500 men were rounded up from their \il-

lages on the Andean plateau and forced to walk as

much as 600 miles to Potosi.

Once in Potosi, the mitayos labored in the mines,



Itandards, yielding tin, tungsten, lead,

where accidents were routine, or in

the refining plants, where contact

with the niercuiy used to extract sil-

ver from the rocks led to dementia

and infirnnry. In the late 15(JOs, his-

torian Luis Capoche reported that

"it is common to bring them out

dead or with broken heads and legs,

and in the mills they are injured

every day." Many who survived

their year of servitude remained in

the fledgling city and risked the

danger of continued employment in

the refineries and the mines. By

1825, the mountain had meted out

a wealth of corpses in addition to

silver: untold thousands of Andean

Indians had died in the mines.

In effect, Potosi maintains a

modern-day inita, for the city of

112,000 provides jobs that cannot

be found in the surrounding coun-

tryside, which is poorly suited for

agriculture. And the human cost is

still high. According to Balbina

Martinez, a pediatrician at the main

hospital in Potosi, the infant mortal-

ity rate is by far the highest in Bo-

livia: 250 deaths per 1,000, between

birth and five years of age. At

13,189 feet above sea level, the city

is not a place one easily adapts to, and many suffer fi-om

chronic mountain sickness.

The miners, some as young as fifteen, breathe in the

fine particles that will incapacitate most of them before

the age of fort)'. Julia Valdivia, a pulmonary specialist in

Potosi, says that 90 percent of the active miners have sil-

icosis and 90 percent of those, in turn, contract tuber-

culosis. The ones that have health insurance visit her

ward, lying fuUy clothed for weeks at a time, their faces

dark against the pink sheets. Valdivia holds up their X-

rays, showing scarred lungs and enlarged hearts, which

struggle to get ox^'gen. Later she reveals that the ten

miners currently under her care have perhaps a year to

live. "It is very difficult to see patients who are already

done with. You can't help them." She pauses, then con-

tinues, "It makes one desperate to see them die, asking

for air."

The mines have been unsafe for centuries. Rickets-

shafts collapse, tunnels flood, anci explosions blow up or

burv miners alive. Last year, for instance, a worker in

one mine lit dynamite; moments later, his lamp ran out

of fiiel (after burning for eighteen hours), and he could

not see where to run for safety. Two ininers who went

in to get his body a few days later were rendered un-

conscious by the fumes from the explosion, and al-

though they were ultimately rescued, their lungs were

damaged. Such accidents—the product of overly long

shifts and poor equipment—are a regular occurrence.

Although they make up only 2 percent of the work

force, the miners of Potosi and elsewhere in Bolivia

have shaped their country's modern history more pow-

erfully than any other segment of the population. Ex-

ploited first by the Spaniards and later by the "tin

barons"—the Patinos. the Aramayos. and the

HochschUds—the miners led their country to revolu-

tion in 1952. "It cost the miners blood and grieving,"

recalls Dulfredo Duran, a leader of the Association of

Retired Miners ofCOMIBOL (the Mining Corpora-

tion of Bolivia) who has marched on La Paz m protest

many times. "That is whv not onlv in Bolivia but also
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Vaiclivsa reveals that the ten miners under her care have perhaps a year-

Two miners, right,

work deep in a slial:

run by the Unificada

mining cooperative.

Below: At the

Unificada refinery,

workers, their cheek:

filled with coca

leaves, feed the

grinding machine.

in other parts of the world the BoU-

vian miners are recognized."

The state bought out the biggest

private owners and created COMI-
BOL to run the nationalized mines.

Although seemingly the beneficia-

ries of the revolution, the miners in-

stead found themselves operating

depleted mines with little equip-

ment and caught in a wildly fluctu-

ating world market. The Bolivian

government also proved unstable,

and successive administrations

sought to break the political power

ot the miners, shedding more blood.

By the early 1980s, COMIBOL
was in financial turmoil as the price

of tin plummeted. When the mar-
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ive. "It makes one desperate to see them die, asking for air."

ket crashed in 1985, 23,01)0 miners

lost their jobs. COMIBOL now

produces virtually nothing. Most

miners currently work in private

mines or in cooperatives that lease

the bocas minas from the state. iVlem-

bers of the cooperatives receive

health insurance and earn between

$12 and $40 a week. The coopera-

tives are themselves guilty of ex-

ploiting workers whom they hire for

short periods, then fire to avoid pay-

ing health coverage.

Sitting in his dark, one-room

apartment on the second floor of a

dilapidated building, breathing

heavily because half his lungs are de-

stroyed, Duran becomes animated as

he remembers his eighteen years

with COMIBOL. "Work in the mine is very sacrific-

ing, but it is beautiful, it is a marvel," he says, conveying

a joy about the hard work that many of the miners in

Potosi express. "I felt happiest with my comrades, be-

cause we lived there." Now fifty-one, Duran went to

work at age sixteen after the death of his father. To sup-

port his brothers and his mother, he first worked in a

cooperative mine that allowed underage miners.

Duran's mother, who is seventy-four, can be found

every day in the Plaza Ballivian, just around the corner

from Duran's house, where she has been selling cake,

vegetables, and cinnamon drinks since she was four-

teen. Standing in front of the wooden boards that she

has piled high with greens and pomegranates, she tells

of how proud she is of her son's activism.

There are few options for the wives or widows ot

miners: they can sell coca leaves, dry goods and sup-

plies, or homemade food in the market or out of then-

houses. Women are generally not permitted inside the

mines, and to earn money through metal, they pick

over the rocks that the miners have rejected as too low

in ore content. These gleaners are known as palliris, Ay-

mara for "ones who choose." They spend their days

hunched over, their backs exposed to the cold wind

and the damp, hftmg stones and carrying them in their

shawls, then sorting them into piles.

While the miners look to El Tio for spiritual pro-

tection, the paUirii' principal connection is to

Pachamama, the spirit of the earth and the harvest.

Every Monday, widows gather in the cemetery, pour

alcohol tor Pachamama, and otTer her coca. According

to historian Sabine MacCormack, Andean peoples

VJ/ners make

iffehngs to El Tio, a

Jevillsh figure who is

oelieved to bestow

^rouble as well as

riches. This is one of

as many as 15,000

Tios within the mines

of Cerro Rico.

"thought their ancestors had sprung from the land it-

self, from mountain or rock, lake or spring." They be-

Ueved the living must talk to the dead, thus honoring

the land and insuring a livelihood.

The cooperatives process the rocks collected by the

paUiris, paying them their share of the eventual pro-

ceeds. There used to be hundreds oi palUris because a

widow had the right to collect around her husbands

mine. But now there are only 110, including the 50

^uardas who protect the bodu minas from nighttime in-

truders. A big threat to the pnlliris is not just the low

price of tin but the private interests that have set their

sights on the taOings.

Several years ago, COMCO—a refining subsidiary

of the mining corporation COMSUR, one of whose

major shareholders is the current president ot Bo-

livia—purchased the mountains uppermost tailings.

These rocks, originaDy unearthed by the Spaniards,

yield high grades of silver in COMCO's hands. The

cooperatives were willing to make the sale, because

they could extract little of value from the rocks using

their antiquated equipment. At worker-run refineries,

bits of rock fly by the faces of the miners who shovel

the shards into the grinders. Some ot the men limp,

others have hands that hang useless by their sides.

Nearby, men sort the fine minerals, running their

hands through corrosive water.

The miners' fi-ustrations and lack of resources take

another kind of toll on the women, according to Ruth

Ortega Calderon, a lawyer at the Nadonal Organiza-

tion for Children, Women, and the Family, who

started a legal clinic in |ulv 1995. Every Monday she
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"Work in the mine is very sacrificing, but it is beautiful, it is a marvel.^?lt

Dancing the intricate

Diablada in honor of

B Tio during their

carnival, inebriated

miners, above, take

all day to come down

the mountain. Right

Miners celebrate the

anniversary of the

opening of their

centuries-old mine.

finds, lined up outside her oiEce. eight or nine women

who have been raped or beaten by their husbands, vic-

tims of the Ubations that begin deep in the mine on Fri-

day and continue all weekend. Every month or rsvo.

Calderon also hears of a family being blo\\'n up by dy-

namite set in the house or of someone who ""opens up

the gas and asph\-xiates the entire family."

About eight}' children hve on the mountain, and

few of them have access to schools. "'It is a terrible

w'orld up there. At times it feels as though it eats you in-

side," says Camaghi, w-ho came to Potosi with his fam-

ily five years ago fiom. Italy with the intention of aiding

children. Carnaghi converted an empt\- room at one ot

the mines into a school. ""The soHmde is incredible," he

savs. "Sometimes vou are walking and walking in the

sun and you hear nothing except wind. Then you hear

a Htde sound ofhammering. And in the cold shadows is

a woman, alone, breaking rocks."

To many in Potosi the future seems as bleak as Cerro

Rico itself There has been strong pressure in Bo^^•ia to

continue to privatize all sectors of the economy. Every

now and then rumor sweeps Potosi: the Japanese are

going to buy the mountain, reduce it to rubble, and ex-

tract the remaining silver. Many migrate from Potosi to

La Paz or to the Chapare to grow^ coca.

After centuries of mining, Cerro Rico is denuded

ofvegetation and wormholed with mines and collapsed

shafb. But the mountain has long pro\ided a U\Tng, and

the miners can only believe it vioU continue to do so.

Just when it seems that the minerals are depleted, an-

other vein opens—as one did this year—and a surge ot

people migrate to Potosi from the countr^'side. C
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At Florida's Dei'ih Eye Spring, upwcllitig, clear water pierces the reddened Santa Fe Riv

which has become stained with tannic acidfrom cypress trees.

In search of the nature of

unexplored water worlds,

some scientists take

diving to extremes.

Raptures
of the
Deep
By DanielJ. Lenihan ^^.

Amid the splendor of the hving cave, we found the tusks )f

I often wonder ifmotorists nearing Or-

lando in the endless stream of cars

heading south to Disney World have

any idea that they have been passing for

miles over a fantasyland that rivals any

theme park. A maze of water-filled

catacombs spreads through the lime-

stone mantle of northern and central

Florida, just under roads, fields, and

rov%Tis. These hidden hollows owe their

existence to rainwater that fdters

I'hrough the topsoU and inixes w-ith car-

bon dioxide from decaying organic ma-

terial to form a niild acid solution chat

dissolves the limestone. Here and there

the surface collapses into a tunnel or

chamber, forming a sinkhole. Filling

quickly because of the high water table,

sinkholes provide divers with access to

this subaqueous world.

In the early 1970s, as a graduate assis-

tant in anthropology at Florida State

University and a fireelance diving in-

structor, I was seduced by the mystery

of the labwinths near Tallahassee. It was

a formative period in cave diving, \vhen

the special procedures needed to sur-

vive in the hazardous environment

were being learned through trial and

error and at the cost of many lives.

Nevertheless, the allure was such that I

found myself teaching by day and cave

diving by night. After brief, bloody

skirmishes with killer mosquitoes while

donning wet suits and tanks, my com-

panions and I would be transformed

into bargain-basement astronauts. Hufi-

ing under 150 pounds of di\dng gear,

we would climb laboriously do\\ n the

sides of a sinkhole and step into the

water, which lifted the oppressive

weight trom our waists and shoulders.



>f Ice Age mastodons and fangs of saber-toothed cats.

Chest-deep anud cypress knees, masks

off, we would breathe through our reg-

ulators with faces and temples im-

mersed, to slow our heart rates. After

three to five minutes, we would dive.

First we would drop through the

open part of the sink until we reached

the entrance to a cave. Most sinkholes

collapsed mto hmestone tunnels, so

finding one, or even two, cave en-

trances was not unusual. We would

then tie our thin, nylon guidelines to a

fallen limb or limestone projection and

begin fmning through passageways

fiUed with clear, 72-degree water, just

yards below the muggy Florida night.

Near the entrance, or "twilight

zone," of a cave, we found animal lite

typical of sinkholes and nearby rivers

—

catfish, bass, crayfish, and occasionally,

large eels. Sometimes, where ground-

water tbrced itself to the surface

through h)'di"ostatic pressure, we dn'ed

into a spring. If blue crabs scuttled by,

miles troni their rightful brackish-water

habitats, we knew that the outflow fol-

lowed a surface route to the Gult ot

Mexico. The areas that tunnel rain-

water to recharge the Florida springs

vary in size but are much smaller than

was once imagined. Uranium trace and

dye studies indicate that many systems

111 central Florida are fed from catch-

ments only thirtN' miles in diameter.

The farther we swam from the en-

trance of most caves, the fewer lite

forms were apparent, although some

catfish and eels followed us in. attracted

by our lights, hi certain springs in the

Florida Panhandle, we found huge

numbers of eels draped through holes

or over projections in the limestone.
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We never saw totally cave-adapted,

blind fish in Florida, but we did note

transparent isopods and slow-moving

white crayfish. Lack of pigment and

low energy levels indicate that through

the generations, these creatures have

become more than temporary visitors.

The crisp, bluish glow of our lights

cast the shadows of wildly eroded lime-

stone projections against the white

walls. With a few dramatic exceptions,

however, the Florida caves have no in-

tact stalagmites and stalactites. What

with past changes in water level, many

of the tunnels may once have been

empty long enough for dripstone and

flowstone decorations to form, but they

have smce been largely erased.

Amid the natural splendor of the liv-

ing cave, we would find tusks ot Ice

Age mastodons, fangs of saber-toothed

cats, and bones of tapirs and sloths jum-

bled in a pile of detritus on the floor of

a long passageway. This would tip us off

to look up at the ceilmg. Inevitably,

there would be an entrance to a sink-

hole we had not yet discovered,

through which the remains of these

creatures had fallen after decomposing

in the rock basin above. In some cases,

we saw human remains or tools of stone

or bone. Early people were drawn to

these water-filled pits to hunt game, to

harvest chert for tools, and, I am con-

vinced, to wonder about what they

would find if they could enter this

world, as we were privileged to.

Humans reached Florida at least

11,000 years ago, before the end of the

Ice Age, when more of the world's wa-

ters were locked up in glaciers. The cli-

mate was drier and cooler, the sea level

was lower, and the Floridian peninsula

much bigger than it is today. Because of

the fall in sea level, the water surface in

the springs and sinkholes was lower,

deepening the pits and increasing the

danger of accidental drowning. The

misfortune of late-Ice Age animals and

humans provided a bonanza for scholars

of the past: total freshwater immersion

followed by burial in silt were ideal

conditions for preservation.

By the early 1950s and 1960s some

anthropologists and paleontologists re-

alized the potential of using scuba gear,

then only recently developed, at

WakuUa Springs (near Tallahassee) and

other sites. Scientific investigations at

Warm Mineral Springs, near Sarasota,

yielded particularly dramatic results.

Human brain material survived in a

skull retrieved from the highly ionized

and anaerobic environment of the

spring. Fourteen samples of associated

organic material were radiocarbon

dated to 10,200 years ago.

Sometimes we surfaced in pools half

a mile from our entrance point, to the

din of startled swamp denizens. In one

case we came up to the music of a Bap-

tist church—our newly mapped sink

was, to the churchgoers, a place where

original sin was washed away in bap-

tismal rituals. Another time, we

emerged from a spring near the conflu-

ence of the Suwannee and Withla-

I

The penalty for not knowing an exit when your air is low

Chivulclicr Cave,

above, is a iiiatiite cave

ill Palciii. Riglil:

Explorers combine

spelunking and saiba

diving to penetrate

Mexico's Hnatnla cave

system.

coochee Rivers, having felt an earth-

quake and been terrified at the thought

that the cave would coUapse. Our fear

subsided when we realized the "earth-

quake" was more likely a freight train

passing just over our heads.

Some of the undenvater cave systems

in Florida, when mapped on paper,

form patterns reminiscent ot textbook

illustrations of a nervous system. In the

Mayo area, for example, midway be-

tween Tallahassee and Gainesville, miles

of interlinked passageways at different

depths join up with trunk lines. At
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points they pop to the surface, mani-

festing themselves as sinkholes or some-

times as diminutive ditches that merit

hardly a passing glance from hikers. To

cave divers, however, each of these leaf-

and duckweed-covered holes has a

name. Peacock, Orange Grove, Olsen,

Waterhole No. 3, all are real places with

personalities and associated myths.

They provide not only access to the

maze but also escape from it. The

penalty for not knowing their locations

when your air is low is to spend the re-

mainder of your short life searching.

The River Sink Spring system near

Tallahassee is a different sort of hydro-

logical entity. Here, surface water mixes

with aquifer water, resulting for much

of the year in an emerald green concoc-

tion. The appearance more clearly fits

the classic concept of an underground

river, seen upwelling as a spring, jour-

neying a hundred yards on the surface

as a run, and vanishing down a siphon.

The Upper River Sink siphon is eighty

feet deep. The water reemerges about a

thousand feet farther on in another

spring, then a run, and so on.

Their floors lined with dark organic

silt, these passageways have the dimen-

sions and feel of a subway tunnel.

Leaves that cling to the ceihng are dis-

lodged when brushed by the bubbles of

passing divers. Upstream from River

Sink, the passageways are a bit more

buried gram silo, but it holds the clear

water of constant temperature that

divers find so appealing. Similar springs

and caves attract divers to Balmorhea,

Texas. In Arkansas, Missouri, and Ken-

tucky, one can even walk signihcant

distances underground through dry

passages before arriving at a sunken

river or lake. In some of these, boar

rides are offered.

More and more cave divers are being

attracted to the Mexican underwater

caves. The cenotes of Mexico are cous-

ins to the Florida sinks. They include

the sacred well of Chichen Itza, in the

Yucatan Peninsula, explored in 1908 by

Edward H. Thompson using deep-sea

diving equipment. Unlike Florida, the

Yucatan has countless caves decorated

with stalactites and other calcite forma-

tions. In this respect, they are even su-

Gitiiiic Springs,

Florida, right, is

popular with stiorkekrs

and hegiinting scuba

dii'ers. Be]ou>: With

rare exceptions,

Florida's underwater

caves consist of eroded

limestone, irithont

elaborate calcite

Jonnations.

perior to the extraordinary blue holes

of the Bahamas.

Elsewhere in Mexico the caves are

more like the Florida systems except in

the Huatula plateau near Veracruz,

where the higher elevations (about

7, ()()() feet) mean that many caves have a

significant dry passageway before water

is reached. In April 1994, one group of

America-based explorers, using a com-

bination of spelunking techniques and

cutting-edge scuba gear, pushed into

the Huatula cave system to a distance of

4,839 feet below the cave's opening. A
world depth record for scuba diving,

925 feet, was set not far away that same

month. Both of these expeditions cost

lives, a price often paid by those on the

edge of new frontiers. One was Sheck

Exley, a friend with whom I had shared

many adventures during my most ob-

sessive years of cave diving.

The book I kidded Sheck

about never finishing in his

lifetime. Caverns Measureless

to Man, did come out post-

humously. The title is from

Coleridge, who wrote of

Xanadu, "Where Alph, the

sacred river, ran/Through

caverns measureless to man/

Down to a sunless sea." I do

believe that one passes over

Xanadu on the \\'ay to Dis-

ney World. D

s to spend the rest of your short Hfe searching.

complex, with some more than 200

feet deep, and one room that could

probably hold the Statue of Liberty,

without the pedestal.

Although unrivaled in the United

States, Florida is not the only state

where sinkholes and caves are found. In

my dotage, I now enjoy visiting Santa

Rosa, a freeway town two hours from

my present home in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. The town bases most of its

tourist economy on its Blue Hole,

which regularly attracts diving enthusi-

asts. The feature is about the size ot a

'H.S^
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The
Desert
Sea

Sloiy and photqomplis by Daind Douhikt

From
space, the Red Sea

looks like a dark blue arm of

the Indian Ocean reaching

up between two yellow

desert lands in a vain at-

tempt to touch the Mediterranean. The

arm ends in a V as two blue fingers

—

the gulfs of Aqaba and Suez—define

and shape the Sinai Peninsula. At the

ver\- tip ofthe peninsula, at a tmy beach

at Ras Muhammad, one can walk just

twenty yards into the water and Hterally

step off the continental shelf. To one

side is Africa; to the other, Asia; and

foot below the surface, orange clouds of

Aiithias bUlow against the background

of dark blue. At times, groups of ma-

rauding jacks charge through the An-

thias, and the entire reef front ripples.

If one observes a school of Aiithias,

patterns begin to emerge. There are

am"vvhere from ten to thirts' orange fe-

males for each larger, crimson and pur-

ple male. In a classic experiment, scien-

tists found that if the male is removed

from the group, \\-ithin a couple of days

the dominant female will change shape,

size, and coloration and become a male

At the tip of Ras Muhammad, one can walk just twenty

below, in the deep rift that is the Red
Sea, is a coral reef system urJike any

other I have found in my extensive un-

derwater travels.

Reef creatures compete fiercely for

space on the short continental shelf,

making the shallow waters a moving

impressionist painting swarming with

hfe. Beyond the shelf are steep undersea

clifts. The coral walls of this vertical reef

are veiled with millions of two-inch-

iong fish known as Anthias. Rhythmi-

caEy feeding on plankton just a few feet

out fiom the wall, and sometimes just a

herself. Separated from, and slightly

deeper than, the main cloud of Aitrhias,

bachelor males swim together in

minischools.

Some one thousand miles from the

Indian Ocean, the Red Sea reefs are

among the most isolated in the entire

Indo-Pacific coral world and boast rela-

tively few species, but on the coral \\-alls

off Ras Muhammad, marine Hfe may

be more concentrated than anywhere

else on earth. Endemic Red Sea spe-

cies—those found nowhere else—in-

clude the lara:e, lemon-yello^^ masked
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ards into the water and step off the continental shelf.

Clockwise from top: Masked biirtcrflyfish are cudeinic, jound only in the

Red Sea. A shy citron goby peers from the shelter of a soft coral. A
peninsula within a peninsula, Ras Muhammad juts outfrom the larger

Sinai. In contrast to the barren desert aboue ground, the Red Sea coral

world brims with life.

On the short

continental shelf, the

fish and corals are

often just below

the suiface of the

clear water.
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A diver needn't plumb the depths but only hover in tw^ent^e

butterflytish and the royal purple

Pseudochromis fridmani, also known as

the orchid dottyback. Less than three

inches long, Pseiidochrowis are denizens

of the shado\vy, deeper reaches of the

cliSs and take advantage of the nutri-

tious plankton borne by currents.

Sweeping along the reef face, the

currents also carry^ food to the soft

; ils, which grow in ineado\A-s of

- ;. purple, and soft red in the shad-

. 1 of the walls. Because it is flanked

h" deserts, the Red Sea has few estuar-

:^ciastal inangrove stands to pro-

\dde a flow of organic nutrients for reef

inhabitants. It is the currents that con-

standy rebuild and replenish the reef.

A diver need not plumb the depths

to appreciate the li\-ing tapestrs' of the

Red Sea. Hovering in t\venty feet of

the clear, relatively cool water, one

might weU see see about half a million

Antliias, several bumphead wrasses, par-

rotfish, anemones and their attendant

clownfish, a school ofbarracudas, and a

group ofmasked puft~ers—-just a few in-

habitants of the place that has been

called the Cr^'stal Aquarium. D
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t'et of clear water to see the living tapestry of the reef.

Clockwise/win aboi'c: Anthias sitnin by the miUions in llic reef.

Females are orange; the less luinierous males, red and purple. A ivhite

sand slope on flic northern side ofRas Mnhaninidd is home to a colony

tifGorgasia silneri,

the longest species of

garden eel in the

world. Soft corals

carpet the sides of the

vertical reef. Cloumfish

patronize an anemone,

while a ptirple

Pseudochromis ami

a long-nose Imwkfish

hover in corals.
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Divin
with
Eyes Open
By C. Laivtt Smidi

When amateur divers explore the world ofundersea life off Florida or in the

Caribbean, they often mi-;'; many of the more fascinating creatmes. You don't have

to dive to great depths to see them or descend at night with special Ughts. You

dont even need scuba gear. You can observe a reef community- using only a face

mask and flippers, especially ifyou have some idea ofwhat you'd like to find.

Here are some commonly overlooked underwater marvels for the casual diver.

holes, ^vhich may be four or five feet

beneath the surface of the water. Some

species of cardinalfish also find refiige

inside hollo^v sponges, in the mantles

of queen conches, or among the spines

of sea urchins, where they are safe fi'om

predators—and curious divers.

Sponge-dwelling fish. What we

generally call a '"sponge" is really the

dead skeleton of the animal; the h\dng

creature is covered ^^ith a soft. jeUyhke

tissue. Many common species are

mbular, and their hollow interiors

pro\-ide shelter for several species of

gobies. Gobies are found from Florida,

south to Suriname. usually at depths ot

eleven to forn. -five feet. One scientist

reported finding fifteen species offish

in one large lo^erhead sponge. Look

for vellow or dark brownish red hoUow

Sand tilefish's nest. A slim, foot-long

fish, the sand tilefish superficially

resembles an eel. It nests on sandy

surfaces near reefe, at least fifteen feet

do\\Ti, and builds its nest of small bits

of coral, shells, and pebbles. The

resultant structure, about four or five

feet in diameter, looks like a pile of

pieces over a \^'ide area. In each case,

the tilefish picked up the rubble and

assembled the nest almost as it had

been before. (One individual retrieved

500 scattered bits.) Tilefish lay their

eggs in the nest, but the newly hatched

young do not linger there. Instead.

the\' float with the plankton until they

i

Fish that build chimneys, shrimps that groom groupers, andu

-'d firom a wheelbarrow. In

2, K. E. Clifton and Ralph Hunter

.q;orted dismantling a number of such

Tiests, marking each shell and coral

ftagraei-ir. and then spreading the

reach another reef. You may spot a

cherubfish inside a tilefish's nest, for

they often mo\'e in even before it has

been abandoned by the original

inhabitants.

Cardinalfisli. These small (three- to

lour-mch-long) bright red fish are oral

brooders: they carr\' their e^s in their

mouths. Rarely noticed by divers,

cardinalfish spend their days hiding in

small cre\^ces, emerging at night to

feed. You can see them by putting your

face mask right next to their hiding

sponges about three or four feet long.

Peer inside, perhaps \\"ith the aid of a

waterproof flashlight, and you may find

gobies, cardinalfish, and diminutive

scorpionfish.

Chimney-building fish. Ja\\-fish, like

cardinaltish, are mouth brooders. They

pick up Utde firagments of stone and

build a circular rim around a sandy

ca\it\" or rockv' cre\ace. Once you spot

the "chimney;" the three- or four-

inch-long fish cannot be far away. The

yellow-headed jawfish hovers near its
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safety hatch for most of the day. When
disturbed, it instantly dives down its

chimney, disappearing into the hole

beneath. A related species lurks mside

^ Ji 4^- ',

small depressions in the rocks, waiting

for litde fish to mistake its gaping,

black-hned mouth for a safe refuge.

The "lunch-hour-breeding" wrasse. The

bluehead wrasse, a four-inch-long reet

fish, spawns every day, all year round

—

usuaOy between eleven in the morning

and two o'clock in the afternoon.

Blueheads are found along the seaward

sides of reefs in the Bahainas and West

Indies and are the most abundant of

the wrasses. Large males have blue

heads, bounded by dark bands, and

light green bodies. Females and

younger males are yellowish with a

dark line on the side. Some males

begin life as females and later switch

suddenly rise up several feet in the

water. A few moments later the little

crowd disperses, leaving a milky cloud

of eggs and sperm behind. The other,

more conventional males have

distinctive colors, establish territories

with harems of a few females, and mate

in pairs. When divers go topside for

lunch, at midday, they often miss the

bluehead's daily spawning.

Daily "shift change." At dusk and

dawn, the scene at the reef is

reminiscent of a "shift change" at a

factory. Just before sundown, nocturnal

fishes come out of their holes to begin

their nights foraging, wrasses go down

to the sand to sleep, and damselfish

retire to their crevices or into hollow

sponges. This dramatic change in the

fauna takes place within about fifteen

minutes.

One way to keep track of the

change is to jot down all the species

that you can see every ten minutes.

rock-burrowing species host various

types offish. Clingfish, for instance,

use their suckers (modified pectoral

and pelvic fins) to anchor themselves

within urchins. Purplish red. the hsh

match the urchins' color scheme

perfecriy, right down to the little blue

markings that mimic the urchins" light-

receptor spots. Several other strikingly

colored gobies live among the spines of

the rock-boring urchin. But be careful

to avoid long-spined urchins; their

brittle spines are hard to remove once

they penetrate your skin.

Cleaning stations. Some gobies and

certain t^'pes of shrimps are

"cleaners"—they forage by picking

parasites and dead skin olf much larger

fish. Cleaners estabhsh themselves on

conspicuous landmarks, such as large

brain corals. When a potential host fish

unch-hour breeders" can all be seen by the alert diver.

sexes. Such males aggregate with true

females and spawn with them in

groups. Out of a group of apparent

females swimming near the sea floor,

dozen or so may crowd together and

After a while, you'll notice that several

kinds of fish you were counting

suddenly won't be there and others

seem to appear out of nowhere. For

instance, cardinalfish by the dozen

emerge from their crevices, almost as a

group. Their subsequent dispersal

reminds me of melted wax running ofl

a candle: they seem to dribble down

the side of a reef and disappear.

Fish in sea urchins. It is well worth

looking closely at sea urchins, even it

you get stuck with a few spines. Many

approaches these locations, it may

hover nearby, signaling its willingness

to be groomed. Then the cleaners

climb aboard for a feast. D
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ances
with
Sharks
By A. Peta- KHmley

When I began graduate work at the

University of Miami in the early 1970s,

marine scientists—Hke the rest of the

pubhc—^viewed large sharks with ter-

ror. Most divers didn't even want to

meet one underwater, let alone dive

unprotected among schools of them.

During my first shark research project, I

spent days in a cage attached to our ves-

sel, which drifted in the deep waters off

Miami. We played prey sounds through

an underwater speaker to observe what

showed up for dinner. Silky sharks

would slowly approach or sometimes

dart up from below and bite at the

speaker. On good days, six or seven

sharks might be circling me. Although I

ciples of animal behavior do apply to

sharks; few species will attack unless the

diver is giving signals they could inter-

pret as those of either an attacker or

prey. But to test my ideas, I first had to

find schools of large sharks.

In 1978 I learned that there were

huge schools of hammerheads in the

Gulf of California and began seeking

them at offshore islands and underwater

seamounts. After a year-long search, I

finally located schools off Cerralvo Is-

land, near La Paz, Mexico. My first dis-

covery was that the hammerheads could

not be approached by a diver using

scuba gear; the noisy bubbles fright-

ened them away. To get within the

using undersea magnetic fields as land-

marks {see "Hammerhead City," Natural

History, November 1995).

Over the next five years, I spent

many hundreds of hours swimming

—

both alone and with colleagues

—

within schools of hammerheads: no

shark ever tried to bite any of us. Al-

most alvi'ays we dived using only masks

and snorkels, quickly descending to a

depth of forty to sixty feet and staying

there for about a mnute before resur-

facing. There were times when I would

dive as deep as 100 feet, but only when

I had to chase individual sharks to tag

them with ultrasonic locating devices

so that we could track their movements

from our boat.

My colleagues and I soon learned

that long, narrow fins (four to five feet

in length), capable of propelling a diver

down quickly, are essential to these

dives. So is a close-fitting mask with lit-

tle space for air, to guard against pres-

sure problems at the greater depths.

And, of course, anyone vi^ho undertakes

this kind of free diving needs to keep in

top physical condition.

While the hammerheads were never

aggressive, sometimes three or four

sUkies in the same area would approach

us from behind, leading us to the para-

noid opinion that they were "sneaky."

Soon, however, we found that they

On the first try, I suddenly found sharks smmming abovjie

felt safe in my cage, I nevertheless

yearned to leave its confines and study

these fascinating ocean animals unen-

cumbered.

After all, field naturalists Dian Fossey

and Jane Goodall, working without

weapons or protective devices, had

conducted field studies of gorillas and

chimpanzees, gaining acceptance by

using the creatures' own submissive

postures and signals. My dream was to

ob.serve sharks in the same intimate

rnasmer, swinxming freely among them.

Much later, I found that the same prin-

school, I had to free dive, first taking a

deep breath, and then descending to a

maximum of sixty feet. On the first try,

I suddenly found large sharks swim-

ming above me, to my sides, and be-

neath me—-just as in my fantasy.

Once I settled down to study them,

however, scientific considerations soon

took over. I became interested in the

scalloped hammerhead's social system

—

why they stayed around seamounts all

day and why they migrated at night to

feeding grounds. Eventually, I discov-

ered their special ability to navigate

would stop their stalking if we ceased

kicking, which produced the kind of

water movements that attract them to

their prey.

Another species we commonly en-

countered in the gulf was the reef

blacktip, which often follows schools of

skipjacks. Individuals would swim

rapidly up to us and then abruptly turn

and swim away. Apparently, they were

warning us, the "poachers," to stay

away from the schools of fish upon

which they feed.

When swimmina; with sharks, one
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must learn to recognize their common

threat displays, by which they telegraph

their intentions. For example, gray reef

sharks, when cornered near a reef, will

lift their snouts, depress their pectoral

fins, hunch their backs, and thrust their

tails in wide, exaggerated beats. Lemon

sharks threaten by opening and closing

their jaws to reveal their teeth. I never

observed threat behavior in a scalloped

step would be to observe them under-

water. However, I am wary of attracting

great whites with bait and studying

them from a cage, as wildlife photogra-

phers have done ad nauseam. Pre-

dictably, the animals become overex-

cited and snappy, while the viewer gains

a narrow and incorrect view of the spe-

cies as a vicious, mindless predator.

Observing great white, tiger, or bull

sometimes too late to keep the victim

from bleeding to death.

In my view, observation of great

white, tiger, or bull sharks should be

carried out in a two-person submarine

that could accommodate both a tracker

and videographer; both would have to

use rebreathing equipment to minimize

air bubbles. Andrew Wight, an Aus-

tralian cinematographer, and I tried to

A whale shark is

approached by

divers. Hie world's

largest shark, this

inoffensive giant

iniises the world's

oceans feeding on

'lankton

oiie, to my sides, and beneath me—-just as in my fantasy

hammerhead shark, but the related

bonnethead shark threatens by slight

hunching and by opening and closing

its mouth. When encountering any of

these defensive or threat displays, I

found that the best move was to retreat

slowly, with no fast kicking, while

keeping the animal in view.

hi recent years, several colleagues and

I have studied the behavior of great

white sharks feeding on seals near the

Farallon Islands, off California. We
learned a great deal by observing them

from the surface, and the obvious next

sharks without protection is very risky

business. These predators grow large

enough to view human-sized creatures

as prey. At times, they do attack swim-

mers or surfers. There is growing evi-

dence, however, that great whites do

not seek humans (or seabirds or sea ot-

ters) as t'ood. They strongly preter seals,

sea lions, and whale carcasses, all of

which they seek for their high tat con-

tent. Most great white attacks on hu-

mans or pelicans seem to end with the

shark spitting out the creature it mis-

took for Its normal prey—although

track white sharks in a submarine three

years ago and plan to use the technique

again off the northern coast of Califor-

nia. With this technology, we may well

find that the great predators sometimes

aggregate in certain areas (as other

sharks do) and can be observed for

longer periods ot time.

Aside from these tew dangerous spe-

cies, I have found that if I do not panic

but behave in a manner that reassures,

rather than provokes, these interesting

creatures, most of the world's 350 spe-

cies of sharks present htde threat. D
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In
Cold
Mud
By Samuel S. Bowser

I

watched the first diver—his

chattering teeth clenching the

mouthpiece of his scuba gear

—

wave goodbye and shp into a

hole blasted through fifteen feet

of sea ice. As the water in the hole

boUed with the diver's exhaled gas, I

turned to a colleague and exclaimed,

"You people are positively insane!" The

year was 1984, and 1 was a greenhorn in

Antarctica, having just joined a team of

undersea ecologists headed by Ted

DeLaca, then of the Scripps Institution

of Oceanography.

It didn't take nie too long to appreci-

ate why my more experienced col-

leagues were so wilhng to dive in the

Nothing quite focuses the mind like a long swim in twenti[

for short, are protists—single-celled or-

ganisms traditionally regarded as shar-

ing some characteristics with both

plants and animals. Thousands of toram

species inhabit the world's oceans, but

the type our team was diving for are

called "larger agglutinated forams," a

group that had received little attention

since being dredged up from deep

ocean sediments by pioneering

oceanographers more than a century

ago. Among other things, we wanted to

know ho\v these organisms—which

look hke lumps of sand—fiinctioned in

their sea-bottom ecosystem. This

meant diving, not random dredging,

because a diver can efficientlv select

frigid waters. At the lonely embayment

known as Explorers Cove, quirks of

local geology and ocean currents create

conditions in the shallows that are re-

markably similar to those at inuch

greater depths elsewhere. The cove was

one of the few places on Earth where

scientists could get a good, long look at

something ver)' similar to the planet's

largest but least-known ecosystem—the

bed of the deep sea.

DeLaci's team had come to the cove

to study its rich population of

foraminifera. Forams, as thev are called

precious samples without destroying

larger organisms living on the sediment.

Unlike the better-known groups of

tbraminifera, larger agglutinated species

do not have shells made of calcium car-

bonate. Instead, they encase their bod-

ies in simple tubes or spheres con-

structed from mineral grains that they

somehow gather from their surround-

ings and glue together. Like all forams,

they have pseudopods ("false feet" m
Greek)—threadlike tubes of various di-

ameters, which they extrude through

apertures in the shell and use to sense
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we brought some "sandy lumps" back

to our McMurdo Station laboratory for

study and found that they indeed con-

sumed algae and bacteria, as all good

protists should.

But the forams themselves are abun-

dant and succulent. We eventually

asked ourselves. Which animals fed

upon them'? We gathered a number of

like-sized creatures from the cove floor

and selected a few with robust claws ca-

pable of cracking open the forams"

sandy masonry. We added these puta-

tive predators to small dishes contaming

the forams and went back to the field

tor a few days to collect more material.

Upon our return we were non-

plussed by what we saw. In every case,

the empty remains of each chosen

"predator" rested in pieces next to a

healthy-looking foram. In control

dishes lacking forams, the same crea-

tures were alive and well. We repeated

the study and included experiments de-

signed to test whether tbrams had

somehow poisoned the other organ-

isms. But each test confirmed that some

of the larger agglutinated tbrams in Ex-

plorers Cove

—

AstidDiniiim rara and As-

twrhiza triangularii in particular—were

voracious predators.

After three field seasons in Antarc-

tica, I continued to study the aggluti-

nated forams with mv colleagues in the

i-dght-degree water under fifteen feet of sea ice.

Having chopped a

hole in the sea ice,

divers prepare to

descend into

AicA'Iurdo Sound,

Antarctica, above.

Left: The antlior

oliserves the

su'iniinino uiolioiis

of a scallop.

the environment, to move about, and

to forage. Some agglutinated species are

gigantic (pea-size) for single-celled or-

ganisms and set out extensive networks

of interconnected pseudopods, effi-

ciently probing all rv'pes of ocean sedi-

ments for food.

Most of us who first studied these

Antarctic protists assumed that, like fla-

gellates and amoebas, they occupied a

"lowly" place in the marine food

web—eating bacteria and in turn be-

coming food tor small crustaceans and

juvenile invertebrates. To test this idea.

laboratories of the Wadsworth Center

in Albany, New York. There we made

some time-lapse movies documenting

Astrammina in the process of capturing

and consuming its prey. The footage ri-

vals the most grisly of monster films.

On the stage of an inverted microscope,

we erected a chilled microcosm of the

Antarctic seabed and fed a giant foram a

brine shrimp. The foram sent out its

pseudopods; the shrimp's bristly ap-

pendages stuck to them on contact.

The more the shrimp mo\ed. the more

cytoplasmic tubes it touched—and the
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foram sent out more and more to sub-

due the hopelessly struggling prey.

Within a day, the shrimp was wrapped

in a cocoon of cytoplasm; through the

microscope, we could see its still-

poundmg heart and writhing entrails.

What is the ecosystem-wide impact

of a giant, one-celled carnivore? In Ex-

plorers Cove, at least, agglutinated

forams are packed into the topmost

centimeter of the bay floor. We have

speculated that, as predators, they

therefore may be major shapers of the

underwater scene. Perhaps their forag-

ing behavior explains why some

Antarctic starfish and sea urchins brood

their young—a curious phenomenon

often puzzled over by biologists. Did

such parenting stratagems—rare among

marine invertebrates—evolve in re-

sponse to pressure from the giant agglu-

tinated forams, which, because of their

numbers and versatile pseudopods, are

able to consume practically anything

small and edible on the seabed? Other

small organisms on the Antarctic sea

floor compete aggressively for access to

any slightly elevated surface. Are they,

too, trying to avoid foraminifera?

Explorers Cove also harbors tranquil,

miniature forests of herbivorous "tree"

forams. Like their flesh-rending cous-

ins, these cellular giants house them-

selves in tough shells of sand, but to

these they add sandy branches. DeLaca

showed that some of these are "roots"

between these branches, pseudopods

form a sticky web that captures food

suspended in the water.

During the brief austral spring and

summer, unicellular algae carpet the

undersurface of the ice. The tree torams

get first shot at any food dislodged from

above. They also snag nutritious par-

ticles stirred up by the restless popula-

tion of scallops and the numerous ben-

thic fishes that patrol the cove.

Six
years after my first experi-

ence in Antarctica, I re-

turned with my own re-

search team, funded by the

National Science Founda-

tion. 1 learned to dive for myself, and I

continue to study the cove's "giant"

forams in the off season at the

Wadsworth Center. I am now working

with my colleague Joan Bernhard to

design an underwater microscope ca-

pable ofresolving the action in this pro-

tistan "forest ecosystem" under the ice.

A diver needs patience and a sharp

eye to spot these sandy creatures, which

blend perfectly into the background.

Now that I appreciate how abundant

they are, I am compelled to study how

they fit into the larger natural system.

In more fanciful moments during a

dive, I wonder if tiny protistan "birds"

are perched on those tree branches,

singing songs with secreted chemicals

Tiny predators hunt in tranquil, miniature forests,

'

'J. I : matedforams, top, fashion their own shells from

/fiiiis on the sea floor. Above: Treelike forams, also

;s y/ i'.i :,i,i(i/, are "rooted" in the sea floor

that anchor the cell

and absorb traces of

dissolved nutrients

between sand grains.

Others are vertical,

rising more than an

inch above the sedi-

ment. One newly

described species

looks like a tiny palm

tree cast in sand; an-

other resembles a

leafless oak in winter.

Draped along and

evolved to attract mates. And I wonder

about our echinoderm ancestors,

which lost countless oft'spring to As-

trammiiia carnivores lurking in this for-

est. But the reality' of the twenty-eight-

degree water under the ice, often with

only one exit hole to safety, quickly

checks these thoughts. Gently retriev-

ing a final sample, I commence the

slow, cold ascent to the surface. As I

hand the foram-laden sediment cores to

my young graduate student Roy Ki-

noshita, he frowns and says, "You are

insane to be doins^; this. ..." D
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The
Twili
Zone
By Richard L. P)'k

I descended through one of the four

thirty-foot-wide, chimneyhke shafts

known in the South Pacific island of

Palau as the Blue Holes. These shafts

empty into a single enormous cavern

that opens into the sea along a vertical

reef drop-off. A nineteen-year-old

budding marine ecologist with a dan-

gerous sense of immortality, I was on a

quest to discover new species of fish,

and I had resolved to push the depth

limits of scuba diving farther than I ever

had before. While my diving compan-

ion—the eminent ichthyologist Jack

Randall, of the Bishop Museum in

Hawaii—explored the caverns, I con-

tinued down the sandy slope below the

A diver tests the limits ofscuba to explore deep coral reefs.

when a small miscalculation can have

deadly consequences.

Furthermore, if a diver ascends too

quickly to the surface from such depths,

some of the excess nitrogen dissolved in

the diver's body can form tiny bubbles

in the blood and other tissues (analo-

gous to the bubbles that form when

you suddenly remove the cap from a

soda bottle). This produces decompres-

sion sickness, or "the bends," a malady

that causes joint pain, paralysis, or even

death. To avoid it, divers must ascend

slowly, allowing time for excess dis-

solved nitrogen to be eliminated from

the blood via the lungs.

Although av/are of the dangers, I was

mesmerized for several nnnutes by the

magical scenery around me. A small,

gray reef shark swam along the coral

wall a hundred feet overhead. The

water was so clear that I could see our

boat hanging lazily over the edge of the

drop. The beauty of the columns of

light emanating from the Blue Holes,

enhanced by five martinis' worth of ni-

trogen intoxication, was almost over-

whelming. The spell was broken when

I noticed a large school offish off to my
right. Moving in unison, several thou-

sand fish, each two inches long, formed

a living cloud. I recognized them as

basslets (relatives of groupers), but their

pattern of black-and-white bars was

unlike any known species. Convinced

that I had finally made a new discovery,

I franticaOy tried to collect a few speci-

mens with my hand nets. The fish,

however, evaded me. With growing

dread that I had allowed too much time

to elapse, I had difficulty concentrating

on corralling the fish. But my scuba-

tank pressure gauge indicated that a

quarter of my air supply remained, so I

continued the chase. Desperately

swinging my net, I finally caught a

specimen and without hesitation

headed back toward the surface.

Ascending past 200 feet, I noticed a

slight resistance as I tried to breathe.

Two more breaths and it was clear—

I

mouth of the cave, descending until I

reached a depth of 250 feet.

Breathing the normal mix of air at

this depth is exceedingly hazardous,

primarily because nitrogen (air's main A peppermint

constituent) acts as a potent narcotic aii^clfish, a new

when concentrated in the blood. The species coUecled by

increased pressure underwater forces Chip Boyle and

more gas into the bloodstream; and for tiie author in the

every fifty feet of depth, the effects of Cook Islands

nitrogen narcosis are roughly equivalent "tii'iliffht zone,"

to those experienced after drinking one iras named

martini. At 250 feet my judgment was Centropyge

seriously impaired—not a good thing boylei, /ti/' Boyle.
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was running out of air. My gauge still

registered one-quarter full, but inhaling

was becoming progressively more diffi-

cult. At 150 feet, my pressure-gauge

needle suddenly dropped to zero. It had

been stuck! My urge to breathe sud-

denly exceeding my fear of decompres-

sion sickness, 1 bolted toward the sur-

face as fast as my fins would push me. I

barely made it.

Once in the boat, I quickly shifted

my attention to the unusual fish I had

brought up. In the bright sunlight, the

black-and-white bars on the fish ap-

peared in their true colors: red and yel-

low. I held it up to Jack, expecting him

to confirm that 1 had indeed discovered

a new species. "Oh, yes," he said.

"That's called Pseudanthias lori. I named

it after my daughter because 1 collected

the first specimens on her birthday."

At first my dejection masked the pain

that was steadily growing in my left

thigh. But in spite ofmy dangerous as-

cent only a few minutes before, I held

firmly to the irrational assumption that

it couldn't possibly happen to me.

When the pain started spreading, I

could no longer deny the obvious onset

of decompression sickness. Twenty-

four hours later 1 was aboard a Coast

Guard C-130 bound for Guam, para-

lyzed from the collarbone down and

wondering if I would ever walk again.

Enhanced by my nitrogen narcosis, the beauty of the Hgb
During the year I spent recovering

from my accident, I never lost my de-

sire to return to explore the deep coral

reefs. Little is known about this transi-

tion zone, 200 to 500 feet down, be-

tween the fertile, diverse, sunlit shal-

lows and the relatively barren and

perpetually dark abyssal depths. Re-
searchers using deep-sea submersibles

tend to concentrate their efforts on the

"iiiimal communities of the sea floor, at

depths greater than 500 feet.

The few studies utilizing sub-

-isibles in this twilight zone have

vided tantalizing glimpses of a

wealth of undiscovered diversity. Un-

fortunately, submersibles are extremely

expensive to operate. Even if funds

were available (an increasingly unlikely

possibility given today's economy), it's

difficult, from the confines of a sub-

mersible, to collect the kinds of fishes

and organisms that live in cracks,

crevasses, and caves.

My experiences in Palau had taught

me that using conventional scuba gear

to dive so deep was far too dangerous,

so I needed to find a better way. I re-

searched the use of helium-based

breathing mixtures that had first been

used by military and commercial divers

after World War II. Because helium

does not cause narcosis, it can be used

to dilute nitrogen and oxygen—oxygen

can also cause problems at high pres-

sures—in the breathing mixture. Civil-

ian cave divers in Europe and Florida

had begun using this "mixed-gas" div-

ing technology in the mid 1980s to

safely reach greater depths.

In 1989, after a great deal of experi-

mentation and personal expense, I

completed the design of my own
mixed-gas scuba rig with tour gas cylin-

ders, five breathina: regulators, and sur-

IT



face-supplied oxygen. Confident that I

was ready to return to the depths, this

time with adequate safety, I decided it

was time to organize an expedition, hi

1991 I shipped all of my equipment,

along with several large cylinders of he-

lium and oxygen, to my friend Charles

(Chip) Boyle at his home in Rarotonga

in the Cook Islands. During the course

of my two-week visit with Chip, we

made many dives to depths as great as

475 feet. Because our minds were not

with crevasses. Shadows are harsh and

the landscape is moonlike. Without

large corals, the reef appears at first de-

void of life, but closer inspection reveals

that living organisms encrust every

square inch. Past 450 feet, however, is

the lower boundary of the coral reef,

where the remaining sunlight is insuffi-

cient to power photosynthesis and the

thriving community finally begins to

thin out.

During this and one visit to Raro-

Usiiig rebyeathiiig

equipment, the

author, left, dwes

in Hawaiian

waters. Riglit:

About 250feet

below the surface

of California 's

Monterey Bay,

hagfish, eyeless

scavengers, are

attracted to bait.

field of pharmacognosy (the study of

the drug potential of natural sub-

stances), because they often contain

chemicals of medicinal value.

Despite our success, it was clear that

my mixed-gas rig had limitations of its

own. The fundamental problem with

traditional scuba (air or mixed gas) is

that most of the ox^ygen inhaled

through the regulator is exhaled and

wasted as exhaust bubbles (blood ex-

tracts only a small portion of the in-

haled ox-ygen). This

"open-circuit" sys-

tem is not a big prob-

lem near the surface,

but the deeper a

diver descends, and

the greater the pres-

sure, the more gas is

lost with each ex-

haled breath. The

250 cubic feet of

compressed gas in my
tour cylinders, for in-

stance, allows only

twelve minutes at

depths between 300

and 400 feet. At this

rate, it would take

several lifetimes to

examine even a small

portion ot the twi-

light zone.

manating from the Blue Holes was overwhelming.
clouded by nitrogen narcosis, we were

able to fully appreciate the changing

reefscape as we descended.

Most of our dives were along the

sides of a huge, underwater canyon cut

by an ancient river. Here the large table

corals that dominate the shallows give

way to smaller outcroppings of different

corals and sponges. Below 300 feet, the

water becomes so clear that we could

see across to the other side of the

canyon. Near the mouth of the gorge,

where it opens to a near vertical drop

into icy blackness, the reef's character

changes abruptly. The rocks are riddled

tonga the following year. Chip and I

encountered a surprisingly diverse

community of organisms in the twilight

zone. All told, we collected more than a

dozen new fish species, one of which

represents a nev/ genus. We also ob-

served many other, unknown fishes and

inadvertently netted two nudibranch

species, both of which appear to be

new to science. Perhaps more impor-

tant, we found an amazing diversity of

soft-bodied invertebrate species

(sponges, soft corals, tunicates, and oth-

ers) covering the reef's underside. Such

organisms are of great interest in the

The alternative to open-circuit scuba

is a "rebreather," a system that recircu-

lates exhaled gas to the dix'er after a

chemical scrubbing agent removes the

carbon dioxide. Oxygen—or, in the

case of mixed-gas rebreathers, oxygen

blended with nitrogen and/or he-

lium— is added as needed. Gas con-

sumption with a rebreather depends

primarilv on the di\'er"s metabolism,

and the duration of the dive is therefore

not limited by depth. On deep dives,

rebreathers require much smaller gas

supplies than do open-circuit rigs, and

consequently they are much less bulky.
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Also, no bubbles are released to disturb

the animals being observed. While

these features made rebreathers attrac-

tive to the mihtar^', the risk that the

electronic components controUing the

flow" of ox}'gen would fail underwater

prevented their widespread acceptance.

Too httle ox\'gen (h\'poxia) can cause a

diver to lose consciousness; too much

(hyperoxia) can cause convulsions. In-

sidious because they often have no

warning s%Tnptoms, both maladies can

be fatal.

Recent advances in microcomputers,

however, have increased rebreather reh-

ability. In late 1994, Cis-Lunar Devel-

opment Laboratories, one of several

companies refining rebreather technol-

ogy', lent me two of their MK-4R re-

breathers, designed and buUt by Bill

Stone, a professional engineer who has

a passion for exploring caves. The re-

breather allows up to twent)' hours ot

underwater time at any depth—the

ideal tool for twihght zone exploration.

Accompanied by John Earle—an air-

hne pilot, accomplished amateur

ichthyologist, and one of the most ex-

perienced divers I've ever met—I spent

the first half of 1995 training wdth the

rebreathers while exploring the twilight

zone around the Hawaiian Islands. In

December. Earle and I joined Jack

Randall on a dive trip to Papua New

I

Diving below 250 feet, we found thirty new fish species.

Guinea. Exploring depths of 250 to In 260-foot-deep

400 teet and beyond, we discovered al- waters off Oahu,

most thirty new" species. On one partic- a Tinker's

ularly memorable dive, we found the butteiilyfish,

entrance to an enormous cave that above, swims near

stretched from 360 feet deep at the top a dead black coral

to more than 500 feet deep at its floor. cncnisted with

As I stared into the huge, inky-black nibe corak Righr:

ca^'ern, I couldn't help thinking how A moray eel

vast our ignorance of the twihght zone reaches up for a

really is. I was also reminded of the day brisdeinouth

iierirly a decade before when my addic- carfish at a

aon to the deep nearly ended in depth of 450
tragedy, so I turned and headed back feet in Japan's

-O^vsi-d the surface. D Snruga Bay.
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ADVERTISEMENT

EXOTIC

DESTINATIONS
by ANDREW BILL

AUSTRALIA
THE MIDDLE/SOUTH

Don't even try to see the whole of Australia

in one vacation. It's roughly comparable to the

U.S. in geographical heft, (with only 14

percent of the population) and has amazing

eco-diversity, from crocodiles- and-mangroves

in the north to hard woods-and-penguins in

the south. One area, however, concentrates all

Australia's features into a vacation-sized bite.

After the essential two days in Sydney (your

most probable gateway), take the two-hour

Just like a visit to a great museum, every vacation trip has

to have a focus. Without one, you wander aimlessly from

attraction to attraction, numbed by their sheer number
and by the accumulated weight of beauty and detail, ending

up with a saturated mind and an exhausted body. Not the

point at all. Give yourself a focus, however, and you can

achieve that dehcate balance of exploration and relaxation

that is surely the secret behind every great vacation.

This special section zooms in on ten exotic countries,

selected for their outstanding blend of natural and historic

treasures. It then goes closer still, recommending itineraries

that, in seven to fourteen days, afford the greatest glimpses

into the countries' souls. These itineraries take into account

the need for rest and relaxation, steering you from frenetic

towns and historic sites to solitary trails through natural

reserves and languid days on beautiful beaches.

Bon voyage!

la k a Ayers Rock) rising from the surrounding

desert. Sacred to the Aboriginal people, its

mysticism is heightened by their lore and

( idlure.

Flying back through Adelaide, set off for

Kangaroo Island. Isolated seven miles off the

1 ountry's southern coast, this island's

icmarkable (and little visited) national park is

perhaps the best place to see Australia's

extraordinary menagerie. Western gray

kangaroos bounce through fir forests, sea lions

lark around the dramatic coast, and koalas sit

oblivious amid the eucalyptus leaves. A

handful of good local tour operators, such as

Adventure Charters, will show you the sights.

flight to Adelaide. The capital of South
"

Australia is an easy-going city with gardens,

broad boulevards, and a Victorian sensibility.

A two-hour drive north brings you to the

Barossa Valley, source of the country's finest

wines; take a two-day tour sampling the

varieties at the different wineries (try the Peter

Lehmann shiraz) and spend an overnight at

one of the small inns like Lanzerac Estate.

Then it's time to visit the red heart of

Australia, flying into Alice Springs and

spending a couple of days bouncing through

ihe dry guiiies and spinifex tussocks of the

Ms-;Donneil Ranges in the company of a guide

^etvice like Trek Gondwana. Another short

fliglil away is the highlight of the trip: the

iritMediljIe chunk of feldspar known as Uluru

5 j

Pausing to admire Ihe stark beauty (above left) of the Australian Outback

Enjoying a long, lazy afternoon tasting wines (above) In the Barossa Valley, South Australia
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BEYOND THE BEACH

Think of Bermuda, and images of afternoon

tea, cricket, and other lingering vestiges of

British colonialism spring to mind. Yet there

is another side to the island to be found in

bvelve nature resenes, a wealth of interesting

sites, and a handful of special guided tours.

St. George is the place to get your

historical bearings. One tour leaves at 11:1.5

am from the Anchor Fountain at the Dockyard

in the West End; the other, fifteen minutes

later from the \ isitor Information Center in

King's Square. An afternoon should be spent

at the Maritime Museum, rehnng the island's

seafaring past, or at the Aquarium, Museum,

and Zoo.

When you're ready for the open country

,

drive out to Sandy's Parish in the west and

spend the next two days walking the historic

Railway Trail, a spectacular nature reserve

(Lef1)A guide leads a

nature walk around Spittal

Pond, Bermuda. (Rigtit)

Jobson's Cove is one ol

Bermuda's calm

snorkeling spots.

Beyond the breakers, the

Temptress Explorer [loviej

lett) sails north along Costa

Rica's Pacific coast.

A scarlet macaw (below)

rests high in a Costa

Rican coconut palm.

traversed bv an eighteen-mile hike (divided

into seven distinct sections). It leads through

palmetto forests, arable lands, rocky cliffs,

gardens, and old, charming towns. To get a

feel for Bermuda's seaside, rent a boat (self-

driven or skippered) at one of the agencies

such as Blue Hole Watersports in the Grotto

Bav Hotel and spend a lazy day exploring the

outer islands. On Wednesday, get an early

start and take the 10 am tour of the Biological

Station at Ferry Reach, the renowned center

for atmospheric, oceanographic and

en\Tronmental research.

Xo naturalist should miss the Botanical

Gardens in Paget Parish, where toui^ (lea\ing

at 10:30 am even." Wednesday and Friday)

lead you through subtropical fruit groves, past

cedar and banyan trees to a formal garden

and, even a sensory garden. Or take the 1 pm

tour of the sixt\'-four-acre Spittal Pond Nature

Preserve in Smith's Parish, a rest stop for

migratory fowl.

Central valley and Pacific Coast

This welcoming countn.'. spanning the thin

waist of Central America, is no longer the

frontier it once was. Touring is easy — even

the quiet corners are safe, and

accommodations match the expectations of

U.S. travelers. Best of all, it has within its

relatively small borders, one of the greatest

concentrations and varieties of flora and fauna

on Earth.

The capital, San Jose, makes a pleasant

touring base. One could easUy spend tivo days

here, staying at the Hotel Grano de Oro,

visiting the Gold Museum (filled with a

dazzUng array" of pre-Columbian jeweky), the

Jade Museum, the Central Market, and the

newlv restored Metropolitan Cathedral. \\ hen

vou're ready, explore the lush Central \ alley,

climbing the volcanoes Irazij and Poas and

hiking through the cloud forest in Tapanti

National Park.

Now it's time to drive west to a Pacific coast

lined with incredible beaches and home to

most of the country's outstanding natural

wonders. The easy way to explore is aboard
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the Temptress Explorer, a fifty-cabin eco-ship

that sails from Puntaienas on three- and six-

day cruises stopping at the national parks

each day. The alternative is to find your own

road heading for the parks of Carara and

Manuel Antonio. Driving south, the terrain

changes along with the prolific wildlife.

Agoutis sciTjb about in the dead leaves, white-

faced monkeys stare curiously back, and

scarlet macaws skim the tree tops. Corcovado.

one of the largest parks, has 108,000 acres of

virgin rainforest laced with hiking trails.

COPAN AND THE CARIBBEAN COAST

Honduras has always been an eddy to the

tourism mainstream, overshadowed by its

higher-profile neighbors. Yet it's blessed with

its own impressive list of distinctions,

including one of the finest Maya sites, the old

stones of Spanish colonization, and abundant

nature.

Most visitors arrive in the second largest

city of San Pedro Sula, a typical Central

American metropolis. Its Archeological &

A cascade amid the lush Honduran forest

Historical Museum, newly opened, has an

outstanding pre-Hispanic collection. Bui the

real experience lies a few hours' drive away in

- ...icient Maya city of CopAn, where entire

' ;;. pyramids, staircases and stelae tell the

'.-• sophisticated civilization that

: !» peak between the fifth and ninth

The vibrant colors of Rajaslhan

centuries. A few minutes' taxi-ride from the

site is Copan Ruinas, an atmospheric town of

hilly streets and colonial fagades.

Back in the San Pedro, take the two-hour

bumpy road to Cusco National Park, where a

carpet of cloud forest clings to the flanks of

Cerro Jilinco (2,242 meters). On hikes lasting

from thirty minutes to two days, you might see

toucans, monkeys, and the elusive quetzal.

Next drive east to the Caribbean coast,

stopping in the sleepy town of Tela and the

adventure center of La Ceiba. Then fly off to

one of the Bay Islands (Guanaja is

recommended) for some well-earned R&R.

INDIA
DELHI, UTTAR PRADESH,

AND RAJASTHAN

Some countries merely interest the traveler

while others, like India, stir the soul. Perhaps

it's the sheer scale or the bold assault on the

senses. But whatever the reason, many of

India's dimensions can be seen on a tour

around Delhi and its neighboring regions.

The sensory wave hits you the moment you

disembark in Delhi. It's not one city at all but

half a dozen of them — filled to bulging,

sweeping you immediately into their diurnal

flow. Head first for the Old City and comb the

stores that flank the main thoroughfare,

Chandni Chowk, making detours to see the

Red Fort - the pride of the Moguls - and the

huge red-stone mosque. Jama Masjid. A visit

to the Crafts Museum showcases the

handiwork of the country, and a stroll through

Lutyen's Imperial City, cut by the Raj Path,

flashes you back to colonial days.

But surrounding Delhi are other sights

demanding attention. Only one hundred

twenty-five miles away down the royal road

stands the town of Agra, once the hub of the

glorious Mogul Empire. Among the remnants

stands the world's greatest tribute to love, the

Taj Mahal, at once both delicate and heavy.

Continue the circuit southeast to Varanasi,

the religious capital of Hinduism and one of

the world's oldest cities. Down its tangle of

streets that hide hundreds of temples,

chanting processions head down to the ghats

(steps) by the Ganges to purify themselves in

the holy waters. Nearby is Sarnath, where

Siddhartha took his first step on the road to

founding Buddhism. After flying back to

Delhi, link up with your prearranged trek or

safari in the wild and majestic landscape of

Rajasthan (conditions are best between

October and March).

MOROCCO
IVIARRAKECH, THE ATLAS MOUNTAINS,

AND THE SAHARA
Right on Europe's doorstep, Morocco is

nonetheless a different world with Berber and

Arabic cultures drawing their energy from the

African countries to the south. First-time

visitors to this mysterious country will have

their misconceptions shattered by Roman and

Phoenician ruins and by vast seas of sand

giving way to cedar forests and snow-capped

mountains.

Start your trip in Casablanca, the ideal

gateway to the cultural treasures that lie

inland. From there the easiest way to explore

is in the hands of a capable tour operator like



Istanbul:
Welcome to Istanbul . A festival

of kaleidoscopic colors, ancient

architecture and modern luxuries.

You'll visit the Blue Mosque
with its six minarets just across a

courtyard and millennium from

the Byzantine Church of St.

Sophia. You're captured by a

sense of eternity. Next stop, Izmir.

ThisJourney Spans

3,650,000 Days.

ButYou Can
Do It InTen.

Ankara - ^u.
Ankara, the capital of Turkey

holds the richest collection of

Urartian and Hittite finds in the

world. At the famous Anatolian

Civilization Museum you'll find

artifacts chronologically ordered

from Paleolithic to Classical

Age and Roman limes. -

Izmir:
ERRANEA^!

Here at the birthplace of Homer, echoes of ancient

civilizations live side -by-side with the most fabulous

hotels anywhere. Setting sail from our Aegean coastline

you'll discover Troy, Pergamon, Aphrodisias, and the

ruins of Ephesus-declared by St. Paul as "the most

beautiful city in the world".

Cappadocia:
You've never seen a landscape quite as strange as the

fairy chimneys nature carved out of volcanic rock

three million years ago.The Byzantines built under-

ground cities seven stories below the earth, which

bore spectacular frescoes and in-door plumbing.You

feel at once suspended in time and space,

yet it's time to move on.

If you absolutely must see all

that's beautiful and extraordinary in

the world, then you must experience

Turkey. One of the most affordable

expeditions into art, archeolog)',

history and hospitality Ask your

travel agent about the affordable air

fares and to help you plan a special journey

Turkey We've been waiting for you for 10,000 years.

TURKEY
The Center of World History.

For more infornuUiorx, wiilc the Turkish Tourisl 0(fkcs:

821 United Nations Plaza, New York. NXJOOl 7, Tel: (212) 687-2194 loumy @ soho.ios.com

11 1 71 7 Massachusetts Ave., N.W Siiilc 306, Washin^on, D.C. 20036, Tel: (202) 429-9S44. http://www.turkey.org/turkey.
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Be the guests of honor for a horse

fantasia and whole roast lamb feast among

the Berber tribesmen of the Atlas Mountains on

Throne Day
in Morocco
led by Piotr Kostrzcwski

February 20 - March b, 1997

"The ultimate insider's look at Morocco"

— Richard Alleman, VOGUE Travel Editor

The grandest Morocco tour iinaginable

At the best season for travel there

Limited strictly to ten travelers

Berber Culture aj\d

Archaeology in the Atlas
June 15 -29, 1997

Cross Cultural Adventures
PO Box 3285, Arlington, VA 22203

(703) 237-0100 • FAX (703) 237-2558

ANTARCTICA • INDIAN OCEAN

EXPLORE
THE

WORLD
WITH

ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS

Small groups led by a team

of expert naturalists and

historians to our world's most

fascinating and remote areas.

ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS
1414 DexterAvenue N #327

Seatcle.WA 98109 USA

(206) 235-4000 (800) 628-8747

Fax: (206) 285-5037

Emai!: zoe@2eco.com

Internet: w'^.ft'v/.zeco.com

IrtN ISLAND

the gorge of the Todgha River, the religious

capital of Fes and down into the Sahara. Back

in the mountains, you can trek through forests

of Mediterranean cedars in search of wild

animals, including the seldom-seen Barbary

apes.

In the remote areas of Morocco,

tribal culture remains Intact

Cross Cultural Adventures. One of its tours

takes you first to Taroudant, the 1,000-year-

old market town surrounded by eleventh-

century walls. Hidden in the many souqs

(bazaars) are examples of the country's great

craft tradition. Traveling via the picturesque

Argan Coast, you come to the enchanting city

of Marrakech, with its pleasure pavilion of the

Alaouite sultans, the Majorelle Gardens, and

the twisting alleys of the Jewish quarter.

From here the tour leads into the lofty High

Atlas range to see the Valleys of the Castles,

The Spanish colonial legacy is

just one of Peru's many faces

PERU
LIMA, MACHUPICCHU,

AND THE Amazon
Few countries can compare with Peru in

terms of either nature or history. On one hand,

it's a carpet of jungle leading high into the

An elephant safari through the hills above Chiang IVIai, Thailand
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peaks of the Andes. On the other, its rich pre-

Coknnbian past has earned it the name "land

of the Incas."

Lima was for three centuries the capital of

the Spanish New World. The legacy remains

on the surface in lofty churches, old streets

walled with heavy fa9ades. and noble

mansions. The darker side of Spanish

diplomacy remains in the dank dungeons and

instruments of torture at the Museum of the

Inquisition and in the Gold Museum, which

gives insight into conquistador motives. Take

the side trip to Pachacamac, twenty miles

south in the Lurin Valley.

Now well prepared, fly south to Cusco,

which has its own treasures hidden away down

cobblestone streets. For rafting enthusiasts

there is a great day trip riding the rapids of the

Vilcanota River. But you're really here to take

the three-hour train ride up into the mountains

where the "lost city" of Macchupicchu clings

to a peak, a clear echo of a proud empire.

For the third Peruvian "gallery," fly via

Lima to Iquitos, high in the north, to

experience the world's nature Mecca: the

Amazon Basin. Options with reputable tour

operators include a stay-aboard river cruise or

a waterside room at an environmental lodge.

THAILAND
Bangkok, Chiang Mai,

AND Ko Samui

As destinations go, Thailand represents the

perfect synthesis between an exotic locale and

a safe, easy, and comfortable experience.

Bangkok sets the pace. Your nights are

spent sampling the lemongrass-curry-coconut

school of cuisine and staying in luxurious

hotels with legendary service. Days are spent

navigating the teeming streets, dodging in and

out of the tempting jewelry and silk stores, and

soaking up the magic of the city.

First on your list should be the Grand

Palace in the heart of the Old Town, a

sprawling complex of residences and pavilions

begun by King Rama L The centerpiece is the

small (by Buddha standards) Emerald Buddha,

the prize of the glorious Wat (temple) Phra

Kaeo. At the other extreme is the 157-foot

reclining Buddha in Wat Pho. Don't miss the

Vimarnmek Palace (the royal mansion

museum)or the National Museum (the

countiy's greatest art and history showcase).

Then head to the house of Jim Thompson, with

its sleek teak lines, landscaped garden, and

unsolved mystery. Outside of Bangkok, lake a

couple of days to explore Thailand's ancient

capital, Ayutthaya, and its atmospheric

Ozymandian remains.

Then it's time to gel your first taste of the

country's extremes by flying north to Chiang

Mai. It's interesting in its own right, but also

makes a great base for exploring the

neighboring towns such as Lamphun, the

oldest town in Thailand. Dozens of trekking

companies offer walking tours of Doi Inthanon

National Park and the remote hill country with

its culturally intact tribes. And be sure to

leave a few days at the end of your trip for

sand-and-sea R&R on Ko Samui in the Gulf of

Siam — easily accessible by plane from

Bangkok.

TURKEY
ISTANBUL, CAPPADOCIA, AND THE

AEGEAN COAST
Turkey defies any attempt at easy

explanation. Geographically it spans the two

continents, Europe and Asia. Spiritually it

owes less to the present than to the past and to

0\jNEyE]iTDOLAT]iTDyj3JTMM
CANCUN

^J'iJ UK MAYAN ALKPA.'
CiC\'

Tlu' IMaya Uorld ran In- 4-\|)i'ri(>ni-»'(J like nf\fr

before, with ihr iiutst Clfxiblc i-niipon proy^raiii. al

llie Idwcsl prices ever!

ir'. Iravcl can lu> ptannetl mxordiu<x l<> pcTsinial inlcri-?.!

iu lake atUunla^e of all Ihal this iiia^'icitl lan<l has

lu ulTor: the utii<|iu' 4-<ini[)inalitin of past aiul pri*Si'nf:

the special bletui of nian-niadc wonders and nature.

Onl\ (he olllcial airlino nl' the Ma\a World can oflVr

lhi> iiniqne ennpon ini(iali\e. thai faetlitate^i

tra\el In and »ifhiti (he re<nt>n on a niiKhTn fli't-I of

Hoeing 7(i7's.7.'iT'> and Virbns \.'t20's. with mirlil

.

ctass, oonipliniendiry oii-board senirc.

FOR A fri:k BHocm iir, r\r i !-8(i(»-:t5;t r,4Mi

AirlineMiance of CentralAmerica-

AVIATECA
£L SALVADOR GUATEMALA

1 (800) 5354730 1 (SOO) 327-9832

IILacsa
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Ephesus in Turkey, ilie world's most complete example of a Roman city

its mix of mighty empires— Hittite. Hellenic,

Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman.

Istanbul is the perfect introduction. Its

sobriquet — "the earth's pearl" — is an apt

contradiction for a city of beaut)' and myster\'

yet with a unmistakable earthy appeal. Since

the days of Marco Polo these ancient streets

have filtered the treasures of the East en route

to markets in the ^ est. The city's past echoes

from the great shrines like the Blue Mosque

and Hagia Sofya. which predates St. Peters in

Rome by a thousand years, "i ou can lose

yourself — literally and figuratively —
wandering through the sights and smells of the

Covered Bazaar and the Egyptian Spice

Bazaar. Then head for the galleries of the

.\rcheological Museum, filled with classical

statuary and sarcophagi, stopping at the little

kofteci shops for a revi\ing snack or a glass of

ayran.

But there is so much else to see. Start with

a day cruise up the Bosphorus to see the

Dolmabahge Palace. Then fly east to

Cappadocia to see the cultural and

commercial center of the Hittite Empire,

which once vied with the Egyptians for

splendor. This region around Urgiip and the

Goreme Valley is now an arid plain peppered

with dramatic rock-hewn churches and

underground cities.

After a few days touring this moonscape,

you wiO be ready for the beaches and historic

glories of the Aegean Coast. Returning

(

^/; ^ new world a i r I i n e P'

'lable \vith ecologically conscious lodging, delicious food, enlightened guides and logical ground transportation.
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through Istanbul, pick up a rculal car and

drive south, interspersing lazy days on the

beach with stops at Troy to see the fruits of

Schlieniann's excavations; ancient Perganuini,

which dates back to 197 B.C.: and, of course.

Ephesus, the most complete example of a

Roman town anywhere.

UNITED States
SOUTHEAST ALASKA

Our least populated state and our last

frontier, Alaska has surprising riches - from

nature on a grand scale to large-inammal

fauna and a remarkably intact historic

legacy. The best way to see all three without

spending your vacation in small planes is by

focusing on the 500-mile long sliver of land

known as the Panhandle.

In Juneau immerse yourself in histoiy at the

Alaska State Museum (one of the finest natural

histoiy collections). Then take in the 1920s

architecture on a stroll around town,

stopping at the smaller historic sites of

Wickersham House and the City Museum.

Your second day should include a foray

by ilic clli<iciil and irri|uiTil Irrry system.

Take the scenic eiglil-hom lioat-ride over to

Sitka, the piclures(|ue town on Baranof

Island. Dating back to 1799, it's colored

with an interesting Russian ancestry mixed

with vestiges of Tlingit culture. Well

worth visiting are the Raptor Rehabilitation

Center and — in late fall, early winter, and

spring— the Whale Park.

From Sitka, take the ferries via Juneau to

^ Gustavus, the gateway to Glacier Bay National

g Park, where sixteen tidewater glaciers are

u. inching into the sea, carving ice blocks the

g size of buildings. The best view is from one of

5 the small tour boats or, for the intrepid, a

Q kayak. After this natural drama, it's time for
<
m local histoiy. seen at its best by visiting the

< town of Skagway. In 1898, at the peak of gold

fever, this was a boom town with 20,000

optimistic and unruly inhabitants. The

architecture and the frontier tales bring the

out to the Mendenhall Glacier. past to life. From here you can extend your

The southeast, composed more of sea than trip by picking up a rental car and driving the

land, with its coast of jagged inlets and 43.5 mountainous miles of the Klondike

thousands of forested islands, is best explored Highway, ending in Dawson City.B

Ferries are lire mam mode

of transportation In Southeast Alaska

EXPLORER GUIDE

Daytona Beach is one of the few

places on earth the manatees still

call home. Besides our 23-mile

shore, we also have scenic parks,

, historical landmarks, museums

and other cultural attractions.

^Daytona
4^Beach
\ ^^' Big Beach. Big Fun.

1-800-854-1 234
Halifax Arts Festival

October 26 & 27. 1 996

ANTARCTICA

ANTARCTICA
Expedition cruises aboard

powerful, refurbished Russian

icebreakers. Travel with us to

remote areas unattainable by
conventional cruise ships.

Call for a free color brochure

1-800-368-0077

EXPEDITIONS

CANADA

» »

EXPEDITIONS

1-800-

Visit the famed
harp seal pupping

grounds on the

Magdalen Islands.

Call for a free

color brochure

368-0077

ARIZONA

is

Apache Junction

Located at the foot of the

majestic Superstition Mountains.

We offer the best

in recreation, including golf,

tours and nearby lal<es.

Our home town is perfect for:

•WINTER VISITORS
• YEAR-ROUND RETIREMENT
• BUSINESS RELOCATION

^K" Apache
^^^^mw Junction

W^ ^ Chamber of Commerce |

^>
AKIZOKA 1-800-252-3141
GRAND CANYON STATE



You CAN Catch

olden Jubilee Celebration

All Year Round.
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YhailaM
J^i-^\ ^'^ i9S6, a very special year for all of us in Thailand. Here, the whole nation is preparing for the biggest

? ^fe^ <^eleb- ahon ever. It's our Golden Jubilee, the fiftieth anniversary of His Majesty the King's accession to the
**»* throne. This year, every festival will be bigger and more grand. The country will be adorned with ornaments.

And all the fiusry will come down off the shelf. Come and witness this event. To us it's once in a lifetime experience. It could also be yours

• For more iiiformatio:; conlaci Tourism Authority of Thailnnd, The Americas Regional Office, 303 East Viacker Drive, Suite 400 Chicago, IL. 60601, U.S.A. Tel. (1 312) S19-3990-5 Fax. (1 312) 565-0359
• For more if;.i!i::.iiion contact Toiirism Authority of Thailand, 3440 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1100, Los Angeles, CA 90010, U.S.A. Tel. (1 213) 3S2-2353-5 Fax. (1 2I3J 3S9-7544
• For more information contact Tourism Authority of Thailand, 5 World Trade Center, Suite No. 3443, New York, N.Y. 1004S, U.S.A. Tel. (1 222) 432-0433, 432-0434 Fill. (I 232) 912-0920
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FVeTr'G'u rd e fWatural History 1 tj

Ld e¥s I s M^r e

By Robert H. Mohienbrock

Looking easnvard while traveling along Inter-

state 29 between Saint Joseph. Ivlissouri. and

Sioux Cirv; Iowa, one sees a more or less con-

tinuous range of blufis rising 250 to 350 feet

above the flat tioodplain of the Missouri

River. These blufis are not rocky but consist

mostly of ^vindblo^^n deposits called loess.

Kno\Mi as the Loess Hills, they were formed

benveen 300,000 and 12,000 years ago, a

time ofperiodic ice ages intenpersed \\ith

warmer inter\'als. Whenever glaciers melted,

rivers rushed through what is now the Mis-

souri River valley, carrying sUty sediments.

During colder periods, these sediments dried

out, and the fine particles of quartz that lay

on the surface were picked up by strong west-

erlv \\Tnds, blo'\\Ti eastward, and redeposited

along the low walls ofthe river valley.

While loess is common throughout the

Mid\\-est, these deposits are unusually thick,

Ubodhviil and prairie vegetalion cloak the Loess Hills near Mound Ciiy, Missouri. Tlie hills

rise 250 to 350feet above the otherwiseflatfloodplain of the Missouri River.

iMfiiUiilOn lower, moister

slopes, the prairie areas consist

ofsuch tall grasses as big

bluestem, Indian grass, Htde

bluestem. and the somewhat

shorter side-oats OTama.

Skeleton pu.;:i

Higher, drier ridges are domi-

nated by little bluestem and

.-iide-oats grama, but mixed in

- ;rfi them are blue grama.

hairy grama, bufifalo grass, and

other short grasses.

Prairie \\ildflowers include

low-growing species that

bloom in late April and earlv

May. Among these are smooth

blue \"iolet, blue-eyed grass (a

six-petaled \\ildflower \\-ith

flattened leaves and stems be-

longing to the iris tamilv), the

flagrant downy painted cup

(restricted to loess hiUs), lotus-

flowered nulk vetch, and Mis-

souri mUk vetch. By mid-May

and into early June, the prairie

is in hill bloom, with prairie

larkspur, thimbleweed (a

member of the buttercup fam-

ily), and the yellow-flowered,

daisyhke plant usually referred

to as the prairie ragyvort.

Yucca

From July to mid-August,

a new group of \\ildflowers

appears on the scene, most of

them rather stout plants.

Among these are rough and

stiff"-leaved blazing-stars, or

ga\"feathers. ^\"ith purple

heads; and a varietv- of asters,

uonweeds. and goldenrods. A
deHcate ladies'-tresses orchid

may even turn up among

these coarse plants. Its white

flowers are arranged spirally in

a terminal spike.

Many of the prairie species

that are found in the Loess

Hills of northwestern Missouri

are at the eastern hniit of their

range. They include the lotus-

flowered milk vetch, silver

scurf pea. Rocky Mountain

bee plant, a great-flowered

beardtongue, skeleton plant,

)-ucca, and a yellow-and-

\\hite-flowered member of



sometimes more than 200 feet deep. Because the fine particles

tend to stick to one another when dry, the loess at times forms

nearly vertical cliffs. But heavy rains, high winds, and trampling

catde sometimes cause rapid erosion.

Geologist Richard Baker, of the University of Iowa, has

shown that the Loess HiUs were partly covered by spruce forests

during the last period of glaciation. As the climate began to

warm, these spruce forests were replaced by deciduous wood-

lands and eventually by grassland.

For at least the past 9,000 years, prairie grasses and wildflow-

ers have dominated the Loess HiUs, although the more southerly

hills, in northwestern Missouri, have forested areas. On a visit to

two Missouri nature preserves—the Brickyard HiU Loess Mound
Natural Area near Watson and the Jamerson C. McCormack

Loess Mound Natural Area near Mound City— I found wood-

lands occupying the moister habitats, such as north- and east-

facing slopes, bottoms of slopes, and along waterways that have

cut through the mantle of loess. Prairie vegetation grew primar-

ily on west- and south-facing slopes, kept arid by exposure to

the afternoon sun and the drying effects of westerly winds.

The woodlands are varied. On the lower slopes, they consist

of moisture-loving species such as basswood and cottonwood.

On higher, drier slopes, the species include white ash, chin-

quapin oak, slippery ekn, northern red oak, and bur oak.

The prairies in the Loess Hills of northwestern Missouri rep-

resent the easternmost natural limit for many species, such as

skeleton plant and yucca. Found nowhere else in Missouri,

skeleton plant has thin, grasslike leaves (adapted to the

wind.swept locations where it grows) and purplish flower heads,

while yucca has thick, narrow, strap-shaped leaves, which form a

dense rosette at the base of the plant. During late spring, a stout

stalk, bearing numerous two-inch-long white flowers, rises as

much as six feet from the center of the rosette.

Scarlet mallow is known farther west as cowboy's delight.

Over the past century and a half, agriculture and urban de-

velopment have encroached upon the Loess HiUs. In addition,

the suppression of fire has permitted woody plants, such as

rough-leaved dogwood, to invade the prairies. But in northwest-

ern Missouri—as well as farther north, in Iowa (where some-

what different plant species flourish), the loess soil continues to

support unique natural habitats.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States nationalforests and other parklands.

The Loess Hills, extending along the eastern side of the

Missouri River, formed as westerly winds blew dustlikc soil

particles against the original low valley wall.

the pea family called Dalea

enneandra.

I'i'frrKlin'll Dominating the

drier slopes are white ash,

chinquapin oak, slipper)' elm,

northern red oak, bur oak,

and to a lesser extent, black

walnut and hackberry. The

midcanopy layer includes

rough-leaved dogwood and

redbud, but woody vines

often make hiking difficult. In

contrast, lower slopes have

basswood and cottonwood

with a midcanopy of pawpaw,

redbud. and green ash.

For visitor information, write:

Missouri Department of

Natural Resources

Canada iiild rye

P. O. Box 176

Jefierson Cirv; Missouri 65102

(800) 334-6946
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T h e 131 tt I e* Cloud

I

By Joe Rao

This is the best time ofyear to look for the

Andromeda galaxy, the nearest spiral galaxy

\Tsible to the naked eye. This "island uni\'erse"

is 2.2 miUion light-years sway and about half

again as large as our own Milk\' Way. For ob-

servers at the latitude ofNew York, the An-

dromeda galax\' wiU be nearly overhead at

9:00 P.M. To locate it find the bright W-
shaped constellation Cassiopeia: the right half

ofthe W pouits to the galaxx; a short distance

away. Look for a small, elongated, fourth-

magnimde smudge oflight. A clear, dark sky

and a pair ofgood binoculars \\tI1 help.

The Andromeda galax\" has been known

since at least 905, when the Persian as-

tronomer Al Sufi referred to it as the "Little

Cloud." Early obser\'ers e>'eing the object

through telescopes thought it was a nebula of

glov\-ing gases. Some regarded it as a solar sys-

Cassiopeia
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tern in the making and imagined that our o\vn

Sun looked much the same when the planets

were being formed fi-om the pnme\'al dust

cloud. With the advent of large telescopes in

the nineteenth century, astronomers saw An-

dromeda as a brighter, but stiH blurry, oval. In

1923 Edwin Hubble, using the 100-inch tele-

scope at Mount Wilson Obser\'atory, resolved

Andromeda into indi\ddual stars. The galaxy is

now known to contain more than 300 biUion

of them.

Yet nearly a fiiU centur\' before we knew

the galax^,?s true nature, W H. Smyth WTOte in

his classic observing manual A Cycle of Celestial

Objects: "SirJohn Herschel. . . concludes that it

IS a flat ring, of enormous dimensions, seen

ver^' obhquely. It consists, probably of m^Tiads

of solar systems at a most astoiuiding distance

irom ours, and affords a distinct lesson that we

must not Hmit the bounds of the universe by

the limits of our senses."

i

The Sky in November

lui;j<Hiit'a ^ jj^ superior con-

junction (behind the Sun) on

the 1st and only gradually

emerges into the evening sky.

At the end of the month, the

elusi\'e planet can be spotted

(with binoculars or a tele-

scope) tiova the northern

United States as it sets in the

southwest less than an hour

after the Sim.

Ht'JII'H rises an hour or so

before dawTi and stands neady

30 degrees above the southeast

: iZ sunrise. Although it

rar the brightest planet

"it jets c^ear ofthe hori-

^ :5 not near!)' as

showy as it was late last sum-

mer, when it was both higher

and brighter.

i^BHJI ii in eastern Leo and

rises after midnight. Before

dawn on the 5th, look for it

directly above a gibbous cres-

cent Moon. Mars brightens to

magnimde 1 by month s end

as the Earth draws closer to it.

ITTinnTl IS a dazzler, low in

the southwest evening twi-

light. It sets just before 9:00

P.M. on the 1st, and about two

hours earlier by the 30th.

j^yiflfflw in Pisces, is near the

meridian by midevening. It

sets nearly due west about

3:30 A.M. at the start of the

month and two hours earUer

at the end.

Tit^*™^ IS at last quarter

on the 3d at 2:50 A.M., EST;

new on the 10th at 11:16 P.M.,

EST; reaches first quarter on

the 17th at 8:09 RM., EST;

and is hiU on the 24th at

11:10 P.M.. EST.

The Leonid Meteors, which

are expected to peak on the

night ofthe 17th, are well

worth -watching this year, es-

pecially because bright moon-

light wiU interfere with next

year's show. Comet Tempel-

Tutde, the source of the small

particles that produce the

Leonids, is scheduled to return

to the inner solar system in

Februar)' 1998. Such visita-

tions are often preceded by a

marked increase in

the number of meteors seen

per hour.

Roughly two out of every

three of the Leonid's meteors

leave persistent vapor trails.

They appear to fan out firom

the "sickle" ofLeo, which

doesn't start to rise until after

midnight. The first-quarter

Moon sets in the middle

of the night, leaving the

predawTi hours dark for me-

teor \'iewing.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the Atneri-

can Museuin—Ha)'dai Planetarium.
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TRAVEL AND READING

Water Worlds

Raptures of the Deep ixif^c 44

To the unwary diver, warns

Daniel Lenihan, submerged

limestone caves and tunnels

beyond the open basins of

sinkholes may seem benign,

but they hold great perO even

for certified divers. In the

early 1970s, a disproportionate

number of forays into sub-

merged caverns ended in

tragedy. Some artesian springs

in north-central Florida are

now open to the nondiving

public. At Wakulla Springs, one of the largest and deepest natural

springs in the world, visitors in glass-bottomed boats can see

swarms of fish hovering around the mouth of the cavern 1 00 feet

below. A state park and wildlife sanctuary, Wakulla Springs

(twelve miles south of Tallahassee) also offers a two-mile river

tour with a chance to observe alligators, birds, and turdes. Silver

Springs, an easy drive from all central Florida cities, is also

known for its glass-bottomed

boat rides. At Homosassa

Springs, a state wildlife park

north of Clear^-ater on Route

19, manatees and both fresh-

water and saltwater fish can be

viewed from a floating under-

water observatory. Ginnie

Springs and Branford Springs,

two dive centers in north-

central Florida, ofier cave div-

ing instruction and rent essen-

tial equipment.

A variety of informative

materials on cave diving are available from the National Speleo-

logical Society, Cave Diving Section, P.O. Box 950, Branford,

FL 32008. You'll find the history and lore of cave diving in

Sheck Exley's partly autobiographical Caverns Measureless to Man

(Cave Books, 1994).

Edited byJeanne Flagg

The Desert Sea paoc 48

To dive at Ras Muhammad
you need to obtain a visa from

the Egyptian consulate before

you leave. Accommodations

in the area range from facilities

for camper vehicles to luxury

hotels. Travel guides include

Tlie Egyptian Red Sea: A
Diver's Guide, by Eric Hanauer

(Watersport Pubhcations,

1988), and Red Sea Diver's

Guide, by Shlomo Cohen

(Seapen Books, 1991).

Diving with Eyes Open nam 52

You need go no farther than

Key Largo to find good snor-

keling sites: John Pennekamp

Coral Reef State Park and the

Key Largo National Marine

Sanctuary. If you want to learn

to identify reef fish and help

protect the environment as

well, volunteer for the fish

survey project sponsored by

the Reef Environmental Edu-

cation Foundation (REEF).

Special training is not re-

quired. Contact REEF RO.

Box 246, Key Largo, FL

33037.

Dances with Sharks page 54\

Few divers in the Gulf of Cal-

ifornia (Sea of Cortez) would

choose to swim among ham-

merhead sharks as did A. Peter

KHmley, but many snorkelers

come here especially to swim

with friendly sea lions at Isla

Los Islotes, about 25 miles

north of La Paz. The island is

also favored by experienced

divers for its small caves and

grottos. You can continue

from La Paz to Cabo San

Lucas, at the southernmost tip

of the peninsula. The Bay of

San Lucas is an underwater

park and marine sanctuary

with sites for both novice and

experienced divers.

Dive sites in Baja California

are described in Susan Specks

Diving Baja California (Aqua

Quest Publications, 1995).

The Twilight Zone p.Tjjc 59

The best months to di\'e in

Palau are January through

April, the dry season. Only

certified, expert divers can ex-

perience the diverse marine

life of such famous sites as the

Blue Holes, but other reward-

ing spots, such as Jellyfish

Lake, are within the reach of

snorkelers and no\dce divers.

Palau's Rock Islands are also

the site ofJapanese ships

downed during World War II

and now encrusted with coral.

Some of these artificial reefe

are in shallow water and ac-

cessible to snorkelers. Others,

in deep waters where currents

are strong, call tor certification

in wreck diving. For descrip-

tions of dive sites in Palau,

consult the Diving and Snorkel-

ing Guide to Palau, by Tim

Rock and Francis Toribiong

(GulfPubhshingCo.. 1994).
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Giant barimdes, or picorocos, arc displayed in the Mercado Central, Santiago's main market, along with other marine delicacies.

By Robb Walsh

After one forkful of the tender, lobster-

flavored white flesh, I knew I had en-

countered one of my new favorite

seafoods. I was in Santiago, Chile, eat-

ing a local specialty called picorocos.

What exactly a picoroco was, I had no

idea. Whatever it was, there were two

of them on my plate, each a moplike

mound about the size of a jumbo egg,

attached to a bright red pincer.

"Is that a claw?" I asked my hostess, a

Santiaeo food writer.

"No, that's the beak," she said.

"What do picorocos look like?" I

wanted to know.

"Well, they live in little apartment

houses," my hostess explained. There

was obviously some kind of translation

problem going on here. As I sat and

considered the sharp, curved beak and

the notion of little apartnient houses, I

found myself unable to conjure up the

foggiest notion of what this creature

might look like alive and in one piece.

But I knew where I could find out.

At seven-thirty the next morning, I

had my first cup of coffee in the

seafood section of Santiago's Mercado

Central. As the fishmongers set up their

stalls, the palatial old hall was gently il-

luminated by sunlight slanting in

through the cast-iron ceiling beams.

There I encountered a display of fishes

and shellfish so vast and unfamiliar that

I felt I was observing the marine life of

another planet.

There were worm-size baby eels,

mountains of sea urchins, and shellfish

called pitire, which resembled dirty

sponges. There were purple crabs and
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varieties of clams Fd never seen before.

Three colors of conger eels glistened in

separate bins surrounded by dozens of

varieties of finned fishes \\-ith totally

unfamiliar names.

At last, I came across a stall seUing pi-

corocos, and suddenly the apartment

house translation made sense. Picorocos

were barnacles. They were bigger than

any barnacles I'd ever seen, but they

were definitely barnacles. Peeking out

of a hole in a column ot shell that must

have measured three inches across was

the now familiar beak. The two cur\'ed

points that I had mistaken for pincers

now looked more like a pair of buck

teeth. A long, featherv" appendage flut-

tered out between them.

"They're strange, eh?" the fishmon-

ger said in Spanish, as he affectionately

r^veaked a picoroco beak. The animal im-

mediately withdrew mto the safet\- of

its shell. The white meat, I reahzed, was

sealed behind the beak, deep inside this

dirty, irregular tube. For half an hour. I

stood mesmerized in front ot the pi-

coroco stall, watching a hundred little

beaks extruding and contracting and

sticking what looked like hairs' tongues

out at me.

I left Chile thinking that I had eaten

a rare delicacy unknown to North

America. As it turned out, I was only

partly right. The picoroco, known to sci-

entists as Austromegabalaniis psirtacus, is

found only in Pacific waters south of

the equator. But I soon discovered that

South America is not the only place

where people eat barnacles.

A few months later, on a trip to Van-

couver Island, Canada, the subject

came up again. I had made the acquain-

tance of an unusual chef, Sinclair

Phihp, who runs a restaurant called

Sooke Harbour House on Vancouver

Island s western shore. Philip has turned

a passion for scuba diving and cooking

into an enviable career. His cheFs spe-

:.;!s are seldom-seen delicacies from

::.r local waters.

"I often serve sea urchins, giant clams

-...i. d geoducks, and goose barnacles at

the restaurant." Phihp told me. At the

mention of barnacles, I promptly

launched into the stors" of my Chilean

picoroco dinner, hoping it might impress

him. It didn't.

""Sure I kno^v picoroco. We have

something similar here in the Pacific

North\vest called a giant acorn bar-

nacle, which 'W'e also serve at the restau-

rant," he told me. "It tastes like a cross

between a crab and a scallop. I was

stunned. Could it be that this incredible

dehcaq,; which I thought you could get

only in Chile, had been available in

North America all along? And if so.

how could North American gourmets

possibly have ignored it?

Goose barnacles in the Xortli Pacific

Sinclair Phihp sent me to see a ma-

rine biologist named Bill Austin, at the

Marine Ecolog\- Center in Co\\dchan

Bay. The center is an educational facil-

in.- that is open to the pubhc. Austin

conducts classes and tours there and

displays specimens of aU kinds of ma-

rine life native to Vancouver Island.

There, in an aquarium, I found the

giant acorn barnacle Phihp had referred

to, Balaiius nubihis. I remarked to Austin

that it had the same sort of hairv tongue

as the picoroco.

'Ah. you mean hair)- feet," Austin

said. "'You've got the wTong end." The

giant barnacle looked remarkably Hke

the picoroco, even though they were not

in the same genus. And Sinclair Phihp

had already told me that they were also

similar in taste. Unfortunately, BiU

Austin was not very receptive to my
suggestion that we eat his specimen.

Austin also told me that most giant

barnacles come from the intertidal

zone, in case I wanted to gather my
own. But I would probably need to

bring a crowbar with me if I wanted to

return with dinner. Sessile barnacles,

the kind that attach themselves directly

to the rocks or to other barnacles, can

be extremely dittlcult to pn,' loose.

They can gro^v up to three inches

across and prefer areas with medium

strong currents.

Although Austin wasn't interested in

ha\dng me saute his barnacle, he was fa-

mihar with edible barnacles. It turned

out that he had once been a partner in a

company that harvested Canadian

goose barnacles and exported them to

Spain, where they are considered a

great dehcac\'. Austin told me that the

goose barnacle export business is still

thri\ang in the area.

Goose (a k a goosenecked) barnacles

got their appetizing appellation from

one of the most implausible m\ths in

food histon,-. According to the ston.'.

people in medieval Europe \vho \vit-

nessed the appearance of migratory

geese ever)' fall were hard pressed to ex-

plain where these birds came from,

since they seemed to have no nests and

\\"ere never obser\'ed mating.

At that time of year, a great many

goose barnacles washed up on Euro-

pean shores o^^ing to the storminess ot

the season and prevailing currents. The

goose barnacle has a gooseneck-shaped

stalk protruding from a shell made up of

^^inglike plates. Because the barnacle

shells are egg-shaped, the people of the

time apparently concluded that the

birds had hatched from them. And

since the eggs were on the beach, it was

.



decided riiat the geese were not fowl

but seafood.

While this all sounds pretty prepos-

terous, it makes much more sense in

view of the Church's strict rules pro-

hibiting the eating of meat during Lent

and on fast days. If you could swallow

this unlikely story about birds being

seafood, then you could also eat them

on Fridays.

"Goose barnacles, picoivcos, giant

acorn barnacles, how many different

kinds of edible barnacles are there?" I

asked Austin. "I couldn't say," he

replied. "There are some 1,100 species

of barnacles in the world. I only know

the 66 we have around here." He sug-

gested that I direct my question to an-

other marine biologist who knew more

about barnacles, William Newman, at

the Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-

phy in La Jolla, Cahfornia.

Off the top of his head, Newman
could think of six edible barnacles: two

species of Lepas, both known as goose

barnacles; the giant acorn barnacle of

the Pacific Northwest; Balanus ciqiiila,

now Tainiosoma aqiiila, which is the

California variety of the giant barnacle;

PoUicipes polynienis, a stalked barnacle

also known as the leaf barnacle; and, of

course, the picoroco.

"In fact, I have a can o{ pkowcos sit-

ting here on my shelf," Newman
laughed. Newman told me that bar-

nacles had a long history as a food

source. More than twenty Indian na-

tions in British Columbia ate goose and

leaf barnacles regularly. They often

roasted leaf barnacles over alderwood

coals, then peeled off the leathery stalk,

called a peduncle, and ate the muscle

and the ovaries, which taste hke lobster

caviar, Newman said. Barnacles are

hermaphroditic, so each one has an

ovary. Sessile barnacles are much

meatier because they have big retractor

muscles, Newman told me. These were

the lumps of white meat in my Chilean

picorocos.

"If they taste so good and there's

such a long history of eating them, how

could it be that so few people in North

America eat barnacles today?" I asked

Newman.

"It wasn't until the Second World

Wir that people would even eat tuna

fish in this country," Newman snorted.

"People think barnacles are worms or

something."

I confessed to Newman that I was

having problems making heads or tails

of barnacles myself I was still trying to

figure out how they could stick their

hairy feet through their beaks. New-
man explained that although the limbs

on giant barnacles looked like beaks

and were even called beaks, they were

really hind legs. "Thomas Henry Hux-

ley came up with the most famous de-

scription," Newman told me. "He said

something like, 'A barnacle is a shrimp

that stands on its head and flips food

into its mouth with its feet.'
"

That picture helped me understand

barnacle anatomy, but it was Newman's

next comment that really got my atten-

tion. "People forget that barnacles are

crustaceans. Just like shrimps and lob-

sters!" he said. No wonder they tasted

so good in drawn butter.

The conversation was makins me

hungry. But there wasn't much chance

of strolling down to the corner store for

a can oipkowcos. Was it possible that we

might someday see barnacles harvested

commercially in the Lfnited States? I

asked Newman.

"There's no reason why not," he said.

"It would have to be regulated, of

course. The giant barnacle of Califor-

nia, for instance, is practically an endan-

gered species. But there are plenty of

leaf barnacles and a good supply of

giant acorn barnacles out there, and

they replenish themselves very quickly.

They are already harvesting something

like thirty tons of goose barnacles a year

in British Columbia."

It was a little disconcerting to learn

that while the North American bar-

nacle harvest is already underway, prac-

tically all of our barnacles are being

shipped to classy restaurants in France

and Spain. There is no market for bar-

nacles in the United States or Canada.

Unfortunately, North Americans are

still oblivious to the gourmet treasures

right under the noses of our surfboards.

Cidiiiiiry adventurer Robb Walsh writes

about foodfor the Austin Chronicle.

Sauteed Giant Acorn Barnacles
Sinclair Philip recommends that the delicate meat of giant acorn barnacles be

served very simply. This is one of the ways these crustaceans are served at

Sooke Harbour House.

4 giant acorn barnacles

'A teaspoon garlic, finely minced

'A teaspoon shallot, minced

'A teaspoon parsley, finely chopped

? teaspoon dry white u'ine

I tablespoon unsalted butter

Giant acorn barnacles should be prepared the same day they are harvested. Just

before you are going to cook them, cut the beak tree from the shell and use a

spoon to remove all the white meat and roe fi-om the cavity.

Melt the butter in a small pan over medium heat. Just as the butter is melt-

ing, add the wine, garhc, and shallot. Cook for a few seconds. Do not brown.

Add the barnacle meat and cook tor fifteen seconds. Add the parsley and serve.

Serves two.
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Outward
Bound

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

In everyday life, units of measure such

as watts, volts, amps, and Celsius de-

grees are so common that we may miss

the reference to the scientists for whom
they were originally named: James

Watt, Alessandro Volta, Andre Ampere,

and Anders Celsius. Others have been

honored by ha\"ing their name attached

to a ph\'sical constant—a single, mea-

sured quantity that happens to reveal it-

self in many and varied ways through-

out the physical world.

The general public may be amused

by how much excitement the commu-
nit\" of scientists can display over certain

physical constants. In a changing world,

those things that are the same in time or

place bring comfort. Why? The historx*

of science has showTi that what is found

to be constant often becomes a corner-

stone to a part of our understanding of

the universe. Some important quanti-

ties include Avogadro's number (named

for the nineteenth-century Itahan

physicist Amedeo Avogadro). which

laid the foundation that enabled us to

measure atomic weights; Newton's

constant (named for the seventeenth-

century Enghsh physicist Isaac New-
ton), which enables us to calculate the

gra\'itationaI force between any two

objects in the universe; and Planck's

constant (named for the turn-ot-the-

centuiyf German ph^^sicist Max Planck),

which launched the era of quantum

mechanics.

^•Tien the next miHennium arrives

and a tally of the greatest scientific dis-

coveries of the HA-entieth century is

made, some\\"here near the top of the

Edwin P. Hubble in 1949, looking through the 48-inch

photographie telescope known as the "Big Schmidt," used in a

project cataloging the galaxies.

list you will find mention of the ex-

panding universe. Credit the American

astronomer Ed\\"in Hubble for his 1929

discovery? of the rate at which galaxies

are mo\dng away from each other.

Hubble's constant launched the mod-

em era of cosmolog\:

Some discoveries are amazing even

^vhen they are fuUy anticipated: planets

orbiting other stars and original e\d-

dence ofpast life on Mars, for example.

Hubble's discovery of the expanding

universe, however, ^vas not inspired by

an official prediction, nor was it antici-

pated in any other way, so it caught

everv'body by surprise. Nobody

thought to think it. Your average astro-

physicist had simply assumed (in the

complete absence of data) that the uni-

verse was static and unchanging—a po-

sition embarrassingly reminiscent of the

AristoteUan notion that the stars were

fixed and unchanging upon the dome

of the night sky-.

Albert Einstein's equations of gravity,

pubhshed in 1916, which superseded

those of Isaac Newton, allowed for

three scenarios of the universe: con-
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tracting, static, or expanding. The

mathematics showed that the static so-

lution described a universe that was sus-

ceptible to spontaneous contraction or

expansion. A similar fate greets a ball

balanced on the top of a hill; the ball is

static, yet its position is unstable, so it

will roll down in one direction or an-

other at the slightest nudge. With a

nonstatic universe staring him in the

face, Einstein botched the opportunity

to predict it and, out of aesthetic prefer-

ence, instead favored the static model.

This required that he introduce to his

equations a constant that allowed a bal-

ancing force to counter the effects of

gravity and prevent cosmic contraction

or expansion. While mathematically le-

gitimate, the constant had no physical

basis, and Einstein later regretted hav-

ing introduced it.

In the 1920s, Edwin Hubble had ac-

cess to the 100-inch telescope on

Mount Wilson, California, the most

powerful telescope of his day. Fully

armed, Hubble was able to deduce that

the spiral fuzzy things in the sky were

entire spiral galaxies—island uni-

verses—that were not unlike the Milky

Way in shape and appearance. By 1929,

he had assembled a list of several dozen

galaxies whose velocities were reliably

measured by his own efforts and by

those of the American astronomer

Vesto Slipher, of the Lowell Observa-

tory in Arizona. Slipher had already

noted that most of the spiral systems

were moving away from the Milky Way
at very high velocities, but he had

drawn no further conclusions.

Hubbies next task was to calculate

the distances to all these objects—mea-

surements that are notoriously difficult

to obtain. Unfortunately, we can't just

strap on a pedometer and count our

paces to the galaxies. We can't (yet) fly

to the galaxies and consult our odome-

ter. Nor do we live long enough to wait

for a radar signal to be bounced back.

Curious about how these galaxies' dis-

tances might vary with velocity or posi-

tion on the sky, Hubble derived the dis-

tance to each by using the Cepheid

variable stars as a yardstick.

The entire class of Cepheid variable

stars, which oscillate in brightness in

predictable ways, is named for its proto-

type. Delta Cephei, the sixth brightest

star in the constellation Cepheus. These

Cepheids are not only bright enough to

stand out among surrounding stars in

distant galaxies but the time it takes for

their brightness to cycle is also easy to

measure and correlate with their lumi-

nosity. Once you derive the luminosity,

the distance to the Cepheid variable

(and by association, to its host galaxy)

pops out from a simple formula that

connects the two.

To give a terrestrial analogy, if a light

bulb somehow flickered at a character-

istic rate that depended on its wattage,

you could deduce the wattage at any

distance by simply noting the bulb's

Edwin Hubbies 1929
discovery of the

expanding universe

launched the modern
era of cosmology.

flickering rate. You would then ask the

mathematical question, "How far away

must a bulb of that wattage be to appear

as dim as I see it?"

What Hubble found would forever

change human conception of the uni-

verse. He might have found that all

galaxies were haphazardly moving away

from the Milky Way. But they weren't.

All galaxies might have had recession

velocities that decreased with distance.

But they didn't. Or, perhaps, all galaxies

had parked themselves at the same dis-

tance from us. But they hadn't. Hubble

found that for nearly all galaxies in his

sample, the recession velocities were di-

rectly correlated with distance. The far-

ther away a galaxy was, the faster it was

moving away from us. In other words,

if one galaxy is three times the distance

of another, it is moving away from us at

three times the speed. Ten times far-

ther, ten times faster, and so forth. The

inference from this particular signature,

and no other, was that we were part of a

uniformly expanding universe. The dis-

covery even had a ready-made theoret-

ical context, since it was one of the so-

lutions to Einstein's new theory of

gravity. Just as Earth had been de-

throned as the center of the system of

planets, a new world order was at

hand—everything in the universe was

in motion.

One needn't be a math whiz to un-

derstand how to derive a numerical

value for the Hubble constant. It's sim-

ply the slope of the Hne through the

galax-y data in a graph of velocity versus

distance. The Hubble constant's units

are therefore velocity divided by dis-

tance. Depending on what distance in-

dicators are available, and depending on

their reliability, the Hubble velocity-

distance diagram has yielded very dif-

ferent slopes. Indeed, Hubble's origi-

nally derived value was much too large

because of flawed assumptions about

the Cepheid calibrations.

Consider it to have been an omen,

because even when these errors were fi-

nally corrected in the 1950s, there re-

mained just enough uncertainty in the

distances from the Cepheids and firom

other calibrators to allow t\vo compet-

ing camps of astronomers, by selecting

some distance indicators and rejecting

others, to favor very different values for

the Hubble constant.

The low value hovered around fif-

teen kilometers per second per million

Hght-years of distance, a view champi-

oned by the American astronomer Alan

Sandage and his colleagues: the high

value of thirty kilometers per second

per million light-years was advocated

by the French-born American as-

tronomer Gerard de Vaucouleurs, a for-

mer mentor of mine. Each camp

claimed that it had ven,' low uncertain-

ties in its measurements.

Brief standoffs at the crest of scien-

tific discovery are not uncommon, but

measurements of an uncertain quantit)-
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are usually scattered over a wide range

ot values until better and better experi-

ments ser\"e to narro\v the range of un-

certainty- If anything other than this

convergent process takes place, then

iionscientific factors (such as hard-

headedness) may be at work.

Its importance and elusiveness have

made the Hubble constant something

of a Holy Grail in cosmolog\'. A major

source of uncertaintv' is the effect of

"random" galax\' motions relative to

one another. The farther out you go.

the more significant the expansion of

the universe compared \^dth the ran-

dom motions and the more rehable

your measurement of the Hubble con-

stant. A hancifiil of the galaxies closest

to the MiUcy Way have random veloci-

ties that exceed the general flow from,

the expanding universe and are thus

moving toward us rather than away.

The nearby Andromeda galaxy, a mere

2.2 million hght-years distant, illustrates

the point well: the expansion of the

universe contributes about fifty kilome-

ters per second to Andromeda's motion

away from us, a speed that is inadequate

to overcome our 100 kilometer-per-

second motion to^vard each other.

WTiat we need are good cahbrators

that can be traced to distances far be-

yond where the random motions of

galaxies matter. Fortunately', Cepheid

variable stars have recently been discov-

ered in the famous collection of galax-

ies kno\^Ti as the Virgo Cluster—15

million Hght-years away along the line

of sight through the constellation

Virgo. Only barely reachable from

ground-based telescopes, the discovery

of Virgo Cepheids had always been a

priorit}- project for the orbiting Hubble

Space Telescope. At the Virgo Cluster's

distance, the expanding universe im-

parts about a hefty thousand kilometers

per second in recession velocity; further

reducing the extent to which random

galaxy motions contaminate the o\erall

data for velocitv'.

When the Virgo Cluster Cepheids

were combined with a half dozen other

distance cahbrators, including exotic

objects such as supernovae and gravita-

tional lenses, a consensus value for the

Hubble constant emerged (revealed at a

recent Princeton conference titled

"Unsolved Problems in Cosmology").

Interestingly, it falls almost exactly be-

r^veen the two previous, stubbornly

held estimates: tsvent^'-three kilometers

per second per milhon light-years with

an uncertaint\' of less than 15 percent.

Stated in sentence form, the Hubble

constant would read: "For every mil-

hon hght-years distant, an object can be

expected to recede from you by an

extra twent\-chree kilometers per sec-

ond with an uncertaint\' of about three

kilometers per second either way."

1 can hve wth that.

Incidentally, my professional career

recently (and briefly) overlapped the

Hubble constant debate when I partici-

pated in a multiauthored research paper

that used a distant supernova's change

in luminosity? as a distance cahbrator.

We derived a Hubble constant of

twent;,'-five kilometers per second per

A new \vorld order
was at hand—one in

which everything in

the universe was in

motion.

miUion hght-years. Consider it part of

the consensus.

Distances to galaxies beyond the base

cahbrators can now be computed with

confidence directlv from the Hubble

relation itself:

Distance = Jilocity — Hubble constant

At the nearest quasar, 3C273, the re-

cessional velocity imparted by the ex-

panding universe is nearly 50.000 kilo-

meters per second. Note that at this

velocit); typical random motions of a

few hundred kilometers per second are

of little arithmetic consequence. Ap-

pMng the Hubble relation, we get a

iSE

i



distance of about 2,000 million (2 bil-

lion) light-years, placing this quasar

nearly a thousand times farther from

the Milky Way than the Andromeda
galaxy.

Now that the Hubble Grail has been

found, we can turn our attention to the

next level of challenging questions that

face cosmology, such as. How far back

in time (or equivalently, How far away)

does the value of the Hubble constant

remain valid? If the collective gravity of

the universe is slowing down cosmic

expansion, then the Hubble constant

must have been higher in the past. And
if the universe one day stops expanding

and starts to coUapse then the Hubble

constant will drop through zero to be-

come negative! For these reasons, the

Hubble constant is more correctly

called the "Hubble parameter." These

Hubble high jinks are officially de-

scribed through something called the

"deceleration parameter." When its

value is ultimately measured, we will be

able to answer questions, such as. Will

we indeed expand forever? Or will we
one day collapse?

Meanwhile, Einstein's original con-

stant—introduced mathematically to

stabilize the universe—has recently

been exhumed in several circles as a

tool to reconcile some peculiar ob-

served features ofthe universe. Look for

that one too. It's called the cosmologi-

cal constant, also known as Lambda.

As I write this sentence, my new-
born daughter, Miranda, turns fourteen

days old. She will grow up knowing
only a world in which the expansion

rate of the universe is well established.

Seventy years ago, her grandparents

were born when galaxies were thought

by many to be simple, fuzzy smudges

floating in the Milky Way. Yes, we
are living in the golden age of cosmic

discovery.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is

the Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York

City's Haydcn Planetarium and a research

scientist at Princeton University.
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in Winter. Summer in the Erie Cnnal, Neivloundlond,

Novo Scotio, Greol lokes, Mid-Amerito S more.

Free Brochure 800-556-7450

American Canadian Caribbean Line

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-

225-2380.

Indonesia
Also trips loiThailand,

Malaysia. Philippines, Burma.

Vietnam. Cambodia, Laos,

Papua New Guinea

Asia

Transpafilit'Journejs www. SoutheastAsio.com

WHALEWATCH IN BAJA CALIFORNIA! Gray,

blue, fin, humpback, sperm & more! Cruise aboard

95-foot vessel on 5-12 day adventures. Also explore

islands and snorkel on Pacific coast and Sea of

Cortez. Searcher Natural Histor\' Tours. (619) 226-

2403.searcher@bajawhale.com or http:\\^^"^v.ba-

jawhale.com/searcher.

Vacation Rentals

COSTA RICA: Solar home in Rainforest at resort of

Bosque Del Cabo, overlooking Pacific located tip of

Osa Peninsula. Noted for pri\acv, excellent food,

trails, outstanding birdwatching, wildlife.

Phone/FAX (561) 287-2951.

HAWAII, Private beach front vacation home on

Kauai's North Shore. (800) 367-5025 Rice.

Video

"What Is the Internet, and

^HAT Can It Do FOR You?"

Li^htbearted • Nontechnical • Infonnative
.10 Minulcs, Color/MtS/Slcrco

Add S4.^>^ cich s/li. MD residents add 5*'o [ji.

--. 1-800-277-7371
w^^m Nl'A\ Rt-Mriii.s. in • B\i iiMuRt. MD

Rates and Sti'le Information

$4.05 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $440 per inch. .Ad\'ertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agencv or cash discounts.

Ads are accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discre-

tion. Send check or money order to: The

Market/NATURAL HISTORY 'Magazine, Central

Park West at 79th St., New York, NX 10024. Direct any

written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe or Jean-Christophe

Fradet at the abo\e address. Please include your per-

sonal address and phone number, issue preferred, and

suggested category.
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Photograph by

Michael and Patricia pogden

""^W^
' Maybe because it

September and th

dry season a^Etosha National

Park in Namibia or maybe

because they hffi been on the

move much of the day, but the

zebras were thirsty enougli to

approach the water hole at dusk.

Lengthening shadows and the

r absence of wildebeest and

springbok at the water hole

honed the zebras" natural caution

t into skittishness. Photographers

Michael and Patricia Fogden

could detect no lions lying in

ambush and knew that no

crocodiles lurked in the mud.

But like campers telling scary

stories around a fire, these

twenty or so Plains, or Burchell's,

zebras needed only to imagine a

» movement, a sound, or a scent to

conjure up a phantom lion. One

startled animal sent the rest

..i:iiliW scrambling, for as prey animals,

^'-', the zebras' defense is to fmd

their legs and run.

According to mammalogist

Richard Estes, of Harvard

;
University, zebras are particularly

loath to drink in the dark, where

;^other held animals are scarce, or

lere vegetation offers predators

a Hiding place: "They're on a

hair trigger, anything—

a

j^ement of a sand grouse by

tRe water—can set them off."

Zebras spend the night in the

I most open space they can find,

with plenty of roohi to run. In

their world, often enough the

predators are real.

—
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GET THE

COMPLETE

LEONARDO

EXPERIENCE
.. ,f- ...J. II... .

c/orbis has brought together

a history-making CD-ROM and

the American Museum of Natural

History's Exhibition Catalogue to

bring you a modern masterpiece—
the Special Collector's Edition

Leonardo da Vinci CD-ROM.
This unique edition features Leonardo's $30 million note-

book, the legendary Codex Leicester, which you can read

word-for-word with the Corbis Codescope.'''" Take a virtual

tour of Leonardo's paintings and rare documents in an

astonishing, comprehensive eight-room gallery. Gain

insights from renowned scholars. Learn of his times— the

science and history. And now, during the museum's special

exhibition of the Codex Leicester,

the Exhibition Catalogue is

included with the CD-ROM in

one ingenious package. But it's

only available for a limited

time. There is no better way to gfe;~

meet the man or see his vision.

Unless you know of a time machine.

Call Corbis today: 1-800-246-2065

http://www.corbis.com

Also for sale at the American
Museum of Natural History

1-212-769-5150

http://www.amnh.org

Suggested Retail Price: $89.95 CORE I S

i -106 Corbis, Corbis. Codcscopc and rhc Corbis logo a rcrcd trndcjnarks of Corbis Corpora 15395 SE 30rh Place. Suicc 300. Belles
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Double Vision:

The Film Career of

jungle, popcorn art for an important

legacy of early ethnographic films.

He was born Por Fejos in Budapest

in 1897 to an aristocratic family. When
his family opposed his interest in the

theater as socially unacceptable, he en-

rolled in the Royal Hungarian Medical

School. World War I intervened before

he earned a degree, however, and by

1917 he was serving as a cavalryman in

Paul Fejos in the late 1950s, top. Above: At Universal Studios, Fejos (with megaphone)

directs actress Mary Philbin in The Last Performance, 1929.

By Bnice Frankel

Today, the protean and eccentric Hun-

garian filnmiaker Paul Fejos is mostly

remembered—if at all—as the techni-

cally innovative director of Lonesome,

Hollywood's first experimental feature

film and silent masterpiece. Lost, how-

ever, is the story of a filmmaker who

leapfrogged across genres, disciplines,

and continents, trading the glitter ot

Hollywood for the hardships of the

the 7th Hussars. By the end of the war,

he was flying reconaissance missions in

Italy. After returning to medical school

in 1919, he simultaneously worked as a

set designer for movies and the opera,

and finally earned his degree in 1921.

Thus Fejos was launched on a zigzag

career, seemingly driven by the com-

peting forces of art and science, an ob-

session v/ith the idea of personal free-

dom, and a tendency to fall in love

with—and marry—pretty eighteen-

year-olds. In 1923, with Hungary's po-

litical and economic system in upheaval

and his first marriage breaking up, he

packed up and headed off to America.

After a rocky start in New York,

Fejos worked as a researcher in bacteri-

ology from 1923 to 1926 at what is

now Rockefeller University. But his

artistic temperament eventually led him

to rebel, and he headed out to Holly-

wood to make motion pictures. There,

after a period of living in orange groves

and boxing in clubs for cash, he met the

son of a department store magnate who

launched Fejos's movie career by giving

him $5,000 with which to make his

first film (the cost of most Hollywood

films then averaged $200,000).

Leading critics and Charlie Chaplin

hailed Tlie Last Moment, now lost, as an

expressionistic and psychological gem.

Its radical experiments (such as dissolves

and split screens) won it more critical

attention than any other American film

in 1928. Fejos was catapulted to top di-

rector at Universal Studios, where—at

first—he got what he demanded: ab-

solute control of story selection, cast-

ing, and final editing.

Always unconventional, he rejected

Universal's hottest properties and in-

stead made Lonesome firom a three-page

script bought for $25. It teOs the be-

guilingly simple story of two lonely

people who meet, are separated, and

are ultimately reunited in the course of

one day at Coney Island. He drew

heavUy on his own lonely experiences

in New York for what would be his

Hollywood masterpiece. The gritty

portrayal of the crowded, indifferent

city as a big pulsing machine is blended

with extraordinary' documentary foot-

age of Coney Island.

Anticipating Charlie Chaplin's Mod-

ern Times by eight years, the tilm pre-

sents machines—punchpresses, switch-

boards, clocks—dominating human

beings. Parallel development, multiple

superimpositions, and "vertiginous"

camera shots create a relentlessly ca-

cophonous blue-collar world from
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•featuring Paul

which the roller-coaster romance

emerges and by~whrch it is nearly

crushed. With Lonesome, Fejos fash-

ioned the thematic statement of his ca-

reer, a dialectic that pits the resihent

promise of happiness against the hkeh-

hood that an indifferent universe will

extinguish it.

Fejos's autonomy at Universal Stu-

dios did not last. Before Lonesome was

released, Universal made him add jar-

ring talkie scenes. He was subseqently

assigned to lavish productions m which

he had Httle interest, distinguishing

himself mainly by inventing the "fly-

ing" crane for the 1928 musical Broad-

way. His disillusionment with Holly-

wood deepened after he was passed

over as director for All Quiet on the

Western Front, and he eventually broke

his contract with Universal.

The twentieth Margaret

Mead Film and Video

Festival

Fejos's classic fikn

Lonesome—opens on
Friday, November 8, and

runs through Thursday,

November 14.

Fejos sailed for Europe in 1931,

hoping that Lonesome's leading lady,

eighteen-year-old Barbara Kent, would

join him. ("We were all eighteen when

he took a fancy" Fejos's fifth wife, an-

thropologist Lita Osmundsen, said of

her husband in a recent interview. "We

had to be childhke," a vie\v confirmed

by his fourth wife, Marianne Arden

Cook, as "this Pygmalion thing.") In

Paris, Fejos made a poorly received ftkn

and attempted suicide after Barbara

Kent refused to join him.

After returning to Hungary in 1932,

he recovered his confidence and began

working on fdms again. His increasing

use of documentan,' techniques (two

folkloric films he made there and a

sharply realistic one on unemployment

in Vienna) foreshadowed his subse-

quenr intrrestin^visuai anthropxilogy.

In 1936, he moved to Copenhagen

to make three fdms for an old, estab-

lished Danish company, Nordisk Films.

Tlie Golden Smile, about an aging op-

eretta star forced to face the hoUowness

of her ambitions, was his last fictional

work. Fejos had had enough of shoot-

ing fdms in studios and wanted to make

fdms about "real" people. Unexpect-

edly Nordisk Fdms offered to send him

wherever he wanted to go, and Fejos

Gift of Lita Ostnundsen: in memory of Her husband, Paul Fejos, 1991

I
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Fejosfilming the little-known Yagua tribe of

picked Madagascar off a wad map. "He

felt Like Rousseau that it was necessar)'

for him to get away from the artificial-

ity of civdization to rediscover the nat-

ural man," one of his coUeagues wrote

of Fejos in his obituary in the American

Anthropologist in 1964.

Warned of cannibals, Fejos neverthe-

less trekked to the southernmost rip of

Madagascar, where he found in the

Tanoy and Bara tribes "the sweetest"

and "most logical people in the world."

During nine months in Madagascar and

the SeycheUes, he shot 100,000 feet of

fdm, from which he made thirty docu-

mentaries, including Dance Contest at

Esira, Beauty Care in the Jungle, and Tlie

Bilo, about the flineral of a tribal chief.

In 1938, Fejos went to Thadand to



ictional

shoot-

1

'spect-

make A Handful of Rice, the story of a

newly married Maio couple that set up

house in the jungle. As they struggle to

raise their first rice crop, they narrowly

escape one danger only to face another.

Never pretending to be an anthropolo-

gist, Fejos absorbed the details of a cul-

ture and created an early form of docu-

drama. When questions of vahdity and

distortion in his films were raised, Fejos

argued unwaveringly that he wasn't in-

terested in "running film through the

camera like water," a sly reference to

Margaret Mead and

Gregory Bateson's

method of using the

camera as a recording

instrument.

"What lends his

films particularity,"

says Robert Gardner,

a visual anthropolo-

gist who heads the

Film Study Center at

Harvard, "is that he

wanted to see some

art in the science."

At the end of 1939,

Fejos sailed for Peru

on an expedition

supported by the Swe-

dish industrialist Axel

Wenner-Gren (black-

listed as a Nazi sympathizer during

World War II). During a gruehngjour-

ney up the Rio Madre de Dios, Indians

told him of lost cities in the mountain-

ous jungle. Later, in a Franciscan

monastery, he came across Tlie Brilliaitt

Future of Cuzco, published in 1848, in

which a lay friar confirmed the Indians"

report. Fejos, with Wenner-Gren's ap-

proval, promptly started out from

Cuzco for the area. Two weeks later, he

"discovered," cleared, and photo-

graphed the ruins of eighteen over-

grown Inca sites, including one that was

larger than Machu Picchu.

With winter in the Andes approach-

ing, Fejos went up the headwaters of

the Amazon River to find the little-

known Yagua tribe. He lived with their

Ant Clan for a year and became good

friends with Unchi, the clan's shaman,

whom he considered "the most erudite

and learned primitive physician [he

had] ever encountered." In an innova-

tive collaboration, more than two

decades before anthropologists began

clamoring for subjects of documen-

taries to have a greater role in making

them, Unchi "directed" reenactments

of the clan's migration for Fejos's final

film, Tlie Yaguct. Although marred by

incongruous Hungarian music, the film

is the finale to Fejos's cinematic struggle

to fuse art and science.

From 1942 until his death in 1963,

Fejos lived in New York, where he was

research director, and later president, of

vi'hat would become the Wenner-Gren

Foundation for Anthropological Re-

search. He became a visionary figure in

anthropology, organizing international,

interdisciplinary symposia on every-

thing firom man's role in changing the

tace of the earth to the effects of com-

puterization on society. He feared spe-

cialization and preached the impor-

tance of direct communication between

researchers in different disciphnes as the

path to scientific progress.

Near the end of his life, Fejos grew

restless. "Had he been in better health,"

his last wife, Lita, recalled, "he might

have walked out again." His body was

weakened, however, by circulatory

problems and a series of operations.

When he died at sixty-sLx, at his bed-

side were his two favorite books, Walter

Mitty and Hie Diary of Samuel Pepys—
the fictional and factual accounts of tvvo

men with multiple careers. As was his

habit, he had given away almost every-

thing he had coOected in his various ca-

reers. About aU that was left was a set of

sturdy luggage in readiness for a mo-

mentary departure.

Formerly a Nciv-York based natioiud re-

porter for USA Today, Bruce Frankel is a

freelance writer now at work on a biography

of Pare Lorentz, the pioneering American

documentary filmm aker.
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November Events
November 1

The social and political position of

women in India will be the subject of a

sUde-illustrated talk by social anthro-

pologist Chantal Boulanger, who spe-

cializes in Dravidian India. The talk be-

gins at 6:30 P.M. in the Linder Theater

and is free with Museum admission.

November 2
At the eleventh annual presentation of

"Chemistry for Kids," Patricia Ann
Redden, of Jersey City's Saint Peter's

College, win direct a group of children,

ages 5 through 12, in a series of labora-

tory experiments. Participants can earn

a Junior Chemist Certificate, issued

jointly by the Museum and the Ameri-

can Chemical Society (New York Sec-

tion). Tickets for the program, with

sessions starting at 11:00 A.M. and at

2:00 P.M., are $10 (S7 for members).

November 4
David Spergel ofPrinceton University's

Department of Astrophysics wUl pre-

sent an illustrated talk, "Recent Ad-

vances in Theory and Measurements of

the Cosmic Microwave Background."

The lecture, part of the "Frontiers in

Astrophysics" series, wiR begin at 7:30

P.M. in the Planetarium's Sky Theater.

Tickets are S8 (S7 for members).

November 6
At 7:00 RM. in the Kaufrnann Theater,

paleontologist Donald Johanson will

discuss clues to human evolution found

in recendy unearthed fossils. He wOl il-

lustrate his talk with photographs from

his recent book. From Lucy to Language.

November 8-14
The 20th annual Margaret Mead FUm
and Video Festival will feature more

than sixty ethnographic films from

around the world. Included wiU be the

premiere screening of Sergey Dvot-

sevoy's Chastie, about the daily life of a

herding family in Kazakhstan; Swas—
Home of Poets, about a Turkish Islamic

faction; a selection of new and historic

films about the Pacific Islands; and the

recently released Margaret Mead: An Ob-

server Observed. Tickets are $8 for the

day or $44 for the week ($7 and $40 for

members, seniors, and students with

ID). For a complete schedule ofscreen-

ings, caU (212) 769-5305.

November 18 and 25

December 2 and 9
In conjunction with the exhibition

"Leonardo's Codex Leicester: A Mas-

terpiece of Science," historians of sci-

ence and art wiU give talks on four con-

secutive Monday evenings at 7:00 P.M.

Tickets for the series are $30 ($27 for

members). A private viewing of the ex-

hibition is scheduled for 5:45 P.M. on

November 25 for ticket holders.

November 20
Archeologist WiUiam R. Iseminger wiU

give a talk about the Cahokia Mounds,

the archeological remains of a sophisti-

Tlie geometric earthforms of the Cahokia

Mounds, on the Mississippifloodplain , mark

the structure of an ancient city.

cated prehistoric Indian civilization.

The talk wUl begin at 7:00 RM. in the

Kaufrnann Theater. Tickets are $12 ($8

for members)

.

November 26
Sidney Horenstein, coordinator of the

Museum's Environmental Public Pro-

grams, will talk about New York City's

water supply, a far-flung system that

reaches 120 miles north of the city. The

slide-illustrated lecture will begin at

7:00 P.M. in the Kaufrnann Theater.

Tickets are $9 ($6 for members).

Throughout November
"Leonardo's Codex Leicester: A Masterpiece of Science": An exhibition of sci-

entific notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci is on display in Gallery 3 through

Wednesday, January 1, 1997. The codex includes some 360 of the artist's pen-

and-ink sketches, drawings, and diagrams, along vwth his notes and observations

of natural phenomena. Composed between 1506 and 1510, the codex reveals

Leonardo's extraordinary insights about the physical nature of the earth. Princi-

pal sponsorship of this exhibition is provided by Merrill Lynch. Additional sup-

port IS provided by Compaq Computer Corporation. Interpretive software and

in-kind support have been provided by Corbis Corporation.

A special exhibition, "Life on Mars?" displays samples from three groups of

Martian meteorites and explains the now-famous ALH 84001 meteorite.

For tickets and information about Museum events, caU (212) 769-5200. For

Museum hours and admission fees, call (212) 769-5100. The American Mu-
seum of Natural History is located at Central Park West and 79th Street in New
York City.
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38 The Settlement
On a hilltop in the West Bank, messianic Jews

have created a world ot defiant tranquillity in

the midst of a war zone. For them, the area is

not "occupied territory," it is Judea and

Samaria, their destined biblical homeland.

Story byJulie Wiiiokitr

Photographs by Ed Kashi
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50 The Return of // Lupo
The resurgence of wolves in Italy has been

tracked by researcher Luigi Boitani, who
hopes that with luck—and the tolerance ot

shepherds—the species will remain a part ot

the Itahan countryside well into the next

century. Thomas McNamee

54 Wolves of the World
Gray wolves once roamed the entire Northern

Hemisphere. Where are these ammals today? _ ^
Map byJoyce Pendola SS^sS-
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Really Been There,

Really Done That
Artist Deborah Ross ("A Kenya Sketchbook," page 16) went to Africa to

sketch baboons and soon found that to really capture the lives of these an-

imals, she had to spend time with them, to learn how they lived. Conse-

quently, her two-week trip to Kenya turned into a nine-month stay. Louis

Lefebvre ("Raging Dove," page 34) wanted to visit a place where he

could see birds playing out the scenarios he had predicted in the labora-

tory. So he traveled to the httle island of Barbados to observe the survival

strategies of its very cosmopohtan birds. Ed Kashi ("The Settlement,"

page 38) first went to Bat Ayin to take pictures for the book A Day in the

Life of Israel. Finding himself both drawn to, and disturbed by the lives of

the messianic Jews there, he returned three times—most recently for Nat-

ural History with his wife, writer Julie Winokur. The couple brought back

haunting images and a story that portrays the contradictions of life in this

outpost on the embatded West Bank. Thomas McNamee, who had

tracked wolves in the American West, found himself drawn to stories of

the wolves of Italy and went there to spend time with researcher Luigi

Boitani. For McNamee ("The Return of // Lnpo" page 50), Italy was

wolf country that he was determined to explore. A world away, and iso-

lated by miles of ocean, the htde coral atoll of Clipperton ("Almost

Atoll," page 60) intrigued researcher Robert Pitman. How, he wondered,

did this httle ecosystem in the Pacific survive so many disturbances?

For ninety-seven years Natural History has taken its readers on journeys

of discovery through the pictures and words of those who have been

there. In this time of easy access and quick information, taking the time

to discover the true nature of a place may be a luxury. But I think it is one

we cannot do without.

—

Bruce Stiitz
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vver the pastyear, the Subarv Outback®

has taken on some ofthe biggest names

in the automotive industry. And to

the surprise ofmany, The World's First

Sport-utility Wagon ' has proven a

worthy competitorfor the world's leading

made quick work ofAmerica s number

one sport-utility vehicle, finishing afull

Subaru Oucbact (0-60 mph in 10.0} sec.)

Ford Explorer (0-60 mph in II. OS sec.)'

second ahead of itsfiercest competitor

Wheel Driving System, which allows the

Outback to constantly monitor chang-

ing road conditions and transfer power

from the wheels thatsl'ip to the wheels that

grip. You'llfind plenty ofother safety

features, too. Includingfour-channelABS,

sport-utility vehicles, besting the Blaze,

on turning stability

and conquering the

Grand Cherokee on

gas mileage. So this

time, we set our

sights on a brand-new challenge: beating

the Ford Explorer and its standard V6 on

zero-to-sixty acceleration. Now atfirst

glance, our 2. 5-liter boxer engine may

have appeared to

' no matchfor

COMPARE THE SUBARU OUTBACK'
Subaru
Outback

FordE\plorcr

.\LT

C/ii'iTo/iT Jeep Grand

Blazer LS Chcroliee

EPA fije/fconomi

(cit)'/l,ish»vyisL) [21] 27 15/20 16/22 15/20

Ground Clearance

(in.) 7.3 6.7 S.3 7.S

tram Lcgroom/
Headroom (in.) 40.2/43.3 39.9/42.4 39S/42.4 37.S/4I.4

Pricing $23,790 J27.JS0 S26.373 S21S40

f

The New 1997

OUTBACK

ofcourse, speed isn L the only reason

the Subaru Outback

is off to such a

fast start with car

buyers. Its unique

hybrid design com-

bines the smooth ride andfuel economy

ofa passenger sedan with the rugged

capabilities ofa sport-utility,for a driving

adventure like no other. There's also the

added security of the Subaru All-

mm
side-impact beams, civmple zones

andstandard dual air bagsj

So seeyour Subaru dealer

for a test-drive, visit our website

at http://www.subaru.com

or make a quick call to

our toll-free number:

l-SOO-WAKF-AWD. But

you'd better step on it. Because these

babies really are goingfast.

TheBeautyofAll-WheelDrive:

such a formidable opponent. But

thanks to the added traction of

full-time Subaru All-Wheel

Drive, the feisty

Outback

i-mfted testing f.^tnmi^vaiicatbAi.
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To the

Editor
Iraq from Afar

Thank you for covering de\-el-

opments in my country in

"Scientists Outside History,"

by Barbara Nimri Aziz (Sef)-

tember 1996).

As a doctor, I have

watched ftom afar the almost

total destruction of the Iraqi

medical system. When I

learned to practice medicine,

we ofiered good medical care

to everyone, fee of charge.

Now the hospitals are barely

shells—without proper equip-

ment, medications, or even

sheets!

The economic sanctions

have become a death warrant

for my friends and family. I

hope vour article will help

others to understand the need

to do something about the

sanctions.

Imad Aldtiri, M.D.

Hollywood, California

I am grateftd for Barbara Aziz's

illuminating article. She has

poignandy mirrored the ca-

pacitv' ofthe international

communit\^ to turn its back on

the citizens of Iraq. Somehow-

we hast not clearly under-

stood that in this instance, as

in many, the people and

their government are sep-

arate entities.

Baihara Soros

like Luc\- Blalock is sriU walk-

ing the earth and keeping

Lenape culture aHve.

The Lenape left behind

many w-onderfiil place names

in New Jersey—such as Hack-

ensack, Hoboken, and Mana-

hawkin. I wish I knew" what

they meant. Perhaps Luc\"

Blalock would like to translate

them for the New Jerseyans

(and ex-New Jerseyans)

among us.

Barbara McAuley

Blue Bell, Pennsylvania

David M. Oestreicher

REPLIES: Lenape place names

are often difficult to translate

because European scribes, un-

certain ofthe pronunciation,

often corrupted the w"ords as

they transcribed them. The

following translations ofsome

fartuhar NewJersey place

X~ri-i±. cfiriorii

Lenape Lexicon

vas so glad to learn, in

David M. Oestreichers "Un-

raveling the UhLwi Oliim

"

(October 1996), that someone

Liiq' Blalock

names were made mainly by

the late elder Nora Thompson

Dean and confirmed by Ms.

Blalock: Allamuchy {alemuch-

ifig) means "place ofcocoons";

Cinnaniinson (ahsenamensing),

"rock\- place offish"; Hacken-

sack (abkinkesbaki), "place of

sharp ground"; Hoboken

Qmpoken), "tobacco pipe";

Manahawkin (meiiabokiiio),

"w'here the land slopes"; Man-

asquan (menaskiing) "place to

gather grass"; Neshanic {nisli-

banek), "two creeks"; Secaucus

(sekokwes), "black fox"; and

Watchung (obclwiig and, in the

northern Unami dialect,

wabcbting), "a hiUy place."

Other well-known Lenape

names include Manhattan

(meiiabtiiig), "place that is an

island"; Susquehanna

{siskiiwalieiie), "muddy river";

and Taconic (tekbane), "cold

river." For more Lenape

terms, see Tlie Indians of

Lenapeboking, by Herbert C.

Kraft andJohn Kraft (Seton

Hall University Press, 1985).

Praise for Sleuthing

"Unraveling the Walam Olum"

is a magnificent and wholly

gratiRing piece of hterary

sleuthing and scientific re-

search. I heartily congratulate

you and Mr. Oestreicher for

another example ofXanml

History s informative, highly

readable, and scientifically

sound stories.

J. Harold Ellens

Unifersity ofMicbigan

Ann Arbor, Adicbigan

Urban Ornithology?

Reading that Paul Kerlinger,

the author of "The Rites of

Autumn" ("Hawks Aloft

Worldwide." October 1996) is

"an en^iTonmental and eco-

tourism consultant who lives

in New York Cit^'" brought

on an involuntarT,T burst of

laughter. I cannot imagine a

less credible appellation.

J. B. Bute

Seabrook, Texas

Paul Kerlinger replies:

When I was twent\f I saw my
first black-crowned night

heron silhouetted against the

New York Cit^' slcyhne. It

changed my life. I've spent th

many years since then travel-

ing around the world, study-

ing how birds migrate. Al-

though IVe conducted

research for long stretches of

time in places as disparate as

Horn Island in the Gulf of

Mexico, Franklin Mountain i

the CatskUls, the prairies of

Alberta, and Cape May, New
Jersey, I am now back where

started—New York Cit\^

From my fourteenth-floor

window I can watch migratir

flickers and kestrels, as well as

nighthawks that nest in the

neighborhood. Perhaps I

should have stayed right here

at home all those years!

tViultimedia Raptors

Regrettably, the \isual attrib-

utes ofour CD-ROM "Rap-

tors: Birds ofPrey" were not

given adequate treatment by

your reviewer ("Natural Selec

rions." October 1996). The

Discerning Nature company

concentrates primarily on the

computer as a tool for visual
j

communication. Original,

meticulously crafted 2-D and

3-D animation depicts ever\-

thing from cranial kinesis to

group hunting techniques. Al

\ideo footage is of birds in

their natural habitats. A mix-

ture ofmedia elements, "Rap

tors" offers \isually oriented

answers to the questions.

What are raptors? And how-

do they live?

We are not part of the na-

ture-averse "q,-ber culture" al

luded to in the re\iew-. Ours i

not a "cy'ber" company but a

"green" company.

TimclhY P. Cerqua

Discerning Nature

Rochester, New York
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Deborah Ross ("A Kenya Sketchbook") has worked as an illustrator for

eighteen years. She first went to Africa to work on dra\^-ings for Almost

Human: AJourney into the World of Baboons, by primatologist Shirley Strum.

Ross's work has appeared in many pubHcations and is included in permanent

exhibits at a number of zoos and aquariums. This past summer, the Central

Park Wildlife Caller}' exhibited her African watercolors. Recendy, she has

led workshops in animal drawdng for the California Institute of the Arts,

Dreamworks SKG. and the Walt Disney Company.

Louis Lefebvre ("Raging

Dove") is an associate professor

of biolog\' at McGiU Universirs"

in Montreal. He spent years

studying the group-foraging

pigeons of do^^^lto^^Tl

Montreal before learning that

McGill has a tropical field

station in Barbados and that the urban doves there vi^ere territorial and

foraged alone. Lefeb\Te, who had already begun to think about

comparing pigeons to other, less gregarious columbids. confesses that

"the idea of an urbanized columbid waiting for me in 30 degree Celsius

weather while it was —30 degrees Celsius in Montreal was not

unappeahng." In addition to his scientific %\Titing, Lefeb\T-e has pubhshed

two novels. His first, Le Collier d'Hurracati {Hiirracan's Xecklace), published

in 1990 by Les Quinze, Montreal, was wTitten in and about Barbados.

Three years ago. photographer Ed Kashi ("The Settlement") began photographing Je\\'ish settlers

on the West Bank—an idea inspired by his work on the Loyalist commumt\- ot Northern Ireland.

Since the early 1980s, his award-winning photoessays—on subjects ranging fi-om overpopulation

m Cairo's Cit\" of the Dead to nightlife in reunified Berlin—have been

\\'idely pubhshed and exhibited internationally. He is also the author of two

books, Tlie Protestants: Xo Surrender (1991) and lilien the Borders Bleed: Tlie

Stmaole of the Kurds (1994). Writer Julie Winokur was drauTi to the West

Bank because of its age-old conflicts and uncertain fiiture. Winokur says she chose to focus on the area's

Je\\-ish settlers because "their motivations are hard to grasp, yet their portrayal in the media is usually

sitnphsric." She has a strong interest in the pohtics of ethnic identity"; a subject that has found expression

not only in her journalistic \\Titings but also in a novel-in-progress set in India. Winokur and Kashi Hve

in San Francisco with their son. EU.

Thomas McNamee ("The Return of// Lupo") grew up in Memphis, Tennessee, and stodied ^^Titing at Yale under Robert

Perm Warren. He is the author of several books, including Xature First: Keeping Our Wild Places and Wild Creatures Il'iM

(1987) and a novel, A Story ofDeep Delight (1990). McNamee's poems, essays, and natural history- \\Titing have appeared in

Audubon, the New Yorker, and Life. His next book, Tlie Return of the Wolf to Yellowstone, will be published in 1997 by Henr\-

Holt. McNamee hves on a ranch near McLeod. Montana.

Robert L Pitman (''Almost Atoll") is currendy a marine ecologist with the National Marine

Fisheries Service in La JoUa, California. He participated in a research cruise in the vicinity of

Chpperton Island in 1976, but eleven years passed before he first set foot on the island. He says

that for students of marine birds, seabird colonies like those on Chpperton are precious places

"where you can \-iew your subjects at close range, hear them, smeU them, and maybe understand

a Htde more about what it takes to be a bird h\-ing on the ocean." Over the past nvent\' years, he

has taken part in more than fony research cruises, surs-e\"ing marine birds and mammals in, among other places, Antarctica,

the Gulf of Mexico, and the Pacific and Indian Oceans.

Rob Curtis '"Snowball") first became interested in birds on a trip to

Florida in 1987. His early attempts to photograph them were mere

snapshots, l u-; after years oflogging long days in the field and steadily

upgrading ;iis equipment, he managed to teach himself the art of nature

photograpjiv. ^X'Tiile birds remain a specialty (his smdio is kno\\Ti as Thc

Early Birdei}. Curtis's other subjects include insects, plants, and

landscapes. He caught

the chilly mountain

bluebird in this month's

"Namral Moment" \\-ith

J Nikon camera and

Nikon 600F4 lens.
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A Natural History guide to children's books and toys

From Mud, by Mary Lyn Ray. Illustrations by Lauren Struiger

By Carol L. Mobetg

Review Every year a few nature

books for children are

published that go beyond descriptions of

the astonishing world around us. These

books encourage kids to go out and take

their own readings of nature. They whet

children's appetites for nature so that, in

Ralph Waldo Emerson's words, they can

"eat the solar system like gingercake."

Sociologist Edith Cobb has written

that children need to take in, reshape,

and give out their own private view of

the natural v.-orld—what Cobb calls

"the ecology of imagination"—and that

aciults return to memories from this age

to renew their inspiration. Anthropolo-

gist-educator-author Loren Eiseley re-

called that he had been "created" more

by yellow buttercups on a kindergarten

picnic than by any laboratory test tubes

he encountered. John Burroughs, a dean

ofAmerican natural history writing, ad-

vised never to teach children about na-

ture. "It is inore important to bathe the

spirit in natural influences," he wrote,

"than to store the mind with facts."

The best nature books help children

to be themselves while estabUshing their

relationship to nature. They pique chil-

dren's curiosity and call fingers, toes,

noses, eyes, and ears to action. They

exude fun because they pose puzzles, se-

crets, and mysteries that still e.xist about

birds, animals, plants, rocks, stars. A few

champions among this year's nature

books send children ample invitations to

sport with nature.

The photograph on its title page—

a

snail kite devouring an apple snail in

midflight—captures both the rugged

spirit and fragile sense of place in Saw-

grass Poems: A View of the Everglades

(Gulliver Green/Harcourt Brace,

$18.00, ages 5-9). Frank Asch's poems

evoke for young readers the mystery-

laden wilderness of water and land, wet

and dry seasons, and survival and extinc-

tion. At alligator hotels, guests are eaten.

The manatee is loved as a "whisker-

nosed blubber blob." The strangler fig is

Jack the Gripper. The otter admits his

hfe "is not all play/Sometimes I am the

hunter/Sometimes I am the prey." Each

poem—with its accompanying photo-

graph by Ted Levin—is the result of

hours of close observation to find the

soul of a creature and to understand its

relationship to its surroundings.
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Then all Ihe clouds changed iiilo one big .cloud and rained!

xom Little Cloud, written and illustrated by Eric Carle

When a classic nature book is

:printed after forty years, the timeless-

ess of good writing and the abiding

larm of a most remarkable bird are

nply confirmed. Dipper of Copper

'reek, by Jean Craighead George and

hn George (Dutton, $15.99, ages

D— 14), recounts teen-ager Doug's sum-

ler with his Grandpa Whistlmg Bill, in

ghost town in Colorado's Rocky

lountains. Doug learns independence

om Grandpa, a silver prospector who
•fes a simple, nomadic Hfe, and from the

ater ouzel—also known as the dipper.

Naturalist John Muir admired these

irds as "the darling of mountains'

reams.") Every day Doug is drawn to

atch the caroling ouzels, Cinclus and

is mate, Tweeter, as they wade in run-

els, dive into waterfalls, and fly (swim)

underwater to reach feeding places.

When a flash flood destroys their moss

nest, Doug tries to help. In Dipper, a

fledgling boy discovers his own sense of

being immersed in nature.

Norbert Wu, author and underwater

photographer of A City Under the Sea:

Life in a Coral Reef (Atheneum, $16.00,

ages 7 and up), follows a six-foot-long

green sea turtle as she paddles through a

lagoon to the island beach of her birth.

Along the way, Wu portrays the animal's

view of the undersea community: at

times neighborly; at other times, menac-

ing, as when the ocean's many "lamp-

lighters" (bioluminescent organisms,

from flashhght fish to britde stars) pro-

vide an eerie glow that exposes hungry

fish tracing shadowy paths through the

nighttime reef The pictures of wildly

festooned and tentacular creatures are

stunning. But Wu also makes his young

readers aware of aU that still remains un-

named and unknown, wondering,

"What lives in those deep nooks and

crannies we passed by?"

The latest book about the North

American bison surpasses many well-

trod life histories of an animal bound in-

separably to prairie grasses. Buffalo Siiti-

rise: Tlic Story of a North American Giant,

by Diane Swanson (Sierra Club Books

for Children. S 16.95, ages 8-12), fo-

cuses on this awesome, shagg%'-maned

beast as woolly giant, great provider,

mighty prey, helpflil ghost, and rugged

survivor. She links the basic biological

ficts of buffalo hfe to human experi-

ences. Buffalo banter, buflalo birds, buf-

falo curiosity, legends (including ButLilo
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Bill), Native American ceremonies, and

art and artists blend into a weU-designed

book that encourages fresh exploration

of both bygone and present worlds.

Tales of overhunting and waste—40

million buffaloes in 1830 were reduced

to 1,000 by 1890—evolve into accounts

of this century's success in restoring the

population to 200,000. The new gener-

ation of nature readers can envision a fu-

ture shared with wildlife.

At first glance, a book on the most

polluted waterway in the southeastern

United States might seem uninspiring.

Yet, at the heart of Chattanooga Sludge,

by author-illustrator Molly Bang (Gul-

liver Green/Harcourt Brace, $16.00,

ages 8-12), is a dynamic story of an

ecologist at work on a scientific dilemma

of human relevance. When almost

everyone else had given up on cleaning

out the thick, black, toxic sludge that

filled Chattanooga Creek, John Todd

thought up the idea of building an

aquatic tank called a living machine.

This true story ofone man's plan, which

some thought peculiar, involves living

plants, microbes, and snails turning

sludge into clean water. The experiment

is neither completed nor successful by

the end of the book. Yet Todd exempli-

fies the value of inventing new routes,

discovering fresh solutions, risking un-

tried ideas. Chattanooga Shidge offers a

tangible connection to the world where

a young reader is left imagining, "What

would I invent to solve this problem?!

Everyone's fancy wiU be greatly stirred

by two books of universal appeal. Mud,

by Mary Lyn Ray, with illustrations by

Lauren Stringer (Harcourt Brace and

Company, $15.00 ages 3-8), plunges into

the muck and mire of life. Stringer's illus-

trations literally ooze with the feel, smell,

and sound of wet earth. Ray's blunted

text recalls e. e. cummings's pithy line,

"In Just-/spring when the world is mud-

/luscious. . .
." In Little Cloud, written

and Ulustrated by Eric Carle (Philomel,

$15.95, ages 2-6), young readers can

revel in the art as weU as the words. Carle

was "set on fire" by the paints, large

sheets of paper, and fat brushes of his

kindergarten days. So when he invites a

,./

From Dipper of Copper Creek, byJean Craighead George andJohn George.

Tlhistrations byJean Craighead George

From Chattanooga Sludge, written and

illustrated by Molly Bang

child to choose names for clouds, to

question shapes, and to make-believe
j

again and again, he launches an activity

that wiU last a lifetime.

A historian of medical science at Rockefeller

University, Carol L. Moberg is at work on a

book about ecologist Rene Dubos. She is a\

director of the John Burroughs Association,]

which annually awards prizes to outstandingl

nature booksfor young readers.
|
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Let the Gaines Besin
By Howard Topoff

Toys and Games Summer after

summer, my
fieldwork cakes me to the desert of

southeastern Arizona. In the heat of the

day, I can usually be found staring at the

sun-baked ground near a colony of

slave-making ants, waiting for the first

scouts to emerge. So it was \\dth great

delight that I took a break from watch-

ing hordes of ants scurrying across the

scorching desert and went in search of

toys and games incorporating a natural

history theme—-joining the hordes of

people scurr^dng across air-conditioned

shopping malls.

After coolly selecting an assortment of

natural history goodies. I hurried home

to locate a team of six experts who
would help me assess the material. As I

had last year, I carefiilly screened their

qualifications: each participant had to be

either a girl or boy, with at least four

years experience being a kid. Here are

the results of our hard work: a sampler

of activities that are not only fun but that

also add to our understanding ot the

natural world.

Beyond Jurassic Park
Woodcraft Construction Kits. Safari

Ltd., 1400 NW 159tli Street, Miami, FL
33169 (800) 534-5414. Retail price:

$6-S28, depending upon species and size.

Recommended ages: 5 and up.

Want to start a natural history mu-

seum? Thanks to Woodcraft Construc-

tion Kits, it's now possible to be curator

of your own animal creations. My trip

to the mall had unearthed abnost fifty-

kits, each featuring a different species.

Dinosaurs, African mammals, whales,

fishes, and insects were represented. Not

surprisingly, all the kids selected dino-

saurs. Assembly is a breeze. Simply

punch the perforated wooden pieces out

of the flat sheet and assemble them fol-

lowing the numerical sequence. Ac-

companying information in the kits was

admittedly skimpy, so I assigned every-

one in the group the task of researching

an animal and presenting a brief intro-

duction about its biology. In a social set-

ting Hke ours, this show-and-teU exer-

cise worked fine. Within forty-five

minutes, their Hall of Extinct Wooden

Reptiles contained Triceratops, Ap-

atosaiirus, Stegosanrus, Tyrannosaiinis, and

that new "kid" on the block lelociraptor

My choice ot animal \vas more subtle.

For more than thirty years I've been

studying the social behavior of ants. I

have inspected, collected, and dissected

them, but I have never actually made

one. So I opted for the model ant kit.

When finished, my nine-inch-long ant

was pursued menacingly by the Tyran-

nosaimis, which no doubt deemed it a

tasty meal. Within minutes, my ant's

head, thorax, and gaster (the enlarged

part of the abdomen) were scattered on

the floor. Next year I plan to retaliate by

assembhng an entire colony ot wooden

carnivorous ants, and when I do, my
young friends can expect another rapid

dinosaur extinction.

Some years ago, new tossil finds re-

vealed that one dinosaur head at the

American Museum of Natural History

was sitting atop the wrong neck. Our

group of budding curators decided to

jump the gun on future discoveries.

They swapped heads and declared the

"unearthing" of two new dinosaurs:

Tyrannoceratops and Tricerasaurus. Not to

be outdone, I substituted a dinosaur's

head for the one on my ant. Watch out,

GodzUla, here comes Tyrannomyrmex\

I'm an Animal
Twenty Questions. University Games,

1633 Adrian Road, Burlingame, CA
94010 (800) 347-4818. Retail Price:

$24. 00. Recommended ages: 7 and up.

Here's a game we've all played, and it

begins with one of the most popular

questions of all time: Are you animal,

vegetable, or mineral? University Games

has packaged this old favorite—Twenty'

Questions—with several new twists to

make it even more appealing to chil-

dren. First, they marketed a nature and

science edition, which encompasses a

broad range of topics; among them are

biology, chemistry, physics, geology, and

astronomy. Then they added a game

board, so that correct guesses wfll enable

a player to move from a start box to a

finish Hne. Unlike marathon games such

as Monopoly, the scoring here is suffi-

ciently fast paced, so a person in last

place can easily overtake the front run-

ner m only one or two turns.

Parents know all too well that chil-

dren tend to embrace every new toy and

game with enormous tumult and enthu-

siasm. As a self-appointed representative

of all gift givers who foot the bill for

these games, my o^vn (secret) ranking

system rehes heavily on what I perceive

to be a game's "staying power." Twenty

Questions scores high on the SP scale,

thanks to a clever tactic by the game's

creators. Although most of the clues are

quite serious (Clue: I usually have more

than four rows of teeth. Answer: shark),

some were quite fiinhy, which lured us

back to the game day after day. Here are

some of our favorites:

Clue: I'm never scared, but I can be pet-

rified. Answer: fossil

Clue: I share my name with a household

cleanser. Answer: Halley's comet

Clue: Despite my antennae, I rarely get a

good reception. Answer: cockroach

Clue: People say they'll see me later. .4;/-

swer: alligator

Clue: Despite my name, I'm pretty hon-

est. Answer: cheetah

In sum, for good hohday fun and a

considerable dose of cerebral exercise,

our entire panel of judges enthusiasti-

cally recommends Twenty Questions.
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In the Coming Issues of

K
Environment

Killing GoriUas
Writer Michael McRae traveled

with photographer Karl

Ammann—along the frontier of

Cameroon, where the traffic

on timber roads may include not

only trees but also the carcasses

of gorillas and other animals

bound for local meat markets.

The Folsom Cowboy
Few cowboys, black or white,

were Hke George Mcjunkin.

And few scientists ever make the

kind of discovery that George

Mcjunkin made. Douglas Preston

traces this scholarly ex-slave's

role in changing the course of

American archeology.

Animal Behavior

The King of South

Georgia
Several hundred thousand pairs

ofkmg penguins breed on this

mountainous island. Finding

where and what they ate

explained some seemingly

paradoxical behaviors.

Findings

Genetics on

the Wing
As it turns out, the wing patterns

of some butterflies may change

to suit the seasons. What causes

these changes? And what

genes control the wing patterns

in the first place?

Potatoes, Potholes, and
Positrons
Science Quest. Ediicatlonctl Insights.

16941 Keegan Avenue, Carson, CA
90746 (800) 933-3277. Retail Price:

S23.00. Recommended ages: 9 and up.

The greatest transgression an animal

behavionst can commit is the sin of an-

thropomorphism—that is, ascribmg

human emotions to animals. In a similar

vein, parents are often guilty of adulto-

morphism, because they think of chil-

dren as miniature adults. But when kids

play games, their thought processes can

be quite singular. With many electronic

gadgets designed to probe ones knowl-

edge of science, kids spend countless

hours pressing keys and buttons just to

watch flashing hghts and hear beeps and

buzzes signif^dng whether their answers

are correct. Science Quest capitaUzes on

electricity. The text is organized around

colorful illustrations. Each section con-

cludes with an electronic quiz of ten

questions. With its obhgatory bells and

whistles, these final e.xams were the ob-

vious highhght of the activity.

A close second was a hands-on activ-

ity—the "Try This" page—at the end of

each chapter. We made a solar water pu-

rifier, using only a bowl, a sheet of plas-

tic wrap, a cup, and table salt. Our puri-

fier, the book explained, operates much
hke the water cycle of planet Earth. The

sun evaporates water in the bowl, leav-l

ing the salt behind. The resultant water i

vapor condenses on the plastic wrap

covering the bowl and drips into the I

centered cup. It worked like a charm,

!

and we proudly drank our purified,

water. "Let's bottle it and sell it," de-

'

clared one child. Did I sav kids don't

^1 F^irf ^^^IWm^^^^EJ^-^

kids' fascination with producing beeps

and buzzes by building electronic inter-

active exploration into a book. The

youngest judges in my group were skep-

tical; after all, it was all contained in a

book—too much Hke school. But the

ten- to twelve-year-olds, especially

those already into science, were ready to

meet the challenge.

The 250-page Science Quest has sec-

tions on the solar system, weather and

climate, the plant and animal kingdoms,

the human body, matter and energy,

force and motion, light and sound, and

think Hke adults? Well, I guess there are

exceptions to every rule.

Wild
Weather
The Weather Tracker's Kit. Running

Press, 125 S. 22nd Street, Philadelphia. PA

19103 (800) 345-5359. Retail Price:

$29. 95. Recommended ages: 6 and up.

The level-5 tornado in Twister, this

year's blockbuster movie, may have be-

come the most infamous Ul \\dnd of all

time, even replacing the storm that

hurled Dorothv from Kansas to Oz. It



;ertainly influenced my selection ofThe

Weather Tracker's Kit, made up of four

nstruments, a detailed manual, anci a

IGD-ROM. After assembhng the ther-

mometer, rain gauge, weather vane, and

inemometer (a gauge to measure wind

ipeed), we found a chart on the last page

of the manual on which to record the

weather each day.

The weather chart has an entry for air

pressure, but as one weather-sawy kid

observed, the kit contained no barome-

ter. Understandably, the kids were disap-

pointed, ready to censure it. After all, a

change in barometric pressure is a key

element for predicting transitions in the

weather—when, tor example, warm,

moist air exerts less pressure than a cold,

dry air mass, this sudden drop in pres-

sure usually means rain. But I managed

to persuade them. The kit has all the in-

gredients necessary to spark the imagi-

nation of a child, and the need to keep

daily weather charts will serve as an in-

dicator of its staying power. If a child

maintains an interest in weather fore-

casting, the parent can then invest in a

barometer ($50-$ 150).

The manual includes a fold-out poster

with photographs of the major cloud

formations. "See these puffy cumulus

clouds?" I asked. "These are the clouds

you see on sunny days. But when the

clouds billow upward, blacken the sky,

and trigger a thunderstorm, the forma-

tion is called cumulonimbus." That was

a mouthful for the youngest panelist,

who came up with "cumobimbo" as a

splendid alternative.

The consensus on the accompanying

CD-ROM was that although it was not

good enough to purchase as a stand-

alone, it did provide an entertaining and

informative adjunct to the manual. We
booted it up, and the kids headed

straight for the module on—you

guessed it—tornadoes.

Howard Topoffis a professor ofpsyclioloi;)' at

Hunter College and a research associate in

the American Miisenin of Natural Histoiy's

Department of EiUoniology.
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In the wild, animals must be approached on their own term

A Kenya
StoR' and illusci'ations

by Deborah Ross

I

first went to Kenya in 1987 to

complete illustrations for a

book on baboons. The author,

primatologist Shirley Strum,

had in\ited me to ^"isit her Uaso

Ngiro Baboon Project and to

experience troop life close-up. (Strum

and her Kenyan colleagues have been

documenting the daily lives of several

baboon troops for the past twenty-five

years.) After all she had told me about

her research and the spectacular savanna

landscape in which she worked, I looked

forward to spending a couple of weeks

in East Afi"ica and supplementing my
earlier illustrations, done from pho-

tographs, with a few drawn fix)m hfe.

I began to accompany the researchers

on their daily roiuids—obserxing and

noting dowTi in the particular shorthand

of my vocation the many simultaneous

and complicated events that make up life

in a baboon troop—and soon realized

the immense potential the situation held

for me as an artist. As a result, my two-

w-eek trip turned into a nine-month stay

in Kem:a.

Project members lefi: base—an old

stone farmhouse located on a private

ranch on Kenya's Laikipia plateau—earlv

every morning, riding on motorbikes to

get to the baboons' sleeping site before

the animals left for a day of foraging.

After wea\'ing through herds of giraffes

and zebras, past little klipspringers zip-

ping about and hyraxes temporarily

fi^ozen by the noise of our passing, we

often wound up at one of the kopjes

(rocky outcrops, some ofthem as high as

100 feet) that dot the sa\-anna and are fa-

vorite sleeping sites for the baboons.

Baboons rise wdth the sun. Juveniles

play tag, rushing up and do\\"n the clus-

ters of boulders where they have spent

the chilly Afirican night. Older animals

lounge at the bonom. A few greet the

warming sun by taking one last nap.

Soon, hoAvever, the troop is on the

move, often over rock\', hilly terrain cut

by deep ra\Tnes. My early da\'s as a field

artist were fi^equendy consumed by the

task of simply keeping up with the

troop. I often lost track of the baboons

as they botmded across a ra\ine, lea\ing

me to scramble about in search ot a

crossing more suited to my skills. At

other times, I was delayed by mazes of

tenacious thorn bushes aptly named

wait-a-bit. And sometimes, earnest but

disoriented, I followed the chatter ofba-

boons only to find that I had been track-

ing the \\TTong troop. These unfamiliar

baboons w'ould rush ofi^ "gecking"

alarms in protest and consigning me to

wander about alone for the rest of the

day. Many ofmy landscape studies were

painted on such occasions.

At least I traveled Hght, carrying in

my oversized fanny pack my pencils,

paper, watercolors and palette, sunblock,

and two quarts of water. I also carried

bananas, biscuits, and chapatis spread

\\'ith peanut butter. (I became as ob-

#
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I d the artist must learn to look and listen in new ways.

<cetchbook
^^»

Ainiihi and her

infant, Ashley

sessed with food as the baboons were,

even sampling their fare on occasion.

Certain roots tasted Hke fresh peas, but I

drew the hne at eating grubs.)

Even when I managed to keep up

with the baboons, I was often disap-

pointed in my attempts to paint them,

especially in the early days, when my
knowledge ofbaboon etiquette was lim-

ited. In baboon society, a sustained gaze

is perceived as a threat. I had to learn to

sit with my back to the subject, shift my
head slowly, and focus over my shoulder,

using my peripheral vision. Obvious at-

tempts to focus on a gesture or interac-

tion often elicited raised eyebrows (an

indication of disapproval in baboon

code). I have many drawings of baboons

from behind, walking away.

Gradually, I learned to move among

the baboons without raising eyebrows,

and since that first trip, I have returned

to Africa many times, most recently in

February 1996 (when I painted the wa-

tercolors on these pages). Over time, my

drawings have evolved from general

studies of various baboon activities

—

feeding, grooming, napping—to por-

traits of individuals I have come to know-

well. Pregnant Rebecca, doting on

Aniina and her newborn infant, Ashley;

the alpha male, Shasta, stressed under

the pressure of leadership; and the ado-

lescent male named Nix, who devel-

oped an intense fascination with the tin

cup in which I earned my water. I have

numerous portraits of Nix in all sorts of

postures—ranging from feigned indif-

ference to a fuU, raised-eyebrow chal-

lenge—all attempts to deceive or intim-

idate me out of my cup.

Initially I worked in pencil, but this

linear medium proved inadequate for

capturing the speed, complexity, and

emotional richness of baboon life. Wa-

tercolors, which dry rapidly in the sa-

vanna air, proved much more satisfac-

tory. A broad sweep of color applied

with the full body of the brush lays

down the overall gesture. Then I use the

fine tip of the brush tor a telling detail

—

the arch of a wrist or angle of a brow

line to set and ground the pose. AH this

must be done quickly, for I only paint

these animals from life. Once the mo-

ment is past, I stop. I picked up the

speed of my technique from fashion il-

lustrators, who need to describe the

shape and volume of fabric, as well as

the direction and flow of fabric, all in

the fleeting moment a model is parading

down the runway. Selection and depic-

tion ofjust the right details are crucial

—

the depth and cut of a collar, for ex-

ample, to distinguish a Chanel suit from

a piece by Yves St. Laurent.

My encounters with baboons in

Africa have enriched and revitalized my
work as an artist. In the wild, the labor

and language of approach is stricdy on

the animals' terms. I have had to learn to

look and listen in new wavs. The more I

have come to know the baboons, the

more personal my painting has become.

The portraits on these pages are tran-

scripts of my journey.
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Watercolors capture the emotional richness of baboon life.

Wlien her infant, Ashley,

was bom, low-mnking

Amina proved an earnest hut

apprehenswe mother. As the

youngest member of the troop,

Ashley was ofgreat interest to the

rest of the baboons. Tlie

unaccustomed attention ipas often a

source of anxietyfor Amina.

Pregnant Rebecca—one of

Amina 'sfewfrien ds—grooms

Ashley while Amina rests.

Ashley was born cox>ered

with black hair and will

gradually develop the

light, olive brown

coloration of adults.



Gesture and detail must be captured as quickly as possible.

A troop ofvervet monkeys lives in a

grove of fever trees where the

baboons often stop for a

midday break. Unhke the

much larger baboons, the

vervets seldom strayfarfront

the safety of the trees.

Hunter often sat apart and

moaned. His mother, Heather,

had recetitly come into estrus

and had begun the weaning

process in preparationfor her

J I c.xt pregnancy. Too young to be

at ease with the rough play of

olderjuveniles. Hunter spent

much of his time devising

strategies to coerce his mother

into tmrsing him—such as

walking between her legs in

order to trip her up andforce her

to sit down and attend to him.

Unlikefemale savanna baboons, ivhich spend their whole life in the

troop of their birth, males usually leave and go offtofud other

groups to join. Shasta had recently

transferredfrom an

unhabituated local troop

into one of the study

troops and was JS^^m «

uneasy in the

presence of

humans.
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spent much time simply keeping up with the baboons. 1

This wildebeest was standing on the open plain. After a

few moments of being observed, he snorted in alarm and

stomped hisfoot.

During the dry season, the baboons started

out early in the morning and rangedfar in

their questforfood and water each day.

Elephants are never completely still. Even
at rest, they continually shift their

weightfrom foot to foot. This

elephant, part of a herd that

passed through the baboons'

range, was taking a nap in the

midday sun.
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A century ofdebate over life on Mars ends with bacteria beating Litde Green Men.

War ofthe
Worldviews

By StephenJay Gould

A yearning for the ""good old days" in-

fects us all, even though such times

never existed outside our reveries. The

nostalgic longing may be universal, but

modes of expression vary by culture and

social class. We all know the stereotypes.

Plebeian Pete wishes that he could

smoke, drink, and eat red meat \\ithout

raising eyebrows, while Patrician Perci-

val laments that he just can't find faithftd

and obedient servants any more.

Stereotaxes work by unfair exaggera-

tion to be sure, but they often build

upon a kernel of realirs". So consider this

statement wTitten in 1906 by a true Pa-

trician Percival: "The latter minister to

the former with unconscious service all

the time, and with no more arrogant in-

dependence than do our domestics gen-

erally nowadays." They don't make 'em

more patrician than Percival Lowell,

brother of Har^'ard president A. Law-

rence Lowell and ofpoet Amy LoweU

—

and scion of Boston's great family in the

celebrated ditt)-:

And this is good old Boston,

Tire home of the bean and the cod,

l^'liere the Lowells talk to the Cabots

And the Cabots talk only to God.

!n science, as in so many other human
instiradons, you don't have to be rich to

succeed, but it sure doesn't hurt. Charles

Df.rviin inherited a considerable fortune

and then increased his stake by shrewd

investments. He understood perfectly

well the intellectual benefits thus ac-

quired, primarily in freedom and time,

and wrote in his autobiography: "I have

had ample leisure from not having to

earn my own bread." But Alfred Russel

Wallace, the codiscoverer of natural se-

lection, grew up penniless, began his

professional life as a schoolteacher, and

always lived frugally by his wits as a

writer and collector. He probably

matched Darwin in intelligence but

never had the time for sustained theoriz-

ing and experiment.

Percival Lowell (1855—1916) spent his

youthful Wanderjahre on several grand

tours ofAsia, leading to books with such

representative titles as The Soul of the Far

East and Occult fapan. He then decided

to devote his life to astronomy and

began with an ultimate bang (for mucho

bucks) by building a private observatory

in Flagstaff, Arizona. There he did

much useful work, including the predic-

tion of a planet beyond Neptune, even-

tually found at the obser\-ator\' by Clyde

Tombaugh and named Pluto in 1930.

But a Hfetime of good work can be

wiped out by one unforgettable error.

Such a fate seems especially unfair \vhen

the understandable lapse of a moment

erases the memor\- of a fine career (Bill

Buckner's gimpy legs or Pee Wee Her-

man's harmless impropriety). But when

the error represents an idee fixe, relent-

lessly pursued over years of research and

volumes of wTiting, then the promoter

has built his o\\ti cofSn. At least Percival

Lowell fell before a grand enemy the

god ofwar himself—the planet Mars.

In the late 1870s, the Italian as-

tronomer Schiaparelli had described the

Martian surface as crisscrossed by long,

thin, straight features that he called

canali, meaning "channels" in Itahan

{wrth no attribution of causahty), not

"canals" (with implications of construc-

tion by sentient beings). LoweU fell

under the speU of these nonexistent

phenomena and spent the rest of his ca-

reer in increasingly elaborate attempts to

map and interpret "these Hnes [that] run

for thousands of miles in an unswerving

direction, as far relativelv as from Lon-

don to Bombay, and as far actually as

from Boston to San Francisco" (aU quo-

tations come from Lowell's book: Mars i

and Its Canals, MacmiUan, 1906).

Lowell eventually decided that the

hnes must be true canals, and he devel-

oped an ever more elaborate and

poignant interpretation. He viewed

Mars as a once-verdant world, now dn'-

ing up, with polar icecaps as the only re-

maining source of substantial water. The

canals, he decided, must represent a

planetary system of irrigation, biult by

higher (or at least highly cooperative)'

beings as a last-ditch effort to fiinnel

meltwaters of the icecaps to a parched

and more equatorial ci\ilization.

As I have often emphasized in these

essays, the study of error pro\ides a par-

ticularly fruitful pathway to understand-
j

ing human thought. Truth just is, but

error must have reasons. If Mars had
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canals, then Lowell becomes an accurate

observer. But a robotic photographer,

insentient and without motive, might

have done even better. Hovi^ever, since

Mars does not have canals, we must ask

how Low^ell could have deluded himself

so mightily, and the answers must fea-

ture interesting reasons and motivations.

In this essay, I shall not document how

Lowell decided that the canals existed,

but shall concentrate on the logic of his

argument for interpreting these sup-

posed structures as the products of a

higher civUization.

I choose this focus

because Lowell's

central error persists

as a major impedi-

ment to under-

standing both evo-

lution in general

and several key is-

sues in speculations

about extraterres-

trial hfe. More im-

mediately, the same

error underhes the

major public mis-

understanding in-

spired by recent

claims for fossil evi-

dence of life m a

Martian meteorite.

Lowell began his

argument with a

false claim for extensive vegetarion on

Mars, an inierence from supposedly sea-

sonal changes in coloration over large

portions of the Martian surface. Lowell

regarded "the existence of vegetation on

the planet as the only rational explana-

tion of the dark markings there, consid-

ered not simply on the score of their ap-

pearance momentarily but judged by the

changes that appearance undergoes at

successive seasons of the Martian year."

LoweU's next, crucial inference in-

spired the complaint about servants

quoted at the outset of this essay. He ar-

gues that the existence of an extensive

flora impHes a corresponding fauna of

complex animals as well:

Important as a conclusion this is no less

pregnant as a premise. For the assurance

that plant life exists on Mars leads to a

further step. . . . It introduces us at once

to the probability of life there ofa higher

and more immediately appealing kind,

not with the vagueness ofgeneral analogy,

but with the definiteness ofspecific deduc-

tion. For the presence of aflora is itself

groundfor suspecting afauna.

Lowell trots out all the famihar exani'

pies of interdependency between plants

A map of the illusor)' Martian canals, as depicted in Percival

Lowell's 1906 book, Mars and Its Canals

and animals, including poUinarion by in-

sects and "preparation" of soil by earth-

worms, although he never seems to real-

ize that particular cases of evolved

interaction on an earth already inhabited

by animals need not imply a necessary

and universal linkage. (In LoweU's forced

metaphor, animals are arrogant servants

that don't even reahze that they minister

to plants in return for well-known ser-

vice m the other direction.)

Having estabhshed (to his satisfaction)

that animals must inhabit Mars, Lowell

asks what level of complexits' these ani-

mals must have reached, never doubting

that life, once begun, must evolve to
,

hisher and hia-her states: "Once started," I
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Lowell writes, "life, as paleontology

shows, develops along both the floral

and the faunal lines side by side, taking

on complexity with time."

Lowell locates the mechanism of evo-

lutionary advance in adaptive necessities

imposed by a cooling planet. In a

planet's hot youth, the simplest forms

will flourish in a tropical bounty. But

steady cooling requires greater organic

complexity to weather increasingly

harder times. When the going gets

tough, to cite the current cliche, the

tough get going:

It [life] begins as soon as secular cooling

has condensed water vapor to its liquid

state; chromacea and confervae [unicellu-

lar plants and animals in the terminology

of Lou'eU's time] coming into being high

up toward the boiling-point . Then, until

lowering temperature come the seaweeds

and the rhizopods, then the land plants

and the hinged vertebrates. Hand in

hand thefauna andflora climb to more

intricate perfecting, life rising as tempera-

ture lowers.

Mars, farther from the sun and smaller

than the Earth, must have cooled further

than our planet. Martian animal life

must therefore be more advanced than

Homo sapiens. For all our vaunted wealth

and technology, what have we built that

a telescopic observer from Mars might

recognize as a product of advanced life?

The Great Wall of China? Our largest

cities? Nothing, in any case, to match

the scale of the Martian canals:

Nor is this outcome [evolution to higher

complexity] in any sense a circumstance

accidental to the earth; it is an inevitable

phase in the evolution of organisms. As

the organism develops brain it is able to

circumvent the adversities of condition;

and by overcoming more pronounced in-

hospitrdiiy of environment not only to

survive hut spread. Evidence of this

thougltt will be stamped more and more

visibly upon theface of its habitat. On
earth, for all our pride of intellect, we

have not yet progressed veryfarfrom the

lowly state that leaves no records of itself.

\n particular, the increasing harshness

of Martian environments implies a men-

tal response from evolving life:

//; an aging world where the conditions of

life have grown more difficult, mentality

must cliaracterize more and more its be-

ings in orderfor them to survive, and

would in consequence tend to be evolved.

To find, therefore, upon Mars highly in-

telligent life is what the planet's state

would lead one to expect.

The study of error

provides a particularly

fruitful pathway to

understanding human
thought.

Put together all these conjectures and

inferences—that Mars has vegetation,

that plants imply animals, that both plant

and animal life must progress to greater

complexity, that planetary cooling and

increasingly more challenging environ-

ments inspire such evolutionary change,

that Mars has cooled further than the

Earth, that beings more advanced than

Homo sapiens must therefore inhabit

Mars—and the supposed canals cry out

for interpretation as technological de-

vices for husbanding the diminishing re-

sources of a cooling and drying planet.

Schiaparelli s channels must really rep-

resent what his Italian word conveys in

English—true canals of planetary scale,

built by higher creatures to tap the only

available supply of water:

Dearth of water is the key to their charac-

ter . . . So far as we can see the only

available water is what comesfrom the

semiannual melting at one or the other

[polar] cap of the snow accumulated there

during the previous winter. Beyond this

there is none exceptfor what may be pre-

sent in the ait Now, water is absolutely

essential to allforms of life; no organism

can exist without it. But as a planet ages,

it loses its oceans . . . and gradually its

whole water supply. Life upon its surface

is confronted by a growing scarcity. ... •

]The canals are] then, a system whose

end and aim is the tapping of the snotv-

capfor the water there semiannually let

loose; then to distribute it over the planet's

face. . . . From thefact, therefore, that the

reticulated canal system is an elaborate en-

tity embracing the whole planetfrom one

pole to the other, we have not only proof

of the world-wide sagacity of its builders,

but a very suggestive side-light, to thefact

that only a universal necessity such as

water could well be its underlying cause.

We should admire, Lowell suggests,!

not only the high intelligence that could]

build such a system, but also the supe-

'

rior moral qualities of beings that can

cooperate (as we seem so singularly un-

able to do) at a planetary scale! "The

first thing that is forced on us in conclu-

sion is the necessarily intelligent and

nonbeUicose character of the commu-

nity which could thus act as a unit

throughout its globe."

Martian civilization may be doomed,

despite this grand and noble planetary

attempt to ward ofl" disaster. But at least

we may take courage and comfort in

higher evolutionary stages thus implied

for future earthly life (while we may

hope for a different outcome):

One of the things that makes Mars of

such transcendent interest to man is the

foresight it affords of the course earthly

evolution is to pursue. On our own

world we are able only to study our pre-

sent and our past; in Mars we are able to

glimpse, in some sort, our future. Differ-

ent as the course of life on the two planets

undoubtedly has been, the one helps,

however impefectly, to better understand-

ing of the other.

Lowell's fanciful theory unleashed a

worldwide flood of excitement and

commentary, most negative (although
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the nonexistence of Martian canals was

not conclusively established until the

Mariner sateUites photographed the Mar-

tian surface at close range in the 1960s. I

well remember the journalistic "hook"

that Lowell's old theon." still pro\-ided:

the popular press treated the Mariner ex-

pedition largely as a test for the exis-

tence of canals. As a young space enthu-

siast, I was disappointed, though not at

all surprised, by the negative result).

Alfred Russel Wallace was sriU ahve

and active—and stiU \^'ielding his pen

for a h\'ing—when Lowell pubhshed his

book on Martian canals. (Darwin and

his friends, partly from guilt at thefr

good fortune of inherited \vealth, had

secured an annual governmental pension

for Wallace, but it was not nearly

enough for a scholarly life free from fi-

nancial worry.) Wallace, who had long

been interested in the possibiht\- of ex-

traterrestrial hfe, and who had devel-

oped his own distinctive and idiosyn-

cratic argument for earthly humanity as

the universe's only example of higher

inteUigence in bodily form (see my essay

of May 1983), \\TOte an entire book to

refrite Lowell's theory of canals {L Mars

Habitable? MzcmiRan, 1907).

Wallace mistakenly accepted the exis-

tence of canals and attempted to supply

a purely physical explanation—as cracks

"produced by the contraction of heated

outward crust upon a cold, and there-

fore non-contracting interior." None-

theless, he offered a devastating critique

of Lowell's biological interpretation:

77ie one greatfeature ofMars which led

Mr Lowell to adopt the view of its being

inhabited by a race of highly intelligent

beings . . . is that of the so-called

"canals"—their straightness, their enor-

mous length, their great abundance, and

their extetision over the planet's whole

surfacefrom one polar snow-cap to the

other. Tlie very immensity of this system,

and its constant growth and extension

duringfifteen years ofpersistent observa-

tions, have so completely taken possession

of his mind, that, after a very hasty

glance at analogousfacts and possibilities,

he has declared them to be "non-nat-

ural,"—therefore to be works of art—
therefore to necessitate the presence of

highly intelligent beings who have de-

signed and constructed them. Tliis idea

has colored orgoverned all his writings 0)i

the subject. Tlie innumerable difficulties

which it raises have been either ignored, or

bnished aside on theflimsiest evidence.

As examples, he never even discussed the

totally inadequate water-supplyfor such

world-wide irrigation, or the extreme irra-

tionality of constructing so vast a canal-

system the wastefrom which, by evapora-

tion, when exposed to such desert

conditions as he himself describes, would

use up ten times the probable supply. . . .

Tlie mere attempt to use open canabfor

such a purpose shows complete ignorance

''Evolution to higher

complexity' is an

nievitable phase in the

evolution of orsianisnis."

Pcvcival Lowell

and stupidity in these alleged very supe-

rior beings; ivhile it is certain that, long

before halfof them [the canals] were com-

pleted theirfailure to be ofany use would

have led any rational beings to cease con-

structing them.

Recent reports of fossil e\'idence for

life in a Martian meteorite inspired me
to retrieve the volumes of Lowell and

Wallace from my bookshelf (where I had

shelved them side by side—for history;

among its many ironies, often turns ene-

mies in hfe into posthumous compan-

ions). These putative organisms of bac-

terial grade could not be more different

from Lowells \\-ise canal builders, but I

was struck by a common error that both

invahdates Lowell's argument as pre-

sented above and also underhes the falla-

cious main reason for pubHc fascination

\^ith the current claim.

On August 7, 1996, NASA held a

press conference to announce the pubh-

cation, in the forthcoming August \t

issue of Science magazine, of a paper by

Da\4d S. McKay and eight coUeaguesI

entitled "Search for Past Life on Mars:|

Possible ReUc Biogenic Activity' in Mar-

tian Meteorite ALH84001." In short,

J

these scientists argued that one of the

dozen known meteorites from Mars (asl

rehably inferred from chemical "signa-

tures" matching Martian atmospheric

and surface conditions) contained signs

of life preser\'ed in carbonate materials

deposited ^^dthin cracks in the rock.

These cracks presumably formed and

filled on Mars some 3.6 bilhon years

ago. (The rock was dislodged by an as-

teroidal impact on Mars some 15 mil-

hon years ago and eventually fell on

Antarctica about 13,000 years ago.)

The controversial evidence for hfe

does not feature such "hard" data as a

shell or a bone, but consists of chemical

signals in the form of isotopic ratios and

mineral precipitates—often formed by

biological activity (but explainable in

other ways)—and also of minute rod-

and hafr-Hke objects looking vaguely

hke the smallest of earthly bacteria, but

also easily interpreted as inorganic in

origin. As a betting man, I would not

risk any money on the case, but neither,

by any means, do I dismiss the idea. The

article by McKay and colleagues is a

model of caution and good sense, and

their case is certainly plausible for uvo

reasons not widely enough appreciated:

first, that Mars featured appropriate

conditions of Hquid water and denser at-

mosphere during the first bilhon years of

its historv' (w-hen the cracks of the mete-

orite filled \^^th carbonate material):

second, that the Eanh, at the same time

and with similarly appropriate condi-

tions, did evolve hfe of bacterial grade.

The news created the greatest flourish

of public interest m a scientific topic

since the eruption of Mount St. Helens.

Headlines captured the front page of

nearly all major papers. Time magazine

pubhcly wondered whether Mars or the

nomination of Dole and Kemp at the

Republican convention should com-



mand the cover. They editoriahzed:

"One of the worst things for a news

magazine is a long drought of news. Al-

most as challenging is being hit with

two stories the same week." (They

opted for the living men rather than the

putative fossil bacteria, and Mars only

got a corner flap of the cover, right

above Jack Kemp's head. More locally,

my phone message tape filled in less

than two hours with twenty-five calls

from journalists.)

Our leaders erupted into rapture. Bill

Chnton, with a wicked sense of timing,

and hoping to steal some cosmic thun-

der as the Republican shindig opened,

held a quick press conference to pro-

claim: "Today Rock 84001 speaks to us

across all those billions of years and mil-

lions of miles." My dear friend Carl

Sagan enthused from a hospital bed: "It

the results are verified, it is a turning

point in human history, suggesting that

hfe exists not just on two planets in one

paltry solar system but throughout this

magnificent universe."

A week later, in our culture ot sound

bites and momentary celebrity, the story

disappeared from pubhc view. Invisibil-

ity quickly descended over a discovery

that many comnrentators had anointed

as the greatest scientific revolution since

Copernicus and Darwin! Lord Byron

spoke in Childe Harold about a "school-

boy's tale, the wonder of an hour!" But

Andy Warhol certainly placed his arty

finger on the pulse of modern life by

quartering the moment of attention to

fifteen minutes, while extending the op-

portunity to everyone in an age without

standards—from Kato Kaelin to poor

Mr. Bobbit, quickly cut off in more than

one way.

On second thought, maybe the story

deserved no "legs" and had died a

proper death for lack of proof and new

material to sustain the newsmongers. I

would like to take an intermediate posi-

tion and argue that public fascination

rested largely on a false premise that

guaranteed an early oblivion for the

story—but that a proper formulation
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should sustain both interest anci hope tor

years to come.

LoweDs logic for inferring the neces-

sary^ existence ot Little Green Men from

supposed evidence of "lowly" plant life

contains many errors, but none so cen-

tral, or so persistent today, as the as-

sumption that life at simplest grade

must, once evolved, necessarily advance

toward greater complexity and eventual

I consciousness. In such a formulation,

the origin of life in any form implies the

eventual evolution of complex creatures

with consciousness, so long as planetan.'

emiromnents remain hospitable. Thus,

Lowell argued, the origin of simple veg-

etation unleashes a process that must

lead to canal builders. Finding the "low-

est" is \drtually equivalent to guarantee-

ing the "highest."

Oyer and over again, particularly on

radio call-in programs and newspaper

"man [and woman] in the street"

columns, fascinated members of the

public made the same mistake: if any

kind of life, no matter how simple, had

arisen on another world, then the evolu-

tion of consciousness must be part of a

predictable natural order. (Mars became

dry and frozen, thus halting the process

at bacterial grade on our neighboring

world. But the sequence must run to

completion in many other places—for

once we know that life can evolve cit nil

on other planets, then Little Green Men
must pers'ade the universe.)

The leading article in Time (August

19, 1996) began with this erroneous

premise, made even worse by a false di-

chotomy that contrasted this supposedly

inevitable scientific inference with a

theological alternative:

Tlie discovery of evidence that life may

exist elseivliere in the universe raises that

most profound of all luiman questions:

why does life exist at all? Is it simply that

ifenough cosmic elements slop together for

enough eons, eventually a molecule will

form somewhere, or many somewheres,

that can replicate itself over and over until

it evolves into a creature that can scratch

its head? Or did an all-poiveiful God set

in motion an unfathomable process in

order to give warmth and meaning to a

universe that would othenvise be cold and

meaningless?

May I suggest a third alternative—^by
j

far the most probable in my view (and

that of most scientists) and capable of

putting the recent claim for Martian life

m proper perspective. If this third view-

point were better understood and ac-

cepted, then the putati\'e Martian fossils

would enjoy far more than fifteen min-

utes of false and ephemeral glorv; but

might foster instead a sustained search

for an answer to the truly xntal question

Alfred R. WaUace
thought that so vast a

canal system would
evaporate ten times the

probable water supply,

showing "stupidit}^ in

these alleged very

superior beings."

that Martian life at bacterial grade

should inspire.

Suppose that the simplest kind of cel-

lular Hfe arises as a predictable result of

organic chemistry and the physics of

seU^organizing systems \\-herever planets

exist with the right constituents and

conditions—undoubtedly a common '

occurrence in our vast universe. But

suppose, in addition, that no predictable

directions exist for life's later develop-

ment from these basic beginnings.

Evolving life must experience a vast

range of possibihties. based on en\"iron-

mental histories so unpredictable that no

realized route—the pathway to con-

sciousness in the form ot Homo sapiens

or Litde Green Men, for example—can

be construed as a high^vay to heaven,

but must be \-iewed as a tortuous track

rutted with uncountable obstacles and

festooned ^\ith imiumerable alternative



I

tranches. Any repetition of our eartlily

route on another planet therefore be-

. ;omes wildly improbable, even in a

rhousand cases. (Since the universe must

;ontain millions of appropriate planets,

;onsciousness in some form—but not

with the paired eyes and limbs, and the

3rain built of neurons, in the only ex-

imple we know—may commonly

evolve. But if only one origin of life in a

million ever leads to consciousness, then

Martian bacteria most emphatically do

not imply Little Green Men.)

In other words, I think that we have

traditionally made the wrong division in

a sequence of three steps: (1) an appro-

priate planet without life, (2) origin of

simplest cellular life at bacterial grade,

and (3) the evolution of consciousness.

The traditional view, based on our arro-

g.iiit assumption that life reaches a nec-

essary apotheosis in creatures like us, as-

sumes a wondrous specialness for life of

any kind, and an inevitable evolution to-

ward consciousness thereafter. Thus, the

transition from 1 to 2 must be onerous

and precious, while the passage from 2

to 3 is easy and predictable.

Only under this false view can I un-

derstand the thrill felt by so many earth-

Imgs at the recent report of Martian fos-

sils. These people jumped to the false

conclusion that the reported step 2, read

as a near miracle of improbable advance

from step 1, required nothing more than

ample time to reach a fuUy predictable

step 3—so that finding bacteria becomes

tantamount to positing Little Green

Men (a consummation never reached on

Mars only because conditions changed,

water disappeared, and ample time

therefore failed to accrue). The only real

difference between this common view

and Lowell's canals lies in our improved

knowledge of Martian geological his-

tory. Lowell thought that Martian con-

ditions, while constantly deteriorating,

had remained sufficiently hospitable to

permit a predictable passage to step 3

—

while we now know that Mars dried up

far earlier, with life stiU caught at step 2.

But I resiard this division of the three
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Steps as deeply erroneous and based only

on our prejudice for regarding the ori-

gin of life as special, with consciousness

as a guaranteed cliniax thereafter. Surely

the easy and constandy repeated passage

Kes between steps 1 and 2—representing

the ordinary operation of physics and

chemistry under appropriate condi-

tions—^while a transition from step 2 to

step 3 faces the overwhelming improba-

bihrv of any particular historical path

among miUions of equally attainable al-

ternatives. Life of bacterial grade may

arise almost everywhere and then pro-

ceed nowhere in particular, if amnvhere

at all—a perfectly splendid outcome

since bacteria dominate nearly all en\i-

ronments of life on Earth even today.

We no^v Uve, as Earth always has (see my
essay ofMarch 1996), in an Age ofBac-

teria. These simplest organisms \vill

dominate this planet (if conditions re-

main hospitable for life at all) unril the

sun explodes. During our current, and

undoubtedlv brief, geological moment.

A close-itp of the Manian surface taken by XASA'i

Viking Orbiter I space probe in 1980

they watch \^dth appropriate amusement

as we strut and fret our hour upon the

stage. For we are, to them, only delec-

table islands ripe for exploitation.

Ifwe could make this readjustment to

\dew Homo sapiens as an ultimate in odd-

bill rarit)-. and life at bacrerial grade as

'he common expression of a universal

phenomenon, then we could finally ask

.he Tiily fascinating question raised by

the prospect ot Martian tossUs. If life

originates as a general properts' of the

stuft" of the universe under certain con-

ditions (probably often realized), then

how variable can life be in basic struc-

ture and constitution from place to in-

dependent place? We simplv cannot an-

swer this question from the only

"sample" we know—Hfe on Earth—and

for an interesting reason arising from the

core of the scientific method.

AU hfe on Earth—everything from

bacteria to mushrooms to hippos

—

shares an astonishing range of detailed

biochemical similarities, including the

structure of heredits' in DNA and RNA,
and the universal use ofATP (adenosine

triphosphate) as an energy-storing com-

pound. Two possible explanations, ^vith

markedly diflerent implications for the

nature ot hie, may explain these regular-

ities: either all earthly life shares these

features because no other chemistrv- can

work, or these similarities only record

the common descent of all organisms on

Earth from a sin-

gle origin that

happened to fea-

ture this chem-

istrv- as one pos-

sibiliD,- among

many. In the first

explanation, lite

on other worlds

will indepen-

dently evolve the

same chemistry

as a sole, viable

choice; in the

second instance,

other hving sys-

tems may feature

a \^ade range of alternative chemistries.

We cannot ask a more important

question about the nature of life. But,

ironically, \ve also cannot find an answer

to this question with the data no\v at our

disposal. Above all, experimental science

requires repetition to test the pre-

dictabiht)- of outcomes. If a phenome-

non happens only once, we cannot

know^ w"hether its manifest properties

must exist as we find them or whether

other "replays" might yield markedly

different results.

Unfortunately, all life on Earth—the

only life we know—^represents just one

experiment, for every earthly species

evolved from the common ancestry- ot a

single origin. We desperately need a rep-

etition of the experiment (several would

be even better, but let's not be greedy) in

order to make a judgment.

Mars represents our first real hope for

a second experiment—the sine qua non for

any proper answer to the question of

questions. Unless earthly and Martian

life share a single origin by seeding from

a common source—an ob\ious possibil-

ity if Martian fossils can reach Earth by

meteoritic impact!—then any hfe on

Mars fiUs the Holy Grail of our ulti-

mately precious second experiment.

Ancient Martian fossils will not yield

the required evidence, for we need hv-

ing matter with intact biochemistiy, ripe

for reading either as DNA or as a work-

able alternative as yet unimagined by

students of earthly life.

The Martian surface may now be

cold, dry, and dead. But earthly bacteria

can hve in pore spaces of rocks up to ten

miles below the surface, so long as water

percolates through. This subterranean

environment on Mars may still teature

water in hquid form. Thus, if hfe at bac-

terial grade ever evolved on Mars, those

organisms almost surely disappeared

from the Martian surface long ago but

may still hve within the more hospitable

en\dronment of subsurface rocks. The

putative fossils from Mars pro\'ide our

greatest reason for hope that the second

experiment stiU hes buried, but very

much ahve, beneath the surface of our

neighboring planet.

So let us send forth our robots, and

eventually even our persons, to look,

find, and return—for this experiment

can be done! Forget those Little Green

Men, those none.xistent canal buOders,

those fantasies recendy unleashed under

the false behef that ancient bacteria

imply the eventual evolution of con-



sciousness. The simplest life may per-

vade the cosmos, and a second, inde-

pendent sample may answer the riddle

of the ages. Let us use our distinct and

oddball intelligence to track down any

direct evidence for the range of life's uni-

versal structure. The next step from our

sun—the niost accessible of all other

planets—may yield a ready answer. The

host of the cosmic bacterial manifold,

the dominant beings who mocked Low-

ell for thinkmg that his kind rather than

their kind might pervade the universe,

may then smile with satisfaction and say:

So you finally understand; well done,

thou good and faithful servant.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history ofscience at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American

Museum of Natural History.
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By Louis Lcfebirc

Bullfinches flit into the kitchen, skip-

ping fearlessly from bread crumb to

bread crumb on the table. At a hotel bar,

bananaquits perch on a sugar bowl, un-

perturbed by the sunburned tourists

lounging only a few feet away. As the af-

ternoon tea cools in fancy china cups,

the bananaquits drink the sweetened liq-

uid: this is, after aO, "Litde England,"

one of the nicknames given to the West

Indian island of Barbados, where pip-

ing-hot tea is served at five, even when

the temperature tops eighty degrees.

For bird lovers, Barbados is both the

Garden of Eden and one of the most

boring tropical islands imaginable. Bor-

ing, because the country lacks the luxu-

riant diversity usually associated with

the Tropics. Essentially a tiny, fourteen-

by-twenty-one-mile stack of coral ter-

races, Barbados is too flat to harbor rain

forests, too porous for streams and

swamps, and too far east of the other

Caribbean islands for avian migrants to

push their way there against the ever-

present trade winds. The island has been

covered almost coast to coast by sugar-

cane fields since the 1600s and is inhab-

ited today by some 300,000 people.

The Edenic side of the island lies in

the remarkable tameness of the few

avian species that have made Barbados

Clockwisefrom top: Before afij^ht, Zenaida

dovesface off at the border between their ter-

ritories and threaten each other with raised

wings. Fights are usuaUy brief but violent.

Often all the observer can make out is a blur

of outstretched, flapping wings. During more

peaceful moments, the purple neck patch

characteristic of the species is visible. Other

avian residents of Barbados include the

Lesser Antillean bullfinch, which like many

of the island's birds shows a keen interest in

"unnatural" human habitats.

their home. Just why they are so tame is

unclear. Is it because natural predators

were also unsuccessful in making the

long journey from the Lesser Antilles

and South America? We can't know for

sure, but the result is a flurry of wings

and hopping feathered bodies an arm's

length away from any human handout.

Bullfinches in the kitchen, bananaquits

sipping tea, yes, but also kingbirds

zooming down to pick up guppies from

an overflowing gutter, grackles noisily

scavenging around picnic tables and

garbage cans, ground doves skittering

over manicured English lawns.

But the most remarkable feathered

convert to life around humans is the

Zenaida dove {Zenaida aurita). Whether

finishing off breakfast toast on a hotel

balcony, pacing under tables in a seaside

restaurant, searching the streets of

Bridgetown for a discarded piece of

sandwich, or waiting near a statue in the

park for a kindly, elderly lady to offer a

morsel of bread, this plump little dove

appears at first to behave like any city pi-

The little Zenaida dove of

Barbados is tame around

humans, but often ferocious

-with its own kind.

geon in the world. (Both the Zenaida

dove and the city, or rock, pigeon

—

Columba livia—belong to the family Co-

lumbidae.) One key difference, how-

ever, separates it from its larger

columbid cousins of Trafalgar Square or

Piazza San Marco: while hundreds of

city pigeons can swarm around a few

pieces ofbread, walking all over one an-

other with hardly a peck of aggression,

the Zenaida dove of Barbados is a ruth-

less defender of its personal space.

The dove a symbol ot peace? Not this

one. Spectacular battles sometimes erupt

on hotel balconies, on restaurant tables,

and at picnic areas year-round, from the

parched dry season (December to June)

to the lush rainy season (which peaks in

October). Like cocks in a pit, the doves

face off at the border of their territories;

utter low, wheezing calls; peck furiously

at the ground in front of them; and then

lunge at one another with outstretched,

flapping wings, which collide with the

sound of snapping towels in a beach

fight. All this generally takes place just a

few feet away from the astonished

human who happened to throw a piece

of bread in the wrong spot—the border

between territories that mated pairs ot

resident doves have been hammering

out for years. At the Bellairs Research

Institute of McGill University, in Saint

James Parish, Barbados, I have watched

the same neighbors beat each other up

day after day, with the sole territorial

gain of six inches over two years.

Watching the battles roused my cu-

riosity about how Zenaida doves learn

where and what to eat. Species that have

successfully adapted to city life are often

good learners; it is no coincidence that

pigeons and rats, two of the animals best

adapted to cities, are staples of the Skin-

ner boxes in learning laboratories. Rats

have complex olfactory mechanisms to

transmit information about food to oth-

ers in the colony. Much learning in pi-

geons consists of observing other flock

members and avoiding the places, food

types, and feeding strategies used by too

many pigeon competitors.

Unlike the gregarious pigeons, terri-

torial Zenaida doves have litde chance

to learn from other doves. Our studies

have shown that they, too, learn by

watching, but the objects of their atten-

tion are other species of birds, such as

the Carib grackle, with which single or

paired Zenaida doves forage peaceably.

Trap a wild Zenaida dove, bring it to

the learning laboratory (as my students

and I have done with 1 1 1 territorial

adult males and females over the years),

place it with a dove trained, for ex-

ample, to lift the opaque lid on a dish

containing seed, and it will just stand

there, pacing nervously, oblivious to in-

formation a pigeon would use to open
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its own food dish. Give the territorial

dove a trained grackle as demonstrator,

however, and the difference is spectacu-

lar. The dove suddenly becomes inter-

ested in the feeding apparatus, solves the

problem, and gets the energy it needs to

reclaim its territory from intruders

when we release it, generally two weeks

later at the end of the experiment.

For researchers interested in the ecol-

ogy' oflearning, Barbados offers a bonus:

a small population ot Zenaida doves

whose behavior differs radically from

that of the other doves on the island.

Like any temperate-zone port with

grain storage facihties. Deep Water Har-

bour in Bridgetown swarms with co-

lumbids flocking down to feed on the

pounds and pounds of com, soybeans,

and wheat that get spilled around the

warehouses. The difference is that in

Barbados the birds are almost all Zenaida

doves, perching on warehouse roofs and

fluttering down in groups of up to a

hundred birds. And here, m contrast to

the squabbling we see among Zenaida

doves elsewhere in the island, there is

verv" Uttle fighting among flock mates.

What explains their peaceableness? In

part, the answer is simply that they use

each other to find food. Crackles are

few and far between at the harbor, and

the best way to locate a spill is often to

follow the fluttering mass ofdove wings.

And as might be expected, experiments

in our laboratory showed that these har-

bor doves fail to learn foraging tricks

from trained grackles but learn rapidly

when placed with a trained dove.

Other experiments showed that m the

absence of trained demonstrators, har-

bor doves learn faster than territorial

doves presented with the same problem.

The tameness of its birds

makes Barbados an Eden
for bird lovers and

researchers alike.

This may be because a territorial dove's

main feeding strategy is not so much to

get to food quickly as to keep others

away from it, while the goal of a group-

toraging bird—competing with a hun-

dred other birds for the same pile of

grain—^is simply to get to the pile and

start eating. The premium is on speed

and learning, not fighting.

Several studies have shown that spe-

cies that differ in feeding ecology also

differ in learning ability—and in the

brain structure underlying learning. For

example, birds that store and later re-

trieve food, Hke the black-capped chick-

adee, have both a better spatial memory

and a larger (and seasonally developing)

hippocampus (the part of the brain spe-

cialized in storing information about

landmarks) than do birds that consume

their food right away.

Genetic divergence may very well ex-

plain such differences at the species level,

but the differences between our group-

foraging and territorial doves may be

more a case of learning to learn, a flexi-

ble adjustment to local variation in feed-

ing ecologN'. A bud growdng up on its

parents" territory- quickly learns the hard

w^ay that paying attention to a feeding

neighbor brings pecking attacks and

^^dng slaps, but rarely food. Paying atten-

tion to grackles, however, may be more

rewarding; they are noisy, curious, quick



to try out any new feeding opportunity,

and tolerant of others. Growing up at

the harbor has very different rewards and

punishments. Crackles are less common,

while the activity of other doves is a

pretty good indicator of freshly spilled

food. Regular cleanups by harbor em-

ployees, however, and competition with

other doves demand speed in foraging.

Support for this idea comes from the

territorial Zenaida doves of Brandon

Beach, a public recreation area next to

Deep Water Harbour. When tested,

these birds learn equally well from both

doves and grackles. This could be be-

cause they have mixed foraging experi-

Patwiis of Barbados's, many open-air rcstau-

ranU are likely to be joined by birds looking

for a handout, aboiv. If none isjorthcoming,

the remarkably tame birds—perhaps a

thirsty bananaquit (opposite page, center),

grackles vyingfor crumbs on a table top, or a

bullfinch fiying in to investigate—may just

help themselves. Around the warehouses of

Deep IVatcr Harbour, flocks of Zenaida

dovesfeed peaceably on spilled grain, far left.

The doves oftenfindfresh spills by keeping

an eye on one another. Elsewhere on Barba-

dos, Zenaida doves lend to be highly territo-

rial, learning about neivfood sources more

quickly from other species, such as grackles,

left, than they do from one another

ence: once in a while some of the Bran-

don birds fly to feed with the nearby

harbor flock; similarly, when a sudden

bonanza of food appears at a Brandon

picnic table, the territorial resident may

be forced to share it with a temporary

influx of harbor birds. In any case, indi-

vidual doves do move back and forth

between the harbor and Brandon Beach,

making interbreeding Hkely and genetic

divergence unlikely.

Much remains to be learned about

the feeding education of a Zenaida

dove. But already, the little dove of Bar-

bados has taught us a lot about learning

and adaptating to "unnatural," urbanized

habitats. And the tameness of the island's

birds makes it difficult for the researcher

to fmd anything to complain about; you

can sit quietly in the shade of a red-

flowered flamboyant tree, sipping a local

rum punch, with the Zenaida doves and

grackles milling around just a few feet

away, ready to be trapped, whenever

you're rested and feel like getting back

to work.
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Embracing isolation on the West Bank, a religious community rejects

story by Julie Winokur

Photographs by Ed Kashi

At four o'clock in the morning, the winds ot the

Judean desert ratrie the windows of Zvi Anosh's trailer.

He rises from bed, walks to the sink, and fills a small,

uvo-handled plastic bucket. He washes each hand with

three quick splashes, recites a blessing, and then replaces

the bucket in the sink. His morning ablutions done,

Zvi gets dressed in the dark and sits in the living room

studvmg the Torah tor an hour, while his wife and five

children sleep. When the roosters of the setriement

begin to crow, he straps a gun around his waist, climbs

into his dust-coated Renault wagon, and heads for the

synagogue down the road.

Bat Ayin. a settlement ot sLxd.^ religious families, is a

place where Jewish traditionalism coexists with mod-

ern-day strife. Perched on a picturesque hilltop half an

hour south of Jerusalem, the town's tranquil atmos-

phere behes its position on the front line of a war

—

both ideological and actual—for the West Bank

Claimed by both Arabs and Jews as their rightfiil pos-



:t|ream Israeli culture for their own brand of messianic Judaism.

'S,li,

ilfi

session, this is one ot the most liotly disputed parcels of

land in the world. Conquered by Israel in 1967 during

the Six-Day War, the West Bank was never officially an-

nexed. Along with the Gaza Strip, it was branded an

"occupied territory," a term despised by its mosriy

Palestinian inhabitants. But for settlers like Zvi, the re-

gion goes by the name Judea and Samaria, the ancient

land of the Bible and sanctified domain of the Jews.

Bat Ayin hes in an area heavily populated by Jewish

setders, but it is also within sight ot the nearest Arab

\-illage. While Zvi davens at the synagogue, muezzins

can be heard in the distance summoning Muslims to

prayer. Denying Palestinian claims to the land, the reli-

gious Jews who choose to live here see their presence

as part of a spiritual imperative—as God's will. And

whatever actions they have to take to fulfill that imper-

ative are justifiable in their eyes.

Mmdtul of the image of settlers as gun-toting reli-

gious fanatics, Zvi and his wife. Ofra, are reluctant at

first to open their lives to me. They're not interested in

pubhc scrudny and finally decide to embrace me not as

a journalist but as a sign from God of the inevitable re-

Bat Ayin's lone

shepherd leads his

flock into the Judean

hills. Previous page:

Bat Ayin sits on the

western face of the

Judean Hills

overlooking the

coastal plain.
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The apparent tranquillity and striking absence of fear in Bat Ayin mal^
turn of the Jews of the Diaspora. As time passes, I find

it increasin^y hard to reconcile their warmth and hos-

pitality with their inflexible claims to the West Bank

and their intolerant attitude toward Arabs.

This is a communitx- ofJews that defies simple clas-

sification. While some of Israels ultra-Orthodox op-

pose all West Bank e.xpansion, beHe\'ing that Israels

very existence postpones the arrival ofthe Messiah, Bat

Ayin's residents do not repudiate the state. Most adults

have served in the Israeh army and are now part ofthe

reserves. Perhaps more important, most are baale tdiuva,

The women of Bat

Ayin share the work

of building their

unfinished

setilement i^

secular Jews who discovered religion later in life. Z\d

and Oi&a, native Israelis, beheve theirWestern education

taught them to hate their Jewishness and to deny their

ancestry. After years of soul searching, experimenting

with everything firom sensitiwty training to astrology,

they finally fotmd solace in the body ofJewish writings

known as the Torah. Now" they are Hasidim. or "pious

ones," following the strict practices of a mjrsrical branch

ofJewish orthodoxy that evolved in eastern Europe in

the ei^teenth century. Unlike the traditional rabbis

they broke with, Hasidic spiritual leaders stressed an

emotional connection to God, in which faith is mea-

sured not by learning alone but by piety.

While the word Hasidim may conjure up images of

men with long sideburns, wearing black coats and

wide-brimmed hats, most of the men of Bat Ayin, in

their lumberjack shirts and blue jeans, are more reminis-

cent of the eady pioneers of Zionism than of the Or-

thodoxJews ofEastern European shretls. The women, in

bright, flowing skirts and Indian-print head scarves, also

have a robust, earthy quality.

On my first night in Bat Ayin, Zvi and I drive to a

neither s house. An eerie stillness seems to announce

ouir vulnerability, but Zvi is tmfazed. Calm and serious,

he points to a ^^llow security gate and sa^s the army in-

sisted on putting it there.The gate secures nothing be-

cause, as he explains, the people of Bat Ayin refiise

to have a fence constructed around the setdemen'

Perhaps the most notable thing about Bat Ayin :

the absence of fear. Confrontations betw^een Jews an

Arabs in theWest Bank have sometimes proved deadl-

yet life in BatAsin appears to be peaceful and unevent

fill. As in any small town, children race to catch schoc

buses in the morning, and parents commute to jot

that range firom dentist to tele\dsion producer to tou

guide. Although several women work outside th

home, most devote themselves to child rearing. A

night, while the men are at the synagogue, childre



;y to forget that the settlement lies in the midst of a war zone.
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play freely in the streets or sit at home studying their

dog-eared textbooks. Free of crime, drugs, and poverty,

Bat Ayin could inspire envy in many Americans.

Neighbors watch out for one another's children, firont

doors are never locked, and even teen-agers dress mod-

estly. It is easy for a visitor to forget that outside is a war

zone. The children's school buses are made with rein-

forced steel and bullet-proof wmdows, and parents

commute to Jerusalem along a hastily constructed by-

pass road that slices through Arab vineyards to avoid

cities recently placed under Palestinian control.

Sitting around the dining table in the dim light of

Israel Horovitz's trailer, Horovitz and Zvi Anosh look

hke characters out of Moses' time, their long, graying

beards resting on their chests, their weathered faces se-

vere and committed. Horovitz has just returned from

the Galilee region, where he collected grapevines for

planting. Planting vineyards, he explains, means repatri-

ating Jews on the land. This, he says, is a more meaning-

ful political statement than Shimon Peres's vision of a

New Middle East. Horovitz is one of the more outspo-

ken members of the community, but to call any resident

A new, unpaved road

heralds growth in Bat

Ayin. Construction

began during a

government freeze on

West Banl<

expansion.
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"Tolerance is a social concept," says a resident. "Harmony is with God, k

As one man performs

ritual ablutions in a

natural spring

outside of Bat Ayin,

his seated

companion holds an

M-16 rifle. The men

of the settlement

routinely carry arms.

of Bat Ayin radical would be redundant. The people

with whom I spoke were neither surprised nor sad-

dened bv Prime Minister Yiczak Rabin's assassination

the preWous vear. They \-iewed him and his Labor

Party successor, Peres, as antireUgious because they

were responsible for the Oslo accords, which placed

the Gaza Strip and portions of the West Bank under

Palesdnian control. In the last election. Bat A\in was

one of only three setdements out of more than 140

that cast a majority' vote for Israel's most extreme part\;

Moledet. (This part}; although it is not religious, advo-

cates transfer of Palestinian populations out ot Israel as

the only solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict.)

"This is the land of the Jewish people. Everx'body

agrees." says Horowitz unflinchingly. He blesses his cup

of tea and takes a cautious sip. Like the rest ofBat Ayin,

he rejects the Oslo accords as a detour from messianic

Judaism. "There are two systems in Israel," 7%^ pipes

up. "Some say let's be like aU the nations. Others, like

us, say let's reconnect to our real roots in the Torah.

Torah is the only way to teU right from wTong, good

from bad. It is a whole s\?stem of life."

Unlike some Protestant sects that preach a salvation

achieved through taith alone.Judaism teaches that spir-

itualit\- must be attained through specific actions. A
strict code of conduct, known as Halacha, consists ot

613 mitzvoth, or commandments. In Bat A\in, close at-

tention is paid to Halacha. Z^i and Ofi^ purifi,' their

hands before everx- meal.They never eat shellfish, never

mix dairy and meat; do not drive, cook, or work on the

Sabbath; and sleep in separate beds during her men-

strual cycle. Men never touch women in pubhc. even

to shake hands; married women cover their heads to

insure modesty; prayers are said three times a day; and

every cup of tea, ever^' afternoon snack, everv plate of

spaghetti is acknowledged with the appropriate He-

brew blessing, both before and after eating.

"This world is detailed," explains Zvi. "That's why
Jewish law is so detailed." A tall, lanky- man, his hair is

cropped short and his long sideburns, called payot, are

tucked behind his ears. On his head is a black kippa and

under his clothes he w-ears a tallit kataii, which he takes

off only to bathe.The tzitzit (fringes) on the tallit karaii

are a sign ofhis covenant with God."There is meaning,

which we learn," he says."Some ofit makes sense, some

ot it doesn't. But to keep beingJews, we have to obev."

He fingers the tzitzit and explains that they are tied in

such a \\-ay as to denote the 613 mitz\-oth.

The Anoshes, along w-ith six other families,

founded Bat A\Tn in 1989. "We didn't want the stan-

dard material life wrhere we would work so we could

rest and rest so we could work." says Ofta, as she sits oi

the couch nursing her three-month-old son, her long

rose-colored skirt layered fold upon fold in her lap.Thi

setdement's ground rules, based on antisecularism and

kind of 1970s back-to-the-earth counterculmralism

have been exclusionary" from the outset: no Arab work

ers. no German products, no television, no recreations

drugs, no pesticides.

Today Bat Axin has sixtx' famiUes and more thai

200 children. Fifteen more famihes are on the wairin-

Hst, and a new yeshiva. or rehgious school, has opene:

for young single women. Despite its grouth. howevei

the settlement is a half-made world, with most peopl

h\nng in a random array of trailers. Scraps of debris an^

chUdrens toys litter the ground, and laundr\" blows re

lendessly in the wind. Nevertheless, the more estab

Ushed famihes. Uke the Anoshes. have started to buiL

permanent homes. These are scattered along the pe

ripherv" of the setdement.

The most striking differences between Bat A\in ani

otherWest Bank setdements are the uniqueness of eac}

house and the relatively large amount ofland allotted t<

each family. To\ATis like nearby Efi^at have growii to re

semble outposts of suburbia, replete with tract housing
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1 Other people. You have to do
swimming pools, supermarkets, and shopping centers.

These settlements have been forced to open up to sec-

ular Jews as a stipulation for continued government

support and have therefore become divided between

religious Zionists and suburbanites who are seeking a

more satisfying quality of life, but who are not ideolog-

ically committed to expansion.

Bat Ayin lacks such conflict because it is strictly re-

ligious. In fact, the people of the settlement are so con-

vinced of their right to Judea and Samaria that they

continued to expand despite the Peres governments

everything possible to get closer to God."
strong, beautiful, invincible. They put people, not God,

at the center. Pride, a quality admired by Zionists, is the

opposite of the Jewish way of life.You have to work, to

struggle, to be modest, because all your beaut\' and tal-

ent comes from God."

The religious nationalist movement, to which Bat

Aym owes its existence, was born out of the Six-Day

War in 1967. That surprising victory, in which Israel

won on all fronts against Egypt, Syria, and Jordan,

added a whole new dimension to the conflict in the

Middle East. Israel took control of the Golan Heights,

A father recites a

prayer of thanks after

a meal, as his son

looks on. Religious

faith for Hasidic Jews

involves following a

detailed set of

comnnandments that

are keyed to the

activities of daily life.

il('

freeze on all building in the West Bank. Pohce and army

personnel were sometimes sent on wild goose chases

while trailers were moved stealthily along the roads.

"They forced us to act hke thieves," says Zvi, disturbed

by the Peres government's lack of support.

This style of homesteading may recall the early

Zionists, who often put down stakes under cover ot

night to skirt British Mandate laws. But many people in

Bat Ayin resent such comparisons. "We don't live the

Zionist dream, we live theTorah," Ofra is quick to point

out. She puUs a load of laundry fi-om the washing ma-

chine and hangs it out to dry. "Zionism did a lot of

damage. The Zionists created an image of Israelis as

the West Bank (including East Jerusalem), and the Gaza

Strip. Jews reclaimed their holiest sites, including the

Western Wall of the Second Temple in Jerusalem and

the Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron, where Abraham is

said to be buried. Many religious Israehs took this ap-

parent miracle as a sign from God that the Age of the

Messiah had arrived, that an ancient prophecy was

being fulfilled.

"Scholars used to say that messianic tension rises

when people are tortured or persecuted," says Aviezer

Ravitzky. head of the Department ofJewish Thought at

Hebrew Universirv' in Jerusalem. "We face the exact

opposite today. Messianism is coming from a place ot

Men and boys, many

in costume, relax at a

Purim celebration in

the settlement's

community center.

A festive

occasion, Purim

commemorates the

Old Testament story

of Queen Esther, who

foiled a plot to

massacre the Jews.
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"We didn't want the standard material
success, not weakness. The march forward m 1967 was

perceived as a biblical victor)'."

Messianists beUeve that when aU the Jews of the

Diaspora return to Eretz (Greater) Israel, the way will

be paved for the ultimate spiritual redemption, the End

of Days. "They believe that a return to the Torah and

pure ethics will lead to universal peace and to the

building of the Third Temple," says Ravitzky.'lt's a rad-

ical attitude. If you adopt the messianic approach, you

certainly must have all of the land of Israel. There is no

compromise."

A settler carries her

daughter under palm

fronds framing the

entrance to the trailer

that serves as the

family's home.

life, where we could work sos^
"The Western-educated, liberal point of view i

that spirituality is about tolerance, understanding, pa

tience," says Ofira as she sorts through handfuls of rice

The Torah forbids Jews to eat bugs, which are consid

ered unclean, so she inspects the rice grain by grair

looking for black spots. "Tolerance is a social concept.

She puUs a plate of pasta out of the microwave an.

gives it to her youngest daughter, then sets a dish in th!

sink reserved for dairy foods. "Harmony is with Goc

not with other people, and you have to do everythin

possible to get closer to God."When I ask her how in
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Id rest, and rest so we could work," says a community member.
specting individual grains of nee could possibly bring

her closer to God, she picks up a butter knife and sus-

pends it from its handle. As the knife swings, pendu-

lunilike, she notes how little the base moves and yet

how wide an arc the tip traces. "Something that seems

small on earth, like keeping Shabbat, has a large impact

on a spiritual level," she says.

Shabbat, the Sabbath, which begins Friday at sun-

down, IS the day of rest—a time for reflection, prayer,

giving thanks, and communing with God and family.

The week comes to a complete halt, and a new set of

rules goes into effect. The meaning ot some widely

practiced mitzvoth, such as not driving or cooking, is

self-evident; others, like not carrying boxes or spread-

ing toothpaste, have a more obscure rationale. The cat-

egories of forbidden work on Shabbat are said to re-

flect the thirty-nine activities that were necessary to

build the tabernacle that was a precursor to the Second

Temple. These include shovehng, writing, and lifting;

any act that employs these is strictly forbidden.

The synagogue is the geographical and spiritual

center of Bat Ayin, its jagged limestone bricks plucked

On Succoth, an

autumn holiday,

women socialize

outside a synagogue,

while the men pray

within. The

synagogue is used

daily for prayer and

study, not just on

holidays and the

Sabbath.

from the surrounding hills. When Shabbat begins, Zvi

joins the other men of Bat Ayin as they filter into the

synagogue through one door, while the women enter

through another into a room that is shielded by a cur-

tain. The congregation ranges from traditionalists with

ultralong sideburns and black hats to more bohemian

characters in colorful kippot and blue jeans. In honor of

Shabbat, Zvi and Ofra are dressed head to toe in white.

During services, most of the women stay at home

with small children; but outside the synagogue, herds of

other kids jump rope or race around on bicycles. As the

service gets under way, prayer breaks into song, and
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"The Arabs think that we are the mishigoyim-ihe crazy people. When sc

At home with his

family, Zvi Anosh

holds the walkie-

talkie that he uses to

keep in touch with

others in the

settlement when he

serves as Bat Ayin's

mayor, a position that

rotates among men

of the community.

within minutes, the men are on their feet swaying.The

energy rises as they sing, "Come my beloved to greet

the bride, the Sabbath presence, let us come.'They lock

arms and dance in a circle, moving hypnotically, lost in

reverie. "The One and Only God made us hear,

Hashem is One and His Name is One." Later Zvi

walks home and, by the light of the Sabbath candles,

places his hands on each of his five children's heads and

solemnly blesses them.

Hasidism often mvolves allegiance to certain

charismatic rabbis called rebbes. but the residents of Bat

Ayin do not share a spiritual leader.Yoel Ben-Avraham,

who converted to Judaism in his native Canada, enjoys

Bat Ayin's eclectic Hasidism. Back home, he explains,

the Jewish community was divided into various camps:

rehgious nationalists, secularists, or followers ofparticu-

lar rebbes. "Here," he says, "I'm just one of the guys."

Ben-Avraham's on-line computer training company is

one of the few businesses to operate out of Bat Ayin.

He sits in his office in the "industrial park" of the set-

tlement, which amounts to one prefabricated, hangar-

hke buUding.A large man, he is wearing a T-shirt with

the name of his company, LearnSkiUs, stretched across

his belly.

Ben-Avraham insists that unhke his Hasidic neigh-

borhood in Canada, which he says was oppressively

xenophobic. Bat Ayin is not imbued with hatred. He

explains that the community has a "special understand-

ing" with the local Arabs that amounts to a "don't

bother us, we won't bother you" arrangement. "Our

fence is a psychological fence. The Arabs think we are

the niishigoyim, the crazy people.When someone occa-

sionally makes a mistake and comes to steal, he regrets

it." Asked to elaborate, he declines.

The Arabs in the nearby villages say they know
what he means. "Someone just goes near their land and

they start shooting," says Ahmad Mifala, a teacher in the

Palestinian village of Safa. "It is not a true peace if we
live close but separate," he says. "They're not like other

Jews because they don't let us do business with them,"

says Mahmoud Shobaki, the town imam. "Bat Ayin's

Jews don't give us a chance to communicate," Shobaki

adds. "They have the power to come here.We can't go

there. They must come here and start talking."

Yaki Morag, a wild-eyed man with a nervous edge,

is currendy in charge of security for Bat Ayin. In every

Palestinian shepherd, he sees a potential thief Morag
drives around town in a black Suzuki Samurai jeep

equipped with a loudspeaker and a two-way radio; a

semiautomatic gun is strapped around his waist. Morag

describes the periodic emergency drills in Bat Ayin in

which three soldiers from the nearby army base pretenc

to be terrorists. Bat Ayin has been supplied with guns by

the army, which also provides for target practice.

Unlike other parts of the West Bank, Gush Etzion,

where Bat Ayin is located, has a relatively secure fiiture

because of its proximity to Jerusalem and the extensive

degree of setdement. Even left-wing politicians viewi

this region as an extension of Israel that would not be

turned over to the Palestinian Authority as part of the

peace process.

Zvi and Ofra's new home, which is ready just before



1 makes a mistake and comes
assover, is a sign of the presumed permanence of Bat

lyin. Made of pink Jerusalem stone, with huge picture

indows and panoramic views, the new house is prac-

cally twice the size of the Anoshes' old trailer. The

iinily seems dwarfed and strangely out of sorts as they

inpack their belongings. When I say the place feels

alatial, Ofra shrugs, slightly embarrassed.

In a few hours, the Passover Seder will begin, and in

"f4 liomes throughout Bat Ayin, people will tell the story of

low their ancestors fled Egypt and the bonds of slavery.

'ffoi ifhe bitter herbs, the unleavened bread, and the salt

tl

to steal, he regrets it."

water are laden with symbolism, and the service is ex-

actly the same as it has been for centuries.

Zvi explains,"When you have a mission, you do the

word of God and then try to understand. When I first

became religious, 1 disagreed with many things, but 1

obeyed until I learned. I'm always trying to understand

why, and if I don't understand, I ask again and again

until I'm satisfied. That's what we've been doing for five

thousand years.

"All these books," he says, gesturing toward the

shelves, "they're fiiU of answers." D





-y- The return of

Lupo
By Thomas McNamee

An austere white stucco house, with a roof of ocher

tUe, stands amid the ohve groves and vineyards of Tus-

cany. Tight-furled cypresses fJe uphill along a lane to

other farms, other villas. The February sun hangs low

in the sky and the icy tramontana slices in from the

north, but the pastures have already turned green and

the trees are budding. Except for music coming from a

radio in the nearby house, aU is silent and stUl.

Next to the tile-roofed house stands a copse of

trees in which a pack ofwolves are sleepmg. This is less

than twelve miles from the city of Siena.

Lifting his radio antenna high, Edoardo Tedesco

grins from beneath a rumpled haystack of graduate-

student hair. Tock, goes the receiver, tock. He has found

his study wolves.

This is the ancient place of the wolf in our world:

nearby, unknown.

"Excellent," Tedesco informs me. "The shepherds

do not kill them yet."

In a swale of green shorn to velvet far below our

vantage ridge, a man is smoking a pipe and watching

his sheep. There is a big white dog at his side. The

flock is small, perhaps fifty sheep, but they are widely

scattered—making them vulnerable to wolf attack.

"This is the very old guard dog of Italy, the Mamnma,"

says Tedesco, "but these shepherds come from Sardinia,

where there are no wolves, and they don't know how
to train the Maraiuna, and when the wolves come, the

dogs run away."

But surely wolves prefer their natural prey? In Min-

nesota and northern Montana, less than one percent of

livestock is lost to wolves.

Tedesco smiles sardonically. A graduate student in

wildlife biology at the University of Rome, he has

been studying this pack for two years. Wolf range has

been expanding steadQy for the last twenty years from

the province of Abruzzo in central Italy—150 miles

from here. These wolves are newcomers. "In the be-

ginning, they stayed in the gorges—dense shrub vege-

tation, very good habitat for wild boars, roe deer, red

deer." (The gentle-looking landscape here is riddled

with these steep-sided, people-proof slashes.) "But

there were not so many prey because of the poaching,

and soon the wolves killed most of them, and then

they began killing sheep."

Not many, surely?

"Two or three thousand last year, killed in the

province of Siena only. Thirty, forty sheep this pack

alone has killed."

The shepherds tolerate this?

"In Italy the wolf is protected absolutely. The sheep

owners are compensated 90 percent of the value, but

this does not satisfy them. They tell me, 'We are going

to kill your wolves.'
"

So while the guard dogs go untrained, the shep-

herds oil their guns and trade \vith one another tor ille-

gal poisons. Italy has a long tradition of heeciless wild-

life slaughter—songbird netting, whole populations of

deer wiped out—and many laws are deemed no more

than wishful guidelines. The human population has

A wolf in northwest

Spain: Often

persecuted,

European wolves

have learned to live

almost invisibly near

hunnan settlements.
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been dense for hundreds of years, agriculture is nearly

everywhere, and there is not one speck of what an

American would caO wilderness—^yet Italy has wolves.

Canis lupus, the gray wolf—the wolf of lore and

gore, the wolf that puUs down moose in the Yukon and

ambushes reindeer in the Siberian taiga, the same wolf

reintroduced and thriving in Greater Yellowstone and

central Idaho—is alive and well not twenty miles from

the Piazza Campidoglio. There in the historic center of

Rome, in the Capitohne Museum, the bronze wolf-

mother of the city has suckled Romulus and Remus for

centuries.

Smaller than its American or Russian cousins, less

dependent on cooperative hunting, and much less

picky about its diet—perhaps as a result of intense se-

lective breeding produced by generation after genera-

tion of being trapped, poisoned, and gunned down

—

A pack of wolves in

Bavaria, below,

probably arrived

from Poland or

some other country

within a five-

hundred-mile

radius, since

Germany does not

currently sustain a

significant

population.

Above, right: In the

Abruzzo region of

Italy, a dominant

wolf (at right)

extracts a

submissive gesture.

the Italian wolf is on the rebound from a historic low

of about a hundred in the early 1970s; the population

now numbers perhaps more than five hundred.

One reason is il Boom, the prodigious flowering of

education, industry, and prosperity in Italy in the half-

century since World War II. Among the boom's effects

has been a massive exodus of Italians from the villages

and small mountain farms to the cities and, in turn, re-

forestation of the land left behind.

Reforestation has led to the recovery of remnant

popularions of the small roe deer and the larger red

deer (a European counterpart of the North Ainerican

elk). In some areas, the wild sheep known as mouflon

serve as a chief prey item for wolves. In a few high-

mountain refiiges, the chamois and the ibex have also

made a comeback. In places where these ungulate spe-j^

cies had been entirely wiped out, government agenciei

and conservation groups have reintroduced native deer,

exotic deer, and mouflon—with varying success, deJ

pending mainly on how flagrantly the local populacej

flouts the game laws. Wild boars, with their stupendous

reproductive rate and their ability to adapt to a wide

range of habitats, are flourishing. AH of these—when

sickness, age, or hunger make them vulnerable—are

potential wolf prey.

New national parks and nature reserves have been!

designated. A contemporary map of Tuscany, for ex-l

ample, shows an extraordinary patchwork of protectee

areas—the Parco Naturale delle Alpi Apuane, coasta

wetlands, great forests, wild rivers. Some of the park'

are as yet unfrinded and hence protected only on paper

but plans have been laio

for a true neUvork of re-

serves. An increasingly

urban and well-educatec

citizenry has insisted ori

the enforcement of anti-J

poaching laws. Man^

younger Italians havi

taken up the banner o

conservation and are call-

ing for still more reserves

Habitat loss has also beerj

slowed by Italy's dechninj lift

birthrate, one of the low-

est in the world.

Since the beginning o

official protection in 1976

the wolves of Italy hav^

spread from a few moun

tain enclaves to far-flun^

new homes. They novj

roam the country from the heel of the boot to the

Alps. There are wolves in the coastal shrublands of th

far south, some of them scavenging from villag(

dumps, where they have been seen raiding garbag(

cans, their fierce mouths traUing strands of spaghetti

There are wolves in the mountain forests all along th

Apennine chain: some hunt wild animals; some rai(

livestock. There are wolves in national parks, wolve

on farms, wolves in suburbs. A few of Italy's wolve

have moved on to colonize the Provenfal Alps o

southeastern France.

Few of Italy's wolves live in habitat sufficiently

rich—or free enough of persecution by humans—1(

support the traditional pack structure, in which at

a



Iplia (dominant) male and an alpha female preside

ivcr an extended family that hunts cooperatively, de-

cnds a bounded territory, and howls m the night. But

he wolves are adaptable. If in a given patch of habitat

here is enough prey to feed only one wolf, one lone

volf will live there. If there is only enough for two,

wo there will be, expelling their young to fmd better

Aork elsewhere.

(The wolves' adaptability can cause problems.

\Vhen a wolf cannot fmd another wolf with which to

nate, it may hybridize with a domestic or feral dog.

riiis has made financial compensation hopelessly com-

ilex. What if your sheep were killed by a half-wolf?

Dog depredations are not compensated, and many of

:he killings attributed to wolves are in fact the work of

ibral or even domestic dogs.)

Not many of Italy's local wolf populations are sub-

cantial enough to be self-

ustainmg, but they are

inked together. The

\olf's reproductive rate

^ high, and when new ht-

crs arrive every spring,

(line subordinate wolves

re forced out of their

.iniilies. A wolf can breed

It the age of two, and m
taly the typical litter size

s from four to seven pups.

\ few nonreproducing

iJiilts may stay with the

\ick to help in the rearing

if pups—with hope for a

..icancy at the top—but

here is a steady supply of

dispersers" that leave

noine to join other packs

or form new ones.

One of the two largest centers of wolf population is

111 relatively lightly settled country—the central Apen-

nines east of Rome, including the Abruzzi National

Park. In the park, there are roughly twenty to thirty

wolves; in the region as a whole, between seventy and a

hundred. The other biggish population is in the moun-

tains that divide the heavily peopled landscapes of Tus-

cany and Emilia Romagna, where censusing has proved

difficult. The wolf population in Tuscany is estimated

to be from sixty to eighty: no recent counts have been

made in adjacent Emilia Romagna. Small populations

dot the rural landscape, appearing and vanishing like

will-o'-the-wisps.

Yet even where wolves are abundant in Italy, they

can remain largely unknown. Ask a villager at the foot

of a mountain where a wolf pack is living, and he may

well stare at you in astonishment. Wolves? Here? No,

signore, no. Tell a Roman housewife picking out her

fresh favas and spring lamb in the Campo dei Fiori

market that she is standing within a half-hour's bus ride

of wolf country, and she may indulge you with the

condescending smile reserved for foolish children.

Until the last twenty years, the fate of any Ameri-

can wolf that dared to dwell m the precincts ofhumans

was certain death. Extermination has been the lot, as

well, of wolves in France, Germany, Switzerland, and

Scandinavia. Yet wolves have survived not only in Italy

but also in Spain, Portugal, the Balkan States, and

Greece. In western Europe, there is a north-south gra-

dient of doom. Why?

The answer lies partly in the traditional sheep hus-

bandry of these regions, which always included killing

wolves but rarely extirpated whole populations. The

ancient defenses against wolf attacks—dogs, vigilance,

small, tightly herded flocks—are less lethal than mod-

ern traps and poisons. Today, only in the remotest

pockets of Italy do the ancient ways survive with any

real vitality. These are also often the places where

wolves have persisted through the centuries, despite

human persecution. In these parts of the countrs; the

shepherd walks his little flock into the hills every morn-

ing. He is with them constantly, accompanied by his

perfectly trained guard dogs and herd dogs. When
wolf-hiding tog setdes on the alpine pastures, he hurries

Please ttini re page 56

Wolves consume

sheep from Italian

flocks. In some

regions the wolves

and shepherds know

how to keep out of

each other's way;

most conflicts ensue

where both are

recent immigrants.
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Wolves
of the

World
One problem in evaluating the status of wolves in

many countries is the absence of good data. Even for

countries where figures can be cited, the evidence

relied on is sometimes pretty thin—forest guard

anecdotes, outdated censuses, unnionitored habitat

trends. Another complication is that dispersing wolves

can range for more than five hundred miles, making it

difficult to estimate resident populations.

Asia: The overwhelming number of the world's

gray wolves live in Russia and the former Soviet

Republics, despite the total absence of legal protection.

These populations are temporarily increasing because

uncontrolled human hunting of deer and other

ungulates is creating a great deal of carrion. Very few

wolves are left in China, where they have long been

considered vermin. Just to the north, Mongolia, with

no protective laws, stiU has ten thousand or more.

Western Europe: Biologist Luigi Boitani points to a

north-south gradient: Scandinavia, Germany, and

France have exterminated most of their wolves, but the

species has tared better in the south. The largest

population is in Spain. There the wolf is officially

protected, but as available habitat shrinks, populations

that once were linked are becoming isolated.

Eastern Europe: Romania has the largest wolf

population, one that is probably increasing. Poland

holds about a thousand wolves; the population is stable

enough to sustain both a hunting harvest of about 10

percent annually and to send dispersers into eastern

Germany. Not long ago, there were thousands of

wolves in the deep forests and forbidding mountains of

the Balkans, but even before the war in Bosnia and

Herzegovina, wolves, which had no legal protection.

^ (5,000)

WASHINGTON
(few)

IDAHO
(more than 35) MONTANA

(90)

WYOMING
(50)

NORTH DAKOTA (few)

MINNESOTA
(2,0001:

WISCONSIN
(100)

MICHIGAN
(more than 100)

VsQv.

were already in dechne. Since the war—and the

famine that has resulted in widespread killing of

game—the Bosnian wolf population has plunged.

Middle East: Some countries have small, scattered,

and threatened wolf populations, but others, such as

Iran, host substantial numbers. According to most

population biologists, a number of small populations,

as long as they are interconnected, can be just as

viable as a single, large population. If wolves can be

restored in the Massif Centrale of France, and if Italia:

wolves in time spread across the northeast, there couli

ultimately be such a network—a "metapopulation

extending all the way across the southern tier of

Europe to the Middle East.

Nortli America: Canada is home to a stable or

increasing population of fifty to sixty thousand

wolves. Greenland, for all its vastness and remoteness,

is mostly covered with ice and so supports only a tiny

population, concentrated along its northeastern

coastline. Alaska, despite the ugly publicity attached b

its aerial killings, still maintains a good five thousand

wolves. The lower forty-eight states include a few

wolf populations naturally recolonized from north of

the border, as weD as the famous reintroduced
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populations of Greater YeDowstone and central Idaho.

The wolves in North Dakota and Washington may be

transients from Canada.

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service has

determined that Colorado could sustain a viable wolf

population, and pressure is gro\ving for a

reintroduction. Other campaigns aim to restore the

wolf to upstate New York and northern New
England. In the Southwest, where the subspecies

known as the Mexican wolf was extirpated, a

-reintroduction is in the works—in spite of vehement

political opposition. At the moment, this rare

subspecies is most likely represented only by captive

individuals, although a scattered few may remain in

the wild in Mexico.

The picture in the United States must also include

the red wolves of coastal North Carohna and the

southern Appalachians, a growing population of about

one hundred that owes its existence to the

reintroduction of animals bred from wolves captured

in the wild. Some experts think the red wolf is an

early and pure subspecies of the gray wolf, others that

it is the product of gray wolf hybridization with

coyotes, but most (since genetic analysis has come to

the fore) see it as a separate species.

—

T. M.
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his flock to safer precincts below. At night he brings

the sheep back into the fold, close to his house, where

the dogs wiU wake him should a wolf venture near.

But according to biologist Luigi Boitani, the

wolves owe their survival to more than traditional

methods of husbandry. Boitani, of the Umversity of

For many centuries before the last two, from tli

British Isles across to Russia, from Scandinavia down t!

France and Germany, most northern Europeans wei

nomadic herders. Resources were scarce in the co'

north and unevenly distributed through the season:

The herds therefore were kept moving. Human num'

This pack of Italian

wolves is large

enough to have a

hierarchical

structure. More

typically, wolves in

Italy live as loners or

in small groups

because of killing by

humans and patchy

habitat.

Rome, is the leading wolf scientist in Europe, a mem-
ber of the Wolf Specialist Group of the International

Union for the Conservation of Nature—World Conser-

vation Union, a consultant on species survival for the

European Community, and Edoardo Tedesco's major

professor. Boitani has been studying wolves in Italy and

around the globe for more than twenty years, and he

has found that wherever wolves live, with the sole ex-

ception of a few Arctic islands devoid of human settle-

ment, the principal determinant of wolf life or death is

the behavior of the people living near them. Further-

more, Boitani beheves, cultural habits from the past

often have more to do with how humans treat wolves

than does present necessity.

bers were small and villages few. The distances covere

were so great that it was impossible for any herder t

know the landscape in detail or to predict the move

ments ofwild animals such as wolves. Wolf attack coul

come from anywhere, at any time. There was not muCj

to be done but to kill every wolfyou could.

By contrast, in the rich, warm south, herds could b

maintained on a small, year-round patch of pasturt

Even very early in the advent of domestic Uvestock i

southern Europe, sedentary herding was the rule. Her|

people have lived for centuries on small farms or in vi]

lages adjacent to grazing land—nearly always within a

easy wolf-walk of rugged, densely forested, unpeople

mountains where predators could take shelter. Ever



ock grazes year after year in the same place, and the

crder knows every spring, tree, and thicket. He knows

here the wolves live: up there in the winter, down

lere come spring. He knows how they move and how

1 avoid them.

Generations pass, patterns hold, understandings en-

dure, and there forms in

both the wolf popula-

tion and the human

community what Boi-

tani calls an information

lineage, an intimate

knowledge of their

world and its rules,

passed down within

families through time.

"One of the com-

lower forty-eight, they inhabited only remote wilder-

ness in northeastern Minnesota. But then they began

to spread across the farmlands ofMinnesota, Michigan,

Wisconsin. "The critical factor in wolf recovery was

legal protection," writes Mech. "With protection,

wolves have adapted to human developments."

Mech, Boitani, and most of the world's other wolf

experts agree, however, that legal protection is not ef-

fective without the support of a concerned public.

"It is entirely a question of culture," says Boitani.

"We can help with certain passive defenses—better en-

closures, for example—but unless we have a pact of

understanding, the wolves do not survive. If we had

the authority to remove some wolves—the Uvestock

killers—then I believe we would have some coopera-

tion from the herders, and the other wolves would hve.

"There would be time, then, to teach the shep- In Basilicata, left, a

shepherd guards his

flock. Wolves survive

in the area because

humans have not felt

a need to

exterminate them.

ret men place names in Italy is Passo del Lupo," says Boi-

14 tani—Wolf Pass. "A thousand years ago, the wolves

crossed the road at this point. I can take you there today

iil| and you will see their tracks stiU."

So what has happened in Tuscany? Why are the

wolves killing sheep there, and why are the shepherds

b(i hellbent on killing the predators?

"Disruption of the information lineage," replies

Boitani. "The Sardinian shepherds, who are new to

Tuscany, and the wolves, which are also newcomers, do

not understand each other. That is the key to wolf sur-

vival in human habitat: mutual understanding."

When L. David Mech, the world's best-known ex-

pert on wolves, began to study the last wolves of the

herds to train the guard dogs. The Maremma is very

good at his job; after all, he has been doing it for several

thousand years."

Can the Italian wolf survive in perpetuity?

Boitani considers the question, then frowns.

"Human-caused mortahty is 15 to 20 percent annu-

ally—they are hit by cars, shot, poisoned. But we are

still seeing annual population growth of about 7 per-

cent." He shrugs and smiles. "In perpetuits'? I don't

know. But with luck and if the people wish? Yes, for

the foreseeable future, certainly."

Edoardo Tedesco's work on the Siena pack has had

its ups and downs since February 1994, when he and I

found the wolf pack sleeping near that tarmhouse.

Shepherds often go

armed on the slopes

of the rugged Maiella

massif, above.

Luckily for wolves,

the area boasts

plentiful wild prey-

red deer, roe deer,

the wild sheep known

as mouflon, and wild

boars.
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Maremma sheep

dogs assist an

Italian shepherd.

Among those wolves -^las Ful\'io, a ten-monih-old male

that Tedesco and his colleagues had radio collared.

They were hoping to track him w'hen he dispened

from the pack. This would have been the first stud%^ of

wolf dispersal an\^vhere in Italy. But ele\'en days after

we saw him, Fulvio was run o\^r by a car on the Via

Cassia, the highway linking Siena to Rome.

Then Alvio. the alpha male, went oS the air. The

researchers combed the entire province of Siena, and

ultimately flew over all of southern Tuscany, but Alvio

was never heard from again. This was a particular disap-

pointment to Tedesco, because Al^ao's movements

wxjuld have revealed that spring's den site. The most

likely explanation for Alvio's disappearance is that shep-

herds killed him and destroyed his radio coUar.

Nevertheless, w^olf sightings continued. The re-

searchers followed wolf tracks. They howled and

A wolf consumes a

sheep fetus, above,

not twenty miles

from a ciiy whose

founders, legend has

it were suckled by a

she-wolf.

watched through telescopes. They interviewed local

people, collected zip-lock bags of wolf droppings.

Weeks passed and they never saw^ a wolf.

The researchers asked the shepherds ifthey had suf-

fered more wolf attacks. Many chose not to say any-

thing at all to these imwelcome interlopers, but a few-

did talk. There had been x^^olf attacks, yes, many

In the weeks after Al^^o's disappearance, the pack

began attacking sheep in broad dayhght. Tedesco be-

lieved that this foolhardx" risk could be attributed to the

absence ofAl^do and probabh' ofhis mate as well.

Finally Tedesco found the rest of the pack. The
alpha female was alive. There were also two subordi-

nates—and sis pups! Frequent observ'ations followed.

The research team saw several confrontations betweel

the adult wolves and wild boars. The boars showed nl

fear of the wolves whatever, and the wolves showed n|

inclination to attack. Tedesco saw^ the adult wolves :

gurgitating food tor the pups at a rendezvous site. One

he even saw a kiU take place, of a roe deer.

That summer, three w-eeks of attempting to traj

w'olves for radio collaring proved frnidess. The you

biologists were exacted from the house they shared, an|

nobody else in the area would rent to them. The loca

beheved that these researchers were not studxnnl

wT)lves but reintroducing them.

Back at the university; the biologists began analxT

ing the w^olf scat they had collected. The remains

domestic sheep continued to be the most common :

gredient. A report—almost certainly false—came

that the pack had kUled two hundred sheep in or

night. In addition to the es

isting reimbursement poJI

icy, the Tuscan govemmer

introduced economic ir

centi\-es to protect wolves-

free woF-prooffencing, fre

guard dogs, human helpeJ

at no charge. Depredatioi

rates did decline. The re

searchers hoped to remr

but there was no fundind

By die -winter of 1994-9^

it seemed fairly certain th

Tedesco's study pack hal

been wiped out, probabli

by the shepherds.

A year later, however, :

Februan,- 1996, a younl

wolf was run over on thl

ver\- outskirts of Siena. An|

in the spring, a group

farm w'orkers w-ere approaching an abandoned ston

house, to rest in the shade at the end of the day, whe

they saw a wolfbound out ofthe ruins and disappear i

the wheat fields. This w^as less than a hundred ya

ham the Via Cassia. The xx^orkers called the chiefgam

w-arden. When he and Boitani (whose countr\- house ]

nearby) went in to investigate, they found a Utter of si

wolfpups in the house.

Boitani ad\Tsed leaxing them alone, in the hope th;

the mother would return. She did so the ver\- nes

night, Boitani reported, "taking all six away to a ne\

den site (or a new country- house?)."

"So, you see," continued Boitani, "the pack is sd

around and, be sure, there is more than one!" L
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An isolated speck of coral in the Pacific supports the lar|

By Robai L. Pitman

From a ship, the first view of Clipperton

Island is the jagged silhouette of a land-

mass flanked by a scattered line of shim-

mering palm trees, some appearing to

sprout right up out of the ocean a mile

offshore. A few miles closer, the "island"

turns out to be a very large rock, with

palms firmly rooted on the atoll that sur-

rounds it. Once ashore, all illusions—of

floating palms or tropical island par-

adises—give way to the reahty ot coral

rubble underfoot, rusty skeletons ot

abandoned military equipment, and the

raucous calls of tens of thousands of

breeding seabirds.

A French possession, Clipperton lies

roughly halfway between the southern

tip of Baja California and the equator.

some 600 miles offthe coast ofmainlan

Mexico. Like most atolls, Clipperto

originated as a fringing coral reet aroun

a volcanic island. Centuries of rainta

and sloshing tides wore the island awa-

leaving behind a low ring of coral and

lagoon to mark where the island one

stood. The island has been called an "al

most atoll," with 68-foot-high Clipper

ton Rock standing as the last vestige c
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eeding colonies ofmasked and brown boobies in the world.

its earlier incarnation. Only two and a

half miles across at its widest point,

Clipperton has a total land area of less

than one square mile, including several

islets dotting the north and west sides of

the lagoon. Vegetation is scarce; one

large grove of coconut palms on the

west side of the island, a few smaller

groves and individual palms scattered

here and there, and the tiny green islets.

The island is currently uninhabited by

humans, as it has been throughout most

of its history. For twenty years near the

turn of the century, phosphate miners

eked out a tenuous living, with the help

of regular supplies from the mainland.

The United States manned a weather

station on the island toward the end of

World War II; now half-buried muni-

tions and abandoned equipment attest to

that period. Other than that, only occa-

sional shipwreck victims, curious ocean

travelers, or scientists have crossed the

calamitous reef break at Chpperton to

wander on its remote shores. For me,

Clipperton offers an opportunirs' to

learn how past events have altered this

fragile island ecosystem and the fortunes

of the birds that breed there.

The smaller an island is, the tewer
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species it can sustain. Clipperton is

home to only two kinds of terrestrial

vertebrates—one skink species and one

gecko. These hve mainly in the palm

grove and on Clipperton Rock. There

are no resident land birds, although a

few misguided migrants stop on the is-

have driven the local coot population to

extinction by outcompeting it for Clip-

perton's limited resources. Or a bout of

bad weather may have killed the fresh-

water plants on which coots feed. (Clip-

perton is on the southern edge of a hur-

ricane belt, and during large storms,

land every spring and fall. For most of

these waifs—which over the years have

included hawks, ducks, egrets, warblers,

and sparrows—Clipperton is a half\vay

point to nowhere. This is especially true

in the fall when young birds, making

their first trip south, are apt to end up

far off course over the open ocean. The
few dozen exhausted birds that trickle

into Clipperton each year are a sure sign

that thousands more lose their way and

perish at sea.

The cominon gallinule, a sort of rail-

turned-duck, is the only nonseabird that

breeds on Clipperton. As recently as

1968, however, that honor belonged to

the closely related American coot. From
at least 1901 until 1968, as many as 200

coots lived and nested in the lagoon. By
the time I first visited in 1987, the coots

were gone, and a population of gaUi-

nules, descended perhaps from individu-

als blown to the island by a storm, had

taken their place. The gallinules may

m

Top Muili of till flat liiini

landscape of Clipperton Island is

broken only by the presence of

thousands of seabirds that use the

terrain as a nurseiy. Wlien left

unattended, a chick is quickly besi(

by land crabs, middle. A more

fortunate young brown booby is

flanked by its parents, bottom.

waves break over the lowest parts of th '/•

island, spilling saltwater into the la! S

goon.) Alternatively, disease might havi
''

snuffed out the small enclave. Whateve

the reason, or reasons, the coots' demis

illustrates the precarious existence d

small populations tied to small islands.

Seabirds, which nest on land hx

gather their food from the vast sui

rounding sea, would seem less vulnera

ble, and indeed, eight species manage t

breed on this tiny landmass: four tern:

three boobies, and a tropicbird. Br

even for most of these, Clipperto

proves less than a tropical paradise. Onlil

one or two pairs of red-tailed tropic

birds, for example, nest on the islanc.

perhaps because these birds normal]

build their nests on the ground beneati

low vegetation, which is all but nonexii

tent on Clipperton. A few hundrei

brown noddies and sooty terns nest o

the islets, and tree-nesting white tern

black noddies, and red-footed boobic

take advantage of the coconut palms

The true stars of the island, howeve-

are two species of ground-nesting bod

hies for whom this flat, barren island is

haven. Clipperton's breeding colonies c

masked and brown boobies are by 5

the largest in the world. With combine

numbers totaling more than 100,00(

these birds are so abundant that they ai

the landscape over much of the island

Masked boobies start breeding main]

in the fall, while brown boobies nc!

throughout the year. Mated pairs i

both species defend nesting territori'

that extend only as far as they can ja

with their pointed beaks while sitting o

the nest. Masked booby nests are httl

more than depressions in the groun

lined with small pebbles. Brown boobif

like to arrange plant matter into a morj

traditional nest but must make do o

Clipperton with bird bones, feather:

and plastic debris gleaned from th

shoreline.

Every morning, long, orderly lines d

boobies fly out from the island in searc

of schools of tuna. When they find

feeding school, the orderly lines disintd

i



ate into roiling,

uawking flocks of

5 to several hun-

ed birds, all in pur-

it of squid and fly-

gfish chased to the

''A irface—and sonie-

ines clear out of the

:- ater—by the vora-

ilna i.ous tuna below.

igei i'he birds plunge

tern |ito the water from

. Bi 'fty feet or higher;

lerto ometimes they

Oil luck hapless flying-

opii ish right out of the

ski in Late in the after-

mil lOon, most of Clip-

neit i-erton's boobies

lea .ommute back to the

! island, some having

'entured as far as 1 00

niles from the nest-

sbif iQg colony.

Back on the is-

land, the boobies and

Jl the other ground-

iiesting seabirds must

;ontend with huge numbers of reddish

grange land crabs that clamber over

nost of the island. These crabs, about

.ive inches across, Uve on several islands

n the eastern Pacific and mainland

\4exico, but nowhere do they reach the

istounding densities that they do on

Upperton. In the late afternoon, the

:rabs come down to drink water and

ifeed on algae along the edge of the la-

]j[
goon. At these times, the lagoon appears

to be ringed by a bright orange band, six

itlito nine feet wide in some places. The

I crabs are voracious omnivores. On a re-

cent visit, this "Red Army" joined me
in my camp and ate paper labels off food

[Cans, chewed large holes in plastic bags,

ate my leather binocular strap, and at-

tacked my canvas shoes whenever 1

stood still for more than a few seconds.

ji The original weed eaters, they keep the

f[;
island almost completely stripped of

;, vegetation. They also immediately dis-

pose of any bird carcasses or fallen com-

^ .^ - •
*-

l^S^S^*^
//) the heat of midday, a brown booby

perches in a pahn above a swarm of

land crabs, top. A masked booby jabs

at a land crab intent on snatching a

hatchling, middle. Once the hatchling

is beyond beak reach, the parent

ceases to intervene and the liny chick

is dragged away, bottom.

rades. Through their efforts, Clipperton

is a downright tidy place.

The crabs may limit seabird numbers,

either directly, by preying on the smaller

ground-nesting species, or indirectly, by

consuming vegetation the birds need for

nesting. If it were not for the crabs' taste

for palm seedlings, for example, coconut

pahns would probably cover most of the

island, and tree-nesting seabirds would

be much more numerous.

Even the much larger masked and

brown boobies are not safe from the

crabs, which often form circles around

nesting boobies, just outside the parents'

jabbing range, ready to snap up unat-

tended eggs, chicks pushed out of the

nest by siblings, and any spiUed food re-

gurgitated by the adults for their young.

The only birds relatively unaffected by

the crabs are those nesting on the islets,

for the crabs seem unable to swim the

short distance out to them.

Prior to the mid-1800s, the lagoon at

Clipperton was open to the sea, and the

crabs were much less of a factor. Written

accounts of early observers all stressed

the immense numbers of seabirds pre-

sent and reported that low vegetation

covered the island. Crabs must have

been present but in such low numbers

that they were not even mentioned.

Sometime between 1839 and 1858,

however, the entrance to the lagoon was

sealed off—probably by coral debris

piled up in the channel entrance by

storm surf. After the closure, the lagoon

began to retain rainwater. This provided

fresh water and algae for increasing

numbers of crabs. The growing crab

population then grazed the island's veg-

etation into obhvion.

During the 1890s, phosphate miners

took up residence, bringing pigs and co-

conut palms. Later, the miners aban-

doned their project and the pigs roamed

the island, feeding on crabs, bird eggs,

and any birds they could catch. In 1958,

when biologists came to sur\'ey the flora

and fauna of CHpperton, the marauding

pigs were still on the island and crabs

were scarce. Vegetation, including
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twenty-six species of flowering plants,

once again carpeted the island. Seed

stock for the greening of Clipperton

came in part from plants on the lagoon's

islets. The rest of the plants probably ar-

rived as seeds dispersed by the wind or

ocean currents or were brought to the

fuUy counted more than 25,000 birds on

the island. And the recovery continues.

Stager estimated 150 masked boobies;

from aerial photographs we took in

1990, we counted more than 61,000,

and the population was still growing!

Although the island's brown boobies

I

island inadvertently by humans or mi-

grating birds.

The pigs also nearly exterminated

Clipperton's once immense seabird pop-

ulations. Fortunately, one member of

the 1958 survey team was Ken Stager, an

ornithologist from the Los Angeles

County Museum of Natural History,

who had brought along a shotgun to

collect bird specimens. Turning his

sights on the pigs. Stager shot fifty-seven

animals; one more—the last on the is-

land—^was killed a month later.

The island's response was fast and dra-

matic. When a group of French scien-

tists resurveyed Clipperton in 1968, they

found that an estimated 11.5 million

land crabs had once again stripped the

mam island of all plant life except ma-
ture coconut palms. The seabirds had

also staged a phenomenal comeback.

Stager had estimated a total population

of 3,000 birds of all species on Clipper-

ton; just ten years later the French care-

Sixly-eight-foot-lii^h Clipperton

Rock, top, is tlie highest point on the

islaiid. A brown booby inspects

beaclied munitions, middle. Wliilc

tinyfringing islets tend to be green,

the small stands of mature coconut

palms, bottom, are the only vegetation

on the coral rock of Clipperton.

have not yet been counted, they prob-l

ably number close to 40,000 individuals!

France has periodically expressed in|

terest in maintaining a 200-mile Exclul

sive Economic Zone around Clippertoij

Island, but according to article 121 ol

the Law of the Sea Treaty, "Rockl

which cannot sustain human habitatioil

or economic Hfe of their own shall havl

no exclusive economic zone or contil

nental shelf." The only sure way fol

France to claim the 125,000 squarJ

miles of seabed and waters around thj

island, then, would be to establish

human presence there.

In recent years, organizations witlj

such names as the Societe d'Etude

Developpement, et Exploitation dl

L'ilot Clipperton and the Mining Syndil

cate of Clipperton have been given perl

mission by the French government tJ

develop the island. Proposals for a rel

modeled Clipperton have included exi

cavating a channel through the lagoon

and installing everything from a yach

harbor with a motel to a processing anJ

shipping facility for magnesium nodull

mining operations. So far, no develop!

ment project has proved practicable, anJ

France's Ministry of Overseas DevelopI

ment and Territories recently stated tha

for the time being, the island will re|

main a "nature reserve."

Clipperton's ultimate fate, howeved

remains uncertain: it will probably bl

decided in comfortable quarters on thi

opposite side of the planet, many thoul

sands of miles away from the island!

blinding coral beaches, by people whJ

have almost certainly never experienced

the din and spectacle of its magnificer

seabird colony. Ironically, the most lastl

ing protection for Clipperton may comi

from the violent hurricanes that occal

sionally steamroU over the atoll. Whill

these storms cause only temporary daml

age, the specter of giant waves crashinj

over the atoll might be enough td

dampen the spirits of even the most arl

dent proponents of the rezoning ol

Clipperton and thus prevent a more peri

manent destruction. D

I
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iMTfTfC-uSteep cliffs pfe

valleys line Kauai's Na Pall

coast, Insets: A fruiting liaia

: tree, a red-footed booby, and

-.the remote Kalalau Valley.

Jeff Gnass-
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T h e G r e e ri5 Ci i i f f s o f K a u a i

By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The Na Pali coast along the northwestern

border of the island of Kauai has perhaps the

most beautifiil sea clifls in the world. Rising

almost 4,000 feet above the ocean, the ver-

dant cUfis stand out in a series of vertical

ribs separated by moist, forested valleys.

There are trails on top of the Na Pah chfB

that originate in Kokee State Park, but none

of them drops down to the coastKne because

the terrain is so steep {see "This Land," De-

cember 1995). The only way to get a close-

up view is to hike along the trail in Na Pah

Coast State Park. The traUhead is ten miles

west of Princeville, Kauai's major resort

community on the north coast.

Before heading west from Princeville,

however, I recommend a five-mile eastward excursion on High-

way 56 to the village of Kilauea to see historic Kilauea Point

Light, the centerpiece of the Kilauea Point National WUdlife

Refuge. Drive to the parking lot near the refiige headquarters

Kilauea Poiiil Light

and make your way toward the lighthouse.

Hundreds of birds will be flying overhead

—

red-tailed tropicbirds, white-tailed tropicbirds.l

red-footed boobies, brown boobies, and

frigate birds. Many of them head across a nar-

row bay to their nesting sites on the side of

the next sea cHff. A small breeding colony of

the endangered nene, or Hawaiian goose, is

protected there. Wedge-tailed shearwaters

build their nests in two- to three-foot-long

burrows on a low hill bordering the trail to

the Ughthouse. Near the refiige headquarters,

!

a colony of Laysan albatrosses is being main-

tained by the U. S. Fish and WUdhfe Service.

After leaving the refuge, return west and

look for the puUout, south of Princeville, thati

overlooks the Hanalei National Wildlife

Refiage, a 900-acre wetland. Through leasing i

agreements with the Fish and Wildlife Service, local residents

cultivate taro on 140 of these acres. The underground stems, or

corms, of taro are the source of poi, a starchy staple in the diet oi

many Hawaiians. The standing water in which the taro grows,

m{|yCy|vegetation charac-

terizes the Kilauea Point Na-

tional Wildlife Refiige. The

only tree is the hala, in the

screw pine family (whose

members are not pines at all

but flowering plants) . This

common tree has tufts of nar-

Akoko

row, sword-shaped leaves up

to five or six feet long at the

tip of each branch.

The other common plants

on the refiige are shrubs that

either sprawl on the ground

or grow upright. Most of

them have leathery leaves to

help with-

stand the

drying winds.

Among these

are akia, with

thick, broadly

elliptical

leaves about

one inch

long and tiny,

four-part

flowers,

which are

followed by half-inch-long,

red, fleshy fruits; akoko, with

milky sap and triangular fruit-

ing capsules; aheahea, with

wavy-edged, gray, hairy leaves

and dense clusters of tiny

flowers that lack petals; ilima,

with bright yeUow-orange

flowers; iielie, with daisylike

heads each bearing five petal-

hke rays; and iilei, whose

leaves are divided into many

leaflets and whose flowers re-

semble small white roses.

llUUgi^Qlg] habitat is ex-

emplified by the Hono O Na
Pali Natural Area Reserve.

Lush due to abundant rainfall,

such moist, or mesic, forested

valleys are among Hawaii's

richest botanical areas, con-

taining not only a number of

rarities but also many plants

that, although common in the

valleys, are found no other

place in the world.

One of the dominant trees,]

is Charpentiera densiflora, a

Hawaiian gallinule

I
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uch of it diverted from the nearby Hanalei River, is ideal habi-

t for various waterfowl, including the endangered Hawaiian

ack-necked stilt. For a closer view, continue on the highway

ound a hairpin curve and down to a narrow bridge that crosses

le Hanalei River, hiimediately beyond the bridge, you can turn

ft onto a narrow road that meanders through the refuge.

After retracing your route back to Highway 56, continue

t-stsvard past the village of Hanalei (the road narrows here and

cconies Highway 560). For a short diversion, stop at a small
"

ullout between mileposts 5 and 6 and locate the steep, over-

rown trail that leads down to Lumahai Beach, one of the most

cautifijl and secluded beaches on the island. The beach served as

le site for the well-loved scene in the movie South Pacific in

.iiich Mitzi Gaynor sang "I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right

Xita My Hair." The ocean waves that thunder over outlying,

lack lava rocks make this beach too dangerous for swimming.

On the final five miles of Highway 560, the road becomes

Kiuch narrower as it winds through ever more dense vegetation,

irhe highway terminates at Kee Beach. You can get a long,

iweeping view of the Na Pali coast ifyou walk out to the edge

»f the beach and look southward. If the day is clear, you may see

tki Is far as Alapii Point, some ten iniles away. This popular beach is

he trailhead for the eleven-mile Na Pali-Kalalau Trail, the only

vay to hike along the Na Pali coast.

The trail begins with a strenuous one mile up and one mile

lown to Hanakapiai Beach, but you will get a real taste of the

•^a Pali coast. You need a park permit to hike farther. To visit

gorgeous Kalalau Valley at the end of the trail, count on two to

three days and be prepared to camp. Passing several wild, green

valleys that penetrate eastward through the cliffs, the trail is lined

with a lot of vegetation, including many species brought in by

the Polynesians, who first peopled Hawaii, or by Europeans. The

nonnatives grow so intimately with the native species that it is

hard to believe that the bananas, coffee trees, ti plants (woody

plants related to lilies), wild gingers, mangoes, Java plums, tropi-

cal almonds, mountain apples, and bamboo are not native.

For a look at more undisturbed vegetation, one needs to hike

into the side valleys. Unfortunately, the valley off Hanakapiai

Beach is not the best for this purpose because of the high volume

of visitors who take the trail into the valley for two miles to see

Hanakapiai Falls. But the valleys farther along the Na Pali-

Kalalau Trail—including the one between mileposts 3'A and 5'A,

designated the Hono O Na Pah Natural Area Reserve—reflect

the vegetation as it must have been some 1,600 years ago when

the first Polynesians arrived.

For visitor information write:

Division of State Parks, 3060 Eiwa Street, Room 3(J6

Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii 96766 (808) 274-3444

or

Kauai National Wildlife Refuge Complex, R O. Box 87

Kilauea, Kauai, Hawaii 96754 (808) 828-1413

Robert H. Mohlcnbrock, professor emeritus of plant biology at Southern

Illinois Vniivrsity, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States national forests and other parklaiids.

.Tiedium-size tree without a

:ommon name, which be-

longs to the pigweed family.

Phis tree has leathery, tooth-

less leaves, six to eighteen

inches long, as well as long,

hanging clusters of tiny, green-

ish flowers. Two other com-

mon small trees are in the cof-

fee family. One is ahakea lati

ntii, whose one-third-inch-

long, tubular flowers are

greenish yellow; the other is

kopiko, whose white flowers

have five half-inch-long petals.

Many kinds of shrubs grow

beneath the trees. Most con-

spicuous are uwkihana, with

leaves that smell strongly of

anise when crushed; akolea, a

stingless nettle with thick,

veiny leaves; waimea, another

stingless nettle with spherical

clusters of minute, greenish

flowers at the base of each

leafstalk; and Wikstroemia J'al-

cata, with papery, elhptical

leaves and bright red fruits

one-half to three-fourths of an

inch long. Loulu, a slender fan

palm, IS also common in the

mesic valley forests.

Haena HaleHomaha Kilauea Point Ught

Lumahai P"ace<rille

Wainiha <li^
, ^•^

HanaleiXj '('

HANALEI

NATIONAL WILDLIFE

REFUGE

KILAUEA POINT
NATIONAL

n?, WILDLIFE REFUGE

T~\
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December i, 7:00 P.M.

By Joe Rao

January 15, 5:30 A.M. February 15, 4:00 P.M.

As the year comes to a close, high hopes are riding on an icy

chunk of celestial debris heading sunward from the depths of the

solar system. Skywatchers are anxiously anticipating that a "great

comet"—Comet Hale-Bopp—will soon be gracing our sky.

Outshining all the planets with a tail that arches far across

heaven's vault, great comets appear only rarely in a human life

span; when these spectacles do arrive, they capture the attention

of the entire world.

First sighted by amateur astronomers Alan Hale and Thomas

Bopp on July 22, 1995, the unusually bright Hale-Bopp stirred

excitement. At the time of its discovery, it was nearly 700 million

miles from the Sun, an unprecedented distance for detection of a

comet. Most do not brighten enough to be seen in a telescope

until they are less than a quarter of this distance away, suggesting

that Hale-Bopp is active and large, possibly twenty to thirty

miles across.

The brUliant Hale-Bopp probably won't fizzle out before it

passes the Earth, as Comet Kohoutek did in 1973—74. A "new"

comet that had never passed near the Sun before, Kohoutek was

covered with very volatile chemicals, such as frozen nitrogen,

carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide. These ices vaporize as a

comet heads toward the Sun, producing a surge in luininosity

The Sky in December

and January

tvtMMnvM is an evening planet

during the first three weeks of

December, when it appears

very low in the southwest at

twilight. Reaching its greatest

elongation on the 15th, when

it is twenty degrees east of the

Sun, Mercury then begins

diving back into the solar

glare. On the 22d of

December, it might be

glimpsed passing within four

degrees to the left of brighter

Jupiter. Mercury reaches

inferior conjunction (when it

is midway between the Sun

and Earth) on January 2. Near

the middle ofJanuary,

Mercury gradually moves out

of obscurity in the morning

sky, hovering just two degrees

above and to the left of Venus

on the 12th. You can use

Venus to "point the way" to

fainter Mercury.

remains low in the

southeast at dawn during

December and January, rising

a few hours before the Sun.

Look for it in the early

morning just two degrees

south of a crescent Moon
on December 8. On the

evening ofJanuary 7, a very

thin crescent Moon is again

near Venus.

121^3 IS a bright, yellowish

orange "star" in Virgo and

rises near midnight during

December. The planet

becomes noticeably brighter

during January, surpassing

even Arcturus by the end of

the month and rising before

10:00 P.M.

sets two and a half

hours after the Sun on

December 1, moving closer to

the horizon on each successive

evening. Look for it on the

evening of the 12th, five

degrees below and to the left

of a thin crescent moon. By

the 31st, Jupiter sets at

midtwilight and may be

glimpsed only with great

difficulty very low in the

southwest at sunset. On

January 19, in conjunction

with the Sun, Jupiter

becomes a morning star. It

will not be easily seen for

several weeks.

J^wniil is an interloper in

faint Pisces during December

and January, when it is as

bright as a first-magnitude

star. The planet sets near the

meridian before midnight.

Look for it three degrees

south of the first-quarter

Moon on December 17.

imLvmiif is at last quarter

on December 3 at 12:05 A.M.,

EST; it is new on the 10th at

11:56 A.M.; first quarter is on

the 17th at 4:31 A.M.; and fuU



s of the Century?

March i5, 8:00 P.M. April i5, 8:00 p.m.

that can raise unrealistic expectations. Hale-Bopp, however, has

been traveling in a huge, elliptical orbit and is now returning to

the Sun, which it last visited about 4,000 years ago. Thus, it has

probably already shed its highly volatile cover. Astronomers

therefore believe that what they are now seeing is the true,

underlying level of activity of a big, bright comet. StiU, they can

only guess how radiant Hale-Bopp wiU eventually be. After

Kohoutek's failure, they are especially aware of the old adage "If

you must bet, bet on a horse, not on a comet."

Brian G. Marsden, of the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory in Cambridge, Massachusetts, has remarked that

"taking the situation at face value, Hale-Bopp is in many respects

May 8. 8:00 RM.

similar to the Great Comet of 1811 and may perform as

spectacularly." The 1811 comet attracted so much attention that

in France a vintage of wine was named for it. Its magnificent

power was also the inspiration for several native folk tales that

attribute the creation of the Great Lakes of North America and

the fiords ofNorway to one of its visits.

No matter how intensely Hale-Bopp shines, you wiU need to

go to a location free of bright city lights in order to see its fiill

brilliance. Even Comet Hyakutake, whose tail stretched across

more than a third of the sky m rural regions last spring, appeared

as little more than a smudge of light from metropolitan areassuch

as New York.

Moon arrives on Christmas

Eve, the 24th, at 3:41 P.M. In

January, last quarter is on New
Year's Day at 8:45 P.M.; new

phase is on the 8th at 11:25

' P.M.; first quarter is on the

15th at 3:02 p.m.; full Moon is

on the 23d at 10:10 A.M.; and

last quarter appears again on

the 31st at 2:40 P.M.

The Winter Solstice. which

arrives on December 21 at

9:06 A.M., EST, marks the

year's shortest period of

daylight in the Northern

Hemisphere and the longest in

the Southern Hemisphere. It

is the beginning of winter

north of the equator and of

summer, south.

The Geminid Meteor Shower

puts on a spectacular show

when it reaches its maximum

on the night ofDecember

13-14. The crescent Moon
will set about 8:00 P.M., EST,

leaving a dark sky for meteor

watchers, who may see

up to 95 "shooting stars" per

hour with the naked eye.

The Geminids are so called

because they seem to emanate

from near the star Castor in

Gemini, wliich rises out of the

northeast during the early

evening hours.

Comet Hale-Bopi starts off

the month ot December low

in the west-southwest sky

soon after darkness falls. On

the 1st, it sets about three

hours after the Sun. By the

end of the month, it sets less

than one and a half hours after

sundown, probably too deeply

immersed in the bright

evening twilight to be seen.

Over the month, however, it

win draw some 33 million

miles closer to Earth and

should therefore brighten

from about magnitude 4 to

perhaps 3 by New Year's Eve.

At this point, it will be 163.7

million miles from the Sun.

In January, Hale-Bopp

becomes an early morning

comet. Look for it low toward

the east, well placed for most

viewers after the middle of the

month. As it speeds closer, the

comet will brighten noticeably

from third to first magnitude.

Its distance from the Earth and

Sun by month's end will be

187.4 million and 127.8

million miles, respectively.

Hale-Bopp will continue

to brighten until it approaches

Earth most closely on March

23, when a partial ecHpse of

the full Moon will help

viewers in some regions

appreciate its brilliance. The

comet will be moving away

from us during April, and by

mid-May, the show will be all

but over.

Joe Riw is a lecturer at the

American Miiseuin—Hayde}!

Planeiariiim.
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Not all the animals considered native to

Barbados are as tame as the Zenaida

doves, grackles, and bananaquits of

Bridgetown, as you wiU see ifyou visit

the Barbados Wildlife Reserve in the

northeastern part of the island. Walk qui-

etly through the mahogany forest and

you are likely to come across wild green

monkeys going about their lives. These

monkeys were brought to Barbados from

Africa in the days of English coloniza-

tion. Among the native residents of the

reserve are hares and tortoises; those na-

tive to other Caribbean islands include

caimans, agoutis, and an iguana that hides

in the aviary. The reserve is easily reached

by bus or rented car (drive on the left!)

from Bridgetown along the scenic East

Coast Road; several island tours stop at

the reserve.

I

Hotel terrace in Barbados

Making up for Barbados's lack of a

natural tropical forest is the Flower For-

est, which is described as a cross betwee

a botanical garden and a nature trail.

Here, fifty acres of flowers and plants

grow in wild profijsion. If you're drivins

back to Bridgetown from the nature re-

serve, the Flower Forest is on the way; s

is Harrison's Cave, a crystallized lime-

stone cavern with spectacular stalactites

and stalagmites, underground streams,

and waterfalls.

Although the cUmate is pleasant yeai

round, many northern visitors favor the

winter months. A summer inducement,

however, is the Crop Over Festival, a

nineteenth-century tradition celebratinj

the harvesting of the sugar crop. Barba-

dos's version of Mardi Gras, this carniva

begins sometime in July and continues

for about six weeks.

A Kenya Sketchbook pacjc 16

Baboons can be seen almost

everywhere in Kenya's na-

tional parks. Deborah Ross

particularly recommends the

Samburu National Reserve,

where visitors can approach

animals on foot.

Ifyou want to get close to

baboons, Ross suggests ap-

proaching them slowly, with-

out looking them in the eye.

She also cautions that you

should not try to pet them,

even though some are accus-

tomed to people and might

come up to you. "Ifyou open

yourself up to afiection," Ross

observes, "you also open

yourself to aggression."

For an informed, intimate

view of African animals, Ross

recommends Portraits in tlie

Wild, by Cynthia Moss (Uni-

versity of Chicago Press,

1982). For those interested in

sketching wildlife, she recom-

mends both patience and Tlie

Natural Way to Draw, by

Kimon Nicolaides (Houghton

Mifllin, 1990).

The Return of// Lupo page 50

The Ukelihood of a visitor's

seeing a wolf in Italy is essen-

tially zero. Even biologists

studying them almost never

see them—save in traps or in

photographs. In any case, says

Thomas McNamee, most Ital-

ian wolf habitat is in such pic-

turesque places that one hardly

minds not seeing so much as a

wolf footprint.

McNamee particularly rec-

ommends the CUento penin-

sula (south of Naples), the

Parco Nazionale d'Abruzzo (a

one-hour drive east ofRome),

and the Garfagnana Forest area

of the Serchio Valley (north of

Lucca). For visitor informa-

tion on these places—and oth-

ers throughout Italy that offer

hiking and outdoor experi-

ences—refer to Wild Italy, by

Timjepson (Sierra Club

Books, 1994). The definitive

work on the wolf is L. David

Mech's Vie Wolf: Tlie Ecology

and Behamcr ofAn Endangered

Species (University of Min-

nesota Press, 1970).

Almost Atoll paoe 60\

Clipperton Island is one of tl

most isolated atolls in the

world, but commercial fishin

boats, private yachts, and

chartered vessels occasionally

carry fishermen to the nearb;

tuna fishing grounds, one of

'

the best in the world. The is-

land's interesting history has

been chronicled in detail by

Jimmy M. Skaggs in Clipper-

ton: A History of the Island

the World Forgot (Walker and

Co., 1989). An earlier accoui

by P. G. Taylor, Forgotten Islai

(The Shakespeare Head,

1948), may be found in somci

hbraries.

Edited byJeanne Flagg
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A Ruthenian
Cli-istmas

n the two generations since my grand-

nother emigrated from Eastern Europe,

ny Slavic heritage had pretty well faded

iway. I never really noticed its absence

—

until I had kids. And then something

seemed to be wrong, especially during

the holiday season. My Jewish wife

taught the kids about Hanukkah and

ewish culture, but I had nothing but

generic ditties, such as "Jingle Bells," to

pass along. For the first time in my life, I

felt some sort of tribal loyalty welling

up. My mother's first-generation ten-

dency was to ditch her immigrant

mother's Old World ways and assimilate

into the American mainstream. Now I

felt the urge to rediscover my lost cul-

I

ture. I wanted to give my kids their own

ftlij sense of ethnic identity—especially at

Christmastime.

Among my dim recollections of

childhood was an ethnic Christmas cele-

bration we used to have at Grandma's

house. I was only a young child at the

time, but the faded, thirty-five-year-old

memories were of hay on the floor,

flickering candles, Christmas carolers

wearing strange costumes at the front

door, a huge table with dishes of mush-

rooms and stuffed cabbage, and the un-

forgettable taste of raw garlic.

We moved away from Grandma's

neighborhood when I was six, and un-

fortunately, no one in my family could

recall the details of her Christmas Eve

dinner anymore. But about six years ago,

my determination set in and I started

following leads. I visited libraries. I

By Robb Walsh

called the parish priest of Grandma's

Byzantine Catholic Church in western

Pennsylvania. Eventually I flew to

Chicago to meet a professor who said he

could explain the recipes, the customs,

and the meanings behind the holiday

traditions of my grandmother's home-

land—Slovakia.

"Are you sure you're Slovak?" was the

first question Vasyl Markus, a retired

The evening feast includes

borscht, 'wheat, honey,

-wild mushroom soup

—

and hay on the floor

professor of political science at Loyola

University, asked me when I arrived at

his office. He maintained that the

Christmas Eve feast I had described to

him wasn't a Slovak tradition at all and

insisted it was Ukrainian. I assured him

that my grandmother had come from

Slovakia.

Not everybody who lives in Slovakia

is Slovak, he informed me. After a brief

interrogation, Markus concluded that

my grandmother's Christmas Eve feast,

her maiden name (Bondra), and the

Byzantine Catholic Church she at-

tended all suggested that she was actually

from the same ethnic background that

he was—Ruthenian. He further told me

that about 140,000 Ruthenians cur-

rently live in Slovakia.

Ruthenian? I had no idea what a

Ruthenian was, but I was sure there was

some mistake. Surely my grandmother

knew what nationahty she was. "Ah, but

it was all very complicated back then,"

Markus explained. "To identify yourself

as a Ruthenian was an act of political

defiance in those days."

There are an estimated one nrillion

Ruthenians spread out in the Carpa-

thian Mountains of Poland, Ukraine,

Slovakia, Romania, and Hungary. But

this ethnic group has been suppressed

for so long that it has become unclear

exactly what a Ruthenian is. Since the

fall ot Soviet Communism, a debate has

begun. Some claim that Ruthenians

have a distinct language; others argue

that the Ruthenian tongue is a dialect of

Ukrainian. Some Ruthenians consider

themselves a separate people; others

consider themselves ethnic Ukrainians.

What constitutes an ethnicit\- is a dit-

ficult question. And not many Ruthen-

ian immigrants of my grandmother's

generation were prepared to argue about

it. Since there has never been a Ruthen-

ian state in modern history, most ot

these immigrants simply identified

themselves as Ukrainians, Slovaks, or

Hungarians on arriving in the United

States. Before World War I. when my

grandmother emigrated, the region she

grew up in was ruled b\' the Austro-

Hungarian empire. Czechoslovakia was

created after the war, and its new bor-

ders encompassed her former home.

(This area became part of the Ukraine in
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1945.) She always said we were Czecho-

slovakian, but since there was no such

country' when she left, that didn't mean

much. "If you wish to be sure about

your heritage, you should pinpoint the

village your grandmother came from,"

Markus suggested.

The first pay phone I found was on a

noisy street outside the Ukrainian Cul-

ture Center. But my grandmother, who

is a litde hard of hearing at eighty-one,

couldn't even rec-

ognize my voice.

Finally, I found a

phone on a qui-

eter street, but she

still couldn't un-

derstand why in

the world I was

calling her from

downtown Chi-

cago to find out

which village she

grew up in. Judg-

ing by the laughs I

got from people

passing by, I'd say

shouting into a

pay phone to dis-

cuss Eastern Euro-

pean geography

with your slightly

deaf grandmother

is a great idea for a

stand-up comedy routine. Grandma's

memory isn't what it used to be. She

couldn't shed any light on the Ukrain-

ian—Ruthenian subject, but she did re-

member that her childhood village was

called Jakubiany.

"Jakubiany, Jakubiany," Markus

mused when I got back. "That's in my
region—they have a very nice church

there, I think." He climbed onto a chair

and rummaged in a pile of maps on top

ot a filing cabinet. Then he climbed

down and showed me a map with the

Ruthenian areas m the Carpathian

Mountains highlighted.

"There you see, Jakubiany is a Ruthen-

ian village!" I was dumbfounded as I in-

spected the little dot ofJakubiany in the

Ruthenian zone. So I was Ruthenian! I

had been looking for a few recipes, and I

ended up with a new etlmicity.

"Svjata Vecerja, the Christmas Eve

feast you're interested in, has become a

sociological phenomenon here in the

United States," Markus told me as we

walked to the Ukrainian Culture Cen-

ter's dining room for lunch. "Today, the

old Christmas traditions are strongest

among the grandchildren and great-

insliiias Is Here,"from a glass painting by Yaroshm Sumach Mills

grandchildren of the immigrants. Dur-

ing the decades of Communism, Christ-

mas celebrations were all but abandoned

in the homeland. Now we Americans

are going back there to help Ruthenians

and Ukrainians remember their own
customs. People like those in this

room—people like yourself—are the

ones who are now keeping these tradi-

tions alive."

I was wide-eyed at the scene m the

culture center's huge dining hall—

a

roomful of people who all looked hke

they could be my mother's relatives. I

was also touched to discover that al-

though it was only October, the table

where we were to sit had been set with

elaborate Christmas Eve decorations.

A loaf of bread with a candle in t

middle was the centerpiece, and a flou

arrangement contained the ritual sho

of wheat. I had expected to taste a co

pie of holiday dishes, but the ladies

the Ukrainian Culture Center had i

ready prepared a full-scale Christn:

Eve dinner.

"The shock of wheat is the symbol
"

your ancestors, your didnkh," said Ory;

Harasowsky, one of the women wl.

had prepared tl-

' feast. The dinn-

consists of twel:

vegetarian dish;

that are supposil

to contain som

thing from eve

aspect of natui.

"From the wat^,

fish—we make .

whole stuffed fis,

not httle fishbaU:'

she advised. "Thd

there's somethii;

from the garde

.

like stuffed ca'-

bage." As the na-

rative progresse,

my plate got fulh

and fuller. "The'

must be somethii;

from the fields: tl:

wheat bread ail

the dumpling dough. For somethii;

from the forest, we have mushrooi

gravy," Orysia said. "And they have i

be wild mushrooms, not those litf

white ones from the grocery store!" sit

scolded. "From the orchard I make fri:

compote from dried apples and prunt,

and from the sky, honey."

"Honey from the sky?"

"You know," said Orysia, flicking h

fingers, "from the bees."

The hay and wheat are a carryov

from antiquity—the feast was celebrati

in Slavic lands long before Christianii

was introduced, Markus said. It began

an agricultural festival celebrating tl

return of the sun after the winter so'

stice, when the days begin to lengthe'



1 the tenth century, this festival was

ised with Christmas.

Orysia proudly handed me a cup of

er borscht. It was an excellent version

f that famous beet soup, full of chunky

egetables, with a rich, sharp, sour taste

,(11
[lat fiUs your mouth right to the back of

our throat. Markus had found a

Jkrainian cookbook that contained all

Oni.ie recipes I'd been looking for, along

n ivl
|Vith a step-by-step description of the

:(j(l(itual festivities, so I stopped jotting

diji],
iown notes and started wolfing down

tell
he stuffed cabbage.

The:

I dug into a couple of cabbage rolls

nd four or five plump, potato-filled

lumplings, which resembled crescent-

haped ravioli, smothered in gravy. As I

truggled to mop up all of the delicious

jravy, made with big, meaty, dried wild

nushrooms, Orysia returned with an-

jslbther plate of cabbage rolls. "These are

hotter," she advised.

I tried not to be a glutton, but it was

:he food of my childhood, and I don't

jfi
:ome across it very often. It is a cuisine

fj[
full of simple, earthy flavors. Wheat,

iij,

:abbage, and potatoes are the central in-

gredients, and sour is everybody's fa-

vorite taste. Vinegar, sauerkraut, and

l,i,i

fermented beet juice are traditional sea-

sonings, and they are used in concentra-

tions that can make the uninitiated

pucker and wince.

The sweet, gray-haired ladies who fed

me not only looked like my grand-

mother; they also seemed to take the

same joy in watching me eat. As the

feeding frenzy wound down, six people

approached our table, formed a circle,

and burst into a rousing Ukrainian

Christmas carol.

Looking at their faces, I saw the carol-

ers who had gathered outside my grand-

mother's door on that snowy Christmas

Eve when I was five years old. In their

foreign but familiar words, I heard the

sound of my great-grandmother's ac-

cent. The smells of poppy seeds and

cabbage, mushrooms and fresh-baked

bread were all wafting from the table in

front of me, and all of my long-lost

Christmas memories came flooding

back. I choked back a lump in my
throat, but it was no use. Overwhelmed,

I wiped away the tears as I listened to

the Christmas carols.

Since reclaiming our Ruthenian her-

itage, my family and I have begun every

Christmas season with our own version

of this ancient celebration. I don't think

the kids really Uke the sour flavors of the

food all that much, but I'm w^illing to

bet that when I'm a grandpa, they'll ask

me for the recipes.

Throw Your Own
Svjata Vecerja

My vegetarian friends always love this

meal of twelve meatless dishes served on

Christmas Eve. The number twelve was

magical to the Slavs and fit well into the

later Christian symbolism. In the origi-

nal pre-Christian ceremony, hay was

spread on the floor and the animals were

fed first as a tribute to their contribution

to farm life.

After the advent of Christianity, the

meatless meal and the hay became sym-

bols of the privation that Mary and

Joseph sufl^ered on the night they stayed

in the stable. Whatever symbolism you

favor, twelve dishes is a lot. I usually

count a bowl of pickles, the bread, and a

few other easy ones to cut down on the

work. Cabbage stuffed with buckwheat,

a plate of fresh beets, and a bowl of red

kidney beans are a few of the usual of-

ferings, but any vegetarian dishes will

do. There are regional variations of the

meal—the Ruthenians eat a piece of

raw garhc as the first course; it's sup-

posed to guarantee good health in the

coming year.

The kids always freak out about eat-

ing raw garlic (they usually hide it under

their plates). But I don't put much stock

in the superstitions. It's the sitting down

together at a feast commemorating the

holiday in the manner of our ancestors

that's important to me. Luckily, most of

the food is pretty good. Years ago, my
mother wrote down the recipe for

Grandma's wild mushroom soup, and it

has become the main dish of our cere-

mony not just because it is traditional

but because it is sensational.

Culinary adventurer Rohh Ji'alsli writes

about foodfor the Austin Chronicle.

Grandma's Ruthenian Mushroom Soup
-A cup dried wild mushrooms

1 cup chopped white mushrooms

1 small onion, chopped

3 tablespoons oil

'A cup carrots, diced

'A cup celery, diced

1 tablespoon barley

'A cup cooked white beans

lA tablespoons flour

A teaspoon dried thyme

A teaspoon garlic powder

A teaspoon white pepper

Salt to taste

A cup I'inegar to taste

Simmer washed wild mushrooms in 5 cups of water for 30 minutes. Strain the

mushrooms, chop coarsely, and return to the stock. Cook the onions and white

mushrooms in 2 tablespoons of oil over low heat until browned.

Add the onions, white mushrooms, carrots, celery, and barley to the dried

mushroom stock and cook until tender. Add the beans. Brown the flour in one

tablespoon of oil and add the seasonings. Ladle a little of the mushroom broth

into the browned flour and stir until dissolved. Add the mixture to the stock.

Correct the seasonings and add salt and vinegar to taste. (Add lots of vinegar if

you're a real Ruthenian.) Simmer for fifteen minutes and serve hot.

Serves four
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Art/Crafts

THE BIG CATS! Bengal Tiger! Cougar! African Lion!

Black Panther! Magnificent portraits of exquisite

beaut)' and detail, by Wildlife Artist Greg Gustavson.

Affordable. Museum Quality. Individually signed by

Artist. CK'erall size 16x20. Notecards available. Free

Color Brochure. Call or write; Free Spirit Art, 614

E.ni.Ave, Carter\-ille, IL 62918. 1-800-868-CATS.

Books/Publications

a guide to the birds of costa rica, by f.

Gary Stiles and Alexander ESkutch. Illustrated by

Dana Gardner. "Fully comprehensix'e. ...A wealth of

valuable information." -Birding. 52 color plates, 43

b&w illus., 3 maps. $35.00 soft cover. Cornell

University' Press. 1-800-666-2211.

AUTHORS WANTED
Leading subsidy book publisher seel<s manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly, juve-

nile and religious works, etc New authors welcomed

Send for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

Vantage Press, 516 W 34 St , New York, NY 10001

DO YOU H^TO A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentiand Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geolog}', Archaeology',

Natural Histor\' and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH WrfH RLTLEDGE BOOKS Become a pub-

lished vrater by joining our qualit}' publishing plan.

We will create, advertise, and market your book.

Personalized ser\'ice. Send for a free brochure todav.

Rutledge Books, Dept., NHL Box 315, Bethel, CT
06801.

Kings' Drive Market, Charlotte, NC

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! All subjects invited.

Attractive books, publicity', advertising, qualit)' ser-

x-ice, cox'ering 5 decades of satisfied authors. Send for

fact filled booklet and Free manuscript evaluation.

Carlton Press, Dept. NH1296, 11 W. 32nd St., New
York, NY' 10001.

SELF-PUBLISH YOUR OWN BOOK. Will convert

your manuscript irito professional, edited books. As

few as 100 copies, 212-966-1270. Jay Street Publishers,

Dept. 14, 145 Hudson Sh-eet, New York, NY 10013.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 51 years experi-

ence x-rillhelp you to success. Send Manuscript or

outhne for free information and evaluation.

Riveraoss Publishing Inc. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th

Sb-eet, New York, NY 10022.

Computer

COMPUTER ALGEBRA 1 TUTOR. IBM 3.5HD. Toll

Free Licensed Teacher. 30 dav Money Back guarantee.

$19.95. MASKS, Box 191, Wehnore, MI 49895 (800)

732-4979

Education

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecolog)'

Careers. Professional Ie\'el home study for concerned

indi\'iduals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. PC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800) 362-7070

Dept. NNP124.

Employment Opportunities

ASSEMBLE CRAFT PRODUCTS at home! Easy

work! Excellent extia income! Program Guaranteed!

CaU now: 1-800-377-6000, ext. 8800.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. CaU toU fi-ee 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNTfES-Monthly bul-

letin lists em-ironmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details. EOV, EO. Box 4379, Areata, CA
95518 (707) 826-1909.

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! SlOO each. Send

name, address: Calco Publishing (Dept. C-960), 22

North Plains, Wallingford, CT 06492.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 Free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600.(LAl)

Maps

ANTIQUE MAPS & SEA CHARTS. U.S. &
Worldwide. All originals. 16th-19th centur)'. Free list-

ings. Specih' regions of interest. Grace Galleries Inc.

RR5, Box 2488. Brunsivick, ME. 04011. (207) 729-1329.

Merchandise/Gifts

KAPLA—all natural award wirming wooden con-

shiiction blocks ft-om France. All ages. Phone/fax:

916-447-5275. Website: www.KAPLA.com.

OSTRICH EGGS: Nahiral 6"-7" emptied, unfertilized

eggs from farm-raised populations. Highly decora-

tive. Great gift! $19 plus S-i-H (includes wood base).

All aedit cards. Evolution (212) 343-1114.

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India, Africa, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our
new catalog of traditional and modem CD's and

casettes is vours for the asking. Write Music of the

World, PO: Box 3620, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or call

(919)932-9600.

Photo/Optical

"AUS JENA" Premium Grade Binoculars, for catalog

contact-Europtik, ltd.. Box 319, Dunmore, PA 18512

(717) 347-6049.

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," pubhshed in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Marwion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610.

Real Estate

LET TFiE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. (8LA1)

Scholarship Information

Ph.D. PROVIDES CUSTOMIZED coUege scholarship
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In Defense ofthe

Yes, questions remain. But the big bang is the most success£il theoiy

ever put forth for the origin and e\'olunon ot the uni\'erse.

By Neil de Grasse Ty^son

What, you might ask, could possibly in-

duce a rational astrophysicist to believe

that titteen biUion years ago, the uni-

verse—with all of its matter and en-

ergy—^was packed into a primeval fire-

ball smaller than a marble, and that it has

been expanding ever since? The answer

is simple: Regardless of what you may

have read or heard to the contrarv". the

big bang is supported by a preponder-

ance of evidence and has become the

most successful theor\' ever put forth to

explain the origin and evolution of the

universe.

Scientific evidence in support of a

theory sometimes takes you places

where your senses have never been.

Twentieth-centur\' science has largely

been built upon data collected \\ith all

manner of tools that enable us to see the

universe in decidedly uncommon wavs.

As a consequence, while we have always

required that a theory make mathemati-

cal sense, we no longer require that a

theory make common sense. We simply

demand that it be consistent with the re-

sults of observ-arions and experiments.

This posture facihtated the rise of coun-

terintuitive, yet remarkably successfiil,

branches of physics, such as relari\tin"

and quantum mechanics.

Of all the theories that describe the

physical world, the big bang, fixst de-

scribed in 1948 by physicist George

Gamow. seems to intrigue the general

pubhc most consistently. Some people

vehemendy oppose the big bang, even

when they are unaw'are of its fiindamen-

tal tenets. Othen like to claim that the

big bang is "just a theory-" and should

therefore be discounted.

Don't be fooled. The beginning of

the twentieth century' saw the end ot

describing successfiil theories as "laws."

This change of vocabulary came when

new experimental domains revealed that

the predictions of pre\dous physical laws

were incomplete. The adoption of the

term theory came \\-ith the humble

recognition by physicists that data fi-om

newer and better equipment might pro-

\ide a deeper understanding of the

physical world. This is why before 1900

we had Kepler's laws of planetary mo-
tion, Ne\M:on's laws of graxdtj". and the

laws of therTnod\Tiamics, whereas after

1900 we have Einstein's theory of relativ-

it\; the theory of quantum mechanics,

big-bang theor]', and so forth.

A well-constructed theor\' must ex-

plain some of what is not understood,

predict pre\-iously unkno\\-n phenom-
ena, and, to be successfiil, have its pre-

dictions consistentlv confirmed. Fur-

thermore, skeptics should not hesitate t

question every possible assumption, n

matter how basic.

Confidence in the big bang is derive

firom the strengths of many argument

Let us start with Edwin Hubble's 192

observation that we are part of an ex

panding universe in which distant galax

ies recede fix)m us faster than the ne;

ones in direct proportion to how t;

away they are. Further support cam

firom Einstein's theorv" of gra\"it\-, bene

known as the general theory of relari\

it\". One of its solutions predicted a un

verse that expands according to precise)

the pattern foxmd by Hubble. Since Eir

stein's theor\- preceded Hubble's disco\

er}- (by thirteen years), it was to pro\4d

independent corroboration of the idea.

If you happen to have a gripe v.:

the big-bang theory's claim that obje:

with high recession velocity" are tarth:

away than objects with low velocity c

recession, then consider the existence <

gra\itational lenses. As first predicted b

Einstein, the gra\it\- of a high-mass ol

ject in an observer's foreground can ai

as a lens. It distorts space in its \icinil

so that hght irom a backgroimd obj©

along the same line of sight is spht int

three or more images. Such optical ar

tics have been obser\-ed for dozens (

quasars all aroimd the sky. In each cas
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the "lensed" object always has a higher

recession velocity than the object whose

gravity is serving as the lens itself.

Could it be an illusion that very dis-

tant galaxies are receding from us at very

high velocities? We can test for this be-

cause objects moving at very high speeds

should measurably exhibit the effects of

"time dilation" predicted in Einstein's

theory of relativity. Indeed, supernovae

recently discovered in distant galaxies do

take more time to explode and to de-

cline in luminosity than comparable su-

pernovae in nearby galaxies.

The most significant supporting argu-

ment for the big bang derives from the

existence of "cosmic microwave back-

ground." Shortly after the notion of a

hot, explosive origin for the universe

was first proposed, physicists Ralph

Alpher and Robert Herman, invoking

simple principles of thermodynamics,

inferred that the density of matter and

energy of the universe must have been

much higher in the past. They were

forced to conclude that the universe

should betray some sign of leftover

emergy from its earlier, much hotter ex-

istence. As the universe expanded, such

a signal should have cooled appreciably

to become an omnidirectional bath of

microwaves with a characteristic tem-

perature of a few degrees on the Kelvin

absolute temperature scale. In 1965, part

of this background signal serendipitously

revealed itself in data from microwave

antennae used by two BeU Laboratories

physicists, Arno Penzias and Robert

Wilson. For this finding, they were

jointly awarded the 1978 Nobel Prize

for physics.

If you are skeptical of the claim that

some accidentally discovered mi-

crowaves are the cooled remnant of a

youthful, hot universe, then consider

that the big bang predicts a specific mix-

ture of energy with a characteristic tem-

perature. (Similarly, the Sun's mixture of

energy, which includes specific propor-

tions of infrared, visible, and ultraviolet

light, also has a characteristic tempera-

ture (6,000 kelvins) at its surface. The

Cosmic Background Explorer satellite

measured the cosmic background in

every direction and indicated a single

temperature of 2.726 kelvins.

You might be skeptical about whether

this single-temperature assortment ot

microwaves actually came from the early

universe. Perhaps you prefer to think

they were created by your neighbor's

microwave oven or by a police radar gun

or by some microwave-emitting wall of

interstellar material nearby in space.

One proof of a distant source uses the

hot gas embedded in galaxy clusters,

which we expect to slightly increase the

temperature of cooler energy that passes

through. And when we look toward

these distant clusters, we do see an in-

crease in the temperature of the mi-

crowave energy along our line of sight,

implying that the microwave back-

ground indeed hails from

beyond the clusters and

not from a source in the

foreground.

If you are unconvinced

that the universe was hot-

ter in the past than it is

today, consider that be-

cause of the time it takes

their light to reach through intergalactic

space, we see galaxies not as they are but

as they once were. If big-bang cosmol-

ogy is correct, these distant galaxies were

once bathed in a hotter cosmic back-

ground than they are at present. To test

this notion, we can use selected mole-

cules as "thermometers" that allow us to

infer a temperature for the background

microwaves that once bathed distant

galaxies. Sure enough, the measured

temperature is in precise accord with the

predicted temperature of the universe at

the time the light left those galaxies.

Just for fun, let's turn back the big-

bang clock and use current laws of

physics to extrapolate the behavior of

the observable universe at a time when
it was much smaDer, denser, and hot-

ter—when the background was upward

of a trillion degrees. (Our current theo-

ries of physics actually allow us to de-

scribe the behavior of the universe firoff

the first O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

00000000000000000001 second of it

existence aO the way up to fifteen biUioi

years and beyond.) At these early time

and high temperatures, aD atoms wer

broken apart into their component nu

clear particles, which themselves wei

broken into their quark subcomponent

Combining all that we know of quan,

tum mechanics and all we have learnei

from busting atoms to smithereens i:

particle accelerators, we conclude that

;

the cosmic soup expanded and coolec

nuclear particles recombined to make

specific and predictable assortment (

atoms: the universe forged most of its e

emental mass into hydrogen and aboi.

25 percent into helium. These are bo

extrapolations, but surveys of the mo

helium-deficient galaxies (those th

While a theory must make
mathematical sense, we can nc

longer demand that it make
common sense.

have undergone very little star form;

tion) routinely find between 22 and !

percent hehum, in good agreement wi

big-bang predictions.

A few other Hght elements are pr

dieted to have formed in trace amout

during the first moments of the ur

verse. Among these are "heavy" hydr

gen (which is simply a proton and

neutron), "light" hehum (hehum that

missing a neutron from its nucleus), a;

lithiurii (the third-lightest element i

the periodic table of elements). T

measured quantities of these light el

ments in the universe are also consists

with big-bang predictions.

We didn't just make this stuff up. T

acceptance of the big bang represents

unprecedented marriage of astrophys

and particle physics, one in which a c

herent cosmic picture emerges from

minimum of assumptions and measui
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ments. Yes, the galaxy velocities are real,

galaxy distances are real, the expanding

universe is real, and the big bang is real.

Whenever very different experiments

support the same theory, then the confi-

dence you have in the theory is greatly

enhanced.

But alas, all is not perfect in paradise.

A few holes remain in the big bang.

Most worrisome is that the mass den-

sity of today's universe would have to be

remarkably close to the critical value

—

the point at which the universe is deli-

cately balanced between recollapse and

infinite expansion. This scenario re-

quires a little too much fine-tuning

among several cosmological parameters

in the early universe.

When we go beyond the simple ex-

trapolations from the big bang, we also

find that the microwave background is

far too uniform from one patch of the

sky to the next to have emerged from

the conditions we think were present in

the early universe. And the subsequent

rapid expansion of the universe does not

leave enough time for the galaxies to

form as we think they should.

Moreover, the big

tury, the Polish astronomer Nicolat

Copernicus proposed a model of tl

known universe that placed the Sui

rather than Earth, at the center of

motion. This heliocentric model w
much, much simpler than the compe

bang offers us no in-

sight into what the Thc Unprecedented marriage of

astrophysics and particle physics

results in a coherent cosmic

picture—the big bang—^based o;

a minimum of assumptions.

universe was doing be-

fore time began or, for

that matter, why the

laws of physics are

what they are.

Do we throw out

the big bang along

with the bath water

because of these complications? Or do

we retain the theory's successful predic-

tions and see if there is room to modify

the details? These sorts of questions have

arisen before. In the mid-sixteenth cen-

ing geocentric model because it r

moved the need for complex epicycl

to account for the motions of the plai

ets. But there was a problem. The pr

dieted paths of the planets did not alwa
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PLUS $3.50 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING IN y RESIDENTS ADD 5ALE3 TAX)

TO: ENVIRO-MENTAL TOY CO. INC., P.O. BOX 5801 86, FLUSHING,
N.Y. 11 358 OR (800) 396-9826 • m/c & visa accepted

ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

MENSWIDE SHOES
EEE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13.

• High quality

• 150 styles

• Free catalog

Name.

Address

City_ State _._^_ Zip

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC.
Dept. 72A Hingham, MA 02043

1-800-992-WIDE

ANTARCTICA • INDIAN OCEAN

EXPLORE
THE

WORLD
WITH

ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS

Small groups led by a team
of expert naturalists and

historians to our world's most
fascinating and remote areas.

ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS
1414 Dexter Avenue N #327

Seattle.WA 98109 USA

(206) 285-4000 (800) 628-8747

Fax: (206) 285-5037

Email: zoe@zeco.com

Internet: www.zeco.com

SPITSBERGEN • BAFFIN ISLAND

THE ROSE
Pin

sterling Silver $45.00
14k Gold $220.00

Matching Earrings

sterling Silver $75.00
141<Gold $440.00

V 1-800-235-047

ROGCRNICl

17 NW Irving Avenue • Bend, OR 97701

I

BUFFALO RANCHING makes good ecological

sense for the American prairie. Please write or call

for free catalog of a full range of buffalo products lo

i^^w^^^S. Thundering Herd
Buffalo Products
POBox 1051, Dept. NH 12

Reno, NV 89504

f@ 1-800-525-9730

Z: 17 NW Irving Ave • Bend, OR 977



inform to their actual paths in the sky.

lould Copernicus have therefore dis-

> rded the entire idea of a Sun-centered

ill ! stem, or should he have moditied

me of the models details? His helio-

iitric view was, of course, basically

irrect. The problems arose because he

lively assumed that planets orbited the

); m in perfect circles rather than in el-

ises. It would be two centuries before

L'wton conceived of his universal law
' gravitation, which supplied a bigger

, cture that modified and subsumed

opernicus's view of the world.

Progress has been made toward re-

viving some of the outstanding prob-

ins with the big-bang model. The

ost significant contribution, intro-

iced in the early 1980s by the Ameri-

>| m physicist Alan Guth, is known as in-

f
ition, which posits that the energetics

n the very early universe passed through

a phase that spontaneously triggered a

period of extremely rapid expansion.

When the details are worked out, infla-

tion naturally explains the embarrass-

ingly fine-tuned "critical" density and

also allows the cosmic microwave back-

ground to be as uniform as it is mea-

sured to be. A consequence of the prin-

ciples of quantum mechanics applied to

the fabric of space and time in the early

universe, inflation has no household

analog. It predicts a universe that was

born at critical density and remains

there. Unfortunately, astrophysicists have

not been able to track down the requi-

site amount of mass, but current obser-

vations have come up with anywhere

from 20 to 40 percent of it. Of course,

inflation enthusiasts are fervently look-

ing for the rest.

One class of inflationary theories de-

scribes a megauniverse with multiple

areas of expansion, each of which looks

Hke a big-bang universe from within and

sustains laws of physics that may differ

from the ones we know. If this model

can be tested and supported, then infla-

tion will have subsumed the entire big

bang into a larger cosmological picture.

If you choose to discard the big bang

entirely, then step lightly. You will be

forfeiting an impressive set of successful

predictions—far more than most theo-

ries in progress enjoy. Nearly everyone

in the community of astrophysicists has

chosen to work with the big bang, while

recognizing that it may one day become

the core idea of something even bigger.

Neil de Qrasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is

the Frederick P. Rose Director of the Hayden

Planetarium at the American Museum of

Natural History. He is also a researcli scien-

tist at Princeton University.

EXPLORER GUIDE
FRANCE

Athena Review
presents a detailed guide to

Sites and museums of Roman France

Nimes, Aries, "-
x- ^v

Autun, Paris,
-^ v. ..

Reims, Lyon,
The defeat of
Vercingetorix,

Caesar's
writings...

_, Plus: Russian
"' archaeology

!c<|lAthena Review:yo»;/io/ ofluston aichaeologv,

a\ and exploration. For a free issue write

J

!t4thena Publications Box 10904,Naples. FL 34101
Fax: 941-594-2163 web: vvww.athenanub.com
Subscriptions (4/yr): US$16; UK£12; Can $25

ECUADOR

GALAPAGOS
Discover the magic of the Galapagos
aboard one ot our expedition vessels.

I G^LMMGOS 1-800-633-7972

LEARNING ADVENTURE

TURKEY:
CROSSROADS OF CIVILIZATION

Join Saga Holidays, a world leader in the

mature travel market, on one of our most

popular Road Scholar^" programs - a unique

learning experience at a tremendous value.

Turkey: Crossroads of Civilization is a

20-night tour offered in conjunction with

lecturers from Istanbul University. Featuring

visits to such timeless sites as Istanbul,

Ankara, the Cappadocia region, Pamukkale,

Ephesus, Pergamum, and Troy, this fully-

escorted tour explores the influences that

have shaped the history, not only of Turkey,

but of Western civilization as well.

Prices from $2699, including airfare

from New York, lectures, services of a

program manager, all accommodations,

most excursions, and most meals.

Saga Holidays
Saga International Holidays, Ltd.

222 Berkeley St., Boston, MA 021 16

I -800-29 1 -0786 ext. 502

ANTARCTICA

ANTARCTICA
Expedition cruises aboard

powerful, refurbished Russian

icebreakers. Travel with us to

remote areas unattainable by
conventional cruise ships.

Call for a free color brochure

1-800-368-0077

ojmp
EXPEDITIONS

CANADA

EXPEDITIONS
1980

1-800-

Visit the famed

harp seal pupping

grounds on the

Magdalen Islands.

Call for a free ^
color brocfiure i

368-0077
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December/January Events

December 2
David Helfand, of Columbia Univer-

sin^'s Department of Astronomy. wH]

talk about "The Universe in Radio

U'aves: Challenges and Discoveries from

an All-Sb,- Suney." The lecture, part of

the "Frontiers in Astrophysics" series,

v^dll begin at 7:30 P.M., and rickets are S8

(S7 for members).

December 3
Photographer-author-naturalist Rick

McInrvTe has been studying wolves

throughout his rs.vent\--r\vo years as a

park ranger. In his talk, "Wolf Restora-

tion: Yellowstone, the Southwest, and

Japan," he will discuss the near-exrinc-

tion ofwolves in this country^ and subse-

quent efrorts and controversies sur-

rounding their reintroduction in the

United States and Japan. The sHde-illus-

trated lecture begins at 7:00 p.m. in the

Kaufinann Theater, and tickets are S12

(S8 for members). For additional infor-

mation, call (212) 769-5100.

December 5
Brian M. Fagan, professor of archeology

at the Universirv' of California. Santa

Barbara, \\t11 highhght the world s great-

est archeological discoveries and talk

about the role of computers and scan-

ning electron microscopy in the field of

archeolog\'. The lecture besins at 7:00

P.M. in the Kaufinann Theater, and tick-

ets are SIO (S9 for members).

December 11 and 12
Joe Traina and his Mosdy Jazz ensemble

will perform at 7:30 P.M. in the Planetar-

ium's Sk\' Theater. The program, featur-

ing compositions with celestial names,

such as "Moon River" and "Blue

Skies," will be accompanied by special

effects, such as lasers and star projec-

tions. Tickets are S15 (S13 for mem-
bers). For details, call (212) 769-5100.

Tlic rweiny-slxih aiuuid Origami

Holiday Tree is cii display in the Miiseiiiii

until earlyJanuary.

December 18
Sy Montgomerv; author of Walking with

the Great Apes:Jane Goodall, Diaii Fossey.

Birnte Galdikas (Houghton Mifflin,

1991). will lecture on the pioneering

methods and discoveries of these famous

primatologists. The program ^^^ll begin

at 7:00 P.M. in the Kaufinann Theater,

and tickets are S12 (S8 for members).

December 27
The African American hoUday Kwanzaa

(Swahih for "first fruits of the har\?est")

^^ill be celebrated in the Museum's Hall

of Ocean Life. Featured wiU be the re-

creation of an African marketplace and

performances reenacting the African di-

aspora. The program is free with admis-

sion to the Museum. For detailed infor-

mation, caU (212) 769-5315.

January 6
Steven Ka^valer. of Iowa State Univer-

sits''s Deparmient of Physics and Astron-

omy, will give a talk entitled "From

Earthquakes to Starquakes: Seismolol

in the Galaxy" The lecture—part oft]

"Frontiers in Astrophysics" series

—

\\\

begin at 7:30 P.M.. and tickets are SB (J

for members).

January 8
Birthstones \\dU be the subject of a t.

by Joe Peters, a mineralogist in the M
seum's Department of Earth and Plan!

tars' Sciences. In his lecture, which b

gins at 7:00 P.M., Peters will explore tj

histon,- of these stones and thefr curi

popular appeal. Tickets are 89 (S6

members).

January 14, 16, 21, 23.

28, and 30
Geologist Sidney Horenstein. coordir

tor of the Museum's emironniental pi

grams, \\ill present a six-part minicou:

in the science ofplanetolog\". In additi

to illustrating basic geological conce

about the earth and the moon, he \\

include new information gleaned frc

space probes. The lectures ^vill begin

7:00 PM., and tickets for the series ;

S35 (831.50 for members). For more i

formation about each lecture, call (21

769-5310.

January 29
George Page, host and narrator ot PB

Nature, \vill present "Inside Nature: He

Do You Get Those Pictures?" Page's t

hind-the-scenes look at the weekly n.

ural histors' TV series begins at 7:00 P.

in the Main Auditorium. Tickets ;

820 (815 for members).

For tickets and information about

Museum events, call (212) 769-52(

For Museum hours and admission fe

call (212) 769-5100. The Americ

Museum of Natural Histon,- is locat

on Central Park 'West at 79th Street

New York Cin,-.
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Dinosaurs I
roamed the earth %

millions of years ago.

Now with your help,

they can
sticl( around forever.

ripply for the No-Annual-Fee

::::]^A^, AMNH Gold MasterCard®
' IL I or Custom Visa® today.

And help generate valuable

__^ funds for the AMNH

—

at no extra cost to you.

when it comes to credit cards there's really

only one natural selection—the AMNH
Gold MasterCard and Custom Visa issued

by MBNA America® Bank. Because for

every AMNH card issued and for every

purchase made with the card, MBNA will

make a contribution in support of AMNH
research and educational programs

—

at no extra

cost to you or to any friend of the Museum.

You'll benefit from a low introductory 5.9% Annual

Percentage Rate (APR) on cash advance checks and

balance transfers/ exceptional 24-hour Customer

service, and exclusive benefits. And the Museum will

benefit from its friends' continued support. So apply

now for your no-annual-fee AMNH credit card—the

card that celebrates our Natural History.

Gall

1-800-84M3I8
for yours now.

(TTY users, please call 1-800-833-6262.)

Please mention priority code IKRG wiien you call.

tThe Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases and ATM and Bank cash advances is 16.15%, which may
vary. The current promotional APR offer for cash advance checks and balance transfers is 5.9% through your
first five statement closing dates, commencing the month after your account is opened. When your mini-

mum monthly payment is not received by the close of the first complete billing cycle following its Payment
Due Date, or when your promotional offer expires, whichever occurs first, your APR for both new and
outstanding cash advance balances (consisting of cash advance check and balance transfer transactions) vwll

be calculated using the Variable Rate Information disclosures accompanying your card. The current indexed
APR for cash advance checks and balance transfers is 16.15%, which may vary. We may allocate your

' monthly payments to your promotional APR balance(s) before your nonpromotional APR balance(s)-

Transaction fee for Bank and ATfvl cash advances is 2% of each cash advance (minimum S2). Transaction fee

for credit card cash advance checks is 1% of each cash advance (minimum S2, maximum SIO). Transaction

fee for the purchase of wire transfers, money orders, bets, lottery tickets, and casino gaming chips is 2% of

each such purchase (minimum S2}. The information about the cost of the cards described in this advertise-

ment is accurate as of 10/96. This information may have changed after that date. To find out what may have

changed, call 1-800-847-7378.

MasterCard is a federally registered service mark of MasterCard International Inc., used pursuant to license.

Visa is a federally registered service mark of Visa U.S.A. Inc., used pursuant to license.

MBNA America is a federally registered service mark of MBNA America Bank, N.A.

©1996 MBNA America Bank, N.A. , . AD 10-443-36^
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Dr. Earle piloting Deep Rover m her record-breaking 1000 meter dive.

**Our future depends
on taking care of the sea and

its vital, living treasures/*
Dr. Sylvia Earle

For Dr. Sylvia Earle, one of the world's

leading marine biologists, there is nothing more

important than the quest to explore, study and

protect the planet's oceans.

Dr. Earle's recent book, Sea Change, tells

how mankind's abuse of the ocean depths has

disrupted the planetary systems that are essential

for human survival. It also explains why she

insists on deeper investigation.

Currently, Dr. Earle is

working to access the

very deepest parts of

the Pacific.

United States that has been

sampled with a spoon."

Much of the technology

needed to assist in such deep

exploration already exists.

And whether Dr. Earle is

snorkeling or diving with

the advanced robotics

that she helped develop,

her Rolex is always a part

of her gear. "Having spent a

significant part of my adult

life studying the oceans, I

appreciate

the difficulty

of creating a

mechanism

that can

withstand

all the

pressures

and corrosive elements of a

saltwater environment," says

Sylvia, "and that is precisely what

my Rolex has done, dive after

dive. I wouldn't consider

going underwater

without it."

ROLEX
Rolex Oyster Perpetual Submariner Date Chronometer in stainless steel and 18kt gold with matching Fliplock Oyster bracelet

Write for brochure. Rolex Watch U.S.A.. Inc.. Dept RLX. Rolex Building. 665 Fifth .Avenue. New York. NY. 10022 5383
Rolex, '«, Oyster Perpetual, Submariner, Fliplock and Oyster are trademarks
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